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                                                           DEDICATION 

 
                   THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO MY BELOVED LORD RAM 
 

 
I dedicate this Book to Lord Sri Ram who is my dearest of dear, most beloved, the 
essence of my life and being, and for whom, and for whose pleasure, and on whose 
behest, and on whose divine mission, this book is dedicated. 

Nothing that I write is of my own creation. It is the Lord who is getting it done. 
So I deserve no credit. However, being an ordinary man like the rest of us, I may have 
committed errors, and for those I beg forgiveness. I hope this book will help to continue 
the great tradition of singing the glories of the different aspects of same indivisible one 
Divinity in order to meet diverse needs of the Soul, the Spirit, one such being to find 
peace and happiness amidst the surrounding turmoil of the world by being able to spend 
some time in the thoughts of the Divine Being, the same ‘Parmatma’, the same Lord 
known by different names in different tongues.  

I submit this effort at the holy feet of my beloved Lord Ram, and surely also to 
Lord Hanuman who was very dear to the Lord and an incarnation of Lord Shiva himself, 
with this humble little prayer that comes to my lips: ‘Lord God; Glorious and Blessed be 
Thy Name. I yield Thee my most hearty thanks and reverential gratitude that Thou hast 
given me the honour and the privilege and the opportunity to serve Thee and fulfil Thy 
desire to spread Thine Good Word for the good and welfare of the human kind through 
the Books Thou hast got written through these humble hands of mine. And for that mercy 
and graciousness of Thee, I shall ever and for ever remain Thine grateful and thankful 
and obliged.’  

I hope the reader will find my book useful and interesting. Since English is an 
international language, this book will help the English speaking world to access this 
masterpiece of classical Indian scriptural text. 
 
“He leadeth me! O blessed tho't!  
O words with heav'nly comfort fraught!  
What-e'er I do, wher-e'er I be,  
Still 'tis God's hand that leadeth me!” [A Hymn] 
                                                                                  
                                                                                 Ajai Kumar Chhawchharia                                              

                                                                Author 
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The Epic Story of Lord Ram’s Marriage with Sita 
  
{Narrated entirely in English from Goswami Tulsidas’ revered devotional classic “Ram 
Charit Manas”, and his other 3 books, viz. “Janki Mangal”, “Ram Lala Nachu” & 
“Geetawali’, as well as sage Veda Vyas’ rendering of the story in “Adhyatma 
Ramayan”.} 
 
(Original Text, Roman Transliteration & English Exposition with Elaborate Notes) 

 
 
                                            PREFACE 
 
In this book we shall read the eclectic story of the marriage of Lord Ram with Sita. This 
marriage was a formalisation, from the perspective of the gross visible world, of the 
union or coming together of two stupendous invisible forces of creation, viz. Brahm, the 
all-powerful Supreme Being represented by Lord Ram, and his cosmic dynamism known 
as Shakti represented by Sita.  
 This union was needed to neutralize and weed out evil forces, represented by the 
cruel demon race, from the surface of the earth so that the rest of the living world could 
live in peace.  

Lord Ram was an incarnation on earth as a human being of Lord Vishnu who is 
the macrocosmic form of the Supreme Being known in the Upanishads as Brahm. Sita is 
a manifestation of goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Vishnu and the patron goddess of 
material prosperity and wealth that Vishnu needs to take care of this visible world 
dependent upon material things for its sustenance.  
 For the purpose of our narration we shall read exhaustively from two excellent 
sources who have expertly described this story. One is the famous saint-poet Goswami 
Tulsidas, and the other is the renowned saga Veda Vyas.  
 Tulsidas has elaborately narrated this eclectic story in the following books—(a) 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand (Chapter 1), from its Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 206—till Doha no. 361 at the end of this Canto; (b) Geetawali, in its Baal Kand, 
from verse no. 1/47—till verse no. 1/110; (c) Janki Mangal; and (d) Ram Lala Nahachu. 
The full English version of these last three books has been uploaded by this humble 
author for free download on his website mentioned at the end of this preface.   
 The other excellent source we shall read is Veda Vyas’ classical narration known 
as Adhyatma Ramayan in which the story of Lord Ram’s marriage is narrated in Baal 
Kand (Chapter 1), from Canto no. 4—to Canto no. 7. 
 In order to make the present book exhaustive and a comprehensive text in English 
that tells the divine story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita in its entirety, all the above 
books have been included in our narration. The full original texts in Hindi and Sanskrit 
are quoted, followed by a detailed exposition and related commentary in English. Special 
treatment is accorded to Tulsidas’ “Ram Charit Manas”—which forms Part-1 of this 2-
part book—because, in due course of time, it shall be included in an elaborate English 
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exposition on this great and unparalled magnum opus of Tulsidas on which I am working 
at present. In fact, “Ram Charit Manas” is one classic in Hindi that is revered and given 
the same respect as the ancient Purans and other holy scriptures.  
 
This Book titled “The Story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita” is divided into 2 Parts: 
Part-1 has the story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita as narrated in Goswami Tulsidas’ 
epic classic famed by the name of “Ram Charit Manas”, and Part-2 has this magnificent 
story as it is narrated in the rest of the books of Tulsidas, viz. “Janki Mangal”, “Ram Lala 
Nahachu” and “Geetawali”, as well as in the story of the Ramayan narrated by the 
legendary sage Veda Vyas in his great classic known as “Adhyatma Ramayan”.  
 
Now, let’s have a brief overview of the contents of this Book titled “The Story of Lord 
Ram’s marriage with Sita”. It is divided into 2 Parts as follows: 
 
Part-1 has the story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita as narrated in Goswami Tulsidas’ 
epic classic famed by the name of “Ram Charit Manas”, and Part-2 has this magnificent 
story as it is narrated in the rest of the books of Tulsidas, viz. “Janki Mangal”, “Ram Lala 
Nahachu” and “Geetawali”, as well as in the story of the Ramayan narrated by the 
legendary sage Veda Vyas in his great spiritual classic known as “Adhyatma Ramayan”.  
 
Part-1 has an elaborate analytical exposition in English of Ram Charit Manas, which in 
the course of its narration tells us the eclectic story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita in 
great detail, highlighting many of its aspects that miss the eye, and which require a lot of 
analysis and reading between-the-lines to discover. It’s a great reading experience, and a 
journey of learning and exploration.  

It chronicles the events in great and fascinating detail from the very beginning, i.e. 
from the time sage Vishwamitra arrived in the court of king Dasrath of Ayodhya seeking 
Lord Ram to be sent with him to his hermitage—till the end of the story when the 
marriage party returned back home to Ayodhya with all the four grooms (i.e. Lord Ram 
and his three brothers Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan) and their beautiful brides, the 
celebrations in the city and the atmosphere of euphoria and revelry that lasted for many 
long days thereafter, and finally, the departure of the guests in due course of time.  
 
Part 2: This is divided into 4 Sections as follows:- 
 Section 1 has the entire text of the story from Tulsidas’ classic narration of the 
event in his book titled “Janki Mangal”.   

Section 2 similarly consists of the entire text from Tulsidas’ short book called 
“Ram Lala Nahachu”. It pertains to a specific ritual known as “Nahachu” in which the 
groom’s hairs and nails are trimmed just before the actual marriage ceremony. 

Section 3 is a wonderful and elaborate narration of the story from “Geetawali”, an 
exquisite ‘Book of Songs’ in which Tulsidas has written the story of the ‘Ramayan’ (the 
story of the life and times of Lord Ram) using the pattern of writing of verses that are set 
to different ‘Ragas’ (notes, tunes and modes) of Indian classical music so much so that 
the story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita acquires a magical charm and a special aura 
of divinity around it as it can now be sung melodiously to the various tunes of Indian 
classical music with a liberal dose of devotional quotient infused in it.  
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Section 4 presents to the reader a different take on this story from “Adhyatma 
Ramayan”, an ancient classical composition in Sanskrit by the legendary sage Veda 
Vyas. It deals with this story with a different perspective and tells the reader many facts 
not dealt with by Tulsidas.  

 
Taken all in all, it’s an exceptionally charming story that captivates the mind and the 
imagination of the reader, and holds him or her in its thrall. It’s a wonderful and rare 
collection of eclectic classical texts that will give the reader an opportunity to enjoy this 
story from different perspectives.  
 
This book of ours is an elaborate analytical exposition in English on all these five great 
classics that are cited in it, and in the course of its narration tells us the eclectic story of 
Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita in great detail, highlighting many of its aspects that miss 
the eye, and which require a lot of analysis and reading between-the-lines to discover. It’s 
a great reading experience, and a journey of learning and exploration.  
 
Great deal of effort has been taken by me, to the best of my ability, to explain the original 
texts of these classical books in simple English, along with elaborate notes and references 
so that the reader can understand the story better and delve deeper into the subtle and not-
so-apparent meaning of the texts. I am sure that this Book would be enjoyed by the 
readers who will find them entertaining as well as informing.  
 
Whatever I wrote was a divine inspiration, and honestly I say in all sooth that I have no 
right to claim any sort of praise or honour for writing them, for the real ‘author’ of these 
books was Lord Ram himself, and I believe it in the core of my heart without any show 
of pretention of modesty, with me being merely a pen moving to fulfill the Lord’s wishes 
and mission! Say, what claim for fame and honour and praise can a ‘pen’ have for any 
piece of writing, for all the credit surely goes to the ‘writer’. Still, since in this physical 
world such subtle and sublime feelings and thoughts and understandings are difficult to 
comprehend and accept in practical terms, I must make it plain that as I am a humble and 
ordinary man with no scholarship or expertise of any sort, there are fair chances that 
many errors of omission, commission and oversight may have crept in these books 
inadvertently inspite of my diligence and efforts, and for them I pray that me esteemed 
reader would overlook them and excuse me for my errors and shortcomings.  
 
Remember: ‘Sweet Nectar’ will always taste as sweet and heavenly, and it is as 
rejuvenating and reinvigorating as it can ever be irrespective of the cup in which it is 
served and the person serving it.  
 
I offer this book to my dearest and most beloved Lord Ram as a token of my humblest of 
service to him. It is not only to enable the world to read the Lord’s divine story that I 
endeavour to write in English, but it is also to thank the Lord that he enabled me to write 
about him in this language. Be it noted that I am writing this book as a means to purify 
my own self and my writing, spending my time in rememberance of the Lord that fills my 
mind and heart with joy and a sense of fulfillment, and as an expression of my love and 
affection and gratitude and thanksgiving to the Lord who has done so much for me and 
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taken care of my well-being like a doting father who goes out of his way to protect and 
take care of his dearest son.  
 
Finally, I must thank Sri Somil Bharti of Vrindavan who has done a commendable work 
of doing for me the Roman Transliteration of the original Text which is in the language 
known as “Avadhi”, a local dialect which is a variation of Hindi as it is spoken in the 
region of Ayodhya where Lord Ram was born. 
 
Amen!  
 
 Prepared and presented by:  
Ajai Kumar Chhawchharia. 
Full address of Author—36-A, Rajghat Colony, Parikrama Marg,  
            P.O.—Ayodhya, Pin—224123 
            Distt.—Faizabad, U.P. India. 
Mobile: +919451290400, +919935613060 
 
Website: < www.tulsidas-ram-books.weebly.com > 
Email of Author: (i) < ajaichhawchharia@gmail.com > 
      (ii) < ajaikumarbooks@gmail.com > 
 
Archive.org: https://archive.org/details/@ajai_kumar_chhawchharia 
Facebook ID < www.facebook.com/ajaikumarchhawchharia8 >  
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/AjaiKumarChhawchharia  
 
Date—15th April, 2016. 
Place: Ayodhya. 
                                                 
 
                                          
                                                        ------------********----------- 
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The Epic Story of Lord Ram’s Marriage with Sita 
  
{Narrated entirely in English from Goswami Tulsidas’ revered devotional classic “Ram 
Charit Manas”, and his other 3 books, viz. “Janki Mangal”, “Ram Lala Nachu” & 
“Geetawali’, as well as sage Veda Vyas’ rendering of the story in “Adhyatma 
Ramayan”.} 
 
(Original Text, Roman Transliteration & English Exposition with Elaborate Notes) 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

A brief background and outline of the story 
 
The Background—The cruel demons were tormenting all the creatures on this earth. 
They had even conquered the gods in the heaven. To get rid of their tyranny, sages and 
Mother Earth approached Lord Vishnu, the cosmic form of the supreme Lord, to give 
them succour and protection. Vishnu assured them he will come down to earth as a 
human being and kill their tormentors, the demons.  
  
The Story—Thus, Vishnu manifested himself as Lord Ram by taking birth as a son of 
king Dasrath of Ayodhya. Dasrath had earlier done severe Tapa (penance and austerity) 
in his previous birth as king Manu. In that birth, Manu’s wife was Satarupa who became 
Kaushalya in the present life. The couple had wanted Vishnu as their son. So, Lord 
Vishnu fulfilled their desire by becoming their son known as Lord Ram.    
 Meanwhile, Lord Vishnu’s eternal divine consort, goddess Laxmi, revealed 
herself as Sita, and therefore it had to be arranged that Vishnu and Laxmi could come 
together as human couples also in the form of Ram and Sita. While Ram was the son of 
Dasrath of Ayodhya, Sita became the daughter of Janak, the king of Janakpur.  
 This story ‘Janki Mangal’ describes the divine union of Lord Vishnu as Ram, and 
goddess Laxmi as Sita as husband and wife in their human forms. 
 Since the almighty Lord Vishnu had taken a human form, certain obligations had 
to be met in order to comply with the laws of Nature and creation that deal with life in 
this mortal world, because the creator of cosmic laws cannot violate the same laws that he 
himself had created for his own creation if he wanted to maintain order in this creation 
and expected others to adhere to the laws of Nature and creation. It would be ridiculous 
and incongruous to expect the Lord to violate his own laws. 
 So it was maneuvered by divine mandate that a sage named Vishwamitra would 
take Ram to protect his fire sacrifice from being defiled by demons, and once this is 
accomplished an invitation would come to the sage to attend the marriage ceremony of 
Sita at Janakpur. Naturally, the sage took Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman 
along as a sight-seeing tour of a new country just like modern-day boys are taken on a 
holiday outing by their school teachers.  
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 The three—the sage along with Ram and Laxman—were warmly welcomed by 
king Janak. The king was absolutely swept off his feat when he saw the two handsome 
princes, and his heart told him that Ram was the fittest candidate as a groom for his 
daughter Sita. But there was a hitch. It was that the king had already made a stern vow 
that anyone who would lift the bow of Lord Shiva that had been kept with him from some 
ancient time would marry Sita. This vow became the fish-bone in his throat.  
 Janak had invited all famous kings and princes of the time to attend this bow 
ceremony and try their hand at lifting it so that Sita could be married to them. Actually, 
Janak had wanted a valorous and strong young prince with a powerful personality to be 
his son-in-law, and this was the test that he devised for the purpose—because it was not a 
joke to play fools with Lord Shiva’s bow.  
 Meanwhile, Lord Ram and Laxman took the permission of sage Vishwamitra and 
went on a sight-seeing round of the city of Janakpur. The entire city erupted in joy and 
was enthralled at the magnificently charming sight of the two brothers meandering 
majestically through the streets of Janakpur. The citizens, young and old, longed to see 
Ram as the royal groom, and all of them with exception prayed to Lord Shiva to fulfill 
their wishes. While on this sight-seeing tour, Ram and Laxman also happened to enter the 
royal gardens where Sita had incidentally come to pray to goddess Parvati, the divine 
consort of Shiva himself. When she saw the Lord she was completely bewitched and 
decided in her heart that she will marry Ram. But again the stern vow of her father and 
the horrible ignominy that would come to the immaculate reputation of the family known 
for righteousness, probity and decorum by being bold enough to openly declare her love 
for Ram made her extremely depressed and worried. She however prayed to goddess 
Parvati to make things happen in such a way that she would be married to Ram alone.  
 Now we see two prayers were working in favour of the marriage of Lord Ram 
with Sita—one was the prayer of the citizens, and the other was of Sita. Come to think of 
it, even Janak might have prayed silently to Shiva to maneuver things subtly and politely 
in such a way that Sita could be married to Ram and his honour could still be maintained. 
Not only the king but his queen, the mother of Sita, too prayed to Parvati to make this 
happen.     
 When the D-day arrived, a huge crowd gathered at the venue of the bow 
ceremony. All eyes were focused on Lord Ram who sat along with his brother Laxman 
and sage Vishwamitra on a special throne king Janak had arranged for the sage. When 
Sita appeared on the stage, some wise kings decided that Ram was a fit candidate for her, 
and so abstained from attempting to lift the bow. But of course there were others who 
became greedy and passionate when they saw a beautiful princess whose beauty was 
unmatched in this world. The sober kings tried to dissuade them from being foolish and 
greedy, but as expected they wouldn’t listen. In fact, instead of waiting for their turn 
patiently, they jostled with each other as they feared that the man in front would lift the 
bow and deprive others of the chance to marry Sita. So everyone wanted to be the first to 
lift the bow! 
 As it finally transpired, all failed to move the bow, and sat down dejected with 
low faces in utter humiliation. Janak was dismayed and he openly rebuked the assembled 
kings and princes, calling all of them impotent and weak. It was then that the chance 
came—sage Vishwamitra asked Ram to do what was destined. On his instructions, Lord 
Ram not only lifted the bow but broke it into two as he bent the creaky bow to string it.  
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 The sky and the earth erupted in jubilation. There was a thunderous uproar of 
praise and musical instruments. It appeared that this was the best moment in the lives of 
all creatures who lived in that era.  
 Message was sent to king Dasrath to come with the marriage party and witness 
the marriage of Ram and Sita. The marriage was formalized with great pomp and 
pageantry. Lord Ram’s other three brothers, i.e. Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, were 
also married in the same venue with a sister and two cousins of Sita.  
 The thunder of the breaking bow meanwhile reached the ears of another sage 
named Parashuram. He was a stout devotee of Lord Shiva and a warrior sage. He thought 
that someone had insulted Shiva, so he picked up his battle-axe to punish the arrogant 
fellow who had the temerity to commit such a crime, and rushed towards the marriage 
venue. Brimming over with anger and wrath, he confronted Ram and Laxman with vitriol 
pouring forth. Lord Ram however kept his calm and dignity, and finally managed to calm 
the angry sage who realised that Ram was not an ordinary human prince but the divine 
Lord Vishnu himself who is worshipped by the whole world. So the sage asked Lord 
Ram for forgiveness and went to the mountains to do Tapa (penance). 
 So, Lord Ram married Sita, and the marriage party returned to Ayodhya to 
rousing reception. There were celebrations and festivities galore in the city that lasted for 
many joyful days. Finally, the guests took leave of king Dasrath and went back home, 
carrying with them fond memories of the wedding of the four brothers, Lord Ram and his 
three siblings Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan.  

Sage Vishwamitra was however persuaded to tarry a little while longer at Ayodhya, 
but after a long time he too took leave and went back to his hermitage with his heart 
brimming with sweet emotions and overwhelmed with love and affection, and his mind 
submerged deeply in the thoughts of the pleasant events that had unfolded. The sage 
thanked his good luck and meritorious deeds that he had done in his life that had made it 
possible for him to be instrumental in bringing about the divine union of Lord Ram with 
Sita.  
 
 
                                           ---------------*********------------ 
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The Epic Story of Lord Ram’s Marriage with Sita 

 
[The story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita as narrated in Goswami 
Tulsidas’ epic book “RAM CHARIT MANAS”, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Sortha/Doha no. 361. 
 
Full Original Text, Roman Transliteration & detailed English exposition 
with commentary.] 
 
 

                                                               Part 1: 
 
 
¿õ0. ÿ„U ‚’ øÁ⁄UÃ ∑§„UÊ ◊Ò¥ ªÊß¸ – •ÊÁªÁ‹ ∑§ÕÊ ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ◊Ÿ ‹Êß¸H 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

yaha saba carita kahā maiṁ gā'ī. āgili kathā sunahu mana lā'ī. 1. 
 
The story of Lord Ram from his birth till the time he grew up to reach the age of 
adolescence has been narrated (sung) by me till now. Whatever happened next will be 
narrated by me now. Please pay attention to it. (1) 

[Note—The primary narrator of Lord Ram’s story is Lord Shiva, and he is telling the 
story to his consort Parvati when she expressed her eagerness to hear the Lord’s divine 
story from beginning to end. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
2 that precedes Doha no. 107—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 110. 

The episodes relating to the arrival of the learned sage Vishwamitra to take Lord 
Ram and his brother Laxman with him to the forest to protect his fire sacrifice from being 
defiled by demons, and the subsequent events when the sage took the two brothers to 
Janakpur, the city of king Janak, the father of Sita, the breaking of the strong bow of 
Shiva by Lord Ram that culminated in the marriage of Lord Ram with Sita, and also of 
his other three brothers Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan with Sita’s sister and cousins, 
and the final celebrations at Ayodhya, the capital of Lord Ram and his father Dasrath, 
constitute the second part of the narration. It is in answer to the Parvati’s fourth query—
‘please tell me how Janki (Sita) was married to Lord Ram.’ Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, 1st half of Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 110. 

Tulsidas has stressed that one should listen to the divine story ‘with attention’. 
Obviously, if one does not pay attention one would not enjoy the nectar that it contains. 
For instance, when one enjoys the taste and smell of the food served, the body digests is 
better than when one eats with disgust and forcefully just to fill his stomach. Tulsidas has 
said that “those who sing the episode of Lord Ram’s marriage with due devotion, 
affection and attention will always have auspiciousness and joy in their lives—because 
the glory of Lord Ram is inherently a provider of happiness and bliss as well as the best 
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of spiritual virtues one can expect to possess.” Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 361.]  

 
Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ ◊„UÊ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÿÊŸË – ’‚®„U Á’Á¬Ÿ ‚È÷ •ÊüÊ◊ ¡ÊŸËH 2H 

 
bisvāmitra mahāmuni gyānī. basahiṁ bipina subha āśrama jānī. 2. 
 
There was a great learned sage named Vishwamitra. He lived in a hermitage in the forest 
as that place was auspicious, peaceful, serene and generally compatible for his spiritual 
pursuits. (2) 

[Note—Sage Vasistha, the royal priest of the kingdom of Ayodhya, had himelf praised 
the glories of sage Vishwamitra in full court in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 359. 

Vishwamitra was a great sage and a leader of other sages who lived in the forest. He 
was a ‘great sage’ as well as a ‘Gyani’ as he had learnt to practice self control over his 
senses; he had conquered anger and desires; any kind of sorrow or misery never disturbed 
his peace of mind and heart, nor did the sage had any wish for worldly pleasures and 
comforts.  

The word ‘Gyani’ means one knows; who is self-realised and knows the truth of 
everything. He is a man of wisdom and erudition. People look towards him for guidance 
and example. He had done severe Tapa (austerity and penance) which entitled him to 
attain the stature of a learned Brahmin though he was born as a Kshatriya, the warrior 
class.  

His name is very remarkable. “Vishwaa-mitra’ has two connotations. One is that he is 
a friend of the whole world (Mitra = friend; Vishwa = the world). Another meaning is 
that his communion makes a man dispassionate and detached towards the world and its 
material charms (Vishwa = world; A-mitra = to be unfriendly towards). A person who 
keeps his company realises the futility of this mortal world and its transient and 
perishable nature, and therefore develops detachment from it.    

His hermitage was an oasis of peace and had a divine aura about it. The area was 
known as ‘Siddha-shram’—the place where mystics and hermits lived. It was located in 
the geographical area known as Buxar in Magadh that falls in modern-day Bihar state of 
India. It was here that Lord Vaaman, the dwarf mendicant form of Lord Vishnu had once 
lived. Sages and hermits always lived in those parts of forests that were compatible for 
their spiritual pursuit. These places were usually away from the hustle and bustle of city 
life, but at the same time were well endowed with the basic necessities of life such as 
water in the form of rivers or lakes, abundant fruit trees, greenery and rich vegetation.  

Regarding his lineage, the sage has himself told Lord Ram when the latter enquired 
about his family line that “there was a great king named Kush who was the son of 
Brahma, the creator. He had four sons. The second son was named Kushnaabha. He had 
done a fire sacrifice to get a son. This produced a famous son by the name of Gaadhi. He 
was a very religious man. Vishwamitra was his son. Since the sage was born in the clan 
of king Kush, he is also known by the name of Kaushik.” Refer: Valmiki Ramayan, 
1/33/3; 1/34/1, 5, 6. 

Vishwamitra further told Lord Ram “my elder sister was named Satyawati, and she 
was married to sage Richeek. She went (ascended) to heaven with the physical body. A 
great river is named after her; it is called Kaushiki. My natural habitat is in the valley of 
the Himalayas, but I came to this particular place for doing the fire sacrifice.” Refer: 
Valmiki Ramayan, 1/34/12. 
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Earlier his name was Vishwarath, but when he had attained the exalted stature of 
Brahm-rishi, i.e. the level that is equivalent to Brahma, he began to be known as 
Vishwamitra.  

There is an interesting story regarding his birth as narrated in Bhagwat, 9/15/8-9, and 
Vishnu Puran, 4/7. The story in brief is as follows— 

Once, Satyawati and her mother approached sage Richeek with a request to provide 
them a herbal concoction that will help them get sons. Richeek sanctified two helpings of 
porridge with son-begetting Mantras, and gave each of them one helping with clear 
instructions that they should eat the one given to them, and not mix things up. Then the 
sage went away to take his bath. The jealous mother thought that the sample of porridge 
that the sage gave to Satyawati was better and more powerful, she prevailed upon her 
daughter to swap the samples with the argument “Daughter, everyone likes that his own 
son be better, and no one is interested in the brother of the wife. So, take my sample and 
give me yours, because my son will have to look after the whole world as he would be a 
Kshatriya king, while you are the wife of a sage (Richeek) and so your son will not 
require the powers and majesty that are needed to take care of the world. As a sage’s son, 
he will be contented with leading an austere life of Tapa and Yoga.” 

So, the mother and daughter swapped the porridge. When Richeek came to know of 
this, he was very upset and accosted his wife Satyawati, telling her that she has done a 
very inappropriate thing. Now, her son would be a great warrior, and her brother (her 
mother’s son) would be a renowned sage of the stature of Brahma-rishi. When Satyawati 
pleaded with him to forgive her, the sage told her that now it cannot be rectified. 
However, though her son would be a brave warrior, the grandson would be great sage. 
Meanwhile, her mother’s son (her brother) became a great sage though he was born as a 
Kshatriya because his father was Gaadhi. 

Vishwamitra was an angry man; he used to curse fluently. He had a hundred sons. It 
was he who had tested king Harishchandra’s steadfastness for truth and vows.  

He had great mystical powers so much so that he was able to attain the exalted stature 
of a Brahma-rishi though he was born a Kshatriya. This story is as follows— 

Once he gathered a huge army and went to the forest to hunt. There, he stayed in the 
hermitage of sage Vasistha who had a magical cow known as ‘Kamdhenu’ which had the 
mystical power to give anything one wishes. Vasistha fed the entire army and made 
arrangements for their comfort on the strength of this cow. Vishwamitra eyed the cow 
because he thought that she was more useful for a king than a hermit or a sage. When 
Vasistha refused to give her, Vishwamitra tried force, but was utterly defeated. All his 
sons were killed except one. Vishwamitra handed over the charge of the kingdom to him 
and went to do Tapa to acquire powers so that he can get the Kamdhenu from Vasistha. 
As a result of the Tapa he acquired great weapons from Lord Shiva, but again failed to 
snatch the Kamdhenu from Vasistha. Ashamed, he did severe Tapa once again to attain 
the exalted stature of a Brahma-rishi, a stature that Vasistha already possessed. To wreck 
vengeance upon Vasistha, he had cursed the latter’s sons and reduced them to ashes. 
Later on, however, the two sages became friends when one day Vasistha heard that 
Vishwamitra has great respect for his Brahmin-hood and spiritual powers. Refer: Valmiki 
Ramayan, Sarga 51—65.    

He is the Rishi (the wise and enlightened sage or seer who conceptualized and 
preached) of the entire 3rd Mandal of the Rig Veda. 501 Richas (hymns) of this Mandal 
are directly attributed to him, and the rest to his disciples.  

Along with sages Vasistha and Valmiki, he is the most famous sage who played a 
pivotal role in the life of Lord Ram. It was Vishwamitra who had taken Lord Ram and 
Laxman to protect his fire sacrifice from being defiled by the demons. It was when Lord 
Ram went with him that he first encountered the demons, and had killed the demoness 
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Tadka and the demon Subhahu while flinging the demon Marich far away into the middle 
of the ocean. Sage Gautam’s wife Ahilya was also liberated by the Lord during this trip 
with Vishwamitra. The sage took the Lord and Laxman to the marriage ceremony of Sita 
where the Lord had broken the sturdy bow of Lord Shiva and married her. All the four 
brothers were married on the occasion.  

There is a famous story in Nadishukta (Rig Veda, 3/33) that he once prayed to rivers 
Vipaat and Shutudri (the modern rivers Beas and Sutlej of Punjab state of India) to part 
and give him a way when robbers were pursuing him.  

He has been mentioned as a great sage in a number of Vedic literature—e.g. Aitareya 
Aaranyaka, 2/2/1; Taittiriya Samhita, 2/2/1/2; Kaushitaki Brahman, 15/1; Panchavinsha 
Brahman, 14/3/12.  

In Rig Veda 1/24 there appears a story of Shunashshepa who was saved by sage 
Vishwamitra when he was about to be sacrificed in a Vedic sacrifice ritual. The sage 
adopted him as his son.  

He is said to be Kshatriya king as mentioned in Nirukta 2/24, and Panchavinsha 
Brahman 21/12/2. He is believed to have been the son of king Gaadhi of Chandravansha. 
His earlier name was Vishwarath.  

The story of sage Vishwamitra is narrated by sage Satanand to Lord Ram in the 
famous epic “Valmiki Ramayan”, in its Baal Kand, Canto 51, verse no. 17—to Canto 65, 
verse no. 29. Many interesting stories related to him are narrated, and one such story is 
that he had created a heaven for his patron king Trishanku, and his conflict with sage 
Vasistha and his ultimate elevation to the status of a Brahma-rishi, i.e. a sage who has 
acquired the highest stature which makes him equivalent to the stature of Brahm, the 
Supreme Being personified.  

He is counted amongst the seven great celestial Rishis or sages. The greatest 
contribution of sage Vishwamitra was his creating the famous Gayatri Mantra dedicated 
to the Sun God. It is regarded as the greatest Mantra ever conceptualized and preached in 
the entire pantheon of Mantras.  

He is the patron sage of the great Mantra known as ‘Brahm-Gayatri’.]    

 
¡„°U ¡¬ ¡‚ÿ ¡Ùª ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§⁄U„Ë¥ – •ÁÃ ◊Ê⁄UËø ‚È’Ê„ÈUÁ„U «U⁄U„UË¥H 3H 

 
jaham ̐ japa jagya jōga muni karahīṁ. ati mārīca subāhuhi ḍarahīṁ. 3. 
 
At that place (i.e. in the Sidhashram), sages and hermits used to pursue spiritual and 
religious way of life by doing Japa (repetition of the holy Mantras), Jagya (fire sacrifices) 
and Yoga (meditation). This scared the demons led by Marich and Subahu*.  

[*There is another way of interpreting this part of the verse. It may also mean—
“The sages and hermits were immensely scared of the demons Marich and Subahu.” 

By naming Marich first, the sage indicated that he was the elder brother, and 
Subahu was his younger sibling.] (3) 

[Note—What was the reason for the demons being afraid of the sages performing fire 
sacrifices or doing Japa and Yoga? Well, they knew that if these sages succeeded in 
completing their spiritual practices then they would acquire great mystical powers which 
they would then use to eliminate the demons. The king of demons, Ravana of Lanka, has 
clearly instructed his chief commanders to ensure that these sages did not do fire 
sacrifices as the offering made during such exercises provide nourishment to the Gods 
who were eternal enemies of the demon race. So if the fire and other sacrifices were not 
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allowed to take place, the Gods will be starved and become weak and emaciated. The 
weakened Gods would no longer pose any challenge to the demons. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 181 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8.  

Marich and Subahu were given the charge of the area where sage Vishwamitra and 
others did sacrifices. So, as soon as the demons saw smoke rising into the sky by the 
burning of the sacred fire and offerings made into it, they rushed and destroyed it. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 207; (ii) 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 210. 

And why were the sages afraid of the demons? It was because these nasty demons did 
not allow them to pursue their spiritual and religious activity though the sages meant no 
harm to them.] 

 
ŒπÃ ¡‚ÿ ÁŸ‚Êø⁄U œÊfl®„U – ∑§⁄U®„U ©U¬º˝fl ◊ÈÁŸ ŒÈπ ¬Êfl®„UH 4H 

 
dēkhata jagya nisācara dhāvahiṁ. karahiṁ upadrava muni dukha pāvahiṁ. 4. 
 
As soon as the demons saw the fire sacrifices being done, they rushed forward. They 
created all sorts of mischief and nuisance, which cause a lot of grief and misery for the 
sages. (4) 

[Note—Three religious activities are mentioned in verse no. 3—viz. Japa, Yagya and 
Yoga. While Japa and Yoga are done silently, the Yagya cannot be hidden. This is 
because as soon as the sacred fire was lit while doing Yagya, smoke rose in the sky, and 
this alerted the demons. So, the sages were not so much afraid of the demons while doing 
either Japa or Yoga as when doing Yagya. 

What was the mischief the demons do? They threw meat, faecal matter, blood etc. 
over the sacred fire, thereby defiling it.  

The next question is why did the sages not curse the demons? The answer to this is 
that while undertaking religious activities they used to take a vow of practicing self-
control over all their instincts and evil qualities. Becoming angry and cursing would be a 
sin while the fire sacrifice was being undertaken. So they did not curse the demons. 
However, this goodness of the sages had a negative impact on the senseless demons—
they thought that the sages were afraid of them and that is why they did not curse.  

Another reason is that if they did curse one or two of them, the rest of the demons 
would take revenge and attack them mercilessly, killing all of them.] 

 
ªÊÁœÃŸÿ ◊Ÿ ®øÃÊ CÿÊ¬Ë – „UÁ⁄U Á’ŸÈ ◊⁄U®„U Ÿ ÁŸÁ‚ø⁄U ¬Ê¬ËH 5H 

 
gādhitanaya mana cintā byāpī. hari binu marahiṁ na nisicara pāpī. 5. 
 
The son of Gaadhi (i.e. sage Vishwamitra) was overcome with worries. He decided that is 
not possible that the sinful demons would ever be killed without the help (intervention) of 
Lord Hari (Vishnu). (5) 

[Note—As has been said above, Vishwamitra, the chief of the sages, was worried 
because he could not kill the demons by cursing them. If the sage cursed the demons, it 
will be sinful on his part. If he prayed to them not to disturb the sages, it is impossible 
that the demons will oblige. Therefore, there was only one solution—and it was to get 
Lord Vishnu to kill them. It will have to benefits—one, it will help rid the tyranny of the 
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demons, and two, they will be liberated from their cursed body of a demon and their souls 
will find liberation and deliverance. This will prevent them from taking re-birth as a 
demon once again and continuing the horrors they perpetrate.   

It was not too difficult because the sage knew that Vishnu had taken birth as Lord 
Ram precisely for this purpose—to eliminate the demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 187. 

See verse no. 6 below.] 

 
Ã’ ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U ◊Ÿ ∑§Ëã„U Á’øÊ⁄UÊ – ¬˝÷È •flÃ⁄U©U „U⁄UŸ ◊Á„U ÷Ê⁄UÊH 6H 

 
taba munibara mana kīnha bicārā. prabhu avatarē'u harana mahi bhārā. 6. 
 
Then the sage thought to himself that the Lord (Vishnu) has already taken birth to remove 
the burden of the earth. [This was in the form of Lord Ram who was born in Ayodhya as 
a son to king Dasrath and his wife Kaushalya.] (6) 

[Note—When the demons had unleashed their reign of terror, mother Earth and other 
Gods led by the creator Brahma had prayed to Lord Vishnu to eliminate the demons and 
restore peace. The Lord had promised them that he will come down to earth as Lord Ram 
and take birth in the household of king Dasrath. This is because the Lord had to oblige 
him as he had done severe Tapa in his earlier life as Manu and had requested Lord 
Vishnu to become his son. So, this way, Lord Vishnu will be killing two birds with a 
single stone—the word given to Manu will be fulfilled and the prayers of the Gods will 
be answered. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 184—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 187. 

A very interesting observation can be made here. The demons had been defiling the 
fire sacrifices and tormenting the sages for a long time, then why is it that Vishwamitra 
now thought of inviting Lord Hari (Ram) to kill and eliminate the demons? Well, the 
obvious answer is that things are to be done at the proper time; one must not rush things 
along as it will be more harmful than producing any beneficial results. Though Lord 
Vishnu had taken birth as Lord Ram but it took him say 14-16 years to grow up to 
become an adolescent. After all, Lord Ram was in a human form and was obliged to 
follow all the norms set by the creator for the human race. The Lord could not perform 
miracles as it would alert the demons that Vishnu has finally arrived to get rid of them. 
Then, the demons would have taken remedial action—they would either go and hide 
somewhere, or even fall at the feet of Lord Ram begging for forgiveness. In this latter 
scenario, the Lord would be obliged to forgive them as it is his vow that if anyone comes 
and seeks his refuge the Lord must oblige him no matter how sinful that person is. This is 
clearly stated by Lord Ram himself when Ravana’s brother Vibhishan came to seek the 
Lord’s refuge after being kicked out by Ravana. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 43 and Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 44. 

So the learned sage had to wait for the opportune time. Now Lord Ram had grown up 
and used to move out of the royal palace to go hunting, and used to participate in the 
administrative work of the kingdom to help his father Dasrath. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1 and 7-8 that precede Doha no. 205.] 

 

 
∞„Í°U Á◊‚ Œπı¥ ¬Œ ¡Êß¸ – ∑§Á⁄U Á’ŸÃË •ÊŸı¥ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 7H 
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ēhūm̐ misa dēkhauṁ pada jā'ī. kari binatī ānauṁ dō'u bhā'ī. 7. 
 
The sage thought that on the pretext of getting the demons killed, he will get the rare and 
golden opportunity of having a divine vision or sight of the holy feet of Lord Hari. He 
would then pray (request) and bring the two brothers along. (7) 

[Note—To whom would the sage request? It’s not mentioned here. Hence, we have two 
meanings—one, he would request the Lord himself, and two, he would request his 
worldly father, king Dasrath, to send Lord Ram with him to the forest to kill the demons. 
 The sage thought to himself that ever since Lord Vishnu took birth as Lord Ram, he 
had not gone to have a ‘Darshan’ (divine viewing) of the Lord. So, now he has got an 
excuse. The sage was an enlightened one, so he felt that he is very fortunate that he will 
have a divine vision of the holy Lord and his divine feet with the additional bonus of 
being able to help the Lord fulfill the purpose of his incarnation by being instrumental in 
bringing him to the forest and initiating the process of elimination of the demons one by 
one. This helped him to achieve a double reward—one was the chance to see the Lord at 
close quarters and act as his guardian in the forest, and second was being instrumental in 
removing the burden of the earth caused by the demons, a duty that great sages were 
supposed to perform. 
 The sage wished to keep the identity of the Lord secret lest it would have alerted the 
demons as noted in the note appended to verse no. 6 above, though all the great sages 
were privy to the news of Lord Vishnu having taken birth on the earth as Lord Ram. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line no. 2 of Doha no. 48 Ka.]   

 
‚ÿÊŸ Á’⁄UÊª ‚∑§‹ ªÈŸ •ÿŸÊ – ‚Ù ¬˝÷È ◊Ò¥ Œπ’ ÷Á⁄U ŸÿŸÊH 8H 

 
gyāna birāga sakala guna ayanā. sō prabhu maiṁ dēkhaba bhari nayanā. 8. 
 
The learned sage felt excited and exhilarated at the thought that “Now, I will have an 
opportunity to have my fill of seeing the Lord who is a treasury of Gyan (enlightenment 
and knowledge), Viraag (or Vairagya; renunciation, detachment and dispassion), and all 
the auspicious and noble Gunas (virtues and qualities). (8) 

[Note—Had the sage gone earlier at the time of birth of the Lord or anytime later on, he 
would be welcomed and shown the Lord and his brothers to seek his blessings. Lord Ram 
would be summoned by his parents and ordered to bow before the sage who would then 
bless them. This is the routine way the things happen—when some sage or hermit arrives 
in a household, the parents call their son and request the guest sage to bless him. In this 
scenario, the guest sage is not able to spend much of a time with the child. It is a formal 
interaction that barely lasts for a few minutes. But now Vishwamitra is very excited as he 
will be able to spend a lot of time with Lord Ram, the incarnate Supreme Being. This is 
because he will bring the Lord along with him; the Lord will live and eat at his hermitage. 
The Lord will stay with him for a long time. The sage imagined the fun it would be when 
he would be coming back to his hermitage with the two brothers at his side. It will be a 
moment in his life which none of the sages, big or small, ever had. The beauty of the 
sight of Vishwamitra walking on the path with Lord Ram and Laxman is very 
wonderfully described by Tulsidas in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 52—56. A full 
English version of this book Geetawali is published by this author separately.  

There is an interesting interpretation to the three divine virtues Vishwamitra mentions 
in Lord Ram—viz. Gyan, Viraag and auspicious Gunas. The sage himself was highly 
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self-realised and enlightened; he was full of renunciation, detachment and dispassion; and 
he had all the virtuous qualities one can imagine of. So he stressed these qualities in his 
beloved Lord. It is these qualities that attract wise men to others; a great sage is not 
attracted to a prince for his fame or strength, but for his good virtues. Vishwamitra did 
not see a ‘prince warrior’ in Lord Ram, but the grand virtues of Gyan, Vairagya  and 
Gunas that he possessed.]  

 
Îô0. ’„ÈUÁ’Áœ ∑§⁄UÃ ◊ŸÙ⁄UÕ ¡ÊÃ ‹ÊÁª Ÿ®„U ’Ê⁄U– 

∑§Á⁄U ◊’¡Ÿ ‚⁄U™§ ¡‹ ª∞ ÷Í¬ Œ⁄U’Ê⁄UH 206H 
 
dōhā.  

bahubidhi karata manōratha jāta lāgi nahiṁ bāra. 
kari majjana sara'ū jala ga'ē bhūpa darabāra. 206. 
 
The sage remained submerged in divine thoughts and auspicious expectations as he 
hurried to meet the Lord. It did not take the sage much before he reached and took a bath 
in the river Saryu (on the banks of which was established the great city of Ayodhya). 
Then he went to the royal court of the king (Dasrath, the father of Lord Ram). (Doha no. 
206) 

[Note—It ought to be noted that the place where Vishwamitra used to stay, the place 
known as Siddha-shram, was very far away from the city of Ayodhya. So this Doha 
implies that the sage did not waste time by staying anywhere on the way. He went 
straight to Ayodhya.  

The way Vishwamitra was engrossed in divine thoughts and the prospect of meeting 
Lord Ram is finely described in Tulsidas’ book Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 48.  

When one is lost in thoughts one does not feel the burden of a tiring and long-haul 
journey. Though the sage was sure that his request for Ram would not be turned down by 
Ram’s father king Dasrath, but still it was uncertain because he has had no previous 
assurance from either the Lord or the king. A similar dilemma was faced by Vibhishan 
when he was on his way to meet Lord Ram after being kicked out of Lanka by his own 
brother Ravana. Vibhishan kept on imagining and wondering as he crossed the mighty 
ocean to reach Lord Ram. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 42—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 43.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ◊ÈÁŸ •Êª◊Ÿ ‚ÈŸÊ ¡’ ⁄UÊ¡Ê – Á◊‹Ÿ ªÿ©U ‹Ò Á’¬˝ ‚◊Ê¡ÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

muni āgamana sunā jaba rājā. milana gaya'u lai bipra samājā. 1. 
 
When the king (Dasrath) heard that the sage has arrived (to meet him), he went forward 
to receive and welcome him. The king was accompanied by members of the Brahmin 
class of his kingdom. (1) 
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[Note—Brahmins are respected in the society. So when some important guest arrived, it 
was customary for the host king to go to receive and welcome the guest along with noble 
members of the society. This was specially the case when some great sage or seer came. 
The king took Brahmins with him to show that he holds Vishwamitra in high esteem. 
Usually the king does not leave his palace, but since in this case the guest was not an 
ordinary one but a renowned sage of the stature of a Brahma-rishi, it was obligatory on 
the part of Dasrath to go and meet him outside the door as a gesture of great respect. 
 Under normal circumstances, the royal guards would not allow any mendicant to 
enter the palace grounds. So when Dasrath himself went to receive Vishwamitra it was a 
signal to all the members of the royal household to become alert as some special guest 
has arrived. 

Later on we shall read that when sage Vishwamitra went with Lord Ram and Laxman 
to Janakpur to attend the bow-breaking ceremony that would culminate in the marriage of 
Sita with the victorious competitor, king Janak of Janakpur also came out with a large 
group of Brahmins to meet and welcome the sage at the gates of the city. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 214.] 
 

 
∑§Á⁄U Œ¢«UflÃ ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸË – ÁŸ¡ •Ê‚Ÿ ’ÒΔUÊ⁄UÁã„U •ÊŸËH 2H 

 
kari daṇḍavata munihi sanamānī. nija āsana baiṭhārēnhi ānī. 2. 
 
The king prostrated before the sage to pay his respects to him. After that, he brought the 
sage inside the palace and made him sit on his own throne (again as a mark of great 
respect). (2) 

[Note—King Dasrath seated sage Vishwamitra on his own seat to indicate to the sage that 
he holds him in high regard, and that being a great sage he is much more competent than 
him to take care of the welfare of the kingdom as well as the royal household. The king 
also implied that now onwards, the welfare of the kingdom is a moral responsibility of 
the great sage.]  

  
 
ø⁄UŸ ¬πÊÁ⁄U ∑§ËÁã„U •ÁÃ ¬Í¡Ê – ◊Ù ‚◊ •Ê¡È œãÿ Ÿ®„U ŒÍ¡ÊH 3H 

 
carana pakhāri kīnhi ati pūjā. mō sama āju dhan'ya nahiṁ dūjā. 3. 
 
The king (Dasrath) worshipped the sage and washed his feet reverentially. He lauded his 
good fortune that he was honoured to have sage Vishwamitra as his guest. The king said, 
‘There is no one as lucky, fortunate and privileged as me today.’ (3) 

[Note—Sage Vishwamitra was born a Kshatriya, but he had done severe form of Tapa 
(austerity and penance) to attain the stature of a Brahma-rishi, a great sage who has a 
stature that is equivalent to Lord Brahma, the creator. Besides this, he was a perfect 
example of renunciation and detachment. He did not yearn for any worldly pleasures or 
comforts. So there was no need for him to go to kings and beg for alms or charity, or seek 
the patronage of any king to meet his worldly needs of money and wealth. He never did 
in fact. Sage Vishwamitra never wanted his Atma, his soul, to be obliged to anyone.  
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So it was indeed remarkable that the sage of his exalted stature would came on his own, 
uninvited, to meet king Dasrath. Therefore, the king thought that it was a very lucky day 
for him that a great sage has come to bless him on his own. Ever since Dasrath became a 
king, all the other sages and seers had come to him on one occasion or the other, but 
Vishwamitra never came. In fact, Vishwamitra rarely ventured out of the forest; if any 
king wished to meet him he would go to his hermitage.  

By telling the sage that today he feels highly honoured and privileged to have him as 
his guest the king meant that it is very rare to have a great sage of the exalted stature of 
Vishwamitra as one’s guest, giving the householder a rare opportunity to serve him and 
seek his blessings. The occasion is all the more rare because of the fact that Vishwamitra 
never goes to the place of any householder unlike other sages who roam around in this 
world. Even the celestial sage Narad, who is said to be the son of the creator Brahma, is 
habituated to roam around in the entire creation, paying visits to countless households. 
Therefore obviously it is a rare and great moment for the king.]  

 
Á’Á’œ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ÷Ù¡Ÿ ∑§⁄UflÊflÊ – ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U NUŒÿ° „U⁄U· •ÁÃ ¬ÊflÊH 4H 

 
bibidha bhām ̐ti bhōjana karavāvā. munibara hṛdayam̐ haraṣa ati pāvā. 4. 
 
The king then entertained (served) the sage well by offering him food of different 
varieties (i.e. the king laid out a sumptuous meal containing a variety of dishes for him). 
This (respect and honour) immensely pleased and delighted the sage’s heart; he felt 
contented and happy. (4) 

[Note—After formal welcome and showing of respect, the king fed the sage with a 
sumptuous meal that consists of a variety of delectable dishes. The sage was pleased not 
so much because he ate delicious food but because he had been shown the greatest 
respect possible and was welcome warmly.  
 Another reason for the sage feeling happy was that he deduced that since the king 
holds him in high esteem, chances are very bright that he would concede to his requests 
to send his two sons, Lord Ram and his brother Laxman, with the sage so that the demons 
could be slayed. As it transpired, after initial dithering the king did accede to the sage’s 
requests and sent the two brothers with him.]  

 
¬ÈÁŸ ø⁄UŸÁŸ ◊‹ ‚ÈÃ øÊ⁄UË – ⁄UÊ◊ ŒÁπ ◊ÈÁŸ Œ„U Á’‚Ê⁄UËH 5H 

 
puni caranani mēlē suta cārī. rāma dēkhi muni dēha bisārī. 5. 
 
The king then summoned his four sons (Lord Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan) and 
placed them at the feet of the sage. [That is, the king called his sons and asked them to 
pay their respect to the sage by touching his feet and bowing before him.] 

When the sage saw Lord Ram he lost awareness of his body; he became so 
exhilarated that he forgot about everything else so much that his attention was riveted on 
the Lord. (5) 

[Note—When the four brothers came and touched the sage’s feet it is natural that their 
father, king Dasrath, introduced them to the sage and told him their names. When the 
sage learnt who Lord Ram was, whom he knew to be a personified form of the Supreme 
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Being, it is no wonder that he became stunned and ecstatic as he was now watching the 
Lord—who is the object of so much adoration by the scriptures, who is inaccessible to 
even the greatest of ascetics and hermits who spent an entire lifetime searching the Lord 
in vain, who can rarely be reached by doing even the severest forms of spiritual and 
religious exercises, and who is so merciful and compassionate that he would reveal 
himself in an instant if one has the proper level of love and devotion for him—so closely, 
and first hand.  

The sage just could not believe his eyes when he saw the Supreme Being standing 
before him in a personified form as Lord Ram. The sage immediately attained the 
transcendental state of utter bliss that comes in the highest stage of Samadhi, the 
transcendental state of existence of the Consciousness when nothing of the gross world is 
relevant. 

The sage was so stunned at the sight of Lord Ram and his bewitching beauty that he 
forgot about observing formalities such as blessing the princes and thanking the king. 
 By saying that the sage forgot about the awareness of the existence of his body it is 
also implied that he did not remember for some moments who he was and why he had 
come here.]     

 
÷∞ ◊ªŸ ŒπÃ ◊Èπ ‚Ù÷Ê – ¡ŸÈ ø∑§Ù⁄U ¬Í⁄UŸ ‚Á‚ ‹Ù÷ÊH 6H 

 
bha'ē magana dēkhata mukha sōbhā. janu cakōra pūrana sasi lōbhā. 6. 
 
The sage was beguiled by the bewitching beauty of Lord Ram’s face which resembled the 
sight of a full moon. The sage’s mental condition was like that of the Chakor bird (the 
Indian red-legged partridge) which gazes at the full moon unblinkingly. (6) 

[Note—The bird Chakor is reputed to be so enamoured of the moon that on the full moon 
night it continuously stares at the moon and turns its head gradually as the moon traverses 
across the sky during the night.   

In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 47 it is 
affirmed that “the divine story of Lord Ram is like the beautiful and charming rays of the 
full moon, while saints, holy and pious people are like the bird Chakor that is so 
enamoured of the moon and its beauty that it keeps its gaze fixed on the latter”. In other 
words, such holy people keep their mind and attention fixed on the divine story and 
auspicious glories of Lord Sri Ram, who is a personified form of the Supreme Being. 

Again, in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 115 the metaphor of Chakor is used to describe that the people of the villages who 
met Lord Ram while he was on his way to the forest were so charmed at this magnificent 
sight that they gazed at the Lord’s face just like the Chakor stares at the full moon.  

Another instance is found in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 321. Here the 
occasion is of Lord Ram’s marriage. Lord Ram, along with his father king Dasrath and 
the rest of the guest, is sitting in the marriage pavilion. The Lord was the center of 
attraction; he was the cynosure of the eyes of all those present on that occasion so much 
so that they gazed at the Lord unblinkingly like the bird Chakor gazes at the full moon.]    

      
Ã’ ◊Ÿ „U⁄UÁ· ’øŸ ∑§„U ⁄UÊ™§ – ◊ÈÁŸ •‚ ∑Î§¬Ê Ÿ ∑§ËÁã„U„ÈU ∑§Ê™§H 7H 
∑§Á„U ∑§Ê⁄UŸ •Êª◊Ÿ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊ – ∑§„U„ÈU ‚Ù ∑§⁄UÃ Ÿ ‹Êfl©°U ’Ê⁄UÊH 8H 
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taba mana haraṣi bacana kaha rā'ū. muni asa kṛpā na kīnhihu kā'ū. 7. 
kēhi kārana āgamana tumhārā. kahahu sō karata na lāva'um̐ bārā. 8. 
 
Then the king was greatly pleased in his heart and he said to the sage—‘Oh revered sage! 
You had never been so kind and graceful upon me previously. [7] Say, what is the reason 
of your coming here. Tell me, and I will do my best to carry out your orders without 
delay.’ [8] (7-8) 

[Note—One does not ask his regular guest, who comes too often, why he has come. The 
host presumes that the guest has come in a routine way, and there is nothing special about 
it. But in the case of someone who never comes, especially if the guest is someone very 
exalted and honoured in the world, the host naturally wonders what brings him to his 
house. Surely there must be a special reason.  

The guest was not an ordinary sage, but a Brahma-rishi, a sage of a stature that is 
equivalent to Brahma the creator, which made him as honourable as the king’s own royal 
priest Vasistha. So the king felt he would be highly privileged and honoured to fulfill the 
desires of Vishwamitra—especially because this sage is not in the habit of asking 
anything from anybody.  

Hence, if the sage asks for something and the king is able to fulfill his needs then it 
will help spread the king’s fame and glory throughout the world; it is not always that sage 
Vishwamitra asks for anything. 

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/49, stanza nos. 1-2.]   

 
•‚È⁄U ‚◊Í„U ‚ÃÊfl®„U ◊Ù„UË – ◊Ò¥ ¡ÊøŸ •Êÿ©°U ŸÎ¬ ÃÙ„UËH 9H 
•ŸÈ¡ ‚◊Ã Œ„ÈU ⁄UÉÊÈŸÊÕÊ – ÁŸÁ‚ø⁄U ’œ ◊Ò¥ „UÙ’ ‚ŸÊÕÊH 10H 

 
asura samūha satāvahiṁ mōhī. maiṁ jācana āya'um̐ nṛpa tōhī. 9. 
anuja samēta dēhu raghunāthā. nisicara badha maiṁ hōba sanāthā. 10. 
 
Sage Vishwamitra finally disclosed the reason for his coming to Ayodhya. He told king 
Dasrath—‘Hordes of demons torment me. I have come to request something from you1. 
[9] Give Lord Ram along with his younger brother (Laxman) to me (i.e. send the two 
brothers with me) so that these demons can be killed and eliminated. I will feel secure 
and happy; I will be obliged.2’ [10] (9-10)*# 

[Note—1The word used in the text is “Jaachan” which also means ‘to test’. Hence, if we 
take this meaning, the verse changes as follows: ‘I have come to test you.’  

What did Vishwamitra wish to test? Well, king Dasrath was renowned for his 
magnanimous, gracious and helpful nature; he had always obliged the sages and gods, 
and he had always fought on their behalf. After all, the Supreme Being will not take birth 
as a son of any ordinary man. So the sage wished to test this quality in Dasrath.  

He also wanted to test the level of enlightenment of Dasrath—which unfortunately 
the king lacked. This is proved immediately as soon as the sage had expressed his desire 
because the king, upon learning what the sage wanted, flatly declined to oblige him. The 
king forgot that he is committing some grave mistakes—one, by refusing to accede to the 
sage’s request after having promised him that he will fulfill his desires immediately, the 
king was going back on his own words which is a very bad character and is a punishable 
offence; two, this was like playing with fire because the sage could curse him for his 
refusal, inviting horrible consequences; and three, that Lord Ram was not a man’s son but 
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the Supreme Being who had simply obliged him by becoming his son because the king 
had done severe Tapa with this request, and that the Lord has other much more important 
duties and obligations in this creation than to grow up and rule an ordinary worldly 
kingdom known as Ayodhya like so many other kings in the dynasty.  

The question now arises, why was Dasrath so ignorant of the facts? Well, herein lies 
the wonderful play of the Lord’s ‘Maya’. The ‘Maya’ is the Supreme Beings dynamic 
cosmic powers that create delusions; it holds the entire creation in its sway; there is no 
creature or god who escapes its snare. It is this Maya that cast its magical spell of 
delusions on Dasrath, eclipsing his wisdom and propelling him into an intellectual void 
that made him forget the reality about who Ram was. Refer Doha no. 207 below. 

Another interesting point to note is that the cruel demons who so relentlessly and 
ruthlessly tormented the sages and ruined their fire sacrifices did not dare to disturb the 
fire sacrifice done by Dasrath for getting sons, as narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 189 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8. Well, what can be the 
reason? The answer is this: Dasrath was a very brave and invincible king with an equally 
brave and invincible army. Evil creatures of a pervert mind do not dare to irritate those 
who are strong and capable of taking revenge; they torment the humble and the weak 
because they know that the latter would not harm them. Remember: the demons were like 
modern-day terrorists who attack the weak and the defenseless, and not the powerful and 
the resourceful because they know that if they attack the latter they would suffer 
immensely, for these sinful people know inside their hearts that what they are doing is 
wrong and unrighteous, and wrongfulness and unrighteousness saps their moral courage 
and spiritual strength, replacing it with inherent fear and cowerdice.   

The demons knew that if they dared to disturb the fire sacrifice of the mighty king 
Dasrath, then the king would put his entire army and employ all his strength to punish 
them, and then they will have no place to hide. Their king, the demon Ravana of Lanka, 
feared complete destruction of his golden city of Lanka should he annoy Dasrath. They 
also feared the wrath of Vasistha whom they knew to be a powerful sage as he was the 
son of the Creator (Brahma) himself (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 48 
and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8).  

On the other hand, they had less fear from the numerous sages and hermits whom 
they attacked and whose fire sacrifices they ruined because these demons knew that these 
sages don’t have the backing of a powerful army, and that they will not curse them 
because while doing a fire sacrifice they took a vow to overcome anger and refrain from 
cursing anyone.  

Besides this, the sages, seers and hermits lived alone in isolated hermitages in remote 
far-flung areas of the earth, places that were not protected by armies, while cities and 
towns were well protected by walls and guards. When Dasrath performed the fire 
sacrifice to beget a son, his whole army was on alert with its entire array of formidable 
arsenal kept ready to ward-off any attack by inimical forces. When the sages and hermits 
did the fire sacrifice, they had no protection whatsoever.  

The demons therefore thought it wise to let Dasrath alone, and they abstained from 
unnecessarily provoking him into a war that would be destructive for them. 

2Sage Vishwamitra was a Brahmin by his spiritual actions, and king Dasrath was a 
Kshatriya. The Kshatriya is duty-bound to protect the Brahmins and their religious 
activities; this the former had been doing since the dawn of civilization. So, the sage said 
that he has come to ask Dasrath to help him by killing the demons who are defiling his 
fire sacrifice. By directly asking for Lord Ram, the sage clearly implied that Dasrath’s 
great army will not be helpful in this case.  

Another important point is that the sage said that Lord Ram’s ‘younger brother’ 
should be sent with him; he did not specifically mentioned ‘Laxman’ or any one of the 
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others, viz. Bharat or Shatrughan. But Laxman was always so close and dear to Lord Ram 
that whenever Ram’s ‘younger brother’ was mentioned it was deemed to mean Laxman. 
Hence, Vishwamitra had no doubt in his mind that the king would know whom the sage 
means by saying ‘the younger brother of Ram’. 

There is a reason for asking for Laxman. Laxman was a personified form of 
Seshnath, the thousand-hooded coiled serpent on which Lord Vishnu reclines on the 
surface of the celestial ocean known as Kshir Sagar. Seshnath is also the one who is 
believed to hold the earth on his hood. This Seshnath manifested himself as Laxman to 
help Lord Vishnu in the form of Lord Ram to remove the burden of the earth, the 
demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
17. 

*Sage Vishwamitra told Dasrath—‘Oh great king. Cruel savages who live beyond the 
boundaries of your realm have been constantly intruding into your territory, plundering 
and pillaging at random and with ease. They have found far-flung, outlying remote areas 
of your extended kingdom easy ground to prey upon because these places are not as 
robustly protected as the towns and cities with their walls and ramparts that are well 
guarded by your army. These areas are generally inhabitated by sages and seers who 
prefer to live away from the hustle and bustle of crowded places, and have established 
their hermitages there. Forest-dwelling tribes and simple harmless folks are the ones who 
live there. Since such subjects of your kingdom are humble and defenseless against the 
merciless intruders, these cruel savages whom I would call ‘demons’ because of their 
blood-thirsty, sinful and evil nature, prey on them and torment them endlessly, without 
any rhyme or reason. We, the sages and seers who lead a reclusive life in hermitages and 
spend our time in religious activites and meditation or teaching and studying the 
scriptures, are seen by these demon-like savages as their natural enemies though we pose 
no threat to them, and so they target us ruthlessly.  

We are not even able to do our daily chores and offer oblations without fear, and 
there is a nagging dread of either getting harmed in physical terms or at least being 
disrupted in our practices and rituals.  

Since I (Vishwamitra) am the most senior amongst all the sages, seers and hermits 
living in that area, I decided that it was my moral duty and responsibility to do something 
on behalf of the entire community of holy men. You can say that I have come as a 
representative of all the sages and seers who are suffering gravely under the constant 
threat of these savages. Many of the sages and seers feared a backlash from the savages if 
they dared to come to you, the king of the realm, and seek your help, because they were 
sure that though you will certainly help them by sending your invincible army to face 
these savages, but the problem is that these rascals won’t attack as long as the army is 
there. And since it is not practically feasible for the army to stay indefinitely at remote 
places, once it leaves the savages would strike us with greater viciousness and renewed 
ferocity in order to take revenge upon us. So the majority of the sages preferred not to 
annoy the cruel blood-thirsty savages, the ‘demons’ who are evil and sinful and cruel to 
the extreme.  

Now, if you can help me in the plan I have devised to get rid of these savages, great 
good and fame would come to you. You will not only accumulate points of religious 
merit but history will also honour you as the great and honourable king who lived upto 
his reputation of not dithering in doing his duties without a second thought and of 
protecting the subjects of his kingom well even it meant putting his own self-interest at 
peril.  

Listen therefore: As I have pointed it out to you, sending a huge army is not the 
solution as it would alert our enemies, the cruel savages (the ‘demons’) and it would 
back-fire. They will go into hiding and never face your army, so no purpose will be 
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served. So I have carefully devised an alternative plan. You should send your two sons, 
Lord Ram and Laxman, with me. This will not cause any suspicion in the mind of the 
demons (the savages), and so they will attack us in the routine manner when we set out to 
do our daily religious practices. It is then that these two powerful brothers—who are like 
the splendorous sun as far as the removal of the darkness of the night symbolized by 
these evil savages is concerned, or are like the flame which attracts the fly and then burns 
it—would then effortlessly get rid of the cruel demons as easily as the sun overcoming 
the darkness of the night by merely rising in the horizon or the flame burning the flies by 
just remaining lighted.   

And my dear king, if you are worried about the safety of your two sons, then perish 
the thought. Don’t you know about my reputation? I am not an ordinary sage, but one 
who possesses such mystical powers that I could have myself demolished the mightiest of 
the demon army (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 and its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8 in this context). But I can’t do that because I have taken a vow as part 
of my religious austerity not to take revenge, not to show anger, not to curse and not to 
show how strong and powerful I am. But that does not mean I am weak and unable. 
Remember: your two sons are safer with me than they are with you. You don’t have that 
mystical ability that I as a sage have. I don’t speak a lie because sages, seers and hermits 
who lead an austre life of total renunciation in forests, remaining involved in nothing but 
religious pursuits, are not accustomed to doing so (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 210). So don’t worry about the safety of 
your two sons, Lord Ram and Laxman.  

Besides this, I do not accept debts and obligations of any kind whatsoever. So be sure 
that I will compensate them as well as you for your magnanimity and graciousness if you 
let Lord Ram and Laxman go with me. They, and you, will be more-than-fully rewarded. 
You will get the blessings of countless sages and seers who would be freed from this 
constant horror of savages, and these blessings in themselves would be the strongest 
shield for you and your sons in future. 

Therefore, oh great and noble king, please send Lord Ram and Laxman with me. God 
bless you!’ 

#The wise sages, seers and hermits had called a meeting to discuss the problem of the 
demons tormenting them and ruining their fire sacrifices. They decided that they will 
have to act diplomatically and wisely if they want to get rid of this terror. If they went to 
king Dasrath and asked for help, he would surely do so, but obviously he would send in 
his army to fight the demons, kill them or chase them away. But that would not be the 
solution—because the demons will hide and keep low till the army is there, and once the 
army goes back to its barracks, the demons would wreak havoc.  

So, what should be done? The congregation of sages and hermits decided to act 
secretly and appointed their senior-most member, sage Vishwamitra, for the covert 
mission. He was to go to Ayodhya like any other sage going out on his routine visit to 
kings. He would not request for the army, but would bring Lord Ram and Laxman, the 
two empowered sons of king Dasrath, to the forest instead. Even if the demons 
discovered about the visit they would think that Vishwamitra was invited by the king to 
teach his two sons the scriptures or secrets of some martial arts and secret weapons that 
Vishwamitra was known to possess. This will not arouse suspicion in the minds of the 
demons about the real intention of Vishwamitra’s visit.  

The sages knew who Lord Ram was; they knew that he was as powerful, potent, 
dynamic, pure, divine, holy, and of course as scorching as the Fire God himself. 
Remember that Lord Ram and his three brothers had their origin in the sweet pudding 
presented to Dasrath by the Fire God himself. In other words, they had the powerful and 
dynamic genes of the Fire God in them, rather than that of Dasrath who was after all a 
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mere human king inspite of him being very strong and powerful. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 189 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8. 

Like the flame of a candle that first attracts the insect and then burns it, the sages 
knew that Lord Ram would attract the demons in droves and then get rid of them by 
killing them. This is exactly what had happened. On the way to the hermitage of sage 
Vishwamitra, the demoness Tadka had attacked Lord Ram, Laxman and the sage. We 
shall read shortly that she was instantly killed by the Lord—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precedes Doha no. 209. 

Another pertinent question now arises—what attracted Tadka to Lord Ram and 
Laxman? Later on in the story we shall read that another demoness named as Supernakha 
was also attracted to Lord Ram. What attracted her? She was enchanted by the 
‘asrounding beauty, the matchless aura of glamour surrounding the Lord, and the Lord’s 
fascinating charm’—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-10 that 
precede Doha no. 17. 

Even her cousin brothers, the demons Khar and Dushan, whom she summoned to 
take revenge upon Lord Ram when he spurned her overtures and got her nose and ears 
cut-off to punish her for being pervert and promiscuous, were mesmerized at the beauty 
of the Lord’s physical form as clearly said in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha no. 19.  

Even sage Vishwamitra was struck by the beautiful images of Lord Ram and 
Laxman—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha 
no. 209. 

Coming back to our present discussion regarding Tadka, she had been attracted by 
the Lord’s beauty like the fly is attracted by the charm of the flame. And like the flame 
burning the fly to death, Lord Ram had slayed Tadka too as referred to herein above.  

See the following Doha no. 207 which carries on this conversation.]       

 
Îô0. Œ„ÈU ÷Í¬ ◊Ÿ „U⁄UÁ·Ã Ã¡„ÈU ◊Ù„U •‚ÿÊŸ– 

œ◊¸ ‚È¡‚ ¬˝÷È ÃÈï„U ∑§ı¥ ßã„U ∑§„°U •ÁÃ ∑§ÀÿÊŸH 207H 
 
dōhā.  

dēhu bhūpa mana haraṣita tajahu mōha agyāna. 
dharma sujasa prabhu tumha kauṁ inha kaham̐ ati kalyāna. 207. 
 
The sage requested the king—‘Oh king! Give cheerfully what I request, and discard 
delusions and ignorance1. Don’t have doubts; don’t dither, because oh king this will be an 
auspicious act on your part that would conform to the laws of Dharma and give you 
religious merit, which will enhance your fame in the world (and invite blessings from 
countless pleased sages and seers who will feel obliged to shower their blessing and 
praises upon you). 

Not only this, they (Ram and Laxman) would be blessed with great glories and 
acquire renown by the great achievements that would come their way.2’ (Doha no. 207)  

[Note—1See note appended to Chaupai line nos. 9-10 above. 
2A King’s religious duty is to protect his subjects from enemies or those who torment 

them. Vishwamitra was being tormented by demons, so it is a moral duty of king Dasrath 
to help him. It would obviously be a meritorious work. Just imagine the consequences of 
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refusal—the king would be denounced and ridiculed and scorned at as being sinful for 
not standing up to protect the fire sacrifice of a sage.  

Obeying the requests of selfless sages and hermits was obligatory, as was to honour 
one’s word given to them. The king has already promised to help Vishwamitra and fulfill 
his desires, so to rescind on his words now by refusing to send Ram and Laxman with the 
sage would be an unforgivable sin. 

Vishwamitra was an enlightened sage; he knew what was in store for Lord Ram if he 
accompanied him. It was during this trip that the Lord’s marriage with Sita would be 
formalized. This would be a cause of celebration and establish Lord Ram as a prince of 
matchless strength and prowess—because this marriage was centered on a strict 
competition in which anyone who lifted and stringed the formidably strong bow of Lord 
Shiva, that was kept in the custody of Sita’s father, king Janak, was to marry her. All the 
great kings and princes of the time would be invited, and all of them would fail to move 
the bow. It would be then that Lord Ram, on the instructions of Vishwamitra, would lift, 
string and break this bow, thereby establishing his identity as the greatest prince on earth. 
Where else would one get this golden chance to establish himself and gain fame 
throughout the world except in an assembly where all the great kings and princes have 
gathered together under one roof?  

Then, Lord Ram and Laxman would be killing ferocious demons from whom even 
the Gods ran away in terror. This would be another reason for establishing the brothers’ 
fame and glories.  

A third development was waiting to happen. Sage Gautam’s wife Ahilya was turned 
into a stone by a curse. When Lord Ram would touch her with his feet, she would regain 
her original form and be freed from this curse. This incident would establish that Lord 
Ram had supernatural mystical powers, that he was not an ordinary mortal. This incident 
is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 210 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 11-12—to Doha no. 211. 

Which father would not like his son to achieve these successes? Dasrath did not 
know all this. This is precisely why Vishwamitra advised him to discard his ignorance 
and delusions. The king must realise that the prince whom he treats as his ‘son’ is not a 
human being like the king himself, but the Supreme Being in a personified form. So, the 
sage told him to wake up from his day-dreaming and become realistic. 

A very interesting interpretation can be made of the sage telling Dasrath that ‘they 
will also be blessed’. The sage did not specify who he means by ‘they’. The king had four 
sons, so the sage meant that the two brothers who would accompany him would indeed 
be blessed, but this blessing would extend to cover the other two, Bharat and Shatrughan, 
also. This is because all the four brothers would be married simultaneously at Janakpur. 
This prospect should be sufficient to excite the father, king Dasrath, so thought the sage. 
But we will now read that the opposite happened. The deluded and ignorant king did not 
understand the import of the sage’s words, and flatly refused to oblige him. 

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/50.] 
 
 

¿õ0. ‚ÈÁŸ ⁄UÊ¡Ê •ÁÃ •Á¬˝ÿ ’ÊŸË – NUŒÿ ∑¢§¬ ◊Èπ ŒÈÁÃ ∑È§◊È‹ÊŸËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

suni rājā ati apriya bānī. hṛdaya kampa mukha duti kumulānī. 1. 
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When the king heard these most unwelcome words (request) of the sage, his heart 
shivered (shook) with shock and the brightness of his face faded. (1) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/51, stanza no. 1. 
The king was shocked and dismayed beyond imagination, and he was dumbfounded. 

He had never expected the sage to make such a demand which no father will like to hear. 
His face that sported a smile earlier suddenly became sullen and gloomy. His heart 
quivered at the thought of sending his beloved sons to the forest with a hermit to face 
ferocious demons. Which father would love to hear it? 

See the following verses and their accompanying notes.]  

 
øıÕ¥¬Ÿ ¬Êÿ©°U ‚ÈÃ øÊ⁄UË – Á’¬˝ ’øŸ Ÿ®„U ∑§„U„ÈU Á’øÊ⁄UËH 2H 

 
cauthēmpana pāya'um̐ suta cārī. bipra bacana nahiṁ kahēhu bicārī. 2. 
 
The king said, ‘Oh sage! I have got four sons during my old age. You did not think over 
the matter before speaking and making this demand from me. (2) 

[Note—The king had become very old, and according to the Purans he was sixty 
thousand years old when he was blessed with the four sons. Refer: Valmiki’s Ramayan, 
Baal Kand, Sarga 20, Sloka no. 10. 

After ruling the kingdom for such a long time he was worried that he had no heirs. So 
he had summoned sage Sringi who performed a son-begetting fire sacrifice which 
resulted in the Fire God manifesting himself and offering some sweet porridge sanctified 
by Mantras to Dasrath with the instructions that the latter should make his three chief 
queens eat it. The king followed the instructions, and in due course of time the four sons 
were born to his queens. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 189—to Doha no. 192. 

A son is a source of great comfort, solace and support for a father, especially during 
his old age. Dasrath was a king, and he was preparing to anoint Lord Ram, his eldest son, 
on the throne. At this juncture sage Vishwamitra came and demanded that Ram and his 
brother Laxman be sent to the forest to fight demons. The king was extremely worried; 
demons are not human enemies who could be easily defeated and killed. They were 
known to be very fierce and cruel, and would perform magical feats during the heat of 
battle which stun even veteran warriors. Ram and Laxman had no experience of entering 
into such a battle; in fact they had yet not been trained in the art of warfare. Refer: 
Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 20, Sloka no. 7. 

Pitting young, delicate and inexperienced princes who have never witnessed 
hardships of any kind in their lives against ruthlessly cruel demons will be an absurd 
proposition and would be tantamount to throwing them willingly to a pack of hungry 
wolves. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
208. 

Besides this, Lord Ram had not even reached sixteen years of age. Refer: Valmiki’s 
Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 20, Sloka no. 2.  

The king’s worries were compounded because the sage wished to take only the two 
boys, Ram and Laxman, and did not request that the army accompany them. This was 
like throwing the two young inexperienced princes to hungry wolves to tackle them 
alone.  This very idea sent shivers through the spine of Dasrath.   

So he remarked that the sage had not given due thought and was not being practical 
before making the request.] 
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◊Êª„ÈU ÷ÍÁ◊ œŸÈ œŸ ∑§Ù‚Ê – ‚’¸‚ Œ©°U •Ê¡È ‚„U⁄UÙ‚ÊH 3H 
Œ„U ¬˝ÊŸ Ã¥ Á¬˝ÿ ∑§¿ÈU ŸÊ„UË¥ – ‚Ù©U ◊ÈÁŸ Œ©¢° ÁŸÁ◊· ∞∑§ ◊Ê„UË¥H 4H 

 
māgahu bhūmi dhēnu dhana kōsā. sarbasa dē'um ̐ āju saharōsā. 3. 
dēha prāna tēṁ priya kachu nāhīṁ. sō'u muni dē'um ̐ nimiṣa ēka māhīṁ. 4. 
 
‘Ask me for land, cows, wealth and anything else—I will be glad to give you cheerfully 
whatever you demand. In fact, I will willingly give to you all that I have.1 [3] 

One’s own body as well as the Pran is the dearest possession one has. I will 
willingly give both of them to you in an instant if you so want.2 [4] (3-4) 

[Note—1The king had earlier promised the sage that he will give the latter whatever he 
asks for. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
207. 

So the king offered everything he had—his wealth, his possessions, his entire 
kingdom by way of land—lest the sage would accuse him of being a liar and rescinding 
on his words of honour. He was even willing to die for the sake of the sage—i.e. he was 
willing to accompany the sage to fight the demons himself, or if the sage curses him to 
die he was willing to accept it. But the king pleaded, ‘don’t force me to part with my 
beloved son Ram and his brother Laxman; I can’t cope with this demand.’ 

Remember: the king was under the spell of the Lord’s Maya (powers of creating 
delusions and imposing ignorance which eclipses all wisdom and intelligence). The 
learned sage was well aware of this face—as he had asked the king to overcome these 
negative influences. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line no. 1 of Doha no. 207. 
But the Maya of the Lord is so powerful that no matter how much one teaches someone 
who is under its spell, such advice will have no effect on him.  

The king was acting like an ordinary father and a worldly man. For he had forgotten 
who Ram actually was, and why the Lord had become his son.  

When he asked the sage to request for cows, wealth, land etc. he meant to tell the 
sage that this is normally what alms seekers and Brahmins demand. No one asks the host 
to give his two sons to him like what Vishwamitra has demanded. It’s absurd to ask 
someone to part with his sons; no one should expect anyone to meet such a demand.  

2The word ‘Pran’ means one’s life. So the king offered himself to the sage—he 
offered to accompany the sage and fight the demons himself. He did not fear being killed 
for the sake of the sage and protecting his fire sacrifice. This was in answer to the sage’s 
suggestion that if the king fulfills his needs—which was to help him complete the fire 
sacrifice which was interrupted by the demons—then he, the king, would get immense 
fame as one who contributes willingly for an auspicious act. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, line no. 2 of Doha no. 207.  

In the eventuality that he might be killed while fighting the demons on behalf of the 
sage, he still would have no worries in his mind because Lord Ram and his other brothers 
would automatically take up the responsibility of taking care of the kingdom. Besides 
this, the king would go down in history as having laid his life for a noble cause, and 
especially fighting for the cause of a renowned Brahma-rishi of the exalted stature of sage 
Vishwamitra. 

‘But just imagine what would happen to him in the unfortunate moment if something 
wrong goes and Ram is mortally wounded’, the king implicitly asked the sage. ‘Say 
sage’, the king implied, ‘what would happen to an old father whose dearest and eldest son 
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is harmed and seriously wounded in battle? How will he comfort himself in his last 
days?’]   

 
‚’ ‚ÈÃ Á¬˝ÿ ◊ÙÁ„U ¬˝ÊŸ Á∑§ ŸÊßZ – ⁄UÊ◊ ŒÃ Ÿ®„U ’Ÿß ªÙ‚ÊßZH 5H 
∑§„°U ÁŸÁ‚ø⁄U •ÁÃ ÉÊÙ⁄U ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ∑§„°U ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚ÈÃ ¬⁄U◊ Á∑§‚Ù⁄UÊH 6H 

 
saba suta priya mōhi prāna ki nā'īṁ. rāma dēta nahiṁ bana'i gōsā'īṁ. 5. 
kaham ̐ nisicara ati ghōra kaṭhōrā. kaham̐ sundara suta parama kisōrā. 6. 
 
‘All the sons are equally dear to me; they are as dear to me as my own Pran—my own 
life. So, oh revered sage, it is not possible for me to part with Ram.1 [5] 

On the one hand are the ruthlessly cruel demons, and on the other hand are these 
beautiful and delicate princes who have neither attained adulthood nor have ever 
experienced any sort of hardship and cruelty anytime in life; therefore they are no match 
for such demons.2 [6]’ (5-6) 

[Note—1The king was apprehensive that after his reluctance and refusal to part with Lord 
Ram because he loved him so much and also because he was the eldest son who is the 
heir to the throne, the sage might make another demand—that if the king finds it difficult 
to send Ram with him, then he can send one of the other three sons.  

After all, the king has four sons. Had he only one son, the sage would have been 
morally forced to accede to his arguments that it is impossible for a father to part with his 
only son. But since he has three other sons besides Ram, it would be well neigh 
impossible to refuse the sage’s demand if he asks the king to send any one of them as per 
his own choice.  

So to pre-empt this eventuality the king told the sage that all his sons are equally dear 
to him. That is, ‘Please do not ask me to send a replacement for Ram.’ 
Earlier the king has offered his own body as well as the ‘Pran’ to help sage Vishwamitra. 
Now he says that the sons are dear to him like his own ‘Pran’, and he cannot part with 
them. On the surface these two statements seem contradictory. They aren’t. What the 
king meant is this—‘Sage, for a man his sons are both a part of his body as well as his 
Pran. This is because the sons are produced through the medium of the body of the father, 
they are like an image of the father, and as a proof they carry the physical features of the 
father. The son carries the genes of the father, and in symbolic terms the father transfers 
his life forces into the body of the son at the time of the latter’s conception.   

So here Dasrath clearly means that when he accompanies sage Vishwamitra himself, 
it will be equivalent to all the four sons going with the sage!  

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/49, stanza no. 2. 
2The two princes had not even attained sixteen years of age. They had never seen 

demons in life. Demons were no ordinary opponents or enemies. They were fearsome to 
look at; they were not only simply cruel but were ruthlessly blood-thirsty and man-eaters. 
To make young inexperienced princes face such creatures would be tantamount to 
willingly throwing them to hungry pack of wolves, into the jaws of certain death. The 
two princes would be scared to death by the mere sight of ferocious and colossus 
demons.]  

 
‚ÈÁŸ ŸÎ¬ Áª⁄UÊ ¬˝◊ ⁄U‚ ‚ÊŸË – NUŒÿ° „U⁄U· ◊ÊŸÊ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÿÊŸËH 7H 
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suni nṛpa girā prēma rasa sānī. hṛdayam̐ haraṣa mānā muni gyānī. 7. 
 
When the learned sage heard the king’s words soaked in love and affection, he felt happy 
in his heart (i.e. was pleased internally). (7) 

[Note—Why was the sage ‘happy’ instead of getting annoyed and angry at the king for 
his refusal to give Lord Ram? Well, the sage was delighted because he agreed that one 
should indeed have this kind of love for the Lord, a love in which one prefers to die and 
suffer the horrible consequences of inviting curses and punishments but not yielding an 
inch as far as the object of his adoration is concerned. No matter what pressure is exerted 
on a true lover and devotee of the Lord, he would not abandon his commitment of 
dedication, love and devotion for his beloved Lord. A true devotee of Lord Ram will 
willingly face the wrath and ridicule of the world for his faith and devotion and love for 
the Lord. So the learned sage was pleased internally; he expected this sort of response 
from the king.  

The sage knew the level of devotion and love the king had for the Lord because when 
he had done severe Tapa in his previous life as king Manu, he had spurned all offers of 
all sorts of boons for being success in the Tapa. Instead, he had asked Lord Vishnu that 
he wishes to have him as his son so that he can shower his love and affection on him in 
the best and the closest form ever possible. Only when the Lord becomes his physical son 
would Manu be able to play with him while the Lord frolics around him, lift the Lord on 
his lap and kiss him affectionately to his heart’s content, eat with him and feed him with 
his own hands, and watch the Lord till his eyes were full of this divine sight. None of this 
is possible in a formal atmosphere of a man interacting with a God; it is possible only 
when the Lord becomes his physical son because all formalities and decorum are now 
erased. Now the devotee can love his Lord as much and in a way he wants just like a 
doting father loves and pampers his dearest son. 

The wise sage empathized with the king and knew how difficult it is for a father to 
part with his beloved young sons, especially when he knows that they would have to face 
cruel savages and blood-thirsty enemies. Vishwamitra was also a father before he 
renounced his family life, and therefore he understood the pain, and hence the fear and 
reluctance, in the heart of Dasrath. Therefore he did not get angry on Dasrath for his 
refusal to allow the two brother to accompany Vishwamitra. 

At this point of time, sage Vasistha intervened. He explained the pros and the cons to 
king Dasrath, and managed to bring him around to the idea of agreeing to Vishwamitra’s 
proposal.] 

 
Ã’ ’Á‚CÔU ’„ÈUÁ’Áœ ‚◊È¤ÊÊflÊ – ŸÎ¬ ‚¢Œ„U ŸÊ‚ ∑§„°U ¬ÊflÊH 8H 

 
taba basiṣṭa bahubidhi samujhāvā. nṛpa sandēha nāsa kaham ̐ pāvā. 8. 
 
Then sage Vasistha, the royal priest, intervened and he pleaded with the king (on behalf 
of sage Vishwamitra), explaining the things to him in various ways (i.e. from different 
angles, making him aware of the reality and enlightening him about the pros and cons of 
sending Lord Ram with Vishwamitra along with the consequences of stubborn refusal). 
This advice removed all doubts that the king had. (8) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/51, stanza no. 2 also. 
Sage Vasistha was not an ordinary priest; he was the son of Brahma the creator. He 

was highly respected, and when he intervened on behalf of sage Vishwamitra, pleading 
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with the king to accede to the sage’s requests and send Lord Ram and Laxman with him 
as demanded by him, the king thought things over and decided that he must obey. This is 
because he had great faith in Vasistha and knew that the latter would never advice him 
anything that was detrimental for his welfare. 

Further, if the king still refused then he would have crossed the red-line of 
indiscipline because he would have disobeyed two great sages. The king realised that he 
was about to commit the greatest mistake of his life by being irrationally stubborn, and 
the consequences will be disastrous. No one would protect him should the two sages 
become angry. The king realised that the anger of the two sages would be more ruinous 
than the wrath of all the demons taken together—for the simple reason that while he 
would have the protection of two powerful sages against the wrath of the demons if he 
agreed to their requests and pleased them, he would lose this protective shield if he 
remains stubborn. This would have horrendous consequences for the entire kingdom 
because his enemies would get the wind of this development and they would seize the 
opportunity to attack him from all sides. This is what exactly happened earlier in the case 
of another great king by the name of Pratapbhanu. He was an emperor and had all the 
kings subdued by force. But once, due to certain developments, the Brahmins had cursed 
him that his entire family would be ruined along with the kingdom. When the conquered 
kings got the wind of this development, they got a chance to attack Pratapbhanu because 
they knew that under this curse he is most certain to be defeated, and they would be 
victorious. As it happened, Pratapbhanu’s kingdom was destroyed and he died in 
ignominy as a defeated and fallen emperor. This entire episode is narrated in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 153—to Doha no. 
175. The curse and the destruction of Pratapbhanu’s kingdom is specifically narrated in 
(i) Doha no. 173; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 174; and (iii) Chaupai 
line nos. 4-8 that precedes Doha no. 175.  

So, when Dasrath remembered this story—or rather we can safely presume that sage 
Vasistha must have reminded him of it because we read that he explained the things to 
the king in a variety of ways from different angles—he must have become terrified of the 
consequences of refusing to send Ram with Vishwamitra.  

Vasistha must have also told him many other facts that the king had forgotten under 
the influence of Maya—(i) that in his previous life he was king Manu who had done Tapa 
to have Lord Vishnu as his son, and that therefore Ram was Lord Vishnu personified; (ii) 
that Vishnu had promised the Gods and the Earth that he will take birth in the household 
of the king of Ayodhya because he has already promised him to do so, and then he would 
eliminate the demons who had been tormenting them. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) form Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 142—to Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 152; and (ii) form Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
184—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 187 respectively.  

It must be noted that Vasistha must have taken the king to some private place to 
discuss the matter with him; he surely must not have done it in open court. It is a standard 
practice that a senior Authority consults his advisors in private, and not in full public 
view. Vasistha must have done it to avoid any unpleasant development should there be an 
argument between him and the king, and to avoid the chance of the assembly become 
aware of what he told the king; it was supposed to be a secret meeting between the king 
and his senior most advisor, sage Vasistha.  

The sage would have also told him the good things that beckon Lord Ram if he goes 
to the forest with Vishwamitra—such as the sure chance of Vishwamitra teaching Ram 
and Laxman the great secrets and the art of warfare. This would be a rare opportunity for 
the two brothers because Vishwamitra was the greatest expert of his time in this field. 
Besides this, great fame and praises awaited Ram and Laxman as they are sure to 
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eliminate the demons because they have the protection of a renowned sage of the stature 
of Vishwamitra who was an invincible Kshatriya king before he attained the exalted 
stature of Brahmin-hood. This would help to establish Ram and Laxman as the greatest 
warriors of all times.  

During this discussion sage Vasistha must have surely told king Dasrath—in order to 
convince him in favour of obeying Vishwamitra and to allay his fears about the safety of 
his two sons Ram and Laxman while they are in the custody of the sage—about the 
stupendous glory and the astounding mystical powers that Vishwamitra possessed.  
Sage Vasistha saw suppressed anger in the eyes of Vishwamitra, though externally the 
latter kept his calm. So the former sage feared for the worst; he knew about the sort of 
anger that Vishwamitra had, and no one can be sure that he won’t curse the king. 
Vasistha had not forgotten that it is the same Vishwamitra who had killed all his hundred 
sons in the fight for the Kamdhenu cow without having any kind of regret. Therefore it 
was his moral duty as the royal priest to bring his patron king to his senses before disaster 
struck. Hence, Vasistha decided to talk with the king in private and explain to him the 
pros and cons of the situation. 

Among other things, sage Vasistha reminded the king that his family is famous for its 
charitable nature and its reputation of honouring the word given to others. This time the 
king has promised a renowned sage that he will fulfill his desires, and now to go back on 
his own words of honour will boomerang upon him with full force of ignominy as well as 
the unforgivable sin of telling a lie to a great sage of the stature of Vishwamitra.  
Even if Vishwamitra excuses him, the laws of Dharma (i.e. the natural laws of righteous 
and proper conduct) will not spare him from punishment. The king is bound to suffer if 
he refuses to oblige sage Vishwamitra by sending Ram and Laxman with him.  

Vishwamitra was a Brahma-rishi and not an ordinary hermit. If he is pleased, then 
great boons and blessings are in store for the king, his sons and the kingdom. On the 
other hand, if his displeased horrendous consequences loom on the horizon.  

Vasistha must have told Dasrath—‘Look king. You have become old; how long do 
you think you will protect your sons? Vishwamitra is a Brahm-rishi who will live for 
thousands and thousands of years. You are simply a king, and there are numerous kings 
like you on this earth, no matter how high and powerful you may think yourself to be. 
Your strength, powers and authority are no match for Vishwamitra. If he is pleased and 
extends his patronage and protection to your sons and the kingdom, take it from me oh 
king that you will be sure that no enemy, howsoever strong and powerful he may be, will 
ever dare to raise his eyes against you, your kingdom and your sons. On the contrary, if 
Vishwamitra is antagonized, and your enemies get the wind of it, then no power on earth 
would be able to shield you. And by the way remember this: don’t expect much from me 
either for I am no match for Vishwamitra. I have myself lost a hundred sons in 
confrontation with him earlier. So beware of your actions. You will have no time to 
regret later on. Don’t be foolish to let this opportunity slip your hand: Vishwamitra does 
not come requesting often at the drop of a hat like other Brahmins, he rarely ventures out 
of his hermitage. So this is a golden chance for you to get his blessings and come under 
his protection. For the sake of your own good and welfare, don’t lose this chance. Refusal 
to oblige the sage will invite horrible aftermath for you, I warn you; don’t blame me later 
on. 

And remember oh king the age-old wisdom: It is said that if a minister, a doctor and a 
guru (teacher, guide, advisor and moral preceptor) speaks to please his king, patient and 
disiciple or follower respectively because of their powerful position and fear of 
retribution by annoying them if they don’t like the advise given to them, then most 
certainly the latter would come to ruin (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 
37). In other words, I must not become your ‘yes man’, but tell you what is good for you. 
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You have appointed me as your royal priest and moral advisor, and I must do my duty by 
giving you a sane and wise advise, not something that you will like to hear but something 
I think is good for you. And in the present context, the best of your interests would be 
served by honouring the wishes of the great sage Vishwamitra.’      

All these arguments made Dasrath change his mind. He realised his folly, and 
immediately rectified his wrong-doing by summoning Ram and Laxman and handing 
them over to sage Vishwamitra.] 

 

•ÁÃ •ÊŒ⁄U ŒÙ©U ÃŸÿ ’Ù‹Ê∞ – NUŒÿ° ‹Êß ’„ÈU ÷Ê°ÁÃ Á‚πÊ∞H 9H 
 
ati ādara dō'u tanaya bōlā'ē. hṛdayam ̐ lā'i bahu bhām̐ti sikhā'ē. 9. 
 
The king then called1 the two sons (Ram and Laxman) and affectionately clasped them to 
his bosom. Then he advised them in many ways2 (like a loving father is expected to give 
guidance to his beloved sons before he sends them with someone else to an unknown 
place). (9) 

[Note—1An interesting thing has happened here. The two princes were “called” by 
Dasrath. One calls someone if he is not present at the site. This is obviously not the case 
because when Vishwamitra had come the king had summoned all the four brothers to 
bow before the sage to pay respect to him. It would be extremely impolite if the brothers 
had gone away while Vishwamitra was still sitting in the royal court. So they stood in 
attendance near their father. If this is indeed the case, then where is the question of 
“calling” the two brothers?  

The answer lies in the fact that Vasistha had taken king Dasrath aside into a private 
chamber to discuss the matter of his outright rejection of Vishwamitra’s request for 
sending Lord Ram and Laxman with him as explained in a note to verse no. 8 above. 
When Vasistha was successful in convincing Dasrath that it will be proper to accept sage 
Vishwamitra’s requests and send Ram and Laxman with him, the king then “called” the 
two sons in that antechamber to confide with them his decision.  

Remember: just a short time ago the king had flatly refused to send his two sons with 
Vishwamitra, and all the sons were witness to this refusal. Now suddenly the king has 
changed track; he is now willing to send them. So it was necessary to “call” the two sons 
aside in a private chamber to take them into confidence and to explain to them the 
reasons and circumstances of the change. It could not be done openly in public; it would 
make the king look ridiculous.  

2Like sage Vasistha explaining to Dasrath the pros and cons of accepting the request 
of Vishwamitra, the king too explained the situation to his two sons in detail to convince 
them why he had changed his decision as well as to emphasize to them that this change is 
for their own good and welfare. This is what any other father would also do. After all, 
Ram and Laxman were not spoon-fed children; they had grown up and needed to be 
taken into confidence.  

All the reservations and doubts that Lord Ram and Laxman might have had needed to 
be addressed and they be assured of protection and well-being when they were told to go 
with an unknown sage to an unknown place. This had to be done in private to maintain 
decorum of open court; everything cannot be discussed in public.  

What might the king have told or advised them? Well, there may have been many 
things one can think of—he told his sons about the stupendous mystical powers of sage 
Vishwamitra, he advised them to treat the sage with the greatest of respect, to treat him 
like their own father, to obey his commands without second thoughts or questions, that 
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they must think that they are going out on an excursion under the protection of a powerful 
guardian, sage Vishwamitra, and therefore they must enjoy every moment of it, that they 
will come back soon and so there is no need to feel homesick, and so on and so forth. 

It was a moment of parting, so it is obvious and natural that at that moment the loving 
father would affectionately embrace his dear sons. 

Then after all this, what happened next? All of them—i.e. Dasrath, Vasistha, Ram 
and Laxman—came out of the king’s private chambers back into the open court where 
Vishwamitra and others were waiting for them. This is obvious in the next line.]   

 
◊⁄U ¬˝ÊŸ ŸÊÕ ‚ÈÃ ŒÙ™§ – ÃÈï„U ◊ÈÁŸ Á¬ÃÊ •ÊŸ Ÿ®„U ∑§Ù™§H 10H 

 
mērē prāna nātha suta dō'ū. tumha muni pitā āna nahiṁ kō'ū. 10. 
 
The king told sage Vishwamitra—‘These two sons are like my Pran (i.e. they are 
extremely dear to me just like a man loves his life). Oh sage, you are no one else but their 
own father. They do not have anyone else to protect them (in the forest, away from the 
kingdom) except you (just like they have no one else to protect them except me while 
they are in the kingdom). [So, please take special care of them; give them the love a 
father gives his sons. They are now in your custody and guardianship. It’s your 
responsibility to protect them and take care of their well-being.]’ (10) 

[Note—Here, the wise king made Vishwamitra obliged to protect Lord Ram and Laxman 
by telling him that he is their father. Vishwamitra has already seen how much Dasrath 
loves them, so Dasrath implied that he expects the same love and affection from him for 
Ram and Laxman. A special bond was created now; a special responsibility befell on the 
shoulders of the great wise sage Vishwamitra.  

Remember: It was not Dasrath coming to the hermitage of sage Vishwamitra with a 
request to keep his sons with him to train them on the scriptures or to teach them the art 
and skill of warfare for which the sage was famous. It was the other way round—it was 
Vishwamitra coming to Dasrath with the request to send his two sons with him.  

Therefore, Vishwamitra was morally bound to accept certain conditions which 
Dasrath made before he handed over his two precious sons to him. And this condition 
was so sublime, free from any deceit or conceit, as well as heart-touching that even if the 
sage had wanted he would not have been able to gather the moral and ethical courage to 
refuse—‘to act like a father for two innocent, inexperienced princes, who had yet not 
seen or witnessed the harsh realities of life, while they were in his custody in a far away 
alien land and culture’.  

Surely, Vishwamitra’s heart must have boiled-over with surging waves of love and 
affection for the two brothers as soon as he heard the word “father” being used for 
himself. Not only this, whatever hidden annoyance he might have had for Dasrath for his 
initial reluctance also vanished in thin air.  

A very interesting thing can be deduced on the sidelines of the text. There are ten 
(10) lines in this set of Chaupais—i.e. there are ten lines between Doha nos. 207 and 208. 
The significance is this: Lord Ram is the Supreme Being in a personified form; he is the 
cosmic Consciousness known as Brahm in the Upanishads. Without this Consciousness 
there is nothing in this creation; sans the Consciousness the creation is a lifeless void. 
That is, without Lord Ram the world is equivalent to ‘zero’. Lord Ram is the only ‘one’ 
entity, as the cosmic Consciousness, that lends meaning and essence to this entire 
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existence just like the case of the digit ‘one’ lending a ten-fold value to ‘zero’ when it is 
added to the latter. Otherwise, the ‘zero’ means nothing.  

Hence, from the metaphysical and spiritual angle these ten lines indicate that Lord 
Ram is the ‘Pran’ of this creation, he is the ‘very life-force and essence’ of this creation. 
If we look now about what Dasrath says for Ram, the meaning would become clear. The 
body of a man is useless if there is no life—or Pran—in it; so the world is also useless if 
one removes the Lord from it. And on the other hand, with the same logic, the world 
assumes manifold meaning and use for someone who sees the Lord everywhere just like 
the case of the digit ‘one’ being used to add value to the ‘zero’.] 

 
Îô0. ‚ı¥¬ ÷Í¬ Á⁄UÁ·Á„U ‚ÈÃ ’„ÈUÁ’Áœ Œß •‚Ë‚– 

¡ŸŸË ÷flŸ ª∞ ¬˝÷È ø‹ ŸÊß ¬Œ ‚Ë‚H 208 (∑§)H 
 
dōhā.  

saumpē bhūpa riṣihi suta bahubidhi dē'i asīsa. 
jananī bhavana ga'ē prabhu calē nā'i pada sīsa. 208 (a). 
 
The king liberally blessed the sons (Lord Ram and Laxman) in various ways, and then 
handed over their charge (guardianship) to the sage (Vishwamitra). The Lord went to his 
mother’s palace, bowed his head before her to seek her blessing and permission, and then 
started on his journey (with sage Vishwamitra). (Doha no. 208 Ka) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/51, stanza no. 2 also. 
The king invoked many Gods and blessed his two sons, Lord Ram and Laxman 

profusely with their Mantras. He silently prayed to all the Gods to look after the welfare 
of his two beloved sons whom he is parting with for the first time in his life.  

The king had told sage Vishwamitra that now onwards he is their father. So in 
essence the king held the hands of Lord Ram and Laxman and handed over them to their 
‘foster-father’. It is a normal custom that when one hands someone who is very dear to 
him to another person, he blesses him all the best of wishes. It’s a courteous way of 
parting with someone. 

Lord Ram, and of course Laxman also though he is not specifically mentioned here, 
went to take formal permission of their respective mothers, Kaushalya and Sumitra 
respectively. Laxman is understood by default because the sage had asked for both the 
brothers.  

The Lord hurried through his meeting with the mother lest she would ask him a lot of 
uncomfortable questions—such as where was he going, what was the purpose of the 
journey, etc. In such a case the Lord would be in a fix—he could not lie, and if he 
disclosed the truth that he is going out of the kingdom on foot with a sage to help him 
protect his fire sacrifice against ruthless demons, then there was all probability that the 
mother would throw tantrums and try to stop him, creating another scene much more 
theatrical than how the father behaved.  

Another reason is that the Lord did not want to give the impression that he was 
unwilling to go with the sage and could not say ‘no’ to his father in open court, so he has 
gone to hide behind his mother, pleading with her to do something to prevent him from 
going. Delay would mean that some kind of brief or detailed discussion transpired 
between the son and the mother wherein the mother somehow reassured her son and 
encouraged him not to be afraid but be brave and go ahead.  

So, the Lord wasted no time in the mother’s palace. 
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A question arises—why was the mother not reluctant to allow Lord Ram to go with 
sage Vishwamitra? When the sage arrived and expressed the reason for his visit it was 
done openly, and not secretly. So it is not possible that the queens had no knowledge of 
what the sage wanted. The answer lies in verse no. 17, stanza no. 5 of Baal Kand of 
Geetwali, another wonderful book written by Tulsidas. It is said there that once a 
soothsayer had come to visit Ayodhya. The queen mother asked him to tell her about the 
future of her son, the child Ram. The wise man had foretold her that one day sage 
Vishwamitra would come and take him away on the pretext of protecting his fire 
sacrifice, but that later on Ram will be married with Sita during the same visit. So the 
mother was in the know of the good things that were to happen. Therefore she was more 
than willing to give her permission.  

Besides this, the mother had some idea of the mystical nature of her son, Lord Ram. 
Two specific incidents point to this fact. At the time of birth of Lord Ram, the mother had 
a clear vision of Lord Vishnu manifesting himself with all the dazzle and splendour of 
thousands of suns before her. She had been blinded, and had prayed to Lord Vishnu to 
discard this superhuman form and become an ordinary human child. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda that precedes Doha no. 192.  

Another incident occurred when the Lord was still a child. One day the mother put 
him to bed in his crib and went to her deity’s worship room to offer prayers. She found 
that Ram was enjoying the food meant as offering for the deity. She rushed back to the 
crib and found him sleeping peacefully. The mother felt dazed; she rushed to and fro and 
could not believe her eyes or her self at the magical sight she saw. It was then that the 
Lord had shown her his true cosmic, all-pervading form of the ‘Viraat Purush’. Mother 
Kaushalya fell at the feet of Lord Ram and pleaded with him never to show these 
wonders to her as she feels terrified and would die of shock or would faint. In other 
words, mother Kaushalya knew who Ram actually was. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 201—to Doha no. 202.  

In contrast, Dasrath had no such divine experience. This is the fundamental reason 
why Dasrath was reluctant but the mother wasn’t to let Lord Ram accompany sage 
Vishwamitra.]     

 
âô0. ¬ÈL§·®‚„U ŒÙ©U ’Ë⁄U „U⁄UÁ· ø‹ ◊ÈÁŸ ÷ÿ „U⁄UŸ– 

∑Î§¬Ê®‚œÈ ◊ÁÃœË⁄U •Áπ‹ Á’Sfl ∑§Ê⁄UŸ ∑§⁄UŸH 208 (π)H 
 
sōraṭhā.  

puruṣasiṁha dō'u bīra haraṣi calē muni bhaya harana.  
kṛpāsindhu matidhīra akhila bisva kārana karana. 208 (b). 
 
The two brave warriors (Ram and Laxman) were like lions among men. They cheerfully 
went with the sage to remove the cause of his fears.1 * 

The Lord (Sri Ram) is an ocean of mercy, compassion, kindness and grace. He is 
of a steady and resolute mind and determination. And he is the fundamental cause of the 
being (existence) of the whole world.2 (Sortha no. 208 Kha) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/52, stanza no. 1 also. 

The Lord was about to face a huge army of ferocious demons. He was cheerful when 
he started on the journey with sage Vishwamitra though he knew fully well that he is not 
going on a picnic. This is why he is compared to a ‘lion’. The lion is the king of the 
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jungle; he is not terrified at the sight of a horde of wild elephants. A single lion can enter 
the horde of wild elephants fearlessly, jump on their back, and kill them one by one by 
tearing at their heads.  

Likewise, Lord Ram was not scared at the prospect of having to face the demons. 
Hence, he is compared to the lion.  

It is clearly said that there are ‘two brave warriors who were like lions among men’. 
Hence, both Lord Ram as well as Laxman were equally strong and powerful.  

2Three adjectives have been used here to qualify Lord Ram—(i) he is an ocean of 
mercy and compassionate, (ii) he is steadfast and resolute, and (iii) he is the cause of the 
coming into being of the world. All of them have relevance here.  
   The Lord will kill the demons not because he loves bloodshed or war, but he, being the 
Supreme Lord of this creation, has to ensure that all other creatures who are being 
endlessly and without rhyme or reason tormented and harassed by the cruel demons must 
be protected and allowed to live in peace. The demons won’t mend their ways, so the 
Lord has no choice. But at the same time he will ensure that none of the demons killed by 
him go to hell because of their evil deeds. In other words, all the demons who Lord Ram 
killed got liberation and deliverance for their souls—that is, their souls were freed from 
the evil body of a demon and found emancipation and salvation. This is clearly 
mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 45; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precedes Doha no. 114. 

The same idea is expressed in another context—when Lord Ram used to hunt, the 
deer or any other animals that were shot by the Lord left their gross mortal bodies and 
went to the heaven where the Gods live. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 205.  

Lord Vishnu had come down to earth to eliminate the burden of demons, and the 
Lord will leave no stone unturned to accomplish his mission. He had declared this in no 
uncertain terms that “I raise my hands and declare that I will make the earth free from the 
tyranny of demons”. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 9. 

By emphasizing the Lord’s cosmic form as the Supreme Being and Creator of the 
entire universe, it is stressed that the reader must mentally prepare himself to understand 
the hidden meaning and draw subtler inferences from the miraculous events that were 
about to unfold. Let the reader be warned that he must see the incidents in the context of 
the fact that the protagonist is not an ordinary human being but the Supreme Being 
himself, for otherwise he would become highly skeptical about the authenticity and the 
truth of the magical events that will now happen in one after another.   

*It ought to be noted here that king Dasrath did not send his army or even helpers 
with his sons whom he loved so much and for whom he was so much worried inspite of 
being fully aware that they are going to fight demons. Well, when sage Vasistha 
enlightened him about the astounding potentials and powers of sage Vishwamitra, the 
king became reassured about the security of his two sons. If he had proposed to send 
army troops with Ram and Laxman it would mean that he had no confidence on sage 
Vishwamitra’s ability to protect the two princes. That would be highly offensive and 
insulting for the mighty sage. It would have had disastrous consequences: Vishwamitra, 
who was already smarting by the king’s initial refusal to send Lord Ram and Laxman 
with him, would have been further angered and his emotions ruffled the wrong way. It 
would have inflamed his annoyance with the king, and it would have been tantamount to 
publicly undermining the sage’s powers, strength and abilities. Therefore, the king was 
wise enough to keep quiet and not inflame things further by proposing to send troops or 
attendants with Ram and Laxman.  

Another reason is that no warning should be given to the demons who were 
tormenting sage Vishwamitra that they are about to be killed. This was sure to happen if a 
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huge army assembled at the hermitage of the sage. The demons would be forewarned, 
and they wouldn’t come to attack. So how would they be destroyed? It was therefore 
prudent to keep a low profile so that they are trapped. With only two young boys 
guarding the fire sacrifice, the demons would have no suspicion of what was in store for 
them as compared to the sight of a huge army doing the job. 

Though no dates are mentioned here, it is believed in tradition that sage Vishwamitra 
had arrived at Ayodhya on the 9th day of the dark lunar fortnight of the Hindu month of 
Aashwin which is the 7th month that commences when the sun enters the constellation of 
Virgo that corresponds to mid of September, and departed with the two brothers on 12th 
day of the month. In other words, he stayed at Ayodhya for 3 days.] 

  
¿õø. •L§Ÿ ŸÿŸ ©U⁄U ’Ê„ÈU Á’‚Ê‹Ê – ŸË‹ ¡‹¡ ÃŸÈ SÿÊ◊ Ã◊Ê‹ÊH 1H 

∑§Á≈U ¬≈U ¬ËÃ ∑§‚¥ ’⁄U ÷ÊÕÊ – L§Áø⁄U øÊ¬ ‚Êÿ∑§ ŒÈ„È°U „UÊÕÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

aruna nayana ura bāhu bisālā. nīla jalaja tanu syāma tamālā. 1. 
kaṭi paṭa pīta kasēṁ bara bhāthā. rucira cāpa sāyaka duhum ̐ hāthā. 2. 
 
[The wonderful beauty and the bewitching charm of the Supreme Lord’s physical form 
are being described now.] 

The Lord (Sri Ram) had bewitching red-coloured eyes. His chest was broad and 
his arms were long and muscular. His body and countenance were dark blue like the 
colour of the dark rain-bearing clouds (or even the blue-coloured lotus flower) as well as 
the Tamaal tree (the black catechu plant). (1) 

  He had the Pitambar and a quiver wrapped around his waist. [The ‘Pitambar’ is a 
yellow silk seamless cloth that is wrapped around the body, especially the lower half 
around the waist and downwards. The quiver filled with arrows was tied to the Lord’s 
waist.] He held a beautiful bow and arrows in his hands. (2) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/52, stanza nos. 2-3; verse no. 1/53, 
stanza nos. 1-2; and verse no. 1/54, stanza nos. 1-2 also. 

The Lord’s eyes are red because he is angry that some kind of misery has befallen 
sage Vishwamitra that had forced the otherwise calm and dispassionate sage to come and 
ask for help and succour. The Lord was angry at the demons.  

Lord Ram is a personified form of Lord Vishnu who in turn is the ‘Viraat Purush’, 
the cosmic form of the Supreme Being whose countenance is likened to the colour of the 
sky when it is filled with rain-bearing clouds. This is an important metaphor and a 
significant symbolism. It means that Lord Vishnu is as vast as the sky, being all-
pervading and all-encompassing. Nothing exists beyond the limit of the sky, and so 
nothing exists outside the Lord. The sky is inherently dark in the cosmic background; we 
see it as blue because of the physical phenomenon of scattering of light of the sun in the 
atmosphere of the earth. So, since Lord Vishnu has appeared on earth as Lord Ram 
though the Lord has a cosmic existence, both the colours—‘dark’ and ‘blue’ are used to 
describe the colour of the Lord’s complexion in his manifestation as Lord Ram.  

Comparison to the ‘rain-bearing cloud’ is made to emphasize that like this cloud 
which pours the life-sustaining rain upon the earth which would parch and all its 
creatures would die if there was no rain, Lord Vishnu too sustains and protects all forms 
of life in this creation.   
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The Tamaal tree (black catechu plant) is about 15-20 arms length in height. It grows 
on mountains as well as on the banks of river Yamuna. Its flowers are red in colour, and 
leaves dark green.    

His chest and arms are well-formed and muscular; they are broad and long 
respectively indicating that he is a great warrior who can extend help beyond the scope of 
ordinary human beings. The ‘long arms’ of the Lord are especially indicative of this—
that his reach is long and beyond measurement. The ‘broad chest’ is indicative of the fact 
that the Lord is very forgiving and compassionate; he welcomes all and accepts them, 
whether a friend or foe, with equal warmth but with one condition—and it is that the 
other person must surrender before the Lord with complete humility and dispassion.  

Remember: The same Lord Ram who killed so many demons including their king 
Ravana had welcomed and accepted Vibhishan, the brother of Ravana, as a member of 
his group when he had come to seek the Lord’s refuge and to surrender himself before 
him. At that time, Lord Ram had clearly declared that even if a creature had committed 
great sins, but if he comes to surrender himself and seek forgiveness from the Lord, he is 
most welcome and assured of the Lord’s patronage. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 42—to Doha no. 44. 

The presence of the quiver, bow and arrow indicate that Lord Ram is ready for battle 
with the demons. The Pitambar is symbolic of the fact that he is none else but Lord 
Vishnu as this cloth is the trademark apparel of the latter.  

The three armaments of Lord Ram are his bow, arrow and the quiver. They are said 
to be ‘beautiful’. What is the beauty of them? The beauty or the glory or the special 
quality of the ‘bow’ is that it never gets broken, of the ‘arrow’ is that it never fails to hit 
the target, and of the ‘quiver’ is that it is never empty of arrows.] 

 
SÿÊ◊ ªı⁄ U ‚È¢Œ⁄U ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ ◊„UÊÁŸÁœ ¬Êß¸H 3H 

 
syāma gaura sundara dō'u bhā'ī. bisvāmitra mahānidhi pā'ī. 3. 
 
Sage Vishwamitra got a matchless (spiritual and divine) treasure in the form of the two 
beautiful (handsome, enchanting, captivating and wonderful) brothers (Ram and Laxman) 
who were respectively of a dark and fair complexion. (3) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/53, stanza no. 1, and  verse no. 1/54, 
stanza no. 2 also. 

Lord Ram is a personified form of the Supreme Being, and Laxman is an epitome of 
Bhakti (devotion) for the Lord. In the entire story of the Ramayan, Laxman has stood by 
the side of the Lord like a man’s shadow follows him wherever he goes. Laxman 
symbolizes that spiritual character which stands for complete and unquestioned 
dedication and submission for the Lord no matter what happens. That is why Laxman is 
as beautiful as the Lord himself. Lord Ram held Laxman dearest to his heart, he could not 
live without him to give us a message that the only character that pleases the Lord is to 
have devotion for him. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-10 
that precedes Doha no. 61 in which Lord Ram clearly declares that his life is useless 
without Laxman just like a serpent is without his Mani (the gem-like effervescent sac 
present on the hood of a special category of serpents without which they can’t see), and a 
bird is without its wings. 

Lord Ram is the cosmic Consciousness known as the ‘Pran’ or the vital life 
sustaining force of creation. Without Pran and Consciousness there can be no life in this 
creation. What good is a dead world without life in it? What good is a granary without 
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eatable grains in it; what good is a treasury without saleable and cashable assets in it 
which can be sold and cashed to meet the owner’s financial needs in cases of 
emergencies?  

Hence, both Lord Ram and Laxman are ‘beautiful’ and ‘like great treasury’ for the 
lucky sage Vishwamitra.  

The two colours ‘dark’ and ‘fair’ represent Lord Vishnu and his divine conch. Vishnu 
has the dark colour of the sky, and his conch is of a white colour. The cosmic sound of 
OM is said to have its origin in this conch. The conch, known as a ‘Shankha’ in Sanskrit, 
is a priceless gem produced by the ocean at the time of its churning by the demons and 
the gods in search of Amrit, the ambrosia of eternity and bliss. The entire creation is said 
to have originated by the dynamic sound energy generated when this divine conch was 
sounded by Vishnu in his primary form as the Viraat Purush. In other words, while Lord 
Ram represents this Viraat Purush, Laxman represents the latter’s conch which heralded 
the arrival of the Lord and the existence of his dynamic energy that would not only create 
but also sustain and protect the creation that was about to be created.  

The word used in the text is ‘Maha-Nidhi’. ‘Nidhi’ means an asset, and the prefix 
‘Maha’ means ‘great’. Hence, Lord Ram and Laxman are not merely assets for sage 
Vishwamitra, they are his ‘great asset’. A man will never lose something that has 
immense value for him; sage Vishwamitra therefore decided that he has got the reward of 
all his Tapa in the form of the two brothers and he will protect them with his life. This is 
in answer to the king’s request to take care of them like he was their own father. 
 Remember: King Dasrath had told the sage that he is willing to give him anything he 
wants—his whole treasury, his kingdom, cows etc., he even offered himself to the sage. 
But the king was unwilling to part with Ram and Laxman. True, because no one would 
willingly like to part with a ‘Maha-Nidhi’ that he values more than the rest of the assets 
he possesses. This ‘Maha-Nidhi’ which Dasrath held close to his heart has now been 
transferred to sage Vishwamitra. Hence it is apt to say that the great sage got the ‘Maha-
Nidhi’ in the form of the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman. 

The very next line tells us why Vishwamitra treated Lord Ram as a ‘Maha-Nidhi’]   

 
¬˝÷È ’˝rÊÔãÿŒfl ◊Ò¥ ¡ÊŸÊ – ◊ÙÁ„U ÁŸÁÃ Á¬ÃÊ Ã¡©U ÷ªflÊŸÊH 4H 

 
prabhu brahman'yadēva maiṁ jānā. mōhi niti pitā tajē'u bhagavānā. 4. 
 
The sage told Lord Ram—‘Oh Lord, I have realised that you are a ‘Brahmanya-deva’ 
(‘prabhu brahman'yadēva’)—i.e. you are the Lord who is worshipped and adored by 
the learned Brahmins. In other words, you are a personified form of ‘Brahm’, the 
Supreme Being and the cosmic Consciousness of this creation. Oh Lord, you have left 
your father for my sake.  

[So, I just can’t find words to express my gratitude and thanks to you. I am extremely 
obliged and feel exemplarily happy and blissful. Thank you for giving me this honour!] 
(4) 

[Note—How did the wise sage realise that Ram was no ordinary prince but the Supreme 
Lord himself? Well, the hints are obvious. When the sage had disclosed that he wishes to 
take Lord Ram to fight ferocious demons who no one else dare face, an ordinary prince 
would have been scared out of his wits and tried all possible excuses to avoid going with 
the sage to willingly fall in this trap. It was no so with Ram; he cheerfully and excitedly 
accompanied the sage as if he was going out to play some game. The prospect of having 
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to face blood-thirst demons did not terrify him a bit. This is clearly because Lord Ram, 
who was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, knew that this was the very purpose why he had 
come down to earth, and so he was rather itching for this opportunity rather than running 
away from it.  

Say, what could the sage have done if Ram himself had expressed his incompetence 
at fighting the demons—which under no imagination was an easy job? But the Lord 
willingly and cheerfully joined the sage with great confidence, not even asking him how 
big the demon and his army was, or what would other support he can expect in the battle, 
or whether the sage would help in the battle, and so on. This filled the sage not only with 
great admiration and gratitude for Lord Ram but also signaled to him that what he had 
thought before coming to Ayodhya was indeed true—i.e. Lord Vishnu had come in the 
form of Lord Ram to destroy the demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 206.  

This subtle hint was not lost on the enlightened sage Vishwamitra. He immediately 
realised the secret truth behind the external façade of Lord Ram’s appearance as an 
ordinary human prince. The Lord had some great job to do, and he could not afford to 
waste time to respect the lovable emotions of his father Dasrath who has had sufficient 
time to enjoy the bliss and ecstasy of being near to the Lord as he had desired in his 
previous life as king Manu who had done Tapa to have the Lord as his son. The wheel of 
time waits for none; so Lord Ram cannot go on indefinitely playing the role of a child 
just to please the king when more important work was pending. Things had to be 
prioritized.]  

 
ø‹ ¡ÊÃ ◊ÈÁŸ ŒËÁã„U ŒπÊß¸ – ‚ÈÁŸ ÃÊ«∏U∑§Ê ∑˝§Ùœ ∑§Á⁄U œÊß¸H 5H 
∞∑§®„U ’ÊŸ ¬˝ÊŸ „UÁ⁄U ‹Ëã„UÊ – ŒËŸ ¡ÊÁŸ ÃÁ„U ÁŸ¡ ¬Œ ŒËã„UÊH 6H 

 
calē jāta muni dīnhi dēkhā'ī. suni tāṛakā krōdha kari dhā'ī. 5. 
ēkahiṁ bāna prāna hari līnhā. dīna jāni tēhi nija pada dīnhā. 6. 
 
While they were on the way to the sage’s hermitage, the sage saw the demoness named 
Tadkaa. He showed her (pointed her out) to the Lord. As soon as Tadakaa heard the voice 
of the sage (pointed her out to Lord Ram), she attacked angrily.1 (5) 

The Lord (Sri Ram) took her life with a single arrow. Realizing that she was 
miserable and deserved mercy and compassion, the gracious Lord provided her soul the 
exalted stature of his own divine state—i.e. she was graced with liberation and 
deliverance, and her soul found emancipation and salvation.2 (6)* 

[Note—*Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/52, stanza no. 6; and verse no. 
1/55, stanza no. 6. 

1The three—sage Vishwamitra, Lord Ram and Laxman—were talking with each 
other as they walked on the forest path. Their voices alerted Tadakaa who lunged forward 
to attack. As soon as she was within sight, the sage pointed her out to Lord Ram who 
wasted no time to shoot her down with a single arrow.  

Remember: There was no time to procrastinate and shoot another arrow. So the Lord 
hit directly at her, killing her instantly. 

2All the male and female demons had become such because of some curse they 
incurred due to their mischief or because of the evil deeds they had been doing in many 
of their previous lives. But their evil and sinful body harboured a soul, known as the 
Atma, which is inherently pure and which yearned to break free from this cage-like evil 
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body of a demon. The Atma could not succeed in it because the body continued to 
perpetrate its evil deeds which resulted in continued accumulation of punishment in the 
form of continuity of the evil body of a demon. Had any one of these demons mended 
their way and shunned doing evil deeds, their souls would have found automatic 
liberation as per the laws of Nature. But unfortunately it was not to be so.  

To prove this point that if the demons had had the wisdom to mend their ways inspite 
of living in the body of a demon they would have found auspiciousness and welfare for 
their souls, we have a sterling example in the Ramayan itself—he is Vibhishan, the 
demon brother of Ravana, the king of the demon race. Vibhishan abhorred the life of a 
demon; he lived a life of a religious man. He worshipped Lord Vishnu and repeated the 
great Mantra “Ram” as prescribed in the Upanishads. This word “Ram” is said to be a 
‘Tarak Mantra’—i.e. it is a spiritual formula which helps the soul to attain freedom from 
the body and the world, and find emancipation and salvation. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 6. 

The result was that he did find succour in the holy feet of Lord Ram, and the eternal 
kingdom of Lanka after the sinful demons were eliminated. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 42—to Doha no. 49.  

So, when Lord Ram killed the demoness Tadakaa, it was actually feeing her soul that 
was trapped in the evil body of a female demon. It was the physical gross body that was 
hit by the arrow, and not the subtle body which harbours the Atma. Once the gross body 
of Tadakaa, which is like a shell over the soft kernel, was ruptured by the Lord’s arrow, 
the soft inner-self spilled out, and the soul living inside it found its liberation.] 

 
Ã’ Á⁄UÁ· ÁŸ¡ ŸÊÕÁ„U Á¡ÿ° øËã„UË – Á’lÊÁŸÁœ ∑§„UÈ° Á’lÊ ŒËã„UËH 7H 
¡ÊÃ ‹Êª Ÿ ¿ÈUœÊ Á¬¬Ê‚Ê – •ÃÈÁ‹Ã ’‹ ÃŸÈ Ã¡ ¬˝∑§Ê‚ÊH 8H 

 
taba riṣi nija nāthahi jiyam̐ cīnhī. bidyānidhi kahum̐ bidyā dīnhī. 7. 
jātē lāga na chudhā pipāsā. atulita bala tanu tēja prakāsā. 8. 
 
Then the great sage recognized who his Lord actually was1.  

Once this awareness dawned upon the sage, he gave (taught) all the knowledge 
that he had to the ‘Lord of knowledge’, the Lord who was himself a treasury of 
knowledge (bidyānidhi)2. (7) 

This divine eclectic knowledge that the sage imparted to Lord Ram incorporated, 
inter alia, such mystical abilities as being able to overcome thirst and hunger, and it 
empowered the possessor of the knowledge with stupendous strength, astounding valour 
and super-human powers so much so that his glory and dynamism effused from him like 
a halo that lent his body a divine glow3. (8) 

[Note—1The sage has already told Lord Ram that he has realised who he was a little 
while ago in Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 209 above. So, what happened 
that he had to say that he recognized the Lord again for the second time? Well, this is the 
mysterious way Lord’s Maya (delusion creating powers) acts. This Maya had the greatest 
of wise men held in its snare.  

The sage had for some time forgotten the reality of who Lord Ram and Laxman were 
because of the fun, frolicking and child-like pranks that the two bothers had been playing 
with each other and with the sage while they were walking on the path to his hermitage. 
The sage’s hermitage was far away from the kingdom of Ayodhya.  
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Remember: the place where they saw Tadakaa was beyond the boundary of 
Ayodhya—for the simple reason that its king Dasrath would not have allowed her, or for 
that matter any other demon, to survive within his realm. Sage Vishwamitra’s hermitage 
was in Magadh, a great distance from the kingdom of Ayodhya. So the three—i.e. the 
sage and the two brother—had been walking together for quite some time. During this 
journey, the Lord and his brother had acted like ordinary children of their age to provide 
the great sage the benefit of a lifetime—the same benefit, the same happiness and the 
same bliss that the Supreme Lord had given Dasrath by becoming his son and playing 
around in his household.  

Dasrath had told the sage that now onwards he is like their ‘father’. So, the sage too 
wanted to taste and enjoy the divine bliss that Dasrath may have got by acting as the 
‘father’ of the Supreme Lord. Hence, the Lord decided to oblige the sage by casting his 
Maya upon the sage’s intellect and wisdom, eclipsing them. The fun and frolic and 
enjoyments of the journey have been very vividly described in Geetawali, Baal Kand, 
verse nos. 53—56. Refer specifically to stanza no. 5 of verse no. 52 which says— “On 
the way, the two brothers would sometimes rush into a pond, or climb on a boulder to 
watch transfixed at the beauty of the forest dwelling birds, animals and trees. The sage 
got scared for their safety at this behaviour, and he would urgently call them back.” 
Again, in stanza nos. 3-4 of verse no. 54 it is said that “The two boys make a lot of fun 
and do strange things as they walked along with the sage on the path. They pluck flowers 
and leaves from trees, and lotus along the banks of rivers and lakes on the way. Then they 
would drink cool water from these rivers and lakes and stand there relaxing for quite 
some time. They sit down on some boulders under the shade of some tree, adoring the 
scene, the shade and the soft breeze. The peacocks begin to dance when they watch the 
two brothers, and the birds such as the parrot and the cuckoo as well as the bumble bees 
sing merrily when they see the brothers.” 

All these things mesmerized the sage so much so that for many days he forgot who 
Ram was just like Dasrath who forgot who his son Ram actually was.  

Then the reality struck upon Vishwamitra like lightening when Tadakaa came 
howling for his blood. He was shaken out of his dream. That is why he ‘realised or 
recognized who Lord Ram was for the second time’. 

It must be kept in mind that in order to understand the story of the Ramayan, we have 
to distil available information and peep behind the curtain to be able to visualize what 
actually must have been happening behind the scene. Though the outline of the story in 
all the versions of the Ramayan are similar, they differ in finer details.  

2Sage Vishwamitra was an expert in the knowledge of warfare. He was a great 
warrior before becoming a sage. So, when he woke up from his day-dreaming he gladly 
initiated Lord Ram and taught him the intricacies of the science of warfare. This included 
the ability to overcome thirst and hunger because it was necessary for the future when 
Lord Ram and Laxman would have to spend long time wandering in the deep recesses of 
the forest during their exile and the journey that would culminate in the epic battle of 
Lanka where all the evil demons would be killed and eliminated. 

Remember: This knowledge was transmitted to both Lord Ram as well as Laxman. 
The all-knowing sage was aware of the fact that Laxman would have to share the 
responsibility of eliminating the demons along with Lord Ram, so both had to be 
prepared for the job.  

Since Lord Ram is the Supreme Being himself personified, it is said that he is the 
‘treasury of knowledge’. But now the Lord had to act normally like a human being, and 
so some formality of giving and accepting knowledge had to be fulfilled. 

Earlier, when Lord had grown up and reached the age when a boy is sent to a teacher 
for his education, the Lord was sent to the hermitage of sage Vasistha in a routine manner 
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for his education. The Lord acquired knowledge rapidly in very short time. Really it is a 
wonder that the Lord whose breath constitutes the four Vedas, the primary scriptures that 
contain all the knowledge that exist in this creation, should learn and acquire knowledge 
from someone else, in this case his teacher sage Vasistha. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 204. 

3Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/55, stanza no. 6 also.] 
 

 

Îô0. •ÊÿÈœ ‚’¸ ‚◊Ì¬ ∑Ò§ ¬˝÷È ÁŸ¡ •ÊüÊ◊ •ÊÁŸ– 
∑¢§Œ ◊Í‹ »§‹ ÷Ù¡Ÿ ŒËã„U ÷ªÁÃ Á„UÃ ¡ÊÁŸH 209H 

 
dōhā.  

āyudha sarba samarpi kai prabhu nija āśrama āni.  
kanda mūla phala bhōjana dīnha bhagati hita jāni. 209. 
 
The sage submitted all his mystical weapons and the knowledge pertaining to their 
skillful use to the Lord1, and then reverentially brought him to his hermitage2.  

At the hermitage, he offered edible roots and stems as well as fruits to the Lord 
with great devotion because he (the sage) had realised that the Lord is the best well-
wisher of his devotees3. (Doha no. 209) 

 [Note—1Here it means that the sage, who was renowned for his knowledge of the 
science and art of weapons and warfare, transferred that knowledge to Lord Ram and 
Laxman. It means that he taught them all that he knew in connection with the science and 
art of weapons, and how to invoke their Mantras and use them during warfare. 

When Lord Ram had shot the ferocious female demon Tadakaa effortlessly with a 
single shot of an arrow, Vishwamitra was stunned and awe-struck. At that time he 
realised that Lord Ram was no ordinary warrior, for Tadakaa was a colossus demoness 
who resembled a flying serpent with thousands of hissing hoods.  

This on the one hand filled the sage with great satisfaction that he was correct in 
thinking that Lord Ram would indeed be able to destroy the demons, but on the other 
hand he was humbled. Previously he had thought that there was no one on this earth who 
was more expert in archery and other forms of weaponry than he. But now it was like the 
case of a camel, which was proud of its tall frame, standing below a tall coconut tree or a 
lofty mountain whose summit kisses the sky. It was also like the case of a perennial river, 
which was proud of its endless content of water, seeing the mighty ocean.  

The sage thought to himself that he be shamed. He calls himself a ‘sage’, but is so 
selfishly guarding the secret knowledge of weapons which ought to be used for the 
general good of the world by putting them into effect in the process of the elimination of 
the demons that would help to restore peace upon the earth. After all he knew that he 
won’t use them anytime because he had taken a vow to be calm and serene and never to 
be angry and hurt anyone. This was the vow that prevented him from destroying the 
demons who had been tormenting him and defiling his fire sacrifices.  

The sage has explained the reason himself in Valmiki’s Ramayana where he said that 
he could not kill the demons who were defiling his fire sacrifice because he had taken a 
vow of observing self-restraint, maintain mental calmness and serenity, and not being 
angry or wrathful on anyone while the sacrifice was in progress. If he punished the 
demons by cursing them, then it would violate this vow, and the whole exercise would be 
spoilt.  
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Refer: (i) Valmiki’s Ramayana, Baal Kand, Sarga/Canto 19, verse nos. 7-20; and (ii) 
Tulsidas’ Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 47, stanza nos. 1-2, and verse no. 66, stanza 
no. 2. 

Now therefore, sage Vishwamitra thought that it would be highly improper and 
selfish for him not to divulge this secret knowledge of weapons to Lord Ram and Laxman 
who he himself have selected to destroy the demon race. So he willingly taught the two 
brothers the secret of all the mystical weapons which could be immediately summoned 
and used at the opportune moment when they were required to be employed.  

These weapons were not physical weapons, but mystical ones that relied on 
invocation of respective Mantras, which were magical formulas that helped the concerned 
weapon to present its self when the Mantra relevant to it was invoked.  

Details of these weapons have been narrated in Valmiki’s Ramayan, 1/27/4-21, and 
1/28/4-12. These weapons could be invoked by their respective Mantras. Similarly, they 
could also be neutralized by Mantras which are outlined in Valmiki’s Ramayan, 1/28/4-
12. 

A brief list of these weapons is as follows—Danda-chakra, Dharma-chakra, Kaal-
chakra, Vishhu-chakra, Ayendra-chakra, Vajraastra, Lord Shiva’s Shul, Brahma-shir, 
Ayeshik, Brahmaastra, the two maces named Modaki and Shikhari, Kaal-paash, Dharma-
paash, Varun-paash, the two Ashanis named Shushka and Aadra, Shiva-astra, Narayan-
aastra, Shikhar the weapon of the Fire God, Vaayabya, Hayashir, Kroncha, the two 
Shaktis, Kankaal, Mushal, Kapaal, Kinkini, Nandan, the weapon of the Gandharvas 
known as Moha-naastra, Praswaapan, Prashman, Varshan, Shoshan, Santaapan and 
Vilaapan weapons of Kamdeo, Durgharsha Maadan Maanav, Mohan, Taamas, Sauman, 
Samvarta, Mausal, Satya, Mayamaye, the Tej (energy) of the Sun God, Prabhu-astra, the 
weapon of the Moon God named Shishir, the ferocious Twaa-shtra, and Shiteshu. 

2Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/56, stanza no. 6 also.      
3Sage Vishwamitra realised that Lord Vishnu had agreed to take so much trouble to 

come down to earth and walk all the distance to his hermitage just because he wishes to 
oblige his devotees. This was all the more evident to the sage when Lord Ram and 
Laxman had acted like innocent young boys, playing around and making fun as they 
wend their way from Ayodhya to the hermitage of the sage. The Lord did all this to 
satisfy the sage’s desire to taste the happiness that a father gets playing with his sons. 
Hence, he offered great respect to the Lord because the Lord is a well-wisher of his 
devotees. 

Refer note appended to Chaupai line no. 7 above.]    

 
¿õ0. ¬˝ÊÃ ∑§„UÊ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚Ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ⁄UÊß¸ – ÁŸ÷¸ÿ ¡‚ÿ ∑§⁄U„ÈU ÃÈï„U ¡Êß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

prāta kahā muni sana raghurā'ī. nirbhaya jagya karahu tumha jā'ī. 1. 
 
At dawn, the Lord of the Raghu dynasty, Lord Ram, told the sage—‘oh sage, go and do 
your fire sacrifice without any fear.’ (1) 

[Note—The sages of the hermitage were so terrified of the demons that they had 
suspended the fire sacrifices ever since their chief Vishwamitra had gone to fetch Lord 
Ram. So, the Lord told them to resume their religious observances and perform the fire 
sacrifice. Lord Ram’s confidence is self-evident.  
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 One outstanding point to note here is that the Lord has virtually commanded the 
sages to go ahead with the fire sacrifice. He did not seek Vishwamitra’s orders or 
permission for this. Wonderful indeed! The Lord indicated that now he is in charge; that 
the rest of the sages are now in his safe-keeping; that he is the one who will decide what 
to do and what not to do like a true Lord and Master!  
 Well, the Supreme Lord was in his true form and mettle at that moment. He did not 
need anyone’s permission to fulfill the divine mandate for which he has taken birth as a 
human being. Rather, he is the one who would regulate how things would take shape 
now. The wise sages did not take this as an affront at all; rather they welcomed this 
confidence of Lord Ram and were reassured that they indeed were safe in his hands. This 
self-confident and robust attitude of the Lord instilled faith and confidence in the heart of 
even those sages who may have been skeptical in the beginning when they had first seen 
the two young princes who sage Vishwamitra brought from such great distance.]    

 
„UÙ◊ ∑§⁄UŸ ‹Êª ◊ÈÁŸ ¤ÊÊ⁄UË – •Ê¬È ⁄U„U ◊π ∑§Ë¥ ⁄UπflÊ⁄UËH 2H 

 
hōma karana lāgē muni jhārī. āpu rahē makha kīṁ rakhavārī. 2. 
 
All the sages collected together and immediately started making offerings to the sacred 
fire (i.e. they did ‘Homa’). Meanwhile, Lord Ram himself (of course, with Laxman by his 
side) stood at attention to guard the fire sacrifice. (2) 

[Note—The fire sacrifice is an elaborate affair, but making offerings to the fire is the 
main part of the sacrifice as this offering is received directly by the Fire God and other 
Gods who find sustenance from it.  

Other preliminaries such as doing Japa (repetition of Mantras) and different 
incantations did not cause much problem for the sages because they could do it silently 
without alerting the demons. But whenever they offered anything to the fire, fumes arose 
in the sky, and this obviously signaled to the demons that the fire sacrifice was in 
progress. They immediately attacked. So this time, the sages came out in the open and 
offered the Homa to the sacred fire.  

The word in the text is “Jhaari” which means to pour liquid from a pitcher with an 
elongated neck and a spout at its end. This indicates that they were in a great hurry as 
they were quickly making the offerings, almost pouring them as fast as they could into 
the fire pit, to be able to complete it before the demons arrived.  

The sages were performing the fire sacrifice at the designated place, while the two 
brothers stood guard outside, ready for battle with their bows and arrows in hand.]   

 
‚ÈÁŸ ◊Ê⁄UËø ÁŸ‚Êø⁄U ∑˝§Ù„UË – ‹Ò ‚„UÊÿ œÊflÊ ◊ÈÁŸº˝Ù„UËH 3H 

 
suni mārīca nisācara krōhī. lai sahāya dhāvā munidrōhī. 3. 
 
As soon as the demon chief named Marich (mārīca)—who was an enemy of the sages 
and harboured animosity towards them—heard this news, he collected his companions 
and attacked. (3) 

[Note—Marich is said to have ‘heard’ and not ‘seen’ the sages doing the fire sacrifice. 
What does this mean? He was the chief commander of the demons who was appointed by 
their king Ravana of Lanka to prevent the sages of the area under his command from 
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doing any religious activity. Being the chief commander, it is natural that he must have 
appointed demon guards and watches in different areas under his command to keep an 
eye on the developments and report to him at his command head-quarters should they 
observe any religious activity. So, as soon as the sages started offering Homa to the fire 
and fumes rose up into the sky, the demons who were appointed to watch these sages saw 
these fumes and immediately reported the matter to their chief, Marich. This is why 
Marich is said to have ‘heard’ and not personally ‘seen’ the sages doing the fire sacrifice.  
So he collected his demon army and summoned his brother named Subahu (pronounced 
as Su-baa-hoo) to launch an attack.]  

 
Á’ŸÈ »§⁄U ’ÊŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ÃÁ„U ◊Ê⁄UÊ – ‚Ã ¡Ù¡Ÿ ªÊ ‚Êª⁄U ¬Ê⁄UÊH 4H 
¬Êfl∑§ ‚⁄U ‚È’Ê„ÈU ¬ÈÁŸ ◊Ê⁄UÊ – •ŸÈ¡ ÁŸ‚Êø⁄U ∑§≈U∑È§ ‚°ÉÊÊ⁄UÊH 5H 

 
binu phara bāna rāma tēhi mārā. sata jōjana gā sāgara pārā. 4. 
pāvaka sara subāhu puni mārā. anuja nisācara kaṭaku sam̐ghārā. 5. 
 
Lord Ram shot at Marich with an arrow’s shaft (i.e. an arrow that did not have its pointed 
tip). The thrust of the shaft flung him (Marich) a hundred Yujans away across into the 
ocean. [1 Yojan = roughly 8 miles on an average. There are different scales of 
measurements according to which 1 Yojan means 4, 8 or 16 miles.] (4) 

Then the Lord hit and killed Subahu with a fire-tipped arrow which burnt him to 
ashes. Meanwhile, all the rest of the attacking demon army was killed and immediately 
eliminated by the Lord’s younger brother (Laxman). (5) 

[Note—Lord Ram could have killed Marich with an arrow with a pointed tip. But the 
Lord needed him later on to accomplish the task of killing the chief of the demon race, 
their king Ravana. So he spared his life and merely flung him into the ocean.  

When we read the story of the Ramayan we see that Ravana had approached Marich 
to force him to assume the form of a golden deer so that he can steal Sita from the forest. 
This would lead Lord Ram to Lanka in search of her, and will culminate in the epic war 
that would help the Lord to kill Ravana and the rest of the evil demon race.   

Had Lord Ram killed Marich at this moment, the greater plan of the Lord would have 
suffered. If Marich survived, he is sure to inform his lord Ravana about the 
developments. If the entire demon army was killed there would be no one left to inform 
Ravana and hint him that his nemesis has arrived. Marich was the chief demon appointed 
by Ravana, so he had direct access to him. Therefore it was prudent for Lord Ram to 
spare him so that a direct message of challenge could be conveyed to Ravana, the demon 
king, that the days of his tyranny are over and that the sages would soon be able to 
perform religious duties without fear.  

Meanwhile it is significant that he killed Subahu by ‘burning him’. In Hinduism, 
when a person dies his body is cremated in the fire, and it is reduced to ashes. This is 
believed to free the soul permanently from the snare of having to enter the gross body 
once again. Cremation is performing the last rite of the dead with great respect. Usually, 
the son performs the cremation of his father. 

Thus, by ‘burning’ the gross body of Subahu instead of simply killing him, the 
merciful Lord Ram had symbolically done his last rites by ‘cremating’ him himself. How 
wonderful! How fortunate was Subahu that his soul was liberated after being freed from 
the snare of the gross body of a demon when Lord Ram killed him with his arrow, and 
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the gross body itself was ‘cremated’ by getting burnt at the hands of none else but the 
Supreme Lord himself.  

Remember: Laxman is Lord Vishnu’s Shakti in a personified form. So, while the 
main job was done by the Lord himself, his Shakti finished the rest of the job for him. 
Hence it is said that the rest of the demons were killed by Laxman.  

There is another reason why Laxman killed the demon army. Lord Ram wished to 
give the message that no one should under-estimate Laxman and his powers in their 
enthusiasm for honouring and praising Lord Ram. Laxman deserves equal praise and 
equal honour as the Lord himself.]  

 

◊ÊÁ⁄U •‚È⁄U Ám¡ ÁŸ÷¸ÿ∑§Ê⁄UË – •SÃÈÁÃ ∑§⁄U®„U Œfl ◊ÈÁŸ ¤ÊÊ⁄UËH 6H 
 
māri asura dvija nirbhayakārī. astuti karahiṁ dēva muni jhārī. 6. 
 
After the demons were killed, all the Gods and the sages who were involved in doing fire 
sacrifices (that were being constantly defiled by the demons) got together to offer their 
prayers to the Lord who is committed to make the Brahmins free from fear. (6) 

[Note—The Gods came first to offer their obeisance and prayers to Lord Ram, and they 
were followed by the sages who did the fire sacrifices. This is because the Gods were 
exceptionally happy as it was after a very long time that they could find nourishment by 
way of successful offerings that were made to the sacred fire by the sages. The offerings 
that are made to the sacred fire of the sacrifice give sustenance to the Gods. The Gods 
were eternal enemies of the demons. This was one main reason why the demons defiled 
the fire sacrifices so that the Gods would be starved of food and become weak and unable 
to oppose them.  

The sages became enemies of the demons because they performed fire sacrifices in 
which they offered food to the Gods, something which the demons wanted to stop. These 
facts are clearly mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 181 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8. 

Lord Vishnu had earlier promised the Gods, the sages, and Mother Earth that he 
would take birth as Lord Ram to give protection to them as well as the Brahmins who 
were being endlessly tormented by the demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 187. 

Hence, both the Gods and the sages performing fire sacrifices assembled to say their 
thanks to Lord Ram and Laxman after the demons were eliminated.] 

 
Ã„°U ¬ÈÁŸ ∑§¿ÈU∑§ ÁŒfl‚ ⁄UÉÊÈ⁄UÊÿÊ – ⁄U„U ∑§ËÁã„U Á’¬˝ã„U ¬⁄U ŒÊÿÊH 7H 

 
taham̐ puni kachuka divasa raghurāyā. rahē kīnhi bipranha para dāyā. 7. 
 
The Lord of the Raghu dynasty (i.e. Lord Ram) stayed there for some more days to show 
grace upon the Brahmins and make them feel fortunate. (7) 

[Note—The Lord stayed for some more days to ensure that no new attack from the 
demons are made. He wished to secure the area. The sages harboured doubt that though 
Marich and Subahu were killed, there was all probability that their king Ravana would 
order stronger demon force to attack and kill them the next time. So, they must have 
requested the Lord to stay for some more days to protect them and guard the fire 
sacrifices.  
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 Now, the question arises: why did the demon king Ravana not order an attack on the 
hermitage again? Well, there are many possibilities. One is that all the commanders 
whom Ravana may have asked to go and take revenge must have pleaded that they be 
excused because all of them were terrified about their own safety after having learnt the 
fate of Marich, Subahu and their army. When Ravana apprehended a virtual mutiny or 
revolt in the ranks of the demon forces if he insisted and threatened them much, he 
decided to keep quiet and wait for an opportunity to take revenge himself later on. 
Another reason may have been that no one might have gathered enough courage to go 
and inform him directly about the elimination of the demon army at sage Vishwamitra’s 
hermitage for fear of his own life because the angry Ravana might have killed the 
informer in a fit of rage. So everyone avoided him. That is why no one came to attack the 
sages again.    

According to Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, Lord Ram and Laxman stayed at 
the hermitage for three more days. On the fourth day, sage Vishwamitra asked Lord Ram 
to accompany him to witness the bow breaking ceremony at Janakpur. Refer: Adhyatma 
Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 11-12. 

By staying for some more days instead of immediately returning to Ayodhya after 
having successfully finished the work for which he was brought to the hermitage by sage 
Vishwamitra, Lord Ram seemed to oblige the sages present there who were very eager to 
have the Lord in their midst for some more days in order to enjoy his divine and 
auspicious company. It would have been highly selfish and un-courteous for the sages to 
have allowed Lord Ram and Laxman to go back from their hermitage immediately after 
their objective of having the demons killed was accomplished. No good host would do 
that; it’s against the principles of hospitality.  

 Besides this, the sages had by now realised that Lord Ram was no ordinary prince 
but some Divine Being, though they might not have been aware of the Lord’s true 
identity as much as Vishwamitra was. So therefore, they must have requested him to give 
them the privilege of his company for some more days because no one knows that such a 
chance would ever come again in their lives or not.] 

 
÷ªÁÃ „UÃÈ ’„ÈU ∑§ÕÊ ¬È⁄UÊŸÊ – ∑§„U Á’¬˝ ¡lÁ¬ ¬˝÷È ¡ÊŸÊH 8H 

 
bhagati hētu bahu kathā purānā. kahē bipra jadyapi prabhu jānā. 8. 
 
During the time the Lord stayed there at the hermitage, the sages (Brahmins; ‘Bipra’) 
entertained him by narrating many devotional stories* from the Purans (ancient history of 
the Hindus) though the all-knowing Lord knew them. 

[This line can be interpreted in another way as follows—‘Out of their devotion 
and love for the Lord, the sages (Brahmins; ‘Bipra’) narrated many glorious stories from 
the Purans to him to entertain him though the Lord knew all of them.’] (8) 

[Note—Some way had to be found to pass time away in a positive manner, and so instead 
of idling it away and gossiping unnecessarily, the sages decided to narrate many 
interesting stories from ancient history that laid stress on devotion, love and submission 
for the Lord God as it helped in their spiritual pursuit as well as passing time 
constructively. The sages would always talk about things that had some spiritual quotient 
in it; they would not waste time in worthless chatter or gossip.  
 Lord Ram had obliged the sages by coming all the way from Ayodhya to their 
hermitage to protect their fire sacrifice. So, now these sages felt that they must do 
something for him to show their gratitude and thanks to the Lord. For sages and seers the 
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only way to do this is to give a discourse on the scriptures. They selected devotional 
stories instead of hard-core philosophy because they thought that stories are much more 
entertaining than philosophy. They had started treating Lord Ram and Laxman as their 
sons, like the case of sage Vishwamitra.  

It is said in Adhyatma Ramayan that during this period sage Vishwamitra had 
affectionately fed Lord Ram sweet fruits and entertained him with stories from the 
Purans. Refer: Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse no. 11. 

Though the Lord knew these stories he still listened to them patiently and politely to 
oblige the sages and keep them happy. A similar thing has happened when sage Vasistha 
narrated stories from the Purans and the Vedas. The Lord listened silently and attentively 
though he knew all of them. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 
that precedes Doha no. 26.  

The actual intent of the sages in telling these stories to the Lord was to express their 
own devotion and submission for him through the medium of these stories. This is the 
reason why the Lord heard them politely to indicate to these aged sages that he has got 
the hint.  

*Remember: Lord Ram has himself declared that out of the many forms that Bhakti 
(devotion) takes, the first is to have company or communion with pious people and saints, 
and the second it to have deep interest in hearing and telling devotional stories related to 
me. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
35.  

Both these conditions are met here—there is a community of sages who pious people, 
and there is narration and listening of devotional stories. This is why the word “Bhakti” is 
used first in this verse.] 

   

Ã’ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ∑§„UÊ ’È¤ÊÊß¸ – øÁ⁄UÃ ∞∑§ ¬˝÷È ŒÁπ• ¡Êß¸H 9H 
œŸÈ·¡‚ÿ ‚ÈÁŸ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹ ŸÊÕÊ – „U⁄UÁ· ø‹ ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U ∑§ ‚ÊÕÊH 10H 

 
taba muni sādara kahā bujhā'ī. carita ēka prabhu dēkhi'a jā'ī. 9. 
dhanuṣajagya suni raghukula nāthā. haraṣi calē munibara kē sāthā. 10. 
 
Then the sage (Vishwamitra) respectfully explained to the Lord (Sri Ram) that a 
wonderful and rare event is taking place (at Janakpur), and so let us go and see it. (9) 

When the Lord of the Raghu’s clan (i.e. Lord Ram) heard of the ‘Dhanush Yagya’ 
(the bow-breaking ceremony), he gladly accepted the offer to accompany the sage there. 
(10) 

[Note—The Lord had stayed in the hermitage for three days, and when he was sure that 
there was no more threat from the demons, he sought permission from sage Vishwamitra 
to go back home. It was ‘then’ that the sage told him about the rare competitive event 
taking place at Janakpur where Lord Shiva’s bow is to be lifted, stringed and broken to 
determine who is the greatest warrior of that time in the world. It was to be like a 
modern-day Olympics. All the great kings and princes of the earth would assemble, and 
each of them would try his strength on the bow.  

Surely there must be some great trophy reserved for the winner. In all probability the 
sage did not disclose that this ‘trophy’ would be the marriage of the winner with king 
Janak’s daughter Sita. Why? Because if Lord Ram would have agreed to accompany the 
sage upon learning this, it would have meant that the Lord secretly wished to participate 
in the bow breaking ceremony and took chance at marrying Sita. Or that the Lord 
accepted to go to Janakpur to attend the ceremony because he secretly wished to see Sita 
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and explore the chances of his marrying her by taking part in the bow-breaking 
ceremony. The wise sage did not wish the skeptical and suspicious world to get a wrong 
signal, to unnecessary interpret things wrongly and doubt the immaculate and impeccable 
noble character of Lord Ram and Laxman.  

The question arises, how did sage Vishwamitra come to know of the bow-breaking 
competition at Janakpur? Well, the answer is that when king Janak decided to host the 
bow-breaking ceremony, he had sent invitation to all the famous people of that time. The 
hermitage of sage Vishwamitra was not very far from Janakpur, and he was the most 
famous Kshatriya-turned-Brahmin sage of his time. So it is natural that the king’s 
messengers must have arrived to invite the sage to the bow ceremony. The sage would 
never have gone there uninvited.  

Further, the sage had the mystical power to see future events and developments. He 
knew that Lord Ram and his other brothers were destined to marry at Janakpur. So 
instead of making a polite excuse to the invitation of Janak, he accepted it and persuaded 
Lord Ram to come with him.  

Ayodhya was far away, and the sage did not think it proper to allow the two young 
boys to go back unescorted. Suppose we do not take into consideration the fact that 
Vishwamitra had foresight to see the future course of developments at Janakpur where 
Lord Ram would break the bow and marry Sita as well as establish himself as an all-time 
great warrior, then it is logical to assume that he might have guessed that king Janak must 
have surely invited king Dasrath to the ceremony since he has invited all the great king 
for the ceremony. In that case, the sage planned, he will hand over Ram and Laxman to 
their father Dasrath there. Well, this is a possibility.  

Then he might have motivated Lord Ram to accompany him to Janakpur by telling 
him that he will be seeing many new fascinating places, and that he would have the 
chance to witness a wonderful spectacle like the one he had never seen before—the 
breaking of a formidably strong bow. Like any other young prince of his age, the Lord 
readily agreed. He also agreed because he felt naturally excited about having a chance to 
witness a stiff competition, news that would automatically enthuse a brave warrior. The 
breaking of a huge bow was not an ordinary event, so the Lord enthusiastically agreed to 
accompany the sage to the venue.  

All these things must have come into play simultaneously in a greater or lesser 
degree when sage Vishwamitra ‘explained’ to Lord Ram to come with him to attend the 
bow-breaking ceremony.  

How do we know that it was a bow ‘breaking’ ceremony? Well, in ancient times 
when a great event took place that was attended by rituals and ceremony, and attended by 
a large number of invited guests, it was called a ‘Yagya’. A special name was assigned to 
a particular type of Yagya—e.g. the ‘Ashwamedha Yagya’ meant the horse sacrifice 
where a horse was sacrificed at the end of the ceremonies. So, when this ceremony is 
called a ‘Dhansuha Yagya’ it clearly implies a ceremony where a bow is to be sacrificed. 
[‘Dhanusha = a bow; ‘Yagya = sacrifice.] And a bow can only be sacrificed by ‘breaking 
it into two’ because it would be tantamount to killing it.  

Another reason for calling this particular ceremony a ‘sacrifice’ is that Janak’s 
daughter Sita was to be married to the successful contender. Giving away one’s daughter 
in marriage to the groom is regarded in Hinduism as a ‘Daan’ or a self-less gift. It is 
called ‘Kanya Daan’. [‘Kanaya’ = a virgin girl; ‘Daan’ = selfless gift or donation.]  
In Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, sage Vishwamitra has told Lord Ram in clear 
terms that Lord Shiva’s big and wonderful bow is kept with king Janak, and the king 
would welcome the Lord warmly and show great respect to him. So he must come along 
with him. Refer: Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 13-15; Canto 6, 
verse no. 1.  
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The sage then told Lord Ram that after watching this fascinating event at Janakpur, 
he can return to Ayodhya straight from there. Refer: Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, 
Canto 6, verse no. 2. 

In this Tulsidas’ Ram Charit Manas it is clear that only sage Vishwamitra had gone to 
Janakpur with Lord Ram and Laxman; there is no mention of any other sage 
accompanying them. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 212. This is also 
evident here in the present Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 210 which we are 
currently reading.  

Later on also when they arrive at Janakpur, all narration of the subsequent events 
there refer only to sage Vishwamitra. Refer for instance, Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 214; Chaupai line nos. 9-10 that precede 
Doha no. 239.  

But in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas as well as Valmiki’s Ramayan it is said 
that a group of sages had accompanied Vishwamitra when he went to Janakpur with Lord 
Ram and Laxman. Refer: (i) Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse no. 14; and 
(ii) Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 31, verse no. 14.]       

 
•ÊüÊ◊ ∞∑§ ŒËπ ◊ª ◊Ê„UË¥ – πª ◊Îª ¡Ëfl ¡¢ÃÈ Ã„°U ŸÊ„UË¥H 11H 
¬Í¿UÊ ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U Á‚‹Ê ¬˝÷È ŒπË – ‚∑§‹ ∑§ÕÊ ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§„UÊ Á’‚·ËH 12H 

 
āśrama ēka dīkha maga māhīṁ. khaga mṛga jīva jantu taham̐ nāhīṁ. 11. 
pūchā munihi silā prabhu dēkhī. sakala kathā muni kahā bisēṣī. 12. 
 
On the way, they saw a lonely and unkempt hermitage that appeared to have been 
abandoned long ago. It had no animals, no birds, no insects, or any other sign of life in 
it.1 (11) 

The Lord (Sri Ram) saw a boulder or a slab of stone there, and out of curiosity, he 
asked the sage (Vishwamitra) about it. The sage narrated to him the entire story related to 
this stone boulder or slab.2 (12) 

[Note—1The surrounding area was full of vibrant forest life—greenery, plants, birds, 
animals, insects etc. In this pleasant surrounding was this particular forlorn, decrepit and 
untended place which looked like it was a hermitage long ago.  

As to the location of this hermitage, Adhyatma Ramayan says it was located on the 
banks of river Ganges. Refer: Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse no. 14. 
 According to Valmiki’s Ramayan, it was located within the realm of the king of 
Janakpur. Refer: Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga/Canto 48, verse no. 11.  

2The presence of a slab or a boulder in the center aroused the curiosity of Lord Ram 
because it had a certain aura of divinity or holiness about it that attracted his attention. 
Perhaps it was shaped like some figurine representing some person who had been turned 
into a stone. Amidst the ruins, this figurine was unexpected. So the Lord was naturally 
curious to know about its origin.  

When he asked sage Vishwamitra, the learned and compassionate sage told him the 
whole pathetic story of how Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam, had been turned into a 
stone by a curse. This story is narrated in (i) Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, 
verse nos. 19-34; and (ii) Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga/Canto 48, verse nos. 14-
33. 

When Lord Ram heard the story, he was full of sympathy for Ahilya because she was 
not at fault, and whatever sin or error she committed was out of ignorance of the truth and 
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unawareness of the reality. But she had already suffered for her follies more than enough 
and has done enough of penance to repent for her sins. So therefore she deserves pardon 
and reprieve. Lord Ram is an epitome of mercy and compassion; he just could not turn 
his head away and walk on, leaving the poor Ahilya suffer any longer.  

So naturally he sought to know from the sage how can she be redeemed. The wise 
sage then told him that when sage Gautam realised that Ahilya was not at fault after 
learning the truth of how the events unfolded, he had told her that though once the curse 
is made it cannot be taken back, but however he blesses her that she will find liberation 
from her cursed stone-like form when she would be touched by the holy dust of the feet 
of Lord Ram. Refer: Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 31-32.  
So the Lord decided to put his holy and divine feet on the stone so that Ahilya is freed 
from her curse. This is narrated below in Doha no. 210 and the following Chanda. It 
ought to be noted that it was out of his merciful nature that Lord Ram decided to put his 
foot on the stone—refer Doha no. 211 below.  

The Lord must have contemplated whether it would be proper and right to touch 
Ahilya with his foot. Normally this would be improper because she was the wife of a 
great sage, Gautam. But then the Lord realised that if he acted in a too formal way and 
tried to make excuses by saying that he cannot put his foot on a sage’s wife, it would be 
against his vows of providing liberation and deliverance to those who suffer and are 
waiting for his mercy.  

There were so many stones on the path on which the Lord walked; did he not touch 
them? So how does it matter if he touched one other stone if this act helped to provide 
immense relief to a suffering soul?  

Then there were other factors in favour of his decision of touching that boulder of 
stone with his foot. For one, this is what sage Gautam had himself wanted—refer: 
Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 31-32; Valmiki’s Ramayan, Canto 
48, verse nos. 30-32. For another, sage Vishwamitra too wants him to touch the stone to 
liberate Ahilya—refer: (i) Doha no. 210 below. (ii) Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, 
Canto 5, verse nos. 35-36; (iii) Valmiki’s Ramayan, Canto 49, verse nos. 11-18. 

The story of Ahilya in brief is as follows— She was the devout and chaste wife of 
sage Gautam. According to legend, once it so happened that Indra, the lustful king of 
Gods, fell prey to the beauty of Ahilya, and attempted to outrage her modesty by 
assuming the form of her husband while the sage had gone out to the river to attend to his 
daily chores. When the sage returned, Indra tried to escape from the hermitage, but the 
sage caught him red-handed. So outraged was the sage that he cursed both his chaste wife 
Ahilya as well as the culprit Indra. He cursed Ahilya that she would become a stone. But 
when he found out that Indra, the king of Gods, was the real culprit who had deceitfully 
cheated his wife of her loyalty towards her husband, and that Ahilya was not to be 
blamed, the sage cursed Indra vehemently. Gautam realised that Indra had been so 
overcome with a rage of passion that he forgot all senses of ethics, propriety and probity 
and had assumed the form of the sage to cheat Ahilya. So the sage had then blessed her 
that when Lord Vishnu incarnated on the earth as Sri Ram, he would visit her place and 
would touch her with the holy dust of his feet, at which she will be absolved of her sins 
and her curse, and will resume her original form and come back to heaven. The sage 
promised her that after her penances and repentance, when she will be purified by Sri 
Ram’s holy feet, he will accept her back as his wife.   

Meanwhile, the sage vehemently cursed Indra that his body would be full of holes 
representing eyes, as he was so lascivious and promiscuous that he could see nothing but 
a woman’s vagina, a virtual ‘hole’ in the body, with his lustful eyes, which were also 
equal to a ‘hole’. So, let him see whatever he wishes with his whole body, and let the 
world known about his deformed mentality when it watches him with thousands of holes 
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on his body. As a result, Indra’s body became ugly by being perforated with thousands of 
tiny holes resembling the scars of Chicken Pocks. 

The story of Ahilya’s liberation is narrated by Goswami Tulsidas in—(a) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha 211; 
(b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 57-60; (c) Janki Mangal, verse nos. 39-40; (d) 
Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 19-61; and (e) 
Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, from Sarga/Canto 48, verse nos. 14-33—to Sarga/Canto 
49, verse nos. 1-21.]   

 
Îô0. ªıÃ◊ ŸÊÁ⁄U üÊÊ¬ ’‚ ©U¬‹ Œ„U œÁ⁄U œË⁄U– 

ø⁄UŸ ∑§◊‹ ⁄U¡ øÊ„UÁÃ ∑Î§¬Ê ∑§⁄U„ÈU ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄UH 210H 
 
dōhā.  

gautama nāri śrāpa basa upala dēha dhari dhīra. 
carana kamala raja cāhati kṛpā karahu raghubīra. 210. 
 
The sage advised Lord Ram—‘Oh Raghubir (the brave warrior of king Raghu’s dynasty)! 
The wife of sage Gautam has lived here patiently in the form of a stone due to a curse 
cast upon her, expecting that one day she will be freed from this curse when the dust of 
your holy feet will touch her. So she deserves the holy dust of your feet, and so please be 
merciful upon her and remove the curse from which she has been suffering for so long. 
(Doha no. 210) 

[Note—Refer to the detailed note appended to Chaupai line nos. 11-12 above. 
 Liberation of Ahilya has been beautifully narrated in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse 
nos. 1/57—to 1/59. 

 
À¢U0. ¬⁄U‚Ã ¬Œ ¬ÊflŸ ‚Ù∑§ Ÿ‚ÊflŸ ¬˝ª≈U ÷ß¸ Ã¬¬È¢¡ ‚„UË– 1H 

ŒπÃ ⁄UÉÊÈŸÊÿ∑§ ¡Ÿ ‚ÈπŒÊÿ∑§ ‚Ÿ◊Èπ „UÙß ∑§⁄U ¡ÙÁ⁄U ⁄U„UËH 2H 
 
chanda.  

parasata pada pāvana sōka nasāvana pragaṭa bha'ī tapapun̄ja sahī. 1. 
dēkhata raghunāyaka jana sukhadāyaka sanamukha hō'i kara jōri rahī. 2. 
 
As soon as Lord Ram’s holy and divine feet, which are all-purifying and destroyer of all 
sorrows and miseries, touched the stone, she (Ahilya) revealed herself in her true glorious 
form that was like a glowing image of Tapa (austerity and penance). (1) 

When she observed that Raghunayak (Lord Ram, the chief of the Raghu dynasty) 
was standing in front, she immediately stood up and folded her hands reverentially. (2) 

[Note—The feet of Lord Ram removed the stubborn affects of the curse. They sort of 
washed off the curse that had covered Ahilya and made her lifeless as a stone. They 
purified her soul and freed it from the miserable condition in which it had got trapped 
since thousand of years.  
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The vow of chastity of Ahilya had been violated by Indra without her knowledge. 
This had made her ‘impure’. So when she was touched by Lord Ram’s feet which have 
the power to purify the most impure, she was now ‘purified’.   

She had been miserable and suffered horribly as a stone. So when Lord Ram touched 
her with his feet, this misery and suffering also vanished.   

As soon as the curse was removed, Ahilya could see and feel. It was like she had 
been in an unconscious state for so long, and had suddenly regained consciousness. Life 
sprung back into her gross body. Then she slowly opened her eyes and saw a marvelous 
sight—her redeemer Lord Ram was standing right in front, smiling cheerfully down at 
her. Overwhelmed with joy and gratitude, she stood up and brought her two hands 
together, with palms touching each other, as a gesture of extreme reverence and 
submission for the Lord.  

Sage Valmiki has described in his Ramayan that inspite of turning into a stone, 
Ahilya was deemed to be doing a form of Tapa which was so severe that her form glowed 
like a fire. Perhaps this is the reason which attracted Lord Ram’s attention to her. Refer: 
Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 49, verse nos. 13-16. She looked like the flame of 
a fire that is covered with smoke; or like the moon that is obscured by the cloud or fog; or 
like the sun that is seen in murky water. 

Therefore, as soon as this curse-like smoke was removed, the flame leapt back to life; 
as soon as the cloud was removed the moon appeared with all its beauty; and as soon as 
the sun was seen in clear water, its reflection turned splendorous as the sun in the sky.  

In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 57-60, Tulsidas has wonderfully described the 
restoration of Ahilya into her original divine form of unmatched beauty and radiance by 
the touch of Lord Ram’s holy feet.]  

 
•ÁÃ ¬˝◊ •œË⁄UÊ ¬È‹∑§ ‚⁄UË⁄UÊ ◊Èπ Ÿ®„U •Êflß ’øŸ ∑§„UË– 3H 
•ÁÃ‚ÿ ’«∏U÷ÊªË ø⁄UŸÁã„U ‹ÊªË ¡Èª‹ ŸÿŸ ¡‹œÊ⁄U ’„UËH 4H 

 
ati prēma adhīrā pulaka sarīrā mukha nahiṁ āva'i bacana kahī. 3. 
atisaya baṛabhāgī carananhi lāgī jugala nayana jaladhāra bahī. 4. 
 
She was so overwhelmed with love, devotion and gratitude for the Lord that her entire 
body was thrilled beyond measure, covering it with goose-flesh. She was so 
dumbfounded and stunned that she could not utter a word. (3) 

She regarded herself as being extremely fortunate and lucky. She fell at the holy 
feet of Lord Ram with tears streaming down from both her eyes. (4) 

[Note—It was the most happy moment in the life of Ahilya. The Supreme Lord was 
standing right before her eyes, her curse of ages was wiped clean, her torments and 
miseries vanished, and she was restored to her original radiant divine form as a great 
sage’s wife. What more could she want or expect.   

She was overjoyed and ecstatic. She fell at the Lord’s feet to thank him. Tears gushed 
out of her eyes in sheer joy and happiness. It was a spontaneous emotional reaction which 
she could not hide. 

She wanted to thank the Lord, but her throat was chocked and she could not speak 
anything. She was shaking with emotion and her knees buckled, so she fell at the Lord’s 
feet to express her surrender and seek the Lord’s blessing as well as forgiveness for all 
her past mistakes. She also fell at his feet to indicate that she is not able to use words to 
pray to him or thank him, and is hugely obliged to him.  
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Falling at someone’s feet is a sign of greatest respect and absolute surrender.] 
 
œË⁄U¡È ◊Ÿ ∑§Ëã„UÊ ¬˝÷È ∑§„È°U øËã„UÊ ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ∑Î§¬Ê° ÷ªÁÃ ¬Êß¸– 5H 
•ÁÃ ÁŸ◊¸‹ ’ÊŸË¥ •SÃÈÁÃ ΔUÊŸË ‚ÿÊŸªïÿ ¡ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ⁄UÊß¸H 6H 

 
dhīraju mana kīnhā prabhu kahum̐ cīnhā raghupati kṛpām ̐ bhagati pā'ī. 5. 
ati nirmala bānīṁ astuti ṭhānī gyānagamya jaya raghurā'ī. 6. 
 
Ahilya recovered her poise, became calm, and gathered courage in her heart. She 
recognized the Lord, and by his grace Bhakti (devotion) sprouted in her.1 (5) 

She decided to offer prayers to the Lord in a very sweet voice that lacked any kind 
of pretensions and deceit. She said—‘Oh Lord of the Raghu dynasty (i.e. Lord Ram). 
Glory to you! Your are accessible only through spiritual knowledge2. (6)   

[Note—1In the initial phases she was absolutely shocked and dumbfounded. What had 
happened was beyond her imagination. This is because after having lived as a stone for 
thousands of years and remaining submerged in deep meditation during this long time, all 
her senses had become numb. She was completely unaware of her surroundings. Then 
suddenly she gained consciousness as if person who had been in coma for a long time 
suddenly regains his awareness of the world and retrieves his senses and begins to see, 
feel, hear and move. She was too stunned to react. This is clear from reading line nos. 3-
4.  

But after some time when the first moments of shock and disbelief passed over, she 
was able to regain her senses and poise. She thought to herself that she must at least offer 
her thanks to her redeemer and saviour, the Lord whom, she recollected, her husband 
Gautam had told her about. Gautam had told her that Lord would one day come and 
touch her stone-like form with the dust of his holy feet, and that then she would be freed 
from her curse. Refer: (i) Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 30-32; and 
(ii) Valmiki Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 48, verse nos. 30-32. 

So since this has actually happened, Ahilya deduced that the person standing before 
her must surely be Lord Ram. This is how she ‘recognized’ the Lord. 
And when a devotee recognizes his beloved Lord, what happens? A huge wave of 
devotion, love and submission sweeps the person off his or her feet. So, as soon as Ahilya 
realised that Lord Ram, the Supreme Lord, is standing before her, she was blessed by 
devotion and love for the Lord in her heart. 

2It is significant to say that the Lord is known by spiritual knowledge. Ahilya is 
referring to the teaching of the Upanishads that stress that in order to have knowledge of 
Brahm one must have knowledge of the Absolute Truth and Reality through self-
knowledge and realisation of the Atma, the soul, which is pure Consciousness residing in 
one’s own heart, in one’s own inner-self. This knowledge is the true knowledge of 
Brahm, the cosmic Consciousness and the only Absolute Truth and Reality in creation.  

Hence, the idea is that the real ‘Ram’, the real Supreme Being who is the redeemer 
and saviour of the devotee’s soul, the entity that is worthy of adoration and worship is the 
pure conscious supreme Soul that resides in the physical gross body that was visible to 
the world in the form of a prince of Ayodhya known as Lord Ram.  

The ‘physical Ram’ known as the prince of Ayodhya, the son of king Dasrath and a 
great warrior of the Raghu dynasty, acted like any other human being, so one must not be 
misled by his worldly deeds and actions to get confused and harbour doubts about the 
Lord’s divinity and holiness. The ‘actual Ram’ lived hidden behind the external façade of 
the gross body in the form of an invisible, subtle and sublime entity known as the 
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Supreme Atma, the Supreme Being, who is the redeemer and saviour of the world. This 
‘real Ram’ is nothing but pure Consciousness.]  

 
◊Ò¥ ŸÊÁ⁄U •¬ÊflŸ ¬˝÷È ¡ª ¬ÊflŸ ⁄UÊflŸ Á⁄U¬È ¡Ÿ ‚ÈπŒÊß¸– 7H 
⁄UÊ¡Ëfl Á’‹ÙøŸ ÷fl ÷ÿ ◊ÙøŸ ¬ÊÁ„U ¬ÊÁ„U ‚⁄UŸ®„U •Êß¸H 8H 

 
maiṁ nāri apāvana prabhu jaga pāvana rāvana ripu jana sukhadā'ī. 7. 
rājīva bilōcana bhava bhaya mōcana pāhi pāhi saranahiṁ ā'ī. 8. 
 
Ahilya prayed—‘I am an impure woman, and oh Lord you are the purifier of the whole 
world.1 You are an enemy of Ravana2 (the demon king) but a friend of all other creatures 
who are your devotees. (7) 

Oh Lord with a lotus-like eyes, and a remover of the formidable fear arising from 
this horrifying world consisting of an endless cycle of birth and death with their attendent 
horrors3. I have come to seek refuge at your holy feet. Please save me; please protect me. 
(8) 

[Note—1As soon as Ahilya recollected her poise, she remembered the events of her past 
life. This is, as we have seen above in the note appended to line no. 5, the reason why she 
could recognize Lord Ram. Therefore, she also recollected why she was cursed in the 
first place; her chastity had been violated. This is the reason why she accepts that she is 
an impure woman. But immediately she says two things—one, that Lord Ram is the 
purifier of the world, and two, that she is seeking humble refuge in his feet. 

In other words, she pleaded with Lord Ram that though it is undeniable that she is 
impure, but that is the thing of the past. Now since she has come seeking surrender and 
refuge, the Lord being the purifier of the world is morally bound to wash her clean of her 
past sins and accept her as his devotee and grant her his fellowship.  

Remember: This is Lord Ram’s own declaration and vow that no matter how sinful a 
person is, if he comes to surrender before the Lord with a true heart then the Lord will 
willingly accept him and forgive all his misdemeanours. The Lord had made this clear in 
the context of Vibhishan, the brother of Ravana, when the former came to seek refuge 
with the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 43—44.  

2In all probability the fact that Lord Ram would kill Ravana when he goes to the 
forest to fulfill all the works of the Gods, and once this is accomplished, all the creatures 
would be able to live in peace wherever they lived was known to her. This is because all 
the great sages of the time knew of these developments—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precedes Doha no. 285 where it is said that all 
these future developments had been predicted by sage Yagyawalkya and learned sage’s 
words cannot go in vain. So Ahilya’s husband, sage Gautam, must surely have known it, 
and he must have told her this sometimes during their interaction.  

3Lord Ram is the supreme Brahm himself personified. As such, he is indeed the 
supreme liberator of all the creatures from the endless cycle of birth and death.]   

 
◊ÈÁŸ üÊÊ¬ ¡Ù ŒËã„UÊ •ÁÃ ÷‹ ∑§Ëã„UÊ ¬⁄U◊ •ŸÈª˝„U ◊Ò¥ ◊ÊŸÊ– 9H 
Œπ©°U ÷Á⁄U ‹ÙøŸ „UÁ⁄U ÷fl◊ÙøŸ ß„Uß ‹Ê÷ ‚¢∑§⁄U ¡ÊŸÊH 10H 
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muni śrāpa jō dīnhā ati bhala kīnhā parama anugraha maiṁ mānā. 9. 
dēkhē'um̐ bhari lōcana hari bhavamōcana iha'i lābha saṅkara jānā. 10. 
 
The sage (Gautam) had done a great favour upon me by cursing me, because it is due to 
that curse that I am able to have your divine communion and vision today. (9) 
 [Otherwise, where was it ever possible?] It is due to that curse that today I feel 
myself so fortunate that I can see Lord Hari (Lord Vishnu)1 till my eyes are completely 
filled with this divine sight. Even Lord Shiva (who is considered as the most enlightened 
God) has regarded this (vision of Lord Vishnu in the personified form as Lord Ram) the 
greatest good fortune and the most precious gift for the eye2. (10) 

[Note—1This shows that Ahilya had realised that Lord Ram is no one else but Lord 
Vishnu himself personified. Lord Vishnu is the cosmic invisible form of the Supreme 
Being, and in that form Vishnu is also known as the ‘Viraat Purush’, the colossal, the all-
encompassing, the all-pervading cosmic invisible form of the Supreme Being, the form 
that whose head is the heaven, the body is the sky, and the foot is the earth, the form in 
which each hair represents a world. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chanda 
line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 192; and (ii) Doha no. 201—to Chaupai line no. 2 
which precedes Doha no. 202. 

Mother Kaushalya had the divine vision of Lord Vishnu in all his splendorous form 
at the time of the Lord’s revelation as Lord Ram—refer: Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, 
Canto no. 3, verse nos. 16-18. 

2Lord Shiva enshrines Lord Ram in his heart. Shiva eternally meditates upon the 
divine form and holy name “RAM” of the Lord. In fact, out of the thousands of holy 
names, Lord Shiva had selected this name as the only spiritual formula that cures all 
spiritual problems for the creature—including giving him liberation from the endless 
cycle of birth and death. This is the reason why Lord Shiva utters the holy name of Lord 
Ram into the ears of a dying creature on the banks of river Ganges at Kashi so that the 
dying can find liberation and deliverance. Shiva’s devotion and love for Lord Ram 
surpasses all, and therefore the Lord has himself said that if someone wants to have 
devotion for him and wishes to attain him, then he must first offer his obeisance to Lord 
Shiva and please him. Even the story of the Ramayan was first conceived or revealed in 
the heart and mind of Lord Shiva. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line nos. 3, 8 that precede Doha no. 19; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 30; 
(iii) Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 35; (iv) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 46; (v) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 246; Lanka Kand—(vi) from 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 2—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 3.  

There is a wonderful Upanishad named ‘Ram Utttar Tapini Upanishad’ in which the 
same thing about Lord Shiva’s devotion and faith in Lord Ram is reiterated. Its part of the 
Atharva Veda. Refer also to Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 5 where it is 
said that Lord Shiva provides liberation and deliverance to the soul of a dying man on the 
banks of river Ganges by uttering Lord Ram’s holy name in his ears.] 

 
Á’ŸÃË ¬˝÷È ◊Ù⁄UË ◊Ò¥ ◊ÁÃ ÷Ù⁄UË ŸÊÕ Ÿ ◊Êª©°U ’⁄U •ÊŸÊ– 11H 
¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ¬⁄UÊªÊ ⁄U‚ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªÊ ◊◊ ◊Ÿ ◊œÈ¬ ∑§⁄UÒ ¬ÊŸÊH 12H 
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binatī prabhu mōrī maiṁ mati bhōrī nātha na māga'um̐ bara ānā. 11. 
pada kamala parāgā rasa anurāgā mama mana madhupa karai pānā. 12. 
 
Oh Lord! I am not erudite or wise (like the great sages and seers), and so I don’t know 
what to ask you, except for making one request.1 (11) 

And it is that ‘let my Mana (mind and heart) become a bee that continuously 
enjoys the divine bliss that comes by sucking at the nectar that effuses from your lotus-
like holy feet.2 (12) 

[Note—1Ahilya told the Lord that she is not much educated and does not know how to 
offer elaborate worship or prayers to him. She is of a low wisdom and intellect—for had 
it not been so then why would she have allowed herself to be so easily cheated by Indra 
in her earlier life which led to her being cursed to become a stone?  
This logic made Lord Ram speechless!  

2Then she continued—‘Oh Lord. In this situation, don’t expect much from me. I can’t 
recite the hymns of the scriptures to pray to you. But in simple language, what I want is 
this: let me be your absolute devotee so much so that let my mind and heart remains 
submerged in your thoughts, and let me lose awareness of everything else in the bliss that 
I get by fixing my mind and heart in remembering your holy and divine feet which are 
like lotus. Just like the bee forgets everything else when it sights the open lotus flower 
and hovers over it and remains oblivious of the world while it sucks the flower’s nectar, 
let my existence be like this bee—lost in the thoughts of your holy feet and remain 
blissful in it.  

I don’t want anything other than this.’ 
It is to be noted here that normally when someone offered worship to the Lord, he 

requests what he wants only when the Lord asks him to do so. This is the norm. For 
instance, when Manu and Satrupa had done Tapa for having a divine vision of Lord Hari, 
it was only after Lord Vishnu requesting them to ask for something that they expressed 
their desire to have the Lord as their son. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 
148—to Doha no. 149.  

But in the case of Ahilya, she has asked Lord Ram what she wants even before the 
Lord asked her to do so. That is why she says that she is not wise and intelligent, and 
therefore the Lord must forgive her for being unable to observe formalities! 

She comes straight to the point, without wasting any time, lest some more mischief is 
created by someone. She is very apprehensive after her bad past experience where her 
innocence was exploited by Indra.]  

 
¡®„U ¬Œ ‚È⁄U‚Á⁄UÃÊ ¬⁄U◊ ¬ÈŸËÃÊ ¬˝ª≈U ÷ß¸ Á‚fl ‚Ë‚ œ⁄UË– 13H 
‚Ùß¸ ¬Œ ¬¢∑§¡ ¡Á„U ¬Í¡Ã •¡ ◊◊ Á‚⁄U œ⁄U©U ∑Î§¬Ê‹ „U⁄UËH 14H 

 
jēhiṁ pada surasaritā parama punītā pragaṭa bha'ī siva sīsa dharī. 13. 
sō'ī pada paṅkaja jēhi pūjata aja mama sira dharē'u kṛpāla harī. 14. 
 
The holy feet (of Lord Vishnu) from which the holiest of all the rivers known as ‘the 
River of Gods’ (‘surasaritā parama punītā’; river ‘Gangaa’ or river Ganges) had 
emerged, and which was accepted by Lord Shiva with great respect when he decided to 
honour it by giving it a place on his head,1 (13) I am so privileged and honoured today to 
have the same divine feet that is also worshipped by Brahma (the creator of the world) 
being placed on my own head.  
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Oh the most merciful Lord, you have been exceptionally kind, merciful and 
gracious upon me today.’ (14) 

[Note—1The story of the origin of the holy river Ganges is narrated in a note of 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 212 below.    

 
∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ Á‚œÊ⁄UË ªıÃ◊ ŸÊ⁄UË ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U „UÁ⁄U ø⁄UŸ ¬⁄UË– 15H 
¡Ù •ÁÃ ◊Ÿ ÷ÊflÊ ‚Ù ’L§ ¬ÊflÊ ªÒ ¬ÁÃ‹Ù∑§ •Ÿ¢Œ ÷⁄UËH 16H 

 
ēhi bhām̐ti sidhārī gautama nārī bāra bāra hari carana parī. 15. 
jō ati mana bhāvā sō baru pāvā gai patilōka ananda bharī. 16. 
 
In this way, the wife of sage Gautam fell at the feet of Lord Hari (Ram) repeatedly. (15) 

After having received the blessings that she had cherished (and thereby feeling 
fully contented), she then cheerfully went back to the hermitage of her husband, sage 
Gautam. (16) 

[Note—What did she want? She wanted eternal devotion for Lord Ram and love for the 
Lord’s holy feet; she wanted her mind and heart to remain engrossed in the memory and 
thoughts of the Lord’s holy feet. Refer line no. 12.  

Then she fearlessly went back to her husband, sage Gautam, because he had also 
personally told her that after her curse is removed by the touch of Lord Ram’s holy feet 
she could come back to him. Refer: Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 48, verse no. 
32; and Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse no. 32.] 

 
Îô0. •‚ ¬˝÷È ŒËŸ’¢œÈ „UÁ⁄U ∑§Ê⁄UŸ ⁄UÁ„UÃ ŒÿÊ‹– 

ÃÈ‹Á‚ŒÊ‚ ‚ΔU ÃÁ„U ÷¡È ¿UÊÁ«∏U ∑§¬≈U ¡¢¡Ê‹H 211H 
 
dōhā.  

asa prabhu dīnabandhu hari kārana rahita dayāla. 
tulasidāsa saṭha tēhi bhaju chāḍi kapaṭa jan̄jāla. 211. 
 
Lord (Ram) is such a merciful and compassionate one that he shows grace and kindness 
selflessly, without expecting any thing or any service or any sort of obligation in return. 
[Lord Ram shows mercy, compassion and grace to others just for the sake of it, and not 
that he expects the beneficiary to feel obliged to the Lord in any way whatsoever. It is of 
course another matter that the creature who is benefited by the benevolence and 
magnanimity of the munificent Lord should, and must, feel exceedingly obliged and 
thankful to him.]  

Tulsidas addresses his himself and says—‘Oh my foolish and stubborn self 
(which is a reference to the ‘Mana’, the mind and the heart)1! You must abandon all sorts 
of pretensions, conceit and deceit as well delusions and worldly entanglements, and 
instead inculcate steady and profound love and devotion for Lord Ram who is so kind, 
magnanimous, benevolent, gracious and merciful.’ (Doha no. 211) 
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[Note—1There are several instances in Ram Charit Manas where Tulsidas addresses his 
own self and calls his Mana stupid and stubborn because it would take interest in the 
mortal and perishable world which never gives peace, instead of focusing its attention on 
Lord Ram and developing devotion for the Lord as it would give it eternal peace and 
bliss. Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Sundar Kand, Chanda line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 60; (ii) Uttar Kand, Chanda line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 130. 

Oftentimes he has also called himself stupid because he does not develop strong 
devotion for Lord Ram who is eager to fulfill all his wishes—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, line no. 1 of Doha no. 28 Ka.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ø‹ ⁄UÊ◊ ‹Á¿U◊Ÿ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚¢ªÊ – ª∞ ¡„UÊ° ¡ª ¬ÊflÁŸ ª¢ªÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

calē rāma lachimana muni saṅgā. ga'ē jahām̐ jaga pāvani gaṅgā. 1. 
 
Lord Ram moved ahead from there with Laxman and the sage (Vishwamitra) 
accompanying him. He went to the place where there was river Ganga (Ganges) which is 
a purifier of the whole world. (1) 

[Note—There are three important points to note in this line as follows— 
(i) The first important point to note here is that it was sage Vishwamitra who was in 

the lead, walking in the front with the two brothers Lord Ram and Laxman following him 
when he brought them from Ayodhya to his hermitage. But now Lord Ram is leading 
them. This is significant. Till now the sage thought that the Lord was a child, a young boy 
after all. But now, after so many developments such as the killing of Taadaka, Subahu 
and the army of Marich, the flinging of Marich away from the hermitage, and now the 
magical conversion of a lifeless stone into a living woman convinced the sage that Lord 
Ram is not a child but the Supreme Lord himself. So he must be allowed to lead. Besides 
this, the sage had already given Lord Ram all the weapons he had (refer: Doha no. 209), 
so the sage permitted the Lord to walk ahead of him so that if any demon attacked them 
on the way, the leading man, Lord Ram, would be there to take care.  
 (ii) The second point important point is this: At the time of Lord Ram’s departure 
from Ayodhya with the sage, it is said that he “cheerfully accompanied the sage to 
remove his fears” (refer: line no. 1 of Doha no. 208 Ka), but now no such enthusiasm is 
observed. He simply “moved ahead”. So why is it so? Well, Lord Ram had some regrets 
in his mind that he had to touch a woman, especially a sage’s Brahmin wife (Ahilya), 
with his foot. This is not a good thing on the face of it, though the intention was noble 
and the result was also noble. But then the Lord comforted himself with the argument that 
if he had refrained from doing so it would have not been the right thing either—because 
that would have meant that Ayilya would remain as a stone for the rest of the time and 
continue to suffer. It would have gone against the Lord’s own vows that he would take 
birth upon the earth to provide liberation and deliverance to the suffering creatures.  
 Then he was instructed by sage Vishwamitra to touch Ahilya with his foot (refer: 
Doha no. 210), and the Lord could not disobey the sage. So it was alright. Yet the Lord 
was not very happy at this event. That is why he moved ahead without showing any cheer 
this time. 

(iii) The third important point is this—The Lord felt guilty of having to touch Ahilya 
with his feet. So he wanted to wash them. Nearby was the holy river Ganges. So he 
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decided to proceed there to take a bath and clean himself of the wrong that he was forced 
to do. River Ganges is the purifier of the world, so it is fully competent to clean the taint 
that has got stuck on the otherwise holy feet of Lord Ram.]    

 
ªÊÁœ‚ÍŸÈ ‚’ ∑§ÕÊ ‚ÈŸÊß¸ – ¡Á„U ¬˝∑§Ê⁄U ‚È⁄U‚Á⁄U ◊Á„U •Êß¸H 2H 

 
gādhisūnu saba kathā sunā'ī. jēhi prakāra surasari mahi ā'ī. 2. 
 
Gaadhi’s son (i.e. sage Vishwamitra) narrated to Lord Ram (and Laxman) as to how the 
river of Gods, ‘Sursari’, descended upon earth1. (2) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/55, stanza no. 7 also. 
Obviously, Lord Ram had asked sage Vishwamitra to tell him the story of river 

Ganges. So the sage narrated the whole story to him. 
 A remarkable thing here is that instead of addressing Vishwamitra as a ‘sage’, he is 
called ‘the son of Gaadhi’. Well, the plausible reason is that Gaadhi was a great king, and 
therefore he must have known about all the wonderful deeds done by great ancient kings. 
The kings were supposed to gather information about other kings for the purpose of 
knowledge, and also to remain updated about what other kings were doing for the 
purpose of security and mutual dealings as well. So his descendent, Vishwamitra, was, in 
all likelihood, most competent to tell the story of king Sagar and how his great grandson 
Bhagirath was able to bring the holy river Ganges to earth.    

The story of the origin of the holy river Ganges is narrated in Srimad Bhagwat 
Mahapuran, Skandha 5, Canto 17, verse nos. 1-10.  

It was contained in the Kamandalu (water pot) of Brahma, the creator. This is said in 
Srimad Bhagwat Mahapuran, Skandha 8, Canto 21, verse no. 4. 

Then, its acceptance on the head of Lord Shiva where it was locked in the mat of 
thick hairs on the Lord’s head is narrated in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 42, 
verse nos. 23-25, and Canto 43, verse no. 1.   

The story of why Bhagirath did Tapa to bring Ganges upon the earth is narrated in 
detail in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 38—44.   

Briefly, the story of the holy river Ganges is this: When Lord Vishnu had incarnated 
as Lord Vaaman, the dwarf mendicant, to crush the haughtiness of king Bali and prevent 
him from declaring himself the emperor of the entire universe, the Lord had expended his 
left foot so much that its toe nail had ruptured the outer shell of the galaxy, creating a 
hole. The inter-galactic river flowing outside the known galaxy gushed in through this 
hole to fill the whole space. When this celestial river touched the feet of Lord Vishnu, it 
turned reddish due to the colour of the Lord’s feet which are like the red or pink lotus. 
Because it had its origin from the foot of Lord Vishnu, the primary name of river Ganges 
was ‘Bhawatpadi’. [‘Bhagwat’ = Lord Vishnu; ‘Padi’ = from foot.] 

After the passage of thousands of Yugas (eras), it established itself in the northern 
edge of the heaven where the Polar Star is situated. This area is known as ‘Vishnu-pad’. 
It is here that the Lord’s great devotee Dhruv accepts the water of this holy river as 
sanctified water, and the seven celestial sages known as the Sapta-rishis hold it in the 
lock of hairs on their head. Meanwhile, when the celestial water poured in from the hole 
in the galaxy, the creator Brahma was alarmed because he realised that its fierce currents 
would sweep everything away, both in the heaven as well as on the earth where it 
descended to wash the feet of Lord Vaaman immediately after its entrance in the 
habitable galaxy. So Brahma used his Kamandalu, the water pot, to contain river Ganges 
within it.  
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From the summit of the heaven, i.e. from its northern fringes, Ganges cascaded down 
to the abode of the Moon God, went past it and fell on the summit of Mt. Meru (the 
golden mountain where the Gods live, including their king Indra) which is situated within 
the realm of Brahma, the creator.  

From there it divides into four branches—named Sita, Alaknanda, Chakchu and 
Bhadra.  

Out of these, Sita descends from Brahma-puri to the summit of Mt. Kesaraachal, then 
goes further down and falls upon the summit of Mt. Gandha-maadan, and from there 
flows through the area known as Bhadraa-shwa-varsha to finally fall into the salty ocean 
in the east.  

The second branch Alkananda falls to the south of Brahma-puri, goes past countless 
summits of mountains to finally arrive at the summit of Mt. Hemkut. From there, it 
cascades down with tremendous speed and force down upon the plains of India (knon as 
Bharat-varsha). Then it traverses the length of the land to fall and merge with the ocean 
in the south. 

Chakchu, the third branch, reaches the summit of Mt. Malyawaan, and from there it 
flows through the area known as Ketumal-varsha, heading in the western direction to 
finally fall in the sour ocean in the west.  

The fourth branch, Bhadra, falls from the summit of Mt Meru and descends to its 
north. Falling from one mountain upon another, it reaches the summit of Mt. Sringa-
waan. From there it flows through the area of the land known as Kuru-desh to finally fall 
in the northern ocean.  

This river is known as the River of Gods or river Gangaa. This is the origin of the 
river in its celestial form. Refer: Smd. Bhagwat, 5/17/1-9.  

When Lord Vaaman’s feet were being washed as part of the ritual to honour the guest 
Brahmin by king Vaaman, Brahma the creator had collected this water in his Kamandalu 
(water pot) because it was very holy. Refer. Smd. Bhagwat, 8/21/4.   

Later on, when king Bhagirath had done severe Tapa (penance) to bring this holy 
river on the earth so that his ancestors who lay dead due to the curse of sage Kapil could 
be revived, Brahma told him that he must first prepare Lord Shiva to accept river Ganges 
on his head because when the river descends from heaven upon earth, it will do so with 
such tremendous force that the earth would not be able to bear it and would split into two. 
So Bhagirath did Tapa to please Lord Shiva who agreed to accept the cascading river on 
the lock of hairs on his head. Then he will gradually allow to let it down upon the plains 
is a stream that lacks the force by which the river falls thousands of miles from heaven. 
Refer: Valmiki Ramayan, 1/42/23-25, and 1/43/1. 
The story of why Bhagirath did Tapa to bring Ganges upon the earth is narrated in detail 
in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 38—44. 

Briefly this part of the story is as follows: King Sagar had done a great horse sacrifice 
known as ‘Ashwamedh Yagya’. This sacrificial horse was stolen by Indra, the king of 
Gods who was renowned for his mischief and jealous nature, in the guise of a demon. 
The reason was that king Sagar had already done 99 such sacrifices, and if he 
successfully completed this 100th sacrifice, he would have become eligible for the stature 
of Indra. This Indra could not tolerate.  

Now, king Sagar ordered his sixty thousand sons to go and find the horse. They dug 
up the entire earth in search of the horse, pursuing Indra relentlessly. During the process 
all the creatures who lived on the earth suffered immensely because their homes were 
demolished and they were uprooted from their natural habitats. This was what Indra 
wanted—to instigate Sagar to commit some sort of blunder that would invite the wrath of 
the creatures and the Brahmins, thereby inviting his own ruin. The Gods rushed to their 
patriach Brahma, complaining about the developments. Brahma comforted them that they 
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should not worry because Lord Vishnu who is responsible for the welfare of the creation 
would certainly do something to rectify the damage and punish the perpetrator.   

Meanwhile, even after searching the earth the sons could not find the sacrificial 
horse. When they reported this to their father, king Sagar, he stongly rebuked them and 
ordered them to go back and search once again. This time around, they dug up the 
subterranean world. Ultimately, they reached the hermitage of sage Kapil on the shore of 
the eastern ocean. The mischievous Indra had hidden the horse there, but sage Kapil had 
no idea that it was a stolen sacrificial horse. So, when Sagar’s sons saw the horse there, 
they concluded that it was stolen by the sage, and they haughtily challenged him. The 
sage was very angry, and he cursed them, reducing them to ashes.  

When these sixty thousand sons did not return even after a long time, king Sagar 
ordered his grandson Anshumaan to go and find out what had happened. Anshumaan 
followed the path taken by his uncles, and finally reached the place where he saw their 
ashes in a huge mound. Lamenting and grieving, he wanted to perform their last rites. He 
also found the horse grazing nearby. For doing the last rites he needed water. Just at that 
time, Lord Garud (the mount of Lord Vishnu), who was the maternal uncle of his own 
uncles, came there and told Anshumaan that ordinary water won’t liberate his uncles 
because they were reduced to ashes by the curse of a great sage named Kapil. For this, 
the water of the holy river Ganges is needed. So he must go and make an effort to bring 
Ganges to earth so that its water can flow over the ashes and provide your uncles 
deliverance. Meanwhile, he should take the sacficial horse and go home to his 
grandfather.  

King Sagar completed his sacrifice and returned to his capital. He did not know how 
to bring the celestial river of Gods to earth, and he died without accomplishing the task. 
After his death, Anshumaan ascended the throne. His son was king Dilip. Anshumaan 
abdicated the throne in favour of his son and went to the Himalayas to do severe Tapa, 
and died there.  

King Dilip had a son named Bhagirath. Dilip did many sacrifices in order to bring 
river Ganges to earth so that his ancestor’s souls could find deliverance, but failed. 
Worried and frustrated he fell sick and died.  

Meanwhile, Bhagirath had no sons, but he still was determined to bring Ganges to 
earth and fulfill the long cherished desire of his father, grandfather and great grandfather. 
So he handed over the reins of the kingdom to his wise ministers and went to do the 
severest form of Tapa one can imagine of. His determination and noble resolve pleased 
Brahma, the creator, who revealed himself before him and asked him to request for a 
boon. Bhagirath replied that if Brahma really wants to grant him something then he 
should bless him that he be able to bring Ganges to earth and wash his ancestors with its 
holy water so that they can find deliverance. Braham advised him that he must please 
Lord Shiva and request him to accept the river on his head prior to its reaching the 
surface of the earth—because if the river fell directly upon the earth it would split the 
latter into two with its tremendous force.  

So, Bhagirath prayed to Shiva who was more than willing to accept Ganges on his 
head because the Lord knew that the river had its origin in the foot of Lord Vishnu. As 
soon as Shiva gave his consent to bear the river on his head, Brahma let his Kamandalu 
tilt and thus the mighty river Ganges came cascading down with a thunderous force to 
land upon the matted hairs of Lord Shiva. Ganges was very proud of its own origin and 
powers, so it thought that it will push Shiva to the under-world by its sheer force. Shiva 
wanted to teach Ganges a lesson not to be haughty, so the Lord contained the might of the 
swirling waters of the haughty Ganges in the lock of hairs on his head so much so that the 
river almost got lost amidst its huge crevices.  
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Bhagirath was confounded: after all the efforts made by him, the river still failed to 
reach the ground. So he did Tapa again to please Lord Shiva and ask him to allow Ganges 
to fall down to earth. Pleased with his sincerity and devotion, Lord Shiva allowed a thin 
stream of Ganges to escape from his head and fall in the ‘Bindu-sarovar (lake)’. 
Immediately upon reaching this lake, Ganges branched off into seven streams. The 
seventh stream followed king Bhagirath who lead its path on a chariot to the spot where 
the ashes of his ancestors lay. As soon as the holy water of the Ganges touched the ashes, 
the souls of the sixty thousand sons of king Sagar found liberation and deliverance.  

At that time, Brahma appeared and blessed Bhagirath that henceforth Ganges would 
be deemed to be his daughter and bear his name. It would be known by three names—viz. 
‘Tripatha-gaa’, ‘Dibyaa’ and ‘Bhagirathi’. Hence, the holy river Ganges also came to be 
known as ‘Bhagirathi’, the daughter of Bhagirath. Since it flows in the whole of the three 
worlds, the heaven, the earth and the subterranean world, it is known as ‘Tripatha-gaa’—
that which flows on three paths. And since it is a holy and divine river, it is known as 
‘Dibya’—the divine and holy one.  
 
There is another version narrated in Padma Puran, Sristhi Khand. Here, sage Veda Vyas, 
who was narrating the Puran to Brahmin audience, told the story of the origin and descent 
upon the earth of the holy river Ganges in detail when they asked him about it. Briefly 
this story is as follows:  
 Veda Vyas said—‘In some ancient time, when sage Narad asked Brahma how 
creation came into being, Brahma told him that at the time of creation, he had requested 
the Paraa-Prakriti, the primary-primordial Mother Nature, to become the primary cause of 
creation. Brahma told her that he would use her to create everything.  
 Hearing this, the Paraa-Prakriti divided herself into seven forms. These seven forms 
are the following—(i) Gayatri (from which were produced all the Vedas, Swasti, Swaha, 
Swadha, and Diksha—i.e. all things related to the fire sacrifice), (ii) Vaag-devi or 
Saraswati, the goddess of speech and knowledge, through whom knowledge and 
scpriptures spread, (iii) Laxmi (the goddess of wealth and prosperity that was needed to 
sustain and take care of the needs of the creation), (iv) Uma (the consort of Lord Shiva 
and said to be Mother Goddess from whom all other Gods and Goddesses originated; she 
is also the one who became instrumental in spread of knowledge), (v) Shakti-beeja 
(cosmic dynamic energy that gives all the Mantras their inherent mystical powers and is 
responsible for injecting vitality, energy and force into this creation), (vi) Tapaswini (the 
patron goddess or the cosmic force overlooking Tapa—austerity and penances), (vii) and 
Dharma-dravaa (the inherent powers of Dharma—everything that is in accordance to the 
laws of auspiciousness, righteousnss, probity, propriety, ethics and morality).  
 Brahma thought that the last form, i.e. ‘Dharma-dravaa’, was the best of the seven 
forms, and since it was in a liquid form (‘Dravaa’ = liquid), he stored it into his 
Kamandalu (water pot).  
 Now, during the Lord’s incarnation as Vaaman (the dwarf mendicant) when he had 
spread his left foot to measure the entire universe during the sacrifice of king Bali, this 
foot ruptured the sky and the heaven and appeared before Brahma. It was then that he 
washed the Lord’s holy foot with the water that he had stored in his Kamandalu at the 
time of creation.  

After the Lord’s holy foot had been washed, this water fell on Mt. Hemkut. From 
there this water reached Lord Shiva who immediately placed it on his head because he 
realised it to be sanctified and holy as it had been used to wash the foot of Lord Vishnu in 
his incarnation as Lord Vaaman. So, this water now was established on the thick lock of 
hairs on the head of Lord Shiva.  
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Later on when king Bhagirath had done severe Tapa with the intention of bringing 
this holy river on earth so that his dead ancestors could be revived and their souls could 
find peace, he had prayed to Lord Shiva to let the Ganges come down upon the earth. The 
Lord allowed its stream to descend upon the earth and follow Bhagirath across the land to 
the place where his ancestors lay dead. This is how the holy river descended upon earth 
and traversed eastwards following Bhagirath to finally merge into the ocean.] 

 
Ã’ ¬˝÷È Á⁄UÁ·ã„U ‚◊Ã Ÿ„UÊ∞ – Á’Á’œ ŒÊŸ ◊Á„UŒflÁã„U ¬Ê∞H 3H 

 
taba prabhu riṣinha samēta nahā'ē. bibidha dāna mahidēvanhi pā'ē. 3. 
 
Then the Lord took bath (in the holy river Ganges) along with the sages1.  

The Brahmins (who were present on the banks of the river Ganges) got alms 
(donations, gifts) of various kinds2. (3) 

[Note—1The word ‘Rishi-nha’ means ‘in the company of or along with other sages’, and 
it obviously refers to more than one sage. There are many reasons for use of the plural 
common noun here.  
 The fame and glory of Lord Ram had already spread far and wide. The story of sage 
Vishwamitra going to Ayodhya to bring Lord Ram and Laxman to his hermitage, killing 
of Tadakaa, Subahu and the rest of the demon army, and the magical feat of converting a 
stone into a lady, i.e. the liberation of Ahilya from her curse, was no longer a secret. This 
news must have spread like wild fire by word of mouth. The sages, hermits and other 
holy men of that part of the land were awe-struck and realised that the two princes were 
no ordinary humans, but surely they possessed some super-human divine powers.  
 So, as soon as the word spread that the great sage Vishwamitra is headed towards 
Janakpur with Lord Ram and Laxman, a lot many holy men who lived along the route or 
even in areas from where they could manage to reach them, hurried to have a holy 
glimpse of the two divine brothers as well as sage Vishwamitra. Some of them met the 
trio on the way, some decided to assemble on the banks of river Ganges where they were 
sure that the three would come on their way to Janakpur. This is because it is a normal 
practice that when one goes somewhere and his path passes near some holy river or a 
pilgrim place, the traveler makes it a point to visit these places, pay his obeisance, take a 
bath in the river, and then move on with his journey.  
   So a huge throng of sages and other holy men had either joined them on the way or 
had assembled on the banks of river Ganges by the time Lord Ram, Laxman and 
Vishwamitra arrived there.  
 Besides being eager to see Lord Ram because of his glorious and most magical 
deeds, the Lord’s astounding charm and beauty was also instrumental in motivating the 
holy men to have a rare glimpse of the brothers. The holy men decided that they were no 
ordinary princes because they had seen so many of them, and they had also seen many 
great kings performing marvelous feats, but the divine aura that surrounded these 
brothers was unique and set them apart from the rest. The sages concluded therefore that 
they surely are the Supreme Being in a human form as predicted earlier by the scriptures. 
Otherwise, it is not a joke to kill the ferocious demons and liberate Ahilya so easily.  
 To add to this incentive was the privilege of meeting a great sage, Vishwamitra. Even 
today when some renowned holy men visit some place, huge crowd gathers to see him 
and take his blessings.  
 Added to this is another factor. It is observed as a routine affair that on the banks of 
holy rivers, especially Ganges which is regarded as the holiest, a large number of men, 
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holy and ordinary, are always present to take a bath to purify themselves and perform 
religious rituals. Since giving donations and gifts and making charities is part of such 
rituals, a large number of Brahmins collect there in the hope of a regular source of 
income and benefiting from such religious obligations. This is a daily routine affair that 
one can observe on the banks of this holy river anywhere in India. The banks are usually 
crowded by devotees, saints and Brahmins etc. who have come to make their ablutions. 
 Now, when Lord Ram and Laxman took their purification bath in the holy Ganges, 
they were accompanied by all these sages, seers, hermits and other holy men. The wise 
and learned sages and holy men had come to see Lord Ram because they knew that they 
are viewing a personified form of the Holy Spirit, the Supreme Being, and added to this 
was the bonus of seeking their divine blessings. Then there was the attraction of meeting 
sage Vishwamitra, an enlightened sage of immense spiritual powers. 
 One more remarkable point to note is this: A large number of sages and holy men are 
said to have done their ablutions in the company of Lord Ram. Then what happened? Did 
they accompany them onwards to Janakpur? Yes, they did. It is said that when sage 
Vishwamitra reached the outskirts of Janakpur, he saw a pleasant mango orchard, and 
asked Lord Ram and Laxman to stay there. They put up their camp at this site “along 
with the other sages” who were with them. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 214.  
 Remember: Only sages and holy men are said to have joined Lord Ram in taking the 
bath in the river Ganges. No mention is made of ‘any princes or even the Brahmins’. 
Well, the answer is clear—(a) The princes of the realm had no insight to realise who Lord 
Ram and Laxman were; for them they were like any other son of a king, and hence 
worthy of no special attention. This is proved later on at the marriage venue at Janakpur 
when only some of the wise aged kings could realise the divinity of Lord Ram because 
they had heard of the Lord’s glorious deeds, but the majority of the assembled kings and 
princes were only interested in breaking the bow and marrying Sita. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 8 that precede Doha no. 245—to Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precede Doha no. 246; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 6 that precede Doha no. 
266—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precede Doha no. 267. 
     (b) The Brahmins were professional men; they knew how to perform rituals in a 
mechanical fashion but had no spiritual insight or acumen. They thronged banks of holy 
rivers and pilgrim places to earn money, and not to seek salvation. This is even true today 
as it was then, and has been ever since the dawn of civilization. There is vast difference 
between professional Brahmins who perform rituals and those who are known as true 
sages, seers and holy men.   

2An important point here is that Lord Ram had nothing with him in material terms at 
that time to donate or gift to the Brahmins. So what did he do? He promised them that 
after he returns to his home at Ayodhya, he will fulfill his obligations and redeem his 
promises of gifts made to these Brahmins. This was and is still a routine practice—that if 
one cannot pay immediately, he gives an understanding that as soon as he reaches home 
he will send the money to the other person. 

Hence, after making ablutions, Lord Ram promised the assembled Brahmins that he 
will make gifts to them later on when he returns home. This is why it is said that the 
‘Brahmins got gifts’ instead of saying ‘Lord Ram made gifts to Brahmins’. These 
Brahmins ‘got an assurance of gifts from the Lord’ by way of a promise or vow, which 
was to be redeemed later on.]      

 
„U⁄UÁ· ø‹ ◊ÈÁŸ ’Î¢Œ ‚„UÊÿÊ – ’Áª Á’Œ„U Ÿª⁄U ÁŸ•⁄UÊÿÊH 4H 
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haraṣi calē muni bṛnda sahāyā. bēgi bidēha nagara ni'arāyā. 4. 
 
After that, the Lord who is a helper of the sages1, cheerfully2 proceeded from there, 
moving swiftly ahead to approach the city of Videha3. (4) 

[Note—1The phrase used in the text is “Muni Brinda Sahaayaa’ which means ‘helper of 
the sages’, or one who comes to aid of the sages in times of need. In other words, the two 
brothers Ram and Laxman were always available to help the countless sages whenever 
they needed them.  

2Here is it said that the Lord moved ahead ‘cheerfully’ after bathing in river Ganges. 
It is important to observe that while he moved from the place where Ahilya was liberated 
to the banks of river Ganges in a somber mood, the Lord now becomes cheerful once 
again.  

This is because now he has taken a bath in the holy, all-purifying river Ganges, and 
has therefore symbolically washed-off his guilt of having had to touch a Brahmin woman, 
Ahilya, with his feet. He is also cheerful and happy because he has been able to take a 
bath in the company of so many sages and holy men. Then again, he has been able to 
make charity to Brahmins. All these things gave him a lot of satisfaction, and he became 
joyous once again. 

Another reason to be cheerful and excited was that now they were very near the great 
city of Videha, where a great spectacle of the bow-breaking ceremony was awaiting 
them. Like any boys of their age, it was natural for Lord Ram and Laxman to become 
excited as they neared the city. 

The third reason for their cheerfulness is that after bathing and relaxing on the banks 
of the Ganges, they felt very refreshed after the tiring journey from the hermitage of sage 
Vishwamitra. 

3In Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas it is said that Lord Ram, Laxman and sage 
Vishwamitra crossed the river Ganges on a boat to proceed ahead to Janakpur. Refer: 
Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 2, 5.  

This appears very logical because Janakpur is situated in the foothills of the 
Himalayan mountain range, on the other side of the river Ganges, whereas sage 
Vishwamitra’s hermitage as well as Ayodhya were located on this side of the river’s 
bank.]  

    
¬È⁄U ⁄UïÿÃÊ ⁄UÊ◊ ¡’ ŒπË – „U⁄U· •ŸÈ¡ ‚◊Ã Á’‚·ËH 5H 

 
pura ramyatā rāma jaba dēkhī. haraṣē anuja samēta bisēṣī. 5. 
 
When Lord Ram saw the beauty, the magnificence and the grandeur of the city (Videha) 
as he approached it, he was highly delighted together with his younger brother (Laxman). 
(5) 

[Note—The two brothers were princes of a rich kingdom of Ayodhya. They knew how a 
great city, the capital of an important kingdom, should look like. When one approaches a 
capital city of a big country, its ambience and aura of importance begins to be felt from a 
distance. One gets the feeling that he is fast approaching a great city, a huge metropolis.  

The Lord and his brother were excited because when they saw that the approaches to 
the city of Videha were so beautifully laid out and charming, it is sure that the city proper 
would naturally be a magnificent one. It is quite natural for and expected from boys of 
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their age to be excited at the prospect of visiting a wonderful city and go sightseeing in it. 
Hence, both Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman became excited.]  

 
’Ê¬Ë¥ ∑Í§¬ ‚Á⁄UÃ ‚⁄ U ŸÊŸÊ – ‚Á‹‹ ‚ÈœÊ‚◊ ◊ÁŸ ‚Ù¬ÊŸÊH 6H 
ª¢È¡Ã ◊¢¡È ◊ÙÊ ⁄U‚ ÷Î¢ªÊ – ∑Í§¡Ã ∑§‹ ’„ÈU’⁄UŸ Á’„¢UªÊH 7H 
’⁄UŸ ’⁄UŸ Á’∑§‚ ’Ÿ ¡ÊÃÊ – ÁòÊÁ’œ ‚◊Ë⁄U ‚ŒÊ ‚ÈπŒÊÃÊH 8H 

 
bāpīṁ kūpa sarita sara nānā. salila sudhāsama mani sōpānā. 6. 
gun̄jata man ̄ju matta rasa bhṛṅgā. kūjata kala bahubarana bihaṅgā. 7. 
barana barana bikasē bana jātā. tribidha samīra sadā sukhadātā. 8. 
 
[In these following verses, the beauty of the city of Videha or Janakpur, the capital of 
king Janak, is being described.] 

There were many large water tanks (or step-wells), wells, rivers and ponds that 
were filled with water as sweet as nectar. Their steps were studded with precious gems. 
(6) 

Bees which had become intoxicated by drinking nectar to their fill were buzzing 
everywhere. Beautiful birds of different kinds were hopping, cooing and chirping around 
merrily. (7) 

Lotus flowers of different shades of colours bloomed, and a delightful breeze that 
was sweet, fragrant and soft constantly blew. (8)    

[Note—The general scene is that of plenty of verdant greenery and abundance of vibrant 
plant and animal life. There was cheerfulness and happiness all around. There were water 
bodies, birds and insects, flowers and sweet breeze. All the ingredients that make one’s 
heart jump in joy were present.] 

 
Îô0. ‚È◊Ÿ ’ÊÁ≈U∑§Ê ’Êª ’Ÿ Á’¬È‹ Á’„¢Uª ÁŸflÊ‚– 

»Í§‹Ã »§‹Ã ‚È¬ÀÀÊflÃ ‚Ù„UÃ ¬È⁄U ø„È°U ¬Ê‚H 212H 
 
dōhā.  

sumana bāṭikā bāga bana bipula bihaṅga nivāsa. 
phūlata phalata supallavata sōhata pura cahum̐ pāsa. 212. 
 
Countless flower gardens, parks, orchards, groves and mini-forests that were verdant with 
greenery and brimming with animal and plant life, where birds of different varieties lived 
cheerfuly, and which were all rich with blossoming trees, blooming flowers, verdant 
leaves etc., flourished all around the city, and adorned (circled) it from all sides. (Doha 
no. 212) 

[Note—In other words, the sprawling city was rich in greenery and had a vibrant animal 
and plant life. It wasn’t a concrete jungle or an over-crowded city with no green space for 
parks and gardens which are like lungs for a place.  

Till this Doha, the outside of the city of Videha has been described. In other words, 
Lord Ram, Laxman and sage Vishwamitra have reached the outskirts of the city, but they 
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have not entered the city proper; this is proved by the fact that they had stopped and 
encamped near a mango orchard outside the city: refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precedes Doha no. 214 which we shall be reading below 
shortly.  

But the whole set of verses next, extending from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 213—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 214 describe the city of 
Janakpur proper. How did this happen given the fact that Lord Ram and his group are still 
in the suburbs? 

Well, the answer is that the narrator of this epic Ram Charit Manas, saint Goswami 
Tulsidas, treats himself as a scribe—and not as a poet or an author—who follows his 
revered Lord Sri Ram closely from behind, penning down silently for posterity whatever 
he heard and saw. This fact that Tulsidas does not regard himself as a great scholar or 
poet, but is writing this story merely to clean and purify his mind and pen, is clearly 
asserted by him in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 9 and its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 8, 11; (ii) Doha no. 10 and its Chaupai line nos. 7 as well as Chanda 
line nos. 1-2; (iii) Doha no. 13 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-10; and finally (iv) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 14. 

Now therefore, why does he describe the inner part of the city of Janakpur though his 
Lord Ram is still on its outskirts? The answer to this question is this: It is quite possible 
that when Lord Ram and other sages who were accompanying him were walking to 
Janakpur, others travelers who were also going there joined them on the way. When a 
group of new visitors who are on their way to a place meet other fellow travelers who are 
well acquainted with that place, it is quite natural that a conversation starts whereby the 
old hands tell the newcomers about the city and its wonderful sights. This is what might 
have happened in this case. Tulsidas is just narrating the events as they happened, so it 
looks odd that he will add something from his own side before it actually happened. So 
this eventuality seems most probable—that the fellow travelers had described the city of 
Janakpur to Lord Ram and Laxman on the way. This description continues in the next 
three lines. 

When Laxman heard about the fascinating city, he desired in his heart to go and see 
it. This is clear later on in Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 218 that we shall be 
reading below. 

Now, the next question arises that when Lord Ram, Laxman and sage Vishwamitra 
had started on their journey for Janakpur, they were alone; no one had accompanied them 
at the start of the journey. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 212. Then how did a group form in which there were many sages and 
holy men who would be telling Lord Ram and Laxman about the city of Janakpur and its 
delights? The fact that a group had formed after the Lord took a bath in the river Ganges 
and moved ahead from there, as well as at the time when he reached Janakpur is endorsed 
in (i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 212, and (ii) Chaupai line no. 
7 that precedes Doha no. 214 respectively.  

So, what may have happened? The fame and glory of Lord Ram had already spread 
far and wide. The story of sage Vishwamitra going to Ayodhya to bring Lord Ram and 
Laxman to his hermitage, killing of Tadakaa, Subahu and the rest of the demon army, and 
the magical feat of converting a stone into a lady, i.e. the liberation of Ahilya from her 
curse, was no longer a secret. This news must have spread like wild fire by word of 
mouth. The sages, hermits and other holy men of that part of the land were awe-struck 
and realised that the two princes were no ordinary humans, but surely they possessed 
some super-human divine powers. They were all aware of the prophesy that the Supreme 
Lord would one day come to eliminate the demons and free the earth from their terror. So 
obviously they deduced that these two boys must be the Lord for the simple reason that 
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killing of Tadakaa, Subahu and the huge demon army by two princes without any other 
help was unthinkable and impossible. Added to this was the liberation of Ahilya which 
itself was proof of the divine nature of Lord Ram.   
 So, as soon as the word spread that the great sage Vishwamitra is headed towards 
Janakpur with Lord Ram and Laxman, a lot many holy men who lived along the route or 
even in areas from where they could manage to reach them, hurried to have a holy 
glimpse of the two divine brothers as well as sage Vishwamitra. Some of them met the 
trio on the way, some decided to assemble on the banks of river Ganges where they were 
sure that the three would come to take a bath on their way to Janakpur. 
 Eager to remain with the Lord for as long as they practically could, they told him and 
sage Vishwamitra that they were all headed for Janakpur to attend the bow ceremony. 
And that like journeymen joining others headed in a common direction, they all formed a 
group moving to Janakpur. The group must have swelled as more and more sages joined 
in the hope of having a divine sight of Lord Ram and spending some wonderful days in 
his company.  
   So a huge throng of sages and other holy men had formed on the way to Janakpur. 
All were eager to talk with the two brothers and be close to them. So what sort of 
conversation must have been struck? As is normal in the case of tourists and visitors to 
new cities, when they learnt that the two brothers were going to Janakpur for the first 
time, they began their narration of the city and its wonderful charms to Lord Ram and 
Laxman. This is a normal thing amongst travelers; old hands give their advice to 
newcomers into a city. After all, some excuse had to be found by these sages to talk with 
Lord Ram and Laxman.  

Sage Vishwamitra, meanwhile, kept quiet, for he did not want to prevent these aged 
and devoted sages and holy men to enjoy the Lord’s company for a while; why would he. 
After all, they too had the right for spiritual bliss and happiness like he has. 

Tulsidas was mentally following his Lord Sri Ram quietly from behind. He heard this 
conversation, and like a true scribe, he jotted down the dialogue, and is now telling us 
what he heard about Janakpur in the following verses.]         

 

¿õ0. ’Ÿß Ÿ ’⁄UŸÃ Ÿª⁄U ÁŸ∑§Êß¸ – ¡„UÊ° ¡Êß ◊Ÿ Ã„U°ß° ‹Ù÷Êß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bana'i na baranata nagara nikā'ī. jahām ̐ jā'i mana taham̐im̐ lōbhā'ī. 1. 
 
The charm, beauty and attractiveness of the city (of Janakpur) surpassed all imagination. 
Wherever one went, one’s heart and mind were fascinated and captivated by it (and for 
all practical purposes it appeared to be a virtual heavenly city on earth). (1) 

[Note—Whereas it was possible to describe the general view of the outskirts of the city 
as narrated in the previous verses, it is not possible to do so for the inside of the city 
because it is so fascinating and wonderful that wherever one rests his eyes, one is awe-
struck by its beauty and charm. One part of the city is so diverse and different from the 
other that the mind and intellect fail to find words to describe them properly and 
correctly. So it is better to just outline the main features as narrated in the following 
verses.]   

 
øÊL§ ’¡ÊL§ Á’ÁøòÊ •°’Ê⁄UË – ◊ÁŸ◊ÿ Á’Áœ ¡ŸÈ Sfl∑§⁄U ‚°flÊ⁄UËH 2H 
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cāru bajāru bicitra am̐bārī. manimaya bidhi janu svakara sam̐vārī. 2. 
 
The markets (i.e. the shops lining the two sides of the streets) and the market places (i.e. 
the areas designated for shops and other business activities) were well laid out and very 
magnificent to behold. There were wonderful balconies studded with priceless gems, and 
looked as if the creator (Brahma) had himself crafted them with his own hands. (2) 

[Note—After having entered the outer limits of the great city, Lord Ram, Laxman and 
Vishwamitra are moving through its outer market area. There are rows of shops on the 
ground floor, and the upper floors have balconies. These were probably residential 
quarters. 
 Remember: A great capital city has many far-flung areas that we like to call the 
greater metropolitan areas of the city. The city’s municipal boundaries extend for many 
miles around the city center where the central government offices and other power 
centers such as the secretariat, the presidential buildings, the prime minister’s and other 
ministers’ residences and offices etc. are located. The same thing applies to countries 
ruled by monarchs. The king’s palace is located usually in the center of a planned city 
which extends for tens of miles around.  

If one enters a large city he will observe that there are numerous market places and 
residential colonies that are self-sufficient and complete towns in themselves, spreading 
for miles away from the central hub, the power center, of the main city.  

This is exactly what we read here about Janakpur. This will be evident soon when we 
read that the invited kings and princes pitched their camps near ponds and rivers on the 
outskirts of the city. And when sage Vishwamitra saw a pleasant site, which was a mango 
orchard, he decided to stay there with Lord Ram and Laxman. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 4-
7 that precede Doha no. 214.] 

 
œÁŸ∑§ ’ÁŸ∑§ ’⁄U œŸŒ ‚◊ÊŸÊ – ’ÒΔU ‚∑§‹ ’SÃÈ ‹Ò ŸÊŸÊH 3H 

 
dhanika banika bara dhanada samānā. baiṭhē sakala bastu lai nānā. 3. 
 
In the shops, rich merchants who were like personified forms of the patron god of wealth, 
known as Kuber or “dhanada”, sit with their wares and merchandise of all kinds. (3) 

[Note—The shops are well-stocked and the shop-keepers look well-off. This is expected. 
As soon as the word spread that the king has invited a large number of kings and princes 
for the marriage of his daughter, all the business families of the city stocked up and piled 
their goods in anticipation of the huge crowd of visitors, and its consequent opportunity 
for windfall transactions.  

This is a normal practice even in today’s modern world: whenever there is a sports 
meet or some other occasion for huge gatherings such as some religious festival, 
businesses of shopkeepers’ boom.] 

 
øı„U≈U ‚¢ÈŒ⁄U ª‹Ë¥ ‚È„UÊß¸ – ‚¢ÃÃ ⁄U„U®„U ‚Èª¢œ ®‚øÊß¸H 4H 
◊¢ª‹◊ÿ ◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ‚’ ∑§⁄¥U – ÁøÁòÊÃ ¡ŸÈ ⁄UÁÃŸÊÕ ÁøÃ⁄¥UH 5H 
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cauhaṭa sundara galīṁ suhā'ī. santata rahahiṁ sugandha sin̄cā'ī. 4.  
maṅgalamaya mandira saba kērēṁ. citrita janu ratinātha citērēṁ. 5. 
 
The city squares and its lanes and by-lanes were lovely (like its main streets). They were 
washed, cleaned, spruced up and sprayed with perfumes on a regular basis. (4) 

All the buildings (residences, shops, places of worship etc.) had an auspicious 
aura about them; they were so wonderful to behold that they appeared to be beautiful 
paintings made by Kamdeo, the husband of Rati and the patron god of the virtues of 
beauty, charm and magificence, who appears to have painted them himself. (5) 

[Note—Kamdeo is the patron god of things that are characterized by beauty and charm. 
The buildings of the city were so magnificent and wondrous to look at that they appear to 
be picture-post card perfect. Even in our current time, we have so many beautiful cities 
with so many charming buildings that tourists take away their photos as mementos. 
Tourist spots are flooded with post-cards of beautiful buildings that are landmarks of a 
city or characterize it in general terms. 

Janakpur had large city squares which were well tended. Its lanes and by-lanes were 
washed and kept clean; there weren’t stinking and full of filth.]   

 
¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚È÷ª ‚ÈÁø ‚¢ÃÊ – œ⁄U◊‚Ë‹ ‚ÿÊŸË ªÈŸfl¢ÃÊH 6H 

 
pura nara nāri subhaga suci santā. dharamasīla gyānī gunavantā. 6. 
 
The residents of the city were noble, honest and of a simple nature, being free from 
pretensions and deceit (subhaga). They were of a clean and pure heart and mind (suci); 
they were saintly, pious and holy (santā); they were followers of the law of Dharma 
(righteousness, probity, propriety, morality and ethics) (dharamasīla); they were wise, 
intelligent and learned (gyānī); and they possessed good virtues of all kinds 
(gunavantā). (6) 

[Note—No matter how beautiful a city is and how wonderful it is managed, but all this is 
useless if its inhabitants are unworthy of it. If the citizens of a city are unruly and 
unethical, if they are utterly selfish and exploitative, if they are cruel and ruthless, if they 
lack civil sense and do not show respect to each other—then obviously such a city 
becomes one like Lanka, the golden city of the demons. 
 Who will like to live with ruffians, scoundrels and thugs as neighbours? Everyone 
wishes to live in a neighbourhood where the people are friendly, helpful, courteous and 
law-abiding. 
 Any city could be artificially decked up for some special occasion, but the nature of 
its citizens can’t be changed.    

It’s like the case of a human body. What is the good of having a well-built and 
handsome physical body if the man himself is cruel, selfish and animal-like? Everyone 
hates him. So is the case with a city. If its residents are nice, others flock to this city. On 
the other hand, no matter what good prospects city offers, if the guest feels he is 
unwelcome and is afraid every other moment for his own safety, he will abandon the city 
forthwith.] 

  

•ÁÃ •ŸÍ¬ ¡„°U ¡Ÿ∑§ ÁŸflÊ‚Í – Á’Õ∑§®„U Á’’Èœ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Á’‹Ê‚ÍH 7H 
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„UÙÃ øÁ∑§Ã ÁøÃ ∑§Ù≈U Á’‹Ù∑§Ë – ‚∑§‹ ÷ÈflŸ ‚Ù÷Ê ¡ŸÈ ⁄UÙ∑§ËH 8H 
 
ati anūpa jaham̐ janaka nivāsū. bithakahiṁ bibudha bilōki bilāsū. 7. 
hōta cakita cita kōṭa bilōkī. sakala bhuvana sōbhā janu rōkī. 8. 
 
[Now, the immediate area around the king’s palace is being described briefly.] 

The place where king Janak’s palace was situated was exceptionally marvelous 
and fabulous, and it stood apart from the rest of the city in its beauty and magnificence. 
Even the Gods were awe-struck by its splendour and grandeur. (7) 

The fortification walls around the palace held the mind enthralled, and it looked 
that it has enclosed within its walls all the magnificence and beauty of the universe. (8) 

[Note—If the city is so exceedingly magnificent and wondrous that wherever one looks 
he finds it more enchanting than the other places as all the places are uniquely beautiful 
and charming exceedingly, with their glamour and beauty holding the beholder’s mind 
and heart spell-bound as no where else such a city of equal comparison exists in this 
world, it is no wonder that the palace of the city’s king and the area surrounding it would 
be special and more striking than the rest of the city.  

Some of the capitals of kings were built within the walls of the fort—like the case of 
Lanka, the capital of the demon kingdom. It was a huge fort surrounded from the outside 
with a high wall. It had four massive doors or gates at its four corners. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, (i) Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 3; and (ii) Lanka 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 39. 

The same was the design of Ayodhya, the capital city of king Dasrath, the father of 
Lord Ram. It was surrounded by high walls on all its sides. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 27. 

But in the case of Janakpur, only the central area around the king’s palace was 
surrounded by a wall, and the rest of the city spilled out far beyond its ramparts for miles 
on end. The immediate area around the king’s palace resembled like a small fortress or 
castle, while the rest of the city sprawled beyond it.] 

 
Îô0. œfl‹ œÊ◊ ◊ÁŸ ¬È⁄U≈U ¬≈U ‚ÈÉÊÁ≈UÃ ŸÊŸÊ ÷Ê°ÁÃ– 

Á‚ÿ ÁŸflÊ‚ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚ŒŸ ‚Ù÷Ê Á∑§Á◊ ∑§Á„U ¡ÊÁÃH 213H 
 
dōhā.  

dhavala dhāma mani puraṭa paṭa sughaṭita nānā bhām̐ti. 
siya nivāsa sundara sadana sōbhā kimi kahi jāti. 213. 
 
[This Doha describes the palace where Sita, the eldest daughter of king Janak, lived.] 

The palace where Sita (“Siya”) lived had clean white walls which reflected light 
to make them appear radiant. The palace had golden doors and windows studded with 
gems, and over those hanged curtains of different varieties with fine golden embroidery, 
and embellished with gems and pearls.  

How can one describe the opulence, the beauty and the magnificence of the 
personal residence of Sita? [That is, it is impossible to describe its glamour and beauty in 
words.] (Doha no. 213) 
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[Note—Sita was a manifestation of goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu 
and the patron goddess of material wealth and prosperity. Obviously then, her personal 
quarters is expected to be marvelous. Its opulence was beyond description.  

If the doors were made of gold, the walls cannot be simple brick structures. They 
were also studded with diamonds and crystal, giving them a shiny, glittering appearance. 

Remember: Lord Ram, Laxman and sage Vishwamitra are still on the outskirts of the 
city; they haven’t reached its central area. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precede Doha 
no. 214 which we will be reading shortly.  

Hence this description of the king’s palace and that of his daughter’s must not be 
construed as being watched by the Lord himself. Actually, Goswami Tulsidas, the author 
of this epic, is giving us a preview of the city. It’s almost like going through a brochure 
describing a fascinating capital city. See note appended to Doha no. 212 above.] 

    
    

¿õ0. ‚È÷ª mÊ⁄U ‚’ ∑È§Á‹‚ ∑§¬Ê≈UÊ – ÷Í¬ ÷Ë⁄U Ÿ≈U ◊Êªœ ÷Ê≈UÊH 1H 
’ŸË Á’‚Ê‹ ’ÊÁ¡ ª¡ ‚Ê‹Ê – „Uÿ ªÿ ⁄UÕ ‚¢∑È§‹ ‚’ ∑§Ê‹ÊH 2H 
‚Í⁄U ‚Áøfl ‚Ÿ¬ ’„ÈUÃ⁄U – ŸÎ¬ªÎ„U ‚Á⁄U‚ ‚ŒŸ ‚’ ∑§⁄UH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

subhaga dvāra saba kulisa kapāṭā. bhūpa bhīra naṭa māgadha bhāṭā. 1. 
banī bisāla bāji gaja sālā. haya gaya ratha saṅkula saba kālā. 2. 
sūra saciva sēnapa bahutērē. nṛpagṛha sarisa sadana saba kērē. 3.  
 
All the doors were beautiful and were studded with diamonds. [Or it may mean that the 
outer doors of the palace and the gates of the fortress wall had armour plates on them. 
These armoured plates were made of diamond.]1 

These doors and gates were always crowded by throngs of feudal princes (junior 
or subordinate kings) as well as dancers, bards, minstrels and heralds. [They stood there 
for their turn to be heard by the king.]1 (1) 

There were huge stables for horses and large grounds earmarked for elephants. 
They were always full with horses, elephants and chariots. (2) 

There were many palaces belonging to brave warriors, ministers and army 
commanders which were similar in beauty and grandeur to the palace of the king. [The 
king made it a point to let his ministers and chief army commanders feel important and 
respected because he was wise enough to understand that he depends upon them for his 
own survival.]2 (3)* 

[Note—1The entire objective of this narration is to highlight the opulence, majesty and 
grandeur of the king and his capital. This was no ordinary king; he was like an emperor 
because so many feudal lords were waiting at the door to have an audience with him.  
 2The king had a huge army consisting of cavalry that had war horses, elephant 
brigades, as well as infantry made up of strong and brave warriors. 

*One very important to note is that Tulsidas has described the cities of Lord Ram and 
Sita, i.e. Ayodhya and Janakpur respectively, in almost identical terms. This is because 
both are equally adorable for him; because they are manifestations of Lord Vishnu and 
goddess Laxmi respectively. Tulsidas cannot insult one by making it look that the other is 
superior. Even a cursory reading of how Ayodhya looks and comparing it with the 
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description with Janakpur will clear all doubts in this respect. Both the cities awed the 
Gods; both were equally magnificent and wonderful; both defied description.  

Whereas Janakpur is described in Baal Kand at the following places—(i) from 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 212—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 214; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 224; (iii) from Doha no. 287—to 
Doha no. 289, the grandeur of Ayodhya is narrated in the following places—(i) Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 194; (ii) Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
nos. 2-8 that precede Doha no. 195; (iii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 296—to Doha no. 297; (iv) Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 2-7 that precede 
Doha no. 4; (v) Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 20—to Doha 
no. 23; and (vi) Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 26—to Doha 
no. 29.]  

 
¬È⁄U ’Ê„U⁄U ‚⁄U ‚Á⁄UÃ ‚◊Ë¬Ê – ©UÃ⁄U ¡„°U Ã„°U Á’¬È‹ ◊„UË¬ÊH 4H 
ŒÁπ •ŸÍ¬ ∞∑§ •°fl⁄UÊß¸ – ‚’ ‚È¬Ê‚ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚È„UÊß¸H 5H 
∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ∑§„U©U ◊Ù⁄UU ◊ŸÈ ◊ÊŸÊ – ß„UÊ° ⁄UÁ„U• ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U ‚È¡ÊŸÊH 6H 

 
pura bāhēra sara sarita samīpā. utarē jaham ̐ taham ̐ bipula mahīpā. 4. 
dēkhi anūpa ēka am ̐varā'ī. saba supāsa saba bhām̐ti suhā'ī. 5. 
kausika kahē'u mōra manu mānā. ihām̐ rahi'a raghubīra sujānā. 6. 
 
[Now, we go back to where Lord Ram and his group of travelers are on the outskirts of 
the city.] 

On the outskirts of the city, countless invited kings and princes had pitched their 
camps near ponds and rivers and other water bodies. (1) 

There was a beautiful mango orchard. It was very comfortable for staying (as all 
the necessary basic things needed for a comfortable stay were available there—such as 
water, shade, fruits, a general pleasant environment, and open ground that was clean, 
even and soft enough to pitch up a camp). (2) 

Seeing it, Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra) told Lord Ram—‘Oh Raghubir (i.e. the 
brave Raghu, Lord Ram)! I like this place. Let us stop here for our stay.1’ (3) 

[Note—1The wise sage Vishwamitra did not wish to enter the city right away. Had he 
been alone he might have thought of going straight to the palace of the king, Janak, as he 
had done at Ayodhya. When a great sage or seer goes to a king, he does not stay outside 
the city, waiting for the king to come and invite him. Instead, they go straight to the king 
who rushes out of the palace as soon as he hears that a sage is standing at his palace door.  

But in this case the situation was different. Vishwamitra was not alone; he was 
accompanied by two princes, Ram and Laxman. They were not ordinary princes, but 
belonged to another great kingdom of Ayodhya. King Janak had not invited them. This 
will be very clear later on when the king actually meets Vishwamitra and asks him about 
these two boys. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 216.  

Vishwamitra observed that the invited kings and princes were pitching their camps 
here and there outside the city. So he decided to stop somewhere nearby to maintain the 
dignity and respect of Lord Ram and Laxman who their father, king Dasrath, had 
entrusted him with. It would not be proper and dignified to go to the gate of king Janak 
with these two noble princes in tow. They were not his junior sages or students, for then 
it would have been alright for him to go straight to Janak’s palace as great sages were 
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always accompanied by their junior sages or students or followers. To go to the king 
direct would be insulting for Lord Ram and Laxman’s dignity and self-respect. 

Vishwamitra decided therefore to stay outside the city in deference to the self-respect 
and dignity of two great princes Ram and Laxman, and wait for king Janak to come 
himself and welcome them.]    

 
÷‹®„U ŸÊÕ ∑§Á„U ∑Î§¬ÊÁŸ∑§ÃÊ – ©UÃ⁄U Ã„°U ◊ÈÁŸ’Î¢Œ ‚◊ÃÊH 7H 

 
bhalēhiṁ nātha kahi kṛpānikētā. utarē taham̐ munibṛnda samētā. 7. 
 
The Lord (Ram), who is like a treasury or abode of grace, mercy and compassion, 
replied—‘Alright Lord, so be it.’ Then he and other accompanying sages stopped there to 
encamp. (7) 

[Note—Lord Ram is described as being merciful and gracious here because he realised 
that all the sages in the group were tired and wanted to rest. If he insisted to move further 
ahead in his eagerness to enter the city, they will not find rest. Besides this, sages are 
accustomed to live in natural surroundings, and not in congested places or guest houses 
of a city. So even if they moved ahead and actually entered the city to take up lodging in 
some guest house or inn specially prepared to host visitors coming to attend the bow-
ceremony, it will cause great inconvenience to the accompanying sages.  

Hence, he readily agreed at once to the suggestion of Vishwamitra to pitch camp in 
the mango grove. Surely, if it was to the liking of sage Vishwamitra it would also be to 
the liking of other sages in the group, the Lord deduced. 

It is important to note here that the ‘merciful and compassionate’ Lord gave 
precedence to the convenience of the sages over his own comfort. Personally he would 
have been more comfortable in a building with all facilities as he was a prince 
accustomed to material comforts, but the happiness of sages was of priority for him. 
Therefore instead of suggesting politely that it would be better to enter the city and find 
accommodation in some inn or lodging place, he agreed to encamp in the open ground.]   

 
Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ ◊„UÊ◊ÈÁŸ •Ê∞ – ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U Á◊ÁÕ‹Ê¬ÁÃ ¬Ê∞H 8H 

 
bisvāmitra mahāmuni ā'ē. samācāra mithilāpati pā'ē. 8. 
 
Meanwhile, the king of Mithila (king Janak) heard the news that the great sage 
Vishwamitra has come1. (8) 
 [Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/61, stanza no. 1 also.] 

 
Îô0. ‚¢ª ‚Áøfl ‚ÈÁø ÷ÍÁ⁄U ÷≈U ÷Í‚È⁄U ’⁄U ªÈ⁄U ‚ÿÊÁÃ– 

ø‹ Á◊‹Ÿ ◊ÈÁŸŸÊÿ∑§Á„U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ⁄UÊ©U ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃH 214H 
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dōhā.  

saṅga saciva suci bhūri bhaṭa bhūsura bara gura gyāti. 
calē milana munināyakahi mudita rā'u ēhi bhām ̐ti. 214. 
 
As soon as he (Janak) got this news, the king summoned his senior ministers who were 
wise and noble-hearted, as well as many senior warriors, army commanders, noble 
Brahmins, his Guru (royal priest, Shatanand), and other senior members of the royal 
family and members of the society, and proceeded very cheerfully to meet the great sage 
(Vishwamitra) who himself was like a king amongst sages. (Doha no. 214) 

[Note—It is noteworthy here that Vishwamitra is described as being a ‘king amongst 
sages’. The idea is that one great king (Janak) is going to meet another great king 
(Vishwamitra)! They are outstanding in their respective fields.  

Remember: King Janak was highly regarded as an enlightened king of his time. He 
was well versed in metaphysics and was a highly realised soul. This proof lies in the fact 
that he used to hold regular religious conclaves in a grand scale where not only 
discourses where were given by great seers, sages and scriptural scholars but special 
sessions for debates and discussions were held where great prizes were announced for the 
winner. This is evident when we study the Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad of the Shukla 
Yajur Veda where one such episode is narrated in its Canto 3.  

It is also described in the same Upanishad how Janak had discussed profound 
metaphysical topics with the great sage Yagyawalkya in Canto 4.  

Another place where sage Yagyawalkya teaches king Janak is the Brihajjabal 
Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition. In its Brahman (Canto) 7, verse nos. 1-4, the 
king is taught on the spiritual importance of the sacred ash known as the Bhasma. Verse 
no. 5 of this Brahman 7 says that king Janak accompanied sage Pippallaad to the divine 
abode of Prajapati Brahma, the creator, to learn more about the Bhasma. This shows that 
Janak was a contemporary of sage Pippallaad.   
 The level of Janak’s learning and erudition is evident from another incident when 
sage Shukdeo, the enlightened son of sage Veda Vyas who had classified the Vedas, 
compiled the Upanishads, and written the voluminous Purans, was advised by his learned 
father to go to king Janak to learn profound principles of metaphysics and spiritualism. 
Janak had tested Shukdeo’s eligibility, aptitude and competence by making him wait for 
prolonged time before even giving him a hearing. The entire episode along with the 
profound teachings of Janak forms the subject matter of the text of Canto 2 of the Maho-
panishad of the Sam Veda tradition.] 
 

 
¿õ0.  ∑§Ëã„U ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ø⁄UŸ œÁ⁄U ◊ÊÕÊ – ŒËÁã„U •‚Ë‚ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ÈÁŸŸÊÕÊH 1H 

Á’¬˝’Î¢Œ ‚’ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ’¢Œ – ¡ÊÁŸ ÷Ê‚ÿ ’«∏U ⁄UÊ©U •Ÿ¢ŒH 2H 
∑È§‚‹ ¬˝F ∑§Á„U ’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄UÊ – Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ ŸÎ¬Á„U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄UÊH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

kīnha pranāmu carana dhari māthā. dīnhi asīsa mudita munināthā. 1. 
biprabṛnda saba sādara bandē. jāni bhāgya baṛa rā'u anandē. 2. 
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kusala prasna kahi bārahiṁ bārā. bisvāmitra nṛpahi baiṭhārā. 3.  
 
The king (Janak) bowed before the sage (Vishwamitra) by putting his head on his feet. 
The sage on his part cheerfully blessed the king. (1) 

The king then paid his respects to all the accompanying sages, and felt very 
privileged and glad to have the opportunity to pay his obeisance to so many great holy 
men who have come to visit him. (2) 

Then sage Vishwamitra repeatedly asked the king about his welfare and 
respectfully gave him a seat to sit down near him. (3) 
[Note—Meeting of Janak and sage Vishwamitra has also been briefly described in Geetawali, 
Baal Kand, verse no. 1/61. 

It is a normal practice that when a group of noble men or holy men arrive at someone’s 
place, the host shows special honours to the chief of the group. In this case, the chief was 
sage Vishwamitra, so king put his head on his feet to honour him and pay his respects to 
him. For the rest of the sages he may have simply bowed his head and offered his 
greetings.  
 Similarly, sage Vishwamitra reciprocated Janak’s gesture by giving him special 
blessings and asking about his welfare. This does not mean that he neglected others in the 
king’s company—there were senior ministers, army commanders, Brahmins, members of 
the royal family and even the royal priest. All of them were shown due respect, but 
special attention was paid to their king, Janak.     

A very significant point is to be noted here. When sage Vishwamitra met king 
Dasrath, he did not either bless him or asked for his welfare, whereas here he is doing it 
with respect to Janak. [Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 
207 with respect to the sage’s meeting with Dasrath.] 

The reason is that in the case of Dasrath, the sage was under great mental tension as 
he was unsure whether or not the king would accept his request to send Ram and Laxman 
with him. The sage wanted to maintain his dignified posture and the external appearance 
of not being too submissive before the king to hint him that he is serious on the matter for 
which he has come, and would not tolerate dithering and fooling around. The sage 
willingly created a stern atmosphere about himself so that Dasrath would think thrice 
before denying. But the sage learnt a bitter lesson there. He discovered to his horror that 
the king did not fear him at all, and he straight away refused to send Ram and Laxman 
with him.  

Then the sage must have realised that had he been courteous and shown due respect 
to the king, there were greater chances of him accepting his request. The sage deduced 
that the king was afraid of the sage’s stern manners, and that he did not wish to send his 
beloved sons with such a stern-looking sage who did not even know how to smile. The 
king feared that his sons would be treated roughly and without the basic respect they 
deserved as princes if he did send them with Vishwamitra who does not know how to 
properly treat kings and their family members.  

So this time when he met Janak he acted courteously and showed due respect to the 
king. Then again, on this occasion he had no mental tension, and was in a cheerful mood. 
There was no element of uncertainty this time around, as he knew the forthcoming 
developments due to his foresight.  

Another factor was that this time he had Lord Ram and Laxman with him, and he had 
already discovered their potentials and might. So he was very certain that he would not 
go empty-handed from the bow-breaking ceremony. The very fact that Janak was the 
father of Sita, the personified form of goddess Laxmi and the divine consort of Lord Ram 
was one other factor for the sage showing so much respect to him.  
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But the most important factor which made Vishwamitra show so much respect to him 
as compared to Dasrath was the fact that the sage knew about the level of Janak’s 
spiritual enlightenment, his erudition and sagacity, his knowledge of metaphysical 
principles and scriptures. So Janak deserved this respect. Refer to note of Doha no. 214 
above. Unfortunately, though Lord Vishnu became a son of Dasrath in the form of Lord 
Ram, the king was no match with Janak in this respect. And this is the reason why 
Vishwamitra desisted in showing great respect to Dasrath other than mere formalities.]  

 
ÃÁ„U •fl‚⁄U •Ê∞ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – ª∞ ⁄U„U ŒπŸ »È§‹flÊß¸H 4H 
SÿÊ◊ ªı⁄U ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÿ‚ Á∑§‚Ù⁄UÊ – ‹ÙøŸ ‚ÈπŒ Á’Sfl ÁøÃ øÙ⁄UÊH 5H 

 
tēhi avasara ā'ē dō'u bhā'ī. ga'ē rahē dēkhana phulavā'ī. 4. 
syāma gaura mṛdu bayasa kisōrā. lōcana sukhada bisva cita cōrā. 5. 
 
At that moment, the two brothers (Ram and Laxman) arrived there. They had gone away 
to see the flower garden. (4)  

They had dark and fair complexions respectively, were of a young age, delicate in 
countenance, and presented a sight that provided bliss to the eyes of the beholder. There 
is no wonder in it because their charm was so astounding that it held the entire world 
enthralled and captivated. (5) 

[Note—When Janak came, Lord Ram and Laxman were out visiting some garden. They 
arrived at the scene when all were seated. As soon as they came, all eyes turned towards 
them, and all those present were dumb-struck by their charm and bewitching beauty. 
Their eyes seemed to be riveted at Lord Ram and Laxman.  
 Perhaps the two brothers had gone to fetch flowers for sage Vishwamitra so that he 
can do his worship rituals. Or perhaps they had gone out of curiosity to see the nearby 
garden while the sages did their daily worship rituals and rested. 
 Sage Vishwamitra had purposely sent them the garden to avoid their presence at the 
time Janak arrives. This is because the wise sage correctly thought that at the moment the 
king arrives, the latter’s attention would be focused on the sage, wishing him and paying 
his obeisance to him. This would mean that Ram and Laxman, who were not only great 
princes but ones with astounding potentials and divine powers to whom special treatment 
should be normally given, would be neglected. There were many other sages in the 
group, and the king would not pay equal attention to each of them; it is practically not 
possible. The king would naturally think that these two boys were some students of 
Vishwamitra who have accompanied him to Janakpur like so many other sages in the 
group. 
 Vishwamitra would not like this to happen. He planned things in such a way that 
when Lord Ram and Laxman are first seen by the king and his retinue, all attention is 
focused on these two brothers. So he told them to go to the garden to bring flowers for his 
worship formalities, timing their coming back so that the king would have completed his 
welcoming formalities and would be in a relaxed mind.]     

  
©UΔU ‚∑§‹ ¡’ ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ •Ê∞ – Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ ÁŸ∑§≈U ’ÒΔUÊ∞H 6H 

 
uṭhē sakala jaba raghupati ā'ē. bisvāmitra nikaṭa baiṭhā'ē. 6. 
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When the Lord of the Raghu’s dynasty (i.e. Lord Ram) came, everyone stood up. 
[Wonderful! It was a spontaneous response. The two brothers had such a dynamic 
personality, an air of elegance, authority and dignity around them that all the assembled 
people were instantly impressed and concluded that some great prince has walked in. 
This is what Vishwamitra had really wanted—that the brothers’ should make a dramatic 
presence before king Janak and his courtiers when they had finished their formal 
exchange of pleasantries with the guest sage so that their undivided attention could be 
focused on Lord Ram and Laxman.]1 

Sage Vishwamitra affectionately seated them beside him2. (6) 
[Note—1As has been noted above in the note of verse no. 5, Vishwamitra’s tactic worked 
extremely well. When Lord Ram and Laxman arrived, all those present were stunned by 
their dynamic personality. It was obvious to them that they were not ordinary princes but 
some exalted and highly acclaimed personalities who deserve respect and honour. This is 
proved by all of them standing up spontaneously.  

2Vishwamitra wanted to be sure that the assembled persons understood that these two 
boys are very special. So he called them and gave them a seat close to himself—
indicating that he loves them and they are very dear and close to him.  
 The assembly, which was already wonderstruck by the two princes, was more awed 
when they saw that the great sage Vishwamitra was showing such love and affection to 
them, treating them with respect himself by calling them near and giving them a seat near 
his own. That means, they obviously deduced, that these two princes were very special.  
 Once Lord Ram and Laxman were seated, all the rest also took their respective seats 
and sat down before the sage.]       

 
÷∞ ‚’ ‚ÈπË ŒÁπ ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊ – ’ÊÁ⁄U Á’‹ÙøŸ ¬È‹Á∑§Ã ªÊÃÊH 7H 
◊Í⁄UÁÃ ◊œÈ⁄U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ŒπË – ÷ÿ©U Á’Œ„ÈU Á’Œ„ÈU Á’‚·ËH 8H 

 
bha'ē saba sukhī dēkhi dō'u bhrātā. bāri bilōcana pulakita gātā. 7. 
mūrati madhura manōhara dēkhī. bhaya'u bidēhu bidēhu bisēṣī. 8. 
 
When the assembled people (i.e. king Janak, his courtiers, ministers, the royal priest and 
the Brahmains who had accompanied the king to welcome the sage) saw the two 
brothers, all of them felt extremely glad and exhilarated so much so that tears of ecstasy 
gushed out of their eyes and their bodies become thrilled. (7) 

King Janak was known as ‘Videha’ (literally one who has no awareness of his 
gross physical body because he is enlightened and remains submerged in the thoughts of 
the Atma, the pure conscious soul, by being virtually in a state of perpetual Samadhi, a 
trance-like state of transcendental existence). When he (Videha) saw the extremely sweet, 
bewitchingly beautiful and very enchanting image (form) of the Lord, he was so ecstatic 
that he lost whatever awareness he had of himself and his surroundings. That is, he truly 
became a ‘Videha’—one who has no awareness or consciousness of the existence of the 
physical body and his surroundings1. [Lord Ram’s enigmatic beauty and magnetic charm 
that were of an esoteric and enigmatic nature had completely bowled-over Janak and he 
had forgotten for once that he is supposed to be immune to physical charms and 
attractions.] (8) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/61, stanza no. 3 also. 
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We see with our eyes; the perception of beauty is the subject matter of the eye. So when 
the assembly saw Lord Ram and Laxman’s beautiful forms, their eyes responded with 
tears of joy. The august assembly became ecstatic and emotional upon seeing them. It 
was a natural surge of love and affection that heaved in their hearts, forcing tears to well-
up and stream out of their eyes spontaneously in response.  
 King Janak too was ecstatic, but his condition was far more emotional than the rest of 
assembled people. This is because he was highly self-realised and always remained 
engrossed in perpetual meditation. The Atma, a person’s soul, is pure consciousness, and 
it is a microcosmic form of the cosmic Consciousness. This cosmic Consciousness is 
represented by Lord Ram as he is a personified form of the Supreme Being.  

Just like the case of the mighty ocean heaving at the sight of the full moon, causing 
high tides, the blissful state of Janak reached a new high of ecstasy when he saw Lord 
Ram. His individual Atma heaved and surged forward when it came near the supreme 
Atma, the ‘Parmatma’ represented by Lord Ram, attempting to extend its reach to subtly 
touch it and draw in from the eternal fountain of supreme bliss.  
 This situation can be understood by another example. When a very powerful and 
huge piece of magnet is brought near smaller pieces of magnets, it is the latter that are 
attracted to the former, and not the other way round. So, when the cosmic Consciousness, 
the supreme Atma known as the Parmatma, was so near, the fraction of it that lived in the 
body of Janak as his individual Atma was instantly attracted to it like the smaller magnet 
getting pulled towards the large magnet.  
 The condition of Janak can be compared to the bird known as Chakor. When this bird 
sees the full moon, it forgets about everything else and fixes its gaze on it. When the 
moon travels across the sky, the Chakor too follows its path, bending its head and slowly 
turning it to follow the moon. 
 Janak was stunned beyond measure; he became speechless and immobile. This 
condition of his is being summarized by saying that ‘he truly became a Videha’—one 
who has lost complete awareness or consciousness of the body. 
 1We shall read later on that the wise king Janak had once again forgot about his 
reputation as a wise and enlightened king who is detached from the world and neutral 
towards all its attractions when he had become emotional at the time of Sita’s departure 
with Lord Ram for Ayodhya after their marriage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 338. At that time also, the erudite poet-bard 
Tuslidas has used the word “Videha” to drive home the point that inspite of being 
detached and dispassionate towards this gross world, Janak had for once lost all self-
control out of his love for Sita and Lord Ram.]       

 
Îô0. ¬˝◊ ◊ªŸ ◊ŸÈ ¡ÊÁŸ ŸÎ¬È ∑§Á⁄U Á’’∑È§ œÁ⁄U œË⁄U– 

’Ù‹©U ◊ÈÁŸ ¬Œ ŸÊß Á‚L§ ªŒªŒ Áª⁄UÊ ª÷Ë⁄UH 215H 
 
dōhā.  

prēma magana manu jāni nṛpu kari bibēku dhari dhīra. 
bōlē'u muni pada nā'i siru gadagada girā gabhīra. 215. 
 
When the king realised that his Mana (mind and heart) have become overwhelmed with 
surging waves of love and affections, he used his wisdom and prudence to regain his 
poise and recover his senses.  
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He bowed at the feet of the sage (Vishwamitra), and, recollecting himself, said the 
following words in a voice soaked in emotions and with a throat that was chocked. (Doha 
no. 215) 

[Note—Janak was not a child. For some moments he was overcome with spiritual bliss 
and emotions. But soon he recovered his poise as he remembered that so many things 
have to be done and this is not the right time to enter into trance like state of ecstasy. He 
became practical, and waking up from his dream-like state of ecstasy and bliss, he 
gathered himself to speak to sage Vishwamitra. 

The following verses narrate what Janak told Vishwamitra, and what the sage 
replied.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ∑§„U„ÈU ŸÊÕ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ŒÙ©U ’Ê‹∑§ – ◊ÈÁŸ∑È§‹ ÁÃ‹∑§ Á∑§ ŸÎ¬ ∑È§‹ ¬Ê‹∑§H1H 

’˝rÊÔ ¡Ù ÁŸª◊ ŸÁÃ ∑§Á„U ªÊflÊ – ©U÷ÿ ’· œÁ⁄U ∑§Ë ‚Ùß •ÊflÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kahahu nātha sundara dō'u bālaka. munikula tilaka ki nṛpa kula pālaka. 1. 
brahma jō nigama nēti kahi gāvā. ubhaya bēṣa dhari kī sō'i āvā. 2. 
 
King Janak asked sage Vishwamitra—‘Oh Lord, tell me who these two charming, pretty 
boys are. Are they the exalted sons of some sage’s family, or are they the princes of some 
great king?1 (1) 

Or is it that Brahm, the Supreme Being whom the Vedas describe as being ‘Neti-
Neti’ (not that; not this)2, have himself taken two physical forms (as these two princes)3? 
(2) 

[Note—1 Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/64—1/65 also. 

The king had observed that sage Vishwamitra had lovingly called and seated the two 
brothers close to him. Refer Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 215. So he thought 
that they may be the sons of some great sage. 

But then he changed his view because the two boys had the appearance of princes—
they had bows and arrows in their hands, and a quiver tied to the waist. Their general 
demeanours were like dignified princes of some noble dynasty. So he asked the sage 
whether they belonged to some kingly family.  

2But again he thought the matter over and changed his view. The way his heart and 
mind felt instant ecstasy when he saw them made him sure that they can’t be ordinary 
human beings. Remember: Janak was not an ordinary king; he was exceptionally wise 
and highly enlightened. So it was not possible that his mind and heart would jump with 
joy as they did for ordinary mortals. The king deduced that the Atma residing in the body 
of these two princes was very powerful, strong enough to attract his own Atma. For a 
self-realised and enlightened man, this is only possible if he comes in contact with a 
superior Being. So the king deduced that in all probability, these two boys were 
personified forms of Brahm.  

The word ‘Neti’ is used universally by the scriptures to describe Brahm. The word 
means ‘not this not that’. In other words, the scriptures try their best to explain who or 
what this mysterious cosmic entity known as ‘Brahm’ is by giving examples and citing 
instances from the visible world as well as the subtle world beyond vision. But all their 
attempts to fully describe Brahm fail miserably.  
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To understand this phenomenon we can take a well-known example. A blind man 
wants to learn what an elephant looks like. He touches the elephant’s leg and then its tail 
and then its trunk. To him, all feel alike. He asks another man who can see if what he 
touches is the ‘elephant’. The answer is yes and no. Similarly, since everything that exists 
is a manifestation of Brahm, it represents a minute fraction of the cosmic form of Brahm. 
But the knowledge of this fractional entity of Brahm does not mean that the person who 
is acquainted with it is also acquainted with Brahm in its entirety, in its vast, all-
encompassing cosmic form. That is why the scriptures ultimately declare that whatever 
they have said about the Supreme Being does not describe him in entirety. In other 
words, Brahm is what is visible, understandable and perceptible, as well as that which is 
invisible, that which is incomprehensible, and that which is imperceptible. It is therefore 
neither this nor that; it cannot be confined to some criterion and measurable unit. Brahm 
is present as the life-force in a single-celled organism as he is present in the huge 
elephant and the most complex of animals, the human race. He is revealed as a stone as 
much as in the form of air, water, sky and fire.  

The existence of Brahm is said to be at two levels: one that is macrocosmic, and the 
other that is microcosmic. Brahm is invisible like air, as well as visible in the form of the 
visible world. Brahm is the cosmic Consciousness, that is a subtle entity that uniformly 
pervades throughout this creation, and at the same time it is also known as the individual 
creature with an independent Atma which is also pure consciousness that resides in his 
physical gross body.  This simply means that Brahm has a dual existence.  

This is what Janak means here. He wonders if the supreme Atma known as Parmatma 
or Brahm has revealed himself in the body of these two princes. There is an interesting 
interpretation here. If it is true that Brahm has indeed revealed himself in a physical form, 
Janak’s words assume special meaning: if that is the case, then Lord Ram represents 
Brahm and Laxman represents his image, like the case of the creature being an image of 
the Viraat Purush, the cosmic form of Brahm. 

An image is a virtual reflection of the principal object; it is like the case of an 
object’s reflection in a mirror. The reflection follows the principal object; if the latter 
moves then the image or the reflection also moves. This is absolutely true and applicable 
with Laxman vis-à-vis Lord Ram. Laxman is like the shadow of Lord Ram; he never 
leaves the Lord even for a moment. Even when Lord Ram had to go to the forest to kill 
the demons, Laxman followed him like his shadow. 

3Lord Ram is a personified form of Brahm, the Supreme Being, and Laxman 
represents Prakriti, Nature. ‘Brahm, who is the Supreme Being and the cosmic 
Consciousness, is an invisible entity, but ‘Prakriti’ or Nature is the visible aspect of this 
Brahm. Both these two entities—Brahm and Prakriti—are infinite and beyond the limited 
viewing field of a creature’s gross body consisting of the organ of perceiving the sights of 
the world that is known as the eye, as well as his subtle organ known as the mind and 
intellect that can see and understand things not seen and perceived by any of the physical 
organs of the body besides the eye.  

So Janak means that his wisdom tells him that in all probability the same Brahm and 
Prakriti have manifested themselves in the body of Lord Ram and Laxman.]            

 
‚„U¡ Á’⁄UÊªM§¬ ◊ŸÈ ◊Ù⁄UÊ – ÕÁ∑§Ã „UÙÃ Á¡Á◊ ø¢Œ ø∑§Ù⁄UÊH 3H 
ÃÊÃ ¬˝÷È ¬Í¿U©°U ‚ÁÃ÷Ê™§ – ∑§„U„ÈU ŸÊÕ ¡ÁŸ ∑§⁄U„ÈU ŒÈ⁄UÊ™§H 4H 
ßã„UÁ„U Á’‹Ù∑§Ã •ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªÊ – ’⁄U’‚ ’˝rÊÔ‚ÈπÁ„U ◊Ÿ àÿÊªÊH 5H 
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sahaja birāgarūpa manu mōrā. thakita hōta jimi canda cakōrā. 3. 
tātē prabhu pūcha'um̐ satibhā'ū. kahahu nātha jani karahu durā'ū. 4. 
inhahi bilōkata ati anurāgā. barabasa brahmasukhahi mana tyāgā. 5. 
 
[Janak continued—] ‘My mind and heart (Mana) are completely dispassionate towards 
and detached from this world, but suddenly I find them so extremely enchanted and 
captivated by them (Ram and Laxman) as if the Chakor bird is watching the full moon. 
[Chakor, the Indian red-legged partridge) is so enamoured of the moon that it fixes its 
sight on the latter when it rises in the east, and turns its head to maintain its gaze on the 
moon till it sets in the west. Janak means that like this bird, he is also unable to move his 
attention away from Lord Ram and Laxman.] (3) 

That is why, oh Lord, I am asking you this question. Please be kind to enlighten 
me, and do not conceal anything from me. (4) 

I have developed immense affection for them as soon as I saw them. Their divine 
vision has forced my mind and heart to leave the bliss that they obtain by remaining 
submerged in the thoughts of Brahm (by meditating and remaining in a perpetual state of 
Samadhi, a transcendental state of blissful existence), and instead focus their attention on 
them. [This is quite uncharacteristic for me. This has made me perplexed as to why it has 
come to happen at all. This is the reason why I am asking you to tell me truthfully who 
these two boys are.]’ (5)   

[Note—King Janak effectively told sage Vishwamitra that—“Oh sage, I remain 
submerged in a virtual state of Samadhi, a transcendental state of existence when a 
person goes about his normal duties in this physical world but remains engrossed in 
meditating upon his ‘self’, the pure conscious Atma. Hence, it is not easily that I am 
disturbed. But I am astonished that in the case of these two brothers, once I looked at 
them I feel that I have been rewarded for my meditation. This can only happen when my 
Atma witnesses the presence of the Parmatma, the supreme Atma. This is why I am 
confused and want to know from you who they are.” 

Being self-realised and spiritually enlightened, it is not possible for Janak to be 
enchanted by anything pertaining to this mortal world. The very fact that it did happen, 
the very fact that his mind and heart have become so enchanted by the sight of Ram and 
Laxman, is a sufficient proof that these two princes are not ordinary humans. They are 
sure to be divine Spirit in a human body. 
 King Janak was aware that sage Vishwamitra might question his assumption that 
these two brothers are a personified form of Brahm. So the wise king himself pre-empts 
this by telling the reason for this assumption of his—he says that he is a dispassionate 
person who has no attractions for the world, and therefore he is not charmed by the 
physical features of the two brothers. There must certainly be some hidden cause that has 
attracted him mind and heart to them.]   

 
∑§„U ◊ÈÁŸ Á’„UÁ‚ ∑§„U„ÈU ŸÎ¬ ŸË∑§Ê – ’øŸ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U Ÿ „UÙß •‹Ë∑§ÊH 6H 

 
kaha muni bihasi kahēhu nṛpa nīkā. bacana tumhāra na hō'i alīkā. 6. 
 
The sage smiled politely and replied to the king—‘Oh king! What you have said cannot 
be wrong (because you are wise and enlightened). You have said the correct thing. (6) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/66-1/67 also. 
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This is a remarkable reply of the sage. In a single sentence he has endorsed what the 
wise king had said about Ram—that is, Lord Ram is sure to be a visible manifestation of 
Brahm, and Laxman is another form of Brahm. This subtly endorses the theory of 
‘duality’ that Janak was referring to. That is, the sage agreed that the formless supreme 
Brahm has indeed come down to reveal himself in a physical form.  

At the same time the sage remained silent about openly endorsing that Lord Ram was 
indeed Brahm personified. It was essential to keep the true identity of Lord Ram a secret 
because the main purpose of Lord Vishnu coming down to earth was to kill the cruel and 
sinful demons, and if his true identity was revealed than the whole planning would go for 
a toss. The demons would run away and hide somewhere, or they would come and 
surrender before the Lord, bidding for their time when Lord Ram would wind up his 
earthly sojourn and ascend to the heaven when they would once again surface with 
renewed vigour and resume their tyranny.  
 Besides this, the Lord had to perform many acts as an ordinary human to set an 
example for other human beings to follow in their daily lives. The Lord had planned to 
act as a living example of the principles of Dharma (laws of auspicious living, laws of 
righteousness, probity, propriety, ethics and morality) so that other people could emulate 
him in their own lives when they faced similar situation. Indeed, the entire story of the 
Ramayan is pregnant with instances of Dharma being practiced in daily life, as well as of 
the different opposing situations that confront a man in this world and leave him confused 
as to what is right and what is wrong. In such vexing circumstances, the life and times of 
Lord Ram stand him in good stead and act like a lighthouse for the boat trapped in the 
choppy ocean of the world. 
 This noble objective would have been defeated if the Lord’s cosmic supreme form 
had been revealed. It is left for the future generation to bask in the divinity and sublimity 
of the Lord’s glory just like the case of Lord Jesus Christ whose divinity was known only 
to a selected few while he was alive, but his glory, his fame and his message became 
immortal after his physical death on the cross. 

The sage hinted to the wise king that after having known who Lord Ram truly is, he 
too must keep quiet and retain this revelation within his heart, without disclosing it to 
anyone else. The king got this hint, because all future events show that he acted normally 
and treated Ram and Laxman like normal princes.] 

 
∞ Á¬˝ÿ ‚’Á„U ¡„UÊ° ‹Áª ¬˝ÊŸË – ◊Ÿ ◊È‚È∑§Ê®„U ⁄UÊ◊È ‚ÈÁŸ ’ÊŸËH 7H 

 
ē priya sabahi jahām̐ lagi prānī. mana musukāhiṁ rāmu suni bānī. 7. 
 
(The sage continued) ‘They are dear to all the creatures; they are loved by all living 
beings.1’ 

When Lord Ram heard this, he smiled softly to himself.2 (7) 
[Note—1This is a marvelous statement of sage Vishwamitra, completely removing 
Janak’s doubts and firmly endorsing his view that Lord Ram is Brahm personified.  
It clearly refers to the ‘Atma’ which is the pure conscious soul and the life-giving entity 
of any living being. All the scriptures universally say that a creature’s Atma is a fraction 
of the supreme Atma known as the Parmatma. Only those who are self-realised and 
enlightened know this fact, and this is why they remain submerged in meditating upon 
this Atma because it gives them the bliss of Brahm-realisation.  

The gross body of a living being is of no use either to him or the rest of the world if 
this body has no ‘life or consciousness’ in it; it would be dead and decay rapidly. Every 
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single living being loves his own life, called his ‘Pran’. This Pran is dear to all. The word 
‘Pran’ however, also means the vital life-sustaining winds that live inside the body of the 
creature. But one word has many connotations and cannot be restricted to mean only one 
particular thing. Hence, Pran means life as well as anything which is extremely dear to 
someone.  

Therefore, the ‘Atma’, the pure consciousness, is also the ‘Pran’, the dearest thing for 
any living being, because the body cannot survive without the Atma. 

2When Lord Ram heard this, he smiled—for one he hinted to both sage Vishwamitra 
and to king Janak that it is indeed so, and second, he was embarrassed that he is being 
praised on his face. When Janak got this stamp of endorsement from the learned sage, his 
gaze upon Ram became more intense and penetrating. This was one more cause for Lord 
Ram to smile and subtly acknowledge Janak’s respect and love for him.  

The Lord subtly told Janak that “Wait, like my father Dasrath all your wisdom will 
soon vanish in thin air. Soon you will forget who I am, and you will start treating me as a 
prince and later on as your son-in-law. Wait and watch my maverick Maya cast its net 
upon your wisdom.”]    

 
⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹ ◊ÁŸ Œ‚⁄UÕ ∑§ ¡Ê∞ – ◊◊ Á„UÃ ‹ÊÁª Ÿ⁄U‚ ¬ΔUÊ∞H 8H 

 
raghukula mani dasaratha kē jā'ē. mama hita lāgi narēsa paṭhā'ē. 8. 
 
The sage then told king Janak—‘These two boys are like gems of king Raghu’s dynasty, 
and are the sons of king Dasrath. The king has sent them for my cause, to help me.’ (8) 

[Note—The sage had previously told Janak that his words can’t be wrong. Janak and 
Vishwamitra were both enlightened souls. So the first thing that mattered to them was the 
fact that Lord Ram was Brahm personified. In all probability, the sage disclosed this fact 
to Janak in a confidential tone. This was actually possible because they were sitting close 
by, and when two chiefs are having some confidential discussion, their attendants are not 
supposed to poke their ears to listen what is being discussed or said. The attendants stand 
at a respectable distance and let the two chiefs talk.  

So, no one else, either the accompanying sages of Vishwamitra, or the king’s 
ministers, officials and Brahmins who accompanied him in his entourage, knew what 
answer sage Vishwamitra gave in relation to Janak’s question “are these brothers Brahm 
personified”.  

This fact settled, they then came to more practical things. Yes, the sage told the king, 
these two boys were princes belonging to a noble and reputed lineage of kings of the 
Raghu dynasty. 

The first question of the king “are they some great sage’s son” is also answered 
subtly here. Remember: when Dasrath had handed Ram and Laxman to sage 
Vishwamitra, he had told him that now onwards, the sage is like their father. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 208 above. Hence, 
for all practical purposes, the sage is the father of Lord Ram and Laxman at present.  

This also solves the mystery why the sage had affectionately called the two brothers 
near him and gave him a seat beside him. The exalted sage is like their ‘father’ at the 
moment. And like a loving father, he lovingly seated the two brothers near him. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 215 above. 

Thus we see that all the three things that Janak had said were true—i.e. that Lord 
Ram and Laxman were like the sons of a great sage Vishwamitra, they were also the sons 
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of a great king Dasrath, and they were personified forms of the Supreme Being known as 
Brahm.]  

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊È ‹πŸÈ ŒÙ©U ’¢œÈ’⁄U M§¬ ‚Ë‹ ’‹ œÊ◊– 

◊π ⁄UÊπ©U ‚’È ‚ÊÁπ ¡ªÈ Á¡Ã •‚È⁄U ‚¢ª˝Ê◊H 216H 
 
dōhā.  

rāmu lakhanu dō'u bandhubara rūpa sīla bala dhāma. 
makha rākhē'u sabu sākhi jagu jitē asura saṅgrāma. 216. 
 
The sage concluded introducing the two brothers to king Janak by saying—‘Their names 
are Ram and Laxman, and they are brothers. They are like a treasury of politeness and 
humbleness, as well as of strength and valour.  

The whole world is witness to the fact that they have protected my fire sacrifice 
by dereating and conquering the demons who had been defiling it.’ (Doha no. 216) 

[Note—In order to impress upon king Janak that the two brothers are not merely princes 
of a great kingdom, but they deserve special mention as they have protected his fire 
sacrifice by killing fierce demons, the sage concluded their introduction with this final 
comment.  

Kings honour warriors; great warriors are respected and honoured everwhere. When 
a king comes to learn that the person standing in front of him is a renowned warrior of 
great strength and valour, and he has done certain valorous deeds no one has yet dared to 
do, he develops special respect for that person. The sage also wanted to hint that this is 
one of the many reasons why he loves Lord Ram and Laxman so much as if they were 
like his own sons.  

This last statement of introduction by the sage immediately inspired great respect for 
the two brothers in members of the king’s entourage. 

The sage knew very well that the king had organized the bow-breaking ceremony to 
select a warrior for his daughter Sita. Only someone of exceptional strength and power 
would be able to lift the bow which was anyhow not an ordinary one but one that 
belonged to Lord Shiva. Lifting it, stringing it and then breaking it was no child’s play. 
Janak was in search for a strong prince as groom for his daughter, for otherwise he would 
have made some other condition. So one purpose of sage Vishwamitra telling Janak about 
these marvelous feats of Lord Ram (protecting his fire sacrifice and killing the fierce 
demons) was to make him aware that his search for a brave warrior has ended, though the 
sage knew that Janak is very steadfast in his vows and would not so easily go back on his 
own declaration.  

But at the same time it must not be forgotten that sage Vishwamitra was said to 
‘Trikaalagya’—one who knew about the past, the present and the future. So in effect he 
was hinting to king Janak that he need not worry if no other prince is able to break the 
bow and marry Sita according to his vows. His wishes would be fulfilled as Lord Ram is 
there to step in at the correct time. Unfortunately, king Janak could not decipher this 
message of the sage as is proved by subsequent developments during the actual bow-
breaking ceremony. When no one was able to lift the bow, the king was confounded and 
heart-broken. He angrily chided all of them and went to the extent of calling them 
impotent. He had forgotten about this subtle hint of Vishwamitra at that time—that the 
greatest warrior of the land, Lord Ram, is sitting in their midst and the Lord has not been 
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given a chance yet before Janak started fretting so much about no one being able to move 
the bow even by a fraction of a millimeter. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 252.  

This goes to confirm the view that Lord Ram smiled at Janak when sage Vishwamitra 
agreed with him that Lord Ram is indeed the Supreme Being himself in a human form. 
The Lord’s smile was mishievious—he smiled because he knew that soon all this wisdom 
and realisation would vanish in thin air, and under the influence of his stupendous Maya, 
the same king who knows that he is the Supreme Being, and who will be told in express 
terms about his worldly valour of having killed formidable demons, would wail and 
lament that the earth if devoid of warriors who would lift Shiva’s bow! Refer: Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 216 above. 

This is also the primary reason why Laxman became very angry and strongly 
admonished king Janak in open court when the latter lamented and said that he is 
dismayed to find that the earth is void of warriors. Laxman was astonished that Janak— 
who only the previous day when he had come to meet and welcome them at their camp 
on the outskirts of the city, seemed to be so wise and enlightened that he said that he 
knows who Lord Ram actually was, and sage Vishwamitra had also endorsed his views, 
and added to this was the sage’s telling him about the fantastic deed of killing the demon 
army by the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman—should now make such an insinuating 
remark that the earth if devoid of true warrior. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 252—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 254.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ◊ÈÁŸ Ãfl ø⁄UŸ ŒÁπ ∑§„U ⁄UÊ™§ – ∑§Á„U Ÿ ‚∑§©°U ÁŸ¡ ¬Èãÿ ¬˝÷Ê™§H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

muni tava carana dēkhi kaha rā'ū. kahi na saka'um ̐ nija pun'ya prabhā'ū. 1. 
 
The king (Janak) thanked his good luck and told sageVishwamitra—‘Oh sage! When I 
have seen your holy feet I feel so honoured and privileged that I am unable to say what 
good deeds I had done in my previous life that has rewarded me with this good fortune.’ 
(1) 

[Note—When one does some meritorious deed, reward becomes due to him. Janak thanks 
his past good deeds that have entitled him to have the rare spiritual reward of having the 
privilege of meeting not only sage Vishwamitra but also Lord Ram and Laxman whom 
the king himself recognized as personified forms of the Supreme Being. What more can 
any living being expect for his meritorious deeds?  
 Without some auspicious deed no spiritual reward accumulates, and without it it’s not 
possible to meet a saint and holy man. Company of saints, sages and pious mem is a 
harbinger of all good fortunes. It’s a sort of a chain reaction—one does good deeds and 
becomes entitled for rewards, then he meets saints, and their auspicious company acts as 
a catalyst for more good deeds. This results in exponentially increasing the spiritual 
rewards that become due to the person.  
 King Janak also considers himself lucky because he had met a great sage and saint of 
the stature of Vishwamitra which is not possible without the blessing and the wish of the 
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Lord God. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 7.  
 It is only when one meets that he is blessed with Bhakti (devotion for Lord God). 
This is exactly what has happened here. The king has first met sage Vishwamitra and got 
his profuse blessings, and then only was he able to meet Lord Ram and Laxman. Refer to 
the sequence of events as narrated above in Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 
215. 
 Communion with saints and sages leads to wisdom, and both of these are not possible 
without the grace of Lord Ram. Company of saints and sages is the root of all 
auspiciousness and good fortunes, and it opens the gates for acquisition of many mystical 
and spiritual achievements. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 
that precede Doha no. 3.  
 Without accumulation of auspicious effects of rithteous and meritorious deeds, it is 
not possible to meet saints, and without them no delusions regarding this existential 
world can be eliminated. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 45.  
 So it is clear now that king Janak thanks his immense good luck that first he was able 
to meet the great sage Vishwamitra, and as a result of this auspicious meeting he was able 
not only to meet Lord Ram and Laxman but was fortunate enough to recognize them as 
personified form of Brahm, the Supreme Being. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 216.   
 So, in effect, Janak told sage Vishwamitra—“Oh sage, I have had the privilege of 
seeing your holy feet as a reward of some great good deeds that I have done in the past of 
which I myself am unaware of. Then, as a result of seeing your holy feet I was futher 
blessed to be able to see the two pretty boys, Lord Ram and Laxman, who my heart says 
are no one other than Brahm personified. How lucky I am!”]    

  
‚È¢Œ⁄U SÿÊ◊ ªı⁄U ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊ – •ÊŸ°Œ„ÍU ∑§ •ÊŸ°Œ ŒÊÃÊH 2H 
ßã„U ∑Ò§ ¬˝ËÁÃ ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ¬ÊflÁŸ – ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ◊Ÿ ÷Êfl ‚È„UÊflÁŸH 3H 
‚ÈŸ„ÈU ŸÊÕ ∑§„U ◊ÈÁŒÃ Á’Œ„Í – ’˝rÊÔ ¡Ëfl ßfl ‚„U¡ ‚Ÿ„ÍUH 4H 

 
sundara syāma gaura dō'u bhrātā. ānam̐dahū kē ānam ̐da dātā. 2. 
inha kai prīti parasapara pāvani. kahi na jā'i mana bhāva suhāvani. 3. 
sunahu nātha kaha mudita bidēhū. brahma jīva iva sahaja sanēhū. 4. 
 
‘The sight of these two lovely (pretty) brothers, who are of a dark and fair complexion 
respectively, immensely add to the intensity of delight and happiness that one has. [This 
verse can be read as follows as well—“These two beautiful brothers of a dark and fair 
complexion respectively add glory, depth and immensity to the emotions of delight and 
happiness that exist anywhere in this world.”]1 (2) 

The mutual love and affection that these two brothers have for each other is 
indeed exemplary. Their brotherly attitude is extremely pleasant to experience and so 
remarkable that I (Janak) cannot describe it in words.’ (3) 

The king further said very cheerfully, ‘Listen Lord (sage Vishwamitra). Their 
mutual affection for each other is like what the Jiva has for Brahm.’2 (4) 

[Note—1In this line, the virtues of delight and happiness have been personified. Hence it 
means that if ‘delight’ and ‘happiness’ were persons, then they themselves would be 
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delighted and happy to see and meet Lord Ram who has a dark complexion, and Laxman 
who has a fair complexion.  
 The king has already acknowledged that his Mana (mind and heart) are captivated 
and enchanted at the sight of the two brothers. So here he reiterates this once again. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 215 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 8, 
as well as Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 216.  

2This is a very remarkable observation of the enlightened king Janak. When Janak 
realised that Lord Ram was Brahm personified, and when he watched the love between 
him and Laxman, he became contemplative and pensive. For all this time, Janak had been 
watching Ram and Laxman very closely. He had observed that the two brothers stayed 
very close to each other, every now and then glanced at each other and smiled. Laxman’s 
demeanours showed that he was eager to do anything if Lord Ram as much as hinted him 
with a slight gesture of the eye or hand, even without actually telling him to do it. The 
affable nature and brotherly attitude of the two brothers was infectious.  
 While Lord Ram represented Brahm, the Supreme Being and the Parmatma, the 
supreme Atma, Laxman represented the Jiva, the creature, the living being. The Jiva 
cannot live without the Parmatma because the Jiva’s Atma, his soul and very existence, is 
directly related to the Parmatma, the supreme Atma as it is the latter that lives in a 
fractional form as the individual Atma of the Jiva.  
 The Parmatma loves the Jiva just like the father loves his offspring. The Jiva loves 
the Parmatma as his only means of life and sustenance, as the only one who selflessly 
cares for him and looks for his welfare in a world surrounded by selfishness and vested 
interests. It is like the case of the sun and the moon. The moon, the Jiva, derives its glory 
and shine because of the sun, and the sun gets its importance as a brilliant source of light 
when it is compared to the moon which also shines but lacks the brilliance of the sun and 
its energy.  
 The question ‘who is a Jiva’ and ‘what is the relationship between the Jiva and 
Brahm’ is a subject discussed at length in the Upanishads.  

“Who is a Jiva” (a living being) has been explained in the following Upanishads—(i) 
Atharva Veda = Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Canto 1, verse no. 12; Naradparivrajak 
Upanishad, Canto 6, verse no. 3; Tripadvibhut Maha-Narayan Upanishad, Canto 4, 
paragraph no. 9, 11-13. (ii) Krishna Yajur Veda = Saraswati Upanishad, verse nos. 47-48; 
Rudra Hridaya Upanishad, verse nos. 41-45; Shaarirako-panishad, verse no. 15; Skand 
Upanishad, verse nos. 6-7. (iii) Shukla Yajur Veda’s Paingal Upanishad, Canto 1, verse 
no. 12, and the whole of Canto 2.  

The “relation between a Jiva and Brahm/Ishwar/Parmatma” has been explained in the 
following Upanishads—(i) Atharva Veda = Narad Parivrajak Upanishad, Canto 6, verse 
no. 4 (difference between Jiva and Parmatma); Canto 9, verse no. 10 (difference between 
Jiva and Prakriti); Tripadvibhut Maha-Narayan Upanishad, Canto 4, paragraph no. 9, 11-
13; Annapurna Upanishad, Canto 5, verse no. 77; Par Brahm Upanishad, verse nos. 2, 5 
(Jiva and Brahm are one). (ii) Krishna Yajur Veda = Rudra Hridaya Upanishad, verse 
nos. 41-45; Skanda Upanishad, verse no. 5; Varaaha Upanishad, Canto 2, verse nos. 52-
53, 70, 73. (iii) Shukla Yajur Veda = Paingal Upanishad, Canto 1, verse no. 12, and the 
whole of Canto 2 (subject of Jiva vis-à-vis Brahm). 

Srimad Bhagvat Mahapuran, 4/9/6 describes this concept of a “Jiva being a reflection 
of the Supreme Brahm” as follows—‘My salutations to the Supreme Being who is 
almighty and all-powerful. The Lord has entered my heart, enlivens my vital Pran 
(breath), my limbs and my sense organs, and also empowers my faculty of speech—all of 
which would otherwise have remained dormant and ineffective.’] 
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¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬˝÷ÈÁ„U ÁøÃfl Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„Í – ¬È‹∑§ ªÊÃ ©U⁄U •Áœ∑§ ©U¿UÊ„ÍUH 5H 
 
puni puni prabhuhi citava naranāhū. pulaka gāta ura adhika uchāhū. 5. 
 
The king was completely held enthralled by the sight of Lord Ram and Laxman. He could 
not move his eyes away from Lord Ram, and glanced at him repeatedly. All the while his 
body was thrilled, and his heart overflowed with emotions and was ecstatic. (5) 

[Note—The condition of Janak was like a Jiva, a living being, who has found the 
objective of all his spiritual pursuit. Janak has already accepted that it is not easy to 
captivate his mind as he is a dispassionate person who has no attractions for the charms 
of the material, physical world. But in the case of Lord Ram he does not understand why 
he is unable to control himself, he wonders, and says this to sage Vishwamitra clearly. 
Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 216.  

In reply the sage told him that his suspicion that Lord Ram is Brahm personified is 
indeed true. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 216.  

So it was confirmed now that Janak’s mind and heart was captivated not by the 
physical beauty of Lord Ram and Laxman but because they were personified forms of 
Brahm. If this is the case it is natural for Janak to keep glancing at Lord Ram repeatedly 
because he is getting the reward of his lifetime of spiritual practices and metaphysical 
discussions.  

The more he sees Lord Ram, the more intense his devotion and love for the Supreme 
Being sitting right in his front becomes. The fire of devotion and love for the Lord is 
kindled with renewed intensity each time the king glances at Lord Ram and tries to force 
his eyes and mind away from him.  

But this could not continue indefinitely—because a big ceremony was to be held the 
next day, invited kings and princes were coming in in a steady stream, and a lot of 
administrative nitty-gritties had to be taken care of. So, the king finally brought himself 
together and extricated his mind from the spiritual reverie it was submerged in till now.  

The king therefore sighed and got up to take his leave from the sage. Now, let us read 
what happened next.] 

 
◊ÈÁŸÁ„U ¬˝‚¢Á‚ ŸÊß ¬Œ ‚Ë‚Í – ø‹©U ‹flÊß Ÿª⁄U •flŸË‚ÍH 6H 
‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚ŒŸÈ ‚ÈπŒ ‚’ ∑§Ê‹Ê – Ã„UÊ° ’Ê‚È ‹Ò ŒËã„U ÷È•Ê‹ÊH 7H 
∑§Á⁄U ¬Í¡Ê ‚’ Á’Áœ ‚fl∑§Êß¸ – ªÿ©U ⁄UÊ©U ªÎ„U Á’ŒÊ ∑§⁄UÊß¸H 8H 

 
munihi prasansi nā'i pada sīsū. calē'u lavā'i nagara avanīsū. 6. 
sundara sadanu sukhada saba kālā. tahām̐ bāsu lai dīnha bhu'ālā. 7. 
kari pūjā saba bidhi sēvakā'ī. gaya'u rā'u gṛha bidā karā'ī. 8. 
 
The king praised the sage and knelt down to touch his feet with his head. Then he 
escorted the sage (and of course Lord Ram and Laxman with him) to the city. (6) 

There, in the city, the king lodged him at a place that was comfortable at all times. 
(7) 

After paying his obeisance to the sage and arranging for his service in all possible 
way, the king took his leave (permission) and went back to his palace. (8) 

[Note—We have already seen that sage Vishwamitra was not alone. For one, he was 
accompanied by Lord Ram and Laxman, and second, a lot many other sages and holy 
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men had also come with them. So obviously the king took the entire group to give them a 
comfortable and suitable lodging place in the city, close to the venue of the bow-breaking 
ceremony.  
At the time of taking his leave, the king once again worshipped the sage and appointed 
attendants to look after the needs of the sage as well as other members of his group.]  

 
Îô0. Á⁄U·ÿ ‚¢ª ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢‚ ◊ÁŸ ∑§Á⁄U ÷Ù¡ŸÈ Á’üÊÊ◊È– 

’ÒΔU ¬˝÷È ÷˝ÊÃÊ ‚Á„UÃ ÁŒfl‚È ⁄U„UÊ ÷Á⁄U ¡Ê◊ÈH 217H 
 
dōhā.  

riṣaya saṅga raghubansa mani kari bhōjanu biśrāmu. 
baiṭhē prabhu bhrātā sahita divasu rahā bhari jāmu. 217. 
 
Lord Ram, who was like a gem in the dynasty of king Raghu, ate his meals together with 
the accompanying sages (and of course with Laxman), and then took some rest.  

After that, the Lord (Ram) sat down with his brother (Laxman) during the late 
afternoon hours when a quarter of the day was still left. (Doha no. 217) 

[Note—This means clearly that the king had gone to meet sage Vishwamitra in the early 
hours of the day, brought him in the city before noon so that the sage and other members 
of his group could take their lunch and rest, and then Lord Ram and Laxman sat down 
together around 4 O’clock in the late afternoon hours. 

This also means that the two brothers wanted to have some private time together to 
talk with each other, away from the sages. By all indications which will be clear from the 
very next line that follows below, Laxman had quietly told Lord Ram that he wanted to 
have some thing to request him, so will he please come aside. Laxman wanted to see the 
sights of the city, which we will read now.  

Obviously therefore, the two brothers had gone sight-seeing in the city during the 
early evening hours when the sun was in the west and the atmosphere was cool and 
pleasant.]   

 
 
¿õ0. ‹πŸ NUŒÿ° ‹Ê‹‚Ê Á’‚·Ë – ¡Êß ¡Ÿ∑§¬È⁄U •Êß• ŒπËH 1H 

¬˝÷È ÷ÿ ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U ‚∑È§øÊ„UË¥ – ¬˝ª≈U Ÿ ∑§„U®„U ◊Ÿ®„U ◊È‚È∑§Ê„UË¢H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

lakhana hṛdayam̐ lālasā bisēṣī. jā'i janakapura ā'i'a dēkhī. 1. 
prabhu bhaya bahuri munihi sakucāhīṁ. pragaṭa na kahahiṁ manahiṁ 
musukāhīṁ. 2. 
 
Laxman had a great desire to go and see the city and its sights. (1) 

But he was afraid of Lord Ram and hesitated to speak before the sage for the fear 
of annoying them. [That is why he quietly took the Lord away from the place where they 
were resting with the other sages.] 
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Laxman could not gather enough courage to express his desire to Lord Ram 
openly, so smiled shyly (to indicate that he wants something but is hesitant to speak) (2) 

[Note—We have already read the description of the wonderful city earlier from Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 212—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 214, 
and have also analysed how Lord Ram and Laxman had seen the beauty of the suburban 
areas but have only heard about the fabulous city’s inner majesty. So it was natural that 
Laxman wanted to see it.  

But he was too shy to tell his elder brother Ram because he was afraid that the latter 
would get annoyed at his childishness. They had just arrived in the city, and were in the 
group of great sages. It would not be dignified for them to wander alone, unguided and 
unescorted, in the city like ordinary tourists.  

Remember: King Janak had not assigned anyone to take them around the city, and 
being princes of a great kingdom it would be under their dignity to roam around like 
laymen. Laxman thought that this might annoy the sage also. The sage had never let them 
alone ever since they accompanied him from Ayodhya, and so he might not approve of 
the idea of the two brothers roaming alone in an alien city. What if something goes wrong 
and they are either lost or hurt?  

This was the reason why Laxman was hesitant to speak of his desire before the sage. 
So he took his elder brother aside and hinted to him that he wants to see the city. They 
won’t have another chance tomorrow because the bow-breaking ceremony is to be held 
on that day, and in all probability it will last the entire day. On the following day it will 
be time to leave. Even if they stayed for one more day at the request of Janak, it would be 
highly shameful and undignified for them to go around the city when some other warrior 
had won the bow-breaking competition and all attention in the city would be focused on 
him. They would be completely neglected.  

Therefore, the only time slot that was available for the sight-seeing was now, thought 
Laxman. 

Another reason for Laxman’s hesitation was that Lord Ram may admonish him for 
his childishness because the sages would gather in the evening hours to have religious 
discourses or discussions, and to go to enjoy the city sights while neglecting this 
attendance might anger sage Vishwamitra.  

There are numerous instances where Laxman has maintained great respect for his 
elder brother by not speaking without his permission. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, line no. 1 of Doha no. 252; Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 276.]    

 
⁄UÊ◊ •ŸÈ¡ ◊Ÿ ∑§Ë ªÁÃ ¡ÊŸË – ÷ªÃ ’¿U‹ÃÊ Á„Uÿ° „ÈU‹‚ÊŸËH 3H 

 
rāma anuja mana kī gati jānī. bhagata bachalatā hiyam ̐ hulasānī. 3. 
 
Lord Ram understood what was in the mind of Laxman. Love for his devotee was 
inherent to the character of the Lord who could understand their inner feelings (because 
the Lord is the Parmatma, the cosmic Consciousness that lives in the heart of all living 
beings as their own Atma, and as such the subtle and sublime form of the Lord knew all 
that the Jiva thought and felt; nothing is hidden from him).  

Therefore, the Lord immediately realised what Laxman was thinking (even 
without his expressing his desires in clear terms) (30) 

[Note—It’s a wonderful verse of immense spiritual import. Laxman had merely smiled 
and the Lord knew what he wants. Earlier we have read that Lord Ram is the Supreme 
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Being, the Parmatma, and Laxman represents the Jiva, the living being. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 217.  
 The Parmatma definitely knows what the Jiva wants because the former lives in the 
inner-self of the latter in the form of his Atma. We have a great message here—it is that 
the Lord knows about the inner feelings of his devotees, the Lord knows what goes inside 
their mind and what they think. Therefore, it is not possible to cheat on the Lord. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 314, and 
line no. 1 of Doha no. 256 where Bharat has told the Lord that he knows what is in the 
heart of all living beings. This is also asserted in Vinai Patrika of Tulsidas, verse no. 107, 
line no. 2 of stanza no. 5 which says “He (Lord Ram) is the Lord of all, lives in the inner-
self of all living beings, and knows the inner-feeling of all”.  
 Besides this, another important point is that a true devotee need not tell the Lord that 
he needs this or that. Does he not realise that the Lord knows about his wants? Another 
important message is this—prayers come from within the heart, they do not require words 
to be understood by the Lord; prayer is not something to be chanting like a parrot from 
some printed texts of some book!  
 So, Lord Ram could immediately realise what was going on in the mind of Laxman 
without his saying anything.]  

 
¬⁄U◊ Á’ŸËÃ ‚∑È§Áø ◊È‚È∑§Êß¸ – ’Ù‹ ªÈ⁄U •ŸÈ‚Ê‚Ÿ ¬Êß¸H 4H 
ŸÊÕ ‹πŸÈ ¬ÈL§ ŒπŸ ø„U„UË¥ – ¬˝÷È ‚∑§Ùø «U⁄U ¬˝ª≈U Ÿ ∑§„U„UË¥H 5H 
¡ı¥ ⁄UÊ©U⁄U •Êÿ‚È ◊Ò¥ ¬Êflı¥ – Ÿª⁄U ŒπÊß ÃÈ⁄UÃ ‹Ò •Êflı¥H 6H 

 
parama binīta sakuci musukā'ī. bōlē gura anusāsana pā'ī. 4. 
nātha lakhanu puru dēkhana cahahīṁ. prabhu sakōca ḍara pragaṭa na kahahīṁ. 
5. 
jauṁ rā'ura āyasu maiṁ pāvauṁ. nagara dēkhā'i turata lai āvauṁ. 6. 
 
Lord Ram approached sage Vishwamitra very politely, and smiled hesitantly. The wise 
sage realised that he wants to say something, so he gave his permission. Then upon 
receiving the Guru’s permission1, the Lord said—(4) 

‘Oh Lord. Laxman wishes to see the city. He does not express this clearly as he is 
hesitant because it might annoy you. [So, Laxman has approached me to intercede on his 
behalf.] (5) 

If I get your permission, then I will go with him, take him around quickly, and 
then come back soon.’2 (6) 

[Note—1It is to be noted that sage Vishwamitra has been called a ‘Guru’, a teacher. It is 
apt to address him with this title because he had earlier taught the two brothers many 
things, including the art and science of warfare and weapons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 7. 
 The Lord has approached the sage very politely because he has great respect for him 
and also because he had to take permission from him to go and see the city. If one asks 
for some favour politely, there are better chances of it being accepted.  
 The Lord smiled, indicating to the sage that he wants to say something. The Lord 
waited for the sage’s permission before speaking. This gives us a message how to treat 
elders and seniors. One should be polite and smiling when one approaches them, and not 
speak out of turn.  
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2This entire episode of Laxman silently smiling, Lord Ram understanding what he 
wants, and then the Lord approaching sage Vishwamitra on Laxman’s behalf to seek his 
permission to go and see the city has great implication and conveys a great message.  

It implies that a true devotee totally depends upon his chosen deity for all his spiritual 
and worldly needs. He does not go from door to door to beg or plead with others to help 
him or fulfill his needs. He leaves all things upon his Lord. When the Lord finds that this 
devotee is completely dependent upon him, the Lord takes proper care of him, and acts as 
his representative, advocate and council. This frees the devotee of so much hassle and 
problems, as well as embarrassments.  
 We see that in Ram Charit Manas, as opposed to other versions of the story of Lord 
Ram that is universally known as the “Ramayana”, countless spiritual messages are 
subtly weaved into its fabric, only to be unraveled and understood in the correct light. 
 A very interesting development has occurred here. While Lord Ram could understand 
the meaning of the ‘smile’ of Laxman, sage Vishwamitra, though he was so wise and 
enlightened, on the other hand could not understand the meaning of the ‘smile’ of Lord 
Ram. The sage had to be told in specific terms by the Lord what he wants to say.  
  This incident points out the difference between the Parmatma and the Jiva. While the 
Parmatma knows what the living being wants, the living being is unable to know what the 
Parmatma wants. The meaning of the smile of Laxman was understood by Lord Ram, but 
the sage, being a Jiva no matter how exalted and enlightened he may have been, could not 
undersand the meaning of the smile on Lord Ram’s face. 
 If we recall, Lord Ram had smiled earlier when king Janak was talking with sage 
Vishwamitra. Refer: Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 216. There that smile had 
a different meaning as discussed in the note appended to that verse.]     

  
‚ÈÁŸ ◊ÈŸË‚È ∑§„U ’øŸ ‚¬˝ËÃË – ∑§‚ Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊ ÃÈï„U ⁄UÊπ„ÈU ŸËÃËH 7H 
œ⁄U◊ ‚ÃÈ ¬Ê‹∑§ ÃÈï„U ÃÊÃÊ – ¬˝◊ Á’’‚ ‚fl∑§ ‚ÈπŒÊÃÊH 8H 

 
suni munīsu kaha bacana saprītī. kasa na rāma tumha rākhahu nītī. 7.  
dharama sētu pālaka tumha tātā. prēma bibasa sēvaka sukhadātā. 8. 
 
When the sage heard the Lord’s request, he replied most affectionately—‘Oh Ram, it is 
no wonder that you obey the laws of good manners. (7) 

You are the protector of the bridge of Dharma. [That is, Lord Ram always 
upholds righteousness, proper conduct, propriety, morality and ethics. He always acts in 
the proper way, never violating codes set for good manners and etiquette. The sage refers 
to Lord Ram politely seeking his permission to go and see the city with Laxman.] 

You become influenced by love and devotion, and you give joy and happiness to 
your devotees.2’ (8) 

[Note—Lord Ram has always ensured that all his actions and words are in accordance to 
the laws of Dharma. While giving a discourse to the citizens of Ayodhya after his 
coronation, he has told them that if they find him saying anything that is violative of the 
laws of Dharma then they should fearlessly point it out to him. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 43.  
 There are many other instances where it is stressed that Lord Ram was an expert in 
the laws of Dharma. Some of the references in Ram Charit Manas are the following: (i) 
Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 6; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai 
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line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 254; (iii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 323.  

2Lord Ram respects no other relations except love and devotion. It is the only way to 
influence the Lord. And the Lord is ever eager to honour the wishes of his devotees. 
Those who are completely devoted to the Lord and know no one else except the him, the 
Lord always protects them and honours their wish. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (i) 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 219; (ii) Aranya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 35 where Lord Ram tells this fact to Sabari, 
(iii) Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 43 where it is reiterated to 
sage Narad, and (iv) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-9 that precede Doha no. 86, as well 
as Doha no. 87 Ka, where Lord Ram tells the crow sage Kaagbhusund the same thing.] 

 
Îô0. ¡Êß ŒÁπ •Êfl„ÈU ŸªL§ ‚Èπ ÁŸœÊŸ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß– 

∑§⁄U„ÈU ‚È»§‹ ‚’ ∑§ ŸÿŸ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ’ŒŸ ŒπÊßH 218H 
 
dōhā.  

jā'i dēkhi āvahu nagaru sukha nidhāna dō'u bhā'i. 
karahu suphala saba kē nayana sundara badana dēkhā'i. 218. 
 
The sage gave them his clear permission by saying—‘You two brothers are like an abode 
of bliss, comfort, happiness and joy. Go to the city and come back soon after seeing it.  

Bless all the citizens of the city by giving them an opportunity to enjoy their 
faculty of sight by showing them your charming countenance and enchanting form.’ 
(Doha no. 218) 

[Note—The sage understood that the two brothers want to go to the city to enable its 
citizens to derive immense pleasure by beholding their divine form. Going there for sight-
seeing was merely an excuse for this. The wise sage thought to himself that he has no 
moral right to obstruct the Lord in this divine mission. Every single Jiva had an equal 
right to have a divine glimpse of the Supreme Being in a visible form living in their 
midst, and the sage should not come in the way.  
Remember: Sage Vishwamitra was aware of who Lord Ram was; that he was Brahm 
personified. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 4 and 7 that 
precede Doha no. 209; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-3, and 7 that precede Doha no. 216.  
Lord Ram and Laxman are personified forms of bliss and happiness; by seeing them one 
gets the bliss of Brahm-realisation. Refer King Janak’s declaration in this respect in Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precede Doha no. 216.  

The sight of the Lord purifies the eyes and makes the person who behold them feel 
very privileged as if he has got the reward of all his auspicious and meritorious deeds. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 
10 in relation with sage Sutikshan; (ii) Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 26 in 
relation with Marich; and (iii) Sundar Kand, Doha no. 42 and its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 4-8 in relations with Vibhishan, the brother of Ravana, the demon king.  

This fact has been reiterated again in the very next line that we shall be reading now.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ◊ÈÁŸ ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ’¢ÁŒ ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊ – ø‹ ‹Ù∑§ ‹ÙøŸ ‚Èπ ŒÊÃÊH 1H 
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caupā’ī.  

muni pada kamala bandi dō'u bhrātā. calē lōka lōcana sukha dātā. 1. 
 
Paying their obeisance to the lotus-like feet of the sage (i.e. after touching the holy feet of 
sage Vishwamitra to show their thanks to him for granting his permission), the two 
brothers who provide joy and bliss to the eyes of the world (i.e. all those who see them), 
went to visit the city for sightseeing. (1)  

[Note—Lord Ram and Laxman observed the principles of etiquette by touching the feet 
of their guardian and Guru, sage Vishwamitra, and thanking him for giving them 
permission to go and see the sights of the city. We will see that when they come back 
they again touch his feet to say that they have come back.  
 The sage had commented (in Doha no. 218) that they should go to please the eyes of 
the citizens of the city. So they moved out to fulfill his wishes or obey his orders.]   

 
’Ê‹∑§ ’Î¢Œ ŒÁπ •ÁÃ ‚Ù÷Ê – ‹ª ‚¢ª ‹ÙøŸ ◊ŸÈ ‹Ù÷ÊH 2H 

 
bālaka bṛnda dēkhi ati sōbhā. lagē saṅga lōcana manu lōbhā. 2. 
 
In the city, big groups of children of all ages were attracted by their (Lord Ram and 
Laxman’s) beauty and charm. So, these children rushed towards them (Lord Ram and 
Laxman) to join them, following them and talking animatedly with them. The mind and 
the heart (Mana) of these groups of chidren were captivated by the two brothers. (2) 

[Note—It is natural for young children to get attracted by anything charming and 
unusual. They would leave their studies, rush out of their homes, and even abandon their 
plays if they happen to glance at some unusual spectacle that is interesting. So, when 
groups of children in the city of Janakpur saw that two lovely dignified princes of 
approximate their own age and dressed in fine royal liverie were walking down the streets 
majestically, they were awed. The charm of the two brothers was so magnetic that their 
naturally pulled the children towards them.  
 Remember: The city was thronged by other dignitaries; great princes had come to 
attend the bow ceremony, and in all probability the city was chock-a-block with them and 
their attendants and guards. The same children of the city watched them from a distance, 
gawking at them and marveling at the spectacular sight of so many different kinds of 
people from so many far-off places, representing so many societies and cultures of the 
sort they had never seen or heard of in their lifetimes. They were in awe of these visiting 
kings and princes, but did not dare go close to them as they were put off by their royal 
demeanours and over-jealous attendants who would behave as if their masters were the 
greatest majesties on earth, with each retinue trying to outdo the other.  
 Against this background, these city children saw two pretty princes walking normally 
like ordinary boys of their age, without any sort of ‘airs’ about them, but who stood out in 
the crowd by their excellent dignity and superb charm, like the ones the citizens had 
never heard of or seen ever before. These two princes were alone; they were pleasantly 
smiling at each other and at anyone with whom they made eye contact. There was no air 
of haughtiness or pride with them. They appeared very friendly and welcoming. So the 
children of the city rushed towards Lord Ram and Laxman when they saw them walking 
down the streets of Janakpur.  
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 Instead of acting with indifference or pretentiously that they are someone special and 
therefore want to maintain a distance with the laity, not wanting to mix with ordinary 
people because they were ‘princes’ and shooing the city children away, the two brothers 
cheerfully welcomed these children, smiled at them, perhaps held the hands of some in a 
playful manner, asking them their names and where they lived, and in general making 
small talk with these children like they themselves were ordinary boys like them. 
 Thus, Lord Ram and Laxman immediately established a rapport with the children of 
the city. Other children who were initially reluctant to come near and watched them from 
a distance like other guests too overcame their hesitation when they saw that their friends 
were cheerfully talking with these two guest princes and all of them were enjoying each 
other’s company.  
 So as the Lord progressed on his sight-seeing tour of the city, by and by a huge 
crowd of excited children gathered around him and followed the two brothers 
everywhere. When Lord Ram and Laxman had moved out of their lodging place they 
were alone, with no escorts, but by the time they reached the city center it appeared that a 
huge army of local ‘escorts’ of giggling and electrified children had surrounded them. 
These boy ‘escorts’ took the two brothers around the city, pointing out the landmarks to 
them and showing them the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony. After the tour of the 
city was completed, Lord Ram saw that it was getting too late and that they must now 
return to their lodging place. So he politely took his leave from the children 
accompanying him and Laxman by sweetly thanking them, and then returned to where 
they were lodged with sage Vishwamitra. This is not a mere conjecture; it is exactly what 
is said in the text of the Ram Charit Manas itself. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—
(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 220; and (ii) from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 224—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 225.]    

 
¬ËÃ ’‚Ÿ ¬Á⁄U∑§⁄U ∑§Á≈U ÷ÊÕÊ – øÊL§ øÊ¬ ‚⁄U ‚Ù„UÃ „UÊÕÊH 3H 
ÃŸ •ŸÈ„U⁄UÃ ‚Èø¢ŒŸ πÙ⁄UË – SÿÊ◊‹ ªı⁄U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ¡Ù⁄UËH 4H 

 
pīta basana parikara kaṭi bhāthā. cāru cāpa sara sōhata hāthā. 3. 
tana anuharata sucandana khōrī. syāmala gaura manōhara jōrī. 4. 
 
[Verse/Chaupai line nos. 3-8 describe the beauty of Lord Ram and Laxman’s form when 
they went out for sight-seeing in the city of Janakpur. Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, 
verse no. 1/62, stanza nos. 1-2; verse no. 1/63, stanza nos. 2-3; verse no. 1/64, stanza no. 1; verse 
no. 1/62, stanza nos. 1-2.] 
 
They (Ram and Laxman) wore a yellow silk cloth, known as the ‘Pitambar’, around their 
waists, with quiver also tied arund it (and over the Pitambar). They held a beautiful bow 
and a matching arrow each in their hands. (3) 

To match the beauty and countenance of their forms, which were of a dark and 
fair hue respectively, they had the paste of sandalwood smeared (rubbed) all over their 
bodies in a fine shade. This sandalwood was also applied on their forehead in the form of 
a thin coating of its paste. (4) 

[Note—The children and other citizens of the city were spell-bound by the beautiful sight 
of Lord Ram and Laxman walking down the streets. Now, we read what they looked like 
in Chaupai line nos. 3-8. The two brothers presented a fabulous sight that was not merely 
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beautiful but had a heavenly divine aura about it. This sight not only charmed the city 
children but the entire population, men and women alike. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 220—to Doha no. 223.  

In ancient times, and in traditional homes even today, noble men wear a silk cloth 
around their waist that covers the lower part of the body. It is the attire of Lord Vishnu, 
and all Vaishnavites follow this tradition.  

The quiver was tied with a string around the waist. 
This attire of the Lord has been referred to repeatedly in Ram Charit Manas. Refer: 

(i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 209; (ii) Baal Kand, line no. 1 
of Doha no. 233; (iii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 244; (iv) 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 316; (v) Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 3, 7 that precede Doha no. 327; (v) Uttar Kand, Chanda line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 12.]  

 

∑§„UÁ⁄U ∑¢§œ⁄U ’Ê„ÈU Á’‚Ê‹Ê – ©U⁄U •ÁÃ L§Áø⁄U ŸÊª◊ÁŸ ◊Ê‹ÊH 5H 
‚È÷ª ‚ÙŸ ‚⁄U‚ËL§„U ‹ÙøŸ – ’ŒŸ ◊ÿ¢∑§ ÃÊ¬òÊÿ ◊ÙøŸH 6H 

 
kēhari kandhara bāhu bisālā. ura ati rucira nāgamani mālā. 5. 
subhaga sōna sarasīruha lōcana. badana mayaṅka tāpatraya mōcana. 6. 
 
*Their shoulders were like that of a lion (i.e. muscular, well-formed, powerful and 
strong). Their arms were long and well-built1. Equisite garlands of ‘Naag-mani2’ adorned 
their chests. (5) 

Their eyes were bewitchingly beautiful like the red (pink) lotus flower. Their 
faces were like the full moon, and they removed all sorts of torments arising from the 
three types of existential fears3. (5) 

[Note—*It is an usual practice with all of Tulsidas’ books, including Ram Charit Manas, 
that he concentrates his attention on his revered Lord Sri Ram, and though at many a 
times he refers to Laxman as well, as is clear from Chaupai line no. 4 immediately above 
where he clearly refers to the two brothers by citing their complexions which are dark 
and fair for Lord Ram and Laxman respectively, he switches to focusing his attention to 
Lord Ram in this as well as the following verses.  
 However, I have preferred to use the pleural number and pleural pronouns such as the 
word “their” to mean both Lord Ram and Laxman, instead of the singular number and 
singular pronound “he” to mean only Lord Ram, to imply that Tuslidas’ real intention 
was to describe the fabulous divine beauty of both the brothers, and not only of Lord 
Ram. This is absolutely clear just after a few lines in Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 220 where Tulsidas says that the citizens of the city of Janakup found immense 
happiness and bliss by watching the ‘two brothers’—and not only Lord Ram.  

By neglecting Laxman it would sound insulting for him, and we must remember 
this—that the Lord loves his devotees more than he loves himself. Brahma, the creator, 
had told this in clear terms to Indra, the king of Gods, in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 218. He said—“Listen Indra. Lord 
Ram does not get angry if someone insults him or offends him, but the Lord never 
tolerates such treatment to his devotees. Should anyone offend any of his devotees, the 
offender is burnt by the wrath of Lord Ram. This is well known fact in this world; it is 
well established in the Itihaas and Purans; it is well known to sage Durbasa.”  

The Lord has clearly stated this fact that the only relation he gives importance to and 
respects is that of ‘Bhakti’ or devotion, love and submission for him for which Laxman is 
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an exemplary example. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 35 where Lord Ram tells Sabari exactly this thing. 
 Laxman’s unflinching and single-minded devotion for Lord Ram is clear in Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Doha no. 71—to Doha no. 72. 
 Hence, I have used the pleural number “their” to include both Lord Ram and Laxman 
while describing their beauteous physical form.   

1Their arms were long, robust, muscular and well-built like an elephant’s trunk. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
147; (ii) Uttar Kand, Chand stanza no. 2, line no. 4 that precede Doha no. 12; and (iii) 
Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 77. 

The same thing is reiterated in Valmiki Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 1, verse no. 9—
but here it refers only to Lord Ram.  

The strength of Lord Ram’s arms is as immeasurable as the vast ocean. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 260. 

Refer also to Tulsidas’ following books in this context—(i) Geetawali, Uttar Kand, 
verse nos. 13-14; (ii) Kavitawali, Uttar Kand, verse no. 115; and (iii) Vinai Patrika, verse 
no. 138. 

An elephant’s trunk is the most powerful part of its body. The elephant uses its trunk 
to uproot huge trees and fling its enemies by wrapping it around them and then throwing 
them away like a football. The spiritual significance of this allusion is that the devotee 
need not worry about his well-being as the Lord is always there to extend his helping 
hand to him. And the Lord’s hand is not weak; it is the best ‘arm’ a person can hope to 
find in this world which would give him a rock-solid support at all times. 

2The ‘Naag-mani’ is a secretion from the hood of a special category of serpents that 
forms a lumniscient sac. It is of a shape and size of a piece of pearl. Its rarity makes it 
priceless, more costly than actual pearl. The word ‘Naag’ means a snake; and ‘Mani’ 
means a gem. 

3The three torments that create misery for all living beings are called ‘Trai-taap’. 
They have been outlined in (i) Rig Veda’s Mudgal Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 2; and 
(ii) Atharva Veda’s Sharva Upanishad, verse no. 17. 

The Mudgal Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 2 expressly enumerates them as 
follows—The 3 ‘Traitaps’ mentioned above are the following— (i) Adhyatmic, (ii) 
Adhibhautic and (iii) Adhidaivic. The word ‘Trividhum’ (f=fo/ke~) also refers to the 
distinction between the three independent entities— (a) The doer, the act and the action, 
(b) Gyan (knowledge), the one who knows and the object of that knowledge, and (c) the 
sufferer or enjoyer, the suffering or enjoyment and the object which causes the suffering 
or is the source of that enjoyment. Though each entity in a particular group appears to be 
indistinguishable or inseparable from the other, in fact they are quite distinct from each 
other (2).  

[(i) ‘Adhyatmic’ problems are those that the creature faces in his spiritual pursuits, 
(ii) ‘Adhibhautic’ problems are created by terrestrial creatures like enemies, wild 
animals, cruel kings, thieves, bodily afflictions such as old age and diseases etc., (iii) 
‘Adhidaivic’ are the problems created by unfavourable Gods and malignant stars. (iv) 
The ‘doer’ is quite distinct from the ‘work to be done’ and the ‘physical actions of doing 
that work’ though all appear to be interlinked. The doer suffers misery if he gets involved 
in the actions, but he remains peaceful if he does the deed without any emotional 
attachment to it or its results. (v) Similarly, ‘knowledge’ links the ‘seeker of knowledge’ 
to the ‘object of knowledge’. The seeker remains dissatisfied and agitated only till the 
time he does not realise his objective of acquiring full knowledge that he and Brahma are 
one. This knowledge removes all agitations and restlessness, and makes him peaceful and 
calm. (vi) In the same vein, a person suffers or enjoys only till he is attracted or affected 
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by any circumstance or any object of the world which is the cause of his sufferings or 
enjoyments. As soon as he detaches himself from them, there is neither any misery nor 
any enjoyment for him.] 

According to the Sharva Upanishad of Atharva Veda, verse no. 17, the three 
sufferings also refer to the pains of birth, death and old age. 

Lord Ram is a personified form of the Supreme Being, and like the full moon that 
soothes the heat caused by the scorching sun, a creature finds bliss and comfort by 
meditating upon the Lord and remembering his smiling face that silently assures him that 
he need not worry as the Lord is there to protect him.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 63 
where Kumbhkaran, the brother of Ravana, feels glad that he would be able to see Lord 
Ram with a dark complexion whose auspicious vision provides liberation from the three 
Taaps. ]    

 
∑§ÊŸÁã„U ∑§Ÿ∑§ »Í§‹ ¿UÁ’ Œ„UË¥ – ÁøÃflÃ ÁøÃÁ„U øÙÁ⁄U ¡ŸÈ ‹„UË¥H 7H 
ÁøÃflÁŸ øÊL§ ÷Î∑È§Á≈U ’⁄U ’Ê°∑§Ë – ÁÃ‹∑§ ⁄Uπ ‚Ù÷Ê ¡ŸÈ øÊ°∑§ËH 8H 

 
kānanhi kanaka phūla chabi dēhīṁ. citavata citahi cōri janu lēhīṁ. 7. 
citavani cāru bhṛkuṭi bara bām ̐kī. tilaka rēkha sōbhā janu cām̐kī. 8. 
 
The ears were decorated by golden ear-rings designed like flowers. They were so 
charming that they immediately stole (captured, snatched away) the attention of the 
beholder. [In other words, when anyone watches the ear-rings on the Lord’s face, his 
mind gets hooked to them and stops wandering.] (7) 

Their glances were bewitching, and the eyebrows were beautifully arched (like 
the curves of a majestic bow). The lines of the ‘Tilak’ on their foreheads shined like the 
glitter of lightening (whenever they moved their heads). (8) 

[Note—The ‘Tilak Mark’ is a sign made by Hindus on their forehead. It consists of three 
parallel lines, either vertical or horizontal. Usually, followers of Lord Vishnu mark these 
three lines in a vertical format, while those of Lord Shiva in a horizontal form. These 
three lines represent the Trinity Gods, i.e. Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer, and 
Shiva the concluder of creation. They also stand for the three phases in the life of a 
creature—the birth, the rest of the life span, and death, as well as the three phases of 
time—the past, the presen, and the future. 
 The bewitching glances of the Lord: Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 243.  

  
     

Îô0. L§Áø⁄U øıÃŸË¥ ‚È÷ª Á‚⁄U ◊ø∑§ ∑È¢§ÁøÃ ∑§‚– 
Ÿπ Á‚π ‚È¢Œ⁄U ’¢œÈ ŒÙ©U ‚Ù÷Ê ‚∑§‹ ‚ÈŒ‚H 219H 

 
dōhā.  

rucira cautanīṁ subhaga sira mēcaka kun̄cita kēsa. 
nakha sikha sundara bandhu dō'u sōbhā sakala sudēsa. 219. 
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The head was adorned by a magnificent rectangular cap which was placed on the lock of 
curly black hairs.  

The beauty and charm of the two brothers are not restricted to any particular part 
of their bodies, but apply to their entire form—from the head to the toe-nail. Each part 
has the charm and attractiveness befitting it. (Doha no. 219) 

[Note—It ought to be noted that the fabulous divine charm of Lord Ram has been 
described at various places in Ram Charit Manas. A sampling is as follows: (i) Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 233; (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
1-2 that precede Doha no. 244; (iii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha 
no. 316; (iv) Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-10 and Chanda line no. 1 that precede Doha 
no. 327; (v) Uttar Kand, Chanda line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 12; and (vi) Uttar 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 76—to Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 77. 

This is in addition to the present narration in Baal Kand, Doha no. 219 and its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 3-8. 

By saying that ‘each part of the body has a charm befitting it’ it is meant that all of 
them possess respective virtues most suitable to them. For instance, the beauty of the 
head is ighlighted by the curly black lock of hairs and the decorated cap on it; the ears 
find their beauty with the golden ear-ring moulded to resemble a flower; the eyebrows are 
majestically curved like the arch of the bow; the arms find their glory if they are muscular 
and well-built; the chest is adorned with wonderful garlands; and so on and so forth. 

Tulsidas’ book “Geetawali” has countless verses describing the fabulous beauty and 
charm of Lord Ram. Some of the instances are the following:  

Geetawali—(i) Baal Kand, verse nos. 52-54, 56, 62-63, 73-77, 82, 108; and (ii) Uttar 
Kand, verse nos. 2-17. 

Besides these, sage Valmiki’s famous epic Ramayana also describes the Lord’s 
beauteous form in its Baal Kand, Sarga/Canto 1, verse nos. 8-12.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ŒπŸ ŸªL§ ÷Í¬‚ÈÃ •Ê∞ – ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U ¬È⁄U’ÊÁ‚ã„U ¬Ê∞H 1H 

œÊ∞ œÊ◊ ∑§Ê◊ ‚’ àÿÊªË – ◊Ÿ„UÈ° ⁄¢U∑§ ÁŸÁœ ‹Í≈UŸ ‹ÊªËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhana nagaru bhūpasuta ā'ē. samācāra purabāsinha pā'ē. 1. 
dhā'ē dhāma kāma saba tyāgī. manahum ̐ raṅka nidhi lūṭana lāgī. 2. 
 
#When the residents of the city heard that the two princes (‘bhūpasuta’ = sons of a king) 
have come to see the city [1], they rushed out of their homes, leaving aside whatever they 
were doing at that moment1 as if a pauper has been given a free-hand to loot a vast 
treasury2. [2] (1-2) 

[Note—#The euphoria and the sense of extreme wonderment that swept through the city 
of Janakpur was of such an extent that as soon as the word went out that Lord Ram and 
Laxman are visiting the city, every single individual rushed out to have their glimpse. 
The excitement was very marked as the citizens had known by then that some very 
special guests have come whom their king Janak had personally gone to welcome and 
escort back to the city, and then he had lodged them in his palace that is reserved for state 
guests. Then the marvelous and fantastic deeds of the two brothers, such as their 
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eliminating ferocious demoness Tadka and the entire demon army led by their chief 
commanders Marich and Subahu, and the liberation of Ahilya, had already reached the 
ears of the citizens. To this news, which in itself was no less wondrous, was added the 
information about the stupendous beauty and charm of the two princes. So everyone was 
highly eager and excited to see who these two princes were. 
 The awe and charm of Lord Ram and Laxman, and the spell they cast on all and 
sundry, have been beautifully described in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/62—1/63. 

1When the city’s children poured out of their homes and ran towards Lord Ram and 
Laxman, some of them ran back home excitedly to their parents to inform them that two 
wonderful princes have come to visit the city, and they tugged and pulled at their parents 
to come out and see the spectacle themselves and be convinced of what they had said.  

Earlier, when king Janak had gone to welcome sage Vishwamitra on the outskirts of 
the city, he was accompanied by many noble people of the city besides attendants, guards 
and others. He brought the sage and the rest of the group, including the two brothers, and 
lodged them at some palace inside the city. Since they were royal guests, the king must 
have appointed guards at the door for their security and as a mark of honour.  

Meanwhile, all those who had accompanied Janak came back and spread the word 
inside the city that two princes of excellent charm have come to attend the bow 
ceremony. Though the citizens would have liked to see these two princes, but the 
presence of the royal guards at the door of the lodging place must have kept the crowd at 
bay. So, when the citizens learnt that the two brothers have ventured out for sight-seeing, 
it is natural that they rushed to have a glimpse.  

Obviously there was a big crowd eager to have the Lord’s ‘Darshan’—a divine 
glimpse. So those who heard first rushed out to avoid the jostling of the surging crowd. 
Another reason for their rushing out of their houses and leaving aside the work they were 
currently engaged in was that Lord Ram and Laxman were walking briskly ahead 
because they had to see the city and return to the sage before sun-set; they could not 
afford a leisurely stroll. So the people thought that if they wasted time, they would miss 
the opportunity.  

This is a normal course the way things happen even today. If some important 
dignitary is visiting any town or city, the citizens keep on hold their personal work and 
line up on the roadside to see him.  

It is said later that if one likes his homestead at the cost of having love and devotion 
for Lord Ram, Laxman and Sita then surely the creator has turned away from such a man 
and has corrupted his intellect—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 280.  

We also find that when Lord Ram is moving towards the forest from Ayodhya, all the 
people who lived in the villages and hamlets on the way rushed out to have the Lord’s 
divine glimpse. All of them wanted to be near the Lord, talk with him and serve him in 
the best possible they can. There were instances when someone could not reach in time, 
then he would ask others in which direction the Lord and his brother Laxman and the 
Lord’s consort Sita had gone, and then they would try to rush there to see the three of 
them. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede 
Doha no. 110; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 111—to Doha no. 122.  
The love and affection as well as the eagerness with which the citizens of Janakpur 
rushed out to see and meet Lord Ram and Laxman is similar to the scene witnessed while 
the Lord passed through the villages on his way to the forest as cited in the above 
references.  

It is to be noted that in both the instances, that of the citizens of Janakpur and the 
villagers living alongside the path of Lord Ram to the forest, the people have rushed out 
to see the Lord leaving aside the work they were engaged at that moment.  
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Compare: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 220 with respect 
to the citizens of Janakpur, and Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 221 with respect to the people 
who lived along the Lord’s forest route. The similarity is absolutely striking.   

The message that we get from this discussion is that having devotion and love for the 
Supreme Being should take precedence over all affairs of this mundane world. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas—(i) Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 
23; (ii) Sundar Kand, Doha no. 46; (iii) Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no.73; and (iv) Uttar Kand, Doha no. 104 Ka. 

2Now, the condition of the citizens is compared to lifelong paupers who suddenly 
find the doors of a great treasury open for a limited time when they are allowed to loot as 
much as they can. There would be a huge crowd, pushing, shoving, jostling, elbowing 
and even tramping over each other in order to get in, fill their bags and pockets as fast as 
they can, and rush out to call in their friends who may have missed out.  
So, the citizens pushed and shoved each other to come up front to view Lord Ram and 
Laxman at close quarters and strike a plesant conversation with them—such as saying a 
mere ‘hello’ or asking them from where they have come, their names etc.]   

 
ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ‚„U¡ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – „UÙ®„U ‚ÈπË ‹ÙøŸ »§‹ ¬Êß¸H 3H 

 
nirakhi sahaja sundara dō'u bhā'ī. hōhiṁ sukhī lōcana phala pā'ī. 3. 
 
The citizens of Janakpur derive immense happiness, pleasure and joy by considering 
themselves exceptionally fortunate that they have been able to see the naturally pretty 
form of the two brothers which was like getting the reward of their eyes1 (3).  

[Note—1The eyes are the organs by which one sees this world. A person sees so many 
things, both pleasant as well as unpleasant. His eyes feel happy and enjoy looking at 
pleasant things, and would avoid looing at unpleasant sights, wincing at them. So, when 
the citizens watched the divine form of Lord Ram and Laxman, they felt that their eyes 
have been fully rewarded today because they have never seen such a wonderful form 
earlier and would never see any such form in the future.  
 In other words, the divine sight of the two brothers captivated the mind and the heart 
of the citizens of Janakpur. They were enamoured of Lord Ram and Laxman’s beautiful 
form, and were completely enchanted and enthralled by the sight. 

The two brothers are in their normal day-to-day attire. They do not wear anything 
flashy or pretentious. The importance of this line is to highlight the natural beauty and 
charm of Lord Ram and Laxman. This charm is free from any artificiality. 

Lord Ram is a personified form of Brahm, the Supreme Being, and Laxman 
represents Prakriti, Nature. The significance of this verse is that the Lord’s visible 
creation that is known as ‘Nature’ is naturally and inherently most beautiful and 
fabulously wonderful. The towering mountains, rolling hills, verdant forests and green 
valleys, cascading waterfalls, absolutely fascinating variety of colourful flowers, fruits 
and trees, the astounding number of various forms of flora and fauna that decorate the 
earth, and the wonders we see in the visible sky and beyond it in its invisible parts—are 
all the creations of Brahm, and all of them are beautiful beyond description.   

This is Lord’s ‘natural’ form, a form that is ‘naturally beautiful’. It also means that 
Brahm is beautiful because whatever exists in the form of Nature, or ‘Prakriti”, is a 
manifested form of Brahm himself.] 
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¡È’ÃË¥ ÷flŸ ¤Ê⁄UÙπÁã„U ‹ÊªË¥ – ÁŸ⁄Uπ®„U ⁄UÊ◊ M§¬ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªË¥H 4H 
 
jubatīṁ bhavana jharōkhanhi lāgīṁ. nirakhahiṁ rāma rūpa anurāgīṁ. 4. 
 
The women-folk of the city flocked the balconies and windows of their homes, and 
watched fascinated and awe-struck at the enchanting beauty of Lord Ram’s glorious 
form. (4) 

[Note—Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/62, stanza no. 1. 
The women-folk of the city were exceedingly enamoured by the Lord’s pretty form 

and, as we shall see right below in the next verses (from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 220—to Doha no. 223) chatted animatedly amongst themselves about him. 
They were excited and electrified by the betwitching charm of Lord Ram.  

One important point to note is this: While the city’s children and men-folk were 
overjoyed by looking at both Lord Ram and Laxman (refer: Chaupai no. 3 immediately 
above, as well as Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 241 later on below), the 
women-folk were more focused on Lord Ram alone (refer also to Doha no. 241 below).  

There is subtle reason behind it. A woman represents the Lord’s Maya—his mystical 
powers that entangle a creature in worldly affairs and incites passion and desires in him. 
Maya is compared to a ‘female dancer’, and not a male dancer. She dances to the tune of 
her master and lord, Sri Ram. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 116. 

A woman is compared to Maya, the delusion creating powers of Brahm that keeps a 
person entangled in this web-like world, and is the most ferocious and powerful 
tormentor. Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Aranya Kand, from Doha no. 43—to Doha no. 
44 where Lord Ram tells Narad why he did not allow him to get married; and (ii) Uttar 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 99 where sage Kaagbhusund is 
describing the deluding affects of Kali-yug. 

Now the obvious question is “why were they not attracted to Laxman”? Well, the 
answer lies in Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 116 Ka and its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 3-8. In brief they say that both ‘Bhakti’ and ‘Maya’ come under the 
category of being a female. Their lord is Brahm, who in this case has manifested himself 
as Lord Ram. Now, Bhakti is very dear to Lord Ram, and Maya is like a maid. The Maya, 
being a ‘maid’, is always afraid to annoy ‘Bhakti’, the Lord’s favourite. Laxman 
represents ‘Bhakti’, and therefore the women-folk, who represent ‘Maya’ are afraid to 
raise their eyes towards him for the fear of annoying Lord Ram. So they let Laxman be 
alone.  

One female is not attracted to another female as much as she is to a male. This is the 
universal law of Nature. Since Laxman represents Bhakti, a symbolic female, while the 
women-folk represent Maya, another symbolic female, the latter weren’t attracted to 
Laxman. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha 
no. 116. 

These observations must not be misconstrued on any count, for we shall be soon 
reading that these women-folk also refer to the two brothers though the main focus of 
their attention is Lord Ram. In this context, please see note appended to Doha no. 220 
below.] 

  
 ∑§„U®„U ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ’øŸ ‚¬˝ËÃË – ‚Áπ ßã„U ∑§ÙÁ≈U ∑§Ê◊ ¿UÁ’ ¡ËÃËH 5H 
‚È⁄U Ÿ⁄U •‚È⁄U ŸÊª ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ê„UË¥ – ‚Ù÷Ê •Á‚ ∑§„È°U ‚ÈÁŸ•ÁÃ ŸÊ„UË¢H 6H 
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kahahiṁ parasapara bacana saprītī. sakhi inha kōṭi kāma chabi jītī. 5. 
sura nara asura nāga muni māhīṁ. sōbhā asi kahum̐ suni'ati nāhīṁ. 6. 
 
[The following narration tells us about the excitement amongst the women-folk of the 
city of Janakpur as they saw Lord Ram and Laxman walking down the streets. While the 
children and the males had poured on the streets to have a close interaction with the two 
brothers, the women remained in their homes and looked from balconies, windows, 
terraces etc. Being enthralled at the fabulous sight of the two pretty princes walking 
majestically, with a huge crowd of children and adults following them and talking with 
them, smiling and gesturing affectionately, the women too got electrified and wondered if 
king Janak would still stick to his vows of marrying Sita to someone who broke the bow 
or would cancel the event and marry her directly to the elder of the two princes. These 
ladies had never seen such a wonderful sight in their lives or even imagined that they 
would be lucky to ever see it any time in their lives. The divine sight of Lord Ram and 
Laxman completely left them spell-bound and dumb-founded.]   
 
These women-folk talk with each other affectionately and animatedly—‘Oh friend! They 
(Ram and Laxman) appear to have overtaken (surpassed) the beauty of many thousand 
Kamdeo (cupids) taken together. It appears that they have defeated all of them and taken 
over their charm and beauty for themselves.1 (5) 

We have not heard2 of such divine beauty and charm anywhere in this creation—
not even amongst the gods, the human beings, the demons, the serpents (subterranean 
creatures) and the sages and seers. [Here, all senior classes of living beings whose 
members have a form that may have attractive physical features have been cited.]2 (6) 

[Note—1The women open up their hearts and have no inhibitions in expressing their 
feelings. All of them had developed instant ‘affection’ for Lord Ram, implying that their 
Atma (i.e. their soul) immediately got attracted to the Parmatma (the Supreme Atma) 
who was before them. This is also what happened with king Janak when he first saw Lord 
Ram and Laxman at the time of his going to welcome sage Vishwamitra. The king too 
was bowled over by the divine charm of the two brothers, and he too could not resist 
himself to ask the sage if they were personified forms of Brahm. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 216. 

If this can happen to the enlightened king Janak, what is the wonder if the ordinary 
women are also overwhelmed by the pretty sight and the divine halo effusing out of the 
Lord like rays from the sun or the soothing light of the moon? 

There is a wild chatter; everyone seems to have an opinion and everyone seems to 
share her views with great excitement.  

‘Kamdeo’ is the most handsome god. So he has been cited to indicate that Lord 
Ram’s beauty is thousands of time more than this god. In other words, Lord Ram is 
extremely beautiful, and the Lord’s beauty and charm are so bewitching and fabulous that 
they surpass anything imaginable and known in the entire creation consisting of the 
heaven, the earth and the subterranean world. Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 119; (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 327; (iii) Baal Kand, Doha no. 220; (iv) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 
5 that precedes Doha no. 76; (v) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
91. 
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A same idea is expressed in—(i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 68, line no. 2 of 
stanza no. 10; and (ii) Janki Mangal, verse no. 50, line no. 2. 

This is the first lady who is speaking. As we progress through the discussion between 
these enchanted ladies of Janakpur, we will discover that there are eight who have 
expressed their opinions. These eight represent all the women-folk of Janakpur; they are 
like their spokespersons. These eight women symbolize the eight forms that the subtle 
aspect of Nature has taken to praise their Lord, the cosmic Supreme Being known as the 
Viraat Purush. This would be the metaphysical interpretation of the chief eight 
spokeswomen who speak on the behalf of the entire creation.  

Remember: In metaphysics, Nature, or ‘Prakriti’, has been visualized as a female, 
and the Viraat Purush is their male counterpart. Together, by their union, they caused the 
coming into being of this creation.  

The eight subtle aspects of Nature are the following—earth, water, fire, air, sky, 
Mana (mind), Buddhi (intellect), and Ahankar (ego). These are called the ‘eight Tattwas’ 
or the eight fundamental elements of creation.  

They are represented by their eight manifested forms called ‘Sakhi’ or a female 
friend. Their names appear in a book titled “Janki Rahasya”, in its Canto 8. The name of 
these eight female ‘friends’ are the following—Laxmana, Shubhrashila, Bhadra, 
Maanwati, Leela, Shyaama, Shaanta, and Sushila. Laxmana was also known as 
Chaarushila.  

The first amongst them to speak is Laxmana. She represents the first of the eight 
Tattwas starting from the subtlest one, i.e. the ‘Ahankar element’.  

Out of them, only the following three were believed to be married, and the rest were 
still unmarried. The three married Sakhis and their husbands are the following—(i) 
Chaarushila or Laxmana was married to Virsena; (ii) Shubhrashila to Subhadra; and (iii) 
Shaanta to Virmani.  

2It is to be noted here that the women use the word ‘heard’ when expressing about 
their knowledge of persons of exceptional physical charm, instead of using the word 
‘seen’. This is significant because these women maintained the dignity of their families 
and respect for tradition of the time when women of cultured families abstained from 
venturing out into the public, and never roamed around gaping at other men. They had 
only ‘heard’ about the charming appearances of gods, kings, princes, demons, sages and 
seers, as well as the legendary serpents who are said to have ruled the subterranean world 
from tales and stories told down the generations.  

Compare this to other women of loose moral character, such as Supernakha, the sister 
of Ravana who was also enamoured of the beauty of Lord Ram when she saw the Lord in 
the forest so much so that she had the temerity to propose to marry him. At that time she 
had told Lord Ram that she had been wondering all over the world but has never found 
someone suitable for her so that she can marry him. Now, the word ‘found’ implies that 
she had been ‘closely looking’ at each eligible person whom she would propose, but even 
after searching and roaming the whole world she did not ‘see’ anyone that suited her 
heart. But now she said that she is very fascinated by Lord Ram’s beauteous form, and 
has decided that he is most suitable to married by her. So she proposed to the Lord. 
Supernakha hasn’t ‘heard’, but actually roamed around the world searching for a suitable 
groom for herself. It simply means that she had been ‘gazing’ at men, looking them up 
closely, scrutinizing their physical features, and therefore had ‘seen’ all the handsome 
men in the world. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos.  that 
precedes Doha no. 327. 

It was expected of Supernakha as she was a female demon who lacked all moral 
scruples, but it cannot be ever expected from women of a cultured society. 
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3By citing gods, humans, demons, serpents and sages, the women-folk mean the 
‘entire creation’. The heaven is represented by the gods, the earth is represented by the 
humans, the demons and the sages, and the subterranean world by the serpents. Refer 
also—Ram Charit Manas—(i) Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
19; (ii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 80.] 

 
Á’cŸÈ øÊÁ⁄U ÷È¡ Á’Áœ ◊Èπ øÊ⁄UË – Á’∑§≈U ’· ◊Èπ ¬¢ø ¬È⁄UÊ⁄UËH 7H 
•¬⁄U Œ©U •‚ ∑§Ù©U Ÿ •Ê„UË – ÿ„U ¿UÁ’ ‚πË ¬≈UÃÁ⁄U• ¡Ê„UËH 8H 

 
biṣnu cāri bhuja bidhi mukha cārī. bikaṭa bēṣa mukha pan̄ca purārī. 7. 
apara dē'u asa kō'u na āhī. yaha chabi sakhī paṭatari'a jāhī. 8. 
 
Lord Vishnu has four hands, the creator Brahma has four heads, and Lord Shiva, the 
slayer of the demon Tripura, has five mouths (faces) and attire that is most odd and 
horrfying.1 (7) 

There are no Gods senior to these three, and there are none with whom this 
astounding beauty and charm (of Lord Ram) can be compared. (8) 

[Note—1These three Gods constitute the Trinity. They are the senior-most Gods. All of 
them have unconventional forms—e.g. Lord Vishnu, the sustainer, has four arms; the 
creator Brahma has four heads; and Lord Shiva is the oddest of the three. Shiva not only 
has five faces but remains almost naked, has elephant hide and serpents wrapped around 
his body, wears a garland of skulls, has ash smeared all over his body, and lives like a 
recluse hermit.  

If this is the situation with the senior Gods, no one can expect their juniors to be 
better than them. So the women-folk reject them as criterion or standards with which the 
beauty of Lord Ram can be judged or compared. 

The most handsome of the Gods, i.e. Kamdeo (cupid), automatically comes within 
the purview of this comparison as he is a junior God.  

What to talk of Lord Ram, these Gods are no match for the charm that ordinary 
citizens of Janakpur have—Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
6-7 that precede Doha no. 314.]   

 
Îô0. ’ÿ Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ‚È·◊Ê ‚ŒŸ SÿÊ◊ ªı⁄U ‚Èπ œÊ◊– 

•¢ª •¢ª ¬⁄U flÊÁ⁄U•®„U ∑§ÙÁ≈U ∑§ÙÁ≈U ‚Ã ∑§Ê◊H 220H 
 
dōhā.  

baya kisōra suṣamā sadana syāma gaura sukha dhāma. 
aṅga aṅga para vāri'ahiṁ kōṭi kōṭi sata kāma. 220. 
 
The two princes, one of a dark complexion and the other of a fair complexion1, are young 
and in their adolescence (i.e. in their teens), and are not only treasuries of fabulous beauty 
and divine charm but also providers of immense bliss, joy and happiness. 

Their beauty is so stupendous, so bewitching and profound that millions of 
Kamdeos (cupids) appear to have been sacrificed on each of their limbs2. (Doha no. 220)   
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[Note—1Earlier in Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes this Doha no. 220 we have read that 
the women-folk were focused on Lord Ram alone. But now in this Doha and a little later 
on in Chaupai line nos. 3, 5-8 that precede Doha no. 221 below we read that the women 
refer to both the brothers, Lord Ram as well as Laxman in clear terms.  
 It means simply that while Lord Ram was their main focus of attention but they were 
also watching Laxman; they weren’t neglecting him. Tulsidas is very clever indeed. At 
first he writes that their attention was focused on Lord Ram to indicate how these women 
representing the ‘Maya’ aspect of creation were shying away from their female 
counterpart ‘Bhakti’ represented by Laxman. But then if Laxman was totally neglected, 
thought Tulsidas, it would not be proper on three counts—one, it would be tantamount to 
sidelining Bhakti, two, his narration would be wrong in its authenticity and detail because 
when two gentlemen are walking together, and they happen to be equally charming and 
attractive, it will look very odd and untruthful to say that those who had assembled to 
look at them saw only one and turned a blind eye to the other, and three, it would be 
underminging the importance, the divinity and the charm of Laxman which would be 
intolerable for Lord Ram.  
 So, the narration oscillates between the women focusing their sight on Lord Ram at 
one instance, and seeing both the brothers at another instant. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
220; (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 327; (iii) Uttar Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 76; (iv) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 91.] 

   
 
¿õ0.  ∑§„U„ÈU ‚πË •‚ ∑§Ù ÃŸÈœÊ⁄UË – ¡Ù Ÿ ◊Ù„U ÿ„U M§¬ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kahahu sakhī asa kō tanudhārī. jō na mōha yaha rūpa nihārī. 1. 
 
This first lady concluded her observations by saying to all her companions who were 
listening attentively—‘Say friend, who amongst those who have a body (referring not 
only to the humans but even to other living beings who belong to the zoological 
kingdom) will not be enchanted, enthralled, captivated and overwhelmed by watching 
this wonderfully beautiful form (of the two brothers)?’2 (1) 

[Note—1This lady is the first of the eight ‘Sakhis’. Refer note of verse no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 220 above.   
2It ought to be noted here that though this lady refers to only members of the animate 
members of the living creation, such as for example the human beings, but elsewhere it is 
clearly said that the charm of the two brothers was so divine that the entire world 
consisting of the animate as well as the inanimate forms of living beings got enthralled by 
it. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 204. 
 Does it mean that the gods were not charmed by this magnificent sight of Lord Ram 
and Laxman? No, it is not so by any means; they too were equally enthralled by the 
beautiful view of the two brothers. There are countless instances of this. Refer an 
elaborate note appended to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 223 below.] 
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∑§Ù©U ‚¬˝◊ ’Ù‹Ë ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸË – ¡Ù ◊Ò¥ ‚ÈŸÊ ‚Ù ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ‚ÿÊŸËH 2H 
 
kō'u saprēma bōlī mṛdu bānī. jō maiṁ sunā sō sunahu sayānī. 2. 
 
Replying to her observation, someone else2 said in a sweet voice—‘Oh wise one! Listen 
to what I have heard about them. (2) 

[Note—1This is the second ‘Sakhi’ or female friend. Her name is Laxmana. She 
represents the next Tattwa or element of creation, i.e. the ‘sky’ element. This is because 
she says that she will now ‘tell’ them whatever she has heard about the two princes. 
‘Hearing’ is one of the functions of the sky element because sound waves travel in space. 
 Laxmana’s mother was Vidagdha, and father was Yashshaali. She used to sit with her 
friends and gossip. So it believed that she had heard of the two brothers from one betel-
seller’s daughter who had married someone of Ayodhya.] 

 
∞ ŒÙ™§ Œ‚⁄UÕ ∑§ …UÙ≈UÊ – ’Ê‹ ◊⁄UÊ‹Áã„U ∑§ ∑§‹ ¡Ù≈UÊH 3H 
◊ÈÁŸ ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ◊π ∑§ ⁄UπflÊ⁄U – Á¡ã„U ⁄UŸ •Á¡⁄U ÁŸ‚Êø⁄U ◊Ê⁄UH 4H 

 
ē dō'ū dasaratha kē ḍhōṭā. bāla marālanhi kē kala jōṭā. 3. 
muni kausika makha kē rakhavārē. jinha rana ajira nisācara mārē. 4. 
 
These two boys are sons of king Dasrath1. They look as beautiful as a pair of divine 
Swans2. (3) 

They have protected the fire sacrifice of sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) where they 
have killed fierce demons.3 (4) 

[Note—1King Dasrath was famous, so this lady did not elaborate further regarding who 
the father of the two princes was, and it sufficed for her to say that the two brothers were 
‘sons of king Dasrath of Ayodhya’.  
 Now, a question arises as to how did the citizens come to know that Lord Ram and 
Laxman were the ‘sons of king Dasrath of Ayodhya’? Well, when Janak enquired of sage 
Vishwamitra about the two brothers and who they were at the time of his welcoming the 
sage upon his arrival at Janakpur, the sage had clearly told them that the two brothers 
were sons of Dasrath and their names were Ram and Laxman. Refer: (i) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 216 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8; and (ii) 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/66, stanza no. 2; verse no. 1/67, stanza no. 1; and verse 
no. 1/68, stanza no. 1.  

2A Swan is regarded as a majestic bird of dignity and beauty. Hence, the two brothers 
are compared to this bird.  

3This clearly means that the news of the valiant deeds of Lord Ram and Laxman have 
already reached Janakpur.  

When sage Vishwamitra had introduced Lord Ram and Laxman to Janak, all those 
accompanying the king had heard about them, and when they returned to the city this 
news spread like wildfire. Numerous great kings and princes had also come, but it was 
only sage Vishwamitra and the two brothers who were shown special attention by king 
Janak so much so that he personally went to receive them and then escorted them back to 
the city and then lodged them in his personal guest house reserved for state guests—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 217. So 
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obviously the two brothers acquired a special status in the city, and their arrival was the 
talk of the town.] 

    
SÿÊ◊ ªÊÃ ∑§‹ ∑¢§¡ Á’‹ÙøŸ – ¡Ù ◊Ê⁄UËø ‚È÷È¡ ◊ŒÈ ◊ÙøŸH 5H 
∑§ı‚ÀÿÊ ‚ÈÃ ‚Ù ‚Èπ πÊŸË – ŸÊ◊È ⁄UÊ◊È œŸÈ ‚Êÿ∑§ ¬ÊŸËH 6H 

 
syāma gāta kala kan̄ja bilōcana. jō mārīca subhuja madu mōcana. 5. 
kausalyā suta sō sukha khānī. nāmu rāmu dhanu sāyaka pānī. 6. 
 
[These two verses describe Lord Ram.] 

He who has a dark-complexioned body and eyes that resemble a beautiful lotus is 
the one who had trounced and crushed the pride and arrogance of the demons Marich and 
Subahu. (5) 

He is the son of Kaushalya, and is like a mine of blissfulness, joy and happiness. 
His name is ‘Ram’ and he holds a bow and an arrow in his hands. (6) 

[Note—We are now talking about the women-folk who are discussing the beautiful sight 
of Lord Ram and Laxman as they walk through the streets of Janakpur surrounded by a 
crowd of children and adults. So this particular lady points out the special distinguishing 
features of Lord Ram, such as his ‘dark complexioned body’, to clearly indicate about 
whom she is talking. Then she says that his mother is Kaushalya and that he had 
vanquished the pride and arrogance of Marich and Subahu.  

She wanted to make sure that others who were hearing her attentively would be able 
to know which of the two brothers she was talking about so as not to leave any scope for 
confusion. Since Marich was not killed but flung away into the far-off ocean, his pride 
and arrogance have been said to be trounced and crushed by Lord Ram. Again, this 
‘crushing of the pride and arrogance’ of Marich and Subahu implies killing of Subahu as 
well because these demons had started treating themselves as invincible and unable to be 
killed by anyone, let alone two lonely princes.] 

 
ªı⁄ U Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ’·È ’⁄U ∑§Ê¿¥U – ∑§⁄U ‚⁄U øÊ¬ ⁄UÊ◊ ∑§ ¬Ê¿¥UH 7H 
‹Á¿U◊ŸÈ ŸÊ◊È ⁄UÊ◊ ‹ÉÊÈ ÷˝ÊÃÊ – ‚ÈŸÈ ‚Áπ ÃÊ‚È ‚ÈÁ◊òÊÊ ◊ÊÃÊH 8H 

 
gaura kisōra bēṣu bara kāchēṁ. kara sara cāpa rāma kē pāchēṁ. 7. 
lachimanu nāmu rāma laghu bhrātā. sunu sakhi tāsu sumitrā mātā. 8. 
 
[Now this wise and enchanted lady points out Laxman to her companions and says—] 

The fair complexioned pretty young boy who has beautiful attire and charming 
demeanours (walking) behind him (Lord Ram), who holds a bow and an arrow in his 
hands [7] is ‘Laxman’. He is the younger brother of Ram. Listen friend, his mother is 
Sumitra [8]. (7-8) 

[Note—Laxman always walks behind Lord Ram as a mark of respect for the Lord, as 
well as to act as his guard. Later on, when they are on their way to the forest during the 
Lord’s exile, this same pattern of walking is observed. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 123.  

Laxman has his bow and arrow at the ready, prepared to protect Lord Ram should the 
need arise.  
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Now, once again, a pertinent question comes to the mind: Sage Vishwamitra had not 
told anyone while introducing the two brothers about the names of their mothers. Then 
how did this lady came to know their names? 

Well, the answer is that king Dasrath was very famous, and his kingdom boardered 
that of Janakpur. Hence almost everyone in Janakpur, especially those who were highly 
placed in the hierarchy of the society, was acquainted about Dasrath’s queens. When 
Lord Ram and his other brothers were born, the news of which queen gave birth to which 
son must have spread.  

Another traditional story is that one betel-seller’s daughter named Vasisthaa was 
married to someone from Ayodhya, and it was she who had spread this news.]    

 
Îô0. Á’¬˝∑§Ê¡È ∑§Á⁄U ’¢œÈ ŒÙ©U ◊ª ◊ÈÁŸ’œÍ ©UœÊÁ⁄U– 

•Ê∞ ŒπŸ øÊ¬◊π ‚ÈÁŸ „U⁄U·Ë¢ ‚’ ŸÊÁ⁄UH 221H 
 
dōhā.  

biprakāju kari bandhu dō'u maga munibadhū udhāri. 
ā'ē dēkhana cāpamakha suni haraṣīṁ saba nāri. 221. 
 
After having finished the work of the ‘Vipra’ (literally a Brahmin, but here referring to 
the protection of sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice), the two brothers have come to see the 
bow-breaking ceremony. On the way here they had provided liberation to the wife of a 
sage (this refers to the liberation of Ahilya).’  

When the ladies, who were assembled there, heard this, all of them felt very glad. 
(Doha no. 221)  

[Note—The ladies were glad on two counts. First was the information that these two boys 
would attend the bow-ceremony when these women would have another chance to watch 
Lord Ram and Laxman for a long time uninterrupted. This is proved when later on we 
shall read that the venue was bursting at it seams at the time the ceremony was held. All 
the citizens had rushed to occupy a vantage point, and the royal heralds and attendants 
had a tough time controlling the crowd and seating them all. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Doha no. 240 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8.  

And second reason for the happiness of these ladies was that they are noble-hearted 
and gracious princes who have liberated a sinful lady known as Ahilya, the wife of sage 
Gautam. This second bit of information was very well received and filled these women-
folk with great hope and expectation. They hoped that these two princes would help them 
to overcome any sins they might themselves have committed in life.  

This news of Ahilya’s liberation was of exceptional importance for the citizens of 
Janakpur—because the royal priest of king Janak, named Sataanand, was the son of sage 
Gautam and his wife Ahilya. So naturally and obviously the entire population of Janakpur 
felt highly obliged to Lord Ram when they learnt that he had liberated Ahilya from her 
curse.  

Another reason for the women-folk feeling happy after learning about the noble and 
exalted background of Lord Ram was that they felt that he is a suitable groom for Sita, 
the daughter of king Janak for whose marriage the bow-breaking ceremony was being 
organized.  

King Janak was searching for a brave and strong groom for his daughter Sita, so 
when the ladies learnt about the killing of the demons by Lord Ram to protect the fire 
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sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, they felt all the more happy that there are more than 
average chance now that the king would somehow circumvent his declaration of 
marrying Sita to the person who breaks the bow, and instead marry her to Lord Ram. See 
verse nos. 1-2 below. 

Even if Janak did not break his vows, they guessed, then at least Lord Ram would be 
allowed to lift the bow like other competitors, and now it is sure that he will break it. 
Both ways, they felt, Sita would be married to this prince. And then they will have a 
lifelong opportunity to see their beloved Lord whenever he comes to pay a visit to his in-
law’s place.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ¿UÁ’ ∑§Ù©U ∞∑§ ∑§„Uß¸ – ¡ÙªÈ ¡ÊŸÁ∑§Á„U ÿ„U ’L§ •„Uß¸H 1H 

¡ı¥ ‚Áπ ßã„UÁ„U Œπ Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„Í – ¬Ÿ ¬Á⁄U„UÁ⁄U „UÁΔU ∑§⁄Uß Á’’Ê„UÍUH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhi rāma chabi kō'u ēka kaha'ī. jōgu jānakihi yaha baru aha'ī. 1. 
jauṁ sakhi inhahi dēkha naranāhū. pana parihari haṭhi kara'i bibāhū. 2. 
 
Watching the bewitching beauty of Lord Ram’s form, someone amongst the ladies1 
asserted—‘This prince is worthy of becoming a groom for princess Janki (Sita). (1) 

Oh friend, if the king (Janak, the father of Sita) sees him (even once), it is sure 
that he will discard his vows and insist on their marriage.’2 (2) 

[Note—1This is the third ‘Sakhi’ or female friend who speaks. According to tradition, her 
name was Hema. Her mother was Subhadra, and father was Arimardan. She represents 
the ‘Tej’ or the fire element. She endorses the statement of her friends who had made 
previous comments.  

2These verses indicate that not everyone in the city is aware of the fact that Janak has 
already met the Lord while receiving sage Vishwamitra, and that the king has brought 
them to the city and has himself lodged them at some palace. Many great kings and 
princes have come, but no one was shown special privilege by king Janak.  

Women are fond of discussing the worthiness or otherwise of a particular boy as a 
groom for a girl. So, after being over-awed by the wonderful sight of the two brothers and 
their physical charm, the ladies start debating the worthiness of the elder of the two 
brothers as a groom for princess Sita, and come to the conclusion that Lord Ram is the 
most suitable candidate to be selected as a groom for Sita.  

There is another important implication here. Lord Ram’s physical form and features 
are delicate and tender, and so is his age. He does not look overbearing like a body-
builder or an athelete, and is still in his early teens. Other kings and princes who have 
collected at Janakpur to try their hands on the bow are apparently physically more strong, 
muscular and well-built, and higher in age as compared to Lord Ram.  

So this kind lady means that once king Janak sees Lord Ram, it is natural that he 
would mentally decide to marry off his daughter Sita to this noble prince without 
insisting on first testing Lord Ram’s strength by letting him to try lift the bow and 
breaking it before marrying him to his daughter Sita, because the Lord is too tender for 
the bow and Janak would not take this risk. Instead, the king would find some excuse to 
cancel the ceremony, and marry Sita directly with Lord Ram.  
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In the previous Doha no. 221, the lady who was speaking then had referred to ‘both 
the brothers’. So our present lady interjects to say in effect that the elder of the two 
brothers, i.e. Lord Ram, is the suitable groom for Sita. This is in accordance with 
established social norms that the elder brother gets married first. Her view is endorsed by 
another friend in Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 223 below when she says that 
“the creator who has created Sita had thoughtfully created the dark-complexioned groom 
(i.e. Lord Ram)”. 
One examines two things to determine whether a boy is suitable as a groom. These are—
(i) his family background, and (ii) his personal qualities. Lord Ram fits the bill 
perfectly—he belongs to a famous and reputed dynasty, the Raghu Dynasty of Ayodhya, 
and his matchless personal qualities, divine virtues, mystical powers and glories have 
already spread in the world as is clear from what these ladies had themselves 
acknowledged in Doha no. 220 and 221 along with their intervening Chaupais. So, Lord 
Ram definitely fits the bill as the most suitable groom for Sita. 

In Tulsidas’ book “Janaki Mangal”, Chanda no. 7, the women pray to Lord Shiva that 
the prince with the dark complexion (i.e. Lord Ram) should be the groom of Sita, and 
they (the city’s women-folk) should be given an opportunity to sing auspicious songs 
befitting this occasion.]     

 
∑§Ù©U ∑§„U ∞ ÷Í¬ÁÃ ¬Á„UøÊŸ – ◊ÈÁŸ ‚◊Ã ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸH 3H 
‚Áπ ¬⁄U¢ÃÈ ¬ŸÈ ⁄UÊ©U Ÿ Ã¡ß¸ – Á’Áœ ’‚ „UÁΔU •Á’’∑§Á„U ÷¡ß¸H 4H 

 
kō'u kaha ē bhūpati pahicānē. muni samēta sādara sanamānē. 3. 
sakhi parantu panu rā'u na taja'ī. bidhi basa haṭhi abibēkahi bhaja'ī. 4. 
 
Yet another lady1 commented wryly and poignantly, ‘But dear frind, the king has already 
come to know them. He has welcomed them along with sage Vishwamitra. (3) 

But oh friend, inspite of recognizing him (Lord Ram) and being aware of his 
virtues and glories, the king remains adamant. He does not want to go back on his vows 
(for fear of ignominy and social rebuke) and refuses to abandon his stubbornness 
(regarding marrying Sita to anyone whoso breaks the old Bow of Lord Shiva).’2 (4) 

[Note—1This is the fourth Sakhi or female friend. Her name was Kshemaa. Her mother 
was Shobhaawati, and father was Riputaapan. She represents the ‘earth element’ as she 
talks about the king going physically to meet sage Vishwamitra and then bringing him 
along with the two princes to lodge them in the city.    

2When the previous lady said that if the king sees Lord Ram then he is sure to change 
his views and decide to marry his daughter Sita with the Lord in some way, her friend 
corrected her by saying that it is not the case as the king knows who the two brothers are, 
as well as Lord Ram’s astounding glories. He has welcomed them along with sage 
Vishwamitra, and the sage had himself told him, in front of his courtiers, about Lord Ram 
and Laxman. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 217.  

But unfortunately, till now the king has given no hint that he has changed his mind, 
or that he is canceling the bow ceremony. The king is reputed to be steadfast in his vows, 
no matter what happens. So it is extremely unlikely that he will change his track now and 
somehow declare his intention of marrying Sita with Lord Ram. The chances of this 
happening are almost nil. 
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Later on we shall read that even Sita laments at the stubborn attitude of her father 
who does not understand or realise the consequences of his decisions on her fate—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 258. 

The reason for Janak not abandoning his vows is clarified by the king himself in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, the 1st half of Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 252 
where he laments that “if I abandon my vows or go back on my words, all my good 
reputation and glories would crumble”.   

Refer also to: (i) Janki Mangal, verse nos. 66, 69 and 70 which say that a king finds 
his glories if he is steadfast in his vows and true to his words; that had the king seen Lord 
Ram before he made the vow of marrying Sita to anyone who broke the bow he would 
certainly not have made this condition for her marriage in the first place; and that after 
making this vow and inviting all the kings it will be highly ridiculous, shameful and 
ignominious for him to rescind on his words now in the front of the society at this late 
hour. 

(ii) In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 89, stanza no. 1 which says “king Janak’s 
vows (words) are as strong and unbendable as the Vajra (Indra’s weapon made of the 
strongest material in existence) and an elephant’s tusk”.     

   
∑§Ù©U ∑§„U ¡ı¥ ÷‹ •„Uß Á’œÊÃÊ – ‚’ ∑§„°U ‚ÈÁŸ• ©UÁøÃ »§‹ŒÊÃÊH 5H 
Ãı ¡ÊŸÁ∑§Á„U Á◊Á‹Á„U ’L§ ∞„ÍU – ŸÊÁ„UŸ •ÊÁ‹ ß„UÊ° ‚¢Œ„ÍUH 6H 

 
kō'u kaha jauṁ bhala aha'i bidhātā. saba kaham̐ suni'a ucita phaladātā. 5. 
tau jānakihi milihi baru ēhū. nāhina āli ihām̐ sandēhū. 6. 
 
One of their friends1 had a very positive and sprightly attitude as she tried to inject hope 
and expectation to the discussions which had resulted in creating an atmosphere of 
despair and gloom till now.  

She said spiritedly—‘If what we have heard of the Creator that he is benevolent 
and gracious, and that he gives suitable rewards to his subjects, is correct and true [5], 
then be assured that Janki (Sita) will get this prince as her groom. Oh friend, there is no 
doubt in this [6].’2 (5-6) 

[Note—1This is the fifth Sakhi. Her name is Baraaroha. Her mother was Modini, and her 
father was Mahimangal. She represents the ‘water element’. She seems to be eager about 
having perpetual opportunities to have ‘Darshan’ or divine viewing of Lord Ram. this 
will be clear in the following Chaupais and Doha no. 222. She is sentimental, and when 
one becomes emotional tears well up in his or her eyes. Hence, she symbolizes the water 
element.  

2This lady is wise and bases her assertion on solid reasoning which she explains to 
her companions in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precedes 
Doha no. 223 which we shall be reading below. When the other ladies heard her logical 
arguments, all of them were reassured that it is indeed true that Sita would be married to 
Lord Ram—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3 and 8 that precede Doha no. 223.  

Besides the logics presented by the wise lady, there is another very important factor 
why Sita would definitely be married to Lord Ram. It so happened that the two brothers 
had gone to the royal garden to pluck flowers for sage Vishwamitra’s worship rituals. At 
that time, Sita had also gone to offer her prayers to Parvati, the Mother Goddess and the 
divine consort of Lord Shiva to whom the bow—which was at the focal point of the 
marriage ceremony—belonged. As if by providence, the two—Lord Ram and Sita—
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chanced to see each other. Instantly Sita resolved that Lord Ram would be her groom. 
She prayed to Parvati and silently expressed her desire to the Goddess who answered 
back to tell Sita in clear terms that her wishes would be fulfilled. So, how can it be 
otherwise? This entire episode is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 227—to Sortha (a type of Doha) no. 236.]  

 
¡ı¥ Á’Áœ ’‚ •‚ ’ŸÒ ‚°¡ÙªÍ – Ãı ∑Î§Ã∑Î§àÿ „UÙß ‚’ ‹ÙªÍH 7H 
‚Áπ „U◊⁄¥U •Ê⁄UÁÃ •ÁÃ ÃÊÃ¥ – ∑§’„È°U∑§ ∞ •Êfl®„U ∞Á„U ŸÊÃ¥H 8H 

 
jauṁ bidhi basa asa banai sam̐jōgū. tau kṛtakṛtya hō'i saba lōgū. 7. 
sakhi hamarēṁ ārati ati tātēṁ. kabahum̐ka ē āvahiṁ ēhi nātēṁ. 8. 
 
When the assembled women heard this assertion of their wise friend, all of them felt very 
happy and said in almost unison—‘If the Creator indeed makes this happen (i.e. if it 
really turns out by providence and a stroke of good luck that Lord Ram is indeed married 
to Sita), then all of us would become fulfilled and all our desires would be deemed to be 
realised. (7) 

Oh friend! We are very eager and impatiently waiting to learn when he (Lord 
Ram) will be tied in this alliance (of marriage with Sita) so that he will be often visiting 
this place (Janakpur). (8) 

[Note—Verse no. 8 clearly tells us why these women-folk are so eager that Lord Ram 
marries Sita. Once this happens, Lord Ram would be visiting Janakpur because the city 
would become his in-law’s place. When this happens, these ladies, who have literally lost 
their hearts to Lord Ram, will have repeated opportunity to see their beloved Lord again 
and again in their lives.  

Remember: This is a devotional form of love, a soul-touching and purest form of love 
between a Jiva (living being) and the Parmatma (the Supreme Being, the Lord God), and 
there is no trace of a negativity in it at all.  

A true devotee looks for an excuse—any excuse—to be with his chosen deity, his 
Lord as much as possible. In this case, the marriage of Sita with Lord Ram is the ‘excuse’ 
that the women-folk are relying on to get an opportunity to see their Lord again in life! 
The following Doha no. 222 clarifies this point further.] 

 
Îô0. ŸÊ®„U Ã „U◊ ∑§„È°U ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ‚Áπ ßã„U ∑§⁄U Œ⁄U‚ŸÈ ŒÍÁ⁄U– 

ÿ„U ‚¢ÉÊ≈ÈU Ã’ „UÙß ¡’ ¬Èãÿ ¬È⁄UÊ∑Î§Ã ÷ÍÁ⁄UH 222H 
 
dōhā.  

nāhiṁ ta hama kahum̐ sunahu sakhi inha kara darasanu dūri. 
yaha saṅghaṭu taba hō'i jaba pun'ya purākṛta bhūri. 222. 
 
Otherwise oh friend, having the rare chance to see their (Lord Ram and Laxman’s) divine 
and holy form is very remote and almost impossible for us.1  

This2 can happen only when we have a huge stock of good and meritorious deeds 
done in our past lives (so that we can cite them while praying to our repective deities to 
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prevail upon them to heed our requests that Lord Ram marries Sita by breaking the Bow, 
for then the Creator and the deities whom we worship regularly would be obliged to heed 
our prayers as it is said that one is always entitled to be rewarded for any good deed done 
by him or her in life as is equally true for the punishment for any bad or evil deeds 
done).’* (Doha no. 222) 

[Note—1This is because once the ceremony is over and Sita gets married to someone 
else, Lord Ram and Laxman will never come back again. They have come at present to 
witness the bow-ceremony at the behest of sage Vishwamitra. When they go back home, 
there is no reason why they should come again.  

The ladies say that the chances of their seeing Lord Ram again are ‘very remote and 
almost impossible’ if he does not marry Sita, but they do not ‘completely rule out this 
possibility—howsoever remote it may be’. Why is it so? Well, the kingdoms of Ayodhya 
and Janakpur are not very far away, and some sort of interaction between the citizens of 
the two kingdoms was in vogue. It may have been in the form of trading or marital 
relationships, or just plain tourism. But no vast oceans had to be crossed, and neither 
were the two kingdoms at war which would have prohibited the citizens of any kingdom 
from visiting the other.  

So, in case someone was extremely desirous of meeting someone from the other 
kingdom, all he or she had to do was travel to that place. So the meaning is very clear 
now—if any one of the ladies desired to see Lord Ram sometime later on in her life, then 
she could do so but only if she traveled to Ayodhya. For men such travel would not be as 
much a big deal as it would be for the women—for the simple reason that in traditional 
societies women were not expected to move out of their homes except under special 
circumstances. Hence, such a visit to Ayodhya to merely see their beloved Lord Ram 
would be ‘rare and almost impossible’ if not ‘outright impossible’, or ‘completely out of 
the question’ or ‘absolutely unimaginable’.    

2The women say that to have a ‘Darshan’ of the Lord—i.e. to have a divine view of 
the holy form of Lord Ram, it is necessary that one has accumulated spiritual rewards that 
come with doing auspicious and meritorious deeds. Because if one has been sinful in his 
past life, then such a privilege of having a divine sight of the Lord and being close to him 
is not possible. 

*This emotion that without having done good and meritorious deeds it was 
impossible to have a chance to see the divine form of Lord Ram is reiterated later on by 
the citizens when they rush out to meet the Lord and his brothers at the time of the 
departure of the marriage party back for Ayodhya after the marriage ceremony—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 335.] 

  
 
¿õ0. ’Ù‹Ë •¬⁄U ∑§„U„ÈU ‚Áπ ŸË∑§Ê – ∞®„U Á’•Ê„U •ÁÃ Á„UÃ ‚’„UË ∑§ÊH1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bōlī apara kahēhu sakhi nīkā. ēhiṁ bi'āha ati hita sabahī kā. 1. 
 
One of the ladies1 agreed with her (i.e. with her friend who had said that she is certain 
that the Creator would make it so happen that Sita will marry Lord Ram—refer: Chaupai 
line nos. 5-8 that precedes Doha no. 222). She said—‘Oh friend, you have spoken well. 
Everyone’s best interests will be served with this marriage.’2 (1) 
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[Note—1This is the sixth Sakhi or female friend. Her name was Padma-gandha. Her 
mother was Sobhnaangi, and father was Balaakar. She represents the ‘air’ element. This 
is because like the air element which injects life in the entire creation, she injects hope of 
a happy life in everyone.  

2This lady meant that not only the close family members of Sita and Lord Ram will 
derive pleasure and happiness with this union, but it will also give the same degree of 
cheer to the citizens of Janakpur as well as of Ayodhya, along with making the gods and 
sages happy too. Hence, this marriage will serve the ‘best interests of all’; it will make 
everyone happy—both in this world as well as in the heaven.  
 It will make Sita happy because she herself wants to marry Lord Ram—refer: Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 229, and Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 234—to Sortha no. 
236. 

It will make Lord Ram happy because he too was enthralled by the sight of Sita when 
they first met in the royal garden when the Lord had gone there to bring flowers for sage 
Vishwamitra so much that even after returning to their lodging place Lord Ram was lost 
in the thoughts of Sita—refer: Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 230—to Doha no. 231; and (ii) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
237—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 239.   

In the case of Sita, Goddess Parvati had assured her that her desires would be 
fulfilled—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 236 and its preceding Chanda, 
and in the case of Lord Ram it was sage Vishwamitra who had assured the Lord the same 
thing—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 
237. In this context, refer also Baal Kand, Doha no. 326. 

Janak was already charmed by Lord Ram, and internally he would surely have 
wished that the Lord should be the groom for his daughter Sita. Refer—(i) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 217; and (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 222 respectively. Janak’s joys and exhilaration when Lord Ram had broken the 
bow and made it sure that now no hurdle stood for his marriage with Sita too proves the 
point—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 263; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 286. 

Lord Ram’s father, king Dasrath, was obviously delighted when the news of the 
Lord’s marriage with Sita arrived at Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 290; (ii) Doha no. 325. 

Lord Ram’s brothers Bharat and Shatrughan were equally delighted as were the 
queens—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
290—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 291. 

As for Laxman, he was like a shadow of Lord Ram, and during the moments just 
before the bow was actually broken, Laxman had cheerfully and delightedly alerted all 
the guardians of the earth to be ready for the jolt and thunder that would accompany the 
breaking of the bow—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 259—Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 260. 

The mother of Lord Ram (Kaushalya), as well as of Sita (Sunayana), and all other 
members of the royal household and the city were obviously ecstatic.  

For happiness in Ayodhya, refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 
293—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 304.  

For happiness in Janakpur, refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 
8 that precedes Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no.  3 that precede Doha no. 263; (ii) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 286; (iii) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 287—Doha no. 289. 
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As for the Gods’ happiness, there are countless instances. However, we shall cite 
some of them here for reference: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 4-7 
that precedes Doha no. 262; (ii) Doha no. 264; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precedes 
Doha no. 265; (iv) Doha no. 285; (iii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 304; (v) 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 309; (vi) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 314—to Doha no. 315; (vii) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 317; 
(viii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 323.]       

 
∑§Ù©U ∑§„U ‚¢∑§⁄U øÊ¬ ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ∞ SÿÊ◊‹ ◊ÎŒÈªÊÃ Á∑§‚Ù⁄UÊH 2H 

 
kō'u kaha saṅkara cāpa kaṭhōrā. ē syāmala mṛdugāta kisōrā. 2. 
 
Yet another lady1 expressed her doubts and reservations when she said—‘Lord Shiva’s 
Bow is stern and strong, while this dark-complexioned prince has a tender body and a 
delicate frame, and is still too young of age for such a formidable task.’2 (2)  

[Note—1This is our seventh Sakhi. Her name was Sulochana. Her mother was Vilaksha, 
and father was Tejastha. She stands for the ‘Mana’ element. This is because she uses 
logical thinking to challenge the views of others, and harbours doubts in her mind which 
is characteristic of the functioning of the mind. By her logics she has all but deflated the 
sense of hope and expectations formed by the positive opinions of her predecessors.  

2Elsewhere also such doubts are expressed. For instance—(i) Sita herself was 
perplexed. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede 
Doha no. 258; (ii) Sita’s mother Sunayana too expressed her strong reservations in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 255. In Janki 
Mangal she expresses her confoundedness to her friends in verse no. 73.  
 Refer also to Geetawali where the citizens of Janakpur too show their doubts if Lord 
Ram would be able to lift and break the strong bow of Shiva. The instances in Baal Kand 
of Geetawali are the following: (i) verse no. 68, stanza no. 8.  
 The same reservation is narrated in Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 10 where it is 
said that Lord Shiva’s bow is harder than the shell of a tortoise, and therefore next to 
impossible to break.] 

 
‚’È •‚◊¢¡‚ •„Uß ‚ÿÊŸË – ÿ„U ‚ÈÁŸ •¬⁄U ∑§„Uß ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸËH 3H 

        ‚Áπ ßã„U ∑§„°U ∑§Ù©U ∑§Ù©U •‚ ∑§„U„UË¥ – ’«∏U ¬˝÷Ê©U ŒπÃ ‹ÉÊÈ •„U„UË¥H4H 
 
sabu asaman̄jasa aha'i sayānī. yaha suni apara kaha'i mṛdu bānī. 3. 
sakhi inha kaham̐ kō'u kō'u asa kahahīṁ. baṛa prabhā'u dēkhata laghu ahahīṁ. 
4. 
 
All the lady friends had their own views about the outcome of the present situation; some 
had serious doubts but others were confident that things would go the right way as they 
wish. When the wisest among them1 heard all her friends making their own conclusions 
and assumptions, she decided to intervene and put all debates to rest with her solid 
reasoning supported by logic and proof. So she said sweetly—(3) 

‘Oh Friend! Contrary to all you have said, let me tell you one thing. It is said that 
he (Lord Ram) only looks simple and delicate in physical terms, but his abilities, his 
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prowess and strength are immense and bellies the impression one gets by merely seeing 
his tender body and young age.2 (4) 

[Note—1This is our eighth Sakhi. Her name is Subhaga, her mother was Vineeta and 
father was Mahaavirya. She represents the ‘Buddhi’ or intellect element. She is the most 
wise and intelligent in the group as she uses proof and sound logic to support are 
argument that Lord Ram is sure to break the bow irrespective of how strong or 
unbendable it is.  

2She goes on to ouline her points of logic to support her contention that Lord Ram 
will be the winner in the bow-breaking competition. Though not expressly stated here, 
she must have told the gathering about the slaying of the demons Tadakaa and Subahu as 
well as the whole demon army. She must have told them about how Marich was flung 
across the ocean by a single arrow. She also must have told them about sage Vishwamitra 
personally selecting Lord Ram and Laxman to kill the demons over countless other 
options that the sage surely must have thought over and rejected, and how the two 
brothers had cheerfully protected the sage’s fire sacrifice without the least effort. All 
these things are deemed to have been outlined by her in the assertions she made.] 

 
¬⁄UÁ‚ ¡Ê‚È ¬Œ ¬¢∑§¡ œÍ⁄UË – Ã⁄UË •„UÀÿÊ ∑Î§Ã •ÉÊ ÷Í⁄UËH 5H 
‚Ù Á∑§ ⁄UÁ„UÁ„U Á’ŸÈ Á‚flœŸÈ ÃÙ⁄¥U – ÿ„U ¬˝ÃËÁÃ ¬Á⁄U„UÁ⁄U• Ÿ ÷Ù⁄¥UH 6H 

 
parasi jāsu pada paṅkaja dhūrī. tarī ahalyā kṛta agha bhūrī. 5. 
sō ki rahihi binu sivadhanu tōrēṁ. yaha pratīti parihari'a na bhōrēṁ. 6. 
 
By touching the dust of whose holy feet the most sinful Ahilya found her liberation and 
deliverance from the curse [5], will that same prince not be able to break the bow of Lord 
Shiva? Don’t neglect this aspect (or logic, proof) and have confidence that our affections 
will bear fruits [6]. (5-6) 

[Note—Ahilya had been turned into a stone. If she could be liberated from this form and 
transformed into a divine lady who regained her original form as the wife of sage 
Gautam, is it difficult, by any stretch of imagination, that a prince who possesses such 
stupendous super-human mystical powers would not break the stubborn resistance that 
our fate might create in fulfillment of our desires that he marry Sita and become 
permanently related to all of us as citizens of Sita’s kingdom so that we may have 
repeated opportunities to see his divine form and derive the pleasure of our lives? 

And by the same logic, would he not break the jinx that surrounds Sita’s own fate, 
should there be any, by breaking the bow and removing the last barrier that separates her 
future happiness from the perplexities and mental agonies of uncertainty that she must be 
facing at present?  

If Lord Ram can clean Ahilya of her sins, then will he not clean us and Sita of our 
sins if we have any? Why do you all harbour senseless doubts that don’t stand the test of 
logic? So, come on. Have faith like Ahilya had that one day Lord Ram will liberate her 
and break her jinxed fate. Rely upon your affection for the Lord and be assured that all 
our desires will be fulfilled.]  

 
¡®„U Á’⁄¢UÁø ⁄UÁø ‚Ëÿ ‚°flÊ⁄UË – Ã®„U SÿÊ◊‹ ’L§ ⁄Uø©U Á’øÊ⁄UËH 7H 
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jēhiṁ biran̄ci raci sīya sam ̐vārī. tēhiṁ syāmala baru racē'u bicārī. 7. 
 
The Creator who has created Sita and bestowed her with all the beauty she possesses is 
the same Creator who has also painstakingly created the dark-complexioned prince to 
match her (beauty and charm).’1 (7)  

[Note—1This wise lady seems to tell her companions—“So why do you worry? The 
Creator is not a child; he is a master-craftsman. He thinks carefully before creating each 
unit of creation, and takes into consideration all angles before actually giving this unit its 
final form. When he created Sita he thought things over and then went ahead to create her 
companion with great care so that the trouble he had taken in painstakingly moulding her 
charming form does not go in vain by uniting her with a companion who would not suit 
her. Sita was the Creator’s special unit; he has put in all his creating skills while 
moulding her form and then deciding her destiny. So he must have taken special care 
while creating her companion, and by the way it looks the dark-complexioned prince, i.e. 
Lord Ram, is the match the Creator had crafted for Sita. So why shall we worry when the 
Creator has already decided Sita’s destiny? 

Remember, the Creator has created this world with two sides, each complimenting 
the other. The male and the female are the two facets of his creation just like a coin which 
has two sides that perfectly fit and match with each other to make the coin have its value 
and usefulness. A deformed coin or one in which one of the faces is defaced is useless 
and without any value. What is the use this coin has for the king; which king would make 
a coin that defaces his own face and makes him an object of ridicule in this world? 
Similarly, what is the use of a mismatched creation for its creator? Hence, if the Creator 
took so much trouble to carefully mould Sita’s form as well as Lord Ram’s form then 
surely he must have had some grand plan in his mind. He surely must have crafted them 
to match each other to perfection. This translates into a certainity of Sita and Lord Ram 
being united.” 
 This lady’s assertion reiterates what someone else had already said in Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 222 above. 
 Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 67, stanza no. 3.] 

 
ÃÊ‚È ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚’ „U⁄U·ÊŸË¥ – ∞‚ß „UÙ©U ∑§„U®„U ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸË¥H 8H 

 
tāsu bacana suni saba haraṣānīṁ. aisē'i hō'u kahahiṁ mṛdu bānīṁ. 8. 
 
Everyone attentively heard her council, and felt reassured and exhilarated. They 
exclaimed cheerfully in unison with sweet voices—‘Let it be so; let it happen as you 
say!’ (8) 

[Note—Since her arguments and logics were irrefutable, everyone readily agreed with 
her. All of them sort of blessed her and hoped that her words would turn out to be a 
reality. Everyone was now certain that Lord Ram will indeed marry Sita. 

There is a spiritual message in this friend’s statements. She has highlighted only 
Ahilya’s liberation. And this single example had convinced all her friends that Lord Ram 
will surely fulfill their desires. In other words, stress is laid on devotion and unflinching 
faith in Lord Ram and his divinity. If a devotee is absolutely sure that if he takes refuge 
in the Lord all his wishes would be fulfilled, it is going to be that way. On the other hand, 
if one goes on doubting and debating, he will never find peace and mental rest like the 
case of the ladies before this last one cited the case of Ahilya.]   
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Îô0. Á„Uÿ° „U⁄U·®„U ’⁄U·Á„¢UU ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È◊ÈÁπ ‚È‹ÙøÁŸ ’Î¢Œ– 

¡Ê®„U ¡„UÊ° ¡„°U ’¢œÈ ŒÙ©U Ã„°U Ã„°U ¬⁄U◊ÊŸ¢ŒH 223H 
 
dōhā.  

hiyam̐ haraṣahiṁ baraṣahiṁ sumana sumukhi sulōcani bṛnda. 
jāhiṁ jahām ̐ jaham̐ bandhu dō'u taham̐ taham̐ paramānanda. 223. 
 
The women-folk who had pretty faces and charming eyes were extremely exhilarated in 
their hearts, and they enthusiastically showered flowers upon the two brothers (from their 
perch in the balconies and roof-tops) wherever they went. (Doha no. 223) 

[Note—Lord Ram and Laxman were walking down the streets of Janakpur for sight-
seeing. Children and men accompanied them and followed them round the city, but the 
women stayed in their homes and showered flowers on the two brothers from their 
perches on the balconies and roof-tops. They also extended their hands through the 
windows to throw flowers on the two brothers. 

This is the first instance of flowers being rained upon Lord Ram and Laxman at 
Janakpur. Later on we shall read that the Gods too have showered flowers from the sky—
but that happens after the bow is broken and Sita has put the victory garland around Lord 
Ram’s neck—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 285; and (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 314. 

A similar situation of bliss, happiness and joy spreading everywhere wherever Lord 
Ram goes is seen later on during his forest exile. As he passed through the villages and 
hamlets on the way, all their residents felt very happy and excited. This happiness and 
bliss prevailed everywhere, in each village and hamlet through which the Lord passed on 
his onward journey to the deep forest. Refer—Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 122.]   

 
 
¿õ0. ¬È⁄U ¬Í⁄U’ ÁŒÁ‚ ª ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – ¡„°U œŸÈ◊π Á„UÃ ÷ÍÁ◊ ’ŸÊß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

pura pūraba disi gē dō'u bhā'ī. jaham̐ dhanumakha hita bhūmi banā'ī. 1. 
 
The two brothers (Ram and Laxman) went to the east of the city where the arena for the 
bow-breaking ceremony was located. (1) 

[Note—Lord Ram and Laxman’s main purpose of coming to Janakpur was to witness the 
bow-breaking ceremony. So it is natural that they would like to see the arena. Even in 
modern times, when some great domestic or international game or other form of 
competition is oganised in a big city and someone visits the city during this period, he 
would naturally like to see the stadium or the venue of the event.  
 All roads leading to the site were specially decorated, and it aroused natural curiosity 
in one’s heart.  
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 The two brothers had come from the western side of the city. This is because the river 
Ganges near where Ahilya was liberated lies on the west of Janakpur. The bow-breaking 
venue was on the city’s eastern fringe. This clearly means that they had crossed the city 
and had seen all the important sites along the way.]   

 
•ÁÃ Á’SÃÊ⁄U øÊL§ ªø …UÊ⁄UË – Á’◊‹ ’ÁŒ∑§Ê L§Áø⁄U ‚°flÊ⁄UËH 2H 

 
ati bistāra cāru gaca ḍhārī. bimala bēdikā rucira sam ̐vārī. 2. 
 
At the center of the venue was a beautiful and spacious paved area that was large in area 
and plastered with lime and mortar (‘Gaca’). A gentle slope from this ground led up to an 
elevated area where the altar (‘bēdikā’—a raised platform) was situated at its middle. 
This altar was wonderfully decorated and clean (as Lord celebrated Bow was to be kept 
on it). (2) 

[Note—The word “Gaca” refers to a slanted slope leading up to a platform. Today we 
have steps, but in some temples in the south of India this tradition still survives, where 
large stone slabs are used to pave the way from the lower surrounding area up to the main 
platform of the temple. 

The word also implies that it was paved with glass pieces instead of ordinary stone 
slabs.  

The main altar was decorated even more beautifully with gems and pricless stones. It 
is the marriage ceremony of a great king’s daughter where all the renowned kings and 
princes of the time had been invited. It is obvious that in these circumstances all the 
resources of king Janak would have been mobilized to impress the guests.  

Even today when foreign dignitaries arrive or international competitions are held in a 
country, all plugs are pulled to leave an upfront good impression upon the guests.]    

 
ø„È°U ÁŒÁ‚ ∑¢§øŸ ◊¢ø Á’‚Ê‹Ê – ⁄Uø ¡„UÊ° ’ÒΔU®„U ◊Á„U¬Ê‹ÊH 3H 
ÃÁ„U ¬Ê¿¥U ‚◊Ë¬ ø„È°U ¬Ê‚Ê – •¬⁄U ◊¢ø ◊¢«U‹Ë Á’‹Ê‚ÊH 4H 
∑§¿ÈU∑§ ™°§Áø ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚È„UÊß¸ – ’ÒΔU®„U Ÿª⁄U ‹Ùª ¡„°U ¡Êß¸H 5H 

 
cahum ̐ disi kan̄cana man̄ca bisālā. racē jahām̐ baiṭhahiṁ mahipālā. 3. 
tēhi pāchēṁ samīpa cahum̐ pāsā. apara man ̄ca maṇḍalī bilāsā. 4. 
kachuka ūm̐ci saba bhām̐ti suhā'ī. baiṭhahiṁ nagara lōga jaham̐ jā'ī. 5. 
 
Behind this main platform, on all the four sides of it, were erected elevated seats made of 
gold where the invited kings (and princes) would sit. (4) 

Still behind this ring were the seats meant for the male citizens of Janakpur. These 
seats were arranged on a higher sloping or terraced ground (so that everyone could have a 
clear view of the altar). (5) 

[Note—The layout and construction of the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony was like 
we have in modern stadiums. At the center was the altar where the bow would be placed. 
It was on a high platform. Surrounding it were rows after rows of seats. Some of the front 
seats meant for dignitaries and invitees were closer to the main altar and formed the inner 
ring of seats. The ground was tapered so that the person sitting in the front row did not 
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obstruct the view of the person behind him. The common people were to be seated in the 
back row and on erected balconies.] 

 
ÁÃã„U ∑§ ÁŸ∑§≈U Á’‚Ê‹ ‚È„UÊ∞ – œfl‹ œÊ◊ ’„ÈU’⁄UŸ ’ŸÊ∞H 6H 
¡„°U ’ÒΔ¥U Œπ®„U ‚’ ŸÊ⁄UË – ¡ÕÊ ¡ÙªÈ ÁŸ¡ ∑È§‹ •ŸÈ„UÊ⁄UËH 7H 

 
tinha kē nikaṭa bisāla suhā'ē. dhavala dhāma bahubarana banā'ē. 6. 
jaham ̐ baiṭhēṁ dēkhahiṁ saba nārī. jathā jōgu nija kula anuhārī. 7. 
 
Near and behind the back row of seats were made the balconies designed like small 
cabins or rooms which were fully decorated and colourful, looking wonderful like homes 
of nobility. They were decorated with crystals (“Dhawal” means white and glittering). (6) 

The women-folk of the city were to sit here according to their caste, clan or place 
in the social hierarchy, and watch the events from there. (7) 

[Note—Women and men were seated separately to conform to the traditions of the 
society. Whereas men were to be seated on open seats, the women were to remain in 
special enclosures that resembled large balconies and windows of homes.]  

 
¬È⁄U ’Ê‹∑§ ∑§Á„U ∑§Á„U ◊ÎŒÈ ’øŸÊ – ‚ÊŒ⁄U ¬˝÷ÈÁ„U ŒπÊfl®„ ⁄UøŸÊH 8H 

 
pura bālaka kahi kahi mṛdu bacanā. sādara prabhuhi dēkhāvahiṁ racanā. 8. 
 
The boys of the city (who had followed the two brothers from the time they first stepped 
out to go sight-seeing) cheerfully and enthusiastically pointed out the salient features of 
the venue with sweet and pleasant voices. They took the Lord (Sri Ram, and his brother 
Laxman) around the site and showed him everything with due respect and honour. (8) 

[Note—This verse summarises the description of the venue. It also means that the excited 
children went round the venue with Lord Ram and Laxman, joyfully pointing out 
everything to them—where the bow would be kept, where the kings would be seated, 
where the men-folk would be seated, and where the women are to be seated.  

When we read further we will notice that these children have become very friendly 
with Lord Ram and have struck a cordial relationship with the two brothers. Some of the 
children are holding the Lord’s hands, some are tugging at his clothes, some are trying to 
speak loudly so that the Lord’s attention is drawn towards them, some are running ahead 
while some are by the side of the Lord, and a large group follows from behind. These 
electrified children are having the most enjoyable time of their lives—giggling, smiling, 
running, hopping, skipping, tottering and stumbling in the melee and getting up to dust 
their clothes, huffing and panting, sneering at each other in trying to shout others down so 
that they can draw the attention of the two brothers and be be heard by them, and in 
general creating a fascinating sight that enthralls the mind of the beholder. 

The children were aware that the ground of the bow-breaking ceremony was 
consecrated as Lord Shiva’s bow was to be kept there. So when they were moving around 
the altar and other close-by places, they showed the greatest respect to the place. 

Another important interpretation is this: Though it is true that the city children were 
so excited by meeting Lord Ram and Laxman—especially when they found that these 
brothers did not have any sort of ‘airs’ about them and were freely mixing with them like 
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they were their fast and old friends, the children overcame all initial hesitations and 
inhibitions that the children usually have when they meet strangers for the first time. As 
time passed they become very informal with Lord Ram and Laxman—touching them and 
pulling them here and there. But this should not be construed to mean that they were 
being rude to the two brothers. These children showed the greatest respect and honour to 
both Lord Ram and his brother Laxman.  

The Lord understood this—and this is why he did not mind at all about their childish 
pranks and behaviour. This is abundantly clear in the following verses.]   

 
Îô0. ‚’ Á‚‚È ∞Á„U Á◊‚ ¬˝◊’‚ ¬⁄UÁ‚ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ªÊÃ– 

ÃŸ ¬È‹∑§®„U •ÁÃ „U⁄U·È Á„Uÿ° ŒÁπ ŒÁπ ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃH 224H 
 
dōhā.  

saba sisu ēhi misa prēmabasa parasi manōhara gāta. 
tana pulakahiṁ ati haraṣu hiyam ̐ dēkhi dēkhi dō'u bhrāta. 224. 
 
On this wise and with the pretext of showing the two brothers around the city and the 
venue, the children touched the Lord’s divine body, making their own bodies thrilled and 
ecstatic by this touch (as it was an electrifying experience for them). Their hearts were 
overwhelmed with joy and happiness (on seeing the two brothers from up so close and 
interacting with them in a friendly and intimate manner). (Doha no. 224) 

[Note—These children are so very fortunate indeed. The Lord for whose divine glimpse 
great hermits, ascetics, sages and seers spend their entire lives doing Tapa and other 
forms of spiritual efforts but still are unable to have his vision is now mobbed by ordinary 
children who touch him, tug at his clothes, talk with him and hold his fingers and hands 
as they excitedly take Lord Ram and his brother Laxman round the city and the venue of 
the bow-breaking ceremony.] 

 
 
¿õ0. Á‚‚È ‚’ ⁄UÊ◊ ¬˝◊’‚ ¡ÊŸ – ¬˝ËÁÃ ‚◊Ã ÁŸ∑§Ã ’πÊŸH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sisu saba rāma prēmabasa jānē. prīti samēta nikēta bakhānē. 1. 
 
[Now, Lord Ram and Laxman have come out of the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony 
and are on their back to the place where they have been odged with sage Vishwamitra. 
The children show them their own homes, and the Lord praises them.] 
 Lord Ram had realised that the children had become overwhelmed with affection 
and love for him. So when these children came near their own homes, they lovingly 
pointed them out to the Lord who in his turn praised them (i.e. the Lord admired their 
homes and said that they were all so beautiful, large, colourful and attractive to make 
these children happy). (1) 
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[Note—Lord Ram is a noble prince with a friendly disposition and amiable nature. He 
had never behaved in a chivalrous manner, showing arrogance and ego by unnecessarily 
creating an artificial aura of majesty and nobility when it was not needed. But inspite of 
this he ensured that basic codes of decent behaviour were adhered to. 

Even when he was a child himself and went to play with other boys of his age at 
Ayodhya he was invariably friendly with them, and these boys maintained discipline and 
decorum because they knew that he was their prince and future king. So even when 
playing together they still maintained dignity and kept an honourable distance from Lord 
Ram and his brothers. The boys of Ayodhya did not mob him, did not tug and pull at him, 
and did not touch him or his clothes like the children of Janakpur. The reason is simple—
while the children of Ayodhya were afraid to do anything that might annoy Ram or his 
brothers, or even their father, king Dasrath, which would invite strong punishment, no 
such inhibitions were applicable to the children of Janakpur. For them, the two brothers, 
Lord Ram and Laxman, were simply their ‘friends’. These excited children had 
developed a very strong bond of friendship and cordiality with the two brother, even 
calling them with whatever names they felt like, and may have even invited them into 
their homes for a short visit or for snacks (refer next verse no. 2).]    

 
ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ L§Áø ‚’ ‹®„U ’Ù‹Êß¸ – ‚Á„UÃ ‚Ÿ„U ¡Ê®„U ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 2H 

 
nija nija ruci saba lēhiṁ bōlā'ī. sahita sanēha jāhiṁ dō'u bhā'ī. 2. 
 
The children called the two brothers with names according to their own liking, and to 
places they wanted them to see and visit. Overcome with the affection and love shown by 
these innocent children towards them, the two brothers responded positively and 
lovingly, gladly going to wherever they were called by the children.1 (2)* 

[Note—*This entire description of children flocking around Lord Ram and Laxman, 
touching the Lord, catching hold of his hands and fingers, pulling him here and there, 
tugging at his clothes, calling him by different names, and jumping all around him with 
excitement, and the Lord reciprocating their gestures and emotions with equal love and 
affection has a big message for us.  
 The message is sharp and clear: If we wish to come so close to the Supreme Lord that 
we can actually touch him and feel him, if we want to be so close to him that all 
formalities are done away with, if we wish to remove all barriers between ourselves and 
the Lord of our devotion, if we want that the Lord is at our beck and call—then we must 
turn ourselves to become as innocent and lovable as a child. 
 Remember: The Lord was followed by children as well as by adults. But only the 
children felt free to touch him, tug at him, pull him here and there, call him in any 
direction, and address him by any name they fancied for him, while the adults maintained 
a respectful distance and could not muster enough courage to act like their own children. 
Had they done so, they would be rebuked and called mad. Hence, it is much, much easier 
to attain the Lord if we are like these innocent children who observed no formalities, who 
did not even know the meaning of the word prince or a guest-of-honour with whom one 
must act with dignity and respect, as compared to knowledgeable adults who observed 
formalities because they knew how to treat someone who is a guest-of-honour of their 
king, who is by all counts a great prince of a great kingdom because their own king, 
Janak, has shown them such special favour by personally going to receive them and then 
escorting them to the city to lodge them at a special palace.  
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 For the children, Lord Ram was a dear friend and playmate; for the adult citizens he 
was their king’s special guest, a prince of high stature. That made the difference.  
 Thus, the greater is the innocence of our heart, the more intense is our devotion for 
the Lord God, the greater is our affinity for him, the more intense is the Lord’s response, 
and the more closer he comes to us.    
 1If we visualize the scene in our mind we can easily imagine what might be 
happening. As has been noted in the note appended to verse no. 1 above, besides showing 
Lord Ram and Laxman the sights of the city, the children excitedly pointed out their own 
homes to them on their way back to the lodging place where they were staying with sage 
Vishwamitra. Sure enough some of these children would call them by their names or by 
any nickname they had devised for Lord Ram and Laxman, or simply as brothers, pals, 
friends etc. Some of the children bade them goodbye on the street, some invited them in 
their homes for a visit or for meeting their parents or for some rest and refreshment. Still 
others pulled them away to show them some other landmarks or sights that were out of 
the way, and still others pointed out their schools and playgrounds. The Lord obliged 
them all smilingly, with cheer and equal measure of enthusiasm so as not to make the 
children unhappy and feel that the Lord is not paying attention to them.  

Remember: Lord Ram is not an ordinary human prince, though his physical body and 
appearance is such. He is a personified form of the Supreme Being, the Lord of the entire 
creation. It is no wonder that the same Lord could make his presence felt at the same 
instant at different places to oblige all the children. The proof of this actually happening 
will come indirectly later on in a different context at two places.  

These are the following:--(i) When Bharat had gone to the forest to try bring Lord 
Ram to Ayodhya, he was accompanied by a large party of the citizens of Ayodhya. When 
they met Lord Ram in the forest at a place called Chitrakoot, all of them were eager to 
meet the Lord. So Lord Ram obliged them all and met them in the way they all liked to 
meet him. This means, some met him as their beloved prince, some treated him as their 
friend, some as their Lord, some elder citizens had treated him like their sons, and so on 
and so forth. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that 
precede Doha no. 244. 

(ii) When the Lord returned to Ayodhya after his forest exile, every citizen of 
Ayodhya was eager to meet and welcome the Lord individually. From practical point of 
view this was impossible. So what did the Lord do? He assumed countless forms, as 
many as there were number of citizens. And then he met each one of them individually, 
embracing them without consideration of caste or sect of society. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-7 that precede Doha no. 6 which are absolutely 
explicit on this point. 

The Lord did not get annoyed when the children insisted that he come here and then 
there; rather he went there cheerfully and gladly. This is because Lord Ram had realised 
that the children are overwhelmed with affection and love for him, and the Lord wanted 
to honour each of their wishes because the Lord honours only one quality in this world, 
and it is having love for him. This is clear in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 24.]  

 
⁄UÊ◊ ŒπÊflÁ„U¢ •ŸÈ¡Á„U ⁄UøŸÊ – ∑§Á„U ◊ÎŒÈ ◊œÈ⁄U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ’øŸÊH 3H 

 
rāma dēkhāvahiṁ anujahi racanā. kahi mṛdu madhura manōhara bacanā. 3. 
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Lord Ram showed his younger brother (Laxman) the design and general layout of the city 
as well as of the venue (of the bow ceremony), explaining to him in sweet and pleasant 
words their special features, their outstanding beauty and charming construction. (3) 

[Note—Originally it was Laxman who was eager to see the city. As the two brothers 
moved around, Lord Ram discovered that he was the center of attraction, and felt that 
Laxman might feel neglected and ill-at-ease. So, the Lord affectionately described the 
city to Laxman as they passed by important places. In effect, the Lord repeated to 
Laxman what the excited children were giving a virtual running-commentary about.]   

 
‹fl ÁŸ◊· ◊„ÈU° ÷ÈflŸ ÁŸ∑§ÊÿÊ – ⁄Uøß ¡Ê‚È •ŸÈ‚Ê‚Ÿ ◊ÊÿÊH 4H 
÷ªÁÃ „UÃÈ ‚Ùß ŒËŸŒÿÊ‹Ê – ÁøÃflÃ øÁ∑§Ã œŸÈ· ◊π‚Ê‹ÊH 5H 

 
lava nimēṣa mahum̐ bhuvana nikāyā. raca'i jāsu anusāsana māyā. 4. 
bhagati hētu sō'i dīnadayālā. citavata cakita dhanuṣa makhasālā. 5. 
 
The Almighty Lord whose cosmic dynamic powers known as Maya is so powerful that it 
can create the entire universe in a fraction of a second that it takes one to blink as soon as 
the Lord wishes that to happen1 [4], the same merciful and kind Lord is so gracious that 
he looks at the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony with awe and stunning astonishment 
just to please his devotees (the children and the men who are accompanying him round 
the city)2 [5]. (4-5) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precede 
Doha no. 21 where Hanuman tells Ravana about Lord Ram’s mystical powers that prove 
he is the supreme Lord of creation. 
 The same idea that the entire creation is merely a hair on the body of the Viraat 
Purush is reiterate in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 9 that precedes 
Doha no. 192 when mother Kaushalya offers her prayers to the Lord at the time of his 
birth.  
 Once again, it is said that the cosmic form of the Lord is like a huge tree from which 
countless universes emerge like its fruits—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 13 where sage Kumbhaj has prayed to Lord 
Ram.  

2These two verses are included to remove any trace of doubt one might have in his 
mind about the incompatibility of two things—one, that Lord Ram is a personified form 
of the Supreme Being who is supposed to know everything, and two, as the way he feigns 
ignorance and eagerly sees all the sites of the city like ordinary tourists, at the way Lord 
Ram seems enchanted with the beauty of the city, the way he has to be told about the 
different places by the children and adults as if he does not know about them, and the 
way he goes here and there when called by the excited children.  

Well, Lord Ram is doing all this to please and oblige the ordinary people of the land, 
whether they are children or adults, who do not have the mental ability to reach the 
transcendental state of spiritual existence attained by great ascetics and sages who have 
become self-realised and enlightened to realise the Supreme Being and understand the 
Lord’s existence in the form of the ‘Atma’, the pure conscious soul. For ordinary 
creatures who cannot digest and fathom the intricacies of metaphysics and theology, the 
easiest way to attain the Lord is the sacred path of ‘Bhakti’ (devotion and love for the 
Lord).  
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The entire objective of this narration of the Lord going out to sight-see the city of 
Janakpur is precisely this—to provide an opportunity to ordinary people to have the 
divine experience of having the Lord in their midst. The Lord was not there amongst the 
ordinary citizens to boast of his super-natural powers to impress them, by saying for 
instance ‘I know this and I know that; or this is not perfect and that is faulty because of 
this and that reason’. So even if there were imperfections in the constructions and 
designing and decorations etc. the Lord still greately praised them and those who erected 
these structures so that everyone felt happy and pleased.  

The Lord acts in a way and does everything that pleases his devotees. He behaves as 
if he is bound to the ways of the world as well as the physical body that he adopted to 
become a human, but actually he is independent of all obligations and free from all 
fetters—refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 11-12 that precede 
Doha no. 73; (ii) Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 114; (iii) 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 101; and (iv) Lord Shiva’s 
words asserting this fact in Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 39.  

The Lord had come on earth to spread love, happiness and joy, and not to criticize 
and find faults. Does not the Lord know what faults his creation has; does he need to be 
snobbish and haughty and pretentious to make himself appear high and mighty and 
exalted in front of ordinary mortals who would be awed at the presence of a super-human 
amongst them?]  

 

∑§ıÃÈ∑§ ŒÁπ ø‹ ªÈL§ ¬Ê„UË¥ – ¡ÊÁŸ Á’‹¢’È òÊÊ‚ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 6H 
¡Ê‚È òÊÊ‚ «U⁄U ∑§„È°U «U⁄U „UÙß¸ – ÷¡Ÿ ¬˝÷Ê©U ŒπÊflÃ ‚Ùß¸H 7H 

 
kautuka dēkhi calē guru pāhīṁ. jāni bilambu trāsa mana māhīṁ. 6. 
jāsu trāsa ḍara kahum ̐ ḍara hō'ī. bhajana prabhā'u dēkhāvata sō'ī. 7. 
 
After having watched the novelty of the mighty fine and spectecular sights of the city that 
held the mind and the imagination of the beholder in thrall, and the wonderful way it was 
decked up for the bow-breaking ceremony, as well as having experienced the emotional 
way the citizens had warmly welcomed the two brothers, the Lord hurried to his Guru 
(sage Vishwamitra). They were worried that it was already too late. (6) 

He by whom even the God of Terror is affrightened (i.e. the latter does not have 
courage to defy Lord Ram and gainsay the Lord)—is the same Lord who is showing the 
mystical powers of Bhakti (the grand virtues of devotion and love) by feeling scared at 
annoying the sage for being late1. (7)  

[Note—1Lord Ram had promised sage Vishwamitra that he will go and come back 
‘immediately’ or ‘soon’ after showing the city to Laxman. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 218. And now the sun has set and it 
was dark, and they have been wondering in the city late. Sure enough, the sage would be 
worried and would get angry at them for being late in returning. 

Lord Ram is affright that he is getting late to return to sage Vishwamitra. The 
Supreme Lord who instills fear even in the heart of the Terror God because the latter dare 
not disobey him, is feeling worried that the sage would get annoyed and angry at him for 
being late. The Lord indirectly gives the meassage that if one has ‘Bhakti’ for him, the 
Lord cannot gather courage to offend such a person or not do according to his wishes. 
Vishwamitra had ordered them  
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Sage Vishwamitra loved Lord Ram like his son; the sage for once had forgotten that 
these two princes are none but manifestations of thew Supreme Being, the Lord of the 
entire creation, but out of intensity of love and affection for Lord Ram and Laxman he 
had started to treat them as his ‘ward’.  

The sage must have got worried that it was getting dark, and the two boys have yet 
not returned. What has happened to them—have they got lost in the big city? So, Lord 
Ram thought, that the sage will take him to task for being late and making him restless 
about his security and well-being.  

Well, had the sage’s Mana (hear and mind) not been overwhelmed with love and 
affection for the two brothers and had lived in the transcendental plane of existence 
where it knew that Lord Ram is Brahm personified, then there was no question of the 
sage getting worried about the safety of the two brothers. Well, he was not in the 
beginning—as proved by the fact he determined that they would fearlessly face and kill 
the demons without any doubt. When he let Lord Ram and Laxman stand guard during 
his fire sacrifice, he did not worry about their safety. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 210. 

But then the merciful Lord had to show the dispassionate sage what joy and 
happiness lies in having a heart of a devotee who loves his Lord more than anything in 
existence. The Lord had to show the renunciate hermit what sweet nectar there is in the 
virtues of love and affection as opposed to dry metaphysical knowledge and theological 
doctrines. So he invoked these virtues in the dry-as-nut Mana of the enlightened sage.  
For a detailed note on how the sage forgot for once that the two princes accompanying 
him are not ordinary princes but Brahm in a personified form, please see elaborate notes 
appended to Chaupai line nos. 3-7 that precede Doha no. 209 above. 

The assertion that even ‘Terror’ is afraid to annoy his Lord is reiterated elsewhere 
also where it is said that “even ‘Kaal’, the God of death, is scared to annoy the Lord”—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 13.]          

 
∑§Á„U ’ÊÃ¥ ◊ÎŒÈ ◊œÈ⁄U ‚È„UÊßZ – Á∑§∞ Á’ŒÊ ’Ê‹∑§ ’Á⁄U•ÊßZH 8H 

 
kahi bātēṁ mṛdu madhura suhā'īṁ. ki'ē bidā bālaka bari'ā'īṁ. 8. 
 
When Lord Ram realised that he is getting late, he politely took his leave from the boys 
who were accompanying them. Using pleasant and sweet words, he had to forcibly bid 
good-bye to the boys. (8) 

[Note—This verse and its preceding one are wonderful verses. Chaupai line no. 7 says 
that the Lord was afraid of the sage as he was getting late, and the reason is that the Lord 
wants to show the mystical effects of the power of Bhakti. The sage had great Bhakti for 
him, and the Lord had promised him that he will come back soon after a quick round of 
the city with Laxman. 

And it so happened that in the city he met others who also had Bhakti for him—the 
citizens, the adult men and women, and the children. As has been pointed out earlier, the 
children represent purest form Bhakti as they have started loving their dear friend Ram 
and do not want to part with him. But the Lord was in a dilemma. Both the sage as well 
as the children had Bhakti, but the Lord had earlier promised the sage that he will come 
back soon. So, the Lord must honour the word given by him to his first devotee, the 
sage—which was that he will come back to him soon. Had he not given this word, the 
Lord would have stayed for a long time in the city, obliging the children by being with 
them, say till midnight.  
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The point is very clear. Therefore Lord Ram had no option but to bid good-bye to the 
children and return hastily to sage Vishwamitra. 

There is one stark point staring at our faces here. The Lord took his leave from the 
‘children’ and not from the ‘adults’ who also may have been following him round the 
city. But the difference is this: the adults may have gone for some distance from their 
homes or workplaces, and returned to resume the work they were doing. The children, on 
the other hand, followed the Lord wherever he went. On his way back, when these 
children reached their respective homes, they cheerfully asked the Lord to come in, or 
simply showed the Lord their homes, saying “Oh friend, I live here’, and so on. Refer: 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 225.  

No one wanted to leave the Lord as he swiftly moved in the direction of his lodging 
place—becausing he was getting late.  

So, finally, the Lord had to persuade the hordes of children thronging him to go back 
to their homes even against their wills, using sweet and endearing parting words. This is 
the way of the world, and the Lord had to ensure that it is observed because he had 
assumed a human body that is subjected to, and is expected to obey these laws.  

The presence of Lord Ram in their middle had the same effect on the children that a 
magnet has on iron pieces. The same dramatic scene is witnessed later on in this story of 
the Ramayan when Lord Ram had gone out of Ayodhya on his forest sojourn for 14 
years. The grieving citizens of Ayodhya had followed the Lord from behind, deciding 
that their best of good and welfare lies in the company of the Lord they loved so much, 
even in the forest, and not without him in the city of Ayodhya. Lord Ram had tried all 
means and arguments to motivate them to return after the huge crowd following him had 
gone very far behind him. But the citizens refused to return. So, the Lord was forced—
indeed with a heavy heart of the extreme kind—to use a trick to sneak out during the 
night when they were all asleep. The citizens grieved and wept like abandoned children, 
but they had no choice but to return to Ayodhya and wait patiently for the Lord to return 
at the end of the exile period. This heart-wrenching episode that rocks even the sternest of 
minds is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 84—to Doha no. 86.]     

 
Îô0. ‚÷ÿ ‚¬˝◊ Á’ŸËÃ •ÁÃ ‚∑È§ø ‚Á„UÃ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß– 

ªÈ⁄U ¬Œ ¬¢∑§¡ ŸÊß Á‚⁄U ’ÒΔU •Êÿ‚È ¬ÊßH 225H 
 
dōhā.  

bhaya saprēma binīta ati sakuca sahita dō'u bhā'i. 
gura pada paṅkaja nā'i sira baiṭhē āyasu pā'i. 225. 

The two brothers reached the Guru (sage Vishwamitra) hesitantly, meekly and 
submissively, bowed before him affectionately, and then sat down after getting 
permission from him. (Doha no. 225) 

[Note—Realising that they had been late in coming back, the two brothers approached 
the sage hesitantly and meekly as they feared that he would be angry at them. They 
politely bowed their heads before him as a mark of great respect and subtly requesting 
him to forgive them for being late.  
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The sage was a wise man. He had himself told Lord Ram that he should go and let 
the citizens of Janakpur enjoy the reward of having eyes by letting them have a divine 
view of the Lord’s holy form. Refer: Doha no. 218.  

So the sage was not at all annoyed for the two brothers being late; rather he 
understood the reason for it even without them saying it in clear words.  

So the sage asked them to sit down. Had the sage been angry, he would have politely 
admonished them or at least not told them to sit down.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ÁŸÁ‚ ¬˝’‚ ◊ÈÁŸ •Êÿ‚È ŒËã„UÊ – ‚’„UË¥ ‚¢äÿÊ’¢ŒŸÈ ∑§Ëã„UÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nisi prabēsa muni āyasu dīnhā. sabahīṁ sandhyābandanu kīnhā. 1. 
 
At dusk (nisi prabēsa), the sage (Vishwamitra) ordered everyone to do the religious 
observance known as ‘Sandhya-bandan’ (sandhyābandan)—prayers offered to the Sun-
God as a visible manifestation of Brahm, the Supreme Being, by using the famous 
‘Gayatri Mantra1. (1) 

[Note—From the metaphysical and spiritual point of view, the union of Brahm, the 
Supreme Being, and the Jiva, the living being, is symoblised by the ‘Sandhya’—meaning 
the point where two entities are joined.  
 The word ‘Bandan’ simply means to ‘offer respects to’, or ‘to offer prayers to’.  
In other words, ‘Sandhya-bandan’ is a religious observance that symbolizes the union of 
the Jiva with Brahm. It is done regularly to remind the Jiva, at least three times of the 
day, that he must strive to establish a union between himself and Brahm.  

Sandhya-bandan is a religious observance done three times a day—at dawn, at noon, 
and dusk. It is usually done near a water-body, such as a pond or river. The Gayatri 
Mantra is the standard Mantra used for this sacramental observance. It is usually done 
near a water-body, such a pond or river. Pranayam, a meditative process when the breath 
is controlled by a set of postures, is part of the ritual.  
 Sandhya-bandan consists of two basic stages—the first step is offering of prayers 
using the Gayatri Mantra and doing Pranayam, and the second step is offering of 
oblations to the Sun-God. 

During the evening Sandhya-bandan, the first step is completed facing the east, and 
the second step is done facing the west.  

During the morning Sandhya-bandan, the reverse process is followed—viz. the first 
step is done facing the west, and the second step is completed facing the east.  
At noon, the process is done in such a way that first half of the sacrament is done 
according to the morning Sandhya-bandan, and the second half is done according to the 
evening process.  
 Now, it is classified into three types depending upon the time when it is done. For 
instance, the Sandhya-bandan that is done in the evening are of the following three 
types—(i) the best type of Sandhya-bandan is done at a time when sun has reached the 
western horizon but has yet not disappeared from sight, (ii) the medium is that which is 
done after the sun has set beyond the horizon but the stars are still not visible, and (iii) the 
lowest category of this sacrament is when it is done after the stars start appearing in the 
sky.  
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The reverse process is applicable to the one that is done in the morning. That means, 
the Sandhya-bandan that is done while the stars are still visible is the best, the one that is 
done after the stars vanish from sight but before the sun becomes visible in the eastern 
sky is medium, and the one done after sunrise is of the lowest type.  

For the one that is done at noon, the best is that which is done in such a way that half 
of the process falls just before exact noon time, and half after it.  
Refer also Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 327 
below.  

The Gayatri Mantra is the following—“OM Bhurbhuvaha Swaha1, 
Tatsaviurvarenyam2, Bhargo Devasya Dhimahi3, Dhiyo Yo Nah Prachodayat4’. This is 
known as the full Brahm Gayatri as it is dedicated to OM, the word which is used as a 
synonym for Brahm. It means ‘OM is the supreme, transcendental Brahm. He is the lord 
of creation of the terrestrial (Bhu), the celestial (Bhuvaha) and heavenly worlds 
(Suwaha). I offer my oblations to you. That Brahm is luminous like the Sun. He is 
excellent, the best, the most exalted, a destroyer of sins, and a divine entity. May he 
imbibe, infuse and inspire our intellect with wisdom and enlightenment so that we are 
purified and move on the righteous and noble path’. The four phrases of the Gayatri 
Mantra are clearly marked by small numerals in this Mantra. This Mantra appears in the 
Rig Veda (3/62/10), the Sam Veda (1462), and Yajur Veda (3/35, 22/9, 30/2, 36/6).] 

 
∑§„UÃ ∑§ÕÊ ßÁÃ„UÊ‚ ¬È⁄UÊŸË – L§Áø⁄U ⁄U¡ÁŸ ¡Èª ¡Ê◊ Á‚⁄UÊŸËH 2H 

 
kahata kathā itihāsa purānī. rucira rajani juga jāma sirānī. 2. 
 
After completing the Sandhya-bandan ritual, the sages gathered together to say and listen 
to religious discourses (‘Kathaa’) based on ancient religious histories, known as the 
‘Itihaas’1, till about the middle of the night2. This time was spent pleasantly3. (2) 

[Note—1Since sage Vishwamitra was the senior-most sage of the group, he was the one 
who told these stories from the Purans, and the others, including Lord Ram and Laxman, 
heard them attentively. Vishwamitra was a sage having a very long life, and he was 
highly learned and had a phenomenal memory. So every time an opportunity arrived to 
keep others occupied or entertained, as in the present case, they selected him to tell them 
something interesting from the past. Then the sage would quote some interesting 
anecdote from the ancient texts, known as the Purans and Itihaas that conveyed some 
form of religious messages. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 210; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
278. 

2The time spent in telling such interesting stories was ‘Jug-jaam’ meaning ‘two 
Pahar’—which means 2 (‘Jug’ = 2) x 3 hours (‘Jaam’) = approximately 6 hours from 
sunset. This takes us to around midnight.   

3The time of the night was ‘spent pleasantly’ because, one, the stories that the sage 
told the gathering were very interesting, and two, they had a devotional quotient which 
made them very attractive and pleasant to hear for the sages as well as the two brothers.] 

  
◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U ‚ÿŸ ∑§ËÁã„U Ã’ ¡Êß¸ – ‹ª ø⁄UŸ øÊ¬Ÿ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 3H 

 
munibara sayana kīnhi taba jā'ī. lagē carana cāpana dō'u bhā'ī. 3. 
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After that (i.e. just after midnight), the sage retired to sleep. The two brothers began to 
softly message and gently knead his legs (to give the sage comfort and provide relief 
from tired muscles and weary feet). (3) 

[Note—The point to note here is that the two brothers did not deem fit to ask for the 
sage’s permission to serve him by messaging his tired feet, whereas on all other 
occasions they have sought it. Well, the answer is that when a disciple serves his teacher 
personally, no formal permission is required, but for all other things it is needed.  

Another reason was to serve the sage and make him pleased so that he gives them his 
blessings for the events that were to unfold the next day—at the bow-breaking ceremony.  
The third possible reason is to silently ask the sage to forgive the two brothers for any 
mistakes that they might have made till now. One such possible mistake was coming late 
after the tour of the city of Lanka.  

The fourth reason is that this is the first opportunity that sage Vishwamitra has got to 
properly rest without any worries for what has to be done the next day since the time he 
left his hermitage to bring Lord Ram and Laxman from Ayodhya. First he went to 
Ayodhya, then he came back to his hermitage with the two brothers and got engaged in 
the arrangement and completion of the fire sacrifice, then he was kept busy by the regular 
administrative affairs of his hermitage, and then started on the journey for Janakpur. This 
was the first time he could sleep peacefully without any worries to be handled the next 
day.  

It is a matter of practical experience that when one has a lot of work to do and his 
mind is occupied with it then though he might sleep daily for a few hours in the night yet 
he becomes tired. Only when the work is finished and his mind is free from the 
accompanying tension does he experience tiredness and fatigue overtaking him. It is then 
that he needs some real sleep and body message or gentle kneading of the tired muscles 
to relax them and help him feel rejuvenated the next day.]  

 
Á¡ã„U ∑§ ø⁄UŸ ‚⁄UÙL§„U ‹ÊªË – ∑§⁄UÃ Á’Á’œ ¡¬ ¡Ùª Á’⁄UÊªËH 4H 
Ãß ŒÙ©U ’¢œÈ ¬˝◊ ¡ŸÈ ¡ËÃ – ªÈ⁄U ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ¬‹Ù≈UÃ ¬˝ËÃH 5H 

 
jinha kē carana sarōruha lāgī. karata bibidha japa jōga birāgī. 4. 
tē'i dō'u bandhu prēma janu jītē. gura pada kamala palōṭata prītē. 5. 
 
The two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) whose holy feet are reverentially sought to be 
attained by renunciate and dispassionate hermits and ascetics by doing so many different 
kinds of Japa (repetition of holy Names of the Lord God as well as the Mantras which are 
spiritual formulas) and Yoga (meditation) [4], the same brothers seemed to be conquered 
(overwhelmed) by the Guru’s (sage Vishwamitra’s) love and affection for them so much 
so that they dutifully and respectfully message his legs and softly knead their tired 
muscles [5]. (4-5) 

[Note—Lord Ram is a manifestation of the Supreme Being, and Laxman is his devoted 
follower; Lord Ram has Laxman always by his side. When one wishes to please the Lord 
it is equally important to please the Lord’s devoted follower, his devotee. Nothing pleases 
the Lord more than pleasing his close devotee. That is why both the brothers are referred 
to in these verses.  
 Now, the way to reach the Lord is through various spiritual practices, such as doing 
Japa and Yoga. Many ascetics and hermits attempt to attain the holy feet of the Supreme 
Being by taking recourse to these methods, but they are only a few who succeed. In other 
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words, attainment of the Lord is a tough task. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Chanda stanza no. 3, line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 32.   

But the same Lord is easily attainable by un-adulterated devotion, love and affection. 
Sage Vishwamitra has developed fatherly love for them, and a father’s love for his 
children is pure, simple and sincere. At the time of handing the two brothers to him, king 
Dasrath had clearly asked the sage that henceforth he is their father—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 208.  
 The spiritual message here is clear: If we wish to have closeness with our Lord, then 
the easiest and most convenient way is to have undiluted and truest form of devotion for 
him, to love him from the deepest recesses of our hearts. If we do it, the Lord will not 
think twice before reciprocating our love for him, and he will be at our beck and call. 
 The Supreme Being is unconquerable, but the only thing that makes him subdued is 
love, affection and devotion. The Lord feels so obliged by the sage’s love and affection 
for him that he messaged the latter’s feet to give him comfort. Messaging or rubbing the 
feet of someone while he sleeps is regarded as an excellent form of personal service. 

The importance of having love for Lord Ram as a means to please the Lord more 
than anything else has been asserted by Lord Shiva himself—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Lanka Kand, Doha no. 117 Kha.] 

 
’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ •‚ÿÊ ŒËã„UË – ⁄UÉÊÈ’⁄U ¡Êß ‚ÿŸ Ã’ ∑§Ëã„UËH 6H 

 
bāra bāra muni agyā dīnhī. raghubara jā'i sayana taba kīnhī. 6. 
 
Raghubar (Lord Ram) went to sleep himself only after the sage (Vishwamitra) repeatedly 
asked him to do so. (6) 

[Note—Normally, Lord Ram would obey what the sage told him even once, but this time 
he had to be told repeatedly to go and sleep, and the sage took no offence at this 
diobedience.  

This is remarkable. It is because the sage realised that the two brothers were showing 
their greatest of respect to him by serving him personally, with great affection and with 
the greatest devotion.  

Remember—the two brothers were princes of a great empire, and as such they were 
not ordinarily expected to serve a humble sage by messaging his legs like ordinary 
servants. The wise sage realised this, and felt overwhelmed with love for the two brothers 
instead of getting annoyed at them. 

Not stopping to message his legs at the first request does not mean that Lord Ram or 
Laxman are being disobedient to him, the sage understood, but it only shows that they 
want to serve him more and ensure that he gets more comfort and feels more relaxed by 
the soft rubbing they are doing to his tired legs. They have all walked so long a distance, 
and the two brothers felt that the old sage must be very tired. Only a very devoted and 
faithful son or disciple or servant will have this sort of concern for his parent or teacher 
or master like the two brothers are now showing for the sage. They want to give him as 
much comfort as is possible for them even at the cost of their own weariness.  
 Remember: All of them had walked the same distance—right from Ayodhya to the 
sage’s hermitage at Siddha-shram, and from there to Jankpur. If the sage was tired, so 
were the two brothers. Being princes who are accustomed to all sorts of physical comfort, 
the compassionate sage felt that if he does not tell Lord Ram to stop, and allows the 
brothers to continue messaging his legs, then they will not stop for the rest of the night in 
their enthusiasm for giving him maximum comfort and relaxation, and in the process they 
will not get any rest for themselves.  
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 So, after sometime the sage asked them to go and retire for the night. But Lord Ram 
and Laxman wished to continue doing service to their Guru* and foster-father# as a token 
of their great respect and thanks for him. It was a noble gesture, having a noble intention, 
and meant to express the two brothers’ gratitude and affection for the sage. So the sage 
loved this attitude and felt extremely obliged to them. {*The sage taught them the 
knowledge of weapons and warfare: refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 
and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8. #King Dasrath had told sage Vishwamitra that 
henceforth he was the ‘father’ of the two brothers at the time of handing over them to the 
sage at Ayodhya: refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 208.} 
 Since the wise sage realised their intentions, he did not become angry at them that 
inspite of his telling them to go and sleep so many times, they continued to message his 
legs and did not obey him. The wise sage understood that the two brothers are 
affectionately messaging his legs as a means to serve him with great devotion and 
sincerity, and to give him personal comfort as much as it possible for them. He also 
realised that they are expressing their thanfulness and gratitude to him for the love, 
affection and devotion that he has extended to them just like they would have expected 
from their own father, king Dasrath, and not letting them feel for a second that they are 
with some unknown stranger.  
 Besides this, the sage understood that Lord Ram and Laxman are revering him as 
their Guru (teacher) because he had imparted to them the knowledge of weapons and 
warfare while they were on their way from Ayodhya to the hermitage of the sage, and as 
a devoted disciple they wish to express their thanks to him for teaching them the 
intricacies of warfare and the skills required in the use of weapons of all kinds, a 
knowledge that was very essential for princes and which they had not acquired till then.   
 Any master whom his servant serves with eagerness and sincerity will understand 
that the former is doing it because he is motivated by his emotions, faithfulness and call 
of duty befitting a true server who wishes to serve his lord or master to the best of his 
ability, ensuring that his master gets the best of service and comfort from him, and that no 
effort is left to please the lord or master. So he will never get annoyed if he finds that the 
servant is defying his orders while serving him personally.  
 The message in this incident is clear and sharp: While serving one’s Guru or father 
(parent), there is no harm in doing some extra service even when it is not wanted or asked 
for, and that if one continues to personally serve the Guru or the father even when the 
latter asks him to stop and take rest or relax then there is no harm or wrong in continuing 
the service. This is because the intention is noble and good, and in such a situation the 
demerit of not obeying the Guru’s or father’s orders is offset by the immense merit that 
accumulates by devotedly serving them even beyond the call of formal duty and 
obligations.  
 There is one more point to note: When a son or disciple serves his father or Guru, as 
the case may be, beyond the call of his regular and formal duty, and with the greatest of 
sincerity and devotion, the father and the Guru feels emotionally overwhelmed by this 
service and silently blesses the son or the disciple respectively. This blessing is 
spontaneous and intense; it comes from the deepest recesses of the heart, and therefore its 
effect is very profound. It stands in sharp contrast to the blessing that is merely formal 
and more perfunctory in nature.  
 Indeed, the benefits that the two brothers would reap by this selfless and devoted 
service to the enlightened great sage who also happened to have become their Guru will 
be evident soon, the next day itself when Lord Ram will be rewarded by a world-wide 
fame when he breaks the bow in an assembly attended by all the great kings and princes 
of the time, especially when all who tried to lift it had failed to move it a fraction of an 
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inch. Not only this, the Lord will get the hand of Sita in marriage, the prize which all the 
kings and princes of the world had longed for when they came to attend the bow-breaking 
ceremony.  
 The icing of the cake would be the marriage of all the brothers of Lord Ram at 
Janakpur. It will be a token of the sage’s thanksgiving and showing his blessings not only 
for Lord Ram and Laxman alone who had personally served him but also for the whole 
family of king Dasrath—because for an old father like Dasrath, there is no greater 
happiness in his old age than seeing his four sons married with four beautiful brides from 
a family as reputed as his own.]  

 
øÊ¬Ã ø⁄UŸ ‹πŸÈ ©U⁄U ‹Ê∞° – ‚÷ÿ ‚¬˝◊ ¬⁄U◊ ‚øÈ ¬Ê∞°H 7H 
¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬˝÷È ∑§„U ‚Ùfl„ÈU ÃÊÃÊ – ¬ı…∏ œÁ⁄U ©U⁄U ¬Œ ¡‹¡ÊÃÊH 8H 

 
cāpata carana lakhanu ura lā'ēm ̐. sabhaya saprēma parama sacu pā'ēm̐. 7. 
puni puni prabhu kaha sōvahu tātā. pauṛhē dhari ura pada jalajātā. 8. 

When Lord Ram went to sleep, Laxman hesitantly held his legs close to his own bosom 
(“ura lā'ēm̐.”), caressing and messaging (“cāpata carana”) them most affectionately 
(“saprēma parama”) but with due care not to press them hard because he was afraid 
that it may cause discomfort to the Lord (“sabhaya sacu pā'ēm̐.”) (7) 

The Lord repeatedly asked him (Laxman) to go and sleep (like sage Vishwamitra 
had done a while ago). Then Laxman lied down, still holding the Lord’s holy feet and 
keeping them on his chest as he lay on the ground. (8) 

[Note—The attitude of Laxman exemplifies the highest level of devotion and love that a 
devotee must have for his Lord God. His gesture of holding Lord Ram’s feet close to his 
heart indicates how much devotion and love and respect he has for them. A person 
clutches something close to his heart only if it very dear to him; it’s a gesture of great 
affection for and emotional attachment with that thing.   

Remember: It has been observed earlier that Laxman represents a Jiva, a living being, 
while Lord Ram symbolizes the Supreme Being. Hence, the message here is clear: a Jiva 
must have the greatest of reverence and devotion for the holy feet of the Supreme Being, 
and even while the Jiva sleeps he must hold the Lord’s holy feet close to his heart. 

Another point to note is that Laxman did not actually ‘sleep’ but only lied down for 
the rest of the night, and even then he kept the Lord’s holy feet on his bosom. He was 
always vigilant to serve Lord Ram, and remained ever alert should the Lord want 
something or if some harm comes to him.  

When the Lord noticed that Laxman is awake and has not fallen asleep—because 
though he lay on the ground he still clasped the Lord’s feet and did not let them off, the 
Lord repeatedly asked him to let go of his legs, relax himself, and go to sleep. When one 
falls asleep, it is not practically possible for him to keep clasping something to his bosom 
with the same grip and vigilance as one does while he is awake. This alerted Lord Ram 
that Laxman has not gone to sleep because he continued to clasp the Lord’s feet to his 
heart.   

This dedication of Laxman for Lord Ram and the Lord’s love for him is proved at 
many places in the story. For instance—(i) At the time of Lord Ram’s going to exile, 
Laxman had clearly told him that as far as he is concerned, all relationships are centered 
on the Lord, and if the Lord decides to go to the forest for exile there is no reason why he 
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(Laxman) should remain behind at Ayodhya. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
from Doha no. 71—to Doha no. 70. (ii) The mutual love between the two brothers is 
stunning and exemplary. The relationship between Laxman and Lord Ram was like that 
of the eye and the eyelid. For the body, eye is the most important organ because without 
it the world is dark; and for the eye the eyelid is the most important part because the latter 
is constantly alert to protect at all times. For Laxman, Lord Ram was like the ‘eye’, and 
Lord Ram cared for Laxman like the ‘eyelid’ cares for the eye. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 142. (iii) Laxman served Lord 
Ram most indulgently like a worldly man is eager to serve his gross body and gratify its 
urges. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 142. (iv) During the Great War at Lanka when Laxman fell unconscious by being hit 
with an arrow shot by Meghnad, Lord Ram had lamented gravely, saying that without 
him he will not like to live. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-
10 that precedes Doha no. 61.(v) Even during the bow ceremony, when king Janak 
showed his exasperation by saying that the world has become empty of warriors when no 
one could break the bow, Laxman became very angry because this meant an insult for 
Lord Ram. He challenged Janak how he dared to say such a thing in the presence of the 
Lord, and vowed to turn the earth upside down where his kingdom stood. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 252—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 254. 

During the forest exile, when Lord Ram retired for the night, Laxman used to 
message and knead his tired legs to give them comfort. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, line no. 2 of Doha no. 89.  

When Lord Ram and his consort Sita used to go to sleep, Laxman would spend the 
whole night standing guard to protect them. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 252   

Laxman’s affection for Lord Ram’s holy feet has been lauded by Bharat—the third 
brother of the Lord who is depicted as a true and exemplary devotee who refused to 
accept the crown, and instead decided to spend the entire period of the Lord’s forest exile 
living like a reclusive hermit himself away from the city of Ayodhya—in Ram Charit 
Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 91. 

Laxman kept vigil with an arrow and bow to protect Lord Ram at all times 
throughout his forest sojourn. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 11.]  

 
Îô0. ©UΔU ‹πŸÈ ÁŸÁ‚ Á’ªÃ ‚ÈÁŸ •L§ŸÁ‚πÊ œÈÁŸ ∑§ÊŸ– 

ªÈ⁄U Ã¥ ¬Á„U‹®„U ¡ªÃ¬ÁÃ ¡Êª ⁄UÊ◊È ‚È¡ÊŸH 226H 
 
dōhā. 

uṭhē lakhanu nisi bigata suni arunasikhā dhuni kāna. 
gura tēṁ pahilēhiṁ jagatapati jāgē rāmu sujāna. 226. 

Early in the morning, even before sunrise, Laxman got up when he heard the cock crow1. 
Lord Ram, the Lord of the world (“Jagat-pati”) and a thorough gentleman who was very 
wise, knowledgable and intelligent (“Sujaan”), however woke up a little later but before 
the Guru (sage Vishwamitra) himself woke up2. (Doha no. 226) 
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[Note—1Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 358 which endorses this point that the Lord woke up at dawn when the cock 
crowed. 

2The sage had retired past midnight, and Lord Ram and Laxman still later because 
they had been serving the sage by messaging his feet. Then the two brothers got up very 
early; the sage got up before sunrise.  
 The sage was the first to go to sleep, and the last to wake up. Laxman was the last 
person to retire and the first to get up. And Lord Ram was the second person to go to 
sleep and also the second person to wake up.  
 The sequence tells us ordinary mortals the way we should lead our lives. The senior-
most person retires first, while the most junior is the last one to touch bed. This 
apparently heiarchial structure where the senior-most person not only takes rest before 
others but is also served by his juniors till he gives them orders to retire is an exemplary 
example of a well-disciplined society where the elders are given their due respect and 
honourable place.  

This is the law of Dharma—the proper way of treating elders. The teacher and elder 
should be allowed to take rest first and before his disciple or younger companion. And 
when the teacher or the elder is given his due share of respect, it is natural that his heart 
would brim with happiness which will translate into spontaneous blessing for the junior.  

Remember: The crowing of the cock clearly indicates that the sage and his group 
were lodged somewhere in the city itself, because had it been somewhere outside at some 
place specially earmarked for the incoming guests the chances of the crow being heard at 
such remote place are almost nil. It will be noted just a little ahead from now that the two 
brothers had gone to the royal garden of king Janak to fetch flowers for sage 
Vishwamitra’s worship rituals. This clearly means that the place where they were lodged 
was very near the royal palace. 

Cocks are pet birds, and in ancient times when there were no alarm-clocks they were 
reared by people to act as Nature’s living alarm-bells to tell them that dawn is fast 
approaching and it is time to get up and be ready for the day.  
 Cocks were present in inhabited areas such as villages, towns or cities. So therefore, 
this is the first time Laxman has heard it crow since he left Ayodhya with sage Valmiki. ] 

  
   
¿õ0. ‚∑§‹ ‚ıø ∑§Á⁄U ¡Êß Ÿ„UÊ∞ – ÁŸàÿ ÁŸ’ÊÁ„U ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U Á‚⁄U ŸÊ∞H 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

sakala sauca kari jā'i nahā'ē. nitya nibāhi munihi sira nā'ē. (1) 
 
After having attended to the routine call of Nature and undertaking all traditional acts of 
purification, they (Lord Ram and Laxman) took their baths. Then, after finishing their 
daily routine of offering prayers and formal worship etc. they went to the sage and bowed 
their heads before him with reverence. (1) 

[Note—The daily morning routine of purification and worship involves ablutions and 
bath, offering of oblations, prayers and a bit of meditation.  
 Lord Ram always followed all the norms of Dharma. Even when he was a child or 
had grown up to reach the adolescent age, he used to go and bow respectfully to his 
parents after waking up every morning when he was at Ayodhya. After that, the Lord 
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would seek his father’s permission and attend to the affairs of the kingdom. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 205. 
 Following the same noble way of starting his day, he finished his routine personal 
chores and went to give his respects to sage Vishwamitra who for all practical purposes 
was his ‘father’ as well as a ‘Guru’. 
 Later on in the story we shall read that at Chitrakoot, where Bharat had gone in an 
attempt to persuade Lord Ram to return to Ayodhya from the forest, a similar routine was 
followed—i.e. the entire assembly did their morning purification rituals and worshipped 
their respective gods, then Lord Ram went to meet his guru, sage Vasistha. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 290.]  

 
‚◊ÿ ¡ÊÁŸ ªÈ⁄U •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß¸ – ‹Ÿ ¬˝‚ÍŸ ø‹ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 2H 

 
samaya jāni gura āyasu pā'ī. lēna prasūna calē dō'u bhā'ī. 2. 
 
[The sage needed flowers for his worship rituals. So—] When the time was right, the two 
brothers got permission from their Guru and took his leave to go out to fetch flowers (so 
that the sage can do his worship rituals). (2) 

[Note—Lord Ram and Laxman’s trip to the royal garden where Sita had also gone to 
offer worship to the family deity, goddess Parvati, to seek her blessing for a groom most 
suitable for her, and the subsequent eye-to-eye contact between Sita and Lord Ram which 
led to the two developing mutual love for each other has also been beautifully described 
in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/71—1/72. 

On the face of it this is a simple, straightforward affair—when the sage was ready for 
his worship formalities, he signaled to the two brothers to go and fetch some flowers. But 
the phrase “when the time was right” has another mystical connotation to it.  

It was the time when all those who do worship require flowers for offering to their 
deities. Sure enough, it is also the time when Sita would be going to the royal garden to 
offer her own worship in the royal temple situated there, and would naturally be plucking 
flowers to be offered to the deity. So, the hint is clear: Lord Ram—“the Lord of the world 
who was very intelligent and wise” (refer: line no. 2 of Doha no. 226 above)—knew that 
this is the correct and opportune time to give his divine Darshan (divine glimpse) to Sita 
to tell her that he has arrived.  

Remember: Ram and Sita are not ordinary prince and princess, but Lord Vishnu and 
his divine consort Laxmi respectively. As we proceed with the story we will read that all 
the invited kings and princes had failed to move the bow a fraction of an inch, what to 
talk of lifting and breaking it. This means that Sita’s future was doomed as she was to 
marry someone who could lift, string, and break the bow; this was the condition that her 
father, king Janak, had set for her marriage. When no one could do it, Janak lamented and 
said that it is written in Sita’s destiny that she will remain unmarried throughout her life. 
Imagine the intensity of grief, dismay, depression and frustration that would have struck 
her like a bolt of lightening with this doomed dark fate.  

Her only hope lay with Lord Ram—because she had learnt earlier from her friends 
that the Lord had killed many invincible demons and had provided liberation to Ahilya 
(sage Gautam’s wife). Luckily for her, Lord Ram had yet not approached the bow. So 
Sita pinned her hope on the Lord.  

Therefore, in this context, Lord Ram showing himself to Sita in the royal garden on 
the pretext of plucking flowers for the sage was a pre-planned affair of the “Lord of the 
world who was wise, knowledgable and intelligent” to hint to Sita that she need not 
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worry when everything would seem lost and doomed. The Lord who is famed as the 
remover of worries of his devotees is here, and if she really and sincerily develops 
‘devotion, love, submission’ for him, if she ‘surrenders herself’ to him—then let her be 
carefree and assured that happiness is all of hers.  

This is exactly what had happened. When Sita was submerged in an ocean of misery 
and gloom, touching the lowest point in her life, she had surrendered herself at the holy 
feet of Lord Ram and prayed fervently to the Lord, from the deepest recesses of her heart, 
to save her from a doomed destiny. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 259. 
 It was when the Lord realised that Sita’s surrender was absolute and complete, and a 
slight delay would agonise her further, Lord Ram had instantly lifted and broken the bow 
with a thunderous roar. It was like a lightening from the sky that ruptured through the 
dark foreboding cloud of doom, dejection and despair that not only surrounded Sita like a 
thick fog but also the citizens of Janakpur as well as her parents. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 259—to Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 262 (Lord Ram saw Sita’s consternation and extreme 
sense of misery and urgency, so he breaks the bow, and the people of Janakpur felt very 
happy); (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 263 (Janak feels happy and all his 
grief vanished); (iii) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 263 (Sita’s extreme 
sense of relief and joy); (iv) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 265 (the jubilation 
amongst the Gods). 

Remember: There are two planes at which we can interpret this story of Ram Charit 
Manas—one is the gross level of the visible world of matter, senses and material things, 
and the other plane is the invisible world having a spiritual and devotional dimension. 
The latter is possible only when we look deep into the hidden meaning of this story with 
an analytical mind and a penetrating intellect, when we peer behind the curtain as it were, 
to interpret and understand its profound subtle spiritual and devotional messages. It is the 
latter approach that will give real joy and contentedness in reading this book, for 
otherwise it will be rendered without its soul. If we do not see the spiritual and devotional 
quotient in Ram Charit Manas, and merely interpret events from the physical perspective, 
then we have missed the nectar and have just read another story like so many other 
versions of this epic known the world over as simply “Ramayana”. It would be like being 
contented by merely enjoying the sight of the beauty and diversity of colourful flowers in 
a garden, but not being like the bee that actually drinks their nectar and derives 
nourishment as well as intense pleasure from these same flowers. 

So, the worldly view of what happens next is straight and simple—a prince visits a 
garden where the princess has also come to pluck flowers. They see each other. It is love 
at first sight. They long for each other, but are frustrated by the girl’s father’s vows. Then 
fate smiles upon them, and eventually they are united in marriage. It’s a fairy-tale ending.  

On the other hand, the spiritual view is narrated above in the foregoing paragraphs of 
this note.]            

 
÷Í¬ ’ÊªÈ ’⁄U Œπ©U ¡Êß¸ – ¡„°U ’‚¢Ã Á⁄UÃÈ ⁄U„UË ‹Ù÷Êß¸H 3H 

 
bhūpa bāgu bara dēkhē'u jā'ī. jaham̐ basanta ritu rahī lōbhā'ī. 3. 
 
They (Lord Ram and Laxman) went to see the royal garden which was in full bloom and 
most enchanting as if the spring season was there in its full glory. (3) 
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[Note—When they went in search of flowers it is natural that they would go to a garden. 
Being princes it was also natural that they will visit a royal garden, a big garden. By this 
time every single citizen of Janakpur had come to recognize them. So the royal guards at 
the garden did not prevent them from entering.  

We can also think in the terms of large public gardens which were maintained by 
state funds. But in this case it was the king’s royal garden—because we shall see shortly 
that Sita, the daughter of king Janak, too comes here to pluck flowers and offer her 
worship in the royal shrine dedicated to the deity worshipped by the royal family.  

It would obviously be out of bounds for ordinary people, but the guards were aware 
that Lord Ram and Laxman were special guests of the king because king Janak had 
personally gone and escorted sage Vishwamitra and his group into the city and lodged 
them near the royal palace. So they allowed the two brothers access to it.  

Since it was a royal garden in the first place, and in the second place hundreds of 
visitors were expected to come to attend the bow ceremony—so obviously the garden 
was a matter of prestige for the king, and therefore it was taken special care of and 
excellently kept.]  

 
‹Êª Á’≈U¬ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ŸÊŸÊ – ’⁄UŸ ’⁄UŸ ’⁄U ’Á‹ Á’ÃÊŸÊH 4H 
Ÿfl ¬À‹fl »§‹ ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ÁŸ¡ ‚¢¬ÁÃ ‚È⁄U M§π ‹¡Ê∞H 5H 
øÊÃ∑§ ∑§ÙÁ∑§‹ ∑§Ë⁄U ø∑§Ù⁄UÊ – ∑Í§¡Ã Á’„Uª Ÿ≈UÃ ∑§‹ ◊Ù⁄UÊH 6H 

 
lāgē biṭapa manōhara nānā. barana barana bara bēli bitānā. 4. 
nava pallava phala sumana suhā'ē. nija sampati sura rūkha lajā'ē. 5. 
cātaka kōkila kīra cakōrā. kūjata bihaga naṭata kala mōrā. 6. 
 
[The following lines describe the garden and its beauty.] 

There were many varieties of beautiful trees in the garden. Creepers of different 
colours and types hung over them in plentiful, forming thick canopies and sheltered 
areas. (4) 

The trees were adorned with fresh leaves, fruits and flowers. Together they put to 
shame the grandeur and magnificence of the Tree of Gods. (5) 

Birds such as Chatak (a special species of cuckoo that drinks only rain water), 
Cuckoo, Parrot and Chakor (Indian red-legged partridge) were chirping merrily 
everwhere, while the peacock danced happily. (6) 

[Note—Earlier it has already been said that it was as if the spring season was in its full 
glory in the garden.  

The branches of the tree were bending under the weight of the creepers, fruits and 
flowers. The creepers were so dense and climbed from one tree to another that they 
formed a cover over the land beneath. There was greenery all round, and to add charm to 
the beauty of the garden there were birds of different species and families frolicking 
around.]    

 
◊äÿ ’Êª ‚L§ ‚Ù„U ‚È„UÊflÊ – ◊ÁŸ ‚Ù¬ÊŸ Á’ÁøòÊ ’ŸÊflÊH 7H 
Á’◊‹ ‚Á‹‹È ‚⁄UÁ‚¡ ’„ÈU⁄¢UªÊ – ¡‹πª ∑Í§¡Ã ªÈ¢¡Ã ÷Î¢ªÊH 8H 
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madhya bāga saru sōha suhāvā. mani sōpāna bicitra banāvā. 7. 
bimala salilu sarasija bahuraṅgā. jalakhaga kūjata gun̄jata bhṅgā. 8. 

In the middle of the garden there was a wonderful pond whose steps were studded with 
gems and precious stones giving it a fabulous look. (7) 

Its water was crystal clean with an abundance of lotus flowers of different 
colours. Water-birds were happily chirping loudly, and black-bees were buzzing around 
(the lotus flowers). (8)  

[Note—A garden is incomplete without a central water-body. Here it was a pond with 
steps studded with precious stones. If there land birds in the garden then is naturally 
expected that there would be water birds in the pond. The water was clean, and the lotus 
flower is invariably regarded as a jewel of the pond. Wherever there is lotus there would 
be bees hoveing over it in search of nectar. Though the water-birds are not mentioned 
here but we can visualize a host of such birds—ducks, swans, cranes etc.] 

 
Îô0. ’ÊªÈ Ã«∏UÊªÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ¬˝÷È „U⁄U· ’¢œÈ ‚◊Ã– 

¬⁄U◊ ⁄Uïÿ •Ê⁄UÊ◊È ÿ„ÈU ¡Ù ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ‚Èπ ŒÃH 227H 
 
dōhā. 

bāgu taṛāgu bilōki prabhu haraṣē bandhu samēta. 
parama ramya ārāmu yahu jō rāmahi sukha dēta. 227. 

Watching the royal garden, Lord Ram felt exhilarated along with his brother. A garden 
that gives happiness and delight to Lord Ram must have indeed been exceptionally 
beautiful and charming as well as really worthy of praise and honour as a place that is 
immensely comfortable and pleasant (because it is not easy to charm the Lord of the 
world). (Doha no. 227) 

[Note—There are a number of instances when we come across places which are regarded 
as exceptionally beautiful and charming so much so that they give contentedness to the 
mind and heart to the beholder. For instance—(i) the city of Janakpur had also enchanted 
Lord Ram and he had felt exhilarated at its beautiful sights—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 212; (ii) the site where Lord Ram 
had consecrated a Shiva’s lingam before crossing the ocean to reach Lanka—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 2; (iii) the 
hermitage of the great sage Bharadwaj on the banks of river Ganges at Prayag—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 44; and (iv) 
Mt. Kailash which is the abode of Lord Shiva is also most charming and beautiful—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 105.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ø„È°U ÁŒÁ‚ ÁøÃß ¬Í°Á¿U ◊Ê‹ËªŸ – ‹ª ‹Ÿ Œ‹ »Í§‹ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ŸH 1H 
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caupā’ī.  

cahum ̐ disi cita'i pūm ̐chi mālīgana. lagē lēna dala phūla mudita mana. 1. 
 
(Since they were visiting the royal garden for the first time—) They (Lord Ram and 
Laxman) looked in all the directions to have a general view of the fascinating garden. 
Then they took consent of the gardeners and began plucking leaves and flowers with a 
cheerful mind. 91) 

[Note-When anyone enters a new place it is natural for him to look in every direction and 
take in the general view of the scene. Besides this, the two brothers looked everywhere to 
decide from where to pluck the flowers which would suit sage Vishwamitra’s purpose. 
After this decision, they searched out the gardeners and sought their permission, 
explaining to them that they need some flowers and leaves for the purpose of their Guru’s 
worship rituals. Then the two brothers moved in a particular direction where the trees 
bore flowers of their liking.  
 It is not good to enter anybody’s garden and haughtily start plucking this and that 
without as much as seeking a formal permission. So the Lord, inspite of being king 
Janak’s special guest, observed etiquette and norms of decency by first requesting 
permission from the gardeners and then touching any tree.  
 The brothers felt cheerful because after leaving Ayodhya it was the first time that 
they have entered a royal garden. The beauty of the garden and its verdant scenery 
charmed their hearts. Another reason for them feeling happy was that on the excuse of 
plucking flowers of their choice they would get a chance to see the whole garden, 
because only after touring it fully can they know which flowers to choose. This will also 
give them an opportunity to go close to the royal shrine where king Janak’s daughter Sita 
was about to arrive.  
 The question now arises: How could they guess that Sita would be coming for her 
worship rituals? Well, they were princes, and they knew the daily routine followed by 
royal families. Janak was a religious and pious man, and so his daughter is sure to have 
been taught to offer morning prayers to the family deity. She may be a bit late on other 
days, but today was a special day as the bow ceremony was scheduled during the day. 
She had to prepare for it, and clearly she could not afford to be late.  

Another reason for the certainity of her coming today for worship in the garden-
shrine of the royal family was that she must be very worried about her fate that would be 
decided today during the bow-breaking ceremony, and therefore would naturally seek the 
family deity’s blessing for good to happen. 

See the following verses.]    

 
ÃÁ„U •fl‚⁄U ‚ËÃÊ Ã„°U •Êß¸ – ÁªÁ⁄U¡Ê ¬Í¡Ÿ ¡ŸÁŸ ¬ΔUÊß¸H 2H 
‚¢ª ‚πË¥ ‚’ ‚È÷ª ‚ÿÊŸË¥ – ªÊfl®„U ªËÃ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ’ÊŸË¥H 3H 

 
tēhi avasara sītā taham̐ ā'ī. girijā pūjana janani paṭhā'ī. 2. 
saṅga sakhīṁ saba subhaga sayānīṁ. gāvahiṁ gīta manōhara bānīṁ. 3. 
 
At that time (when Lord Ram and Laxman were roaming in the garden, searching flowers 
of their choice, and plucking them), Sita came inside the garden. She was sent by her 
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mother (Sunayina) to go and offer her worship to Girija* (Parvati, the divine consort of 
Lord Shiva).1 (2) 

She was accompanied by female friends (companions)# of her age who were 
pretty and intelligent. They were singing melodious songs suitable for the occasion.2 
[That is, they were singing devotional songs centered on the theme of requesting goddess 
Parvati to select a suitable groom for Sita and ensure her future welfare.] (3) 

[Note—*The use of the word “Girija” for goddess Parvati is very remarkable here. Girija 
literally means ‘the daughter of the Mountains’. Parvati was the daughter of the King of 
Mountains. Mountains, along with saints, trees, rivers and earth, are regarded as the ones 
who are dedicated to serving others, are always ready to suffer themselves so that others 
are happy, and are always eager to see that no one suffers because of them—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 125.  

1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/71, stanza nos. 3-4 also. 

Prayers and worship are always done at a certain hour in the morning that is fixed for 
this purpose in the scriptures. That is why Lord Ram and Laxman were very sure that it is 
the best opportunity to see Sita and silently assure her that her saviour has arrived. In this 
context, please see note appended to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 227, as 
well as Chaupai line no. 1 that follows this Doha and is just above the present two verses. 
 Sita used to worship goddess Parvati daily at this time—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 234 where her companions tell her 
that she must hurry with her worship as they are getting late, and if she wants to spend 
some more time in the garden then she can do it the next day (i.e. ‘tomorrow’) when they 
will come here at the same time, obviously for worship of goddess Parvati.  
 In order to keep any kind of unwarranted, mischievous and scandalous gossip at bay, 
it is made clear here that it was Sita’s mother who had sent her to the garden to offer 
worship to Parvati at that hour. So no gossip-monger can now spread the scandalous 
word that Sita had been alerted by her personal spies that the two princes had gone to the 
garden, and therefore she actually went there to see the two brothers in private, and that 
offering of worship to the goddess was just an alibi. 
 2It is customary to offer special worship to goddess Parvati to seek her blessings by 
girls who are about to be married. Ordinarily, Sita’s companions would not have sung 
songs when she came to the shrine for routine worship rituals, but today was special—as 
today her fate was to be decided. So they were all singing devotional prayers dedicated to 
Parvati for Sita’s bright and happy future. 
 On this occasion the would-be bride requests goddess Parvati to bless her with a 
groom most suitable for her—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 228.  
 It was very important to pray to Parvati to please her and keep her in good humour—
because the bow which was to be broken in the day was Lord Shiva’s, and thus no wrong 
signal should be sent out that the royal family of Janak was insulting Shiva. When 
Parvati, the divine consort of Shiva, is taken into confidence, and when the bride herself 
submits her future before the goddess and requests her to ensure her happiness in the best 
way the goddess thinks, then any chance of wrong interpretation of events is eliminated.  
Mother Goddess Parvati is always very kind, generous and benevolent, and she herself 
being a female had experienced the fear of an uncertain future and its accompanying 
agony and worry that usually overwhelms an unmarried girl. So she is sure to emphatise 
with Sita and understand her problems well. Therefore, Parvati would surely go out of her 
way to help the bride-to-be in the best possible way, even if that meant breaking of an old 
rusty bow of her husband Lord Shiva. After all, this bow had no practical use, and if its 
breaking can make Sita happy then Parvati was all for it. She would tackle her husband, 
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Lord Shiva, if he shows any sign of annoyance at the breaking of his bow. This is one 
more reason why Sita was sent by her mother to offer prayers and please goddess Parvati.   
 #Sita had eight main companions who were her close friends as well. Their names 
have been given in Agastya Sanhita, Canto 49, verse nos. 5-28. They are the following—
Chaarushila, Laxmana, Hema, Kshema, Varaaroha, Padmagandha, Sulochana, and 
Subhag.]  

   
‚⁄U ‚◊Ë¬ ÁªÁ⁄U¡Ê ªÎ„U ‚Ù„UÊ – ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Êß ŒÁπ ◊ŸÈ ◊Ù„UÊH 4H 

 
sara samīpa girijā gṛha sōhā. barani na jā'i dēkhi manu mōhā. 4. 
 
Close to the grand pond in the garden was the shrine dedicated to goddess Girijā (Parvati, 
the divine consort of Lord Shiva). It was so fabulous that it is not possible to describe its 
beauty and grandeur; it enchanted the mind and the heart of all those who looked at it. (4) 

[Note—A shrine is usually located near a water-body. It helps the worshipper to wash 
him or her self and complete other purifications rituals necessary for formal forms of 
worship that is offered to a temple deity. There are a number of instances in the Ram 
Charit Manas itself where this is reiterated—that a shrine is located near a pond or some 
sort of big water-body. References: (i) Kishkindha Kand, Doha no. 24 which says that 
when Lord Ram had sent the monkeys in all the directions in search of Sita, the group led 
by Angad that also included Hanuman, Lord Ram’s trusted messenger, came to a garden 
where a hermitress was meditating in a shrine located on the bank of a beautiful pond. (ii) 
Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 29 where it is said that all along 
the banks of river Saryu that flowed on the north of Ayodhya, there were many temples, 
and around them were beautiful gardens.  

The deity that was established in the garden where Sita had gone to offer worship 
was Goddess Parvati, also known as ‘Girija’ because she is the daughter of the king of 
mountains. She is the divine consort of Lord Shiva, and the Mother Goddess of creation. 
This goddess is worshipped by all unmarried girls because it is believed that her blessings 
help her to secure a sound and happy future.  

It is held in tradition that this temple was named ‘Chintaamani’—one that removes 
worries. Sita was very worried about her future because it was tied to Lord Shiva’s bow. 
Her father, king Janak, had declared that she would be married to anyone who would lift, 
string and break the bow. Now this meant that Sita had no say in choosing her life-
partner; anyone who would break the bow would marry her, whether she liked it or not. 
This filled her with consternation and insecurity about her future and happiness.]  

  
◊”ÊŸÈ ∑§Á⁄U ‚⁄U ‚Áπã„U ‚◊ÃÊ – ªß¸ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ ªıÁ⁄U ÁŸ∑§ÃÊH 5H 
¬Í¡Ê ∑§ËÁã„U •Áœ∑§ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªÊ – ÁŸ¡ •ŸÈM§¬ ‚È÷ª ’L§ ◊ÊªÊH 6H 

 
majjanu kari sara sakhinha samētā. ga'ī mudita mana gauri nikētā. 5. 
pūjā kīnhi adhika anurāgā. nija anurūpa subhaga baru māgā. 6. 
 
She (Sita) bathed in the pond along with her female companions. After that, she went 
cheerfully to the abode (shrine) of Gauri (Goddess Parvati). (5) 
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She offered worship and prayers to the goddess with great faith, reverence and 
devotion, asking her to bless her with a handsome and nice groom who is most suitable 
for her. (6) 

[Note—It is very important to worship any god or goddess with great devotion and faith 
if one expects his or her wishes to be fulfilled. Sita’s entire future was to be decided 
today during the bow ceremony. So she offered the best form of worship and the 
sinceriest form of prayers to Goddess Parvati, requesting her to be pleased with her and 
bless her with a suitable and compatible groom. Sita had been regularly offering her 
worship and prayers in this temple for a long time ever since her childhood days, but 
today was special.  
 ‘Bathing’ in the context of offering worship in the shrine does not mean either 
actually pouring water over the whole body as one does during regular bath, or taking a 
dip in the water of the pond. Bathing before entering a shrine to offer worship and prayer 
is simply an ablutionary process meant to formally clean oneself in a formal way. It is 
merely a formality that is observed by sprinkling water on the head and other parts of the 
body. Sita must have taken her regular bath inside the palace, so taking a ‘bath’ here 
before entering the shrine is merely a formal cleaning process done by just sprinkling a 
little amount of water on her self.  
 By ‘taking a bath’ it is implied external purification of the body, and entering the 
shrine ‘cheerfully’ implies internal cleansing because only when one is happy internally 
will he or she be cheerful.  

Sita offered her worship and prayers to Goddess Parvati with great devotion, faith 
and reverence—and that is why, as we shall soon see, the goddess was pleased with her, 
blessing her that all her wishes would be fulfilled in the way she wants. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 as well as the Chanda that precede Doha 
no. 236 where the goddess has explicitly told Sita that she honours her wishes, and that 
she will get the groom she wants as foretold earlier by the celestial sage Narad whose 
words can never go in vain.  

As we progress with our reading we will see that Sita and Lord Ram have seen each 
other in the garden in the intervening period of Sita completing her purification rituals 
and her actually entering the building of the temple to offer worship to the goddess. Both 
of them were enamoured with each other. The Lord’s charm was of such an astounding 
dimension that Sita was swept off her feet, and she longed in her heart that she be married 
to Lord Ram. With this secret desire in her heart she offered her prayers to Goddess 
Parvati. Hence, the goddess’ assurance that “she will get the groom she desires” assumes 
significance here—it clearly assured Sita that inspite of some difficult phase in the 
beginning, she will be finally married to Lord Ram.]  

  
∞∑§ ‚πË Á‚ÿ ‚¢ªÈ Á’„UÊß¸ – ªß¸ ⁄U„UË ŒπŸ »È§‹flÊß¸H 7H 
Ã®„U ŒÙ©U ’¢œÈ Á’‹Ù∑§ ¡Êß¸ – ¬˝◊ Á’’‚ ‚ËÃÊ ¬®„U •Êß¸H 8H 

 
ēka sakhī siya saṅgu bihā'ī. ga'ī rahī dēkhana phulavā'ī. 7. 
tēhiṁ dō'u bandhu bilōkē jā'ī. prēma bibasa sītā pahiṁ ā'ī. 8. 

One of Sita’s companions had left her while she was going to the goddess’ shrine, and 
had instead gone in another direction to have a look at the royal garden. (7) 

There somewhere close-by she chanced to see the two brothers (Lord Ram and 
Laxman who were in the garden plucking flowers for sage Vishwamitra’s worship 
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rituals). She eventually returned back to join Sita, but was overwhelmed with affection 
and love for the two brothers. (8) 

[Note—As is common with young girls, one of Sita’s companions had strayed away to 
have a quick look at the beautiful garden. Perhaps she was not a frequent visitor to the 
garden like Sita’s other friends, so she wanted to make the most of the opportunity and 
quickly see the fascinating sight of a royal garden while Sita and others performed the 
worship. All other companions stayed with Sita. Since there were many of them, her 
absence was not noticed. 
 As luck would have it, she went in the direction where Lord Ram and Laxman were 
roaming around plucking flowers and leaves for the sage. This leads us to an intelligent 
guess—which is: that she was somehow aware that the two brothers were in the garden, 
and so silently slipped away to have a close glimpse of them. The sight she beheld was 
stunning—she saw the two beautiful princes walking majestically alone in the garden, 
smiling and talking with each other in hushed tones, plucking flowers, peering here and 
there to select the best ones. The sight she saw was a dream-come-true for her; every 
unmarried adolescent girl of her age would be swept off her feet if she happens to be in 
her place! 
 She then rushed back to join her other friends lest any delay would rouse suspicion. 
After all, Sita was a princess, and if someone complained to her mother, the queen, that 
such and such girl had been careless and had not attended Sita properly, then the 
consequences would not be pleasant for her. But the sight of Lord Ram and Laxman had 
done its magic nonetheless. Though she tried her best to hide her emotional condition, it 
was impossible for her to do so. Her nervous demeanours, a shy smile, and the thrill that 
her body experienced betrayed her mind that she was a smitten girl overcome with love 
and charm for an extremely handsome boy. This will be clear in the next Doha no. 228.]  

 
Îô0. ÃÊ‚È Œ‚Ê ŒπË ‚Áπã„U ¬È‹∑§ ªÊÃ ¡‹È ŸÒŸ– 

∑§„ÈU ∑§Ê⁄UŸÈ ÁŸ¡ „U⁄U· ∑§⁄U ¬Í¿U®„U ‚’ ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÒŸH 228H 
 
dōhā. 

tāsu dasā dēkhī sakhinha pulaka gāta jalu naina. 
kahu kāranu nija haraṣa kara pūchahiṁ saba mṛdu baina. 228. 

All the companions of Sita saw her peculiar condition—she was extremely excited, her 
body was thrilled, and her eyes were welling-up with tears (of joy).  

So, all of them surrounded her, asking her politely, using pleasant words and 
speaking in a low tone that she tell them the reason for her excitement. (Doha no. 228) 

[Note—See note appended to verse nos. 7-8 above. 
We will observe here that her excited condition was noticed by Sita’s companions, 

and not by Sita herself. Well, Sita was too occupied with her mental prayers and 
worrying about her future to pay attention to which of her friends was doing what. She 
was concentrating upon her worship and meditating upon Goddess Parvati, muttering 
silent prayers.  

Her companions, on the other hand, weren’t so much worried. While Sita was 
involved in silent prayers, they were standing guard and generally enjoying themselves. 
They were happy that they would be witnessing a great ceremony today. So, when they 
found that one of them had come from a different part of the garden, suddenly becoming 
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so overly excited, showing clear signs of someone falling head-over-heals in love, then it 
is natural that they would want to know the reason. They may have winked mischievely 
and wickedly smiled at each other, causing this fortunate girl, who had had a divine 
glimpse of Lord Ram, feel very embarrassed and shy. 

The friends spoke to this girl softly in a low tone so as not to disturb Sita. They were 
polite and used pleasant words so that this girl would open up; otherwise she could have 
even clammed shut.]  

 

 
¿õ0. ŒπŸ ’ÊªÈ ∑È§•°⁄U ŒÈß •Ê∞ – ’ÿ Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚È„UÊ∞H 1H 

SÿÊ◊ ªı⁄U Á∑§Á◊ ∑§„Uı¥ ’πÊŸË – Áª⁄UÊ •ŸÿŸ ŸÿŸ Á’ŸÈ ’ÊŸËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhana bāgu ku'am̐ra du'i ā'ē. baya kisōra saba bhām̐ti suhā'ē. 1. 
syāma gaura kimi kahauṁ bakhānī. girā anayana nayana binu bānī. 2. 
 
This girl reported—‘Two young princes have come to see the garden. They are of a 
young age, and pleasant in every possible manner. (1) 

One of them is dark complexioned, and other is fair. How can I describe their 
charm and beauty properly—for the eyes which have seen them can’t speak, and voice 
does not have eyes?’  

[That is, the instrument of the body that has actually seen those two wonderful 
boys, i.e. the eye, can’t speak, and the instrument that can actually speaka and describe 
the sight of the two brothers, i.e. the voice, has not actually seen them. So both of them 
are not competent to describe correctly what I have witnessed.] (2) 

[Note—This girl is very clever. She says that the two princes have come to ‘see the 
garden’ instead of saying that they have ‘come to pluck flowers’. A prince does not go 
around plucking flowers in some other’s garden; hence this statement would have 
undermined the greatness and the glory of the two brothers. A prince visits a garden to 
have a causal morning walk in it; not to do such menial job as plucking flowers.   

It is also possible that at the time when she saw the two brothers, they were not 
plucking flowers but merely taking a stroll through the garden. So this girl reported what 
she saw—‘two princes have come to visit the garden to see it’.  

By saying that she cannot describe how bewitchingly beautiful the two brothers 
looked because the eyes can’t speak and the voice can’t see, she aroused great curiosity in 
the heart of others, including Sita, to go and see for themselves a sight that is so 
fascinating that it cannot be described.]  

 
‚ÈÁŸ „U⁄U·Ë¥ ‚’ ‚πË¥ ‚ÿÊŸË – Á‚ÿ Á„Uÿ° •ÁÃ ©UÃ∑¢§ΔUÊ ¡ÊŸËH 3H 

 
suni haraṣīṁ saba sakhīṁ sayānī. siya hiyam̐ ati utakaṇṭhā jānī. 3.  
 
All the clever companions (of Sita) felt exhilarated upon hearing what this girl said. They 
perceived that this information created an intense longing in the heart of Sita (to see the 
two wonderful princes described by their friend).  
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[There is another way of interpreting this Chaupai as follows—The clever 
companions of Sita heard the news that one of their friends had brought, and felt 
exhilarated when they observed that this news has also created an intense longing in the 
heart of Sita to see the two brothers herself.] (3) 

[Note—The companions of Sita are called ‘clever’ because they were intelligent enough 
to perceive even the subtle changes in the mood of the princess. They could observe her 
behaviour and correctly deduce what she wanted or was thinking about. They weren’t 
duds and so stupid that they wouldn’t understand emotional signs even if they were 
obvious. Sita’s parents had selected her companions carefully, and ensured that all of 
them were intelligent and witty. 

So, when the girl who had ventured alone to have a quick look at the garden came 
back to describe the beauty of two princes and was herself wonderstruck by the sight she 
saw, it aroused natural curiosity in Sita to go and have a look herself. This is a natural 
thing with teen-aged boys and girls—when they hear that some handsome and attractive 
person has come, they would want to see him or her. 

Besides this, Sita and others had already heard of the two princes—because when the 
two brothers went to see Janakpur the previous evening, the news of their fabulous 
magnetic personality and bewitching beauty had spread like wildfire in the city. So, when 
Sita heard that they have arrived in the garden, she longed to see them as she had missed 
the opportunity to see them earlier when they had gone to sight-see the city. This is 
because Sita’s movements, she being a princess, were restricted to the royal palace, while 
Lord Ram and Laxman had roamed in the city like commoners, never entering the 
precincts of the palace. She was eager to see them since yesterday evening, but couldn’t 
get a chance. Here was a wonderful opportunity, so she was excited about it. 

If the news that there are two wonderful boys roaming in the garden had annoyed Sita 
for some reason, such as her getting angry at the gardeners as to why they had allowed 
outsiders to enter the royal garden when she was there when all outsiders were strictly 
prohibited, her companions would have behaved differently. They would have hushed the 
girl who brought the news, and would have escorted Sita quickly inside the temple 
building so that she did not actually see the two princes if by chance the latter came 
wandering in that direction. But as it happened, Sita’s companions found that she was 
herself eager to see the two princes. This made them excited—because, for one, they 
would themselves get to see Lord Ram and Laxman at close quarters, and second, the girl 
who had strayed away from the group as well as the attendants of the garden would not 
be punished when the matter was reported by Sita to her mother, the queen.  

If Sita hadn’t taken this bit of information about the two unknown princes wandering 
in her garden, she could have severely punished the gardeners. She could have also 
punished the girl for leaving her attendenace and going elsewhere when she was 
supposed to stay with her.] 

 
∞∑§ ∑§„Uß ŸÎ¬‚ÈÃ Ãß •Ê‹Ë – ‚ÈŸ ¡ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚°ª •Ê∞ ∑§Ê‹ËH 4H 
Á¡ã„U ÁŸ¡ M§¬ ◊Ù„UŸË «UÊ⁄UË – ∑§Ëã„U Sfl’‚ Ÿª⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 5H 
’⁄UŸÃ ¿UÁ’ ¡„°U Ã„°U ‚’ ‹ÙªÍ – •flÁ‚ ŒÁπ•®„U ŒπŸ ¡ÙªÍH 6H 

 
ēka kaha'i nṛpasuta tē'i ālī. sunē jē muni sam ̐ga ā'ē kālī. 4. 
jinha nija rūpa mōhanī ḍārī. kīnhē svabasa nagara nara nārī. 5. 
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baranata chabi jaham̐ taham̐ saba lōgū. avasi dēkhi'ahiṁ dēkhana jōgū. 6. 
 
(When Sita politely enquired about who these two princes were—) One of the 
companions said—‘Oh dear! They must be the two young princes about whom I have 
heard* that they have come yesterday with the sage (Vishwamitra). (4) 

They have enchanted and captivated the heart and mind of all the citizens of the 
city, both the men as well as the women, by casting the net of their wonderful charm and 
magnetic personality on them. (5) 

 Indeed, all the men and women folk are talking here and there, everywhere, about 
the magnificence of their beautiful forms, and hence we must see them as they are worthy 
of seeing.’ (6)  

[Note—*The word ‘heard’ is significant here. It means that the friend of Sita who is 
speaking has not seen Lord Ram and Laxman personally when the two brothers had gone 
out to see the city of Janakpur the previous evening. This is because the group of girls 
who had accompanied Sita to the royal garden consisted of her close attendants who used 
to stay with Sita all the time in the palace. They didn’t have the chance to see the two 
brothers like other women-folk of the city.   

But nevertheless they all had heard of the two wonderful boys. So when one of them 
who had sneaked away surrepetitiously to see if she can see them somewhere in the 
garden, because somehow the news had leaked that the princes had gone to the royal 
garden to pluck flowers, and was dumbstruck and smitten when she actually saw Lord 
Ram and Laxman roaming there, that when she returned to join her companions her 
demeanours convinced others in the group that the two boys about whom she was talking 
must surely be the ones about whom the entire city was abuzz. Her excitement and 
exhilaration were clinching evidence that Lord Ram and Laxman were indeed in the 
vicinity.     

Sita hadn’t expressed her desire to see the two brothers in explicit terms, but the more 
intillegent among her companions had realised that secretely she does want to see the two 
young princes. To ascertain whether Sita had correctly guessed who the two princes were 
whom she wants to see, this wise friend cleared all doubts by saying that they were the 
ones who had come with sage Vishwamitra the previous day. 
 To remove any hesitation in the mind of Sita as to whether or not she should go and 
see them, this friend went a step ahead to comment that the entire city was talking of their 
charm and magnificence, and hence it is worthwhile to see them. 
 By saying that the charm of the two brothers have captivated the mind and heart of 
all the citizens of Janakpur, this clever friend also subtly defends her companion by 
implying that if the entire city is enthralled by the sight of the two princes than it is no 
wonder that this girl was also wonderstruck and swept off her feet when she saw the two 
brothers. It is not her fault, and therefore she should be excused. 
 Whatever doubts Sita may have had in her mind were removed by this positive 
assertion of her senior friends. Sita also realised that not only she but all her other 
companions too were very eager to have a glimpse of the princes. Therefore she was sure 
that the chances of anyone disclosing this secret encounter to the queen or any other 
member of the royal household were nil. 
 Everyone in the city has seen the two brothers, so there is no harm in their seeing 
them. This means that even if this secret viewing is reported to the queen, the 
companions would defend Sita together by asserting that they too had wanted to see the 
two princes, and that Sita was not alone when she saw them. In fact, they would say that 
it was on their insistence that Sita went to have a quick glimpse of the two brothers.]  
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ÃÊ‚È ’øŸ •ÁÃ Á‚ÿÁ„U ‚Ù„UÊŸ – Œ⁄U‚ ‹ÊÁª ‹ÙøŸ •∑È§‹ÊŸH 7H 
ø‹Ë •ª˝ ∑§Á⁄U Á¬˝ÿ ‚Áπ ‚Ùß¸ – ¬˝ËÁÃ ¬È⁄UÊÃŸ ‹πß Ÿ ∑§Ùß¸H 8H 

 
tāsu bacana ati siyahi sōhānē. darasa lāgi lōcana akulānē. 7. 
calī agra kari priya sakhi sō'ī. prīti purātana lakha'i na kō'ī. 8. 

Sita liked her words very much (as she was herself interested and eager to view the two 
brothers). Her eyes became eager to have a ‘Darshan’ (a divine viewing) of the two 
brothers1. (7) 

She made the friend (who had brought the news of the two brothers roaming in 
the garden) lead them2. No one could perceive or discern the eternal bond of affection 
and love that existed subtly between Sita and Lord Ram since time immemorial3. (8) 

[Note—1The word “Darshan” has a divine and pure connotation. It means a holy 
viewing, a view of someone immaculate and divine. For instance we say we go to a 
temple to have a ‘Darshan’ of the deity installed there, or to have a ‘Darshan’ of some 
holy man. The use of the word precludes any kind of negative meaning or interpretation 
in viewing something or someone. Hence, Sita and her other companions had no pervert 
intention in feeling eager to have a divine glimpse of Lord Ram and Laxman. It was a call 
of the heart; it was the purest form of desire with no perversion and negativity attached to 
it as the world of today might take it to be because it is driven by a corrupt mind that is 
always inclined to see things in the wrong light.   
 The puity of Sita’s desire to see Lord Ram will be clear in the paragraphs that follow.  

2Obviously, the girl who had brought the news of Lord Ram and Laxman knew 
where they were in the garden and so she was told to lead others to that spot. 
 From the spiritual perspective we can say that someone who has witnessed the Lord 
or has experienced his presence is the only one who is competent to show the way to the 
Lord to the rest of the society. This is the importance of a true Guru (spiritual preceptor 
and guide) and the role that he plays.  

3The world saw Sita as a princess of Janakpur, and Lord Ram as the prince of 
Ayodhya. The world—except the few enlightened sages and seers—did not realise that 
Lord Ram was Vishnu, the Supreme Being, incarnated, and Sita was Vishnu’s divine 
consort known as Laxmi. At a higher and subtler level, Vishnu was none else but Brahm, 
the cosmic Consciousness, and Laxmi was his Shakti, his dynamic energy that looks after 
this creation and ensures its well-being and comfort.  
 Since Lord Vishnu had to come down to this mortal world to fulfill the desire of the 
Gods and eliminate the demons, some worldly way had to be devised to unite the Lord 
with his cosmic Shakti, i.e. with Laxmi who was now in the form of Sita. Hence, it was 
so planned and devised by the Creator that the two would meet and unite by way of 
marriage, the method prescribed for a life-time union between two individuals by the 
Creator himself. By adopting this method of union, the laws of creation as laid down by 
the Creator would be followed. Lord Vishnu is an upholder of the laws of Dharma, and 
therefore he must follow them himself in order to ask others in this world to obey them.  
 This eternal bond between Lord Vishnu and Laxmi is what is cited here when it is 
asserted that “no one could perceive or discern the eternal bond of affection and love that 
existed subtly between Sita and Lord Ram since time immemorial”.] 

 
Îô0. ‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ‚Ëÿ ŸÊ⁄UŒ ’øŸ ©U¬¡Ë ¬˝ËÁÃ ¬ÈŸËÃ– 
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øÁ∑§Ã Á’‹Ù∑§ÁÃ ‚∑§‹ ÁŒÁ‚ ¡ŸÈ Á‚‚È ◊ÎªË ‚÷ËÃH 229H 
 
dōhā. 

sumiri sīya nārada bacana upajī prīti punīta. 
cakita bilōkati sakala disi janu sisu mgī sabhīta. 229. 

Sita recalled the words of Narad (the celestial sage), and this inspired love of the purest 
and the most innocent kind in her heart (for her eternal Lord Vishnu who had manifested 
in the form of Sri Ram). She began to look here and there in a stunned manner like a 
startled fawn. (Doha no. 229) 

[Note—Sita suddenly realised that her eternal Lord Vishnu has come to meet her. She 
recalled the words of sage Narad when he had prophesised during her early childhood 
days that she will be meeting her future husband in the garden where the shrine of 
Goddess Parvati is located. So when one of her friends brought the news of Lord Ram 
and Laxman paying a visit to the garden on the eve of her marriage, Sita suddenly 
remembered Narad’s words and was convinced that the prince whom she is destined to 
marry is here in the garden—because Narad’s words can’t go in vain. She decided to see 
who he is.  

She was stunned like a fawn because ever since she had entered the garden she was 
secretly but eagerly looking in every direction to have a glimpse of someone about whom 
sage Narad had foretold her, but couldn’t see anyone around. When her friend told her 
that the two wonderful princes were inside the garden, Sita was wonderstruck and looked 
carefully again if she had missed seeing them. She was understandably nervous and 
emotional, and her eyes and ears both stood on the edge to catch the slightest hint of the 
two princes’ presence nearby.  

Her condition at that time is compared to a nervous fawn whose ears stand erect and 
eyes look anxiously here and there for the slightest sound or movement in the bushes or 
amongst the trees for an unexpected stranger who may be seeing it secretly. The 
similarity has an important parallel: like the fawn who is afraid of a hunter who might kill 
it secretly, Sita was anxious because the sight of Lord Ram would compel her to fall in 
love with the Lord and wish that she marry him but the stern vows of her father—that she 
would be married to anyone who breaks the bow—would kill her desires and future 
happiness.  

Narad’s words are never false—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 68; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 236. 
So, when Sita remembered Narad’s words she was convinced that her future husband in 
here in the garden, and this bit of prophesy motivated her to have a sneak view of who he 
is!]  

 
 
¿õ0. ∑¢§∑§Ÿ ®∑§Á∑§ÁŸ ŸÍ¬È⁄U œÈÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ – ∑§„UÃ ‹πŸ ‚Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊È NUŒÿ° ªÈÁŸH 1H 

◊ÊŸ„È°U ◊ŒŸ ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë ŒËã„UË – ◊Ÿ‚Ê Á’Sfl Á’¡ÿ ∑§„°U ∑§Ëã„UËH 2H 
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caupā’ī.  

kaṅkana kiṅkini nūpura dhuni suni. kahata lakhana sana rāmu hdayam̐ guni. 1. 
mānahum ̐ madana dundubhī dīnhī. manasā bisva bijaya kaham̐ kīnhī. 2. 
 
Hearing the tinkling and chiming of small bells attached to the wrist-bands (‘kaṅkana’; 
bangles), the waist-bands (kiṅkini) and the anklets (nūpura) worn by the maidens, Lord 
Ram thought over the matter in his heart and then said to Laxman—(1) ‘It appears to me 
that Kamdeo (cupid; the god of love and passions) has sounded his kettle-drum (to 
announce to the world that love has made a firm presence in the heart of Lord Ram and 
Sita). He seems intent to conquer the world.’ (2) 

[Note—Earlier there was complete silence in the garden at the place where the two 
brothers were plucking flowers and leaves. Lord Ram and Laxman were concentrating 
upon picking flowers for their Guru’s worship ritual. Suddenly this silence was disrupted 
by the chiming sound of small bells tied to the ornaments worn by Sita and her 
companions when they arrived at the site.  

Lord Ram is of an adolescent age, and so when he heard this sound he immediately 
guessed that some young girls are near-by, because, being a prince, he was well aware of 
such sounds. He had been hearing such tinkling and chiming of small bells attached to 
bangles, waist-bands and anklets of female attendants of the royal palace at Ayodhya; the 
sound was not new to him. So he immediately correctly deduced that some young girls 
were in the vicinity.  

When a group of love-struck young girls of an adolescent age go to secretly peep at 
two young and handsome boys roaming freely in a garden, it is natural that they would be 
excited, giggling, chuckling and chattering along in hushed tones. The general 
atmosphere that is being created here by this narration, especially with the background of 
a wonderful garden where young girls meet young boys, is that of love and passion. This 
is confirmed by the statement that Lord Ram told Laxman that it appears that Kaam-deo 
cupid, the God of love, passion, longing and attraction, has sounded the bugle to conquer 
the world.  

Why ‘conquer the world’? It is because Lord Ram is not an ordinary human prince 
but a human form of the Supreme Being himself. By endeavouring to conquer the heart 
of Lord Ram, Kaam-deo is intent on conquering the world because the Sri Ram is the 
supreme Lord of the world. When a king gets ready for battle, his army sounds its war 
trumpet or bugle. Here, the sound of the tiny bells attached to the ornaments of Sita and 
her companions is compared to this war trumpet or bugle. Sita is the sovereign and is 
likened to Kaam-deo cupid, and her army consists of the maidens who accompany her. 
They have set out to conquer the heart of the Lord of the world, i.e. Lord Ram. Hence, it 
is said that “Kaam-deo cupid has sounded the bugle to conquer the world”.  

Inspite of his reluctance to enter into any confrontation with Kaam-deo cupid, Lord 
Ram is forced to face the latter and his powerful forces as he is now alone in the garden, 
is yet to complete the task of collecting flowers for his Guru, and therefore can’t leave the 
garden in a hurry to escape Kaam-deo’s assult. This is why it is said that “he thought over 
the matter in his heart”. The Lord was contemplating what to do.   

Remember: the emotions of love, passions, longing and attraction, and the 
sentimentality attached to them, have their seat in the ‘heart’ and not the ‘mind’ where 
logic, wisdom and intellect have their seat.  

This interaction between Lord Ram and Sita highlights the natural phenomena of 
development of love and passion in young persons. It’s a part of Nature; it’s an integral 
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aspect of the process of creation. It helps the Creator to maintain the momentum of the 
cycle creation and development that he has set rolling.  

Lord Ram’s heart is as pure and incorruptible as the lotus flower. No amount of 
passionate enticements or worldly allurements can make him feel aroused or think 
perversely in any manner whatsoever. This is proved when he tells his younger brother 
Laxman what he thought of upon hearing the sound of the bells attached to the ornaments 
of the girls. Normally an elder brother would not discuss such emotional matters of the 
heart with his younger sibling; it is against norms of proper conduct and ethics. After all, 
Laxman was not Lord Ram’s friend with whom such things can be shared.  

The incorruptible nature of Lord Ram’s character will be proved once again and 
settled once and for all a little later when he goes back to sage Vishwamitra and tells him 
everything that happened in the garden. Now well, can anyone imagine a young boy 
telling his elderly Guru that he has met some pretty young girls secretly in a secluded 
place in a garden, and that he was bitten by the love-bug? That Lord Ram did this 
establishes beyond doubt that the Lord was above and beyond such lowly thoughts, that 
his character could not be sullied by worldly muck, and that he was merely acting out his 
role as a human being though internally his mind and heart were neutral as they were 
expected to be from the Supreme Being. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 1-2 that precedes Doha no. 237.]        

 
•‚ ∑§Á„U Á»§Á⁄U ÁøÃ∞ ÃÁ„U •Ù⁄UÊ – Á‚ÿ ◊Èπ ‚Á‚ ÷∞ ŸÿŸ ø∑§Ù⁄UÊH 3H 
÷∞ Á’‹ÙøŸ øÊL§ •ø¢ø‹ – ◊Ÿ„È°U ‚∑È§Áø ÁŸÁ◊ Ã¡ ÁŒª¢ø‹H 4H 

 
asa kahi phiri cita'ē tēhi ōrā. siya mukha sasi bha'ē nayana cakōrā. 3. 
bha'ē bilōcana cāru acan̄cala. manahum̐ sakuci nimi tajē digan̄cala. 4. 
 
Saying this (to Laxman), he (Lord Ram) looked in the direction from where the sound of 
tinkling came. As soon as he saw the face of Sita, his eyes behaved like the famous bird 
known as Chakor that gazes at the full moon without blinking1. (3) 

His enchanted eyes became immobile (i.e. they were fixed on the face of Sita) as 
if Nimi (the god who controls blinking of the eyelids) has left the eyelids out of shyness2. 
(4)*  

[Note—1Here, Sita’s beautiful face is compared to the full moon, and Lord Ram’s eyes to 
the bird Chakor, the Indian red-legged partridge. This bird is famous for its love for the 
moon. As soon as the full moon rises on the horizon, the Chakor starts staring at it 
unblinkingly. It fixes its gaze on the moon’s disc with such concentration that as the 
moon travels across the sky the bird also tilts its head accordingly so as to ensure that it 
continues to gaze at the moon.  
 A Chakor looks at the moon, and not vice versa. It means that it was Lord Ram who 
was staring at Sita’s face, and not the other way round. This is in accordance to the norms 
of proper conduct and ethical behaviour in society whereby a girl is not expected to stare 
at the face of boys or any male for that matter, even if he is related to her, during their 
first meeting. Sita would glance at Sri Ram’s face, but it would be a quick look and not a 
stare. A little later, however, she would gather enough courage to have a full view of the 
handsome face of the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 
1-7 that precede Doha no. 232; and (ii) Doha no. 234 along with its preceding Chaupai 
line no. 3. 
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2A person’s eyelids have a natural tendency to blink at regular intervals, but when 
one is highly astonished at a sight his eyes stop blinking; he begins to stare at the object. 
When Lord Ram saw the beautiful face of Sita, his eyes were so fixed on it that for a few 
moments they did not blink. This is a poetic way of saying that the Lord was struck by 
the bewitching beauty of Sita’s face and momentarily he forgot about everything else. He 
was dazed and dumbstruck, becoming immobile and speechless. The same thing has 
happened with Sita a little later. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
2-7 that precede Doha no. 232. 
 *A very important thing is to be observed during this interaction between Lord Ram 
and Sita in the garden. When the Lord looks at Sita, she is not looking back at him 
directly in the eye, and when she looks at the Lord he is not staring back at her in the eye. 
They look at each other’s faces, but not directly in the eye. This implies that principles of 
good manners and proper conduct are being observed by them: a girl and a boy who are 
strangers are not expected to stare each other in the eye and make direct eye contact. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
230—to Doha no. 231 which describe how Lord Ram conducted himself, and from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 232—to Doha no. 234 which describe Sita’s 
conduct. 
 It is only after they are married that they look directly at each other—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line no. 3 of Chanda stanza no. 2  that precedes Doha no. 323.]  

 
ŒÁπ ‚Ëÿ ‚Ù÷Ê ‚ÈπÈ ¬ÊflÊ – NUŒÿ° ‚⁄UÊ„UÃ ’øŸÈ Ÿ •ÊflÊH 5H 
¡ŸÈ Á’⁄¢UÁø ‚’ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¬ÈŸÊß¸ – Á’⁄UÁø Á’Sfl ∑§„°U ¬˝ªÁ≈U ŒπÊß¸H 6H 

 
dēkhi sīya sōbhā sukhu pāvā. hdayam ̐ sarāhata bacanu na āvā. 5. 
janu biran̄ci saba nija nipunā'ī. biraci bisva kaham̐ pragaṭi dēkhā'ī. 6. 
 
He (Lord Ram) felt contented and happy when he saw the magnificent beauty of Sita. He 
praised it silently in his heart but was so dumbfounded that he could not find words to 
express his wonder and describe it or praise it in specific terms. (5) 

It appeared that the creator Brahma has moulded the fabulous image of Sita to 
show the world his entire expertise at craftsmanship, of how beautifully and expertly he 
can create. (6) 

[Note—Lord Ram’s only companion here is Laxman. So though the Lord wants to say 
something to him about Sita’s beauty, he is so stunned that words elude him and he could 
not speak for some moments.  

Brahma is the creator of the world as well as Nature with its fascinating array of 
beautiful and awe-inspiring wonderful sights. Sita looks so fabulously beautiful that it 
appears that the Creator has taken great trouble and time to give shape to her beautiful 
form as a sample of his expertise as an expert artisan or craftsman. Brahma has 
demonstrated to the world how wonderfully he can create, and has put on display his 
skillful art of creation of beautiful forms at their best.    

It has already been said that Lord Ram’s eyes have transformed themselves into a 
Chakor, and Sita’s face is like the full moon. Just like the Chakor deriving immense 
satisfaction by looking at the disc of the full moon, Sri Ram too derived immense 
satisfaction by looking at the face of Sita.] 
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‚È¢Œ⁄UÃÊ ∑§„È°U ‚¢ÈŒ⁄U ∑§⁄Uß¸ – ¿UÁ’ªÎ„°U ŒË¬Á‚πÊ ¡ŸÈ ’⁄Uß¸H 7H 
‚’ ©U¬◊Ê ∑§Á’ ⁄U„U ¡ÈΔUÊ⁄UË – ∑§Á„¢UU ¬≈UÃ⁄Uı¥ Á’Œ„U∑È§◊Ê⁄UËH 8H 

 
sundaratā kahum ̐ sundara kara'ī. chabigṛham̐ dīpasikhā janu bara'ī. 7. 
saba upamā kabi rahē juṭhārī. kēhiṁ paṭatarauṁ bidēhakumārī. 8. 

 
She (Sita) lends the virtue of ‘beauty’ its inherent quality of being beautiful. It is like the 
case of the flame of wonderful lamp lighting the house of magnificence and beauty. (7) 

The similes that the poets usually use to describe such virtues as beauty, 
magnificence and glamour have become stale and outdated. So say with what should I 
compare the daughter of Videha (i.e. Sita) with? (8) 

[Note—A lamp looks beautiful when its flame burns brightly without giving any smoke 
or depositing any soot. Sita’s face is spotless and radiant like this lamp and its brilliant 
light. ‘Beauty’ is a subtle quality that makes things look ‘beautiful’ by the virtue of its 
presence in them. Sita’s ‘beauty’ is this quality that is pure and wholesome. Whatever 
comes in contact with Sita, whatever is associated with Sita would become ‘beautiful’. 

Sita is surrounded by many girls of her age and beauty. She is in the center of the 
group. Hence, the metaphor of the flame lighting the house of beauty is used to describe 
this scene: the beautiful companions surrounding Sita are likened to the walls of a 
magnificent house, while Sita herself is compared to the brilliant flame of a magnificent 
lamp burning in the center of this house. It is the lighted lamp that gives light to the 
otherwise dark walls of the house. If the lamp was not lighted and there was darkness, no 
one would be able to see how beautiful the house is. The credit of making the house look 
beautiful goes to the light of the lamp. The centrally placed lamp cannot miss attention 
even if one does not pay careful attention to finer details of the house. So is the case with 
Sita here: she stands out amongst all the girls in the group because of her unique charm 
and beauty though all of the girls accompanying her are beautiful in their own right. 

Since all metaphors and similes have already been used by poets and bards on one or 
the other occasion they are deemed to be stale and outdated. Tulsidas says that even Lord 
Ram failed to find something new with which to compare the beauty of Sita with. A 
similar idea is expressed a little later in Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede 
Doha no. 247 when an attempt is being made to give an idea of how wonderful Sita looks 
as she comes to the venue of the marriage ceremony to get married to Lord Ram.]  

 
Îô0. Á‚ÿ ‚Ù÷Ê Á„Uÿ° ’⁄UÁŸ ¬˝÷È •Ê¬ÁŸ Œ‚Ê Á’øÊÁ⁄U– 

’Ù‹ ‚ÈÁø ◊Ÿ •ŸÈ¡ ‚Ÿ ’øŸ ‚◊ÿ •ŸÈ„UÊÁ⁄UH 230H 
 
dōhā. 

siya sōbhā hiyam̐ barani prabhu āpani dasā bicāri. 
bōlē suci mana anuja sana bacana samaya anuhāri. 230. 

Describing to himself the prettiness of Sita and reflecting on his own condition, Lord 
Ram spoke to his younger brother (Laxman) words that were appropriate to the occasion, 
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and were spoken with an innocent heart that was free from any sort of impure thoughts. 
(Doha no. 230) 

[Note—This Doha is significant in the sense that it removes, in one stroke, any chance of 
the reader harbouring any sort of doubt about Lord Ram’s character and innocence 
because the situation is such that it may breed reservations about the immaculate nature 
of the character of both the brothers. It is a lovely garden; a young boy meets a young 
girl, and both are smitten by each other. But this attraction is not of a worldly plain but of 
a divine nature. There is no pervert thought in the mind of any of the characters—neither 
of Sita nor of Lord Ram.  

Remember: True love is always free from passions and lust; it is pure nectar effusing 
from the lotus-like heart, and is not a fermented liquid that produces hallucinations and 
delusions. It’s a vibration of the heart, and two souls get attracted towards each other only 
when this vibration matches, and not otherwise. To draw a parallel with ordinary life as 
we know it, a radio receiver can tune into a particular broadcasting station only when it is 
tuned correctly to it, and not otherwise. Hence, when two souls whose frequency match 
each other meet, they are said to fall in love with each other, which in simple terms mean 
that the vibrations of their heart have matched. We meet thousands of people in our lives, 
but do we truly fall in love with them in an honest manner?  

Lord Ram is not an ordinary mortal but Lord Vishnu, and Sita is his eternal divine 
consort, Goddess Laxmi.  

Lord Ram’s innocence is proved by his sharing his thoughts with his younger 
brother. Think of this: would he have done so had some evil element creeped in his mind 
and heart? One does not share one’s vile and evil thoughts with his younger brother.  
Lord Ram could have kept quiet and hidden everything from Laxman. But that would 
have given the naughty world ever on the lookout for some opportunity to cast aspersions 
on other people’s character a chance to murmur doubts that the Lord is harbouring some 
wrong thoughts in his heart and mind. So he decided to come clean and divulge his 
thoughts directly to Laxman to keep the gossip-mongers at bay. 

We shall read below in the following Chaupais that Lord Ram has himself confided 
to Laxman his emotional condition after he has seen Sita’s transcendental beauty. The 
Lord wonders why it is so, for he himself does not know how his heart, which is 
supposed to be calm and neutral, has suddenly become so nervous and agitated. The 
answer lies in the explanations given in the foregoing paragraphs of this note.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ÃÊÃ ¡Ÿ∑§ÃŸÿÊ ÿ„U ‚Ùß¸ – œŸÈ·¡‚ÿ ¡Á„U ∑§Ê⁄UŸ „UÙß¸H 1H 

¬Í¡Ÿ ªıÁ⁄U ‚πË¥ ‹Ò •ÊßZ – ∑§⁄UÃ ¬˝∑§Ê‚È Á»§⁄Uß »È§‹flÊßZH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

tāta janakatanayā yaha sō'ī. dhanuṣajagya jēhi kārana hō'ī. 1. 
pūjana gauri sakhīṁ lai ā'īṁ. karata prakāsu phira'i phulavā'īṁ. 2. 
 
Lord Ram told Laxman—‘Dear brother, this is the daughter of king Janak. It is because 
of her that the bow-breaking ceremony is being held. (1) 
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Her female friends have brought her to offer worship to Goddess Gauri (Parvati, 
the divine consort of Lord Shiva)1*. She# is moving in the garden, illuminating1 it with 
her presence. (2)  

[Verse no. 2 can be read as follows also: *She (Sita) has come here to offer 
worship to Goddess Gauri, and she has brought along her female friends with her. #They 
are roaming in the garden, illuminating it with their charm and beauty.]  

[Note—Earlier we have read in Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 229 that Sita 
was told of the presence of the two brothers by her friends. Now, it is Sri Ram telling 
Laxman about her.  
 A remarkable point is to be noted here: One of the friends of Sita had told her that 
she has heard about the two princes who have come with sage Vishwamitra and who 
have charmed the entire city of Janakpur by their presence. There were thousands of 
invited kings and princes who had assembled at Janakpur to participate in the bow 
ceremony, but none of them could catch the attention of the people of Janakpur, let alone 
captivate their hearts and minds as Lord Ram and Laxman had done. So they were 
special. Now, Sita’s beauty is so unique and matchless that it has cought the imagination 
of Lord Ram, and she stands out in the group of young girls of her age who are all 
beautiful. It is a royal garden, and a princess is not an ordinary girl of the city. It was a 
royal garden, and the shrine of the Goddess was the royal family’s personal place of 
worship. To this was added the aura of royalty, majesty and grandeur surrounding Sita 
that marked her out distinctively, and it was not difficult for Lord Ram to correctly guess 
who she is.  
 Ram had roamed in the city and had seen the venue of the bow ceremony himself. He 
must also have heard the echo of the people talking with each other that he is the proper 
groom for Sita, and that they all hoped that this union is made. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 223. Therefore it is obvious for Lord Ram that the girl who is the 
center of attention is no one else but princess Sita.  

1The place of meeting is in the vicinity of the temple of the Goddess. It is customary 
that a girl worships Goddess Parvati on the eve of her marriage, praying to the goddess 
for a groom who is most suitable for her. Sita and her companions were holding in their 
hands all things necessary for offering worship in a temple, so it was not difficult for 
Lord Ram to guess that Sita has come to the temple to worship Parvati, especially in the 
background of the forthcoming bow-breaking ceremony which was to be held soon. 

2“Illuminating the garden with her presence”—It has been said earlier (Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 230) that Sita was like a flame that illuminates the house of 
beauty. So this statement of Lord Ram sort of endorses it. The royal garden is beautiful in 
its own right, but Sita’s presence added glamour and magnificence to it.]  

 
¡Ê‚È Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ •‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ‚Ù÷Ê – ‚„U¡ ¬ÈŸËÃ ◊Ù⁄U ◊ŸÈ ¿UÙ÷ÊH 3H 
‚Ù ‚’È ∑§Ê⁄UŸ ¡ÊŸ Á’œÊÃÊ – »§⁄U∑§®„U ‚È÷Œ •¢ª ‚ÈŸÈ ÷˝ÊÃÊH 4H 

 
jāsu bilōki alaukika sōbhā. sahaja punīta mōra manu chōbhā. 3. 
sō sabu kārana jāna bidhātā. pharakahiṁ subhada aṅga sunu bhrātā. 4. 
 
By seeing her transcendental beauty1, my Mana (heart and mind), which is always calm, 
pure and incorruptible, has become restless. (3) 
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Oh brother, listen2! Only God can know the reason, but my right limbs are 
fluttering, and this portends some good in the future3. (4) 

[Note—1Sita’s beauty is not ordinary. Had it been so it would not have had any effect on 
Lord Ram who is the transcendental Lord of creation in a manifested form. Surely 
therefore Sita’s beauty must also have a transcendental dimension to it in order to move 
the Mana (mind and heart) of the Lord of creation. A weak magnet cannot pull a stronger 
magnet to itself; both Ram and Sita are equally powerful because whereas Ram is an 
incarnation of Lord Vishnu, Sita is a manifested form of Laxmi, Vishnu’s divine consort.  
 Who can match Laxmi in physical beauty as it is she who has also revealed herself in 
the form of Mother Nature which is so fantastically pretty, grand and fabulous that poets 
and artists have been attempting to depict Nature’s magnificence and stupendous beauty 
ever since the dawn of civilization but have yet to find a satisfactory description.   

2Laxman kept quiet without showing any reaction while Lord Ram was telling him 
how he felt. So the Lord wondered whether or not he was paying attention to him. So he 
said “listen brother; pay attention to me”. 

3It is traditionally believed that if the organs of a man’s right side of the body, such as 
his eyelids, hands and legs, begin to flutter then it is a sign of some good future for him. 
In the case of a woman, it is the opposite side of the body, i.e. her left side that bears the 
same meaning. It is an omen.  

So, inspite of Lord Ram’s heart becoming restless, the fluttering of the right side of 
his body indicated to him that something good is about to happen in the near future. 
When we put two and two together, like Ram’s heart and mind being enamoured at the 
first sight of Sita and he being attracted to her, his Mana becoming restless and his right 
organs fluttering at the same time, the omen becomes clear: that the chances of Ram and 
Sita coming together permanently are quite good.  

He also means that worldly beauty that is only superficial in nature would have no 
effect on him. But the beauty of Sita has a transcendental dimension; it goes deeper than 
merely being exterior. Lord Ram’s Mana, which is inherently and eternally neutral and 
calm, does not get easily disturbed, and if it has got restless then there must be something 
sublime and subtle, something serious to make this happen. That his Mana has become 
restless by the mere sight of Sita signifies that there is more to it than what meets the eye 
because Lord Ram has full control over his Mana, and is strong willed. This translates to 
the conclusion that Sita’s relationship with Lord Ram is eternal, existing since time 
immemorial, and it has a sublime and transcendental dimension to it. Hitherto it was 
concealed, but now it has come out in the open. It is like the case of a seed concealing a 
giant tree within its own self, and when the time comes the tree sprouts and grows to 
make itself visible to the world.] 

 
⁄ÉÊÈ’¢Á‚ã„U ∑§⁄U ‚„U¡ ‚È÷Ê™ – ◊ŸÈ ∑È§¬¢Õ ¬ªÈ œ⁄Uß Ÿ ∑§Ê™§H 5H 
◊ÙÁ„U •ÁÃ‚ÿ ¬˝ÃËÁÃ ◊Ÿ ∑§⁄UË – ¡®„U ‚¬Ÿ„È°U ¬⁄UŸÊÁ⁄U Ÿ „U⁄UËH 6H 

 
raghubansinha kara sahaja subhā'ū. manu kupantha pagu dhara'i na kā'ū. 5. 
mōhi atisaya pratīti mana kērī. jēhiṁ sapanēhum̐ paranāri na hērī. 6. 
 
It is a natural noble trait of all the members of king Raghu’s dynasty that they never 
allow their Mana (heart and mind) to step on any evil path (i.e. they never allow wrong 
and impure thoughts to enter and pollute their mind and heart)1. (5) 
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As far as I am concerned, I am so confident about my Mana that it has never 
allowed itself to ever set its eye on or think about someone else’s wife2. (6) 

[Note—1To think of another woman who is not related to one in any manner is deemed a 
wrong thought for the mind, and it is a worse thing to get attracted to her, praise her 
beauty and feel emotionally upset at her sight. It is not a good character in a man. This is 
why Ram is giving this clarification to remove any doubts in the mind of Laxman that his 
elder brother is transgressing limits of proper conduct.  
 Members of king Raghu’s race are so careful so as not to even think of a wrong path, 
let alone walking on it. So it is out of the question that Ram, who also belongs to this 
noble race of kings, would ever imagine of doing it.   

2Sri Ram goes further to assert that he is especially very diligent in exercising control 
over his Mana. And therefore there surely must be something very serious and beyond 
explanation, something that his hidden from view and is transcendental that has made 
him restless and loose control over his Mana. That is why he has said earlier that “only 
God knows the reason” because he is unable to find any plausible reason for his 
emotional condition.  

Sri Ram had to make this clear because just now he has told Laxman that his heart 
and mind seem to be upset and agitated at the sight of Sita, and if he did not clarify and 
elaborate it would be easy to cast aspersions on his immaculate character and pure heart. 
Sita’s future husband is yet not decided, and for all practical purposes she is like a 
complete stranger for Ram at this moment. Eyeing a woman who may be married to 
someone else during the day is obviously a wrong thing to do. Lord Ram belongs to a 
noble race of kings who were very careful in their thoughts and conduct. So it is 
unimaginable for him to allow pervert thoughts to enter his mind. That is why he wonders 
why this is happening; why he is so attracted to Sita.]  

 
Á¡ã„U ∑Ò§ ‹„U®„U Ÿ Á⁄U¬È ⁄UŸ ¬ËΔUË – Ÿ®„U ¬Êfl®„U ¬⁄UÁÃÿ ◊ŸÈ «UËΔUËH 7H 
◊¢ªŸ ‹„U®„U Ÿ Á¡ã„U ∑Ò§ ŸÊ„UË¥ – Ã Ÿ⁄U’⁄U ÕÙ⁄U ¡ª ◊Ê„UË¥H 8H 

 
jinha kai lahahiṁ na ripu rana pīṭhī. nahiṁ pāvahiṁ paratiya manu ḍīṭhī. 7. 
maṅgana lahahiṁ na jinha kai nāhīṁ. tē narabara thōrē jaga māhīṁ. 8. 

It is rare to find a noble man in this world who would never turn his back on the enemy 
during a battle (and run away from the battle-field), who never gives his heart to another 
woman who is not his wife, or even cast any sort of amorous glances at her or harbour 
any lust for her, and from whom no beggar (or alms seeker) gets a rebuke (and turned 
away without getting anything).’ (7-8) 

[Note—It ought to be noted while reading this book titled “Ram Charit Manas” that 
besides telling the story of Lord Ram, his time and the deeds done by him, this book 
incorporates in its texture great principles of noble conduct, polity, behavioural science, 
spirituality, metaphysics, theology and the like.  

In these two lines we see three outstanding characters of noble men: (i) They are 
brave and full of courage and valour; they would not show cowardice in the face of the 
enemy by running away from the battle-field. This is a prime character of a warrior. (ii) 
They will not develop extra-marital relationships; this ensures maintance of ethics and 
morality in the society. If the parent is pervert and lustful, the children of the society can’t 
be expected to lead a moral life. (iii) They will always ensure that if anyone comes to 
them seeking help and alms then they will do their best to help the seeker. Setting aside 
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some part of one’s income for charitable purposes and helping those who are less 
fortunate is a moral duty ordained by all religions.  

Now, what Ram means here is this: He belongs to a highly respected noble race of 
kings, known as the Raghu Dynasty. Their characteristic has already been mentioned—
that they never step on a wrong path and they never harbour any amorous designs on 
other women. So how it is ever possible that he (Ram) would violate this well honoured 
and hoary tradition of his ancestors?  

Inspite of these restrictions, he has developed some sort of attraction for Sita. Why is 
it so? This tricky question is answered in a very interesting way in these two lines. Let us 
now examine how.  

Lord Ram says that such noble men do not run away from the enemy, and they do not 
turn away someone who begs something from them. Now, here is the interesting part:--  

(i) Firsly, Kamdeo (cupid) has arrived in the form of Sita to attack Lord Ram, to 
overcome his control over his self, so the Lord simply can’t run away from this assult! 
That would be ignoble for him. So he decided to face Kaam-deo cupid. That is why he 
did not turn away from Sita and went back to sage Vishwamitra as long as she was in the 
garden in his vicinity. Not facing Sita boldly and trying to avoid her would be tantamount 
to being defeated by Kamdeo (cupid), the patron God of love, passion, longing, desire 
and attraction. How can Lord Ram allow himself to be defeated by the onslaught of 
Kamdeo (cupid) in such a silly manner?  

(ii) Secondly, Kamdeo (cupid) may have come to beg with the Lord to spare Sita the 
agony and misery of an uncertain future with a man she may not like. So, should the Lord 
deny Kamdeo (cupid) this request? Well, this is also unacceptable for a noble man of his 
stature; he can’t turn away Kamdeo (cupid) without fulfilling his desires. So what options 
does the Lord have now? Obviously none—except to silently assure Kamdeo (cupid) that 
the Lord would be obliging him soon irrespective of whether it may cast some taint on his 
otherwise immaculate character. When one faces a piquant situation where both the 
options are bad, he must choose the better of the two. In this case it is better to accept 
some mischievous gossip about his character than to face the ignominy of having turned 
down the request of an alms-seeker in the form of Kamdeo (cupid).  

This is the reason why Lord Ram apparently allows himself to get attracted to Sita at 
a subtle plain though he himself says that he wonders why this is happening at the grosser 
level of physical interaction in this world. 

The three noble characters listed here pertain to the three higher sections or 
communities in the society—viz. the Brahmins, the Kshatriyas and the Vaishyas. Not to 
have lust for other’s woman is a noble character of a Brahmin; not to run away from an 
enemy is the noble character of a Kshatriya (the warrior class); and to give charity and 
never turn away alms-seekers are a noble character of a Vaishya (the member of the 
trading community).]      

 
Îô0. ∑§⁄UÃ ’Ã∑§„UË •ŸÈ¡ ‚Ÿ ◊Ÿ Á‚ÿ M§¬ ‹Ù÷ÊŸ– 

◊Èπ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ◊∑§⁄¢UŒ ¿Á’ ∑§⁄Uß ◊œÈ¬ ßfl ¬ÊŸH 231H 
 
dōhā. 

karata batakahī anuja sana mana siya rūpa lōbhāna. 
mukha sarōja makaranda chabi kara'i madhupa iva pāna. 231. 
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While Lord Ram was talking in this manner with his younger brother, his mind however 
was enamoured by the beauty of Sita as it literally drank the nectar of her beauty just like 
a bee. (Doha no. 231) 

[Note—A bee’s attention is fixed on obtaining the nectar of the flower though it may 
hover over the flower and also wander around it for quite some time before actually 
alighting on it and sucking the nectar. Similarly here, though Sri Ram is talking to 
Laxman, his mind is fixed on Sita. This Doha concludes what has been said in the 
preceding verses. 

However, it is remarkable that during this entire narration we find that Laxman has 
not uttered a single word; he has silently heard whatever his elder brother has said. 
Laxman did not wish to disturb Ram’s emotional enjoyment and the sentimental reverie 
he was in. Laxman was wise enough to understand this and the practical thing that 
everyone should be given his personal space. A true friend and companion is one who 
gives a person full freedom to express his inner thoughts without fear of betrayal and 
being misunderstood. Laxman passed this test in flying colours. 

In the next set of verses we shall be reading about Sita’s condition and responses.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ÁøÃflÁÃ øÁ∑§Ã ø„Í°U ÁŒÁ‚ ‚ËÃÊ – ∑§„°U ª∞ ŸÎ¬Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ◊ŸÈ ®øÃÊH 1H 

¡„°U Á’‹Ù∑ ◊Îª ‚Êfl∑ ŸÒŸË – ¡ŸÈ Ã„°U ’Á⁄U‚ ∑§◊‹ Á‚Ã üÊŸËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

citavati cakita cahūm ̐ disi sītā. kaham̐ ga'ē nṛpakisōra manu cintā. 1. 
jaham ̐ bilōka mga sāvaka nainī. janu taham̐ barisa kamala sita śrēnī. 2. 
 
Sita looked with amazement in every direction, for she could not see the two princes 
anywhere. He Mana (mind and heart) was at a loss as to where they have gone1. (1) 

Wherever Sita, whose eyes were like that of a fawn, cast her glances it appeared 
that a stream of white lotus flowers2 is flowing in that direction. (2) 

[Note—1Lord Ram and Laxman had kept on walking in the garden because their primary 
job was to pluck flowers for the worship ritual of their Guru, sage Vishwamitra. So it 
happened that they went behind a thick cover of foliage and creepers where Sita could 
not view them from where she stood. So she peered here and there, in every direction 
anxiously, but could not have a glimpse of the princes. This made her uneasy. She 
wondered that they could not so quickly vanish from sight, so where have they gone? 
That is why she was amazed. 

2There are three primary Gunas (qualities) in this creation: viz. (i) the Sata Guna 
which is the best of the three, is noble and virtuous, is marked by purity of mind and 
heart, and has white as its dominant colour; (ii) the Raja Guna which is the second 
quality, is concerned with creation and its upkeep and all the necessary characters needed 
to fulfill this obligation, and has red as its characteristic colour; and (iii) the Tama Guna 
which is the lowest and the meanest of the three, leads to moral degradation, decay and 
destruction, and is therefore dominated by the black colour, the colour of darkness and 
delusions.  

By saying that wherever Sita glanced it appeared that “white lotus flowers are 
flowing”, it is implied that her mind was not corrupt, and that there was no trace of lust or 
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amorous inentions in her glances. As has been noted earlier in our discussion, the sense 
of mutual attraction between Ram and Sita had a divine connotation and a transcendental 
dimension to it. It is just like the case of an eager disciple being attracted to a true Guru 
(moral preceptor); when they meet they are mutually attracted to each other. 

Why is it said that a “stream” of white lotus flowers is flowing instead of citing a 
single lotus? The reason is that when Sita looks in a particular direction, all her 
companions also begin to look there. So it’s not one but many girls looking in a particular 
direction like a stream flowing in that way. And since all of them have a pure heart, the 
looking is also symbolized by the metaphor of white lotus flowers which stand for purity 
of thought and intention. 

Further, the conjunctiva of the eye is white in colour, so when all the maidens were 
looking in the same direction, the poet imagines that a stream of white lotus flowers is 
flowing that way.]       

  
‹ÃÊ •Ù≈U Ã’ ‚Áπã„U ‹πÊ∞ – SÿÊ◊‹ ªı⁄U Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ‚È„UÊ∞H 3H 
ŒÁπ M§¬ ‹ÙøŸ ‹‹øÊŸ – „U⁄U· ¡ŸÈ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸÁœ ¬Á„UøÊŸH 4H 

 
latā ōṭa taba sakhinha lakhā'ē. syāmala gaura kisōra suhā'ē. 3. 
dēkhi rūpa lōcana lalacānē. haraṣē janu nija nidhi pahicānē. 4. 
 
Her (Sita’s) companions then pointed out to her the two brothers, one of a dark and the 
other of a fair complexion, standing behind a thick bevy of creepers. (3) 

 Seeing the wonderful sight (of the two princes), her eyes looked at them so 
eagerly and longingly as if she has found her wealth, that is dearest to her heart, lying 
nearby. (4) 

[Note—Tulsidas, the poet-author who has penned this immortal epic “Ram Charit 
Manas” is at his best, in his finest writing mettle and poetic form while describing this 
scene in the garden where Sita meets Lord Ram. Aside of the devotional and spiritual 
quotient, this narration also incorporates the ‘love angle’ of the epic story.  

Here we have two souls destined to be each other’s partner for life meeting one 
another for the first time before their partnership is formalized. The world would like to 
call them as being bitten by the ‘love bug’, but it is the pull of the divine Spirit living 
inside their bosom, the compatibility of the vibrations of their individual hearts that 
begins to resonate in such a way that makes it appear that the two individuals are 
mutually attracted to each other. If this vibration does not match, mere physical closeness 
would not produce true love and abiding affection.  

It was Sita’s companion who first spotted the two princes behind the curtain of 
creepers. Sita was very nervous, so she could not see them herself. Here we observe that 
Lord Ram did not stand in the open space of the garden but was seen behind creepers. 
This shows that he did not want to violate laws of moral conduct and royal etiquette by 
standing shamelessly in front of a princess. Had he done so, it would have been in bad 
taste.  

Further, the Lord wished to ascertain whether Sita was really eager to have his 
Darshan (divine viewing), or would turn away after a casual look around. By being 
behind the creepers, he also maintained a sort of decorum whereby Sita was given an 
opportunity to have a look at the two brothers as if she was viewing them from behind a 
virtual curtain. It would be decent and look civilized. 
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The relationship between Lord Ram and Sita is of an eternal nature and most ancient. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 2nd half of Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 229.  

Ever since Lord Vishnu took birth as Lord Ram, his divine consort Laxmi in the 
physical form of Sita was forced to remain away from him. That is why it is said that 
“she recognized her Lord like a person recognizing his long-lost wealth that is very dear 
to him”. Refer also: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 248.]  

 
Õ∑§ ŸÿŸ ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ¿Á’ Œπ¥ – ¬‹∑§Áã„U„Í°U ¬Á⁄U„U⁄UË¥ ÁŸ◊·¥H 5H 
•Áœ∑§ ‚Ÿ„°U Œ„U ÷Ò ÷Ù⁄UË – ‚⁄UŒ ‚Á‚Á„U ¡ŸÈ ÁøÃfl ø∑§Ù⁄UËH 6H 

 
thakē nayana raghupati chabi dēkhēṁ. palakanhihūm ̐ pariharīṁ nimēṣēṁ. 5. 
adhika sanēham̐ dēha bhai bhōrī. sarada sasihi janu citava cakōrī. 6. 
 
The eyes of Sita becames motionless, as if tired, as she watched the bewitching beauty of 
the image of Raghupati (Lord Ram, the chief of the Raghu dynasty). For quite some time 
her eyelids forgot to blink. (5) 

Due to a surge of great affection that overwhelmed her entire being, she lost 
consciousness of her body just like the bird Chakor loses awareness of its physical 
existence when it starts gazing at the beauty of the full moon’s disc during an autumn 
night. (6) 

[Note—Sita is overwhelmed by the divine and transcendental beauty of Lord Ram’s face. 
Her condition is compared to the Chakor, the Indian red-legged partridge, which is 
renowned for its love of the full moon. Chakor gazes as the moon’s disc without blinking, 
and it goes on tilting its head so that its eyes remain focused on the moon as it traverses 
across the sky. It is believed that the moon looks its best during the whole year in the first 
full-moon night of autumn.  

Sita was virtually dazed by the Lord’s charming image, and for some time her mind 
lost awareness of its surroundings. This is a natural phenomenon, a natural reaction of the 
body when one is absolutely stunned by the sight one sees.  
 Earlier, this condition was applicable for Lord Ram: refer—Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 3-5 that precedes Doha no. 230. 
 Sita’s eyes became “motionless as if tired” because it could not cope with the 
profundity of the beauty of Lord Ram’s image. Her eyes continued to look at the Lord 
without blinking, making them tired and droop. Sita did not wish to miss even a fraction 
of a second without watching this beautiful image for the fear of losing it the moment her 
eyes take rest to blink. This continuous staring tired her eyes so much so that they 
drooped and looked heavy.  
 There is an interesting interpretation of this line. Sita’s attention was transfixed on 
the face of Lord Ram, and she was so dazed by its magnificent beauty that she did not 
look at any other part of his body. The moon always shines during the night; Lord Ram’s 
complexion is also dark but radiant like the night that is drenched in the light of the moon 
during an autumnal night. The whole environment is sentimentally charged during such 
full-moon nights, but a person looks up at the moon rather than the surrounding sky if he 
wishes to enjoy the beauty of the night and the moon-light. While looking at the full 
moon, a person will not look at any other heavenly body no matter how interesting or 
attractive it is. So is the case with Sita—she is focused on Lord Ram’s face which is 
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glorious and splenderous like the full moon during the night of autumn, and has no 
inclination to bother either to look at any other part of the Lord’s body or even at 
Laxman.   
 Lord Ram had praised the beauty of Sita in his heart but hadn’t found words to 
express how beautiful her image was: refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 230. This emotion is reciprocated here by Sita who was 
“so thrilled by the sight of Lord Ram’s image that her body lost awareness of its self”. 
 Lord Ram was closely observing Sita’s behaviour. Later on we shall read in Sundar 
Kand that the Lord has conveyed to Sita when she was a captive in Lanka that his Mana 
(mind and heart) is also with her, and this is sufficient to explain the depth of his love and 
affection for her: refer—(i) Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that 
precede Doha no. 15; and (ii) Valmiki Ramayan, 1/77/26-27. 
 Again, after the war for liberation of Sita from Ravana’s captivity ended and Sita was 
asked to undergo the fire-test to prove her loyalty, she has once again reiterated that “if 
her mind, heart, words and deeds (‘Mana’, ‘Vachan’, and ‘Karma’) are dedicated to no 
one else except Lord Ram, then let the raging fire become cool like the ‘Srikhand’ 
(liquefied sandalwood; a liquid preparation of curd and sugar) for her”. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 109.] 

   
‹ÙøŸ ◊ª ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ©U⁄U •ÊŸË – ŒËã„U ¬‹∑§ ∑§¬Ê≈U ‚ÿÊŸËH 7H 

 
lōcana maga rāmahi ura ānī. dīnhē palaka kapāṭa sayānī. 7. 
 
Sita symbolically brought in and enshrined Lord Ram in her heart, and then closed the 
eyelids as if closing the doors of a shrine. (7) 

[Note—Fantastic imagery, indeed. Sita must have sighed silently and etched the image of 
Lord Ram on the canvas of her mind and sub-conscious. It’s like taking the picture of 
one’s beloved and keeping it close to one’s heart because one does not know whether one 
will be able to see the beloved again in life. One has no control over one’s destiny and 
one cannot openly join one’s beloved and be close to him in physical terms, but one is 
free to hold his memory in one’s heart and mind for the rest of life.  

The heart is a pure abode: it is here that the soul, the Atma, lives; it is here that the 
Supreme Being known as the Parmatma lives in the form of one’s individual Atma. That 
is why purest form of ‘love’ is said to have its abode in the heart. The heart is therefore 
like a shrine, a citadel, a holy place of the Lord God, the Parmatma.   

This metaphysical perspective is deployed here to describe how Sita brought in the 
image of her beloved Lord, Sri Ram, quietly to enshrine it or enthrone it in the secret 
chambers of her heart. It is the chamber where no one else would discover the Lord, and 
it is here that she will have an unrestricted access to him. This is how a true lover 
behaves; this is where Sita hoped to worship her Lord for all times to come in the future.  

She closed her eyes to ensure that the picture of Lord Ram that she has etched on the 
mind’s canvas does not get tainted or damaged by any other image superimposing itself 
on it. She wanted to retain its clarity and make it permanent and everlasting.  

Now, a question arises as to why have I compared Sita’s heart to a ‘shrine’ or a 
‘temple’. Well, the answer is found in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 131 
where sage Valmiki tells Lord Ram, while describing the places where the Lord should 
live like they were his own home, that “the Lord should always live in the Mana (mind 
and heart) of a person who does not want anything whatsoever in this world, but has 
selfless and purest kind of affection for the Lord as if the Mana of this person was the 
Lord’s own abode or shrine”.]    
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¡’ Á‚ÿ ‚Áπã„U ¬˝◊’‚ ¡ÊŸË – ∑§Á„U Ÿ ‚∑§®„U ∑§¿ÈU ◊Ÿ ‚∑È§øÊŸËH 8H 

 
jaba siya sakhinha prēmabasa jānī. kahi na sakahiṁ kachu mana sakucānī. 8. 

When Sita’s companions found that she was overcome with intense love (for Lord Ram), 
all of them felt abashed, and could not utter a word out of hesitation. (8) 

[Note—Why the hesitation? It is because it is they who had inspired Sita to come and 
have a look at the two princes. Now, what can they say; how will they explain to Sita’s 
mother, the queen, her emotional condition if she is not able to conceal it wisely. It’s a 
very piquant and sticky situation. When one falls in love, no amount of reasoning and 
cajoling will pull him or her out of it. The girls feared Sita because after all she was a 
princess and their mistress; if she gets annoyed then she can get them severely punished 
and even imprisoned or banished from the city. It’s not wise and prudent to disturb a 
lovelorn princess; it’s very dangerous. 

This fear extended to Sita’s mother: no one could predict her reaction when she 
comes to know that these attendant girls, who were after all maid servants of the royal 
household, had incited her daughter to meet a stranger in the garden. The queen-mother 
could give them the severest form of punishment. Not only these girls, but the entire 
guard of the royal garden could be thrown into the prison.  

Another reason for their reluctance to say something to Sita was that she had her eyes 
closed. No one could be sure what was going on in her mind: she might as well be 
meditating upon goddess Parvati or saying some silent prayers. It would also not be 
proper to disturb her if this was true—because it is a sinful act to disturb someone when 
he or she is meditating upon God.  

Initially it was only one of the attendant girls who had brought the news of the two 
brothers to Sita, and had the rest of them kept quiet they would have escaped punishment 
if anything went wrong; only this girl would suffer. But now they all were neck-deep in 
trouble; it was like being in a quagmire—if they kept quiet, Sita would continue to stand 
there gazing at the place where Lord Ram stood, and it was getting inordinately late for 
worship in the temple and returning to the palace, and if they said something that 
annoyed the princess then also severe punishment was sure to come.] 

    
Îô0. ‹ÃÊ÷flŸ Ã¥ ¬˝ª≈U ÷ ÃÁ„U •fl‚⁄U ŒÙ©U ÷Êß– 

ÁŸ∑§‚ ¡ŸÈ ¡Èª Á’◊‹ Á’œÈ ¡‹Œ ¬≈U‹ Á’‹ªÊßH 232H 
 
dōhā. 

latābhavana tēṁ pragaṭa bhē tēhi avasara dō'u bhā'i. 
nikasē janu juga bimala bidhu jalada paṭala bilagā'i. 232. 

Just at that instant (when Sita stood motionless with eyes closed, and her companions 
were in a fix not knowing what to do and say), the two brothers emerged from behind the 
shade of the creepers as if two spotlessly shining moons have broken through the veil of 
clouds. (Doha no. 232) 

[Note—This is Lord Ram’s nature—he first keeps himself invisible from the sight of his 
devotee, but as soon as he is sure that the devotee is fully surrendered to him and has true 
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and sincere affection and devotion for him, the Lord manifests himself before his 
devotee. That manifestation is like the emergence of the brilliant moon from behind the 
curtain of dark clouds in the sky. When the cloud covers the face of the moon, the sky 
and the world appear dark, but as soon as the moon appears the whole world suddenly 
lights up in the moon’s beautiful rays. 

As long as the Lord was not sure whether or not Sita sincerely longed for him and if 
she was not watching something else in the garden in the guise of looking at him, he kept 
himself behind the curtain formed by the bevy of creepers. But as soon as he realised that 
she has become motionless and has shut her eyes to indicate that she will not move 
anywhere but remain grounded at the place like a lifeless statue, the Lord came in view.  

He had also observed the consternation and alarm on the faces of Sita’s companions. 
This developmemt has a spiritual message—that the Lord would not allow someone who 
has shown his devotee the path to the Lord to feel regret and afraid of punishment. If 
something went wrong, such as Sita getting late in offering her worship and returning to 
the palace in time, her mother, the queen, is sure to get angry at Sita as well as her 
attendants. This thing Lord Ram did not want to allow happening. So he did not want to 
waste any more time, and appeared before Sita and her group, thereby giving the 
companions of Sita a chance and an excuse to interfere in her emotional reverie.  

A pertinent question arises: why is it said that that the two brothers emerged from 
behind the creepers as if “two moons” have broken from behind the curtain of clouds 
when there is only ‘one moon’ in the sky, and ‘not two’? Well, this observation is very 
significant and interesting. We can draw the following meaning from it:-- 

(i) At the instant the two brothers emerged from behind the shade of the creepers, 
Sita’s eyes were closed, and it was her many girl companions who were looking 
nervously here and there. Whereas Sita’s attention was focused entirely and exclusively 
on Lord Ram, the others were glancing here and there. It implies that if one is not focused 
on the Lord, he or she will start hallucinating, because seeing ‘two moons’ is a 
metaphoric way of saying someone is under great delusions and is hallucinating. 
Therefore, if one wishes to attain the Lord God, he must behave like Sita and not like her 
companions. Sita had seen only ‘one moon’ in the form of Lord Ram (refer: Chaupai line 
no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 232), whereas her companions see ‘two moons’ here (Doha 
no. 232)! 

(ii) These companions of Sita had known where the Lord stood, they were the ones 
who had shown Sita the way to the Lord, but unfortunately they had themselves failed to 
drink the nectar that Sita had drunk. So it is in this world: we come across countless 
people who would wisely tell us the path of spirituality, but rarely do they walk on it 
themselves. It is often also observed that a sincere and eager disciple attains the spiritual 
goal that his Guru had advised him, while the Guru himself remains embroiled and 
entangled in the nightmare of this deluding world. It’s indeed a great irony.  

(iii) As soon as the moon appears from behind the dark veil of the clouds, the 
darkness of the night vanishes. Similarly, as soon as the Lord God makes his appearance 
in the firmament of the devotee’s heart, all his spiritual delusions and fears disappear. His 
inner self is brilliantly illuminated and ghosts and phantoms run away.  

(iv) The moon shines because it reflects the light of the sun. Lord Ram is like the sun 
of the Raghu dynasty as well as the one who illuminates the inner being of the creature in 
the form of the Atma, the pure consciousness that lives in his heart. Out of the two 
brothers, Lord Ram is of a dark complexion while Laxman is fair. So a tricky situation 
arises—Lord Ram, the real ‘sun’, is dark, while Laxman who is like his shadow, or like a 
‘moon’ that shines or obtains its glory in the light of the sun, is fair. This Doha conveys 
the message that both Lord Ram and Laxman complement each other; no one should be 
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taken as being junior or senior to the other. Both of them have equal importance in this 
creation if we were to look at them from the cosmic perspective of creation.  

It is on the coiled body of Seshnath that Vishnu reclines on the surface of the cosmic 
ocean of milk, known as the Kshir-sagar. It is Laxman in his cosmic role of Seshnath who 
supports the world—so assiduously looked after and cared for by Lord Vishnu—on his 
thousand hoods. If Lord Vishnu sustains this world, it is Laxman in his cosmic form as 
Seshnath who gives support to Vishnu’s endeavour. Just imagine what would happen to 
this world so lovingly cared for by Vishnu if Seshnath would not support it; it would sink 
in the cosmic void to god knows where. 

Therefore, this Doha seeks to put to rest any misunderstanding in the mind of the 
reader that Laxman is being side-tracked or his glory undermined anywhere in the 
narrative.  

In fact, this Doha stresses that the two brothers enhance each other’s glory like the 
appearance of two moons simultaneously in the sky would obviously increase the 
brightness of the night at least by two times. 

There is one more reason of the two brothers emerging from behind the curtain of 
creepers while Sita had her eyes closed. This is explained in a note to verse nos. 1-2 that 
follow below.]   

 
¿õ0. ‚Ù÷Ê ‚Ëfl° ‚È÷ª ŒÙ©U ’Ë⁄UÊ – ŸË‹ ¬ËÃ ¡‹¡Ê÷ ‚⁄UË⁄UÊH 1H 

◊Ù⁄U¬¢π Á‚⁄U ‚Ù„UÃ ŸË∑§ – ªÈ‘¿U ’Ëø Á’ø ∑È§‚È◊ ∑§‹Ë ∑§H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sōbhā sīvam ̐ subhaga dō'u bīrā. nīla pīta jalajābha sarīrā. 1. 
mōrapaṅkha sira sōhata nīkē. guccha bīca bica kusuma kalī kē. 2. 
 
‘The two warriors are images of perfect beauty. [That is, there cannot be anyone more 
beautiful and charming than them; they were virtually beauty and charm in a personified 
form.]  

The complexion of their bodies resembles the hue of a blue and a yellow lotus 
flower respectively. [Lord Ram had a dark complexion like a blue-tinged or pink lotus, 
while Laxman was fair like a lotus with a yellow hue.] (1) 

Beautiful peacock feathers adorn their heads which also has bunches of flower 
buds imbedded here and there in the thick lock of hairs. (2) 

[Note—We have read above that at the time the two brothers emerged from behind the 
curtain of creepers to make themselves visible to Sita and her companions, Sita had her 
eyes closed, and therefore this image of Lord Ram and Laxman was seen by her 
companions. Sita continued to meditate, with closed eyes, upon the image of Lord Ram 
she had last seen. We shall read below that one of her companions woke her up from her 
reverie, or as she herself puts it “from her meditative posture”, to see this wonderful 
image. It was then that Sita opened her eyes to behold the stunning image of beauty 
standing right in her front. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 
that precede Doha no. 234. 

Meanwhile, in these lines we read about the fabulous beauty of the two brothers that 
was enjoyed by Sita’s companions. Lord Ram wished to give these girls an opportunity to 
enjoy the wonderful sight of his fascinating image; he did not want to deprive them of 
this privilege. This is also one of the reasons why he emerged from behind the creepers 
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while Sita had her eyes closed—because this gave her maids an unhindered chance to 
look at the two brothers without any obstruction or hesitation, or annoying their mistress, 
princess Sita, who may not like them to stare at a stranger young prince in her presence as 
it would be indecent and violate norms of ethical conduct which requires that unmarried 
girls should not look at strangers, especially if they are young boys of their age, alone. 

Once again we note that while Sita’s mind registered only the beauty and presence of 
Lord Ram (Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 232), her companions saw ‘both the 
brothers’ (Doha no. 232). This explains the metaphor of “two beautiful moons emerging 
from behind the veil of clouds” as said in Doha no. 232.  

In Tulsidas’ book called ‘Geetawali’, in its Baal Kand, verse no. 68, stanza no. 10 it 
is reiterated that “the creator has established millions of moons and Kamdeos on each 
part of the body of these two princes”. Refer also: Geetawali, Ayodhya Kand, verse no. 
17, stanza no. 1. 

The condition of these girls is like a flock of Chakor birds gazing at the full moon—
refer: Geetawali’s Ayodhya Kand, verse no. 14, stanza no. 3. 

But in order to remove any doubt that since these two princes are so delicate, tender 
and beautiful they must have been brought up in a much pampered manner in a previliged 
background and never allowed to face hardships of life, it is said that they are “warriors” 
(‘Biraa’—the 5th word of verse no. 1). Warriors may be handsome, attractive and 
exceptionally charming, but are surely never weak, meek, or wanting in physical strength 
and valour. 

This said, the physical features of both the brothers are being described. The 
narration starts from the head and goes down the body. It makes the reader look at the 
fascinating image of the two brothers from the awe-struck eyes of the friends of Sita as 
they watched Lord Ram and Laxman. 

Their heads were decorated with peacock feathers, as well as flowers and buds 
tucked in-between the lock of hairs. When the two brothers had gone to see the city of 
Janakpur the previous evening, they were formally dressed like princes: they wore caps 
on their heads because it was a formal outing and so they were attired like noble princes 
(refer: line no. 1 of Doha no. 219).  

But now when they are in the garden plucking flowers for the worship ritual of their 
Guru, it is morning. Hence, they were informally attired in a causal manner. This meant 
in practical terms that they weren’t wearing royal clothes befitting princes making a 
public appearance. So, as is the tradition, they were wearing informal apparel consisting 
of a long piece of seamless body-wrapping silk cloth known as a ‘Pitambar’ if it is yellow 
in colour, or a ‘Dhoti’ if it is white or of some other shade of colour. This also meant that 
the upper parts of their bodies, waist-upwards, were exposed—and this is the reason why 
the companions of Sita could make out the complexion of the two brothers Lord Ram and 
Laxman as being dark and fair respectively.]  

 
÷Ê‹ ÁÃ‹∑§ üÊ◊®’ŒÈ ‚È„UÊ∞ – üÊflŸ ‚È÷ª ÷Í·Ÿ ¿UÁ’ ¿UÊ∞H 3H 
Á’∑§≈U ÷Î∑È§Á≈U ∑§ø ÉÊÍÉÊ⁄UflÊ⁄U – Ÿfl ‚⁄UÙ¡ ‹ÙøŸ ⁄UÃŸÊ⁄UH 4H 

 
bhāla tilaka śramabindu suhā'ē. śravana subhaga bhūṣana chabi chā'ē. 3. 
bikaṭa bhkuṭi kaca ghūgṛharavārē. nava sarōja lōcana ratanārē. 4. 
 
A ‘Tilak-Mark’ and beads of perspiration (resembling pearls) look wonderful on their 
foreheads. The beautifully carved ears reflect the luster of shiny ear-rings. (3) 
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Their eyebrows are arched (like the curve of a bow); their hairs are curly; and 
their pink eyes are fresh like a newly-opened lotus flower of a red-hue. (4) 

[Note—The ‘Tilak mark’ is worn by Hindus on their forehead. It consists of three parallel 
lines drawn vertically in the center of the forehead just above the root of the nose and 
extending upto the hairline. This mark is made after one takes a bath in the morning. 
Therefore this means that the two brothers have already taken their morning bath.  
 The presence of beads of perspiration on the foreheads of Lord Ram and Laxman 
indicate the following things:  

(i) Though it is morning hours, it is hot in the garden and no breeze is blowing;  
(ii) They had gone behind the cluster of thick creepers where it must have been very 

suffocative, causing sweat to break out on their foreheads; this also explains why they 
came out of the alcove of creepers to get some fresh air;  

(iii) They had been walking in the garden for some time, plucking flowers and leaves, 
and hence must have felt hot due to this exertion because, being princes, they weren’t 
accustomed to such effort; they would simply order their servants and gardeners to bring 
flowers and never go out personally to search the entire garden for them;  

(iv) And that they were nervous at the sight of so many girls staring at them 
unblinkingly and talking animatedly about them. 

Other features of the face are curly hairs and ears adorned with ear-rings. It means 
that the two brothers were very conscious that the love-struck girls were watching them 
very closely and exhaustively. This made them excessively nervous, causing them to 
perspire.]     

 
øÊL§ Áø’È∑§ ŸÊÁ‚∑§Ê ∑§¬Ù‹Ê – „UÊ‚ Á’‹Ê‚ ‹Ã ◊ŸÈ ◊Ù‹ÊH 5H 
◊Èπ¿UÁ’ ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ◊ÙÁ„U ¬Ê„UË¥ – ¡Ù Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’„ÈU ∑§Ê◊ ‹¡Ê„UË¥H 6H 

 
cāru cibuka nāsikā kapōlā. hāsa bilāsa lēta manu mōlā. 5. 
mukhachabi kahi na jā'i mōhi pāhīṁ. jō bilōki bahu kāma lajāhīṁ. 6. 
 
They have lovely chins, noses and cheeks. Their smile as well as pleasant gestures and 
demeanours are so bewitching and compelling with their fascinating charm that it seems 
the Mana (mind and heart) has been held captive and enslaved by them. [That is, when 
one watches the smile of Lord Ram and Laxman and their charming demeanours, one is 
inclined to willingly lose his heart to them and focus his mind on them.]1 (5) 

It is not possible for me2 to describe the fabulous beauty of their faces which put 
to shame the pride of countless Kamdeos (or cupid—who is regarded as the patron god of 
beauty, and of everything that is wonderful to behold).3 (6) 

[Note—1This line that says Lord Ram and Laxman were smiling and making pleasant 
gestures imply that like the girls who accompanied Sita, the two brothers were also 
talking with each other softly in hushed tones. They must have been naturally talking 
about the way the group of girls was awe-struck by their presence, feeling fidgety and 
squirming and giggling nervously.  

2The word ‘me’ clearly implies that one of the girls in the group that accompanied 
Sita was loudly speaking about the charming view of the two brothers as they stood in 
sight. Others in the group were already watching the two brothers, so why was she 
speaking aloud? Well, the answer is interesting: As we have read, Sita had her eyes 
closed as if meditating, and the maids were too scared to wake her up (refer: Chaupai line 
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nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 232). So the chief maiden in the group was searching for 
an excuse to bring Sita back to her senses. And this was the perfect excuse—the two 
brothers were standing right in front, and by describing their beauty aloud she expected to 
wake Sita from her trance.  

But as it happened, she failed. Sita was so deeply submerged in meditating upon the 
image of her Lord Ram, which she had brought in and enshrined in her heart, that she did 
not hear and pay attention to what was being said. This is clear when we read Chaupai 
line no. 7 that preceeds Doha no. 232 along with Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha 
no. 234. In the first instance it is said that “Sita brought the image of Lord Ram inside her 
heart and closed its doors by shutting her eyes”, and in the second instance it is said that 
“one of her companions gathered enough courage to tell Sita to meditate upon Goddess 
Parvati later on, and instead she should first see the beautiful sight of the prince (Lord 
Ram) before it vanishes or he moves away from sight”. 

3There are countless instances where the beauty of Lord Ram is highlighted by saying 
that numerous Kamdeos (cupids) are no match for the Lord’s charm. Refer, for instance, 
Geetawali—(i) Baal Kand, verse no. 68, stanza no. 10; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, verse no. 15, 
stanza no. 4; verse no. 17, stanza no. 1; verse no. 26, stanza no. 2 etc.] 

   
©U⁄U ◊ÁŸ ◊Ê‹ ∑¢§’È ∑§‹ ªËflÊ – ∑§Ê◊ ∑§‹÷ ∑§⁄U ÷È¡ ’‹‚Ë¥flÊH 7H 
‚È◊Ÿ ‚◊Ã ’Ê◊ ∑§⁄U ŒÙŸÊ – ‚Êfl°⁄U ∑È§•°⁄U ‚πË ‚ÈÁΔU ‹ÙŸÊH 8H 

 
ura mani māla kambu kala gīvā. kāma kalabha kara bhuja balasīnvā. 7. 
sumana samēta bāma kara dōnā. sāvam̐ra ku'am̐ra sakhī suṭhi lōnā. 8. 

They have a garland of gems resting upon their chests. Their necks are as beautiful as a 
conch-shell with its rounded and spiral contours. Their long and muscular arms are as 
attractive and strong as the trunk of young elephants. (7) 

Oh dear friend! With a cup made of leaves that is full of flowers, the dark-
complexioned prince is indeed exceptionally charming.’ (8) 

[Note—When Sita did not pay any attention to all that was said earlier, this chief 
companion concluded that it was because she has been describing the ‘two brothers’ 
instead of Lord Ram alone. Sita was struck by Lord Ram’s charm, and once she fell in 
love with the Lord she is not bothered about anyone else. So this wise and clever girl 
concluded her description by stressing that out of the two princes, it is Ram who draws 
attention with his unmatched charm. Both the brothers are charming, but Ram is more so.  
Perhaps she thought that when she will refer to Lord Ram specifically it would wake Sita 
up from her trance-like state. But unfortunately it did not happen. Sita was deep in 
meditation and unbothered about her surroundings. She has to be woken up purposely—
refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 234 below.]  

 
Îô0. ∑§„UÁ⁄U ∑§Á≈U ¬≈U ¬ËÃ œ⁄U ‚È·◊Ê ‚Ë‹ ÁŸœÊŸ– 

ŒÁπ ÷ÊŸÈ∑È§‹÷Í·ŸÁ„U Á’‚⁄UÊ ‚Áπã„U •¬ÊŸH 233H 
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dōhā. 

kēhari kaṭi paṭa pīta dhara suṣamā sīla nidhāna. 
dēkhi bhānukulabhūṣanahi bisarā sakhinha apāna. 233. 

He (Lord Ram) has a slim waist like that of a lion1, and is wearing a Pitambar2. He is an 
embodiment of beauty and decency3.  

Seeing this most fascinating and bewitching sight of the Lord of the solar race, the 
friends of Sita lost awareness of themselves.4 (Doha no. 233) 

[Note—1A lion has a very strong and muscular body, but its waist area is slim. This 
metaphor is used to stress that Lord Ram may be delicate and tender in his appearance 
but he is as strong as a lion. Besides this, the lion is the king of the forest. Hence, it 
means that Lord Ram is the king of this world.  

2The ‘Pitambar’ is a yellow coloured seamless single piece of silk cloth wrapped 
around the body. It is usually wrapped around the lower half of the body, round the waist 
and below it to cover the legs. A length of it is swung loosly across the shoulders to drape 
the upper part of the body as well. But in the case of warriors, the upper part of the body 
is usually left undraped and the Pitambar is worn only on the lower part from the waist 
down.  

3Lord Ram and Laxman have maintained full decency and etiquette during this 
interaction in the garden. It will be noted that when Sita appeared on the scene and the 
two brothers noticed that she is looking at them, they quietly moved away from sight and 
went behind a thick curtain formed by dense creepers. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 
3 that precedes Doha no. 232. This was to uphold laws of decent behaviour whereby 
strangers ought not to allow themselves to be stared at by unmarried girls. Besides this, 
Lord Ram was a prince himself and he was well aware of royal manners and etiquette: 
female members of the royal household were not expected to directly see males not 
related to them. No lewd remarks or gestures were passed or exchanged. Though the 
atmosphere was charged with love and mutual attraction, but there was no trace of 
vulgarity and indecency of any kind whatsoever.   

4We have read earlier that Sita was overwhelmed by the beautiful sight of Lord Ram. 
Now it is emphasized that even her companions are swept off their feet by the Lord’s 
charm.]     

 
¿õ0. œÁ⁄U œË⁄U¡È ∞∑§ •ÊÁ‹ ‚ÿÊŸË – ‚ËÃÊ ‚Ÿ ’Ù‹Ë ªÁ„U ¬ÊŸËH 1H 

’„ÈUÁ⁄U ªıÁ⁄U ∑§⁄U äÿÊŸ ∑§⁄U„ÍU – ÷Í¬Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ŒÁπ Á∑§Ÿ ‹„ÍUH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dhari dhīraju ēka āli sayānī. sītā sana bōlī gahi pānī. 1. 
bahuri gauri kara dhyāna karēhū. bhūpakisōra dēkhi kina lēhū. 2. 
 
One of Sita’s clever friends gathered courage to break Sita’s trance-like state of reverie. 
She held Sita’s hands and told her—[1] ‘Dear, you can meditate upon Gauri (goddess 
Parvati) later on. Why don’t you presently have a good look at the young prince of the 
king (‘Bhup-kishore’—i.e. Lord Ram). [2]’ (1-2) 
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[Note—Not only Sita but all of her companions were held enthralled by the magnificent 
view of Lord Ram and Laxman; all of them were spell-bound and transfixed at the sight. 
But one of them decided that enough was enough, and that it was getting late to return to 
the palace after performing worship of goddess Parvati at the garden temple, which was 
the main purpose of the group’s visit to the garden. She is called ‘clever’ because she was 
expert in maintaining protocol as she pretended that Sita was meditating upon the 
goddess instead of being stunned by the beauty of Lord Ram so much so that she couldn’t 
move a bit. The fact that Sita was overwhelmed by the sight of Lord Ram’s enchanting 
view and had preferred to hurry to see the two brothers instead of sticking to her original 
plan of performing worship at the temple and returning home is abundantly clear by 
reading (i) Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede Doha no. 228, (ii) Doha no. 229 along with 
its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8, and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 
232. 
 She was after all a maid, and therefore she had to gather courage to interfere with her 
mistress’ thought process because there was always the fear of annoying Sita who was a 
princess, and inviting her wrath. This friend observed that Sita was so much lost in the 
thoughts of Lord Ram that inspite of the girls chattering away and loudly describing the 
glamorous sight of the two brothers as they emerged from behind the curtain of creepers, 
Sita’s trance did not break. So this girl had to be extra careful—and this is why she told 
Sita to “meditate upon goddess Parvati later on”, because it ensured that Sita would not 
accuse her of casting a taint on her character by implying that she was besotted by an 
unknown stranger prince, something that would put Sita in the docks and besmirch her 
reputation.  
 This girl was the chief maid because only someone with a responsibility and position 
would have the guts to hold the hands of a princess and wake her up from day-dreaming. 
She in all probability had squeezed Sita’s hands to wake her up from her trance as she 
realized that other methods, such as orally alerting her, would not look nice as the two 
brothers, Ram and Laxman, were closely observing her activities. The garden was a quiet 
place, and trying to wake Sita by verbal methods was sure to be heard by the two 
brothers, and this would give a wrong impression to the two princes regarding the 
character of Sita. After all, they too were of royal blood and understood well the decorum 
and protocols of royal behaviour—which stipulates, inter alia, that a princess should not 
step beyond the red-line by getting enamored of and enthralled by complete strangers.  

Therefore, this ‘clever’ friend thought of holding, squeezing and shaking Sita’s 
hands to wake her up from her day-dreaming instead of doing so verbally.    
 There is yet another way of interpreting these two lines. This chief maid knew well 
that Sita was thinking of Lord Ram, so she sort of alerted her that instead of meditating 
upon the image of Lord Ram why doesn’t she open her eyes and have a direct look at the 
same image while it is still there in the front. Later on she can always close her eyes and 
recollect that image, but she should not miss this golden opportunity of having a direct 
look at the two brothers while they are still within sight. She was clever to convey this 
message while observing the rules of etiquette and protocol by saying that “Sita should 
first look at the princes now, and then meditate upon the goddess later on”.] 

          
 ‚∑È§Áø ‚Ëÿ° Ã’ ŸÿŸ ©UÉÊÊ⁄U – ‚Ÿ◊Èπ ŒÙ©U ⁄UÉÊÈ®‚ÉÊ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UH 3H 
 
sakuci sīyam̐ taba nayana ughārē. sanamukha dō'u raghusiṅgha nihārē. 3. 
 
Sita felt bashful as she hesitatingly opened her eyes to behold the two lions of Raghu 
dynasty standing opposite her (near the alcove of creepers). (3) 
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[Note—Sita felt ‘bashful’ because she realized that her friends have become aware that 
she is besotted by the beauty of two stranger princes. Since this was indeed the case, she 
‘hesitatingly’ opened her eyes because she would be facing the two princes face to face. 
Sita had previously closed her eyes out of feeling of bashfulness when she saw that the 
two princes were staring at her from behind the curtain of creepers. Now her friend tells 
her to open her eyes and look at the two princes directly. Surely this was a very 
embarrassing situation. 
 Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman are compared to a lion of the Raghu 
dynasty because this metaphor is most suitable for them. A lion is the king of the animals 
and the forest, and it has a very strong and muscular body. Similarly, the two brothers 
were kings in their own right, and had a magnificent personality with a well-built body 
with a muscular frame.] 

    
Ÿπ Á‚π ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ∑Ò§ ‚Ù÷Ê – ‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U Á¬ÃÊ ¬ŸÈ ◊ŸÈ •ÁÃ ¿UÙ÷ÊH 4H 

 
nakha sikha dēkhi rāma kai sōbhā. sumiri pitā panu manu ati chōbhā. 4. 
 
Sita was enthralled as she watched the wonderful image of Lord Ram, from the toe nails 
right upto his head. Then she felt very perturbed as she remembered the stern vow of her 
father (which declared that anyone who would break Lord Shiva’s strong bow would be 
married to Sita irrespective of whether she likes it or not, and ignoring her personal views 
and preferences). (4) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/71, stanza no. 3 also. 
When Sita opened her eyes, her sight first fell on the feet of Lord Ram, and slowly 

and bashfully she raised her eyes to see his face. This meant that now she was having a 
full view of the beautifully enchanting image of the Lord. She longed to have Ram as her 
groom, but her father’s stern vows came in the way. How unfortunate it was that she had 
no say in her own future and its happiness. Out of hesitation and requirements of royal 
protocol she did not have the courage to even tell her father what she wished because it 
would immediately invite scorn, rebuke and punishment.  
 Besides this now it was too late because all the princes and kings had already arrived 
to participate in the bow ceremony. Forcing her father to go back on his declaration 
would mean an eternal ignomingy on the whole family that would cause irreparable 
damge to its reputation.  
 So Sita was extremely perturbed and depressed because though she had mentally 
decided to pick Lord Ram as her life companion and would like to spend her entire life 
with him, it seemed that her wishes would remain unrequited because of the vows of her 
father that stipulated that anyone who broke Shiva’s bow would marry her.]     

 
¬⁄U’‚ ‚Áπã„U ‹πË ¡’ ‚ËÃÊ – ÷ÿ©U ª„UL§ ‚’ ∑§„U®„U ‚÷ËÃÊH 5H 
¬ÈÁŸ •Ê©U’ ∞Á„U ’Á⁄U•Ê° ∑§Ê‹Ë – •‚ ∑§Á„U ◊Ÿ Á’„U‚Ë ∞∑§ •Ê‹ËH 6H 

 
parabasa sakhinha lakhī jaba sītā. bhaya'u gaharu saba kahahiṁ sabhītā. 5. 
puni ā'uba ēhi bēri'ām̐ kālī. asa kahi mana bihasī ēka ālī. 6. 
 
When Sita’s companions observed that she was under the spell of a stranger (i.e. Lord 
Ram), they felt very embarrassed themselves. Afraid of being inordinately late (in 
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performing worship of goddess Parvati and returning to the palace, which would certainly 
invite enquiry and stern admonishment from the queen mother), they told Sita—‘We are 
getting late. So please hurry up. (5) 

We will come to this place tomorrow again at the same hour (when you will have 
more opportunity to see the two princes who are also expected to come to pluck flowers 
for their Guru, sage Vishwamitra).’  

Saying this, one of Sita’s companions smiled within herself (because she, being a 
close friend of Sita, was passing this comment to tease her, making Sita feel more bashful 
and embarrassed). (6) 

[Note—Again, this girl was the head maid. Sita’s companions were afraid because they 
were getting unduly late in completing the worship and returning to the palace. If the 
queen mother comes to learn what happened in the garden, she would certainly take all of 
them to task. The queen had sent them to guard Sita’s privacy and ensure that no outsider 
is able to violate royal protocol and come within viewing distance of the princess. If the 
queen comes to know that outside gentlemen had entered the garden against royal orders 
and had come too close to the princess, it would mean strong punishment for all of them 
as well as the guards and gardeners of the royal garden for their laxity and allowing this 
to happen.  
 What answer would they give when asked why did they dare to take Sita at the place 
where outsiders were present, and the friend who had actually brought the news of the 
presence of the two brothers would be singled out for the sternest form of punishment. 
This is why they were all afraid of getting late to return because it is sure to arouse 
suspicion.  
 When this friend warned Sita that they were getting too late, she also felt afraid 
because of her mother wondering at the cause of this delay—refer: Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 234 below.  
 The most jovial amongst the companions teased Sita in a friendly way by telling her 
that if she is so enamoured of the princes then they all would come here tomorrow again 
so that she can have more fun. She said this in audibly loud so that the two brothers 
would also hear it and would find some excuse to come there at the same time the next 
day.  
 She laughed at herself because she knew that what she had just said—that they would 
come here tomorrow and then Sita would be able to watch the two princes more—was 
virtually impossible to implement as the next day would be extremely busy because the 
bow ceremony was scheduled for that day. Today they were relaxed, but tomorrow the 
entire household would be on its toes, getting ready for the bow ceremony from early 
morning. Even if they did manage to come to the garden temple, it would be a hurried 
affair.  

Besides this, all the invited guests would be preparing to attend the ceremony, and 
there was little or no chance that the two brothers would come again and be in a relaxed 
mood as they are today.  

This friend’s advice caused a lot of embarassement for Sita because it clearly implied 
that she has fallen in love with a stranger, and for a young unmarried girl this is a reason 
for feeling shy and abashed.] 

 
ªÍ…∏U Áª⁄UÊ ‚ÈÁŸ Á‚ÿ ‚∑È§øÊŸË – ÷ÿ©U Á’‹¢’È ◊ÊÃÈ ÷ÿ ◊ÊŸËH 7H 

 
gūṛha girā suni siya sakucānī. bhaya'u bilambu mātu bhaya mānī. 7. 
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Hearing these serious words that had a double-edged meaning to them as they were 
meant to tease Sita, she felt highly embarrassed and bashful even as she blushed 
exceedingly. At the same time she became afraid of being punished by her mother for 
getting too late to return to the palace. (7) 

[Note—Sita realized that it was futile for her to harbour any thoughts of Lord Ram in her 
heart because her future was tied to the vows of her father. When her companion told her 
that they would come here the next day when she would be able to see more of the two 
princes, Sita realized that she was being teased as it was a very remote possibility to see 
the two brothers again after today’s encounter in the garden because in all probability 
they will go away the next day once the bow ceremony was over and she was betrothed 
to some great king or prince.  

The two princes, i.e. Lord Ram and Laxman, were strangers, and no one can ever be 
certain of a stranger; no one can say for sure whether one would meet a stranger again in 
life or not. Perhaps their Guru, sage Vishwamitra, would get informed that the two 
brothers had been roaming in the garden looking at girls. In all probability, the sage 
would not allow them to repeat it again for fear of a scandal and a taint on their 
immaculate reputation which was not ordinary, for the two brothers belonged to a famous 
family of king Raghu which is famed for being extremely upright and moral in conduct 
and thought.    

After the bow ceremony is over, there would be little chance of the two princes 
coming to the garden again the second or the third day because all the guests would be 
preparing to leave, and even if they did come the chances of Sita visiting the place was 
most remote as she would have no excuse to come to offer worship to goddess Parvati to 
seek her blessings for a suitable husband because this issue would be decided by the next 
day when the bow ceremony would be held.  

Sita was also afraid that it if she was inordinately late to return, it would cause her 
mother to become suspicious of her activities and ask her so many uncomfortable 
questions. She was already tormented, and did not want to aggravate her condition more 
by having to answer irritating questions. So she felt ‘afraid’ at getting late.]    

 
œÁ⁄U ’Á«∏U œË⁄U ⁄UÊ◊È ©U⁄U •ÊŸ – Á»§⁄UË •¬Ÿ¬©U Á¬ÃÈ’‚ ¡ÊŸH 8H 

 
dhari baḍidhīra rāmu ura ānē. phirī apanapa'u pitubasa jānē. 8. 

Sita gathered her wits around with a lot of patience and courage, and she resolutely 
brought in the image of Lord Ram and enshrined it inside her heart. She then reluctantly 
turned back, realizing the practicality of the situation that she was dependent on her 
father and was not independent to decide anything herself about her future. (8) 

[Note—Sita faced a piquant situation. Personally she wished to marry Lord Ram, but the 
ground reality was that she had no say in deciding who her husband would be as this was 
tied to the breaking of the bow as decided by her father. It was such a painful situation 
where a girl had no say about her future happiness, and what she wanted or not wanted.
 She wanted to stay a bit longer to view the enchanting image of her beloved, but then 
it was getting late and she was afraid of her mother. Further, her companions had started 
teasing her and poking fun at her, something that irritated her more at this point of time as 
it was not the time for such pranks and making fun. Her heart was heavy as lead, she was 
under great emotional and mental stress, and at this juncture instead of empathising with 
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her these maids were taunting her with sarcastic comments. She felt ruined. But she had 
no choice. 

So Sita courageously took a deep breath and glanced at Lord Ram for the last time so 
as to etch his image so firmly in her heart that though she may never be able to see her 
beloved again in life, his image would be eternally enshrined in her temple-like heart 
where she would continue to adore him for the rest of her life! 

Sita was so enchanted and enamoured by the bewitching image of Lord Ram and 
decided in the heart of her innerself that if there is anyone whom she would ever adore 
and love in  life it would be Lord Ram. So, given the uncertainties she faced due to the 
condition laid down by her father whereby her future was hinged to the bow, she decided 
to play it safe by bringing in Lord Ram and giving him a permanent abode in her heart, a 
place where she would be able to keep the Lord secretely locked-in for the rest of her life 
even if she was not able to marry him, and it was such a secure sanctuary because no one 
else except her own self would know about the Lord’s abode there. A paper portrait or 
any other token means of remembrance could be snatched away from her if it was 
discovered in her possession, but an image that is etched on the wall of her heart and the 
canvas of her thoughts cannot be detacted and deleted by anyone no matter how hard he 
or she spies on Sita.]    

 
Îô0. ŒπŸ Á◊‚ ◊Îª Á’„Uª ÃL§ Á»§⁄Uß ’„UÙÁ⁄U ’„UÙÁ⁄U– 

ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U ¿UÁ’ ’Ê…∏Uß ¬˝ËÁÃ Ÿ ÕÙÁ⁄UH 234H 
 
dōhā. 

dēkhana misa mga bihaga taru phira'i bahōri bahōri. 
nirakhi nirakhi raghubīra chabi bāṛha'i prīti na thōri. 234. 

As Sita went back (towards the temple of goddess Parvati), she repeatedly glanced back 
on the pretext of seeing some wonderful deer, birds and trees. Each time she looked back 
she had a beauteous vision of Raghuvir (Lord Ram, the brave warrior of the Raghu 
dynasty), and each sight further stoked her love and affection for the Lord; the more she 
saw of Lord Ram the more besotted and enamoured she became. (Doha no. 234) 

[Note—Sita found a ruse to look back and glance at her beloved Lord for the last time. If 
she had turned back and looked directly in the direction where the two brothers were 
standing, it would have given her friends more chance to tease her; it would have created 
a sort of scandal. So she found an excuse—there were a large number of wonderful deer, 
birds and trees in the garden; all were very fascinating. Sita cheerfully looked here and 
there pretending to watch them on her way back to the temple. But her real intention was 
to glance back at the place where Lord Ram and Laxman were standing.  
 She moved a little ahead and then retraced her steps to see this deer, or that bird or 
tree. From the corners of her eyes she kept on looking at Lord Ram; her maids had no 
idea where she was actually looking at. So this saved Sita from more embarrassment.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ¡ÊÁŸ ∑§ÁΔUŸ Á‚fløÊ¬ Á’‚Í⁄UÁÃ – ø‹Ë ⁄UÊÁπ ©U⁄U SÿÊ◊‹ ◊Í⁄UÁÃH 1H 
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caupā’ī.  

jāni kaṭhina sivacāpa bisūrati. calī rākhi ura syāmala mūrati. 1. 
 
Feeling depressed that the bow of Lord Shiva is exceptionally heavy to lift and hard to 
break, she (Sita) went away with a heavy heart, enshrining the lovely dark-coloured 
image (of Lord Ram) in her (temple-like) heart. (1) 

[Note—Sita knew that her fate is irrevocably tied to Lord Shiva’s bow —anyone who 
lifts, strings and breaks it would marry her. But this bow was very difficult to tackle—it 
was heavy, hard—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 250.  

It was mystical as well in the sense that unless Lord Shiva wants it to move or break 
no power on earth would be able to do so—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6-7 that 
precede Doha no. 258.  
 Countless strong and powerful warriors had assembled to try their luck at tackling 
this bow. As compared to them Lord Ram was very delicate and tender, not only in age 
but also in physical features. So Sita guessed that if anyone of these warriors weren’t able 
to break the bow then it is impossible to imagine that Lord Ram would ever be able to do 
it. Consequentially, the chances of her ever marrying Ram were next to nil—except of 
course if Lord Shiva so wants, and if some miracle happens by a stroke of good luck 
favouring her.  
 So she decided to request goddess Parvati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva, to be 
sepecially kind, gracious and considerate on this occasion and interceded on her behalf to 
persuade her husband, Shiva, to make things happen in such a way that the impossible 
can happen—i.e. no one should be able to move the bow, and then, as a last resort, her 
father may ask Lord Ram to make an attempt, at which the bow would voluntarily break 
because Lord Shiva would order it to do so. Sita’s prayers to goddess Parvati that follow 
below clearly indicate this. Refer: (i) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
235—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 236. Her earnest prayers were heard 
by the goddess, and she expressely assured Sita that her wishes would be fulfilled—refer: 
Doha no. 236 and its preceding Chanda along with Chaupai line nos. 5-8.  (ii) Chaupai 
line nos. 4-8 that precede Doha no. 257.  
 Parvati had undergone this emotional trauma in her personal life as well. She had to 
do severe Tapa (penance and austerity) and undergo most difficult tests to obtain the 
hands of Lord Shiva in marriage. Her parents did not like the union in the beginning 
because Shiva was a renunciate ascetic who lived a life of dispassion and without any 
worldly comfort worth the name with him. No parent would like to marry their daughter 
to such a person. So, Parvati could empathise with Sita more than anyone else. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 65—to 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 101 which elaborately describe the marriage of 
Shiva with Parvati and the trauma she has to bear to fulfill her wish to marry Shiva.] 

  
¬˝÷È ¡’ ¡ÊÃ ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ¡ÊŸË – ‚Èπ ‚Ÿ„U ‚Ù÷Ê ªÈŸ πÊŸËH 2H 
¬⁄U◊ ¬˝◊◊ÿ ◊ÎŒÈ ◊Á‚ ∑§Ëã„UË – øÊL§ ÁøÙÊ ÷ËÃË¥ Á‹Áπ ‹Ëã„UËH 3H 

 
prabhu jaba jāta jānakī jānī. sukha sanēha sōbhā guna khānī. 2. 
parama prēmamaya mṛdu masi kīnhī. cāru cinā bhītīṁ likhi līnhī. 3. 
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When Lord Ram saw that Janki, the daughter of king Janak (i.e. Sita) who was an image 
of bliss, affection, beauty and virtues, was going back [2], he painted her marvelous 
image on the wall (canvas) of his heart by using the soft ink of immense love for her [3]. 
(2-3) 

[Note—Sita too had done the same thing—refer: (i) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 232, (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 234, and (iii) finally once 
again in Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 235.  
 So we observe that both Lord Ram and Sita had fallen deeply in love with each other. 
At the time of the actual breaking of the bow, while Sita was fervently praying to gods 
and goddesses as well as the bow itself, Lord Ram had first looked directly at Sita and 
then decided to made the final resolute move to lift and break the bow—refer: (i) Chaupai 
line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 259, and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha 
no. 261. 
 An important observance can be made here. Sita had “enshrined the image of Lord 
Ram by bringing it inside her heart and closing shut its doors” (refer: Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 232), while Lord Ram has “used the ink of love to make a protrait 
of Sita on the walls of his heart” (refer: Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 235). 
Now, one may forget about something that one has brought in the house and kept it safely 
somewhere, but one will remember it if he has written about it in his personal diary.  

This is exactly what is meant here and had actually happened. During the period just 
before the actual breaking of the bow, Sita was nervous and had forgotten what goddess 
Parvati had assured her in the temple—that her wishes would be fulfilled and she will get 
the groom of her choice (refer: Chaupai line nos. 6-8 and Chanda that precede Doha no. 
236). Sita had prayed fervently to this god and that goddess (refer: Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 257), losing confidence in the power of true love by the virtue of 
which she had so meticulously brought in the image of Lord Ram in her heart and had 
shut the door earlier.  

On the other hand, Lord Ram maintained his cool and poise because he was certain 
of the inherent formidable power that the good-old virtue of true love possesses, a power 
that no force in world can ever resist and neutralise. Refer: (i) Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 259, and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 261.]   

 
ªß¸ ÷flÊŸË ÷flŸ ’„UÙ⁄UË – ’¢ÁŒ ø⁄UŸ ’Ù‹Ë ∑§⁄U ¡Ù⁄UËH 4H 

 
ga'ī bhavānī bhavana bahōrī. bandi carana bōlī kara jōrī. 4. 
 
Meanwhile, Sita went to the temple of Bhavani (goddess Parvati), knelt down before the 
goddess and offered her obeisance at the goddess’ feet. Then she held her hands together 
and prayed to the goddess. (4) 

[Note— Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/72 also. 
Sita had fallen at the feet of the goddess as a gesture of earnest and urgent request as 

well as of total surrender. When one falls down or kneels down before an Authority, the 
latter is morally obliged to listen to the prayer or petition of the person who has submitted 
himself to this Authority. So when Sita knelt before goddess Parvati to place her petition 
before her—which was to ask the goddess to ensure that she marries the prince she has 
begun to love and whose image she has enshrined in her heart, leaving no place for 
anyone else—the goddess was obliged to kindly consider her pleas favourably.]  
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¡ÿ ¡ÿ ÁªÁ⁄U’⁄U⁄UÊ¡ Á∑§‚Ù⁄UË – ¡ÿ ◊„U‚ ◊Èπ ø¢Œ ø∑§Ù⁄UËH 5H 
¡ÿ ª¡’ŒŸ ·«UÊŸŸ ◊ÊÃÊ – ¡ªÃ ¡ŸÁŸ ŒÊÁ◊ÁŸ ŒÈÁÃ ªÊÃÊH 6H 

 
jaya jaya giribararāja kisōrī. jaya mahēsa mukha canda cakōrī. 5. 
jaya gajabadana ṣaḍānana mātā. jagata janani dāmini duti gātā. 6. 
 
Sita prayed—‘Glory to you oh goddess Girija, the daughter of the king of the mountains 
(i.e. goddess Parvati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva)!1 Glory to you who has the 
privilege of constantly looking at the enchanting face of Lord Shiva much like the female 
bird ‘Chakori’ (Indian red-legged partridge) who intently watches the full moon with 
intense love for it in her heart.2 (5) 

Glory to you who are the mother of gods Ganesh (‘Gajbadan’) and Kartikeya 
(‘Shadaanan’)3! You are the Mother Goddess of this world4, and your body is 
splendorous and radiant with a divine glow. (6) 

[Note—1By reminding Parvati about her past when she was born as a daughter in the 
household of the king of mountains, had determined to marry Lord Shiva when sage 
Narad had told her parents that she was destined to be the consort of the Lord, and had to 
do undergo the severest form of Tapa and physical sufferings in order to fulfill her wishes 
that she is eternally dedicated to Lord Shiva and no one else, Sita intended to implore 
upon the goddess to help her as she was facing the same dilemma and piquant situation in 
her life as the goddess had faced in her own life earlier. This would naturally make the 
goddess sympathatic to her situation and help her in all possible ways so that she is 
finally able to have the hands of Lord Ram in marriage and be the Lord’s partner in life.  
 2The bird Chakor is famed for its love for the moon. By citing this example Sita 
wished to convey to the goddess that like the case of her own self when she finds eternal 
happiness and bliss by constantly watching the face of her beloved husband Lord Shiva, 
she (Sita) also wished to spend the rest of her life watching the beautiful face of Lord 
Ram. So, will goddess Parvati please help her? Since she loves Lord Shiva so much, is it 
not possible for her to prevail upon her husband, Shiva, to kindly pay attention to the 
emotional torments faced by Sita and help her by making it so happen that the bow is 
broken by no one else but Lord Ram? Surely goddess Parvati can do this if she is pleased.  
 3Lords Ganesh and Kartikeya are the two sons of Lord Shiva and Parvati. Ganesh is 
called ‘Gajanan’ because he has the head of an elephant, and Kartikeya is called 
‘Shadaanan’ because he has six mouths. Ganesh is regarded as the chief amongst Gods, 
and is offered first worship during rituals. He is said to be very wise and erudite. 
Kartikeya is the chief of the army of Gods. A detailed note on Ganesh has been appended 
below to Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 257. 

By placing Ganesh ahead of Kartikeya, Sita showed her wisdom—that she was well 
aware that he was God who is always worshipped before others, and that he is the 
fulfiller of all wishes. So, goddess Parvati being the mother of Lord Ganesh, she is all the 
more obliged and competent to fulfill Sita’s wishes. 

Kartikeya is the chief of the army of Shiva as well as of the Gods in general. So by 
invoking him Sita implied that if goddess Parvati wants she can instruct her son 
Kartikeya to ward off all evil spirits and opposing stars that might play spoil-sport and 
ruin Sita’s future happiness by not allowing her to be married to Lord Ram. Kartikeya 
and Ganesh should work together so that Sita’s future is auspicious, her wishes are 
fulfilled, and Lord Ram can obtain victory in the fierce battle that would rage for her in 
the arena of the bow-breaking ceremony.  
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 4Goddess Parvati is also known as ‘Maha-devi’, the Great Goddess. She is the 
‘Mother’ of this world because Lord Shiva, her divine husband, is the ‘Maha-deva’, the 
Great God who is regarded as the Father of creation.       

 
Ÿ®„U Ãfl •ÊÁŒ ◊äÿ •fl‚ÊŸÊ – •Á◊Ã ¬˝÷Ê©U ’ŒÈ Ÿ®„U ¡ÊŸÊH 7H 
÷fl ÷fl Á’÷fl ¬⁄UÊ÷fl ∑§ÊÁ⁄UÁŸ – Á’Sfl Á’◊Ù„UÁŸ Sfl’‚ Á’„UÊÁ⁄UÁŸH 8H 

 
nahiṁ tava ādi madhya avasānā. amita prabhā'u bēdu nahiṁ jānā. 7. 
bhava bhava bibhava parābhava kārini. bisva bimōhani svabasa bihārini. 8. 

 
There is no beginning, middle or an end of your divine form. Your influence and powers 
are immeasurable and infinite; even the Vedas are unable to fathom them and describe 
them. (7) 

You are the one who creates, sustains and concludes this creation. You are the one 
who casts her veil of delusions over this world and keep it enthralled. You are 
independent in all respects, and move in this world freely as you wish. (8) 

[Note—This is a perfect portrait of the Supreme Being known in the scriptures as the 
‘Viraat Purush’, the all-pervading, all-encompassing, invisible and cosmic form of the 
Lord. Mother Goddess is this Viraat Purush’s ‘Shakti’ or dynamic aspect. The Lord uses 
his ‘Shakti’ to carry out all his cosmic functions—creation, sustenance and conclusion. 
This Shakti is also known as ‘Maya’ or the delusion creating power of Brahm, the 
Supreme Being. It is this Maya that keeps the world spinning like a wheel endlessly.  
 Brahm’s cosmic Shakti is as infinite as the sky. Its powers and energy are endless. It 
represents the dynamism and energy of Brahm that acts like an invisible dynamo that 
powers all activity in this creation.  
 Now, Sita invokes all these qualities of goddess Parvati to inspire her to become 
active, realise her immense potentials, and utilise her cosmic abilities to fulfill her small 
wish—which is to make Lord Ram her partner for life. If she wants, Parvati, being the 
Supreme Goddess, can very conveniently and easily do it; it is within her capabilities. 
She can for instance cast her deluding veil on all the competing warriors so that none of 
them would be able to lift and break the bow; she can make the bow heavy when others 
begin lifting it and make it feather-light when Lord Ram tries his hand on it. She can turn 
the mind of her father so that he may ask Sita for her views, and then tamper with his 
vows and tweak them to somehow accommodate her.  
 By telling the goddess that “she is independent in her moves in the world” Sita 
indicated to her that she (the goddess) too had independently decided to marry Lord 
Shiva inspite of advice given to the contrary by the seven celestial sages known as the 
Saptarishis—refer: Baal Kand (i) from Doha no. 77—to Doha no. 81, and (ii) from 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 89—to Doha no. 90.  
 Therefore, she must also help her (Sita) because she also wants to chart an 
independent path for her self much against the wishes of her father.  
 There is another way of interpreting this statement—it may mean that Sita requests 
goddess Parvati that like her, she (Sita) too should be granted permission to move freely 
in life with the partner of her choice. If Parvati had chosen Shiva then, let Sita choose 
Lord Ram now!]    
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Îô0. ¬ÁÃŒflÃÊ ‚ÈÃËÿ ◊„È°U ◊ÊÃÈ ¬˝Õ◊ Ãfl ⁄Uπ– 
◊Á„U◊Ê •Á◊Ã Ÿ ‚∑§®„U ∑§Á„U ‚„U‚ ‚Ê⁄UŒÊ ‚·H 235H 

 
dōhā. 

patidēvatā sutīya mahum ̐ mātu prathama tava rēkha. 
mahimā amita na sakahiṁ kahi sahasa sāradā sēṣa. 235. 

Oh Mother! Among all the virtuous women who regard their husbands as a personified 
form of God (and give them due respect befitting this stature), you are counted first—i.e. 
you head this list, you are the best amongst such women. Thousands of Saraswatis 
(goddess of speech and knowledge) and the legendary serpent with thousands of heads 
(and therefore thousands of tongues and mouths), known as Seshnath, are unable (or 
rather ‘would be unable’) to sing and praise your immense and infinite glories and 
virtues1. (Doha no. 235) 

[Note—In Hinduism, the husband is a woman’s most precious and adorable asset in this 
life. She is expected to show him the greatest of respect as she would show to a revered 
God. Sage Atri’s wife named Anusuiya has also outlined the duties of a good woman 
when Sita met her in the sage’s hermitage where Lord Ram had gone during his 14-year 
forest exile—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Sortha no. 5 and the entire length 
of Chaupais that precede it.  
 Sita has cited three sources which together can’t sufficiently praise the glories and 
powers and abilities of goddess Parvati, the cosmic Mother Goddess—the Vedas, 
goddess Saraswati, and Seshnath, the thousand-hooded serpent who holds the earth aloft. 
This is to stress the immensity and profundity of the goddess’ glories. The ‘Vedas’ 
pertain to the wisdom of the terrestrial world, the earth; goddess Saraswati represents the 
heavenly Gods, and Seshnath stands for the wise ones who live in the subterrenean world 
or the nether world. In other words, no one is able to sufficiently praise goddess Parvati’s 
great glories. 

1Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede 
Doha no. 342 that employ the same metaphor to stress on the immensity of Lord Ram’s 
glories and virtues when king Janak has praised the Lord.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ‚flÃ ÃÙÁ„U ‚È‹÷ »§‹ øÊ⁄UË – ’⁄UŒÊÿŸË ¬È⁄UÊÁ⁄U Á¬•Ê⁄UËH 1H 

ŒÁ’ ¬ÍÁ¡ ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U – ‚È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ ‚’ „UÙ®„U ‚ÈπÊ⁄UH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sēvata tōhi sulabha phala cārī. baradāyanī purāri pi'ārī. 1. 
dēbi pūji pada kamala tumhārē. sura nara muni saba hōhiṁ sukhārē. 2. 
 
Oh the one who bestows boons and is very dear to Purari (Lord Shiva)! By serving you 
the server (i.e. your devotee) is blessed with the four legendary rewards of life (which 
are—‘Artha’ or material prosperity, ‘Dharma’ or religious merit, ‘Kaam’ or fulfilment of 
desires, and ‘Moksha’ or spiritual liberation). (1) 
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Oh Goddess! By worshipping your lotus-feet, the Gods, the humans and the great 
sages find contentment and bliss. (2) 

[Note—Sita shows her prudence in the way she prays—first she extols the glories of 
goddess Parvati, and now she praises her benevolent and magnanimous nature, rounding 
up the praise by saying that her worship rewards everyone—the gods, the ordinary 
humans and the learned sages.  

This prepares the ground for submitting Sita’s actual wish before the goddess. The 
prayer is cleverly worded to ensure that the goddess would be compelled to think over the 
submission many times over before rejecting it if she prefers to neglect it, because if that 
happens (i.e. if she decides not to concede Sita’s requests) then it will go against the very 
virtues for which this goddess is famed and worshipped. Therefore, the chances of her 
accepting Sita’s requests are great.  
 Lord Shiva is known as ‘Purari’ because he had slain the demon named Tripura. To 
emphasise the fact that the affection and love between Lord Shiva and goddess Parvati is 
mutual and not one sided, Sita stresses here that “Parvati is very dear to Shiva”. 
Previously she has already highlighted the immensity of Parvati’s love for Shiva when 
she had said that “you affectionately look at Shiva’s face just like the Chakori looks at the 
full moon”—refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 235. 
 The implication is simple and obvious—Sita wishes to convey to the goddess that the 
love and affection between her self and Lord Ram is mutual just like the case between the 
goddess and Shiva. This is very evidently borne out by the narration in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 229—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
235. Hence, the goddess must pay heed to Sita’s pleadings and concede to her requests.]   

 
◊Ù⁄U ◊ŸÙ⁄UÕÈ ¡ÊŸ„ÈU ŸË∑¥§ – ’‚„ÈU ‚ŒÊ ©U⁄U ¬È⁄U ‚’„UË ∑¥§H 3H 
∑§Ëã„U©°U ¬˝ª≈U Ÿ ∑§Ê⁄UŸ Ã„UË¢ – •‚ ∑§Á„U ø⁄UŸ ª„U ’ÒŒ„UË¥H 4H 

 
mōra manōrathu jānahu nīkēṁ. basahu sadā ura pura sabahī kēṁ. 3.  
kīnhē'um̐ pragaṭa na kārana tēhīṁ. asa kahi carana gahē baidēhīṁ. 4. 
 
You are well aware of the wishes of my heart—because you dwell in the heart of all 
living beings and no thoughts are secret from you. (3) 

This is the reason why I have not expressed my wish clearly and have refrained 
from disclosing it openly in public.’    

Saying this, Sita (‘baidēhīṁ’) caught hold of the divine feet of the goddess 
Parvati (as an emotional gesture of abject surrender and earnest request that one makes to 
an Authority in emergency situations of life and death). (4) 

[Note—Sita was very desperate and vexed. It was a last chance for her to plead with and 
please the goddess to intercede on her behalf and fulfill her wishes of marrying Lord 
Ram, because later in the day and the day following her fate would be sealed for all times 
to come. If something was to be done by the goddess, then it must be done today before it 
is too late. This answers the urgency in her pleas and demeanours.  
 The goddess is supposed to be all-knowing and omniscient. Being so, it would be 
superfluous and irrelevant to tell her in articulate terms what was in Sita’s mind and 
heart. The lesson we draw from this particular event is that one must pray to one’s Lord 
God silently, with lips closed because the Lord God knows very well what his devotee 
wants. Then, everything else should be left in the hands of the Lord God, giving the latter 
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a free hand to decide what is good for his devoted worshipper. The odds are stacked high 
in favour of a positive decision by the Lord, a decision that would be for the long-term 
good of the worshipper.  
 So, after saying her prayers, Sita clasped the holy feet of the goddess to surrender 
completely to the goddess’ wish. Now it was up to the deity to listen to and answer the 
prayers and pleadings of her devotee. This happens quickly as we shall read below. This 
is another lesson that we learn: if our prayers are sincere and from the inner depth of the 
heart, then not only we do not need to say our wishes to the Lord God in clear words as if 
the latter does not know them but we must be sure that our prayers are being heard, 
considered and answered by the Lord God with a positive attitude. 
 Sita did not articulate her wish to marry Lord Ram out of shyness. Remember that 
her companions were closely watching her. If the goddess is all-knowing and all-
pervading, she is bound to know what Sita thinks and feels.  
 By citing the instance of gods, humans and great sages finding bliss and happiness by 
worshipping the holy feet of the goddess (refer: Chaupai line no. 2 above), Sita implies 
that since she too has worshipped the goddess’ feet and has surrendered herself at the 
feet, the goddess must honour her reputation by making her blissful and happy too.]  

  
 Á’Ÿÿ ¬̋◊ ’‚ ÷ß¸ ÷flÊŸË – π‚Ë ◊Ê‹ ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ◊È‚È∑§ÊŸËH 5H 

‚ÊŒ⁄U Á‚ÿ° ¬˝‚ÊŒÈ Á‚⁄U œ⁄U™§ – ’Ù‹Ë ªıÁ⁄U „U⁄U·È Á„Uÿ° ÷⁄U™§H 6H 
 
binaya prēma basa bha'ī bhavānī. khasī māla mūrati musukānī. 5. 
sādara siyam̐ prasādu sira dharē'ū. bōlī gauri haraṣu hiyam ̐ bharē'ū. 6. 
 
Goddess Bhavani (Parvati; the divine consort of Bhava, Lord Shiva’s another name) was 
extremely pleased by the humble and polite prayers of Sita as well as the love and 
affection that she showed towards the goddess1.  

The garland around her image slid down (as a token of the goddess offering it as 
‘Prasad’ or divine blessing to Sita who was lying at her feet)2. And the image of the 
goddess smiled benevolently3. (5) 

Sita devotedly and with a lot of reverence picked up this Prasad (the blessing of 
the garland) and put it on her head as a mark of the greatest respect towards the goddess, 
as well as a welcoming sign that the goddess is pleased with her.  

Then, Gauri (goddess Parvati) spoke with a cheerful heart. (6) 
[Note—1Three forms of devotion and worship (‘Bhakti’) are depicted here in the incident 
of Sita praying to goddess Parvati—(i) physical worship by Sita falling at the feet of the 
goddess and clasping them reverentially; (ii) worship by speech that Sita does when she 
offers oral prayers; and (iii) subtle form of devotion that manifested in the way of Sita 
having great affection for the goddess and her praying to her silently without actually 
expressing her desires.   

2An image does not move in physical terms. But a consecrated image of a deity is 
supposed to harbour life in a very subtle and sublime form. Though the consecrated 
image of a revered god or goddess is made of worldly material things such as a stone or 
wood or metal, but it is not lifeless and gross like the sample kept in a museum. This 
image in a temple has the relevant deity’s divine qualities present in it in a very subtle 
and atomic form. Even as the actual deity is invisible to the eye, these qualities in the 
consecrated image are also invisible to the lay person’s eyes, and under the veil of 
delusions he begins to see this image as being as lifeless and gross as the sample in a 
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museum. But for devotees, for the wise and learned ones, this image is a manifested form 
of the revered deity—and if the devotee’s devotion, faith, belief and conviction is firm 
and unwavering, then this very idol begins to exhibit all signs of divinity that the original 
deity does.  
 Hence, since Sita had the greatest faith in goddess Parvati and saw her presence in 
the image or the idol in the temple, this image rewarded her faith and conviction by 
exhibiting signs of life—giving Sita the garland, and beginning to speak.  
 There is a remarkable point to note here: the goddess’ words were heard by Sita as 
well as by her comanions—refer: Chanda stanza no. 2 that precedes Sortha/Doha no. 236 
below.  It was Sita who had prayed, and none of her companions. But when the goddess 
spoke everyone heard it. This proves that Sita was not hallucinating; she was not hearing 
imaginary voices under delusions.  

The physical incident of falling of the garland was interpreted by Sita correctly as a 
blessing by the goddess and a sign that the latter is pleased with her. For the rest of her 
companions it must have been a mere coincidence that the garland snapped and fell down 
at the instant when Sita was lying at the feet of the goddess, though it was an auspicious 
sign.  

3The same logic applies here. The image of the goddess was crafted in a way that it 
had a perpetual smile on her face. But for Sita, this smile assumed a significant contour 
and delivered a special message—something her companions could not decipher. So 
while Sita could actually see the goddess smile, the rest of the maids did not see anything 
significant. 
 Later on in the story we shall read that when Sita prayed to the holy river Ganges for 
the well-being of her self, Lord Ram and Laxman while they were on their way to the 
forest, the deity of the river replied to her and blessed her. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 103—to Chaupai line no. 
1 that precedes Doha no. 104. 
 In Tulsidas’ book “Geetawali” also we read that Parvati has blessed Sita in passionate 
term, telling her that all her wishes would be fulfilled. Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse 
no. 1/72, stanza nos. 2-3.] 

   
 ‚ÈŸÈ Á‚ÿ ‚àÿ •‚Ë‚ „U◊Ê⁄UË – ¬ÍÁ¡Á„U ◊Ÿ ∑§Ê◊ŸÊ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UËH 7H 

ŸÊ⁄UŒ ’øŸ ‚ŒÊ ‚ÈÁø ‚ÊøÊ – ‚Ù ’L§ Á◊Á‹Á„U ¡Ê®„U ◊ŸÈ ⁄UÊøÊH 8H 
 
sunu siya satya asīsa hamārī. pūjihi mana kāmanā tumhārī. 7. 
nārada bacana sadā suci sācā. sō baru milihi jāhiṁ manu rācā. 8. 

The Goddess said—‘Listen Sita to my blessings. I honour your wishes. (7) 
Sage Narad’s words are always true (and I have experience of it)1. Hence, be 

certain that you will get the groom whom you wish in your heart2. (8)   
[Note—1Parvati was told by Narad that Shiva is destined to be her husband, and inspite 
of all odds stacked high against this prophesy, it turned out to be true. This entire episode 
is narrated in Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 66—to Doha no. 98.  
 Therefore, goddess Parvati has had a first hand experience of how Narad’s words 
come true. In the case of Sita, Narad had also foretold that she would be married to Lord 
Ram, and hence it can’t go wrong. Sita was aware of this prophesy of Narad—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line no. 1 of Doha no. 229. 
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 One thing worth noting here is that goddess Parvati is blessing Sita to reassure her 
that she need not worry at all because notwithstanding the goddess’ blessings, her wishes 
of being betrothed to Lord Ram is bound to come true as it has already been prophesised 
by Narad, and the words of this sage never go in vain because he always speaks the truth.   

2Remember: Sita had not expressed her wishes in articulate words before the 
goddess, and therefore goddess reciprocated her sentiments by also not disclosing what 
she has accepted, except to say that she (the goddess) honours Sita’s wishes. This was a 
privileged communication between the devotee and her deity.] 

 
À¢U0.  ◊ŸÈ ¡Ê®„U ⁄UÊø©U Á◊Á‹Á„U ‚Ù ’L§ ‚„U¡ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚Ê°fl⁄UÙ– 1– 

∑§L§ŸÊ ÁŸœÊŸ ‚È¡ÊŸ ‚Ë‹È ‚Ÿ„ÈU ¡ÊŸÃ ⁄UÊfl⁄UÙH 2H 
 
chanda.  

manu jāhiṁ rācē'u milihi sō baru sahaja sundara sām̐varō. 1. 
karunā nidhāna sujāna sīlu sanēhu jānata rāvarō. 2. 
 
Be sure and rest assured that you will get the groom of your choice; the prince who is 
naturally handsome and dark-complexioned with whom your heart has found fondness, 
with whom you are enamoured, is sure to be your groom.  

He (the groom, Lord Ram) is an ocean of grace and mercy, and is indeed wise and 
a thorough gentleman. He is well aware of your unstinted love and affection for him, as 
well as your virtuous qualities.’ (Chanda no. 1) 

[Note—Sita had prayed to goddess Parvati and had said that “the goddess is all-knowing 
as she resides in the heart of all living beings, and therefore Sita does not wish to tell her 
desire to the goddess in articulate words”. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 3-4 above that 
precede this Chanda.  

Since the goddess lives in the heart, she has become aware that Sita has already 
enshrined the marvelous dark-complexioned image of Lord Ram in her temple-like heart, 
and has shut its doors so that no one can steal this image from her and also to ensure that 
no other image can come in to replace Lord Ram’s image. This is why the goddess has 
clearly said that “Sita will get the dark-complexioned prince, whose image she has so 
lovingly installed in her heart, as her groom”.  

What was the necessity for the goddess to outline the important qualities of Lord 
Ram? Well, Sita had fallen head-over-heels in love of Lord Ram, but she had no way to 
ascertain what sort of a man he was, what character he had, what his hidden qualities 
were. That means she may have had certain doubts deep inside her mind. Hence, the all-
knowing goddess was aware of this too, so she prudently decided to remove them once 
and for all by expressly telling Sita that her groom was a thorough gentleman, gracious, 
merciful and wise. He was all-knowing and omniscient as well—because he knew that 
she (Sita) loved him. This last statement was intended to assure Sita that she can expect 
reciprocal affection even after marriage. 

An interesting thing that we note in the events in the garden is that while Sita has 
expressed her clear desire to have Lord Ram as her groom, which is clear from goddess 
Parvati’s assurance to her to this effect in these verses, Lord Ram has neither here nor 
later said anything of this kind. When the Lord returns to sage Vishwamitra with the 
flowers that the two brothers had plucked from the garden for his worship rituals, the 
Lord has simply told the sage everything that happened in the garden, without making 
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any specific request or prayer to the sage to bless him so that the desire of his heart is 
fulfilled like Sita had prayed to Parvati, though of course it is undeniable that even Lord 
Ram had wanted to marry Sita. But inspite of the Lord not saying anything expressly, the 
wise sage could read what was in the Lord’s mind. So, the sage blessed the Lord, saying 
that his wishes would be fulfilled. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 237. 

Here, Sita is like the ‘Jiva’, the living being, and Lord Ram of course is the 
‘Parmatma’, the Supreme Being. A time comes in life when the Jiva and the Parmatma 
are face to face with each other. The Jiva should then recognise his or her Lord; if this 
chance is lost then it is lost for good. The Parmatma welcomes the Jiva with an open arm, 
but the Jiva must have a burning desire to meet the Lord and surrender him/herself to him 
for the rest of his/her life. In other words, it is the Jiva who has to step forward to express 
a sincere desire to attain the Lord, and while the Lord is welcoming he must make sure 
that this desire is honest and truthful.  

In the case of Sita, Lord Ram had tested her will and sincerity before actually 
accepting her by breaking the bow. First in the garden itself the Lord observed her trance-
like state as soon as they met, then he observed how she was looking back over her 
shoulders to have a last glimpse of the Lord, then the way she begged goddess Parvati to 
bless her. Later on, at the time of the actual breaking of the bow, the Lord had waited for 
some time to closely observe the emotions of Sita and her facial expressions, and when 
he determined that she was on the verge of collapse if he delayed a little longer, he 
grabbed the bow and broke it in an instant—refer: Baal Kand, Doha no. 260—to Chaupai 
line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 261 that wonderfully describe those delicate moments 
of make-or-break. 

What conclusion do we draw from this? Well, the inference is clear: If the creature, 
the living being, is sincere in his heart to attain the Lord, he should be rest assured that 
his desires would be fulfilled. But at the same time he should be prepared to pass a tough 
test. It’s not possible to cheat upon the Supreme Lord like the way one cheats the world 
by external pretensions and use of clever words.]  

 
∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ªıÁ⁄U •‚Ë‚ ‚ÈÁŸ Á‚ÿ ‚Á„UÃ Á„Uÿ° „U⁄U·Ë¥ •‹Ë– 3– 
ÃÈ‹‚Ë ÷flÊÁŸÁ„U ¬ÍÁ¡ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ ◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ø‹ËH 4H 

 
ēhi bhām̐ti gauri asīsa suni siya sahita hiyam̐ haraṣīṁ alī. 3. 
tulasī bhavānihi pūji puni puni mudita mana mandira calī. 4. 

Hearing this blessing of Gauri (goddess Parvati), Sita and her friends felt very glad in 
their hearts. Tulsidas says Sita worshipped and paid her obeisance to the goddess 
repeatedly, and after that she headed back to her palace with a lot of cheer and bliss in her 
heart. (Chanda no. 2) 

[Note—Tuslidas was a very clever, sagacious and erudite author. He was expert with 
words, and crafted his narration in such a way that at many places one can interpret a 
stanza in different ways.  
 For instance, line no. 2 of this stanza has the word “Tulsidas” so strategically placed 
that besides the meaning given above this line may also mean—“Tulsidas joins Sita in 
repeatedly thanking and worshipping goddess Parvati, and pleading with her that Sita 
gets the dark-complexioned groom. After the prayers, Sita headed for her palace with a 
cheerful heart”.] 
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âô0. ¡ÊÁŸ ªıÁ⁄U •ŸÈ∑Í§‹ Á‚ÿ Á„Uÿ „U⁄U·È Ÿ ¡Êß ∑§Á„U– 

◊¢¡È‹ ◊¢ª‹ ◊Í‹ ’Ê◊ •¢ª »§⁄U∑§Ÿ ‹ªH 236H 
 
sōraṭhā.  

jāni gauri anukūla siya hiya haraṣu na jā'i kahi. 
man̄jula maṅgala mūla bāma aṅga pharakana lagē. 236. 

Realizing that goddess Gauri (Parvati) is favourable towards her, the happiness, the 
contentedness and bliss in Sita’s heart was so immense that it cannot be described or 
spoken of in words.  

As a sign of auspicious future, the organs on the left side of her body began 
fluttering. (Sortha/Doha no. 236) 

[Note—This Sortha, which is a sort of Doha, concludes the narration of Sita coming to 
the garden to offer worship to goddess Parvati to request the latter to grant her a suitable 
groom, and returning home with a bag-full of fulfilled wishes by way of an assurance 
from the goddess that she will get a husband whom she desires.  

What a wonderful way of winding up the worship ritual—a devotee coming to his or 
her deity with an empty bag of hopes and expectations, and returning with this bag filled 
according to his or her wishes!]  

 

 
¿õ0. NUŒÿ° ‚⁄Ê„UÃ ‚Ëÿ ‹ÙŸÊß¸ – ªÈ⁄U ‚◊Ë¬ ªflŸ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 1H 

⁄UÊ◊ ∑§„UÊ ‚’È ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ¬Ê„UË¥ – ‚⁄U‹ ‚È÷Ê©U ¿ÈU•Ã ¿U‹ ŸÊ„UË¥H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

hdayam ̐ sarāhata sīya lōnā'ī. gura samīpa gavanē dō'u bhā'ī. 1. 
rāma kahā sabu kausika pāhīṁ. sarala subhā'u chu'ata chala nāhīṁ. 2. 
 
Lauding and extolling the bewitching beauty and the extraordinary charm of Sita in their 
hearts, the two brothers (Ram and Laxman) returned to their Guru (sage Vishwamitra). 
(1) 

Lord Ram did not hide anything from Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra), and narrated 
everything as it happened to him. This is because Ram had no guilt in his conscience and 
was free from any mental taints. (2) 

[Note—These two lines are very important for removing any doubts in the mind of the 
reader about the character of the two brothers. For a modern man who knows only the 
grosser aspects of creation, the incident of the garden is like a fairy-tale romance between 
a prince and a princess wherein both fall in love with each other. Though it is undeniable 
that it did happen, but there wasn’t an element of physical passion and lust in it. It was a 
divine love—it was an eternal love between two souls that were separated by the physical 
world; it was a reiteration of an eternal bond between two individuals that had existed 
earlier also, and that went beyond the present life. This is proved by the fact that sage 
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Narad had already predicted that Sita would be betrothed to Lord Ram—refer: (i) Doha 
no. 229, and (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 236. 
 Sita had known this, but what about Lord Ram? By telling everything to sage 
Vishwamitra the Lord came out clean; he had nothing to hide; there was no deceit. Only 
when a man’s heart is free of moral corruption will he gather courage to tell his elders 
about such personal experiences as witnessed by the Lord in the garden which, on the 
face of it, smacks of worldly grossness and passion. Ordinarily a boy would make all 
sorts of attempts to hide such an incident, but the two brothers had no taint in their pure 
heart, and therefore disclosed everything to the sage voluntarily.  
 There is another important reason for telling the Guru whatever happened in the 
garden. Lord Ram had subtly wanted to inform the sage that he is enamoured with Sita 
and would prefer if things turn favourable and he is given a chance to marry her. This 
message was important because it would give the sage a free hand to find a chance where 
he would order Lord Ram to break the bow and marry Sita. This was a very sensitive 
matter of the heart, and a personal thing as well. The Lord did not expect the sage to 
openly ask him if he would like to marry Sita; that would look very indecent and 
improper. The Lord also knew about the sage’s immense mystical powers—so by subtly 
informing him that he has fallen in love with Sita and would welcome a chance to marry 
her, the Lord gave a clear signal to the sage to employ his mystical powers to maneuver 
things in his favour.  
 We have already read how Sita had prayed to Parvati to make it possible for her to 
marry Lord Ram. Sita knew about the great powers that the goddess possessed, besides 
the fact that she was the divine consort of Lord Shiva whose bow was to be broken. Thus, 
if Parvati wished she can turn things to favour Sita. This is exactly what Lord Ram might 
have thought while disclosing his experience to sage Vishwamitra—he knew that the 
sage had mighty powers and if he wanted he can make things happen in such a way that 
Sita is married to the Lord. 
 The sage was very wise and prudent. We will read soon that during the bow breaking 
event, when nobody could as much as move the bow an inch, sage Vishwamitra ordered 
Lord Ram to get up and break the bow. This helped to maintain decorum and dignity of 
the Lord; it showed to the assembly that Lord Ram had broken the bow only on the 
instructions of the great sage Vishwamitra, and that otherwise he wasn’t eying to marry 
Sita. This sequence of events pre-empted all tongues from wagging and spreading a 
scandal. After all, once the sage had given the order, Lord Ram had no choice but to obey 
it. The Lord could not say ‘no’, for it would be utter disobedience of the sage and 
something unthinkable. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that 
precede Doha no. 254.]    

 
 ‚È◊Ÿ ¬Êß ◊ÈÁŸ ¬Í¡Ê ∑§Ëã„UË – ¬ÈÁŸ •‚Ë‚ ŒÈ„ÈU ÷Êßã„U ŒËã„UËH 3H 

‚È»§‹ ◊ŸÙ⁄UÕ „UÙ„È°UÎ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄ – ⁄UÊ◊È ‹πŸÈ ‚ÈÁŸ ÷∞ ‚ÈπÊ⁄UH 4H 
 
sumana pā'i muni pūjā kīnhī. puni asīsa duhu bhā'inha dīnhī. 3. 
suphala manōratha hōhum ̐ tumhārē. rāmu lakhanu suni bha'ē sukhārē. 4. 
 
When the sage received the flowers brought by the two bothers, he performed his 
worship ritual. After that he blessed the two brothers. (3) 

The sage blessed them by saying ‘let your hopes be fulfilled’. Hearing these 
words of the sage, Lord Ram and Laxman felt very happy and contented. (4) 
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[Note—The two brothers had gone to the royal garden to bring flowers for the sage. So 
when they returned, the sage completed his worship. 
 At the time of his worship the sage requested the deity he worshipped to fulfill the 
wishes of the two brothers because he was very obliged to them. The reason was that they 
had helped the sage complete his fire sacrifice by eliminating the demons who were 
constantly defiling it. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precede Doha no. 210. So the sage wished to reward them, and what greater reward can 
he give them than fulfilling their wish.  
 Now, an interesting development has occurred here. The sage has blessed both the 
brothers that they wishes would be fulfilled. Of course we know that the wish of Lord 
Ram was to marry Sita; but what about Laxman? Well, Laxman was Lord Ram’s younger 
brother, and he always respected Ram and his wishes. So there is no question of Laxman 
having any secret thoughts about Sita. All he wished was that his elder brother Ram could 
marry Sita so that he will also have a chance to see her and keep company with them for 
the rest of his life.  
 But it is also possible that Laxman had harboured an inner desire to marry along with 
Lord Ram. Though it was impossible for Laxman to marry Sita because his elder brother 
Lord Ram should be married first, there was all possibility that Laxman could be married 
to one of Sita’s sisters. Laxman guessed, and guessed correctly, that if Sita is so beautiful 
then her sister would be also equally beautiful. As we shall see later on, this is exactly 
what happened: Laxman was married to Sita’s sister named Urmila—refer: Baal Kand, 
line no. 1-2 of Chanda stanza no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 325. 
 Like goddess Parvati blessing Sita that her wishes would be fulfilled, sage 
Vishwamitra also blessed the two brothers that their wishes would be fulfilled.]   

 
∑§Á⁄U ÷Ù¡ŸÈ ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U Á’‚ÿÊŸË – ‹ª ∑§„UŸ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§ÕÊ ¬È⁄UÊŸËH 5H 
Á’ªÃ ÁŒfl‚È ªÈL§ •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß¸ – ‚¢äÿÊ ∑§⁄UŸ ø‹ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 6H 

 
kari bhōjanu munibara bigyānī. lagē kahana kachu kathā purānī. 5. 
bigata divasu guru āyasu pā'ī. sandhyā karana calē dō'u bhā'ī. 6. 
 
After taking their meals, the learned sage began to tell some story from the Purans 
(ancient mythological history of the Hindus) to pass time1. (5) 

At the end of the day, when twilight came, the two brothers took the Guru’s 
permission and went out to perform their evening worship called ‘Sandhya’. (6) 

[Note—1This was a standard practice with sages. After performing worship and taking 
their meals, they used to take rest for a while, and then in the afternoon hours they used to 
preach and listen to discourses revolving around ancient scriptures. This session 
continued till the time of sunset when they would perform their evening worship.] 

    
¬˝ÊøË ÁŒÁ‚ ‚Á‚ ©Uÿ©U ‚È„UÊflÊ – Á‚ÿ ◊Èπ ‚Á⁄U‚ ŒÁπ ‚ÈπÈ ¬ÊflÊH 7H 
’„ÈUÁ⁄U Á’øÊL§ ∑§Ëã„U ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¢ – ‚Ëÿ ’ŒŸ ‚◊ Á„U◊∑§⁄U ŸÊ„UË¥H 8H 

 
prācī disi sasi uya'u suhāvā. siya mukha sarisa dēkhi sukhu pāvā. 7. 
bahuri bicāru kīnha mana māhīṁ. sīya badana sama himakara nāhīṁ. 8. 
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At that time a beautiful moon rose in the eastern direction (on the horizon in the eastern 
sky). Seeing that it resembled the face of Sita in its charm and beauty, Lord Ram felt 
happy and cheerful. (7) 

But he had second thoughts in his heart: the ‘Himkar’ (the moon) was no match 
for Sita’s face (or Sita’s body—‘sīya badana’; ‘Siya’ = Sita’s, and ‘Badan’ = body, 
meaning here her full form). (8) 

[Note—The moon had a full disc, and hence it was a full-moon night. The disc of a full 
moon has been traditionally used as a metaphor for beauty and bliss. So when Lord Ram 
first saw the moon he remembered Sita’s face and likened it with her. But he immediately 
changed his thoughts when he started analyzing and comparing them. Though apparently 
the moon looked astoundingly beautiful, but it had some negative qualities in it, and 
therefore it would be inappropriate to compare it with the immaculacy of Sita.  
 What are some of the inherent defects with the moon? They are enumerated in the 
verses following below. 
 It should be carefully noted here that only the face of a woman of a noble family is 
visible to the onlooker as she is expected to keep the remaining part covered by her 
wearing apparel. This is a sign of modesty and good behaviour. So was the case with 
Sita; only her face was visible. When the poet says ‘body’ he means the face, and if the 
face is beautiful one deduces that the rest of her form would also be in the likeness of the 
face—because the ‘face is the mirror of the person’.] 

 
Îô0. ¡Ÿ◊È ®‚œÈ ¬ÈÁŸ ’¢œÈ Á’·È ÁŒŸ ◊‹ËŸ ‚∑§‹¢∑§– 

Á‚ÿ ◊Èπ ‚◊ÃÊ ¬Êfl Á∑§Á◊ ø¢ŒÈ ’Ê¬È⁄UÙ ⁄¢U∑§H 237H 
 
dōhā. 

janamu sindhu puni bandhu biṣu dina malīna sakalaṅka. 
siya mukha samatā pāva kimi candu bāpurō raṅka. 237. 

‘The moon has its birth from the ocean; it has poison as his sibling; its shine dims and 
vanishes from sight during the daytime; and its disc is marred by dark spots which are 
tantamount to some form of scar on its reputation.  

Say, how can this poor and wretched moon ever be compared with the perfectly 
immaculate face of Sita? (Doha no. 237) 

[Note—Legend has it that the moon was born when the celestial ocean was churned by 
the gods and the demons in search of Amrit, the elixir of eternal life. One of the things 
that were produced by this churning was a pot of severe poison known as Halaahal. 
Therefore, the moon has this poison as his sibling.  
 Though wonderful during the darkness of the night, its glory fades during the day 
under the more brilliant shine of the sun. This is not a fit comparison with Sita because 
she would stand out in a crowd as the finest lady on earth. No other lady would be able to 
eclipse Sita’s beauty and charm with her own.  
 The face of the moon has dark spots whereas Sita’s face is perfectly clean and 
shining radiantly. 
 Hence, to compare Sita’s face with the moon would be wrong.] 
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¿õ0. ƒÊ≈Uß ’…∏Uß Á’⁄UÁ„UÁŸ ŒÈπŒÊß¸ – ª˝‚ß ⁄UÊ„ÈU ÁŸ¡ ‚¢ÁœÁ„¢U ¬Êß¸H 1H 
∑§Ù∑§ ‚Ù∑§¬˝Œ ¬¢∑§¡ º˝Ù„UË – •flªÈŸ ’„ÈUÃ ø¢º˝◊Ê ÃÙ„UËH 2H 

 
caupā’ī.  

ghaṭa'i baṛha'i birahini dukhadā'ī. grasa'i rāhu nija sandhihiṁ pā'ī. 1. 
kōka sōkaprada paṅkaja drōhī. avaguna bahuta candramā tōhī. 2. 
 
The moon waxes and wanes throughout its life1, its appearance gives a lot of emotional 
pain (torment) to those who are love-struck and separated from their beloved2, and is 
devoured by the demon named Rahu when it crosses its path3. (1) 

It torments the ‘Koka’ (or ‘Chakravaak’, the ruddy goose)4, and it is inimical to 
the lotus because the latter shrivels and withers on appearance of the moon5. 

Therefore, oh Moon, you have a lot of defects or shortcomings6. (2) 
[Note—1The face of the moon does not constantly remain rounded—except for one night, 
it waxes and wanes for the rest of the month. It means that its beauty is unsteady and it 
goes on becoming lesser each night till it is completely surrounded by darkness on the 
dark-moon night. When the moon is personalised, this is used to indicate that its beauty 
and shine are reduced as it grows older, and finally its glories vanish on the dark-moon 
night. Nothing of the sort happens with Sita—the radiance and youthfulness of her face is 
ever so constant and brilliant. 
 There is an ancient story in the Purans about the face of the moon waxing and 
waning. It is narrated in Mahabharat, Shalya Parva, in the conversation between 
Vaishmpaayan and Janmanjai. 

It is briefly as follows—Twenty-seven daughters of Prajaapti Daksha were married to 
the Moon God. They were called ‘Nakshatra’ or stars that shine around the moon. Out of 
them, Rohini was the most beautiful. That is why the Moon God spent the most of his 
time with her. The rest of the wives complained to their father, Daksha, about this 
partisan attitude of the Moon God who was expected to treat all of them equally. 
 Daksha summoned the Moon and requested him to treat all the wives equally and 
spend equal time with all of them. But the Moon did not pay heed, and so the other wives 
complained to their father Daksha once again that the Moon God is not obeying his 
instructions. Daksha once again summoned Moon and finally ordered him to treat all his 
wives equally, otherwise Daksha would curse him. But the Moon God still did not pay 
heed.  
 Angry, Daksha then created ‘Yakshma’ or the disease known as Tuberculosis. 
Yakshma entered the body of Moon. This disease began to eat into the innards of the 
Moon God, and over time the latter’s glory and radiance began to fade. Since the Moon 
God was also responsible for nourishing herbs and medicinal plants, the latter’s growth 
was stunted. Those which managed to germinate somehow had no taste or curative 
powers. 
 The Gods were alarmed as this would lead to annihilation of creation as no diseases 
would be cured, and people and animals would die like in the plague. So they approached 
Daksha and pleaded with him to neutralize the effects of his curse on the Moon God, for 
otherwise all the medicinal herbs would be destroyed.  
 Daksha replied—‘If the Moon begins to treat all his wives, the Nakshatras, equally, 
and takes a bath in the river Saraswati on an auspicious occasion as a token of 
repentance, then his curse would be nullified and he would regain his lost health and 
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glory. But my curse cannot be permanently eliminated, so the Moon would be subjected 
to decrease in his radiance for half the month and increase for the next half. This will also 
help to keep him reminded abouthis duty towards all his wives, the Nakshatras.  
 Let him (Moon God) go to the shores of the western ocean where river Saraswati 
meets the ocean, and worship Lord Shiva there. This is the only way he will regain his 
lost glory and radiance.’ 
 The Moon God, also known as ‘Som’, went to the designated pilgrim site known as 
Prabhaas Kshetra on the night of Amaawasya (dark moon night), and performed penance 
as advised by the Gods. Then he began to gradually regain his radiance till it reached its 
zenith on the full moon night known as Purnima.  
 When the moon attains its full health and vigour on the full moon night, the Gods 
begin to draw Amrit or the elixir of life that is stored in the body of the moon. This is 
why from the next day the moon begins to be reduced in shine and glory till everything 
stored is exhausted and it becomes dark. Once again, due to Lord Shiva’s blessings, the 
moon begins to regain its glory till it reaches full on the full moon night.  
 This is a continuous cycle of creation and destruction as envisioned in the Purans in a 
symbolic manner. This also explains why the moon waxes and wanes constantly.   

2Whereas the moon provides emotional support to love-struck couples who are 
together, it torments those who are separated. Hence, its value as an enhancer of love, 
provider of bliss and happiness, and an intensifier of emotions is doubtful. On the other 
hand, Sita always gives bliss and happiness to all when she is around; her presence is 
equally welcomed by those who are happy as well as those who are tormented.   

3The moon is eclipsed when it is devoured by the mythical demon named Rahu. But 
no one dare eclipse the glory and the radiance of Sita.  

The story of the moon being devoured by Rahu is briefly as follows— The legend 
has it that Rahu was the eldest son of the demon Viprachitti and his wife Shinghikaa. His 
younger brothers were Ilvala, Vaataapi, Narak amongst others. When Lord Vishnu, 
disguised as the beautiful Mohini, was distributing the ambrosia of eternity called Amrit 
to the Gods during the episode of the churning of the ocean as told in the Purans, Rahu 
assumed the form of a God and surreptitiously entered the lines of the Gods to take this 
Amrit. When his cheating was discovered, Vishnu cut off his head with his weapon called 
the Chakra Sudarshan (a circular saw-like discus). But it so happened that before the head 
was severed Rahu had already drunk some Amrit, and so did not die. His head and torso 
became two independent entities. The former was called ‘Rahu’ and the latter ‘Ketu’.  
Since the Moon God and the Sun God had betrayed him, Rahu takes revenge by 
devouring them periodically to satisfy his hunger. He devours them when they are in their 
full glory—viz. he devours the Moon God during the full moon night, and the Sun God 
only during the day time, either when the sun rises or during its journey across the sky, 
but never at sunset when the sun is already losing its radiance and is on the decline.  
 Again, since the head of Rahu was severed from the neck, hence both the Moon God 
and the Sun God re-emerge from the lower end of the head after they have been devoured 
by the mouth of Rahu. This is why the moon and the sun appear to be getting gradually 
cut-off from view from one end of their discs, symbolizing their gradually entering the 
mouth of Rahu as the latter begins to devour them. Then for some time they remain dark 
or obstructed from view symbolizing the period when they remain inside the mouth of 
Rahu. Finally, they gradually regain their original shape symbolizing their ejection from 
the lower end of Rahu’s neck where it was severed from the trunk.  
 The story of Rahu appears in Srimad Bhagwat Maha Puran, Chapter 8, Canto 9.  
Actually however, the phenomenon of the lunar eclipse is due to the earth’s shadow 
falling on the moon’s surface when it comes in the path of this shadow during its 
revolution around the earth. This scientific fact was known to the great Rishis (sages and 
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seers) who had preached the Upanishads, and it is clearly mentioned in Varaaha 
Upanishad, Canto 2, verse no. 74 of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition which says “When 
the moon is said to be devoured by the demon Rahu (the severed head of a demon) during 
the lunar eclipse, people start offering worship, making sacrifices, doing penances, taking 
purifying baths, giving alms and making charities, observing austerities etc. so that the 
Moon God is freed from the demon’s curse, but all their deeds are a waste of effort and 
done in utter ignorance because there is no such event, and the darkness on the moon’s 
disc is actually a shadow of the earth falling upon it. This shadow would go away on its 
own when the time comes even if no such hue and cry is raised by worried worshippers. 
So it is a height of stupidity and profound ignorance to even think that the Moon God has 
been cursed or is being devoured, and by doing so many religious deeds it can be freed 
from its torments.” 

Similarly, the solar eclipse is caused when the moon comes in between the shiny 
surface of the sun and the view from earth, thereby blocking the former’s view from the 
latter’s surface.  
 The elongated torso of Rahu came to known as ‘Ketu’ and it is recognized as the 
comet in modern science. That is why sighting of the comet is regarded as a bad omen.  
 Both Rahu and Ketu are placed amongst the nine planets. They represent the two 
nodal points where the celestial equator cuts the ecliptic.  
 In iconography, Rahu is depicted as just a head or even as a snake’s hood.      

4The male and female birds known as ‘Chakravaak’ or the ruddy goose stay together 
in the day, but as soon as night appears they separate from one another. They are not 
disturbed by the scorching sun during the daytime, but the wretched moon, though 
reputed to be cool and calm, is so unbearable for this bird that as soon as the moon 
appears in the sky they separate from one another. In other words, instead of creating an 
environment wherein two lovers come together, this fellow moon is a creator of nuisance 
so much so that its mere appearance terrifies the Charkavaak and the couple separate in 
the fear that their union would be disrupted by the moon as it may harm one of them and 
cause the partner’s death. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 29. 

5The moon also acts as a nuisance for the lotus. The lotus opens its petals at day-
break and blooms, but as soon as night appears and the moon rises on the horizon the 
lotus closes. In other words, the lotus does not like to see the moon; it hates the moon.  
How ironical it is! The harmless bird Chakravaak is tormentd by the moon forcing the 
couple (the male and the female birds) to separate, and the lotus flower which is loved by 
all is also sneered at by the moon, forcing it to shut down its petals. 

6There are three types of creatures in this world: those who live on land, those who 
live in the sky, and those who live in water. The moon does not refrain from tormenting 
all of them. It torments lovers who are separated—an instance of its hate for those who 
live on land. It torments the bird Chakravaak—an instance of its hate for those who live 
in the sky. It torments the lotus—an instance of its hate for those who live in water. 

The moon, therefore, is a source of grief and pain to all sorts of living beings. This is 
not true with Sita—whose mere presence spreads cheer, happiness, joy and bliss. So, it is 
absolutely wrong and incredulous to even think of drawing a parallel between the two, 
Sita and the moon.]     

 
’ÒŒ„UË ◊Èπ ¬≈UÃ⁄U ŒËã„U – „UÙß ŒÙ·È ’«∏U •ŸÈÁøÃ ∑§Ëã„UH 3H 
Á‚ÿ ◊Èπ ¿UÁ’ Á’œÈ CÿÊ¡ ’πÊŸË – ªÈ⁄U ¬®„U ø‹ ÁŸ‚Ê ’Á«∏U ¡ÊŸËH 4H 
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baidēhī mukha paṭatara dīnhē. hō'i dōṣu baṛa anucita kīnhē. 3. 
siya mukha chabi bidhu byāja bakhānī. gura pahiṁ calē nisā baḍi jānī. 4. 
 
Comparing the moon with the face of Vaidehi (Sita) would therefore be very wrong and 
highly inappropriate. One would not like to be blamed for such foolishness (and surely I, 
Ram, would not commit this mistake).’ (3) 

Thus, finding in the moon a pretext for lauding the magnificent charm and beauty 
of Sita’s face or countenance, and holding that she is far better than the Moon God 
himself, Lord Ram returned to his Guru (sage Vishwamitra) because it was getting late in 
the night. (40 

[Note—To whom was Lord Ram speaking? Well, he was speaking to his younger brother 
Laxman. Remember: the two brothers had nothing to hide from each other. This is proved 
on two earlier occasions—(i) when Lord Ram first saw Sita in the garden, he told 
Laxman briefly about her: Refer:- from Doha no. 230—to Doha no. 231 which clearly 
endorse this point; and (ii) when the two brothers together told sage Vishwamitra 
everything about their meeting with Sita: Refer:- Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 237.  
 Again, Lord Ram tells his inner thoughts to Laxman in Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that 
precede Doha no. 238. We shall be reading it below. We shall discover that on this 
occasion, Laxman has answered to his brother’s emotional outpourings.  
 Laxman had kept quiet on the earlier occasion in the garden and had let Ram do the 
talking. Similarly here too Laxman quietly listened to the emotional outbursts of his elder 
brother.  
 Verse no. 4 says that “it was late in the night”—this shows that Lord Ram has spent 
quite a bit of time gazing at the moon and thinking of Sita, so love-struck was he. 
 Another reason for being late in the night was that first the two brothers had 
performed the evening worship known as ‘Sandhya’ which is best done after sunset. It 
must have taken some time. Then they sat down and begin to gaze at the full moon, so 
wonderful it looked in the sky. It was then that Lord Ram begin to think of Sita, and must 
have been so lost in his thoughts that he forgot how time passed.]     

 
∑§Á⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ ø⁄UŸ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ¬˝ŸÊ◊Ê – •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß ∑§Ëã„U Á’üÊÊ◊ÊH 5H 

 
kari muni carana sarōja pranāmā. āyasu pā'i kīnha biśrāmā. 5. 
 
After returning to their Guru’s place, the brothers bowed at the lotus-like feet of the sage. 
When the sage ordered them, they retired for the night. (5) 

[Note—Lord Ram and Laxman had wished to massage the feet of their Guru as a token 
service that is standard practice for disciples. They had done this earlier also—refer: Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 226. But on that occasion it was not late 
in the night as it is on this present occasion. So the Guru ordered them to go to take rest 
immediately.]  

 
Á’ªÃ ÁŸ‚Ê ⁄UÉÊÈŸÊÿ∑§ ¡Êª – ’¢œÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ∑§„UŸ •‚ ‹ÊªH 6H 
©Uÿ©U •L§Ÿ •fl‹Ù∑§„ÈU ÃÊÃÊ – ¬¢∑§¡ ∑§Ù∑§ ‹Ù∑§ ‚ÈπŒÊÃÊH 7H 
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bigata nisā raghunāyaka jāgē. bandhu bilōki kahana asa lāgē. 6. 
uya'u aruna avalōkahu tātā. paṅkaja kōka lōka sukhadātā. 7. 
 
At the end of the night, Raghunaayak (Lord Ram, the chief of the Raghu dynasty) woke 
up. When he saw his brother Laxman, he began to speak as follows—(60 

‘Oh dear brother! Look, the sun has risen. It is a provider of cheer and happiness 
to the ‘Koka’ (the bird Chakravaak) as well as to the lotus1. (7) 

[Note—1Refer explanation appended above to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
238.  
 Ram has not forgotten the two instances he had cited the previous night—the 
Chakravaak and the lotus. So he repeats it again. This shows that during the night he was 
thinking of Sita all the time.  
 But this time, Laxman cut him short; he interjected and used these two examples as 
metaphors to say how they stand for Lord Ram’s own glory and portend victory over 
adversaries in the battle of the bow to gain success in obtaining the hands of Sita in 
marriage. Let us read on and find out what Laxman says.]   

 
’Ù‹ ‹πŸÈ ¡ÙÁ⁄U ¡Èª ¬ÊŸË – ¬˝÷È ¬˝÷Ê©U ‚Íø∑§ ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸËH 8H 

 
bōlē lakhanu jōri juga pānī. prabhu prabhā'u sūcaka mṛdu bānī. 8.  
 
Laxman joined the palms of his hands as a token gesture of respect and said politely—
‘Oh Lord! They (the bird Chakravaak and the lotus) stand for your glory and potentials. 
(8) 

[Note—It’s very interesting. Laxman feared that if he did not interject and cut his love-
lorn elder brother short then he would launch into another lecture on some subject related 
to the sun, and compare its brilliance and stunning dazzle with Sita. So, despite cutting 
Lord Ram’s anticipated long-drawn lecture short, Laxman did not want to offend his 
elder brother whom he loved and respected highly. Therefore, he wisely found an excuse 
to politely turn the conversation away from another emotional outburst of Ram to 
something that would sound encouraging to him and motivate him to keep his spirits and 
hopes high as his wish of marrying Sita would surely be fulfilled.  

We shall now read below how Laxman has compared the rising sun and its effect on 
the Chakravaak as well as the lotus with the rising glory of Lord Ram and the effect his 
presence has or would have on his devotees. Refer: Doha no. 238—to Chaupai line nos. 
1-7 that precede Doha no. 239 below.]   

  
Îô0. •L§ŸÙŒÿ° ‚∑È§ø ∑È§◊ÈŒ ©U«UªŸ ¡ÙÁÃ ◊‹ËŸ– 

Á¡Á◊ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U •Êª◊Ÿ ‚ÈÁŸ ÷∞ ŸÎ¬ÁÃ ’‹„UËŸH 238H 
 
dōhā. 

arunōdayam ̐ sakucē kumuda uḍagana jōti malīna. 
jimi tumhāra āgamana suni bha'ē nṛpati balahīna. 238. 
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With sun-rise, the lily has faded (i.e. it has closed its petals indicating lose of its vigour 
and glory), and the brightness of the stars have also dimmed and begun to gradually 
vanish altogether.  

It is just like the case of your arrival (at the bow-breaking venue) that would make 
the assembled kings and princes shrivel up or shrink and lose their strength, valour, 
radiance and glory, reducing them to a lack-lusture assembly of defeated and dejected 
persons. (Doha no. 238) 

[Note—Here, Laxman compares Lord Ram with the splendorous Sun. The sun’s rising in 
the horizon is like Lord Ram’s arrival at the venue of the bow ceremony. The shriveling 
of the lily is like the kings and princes drooping when they see Lord Ram walking in 
majestically at the venue. And the fading of the stars is equivalent to decimation of the 
glory of all the kings and princes who would assemble at the venue.  
 In this assembly, Lord Ram would be like the sun which sits majestically in the sky 
and shines alone, eclipsing all other heavenly bodies, including the stars as well as the 
moon. In other words, small as well as big kings and princes, all would be decimated and 
trounced in the competition to break the bow. Once they see Lord Ram in their midst, 
they would be dejected and ashamed of themselves. The Lord’s handsome personality 
and overbearing presence would make all of them lose confidence in themselves and be 
overwhelmed by an inferiority complex. Their morale would go for a toss, and even if 
they attempt to break the bow they would do it half-heartedly because the fear of defeat 
would be constantly nagging at their minds, reducing their abilities and confidence. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 241, and Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 245 that also express the same 
idea. ] 
 

 
¿õ0. ŸÎ¬ ‚’ ŸπÃ ∑§⁄UÁ„¢U ©UÁ¡•Ê⁄UË – ≈UÊÁ⁄U Ÿ ‚∑§Á„¢U øÊ¬ Ã◊ ÷Ê⁄UËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nṛpa saba nakhata karahiṁ uji'ārī. ṭāri na sakahiṁ cāpa tama bhārī.1. 
 
All the assembled kings and princes are twinkling like stars. Their inconsequential light 
would not be able to remove the darkness sybmolised by the heaviness of the bow. (1) 

[Note—In this verse, Laxman has compared all the kings and princes who have 
assembled to break the bow to countless stars twinkling with feeble light in the dark 
night, and the darkness of the night is compared to the heaviness of the bow. These 
thousands of stars aren’t able to remove even a bit of the darkness of the night. Similarly, 
even if all the princes and kings would try their hands simultaneously at lifting the bow, 
they would fail to move it even a fraction of an inch because the bow would prove too 
heavy for them. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 245. 
 Then who or what removes the darkness of the night? The irony is that the moon is 
also not able to remove the darkness of the night even though it is the brightest body in 
the night sky. Then what removes this darkness? The obvious answer is—‘it is the sun’.  
 Now, from this we make some interesting deductions. At the bow breaking venue, 
besides the kings and princes who were like the twinkling stars, there was Sita who is 
compared to the ‘moon’ by none other than Lord Ram himself. But we shall find when 
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we reach the point of the story which describes the actual breaking of the bow that inspite 
of Sita’s presence the ‘gloom or depression represented by the darkness caused by the 
heaviness of the bow remained intact’. That is, her presence at the venue could do 
nothing to remove the cause of uncertainty of her future by making the bow light. Even 
as Lord Ram approaches the bow, Sita has prayed fervently to so many gods and 
goddesses to make the bow light, and had at last took the refuge of the mighty bow itself 
to plead with it to become light so that Lord Ram can lift and break it. In other words, 
this ‘moon’ could not remove the darkness represented by the heaviness of the bow.  
 Then we shall read that as soon as Lord Ram neared the bow and stood close to it, the 
bow suddenly became light as a feather. It was easily lifted by him, pulled and broken. 
This removed the gloom that had cast its dark shadow on Sita and the rest of her family 
as well as the entire city of Janakpur. So what does it signify? Well, as soon as the ‘sun’ 
represented by Lord Ram neared the darkness of the night symbolized by the bow, the 
darkness vanished and the bow became light as a feather.  

What did this ‘darkness’ imply? It implied gloom and depression because the 
stubborn heaviness of the bow would prevent anyone from breaking it and it would result 
in Sita remaining unmarried for life. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 252.   
 This entire episode is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 240—to Doha no. 261. 
 Now let us examine the effect that Lord Ram’s presence had on the bow. We have 
already read that the Lord is compared to the sun. There are three stages in the 
relationship between the sun and the night. (i) Everyone knows that even during the night 
the sun is present in the heavens, but it is present on the other side of the earth. This is the 
first stage in this relationship—which shows that inspite of its presence near the earth, the 
sun does not remove the darkness of the night. (ii) The second and third stages are closely 
related to each other and the latter follows the former quickly. The second stage is when 
the sun is below the horizon as it approaches to remove the darkness of the night. During 
this stage only the eastern sky is illuminated while the rest of the sky and the western 
horizon still remain dark. The night has not gone altogether; it still lingers on. (iii) Then 
we reach the third and final stage when the sun actually rises up the line of the horizon 
and makes its presence clear to the night sky. The darkness of the night now leaves the 
sky immediately, from corner to corner. Before the sun actually rises above the horizon, 
we can’t say that the night has ended.  
 A similar thing has happened in the case of Lord Ram and the bow losing its 
heaviness when he came close to it. While the Lord was sitting on his chair amongst 
other guests in the assembly, it was similar to the first stage when the sun is near the earth 
but unable to remove its veil of darkness. Remember: The bow was placed on a raised 
platform specially erected for the purpose of the bow ceremony. Steps led to it. The 
guests sat at a distance in a circle around this special raised platform. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 240 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8, and Doha 
no. 244.  
 When sage Vishwamitra ordered him to go and break the bow and remove the 
darkness of gloom that had fallen on the assembly like a thick blanket of fog, Lord Ram 
rose from his seat. This was tantamount to the sun coming near the horizon to prepare to 
remove the darkness of the night. But the Lord was still below the platform where the 
bow was kept—like the sun still remaining below the horizon in the early hours of dawn 
before sunrise. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede 
Doha no. 254. 
 Then the Lord actually stepped on the platform and came close to the bow. This was 
like the sun actually stepping up from below the line of the horizon and making its 
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majestic presence visible in the sky. As soon as this happened—i.e. as soon as Lord Ram 
stepped up the platform and came close to the bow—it lost its heaviness. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 254; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 260; and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 261.] 
  
  

∑§◊‹ ∑§Ù∑§ ◊œÈ∑§⁄U πª ŸÊŸÊ – „U⁄U· ‚∑§‹ ÁŸ‚Ê •fl‚ÊŸÊH 2H 
∞‚®„U ¬˝÷È ‚’ ÷ªÃ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U – „UÙß„U®„U ≈UÍ≈¥U œŸÈ· ‚ÈπÊ⁄UH 3H 

 
kamala kōka madhukara khaga nānā. haraṣē sakala nisā avasānā. 2. 
aisēhiṁ prabhu saba bhagata tumhārē. hō'ihahiṁ ṭūṭēṁ dhanuṣa sukhārē. 3. 
 
Just like the case of the lotus, the Chakravaak (ruddy goose), the honey-bees and the 
countless birds have become happy that the night has ended (and the sun has risen) [2], 
Oh Lord, all your devotees and followers would also feel extremely exhilarated and 
blissful when the bow is broken by you [3]. (2-3) 

[Note—All the entities listed here become active as soon as the sun rises. The lotus 
opens, the Chakravaak couples unite, the bees start buzzing and hovering over flowers in 
search of nectar, and the birds start chirping and hopping as soon as the day breaks. Here, 
Laxman has compared them to the devotees and followers of Lord Ram. All of them 
would be excited and happy.  
 Now, who are the followers who will be glad and feel rewarded? Well, all the 
citizens of Janakpur had yearned that Sita be married to Lord Ram. This is abundantly 
clear in the narration that is described at the following places—(i) when the two brothers 
had gone to visit Janakpur for the purpose of sight-seeing: refer—Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 220—to Doha no. 223; and (ii) during the bow 
breaking ceremony itself: refer—Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 
240; Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 249; Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precedes 
Doha no. 255; Chaupai line nos. 1 and 8 that precede Doha no. 262; Chaupai line nos. 1-4 
that precede Doha no. 286 (that says that besides the citizens, king Janak and Sita too 
found extreme happiness when Lord Ram broke the bow); and Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that 
precede Doha no. 263 as well as Doha no. 318 (that say that the queen mother and her 
companions were happy too). 
 Not only them, but the rest of the world, including the gods in the heaven were also 
very happy—refer: Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 240; (ii) 
Doha no. 264; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 265; (iv) Doha no. 285; 
(v) Doha no. 324.] 

 
©Uÿ©U ÷ÊŸÈ Á’ŸÈ üÊ◊ Ã◊ ŸÊ‚Ê – ŒÈ⁄U ŸπÃ ¡ª Ã¡È ¬˝∑§Ê‚ÊH 4H 
⁄UÁ’ ÁŸ¡ ©UŒÿ CÿÊ¡ ⁄UÉÊÈ⁄UÊÿÊ – ¬˝÷È ¬˝ÃÊ¬È ‚’ ŸÎ¬ã„U ÁŒπÊÿÊH 5H 

 
uya'u bhānu binu śrama tama nāsā. durē nakhata jaga tēju prakāsā. 4. 
rabi nija udaya byāja raghurāyā. prabhu pratāpu saba nṛpanha dikhāyā. 5. 
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The sun, as soon as it rises, removes the darkness of the night without making any effort; 
it is spontaneous and natural. The stars have gone into hiding, and light (of happiness and 
cheer) has spread throughout the world. (4) 
 The splendorous sun has used its rising as a sign to reveal to all the kings and 
princes about your brilliant glories and excellent virtues. (5) 

[Note—These observations of Laxman have been endorsed later on in the narration when 
the assembly gathered at the venue of the bow breaking ceremony. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 245 which says that “when 
the assembled kings saw Lord Ram in their midst, all of them felt defeated in their hearts 
just like the stars lose their shine as soon as the sun rises”.  
 The glory and potentials of Lord Ram have been consistently compared with the sun 
in Ram Charit Manas. For instance, refer—(i) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 31; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
209.] 

   
Ãfl ÷È¡ ’‹ ◊Á„U◊Ê ©UŒÉÊÊ≈UË – ¬˝ª≈UË œŸÈ Á’ÉÊ≈UŸ ¬Á⁄U¬Ê≈UËH 6H 

 
tava bhuja bala mahimā udaghāṭī. pragaṭī dhanu bigṛhaṭana paripāṭī. 6. 
 
The incident of the bow-breaking ceremony has been designed by the creator as a valley 
from which the sun representing your valour, strength of arms and glory would rise up to 
illuminate the rest of the world. In other words, the creator has devised this simple means 
to highlight and introduce to the world the might of the strength of your arms, your 
splendorous glory and your majestic personality, as well as to establish you as the 
mightiest warrior on earth.’ (6) 

[Note—Everything that happens in this mortal world is determined by the creator. He 
wished to tell the world about Lord Ram’s arrival to eliminate the formidable demons. So 
he devised a clever ruse of the bow-breaking ceremony. This would make it possible to 
bring together under one roof all the great warriors and kings and princes of the world of 
that time. Even the gods and demons had come there to participate or just to witness the 
bow ceremony. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede 
Doha no. 251. 

If Lord Ram achieves some miraculous success in this assembly then there would be 
no need to devise other elaborate methods to establish him and his glory on earth. 

According to legend, even the king of demons, Ravana of Lanka, had come there. 
But he did not attempt to approach the bow but had surreptitiously sneaked out and went 
home.]      

 
’¢œÈ ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ¬˝÷È ◊È‚È∑§ÊŸ – „UÙß ‚ÈÁø ‚„U¡ ¬ÈŸËÃ Ÿ„UÊŸH 7H 
ÁŸàÿÁ∑˝§ÿÊ ∑§Á⁄U ªÈL§ ¬®„U •Ê∞ – ø⁄UŸ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ‚È÷ª Á‚⁄U ŸÊ∞H 8H 

 
bandhu bacana suni prabhu musukānē. hō'i suci sahaja punīta nahānē. 7. 
nityakriyā kari guru pahiṁ ā'ē. carana sarōja subhaga sira nā'ē. 8. 
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Lord Ram smiled upon hearing the words of his brother1. Then he performed his ablution 
to clean himself though he is always clean and without any (mental, emotional and 
physical) corruption. (7) 

After finishing his daily routine, Lord Ram (and Laxman) came back to their 
Guru and bowed their graceful heads at the lotus-like feet of their Guru (as a token of 
showing respect to him). (8) 

[Note—1Lord Ram smiled at the clever way in which Laxman had interpreted the things, 
and how he has subtly encouraged the Lord to cheer up as he is sure to break the bow and 
marry Sita. What made Laxman so certain that this would really happen? Earlier, sage 
Vishwamitra had blessed them that their wishes would be fulfilled—refer: Chaupai line 
nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 237 above. Laxman knew what his brother’s wish was, 
and he used this opportunity to encourage him to cheer up and remain confident.  
 In the story of the Ramayana we find that like a true friend and companion, Laxman 
has consitently helped Ram when he is passing through a depressing and uncertain 
moment. Refer Ram Charit Manas—(i) Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 70—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 73 which narrate 
how Laxman decided to accompany the Lord when he was sent to 14 years of forest 
exile; and (ii) Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 30 which says that 
at the moment when Lord Ram was crestfallen and extremely dejected when he found 
that Sita has been abducted, it was Laxman who lent gave him immense moral support 
and encouraged the Lord not to lose hope and make efforts to find and retrieve her. 
 Another reason for the Lord smiling is this: Normally Laxman did not interject when 
his elder brother was speaking. But in this case he immediately began to speak as soon as 
Lord Ram opened his mouth and said something about the sun. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 
6-8 that precede Doha no. 238. This was an improper conduct for Laxman. But he had 
managed not to offend his elder brother by giving such a positive spin to his interjection 
that though he had cut cut short his love-struck elder brother’s anticipated long-drawn 
emotional outpourings like the one witnessed on two previous occasions—the first one 
was in the garden when he had first seen Sita (refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede 
Doha no. 231), and the second one was during the evening prayers when he had seen the 
rising moon (refer: from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 237—to Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 238)—he only caused Lord Ram to feel amused. The Lord 
realized that Laxman wished to keep him shut, and was so wise and clever that he 
managed to do without offending the Lord by praising his glories and comparing him to 
the sun.]  
 

‚ÃÊŸ¢ŒÈ Ã’ ¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ù‹Ê∞ – ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ◊ÈÁŸ ¬®„U ÃÈ⁄UÃ ¬ΔUÊ∞H 9H 
¡Ÿ∑§ Á’Ÿÿ ÁÃã„U •Êß ‚ÈŸÊß¸ – „U⁄U· ’ÙÁ‹ Á‹∞ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 10H 

 
satānandu taba janaka bōlā'ē. kausika muni pahiṁ turata paṭhā'ē. 9. 
janaka binaya tinha ā'i sunā'ī. haraṣē bōli li'ē dō'u bhā'ī. 10. 

King Janak then (i.e. at approximately the time when Lord Ram had returned to his Guru 
after completing his morning routine chores) summoned Satanand (Janak’s royal priest) 
and immediately sent him to sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra). (9) 

He (Satanand) came to sage Vishwamitra and told him about the request of Janak 
(i.e. he invited the sage to the bow-breaking ceremony). Vishwamitra became glad and he 
cheerfully called the two brothers. (10) 
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[Note— Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/84, stanza no. 2 also. 
Other invited guests, the countless king and princes, had already started arriving at 

the venue and occupying their seats. All of them were anxious and eager to take a 
vantage point so that they do not miss the excitement of the rare event even a bit. It was 
getting late. But the king had to wait before he could allow the ceremony to start because 
sage Vishwamitra had to arrive at the site first. The sage was a special invitee, and he was 
the only great sage who was personally invited by the king; the king had shown special 
respect to him and had gone personally to meet him when the sage, along with Lord Ram 
and Laxman, had come to Janakpur, and after paying his due respects to him the king had 
escorted him inside the city and lodged him at a palace close to the royal residence. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
214—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 217.   
 Other guests had arrived early at the venue and were scrambling for seats, but the 
sage maintained his dignity and waited patiently for a formal invitation from the king. 
Remember: The king had posted attendants at the place where the sage and the two 
brothers were lodged. They were assigned the duty to take care of the sage’s needs. They 
gave the king feedback about who had entered and left the place. This is a normal 
treatment given to special invitees of a host. So it was only when they informed the king 
that the two brothers had returned back after their morning prayers and bathing rituals, 
and the sage had finished his worship formalities that the king summoned his priest 
Satanand and hurriedly sent him to invite the sage and the two brothers because it was 
getting late and the crowd was getting restive. 
 It is to be noted that the two brothers were not present when Satanand met sage 
Vishwamitra. The brothers always maintained decorum and dignity by not unnecessarily 
staying too close with the Guru and not disturbing his privacy. Of course they would 
immediately come as soon as the Guru called them as they stayed close by. They did not 
want to be an irritating element when the Guru meets someone privately and have some 
talk with the guest, for it may happen that their presence might not be liked by any one of 
them, the Guru or the guest, and they did not want to give them a chance to tell them to 
move out of the place. This had happened earlier also: when king Janak had come to meet 
sage Vishwamitra outside the city, the two brothers were not present at that moment. 
They had arrived a little later. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 214—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 215.    
 Again we find that still earlier when sage Vishwamitra had arrived in the court of 
king Dasrath, the father of the brothers, at Ayodhya, all the four brothers had paid their 
respects and had moved away, leaving the sage and their father to converse in private. 
That is why the king had ‘called the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman’ once again to 
send them with the sage to the latter’s hermitage to protect the fire sacrifice. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 207; and (ii) 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 208 respectively.  
 Sage Vishwamitra was waiting for this moment because he had brought Lord Ram 
and Laxman to Janakpur precisely to attend the bow breaking ceremony. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-10 that precede Doha no. 210. That is why 
when Satanand came to invite him, he felt glad and called in the two brothers cheerfully.] 
 

    
Îô0. ‚ÃÊŸ¢Œ ¬Œ ’¢ÁŒ ¬˝÷È ’ÒΔU ªÈ⁄U ¬®„U ¡Êß– 

ø‹„ÈU ÃÊÃ ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§„U©U Ã’ ¬ΔUflÊ ¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ù‹ÊßH 239H 
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dōhā. 

satānanda pada bandi prabhu baiṭhē gura pahiṁ jā'i. 
calahu tāta muni kahē'u taba paṭhavā janaka bōlā'i. 239. 

The Lord (Sri Ram) paid his obeisance at the feet of Satanand and then went and sat 
down near his Guru (sage Vishwamitra). The sage then told him—‘King Janak has sent 
in his invitation (for us to attend the bow-breaking ceremony). So come dear son, let us 
go there. (Doha no. 239) 

[Note—How could Lord Ram recognise Satanand? The Lord had seen him earlier with 
Janak when the latter had come to welcome them earlier upon their arrival outside the 
city. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
214—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 215.  
 Besides this, Satanand was the royal priest of Janakpur, and obviously he had the 
naturally majestic aura and demeanours of a man who occupies this exalted stature. His 
priestly cloak and other paraphernalia distinguished him from rest of the Brahmins of the 
place.  
 Not only this, since he was seated close to sage Vishwamitra and the latter had 
welcomed him and was talking with him proved beyond doubt that the guest was an 
honoured personality. Therefore he must be shown respect. And so the Lord and his 
younger brother bowed before Satanand to pay their respects to him.  
 It will be noticed upon close examination that on the earlier occasion when Lord Ram 
had seen Satanand in the company of Janak when the latter had arrived to welcome sage 
Vishwamitra, the Lord and his brother had not bowed before him, but went straight to 
their Guru, sage Vishwamitra, and sat down near him. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 214. But here they came in and first 
bowed before Satanand and then sat down near their Guru. The reason is that earlier they 
had not known the head priest as he was accompanying others who came with king 
Janak. But now in the present instance he was acquainted with him, and therefore it was 
obligatory to pay respects.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ‚Ëÿ Sflÿ¢’L§ ŒÁπ• ¡Êß¸ – ß¸‚È ∑§ÊÁ„U œı¥ Œß ’«∏UÊß¸H 1H 

‹πŸ ∑§„UÊ ¡‚ ÷Ê¡ŸÈ ‚Ùß¸ – ŸÊÕ ∑Î§¬Ê Ãfl ¡Ê¬⁄U „UÙß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sīya svayambaru dēkhi'a jā'ī. īsu kāhi dhauṁ dē'i baṛā'ī. 1. 
lakhana kahā jasa bhājanu sō'ī. nātha kṛpā tava jāpara hō'ī. 2.  
 
Let us go and see the marriage ceremony of Sita. Let us see whom Isha (literally the 
‘Lord’; but traditionally the word is used to mean Lord Shiva as Shiva is the “Lord of the 
world”, and he is also called ‘Mahadeva’, the ‘Great God’) bestows the privilege of 
victory and fame (by breaking the bow and accepting the hands of Sita in marriage).’1 (1) 

Laxman said, ‘Oh Lord! The person upon whom you (sage Vishwamitra) are 
pleased would get this privilege and fame of breaking the bow.’ (2) 
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[Note—After all, this was the very reason why sage Vishwamitra had come to Janakpur. 
He had told the two brothers after they had protected his fire sacrifice that he wished to 
take them along to witness the bow-breaking event that Janak was organizing. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-10 that precede Doha no. 210. 

Now, it was Lord Shiva’s bow, and it could be broken only if Shiva wants. So sage 
Vishwamitra made this observation. Earlier when Lord Ram and Laxman had narrated to 
the sage the events of the garden and about the Lord developing a soft corner in his heart 
for Sita, the sage had blessed the two brothers that their wishes would be fulfilled. Now, 
Laxman is hinting to this blessing. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 237. 
 Remember: Laxman had himself prophesised the victory of Lord Ram in the bow-
breaking competition relying on the blessings of the sage. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 238—to Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 239. Hence, Laxman is merely reiterating what is destined to happen. 
Further, he is subtly reminding the Guru about his blessings, and stresses that if he wants 
than Lord Ram would be victorious.  
 Laxman was aware of the fact that Vishwamitra was no ordinary sage. He was known 
to be a ‘Trikaalagya’, one who knows the events of the three phases of time—viz. the 
past, the present and the future. So, if the sage had blessed them their wishes would be 
fulfilled upon learning about their experiences in the garden, then it is sure that Lord Ram 
would marry Sita. And this can happen only if the Lord breaks the bow.  
 Sage Vishwamitra’s deity was also Lord Shiva, and the sage had prayed to the Lord 
before blessing the two brothers. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
2-3 that precede Doha no. 237. How do we know that Shiva was the deity whom the sage 
worshipped? Well, all great sages, seers and hermits adore and worship Lord Shiva as 
their favourite God because Shiva is known as ‘Maha-deva’, the Great God. Besides this 
fact, a person always invokes his favoured god or goddess when he faces an uncertain 
future. Sage Vishwamitra has explicitly invoked Lord Shiva in line no. 1 by saying 
“Isha”, which is one of the many famous names of Lord Shiva. This proves that the deity 
whom he worshipped was none else but Shiva.]    

   
„U⁄U· ◊ÈÁŸ ‚’ ‚ÈÁŸ ’⁄U ’ÊŸË – ŒËÁã„U •‚Ë‚ ‚’®„U ‚ÈπÈ ◊ÊŸËH 3H 

 
haraṣē muni saba suni bara bānī. dīnhi asīsa sabahiṁ sukhu mānī. 3. 
 
The entire company of sages (who had accompanied Vishwamitra as well as Satanand) 
felt very delighted when their heard the prudent, clever and wise words of Laxman, and 
all of them collectively blesssed him (that his words would come true) (3) 

[Note—Both sage Vishwamitra and priest Satanand occupied a high stature in society. 
Even today we observe that when some great or renowned seer moves around he is 
always accompanied by a large number of junior seers. So, Vishwamitra and Satanand 
were not alone; there must have been many more sages and Brahmins present on the 
occasion. When they heard what Laxman has said, that “anyone upon whom sage 
Vishwamitra is pleased would be able to break the bow and marry Sita”, thereby showing 
the greatest of respect to his Guru sage Vishwamitra, it was natural for them to feel happy 
and bless Laxman.  
 We must note how clever Laxman was. Till this moment, the only sage who had 
blessed the two brothers that their wishes would be fulfilled was sage Vishwamitra. Now 
all of them have blessed Laxman. What was Laxman’s wish? Obviously it was that his 
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beloved elder brother should break the bow and fulfill his wish of marrying Sita. This is 
abundantly clear by reading Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 238—to Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 239 above. Later on we shall read that in the assembly 
when none of the kings and princes could move the bow and king Janak had expressed 
his annoyance and dejection, going to the extent of saying that the earth is devoid of 
strong warriors inspite of being aware that Lord Ram was present in the assembly and 
had yet not been given a chance to lift the bow, Laxman becomes extremely angry and 
had sternly rebuked king Janak against the rules of etiquette and without any fear of 
consequences. At that time Laxman would warn the king that he (Laxman) can turn the 
earth upside down if Lord Ram permits; how dare Janak could make such a disparaging 
remark in the presence of Lord Ram. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 254. 
 Then we find a little later that as soon as Lord Ram was instructed by sage 
Vishwamitra to go and break the bow, Laxman has warned all the legendary supporters 
of the world, such as Seshnath, the serpent who supports the earth on its hood, the 
tortoise named Kamath who supports the earth from sinking into the nether world by 
keeping it lifted on its back, and the Digpals, the custodians of the directions, to get ready 
as the Lord was about to break the bow and it would create an unprecedented shock that 
may turn the whole world upside down. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Doha no. 259—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 260. 
 So we find that Laxman has played the perfect role of a true friend, a faithful 
companion and a loving brother who is totally committed to the happiness of his elder 
sibling. 
 Here it is said that when the sages and Brahmins heard the “prudent, clever and wise 
words of Laxman” they collectively blessed him. What was so nice about what Laxman 
has said? Well, Laxman has praised his Guru sage Vishwamitra, and this is regarded as 
an excellent character; one should always give his Guru more respect than even the gods. 
This pleased the sages and they blessed Laxman.]     

 
¬ÈÁŸ ◊ÈÁŸ’Î¢Œ ‚◊Ã ∑Î§¬Ê‹Ê – ŒπŸ ø‹ œŸÈ·◊π ‚Ê‹ÊH 4H 

 
puni munibṛnda samēta kṛpālā. dēkhana calē dhanuṣamakha sālā. 4.  
 
After that, the merciful Lord (Ram) accompanied all the sages and went to the venue of 
the bow-breaking ceremony to see it (and witness the event). (4) 

[Note—The verse does not say that Lord Ram has gone to ‘see the bow’, but that he went 
to ‘see the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony’, the “Dhanush-makha Sala”. 
[‘Dhanush’ = bow; ‘Makha’ = a great ceremony on the lines of fire sacrifices; and ‘Sala’ 
= the venue, the arena.]  
 Now, what does this mean? It means that the Lord was not charmed by the bow at all 
as he knew that it was old, rusty and unattractive. On the other hand, the venue was 
colourfully decorated and a huge number of kings and princes from all corners of the 
earth had assembled there. It would be an exceptionally fascinating sight to behold, with 
kings, princes and their attendants sporting unique attires, exhibiting demeanours, 
languages and faces from various corners of the earth, and accompanying this would be 
the wonderful spray of myriad colours and cacophony of sounds representing diverse 
cultures and societies in this world. Like any other young boy of his age, Lord Ram was 
eager to enjoy this rare opportunity.] 
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⁄¢Uª÷ÍÁ◊ •Ê∞ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – •Á‚ ‚ÈÁœ ‚’ ¬È⁄U’ÊÁ‚ã„U ¬Êß¸H 5H 
ø‹ ‚∑§‹ ªÎ„U ∑§Ê¡ Á’‚Ê⁄UË – ’Ê‹ ¡È’ÊŸ ¡⁄UΔU Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 6H 

 
raṅgabhūmi ā'ē dō'u bhā'ī. asi sudhi saba purabāsinha pā'ī. 5. 
calē sakala gṛha kāja bisārī. bāla jubāna jaraṭha nara nārī. 6.  
 
When the citizens of Janakpur heard that the two brothers have come to the arena of the 
bow ceremony [5], all of them—the children, the adults and the old, the men and the 
women—abandoned whatever work they were engaged in and rushed to the venue. (6) 

[Note—Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/68, stanza no. 7; verse nos. 
1/73—1/80; and verse no. 1/84, stanza no. 2. 

Earlier we have already read how the entire city had poured out into the streets of 
Janakpur when the two brothers had gone to see the sights. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 220—to Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 225.  
 Now, the same thing is repeated. Note that the citizens have shown no interest to 
leave their jobs and attend the ceremony till the time they heard that Lord Ram and 
Laxman have come. They weren’t interested in seeing the countless kings and princes; 
they remained engaged in their routine affairs of life. But as soon as the news spread that 
the two brothers have arrived at the venue, there was a sudden rush of people to see them 
so much so that king Janak had to send more volunteers to control the surging crowd and 
get them seated in an orderly manner. This would be clear in the next line below. 
 Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Geetawali”, verse no. 68, stanza no. 7 that says exactly 
the same thing that as soon as the citizens heard that the Lord has come to the venue of 
the bow ceremony, all of them abandoned whatever they were doing and rushed to the 
arena.]  

 
ŒπË ¡Ÿ∑§ ÷Ë⁄U ÷Ò ÷Ê⁄UË – ‚ÈÁø ‚fl∑§ ‚’ Á‹∞ „°U∑§Ê⁄UËH 7H 
ÃÈ⁄UÃ ‚∑§‹ ‹Ùªã„U ¬®„U ¡Ê„ÍU – •Ê‚Ÿ ©UÁøÃ Œ„ÈU ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍUH 8H 

 
dēkhī janaka bhīra bhai bhārī. suci sēvaka saba li'ē ham ̐kārī. 7. 
turata sakala lōganha pahiṁ jāhū. āsana ucita dēhu saba kāhū. 8. 

When king Janak found that there was a sudden huge crowd, he called in clever and 
competent attendants and volunteers (who could manage the crowd wisely) [7] and 
ordered them—‘Go immediately to the people and give all of them proper seats. [8]’ (7-
8) 

[Note—This endorses the deduction made above that as soon as Lord Ram and Laxman 
arrived at the arena, virtually the entire city poured in. There was a sudden burst of 
commotion as everyone jostled with each other to find a vantage seat. To control the 
surging crowd, the king summoned extra hands.  

The king had not expected such a huge crowd because in that case he would have 
planned for it in advance and would have stationed sufficient guards to control the 
people. This surge was sudden like a flash flood.]  
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Îô0. ∑§Á„U ◊ÎŒÈ ’øŸ Á’ŸËÃ ÁÃã„U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U– 

©UÙÊ◊ ◊äÿ◊ ŸËø ‹ÉÊÈ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ Õ‹ •ŸÈ„UÊÁ⁄UH 240H 
 
dōhā. 

kahi mṛdu bacana binīta tinha baiṭhārē nara nāri. 
unāma madhyama nīca laghu nija nija thala anuhāri. 240. 

These attendants and volunteers spoke sweetly, and they politely directed the arriving 
men and women to take their respective seats keeping into consideration their age and 
stature in the social hierarchy. (Doha no. 240) 

[Note—Usually, the king’s guards are rude to the common man; they push and shove. 
But king Janak had called in decent guards who knew good manners. They politely 
guided the people to separate enclosures—such as the ones for old, the young, the 
women, the single men, families, couples, and so on. Then they also took into 
consideration their social background and financial standing; after all, all were not equal. 
Then they had to take into view whether the arriving men and women were Brahmins, 
Kshatriyas, Vaishyas or Sudras, the four distinct sections of tradition-bound society.] 

 
¿õ0. ⁄UÊ¡∑È§•°⁄U ÃÁ„U •fl‚⁄U •Ê∞ – ◊Ÿ„È° ◊ŸÙ„U⁄UÃÊ ÃŸ ¿UÊ∞H 1H 

ªÈŸ ‚Êª⁄U ŸÊª⁄U ’⁄ U ’Ë⁄UÊ – ‚È¢Œ⁄U SÿÊ◊‹ ªı⁄U ‚⁄UË⁄UÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

rājaku'am̐ra tēhi avasara ā'ē. manahum̐ manōharatā tana chā'ē. 1. 
guna sāgara nāgara bara bīrā. sundara syāmala gaura sarīrā. 2. 
 
Just at that moment (when the king’s guards were guiding the citizens to their seats) the 
two princes (Lord Ram and Laxman) arrived at the venue. They were so adorable to look 
at as if beauty and magnificence had spread themselves like a paste on their handsome 
bodies. (1) 

They were an ocean of virtues, were good mannered and cultured, were wonderful 
warriors, were handsome to look at, and were of a dark and a fair complexion 
respectively. (2) 

[Note—The dark complexioned prince was Lord Ram, and the fair complexioned one 
was Laxman. 

It ought to be noted here that both of them have same good virtues, are equally 
wonderful to look at, and are equally handsome, strong and good mannered. This verse is 
very important in the sense that it, once and for all, removes the doubt in the mind of the 
reader of this epic story that Lord Ram was more handsome, virtuous, mannered and 
strong than the rest of the brothers. It is not so, but since Lord Ram is the hero of the 
story, the narrator, Goswami Tulsidas, has positioned him prominently and has always 
concentrated on highlighting the Lord’s glories and virtues. But this does not mean that 
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his other brothers, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, lacked in any of these virtues. Being 
the eldest brother and the hero of the story it is apt to give Lord Ram a special treatment.]  

   
⁄UÊ¡ ‚◊Ê¡ Á’⁄UÊ¡Ã M§⁄U – ©U«UªŸ ◊„È°U ¡ŸÈ ¡Èª Á’œÈ ¬Í⁄UH 3H 
Á¡ã„U ∑¥§ ⁄U„UË ÷ÊflŸÊ ¡Ò‚Ë – ¬˝÷È ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ÁÃã„U ŒπË ÃÒ‚ËH 4H 

 
rāja samāja birājata rūrē. uḍagana mahum ̐ janu juga bidhu pūrē. 3. 
jinha kēṁ rahī bhāvanā jaisī. prabhu mūrati tinha dēkhī taisī. 4. 
 
They looked outstanding in the galaxy of kings and princes as if two moons were shining 
brilliantly in the midst of a huge collection of inconsequential twinkling stars in the night 
sky. (3) 

Everyone in the assembly gazed at the Lord and saw his form according to the 
conception he or she had of him. (4) 

[Note—Once again, both the brothers are compared to the moon, removing all 
distinctions between them. The only way to distinguish between Lord Ram and Laxman 
was the colour of their complexion—Lord Ram had a dark complexion and Laxman was 
fair.  
 Chaupai line no. 4 has a great spiritual message—it essentially says that all living 
beings have the right to view and approach the Lord in the way they like, and the Lord 
welcomes all of them by reciprocating their emotions and giving them rewards or 
blessings which are in consonance with each individual’s conception and view of the 
Lord.  
 There were hundreds of people in the assembly, and each saw the Lord differently. 
For those who were friendly inclined saw a friend in him; those who were jealous saw an 
invincible competitor; those who were inimical to his presence saw a powerful enemy 
that instills fear in his opponents. The men and the women saw him as the beloved groom 
of Sita, their beloved guest and someone most dear to their hearts, the children saw him 
as their fast friend, and Sita saw in him her refuge and succour, her true love and partner 
in life. 
 Devotees saw their revered Lord in the form of Ram, and non-devotees saw a 
handsome prince who would be the future husband of princess Sita. 
 It must be remembered at this point that Lord Ram was not an ordinary human being 
like the rest of the people. He was an incarnate Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Being, who 
had to come down to earth in a human form to eliminate the demons led by their king 
Ravana of Lanka. There were other reasons also for Lord Vishnu to become a human 
being. These are enumerated and narrated in the earlier part of Baal Kand. Hence it was 
no wonder that the same unchanging form of the Lord could assume various forms to 
give the visual effect of so many different persons standing there.]   

 
Œπ®„U M§¬ ◊„UÊ ⁄UŸœË⁄UÊ – ◊Ÿ„È°U ’Ë⁄U ⁄U‚È œ⁄¥U ‚⁄UË⁄UÊH 5H 
«U⁄U ∑È§Á≈U‹ ŸÎ¬ ¬˝÷ÈÁ„U ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UË – ◊Ÿ„È°U ÷ÿÊŸ∑§ ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ÷Ê⁄UËH 6H 
⁄U„U •‚È⁄U ¿U‹ ¿UÙÁŸ¬ ’·Ê – ÁÃã„U ¬˝÷È ¬˝ª≈U ∑§Ê‹‚◊ ŒπÊH 7H 
¬È⁄U’ÊÁ‚ã„ U Œπ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – Ÿ⁄U÷Í·Ÿ ‹ÙøŸ ‚ÈπŒÊß¸H 8H 
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dēkhahiṁ rūpa mahā ranadhīrā. manahum̐ bīra rasu dharēṁ sarīrā. 5. 
ḍarē kuṭila nṛpa prabhuhi nihārī. manahum ̐ bhayānaka mūrati bhārī. 6. 
rahē asura chala chōnipa bēṣā. tinha prabhu pragaṭa kālasama dēkhā. 7. 
purabāsinha dēkhē dō'u bhā'ī. narabhūṣana lōcana sukhadā'ī. 8. 
 
[These four lines describe how different people viewed the same form of Lord Ram 
differently.] 

Those who were valiant, strong, fearless and brave warriors saw that the virtues of 
bravery, courage, strength, fearlessness, resilence and valiance, which are characteristics 
of warriors, have assumed a physical form and standing before them (in the form of Lord 
Ram). (5) 

Those kings who were wicked and pervert were scared out of their wits, feeling 
terrified when they saw the horrifying image of the Lord as if terror and horror have 
personified themselves (to attack and kill them). (6) 

Demons (‘Asurs’) were also present in the assembly in the disguise of kings. They 
saw the Lord as a living monster who was none other than ‘Kaal’, the Death God, 
personified himself. (7) 

And the citizens of Janakpur saw the two brothers as jewels of the human race, as 
the princes whose mere sight gives comfort and happiness to the eyes (of the beholder). 
(8)  

[Note—So we see how the same image or form of Lord Ram and Laxman were perceived 
and interpreted differently by different people depending upon their attitude, thoughts, 
outlook and conception.  

Though it is not mentioned here, even the gods had come in the form of human kings 
and princes—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 251.]  

   
Îô0. ŸÊÁ⁄U Á’‹Ù∑§®„U „U⁄UÁ· Á„Uÿ° ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ L§Áø •ŸÈM§¬– 

¡ŸÈ ‚Ù„UÃ ®‚ªÊ⁄U œÁ⁄U ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ¬⁄U◊ •ŸÍ¬H 241H 
 
dōhā. 

nāri bilōkahiṁ haraṣi hiyam̐ nija nija ruci anurūpa. 
janu sōhata siṅgāra dhari mūrati parama anūpa. 241. 

Meanwhile, the ladies of the city saw the image of Lord Ram in accordance with the 
conception they had of the Lord in their hearts. For some the Lord was a most attractive 
and fabulous personified form of cupid who has enamoured, captivated and enthralled 
their hearts. (Doha no. 241) 

[Note—The young damsels of the city fell in love by the handsome form of the Lord. 
This is a natural phenomenon with young girls of impressionable age. In their hearts they 
all began to harbour love for Lord Ram. It is believed that the Lord fulfilled the wishes of 
all of them in his next incarnation as Lord Krishna during whose time these ladies had 
taken birth as the countless Gopis (milk maids) with whom Krishna played around during 
his childhood days.] 
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¿õ0. Á’ŒÈ·ã„U ¬˝÷È Á’⁄UÊ≈U◊ÿ ŒË‚Ê – ’„ÈU ◊Èπ ∑§⁄U ¬ª ‹ÙøŸ ‚Ë‚ÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

biduṣanha prabhu birāṭamaya dīsā. bahu mukha kara paga lōcana sīsā. 1. 
 
Those who were learned, enlightened and well-versed in the philosophy of metaphysics 
as envisioned in the scriptures saw the Lord in his ‘Viraat’ form that had many mouths, 
hands, legs, eyes and heads. (1) 

[Note—The word “Viraat” means vast, colossus, infinite and all-encompassing. This 
form refers to the cosmic manifestation of the Supreme Lord known as Brahm. It 
encompasses the entire creation; nothing escapes it. It is all-pervading and endless. Since 
this creation has countless varieties of creatures, from the single-celled to the most 
complex, and each unit is a form of this Viraat, it follows that Viraat has as many mouths, 
hands, legs, eyes and heads as there are number and varieties of creatures in this creation. 
This form of the Lord has no beginning, middle or end; it is infinite and eternal.  
 The form of the Viraat Purush has been described in the Shwetashwatar Upanishad, 
Canto 3, verse nos. 14-16 as the form which has “thousands of heads, eyes and legs. 
Since the Lord is all-pervading and immanent, his hands, legs, eyes, head, mouth and ears 
are present everywhere. He surrounds everything in the universe from all sides, and is 
established within each unit of it.” This Upanishad belongs to the Krishna Yajur Veda 
tradition and is its 5th Upanishad. 

The Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, in its Canto 2, section 1, verse nos. 9-10 
clearly affirm that it is the Viraat Purush, the macrocosmic all-pervading gross body of 
the supreme transcendental Brahm, that resides in the body of all living beings as their 
Atma. To quote— 
“Verse no. 9 =It is this Viraat Purush that lives in all the living beings as their Atma that 
resides in their inner self (9). 
“Verse no. 10 = A wise and enlightened aspirant who knows that this Brahm is 
established in the subtle heart of all living beings (as their Atma, their pure conscious 
self) is able to dismantle all the knots of ignorance in this world. [That is, he attains 
supreme knowledge of the Truth that is absolute and like nectar.] (10).” 
  In fact, the entire Mundak (Canto) 2, section 1 of the Mundak Upanishad is devoted 
to the theme of Viraat Purush, and it says that the entire creation has been created as a 
manifestation of the Viraat Purush.  

The Ram Purva Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, in its Canto 3, verse no. 2, 
clearly states the supreme Lord resides in this creation as its Atma and Pran. To quote—
“We bow and pay our respects to the supreme Lord (Brahm referred to as Lord Ram here 
because this particular Upanishad is dedicated to Lord Ram) who lives in this world and 
uniformly pervades in it as its ‘Atma’ and its ‘Pran’—i.e. as the creation’s soul and life, 
as its essence, its fundamental basis and its core.”  

Now let us quote the Tripadvibhut Maha Narayan Upanishad of the Atharva Veda 
tradition that precisely describes the Viraat Pursh as follows:—  
“Canto 2, paragraph no. 11 = The Viraat Purush, the macrocosmic, all-encompassing and 
all-pervading form of the Supreme Being, has countless heads, eyes, hands and legs. 
[This is a symbolic way to highlight the fact that the Viraat is the sum-total of all the 
gross bodies that live in this creation. The Viraat Purush is a metaphor for the all-
inclusive form and all-encompassing nature of the supreme Brahm, as the former 
represents all living organisms in this creation. According to the theory of Genesis of 
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Creation as outlined in the Upanishads, it is from the Viraat Purush that the whole 
creation has been moulded; the creation is a manifestation of the Viraat Purush. Since the 
Viraat is the macrocosmic gross body of Brahm as outlined in the forgoing paragraphs, it 
follows that the creation moulded out of this Viraat is also a manifestation of the Brahm. 
Therefore, this creation represents the gross body of Brahm. It is this Viraat Purush who 
created the creature in his own image. Since there are uncountable forms and varieties of 
creatures or living beings in this creation, from the single cell organisms to the most 
complex human, and each individual is an image of the Viraat, it is easy to understand the 
meaning and import of the statement that the Viraat has thousands of hands, mouths etc. 
as stated above. Besides this point, another interpretation is that Brahm in the form of the 
Viraat lives in all the places of this creation at the same time. This is in consonance with 
the eclectic virtue of Brahm as being omnipresent all-encompassing and all-pervading.] 

The Viraat Purush, having countless ears*, surrounds the entire creation from all 
sides and uniformly pervades in it. He is omnipresent, all-pervading and all-
encompassing. [*The phrase ‘having countless ears’ simply means that Brahm, in the 
form of the Viraat Purush, assumed as many forms as there were creatures who could 
hear. It also means that Brahm, as the living being’s consciousness, heard or became 
aware of everything that was happening in this creation. It is a metaphoric way of saying 
that a wise man who knows the truth of Brahm is also one who is well aware of 
everything in this creation; nothing is hidden from his knowledge; he is wise, erudite, 
knowledgeable, enlightened, omniscient and all-knowing. He receives all information and 
knowledge, but then picks and chooses what is auspicious and righteous. He is not ‘deaf’ 
to the teaching of the scriptures. It ought to be noted here that the creature, the living 
being, especially the human being, is said to be replica of the Viraat Purush. Refer 
Aiteriya Upanishad of the Rig Veda, Canto 1, Section 2, verse no. 3. ] 

He (the Viraat Purush) is both Saguna and Nirguna. [That is, the Lord has revealed 
himself in numerous forms, thereby becoming ‘Saguna’—or the one with discernible 
characteristics, definable attributes and specific qualities. At the same time, the Lord has 
no visible form as his primary nature is formless and without attributes—i.e. he is 
‘Nirguna’. This concept has been elaborately described earlier in paragraphs 2-8 of this 
present Canto 2.] 
 He (the Viraat Purush) is a personification of the grand virtues of Gyan (knowledge, 
wisdom, erudition and enlightenment), Bal (strength, valour, vitality and potent), 
Aishwarya (fame, majesty, grandeur, magnificence, glory), Shakti (power, dynamism, 
energy, punch and vitality), and Tej (splendour, radiance, glory, energy, magnificence, 
dynamism, agility and speed). 
 He (the Viraat Purush) is established in the form of innumerable worlds of diverse 
varieties and forms.  
 It is he (the Viraat Purush) who is the supreme Lord of creation known as the 
Parmatma, the supreme Atma or soul of creation. He is an embodiment of eternal and 
unbound bliss, as well as is endowed with all the noble and auspicious virtues and glories 
that exist in this creation. 
 He (the Viraat Purush) is absolutely independent (because he is supreme and not 
subservient to anything). He is all-knowing and omniscient. He is almighty and all-
powerful. He is the ultimate controller of everything in existence. And he is an image of 
all the most auspicious virtues that ensure all-round well being in this creation. 
 He (the Viraat Purush) is established in the form of a majestic fount of immense ‘Tej’ 
(splendour, radiance, glory, energy, magnificence, dynamism etc.) that cannot be 
described, is endless, and is most divine. 
 This Supreme Being having the above grand and magnificent virtues pervades 
throughout the cosmic Anda created from the Avyakta due to Avidya (as narrated in 
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paragraph no. 9). This Anda or the cosmic egg is the basis of Maha-Maya that has 
surrounded the Supreme Being (i.e. it is the basis of creation of the great delusion 
because it is in this form of the cosmic egg that the Supreme Being had allowed himself 
to assume a form which is not in consonance with his primary nature of being formless).  
[As is clear by now, the Supreme Being that is referred to here is the cosmic 
Consciousness that infuses life in the cosmic egg. The egg has been literally ‘fertilised’ 
by Brahm, the Supreme Being, who has passed on to it his ‘genes’ in the form of 
‘consciousness’ possessing all the virtues enumerated herein above. Therefore, these 
virtues of Brahm would naturally be passed on to the ‘embryo’ that developed in this egg, 
and the subsequent ‘creation’ that would emerge from this cosmic egg upon its maturity. 
It follows that this is the evident proof why Brahma known as Hiranyagarbha 
representing the ‘embryo’, and Vishnu known as the Viraat Purush representing the 
‘creation’ would be an image or a ‘gene-bearer’ of Brahm, the Supreme Being. Now, 
once the ‘formless’ (or Nirguna and Avyakta) Brahm assumes the ‘formed’ shape of an 
egg (becomes Saguna and Vyakta) he is bound to be affected by the characteristics of 
something that has a ‘form’, something that is ‘Saguna’ (one that has various Gunas or 
qualities) and ‘Vyakta’ (expressed, revealed). In other words, the Brahm which was 
without any Maya (delusions) prior to the entire process of creation rolling out has now 
become surrounded by it, or tainted and affected by it.] 

Therefore, the ‘Maha-Maya’ is the gross body created out of delusions of the 
almighty Lord God known as Brahm who is naturally and inherently almighty, all-
powerful, universal, uniform, non-dual, and an embodiment of un-bound bliss and 
beatitude.  

It is in each pore of the macrocosmic form of Brahm known as the Viraat Purush that 
numerous universes or worlds and their gross things are born or created. Each one of 
them is a revelation of the same Lord Narayan; they are images of the same Brahm. [It is 
because, as has been explained above, they carry the genes of their parent known as 
Brahm. In this context, refer to Canto 3, paragraph nos. 11-12 which will make it clear 
that the ‘Viraat Purush’ meant here is not the one which is regarded as being synonymous 
with Vishnu, but is the ‘Adi-Viraat Purush’ that precedes Vishnu and from whom even 
Vishnu, the commonly known form of Viraat, was created. This creation has been 
visualised as being in different layers like many concentric circles, one higher than its 
previous one. This concept will be discussed in Canto 6.] (11).” 

Tulsidas himself has described the concept of the “Viraat Purush”  on many 
occasions in this epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’ at the following places:-- 

(i) Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 54—to Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 55 where Parvati, the consort of Lord Shiva, has seen the 
Virrat form of Lord Ram; (ii) Baal Kand, from Doha no. 201—to Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 202 where Kaushalya, the mother of Lord Ram, has seen the Virrat 
form of the Lord; (iii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 242 where 
the wise kings allude to this Viraat form of the Lord while advising pervert kings to desist 
from attempting to break the bow and marrying Sita as it would be a futile exercise; (iv) 
Lanka Kand, from Doha no. 14—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 15 where 
Mandadori, the wife of Ravana, the demon king, has tried to persuade her belligerent 
husband not to fight Lord Ram as he is not an ordinary human being but the Virrat form 
himself in the form of Lord Ram; and (v) Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 81—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 81 where 
Kaagbhusund, the saintly crow, has seen the Virrat form of Lord Ram.] 

 
¡Ÿ∑§ ¡ÊÁÃ •fl‹Ù∑§®„U ∑Ò§‚¢ – ‚¡Ÿ ‚ª Á¬˝ÿ ‹Êª®„U ¡Ò‚¥H 2H 
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‚Á„UÃ Á’Œ„U Á’‹Ù∑§®„U ⁄UÊŸË – Á‚‚È ‚◊ ¬˝ËÁÃ Ÿ ¡ÊÁÃ ’πÊŸËH 3H 
 
janaka jāti avalōkahiṁ kaisēṁ. sajana sagē priya lāgahiṁ jaisēṁ. 2. 
sahita bidēha bilōkahiṁ rānī. sisu sama prīti na jāti bakhānī. 3.  
 
The relatives, the kith and kin of king Janak look at Lord Ram and loved him as if he was 
a dear member of the family. (2) 

Similarly, Videha (king Janak) and his wife, the queen, watched the Lord as if the 
latter was their young son. With this conception, the intensity of love and affection that 
developed in them cannot be described in words. (3) 

[Note—These two lines describe how the king, the queen and the rest of the royal family 
looked at Lord Ram and Laxman, the emotions and sentiments that developed in their 
minds and hearts. 
 King Janak had a large family. His father Hriswaraam had three queens. Their names 
were Shubhaa, Sadaa and Sarwadaa. Shubhaa had two sons—Shirdhwaj and Kushdhwaj; 
Sadaa had four sons—Shatrujeet, Yash-shaali, Arimardan and Ripu-taapan; and 
Sarwadaa had four sons—Mahi-mangal, Balaakar, Tejastha and Mahaa-virya. {Total 10 
sons.}  
 The eldest queen’s sons, i.e. Shirdhwaj and Kushdhwaj, had two daughters each. 
They were Sita and Urmila who were the daughters of the king, Shirdhwaj, and Maandavi 
and Srutikirti were the daughters of his younger brother Kushdhwaj. Sita was married to 
Lord Ram, Urmila to Laxman, Maandavi to Bharat, and Srutikirt to Shatrughan.  
 Shirdhwaj’s other step brothers had one daughter each. All of them accompanied Sita 
to Ayodhya, her in-law’s place, as her companions.  
 Hence, the entire family of king Janak perceived Lord Ram and Laxman as a close 
member of their family.  
 It is essential to note here that the word “Janak” or “Videha” is a title or surname 
assigned to the kings of the kingdom of Nimi dynasty, and not the name of an individual.] 

 
¡ÙÁªã„U ¬⁄U◊ ÃÙfl◊ÿ ÷Ê‚Ê – ‚Ê¢Ã ‚Èh ‚◊ ‚„U¡ ¬˝∑§Ê‚ÊH 4H 

 
jōginha parama tattvamaya bhāsā. sānta sud'dha sama sahaja prakāsā. 4. 
 
Ascetics perceived the Lord as a personified form of the supreme Tattwa (the 
fundamental Truth and Reality of existence; the Supreme Consciousness). They found the 
form of the Lord as being an image of peace, tranquilty and serenity, an image that was 
pure and uncorrupt, an image that represented equality and equanimity, an image that was 
simple, unpretentious and divine, and an image that was self-illuminated, splendorous 
and radiant. (4) 

[Note—Since ascetics focus on doing meditation and realizing the truth of the Atma, the 
pure conscious ‘self’ that is an image of the supreme Self or cosmic Consciousness that is 
at the foundation of the entire living world, which is therefore the only and absolute Truth 
and Reality in this creation, when they watched Lord Ram they could see this essential 
Truth standing before them in a personified form. In other words, just like the learned and 
enlightened persons could observe the Viraat Purush in the form of Lord Ram, ascetics 
could see the supreme Self or the cosmic Consciousness in a personified form in the 
person of Lord Ram.]  
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„UÁ⁄U÷ªÃã„U Œπ ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊ – ßCÔUŒfl ßfl ‚’ ‚Èπ ŒÊÃÊH 5H 

 
haribhagatanha dēkhē dō'u bhrātā. iṣṭadēva iva saba sukha dātā. 5. 
 
Those who were devotees of Hari (Lord Vishnu) could see the two brothers as a 
personified form of their revered deity, i.e. Lord Hari, who bestows all imaginable bliss, 
joy and happiness to his devotees. (5) 

[Note—In other words, when the devotees of Lord Vishnu watched Lord Ram and 
Laxman they found that Lord Vishnu is standing personally before them. This sight 
granted them immense happiness, joy and spiritual bliss. 
 This is obviously true because Lord Ram was indeed an incarnation of Lord Vishnu.] 

 
⁄UÊ◊Á„U ÁøÃfl ÷Êÿ° ¡Á„U ‚ËÿÊ – ‚Ù ‚Ÿ„ÈU ‚ÈπÈ Ÿ®„U ∑§ÕŸËÿÊH 6H 
©U⁄U •ŸÈ÷flÁÃ Ÿ ∑§Á„U ‚∑§ ‚Ù™§ – ∑§flŸ ¬˝∑§Ê⁄U ∑§„ÒU ∑§Á’ ∑§Ù™§H 7H 

 
rāmahi citava bhāyam̐ jēhi sīyā. sō sanēhu sukhu nahiṁ kathanīyā. 6. 
ura anubhavati na kahi saka sō'ū. kavana prakāra kahai kabi kō'ū. 7. 
 
The way Sita perceived Lord Ram, and the intensity of bliss and joy that she derived 
from this was so mysterious, immense and intense that they cannot be described. (6) 

She could feel this emotion heaving inside her heart, she could experience the 
bliss, the happiness, the ecstasy and the thrill that it created within her bosom, but even 
she could not express it in words (or would be unable to do it even if she had wanted). 
Then say, how can another person, such as a poet, ever be able to narrate or describe it? 
(7) 

[Note—It ought to be noted that none of the observers had expressed their emotions and 
sentiments vocally. All of them just sat and enjoyed the sight in accordance to the 
conception they had in their hearts and minds about Lord Ram and Laxman. All of them 
felt exceedingly delighted and exhilarated.  

However, those who were jealous and inimical to the presence of the two brothers 
were terrified out of their wits at their sight (refer: Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede 
Doha no. 241). Their faces lost radiance, they all felt despaired, and their heads drooped 
in dejection.  

The greatest happiness was that of Sita’s; it is obvious. When she left the garden after 
enshrining Lord Ram in her temple-like heart and closing its doors shut to keep the 
Lord’s image permanently established close to her bosom (refer: Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 232; and Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 234), she had no 
way to be sure that she will ever see her beloved Lord again in life. Well, she could not 
be sure for certain that sage Vishwamitra would bring them to the arena. It could be that 
the sage would come when her father invited him, but there were chances that he could 
order the two brothers to stay back at the place where they were lodged, or send them on 
some errand, or the brothers themselves would want to see more of the city of Janakpur 
and would go out wandering around while the ‘bow rituals’ were underway as they might 
have no interest in this mega-circus!  
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Therefore, when Sita saw the two brothers once again it is natural that she would feel 
delighted. The chances of Lord Ram breaking the bow and marrying her brightened when 
she saw the great sage Vishwamitra, whose mere presence was awe-inspiring and 
majestic, sitting in the middle of the two brothers on a special seat meant for them. Then 
she guessed that like the other invited kings and princes who would try to lift the bow, 
Lord Ram would also be given a chance. With the mighty sage Vishwamitra personally 
present to bless Lord Ram, the chances of the Lord winning over others were extremely 
bright. This thought cheered Sita’s heart no end.]  

  
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ⁄U„UÊ ¡ÊÁ„U ¡‚ ÷Ê™§ – Ã®„U Ã‚ Œπ©U ∑§Ù‚‹⁄UÊ™§H 8H 

 
ēhi bidhi rahā jāhi jasa bhā'ū. tēhiṁ tasa dēkhē'u kōsalarā'ū. 8. 
 
On this wise, every individual saw the Lord of Kaushal (Lord Ram) in different ways in 
accordance to his likings, preferences, conceptions, sentiments and emotions. (8) 

[Note—The realm of the kingdom of Ayodhya was also known as “Kaushal”. This verse 
sums up the subject introduced in Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 241.]  

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ¡Ã ⁄UÊ¡ ‚◊Ê¡ ◊„È°U ∑§Ù‚‹⁄UÊ¡ Á∑§‚Ù⁄U– 

‚È¢Œ⁄U SÿÊ◊‹ ªı⁄U ÃŸ Á’Sfl Á’‹ÙøŸ øÙ⁄UH 242H 
 
dōhā. 

rājata rāja samāja mahum ̐ kōsalarāja kisōra. 
sundara syāmala gaura tana bisva bilōcana cōra. 242. 

Thus were present the two wonderful princes of the king of Kaushal (‘kōsalarāja 
kisōra’; king Dasrath’s sons Lord Ram and Laxman) in the middle of the grand assembly 
of kings and princes.  

They were beautiful to behold—being handsome, having a dark and fair 
complexion respectively, and being so attractive that they stole the attention of the world 
in the sense that when anyone saw them his eyes become riveted to their magnificent 
forms. (Doha no. 242) 

[Note—This idea is expressed elsewhere also. For instance: (i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 241 says “the two brothers had beautiful dark and fair 
complexioned body”; (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 244 says 
“the people felt very blissful and happy upon seeing them so much so that gazed at them 
fixedly, and their eyes refused to move away even if they wanted to”; and (iii) Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 215 says “the dark and fair complexioned 
princes were of a tender age and sweet to look at; they provided comfort to the eyes (or 
their sight soothed the eyes) and were so attractive that they virtually stole the attention 
of the world which had its eyes fixed on them”.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ‚„U¡ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ŒÙ™§ – ∑§ÙÁ≈U ∑§Ê◊ ©U¬◊Ê ‹ÉÊÈ ‚Ù™§H 1H 
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caupā’ī.  

sahaja manōhara mūrati dō'ū. kōṭi kāma upamā laghu sō'ū. 1. 
 
The two enchanting images (of Lord Ram and Laxman) were inherently, intrinsically and 
naturally beautiful, charming and magnificent (without any artificiality or pretentiousness 
with them). Even numerous Kamdeos (cupids) would fade in attractiveness and glamour 
when compared to them. (1) 

[Note—It is a constant refrain in classical literature to compare somebody exceptionally 
beautiful and attractive to ‘Kamdeo (cupid)’ as he is the patron god of beauty, attraction, 
love and passion. He is supposed to be the most handsome, charming and attractive god 
in physical terms.  

Another such metaphor universally used for beauty and charm is the ‘moon’. The 
‘sun’ is used for radiance and splendour, the ‘lotus’ for purity, and the ‘swan’ for wisdom 
as well as purity. More such metaphors and similes are cited in the verses that follow 
below. 

So, essentially this verse means that the charm, beauty and attractiveness of the two 
brothers were incomparable in the entire creation. 

In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 68, stanza no. 10, the same idea is expressed 
when it says “the creator had mixed together the virtues of beauty, good manners and 
affection, and out of this mixture he had created or crafted the fabolous image of Lord 
Ram and Laxman; many millions of Kamdeos and Moons have been offered to their 
images so that the essential qualites of the former are transferred to the latter”.] 

  
‚⁄UŒ ø¢Œ ®ŸŒ∑§ ◊Èπ ŸË∑§ – ŸË⁄U¡ ŸÿŸ ÷ÊflÃ ¡Ë ∑§H 2H 

 
sarada canda nindaka mukha nīkē. nīraja nayana bhāvatē jī kē. 2. 
 
The beauty and charm of their faces put to shame the glory of the full moon during the 
winter night (when the moon is supposed to look most glamorous and wonderful). Their 
lotus-like eyes were pleasing for the heart. (2) 

 
ÁøÃflÁŸ øÊL§ ◊Ê⁄U ◊ŸÈ „U⁄UŸË – ÷ÊflÁÃ NUŒÿ ¡ÊÁÃ Ÿ®„U ’⁄UŸËH 3H 

 
citavani cāru māra manu haranī. bhāvati hdaya jāti nahiṁ baranī. 3. 
 
Their glances were so bewitching and captivating that they enthralled the Mana (mind 
and heart) of even Kamdeo (cupid) (so what to talk of ordinary humans). Their glances 
and their general charm pleased one’s heart, but it is not possible to describe how and 
how much. (3) 

[Note—Since Kamdeo (cupid) is the most handsome god in creation, he finds no 
attractiveness in any other god or human; he treats all living beings as being inferior to 
him as far as the virtues of beauty, charm, attractiveness, glamour and other physical 
attributes are concerned. But when he sees the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, he is 
transfixed by wonder at their magnificence and charm.  
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This means that the sight of the two brothers is so compelling that even the patron 
god of beauty and charm is dumbfounded and enchanted by it. If this is the condition of 
Kamdeo, one can easily understand that ordinary mortals would be simply mesmerized 
by this sight that was beyond the purview of being described in words, and was so 
magnificent that words such as ‘beauty, loveliness, prettiness’ etc. do not do justice to its 
excellence and fineness and majesty. When the eyes of the two brothers and Kamdeo 
meet, the latter is mesmerised into a trance; he can’t move his eyes away for from Lord 
Ram and Laxman because in all sooth he hasn’t, in all his living days, seen such a 
fabulous and enchanting sight of exceeding magnificence and beauty in this creation, and 
he marvels at it, being wonderstruck!]   

 
∑§‹ ∑§¬Ù‹ üÊÈÁÃ ∑È¢§«U‹ ‹Ù‹Ê – Áø’È∑§ •œ⁄U ‚È¢Œ⁄U ◊ÎŒÈ ’Ù‹ÊH 4H 

 
kala kapōla śruti kuṇḍala lōlā. cibuka adhara sundara mṛdu bōlā. 4. 
 
Their cheeks were beautiful too. The ear-rings or pendants that adorned their ears swung 
majestically (when they move their heads). Their chins were charming, their lips were 
glamorous, and their voices were very sweet (i.e. when they chatted, they spoke 
pleasantly and sweetly). (4) 

 
∑È§◊ÈŒ’¢œÈ ∑§⁄U ®ŸŒ∑§ „UÊ°‚Ê – ÷Î∑È§≈UË Á’∑§≈U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ŸÊ‚ÊH 5H 

 
kumudabandhu kara nindaka hām̐sā. bhṛkuṭī bikaṭa manōhara nāsā. 5.  
 
Their laughter and smile were so attractive that it put to shame and ridiculed the light of 
the moon (known as ‘Kumud-Bandhu’, the friend of the lily, because the latter blooms as 
soon as the moon rises)1. Their eyebrows were perfectly curved in an arch, and their 
noses were equally crafted in an expert manner. (5) 

[Note—1The moonlight is deemed to create an environment of happiness and joy which 
leads to people feeling exhilarated and rejuvenated. The wearniness of the day is replaced 
with cheer and energy. Young couples laugh and enjoy themselves in the soothing and 
inspiring light of the moon. But the smile and laughter of Lord Ram and Laxman creates 
an atmosphere of cheer and joy that far surpasses the charm created by the moon’s light. 
The moon feels ashamed and ridiculous when its glories and virtues are compared to 
those of the two brothers.  

The moon’s pride of being a harbinger of cheer, happiness and joy is nullified and 
trounced when it is compared to the same virtues exhibited by Lord Ram and Laxman.]   

 
÷Ê‹ Á’‚Ê‹ ÁÃ‹∑§ ¤Ê‹∑§Ê„UË¥ – ∑§ø Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ •Á‹ •flÁ‹ ‹¡Ê„UË¥H 6H 
 
bhāla bisāla tilaka jhalakāhīṁ. kaca bilōki ali avali lajāhīṁ. 6. 
 
The ‘Tilak Mark’ (which is a mark on the forehead made by all of noble birth) on their 
broad foreheads were visible amid big locks of hairs that dangled from their heads. These 
locks of hairs were so attractive that they would put to shame a swarm of black bees. (6) 
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[Note—The two brothers had thick and large lock of black hairs which were plaited, and 
these tresses were carefully combed to make their faces look exceptionally beautiful. The 
sight resembled the moon’s face when thick dark clouds hover just above it! 
 The Tilak mark consists of three horizontal lines marked on the forehead just above 
the root of the nose. So it looked as if the Tilak was a pillar that supported the 
meticulously carved and artistically arranged roof of hairs on their faces. Whenever they 
shook their heads or turned in any direction, the hairs parted from the center, revealing 
this fabulous Tilak mark.  
  The darkness and the density of the hair are compared to a swarm of black bees. 
These bees are very proud of their handsome black bodies, but when these bees are 
compared to the brothers’ hairs, they fade in beauty and attractiveness.]   

 
¬ËÃ øıÃŸË¥ Á‚⁄UÁã„ U ‚È„UÊßZ – ∑È§‚È◊ ∑§‹Ë¥ Á’ø ’Ëø ’ŸÊßZH 7H 

 
pīta cautanīṁ siranhi suhā'īṁ. kusuma kalīṁ bica bīca banā'īṁ. 7. 
 
Yellow-coloured elegant caps (or turbans) of rectangular shape (pīta cautanīṁ)1, on 
which were embroidered wonderful patterns resembling flower-buds, adorned their 
heads. (7) 

[Note—1A ‘turban’ looks more dignified and majestic on a prince or king’s head than the 
humble ‘cap’. Though it is not certain what the two brothers wore at the time, but in all 
probability it was a ‘cap’ rather than a ‘turban’ because it is said in this verse that the 
head gear was ‘rectangular’, and a turban is always wound around the head manually so 
that it takes up the circular shape of the head.] 

 
 
         ⁄π¥ L§Áø⁄U ∑¢§’È ∑§‹ ªËflÊ° – ¡ŸÈ ÁòÊ÷ÈflŸ ‚È·◊Ê ∑§Ë ‚ËflÊ°H 8H 
 
rēkhēṁ rucira kambu kala gīvām̐. janu tribhuvana suṣamā kī sīvām̐. 8. 

Their necks were well-built, smooth and well-shaped in contour like a conch-shell, and 
they also exhibited three semi-circular lines on the surface of the skin (like the lines 
marked on a conch-shell at its upper end). These lines symbolized the three worlds and 
stood as epitomes of beauty of these worlds. (8) 

[Note—The neck is that part of the body that contains the vocal cords through which a 
wind passes and makes a sound that enables a person to make himself heard, loud and 
clear. It is likened to the conch because of this reason, for the conch also makes a loud 
sound when air is blown in it.    

The neck had three fine folds in the skin resembling three lines present in the upper 
end of a conch-shell. Since these lines were parallel and one above the other, they 
resembled the three worlds—viz. the lower nether world, the middle terrestrial world, and 
the upper heavenly world. These three worlds are known as ‘Tribhuvan’.  

But all these worlds have some ugly aspect in them as well. So here it is said that this 
comparison with the three worlds does not mean that the three lines made the neck of the 
two brothers look ugly in any sense. Rather, they represented all the beautiful and 
wonderful aspects of this creation.]     
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Îô0. ∑È¢§¡⁄U ◊ÁŸ ∑¢§ΔUÊ ∑§Á‹Ã ©U⁄UÁã„U ÃÈ‹Á‚∑§Ê ◊Ê‹– 

’Î·÷ ∑¢§œ ∑§„UÁ⁄U ΔflÁŸ ’‹ ÁŸÁœ ’Ê„ÈU Á’‚Ê‹H 243H 
 
dōhā. 

kun̄jara mani kaṇṭhā kalita uranhi tulasikā māla. 
bṛṣabha kandha kēhari ṭhavani bala nidhi bāhu bisāla. 243.  

#A band made of ‘Gajmukta’ (“the elephant’s gem”, ‘kun ̄jara mani’) adorned their 
necks1.  

Garlands of leaves of the Tulsi (Basil) plant adorned their chests.  
Their shoulders were (muscular, rounded, high and broad) like the hump on the back 

of a healthy bull.  
And the way they stood up and gestured resembled the majestic demeanours of a lion 

(the unquestionable ‘king of the forest’). (Doha no. 243) 
[Note—1The word “kun̄jara” means an elephant, and “mani” means a gem. The phrase 
refers to pearl-like dried globules of sap effusing from the head of mature elephants, and 
it is so extremely rare that great kings used them as gems that were embedded in the 
ornaments they wore just like priceless pearls and other precious jewels. 

#Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal” that is exclusively dedicated to the divine marriage 
of Lord Ram and Sita describes the Lord’s glamour and magnificent sight in its verse nos. 
49-54. 

After describing the sublime beauty of the two brothers, now other attributes are 
being enumerated to remove any doubt that with such manicured bodies the two princes 
had delicate, fragile and weak frames. Of course they were beautiful and handsome, but 
that does not mean that they had weak bodies. Hence, their bodies are compared to that of 
a healthy bull and a lion, both of whom are very muscular and strong.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ∑§Á≈U ÃÍŸË⁄U ¬ËÃ ¬≈U ’Ê°œ¥ – ∑§⁄U ‚⁄U œŸÈ· ’Ê◊ ’⁄U ∑§Ê°œ¥H 1H 
 ¬ËÃ ¡‚ÿ ©U¬’ËÃ ‚È„UÊ∞ – Ÿπ Á‚π ◊¢¡È ◊„UÊ¿UÁ’ ¿UÊ∞H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kaṭi tūnīra pīta paṭa bām ̐dhēṁ. kara sara dhanuṣa bāma bara kām ̐dhēṁ. 1. 
pīta jagya upabīta suhā'ē. nakha sikha man̄ju mahāchabi chā'ē. 2. 
 
They had the Pitambar1 wrapped around their waists and quivers tied securely above it. 
They held arrows in their hands, and bows were slung across their left shoulders. (1) 
 Yellow-coloured2 sacred threads, known as the ‘Yagyopavit’, adorned their 
abdomen (because this thread is slung diagonally across the abdomen, going around the 
left shoulder).  
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 In short, the two princes were exceedingly charming and looked fabulous from 
foot (or the ‘toe nail’ = ‘Nakha’) to head (‘Sikh’ = top of the skull) as if they were 
embodiments of the virtue of great beauty and magnificence. (2)   

[Note—1A ‘Pitambar’ is a length of seamless yellow silk cloth worn around the waist and 
wrapped around the two legs. It is a standard attire of Lord Vishnu. 

2The colour ‘yellow’ is a favourite with warriors and royalty. This is why this colour 
has been chosen for the cloth worn by the two brothers as well as for the sacred thread. 
Though the Pitambar is usually yellow, but other colours such as white are also used 
under normal circumstances. On the other hand, the sacred is usually white, but yellow 
coloured thread is preferred on auspicious occasions such a marriage and other religious 
ceremonies.]   

 
ŒÁπ ‹Ùª ‚’ ÷∞ ‚ÈπÊ⁄U – ∞∑§≈U∑§ ‹ÙøŸ ø‹Ã Ÿ ÃÊ⁄UH 3H 

 
dēkhi lōga saba bha'ē sukhārē. ēkaṭaka lōcana calata na tārē. 3. 
 
Watching this magnificent sight of the two brothers, all those present on the occasion felt 
very delighted and happy. The people gazed at the brothers un-blinkingly, the pupils of 
their eyes riveted unmovingly on the latter. (3) 

[Note—The entire assembly was closely watching Lord Ram and Laxman. The attention 
of each single man and woman was fixed on them. Remember: All the citizens had 
rushed to the venue just to see Lord Ram and Laxman (refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that 
precede Doha no. 240). They were not concerned with and interested in the wonderful 
spectacle that unfolded by the presence of countless kings and princes from every corner 
of earth.]     

 
„U⁄U· ¡Ÿ∑È§ ŒÁπ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – ◊ÈÁŸ ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ª„U Ã’ ¡Êß¸H 4H 

 
haraṣē janaku dēkhi dō'u bhā'ī. muni pada kamala gahē taba jā'ī. 4. 
 
King Janak felt exhilarated upon seeing the two brothers. Then he came forward and 
caught hold of the lotus-like feet of the sage (Vishwamitra) (to welcome him at the venue 
and also to pay his respects to the great sage)1. (4) 

[Note—1The king holding the feet of sage Vishwamitra has another connotation also. He 
subtly and silently begged, pleaded and implored with the mighty sage, who had great 
mystical powers and could turn the course of events if he so wished, to use his spiritual 
powers to somehow steer the course of developments to favour Lord Ram. 
 Another reason for Janak holding the feet of sage Vishwamitra was to ask the sage to 
forgive him for organising a ceremony wherein Lord Shiva’s bow would be broken. This 
was done by the king because the sage was a worshipper of Lord Shiva, and the sage had 
to be kept in good humour and pleased for fear of punishment and curse at the temerity 
and the audicity of blatantly summoning all kings to publicly break Lord Shiva’ bow. So 
the king held the sage’s feet to pre-empt such an eventuality.  
 He wished to convey to the sage that he had no intention to insult or undermine Lord 
Shiva’s divinity and supreme stature as the Great God of creation; perish even the 
thought of it. The only motivating factor was just to find the strongest and the most able 
husband for his daughter Sita.]   
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∑§Á⁄U Á’ŸÃË ÁŸ¡ ∑§ÕÊ ‚ÈŸÊß¸ – ⁄¢Uª •flÁŸ ‚’ ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U ŒπÊß¸H 5H 

 
kari binatī nija kathā sunā'ī. raṅga avani saba munihi dēkhā'ī. 5. 
 
The king prayed to the sage most politely and told him his own story (i.e. the reason 
behind organising the bow-breaking ceremony)1. Then he took (escorted) the sage around 
the arena to show him the place and the arrangements. (5) 

[Note—1The king told the sage that he has organised the bow-breaking ceremony to 
identify the most strong, able and valiant warrior to whom Sita would be married. The 
bow was not an ordinary one; it was Lord Shiva’s bow and therefore it was not a joke to 
lift it. Only someone who has mighty powers and upon whom Lord Shiva is pleased 
would be able to achieve success. This ensured that Sita would be in safe and able hands; 
her security and safety was certain with such a husband. 
   Now, let us read the story of the great and formidable ‘Bow’. It is described in 
Valmiki’s Ramayana, in its Baal Kand, Canto 66, verse nos. 7-13. Briefly the story is as 
follows—In the dynasty of king Nimi (ancestor of Janak), there was an ancient king 
named Devraat. This bow was received by him for safe-keeping. The story goes that 
when Prajapti Dasksha had organised a fire sacrifice, he had invited all the gods but 
neglected Shiva due to some past ill-will. The selfish gods partook of the offerings made 
during the fire sacrifice without bothering that their chief, Lord Shiva, was not invited.  
 This enraged Shiva, and he had stringed this bow to destroy the fire sacrifice of 
Daksha as punishment. After that, he scolded the gods and threatened them that he would 
cut off their heads with the help of that bow for the insult inflicted upon him by them 
collectively. They should have refused to participate in the fire sacrifice when Shiva was 
not invited, and should not have partaken of the offerings.  
 The terrified gods somehow managed to placate Shiva. Then he gave this bow to 
them to keep it safely somewhere. The gods then kept the bow with king Devraat for 
safe-keeping.  
 This story also appears in the Kurma Puran.  
 In Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 75, verse nos. 11-21, the story pertaining 
to the bow is as follows:--Sage Parashuram had told Lord Ram that Vishwakarma, the 
craftsman and builder of the gods, had meticulously constructed two bows. Out of them, 
the gods gave one, the bow that was broken by Lord Ram, to Shiva who used it to slay 
the demon named Tripuraasur. The other bow was given by the gods to Lord Vishnu.  
 At that time the gods enquired from Brahma (creator) who was stronger—Vishnu or 
Shiva. To determine this, Brahma created a situation wherein some misunderstanding 
was created between Vishnu and Shiva, as a result of which a formidable battle raged 
between them. Shiva’s bow could not match the might and abilities of Vishnu’s bow, and 
Shiva himself was vexed when Vishnu grunted ferociously. The decision was obvious—
Vishnu was superior. Since this battle was devised to test them, and the result was 
obvious now, the gods and sages came to beg with Vishnu and Shiva to calm down. Lord 
Shiva was frustrated and angry at his bow that it had let him down in the confrontation. 
So he wanted to discard it. He gave the bow along with its arrow to king Devraat. 
 In Veda Vyas’ Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 68-70, king 
Janak has said that after slaying the demon Tripuraasur, Lord Shiva had kept this bow 
with his grandfather, king Devraat. Since this bow was very destructive and feared by all, 
Janak decided to get rid of it by getting it broken during the marriage ceremony of his 
daughter Sita.  
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 Kavitawali of Tulsidas also endorses this story that Lord Shiva had got this bow 
made with the specific aim of killing the demon Tripuraasur. Refer: Kavitawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 10, stanza no. 1.  
 The same story also appears in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 80.  
 The fact that this bow was employed to slay Tripuraa has been hinted in the present 
book Ram Charit Manas also—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 250; and Doha no. 271.  
 King Janak further told sage Vishwamitra, while narrating his story, that once he was 
ploughing a field when the tip of his ploughshare got stuck in the ground. Upon 
investigation it was discovered that it was pot in which infant Sita was found. Janak 
brought her home and brought her up as his own daughter.  
 In Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 61-68, it is 
narrated that one day when king Janak was sitting alone, sage Narad had come to visit 
him. The sage informed him that Lord Vishnu has come down to this earth in the form of 
Lord Ram and his three brothers, and that the Lord’s cosmic Maya has come to his 
household as Sita. Lord Ram and Sita have an eternal union. So the sage advised him to 
devise a way to re-establish this union at the worldly plane because it would provide him 
great merit and welfare. The king had been thinking of some way to make this happen. 
Then he realised that Shiva’s old and rusty bow should be used as a means to test who 
among the kings and princes on earth was a manifestation of Lord Vishnu because only 
he would have the guts and the strength to break Lord Shiva’ mighty bow. Hence, the 
king had organised this ceremony. 
 There is a traditional story that says that one day Sita’s mother was busy in some 
household work and she asked Sita to clean the platform where the bow was kept. Sita 
lifted the bow easily in order to clean the platform below it. This was a stunningly 
miraculous act as the bow was extremely heavy and mighty. So, Sita’s parents decided 
that the correct match for her would be someone who could lift the bow and string it.]    
 

¡„°U ¡„°U ¡Ê®„U ∑È§•°⁄U ’⁄U ŒÙ™§ – Ã„°U Ã„°U øÁ∑§Ã ÁøÃfl ‚’È ∑§Ù™§H 6H 
ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ L§π ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ‚’È ŒπÊ – ∑§Ù©U Ÿ ¡ÊŸ ∑§¿ÈU ◊⁄U◊È Á’‚·ÊH 7H 

 
jaham ̐ jaham̐ jāhiṁ ku'am ̐ra bara dō'ū. taham ̐ taham ̐ cakita citava sabu kō'ū. 6. 
nija nija rukha rāmahi sabu dēkhā. kō'u na jāna kachu maramu bisēṣā. 7. 
 
Wherever the two wonderful princes went (along with sage Vishwamitra who was being 
escorted around the arena by king Janak), everyone there stared at them, fascinated with 
wander and awe at their sight.1 (6) 

Everyone saw Lord Ram according to the conception he or she had of him. No 
one could realize the mystery of this miracle (as to how the same person can appear 
differently in countless forms to different people).2 (7) 

[Note—1Everyone was equally eager to have a close-up view of Lord Ram and Laxman. 
So the creator arranged to motivate king Janak to escort sage Vishwamitra around the 
arena to show him the place and the arrangements which were lavish to the extreme.  
 Remember: The venue was circular like a huge stadium. At the center of it was the 
raised platform where the Bow was kept, and all round it were the seats for the invited 
guest, the competitors, and the citizens. King Janak has made special arrangements for 
sage Vishwamitra and the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman (refer: Doha no. 244 
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below. So those near this place could have a good view, but those on the opposite side of 
the stadium could not see them so distinctly.  
 When Lord Ram and Laxman went around the circular venue, all the assembled 
people had an equal opportunity to see their beloved Lord up close. So, they craned their 
necks and gleefully had their eyes-full view of the wonderful sight of the two brothers 
walking past them majestically. Indeed, all of them must have thanked their good luck as 
well as king Janak to make their dream come true. 
 The king was well aware of the overwhelming and warmest of receptions that the two 
brothers had got when they had gone sight-seeing inside the city of Janakpur the evening 
of their arrival; the entire city had poured out to see them. Once again, Janak watched in 
amusement as the entire gentry of the city poured in as soon as the news spread that Lord 
Ram and Laxman are arriving at the bow-breaking venue. So, being a king, he felt that it 
was his duty and responsibility towards his subjects that he gives them equal opportunity 
to see the two brothers. The only way to do it was to take them around the venue, but it 
would be impolite not to take sage Vishwamitra also for the round. Hence, king Janak 
escorted all the three—sage Vishwamitra, Lord Ram and Laxman—round the venue.] 
 There was another reason why king Janak took them around the altar where the Bow 
was kept. It is a well-established tradition that when one wants to pay respect or homage 
to some revered entity, such as a worshipped deity in a temple, he goes around it in a 
circle, a process called ‘doing Parikrama’ or circumambulation of the entity worshipped. 
This is a standard practice in all temples where a corridor is specially constructed around 
the sanctum sanctorum where the worshipped deity’s idol is installed so that the 
worshipper can do this circumambulation.  
 Now, the Bow was Lord Shiva’s, and hence it was worthy of greatest respect and 
honour. Going around it would help to reiterate that Janak has not the remotest intention 
to dishonour the mighty Bow of Lord Shiva by getting it broken. As we have read in the 
note to verse no. 5 above, this Bow was despised by all as it was a reminder of 
destruction unleashed when Shiva used it to vanquish Tripuraasur, his threatening to slay 
all the gods with it as they had insulted him by participating in Daksha Prajapat’s fire 
sacrifice and accepting offerings when Shiva was neglected by the host, and more 
importantly as a sad reminder of Shiva’s defeat in the confrontation with Lord Vishnu. 
So, no one liked the Bow; even Lord Shiva had despised it. 
    Therefore, no one would take offence when it is broken. It was old, decrepit, rusty 
and ugly to look at, and its reputation was mired by negativity throughout its existence. 
But inspite of all this, it was in Lord Shiva’s hand once, and therefore it deserved respect. 
Hence, by going around it on the excuse of showing sage Vishwamitra the whole place, 
king Janak had indirectly paid his respects to the Bow, and in the process had made the 
sage, Lord Ram and Laxman pay this respect too. It’s so wise of Janak. 

2This fact has already been described above from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 241—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 242.  

Now, as far as the ‘miracle of the Lord assuming so many forms simultaneously’ is 
concerned, we shall read later on that when Lord Ram returned to Ayodhya from his 
forest exile after victory in the war of Lanka, all the citizens of Ayodhya were eager to 
personally embrace and welcome the Lord. There were not only hundreds or thousands of 
them, but many hundred-thousands of them wanting to express their love and affection to 
the Lord. At that time the same miracle happened—Lord Ram assumed as many forms as 
there were people. Each embraced him personally, thinking that he was the only person 
personally meeting the Lord. No one had realized then also the mystery of this magical 
phenomenon. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede 
Doha no. 6.  
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Well, the mystery is solved when we realize that Lord Ram was no ordinary human 
being but an incarnation or manifestation of Lord Vishnu, the supreme Lord of the world. 
The Lord has ‘Maya’, the power to create delusions, as one of his countless powers. And 
it was this Maya that was employed by the Lord to create the delusion that he is present 
in countless forms, meeting each individual separately. 

The same thing has happened here. Lord Ram had employed his power of Maya to 
make the people see countless forms of his self according to the way they perceived him.  

From the spiritual point of view this means that every devotee and worshipper sees 
the supreme Lord in the way he likes to see him, and the Lord obliges all of them by 
making himself available to them in the way they would like to adore and worship him. 
For instance, some see in him their Lord, others see him as their friend, still others as 
their Father and Mother or parent, and some as perceive the Lord as their Guru. The Lord 
obliges them all. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 130 where sage 
Valmiki lists them as their heart is the habitat of the Lord. 

Besides this, Lord Ram is actually the Viraat Purush, the all-encompassing and 
cosmic form of the Supreme Being. Every single entity of creation, all living beings 
known as the Jiva, are his form. This cosmic conception of the Lord envisages that he has 
thousands of hands, legs, heads, eyes and mouths. Refer the note appended to Chaupai 
line nos. 1 and 4 that precede Doha no. 242.  Hence it is no wonder that every onlooker 
saw the same image of the Lord differently according to his personal preference and 
conception. 

Refer also to “Geetawali” of Tulsidas, verse nos 64, stanza no.4.]        

 
÷Á‹ ⁄UøŸÊ ◊ÈÁŸ ŸÎ¬ ‚Ÿ ∑§„U™§ – ⁄UÊ¡Ê° ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊„UÊ‚Èπ ‹„U™§H 8H 

 
bhali racanā muni nṛpa sana kahē'ū. rājām̐ mudita mahāsukha lahē'ū. 8. 
 
The sage (Vishwamitra) expressed his satisfaction at the arrangements and appreciation 
for the king when he told the latter that the arena was indeed really well-planned and 
constructed. When the king learnt that the sage was pleased, he felt very happy and 
delighted. (8) 

[Note—The king felt delighted and happy because the sage had not shown any sort of 
resentment or anger at Janak for first having the temerity of organizing the breaking of 
Shiva’s Bow, and then having the audacity to take the sage around the arena to show-off 
his wealth and pomp. The sage was very wise and a practical man, and so he realized that 
the king has taken him around the venue as a token of welcome and respect as the host 
always takes his special guests around the venue of any great ceremony to show him the 
place personally.  
 The sage was happy that this walk also informed all those present, the citizens as well 
as the invited guests and the competing kings and princes that the real hero, Lord Ram, 
has come. Remember: Sage Vishwamitra was not an inconsequential sage or seer, for his 
greatness and mystical powers were world-famous. This was one of the other primary 
reasons for Janak taking the sage around the venue—so that all those present on the 
occasion could have a ‘Darshan’ or divine view of such a great sage. It would be a rare 
privilege for everyone present there. This privilege would be raised to new heights when 
the people would have the golden opportunity to see the two majestic princes, Lord Ram 
and Laxman, with him, fulfilling their wishes.]  
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Îô0. ‚’ ◊¢øã„U Ã¥ ◊¢øÈ ∞∑§ ‚È¢Œ⁄U Á’‚Œ Á’‚Ê‹– 
◊ÈÁŸ ‚◊Ã ŒÙ©U ’¢œÈ Ã„°U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄U ◊Á„U¬Ê‹H 244H 

 
dōhā. 

saba man̄canha tēṁ man̄cu ēka sundara bisada bisāla. 
muni samēta dō'u bandhu taham̐ baiṭhārē mahipāla. 244. 

Of all the elevated seats constructed to seat invited guest, the king and princes along with 
their family members and ministers, one was specially high and magnificent to look at. 
The ‘Mahipaal’ (‘Mahi’ = land, earth; ‘Paal’ = its lord or caretaker; i.e. king Janak) 
seated the two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) alongside the sage (Vishwamitra) on 
this special seat. (Doha no. 244) 

[Note—The seats were arranged in tiers, at greater hight at the back and lower at the front 
so that everyone would have a clear view of the Bow. Now, the wise king knew that 
kings and princes do not come alone but are invariably accompanied by their ministers 
and courtiers. So, small raised platforms were constructed, each having a number of 
seats, so that a particular guest’s attendants and friends could sit alongside him.  
 A special seat was prepared for the sage and the two brothers. After doing the round 
of the venue, king Janak took them there and respectfully seated them.  
 Remember: The only exalted sage to attend the ceremony was sage Vishwamitra. So, 
the king had to show him special treatment to honour his exalted stature.]   

 
 
¿õ0. ¬˝÷ÈÁ„ U ŒÁπ ‚’ ŸÎ¬ Á„Uÿ° „UÊ⁄U – ¡ŸÈ ⁄UÊ∑§‚ ©UŒÿ ÷∞° ÃÊ⁄UH 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

prabhuhi dēkhi saba nṛpa hiyam ̐ hārē. janu rākēsa udaya bha'ēm̐ tārē. 1. 
 
When the kings who had arrived to participate in the competition to lift the Bow saw the 
Lord (Sri Ram), they lost their enthusiasm, became sad because they lost all hopes of 
victory, and as a consequence they felt crestfallen and became lack-lustre just like the 
stars look inconsequential when the full moon rises in the sky. (1) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/80, stanza no. 5 also. 
This idea has already been expressed by Laxman earlier in Baal Kand, Doha no. 238, 

albeit by referring to the sun instead of the full moon.  
Again, this same idea is expressed by the narrator Tulsidas in Chaupai line no. 3 that 

precedes Doha no. 241 while describing the scene at the venue when Lord Ram had 
arrived there. See relevant notes appended to these verses.]   

 
•Á‚ ¬˝ÃËÁÃ ‚’ ∑§ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¢ – ⁄UÊ◊ øÊ¬ ÃÙ⁄U’ ‚∑§ ŸÊ„UË¥H 2H 
Á’ŸÈ ÷¢¡„È°U ÷fl œŸÈ·È Á’‚Ê‹Ê – ◊Á‹Á„U ‚Ëÿ ⁄UÊ◊ ©U⁄U ◊Ê‹ÊH 3H 
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•‚ Á’øÊÁ⁄U ªflŸ„ÈU ÉÊ⁄U ÷Êß¸ – ¡‚È ¬˝ÃÊ¬È ’‹È Ã¡È ªflÊ°ß¸H 4H 
 
asi pratīti saba kē mana māhīṁ. rāma cāpa tōraba saka nāhīṁ. 2. 
binu bhan̄jēhum̐ bhava dhanuṣu bisālā. mēlihi sīya rāma ura mālā. 3. 
asa bicāri gavanahu ghara bhā'ī. jasu pratāpu balu tēju gavām̐ī. 4. 
 
All of them (the competing kings and princes) were convinced in their Mana (heart and 
mind) that Lord Ram would definitely break the Bow; there is no doubt in it. (2). 

But in the eventuality that Lord Ram desists from breaking the Bow (because he 
may not like to touch it out of reverence as it was Lord Shiva’s Bow), then also Sita 
would put the victory garland around his neck (to declare her clear intentions of choosing 
him as her groom). (3) 

(So they discussed the matter amongst themselves and advised each other, 
saying—) ‘So brothers, it is better to go home (and avoid sure public humiliation) before 
it is too late and we lose our dignity, prestige and self-respect, before our famed strength, 
valour and glories are decimated, and we are subjected to immense public embarrassment 
and humiliation.’ (4) 

[Note—A pall of gloom had descended upon all the the kings and princes who had come 
to break the bow; they were dejected and hopeless. The aura of mystical powers, 
authority and invincibility that surrounded Lord Ram together with the fact that he was 
blessed, protected and patronized by the mighty sage Vishwamitra and was shown special 
attention by the host, king Janak, convinced all the kings and their attendants that it is 
useless and senseless to attempt to break the bow, and it would be wiser and prudent to 
desist from proving a fool of themselves.  
 They had already watched how the citizens of Janakpur were bowled-over and 
enthralled by the two brothers. So they deduced that if Sita wishes to put the garland 
around Lord Ram’s neck to symbolize her decision to marry him, she would not only be 
supported by her father Janak but also by the entire citizenry of Janakpur. So in that case, 
if these kings tried to resist and raise an objection, they would be cornered and king Janak 
may order his huge army to emprison them. Remember: These invited kings and princes 
had not brought their armies along with them; they had not come prepared for a battle.  
 So, the wiser ones amongst them advised their friends that it is better to maintain 
their self-respect and dignity before it is too late to preserve it. It is better to return home 
and make an excuse, something like saying—‘We have come just to oblige king Janak 
who had sent us an invitation. We came here to witness this great event when his 
daughter is to be married. This is a polite and curteous call to thank king Janak for 
sending us an invitation to attend his daughter’s marriage. We had no intention at all to 
participate in the competition to break the bow. We respect Lord Shiva, and would never 
imagine of ever attempting to break the Lord’s Bow.’  
 This formula will help them to save their faces from sure disgrace, humiliation and 
infamy. This is the right time to back-out. 
 In Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 57 it is said that the kings lost hope 
because they felt that king Janak would break his own vow and choose Lord Ram as the 
groom for his daughter Sita. In verse no. 58 it is said that the good kings amongst the 
group said that it would be alright if Janak does so, as Lord Ram is the appropriate groom 
for Sita.  
 In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 256 
we find that Sita’s mother has lamented at the decision of sage Vishwamitra at ordering 
Lord Ram to go and break the Bow. She tells her companion—“Will anyone advise the 
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Guru (sage Vishwamitra) that it is highly unwise to allow the tender prince to try his hand 
at the bow because he is still a boy and not a fully grown adult. Why, even the formidable 
king of demons, Ravana, and another mighty demon named Banasur had not dared to 
touch the bow out of fear of certain defeat. All other kings too got defeated even though 
they had all boasted that they would break it like it was a lotus stem. Why then does the 
sage allow this boy of a delicate body to do something that is bound to humiliate him? 
Can a young swan ever lift the mighty mountain known as Mt. Mandara? What has 
happened to the wisdom of the king (Janak); has his mind taken leave of him? ”  
 This means that the queen would have preferred that since no other competitor has 
been able to lift and break the bow, let Sita be now married to the prince of her choice. 
After all, no king or prince could raise an objection now because equal opportunity was 
given to all of them, but they all failed the test. Now, Janak is morally free to marry Sita 
in the way he thinks fit for her future happiness.  
 Remember: The citizens have also been thinking on this line already. This fact is 
stated in Tulsidas’ book “Geetawali” in its Baal Kand, verse nos. 70.]      

 
Á’„U‚ •¬⁄U ÷Í¬ ‚ÈÁŸ ’ÊŸË – ¡ •Á’’∑§ •¢œ •Á÷◊ÊŸËH 5H 
ÃÙ⁄U„È°U œŸÈ·È CÿÊ„ÈU •flªÊ„UÊ – Á’ŸÈ ÃÙ⁄¥U ∑§Ù ∑È§•°Á⁄U Á’•Ê„UÊH 6H 
∞∑§ ’Ê⁄U ∑§Ê‹©U Á∑§Ÿ „UÙ™§ – Á‚ÿ Á„UÃ ‚◊⁄U Á¡Ã’ „U◊ ‚Ù™§H 7H 

 
bihasē apara bhūpa suni bānī. jē abibēka andha abhimānī. 5. 
tōrēhum̐ dhanuṣu byāhu avagāhā. binu tōrēṁ kō ku'am ̐ri bi'āhā. 6. 
ēka bāra kāla'u kina hō'ū. siya hita samara jitaba hama sō'ū. 7. 
 
But not all kings were wise and prudent. Some were exceptionally foolish, being blinded 
by arrogance and a false sense of pride and ego. They laughed derisively and rebuked 
those who had advised them to desist from attempting to break the bow. Such haughty 
kings said arrogantly—(5) 

‘Marriage is a distant dream because first the bow has to be broken. How can 
anyone even dream of marrying the princess without breaking the bow?1 (6) 

Even if Kaal (the god of death) comes to interfere and we have to fight with him, 
then we will defeat him and obtain victory in order to marry Sita.’ (7) 

[Note—1The haughty kings were answering the wise king’s advice. The latter had said 
that Sita would put the victory garland around Lord Ram’s neck even if he does not break 
the bow. Refer: Chaupai line no. 3 just above these present Chaupais.  
 These arrogant kings took this as an affront to their ego and dignity. They decided 
that if they drew back it would be tantamount to accepting defeat even without a chance 
to try their might and luck, something which was unpalatable for their inflated ego. They 
were livid at the suggestion that they should give up their claim, which was like accepting 
defeat even without a fight.  

They declared in one voice that they were ready to fight it out and wage a war if they 
are prevented from lifting and breaking the bow, and if any attempt is made to marry Sita 
to Lord Ram by circumventing this condition that she would be married to anyone who 
breaks the bow then what to talk of human beings, they would defeat the ‘god of death’ 
known as Kaal himself in a battle that is sure to ensue. In fact, we read a little later that 
when the kings had failed to move the bow and it was finally broken by Lord Ram, all 
these envious kings, driven by jealousy and hate, rose up in revolt, threatening to wage a 
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war and capturing the two brothers, and even king Janak if he tried to protect them: 
Refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precedes Doha no. 266. 
 These verses show the delicate and sensitive nature of the situation. And this also 
shows how impractical it was for Janak to marry Sita to Lord Ram at this late juncture. 
There was full certainty of a revolt by the invited kings and princes, and even if Janak 
succeeded in subduing them as they were within his realm and lacked the support of a 
full-fledeged army, the repercussions would be horrific. When these kings returned home 
with a sullen face and angry at being denied an opportunity to break the bow and marry 
Sita, there were fair chances they all of them would team together to jointly collect a 
huge army to attack and plunder Janakpur, inviting unimaginable horrors for its innocent 
citizens.  

Remember: Janakpur was a prosperous kingdom, and it would be laid to waste by 
attacking armies of angry kings who would be smarting from insult and humiliation 
meted out to them by Janak if he clandestinely somehow managed to prevent them from 
making their attempt to break the bow and marry Sita.  

Hence, inspite of his internal wish to make this union happen, he could not do it.]   

 
ÿ„U ‚ÈÁŸ •fl⁄U ◊Á„U¬ ◊È‚È∑§ÊŸ – œ⁄U◊‚Ë‹ „UÁ⁄U÷ªÃ ‚ÿÊŸH 8H 

 
yaha suni avara mahipa musukānē. dharamasīla haribhagata sayānē. 8. 
 
Hearing the rant and the arrogant words of haughty kings, the wise kings who believed in 
following the laws of Dharma (probity and propriety; good conduct and thinking; taking 
any action after duly considering all the pros and cons)1*, and who were devotees of Lord 
Hari (Vishnu)2, were dismayed even as they smiled sarcastically and wryly at them (at 
the stupidity of these belligerent and haughty kings, and the way they are voluntarily 
inviting sure ridicule upon themselves). (8) 

[Note—1The wise kings had guessed that if the two brothers were accompanied by the 
exalted sage Vishwamitra, who by all accounts was showing extra affection for them, 
then they are sure to be of noble birth and followers of Dharma, the laws of good conduct 
and manners.  

Then when they saw Sita they observed that she was very young, and not at all 
suitable for kings or princes much older in age than her. The only candidate that matched 
her age was Lord Ram. Though Laxman too fit the bill, but these wise kings were 
intelligent enough to deduce that out of the two brothers, Lord Ram was elder. This is 
because they observed that Lord Ram was always a step ahead of Laxman who was 
always behind him as the two brothers accompanied sage Vishwamitra while he was 
being shown around the venue by king Janak. The law of proper conduct and thinking 
says that one must not marry a girl too young in age as compared to oneself as this would 
be a misfit match and unethical. If one insists on this marriage then he is sure to be a 
lustful, greedy and selfish man as he has no bother to respect the girl’s wishes and only 
wants to satisfy his own passions and gratify his sensual urges. 

2We have already read earlier that devotees of Lord Hari had seen their Lord in the 
form of the two brothers—refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 242. Some of 
the invited kings were devotees of Lord Hari. So, amongst the assembled kings there 
were many who worshipped Lord Hari as their patron deity, and when they observed that 
they had a vision of Hari in the form of the two brothers the immediately decided that 
there was some mystery in this vision and it would be best for them to act prudently and 
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avoid taking any step that would directly or indirectly cause offense to their Lord Hari. 
These were the kings this present verse is referring to. 

There is one very important reason to delineate the ‘good kings’ from the others. 
These ‘good kings’ are honoured as being observers of the law of Dharma, while the rest 
as being reckless, egoist and selfish. We shall read in Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 251 below that when individual kings failed to move the bow, ten thousand 
kings proceeded to lift the bow together! Imagine the horrible consequences for Sita if 
they had managed to lift and break the bow. She would have to become a ‘wife of ten 
thousand husbands’, an absurd proposition and most ridiculous. These mad kings did not 
think even twice before deciding to lift the bow together in such huge numbers, violating 
all norms of decency and ethics. That is why all the kings who attempted to lift the bow 
and who had arrogantly said that no one can marry Sita without breaking the bow, are 
deemed to be against the laws of Dharma. 

*Let us now examine the qualities of these three groups of kings carefully.   
(i) The first group consisted of those kings who preferred to abstain from lifting the 

bow as they guessed that Janak, the host and the father of Sita, has already decided to 
marry her to Lord Ram and therefore it is wiser and prudent not to enter into any 
confrontation on a foreign soil for the sake of a girl. A wise king is one who knows when 
to make a strategic retreat and when to fight; he is able to judge the prevailing condition 
correctly and decide what is good and what is not for his future welfare and self-respect. 
In other words, such kings are not pretentious, egoist, arrogant, blinded by recklessness 
and driven by greed.   

Further, they had also heard that Sita was of a very young age, much younger than 
them. So it would be unethical and immoral to marry a girl who was of an age that their 
daughters would have been.  

This group of kings (described in Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 245) 
were the wise kings and dominated by the ‘Raja Guna’ as they could think intelligently 
and wisely as what to do and what not to. The word ‘king’ translates into ‘Raja’ in Hindi, 
and the word ‘Guna’ means the inherent qualities of an entity (a person or thing) that is 
most characteristic of it. Hence, this common noun ‘Raja’ perfectly suits such kings. 

(ii) The second group of kings (described in Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha 
no. 245) was driven by negative qualities of ego, pride, arrogance, vanity and 
haughtiness. These are dark qualities in a man which eclipses his intelligence and 
wisdom. Such a man becomes blind to realities and is driven by greed and lust. These 
qualities are known as ‘Tama Guna’ or dark qualities. Hence, those kings who were 
arrogant and determined to have Sita even if this means blood-shed were Tama Guna 
dominated kings. Such people always face ignominy and degradation.  

(iii) Finally, the third category of kings (described from Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246) was one 
which worshipped Lord Hari, was god-fearing and ethical. The kings of this group 
decided that it would be extremely immoral to marry a girl who is of an age that their 
daughters would be, and when they saw Lord Ram as an image of Lord Hari they decided 
that Sita was none else but the divine consort of the Lord, known as the Mother Goddess 
or ‘Jagdambika’. They have made this observation abundantly clear below in Chaupai 
line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 246.  

Hence, this group was both “Dharamsheel” (followers of laws of Dharma) as well as 
“Hari-bhakta” (devotees of Lord Hari or Lord Vishnu). These kings had the ‘Sata Guna’ 
as the dominant characteristic.] 
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âô0. ‚Ëÿ Á’•Ê„UÁ’ ⁄UÊ◊ ª⁄U’ ŒÍÁ⁄U ∑§Á⁄U ŸÎ¬ã„U ∑§– 
¡ËÁÃ ∑§Ù ‚∑§ ‚¢ª˝Ê◊ Œ‚⁄UÕ ∑§ ⁄UŸ ’Ê°∑È§⁄UH 245H 

 
sōraṭhā.  

sīya bi'āhabi rāma garaba dūri kari nṛpanha kē. 
jīti kō saka saṅgrāma dasaratha kē rana bām̐kurē. 245. 

[The wise amongst the assembled kings thought themselves inwardly as follows as they 
tried their best to persuade the defiant kings and princes so that they can come to their 
senses and see the light of reason in these words—]  

‘Lord Ram would definitely marry Sita and thereby vanquish the haughtiness and 
arrogance of these (foolish) kings. Say, who can defeat the invincible and valiant sons of 
king Dasrath in a battle? (Doha no. 245) 

[Note—Well, the “battle” here is ‘who manages to break the bow and marry Sita’. All the 
kings were pitted against each other in this ‘battle royale’; every one of them was vying 
to break the bow first and push the competitor behind because the first person to break 
the bow would be able to marry Sita. If the chance is lost, it is lost for good.  
 These kings had a false sense of strength and invincibility. So the wise kings decided 
that their ego and arrogance would be trounced the moment Lord Ram breaks the bow 
and marries Sita. In this battle for breaking the bow and acquiring Sita as the trophy, who 
would stand a chance, individually or collectively, against Lord Ram?  
 Remember: Lord Ram belonged to a family of kings who were so powerful that they 
provided support to even Indra, the king of gods—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 25. Therefore these ordinary kings and 
princes stood no chance of winning any battle for Sita if the things come to such a pass 
that a battle has to be actually fought for her. This talk that “we will defeat even Kaal” is 
merely big-mouthed boast. 
 There was a very important development round this time which conviced the good 
and wise kings that it is “certain that Lord Ram would be the one who would finally win 
and marry Sita”. What was this development, and how did these kings get a clear hint of 
things to come? Well, a little later we shall read that “the gods who had assembled in the 
sky to watch the spectacle, and they showered flowers on Lord Ram and Laxman” 
exclusively in the large gathering of kings and princes. If the gods showered flowers on 
Lord Ram to the exclusion of others it was a clear signal that they all favoured the Lord 
over the rest of the competitors. And anyone whom the gods favour is sure to win and 
succeed in any enterprise. The showering of flowers was very clear to all those present, 
but only the wise kings could decipher its implications on the outcome of the 
competition. The showering of the flowers by the gods settled the matter for good—that 
the victorious competitor would be Lord Ram. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 246 that appears below.]   
 

 
¿õ0. CÿÕ¸ ◊⁄U„ÈU ¡ÁŸ ªÊ‹ ’¡Êß¸ – ◊Ÿ ◊ÙŒ∑§Áã„U Á∑§ ÷Íπ ’ÈÃÊß¸H 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  
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byartha marahu jani gāla bajā'ī. mana mōdakanhi ki bhūkha butā'ī. 1. 
 
[Presently, the good and reasonable kings spoke to their peers in a last ditch attempt to 
persuade them to abandon their recklessness and foolish attitude as follows—] 
 
‘Do not unnecessarily brag arrogantly and die (i.e. be defeated, face ignominy and 
humiliation as well as ridicule) for a cause that makes no sense at all.  

Say, can anyone’s hunger be satiated with imaginary sweets? (1) 
[Note—The honourable and god-fearing kings tried their best to prevail upon the arrogant 
kings to see reason and not create a piquant situation from which there was no going back 
without losing dignity and self-respect. By comparing their determination to marry Sita 
with trying to satisfy one’s hunger by eating imaginary sweets these noble and virtuous 
Sata Guna kings advised their Tama Guna dominated compatriots that they should not be 
stupid and make a joke of themselves, that they should act wisely as their chances of 
breaking the bow and marrying Sita was no better than an attempt to fill one’s stomach 
with imaginary food.  
 This talk that they would fight and kill Kaal (god of death) to marry Sita if he 
interfered (Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 245) was nothing but mere boast as 
Kaal does not spare even the gods all of whom would have to die one day at the end of 
one cycle of creation, though their life-span is huge when compared to the life of ordinary 
mortals on earth.  
 Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 60 wherein the good kings had ridiculed 
those who were arrogant by saying—“Aren’t you all ashamed of yourselves; you fellows 
don’t have the guts to look up directly eye-to-eye at Lord Ram, and inspite of it you boast 
so much. Your already feel so inferior, so why do you plan to subject youselves to further 
humiliation and ridicule, inviting shame and proving yourselves utterly stupid?”]   

 
Á‚π „U◊ÊÁ⁄U ‚ÈÁŸ ¬⁄U◊ ¬ÈŸËÃÊ – ¡ªŒ¢’Ê ¡ÊŸ„ÈU Á¡ÿ° ‚ËÃÊH 2H 
¡ªÃ Á¬ÃÊ ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃÁ„U Á’øÊ⁄UË – ÷Á⁄U ‹ÙøŸ ¿UÁ’ ‹„ÈU ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UËH 3H 

 
sikha hamāri suni parama punītā. jagadambā jānahu jiyam̐ sītā. 2. 
jagata pitā raghupatihi bicārī. bhari lōcana chabi lēhu nihārī. 3. 
 
Listen to our advice (‘sikha’) which is impartial, based on purity of thought and 
emotions, and is judicious, prudent and uncourrupted by any personal vested interest 
(‘punītā’). [That is, don’t misunderstand us when we try to dissuade you from trying to 
lift and break the bow in the belief that we are taking sides with Janak or have been 
somehow under his influence, or that we have devised some cunning device by which we 
would first deter you from tackling the bow and then Janak will find some excuse to let 
us marry Sita. Perish the evil thought; there is no such cunning and conceit in our mind. 
What we advise you is in good faith and in all honesty of opinion.] 

Regard Sita in your heart as being none else but the Mother of the world 
(‘jagadambā’) herself personified. (2) 

Similarly, treat Lord Ram as the Father of the world (‘jagata pitā’). [In other 
words, they are divine couples whose union is eternal. They are eternally united with 
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each other as Lord Ram is a manifestation of the Supreme Lord of creation, and Sita is 
the Lord’s divine consort known as Mother Goddess.]  

Hence, you must all enjoy this moment and make the most out of this rare and 
golden opportunity to fill your eyes with this divine and holy sight that is most 
magnificent and beautiful to behold (instead of being foolish, and not only missing this 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity but also proving yourselves stupid and ridiculous by 
attempting to act smart and interfering with something that is enevitable in the scheme of 
things predestined by the Creator).  

[Say, why don’t you all enjoy, rejoice in and delight at the wonderful, the most 
fascinating, the beguiling and appealing sight of the two lovely brothers sitting on either 
side of the sage, a scene that you will never see again not only in this life but also in 
thousands of lives in your future? Wouldn’t you feel ashamed of yourselves and regret 
later on if you let this chance slip by from your hands out of pretentious sense of false 
greatness, majesty and superiority arising out of your ignorance and arrogance.] (3)  

 
‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚ÈπŒ ‚∑§‹ ªÈŸ ⁄UÊ‚Ë – ∞ ŒÙ©U ’¢œÈ ‚¢÷È ©U⁄U ’Ê‚ËH 4H 

 
sundara sukhada sakala guna rāsī. ē dō'u bandhu sambhu ura bāsī. 4. 
 
These two handsome and charming brothers are embodiments of magnificent virtues and 
bestowers of bliss and happiness. They live in the heart of Lord Shiva1. (4) 

[Note—1How do we know that they (Lord Ram and Laxman) live in the heart of Shiva? 
Well, it is Shiva himself who requests the Lord to live in his heart—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Lanka Kand, Chanda stanza no. 4, line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 115. This is 
the occasion when Lord Shiva has come to offer his prayers to Lord Ram after the victory 
at Lanka over the demon king Ravana. Lord Shiva requested Lord Ram—“Oh Lord, my 
request is that you should live in my heart along with your younger brother (Laxman) and 
Janki (Sita).” 
 This verse has a profound implication. Since “the two divine brothers, Lord Ram and 
Laxman, live in the heart of Lord Shiva”, it implies that they are very dear to Shiva, and 
also that they know the internal wish and thoughts of Shiva. This translates into practical 
terms to mean that Shiva will never oppose Lord Ram’s wish to break his bow. 
Remember: Lord Shiva is also not very happy with this bow as it reminds him of a past 
incident when it let him (Shiva) down during a confrontation with Vishnu. So, Shiva 
would want that this constant reminder of his inferiority to Vishnu is destroyed forever, 
and if this makes his beloved Lord Ram happy and serves the latter’s purpose, nothing 
can be better. Both Lord Shiva and Lord Ram would be equally happy! 
 Therefore, when Lord Ram decided to go and break the bow he was not, in any way 
at all, either confronting Shiva or insulting the latter. There was a subtle mutual 
understanding between them that it should be done. This is also the reason why sage 
Parashuram, who had come angrily to punish anyone who had dared to break Lord 
Shiva’s bow as the Lord was his patron deity, could not harm Lord Ram inspite of all his 
jumping around madly, and his angry words threatening to kill the person who had dared 
to break the bow came to a naught.]  

   
‚ÈœÊ ‚◊Èº˝ ‚◊Ë¬ Á’„UÊß¸ – ◊Îª¡‹È ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ◊⁄U„È ∑§Ã œÊß¸H 5H 
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∑§⁄U„ÈU ¡Êß ¡Ê ∑§„È°U ¡Ùß ÷ÊflÊ – „U◊ Ãı •Ê¡È ¡Ÿ◊ »§‹È ¬ÊflÊH 6H 
•‚ ∑§Á„U ÷‹ ÷Í¬ •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – M§¬ •ŸÍ¬ Á’‹Ù∑§Ÿ ‹ÊªH 7H 

 
sudhā samudra samīpa bihā'ī. mṛgajalu nirakhi marahu kata dhā'ī. 5. 
karahu jā'i jā kahum̐ jō'i bhāvā. hama tau āju janama phalu pāvā. 6. 
asa kahi bhalē bhūpa anurāgē. rūpa anūpa bilōkana lāgē. 7. 
 
Why would anyone (be stupid enough to) discard an ocean of nectar (‘Sudhaa Samudra’) 
which is very near, and instead run behind a mirage (seen in the hot desert) in search of 
water (to quench his thirst)1? (5) 

Do whatever you like. As far as we 2 are concerned, we feel that today we have 
been given the fruit (reward) of taking birth in this life. [In other words, we feel very glad 
that we were invited to Janakpur to witness this divine marriage between Lord Ram and 
Sita in front of our eyes. We would have missed this golden chance otherwise.]’3 (6) 

Saying this, the honourable and good kings were filled with affection (for their 
beloved Lord) and took great pleasure in watching the magnificent beauty of the image of 
the two brothers (as well as the spectacle that unfolded before their eyes). (7) 

[Note—1This verse is a sort of rebuke for the unwise kings. Why should they run around 
trying to find happiness and joy in life in a distant and illusive future when the same 
happiness and joy is available right now? Do they think that by merely marrying Sita they 
would get happiness? It is absolutely uncertain, and in fact it proved otherwise for Lord 
Ram too.  

Remember: It was Sita’s abduction by Ravana that led to so much misery for Lord 
Ram in the forest, making him wonder in the dense forest in in her search, collecting a 
motley army of monkeys and bears to launch an assult on her captors which culminated 
in the destructive war of Lanka and a lot of bloodshed. Even after returning to Ayodhya 
and being crowned its king, a time came when, due to certain events, the Lord had to 
abandon Sita himself and be separated from her till the end of his life on earth. Both Sita 
and Lord Ram had suffered in the end of their lives on this earth, and it was never a story 
of a happy ending which read something like “---and they lived happily ever after”. 

In other words, the view that if these kings managed to marry Sita they would find 
happiness is just a pipe dream like attempting to quench thirst by pursuing the mirage in 
search of water. Instead, why don’t they enjoy the present? 

2The word “we” refers to the third category of honourable and wise kings who are 
trying to make the unwise and arrogant kings see reason. 

3Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/68, stanza no. 12; and verse no. 1/84, 
stanza no. 5 also.] 

  
Œπ®„U ‚È⁄U Ÿ÷ ø…∏U Á’◊ÊŸÊ – ’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ∑§⁄U®„U ∑§‹ ªÊŸÊH 8H 

 
dēkhahiṁ sura nabha caṛhē bimānā. baraṣahiṁ sumana karahiṁ kala gānā. 8. 
 
The gods rode their air-planes and watched the proceedings from the sky. They showered 
flowers and sang melodious songs (to celebrate the occasion). (8) 

[Note—The gods have showered flowers now when Lord Ram and Laxman arrived and 
took their seats at the venue. The gods would shower flowers once again when Sita 
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arrives at the scene—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 248. 

Remember: Showering of flowers is a gesture showing extreme happiness and a 
warm welcome. Flowers are showered on auspicious occasions. Thus, the gods were 
exhibiting their happiness at the occasion when their Lord Vishnu, who has assumed the 
form of a human being as Lord Ram to fulfill their wish to come down to earth and kill 
their tormentor Ravana, the king of demons, is getting married to goddess Laxmi, the 
eternal consort of the Lord, who has manifested herself as Sita. 

Refer note to Doha no. 245 above.]  

 
Îô0. ¡ÊÁŸ ‚È•fl‚L§ ‚Ëÿ Ã’ ¬ΔUß¸ ¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ù‹Êß– 

øÃÈ⁄U ‚πË¥ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ø‹Ë¥ ‹flÊßH 246H 
 
dōhā. 

jāni su'avasaru sīya taba paṭha'ī janaka bōlā'i. 
catura sakhīṁ sundara sakala sādara calīṁ lavā'i. 246. 

Finding that the time was appropriate, Janak sent a message to call Sita to the venue. 
Sita’s friends or companions who were wise and accomplished as well as wonderful to 
look at escorted her gracefully to the venue. (Doha no. 246) 

[Note—The companions of Sita have invariably been depicted as being clever, wise and 
intelligent as they were mature enough to guide her and give her moral support during 
this crucial phase of her life. These companions knew how to deal with sticky situations 
should they arise, and how to guard Sita from any pitfalls in which she might fall or 
errors she might commit due to nervousness or mere ignorance and lack of experience.
 Refer also to: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 228 when Sita was brought to the temple of Parvati in the royal garden to offer 
prayers; and (ii) Doha no. 263 when Sita was escorted by clever companions to the spot 
where Lord Ram stood after breaking the bow to help Sita put the victory garland around 
the neck of the Lord. (b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/84, stanza no. 6. (c) Janaki 
Mangal, Chanda 10 and verse nos. 81-82.] 
  
 

 
¿õ0. Á‚ÿ ‚Ù÷Ê Ÿ®„U ¡Êß ’πÊŸË – ¡ªŒ¢Á’∑§Ê M§¬ ªÈŸ πÊŸËH 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

siya sōbhā nahiṁ jā'i bakhānī. jagadambikā rūpa guna khānī. 1. 
 
[Tulsidas says—] The lovely sight of Sita was so fabulous and enthralling that it cannot 
be described in words. She was none other than ‘Jagdambika’, the Mother of the world, 
and a living embodiment of beauty and charm as well as all the good virtues and manners 
that exist. (1) 
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[Note—Refer: (i) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 15; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 246 and its accompanying note. 
 Remember: It is against decency and proper conduct to describe in graphic detail the 
physical beauty and features of a woman, and if she is a young girl just about to be 
married and deemed to be a goddess in a personified form than this restriction is all the 
more important to observe. This is clearly stated by Tulsidas in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 103 where it is said about Lord Shiva 
and his divine consort Parvati “Shambhu (Shiva) and Bhavaani (Parvati) are the Father 
and Mother of this creation (world, universe); I will not say anything (i.e. keep silent) 
about their physical beauty and attractiveness or the way they dressed and behaved to 
charm each other”.  
 But this strict restriction applies only to the physical description of females and not 
so much to males subject to the condition that certain basic principles of etiquette and 
decency are maintained. This is the reason why Tulsidas has described the physical 
beauty of the images of Lord Ram and Laxman as they entered the venue of the bow 
ceremony in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 243—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 244.  
 So Tulsidas suffices by saying that “Sita’s beauty was so great that it is not possible 
to describe it”. A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 100 in the context of goddess Parvati where it is said “the 
beauty of the Mother of the world was so immense that even with countless bodies 
(persons) attempting to describe it simultaneously, it would not be possible to do so”.] 
    

©U¬◊Ê ‚∑§‹ ◊ÙÁ„U ‹ÉÊÈ ‹ÊªË¥ – ¬˝Ê∑Î§Ã ŸÊÁ⁄U •¢ª •ŸÈ⁄UÊªË¥H 2H 
Á‚ÿ ’⁄UÁŸ• Ãß ©U¬◊Ê Œß¸ – ∑È§∑§Á’ ∑§„UÊß •¡‚È ∑§Ù ‹ß¸H 3H 

 
upamā sakala mōhi laghu lāgīṁ. prākṛta nāri aṅga anurāgīṁ. 2. 
siya barani'a tē'i upamā dē'ī. kukabi kahā'i ajasu kō lē'ī. 3. 
 
All metaphors and comparisons (that can be employed to describe Sita’s divine and 
sublime beauty) look inapt or unfit to me (and if I dare to do it then it would undermine 
the dignity and honour of the Mother of the world, and would be tantamount to 
committing a moral sin).  

All such worldly comparisons and metaphors may apply to and suit women of the 
mortal world (but surely not to Jagdambika, the Mother Goddess of the world). (2) 

 Say therefore, who will take this grave risk of attempting to employ metaphors 
and similes to describe Sita’s beauty and charm indirectly, and acquiring the ignominy 
and infamy of being an incompetent poet (narrator of events)? (3) 

[Note—These two verses answer the possible query that may rise in the mind of the 
reader that though it’s alright not to directly describe the physical features of a lady, but 
indirect means such as metaphors and comparisons can be employed to give an idea of 
how wonderful she looked.  

So, Tulsidas answers it: nothing that is known or even imagined in one’s dream is as 
charming, beautiful and magnificent as the image of Sita. So it would be absolutely 
wrong and utterly incompetent for an honest narrator to cite similes and metaphors that 
do not fit in perfectly, or at least close enough with the actual scene. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 238 where even Lord Ram has surmised that it would be incorrect and wrong to 
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compare the beauty of Sita’s face with the moon which is normally and universally used 
by even established poets as a metaphor for beauty, charm and loveliness. 

In the following verses Tulsidas explains why he has himself desisted from 
describing Sita’s beauty and charm by using comparison with other known entities.]     

 
¡ı¥ ¬≈UÃÁ⁄U• ÃËÿ ‚◊ ‚ËÿÊ – ¡ª •Á‚ ¡È’ÁÃ ∑§„UÊ° ∑§◊ŸËÿÊH 4H 

 
jauṁ paṭatari'a tīya sama sīyā. jaga asi jubati kahām ̐ kamanīyā. 4. 
 
If I compare Sita with other women of this mortal world (overlooking for a moment the 
fact that she is no one else but the Mother of the world known as ‘Jagdambika’), then say, 
where is a woman who is as beguilingly beautiful, charming and lovely as Sita in this 
world? [Hence, it would be a wrong comparison, and I don’t want to invite ridicule by 
doing it.] (4)  

 
Áª⁄UÊ ◊Èπ⁄U ÃŸ •⁄Uœ ÷flÊŸË – ⁄UÁÃ •ÁÃ ŒÈÁπÃ •ÃŸÈ ¬ÁÃ ¡ÊŸËH 5H 

 
girā mukhara tana aradha bhavānī. rati ati dukhita atanu pati jānī. 5. 
 
Goddess Saraswati speaks too much (as she is the patron goddess of speech and 
knowledge which needs someone to speak to spread this knowledge). [Comparing Sita 
with Saraswati would be wrong because Sita keeps quiet most of the time as opposed to 
Saraswati who is very talkative.]1 

Bhavaani (goddess Parvati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva) is also not an 
appropriate comparison as she has only a half-body. [Lord Shiva is depicted in the Purans 
as being an “Ardha-Narishwar” or half male and half female. In this dual form of the 
Lord, the right side of the body is that of a male symbolizing Lord Shiva, and the left side 
is like a female and it represents goddess Parvati.]2 

Rati (the wife of Kamdeo or cupid)) remains perpetually in grief as her husband 
has lost his physical body (“Atanu”) (and had to live in an invisible form as the emotions 
of love, desires and passions that have their seats in a living being’s heart). [Thus, Rati is 
deprived of the pleasure and comfort that a married woman gets by in the physical 
company of her beloved husband.]3 (5) 

[Note—After declaring that it is not possible to compare Sita with any female of the 
mortal world, Tulsidas now cites some well-known goddesses in the heaven and then 
concludes that none of them is a proper comparison for Sita because of their 
shortcomings.  

1Goddess Saraswati is the obvious first choice as she is the wisest amongst the gods 
and the goddesses in heaven. But she has a drawback: being the patron goddess of speech 
and knowledge she has to speak continuously in myriad languages and uncountable 
dialects. In this world, someone or the other is always speaking round the clock, and this 
is attributed to Saraswati because it is she that enables any living being to utter any sound 
or word.  

Though she is the presiding deity for knowledge and wisdom which requires the 
spoken word to be spread in the world at large and made known to others, but being the 
goddess of speech she is equally responsible for good words that are spoken as well as for 
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evil and uncouth words, polite words as well as boasts, and so on. So, she is corrupted 
and not free from taints.  

On the contrary, Sita speaks little, politely and softly. She never uses cuss words and 
never swears or shouts at anyone angrily. Therefore this comparison would be absolutely 
wrong.  

2Parvati and Shiva have been depicted together as “Ardha-Narishwar”, meaning the 
Lord whose form consists of half male and half female. Metaphysically this refers to the 
supreme Brahm, the Supreme Being who is deemed the primary Male, and his Shakti, his 
dynamic cosmic powers that is deemed the primary Female. They are inseparable from 
one another; one is incomplete without the other. In order to create, Brahm needed his 
Shakti, his dynamic powers to create, and hence these two aspects of creation—the 
Creator and his powers to create that are integral to him—are depicted iconographically 
in the form of the “Ardha-Narishwar”.  

In Hinduism, a wife occupies the left side of her husband. Hence, Parvati is the ‘left 
half’ of Lord Shiva—meaning that: (i) if one were to worship either of them then the 
other half is deemed included in this worship; (ii) one must not distinguish between Shiva 
representing Brahm, and Parvati representing Shakti of Brahm; and that (iii) Brahm 
without his Shakti and vice versa are as meaningless as a body that is sawn from the 
middle into two halves.  

Now, an interesting question arises—when did they separate? Well, when Brahm 
decided to actually start the process of creation, he had to use his Shakti that was an 
inseparable and integral part of his own ‘self’. So Brahm conceived of Maya or delusions 
that would give the impression that Brahm and his creation are separate entities as he 
wanted to make the forthcoming creation self-sustaining after the initial phase of 
creation. This means that the world should be given powers to keep itself replicating and 
moving forward on its own with the thought that ‘it can do this and that on its own’. 
Hence, ‘Brahm used his power of creating delusions, or ‘Maya’, to give the impression 
that ‘Shakti’, which is otherwise Brahm’s integral part, is separate from him. It is this 
‘Shakti’ of Brahm that acts as the hidden dynamo that powers the world and keeps it 
rolling perpetually. 

So we see clearly that at the point of time in the distant past when the process of 
creation was first initiated by the Supreme Being, this Shakti appeared to separate itself 
from Brahm under the influence of Brahm’s own Maya.  

Coming to our present context of the mortal world, it is incongruous and ridiculous to 
even imagine of a person who is half male and half female. Even the gods and goddesses 
in the developed heaven do not have such an odd and irregular body. Though goddess 
Parvati as we know her and whose form is worshipped in temples has an independent 
body, but primarily in her ancient and original form she had a ‘half body’, the other being 
that of Shiva. But this form is not meant for the viewers of the mortal world who see 
Lord Shiva and Parvati as separate divine Beings. Sita lives in this world, but her primary 
form is that of Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu. Laxmi is depicted in the Purans 
as having a well-built and attractive form as she is the patron goddess of wealth and 
prosperity.  

Therefore, no comparison can be made between Sita whose primary form is goddess 
Laxmi, and Parvati whose primary form is the left half of Ardha-Narishwar.  

3The story of how Kamdeo (cupid) lost his physical body, and on the plea of his wife 
Rati was converted into an invisible form as the emotions of love, passions, desires and 
lust that lives in the heart of all living beings is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 82—to Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 88.  
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Briefly it is this: Kamdeo was sent by the gods to disturb the meditation of Lord 
Shiva so that he can be married to Parvati and beget a son who would kill the demon 
Taarakaasur. When Kamdeo managed to break Shiva’s meditative trance, the latter 
opened his third eye located in the center of his forehead. Fire spewed out from it, and in 
his anger Shiva burnt Kamdeo to ashes for disturbing him. Rati, the wife of Kamdeo, was 
crestfallen, dismayed and aggrieved as Kamdeo had no personal animosity with Shiva 
due to which he would disturb the latter, but had done so at the request of the gods. So 
the punishment of burning him to ashes was misplaced and miscarriage of justice. So she 
came lamenting and grieving to Shiva and pleaded with the Lord to restore her husband. 
The merciful Shiva’s anger meanwhile vanished, and he realized that Kamdeo was 
actually not at fault. So the Lord blessed Rati that henceforth her husband will become 
eternal in the sense that he will live perpetually in the heart of all living beings of this 
creation, and that included not only the mortal creatures but the gods too, in a subtle form 
in their hearts as ‘Kaam’ or the virtue of desire, love, passion and wants.  
Rati wasn’t satisfied. She wished to have the company of her husband in physical form. 
So Shiva blessed her that in the next era of the celestial cycle, known as the ‘Dwapar 
Yuga’, her husband would become the son of Lord Krishna, an incarnation of Lord 
Vishnu that followed that of Lord Ram who was on earth in the previous era known as 
Treta Yuga, and then she would be married to him to regain her husband once again in 
physical form.  

But our story relates to the ‘Treta Yuga’, because the ‘Dwapar Yuga’ was far away in 
the future. Therefore, at the present point of time Rati was suffering from the agony of 
separation from her husband Kamdeo (cupid). This is the story that is being referred to in 
this comparison of Rati with Sita. Sita’s husband would have a physical form and live in 
her close proximity during her life, but Rati has lost physical contact with her husband 
Kamdeo who lives in an invisible form in the heart as the emotions collectively known as 
‘Kaam’. 

Hence, this comparison is also not apt.] 
 
Á’· ’ÊL§ŸË ’¢œÈ Á¬˝ÿ ¡„UË – ∑§Á„U• ⁄U◊Ê‚◊ Á∑§Á◊ ’ÒŒ„ËUH 6H 

 
biṣa bārunī bandhu priya jēhī. kahi'a ramāsama kimi baidēhī. 6. 
 
How can one dare to compare Vaidehi (Sita) with Rama (goddess Laxmi) who loves to 
have ‘Visha’ (poison) and ‘Baaruni’ (wine; an intoxicating drink) as her brothers. (6) 

[Note—Rama is another name for goddess Laxmi, the patron deity of wealth and material 
prosperity. Though she has all other good virtues but there is a problem with her—and it 
is that she has to siblings who are her brothers, and like any sister she loves them. These 
two brothers are ‘poison’ and ‘wine or any sort of intoxicating drink’. How did this 
happen?  

The story goes that when the gods and the demons had churned the celestial ocean in 
search of Amrit (nectar of eternity and bliss), many things were produced besides Amrit. 
The worst thing that was produced was an exceptionally corrosive liquid known as the 
‘Halaal’ which was the strongest poison known.  

‘Baaruni’, literally the liquid that is like water but is extremely intoxicating like 
distilled spirit (liquor), was another thing that was produced during the churning.  

Amongst the other products that were ‘Dhanwantari’, the medicine man of the gods, 
the ‘Kaamdhenu’ cow, a horse, the conch known as ‘Shankha’, the elephant known as the 
‘Gaja’, the gem known as the ‘Mani’, the evergreen tree that gives anything desired and 
known as the ‘Kalpataru’, the celestial voluptuous nymph named ‘Rambhaa’ who was 
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personified beauty and aroused lust by her mere presence, ‘Rama’ who had the pot of 
gold and a lotus in her hand who would be the future patron deity of wealth and 
prosperity, and ‘Amrit’, the elixir of eternity and bliss.  

Rama’s association with all, except Amrit, by the virtue of their birth from the same 
source and at the same time made her tainted in some way or the other. For instance, to 
have a killer drink known as Halaal poison is not something laudable, as is to be closely 
related to something that is intoxicating such as Baaruni. These were the worst produce 
of the ocean, and hence Tulsidas has cited only these two. But if we go a little further we 
find that none of the siblings of Rama are worthy of praise. Let us see how. 

Dhanwantari is the medicine man, and a person needs a doctor only when he is sick. 
That means, this medicine man brings with him sickness and disease that he will need to 
cure. 

Kaamdhenu and Kalpataru oblige all who make a wish, and not all those who make a 
wish ask for spiritual rewards. Hence, they oblige even those who may be sinful or have 
sinful intentions. Hence they are also tainted. 

The horse never stays calm; it is always moving and fidgety. This means that a 
person who is compared with a horse is fickle minded and unsteady; he would run as fast 
as the wind but only to serve others and does not decide his destiny out of his own 
wisdom. 

The conch (Shankha) is hollow inside but makes a lot of loud noise—i.e. it has no 
subtance but is boastful and loud-mouthed. 

The elephant (Gaja) is arrogant and reckless, and has an ugly body with a nose that 
appears to be a fifth leg, eyes disproportionately small as compared to its large rounded 
head, and teeth that protrudes out of its mouth like horns. It tramples underfoot the lower 
forms of life such as small creatures and plants; it even uproots huge trees for no fault of 
theirs.  

The Mani (gem) creates a lot of fear of robbers and worry over its security. More 
often than not it leads to animosity and jealousy. It usually is acquired by wrongful 
means. Hence, its inherent character is impure.  

And the Rambha creates a lot of heartburn for those who cannot have access to her, 
and may lead to a lot of hatred, jealousy and even strife. She arouses lust and sensuality 
which cannot be regarded as honourable emotions.  

Therefore, none of the so-called siblings of Rama (Laxmi) can be said to be above 
board, and hence they do not suit for any comparison with Sita.  

A very interesting point is to be noted here. Tulsidas has cited women from all the 
three levels of the existing world—the terrestrial world (Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 247), the heavenly world (Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 247), and 
the subterranean world (the present Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 247)—to 
essentially assert that Sita is unique and unmatched; she cannot be and should not be 
compared with any other female. 

The heavenly world is represented by goddess Saraswati, Parvati and Rati, the 
terrestrial world by ordinary women who live on earth, and the underworld by Rama as 
she was produced from the bottom of the salty ocean during the latter’s churning by the 
gods and demons using the body of the legendary snake known as Seshnath as the rope, 
and Mt. Mandrachal as the churning rod.] 

   
¡ı¥ ¿UÁ’ ‚ÈœÊ ¬ÿÙÁŸÁœ „UÙß¸ – ¬⁄U◊ M§¬◊ÿ ∑§‘¿U¬È ‚Ùß¸H 7H 
‚Ù÷Ê ⁄U¡È ◊¢ŒL§ ®‚ªÊM§ – ◊ÕÒ ¬ÊÁŸ ¬¢∑§¡ ÁŸ¡ ◊ÊM§H 8H 
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jauṁ chabi sudhā payōnidhi hō'ī. parama rūpamaya kacchapu sō'ī. 7. 
sōbhā raju mandaru siṅgārū. mathai pāni paṅkaja nija mārū. 8. 

[After having said that ‘Rama’ or Laxmi who was produced by churning the sour ocean is 
not an apt comparison with Sita, Tulsidas now goes on to say which ‘Rama’ would be 
more suitable for this comparison.  

Verse nos. 7-8 and Doha no. 247 that follow them are to be read together to make 
sense of what is being said here.] 

Supposing there is an ocean of nectar in which the virtues of beauty and 
magnificence are dissolved (instead of salt and other corroding elements in the ocean that 
was churned by the gods and the demons to produce Rama earlier), and in it is present a 
tortoise who is a living embodiment of magnificent beauty and charm (instead of the ugly 
tortoise that supported the Mandrachal from sinking into the nether world in the earlier 
case when the ocean was churned by the gods and demons). (7) 

The rope used to churn this ocean is made of the virtues of attractiveness, charm, 
splendour and radiance, and the churning rod itself is the sentiments of love and glamour 
condensed in the form of a mountain representing Mt. Mandrachal. The churning in this 
case is done by Kamdeo (cupid), the patron deity of love, beauty and charm who is the 
most attractive and bewitching god in this creation (instead of the inferior gods and the 
ugly demons earlier). (8) 

 
 
Îô0. ∞Á„U Á’Áœ ©U¬¡Ò ‹Á‘¿U ¡’ ‚È¢Œ⁄UÃÊ ‚Èπ ◊Í‹– 

ÃŒÁ¬ ‚∑§Ùø ‚◊Ã ∑§Á’ ∑§„U®„U ‚Ëÿ ‚◊ÃÍ‹H 247H 
 
dōhā. 

ēhi bidhi upajai lacchi jaba sundaratā sukha mūla. 
tadapi sakōca samēta kabi kahahiṁ sīya samatūla. 247. 

[This Doha is in continuation of Chaupai line nos. 7-8 herein above.] On this wise, even 
if the best of the virtues of beauty, comeliness, magnificence, glamour and charm 
(sundaratā), as well as the best of roots of all happiness, joy and cheerfulness (sukha 
mūla) emerge (upajai) and collect themselves at one place to show themselves to the 
beholder (lacchi jaba), a wise and erudite poet would still hesitate to compare them with 
(tadapi sakōca samēta kabi kahahiṁ) similar virtues of Sita because the former are no 
match for the gladness and joy that one gets by beholding the beauty and charm as well 
as learning of the immensity of the glory and majesty of Sita (sīya samatūla) (Doha no. 
247).   

[Note—In Chaupai nos. 1-8 that precede this Doha, Tulsidas is describing the beauty and 
charm of Sita. He essentially says that Sita’s comeliness and loveliness, her charm and 
magnificence, her dignity and glory are beyond compare. Even if all the goodness and 
majesties of the world are collected and a learned poet is asked to judge them vis-à-vis 
Sita’s virtues, he will unequivocally declare that there is no comparison. Only things that 
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have some semblance of similarity should be compared, but the difference between Sita’s 
virtues and other worldly virtues are like the difference between the earth and the sky. 

The poet here is Tulsidas himself. So he says in essence that “I (Tulsidas) would 
hesitate to compare Sita with even goddess Laxmi, the patron goddess of all worldly 
charms and joys. I doubt if goddess Laxmi would even come near to any criterion that 
one would apply in comparing her with Sita. Laxmi isn’t qualified enough to be remotely 
comparable with Sita.”  

These lines clear any sort of misgivings that may arise when Rama is deemed to be 
imperfect and therefore an unfit comparison for Sita as described in Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 247 above.   
 Tulsidas asserts that even if Rama had all the best of virtues and the best of origin, he 
would not like to compare Sita with her. Why so? Well, the answer is found in Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 246, and in Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
247 both of which declare that “Sita is none else but Jagdambika, the Mother of the 
world, the Mother Goddess”. And therefore she is incomparable to any goddess or any 
other female who are all junior to her.  

Besides this, it will be highly inappropriate to narrate the physical beauty of one’s 
mother, and if she happens to be the ‘mother of the entire world’, it will be the gravest sin 
one can ever commit. So, Tulsidas asserts that he won’t dare describe Sita, even 
indirectly by means of comparison with any known entity.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ø‹Ë¢ ‚¢ª ‹Ò ‚πË¥ ‚ÿÊŸË – ªÊflÃ ªËÃ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ’ÊŸËH 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

calīṁ saṅga lai sakhīṁ sayānī. gāvata gīta manōhara bānī. 1. 
 
Clever friends escorted Sita to the arena (of the bow breaking ceremony). All the while 
they sang melodious songs befitting the occasion in sweet voices. (1) 

[Note—When Sita had earlier gone to the royal garden to offer her prayers at the temple 
of goddess Parvati, she was in the lead and walked confidently in the front of the group of 
her friends because at that time the girls were alone and there were no gazing eyes 
looking at them, but now she is feeling very shy and bashful as thousands of eyes are 
riveted on her. Besides this, the earlier occasion was an informal one and she was dressed 
in a causal manner, but now the situation was different. Now was a formal occasion, and 
she was heavily bejeweled and attired in glamorous clothes that were thickly embroidered 
with gems and pearls as well as threads of precious metals such as gold and silver.  
 Therefore, in the earlier case when Sita had gone to the garden to offer prayers it is 
said that “the clever friends of hers sang songs as they accompanied her (Sita) to the 
garden”, i.e. the friends had followed Sita from behind and sideways in an informal way 
like a group of friends going to a garden, talking amongst themselves and singing songs 
that were more like prayers instead of songs sung during marriage. They had no tension 
on their minds, and they were alone with no one paying any attention to them—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 228.  

But now it was a very different condition altogether. Thousands of people were 
watching each step she took, and so it was natural for her to become nervous and fidgety. 
She was formally adorned with heavy ornaments and clothes, and had to be exceptionally 
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careful with every step she took in order to maintain decorum, dignity and solemnity of 
the occasion. Even an ordinary bride is escorted by her friends when she walks down the 
aisle upto the altar to take her marriage vows. In this case the would-be bride, Sita, was a 
princess, and therefore it is natural that she would be honourably escorted to the 
designated place with the greatest of care, decorum and dignity. Sita had her eyes low, 
and she walked slowly. She was surrounded by her friends who guided her along.  

In the garden Sita could look wherever she wished, she was free and informal, but 
now she had to keep her eyes low and not look beyond, say, a few feet ahead.  

Sita’s group of escorts was surely selected carefully by her mother, the queen. These 
girls were expert in such matters. They knew how to walk with dignity and respect, how 
to sing melodious songs, and how to tackle emergency or some tricky situation should 
they arise, such as Sita inadvertently tripping over or slipping due to some unforeseen 
reason, or she becoming exhausted and wishing to drink some water or take rest while the 
competition for breaking the bow was underway, or giving her protection should some 
sort of fight amongst the kings erupted during the ceremony. There were many 
unforeseen things that had to be handled, and so Sita’s companions had to be intelligent 
and wise—or ‘clever’— so that they can take proper decisions and act most prudently on 
their own.] 

 
‚Ù„U Ÿfl‹ ÃŸÈ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚Ê⁄UË – ¡ªÃ ¡ŸÁŸ •ÃÈÁ‹Ã ¿UÁ’ ÷Ê⁄UËH 2H 
÷Í·Ÿ ‚∑§‹ ‚ÈŒ‚ ‚È„UÊ∞ – •¢ª •¢ª ⁄UÁø ‚Áπã„U ’ŸÊ∞H 3H 

 
sōha navala tanu sundara sārī. jagata janani atulita chabi bhārī. 2. 
bhūṣana sakala sudēsa suhā'ē. aṅga aṅga raci sakhinha banā'ē. 3. 
 
A beautiful Sari (a long piece of coloured and decorated cloth that is wrapped around so 
as to cover the whole body of a woman) adorned Sita’s youthful body. The Mother of the 
world looked most glamorous and presented a sight that was most fabulous and 
incomparable with anything in this world. (2) 

Her friends had decorated every part of her body (such as the head, the ears, the 
nose, the forehead, the hairs, the neck, the hands, the waist, the legs, the feet etc.) very 
carefully and most diligently with suitable ornaments befitting that particular part. [For 
instance, ear-rings for the ear, a tiara for the head, a hair-pin and flowers for the hairs, a 
nose-ring for the nose, a necklace or garland for the neck, bracelets, armbands and finger-
rings for the hands, waist-band for the waist, anklets and toe-rings for the feet, and so on.] 
(3) 

[Note—Great care has been taken by the author, Goswami Tulsidas, while describing the 
decorations or beauty of the body of Sita.  

Remember: He has always treated Sita as the Mother of the world and a divine 
goddess, and so he is always careful in using words while describing her, in any context 
whatsoever, that can never be regarded as being vulgar, indecent or undignified.  

A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 11 Ka. Here 
the occasion is Lord Ram’s return to his capital Ayodhya from exile and victory at Lanka. 
On this occasion, the mothers of Lord Ram had got Sita bathed and decorated with 
ornaments and royal robes. It is said here that “the mothers-in-law respectfully got Sita to 
take a bath to clean herself, and then decorated every part of her body with wonderful 
ornaments and royal robes”.]   
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⁄¢Uª÷ÍÁ◊ ¡’ Á‚ÿ ¬ªÈ œÊ⁄UË – ŒÁπ M§¬ ◊Ù„U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 4H 

 
raṅgabhūmi jaba siya pagu dhārī. dēkhi rūpa mōhē nara nārī. 4. 
 
When Sita set her foot on the ground of the arena, all the men and women who saw her 
beauty became bewitched and enthralled by it. (4) 

[Note—Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 6. 
This line sums up the fascinating and enchanting sight of Sita’s beauty as hinted in 

Chaupai line nos. 2-3 above. Sita presented such a marvelous sight of exceptional beauty 
that all those who saw her in the arena were bewitched by it. She captivated everyone’s 
mind and heart by her beauty and majesty. In that arena, she was the center of all 
attention and attraction. This is the reason why she had felt shy and bashful as observed 
in a note of Chaupai line no. 1 above. 
 An interesting point is to be made here. When Lord Shiva got married to goddess 
Parvati, it has been said that “the assembled ‘gods’ were enthralled by the couple’s 
majestic beauty and charm”—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 100.  But now it is said that ‘the men and women’ were enthralled 
when they saw Sita’s magnificent beauty. Well, the reason is that Shiva’s marriage was 
attended by gods, and Sita’s marriage is attended by human beings, such as the citizens of 
Janakpur. The gods are present here also, but they have stationed themselves in the 
heaven from where they shower flowers and play their musical instruments to express 
their joy—see the next verse no. 5 below.] 

 
„U⁄UÁ· ‚È⁄Uã„ U ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë¥ ’¡ÊßZ – ’⁄UÁ· ¬˝‚ÍŸ •¬¿U⁄UÊ ªÊßZH 5H 

 
haraṣi suranha dundubhīṁ bajā'īṁ. baraṣi prasūna apacharā gā'īṁ. 5.  
 
In the heavens, the gods felt exhilarated; they sounded their musical instruments such as 
the kettle-drums and showered flowers (upon Sita), while the Apsaras (celestial nymphs) 
sang songs befitting the occasion. (5) 

[Note—As we have seen earlier, the gods had showered flowers upon Lord Ram and 
there was merry singing in the heaven when he had arrived and took his seat at the venue 
of the bow-breaking ceremony—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 246. 
 Now, the gods have once again showered flowers when Sita arrived. This was a clear 
sign that the gods showed their happiness and pleasure when Lord Ram and Sita arrived 
at the venue. This was also a clear sign that they were the favourites of the gods, and this 
meant that they were to be soon married because the very purpose of this gathering was 
to find a proper groom for Sita.] 
 

 
¬ÊÁŸ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ‚Ù„U ¡ÿ◊Ê‹Ê – •flø≈U ÁøÃ∞ ‚∑§‹ ÷È•Ê‹ÊH 6H 
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pāni sarōja sōha jayamālā. avacaṭa cita'ē sakala bhu'ālā. 6. 
 
Sita held a victory garland in her lotus-like hands1. As soon as she stepped into the 
ground of the arena with this garland, she cast a quick passing glance at all the kings and 
princes present there2. (6) 

[Note—1The garland that Sita held was not an ordinary victory garland but one that stood 
for victory over the world. This is because it would be put around the neck of anyone 
who broke the bow that was not an ordinary bow, but belonged to Lord Shiva, and was 
the one with which the Lord had slayed the invincible demon Tripura and had burnt the 
three formidably well-protected cities over which he ruled. Therefore it implied that only 
someone who is stronger than or at least equal to Shiva would be able to lift it and break 
it. And this is not a joke or a child’s play.  

Hence, breaking this formidable bow of Lord Shiva would clearly and indisputably 
establish the person who breaks it as the greatest warrior of all times, not only in the 
terrestrial world but also in the heaven and the nether world. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 264.   

Here it is not mentioned what sort of a garland it was—whether of gold or silver 
threads and having pearls and other precious gems as beads, or one that was made of 
flowers, and if the latter is the case then what flowers were used in it. But usually in such 
cases the lotus flower is used as it is considered the purest of all the flowers and is used to 
as an offering to deities.  

In the book “Janki Mangal” of Tulsidas which deals exclusively with the divine 
marriage of Lord Ram with Sita. In its verse no. 109 it is explicitly stated that the garland 
that Sita put around the neck of Lord Ram was made of ‘lotus flowers’.    

However, in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Sarga no. 6, verse no. 29 
it is said that the garland was made of gold. It is also mentioned in this verse that the 
complexion of Sita was like that of gold. 

In Srimad Bhagwat Puran, Skandha (chapter) 8, Canto (section) 8, verse no. 24, a 
garland of white lotus flowers is mentioned in the hands of Laxmi, the goddess of 
prosperity and material wealth, when she emerged from the Kshirsagar (the celestial 
ocean) when it was churned by the gods and the demons in search of Amrit, the nectar of 
eternal life and blissfulness. She would subsequently put this garland around the neck of 
Lord Vishnu to marry her. Since Sita is an incarnation of Laxmi, and she is to soon marry 
Lord Ram who is a human form of Lord Vishnu, we can certainly guess with confidence 
that this ‘victory garland’ was made of lotus flowers. 

A similar idea is expressed in the book “Geetawali” of Tulsidas. In its Baal Kand, 
verse no. 96, stanza no. 4 it says that “the victory garland put around the neck of Lord 
Ram by Sita looked so wonderful and fabulous as if a row of swans (who are white in 
colour), who have flown out of the lake known as Mansarovar, have alighted and 
comfortably settled down on a Tamaal tree (the black catechu plant, referring the dark-
complexioned body of Lord Ram)”. It is very clear in this metaphor that the garland was 
made of white lotus flowers because its flowers are likened to the bird ‘swan’ which is 
white in colour, and the flower that grows in the Mansarovar lake is ‘white lotus’. The 
‘row of swans’ is the chain of lotus flowers that have been threaded together to form the 
victory garland.   

2This was natural and instinctive behaviour for Sita. When she came into the arena, 
she raised her eyes and quickly looked around. This was the first chance she had got to 
see the venue, and out of general curiosity she looked around to see the huge assembly 
that was extremely fascinating.  
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 Everyone had waited eagerly with baited breath for her arrival, and there must have 
been pin-drop silence at the venue. There was an atmosphere of tense uncertainty and 
expectation all around—no one knew what would happen that day. Sita was all the more 
worried and anxious because her entire future life hinged on the events of the next few 
hours. Internally in her mind and heart though she had surrendered herself to Lord Ram, 
but that was something personal and secret.  

She was already nervous about her future, and when she stepped in the arena she 
could feel the stiffness of the atmosphere and the hushed tension that prevailed 
everywhere. She could feel that all eyes were hawkishly looking at her, and it was a very 
natural and instinctive reaction on her part to raise her eyes and have a quick look around. 

Though she had mentally decided that if she was to marry someone then he has to be 
Lord Ram, and goddess Parvati had already blessed her that it would be so when she had 
prayed to the goddess in the garden temple (refer—Baal Kand, Chand line nos. 1-2 and 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 236 above), yet she instinctively glanced at 
all the kings and princes who had come to try their luck at marrying her to get an idea of 
what sort of people they were, the first impression that her mind and heart makes of them, 
and to see if they fitted in her imagination of who should be her future husband by any 
remote chance should her dreams of marrying Lord Ram crumble to pieces.  

Her condition at that time was almost like a person who has been put on the block for 
auction, and this person nervously, anxiously, eagerly, but disgustingly, looks around 
with annoyance to have a quick look at the people who are examining the object of 
auction for which they have to bid with penetrating eyes, and getting ready to be the first 
one to grab the auctioned object!  

As has been noted above, she had no real desire to see the kings and princes who had 
gathered there to make a quick assessment of who would suit her as she had already 
chosen Lord Ram as her groom at the emotional level. So obviously this glance around 
the arena was in a general sort of way, just to see things in a general way out of curiosity 
and fascination.  

Another reason for Sita looking around is made clear in the next verse nos. 7-8 that 
follow below. We will observe that the real reason for Sita looking around was to see if 
Lord Ram is present in the assembly or not, but the deluded kings and princes thought 
that she was looking at them even if her glance fell on them for a fleeting moment as it 
moved quickly from one person to another in search of Lord Ram.  

We can imagine the pain and anxiety that dominated not only Sita’s nervous heart but 
also of all the citizens of Janakpur who had assembled there to witness the ceremony.] 

 
‚Ëÿ øÁ∑§Ã ÁøÃ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U øÊ„UÊ – ÷∞ ◊Ù„U’‚ ‚’ Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„UÊH 7H 
◊ÈÁŸ ‚◊Ë¬ Œπ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – ‹ª ‹‹Á∑§ ‹ÙøŸ ÁŸÁœ ¬Êß¸H 8H 

 
sīya cakita cita rāmahi cāhā. bha'ē mōhabasa saba naranāhā. 7. 
muni samīpa dēkhē dō'u bhā'ī. lagē lalaki lōcana nidhi pā'ī. 8. 

Sita wanted to see Lord Ram, and so her eager glances were searching for the Lord in the 
assembly. Therefore, she looked everywhere in the direction where all the competing 
kings and princes were seated (to see where Lord Ram was amongst them). But the 
deluded kings and princes (‘Narnaahaa’) were caught in an illusion, thinking that she was 
looking at them (or for them), and this created a fantasy in their minds that Sita was 
fascinated with them if her eyes fell on them even for a fraction of a second.1 (7) 
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When Sita saw that the two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) were seated near 
the sage (Vishwamitra), she fixed her eyes on them and gazed at them with eagerness as 
if her eyes had found the treasure they were searching for.2 (8) 

[Note—1Refer note appended to verse no. 6 above. 
 Sita had already heard that the two brothers have come with sage Vishwamitra to 
attend the marriage ceremony. So she was certain that they must be seated somewhere, 
but was not sure where. She could not ask her friends to point them out for her as it 
would be very indecent and improper. So she decided to look for them herself. Her 
roving eyes moved quickly around the circular arena, seeing each king or prince if he was 
her beloved, Lord Ram. She had seen Lord Ram and Laxman in the garden previously, 
and so would have no difficulty in recognizing them. But the pervert kings who were 
eyeing her greedily were so overcome with passions that even if her eyes fell on them for 
a fraction of a second to see whether a particular was not either of the two brothers (Lord 
Ram and Laxman), the concerned king thought that she was searching for him, and had 
taken a liking for him.  
 Finally, Sita saw that the two brothers were seated alongside the sage on a specially 
erected seat. As soon as she saw the two brothers she stopped looking anywhere, so the 
kings and princes upon whom she had not yet cast her glance became jealous with those 
who were the fortunate ones whom Sita had quickly seen a while ago. The latter category 
of kings became excited and this aroused animosity with the kings sitting on the other 
side. The former group of kings thought that Sita had stopped looking elsewhere because 
she has selected one of them, and that is why she did not bother to look at others. They 
became enthusiastic and were literally jumping with joy, while the other group sitting on 
the other side felt neglected and became angry.  
 This mutual jealousy and the delusion of acceptance or rejection was so profound that 
when finally Lord Ram had broken the bow and the victory garland was put around his 
neck by Sita and she stood calmly before the Lord with lowered eyes, the entire assembly 
of defeated kings and princes—except of course the ‘good ones’ who had sat quietly and 
had not participated in the bow-breaking competition—stood up in revolt, and there was 
all likelihood of an all-out war. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 266—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 267. 

2As soon as Sita saw the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, she became happy as 
if her eyes had found what they were searching for. She could immediately recognize her 
beloved Lord. A similar idea is expressed earlier when Sita saw them in the royal garden 
where she had gone to offer worship to goddess Parvati—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 232. But upon close examination we 
find a fine difference in the two instances of Sita seeing Lord Ram. In the garden where 
she first saw the Lord it is said that she ‘recognised’ him, and in this current verse it is 
said that she ‘found’ him.  
 Well, it’s easy to understand this difference. We must remember that Lord Ram and 
Sita are respective human forms of Lord Vishnu and his divine consort goddess Laxmi. 
Ever since Lord Vishnu had to come down to earth as a human being in the body of Lord 
Ram (for a number of reasons, one of them being to keep his promise made to the gods 
and mother earth that he would become a human to kill the demons who were tormenting 
them), he was separated from Laxmi who took birth as Sita. So, as soon as Sita saw the 
Lord she immediately ‘recognised’ that the prince standing before her eyes was no one 
else but Lord Vishnu. In this case all she had to do was to decide whether or not this 
prince was her eternal Lord, Vishnu. And she at once ‘recognized’ him, that he indeed 
was Vishnu. And that settled the question once and for all.  
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In the garden, Lord Ram and Laxman were alone, but in the marriage arena however, 
the situation was different as there were thousands of kings and princes of all 
demoniations, and all of them were in their finest of royal garbs, robes, ornaments, 
crowns and other paraphernalia. So Sita (Laxmi) had to search for her beloved Lord, Sri 
Ram (Vishnu) in this crowd. That is why she rapidly moved her eyes from king to king. 
And soon she ‘found’ him in this crowded arena, sitting alongside sage Vishwamitra with 
his brother Laxman.  

Let us take a simple example to understand this. Suppose a husband is separated from 
his wife in the melee of an overcrowded marketplace. The wife is wise and she maintains 
her poise, approaches the police station and gives a brief description of her husband’s 
features. The police make an announcement that any person who fits this description 
should report to them. As soon as the husband arrives and the couple stands fact to face, 
the police ask her to ‘recognise’ who this gentleman is. It is obvious that both of them, 
the wife and the husband, would ‘recognise’ each other. Any other person who may 
resemble the description of the lost husband and turns up at the police station on the basis 
of the announcement would naturally be turned away by the wife as she knows who her 
husband really is, and can easily recognize that this person is not him. This is what 
happened in the garden. Laxmi, in her human form as Sita, could immediately ‘recognise’ 
her Lord Vishnu in the form of Lord Ram as soon as she saw him. 

Now suppose the wife and husband once again get separated, and instead of going to 
the police station the wife searches for him in the crowd. She will look in all directions, at 
every male face, and suddenly she sees that her beloved husband is standing in the corner 
of a shop with his friend, waiting for her. We say she ‘found’ him in the crowd. Here, she 
has not so much recognized her husband as being able to ‘find’ him in the crowd. In the 
police station however, she had to ‘recognise’ him. Perhaps all men of roughly the same 
description who turned up at the police station after the announcement are lined up, and 
the wife is asked to ‘recognise’ who among them is her husband. 

This is the difference between the two instances when Sita had seen Lord Ram.]      

 
Îô0. ªÈ⁄U¡Ÿ ‹Ê¡ ‚◊Ê¡È ’«∏U ŒÁπ ‚Ëÿ ‚∑È§øÊÁŸ– 

‹ÊÁª Á’‹Ù∑§Ÿ ‚Áπã„U ÃŸ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄UÁ„U ©U⁄U •ÊÁŸH 248H 
 
dōhā. 

gurajana lāja samāju baṛa dēkhi sīya sakucāni. 
lāgi bilōkana sakhinha tana raghubīrahi ura āni. 248. 

Sita felt shy and bashful (as she gazed at Lord Ram) because of the presence of elders of 
the community there, as well as due to the huge crowd whose attention was fixed on 
every move of hers. 

So she calmly brought the image of Lord Ram into her heart (i.e. she enshrined 
the Lord quietly in her heart, fixing her mind not on the physical form sitting in the arena 
but on the subtle form that was enthroned inside her heart), turned her eyes away from 
him, and instead, started looking at her companions (i.e. friends) who were 
accompanying her. (Doha no. 248) 
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[Note—A similar thing had happened in the garden where Sita had gone to offer prayers 
to goddess Parvati earlier. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 4-
7 that precede Doha no. 232, and (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 234.  
 But there is situational difference between Sita seeing Lord Ram in the garden and 
her looking at him here in the arena. Sita realized in the arena that it is not good and 
decent for her reputation to look intently at a stranger-prince in a crowded assembly 
where her entire family, all the elders of the city as well as all the invited guests were 
present, and all of them had their eyes fixed on her, watching every move and gesture she 
made. Her looking fixedly at one place or at one individual would ignite a scandal, and 
give a bad name to her and her family. People would start gossiping that Sita has a loose 
character.  

So prudently she turned her gaze away from Lord Ram, and pretended that she had 
not seen and recognized him at all, and that, if questioned, she can always say that she 
had seen in the direction of where Lord Ram was sitting in a causal manner just as she 
was glancing through the crowd of assembled kings and princes without any particular 
reason.  

The situation in the garden was different. There she was alone with her close friends 
with whom she could share her internal and private feelings, unlike the situation in the 
arena which is crowded with eager onlookers scrutinizing each gesture and movement of 
hers. Some of these spectators are bound to be over-jealous who would jump to 
scandalous assumptions at the slightest excuse, at the drop of a hat so to say, to spread 
false gossip about her. So here she had to be extra cautious. In the garden she had been 
able to spend quite a bit of time looking at the two brothers, and even when she was 
forced to go away to finish her worship rituals as it was getting late, she managed to look 
back over her shoulders repeatedly on the excuse of seeing birds, trees and animals so 
that she can have one more glance of the adorable brothers before they vanished from 
sight—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 234 and its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 5-8.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ⁄UÊ◊ M§¬È •L§ Á‚ÿ ¿UÁ’ Œπ¥ – Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄Uã„U ¬Á⁄U„U⁄UË¥ ÁŸ◊·¥H 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

rāma rūpu aru siya chabi dēkhēṁ. nara nārinha pariharīṁ nimēṣēṁ. 1. 
 
The assembled men and women at the venue were so enthralled by the bewitching beauty 
of Lord Ram and the fabulous charm of Sita’s loveliness that their eyes stopped blinking. 
(1) 

[Note—When one is stunned by some sight and gazes at it with utter astonishment, the 
eyes stop blinking as an impulsive and natural reaction to the stupification of the brain.  
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 244 
which also describes the same scene when the two brothers had entered the arena. It says 
that the “stunned men and women had their eyes riveted on the Lord and could not move 
their pupils (i.e. eyes) away from the two brothers even if they had wanted to do so”.  
 The marvelous charm of Sita and her literally out-of-the-world beauty had not only 
caught the attention of Lord Ram and Laxman but had captivated the imagination, the 
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mind and the heart of the Lord so much that he had himself accepted this fact. This was 
the occasion when they had met in the garden where Sita had gone to offer worship to 
goddess Parvati. Refer: Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede Doha no. 230; 
(ii) Doha no. 231 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8; and (iii) Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 235. 
 A little earlier, the citizens of Janakpur were enchanted by the charming sight of Lord 
Ram and Laxman when the two had gone sightseeing in the city. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 220; (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 221; and (iii) Doha no. 223. 
 Remember: The Viraat Purush or the Supreme Being is the Lord who had created 
everything, including Mother Nature; the latter is another aspect or another half of the 
Viraat Purush and is therefore an integral part of the cosmic all-embracing form of the 
Lord. This ‘Mother Nature’ is also known as ‘Prakriti’, and it is astoundingly beautiful. It 
is so stupendously wonderful, fascinating and charming—and therefore beyond 
imagination and description by the limited abilities of the human mind—that legions of 
the greatest of poets and painters ever born on earth who had attempted to depict a 
fraction of its beauty, had surrendered themselves and had accepted without qualms that 
what they have presented to the world is just a glimpse of what to expect when one 
wishes to observe this miraculous creation of the Lord, known as ‘Mother Nature’ or 
‘Prakriti’.  
 Now, it is the same Viraat Purush and Mother Nature, who are also known as Lord 
Vishnu and Laxmi at the cosmic level of creation, who have manifested themselves as 
Lord Ram and Sita respectively on earth. The virtues of beauty, magnificence and 
charm—or anything that is beautiful, magnificent and charming—are an integral part of 
the divine qualities of Lord Vishnu and goddess Laxmi at the cosmic level of creation, 
and therefore there is no wonder that their gross human forms as Lord Ram and Sita 
respectively are bound to reflect these qualities.  

For instance, the sandalwood tree has a natural fragrance that is characteristic of it, 
and if any toy or pot is made out of its wood then the latter would emit a sweet scent 
reminiscent of their primary form as the ‘sandalwood tree’. They would not smell like 
articles made from wood of any other tree, such as the mango or the margosa tree. By 
merely holding an article made from the sandalwood tree one would immediately know 
about its origin. Similarly, the glorious and matchless divine virtues of Lord Ram and 
Sita were sufficient to make wise people realise about their divine origin and heritage as 
someone who were not ordinary human beings but Lord Vishnu and Laxmi themselves 
personified in their respective forms as Lord Ram and Sita—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 246.]      

 
‚Ùø®„U ‚∑§‹ ∑§„UÃ ‚∑È§øÊ„UË¥ – Á’Áœ ‚Ÿ Á’Ÿÿ ∑§⁄U®„U ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 2H 
„UL§ Á’Áœ ’Áª ¡Ÿ∑§ ¡«∏UÃÊß¸ – ◊ÁÃ „U◊ÊÁ⁄U •Á‚ ŒÁ„U ‚È„UÊß¸H 3H 
Á’ŸÈ Á’øÊ⁄U ¬ŸÈ ÃÁ¡ Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„ÍU – ‚Ëÿ ⁄UÊ◊ ∑§⁄U ∑§⁄ÒU Á’’Ê„ÍUH 4H 

 
sōcahiṁ sakala kahata sakucāhīṁ. bidhi sana binaya karahiṁ mana māhīṁ. 2. 
haru bidhi bēgi janaka jaṛatā'ī. mati hamāri asi dēhi suhā'ī. 3. 
binu bicāra panu taji naranāhū. sīya rāma kara karai bibāhū. 4. 
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All of them (men and women) were worried and anxious in their hearts, but were hesitant 
(reluctant, afraid) to speak out about their feelings openly in public. So they prayed to the 
creator Brahma earnestly and with a sense of urgency in their hearts—(2) 

‘Oh Creator (‘bidhi’)! Please quickly remove the stupidity that has eclipsed the 
wisdom of king Janak’s mind, and has stymied him, and instead give him right 
understanding like that of ours. [In other words, oh Creator, inspire Janak to discard his 
stubbornness and overcome his imaginary fears of bad name by disregarding his vows of 
marrying Sita to anyone who breaks the bow of Shiva. If he does remain adamant then it 
is sure he would have to repent and regret for his foolhardiness for the rest of his life. Oh 
Creator, please somehow influence his mind so that he becomes reasonable and changes 
course according to the changed situation. At the time he made his vows he hadn’t known 
of Lord Ram and so was excusable, but now he has no excuse of bartering the entire 
future of his own daughter just because he wishes to stick to his archaic vows which have 
become outdated by now. After all, being a father it is his obligatory moral duty to see 
what makes Sita happy in life, and at the same time he should take into consideration the 
views of his subjects as well because Sita is as dear to all of us, the subjects of his 
kingdom, as she is to him. Can’t he read the writing on the wall? We had always thought 
that our king was a very thoughtful and wise man, but today we feel that he is acting 
stupidly and most impractically for he is neglecting many important factors and the 
changed equation that prevails now.] (3) 

Inspire him so that he discards his senseless vow without any regrets, and marries 
Sita with Lord Ram without any apology any feeling of wrong-doing, or making any 
excuses for changing his decision (because Sita is his daughter, and hence he has the right 
to secure her future to the best of his ability and intellect). (4) 

[Note—The same hope is expressed by the citizens earlier when Lord Ram and Laxman 
had gone to see Janakpur upon their arrival in the city two days back. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223.  
 Refer also to (a) “Geetawali” of Tulsidas, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 70; (ii) verse no. 
77, stanza no. 3; (iii) verse no. 78, stanza no. 3 which is explicit on this subject; and (b) 
“Janki Mangal”, verse no. 70 as well as Chanda no. 7.    
 The citizens were afraid to stand up and propose to king Janak that he should cancel 
the condition that anyone who breaks the bow would marry Sita, and instead go ahead 
and straight away marry Sita with Lord Ram. But it is easy said than done, for the king 
had to take into consideration so many factors before taking any impulsive step. For one, 
this would leave a permanent scar on his immaculate reputation as a king who never 
breaks his vow no matter what befalls him, and second there was a certainty of revolt by 
the assembled kings who would fight till death for being called and then insulted. Even if 
Janak managed to somehow calm them by reasoning or subdue them by force because it 
was his realm and he had a huge army at his disposal which the invited kings lacked, the 
repercussions would be horrendous. As soon as these kings and princes returned to their 
respective kingdoms, they would all join hands and launch an attack on Janakpur. It will 
lead to bloodshed and absolute destruction and ruin. No sensible king would ever allow 
this misery to be perpetrated upon his kingdom and its innocent citizens.  
 The king himself was in a grave dilemma—had he known about these two princes 
before making his declaration then he would have offered to marry Sita and all her other 
sisters directly with the four sons of king Dasrath, i.e. Lord Ram and his three brothers 
Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, which in fact Janak actually did later on when Lord 
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Ram broke the bow and his marriage with Sita was sealed. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chanda stanza nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 325.  
 The above fact that Janak was so enchanted with Lord Ram that if he had the choice 
he would have certainly married his daughter Sita with the Lord is reiterated elsewhere 
also—e.g. in (a) “Geetawali”, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 61, stanza nos. 3-4; (ii) verse no. 
64-66, and 69 which are very explicit on this aspect; (iii) verse no. 68, stanza no. 5-6, and 
9; and in (b) “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 41 and 48, as well as Chanda no. 6.  
 Another fact is that Janak was extremely enchanted by the two brothers; this is clear 
when he had first seen them. The occasion was the king’s going to welcome sage 
Vishwamitra when he had arrived at Janakpur along with Lord Ram and Laxman—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 215—to 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 217.] 
 

¡ªÈ ÷‹ ∑§Á„UÁ„U ÷Êfl ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍU – „UΔU ∑§Ëã„¥U •¢Ã„È°U ©U⁄U ŒÊ„ÍUH 5H 
 
jagu bhala kahihi bhāva saba kāhū. haṭha kīnhēṁ antahum̐ ura dāhū. 5. 
 
The whole world would approve of it (i.e. of Janak deciding to marry Sita with Lord Ram 
by circumventing the condition of breaking of the bow) because this is what the people 
want. [There will be no opposition or criticism of this decision of the king.] 

On the other hand, being adamant and reluctant to adapt to change situation would 
only produce internal agony, restlessness and grief in the end.’ (5) 

[Note—The citizens discussed the matter of Janak’s reluctance to break his vow that Sita 
would be married to anyone who broke the bow, and instead deciding to marry Sita with 
Lord Ram directly. They understood that Janak was afraid of a bad name and ignominy 
that would come to him for breaking his own vow.  
 So in this line they say that it is wrong to think this way. A good king is one who 
keeps in mind the views of his subjects when taking any decision. Now since the whole 
city is in favour of Sita marrying Lord Ram, king Janak must not feel guilty of breaking 
his vows. Should the need arise, the entire city was ready to back him and stand by his 
decision.  

Remember: It is a king’s own people, the subjects of his kingdom, who are most 
affected by any of his actions and decisions, and therefore they are the ones who either 
praise him or criticise him. No one else outside the kingdom is much interested. 
Therefore, if the citizens want that Sita should be married to Lord Ram and if it 
necessitates the king breaking his vows, there should be no problem; the king would be 
assured of full support from his subjects. If the subjects of a king are happy and contented 
by his actions and decisions, it bids well for the king himself.  
Just the opposite happens if the king takes any decision or action that is not liked by the 
people. There would be discontent and resistance amongst the masses. In the present 
case, no one wants that Sita should be married to anyone other than Lord Ram, and if the 
king goes ahead with his stubborn decision then it is obvious that the citizens would be 
displeased with him. 

Besides the political ramifications it would have on the kingdom, the personal life of 
Sita would be thrown in a hell-fire of eternal grief and mental suffering because she 
would be forced into a marriage she does not approve of. This would cause immense 
grief for the entire royal family in the long run. So the citizens wonder why is the king 
being not reasonable and understanding; why is he not adopting himself to the changed 
circumstances.  
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Now the question arises, “what is this changed situation?” Well, the answer is clear 
and stark—at the time of making the vow and the declaration that Sita would be married 
to any warrior who would lift and break the bow, Janak was not aware of or acquainted 
with Lord Ram; the king had not seen him at that time. But now that he has personally 
seen Lord Ram and is also personally attracted to the Lord, then he must change his 
thinking to suit this new development. After all, a wise king is one who adapts himself to 
changed situations quickly, and adopts a line of action that best suits this new and 
changed situation. With such a suitable prince—who is obviously the best groom for 
Sita—being present right in front, it will be highly nonsensical for Janak to stick to some 
old-fashioned views and ridiculously stubborn vows that would jeopardise the future 
happiness of his own daughter Sita.  

Therefore, the citizens argue, the king must change his way of thinking, abandon his 
vows and straight away marry Sita with Lord Ram. After all, Sita was his daughter and he 
had the full moral right to ensure her future happiness and well-being. This was no 
ordinary competition that was being held just to decide as to who was the greatest warrior 
in the world, but the future of an innocent girl was at stake. And as a father, it was the 
moral, social, ethical and religious duty and responsibility of Janak to see that the best 
option is chosen for her, the best future can be ensured for her, and she should be 
consulted before any final decision as it directly concerned her personal life.  

Remember in this context that not only the citizens but Sita too had wanted to marry 
Lord Ram. Even her father, king Janak, had wanted in his heart that it would have been 
so nice if somehow things could be turned in favour of Sita marrying Lord Ram though 
he could not muster personal courage to supercede or circumvent his vows. Not only this, 
a big chunk of the invited kings too favoured Sita marrying Lord Ram. Hence, there 
would be no problem whatsoever if Janak changed his decision and declared that he has 
decided to marry his daughter Sita with Lord Ram.]    

 
∞®„U ‹Ê‹‚Ê° ◊ªŸ ‚’ ‹ÙªÍ – ’L§ ‚Ê°fl⁄UÙ ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ¡ÙªÍH 6H 

 
ēhiṁ lālasām̐ magana saba lōgū. baru sām ̐varō jānakī jōgū. 6. 
 
Everyone was overwhelmed with this desire that Sita should be married with Lord Ram, 
and they were all convinced with the idea that the dark-complexioned prince (Lord Ram) 
was the most suitable groom for Janki (daughter of Janak; Sita). [All of them wanted that 
Sita should be married to Lord Ram.]  (6) 

[Note—‘Everyone’ here includes the citizens of Jankpur (refer: Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 222; Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 223) as well as the 
good kings (refer: from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246).] 
 

Ã’ ’¢ŒË¡Ÿ ¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ù‹Ê∞ – Á’Á⁄UŒÊfl‹Ë ∑§„UÃ øÁ‹ •Ê∞H 7H 
∑§„U ŸÎ¬È ¡Êß ∑§„U„ÈU ¬Ÿ ◊Ù⁄UÊ – ø‹ ÷Ê≈U Á„Uÿ° „U⁄U·È Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UÊH 8H 

 
taba bandījana janaka bōlā'ē. biridāvalī kahata cali ā'ē. 7. 
kaha nṛpu jā'i kahahu pana mōrā. calē bhāṭa hiyam ̐ haraṣu na thōrā. 8. 
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[Now, we come to the next phase of the story. After everyone was seated and Sita 
arrived, king Janak called in his royal heralds and ordered to them to make a formal 
declaration of his vow—that anyone who is able to break the formidable bow of Lord 
Shiva would marry Sita. This declaration would kick-start the actual competition.] 

Then Janak summoned his royal criers and heralds, and they came in eulogizing 
his race and singing the praise of his ancestors (biridāvalī)1. (7) 

The king ordered them—‘Go and declare my vow to the assembly.’ 
The heralds immediately went on stage to do as ordered, and their hearts were 

very happy and excited2. (8)  
[Note—1This was a normal practice with kings in olden days. When some function or 
celebration was organized, the royal heralds sang long adulatory verses, praising and 
eulogizing the great deeds done by all the kings of their master’s royal lineage.  
 Refer also to: “Geetawali”, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 84, stanza no. 7; (ii) verse no. 
89, stanza no. 1-3.  
 A similar thing—of heralds singing laudatory songs praising the members of the 
royal family and their great race—has happened later when the they have praised the 
dynasty of the kings of Ayodhya, the family to which Lord Ram belonged, when he along 
with his brothers, his father king Dasrath and the rest of the royal family members arrived 
in a ceremonial marriage procession for the actual marriage rituals. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 316. 
 In Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, line no. 2 of Doha no. 105, it is said while 
describing the greatness of the holy pilgrim site of Prayag (also known as Triveni, the 
confluence of three holy rivers—the Ganges, the Yamuna and the Saraswati) that “its 
greatness and holiness, its immaculate virtues and astounding spiritual glories are sung by 
acclaimed ‘heralds’, the Vedas and the Purans (ancient scriptures)”. In this case however, 
the ‘heralds’ are wise men and elders who praise the spiritual benefits that this holy place 
bestows upon those who pay their respects to it.  
 Another place where such heralds have been employed as a metaphor for those who 
sing glories is when Lord Ram and his brother Laxman are wandering in the forest, 
appreciating its magnificent beauty and praising its lush green environment during the 
spring time when the entire forest seems to become vibrant, lively and colourful. Here the 
Lord observes the beauty of Nature at its best, and during the course of praising its 
fabulous charm he cites its various sounds that enthralled his mind and heart. Amongst 
these fascinating sounds that were unique to that dense forest was the sound of the bird 
known as Chatak who was singing away merrily. The Lord says that “this Chatak is like 
Nature’s herald who is praising the magnificent beauty and glories of the place”. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 38.      

2King Janak had so many court heralds, but only the expert ones among them were 
selected to make this presentation and declare the king’s vows formally once again as a 
sign that the bow breaking competition has started.  

Therefore, those who were selected for this purpose, those who took the stand at the 
podium to make this announcement, felt very honoured and privileged. That is why they 
felt very very happy. They felt excited because their declaration would start a competition 
like the one the world had never seen before. At the instant when they stood on the stage 
to make this declaration, all eyes were upon them, and this made them feel proud and 
important.]   

 
Îô0. ’Ù‹ ’¢ŒË ’øŸ ’⁄U ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ‚∑§‹ ◊Á„U¬Ê‹– 
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¬Ÿ Á’Œ„U ∑§⁄U ∑§„U®„U „U◊ ÷È¡Ê ©UΔUÊß Á’‚Ê‹H 249H 
 
dōhā. 

bōlē bandī bacana bara sunahu sakala mahipāla. 
pana bidēha kara kahahiṁ hama bhujā uṭhā'i bisāla. 249. 

The royal criers and heralds announced the decision of king Janak as follows—‘Listen all 
the great kings who have assembled here. We raise our arms high to declare the great 
vow1 that Videha (king Janak) has made. (Doha no. 249) 

[Note—1The word “bisāla” technically means ‘big, huge, large, long, remarkable. In the 
present context however it means that the heralds raised their arms high and proclaimed 
in an unambiguous language the vows of king Janak. They affirmed that what they are 
saying is of profound importance and irrevocable, and so everyone present there should 
listen to them carefully. The challenge is formidable, and the reward for the winner is 
mighty great. This reward is described in forthcoming Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that follow 
this Doha below.  

The word is an adjective, and its placement at the end of the 2nd line of this Doha is 
very strategic. It refers to the ‘dignified position of the heralds as representative of their 
king’ as well as to the ‘mighty vow of the king that is irrevocable, unique and 
remarkable’. So it simultaneously means—(i) that the declaration made by the heralds 
was done with absolute confidence, and that it was irrevocable and cannot be challenged, 
and (ii) it also means that the formidable vow which the king has made is also irrevocable 
and of immense importance. Why is it so? Because it would determine who is the 
strongest and the bravest warrior in the world.  

‘Strongest’—because the bow was exceptionally heavy and stern, and only a person 
who can have the strength that matches that of Lord Shiva, to whom this bow originally 
belonged, would be able to lift it.  

‘Bravest’—because its breaking meant challenging the might of Shiva, and it is no 
joke to stand up against the Lord’s wrath should he become angry on the person who 
dares to break the bow without his (Lord Shiva’s) permission.  

And, ‘warrior’—because only someone who is an expert archer and an exeellent 
warrior would know how to raise and string such a heavy and huge bow, and then pull its 
string so much back that it would snap from the middle. This feat requires astounding 
strength, courage, valour, skill, expertise and confidence. 

Refer also to “Geetawali”, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 7.  
What would be the ‘unique reward’ for someone fulfilling this ‘unique vow’ of 

Janak? Well, it would be the hand of Sita, the daughter of Janak and the most beautiful 
girl of the time, in marriage.  

The following Chaupai line nos. 3-4 herein below describe what this ‘great vow’ of 
king Janak was, as well as its equally ‘great reward’.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ŸÎ¬ ÷È¡’‹È Á’œÈ Á‚flœŸÈ ⁄UÊ„ÍU – ªL§• ∑§ΔUÙ⁄U Á’ÁŒÃ ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍUH 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  
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nṛpa bhujabalu bidhu sivadhanu rāhū. garu'a kaṭhōra bidita saba kāhū. 1. 
 
[The criers and the heralds continued with their proclamation—] ‘It is well known to 
everyone that Shiva’s bow was very heavy, sturdy, strong and stern. It was like the planet 
Rahu as far as the strength of the arms of all the kings and princes was concerned.  

[That is, just like the case of Rahu causing the eclipse of the moon, this bow would 
vanquish the pride of all the kings that they are very strong, able and powerful, that there 
is nothing impossible for them, that to break this old and rusty bow is like a child’s play 
for them. The bow would put all of them to shame. The shine of self-confidence, of 
majesty and authority, of power and pomp that is now radiating from their faces would be 
replaced by gloom and dejection. Soon, they would sit down with lowered heads and 
faces darkened by shame and loss of prestige.] (1)  

[Note—Rahu is a legendary mythological demon that devours the full moon once in a 
while, causing the latter’s eclipse. Refer note that has been appended to Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 238 above which tells the story of Rahu and 
why he devours the moon, causing the latter’s eclipse. 

In the context of the present verse this metaphor means that the strongest, the most 
muscular, the most able and the bravest among the kings, who are proud of their strength 
and power and invincibility, would fail to lift and break the bow; they would be defeated 
by the bow. The bow would literally eclipse their glory, their reputation and fame as 
brave, strong and invincible warriors just like the Rahu who casts its dark shadow on the 
moon and eclipses the latter’s magnificent brightness, its wonderful beauty and its 
glories—in short, the Rahu tramples underfoot the pride and vanity of the moon that it is 
the most attractive, the most charming and brightest object in the night sky, that it is 
universally used as a metaphor for beauty, charm, magnificence, attractiveness, as well as 
a fount of bliss, peace and joy by all the poets and bards in this world.  

The moon, when it is scared out of its wits by the overbearing presence of Rahu, 
appears dark and gloomy as if all its glory and charm have been trampled underfoot and 
crushed to pieces by its nemesis, the demon Rahu.  

Similarly, the pride of the assembled kings that they are extremely strong and able, 
that there is nothing impossible for them, that this rusty and old bow is like a child’s play 
for them, that it would stand no chance against the might of their muscular arms—all 
such notions of strength, power, majesty and grandeur would be decimated and crushed 
the instant they go near the bow. The formidable bow of Lord Shiva would cast its dark, 
grim shadow of sternness and invincibility on the pride of the kings and princes, 
vanquishing their ego, haughtiness and arrogance, and casting a pall of gloom on all of 
them like the Rahu casting its dark shadow on the full moon, eclipsing it and trouncing 
the latter’s pride of being the most wonderful entity in the whole of the night sky. 

In other words, the kings are able to maintain their show of prestige, invincibility, 
majesty, grandeur and strength only till the time they do not touch the bow, because as 
soon as they touch it, the bow would suck out all their glories, the bow would crush their 
pride of being extremely strong and able when they fail to move it even a fraction of an 
inch. The kings’ vanity and false pretensions of glory and majestic powers would 
crumble into dust. Their faces that are at present shining with pride and radiating with 
self-confidence would be veiled by a dark pall of gloom and dejection when all their 
prestige, self-respect and dignity would be crushed under the might of Lord Shiva’s bow.
 It is very important to note that all the kings have been compared to the ‘moon’ that 
is devoured by Rahu to cause the lunar eclipse, and no reference is made of the fact that 
the Rahu also causes the eclipse of the ‘sun’ when it devours the latter, or casts its 
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shadow on the sun. The reason for this clever maneuvering with words by Tulsidas is that 
Lord Ram, who will ultimately break the bow, belongs to the ‘solar race’, the Sun 
dynasty.  

Hence, no mention is made in this verse of the Rahu eclipsing the sun because the 
bow, which is compared to Rahu, would not be able to stand against the will and strength 
of Lord Ram, of the ‘solar race’, as the Lord would easily break it; the bow would not be 
able to resist Lord Ram as it did in the case of all other kings.  

Unlike the other kings (compared to the ‘moon’) who were defeated by the bow 
(compared to ‘Rahu’) as it refused to be moved by them, Lord Ram (compared to the 
‘sun’) was easily able to defeat the bow by lifting and breaking it. The ‘lifting and 
breaking’ of the bow by Lord Ram was tantamount to crushing the pride and ego of the 
bow that no one can stand against its might and powers.  

It was a sort of punishment for the bow that it was being too arrogant and haughty. 
Through this breaking of the bow, Lord Ram gave a signal to the demons and all the 
other evil forces in this world that enough was enough, that though they could have their 
way till now, their evil game was soon going to come to an end as the Lord has arrived to 
eliminate them and neutralise their evil powers. 

Ram was Lord Vishnu himself personified because Lord Shiva did not oppose nor 
felt angry when the Lord broke his (Shiva’s) bow. This is because Shiva had already 
suffered defeat at the hands of Vishnu on an earlier occasion when both of them faught 
using their respective bows, Shiva using the bow that was to be broken today, and Vishnu 
using his famed bow known as Saarang. This fight was orchestered by the creator 
Brahma at the behest of the gods who wanted to know which of the two great bows—one 
held by Vishnu and the other by Shiva—was better and the greatest. Both these bows 
were created by Vishwakarma, the engineer of the gods. When Shiva was defeated, he 
got so annoyed and disgusted with his bow that he discarded it as he did not want to have 
it with him in future, and so he gave it to an ancestor of king Janak. Shiva himself 
secretly wanted this bow destroyed as it was a symbol of his defeat. But who in this 
creation would ever gather courage to destroy a bow that was once held in the hands of 
the greatest of gods, the Great Lord known as Mahadeva or Shiva?  This destroyer had to 
be Lord Vishnu because not only had he actually defeated Shiva during that confrontation 
and therefore there was no question of his insulting or undermining Shiva’s dignity or 
greatness by breaking the latter’s bow, but also because Lord Shiva himself was a great 
devotee of Lord Vishnu in his incarnation as Lord Ram. In fact, Lord Shiva always 
repeated the holy name of Lord Ram as his chosen Mantra (spiritual formula); Shiva had 
Lord Ram enshrined in his heart as his dearest Lord.  

Hence, Lord Shiva would not feel affronted at all—but would rather feel happy and 
give his nod—when Lord Ram would break this bow, as it had been forsaken and 
discarded by Shiva himself.  This bow was a constant source of irritation for Lord Shiva 
as it reminded him of this unfortunate incident when he was instigated to fight with his 
beloved and revered Lord Vishnu just because the selfish gods wished to determine 
which of the two bows constructed by Vishwakarma was stronger and better. Shiva 
wanted to erase this bitter memory, and he wanted to convey a message to Lord Vishnu, 
albeit in the latter’s form as Lord Ram, that the earlier incident when they had fought was 
not out of Shiva’s own wish or volition but due to some mischievous maneuvering by the 
gods. So, Lord Vishnu must forgive him (Shiva) and bury any kind of misunderstanding 
that he (Vishnu) might harbour against Shiva.  

So we find that Lord Shiva had used this opportunity of breaking of his bow by Lord 
Vishnu in the form of Lord Ram to reiterate his (Shiva’s) eternal love and respect for 
Lord Vishnu, and to tell the demons that it would be useless for them to seek any help 
from Shiva against Lord Ram. 
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Another significant connotation of breaking of this bow of Lord Shiva is this:—The 
demons were worshippers of Lord Shiva. Their king, Ravana of Lanka, was himself a 
great devotee of Shiva. In fact, he had offered his heads to the Lord ten times on some 
earlier occasion, and Shiva had been so pleased with this offering that he had blessed 
Ravana that all his ten heads would not only be restored but if anyone cuts any of these 
heads in the future they would grow back on his neck instantly. This is why Lord Ram 
had been unable to kill Ravana during the epic war at Lanka by merely cutting his heads 
repeatedly with his arrows. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 
2-3 that precede Doha no. 25; (ii) Doha no. 28; and (iii) Doha no. 92 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 10-14. 

Ravana had also composed a sacred hymn in honour of Shiva, called the Ravana’s 
Shiva-Tandav Stotra, which is said to be the most difficult of all hymns ever composed in 
honour of the Lord. 

The might of Ravana’s arms, his dare-devilry and his fearlessness from Lord Shiva 
can be judged by the fact that once he had effortlessly lifted or ‘uprooted’ Mt. Kailash, 
the mountain abode of Lord Shiva in the upper reaches of the Himalayas. This meant that 
Ravana had the strength and the guts to lift the entire weight of this lofty mountain along 
with Lord Shiva and his divine consort Parvati who permanently live there as it is their 
terrestrial abode. Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(a) Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that 
precedes Doha no. 292; (b) Lanka Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
25; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 28.  

Both the above facts—i.e. offering of his own heads ten times, and lifting of Mt. 
Kailash—have been repeated by Ravana often to boast about his strength, fearlessness 
and powers. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 29.   

Ravana’s exploits are legendary and have been elaborately listed at many places in 
Ram Charit Manas—e.g. (i) in Baal Kand where the origin and establishment of the 
demon race is described (refer Baal Kand: from Doha no. 178—to Doha/Sortha no. 183); 
(ii) in Lanka Kand where Ravana and Angad—whom Lord Ram had sent in an effort to 
persuade the demon king Ravana to give Sita back and avoid a ruinous war—had an 
acrimonious, no-holds-barred bitter verbal duel (refer Lanka Kand: Doha no. 25 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8; Doha no. 28 along with its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 3-8); and (iii) in Lanka Kand when Ravana’s wife Mandadori tried to persuade 
her husband to stop being pervert, abandon his stubborn recklessness, and become 
reasonable so that the demon race escapes annihilation (refer Lanka Kand: Chaupai line 
nos. 1-4 that precedes Doha nos. 8). 

But we find that the same mighty and virtually invincible Ravana had not dared to 
touch Shiva’s bow though he was present in the arena. If he had stood up and went up the 
steps leading to the platform where the bow was kept, all other competing kings would 
have scrambled for cover to hide themselves as all of them feared this ferocious demon 
king and would not have certainly not dared to challenge Ravana. Therefore, the decision 
of Ravana to quietly make his escape and not attempt to break the bow shows that he 
harboured some secret fear of defeat and humiliation. These facts are mentioned in Ram 
Charit Manas at a number of places, viz. (i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 250; (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 292; (iii) Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3 that precedes Doha no. 256; and (iv) Lanka Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 37.   

The point is this—by breaking Lord Shiva’s bow fearlessly and effortlessly, Lord 
Ram sent a strong signal to the entire demon race, and especially to Ravana, their king, 
that he (Lord Ram) was not an ordinary person but the Supreme Lord of the world who 
has come down to earth to control their (demons’) cruelty and tyranny. The demons must 
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realize that only someone more divine and powerful than Shiva would dare to break the 
latter’s bow. Ravana must understand that someone who can easily lift and break Lord 
Shiva’s formidable bow, which even he (Ravana) had not dared to touch, must be some 
Divine Being and not an ordinary human being.  

We shall read later on in the story that Ravana—who was very wise and learned—got 
this hint; he could read this subtle message. This becomes clear at the time when he 
decides to abduct Sita so that Lord Ram would come to rescue her and kill him in the 
ensuing war, because he is convinced in his mind that this is the only way his sinful body 
of a demon can be eliminated, and his soul can find liberation and deliverance from this 
body’s bondage. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precedes Doha no. 23.  

Again we find that at the time of Sita’s abduction, Ravana had first mentally bowed 
his head at the holy feet of Sita to pay his respects to her, felt exceptionally happy to have 
this golden opportunity to find a way for his and other demons’ liberation, and then took 
her away—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 16 that precedes 
Doha no. 28.]  

 
⁄UÊflŸÈ ’ÊŸÈ ◊„UÊ÷≈U ÷Ê⁄U – ŒÁπ ‚⁄UÊ‚Ÿ ªfl°Á„¢U Á‚œÊ⁄UH 2H 
‚Ùß ¬È⁄UÊÁ⁄ U ∑§ÙŒ¢«ÈU ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ⁄UÊ¡ ‚◊Ê¡ •Ê¡È ¡Ùß ÃÙ⁄UÊH 3H 
ÁòÊ÷ÈflŸ ¡ÿ ‚◊Ã ’ÒŒ„UË – Á’Ÿ®„U Á’øÊ⁄U ’⁄Uß „UÁΔU Ã„UËH 4H 

 
rāvanu bānu mahābhaṭa bhārē. dēkhi sarāsana gavam̐hiṁ sidhārē. 2. 
sō'i purāri kōdaṇḍu kaṭhōrā. rāja samāja āju jō'i tōrā. 3. 
tribhuvana jaya samēta baidēhī. binahiṁ bicāra bara'i haṭhi tēhī. 4. 
 
‘Ravana and Banasur are two great and formidable demons. They saw the bow and 
silently sneaked away (without even touching it)1. (2) 

It is the same bow of Lord Shiva (that scared Ravana and Banasur out of their 
wits because they felt that their strength would fail in front of this bow, and to escape 
certain embarrassment and humiliation they simply slithered out of this arena silently!) 
that is the challenge for you all. In this majestic assembly of great and mighty kings from 
all corners of the world, anyone who breaks this formidable bow---(3) 

---would not only get the rare honour and an enviable prestige of conquering 
‘Tribhuvan’ (i.e. the entire world consisting of three sections, viz. the heavens, the earth 
and the nether world or the subterranean world)2 but would also get the hands of Vaidehi 
(the daughter of king Videha, Janak, i.e. Sita) in marriage. Vaidehi would marry him 
without any second thoughts.’ (4) 

[Note—1Refer an extensive note appended to Chaupai line no. 1 above.   
Refer also to: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 

precedes Doha no. 250; (b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/85, stanza no. 3.  
These two demons had come to the place of the bow-breaking ceremony thinking that 

lifting and breaking an old rusty bow was not even worth thinking twice, and that they 
would lift and break it effortlessly. The trophy was a girl, Sita, who was considered the 
most beautiful in this world at that time. But when they actually saw the bow they 
realized that it was beyond their means to lift it and break it. So there was no sense in 
inviting ridicule and laughter in an assembly where all the great kings and princes of the 
time were present. All of them had heard of Ravana and Banasur, and if these two demon 
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warriors, who were famed for their strength and valour, were unable to move the bow 
then there would be nothing more shameful and ignominious for them. So they quietly 
sneaked away to save their faces. 

Out of so many famous demons mentioned in the Purans (ancient mythological 
histories of Hindus) whose might and strength were legendary and who even the gods 
feared, only Ravana and Banasur are mentioned here. Why is it so? The context here is 
the ‘lifting’ of a mighty and heavy bow. So, only those demon warriors who had proven 
track records of being so strong and powerful that they could very easily and effortlessly 
lift the mightiest of mountains were selected by the heralds to impress upon the assembly 
that it would be no joke to lift this bow.  

‘Banasur’ had lifted Mt. Meru, the abode of gods—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 292; and ‘Ravana’ had lifted Mt. 
Kailash, the abode of Lord Shiva himself—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 292.  

These two demons ran away because they realized that this bow was heavier than 
either of the two mountains, viz. Mt. Sumeru and Mt. Kailash. They did not dare even to 
touch the bow because they felt sure they won’t be able to move it. In other words, the 
bow was heavier than these two mighty mountains. Hence, the challenge which the kings 
faced was of stupendous nature, and therefore they must think many times over before 
showing-off any dare-devilry. 

This warning was very crucial and practical as far as king Janak was concerned. In 
case no invited king or prince was able to lift the bow, then none of them would be able 
to accuse the king that he had deliberately wanted to insult all of them by not warning 
them or disclosing to them in advance the special features and unique characters of the 
bow, and instead instigating them to go and lift the bow with the bait that they would 
marry his daughter Sita while being certain throughout that all of them would fail to 
move the bow, what to talk of lifting and breaking it. That means the kings would 
surmise that Janak had the intent of humiliating all the great kings and princes of the 
time, and with this in mind he had organized this bow-breaking ceremony. This would 
lead to revolt and blood-shed.  

Hence, as a precautionary measure it was prudent for Janak to disclose in advance the 
fact that the bow was exceptionally heavy and strong, and to drive home this point the 
heralds cited the instance of Ravana and Banasur who could not muster enough strength 
and courage to even attempt to lift the bow.  

If we closely examine verse nos. 2-3 we deduce that Ravana and Banasur had already 
left the venue at the time the heralds made the announcement. It means that these two 
great demons had arrived at the arena, saw the bow, perhaps even went near it and 
consulted each other, and then decided that it was better to go away while still there was 
time to save face. The spies of king Janak were keeping a close watch on all the visitors, 
and this bit of information was passed on to the king by them, who then instructed his 
heralds to mention it.  

The fact of Ravana having gone to the bow-breaking ceremony and not having the 
courage to lift the bow was known to his wife Mandodari as she has mentioned this fact 
while chiding him for abducting Sita to avenge his humiliation, but inviting a ruinous war 
on Lanka in the process because Lord Ram and his army had launched an assault to free 
Sita from his captivity—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 10-11 
that precede Doha no. 36. 

But another question now arises—the demons were well known in this world, and 
their external features of a ‘demon’ made them stand out from the rest of the living 
beings, such as the kings and princes in this case. So, why were the kings not able to 
recognize them? The answer is found in king Janak’s statement in Baal Kand, Chaupai 
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line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 251 where he says, while rebuking the kings when none 
of them were able to move the bow, that—“even the gods and demons have also come 
here in the form of human beings (kings)”.  

This fact is also endorsed elsewhere. For instance, in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 241, it is said that—“in that assembly, gods 
and demons were present in the guise of kings”. 

Remember: The demons were capable of assuming any form they wished—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, 2nd part of Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 75.
 These observations clearly show that these two great demons, Ravana and Banasur, 
had indeed visited the site of the bow-breaking ceremony though they did not participate, 
but it was in the form of a king. 

2The word “Tribhuvan” has been cleverly used here. Its normal meaning is the world 
that has three divisions—viz. heaven, earth and nether or subterranean world. But it also 
indicates the three legendary cities (“Tri” = three; “Bhuvan” = world, habitat, home) of 
demon Tripura which were destroyed by Lord Shiva, along with the killing of this 
demon, by using this same bow. Hence, this bow represents the conquest of three 
invincible cities or worlds.  

Therefore, anyone who breaks this bow, which had helped Lord Shiva to conquer 
Tripura and his three cities, would be deemed as the conqueror of the whole world.]    

 
‚ÈÁŸ ¬Ÿ ‚∑§‹ ÷Í¬ •Á÷‹Ê· – ÷≈U◊ÊŸË •ÁÃ‚ÿ ◊Ÿ ◊ÊπH 5H 
¬Á⁄U∑§⁄U ’Ê°Áœ ©UΔ •∑È§‹Êß¸ – ø‹ ßCÔUŒflã„U Á‚⁄U ŸÊß¸H 6H 

 
suni pana sakala bhūpa abhilāṣē. bhaṭamānī atisaya mana mākhē. 5. 
parikara bām ̐dhi uṭhē akulā'ī. calē iṣṭadēvanha sira nā'ī. 6. 
 
Hearing this vow (of king Janak), all the kings became eager or greedy (to break the bow 
and get acclaim as being the strongest warrior in the whole world, as well as get Sita in 
marriage as a trophy for this victory). Those among them who were more egoist and 
proud of themselves became very angry or annoyed (at the words of the heralds that even 
Ravana and Banasur had not dared to touch the bow, and therefore they should be careful 
before attempting any misadventure).1 (5) 

They rose from their seats impatiently, girdled up their loin-cloths (i.e. tied the 
waist-bands tightly around their waists to indicate that they are ready to face any 
challenge), and moved towards the bow eagerly after bowing their heads before their 
respective deities (gods) whom they worshipped.2 (6)  

[Note—1All the kings were waiting for this moment. They could not understand the 
subtle message which the announcement of the heralds contained—that they must think 
twice before attempting to lift the bow because even the famous demons Ravana and 
Banasur, who were well known for the might of their arms, had not dared to touch it, lest 
they would repent later on and blame their host, king Janak, of scheming to insult them 
en-masse.  

The kings were in a quandary: if they did not rise to the occasion, if they kept sitting 
in the face of this open challenge, then it would be deemed that they have accepted 
defeat. No self-respecting king would like this humiliation to be heaped on him in this 
disrespectful way. After all, they had come to participate in the bow ceremony on their 
own volition and with the clear knowledge that a bow had to be broken. Now if they keep 
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sitting, what would their subjects and companions think of them? It was a piquant 
situation for them, and when left with no choice between the devil and the deep sea, they 
decided to try their luck.  

This was a normal reaction for competing kings who were invited for an open 
competition—it makes no sense for anyone in accepting defeat even without attempting 
to win. This was the first sort of kings who stood up to try their luck.  

However, there were many among them who were full of vanity and excessively 
haughty, proud and egoist. They became angry and annoyed because the heralds had 
implied that if Ravana and Banasur could not lift the bow then no one can do it. They 
must have angrily snorted and said under their breaths—“How dare the heralds say so in 
our presence? Are they threatening us or challenging our self-respect and dignity? What 
if Ravana or Banasur did not touch the bow? It does not mean that if these two demons 
did not touch the bow that no one else would be able to move it or lift it? How dare king 
Janak challenge our strength and power and insult us in this manner. What nonsense is 
this? Come what may, we will now show these people (the hosts) that we are strong and 
powerful, and after breaking this rotten and god forsaken bow we will make Janak beg 
for forgiveness for making so outrightly an insinuating and taunting remark.”  

2All the competing kings were eager to be the first ones to approach the bow and 
break it. Everyone was sure that he would break it, and therefore all wanted to be the first 
person to try his luck at the bow, because if anyone else does it before they get a chance 
then that person would win the competition, and with it he will get the accompanying 
fame as the greatest and the strongest king of the world as well as the hands of Sita in 
marriage.  

Hence, all of them rose impatiently from their seats to go to the bow as quickly as 
possible because there was no time to be lost. In order to ensure victory, they invoked the 
respective deities they worshipped at home to seek the latter’s blessings. As we shall find 
shortly, all of them failed to move the bow even for a fraction of an inch inspite of their 
invoking these deities.  

What does it indicate in respect to these kings invoking their gods or deities but still 
failing; why did these deities fail to help their devotees; were these deities helpless or 
powerless? Well, there is a very important message hidden in this development—and it is 
this: a person must worship only the Supreme Lord, and not so many gods and goddesses 
as these kings did. Can a junior king or a knight defy the wishes of the Emperor under 
whose patronage or tutelage he survives? Can a junior king ever retain his kingdom or 
domain if he goes against the will of the Emperor?  

The ‘Emperor’ or the ‘Supreme Being’ here is Lord Ram, as he is an incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu, the Viraat Purush and the Supreme Lord of the world. Even Lord Shiva, 
who himself is honoured by the epithet of a Great God, the ‘Maha-Deva’, could not or 
did not interfere with Lord Ram breaking the bow. The Mother Goddess, Parvati, had 
already blessed Sita that her wishes to marry Lord Ram would be fulfilled. (Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Sortha/Doha no. 236 along with its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 5-8 and the Chanda that follows them.)  

All other gods and goddesses are junior to Lord Shiva and Parvati respectively. These 
kings did not realize that even Lord Shiva himself worships Lord Ram and repeats the 
holy name of the Lord, i.e. “RAM”, as his chosen Mantra (spiritual formula). For 
instance, refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
51; Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 52; Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 60 etc.  

Parvati had herself bowed at the holy feet of Lord Ram on some previous occasion—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 55. 
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So in this situation, with Lord Ram himself present in the assembly, and that too in 
the company of the great sage Vishwamitra, it was an exercise in futility for these 
ignorant kings to boast of their strengths (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that 
precede Doha no. 245) and then ask their respective deities to support them in their 
pretensions (as indicated in the present Chaupai no. 6).] 

 

Ã◊Á∑§ ÃÊÁ∑§ ÃÁ∑§ Á‚flœŸÈ œ⁄U„UË¥ – ©UΔUß Ÿ ∑§ÙÁ≈U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’‹È ∑§⁄U„UË¥H 7H 
Á¡ã„U ∑§ ∑§¿ÈU Á’øÊL§ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥ – øÊ¬ ‚◊Ë¬ ◊„UË¬ Ÿ ¡Ê„UË¥H 8H 

 
tamaki tāki taki sivadhanu dharahīṁ. uṭha'i na kōṭi bhām ̐ti balu karahīṁ. 7. 
jinha kē kachu bicāru mana māhīṁ. cāpa samīpa mahīpa na jāhīṁ. 8. 

When the (haughty and adamant) kings approached the bow in a huff, they looked at it 
contemptuously, grabbed it angrily, grappled with it with all their strength and skill, but 
still the stubborn bow did not move a bit though they tried and tried repeatedly with all 
their might, applying the best of tactics that they were aware of1. (7) 

 But those kings who had some wisdom and common sense in them sensed that it 
is better not to make a fool out of themselves, and so they did not even go near the bow to 
try to move and lift it2. (8) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 4 also. 
As we have observed in the note of the previous verse, all the kings who decided to 

break the bow did not waste any time because they wanted to get a first chance to lift it 
and break it lest someone else beats them to it and is declared victorious. In this situation, 
there was a virtual rush for the bow. The competing kings pushed and shoved each other, 
huffing and puffing, not bothering to maintain basic dignity and solemnity of the 
occasion. They all milled around the bow and jostled with each other.  
 So, as soon as the kings reached the bow, they grabbed it contemptuously, and when 
it did not budge from its position they naturally became angry and annoyed. Initially, in 
their first attempt, they may have thought that it is easy to lift this old and rusted bow. 
But soon they discovered to their dismay that this wretched bow is quite a bit of 
challenge for them. So they became alarmed and applied all the tricks of the warrior’s 
profession as well as all the strength they possessed to make this stubborn bow move. No 
matter how hard and expertly they all tried, first one after another, and then jointly (refer: 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251 below), the bow did not relent at all; it did 
not budge a fraction of an inch from its place.  
 Imagine the scene. There were thousands of kings and princes vying with each other 
to lift the bow. In the beginning, the more domineering ones amongst the kings elbowed 
in forcefully and pushed aside their competitors to be the first ones to touch the bow and 
lift it. When they showed signs of frustration, those who were waiting for their turn must 
have passed caustic or sarcastic comments at them, further irritating the kings who were 
at the bow. There must have been howls of cat-calls, smirks and smiles all around.  

The kings waiting for their chance were closely observing those kings who were 
attempting to lift the bow; they observed the different manoeuvres and moves the kings 
were making in their attempt to lift the bow. So, while waiting for their own chance, they 
must have been thinking of some newer tactics and planning better strategies to tackle the 
adamant bow. As more and more kings failed dismally and either returned to their seats 
or stood around planning better strategies, abject despondency was writ large on their 
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faces. They were all crestfallen, had lowered heads heavy with shame, bore a haggard 
look of defeat and ignominy.  

2Meanwhile, those kings who were waiting for their turn watched these defeated 
kings, creating alarm and fear of certain defeat and humiliation in their own minds. A lot 
many of the kings must have cursed themselves to come here at all because their 
confidence collapsed; they felt that they have but little chance to win. But now it was a 
sticky situation because it was too late to withdraw: to return without trying their hand at 
the bow would make them a laughing stock in the assembly. So they consulted amongst 
themselves and took the position that since it is too late to go back now, it’s better to try 
to lift the bow. In case they succeed, well and good; and in case they failed, then also 
their shame would be less marked as there were hundreds of kings who had failed before 
them and had walked away with lowered heads. Hence they thought that by the time they 
return empty-handed, a pall of gloom would already have descended upon the assembly 
as one after another king returned defeated. So their own defeat would not attract as much 
attention as the case of those kings who were defeated in the beginning of the 
competition.  

The first batch of defeated kings faced hooting and cat-calls, but gradually the 
atmosphere became sombre and grave. The latter round of defeats was expected, and 
therefore they invited little attention and raised fewer eye-brows as compared to the case 
with the initial round of defeats because the more strong and powerful amongst the kings 
were the ones who had pushed themselves ahead of the line to make the first attempt, and 
all of them had already failed. Therefore, those kings who were in the back of the queue, 
those who still had to try their luck, could see their fate coming, as did the crowd 
watching the competition from the stands. Hence, these waiting kings decided to hold fast 
and try to lift the bow nevertheless, instead of going back to their seats at this late stage, 
because they had nothing to lose.] 

         
Îô0. Ã◊Á∑§ œ⁄U®„U œŸÈ ◊Í…∏U ŸÎ¬ ©UΔUß Ÿ ø‹®„U ‹¡Êß– 

◊Ÿ„È°U ¬Êß ÷≈U ’Ê„ÈU’‹È •Áœ∑È§ •Áœ∑È§ ªL§•ÊßH 250H 
 
dōhā. 

tamaki dharahiṁ dhanu mūṛha nṛpa uṭha'i na calahiṁ lajā'i. 
manahum ̐ pā'i bhaṭa bāhubalu adhiku adhiku garu'ā'i. 250. 

The stupid kings indignantly tried to move the bow with all their might, but no matter 
how hard they strained the bow refused to be lifted. At last, all of them went away in 
shame, being overcome with a sense of abject despair and despondency. 

It appeared that the bow mysteriously absorbed the strength of these kings, 
becoming heavier with each attempt they made1. (Doha no. 250) 

[Note—1This is a figure of speech employed by the poet Tulsidas to emphasise that the 
bow was so heavy that it surpassed the combined strength of all the kings. This fact will 
be clear when we read the next verse which says that it did not move even when all the 
kings—numbering ten thousand—applied their combined strength to make it move.  
 In practical terms the meaning is that the bow was very very heavy on its own 
account from the beginning; it was so built. It hadn’t actually absorbed any strength from 
any king; it’s impossible for this to happen. But one after another each king thought that 
his predecessor was not as strong as he, and when he himself failed to move the bow it 
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appeared to all those present that the bow was becoming heavier with each new attempt 
made by all subsequent kings who tried to move it.]       

 
 
¿õ0. ÷Í¬ ‚„U‚ Œ‚ ∞∑§Á„U ’Ê⁄UÊ – ‹ª ©UΔUÊflŸ ≈U⁄Uß Ÿ ≈Ê⁄UÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī. 

bhūpa sahasa dasa ēkahi bārā. lagē uṭhāvana ṭara'i na ṭārā. 1. 
 
Ten thousand kings tried to move and lift the bow simultaneously, but to their utter 
dismay the bow did not move even a bit inspite of all their rigorous effort and straining 
that they made. (1) 

[Note—In the beginning the kings tried to move the bow individually. But when all of 
them failed they threw all caution and principles of morality to the wind by trying to lift 
the bow together. Did they give a thought that if all of them—ten thousand of them!—
succeeded in lifting and breaking the bow then what would be the fate of Sita. It would be 
a most incredulous development to happen if they indeed succeeded in their attempt—
because then Sita would be married to “ten thousand kings”! It is hilarious and incredibly 
ridiculous to even think of this, what to talk of this actually materialising.  
 This very thought that one girl would have to share “ten thousand husbands” is 
exceedingly immoral and against the basic norms of a civilised society; it’s against the 
principles of ‘Dharma’—the principles of probity, propriety, ethics and proper conduct. 
Did these frustrated kings ever think of it? No—and this is the reason why such kings 
were called sinful, wicked and pervert, who had become blind in their vanity, passion and 
ego, in Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 245 earlier.   
 Now, if we read this verse along with its preceding verses we come to the conclusion 
that after being unable to move the bow individually, either the kings returned to their 
seats and kept a low profile to avoid further embarrassment, or they stood milling around 
the bow planning new strategies amongst themselves. Of course all of them were 
smarting from the insult, so when none could move the bow they made a clarion call: 
“Come all of you; we will not go back without lifting this wretched bow and allowing 
this lifeless rusty thing to humiliate us in this abject fashion. So let us all put our 
combined strength together to trounce this stubborn bow and regain our lost prestige and 
self-respect. This old and rusty piece of a nuisance, the wretched ‘bow’, won’t be able to 
stand against our combined will and power. So brothers and friends, let us stand together 
to defeat this enemy that has put all of us to shame. We won’t allow this to happen!” 
 One wonders how so many kings could find place to stand shoulder to shoulder and 
simultaneously touch the bow in order to move or push it. Well, the most plausible 
answer is that they must have tied a number of iron chains to the bow and pulled at it 
together. Or, since the verse says that the bow refused to be “lifted”, it may have been 
some sort of heavy-duty pulley that they used.]  

    
«Uªß Ÿ ‚¢÷È ‚⁄UÊ‚ŸÈ ∑Ò§‚¥ – ∑§Ê◊Ë ’øŸ ‚ÃË ◊ŸÈ ¡Ò‚¥H 2H 

 
daga'i na sambhu sarāsanu kaisēṁ. kāmī bacana satī manu jaisēṁ. 2. 
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No matter how hard the kings tried, Lord Shiva’s bow would not move even a bit just like 
the case of a Sati (a chaste and honourable woman who is loyal and faithful to her 
husband) who remains unmoved and unaffected by passionate and lustful words said by a 
lascivious and immoral man. (2) 

[Note—A “Sati” pays no attention to lustful advances of a lascivious man who tries his 
best to lure her into having an affair with him.  
 The comparison of the bow with a Sati is significant. A Sati is devoted to her 
husband, and no matter how hard a pervert man tries to attract her attention, she neglects 
him. The Sati has a dominance of ‘Satvic Guna’ (virtuous qualities) in her, while the 
lascivious man has ‘Tama Guna’ (evil qualities) as his dominant character.  

Here, the bow is of a ‘Sata Guna’ because it belonged to Lord Shiva, and therefore it 
is like the Sati and held its ground against the efforts of the greedy kings who were like 
the lustful man because they had predominance of ‘Tama Guna’ in them. These kings 
were boastful as well as sinful as they had not bothered about the fate of innocent Sita 
should they succeed in breaking the bow in their “thousands”. Hence, the Sata Guna 
driven bow decided to teach these Tama Guna driven kings by not moving a bit.]   

 
‚’ ŸÎ¬ ÷∞ ¡ÙªÈ ©U¬„UÊ‚Ë – ¡Ò‚¥ Á’ŸÈ Á’⁄UÊª ‚¢ãÿÊ‚ËH 3H 
∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ Á’¡ÿ ’Ë⁄UÃÊ ÷Ê⁄UË – ø‹ øÊ¬ ∑§⁄U ’⁄U’‚ „UÊ⁄UËH 4H 

 
saba nṛpa bha'ē jōgu upahāsī. jaisēṁ binu birāga sann'yāsī. 3. 
kīrati bijaya bīratā bhārī. calē cāpa kara barabasa hārī. 4. 
 
All the vain kings made themselves objects of high ridicule, laughter and scorn just like a 
Sanyasi (a renunciate; a recluse) who lacks Vairagya (renunciation, detachment, 
dispassion etc.) (3) 

All of them helplessly forfeited their claim of fame, glory, victory and bravery at 
the hands of the bow. (4) 

[Note—Everyone laughed at the defeated king, especially those kings who had desisted 
from making an attempt themselves and had even advised these kings to avoid sure 
humiliation by not going near the bow because it was certain that Sita would be married 
to Lord Ram. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-4, and 8 that 
precede Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 246.  

But the haughty kings won’t listen, and instead, they boasted that no one can marry 
Sita without breaking the bow as long as they were present—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 245.  

Now such kings had no answer; all their vanity and haughtiness, all their loud-
mouthed talk of valour and strength crumbled like ninepins and a house of cards.  

The condition of the defeated kings was like a Sanyasi who remains attached to the 
attractions of the material world and harbours desires in his heart for gratification of the 
senses inspite of his taking the vows of renunciation and declaring his detachment from 
everything pertaining to the material world. People laugh at such persons; they are 
subjected to scorn and ridicule by everyone they meet; they are put to shame and invite 
ignominy. Then they repent that it would have been wiser and better if they hadn’t 
become a Sanyasi in the first place. Likewise, the defeated kings now regretted and 
lamented that it would have been better for them if they had paid attention to warnings by 
wiser kings and had refrained from participating in the competition.  
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All their boast of strength, valour, power and majesty was reduced to dust against the 
formidable wall of the bow; they could not scale it (refer: the present Chaupai no. 4). All 
their hopes of being declared the “greatest warrior of all times, the most powerful and the 
strongest king in the entire world who has won the hands of Sita in marriage after being 
declared victorious in the once-in-a-lifetime competition (refer: Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 250)” crumbled like a clod of mud when it hits a wall. 

The infamy and humiliation was more striking when they could not move the bow as 
compared to a defeat at the hands of a human enemy during a battle because in the latter 
case at least the enemy is alive, is active, and it is a duel where both parties try their best 
in a dynamic manner to subdue the other, but in the case of the bow the latter laid 
passively on its platform, it did not fight back like a human enemy, but still managed to 
defeat the kings by not moving a bit.]   

 
üÊË„UÃ ÷∞ „UÊÁ⁄U Á„Uÿ° ⁄UÊ¡Ê – ’ÒΔU ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ¡Êß ‚◊Ê¡ÊH 5H 

 
śrīhata bha'ē hāri hiyam̐ rājā. baiṭhē nija nija jā'i samājā. 5. 
 
Despondent, crestfallen, distraught, disheartened, embarrassed and humiliated (śrīhata 
bha'ē), the defeated kings went to their seats and sat down in the company of those who 
had accompanied them to the venue (such as their ministers, courtiers, attendants etc.). 
(5) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 5 also. 
After being humiliated en-masse by the adamant bow as described in Chaupai line 

no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251 above, all the kings—remember, they were “ten 
thousand of them”—lost all shine on their faces, which now looked weary, haggard and 
ashamed. They dragged themselves somehow to their seats and slumped in them. Their 
friends and relatives tried to comfort them to the best of their abilities. They must have 
hidden their faces in their palms to avoid the glare of the assembly. They must have been 
wringing their hands and squirming in their seats in anger at being forced to accept defeat 
from such an inconsequential and lifeless thing as an old and rusty bow.  
 They were waiting for revenge, and the opportunity would soon come. We shall soon 
read that when Sita was putting the victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram, these 
kings rose in revolt and there was a sudden spectre of a looming war and mayhem. It was 
at this instant that sage Parashuram arrived angrily at the venue to punish anyone who 
had dared to break his revered Lord Shiva’s bow. Seeing this angry sage, all the kings 
scrambled for cover and hid themselves wherever they could—because Parashuram had a 
reputation of killing members of the Kshatriya (kingly or warrior) race at the least 
provocation. It was so planned by the Creator that nothing would go wrong—because the 
arrival of Parashuram at the moment when the kings had drawn their weapons and were 
ready for a fight had prevented a battle which otherwise was sure to have taken place. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
266—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 268; and Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
precedes Doha no. 269.]  
 

ŸÎ¬ã„U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ¡Ÿ∑È§ •∑È§‹ÊŸ – ’Ù‹ ’øŸ ⁄UÙ· ¡ŸÈ ‚ÊŸH 6H 
 
nṛpanha bilōki janaku akulānē. bōlē bacana rōṣa janu sānē. 6. 
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Seeing the defeated kings who bore signs of abject despair and excess of shame writ large 
on their faces (and all of them had literally surrendered before the stubbornness of the 
‘bow’ which had decided not to yield any ground and to inflict shame and humiliation on 
all the competing kings in one single master-stroke), king Janak became exceedingly 
peeved, impatient and worried (janaku akulānē). 

 [This was obviously because if none of the kings or princes could break the bow, 
his daughter would have to remain unmarried. This was an eventuality no father would 
want to happen. Janak was getting impatient as the time was passing away fast and 
inspite of all their efforts none of the warriors could move the bow an inch. He was 
worried about the fate that awaited his daughter, as well as the spectre of war that loomed 
large when he observed the belligerent mood of the competing kings who he guessed 
would raise their swords and begin a fight to hide their shame and defeat.]  

Then he (stood up and) spoke words that had a clear tinge of anger in them.  
[In other words, when all the kings failed to move the bow and returned to their 

seats defeated and crestfallen, king Janak stood up and rebuked all of them. He vented his 
frustration and rebuked all of them in angry words which follow below.] (6) 

[Note—Refer also: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 292 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8; and (b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 
5. 

King Janak was the most concerned man in the assembly because it was he who 
would have to bear with the ignominy and pain of being instrumental in ruining the future 
of his daughter by making such an incongruous vow that was impractical to implement. 
Now, what will he do; how will he show his face to the world; what would his own 
subjects say about him; how will he morally answer his daughter whose future was ruined 
by his stubbornness; wasn’t he becoming a butt of laughter in the society?  
 Though his intention was good—that he must find the strongest and ablest warrior for 
his daughter, but he had not been practical and had not weighed the pros and cons of his 
decision of tieing his daughter’s future with a bow that belonged to Lord Shiva. He 
should have thought over the matter and consulted senior members of the society, such as 
Brahmins and others, before deciding to get this special bow that belonged to no one less 
than Lord Shiva himself broken for such a humdrum worldly routine affair as getting his 
daughter married. He repented now for his decision; he lamented that he had made a great 
mistake by annoying Shiva by putting the sanctity of the Lord’s bow at stake—because 
getting it ‘broken’ could be interpreted as an insult to Lord Shiva. ‘Why didn’t I think of 
it?—the king must have regretted.  
 All the competing kings would go home and forget about this bitter incident over 
time, but what would Janak do? As long as he lives, this incident would keep biting at his 
conscience and make life hell for him. 
 But now it was too late. Janak was extremely perturbed and disheartened. His 
frustration manifested itself in the form of anger and rebuke for the kings.]      

 
ŒË¬ ŒË¬ ∑§ ÷Í¬ÁÃ ŸÊŸÊ – •Ê∞ ‚ÈÁŸ „U◊ ¡Ù ¬ŸÈ ΔÊŸÊH 7H 
Œfl ŒŸÈ¡ œÁ⁄U ◊ŸÈ¡ ‚⁄UË⁄UÊ – Á’¬È‹ ’Ë⁄U •Ê∞ ⁄UŸœË⁄UÊH 8H 

 
dīpa dīpa kē bhūpati nānā. ā'ē suni hama jō panu ṭhānā. 7. 
dēva danuja dhari manuja sarīrā. bipula bīra ā'ē ranadhīrā. 8. 
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#The king spoke in a stern voice with a tone marked by anger, rebuke and frustration—
‘Countless great kings from all the continents and islands on earth (“Deep, Deep”—i.e. 
from all corners of the earth) have come here after hearing of my vows (that they would 
have to participate in a competition where Lord Shiva’s bow was to be lifted and broken, 
and anyone who succeeded in it would not only be gifted my daughter Sita in marriage 
but would also be declared the most gallant and strong king in the entire world1). (7) 

What to talk of human beings, even the gods and the great demons have come 
here in the guise of humans. There are innumerable warriors of all hues and 
denominations, warriors who pride themselves for their gallantry, strength, valour, 
courage and invincibility, who have assembled here. (8) 

[Note—#King Janak’s angry words and expression of utter disgust and frustration as well 
as regret and feeling of sorrow at the fate of Sita has been narrated in Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza nos. 6-7 also. 

1Refer: The declaration of the heralds in Doha no. 249 and its following Chaupai line 
nos. 1-4.]  

 
Îô0. ∑È§•°Á⁄U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U Á’¡ÿ ’Á«∏U ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ •ÁÃ ∑§◊ŸËÿ– 

¬ÊflÁŸ„UÊ⁄U Á’⁄¢UÁø ¡ŸÈ ⁄Uø©U Ÿ œŸÈ Œ◊ŸËÿH 251H 
 
dōhā.   

ku'am̐ri manōhara bijaya baḍi kīrati ati kamanīya. 
pāvanihāra biran ̄ci janu racē'u na dhanu damanīya. 251. 

Inspite of a beautiful princess as the prize to be won (in the form of marriage with her), 
along with a triumph that would have bestowed astounding fame and splendid glory of 
being the strongest and the most powerful warrior of the world, a glory and fame that 
would have been matchless, fabulous and awe-inspiring—it is so frustrating and 
dismaying to discover that it appears the Creator has not made anyone who could match 
this honour, who could get this credit by breaking the bow. It appears that the bow was 
made not to be broken by anyone created by the Creator! (Doha no. 251) 

[Note—King Janak sternly rebuked the competing kings. All of them had boasting till 
now of their strength and valour and the greatness of the family they belonged to. Why 
then could they not break the bow? Is it because they did not put their heart and soul and 
best of efforts into lifting and breaking the bow as they thought it not worthwhile because 
the reward for being successful was not upto their expectations? And therefore, is this the 
reason why none could break the bow? This factor played heavily in the mind of Janak 
when he chided the kings with his observation about the uniqueness of the reward—viz. 
the hands of Sita, who was matchless in beauty and charm in this world, in marriage.  

At the same time, it seems out of place for a father of king Janak’s stature to call his 
own daughter “a beautiful princess as the prize to be won” in a public place. It must be 
remembered here that Janak is overwhelmed by anger and frustration and worry about his 
daughter, and in this tumultuous state of mind which was under immense emotional stress 
he had forgotten about what to say and what not to.  
 Besides this aspect, the point that Janak wished to make was that if the kings and 
princes hadn’t known that his daughter Sita was exceptionally beautiful, they wouldn’t 
have rushed to try their luck in marrying her. Of course they also knew that this marriage 
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was tied to the breaking of the bow, but in their eagerness and greed to grab Sita as their 
wife they had overlooked that this bow was not an ordinary one but belonged to Lord 
Shiva, a fact that should have rung alarm bells in their minds. They had become so 
greedy and passionate that they thought they would be able to break the bow by invoking 
the blessings of their personal deities, something they actually did—refer: Chaupai line 
no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 250. Then now, what has happened? Aren’t they all 
ashamed of themselves? Shame to all of them! 

In order to understand why the kings decided to participate in this competition inspite 
of knowing that the bow that was to be broken belonged to Lord Shiva and it would be a 
formidable obstacle in their realising their dream of marrying Sita, we must look at the 
natural character and mentality of kings. All these kings must have thought that it made 
sense to at least try their luck, for if they succeeded then the rewards were great. After all, 
kings are not averse to taking risks to enhance their reputation and expand their realms by 
conquest. They are accustomed in equal measure to defeat and victory; they take such 
things in their stride. The kings are, by nature and habit, impulsive, egoist and full of 
vanity; they want to grab everything on offer. Shying away from open challenge is 
demeaning and insulting for them. And for this they usually don’t bother too much for the 
consequences of their actions, nor do they do too much of procrastination before acting—
because they want to be the first one to grab the honour of being valiant and brave. If 
they defer decisions then someone else would grab the opportunity. 

As for the stupendity of the fame and glory that would accompany the breaking of the 
bow, the heralds of Janak had already declared them in Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 
that precedes Doha no. 250 above.]       

 
 
¿õ0. ∑§„U„ÈU ∑§ÊÁ„U ÿ„ÈU ‹Ê÷È Ÿ ÷ÊflÊ – ∑§Ê„È°U Ÿ ‚¢∑§⁄U øÊ¬ ø…U∏ÊflÊH 1H 

⁄U„U©U ø…∏UÊ©U’ ÃÙ⁄U’ ÷Êß¸ – ÁÃ‹È ÷Á⁄U ÷ÍÁ◊ Ÿ ‚∑§ ¿U«∏UÊß¸H 2H 
 

caupā’ī.  

kahahu kāhi yahu lābhu na bhāvā. kāhum̐ na saṅkara cāpa caṛhāvā. 1. 
raha'u caṛhā'uba tōraba bhā'ī. tilu bhari bhūmi na sakē chaṛā'ī. 2. 
 
Say, who would not like to get this reward and honour? Say then, why couldn’t anyone 
lift and string this bow of Lord Shiva? (1) 

Forget about lifting and string it or breaking it, no one could as much as move it 
even a bit from the ground! [How shameful and ignominious it is; how disgusting and 
humiliating it is.] (2) 

[Note—King Janak prodded the competing kings to come clean and to tell the assembly 
the actual reason for their not making an all-out effort to break the bow if the case is 
such. It is simply unbelievable that not a single person could as much as move an old 
rusty bow an inch from its place on the ground, though all those who tried their hands had 
prided themselves as great warriors of matchless reputation, as very strong and powerful 
kings. Where has all that boast gone now?  

Why, if some amongst the kings thought that the challenge of breaking the bow was 
too small for them as it undermined their dignity and self-respect by trying to test their 
gallantry, valour, strength and prowess against an old and rusty thing, then they must 
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remember that king Janak had no intention to insult them by making them lift an old and 
non-descript bow—because this challenge was most formidable as the bow was not an 
ordinary old and rusty one but that which belonged to Lord Shiva, and one which even 
two formidable demon kings, Ravana and Banasur, had dared not touch—refer: Chaupai 
line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 250. 
 As for the matchless beauty and charm of Sita, she personified these virtues 
themselves—refer: Doha no. 247 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that have 
been narrated above.  

Hence, the reward as well as the challenge was most appropriate for and befitting the 
stature of great kings. So, what was the problem?  

Does it mean that no one could match the high standards of gallantry, valour, strength 
and power that Janak had envisioned in his mind to be the quality of the person who 
would be eligible as a groom for his beloved daughter Sita when he decided to hold this 
competition to find such a person? Well, as the things stood, it appears that this is the 
case, that it is the truth. The earth seems to lack ‘true warriors’; those who declare 
themselves as being strong and invincible are in fact pretentious and boastful, having 
nothing in substance. All of the kings are hollow balloons, and shame to them!!] 

 

•’ ¡ÁŸ ∑§Ù©U ◊ÊπÒ ÷≈U ◊ÊŸË – ’Ë⁄U Á’„UËŸ ◊„UË ◊Ò¥ ¡ÊŸËH 3H 
 
aba jani kō'u mākhai bhaṭa mānī. bīra bihīna mahī maiṁ jānī. 3. 
 
Let no warrior show any signs of anger and a wish for revenge now at this stage (because 
equal opportunity was given to all, and the formidable nature of the bow was also 
disclosed in clear terms by my heralds1).  

Don’t get angry when I say that now I have realized that the earth is devoid of a 
real gallant warrior who can be said to possess the grand qualities of strength, power and 
valour that are expected from him. (3) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250.  
Janak was a wise and elderly king; he had sensed the simmering signs of revenge by the 
demeanours of the defeated kings. 
 Janak said, in effect, that inspite of the explicit warning that this bow belonged to 
Lord Shiva, and that Ravana and Banasur (the two demon warriors renowned the world 
over for their matchless strength and abilities as they had easily lifted two huge 
mountains known as Kailash and Meru which were the abodes of Lord Shiva and the 
gods respectively, a feat that is not a joke, had refrained from even touching the bow 
what to talk of attempting to lift it), all the kings paid no heed and boldly dared to lift the 
bow. Therefore, they have no moral ground to accuse Janak of employing any sort of 
deceit or subterfuge to insult and humiliate them in open court.  
 Janak also said that all of them were well aware of the nature of the competition and 
the reward that was to be given. They weren’t ignorant of anything; nothing was hidden 
from them. They had known that it was Shiva’s bow and that the reward would be 
marriage with Janak’s daughter Sita when invitations were sent to all corners of the earth. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 251 with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 
7-8. 
 So, the defeated kings and princes had no ground to vent their frustration for defeat 
by rising in revolt and creating an unsavoury scene now.  
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 He was very angry for another reason also—he had watched with alarm, indignation 
and utter disgust when “ten thousand kings” had tried to move the bow simultaneously--
refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 251. How horrible, immoral and 
incredulous it was for a father to even imagine that in the unfortunate eventuality that 
they succeeded in moving and breaking the bow together, he would be forced to marry 
his daughter to all these mad and pervert men who were no less than personified greedy-
and-lustful demons in the guise of kings. 
 So, Janak now sternly rebukes them without any reservation or mincing words. This 
made the defeated kings more ashamed of themselves. As we shall read a little later, they 
did rise in revolt to avenge their humiliation in Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 266 below.]   

  
Ã¡„ÈU •Ê‚ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ªÎ„U ¡Ê„ÍU – Á‹πÊ Ÿ Á’Áœ ’ÒŒÁ„U Á’’Ê„ÍUH 4H 
‚È∑Î§ÃÈ ¡Êß ¡ı¥ ¬ŸÈ ¬Á⁄U„U⁄U™°§ – ∑È§•°Á⁄U ∑È§•ÊÁ⁄U ⁄U„U©U ∑§Ê ∑§⁄U™°§H 5H 

 
tajahu āsa nija nija gṛha jāhū. likhā na bidhi baidēhi bibāhū. 4. 
sukṛtu jā'i jauṁ panu parihara'ūm̐. ku'am̐ri ku'āri raha'u kā kara'ūm ̐. 5. 
 
Abandon all hopes (of marrying Sita) now, and go back home. [I am not going to rescind 
on my vows. So don’t think that I will contemplate upon any alternative arrangement to 
get my daughter married. It is unthinkable for me. Therefore, it is futile for all of you to 
wait here in my kingdom any longer in the hope of marrying Sita by other means. You 
better go back to your kingdoms as early as possible.]  

It looks that Vidhi (Creator) had not written in the destiny of Vaidehi (Sita, the 
daughter of the king of Videha, king Janak) that she would be married. [In other words, it 
is Sita’s destiny that she will remain unmarried for the rest of her life. The Creator hadn’t 
wanted her to marry. So be it; I can’t change her destiny.] (4) 

If I abandon my vows I will invite scorn, ignominy and infamy as a person who is 
not trustworthy and one who breaks his vows, for it is said in all sooth that the word of a 
noble king is his bond. [An honourable king is expected to live up to his words no matter 
what happens. This is a noble character in all great kings; there is nothing more sinful and 
ignominious for a king than breaking his own word and going back on his declarations.1] 

Therefore, I can’t help it now if the princess (Sita) remains unmarried; I am 
helpless as I can’t do anything at this stage. (5) 

[Note--1The same thing is said about king Dasrath of Ayodhya, the honourable father of 
Lord Ram, in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede 
Doha no. 28. However, the context here is absolutely different. Queen Kaikeyi wanted to 
make her son Bharat, the younger brother of Lord Ram, as the king of Ayodhya instead 
of Ram who was the eldest of the four brothers and was planned to be anointed on the 
throne by his father, Dasrath, soon. So she threw tantrums and invoked two promises that 
her husband had made to her in some distant past but were still pending to be 
implemented. She had doubts that the king would not keep his vows, so she wanted an 
assurance or guarantee from him. It was at this time that Dasrath had said that “it is an 
established tradition amongst members of king Raghu’s dynasty to which he belonged 
that they would gladly lay their lives but not break their own words, that there is no 
greater sin than speaking a lie or denying the truth”. 
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 The same idea is being expressed by Janak here. He would prefer to see his beloved 
daughter remain unmarried than going back on his words and inviting ridicule and 
infamy for all times to come.]   

  
¡ı¥ ¡ŸÃ©°U Á’ŸÈ ÷≈U ÷ÈÁ’ ÷Êß¸ – Ãı ¬ŸÈ ∑§Á⁄U „UÙÃ©°U Ÿ „°U‚Êß¸H 6H 

 
jauṁ janatē'um̐ binu bhaṭa bhubi bhā'ī. tau panu kari hōtē'um̐ na ham̐sā'ī. 6. 
 
 Oh brothers! Had I known that the earth is devoid of real warriors (i.e. ‘warrior kings’), I 
wouldn’t have made this vow (that Sita would be married to anyone who breaks Lord 
Shiva’s bow) and become a butt of laughter and ridicule in this world.’ (6) 

[Note—Janak literally said that all of you are impotent. A warrior who lacks strength and 
can’t even move an old rusty bow is no better than an impotent man. 

After all the diatribe, Janak has used the affable term “brothers” (‘Bhaai’) to assuage 
ruffled feelings and soothen tempers amongst the kings when he scolded and rebuked 
them in stern words. “Brothers” is a polite mode of address, and Janak intended to 
convey the message that despite whatever that has happened he harbours no ill-will 
against any of the kings. They and he are brothers belonging to the same fraternity of 
great kings. So they should not harbour any animosity against him. They must understand 
the pain and grief in his heart as a father who has to face the bleak future of his daughter 
staring at his face. 

This word “brother” has been used by Janak in his concluding sentence, implying 
that he has nothing more to speak.] 

 
¡Ÿ∑§ ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚’ Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – ŒÁπ ¡ÊŸÁ∑§Á„U ÷∞ ŒÈπÊ⁄UËH 7H 

 
janaka bacana suni saba nara nārī. dēkhi jānakihi bha'ē dukhārī. 7. 
 
Hearing these deeply agonized words of Janak lamenting the dark future of his daughter 
Sita, all the assembled men and women looked at her (Sita) and felt very sorry for her; 
they felt very sad and hurt for her in their hearts. (7) 

[Note—When the assembled citizens heard that Janak would not make an alternative 
arrangement to marry Sita as declared by him above, they were overwhelmed with gloom 
and sorrows. Initially they may have thought that in case none is able to break the bow, 
then in that eventuality Janak would implement some alternative arrangement that he 
must have had planned before hand in his mind. Any wise man would always have 
alternatives ready in case the main plan fails. But Janak was so confident that surely the 
Creator must have readied some suitable groom for Sita because he, the Creator, can’t be 
so cruel as to force a girl to remain unmarried for life. His (Janak’s) job was just to trace 
the designated groom decided for Sita by the Creator. He had no inkling of what was to 
come.  
 As we shall see soon, Janak was not wrong in this surmising. The Creator had indeed 
decided a groom for Sita, and that groom was Lord Ram. So obviously, how could the 
Creator let others break the bow and marry Sita? But being a human being after all, Janak 
was not aware of certain things, such as who would be Sita’s groom as decided by the 
Creator.  
 We have a lesson to learn here. We accuse our destiny and our God for all the ills that 
befall us during the course of our lives. When we face some problem we lament that God 
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is not listening to us or is stone-hearted. It is not that at all: we must have trust and faith 
in the Lord’s overall intention of ensuring our welfare like a loving Father should. Times 
of misery and pain and grief in life are the tests of our faith and love and trust in the Lord 
our Father. Who would not like to pass in any test that he is subjected to? We do our best 
to pass this and that test in the world to qualify for this or that post, but we fail in the 
‘great test’ of life when we lose our confidence, faith, love and devotion in our Lord, the 
Supreme Father! We can trust our worldly father for doing us well and helping us when 
we need him, but the great irony is we doubt our Supreme Father. 
   A very remarkable thing is to be observed here. While all the men and women, 
along with king Janak, his queen and the rest of his family (refer: Doha no. 255—to 
Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precedes Doha no. 256) were overcome with sorrows and grief, 
Sita, who should have been the one most distressed and grieving as she was directly 
affected, showed no emotions or signs of grief when none of the kings were able to break 
the bow. Why was this? The reason is that she hadn’t wanted to marry any one of them in 
the first place. In fact, she must have given a sigh of relief that now she wouldn’t be 
forced to marry any of the kings against her will.  
 From the very beginning she had a desire in her heart to marry Lord Ram, and this 
fact has been repeatedly said in many previous verses. [Refer: Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that 
precede Doha no. 248.] Therefore, she must have felt relieved when her father king Janak 
declared all the kings defeated. She knew that sage Vishwamitra, who was a great sage 
with tremendous mystical powers, would surely do something now because Lord Ram 
had yet not gone to the bow.  

Further, besides this, she remembered the blessings of goddess Parvati in the garden 
temple when she had blessed her that she would get the groom of her choice. [Refer: 
Doha no. 236 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8 and the accompanying Chanda.]  

So, Sita stood assured that whatever has happened would be for her good. There was 
nothing to worry.]  

 
◊Êπ ‹πŸÈ ∑È§Á≈U‹ ÷ß° ÷ı¥„¥U – ⁄UŒ¬≈U »§⁄U∑§Ã ŸÿŸ Á⁄U‚ı¥„¥UH 8H 

 
mākhē lakhanu kuṭila bha'im̐ bhaunhēṁ. radapaṭa pharakata nayana risaunhēṁ. 
8. 
 
Laxman got incensed (by the words of Janak). His eyebrows narrowed and his forehead 
furrowed as his eyes spit fire and lips quivered in anger and indignation. (8) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza nos. 8-9 also. 
Laxman got very angry because Janak had said that “the earth is devoid of true 

warrior kings”. Why and how dare he utter such insulting words when they, he himself 
and his elder brother Ram who themselves belonged to a famous warrior family of 
Ayodhya, were personally present in the assembly? They hadn’t been given a chance, and 
therefore such blanket condemnation of all kings as being impotent and lacking strength 
is uncalled for and unjustified. So Laxman took umbrage at the statement of Janak.]  

  
Îô0. ∑§Á„U Ÿ ‚∑§Ã ⁄ÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U «U⁄U ‹ª ’øŸ ¡ŸÈ ’ÊŸ– 

ŸÊß ⁄UÊ◊ ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ Á‚L§ ’Ù‹ Áª⁄UÊ ¬˝◊ÊŸH 252H 
 
dōhā.  
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kahi na sakata raghubīra ḍara lagē bacana janu bāna. 
nā'i rāma pada kamala siru bōlē girā pramāna. 252. 
 
He (Laxman) wanted to retort and rebuke Janak for making such insulting general 
statements without thinking. Though Janak’s scathing words hit him like arrows, yet he 
could not speak out of fear of annoying Raghubir (Lord Ram, the brave warrior of the 
Raghu dynasty).  

So, he first bowed at the lotus-like (holy) feet of Lord Ram (to seek his 
permission; to imply that he be forgiven for what he was about to say to defend the 
honour of their family). Then he spoke truthful words. [That is, whatever Laxman said 
was not boastful, but matter of fact.] (Doha no. 252.] 

[Note—Laxman always showed the greatest of respect for his elder brother Lord Ram. 
Whenever any development happened which may, even remotely, be insulting for his 
revered Lord, Laxman stood up in arms to protect him and defend his dignity. We shall 
read about this nature of Laxman at many places in the story of Ramayan later on. 
 Meanwhile, Laxman hesitated to stand up and rebuke Janak because he was the latter 
was his host and a great respected king. Any father whose daughter faced the bleak future 
that Sita now purportedly faced would make him emotionally upset and lose his mental 
balance and calm. Laxman also observed that not all the invited kings had participated in 
the lifting of the bow; some had completely abstained—refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246. 
These kings had not objected to Janak’s caustic outburst.  

So, Laxman initially felt a little constrained and could not decide whether to speak or 
not, lest his anger may annoy Lord Ram. The Lord may get angry at him for speaking 
unnecessarily instead of keeping quiet in a dignified manner. It is not good manners to 
speak angrily against the host, especially when the latter is not at fault, is speaking in a 
general manner without targeting any individual in particular, and is a noble king no less 
great than their own father, king Dasrath of Ayodhya.  

Wouldn’t it be more decent if Laxman just stands up, raises his hand and seeks 
permission either for himself or his brother to go to the bow, lift it and break it, instead of 
spouting fire and brimstone?  

So, Laxman politely sought permission from Lord Ram before he spoke.  
One very significant observation can be made here—Laxman has sought permission 

from Lord Ram, but not from sage Vishwamitra. This is because he knew that if Lord 
Ram gives him permission then it is deemed that he must have taken prior approval from 
the sage. Orders are taken through a chain of command: the junior takes permission from 
his immediate superior, and the latter in turn takes permission from the person higher up 
in the hierarchy. Therefore, Laxman would seek permission from Lord Ram, and the 
latter would then ask sage Vishwamitra if he gives his consent.  

And therefore, for all practical purposes, as far as Laxman was concerned, permission 
from Lord Ram meant permission from the great sage too, because Lord Ram would 
never give his consent for anything for which the sage does not approve. 

The fact that Laxman then spoke out his mind in the strongest of terms is a proof that 
both Lord Ram and sage Vishwamitra appoved of it. 

But we shall also read below that in his anger and zest to defend the honour and 
dignity of his race, and more importantly of his revered Lord Ram, sometimes he crossed 
the limits of dignity and politeness while pouring scorn at Janak. At those times Lord 
Ram had to intervene to restrain Laxman—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 254. 
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The reader is requested to see note appended to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 254 below which further explains this Doha in another context.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢Á‚ã„U ◊„È°U ¡„°U ∑§Ù©U „UÙß¸ – Ã®„U ‚◊Ê¡ •‚ ∑§„Uß Ÿ ∑§Ùß¸H 1H 

∑§„UË ¡Ÿ∑§ ¡Á‚ •ŸÈÁøÃ ’ÊŸË – Á’l◊ÊŸ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹ ◊ÁŸ ¡ÊŸËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

raghubansinha mahum̐ jaham̐ kō'u hō'ī. tēhiṁ samāja asa kaha'i na kō'ī. 1. 
kahī janaka jasi anucita bānī. bidyamāna raghukula mani jānī. 2. 
 
Laxman spoke in a scathing language, pouring fire and brimstone: ‘No one dares to speak 
in the way it has been spoken (by Janak) anywhere in an assembly where any member of 
the Raghu dynasty is present. (1) 

 It is totally unacceptable the way Janak has blatantly spoken unwarranted and 
insulting words inspite of being aware (knowing well) that the gem of the Raghu dynasty 
(i.e. Lord Ram, the best warrior of this line of kings) is present here (in the assembly). (2) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza nos. 8-9 also which describe 
Laxman’s strong retort to Janak. 

Laxman took exceptional offence of the unilateral declaration of Janak that “he has 
discovered that the earth is devoid of real warriors, that all the kings were impotent, and 
had he known of this he wouldn’t have made his vow (of marrying Sita to anyone who 
breaks the bow)”—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3 and 6 that precede Doha no. 
252.  
 The reason for Laxman getting angry is obvious—none of the two brothers were 
given a chance to try their hands at the bow. Self-respect and honour of the family were 
affected by this remark of Janak though the king had not meant to insult any particular 
king or prince and his family or race.  
 By saying “any member of the Raghu dynasty”, Laxman meant that even an ordinary 
member of this line of kings and princes was capable of tackling an old and rusty bow, 
what to talk of the better amongst them. In the present case, Lord Ram, who is a literal 
“gem of the Raghu dynasty”, was personally present in the assembly. So Janak was 
totally unjustified in making this undignified comment; it’s not acceptable. 
 Janak was fully aware of the stupendous abilities and astounding powers of Lord 
Ram because he was explicitly told by sage Vishwamitra about the Lord’s brave 
achievements and martial acumen when he had successfully killed the demoness Tadaka 
and the entire army of demons led by its chief Subhau while protecting the fire sacrifice 
of the sage. Janak was also fully aware that they were the sons of king Dasrath of 
Ayodhya who belonged to Raghu dynasty. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha 
no. 216 along with the preceding Chaupai line no. 8. So, Janak can’t feign ignorance that 
he did not who Lord Ram was, and therefore he shouldn’t have made the insulting 
comments without inviting the Lord to try his luck at the bow.]  

    
‚ÈŸ„ÈU ÷ÊŸÈ∑È§‹ ¬¢∑§¡ ÷ÊŸÍ – ∑§„U©°U ‚È÷Ê©U Ÿ ∑§¿ÈU •Á÷◊ÊŸÍH 3H 
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sunahu bhānukula paṅkaja bhānū. kaha'um̐ subhā'u na kachu abhimānū. 3. 
 
[Then Laxman turned to Lord Ram and said--] Listen oh Lord who is like the sun for the 
lotus representing the Raghu dynasty1. I speak words without any trace of pride and ego 
in me2. (3) 

[Note—1Here, the Raghu dynasty is compared to the lotus flower, and Lord Ram to the 
sun. The lotus flower opens when the sun rises in the sky. This metaphor implies that 
Lord Ram gives honour and self-respect to all the members of his dynasty, he makes all 
of them feel happy and joyous by his presence, and they feel lucky to have him in their 
midst as a member of this dynasty. 
 In fact, this metaphor is most apt here because all the kings of the Raghu dynasty 
belonged to the ‘Solar Race’; they descended from the Sun God.  

2In other words Laxman says “I am not boasting, and what I am about to say are 
truthful words. I will actually do what I say, and I will turn this earth upside down to 
avenge this insult cast upon you by Janak.” Read on and let’s see in the following verses 
what Laxman would do.]  

 
¡ı¥ ÃÈï„UÊÁ⁄U •ŸÈ‚Ê‚Ÿ ¬Êflı¥ – ∑¢§ŒÈ∑§ ßfl ’˝rÊÔÊ¢«U ©UΔUÊflı¥H 4H 
∑§Êø ÉÊ≈U Á¡Á◊ «UÊ⁄Uı¥ »§Ù⁄UË – ‚∑§©°U ◊L§ ◊Í‹∑§ Á¡Á◊ ÃÙ⁄UËH 5H 

 
jauṁ tumhāri anusāsana pāvauṁ. kanduka iva brahmāṇḍa uṭhāvauṁ. 4. 
kācē ghaṭa jimi ḍārauṁ phōrī. saka'um̐ mēru mūlaka jimi tōrī. 5.  
 
If I get your (Lord Ram’s) permission, I will lift the entire universe (“brahmāṇḍa”) as if 
it was a mere ball [4], and then I will dash it and break it like a mud-pot that has not been 
baked properly1.  

Not only this, I can uproot and break Mt. Meru (the abode of gods) as if it was the 
humble radish2 [5]. (4-5) 

[Note—Laxman was indeed not boasting because he was an incarnation of ‘Lord 
Seshnath’, the celestial serpent with thousand hoods who is said to support the world 
from below aloft these hoods. He is also the serpent on whose coiled body Lord Vishnu 
reclines on the surface of the celestial ocean known as ‘Kshir Sagar’. In this role, 
Seshnath protects Vishnu by spreading his thousand hoods on the head of the Lord.  
 This Seshnath had accompanied Lord Vishnu to help the latter to eliminate the evil 
demons and free the earth of their horrors. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 17; and (ii) Doha no. 197.  

1The universe is like a rounded ball or egg. It is especially compared to a “ball” here 
for the reason that it cannot be so easily broken just like the rubber ball which does not 
break no matter how hard one dashes it against the ground. But it can be easily lifted like 
the ball. So, when saying how he will break such a universe, Laxman cites the example of 
a half-baked mud or clay pot. The latter would crumble to pieces as soon as it dropped on 
the ground.  
 Therefore, Laxman meant that he would lift the entire universe as if it was a ball, and 
then break it as if it was a mud pot. 
 This example was to answer Janak’s condition about “lifting” and “breaking” the 
bow of Lord Shiva which was supposed to be the heaviest and hardest thing in the whole 
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world. It is clear in the declaration of the heralds that this bow was “very strong” and 
“heavy”. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1 and 3 that precede Doha no. 250. 
 Laxman in effect says that “What to talk of the rusty old bow; I can lift and break the 
entire universe”.  

2As for the metaphor of the “uprooting and breaking Mt. Meru like it was a piece of 
radish”, Laxman was referring to Janak’s comment that none of the kings could move the 
bow even a fraction of an inch what to talk of lifting it and breaking it. Refer: Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 252. 
Well, Laxman said in effect that “If he got a chance, he would pull the bow out of its 
platform like one pulls out radish from the ground, and then snap the bow in one 
sweeping move of the hand as easily as one breaks the radish”.] 

    
Ãfl ¬˝ÃÊ¬ ◊Á„U◊Ê ÷ªflÊŸÊ – ∑§Ù ’Ê¬È⁄UÙ Á¬ŸÊ∑§ ¬È⁄UÊŸÊH 6H 

 
tava pratāpa mahimā bhagavānā. kō bāpurō pināka purānā. 6. 
 
Oh Lord (Sri Ram)! What is this wretched old and rusty bow when it is compared to your 
immense glory and potentials! [That is, if I invoke your divine glories and mystical 
powers and apply them on this petty bow, it won’t stand even a trifle of a chance to 
oppose me, and would splinter into smithereens like broken glass pieces.]  (6) 

[Note—Laxman has said in Chaupai line no. 3 that follows Doha no. 252 above that “he 
is not saying anything out of ego or false pride”. In other words, Laxman is not concerned 
about his own honour, dignity and self-respect being rubbed the wrong way, but he is 
angry because his beloved brother and Lord, Sri Ram, has been insulted by the words of 
Janak. That is why he clarifies in this verse any misunderstanding that may rise in the 
mind of anyone present in the assembly—that “he is annoyed because the glory of Lord 
Ram is questioned; he is angry because an old bow is used as an excuse to undermine the 
greatness of Lord Ram as well as the rest of the kings of the famous Raghu dynasty 
which is renowned for brave and strong kings”.]  

 
ŸÊÕ ¡ÊÁŸ •‚ •Êÿ‚È „UÙ™§ – ∑§ıÃÈ∑È§ ∑§⁄Uı¥ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§• ‚Ù™§H 7H 
∑§◊‹ ŸÊ‹ Á¡Á◊ øÊ¬ ø…U∏Êflı¥ – ¡Ù¡Ÿ ‚Ã ¬˝◊ÊŸ ‹Ò œÊÔflÊÒ¥H 8H 

 
nātha jāni asa āyasu hō'ū. kautuku karauṁ bilōki'a sō'ū. 7. 
kamala nāla jimi cāpa caṛhāvauṁ. jōjana sata pramāna lai dhāvauṁ. 8. 
 
Oh Lord! Think this over, and treating it as an honest declaration on my part (to preserve 
the dignity of our race), please give me your permission and watch the fantastic spectacle 
that unfolds before you. (7) 

[What would be this spectacle like? Well—] I will lift the bow and string it as 
easily as it was a soft and light stalk of the lotus flower, and then I will run gleefully with 
it for a distance of a thousand Yojan as a proof (“Pramaan”) of the truth of my statements 
(all the while waving the bow triumphantly like one waves a flag of victory). [1 Yojan = 
approx. 8 miles on an average.] (8) 

[Note—Laxman assured Lord Ram that once he is given a nod of approval, he will lift 
the bow, string it, and then go around the world waving it like a flag to triumphantly 
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declare to everyone that he has conquered the bow, and through it in a symbolic manner 
the combined might of arms of all the great kings of the world who could not as much as 
move the same bow an inch despite their trying to do so together.  
 The imagery is excellent. When a team wins any competition, it runs round the 
stadium with the flag of the country it represents as a symbol of triumph. Laxman meant 
exactly this. The assembled kings and princes had come from all the corners of the world 
(Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 251), but none of them had succeeded in 
moving the bow, either individually or together (Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 252). This is followed by Janak’s declaration that no one has succeeded in moving the 
bow, and that the earth is devoid of true warriors (Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede 
Doha no. 252).  

Laxman wanted to tell the world that Janak’s declaration is wrong and false. In order 
to convince the world that it is indeed so, and that he has actually lifted the bow and 
stringed it, it was necessary for Laxman to “run around the world and declare his triumph 
by physically carrying the stringed bow with him so that the people can see it as a proof, 
and be convinced”. Otherwise, the world would think that Laxman was merely boasting 
because king Janak, who was renowned for his truthfulness, can’t speak a lie.]  

 
Îô0. ÃÙ⁄Uı¥ ¿UòÊ∑§ Œ¢«U Á¡Á◊ Ãfl ¬˝ÃÊ¬ ’‹ ŸÊÕ– 

¡ı¥ Ÿ ∑§⁄Uı¥ ¬˝÷È ¬Œ ‚¬Õ ∑§⁄U Ÿ œ⁄Uı¥ œŸÈ ÷ÊÕH 253H 
 
dōhā.  

tōrauṁ chatraka daṇḍa jimi tava pratāpa bala nātha. 
jauṁ na karauṁ prabhu pada sapatha kara na dharauṁ dhanu bhātha. 253. 
 
Oh Lord, not only this. If I get your permission I would break this bow (effortlessly) like 
it was a stalk of a mushroom by relying on the strength of your glory and might1. 

If, on the other hand, I fail to do so, then I swear (promise) in the name of your 
holy feet that I will not hold a bow and a quiver in my hands again (for the rest of my 
life)!’ (Doha no. 253)  

[Note—Two things are important in this Doha. First is Laxman’s declaration that he can 
break the bow if Lord Ram permits. In other words, the Lord need not take this trouble 
and leave it to Laxman. Able ministers or army commanders would tell their Lord, the 
Emperor or the King, not to bother about small inconsequential things as they are capable 
to handle them on their own. The Emperor or the King should intervene when they fail. 
 Similarly, Laxman meant that this menial and inconsequential job of lifting and 
breaking a rusty old bow does not suit the stature of the majesty of Lord Ram that he 
should personally go and touch this dusty bow. The Lord should remain sitting and just 
instruct Laxman to carry out the job for him on his behalf. This is how great Kings and 
Emperors acted: they rarely intervened personally but left the mundane affairs of the 
kingdom or empire to their subordinate ministers or commanders. 
 Laxman deemed fit to make this statement to remove any traces of doubts in the mind 
of all that it was not that he can only “lift and string the bow” but won’t be able to 
actually “break it”.  
 The second point is that Laxman did not wish to undermine the greatness and 
authority of Lord Ram by overstepping him, and breaking the bow himself instead of the 
Lord. Laxman wished to make it clear that his breaking of the bow was not due to his 
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own powers and strength but due to the powers and authority vested in him by Lord Ram. 
It is similar to the situation when ministers and commanders of a king or emperor carry 
out their duties independently, but they do it on behalf of their master, the king or the 
emperor. That is why the spoils of war were deemed to rightly belong to the king and not 
to the army commanders. Similarly, the credit for good governance went to the king and 
not to his ministers who were supposed to act anonymously on behalf of the king.  
 Since the marriage of Sita was hitched to the breaking of the bow, it was very 
imperative for Laxman to declare that “he is breaking the bow not by his own volition or 
strength but on the instructions of Lord Ram and by employing the latter’s mystical 
powers”. Therefore, the reward—marriage with Sita—would be Lord Ram’s and not 
Laxman’s!] 
 

 
¿õ0. ‹πŸ ‚∑§Ù¬ ’øŸ ¡ ’Ù‹ – «Uª◊ªÊÁŸ ◊Á„U ÁŒ‚ª¡ «Ù‹H 1H 

 
caupā’ī. 

lakhana sakōpa bacana jē bōlē. ḍagamagāni mahi diggaja ḍōlē. 1. 
 
When Laxman spoke words seething with anger, the earth shook and the Diggajs moved 
(shifted) from their places and tottered. (1) 

[Note—These two things—shaking of the earth and moving of the Diggajs—are figures 
of speech to mean that there was a huge turmoil in the world as if some catastrophe was 
about to happen. 

Remember: Laxman is an incarnation of the Seshnath who supports the world on its 
ten thousand hoods (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 17), and 
therefore if Laxman becomes angry and shakes his head violently the earth is bound to 
tremble as if there was an earthquake.  
 The ‘Diggajs’ are the eight strong elephants that support the earth in all the 
directions. Since there are eight directions, there are said to be eight ‘Diggajs’. These 
eight directions are as follows—north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west, 
west, and north-west. See also Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 260.  

So, when Seshnath in the form of Laxman shook his head in anger, the earth as well 
as its supporting elephants too shook and trembled. This is a poetic way of saying that 
Laxman’s words were exceedingly scathing and he spoke at the top of his voice in a 
wrathful tone.]   

 
‚∑§‹ ‹Ùª ‚’ ÷Í¬ «U⁄UÊŸ – Á‚ÿ Á„Uÿ° „U⁄U·È ¡Ÿ∑È§ ‚∑È§øÊŸH 2H 

 
sakala lōga saba bhūpa ḍērānē. siya hiyam̐ haraṣu janaku sakucānē. 2. 
 
Everyone present there in the assembly, the citizens as well as the kings, became 
terrified. But Sita’s heart, on the other hand, felt happy and joyous (as this was the 
moment she was waiting for, because now either of the two brothers would be allowed to 
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break the bow, and her dreams would not be crushed1), while king Janak blushed 
(became red-faced) at this strong rejoinder. (2) 

[Note—1Sita was earlier worried when her father, king Janak, had virtually declared the 
competition over when he said that since no one could break the bow he will now have to 
bear with the ignominy and pain of letting his daughter Sita unmarried—refer: Chaupai 
line nos. 1-4 that precedes Doha no. 252. 
 She could not at all intervene and ask her father to let Lord Ram also try his hand at 
the bow—well, it would be absolutely ridiculous and incongruous for her to even think of 
personally speaking out. This is the irony of the situation as it prevailed in ancient 
tradition-bound society—the girl whose entire future was at stake did not get a chance to 
at least express her thoughts or voice her concern. It would be highly incongruous, very 
improper and certainly violative of established traditions and royal protocol if Sita did 
gather courage to speak out in public to request her father king Janak to ask Lord Ram to 
at least try his hand at lifting and breaking the bow because he had not been given a 
chance till now. She would have become a laughing stock everywhere in the world, and 
would not only invite utter scorn and infamy for her self but would also put her father to 
extreme shame.  
 Therefore, when Laxman angrily spoke that he is capable of lifting and breaking the 
bow if Lord Ram gives his permission to him to do so, and as a proof of his abilities there 
was a virtual earthquake, Sita felt very happy. She mentally blessed Laxman for rebuking 
her father because the latter had neglected Lord Ram before declaring that “no one could 
break the bow”, and the insulting general surmise that he made that “the earth was devoid 
of true warriors”. How could Janak use the phrase “no one” when Lord Ram or Laxman 
had yet not even gone to touch the bow?  

Didn’t the king know that these two brothers too belonged to a royal family of great 
repute, and didn’t he personally like the two brothers that he wanted to avoid them, that 
he did not wish them to break the bow and marry Sita? Not at all—both these notions 
were wrong. For one, Janak was well aware who they were and how brave they were, as 
sage Vishwamitra had himself told him about them—refer: Doha no. 216 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8. And secondly, Janak had himself taken a fascination for 
the two brothers and had been overwhelmed by their charm—refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-5 
that precede Doha no. 216.  

So, to neglect Lord Ram and Laxman before declaring the competition closed and 
sealing the fate of Sita to remain unmarried was something Janak shouldn’t have done, 
and naturally Sita was annoyed and angry with her father for it.  

Perhaps the all-knowing and omniscient Lord Ram had sensed Sita’s predicament 
and grief as well as her surpressed anger, and he knew that Sita sincerely wished to marry 
him—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 259. The fact that Lord 
Ram is all-knowing and omniscient is endorsed at other places also in Ram Charit 
Manas—e.g. (i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 62; (ii) Ayodhya 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 66; and (iii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 18. 

Therefore, Lord Ram must have subtly inspired Laxman to speak. Remember: If we 
examine Doha no. 252 of Baal Kand closely we discover that though Laxman did bow at 
the feet of Lord Ram to seek his permission before speaking, no explicit permission was 
given by the Lord. Lord Ram had neither said ‘don’t speak’, nor said ‘yes, go ahead’; the 
Lord had just kept quiet. This clearly implies that Laxman had his subtle, tacit support 
and approval. Laxman was very wise, and he was also privy to the developments in the 
garden when Lord Ram and Sita had met for the first time. The Lord had clearly 
expressed to Laxman his liking for and appreciation of Sita—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 231 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8; and (ii) 
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from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 237—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 238.  

The above observations are also the probable reason why Laxman did not think 
necessary to seek an independent permission from sage Vishwamitra before angrily 
snubbing king Janak in open court. 

The above observations that both Lord Ram and sage Vishwamitra subtly approved 
Laxman’s actions will be clear below when we read Chaupai no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 254 that “both Lord Ram and Guru Vishwamitra, as well as the other junior sages 
who had accompanied Vishwamitra, felt exceptionally glad and happy in their hearts”. 
Had any one of them disapproved Laxman’s words and actions then surely Laxman 
would not have dared to stand up and speak the way he did. 

Janak squirmed with a red-face because Laxman was indeed speaking the truth. Janak 
realised that he should have requested sage Vishwamitra to ask Lord Ram, being the 
elder of the two brothers, to lift the bow. But he hadn’t, and so when Laxman spoke 
angrily and the sage did not step-in to stop him, the king realised the gravity of the 
situation: he sensed that even sage Vishwamitra has not liked his declaring “the earth 
devoid of real warriors” and not even offering the chance to Lord Ram, especially when 
he knew that a mighty sage of Vishwamitra’s status is accompanying him and the sage 
has himself told the king about the valour and stupendous powers of the two brothers 
when the king had gone to welcome the sage on his arrival at Janakpur—refer Doha no. 
216 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8 earlier in this narration.  

So Janak decided to bear this humiliation quietly. It was indeed a great humiliation 
for king Janak—who was one of the greatest kings of his time, was an aged man, and was 
the host of the event—to be publicly rebuked and taken to task by a young prince, in the 
front of the entire assembly full of kings and princes from all quarters of earth as well as 
by the entire citizenry of his own kingdom!  

But so noble-hearted and broad-minded was the great king Janak that he did not feel 
offended or took any umbrage to Laxman’s diatribe against him as he realised that it was 
his own mistake. If there would have been some other king in place of Janak, it is certain 
that he must have angrily shot back and ordered his soldiers to imprison this prince who 
dared to insult him in open court, is it not? Not only tolerating Laxman’s public scorn, 
Janak was so forgiving by nature that he had later on married his own daughter, the sister 
of Sita, with Laxman—refer: Baal Kand, line nos. 1-2 of Chanda stanza no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 325.]   

 
ªÈ⁄U ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ‚’ ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ÷∞ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬È‹∑§Ê„UË¥H 3H 

 
gura raghupati saba muni mana māhīṁ. mudita bha'ē puni puni pulakāhīṁ. 3. 
 
[At whatever Laxman said and as a result of this new development—] The Guru (i.e. sage 
Vishwamitra)*, Raghupati (Lord Ram, the Lord of the Raghu dynasty) as well as all other 
sages (who had accompanied Vishwamitra) felt exceedingly happy and exhilarated; their 
bodies showed signs of repeated thrill passing through them. (3) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 10 also. 
As we have noted earlier while discussing verse no. 2 just above, the persons who 

fully approved of Laxman’s actions were the following—Sita, Lord Ram and sage 
Vishwamitra as well as the other sages who had accompanied Vishwamitra. As far as 
Laxman was concerned, this was enough; he didn’t give a damn to anybody else.  
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 One very important reason for all of them feeling glad in their hearts is this—even in 
his anger, Laxman had not undermined the majesty and dignity of Lord Ram. He had 
fully maintained the honour and respect of the Lord because he had clearly said that 
whatever he would actually do will be only “if Lord Ram gives his permission” (refer 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 253), and that “whatever he does would be by 
relying on the glory and powers of Lord Ram” so as to give the Lord full credit for his 
astounding feats (refer Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 253). 

*If we re-visit the question ‘Why did Laxman not seek permission from sage 
Vishwamitra, though he sought so from Lord Ram before standing up and speaking 
angrily in the assembly’ as implied in Doha no. 252, and then we read here in the present 
verse that ‘the sage was happy at the developments’, an interesting thing emerges which 
shows how wise and long-thinking Laxman was. This interesting this is this:—If Lord 
Ram gets the right to claim the reward of the breaking of the bow by Laxman, which in 
this case would be the marriage with Sita, because it was by relying upon Ram’s powers 
and authority that Laxman had been able to break it, then the same right would also 
belong to sage Vishwamitra if Laxman had sought any permission from the sage and had 
invoked his blessings and mystical powers to actually break the bow.  

What does it translate into practical terms? Well, in this eventuality, both Lord Ram 
and sage Vishwamitra would have had ‘equal right’ over Sita like the case we come 
across in the epic Mahabharat where a single woman named Draupadi was the wife of 
five Pandava brothers. Remember that it was not that the sages during the era of Lord 
Ram did not have wives—for instance, sage Vasistha, the royal priest of Ayodhya and the 
first guru of Lord Ram, had a wife named Arundhati (refer: Ayodhya Kand—Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 78: and Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 187), 
and sage Atri whom the Lord had met during his forest sojourn also had a wife named 
Anusuiya (refer: Aranya Kand—Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 3, and 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 5). So, sage Vishwamitra having a wife would, 
primia facia, be alright.  

But it also must be remembered at the same time that the situation during the era 
when Lord Ram was on earth, i.e. the Hindu epoch known as the ‘Treta Yug’, was quite 
different than what prevailed during Krishna’s period in ‘Dwapar Yug’. In Treta Yug it 
was simply unimaginable and unthinkable for a woman to have more than one husband, 
let alone one of them being a king and the other a sage! It would be extremely hilarious, 
absurd, scandalous, sacrilegious, outrageous and immoral to even speak of this thing. It 
just couldn’t be allowed to happen.  

Therefore we find that Laxman was so wise that he did not want to create any 
embarrassing situation like the one described above, and so he decided to completely 
avoid the sage to prevent any sort of scandal getting a chance to find a root in any time in 
future. Hence he did not seek any permission from sage Vishwamitra and by-passed him 
altogether.  

As the situation stood, if Laxman had indeed broken the bow, then he would have 
done so on behalf of Lord Ram because he was the only Authority from whom Laxman 
has sought permission. Hence, the reward of breaking of the bow, which was marriage 
with Sita, would go solely to Lord Ram, and the scandalous as well as the sacrilegious 
idea of sage Vishwamitra too having any right or claim to the reward would not arise at 
all!  
 The sage was extremely practical and wise, and having read into Laxman’s mind he 
not only not take any offence at not being consulted and taken permission from by 
Laxman before he launched on his angry outpouring, but even felt very happy at the turn 
of events as is clear in the present verse we have read above.]    
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‚ÿŸ®„U ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ‹πŸÈ ŸflÊ⁄U – ¬˝◊ ‚◊Ã ÁŸ∑§≈U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄UH 4H 

 
sayanahiṁ raghupati lakhanu nēvārē. prēma samēta nikaṭa baiṭhārē. 4. 
 
Raghupati (Lord Ram) politely signalled Laxman by a gesture of his eyes to stop now1. 
Then the Lord affectionately made him (or asked him to) sit near him. (4)    

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 10 also. 

Lord Ram restrained Laxman by gesturing with his eyes as a sign of great dignity. 
Remember: Lord Ram had not, in the beginning, given any oral permission to Laxman to 
get up and defend their dignity. So here also he quietly, with the help of a gesture of the 
eye, asked him to stop saying anything further because the message has already been 
conveyed, and speaking unnecessarily and too much would undermine their own dignity 
and prestige. The first volley of angry words created the shock and awe that the Lord 
intended to create, but any more speaking would not only undo the effect of this initial 
shock but also may make the people start laughing and jeering at Laxman.   

The Lord also feared that if he does not stop Laxman then he would continue pouring 
fire and brimstone, and in his zest may even take the Lord’s silence as a subtle, tacit 
approval for Laxman’s announcement that he would “lift the bow and run for a thousand 
Yojan with it”, and “break it” (refer—Doha no. 253 along with its preceding Chaupai line 
no. 8). If this happens, then the situation would spin out of control for everyone. It would 
be undermining the dignity of Lord Ram and would be against established protocol of 
good behaviour, decency, manners and observance of traditions that his younger brother 
supercedes him even when he is personally present on the occasion.  

So it was very necessary for Lord Ram to stop Laxman now, before he actually 
moves ahead and steps on the platform where the bow was kept. Should it happen, it 
would be extremely odd as well as humiliating for Laxman to be stopped at that late 
stage. Hence, it was prudent to stop Laxman now before any harm is done, and before it 
was too late. 

The fact that Vishwamitra gave his tacit approval and support will be absolutely 
beyond doubt as we read the following verses below--] 

 

Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ ‚◊ÿ ‚È÷ ¡ÊŸË – ’Ù‹ •ÁÃ ‚Ÿ„U◊ÿ ’ÊŸËH 5H 
©UΔU„ÈU ⁄UÊ◊ ÷¢¡„ÈU ÷fløÊ¬Ê – ◊≈U„ÈU ÃÊÃ ¡Ÿ∑§ ¬Á⁄UÃÊ¬ÊH 6H 

 
bisvāmitra samaya subha jānī. bōlē ati sanēhamaya bānī. 5. 
uṭhahu rāma bhan̄jahu bhavacāpā. mēṭahu tāta janaka paritāpā. 6. 
 
Observing that the time was most appropriate (i.e. the time has come for him to step-in 
and break the impasse), sage Vishwamitra spoke (to Lord Ram) in very affectionate 
words.1 (5) 

 ‘Get up Ram and break the ‘bhavacāpā 2’ (the bow belonging to Lord Shiva, 
also known as “Bhava”) to remove (or eliminate) the torments and agony from which 
Janak is suffering.’ (6) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 11 also. 

The situation had become extremely sensitive: Laxman has violated protocol by 
making caustic comments against Janak, and he had also challenged that he is indeed 
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capable of breaking the bow only if Lord Ram gives his consent. Then Laxman was 
asked to sit down. The wise sage realized the gravity of the situation—if Lord Ram does 
not respond it will mean that Laxman had gone out of his head and that whatever he had 
said was totally boast and lie. The whole of the Raghu dynasty would be put to shame. 
What face would the sage show their father, king Dasrath, when this news reaches him 
and he feels so ashamed and angry at the sage that inspite of his presence he allowed such 
ignominy to come to the family. King Dasrath had sent his dear sons with the sage with 
full confidence that the sage is fully capable to protect them and would always act for 
their good and welfare. Why did the sage take the two brothers to Janakpur to be allowed 
to be humiliated in this way? The sage had only asked Dasrath to send the brothers with 
him to protect his fire sacrifice, and what right did he have to exceed his brief?  
 Forget about Dasrath; the entire world would laugh and sneer at Vishwamitra that he 
allowed shame and insult to be heaped on the two brothers who were under his care and 
protection inspite of the sage being fully able to make them victorious in the assembly as 
he possessed stupendous mystical powers? Is this the reward the sage intended to give the 
two brothers and king Dasrath, their father, for the sacrifices they had made and the 
trouble they had taken for the happiness and welfare of the sage? Well, the the king had 
allowed the two brothers to leave the comfort of the kingdom and go on foot to the forest 
to fight and kill ferocious demons so that the sage’s fire sacrifice is completed without 
any hitch, a duty the two brothers did diligently and successfully?  
 Why didn’t the sage ask Janak to at least let Lord Ram or Laxman make an attempt at 
breaking the bow, and why did he sat silently when Janak declared that there is no true 
warrior in the world because no one had been able to move the bow an inch?  

The sage would get to more shame than anybody else when the world would ask him 
such questions. Sure enough, the world as well as the entire city of Ayodhya would 
blame him if he kept quiet and forced the two brothers to accept defeat even without 
trying. The situation has become all the more worse and delicate now as Laxman has 
angrily stood up and vented his suppressed emotions of disgust and annoyance. Couldn’t 
the sage understand that the two brothers have felt very angry and betrayed by the sage 
for not giving them permission to defend their honour as well as the honour of their 
dynasty by keeping quiet? Couldn’t the sage intercede on their behalf with Janak to allow 
one of them to break the bow—because he was their Guru and guardian, and therefore it 
was his moral and practical responsibility to see that their honour, self-respect and dignity 
are maintained and upheld, especially when the sage was fully capable of doing so? 
Couldn’t the sage appreciate that the two brothers were showing great restraint and 
respect for him by not walking to the bow without his consent, like all other invited kings 
and princes had done, and therefore it was now his turn to stand up on their behalf? 

Countless such questions swirled in the mind of Vishwamitra. It was not that he 
wasn’t aware of his responsibility, not at all. In fact, he was very much aware of it and 
conscientious about it. He was more capable in enhancing the glory of Lord Ram and 
Laxman than their own father Dasrath could imagine of being himself. Remember: Had 
the two brothers not accompanied the sage and had remained in Ayodhya, then the 
immense fame and glory that came to them when they killed the most formidable of 
demons who were famed for their ferocity and bloodthirstyness wouldn’t have been 
theirs. Remember also that by liberating Ahilya by touching her with the dust of his holy 
feet, Lord Ram had established his divine healing and liberating powers beyond doubt.  

The sage had showed them the love a father would show his dearest of sons. The two 
brothers had also treated him with the same affection as they would show their own 
father. The bond between them transcended the physical world for it had a spiritual 
dimension to it. Remember: After returning from the garden, Lord Ram had narrated the 
entire incident of his meeting with Sita to the sage (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
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Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 237). At that time, the sage, having realized 
that Lord Ram and Sita had developed liking for each other, had explicitly blessed the 
two brothers that their wishes would be fulfilled (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 
that precede Doha no. 237). After making this promise or blessing, the sage took them to 
the arena of the bow breaking ceremony. The sage was not a child; he knew where he 
was taking the two brothers. The sage was ‘Trikaalagya’—i.e. one who knew the events 
of the past, the future as well as the present. He wouldn’t have either blessed them that 
“there wishes would be fulfilled” nor would he have taken them to the ceremony if he 
had known that Lord Ram would not break the bow.  

Again, the sage wouldn’t have felt happy when Laxman stood up to sternly rebuke 
king Janak (as narrated above in Doha no. 253 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.  
The sage was not so utterly selfish or devoid of common and moral sense that after 
getting his work of completing the fire sacrifice done he would bring the two honourable 
brothers, who had obliged him no end, to Janakpur to be humiliated and dishonoured in 
this way.  

Hence, we come to the conclusion that the sage “was waiting for an opportune 
moment to make his announcement”. And this moment came now after Laxman had 
declared their presence in strongly-worded terms.   

Now, the next question is: Why was the sage waiting for so long? He wanted the 
whole assembly to focus its attention on Lord Ram and Laxman, he wanted to dramatise 
Lord Ram’s appearance on the stage, he wanted to give the Lord the importance, the 
prominence and the dominance he deserved, he wished that the Lord is presented to the 
world as the saviour and the provider of solace and succour at times of utter despair and 
hoplessness, he did not want the Lord’s presence and glory to get lost in the melee of 
over-jealous kings pushing and shoving each other and loudly boasting of their own 
strength by throwing all caution and decency to the wind, he did not, in short, want the 
dignity and honour of Lord Ram be compromised in anyway whatsoever.  

Hence, when the sage quietly observed the restless, boastful, over-jealous and excited 
crowd of kings and princes vying with each other in the beginning of the competition, he 
decided to exercise restraint and let the storm pass. He did not wish to undermine Lord 
Ram’s supreme stature, honour and dignity by allowing him to join an uncontrolled 
motely crowd of haughty and egoist kings and princes, sweating and swearing, jostling, 
pushing, shoving and cursing each other. In this scenario, even if Lord Ram had broken 
the bow, this singularly marvelous achievement and its significance would have been lost 
in the shouting and shoving, in the noise and clamour. 

After all the kings failed to move the bow, a pall of gloom had descended on the 
arena. When Janak spoke, there was a complete grave-like silence of shame, defeat and 
humiliation. In this deathly gloom, Laxman’s angry words struck like lightening, waking 
the entire assembly from the depth of numbness of the mind into which it had sunk. 
Everyone sat erect on their seats and craned their necks in the direction of the two 
brothers just like people look up at the sky when lightening streaks through it with a 
terrifying whiplash-of-a-sound against the background of dark foreboding clouds. And 
just after this thundering and lightening it is the time when the rain starts pouring down 
on the parched earth, quenching the thirst of its creatures.  

So, metaphorically speaking, this was the time the wise sage selected to make his 
announcement that he is sending Lord Ram to remove the agony and grief in the heart of 
Janak, and by implication, of the rest of the citizens as well as of Sita by breaking the 
bow—just like the case of the rain-God, Indra, ordering the cloud to pour its soothing and 
cool rain-water upon the earth soon after the lightening alerts the world to be ready for 
this nectar which is about to be made available to them in a short time! 
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The moment that the sage selected was dramatic and effective in highlighting Lord 
Ram’s astounding feat. It also effortlessly settled once and for all who actually broke the 
bow. Remember: At the time Lord Ram went on stage to the bow, the place was 
completely empty; there was not a single king or prince standing anywhere near the bow. 
The same place was over-crowded a while ago; there were “thousands of competing 
kings there”—refer: Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251.  

So, Lord Ram would be the undisputed victor. No one would ever dare to challenge 
his victory by saying that someone else had broken the bow and he is being given undue 
credit because it was not possible to determine in a huge crowd of jostling kings and 
prines who had ‘actually’ broken the bow. This question did not arise now when the stage 
was empty.  

Another positive spin-off of this moment would be that all the citizens of Janakpur as 
well as the royal household would be thankful to the sage and obliged to Laxman to 
create a situation that enabled Lord Ram to go and break the bow to save the truthful king 
Janak from the agony and humiliation that he would have had to suffer otherwise for 
being steadfast to his vows. Janak has himself already declared that he “will have to bear 
with the infamy and agony of seeing his daughter remain unmarried because he does not 
wish to gain notoriety and sin by breaking his own vows” (refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 252).  

Therefore, in the event that Lord Ram breaks the bow now after the king has openly 
declared his pain and helplessness would make the king not only the happiest person on 
earth but also make him remain ever-obliged to the Lord as well as to the sage, and 
thankful to Laxman too, for saving him from the horrifying ignominy of being 
instrumental in forcing his innocent, hapless and helpless daughter to remain unmarried 
against her will because of his adamant vows and outlandish ideas.    

 The sage had wanted to declare to the world the glory of the Raghu dynasty as a 
token of thanksgiving to king Dasrath who had sent his beloved sons, Lord Ram and 
Laxman with the sage to help him complete his fire sacrifice. And for this purpose it was 
necessary to choose an appropriate moment. And the opportunity arrived when Janak 
declared that the “earth was devoid of real warriors”. This incensed Laxman. The wise 
sage was observing things closely, and when he saw signs of suppressed anger on 
Laxman’s face, he decided to give a silent go-ahead to him. So he inspired Laxman to get 
up and speak to defend the honour and glory of the Raghu dynasty. Remember: As has 
been made clear earlier in a note of Doha no. 252 and again in a note to Chaupai line no. 
3 that precedes Doha no. 254 above, that Laxman would not have spoken so angrily if he 
knew that the sage would not approve. This explains why Laxman had his way with his 
angry outburst which lauded the glory of the Raghu dynasty—refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-3 
that precede Doha no. 253 above. 

2The word “Bhava” has two broad meanings—one refers to ‘Lord Shiva’ because it is 
one of the many names of the Lord, and the other meaning refers to the agony one suffers 
in this mortal world of an endless cycle of birth and death, a world held under the spell of 
Maya (attachments and delusions).  

The second word “Chaap” again has two meanings—one obviously refers to the 
‘bow of Lord Shiva’, and the other meaning is ‘pressure or tension’ of this world which 
keeps the creature’s happiness and liberation suppressed under the overwhelming weight 
of pain and agony that are inherent and a natural part of existence. 

So, at a very mundane and ordinary plane Lord Ram was asked by sage Vishwamitra 
to break the bow of Lord Shiva and remove the cause of agony of king Janak that his 
daughter would have to remain unmarried because of it.  
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At a higher spiritual plane, the sage asked the ‘Lord of the World’ to get up and 
ensure that all his devotees get happiness and bliss by singing his glories and divine 
deeds that he does in this world so that their spiritual miseries are taken care of.] 

 

‚ÈÁŸ ªÈL§ ’øŸ ø⁄UŸ Á‚L§ ŸÊflÊ – „U⁄U·È Á’·ÊŒÈ Ÿ ∑§¿ÈU ©U⁄U •ÊflÊH 7H 
ΔUÊ…∏U ÷∞ ©UÁΔU ‚„U¡ ‚È÷Ê∞° – ΔUflÁŸ ¡È’Ê ◊Îª⁄UÊ¡È ‹¡Ê∞°H 8H 

 
suni guru bacana carana siru nāvā. haraṣu biṣādu na kachu ura āvā. 7 
ṭhāṛhē bha'ē uṭhi sahaja subhā'ēm̐. ṭhavani jubā mṛgarāju lajā'ēm ̐. 8. 
 
Upon hearing the words (or rather, ‘instructions’) of his Guru (sage Vishwamitra), he 
(Lord Ram) bowed his head at his feet (as a mark of respect and acceptance).  

The Lord was without any sort of emotions—he neither felt happy and joyous nor 
sorrowful; he exhibited neither excitement nor hesitation or doubt.1 (7) 

He stood up in a natural way (without being self-conscious and showing any sign 
of excitement or nervousness, especially when thousands of eyes of the assembled people 
were focused on him). As he stood there, he looked so elegant, majestic and magnificent 
that he put to shame a young lion who is the king of the forest.2 (8) 

[Note—1This was the special quality of Lord Ram which we find throughout the story of 
the Ramayana. The Lord remained unruffled, and the excitement accompanying any good 
news, or worry arising from any bad news, did not disturb his mental poise. For instance, 
when he learnt about the bad news that he was banished to the forest for 14 year exile by 
his step-mother Kaikeyi by forcing king Dasrath to concede to her outrageous demands, 
the Lord remained calm and showed no anger or ill-will towards any one. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 41; (ii) 
Doha no. 51 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8; (iii) Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 149.  
 Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 12 in which the gods have acknowledged this well-established divine 
quality in Lord Ram; (ii) Baal Kand, 2nd line of Doha no. 270 which describes how Lord 
Ram responded politely and without fear or arrogance to sage Parashuram when he came 
angrily to punish anyone who had dared to break Lord Shiva’s bow. 
 Feelings of joy and sorrow are the emotions of ordinary mortal creatures, and not 
who are divine and self-realised—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 
7 that precedes Doha no. 116. Lord Ram was an incarnation of the Supreme Being, and 
thus he was beyond the effects of sorrows and happiness. 

2The lion does not treat any challenge in the forest as deserving any special attention. 
As the king of the forest, it is natural for it to hunt down even the wild elephant that all 
other animals fear because of its sheer size and strength. Likewise, Lord Ram stood up 
majestically, and his bearing was elegant.]  

 
 

Îô0. ©UÁŒÃ ©UŒÿÁªÁ⁄U ◊¢ø ¬⁄U ⁄UÉÊÈ’⁄U ’Ê‹¬Ã¢ª– 

Á’∑§‚ ‚¢Ã ‚⁄UÙ¡ ‚’ „U⁄U· ‹ÙøŸ ÷Î¢ªH 254H 
 
dōhā.  
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udita udayagiri man̄ca para raghubara bālapataṅga. 
bikasē santa sarōja saba haraṣē lōcana bhṛṅga. 254. 
 
As Raghubhar (the brave chief of the kings of the Raghu dynasty) rose elegantly from his 
seat (to carry out the instructions of the sage), he resembled a sun rising majestically over 
the ‘Udaigiri’ Mountain (the legendary mountain above which the sun appears to rise) in 
the eastern horizon.1 

Even as the lotus feels happy when the sun rises (as is evident from its beginning 
to open its petals as soon as the sun emerges over the horizon), and the blackbee too feels 
joyous (as it begins to buzz enthusiastically over the flower in search of nectar), the saints 
and other noble-hearted persons present there felt themselves happy and joyous much like 
the lotus flower, their eyes opening wide to exhibit their excitement and exhilaration even 
as they became lively and active (to watch each and every move of Lord Ram) just like 
the blackbee hovering over the lotus flower with expectation in its heart.2 (Doha no. 254) 

[Note—1A dark pall of gloom and despair had descended over the assembly after none of 
the kings could move the bow, and king Janak made his determination clear that he is not 
going to change his vow inspite of that meaning that his daughter, Sita, would have to 
remain unmarried.  

Everyone in the assembly, the citizens as well as the members of the royal household, 
had expected that Sita would be married on this occasion—because they could not have 
guessed, even in their wildest of dreams, that with thousands of strong and brave warrior 
kings and princes from all the corners of the earth assembled there and determined to 
break the bow, none would be able to as much as move the bow even an inch from its 
position on the platform.  

This foreboding prospect that Sita would have to remain unmarried and the utter 
sense of helplessness and abject despair that followed in its wake were like the darkness 
of the night that had descended upon the whole assembly. The lotus flower closes during 
the night and the bees retire to their hives.  

When Lord Ram was instructed by sage Vishwamitra to ‘get up’ and break the bow, 
the Lord ‘rose’ from his seat. His ‘rising’ from his seat is compared here to the ‘rising of 
the sun from behind the Udaigiri Mountain’.  

The metaphor is most appropriate because Lord Ram’s getting up from his seat to 
break the bow, which would in turn eliminate the torment, the sorrow and the grief that 
had eclipsed the hearts of Janak and others in the city, is like the sun rising and 
eliminating the darkness of the night. 

What was a moment earlier an atmosphere of gloom and defeated spirits, an 
atmosphere that was filled with dejection, despair, helplessness and haplessness, is now 
replaced with that of hope and expectation of happiness to come.  

The metaphor of the ‘Udaigiri Mountain’ is also significant here as it stresses the 
intensity of hope and expectation that was generated when Lord Ram rose from his seat. 
When the land is flat, as in plains, light begins to appear in the east and the land begins to 
get illuminated even though the sun is still far below the line of the horizon at dawn. 
Even as the sun rises above this line, its splendour, glory and brightness in those early 
moments of sunrise are not as much intense as when the sun is much above the horizon.  

But imagine the scene when we are in a valley and the landscape is surrounded by 
high mountains: the darkness of the night is more profound, and the valley remains quite 
dark inspite of the dawn breaking in the eastern horizon. The nascent sun is not visible 
because of the obstruction of the surrounding mountains. Therefore, it is much later when 
the sun has risen much higher up in the sky so as to be at an angle above the peaks of the 
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eastern mountains, and in the meanwhile has attained its full splendour and dazzling 
glory, that one is able to have its first sight. The rays of the sun pierce through the valley 
and stabs the darkness of the night in a sudden move, eliminating it instantly as compared 
to a flat land where the darkness goes away gradually. 

So we now see how remarkably this metaphor has been employed to dramatise the 
effect of Lord Ram getting up from his seat by comparing it to the “rise of the sun over 
the Udaigiri Mountain”. It highlights the severity of the depression that prevailed in the 
assembly, and the way it was suddenly replaced with the ray of light of hope and joy as 
soon as Lord Ram made his divine presence clear by rising from his seat.  

2The saintly and pious people (“Sant”) present on the occasion immediately cheered 
up like the lotus flower opening its petals as soon as it sees the first light of the sun. The 
lotus knows for certain that once the sun has risen there is neither any chance of the 
darkness of the night surviving nor of the sun going away suddenly; the brightness of the 
sun would go on enhancing with the progress of the day. So, the lotus opens its petals 
with confidence, and without harbouring any doubts about the sun’s ability to keep the 
darkness of the night at bay. Similarly, good people were confident that once Lord Ram 
has got up from his seat to break the bow, there is no going back, there is no chance of 
the gloom of a few moments early coming back to haunt them again. So they all cheered 
up and became happy like the lotus flower. 

The blackbee also becomes active during the daytime because the lotus has opened, 
and therefore now they can seek nectar from the flower. During the night the bee retires 
because the lotus was closed. The bee hovers over the lotus flower, waiting for it to open 
fully. Similarly, the eyes of these saintly persons began hovering over Lord Ram, 
expecting the Lord to quickly break the bow and allow them the once-in-a-lifetime 
chance to enjoy the pleasure of watching and participating in the festivities and 
ceremonies that would mark the divine marriage of the Lord with his divine consort Sita.]          

 
 
¿õ0. ŸÎ¬ã„U ∑§Á⁄U •Ê‚Ê ÁŸÁ‚ ŸÊ‚Ë – ’øŸ ŸπÃ •fl‹Ë Ÿ ¬˝∑§Ê‚ËH 1H 

 
caupā’ī.  

nṛpanha kēri āsā nisi nāsī. bacana nakhata avalī na prakāsī. 1. 
 
[In these verses which follow now we will read what pshycological effect Lord Ram’s 
getting up from his seat to go and break the bow had on others in the assembly.] 
 
The night symbolising the remnants of hope that the failed kings might have harboured in 
their hearts faded away. All the countless words of boast and pretension they had all been 
vociferously voicing too faded away and lost their relevance like the countless stars of the 
night that begin lose their light with the fading away of the night (that comes 
automatically with the rise of the sun). (1) 

[Note—As soon as Lord Ram got up from his seat to break the bow, the remnants of 
murmur and consultations that were going on amongst the kings as to what options were 
open to them and what king Janak might now propose, subsided. Deep silence prevailed 
in the entire assembly.  
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 Prior to Lord Ram standing up to go and break the bow, the defeated kings and 
princes, already smarting from their defeat and its attendent humiliation, were discussing 
amongst themselves what measures they should take to avenge their insult even though 
king Janak had virtually declared the competition closed. Remember: They were not 
ordinary competitors who would accept defeat and return home humbly. All the 
participants were great kings in their own right, and had kingdoms and vast realms under 
their domain. They could not afford to go back to their native kingdoms where their own 
subjects would be anxiously waiting for their king to return victor and with the trophy 
represented by Sita in tow. Further, all of them were accustomed to politicking and 
scheming, making and breaking alliances to suit their interests. Accepting such a 
ridiculous defeat in such an abject manner at the hands of a lifeless bow that was old, 
rusty and creaking was simply unpalatable for them. They were contemplating some sort 
of action, even planning a revolt and were getting ready for the battle that would ensue in 
its wake. In fact, they would rise in revolt a little later, even going to the extent of 
declaring their intention of snatching Sita forcibly at the time of her putting the victory 
garland around the neck of Lord Ram—refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha 
no. 266. 
 While all this was going on, Laxman stood up and spoke angrily like thunder striking 
the earth. These murmurs suddenly vanished like countless people talking animatedly 
amongst themselves suddenly falling silent as soon as a stab of lightening strikes the 
earth with a deafening roar. Everyone was stunned into numbness—because none had 
expected anyone to speak such fiery words directed straight at Janak in full court. But 
when Laxman was asked to sit down by Lord Ram, some of the murmuring and buzzing 
reappeared.  
 Remember: The developments happened in quick succession—as soon as Laxman 
was asked by Lord Ram with a gesture of his eyes to stop and sit down, sage 
Vishwamitra asked the Lord to get up and break the bow, and immediately the Lord stood 
up. In other words, the murmurings that may have resumed in the few intervening 
moments between Laxman sitting down and Lord Ram standing up, subsided once again.  
This silence persisted till the time the bow was broken with a snap and a thunderous roar 
that reverberated throughout the world—refer: Chaupai line no. 8 and its accompanying 
Chanda that precede Doha no. 261.]      

 
◊ÊŸË ◊Á„U¬ ∑È§◊ÈŒ ‚∑È§øÊŸ – ∑§¬≈Ë ÷Í¬ ©U‹Í∑§ ‹È∑§ÊŸH 2H 

 
mānī mahipa kumuda sakucānē. kapaṭī bhūpa ulūka lukānē. 2. 
 
While the kings who were falsely proud of themselves became ashamed and bashful, 
withdrawing themselves like the water-lily shutting up its petals in the presence of the 
sun, those who were wicked and evil-hearted hid themselves from view like the owl 
which vanishes from sight during the daytime. (2) 

[Note—Two categories of kings are cited here: one category consisted of kings who were 
very proud of their strength and valour as well as the majesty and powers of their 
respective clans, and the second category was those kings who were crooked at heart and 
would go to any length to fulfill their wishes, even if it meant adopting unfair means and 
violating the norms of society and good conduct.  

The first category of kings felt ashamed when Janak had sternly rebuked them for 
their vanity and boastfulness, and their humiliation was compounded by Laxman’s 
caustic words. They lowered their faces in shame and kept sitting with a dejected mood, 
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trying to avoid any attention. These kings may have had a history of valiant deeds to their 
credit which made them so confident that they would easily tackle this bow, but the bow 
proved too much of an opponent for them. Their defeat at the hands of the bow did put 
them to shame, but since they had not adopted any unfair means they just sat in their seats 
with a shameful look on their faces as compared to the second category of wicked kings.   

 This second category of kings were the evil and wicked ones who had never adopted 
honest means to achieve success in their lives and had relied on cunning and deceit to 
achieve their objectives. They had little or no history of creditable and valiant deeds to 
boast of, and they had even tried all the dirty tricks to break the bow, throwing all caution 
to the wind. It was this category of kings which tried to hide like the owl. In their zest to 
grab Sita by hook or by crook and to claim credit for breaking the bow, they waited on 
the sidelines till the time the major kings had individually tried and failed. Then these 
wicked fellows invoked the brotherhood of kings and instigated others to come and join 
hands with them so that they would move the bow together—refer: Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 251.  

They did not actually exert any effort at moving the bow, but may have merely 
touched it and pretended to make exertion, while others had actually sweated, huffed and 
puffed and made strenuous efforts to move it. And in the event the bow would have been 
broken, they would also have claimed credit for it as well as an equal right for the reward 
like their friends who had actually made some effort. These cunning and wicked kings 
are likened to the owl here. They made some excuse and slid away quietly from the 
venue, fearing exposure and severe punishment.]    

 
÷∞ Á’‚Ù∑§ ∑§Ù∑§ ◊ÈÁŸ ŒflÊ – ’Á⁄U‚®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ¡ŸÊfl®„U ‚flÊH 3H 

 
bha'ē bisōka kōka muni dēvā. barisahiṁ sumana janāvahiṁ sēvā. 3. 
 
The sages and gods resembled the bird known as ‘Koka’ (or “Chakwak”, the ruddy 
goose, a type of ostrich). They were freed from the sense of sorrow and grief that had 
been felt by them till now1. They showered flowers (on Lord Ram) to show their approval 
and happiness (at the Lord deciding to go and break the bow). (3) 

[Note—1The Chakwak bird is happy during the day because a male is reunited with its 
female companion. The couple was separated during the night. Lord Ram has been 
compared to the ‘rising sun’ in Doha no. 254 above. Hence, when the sages and the gods 
saw him standing and ready to proceed to the bow to break it, they felt very happy and 
exuberant. 
 The question is: Why were the sages and gods worried; hadn’t they known that Lord 
Ram was able to break the bow and remove the darkness of gloom that had descended on 
the assembly? The answer is: Yes, they were aware of the abilities of the Lord, but they 
were concerned because they wondered whether or not the Lord wanted to actually break 
the bow as till that moment he had shown no sign of interest in doing so. Lord Ram had 
kept sitting silently, and had even asked Laxman to sit down when the latter sought his 
permission to go and break the bow—refer: (i) Doha no. 253 and its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 7-8; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 254.   
 So, the sages and gods were in doubt. Lord Ram remaining neutral and showing no 
visible sign of interest in breaking the bow made them unhappy. But the situation 
changed suddenly when sage Vishwamitra asked the Lord to stand up and go and break 
the bow, and the Lord obeyed his instructions and stood up immediately. Now these 
sages and gods were sure that the desire of their hearts would bear fruit as Lord Ram 
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would now surely break the bow. That is why it is specially highlighted in this verse that 
they became happy at the exact moment when Lord Ram stood up to go and break the 
bow.  

Their doubts were dispelled and they all felt cheerful. They showed their happiness 
and approval by showering flowers.]  

 
ªÈ⁄U ¬Œ ’¢ÁŒ ‚Á„UÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªÊ – ⁄UÊ◊ ◊ÈÁŸã„U ‚Ÿ •Êÿ‚È ◊ÊªÊH 4H 
‚„U¡®„U ø‹ ‚∑§‹ ¡ª SflÊ◊Ë – ◊ÙÊ ◊¢¡È ’⁄U ∑¢È§¡⁄U ªÊ◊ËH 5H 

 
gura pada bandi sahita anurāgā. rāma muninha sana āyasu māgā. 4. 
sahajahiṁ calē sakala jaga svāmī. matta man̄ju bara kun̄jara gāmī. 5. 
 
Lord Ram paid his respects (bowed his head) at the feet of his Guru (sage Vishwamitra) 
with affection, and also sought permission from the sages who were accompanying him.1 
(4) 

After that, the Lord of the entire world (“Jag-Swami”) proceeded ahead (towards 
the platform where the bow was kept) with an elegant gait that was normal and routine 
for him (as if nothing special had happened, or there was nothing special to be done; the 
Lord had no sign of excitement or uncertainty on his face; his gait was normal).2  

This gait, however, was very majestic and elegant as it reminded one of a mighty 
elephant in a rut who is walking triumphantly without any bother in its mind3. (5) 

[Note—1Remember: Sage Vishwamitra was not alone; many sages had accompanied him 
to Janakpur—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 240.  
 Sage Vishwamitra was the Guru (teacher) of the two brothers; he had taught them the 
secrets of using mystical weapons and skills required to defeat the most formidable of 
enemies, as well as how to overcome hunger and thirst during long battles—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8.  
 It is absolutely necessary to pay the greatest of respect to one’s Guru if one wishes to 
succeed in any endeavour. Lord Ram himself set an example by bowing at the feet of his 
Guru before setting out on the endeavour to break the bow. This is also the reason why 
the Lord walked confidently as he proceeded towards the bow because he was certain that 
with the blessing of his Guru—and mind you, he was not any ordinary Guru, but a 
renowned sage with stupendous mystical powers and spiritual capabalities, one who had 
the ability to turn events favourably for anyone whom he desired to favour—he had 
noting to worry about. The Lord was well aware of how fearless and confident he had felt 
in the protective custody of the sage when ferocious demons had confronted him in the 
forest, once by Tadka while they were on the way to the sage’s hermitage, and then by 
the huge demon army of Marich and Subahu at the time of the protection of the sage’s 
fire sacrifice. At that time there was a real danger and uncertainty because it was a 
ferocious no-hold-barred battle with demons, but now the issue is merely of breaking an 
old creaking bow! If the spiritual powers and mystical might of the sage had enabled the 
former victory, the Lord thought, the breaking of the bow is merely a child’s play. So, 
what to worry and bother about? 
 He sought permission from all other sages present there to show his respect to them, 
though this was nothing but a formality. None would have gone against the wishes of 
sage Vishwamitra in the first place, and secondly, all of them had wanted that Lord Ram 
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should go and break the bow as it is clear when they felt happy at Laxman’s angry 
outburst—refer: Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 254. 
 With the blessing of these great sages, Lord Ram was absolutely sure of success. 

2Lord Ram was “the Lord of the world”, or in other words, the Supreme Being, the 
Parmatma in a human form. The supreme Lord is also known as “Brahm” in the 
Upanishads. This Brahm is said to be neutral and dispassionate; for Brahm every 
situation is alike. There is nothing so desirable that its access or possession would give 
happiness to him, or so undesirable that its presence would create repugnance in him. 
Being the supreme Lord of the world, he knows everything. Lord Ram knew that he was 
Lord Vishnu, and that Sita was his eternal divine consort goddess Laxmi, that they had 
taken human forms to fulfill the promise the Lord had made to the gods and mother earth 
to come down from the heaven to eliminate the cruel demons who had unleashed a reign 
of terror (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1 and 7 that precede 
Doha no. 187).  

Therefore Lord Ram knew that he and Sita were destined to be united, and this is 
another reason why he showed no reaction or emotion as he walked towards the bow 
when sage Vishwamitra asked him to break it. 

3In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/89, stanza no. 11, the way Lord Ram walked 
towards the bow has been compared to the way a ‘lion’ (mr̥gapati) walks forward—
fearlessly, without a trace of hesitation and doubt, majestically and royally.]        

 
ø‹Ã ⁄UÊ◊ ‚’ ¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – ¬È‹∑§ ¬ÍÁ⁄U ÃŸ ÷∞ ‚ÈπÊ⁄UËH 6H 

 
calata rāma saba pura nara nārī. pulaka pūri tana bha'ē sukhārī. 6. 
 
As Lord Ram moved towards the bow, a thrill passed through the bodies of all the men 
and women present on the occasion; all of them felt exceedingly happy and excited (as 
this was the moment they were waiting for). (6) 

[Note—All the citizens had fervently wanted Lord Ram to be Sita’s groom. This is 
abundantly clear at two places—(i) the first is during the two brothers’ visit to the city: 
refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 222; 
and (ii) the second evidence is when the citizens rushed to the arena as soon as they learnt 
that the two princes are going to attend the bow breaking ceremony: refer—Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 240. 
 What more could they want? The grand moment has arrived. This electrified all the 
citizens, and they were filled with hope and expectation. As we shall be reading in the 
following verses, all of them staked whatever rewards were due to them for any good and 
meritorious deed they may have done as they prayed frantically to their respective gods 
and goddesses to make the bow light so that Lord Ram breaks it easily. 
 These citizens were overcome with grief and sorrow a while ago when king Janak 
had declared that since no one could break the bow, Sita would have to remain 
unmarried—refer: Chaupai line nos. 5 and 7 that precede Doha no. 252.  

Their sense of despair was compounded because Janak had made no mention of 
inviting Lord Ram to break the bow when he said “no one could break it”; he had not 
given any hint to the effect that the Lord was offered an opportunity but he had declined 
to accept it. The humble citizens fretted and fumed under their breaths, but none could 
dare to challenge their king because it would mean great indiscipline and an insult of 
their king in front of the full assembly where great kings and princes from all the corners 
of the world were present. Even if the king excused them if they stood up and spoke, as 
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he had indeed forgiven Laxman, still the citizens feared that these invited kings would get 
a very wrong and negative impression of the kingdom which they would spread far and 
wide when they returned home. All of them loved their kind king and his lovable 
daughter Sita very much. So they did not want to do anything from their side that would 
precipitate things and create a horribly piquant situation of ignominy that comes with 
indiscipline in a kingdom, a development that would leave an indelible negative image of 
the citizenry and the kingdom as a whole on the minds of the assembled kings and 
princes.  

Therefore, at that time the citizens had felt very sorrowful and sad. But now, when 
Lord Ram stepped forward to break the bow, the atmosphere of gloom and despair was 
suddenly replaced with that of hope and joy. Hence, the citizens felt ‘happy now’. The 
contrast between the two moments is sharp and clear.]   

 
’¢ÁŒ Á¬Ã⁄ ‚È⁄U ‚È∑Î§Ã ‚°÷Ê⁄ – ¡ı¥ ∑§¿ÈU ¬Èãÿ ¬˝÷Ê©U „U◊Ê⁄UH 7H 
Ãı Á‚flœŸÈ ◊ÎŸÊ‹ ∑§Ë ŸÊßZ – ÃÙ⁄U„È°U ⁄UÊ◊È ªŸ‚ ªÙ‚ÊßZH 8H 

 
bandi pitara sura sukṛta sam ̐bhārē. jauṁ kachu pun'ya prabhā'u hamārē. 7. 
tau sivadhanu mṛnāla kī nā'īṁ. tōrahum̐ rāmu ganēsa gōsā'īṁ. 8. 
 
They (the men and women; the citizens who had collected to watch the event) frantically 
bowed before their respective ‘Pittars’ (benevolent Spirits of dead ancestors) and prayed 
to the gods (“Surs”), pleading with them urgently and sincerily as follows—‘Whatever 
good deeds we have done, whatever merit we have accumulated in our lives [7], then oh 
Lords, as well as Lord Ganesh, please make it possible that the bow of Lord Shiva is 
easily broken by Lord Ram as if it was merely a stalk of the lotus flower [8].’ (7-8) 

[Note—The citizens have heard Laxman who had, just a few moments ago, declared that 
he would lift the bow as if it was very light and soft like the stalk or stem of the lotus 
flower—refer: Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 253. Hence, they decided that it 
must be made as light and soft as the stalk of the lotus flower to enable Lord Ram to 
break it because Laxman can’t be wrong in making this comparison. The people had no 
time or the mental inclination during those crucial moments to think of some better 
metaphor or simile, so they just invoked Laxman’s example to pray to their gods because 
there was no time to be lost. 

Refer also to Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 260 below.]  

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ¬̋◊ ‚◊Ã ‹Áπ ‚Áπã„U ‚◊Ë¬ ’Ù‹Êß– 

‚ËÃÊ ◊ÊÃÈ ‚Ÿ„U ’‚ ’øŸ ∑§„Uß Á’‹πÊßH 255H 
 
dōhā.  

rāmahi prēma samēta lakhi sakhinha samīpa bōlā'i. 
sītā mātu sanēha basa bacana kaha'i bilakhā'i. 255. 
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Sita’s mother looked affectionately at Lord Ram. She summoned her lady friends and, 
unable to contain her emotions arising out of her affection for the Lord, spoke to them 
with great sadness and grief in her poignant words. (Doha no. 255) 

[Note—This was the first time when Sita’s mother, the queen, had seen the two brothers. 
The mere sight of Lord Ram filled her motherly heart with affection and natural love like 
that a woman would have for her own son. She lamented that it is inappropriate to send 
such a nice, such a tender and young boy to lift a hard and heavy bow that even the 
mightiest of kings of the earth had failed to move. This young boy should be spared this 
humiliation even if her daughter remained unmarried for life. Sending him to lift the stern 
bow is like striking a rocky mountain with a soft clod of earth; how can this clod move 
the mountain? The clod itself would be broken to pieces. Why does the sage and her own 
husband, the king, not realise this?  
 A mother’s kind heart cannot bear to see her young son, who has never faced any 
hardships in life previously, being suddenly left to fend for himself against odds that 
stack heavily against him by his own father and other senior members of the family. Her 
heart cries out in grief and agony and pain though she cannot gather courage to resist the 
orders of her husband and other seniors. She vents her frustration and pain by telling her 
close female friends how much and how strongly she disapproves of this development. 
This is the way Sita’s mother reacted.  

This Doha also shows that she too had developed a natural sense of love and 
affection for Lord Ram as her husband had done already at the time of meeting the Lord 
when he had gone to welcome sage Vishwamitra. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 216. 

What the queen told her companions, we will read below from verse nos. 1-5.]  
   
 
¿õ0. ‚Áπ ‚’ ∑§ıÃÈ∑È§ ŒπÁŸ„UÊ⁄ – ¡©U ∑§„UÊflÃ Á„UÃÍ „U◊Ê⁄UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sakhi saba kautuku dēkhanihārē. jē'u kahāvata hitū hamārē. 1. 
 
Sita’s mother was extremely sad and poignant, and when she spoke her words reflected 
her pain, dismay and desperation—‘Oh friend! Even those who profess that they are our 
friends and well-wishers, are watching (or rather ‘enjoying’) this development as 
ordinary spectators.  

[That is, why are our so-called friends and well-wishers not intervening and 
speaking up against the inappropriateness of pitting such a young boy as Lord Ram 
against the bow which is very strong and sturdy? Why do they keep quiet? Don’t they see 
that it is a great injustice that is being perpetrated right before their eyes? Why should an 
innocent boy of young age be humiliated in this way because he cannot diobey the orders 
of his Guru who has thoughtlessly instructed him to break a bow which everyone has 
seen just now didn’t move a bit even when kings renowned for their strength and power 
did their best to move it? A person is said to be one’s friend and well-wisher if he 
fearlessly gives appropriate good advice, but these people are sitting mutely and enjoying 
the spectacle like other ordinary people. Then say, what is the difference between them 
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and the rest of the people? Haven’t they lost the moral right to call themselves our friends 
and well-wishers?]  (1) 

[Note—The implication is clear: The queen means that these people are not willing to 
speak out of fear of king Janak. But a true friend and well-wisher is one who speaks 
fearlessly and gives honest advice, who is more concerned about the welfare of the 
person than the fear of annoying him if he does not like their advice. Remember: Janak 
was a king, and a king is supposed to have advisors who give him good advice 
irrespective of whether he likes it or not. Can’t the king’s ministers and confidantes see 
the wrong that is being perpetrated just because Sita has to be married?  

Is it that they don’t want to give the impression that they are creating hurdles in 
allowing a competitor to try his hand at the bow in the hope that he might actually 
succeed against all the odds inspite of clearly seeing that this boy’s tender age and 
delicate body do not allow this to become possible?]    

 
∑§Ù©U Ÿ ’È¤ÊÊß ∑§„Uß ªÈ⁄U ¬Ê„UË¥ – ∞ ’Ê‹∑§ •Á‚ „UΔU ÷Á‹ ŸÊ„UË¥H 2H 

 
kō'u na bujhā'i kaha'i gura pāhīṁ. ē bālaka asi haṭha bhali nāhīṁ. 2. 
 
Why is no one explaining to the Guru (sage Vishwamitra) and advising him that he (Lord 
Ram) is now merely a young boy, and not a matured warrior. Hence, this decision on the 
Guru’s part in ordering him (to go and break the bow) is totally uncalled for; it is 
absolutely unwarranted and unjustified. (2) 

 
⁄UÊflŸ ’ÊŸ ¿ÈU•Ê Ÿ®„U øÊ¬Ê – „UÊ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ÷Í¬ ∑§Á⁄U ŒÊ¬ÊH 3H 
‚Ù œŸÈ ⁄UÊ¡∑È§•°⁄U ∑§⁄U Œ„UË¥ – ’Ê‹ ◊⁄UÊ‹ Á∑§ ◊¢Œ⁄U ‹„UË¥H 4H 

 
rāvana bāna chu'ā nahiṁ cāpā. hārē sakala bhūpa kari dāpā. 3. 
sō dhanu rājaku'am̐ra kara dēhīṁ. bāla marāla ki mandara lēhīṁ. 4. 
 
Even Ravana and Banasur did not dare to touch the bow. All the kings who dared were 
defeated after making loud boasts. (3) 

How ridiculous and strange it is that the same bow is being allowed to be handled 
by a young prince? Say, can a young Swan ever lift Mt. Mandar (“mandara”; also 
known as Mandrachal)? [Has everyone, the sage, the king and all our well-wishers, taken 
leave of their senses?] (4) 

[Note—Mt. Mandrachal is a huge cylindrical mountain that was used to churn the ocean 
by the gods and the demons in search of nectar. According to mythology, it is one of the 
heaviest mountains in existence, the others being Mt. Sumeru where the gods live, and 
Mt. Kailash where Lord Shiva lives. 
 In this verse, Lord Ram is compared to a young swan, and the bow to Mt. 
Mandrachal. Sita’s mother wonders how it is ever possible for a swan to lift this huge 
mountain. In other words, she says that it seems highly unlikely to her that Lord Ram 
would be able to lift the mighty bow.]  
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÷Í¬ ‚ÿÊŸ¬ ‚∑§‹ Á‚⁄UÊŸË – ‚Áπ Á’Áœ ªÁÃ ∑§¿ÈU ¡ÊÁÃ Ÿ ¡ÊŸËH 5H 
 
bhūpa sayānapa sakala sirānī. sakhi bidhi gati kachu jāti na jānī. 5. 
 
It appears that good sense and wisdom have taken leave of the king (Janak) (because he is 
allowing such a stupid thing to happen in his presence, without resisting or at least 
requesting sage Vishwamitra to reconsider his orders).  

Oh friend, the ways of destiny and providence are queer; no one knows what the 
creator (“Bidhi”) had in mind while he designed a person’s future.’ (5) 

[Note—The queen mother implies that this world is such a mysterious place to live in. 
One person’s destiny entangles another person if the two cross paths. If it is true that it is 
written in providence that Sita would remain unmarried as declared by king Janak (refer: 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 252), then this innocent boy, Lord Ram, has 
unnecessarily been drawn into this vortex of misfortunes just because he happened to 
come here for a causal visit in the company of sage Vishwamitra.  

She laments, ‘How sorrowful it is that this lovely and innocent boy Ram is being 
dragged into the dark pit of infamy and humiliation just because my daughter Sita has 
everything written wrong in her own destiny!’ 

She argues that Lord Ram was not a competitor; he had not shown any interest or 
eagerness to try the bow. This is proved when the sage ordered him to get up and go 
break the bow: Lord Ram had shown no emotions whatsoever (refer: Chaupai line nos. 6-
7 that precedes Doha no. 254). 

He had even disciplined his angry brother and made him sit down (refer: Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 254).  

Why is he then being forced to face certain humiliation when everyone knows about 
the fate of other kings who are physically much stronger and better well-built than Lord 
Ram, and are experienced and matured at handling weapons?]  

 
’Ù‹Ë øÃÈ⁄U ‚πË ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸË – Ã¡fl¢Ã ‹ÉÊÈ ªÁŸ• Ÿ ⁄UÊŸËH 6H 

 
bōlī catura sakhī mṛdu bānī. tējavanta laghu gani'a na rānī. 6. 
 
[The queen’s female attendant, who was also her close ‘friend’, constant companion and 
confidante, assured her that she need not worry about Lord Ram’s young age or delicate 
frame as these external features are very misleading and do not give an idea of the Lord’s 
mystical powers that are of an astounding proportion.]  
 
The clever friend of the queen replied reassuringly with a sweet voice—‘Oh queen! One 
must not be misled or become deluded to treat someone as weak, fragile, incompetent, 
lacking in abilities and powers simply due to his external features because more often 
than not they do not give a true idea of the reality hidden behind the external façade, the 
reality about the person’s stupendous mystical and spiritual powers as well as his virtues, 
abilities, strength, character, nature, intelligence etc. that are subtle aspects of a person’s 
over-all personality and are hidden from view1.  
 So oh queen, he (Lord Ram) has astounding glory and dynamic powers that are 
not visible externally. And therefore, you must not treat him as weak and fragile and 
incompetent (to break the formidable bow)2. (6)  
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[Note—1From the perspective of spiritualism and metaphysics, one must not be misled 
by, or be disillusioned with the external features of something in this gross world, as 
more often than not this veil of delusions hide the subtle reality which is quite the 
opposite of what is visible externally. For instance, the world appears to be true and real 
from its external features, it appears to be a provider of happiness and joy. But in reality 
it is a harbinger of all sorrows and miseries that torment the creature. It is just like a 
mirage seen in a desert: the more one pursues it in the quest for happiness and peace, the 
further away it recedes from him. So those who are wise do not seek happiness or bliss in 
this external world, but rather they turn inwards to find these virtues hidden in a subtle 
form in the Atma, the pure consciousness, that lies within one’s own ‘self’ rather than in 
the external world. 

2The lady friend must have heard about Lord Ram’s great achievements, such as his 
liberation of Ahilya (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 211 along with its 
preceding Chanda and Chaupai line nos. 11-12), his slaying of the demoness Taadka 
(refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 209), his defeating and elimination of 
the demon army along with its commanders Subahu and flicking of another demon 
Marich into the ocean (refer: Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 210), and 
helping sage Vishwamitra complete his fire sacrifice (refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-2, 6 that 
precede Doha no. 210).  

The word about Lord Ram’s great achievements had spread like wildfire in the city 
of Janakpur—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 221.  

Hence, this friend was well aware of all these developments and therefore was 
confident about the Lord’s abilities. Further, she also knew about sage Vishwamitra’s 
own fame and great mystical powers, and when she observed that Lord Ram has full 
blessing and support of the sage she became absolutely certain that victory that would 
come with the breking of the bow will be his. 

The queen’s lamentations and doubts show that she was yet unaware of these 
developments; no one had told her about them. This means also that her own husband, 
king Janak, either hadn’t had the time or did not think it necessary to tell her about Lord 
Ram and Laxman as well as about the arrival of the great sage Vishwamitra, because had 
the king told her about what the sage had himself told him about the two brothers (refer: 
Doha no. 216 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos.6-8) then she would not have 
behaved the way she did.  

The king did not tell anybody about the two brothers because it would have been 
extremely odd on his part and would have given a wrong message to everyone if he had 
praise any one particular prince when so many hundreds of them have arrived to take part 
in a competition which was supposed to be open to all in an impartial manner. King 
Janak was renowned for his dispassion and detachment from all worldly emotions (which 
the king himself has admitted in Baal Kand, Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that 
precede Doha no. 216), and if the king had praised the two brothers openly it would have 
given an impression that he has developed some sort of liking for them, something that 
was not in his nature or character, and would have surely boomeranged to create a 
negative picture of him and undermine his exalted stature in the society. Hence, king 
Janak had not told anybody, including the queen herself, about his affection for the two 
brothers.] 

 
∑§„°U ∑È¢§÷¡ ∑§„°U ®‚œÈ •¬Ê⁄UÊ – ‚Ù·©U ‚È¡‚È ‚∑§‹ ‚¢‚Ê⁄UÊH 7H 
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kaham ̐ kumbhaja kaham̐ sindhu apārā. sōṣē'u sujasu sakala sansārā. 7. 
 
[To prove her point and convince the queen, this friend sites a number of instances in the 
following verses—] 
 
What comparison can be made between sage Agastya who was born out of a pitcher or 
jar (“Kumbhaj”—i.e. one who had a small frame that fitted in a pitcher)1, and the vast 
ocean that cannot be measured (which is endless and fathomless). But still this sage’s 
glory and fame is well known in the world as he had dried the mighty ocean by scooping 
it up in his cupped palms and then drinking it in three gulps2. 

[In other words, inspite of being like any other human being with a limit to what 
one can drink and accommodate in one’s stomach, sage Agastya had such astounding 
mystical powers that he had once drunk the water of the whole ocean to completely 
empty it, to completely dry it. Sage Agastya’s physical body was like any other man, and 
so apparently was the ability of his stomach to accommodate water.  

No one could have imagined by looking at the physical features of sage Agastya 
who was like an ordinary ‘man’ with limited space in his body that he can drink the 
whole ocean in merely three gulps so as to completely dry its bed. But he actually did it, 
and this mysterious feat of his is well known in the world and has made him famous for 
all times to come. So, in the present context of Lord Ram and the mighty bow, you must 
not be worried: just like the humble-looking sage Agastya had devoured the mighty 
ocean which seemed an impossible thing to do if one were to judge things merely on their 
physical aspects and dimensions, Lord Ram would also triumph over the resistance 
offered by the bow very easily though he looks so young and tender while the bow has 
already proved its mightiness and strength by defeating the combined strength and might 
of the greatest of kings.] (7) 

[Note—1Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 3, and Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 32. 
2The story of sage Agastya and his drinking of the ocean is as follows in brief— 

Sage Agastya is a renowned sage who had composed several of the hymns of the Rig 
Veda, e.g. Rig Veda Sanhita, 1/166-191. He is known as a ‘Brahm-rishi’ or a celestial 
sage tracing his origin to the creator Brahma.  

He was born to sage Pulastya and his wife Havirbhuk. During this birth, his other 
brother was sage Visrawaa. It is also believed that in the Swayambhu Manvantar (age of 
Manu named Swambhu), he was born as the son of sage Pulastya, but in that birth he was 
named Dattoli.  
 According to another version, he was the son of Mitra and Varuna. In this version, he 
was born in a jar or pitcher known as ‘Kumbha’. Hence, he is also known as Kumbhaja 
(born out of a Kumbha), Kumbhodbhava (rising out of a Kumbha), Kalasi-suta (son born 
from a Kalas or a pitcher or jar). During this birth, his twin brother was sage Vasistha, the 
great sage who was the court priest of the kingdom of Ayodhya where Lord Ram was the 
king.  
 His wife was a princess of the kingdom of Vidharva, and her name was 
Lopaamudraa, also known as Kaaveri. The sage had a son whose name was Drudhaasya, 
also known as Idhmavaaha.  

His chief disciple was Agniveshya.     
 Sage Agastya did severe Tapa and had vast knowledge. He is said to have destroyed 
the two demons named Ilvala and Vaataapi. The sage had stunted the growth of Mt. 
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Vindhya which was growing and expanding endlessly so much so as to obstruct the light 
of the sun. 

Once, when Indra had killed the demon Vrittaasur, other demons named ‘Kaaleya’ 
managed to escape and they hid themselves under the water of the ocean. From there they 
began terrorizing the sages and seers. They stayed under water during daytime and came 
out at night to torment and devour these sages, and generally cause nuisance and havoc 
all around. These demons had not spared even such renowned sages of the time as 
Vasistha, Chyavan and Bharadwaj, because the demons attacked their hermitages and 
killed the sages and seers who lived there. It was then that the Gods, led by their king 
Indra, requested sage Agastya to somehow expose the demons. At this, the sage had 
scooped up the water of the ocean in a cup made by joining the two palms of his hands 
and had drunk the water of the ocean in one gulp so as to expose the demons. The Gods 
were then able to destroy them.  

This story is narrated in: (i) Skanda Puran, Nagar Khand, (ii) Padma Puran, Srishti 
Khand, and (iii) the epic Mahabharat, Vanparva.   

Some of the demons, however, managed to escape and hid themselves in the nether 
world. This is how the demon race survived then. However, when the ocean was 
completely dried up it created another problem for the world because countless marine 
creatures begin to suffer and die. Besides this, the ocean was the largest natural reservoir 
of water on earth. So the Gods requested sage Agastya to refill it. The sage replied that 
the water has been digested in his stomach, but he can oblige the Gods by reproducing 
the ocean in the form of urine. That is the reason, according to this legendary story of the 
Purans, why the ocean is salty and sour—because it is the urine of sage Agastya.  

This fact, that the ocean is sour and salty because it is the urine of sage Agastya, is 
explicitly narrated in the Anand Ramayan (purpoted to have been written by sage 
Valmiki), in its Vilaas Kand (Chapter), ninth Sarga (Canto), verse nos. 18-24 where Sita 
explains to Lopaamudraa, the wife of sage Agastya, why Sri Ram had constructed the 
bridge in order to cross the ocean to reach Lanka. She explained that the Lord did not ask 
the sage to dry up the ocean once again by drinking its water because it would be 
unthinkable to ask the sage to drink his own urine. Even if the sage had actually drunk the 
water, the Lord would be heaped with the ignominy of being so selfish that he made a 
Brahmin drink his own urine so that his purpose is served. The Lord did not swim across 
the ocean because it would be insulting and extremely demeaning for the Lord to swim in 
urine, and it would also be improper for him to step across a Brahmin’s urine because it is 
to be regarded as holy as the urine of a cow.  

There is a legendary story how once sage Agastya had converted king Nahush as a 
serpent. The story goes that once Indra, the king of Gods, was demoted from his exalted 
stature due to the curse of killing some Brahmins, and king Nahush had taken his place. 
Nahush lustfully eyed the consort of Indra, named Indrani. To punish him, Brihaspati, the 
moral preceptor of Gods, devised a stratagem by which Indrani requested Nahush to 
come to her riding a palanquin that was never used by anyone earlier. Overcome and 
blinded by passions, Nahush forgot everything about propriety and probity, and he 
summoned all the great sages and seers of the time to act as carriers or bearers of his 
palanquin. Humble sages and seers did not mind because Nahush was now elevated to the 
stature of Indra, the king of Gods. Nahush was so eager to reach heaven as quickly as 
possible that he kept prodding and scolding these sages to walk faster. Enraged, 
astonished and peeved at this nonsense being perpetrated by the haughty king, sage 
Agastya had then cursed him to become a great and poisonous snake. This story appears 
in Mahabharat, Anushaashan Parva, 99-100.  

Sage Agastya lived in the Dandakaaranya forest when Lord Ram met him. The sage 
had then given some invincible divine weapons to the Lord which stood him in good 
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stead during the epic war of Lanka, as well as in overcoming the demons whom the Lord 
encountered and destroyed during his sojourn in the formidable forest.  
 The sage is said to have brought about reconciliation between Indra, the king of 
Gods, and Maruts, the Wind Gods.  
 A whole class of people came to be known after him, and in due course the term 
‘Agastya’ became a title and sort of honour given to learned sages and seers who were 
experts in the philosophy and knowledge that sage Agastya was an expert in and had 
preached during his lifetime. The sage has been made immortal by finding a place 
amongst the brightest stars in the sky. He is identified with Canopus, which is the 
brightest star in the sky of south India. The Canopus has been named after this sage as 
‘Agastya’, and seeing this star in the sky when the sun is in the middle of Virgo (Kanyaa) 
sign of the zodiac and worshipping him at night is regarded as an auspicious deed. This is 
a symbolic way of honouring the sage by elevating him to an exalted stature of a ‘bright 
star’ and recognizing his stellar qualities. 
 He is regarded as the one who had created the Tamil language of South India. He is 
accredited as being the author of several treatises on medicine, mysticism and magic. One 
of his books is the ‘Agastya Sanhita’ which elaborately deals with ritualistic forms of 
worship.  
 It is said that once sage Agastya and the noble king named Shankha had a divine 
vision of Lord Vishnu at the banks of river Swami-pushkarni.] 

  
⁄UÁ’ ◊¢«U‹ ŒπÃ ‹ÉÊÈ ‹ÊªÊ – ©UŒÿ° ÃÊ‚È ÁÃ÷ÈflŸ Ã◊ ÷ÊªÊH 8H 

 
rabi maṇḍala dēkhata laghu lāgā. udayam ̐ tāsu tibhuvana tama bhāgā. 8. 
 
The Sun looks so small against the background of the vast domain of the sky, but as soon 
as it rises, the darkness that had hitherto encircled the entire world known as the 
‘Tribhuvan’ (i.e. the heaven, the earth and the nether world) runs away from sight (i.e. the 
darkness of the night vanishes and leaves the sky alone). (8) 

[Note—The same idea was earlier expressed by Laxman in Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 239. 

The lady friend uses the same logic as she had used for sage Agastya in the previous 
verse, that one must not judge anyone by physical appearances, here also by applying it 
to the Sun and its ability to remove the darkness of the night. She in effect says that 
merely judging the ability of any entity based on its physical dimensions does not provide 
the real picture of its actual abilities because the Sun, though only a small ball against the 
vast area of the sky, is able to triumph over the all-encompassing and impenetrable veil of 
darkness that prevailed in the world before it (the Sun) arrived.  
 The veil of darkness of the night is absolutely over-powering; it covers the entire 
world in a thick dark shroud that not even the combined strength of the full moon as well 
as millions of stars are able to remove or overcome. But the mere hint of the sun coming 
up in the sky in the very early hours of dawn while it is still below the horizon in the east, 
much before actual sun-rise, the darkness of the night begins to fade away, or literally the 
darkness ‘runs away’, leaving the sky and world free from its overwhelming influence.  
 Further, when the sun rises in the sky, all other heavenly bodies that had made their 
appearances during the night, such as the moon and the stars, too fade away. Similarly, 
Lord Ram’s presence in the arena has put to shame all the kings and princes—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 245; (ii) Doha 
no. 238.  
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 Hence, the lady friend assured the queen that Lord Ram would certainly overcome 
the might of the bow and remove the darkness of gloom and despair that this bow has 
cast over all of them much like the Sun triumphing over the formidable and foreboding 
darkness of the night.]  
 

Îô0. ◊¢òÊ ¬⁄U◊ ‹ÉÊÈ ¡Ê‚È ’‚ Á’Áœ „UÁ⁄U „U⁄U ‚È⁄U ‚’¸– 
◊„UÊ◊ÙÊ ª¡⁄UÊ¡ ∑§„È°U ’‚ ∑§⁄U •¢∑È§‚ π’¸H 256H 

 
dōhā.  

mantra parama laghu jāsu basa bidhi hari hara sura sarba. 
mahāmatta gajarāja kahum ̐ basa kara aṅkusa kharba. 256. 
 
A Mantra (which is an esoteric spiritual formula)1 is very small (as it consists of a few 
letters, words or phrases), but its effect is so profound and far-reaching that all the great 
Gods, such as the three great Gods of the Trinity, ‘Bidhi’ (Brahma, the creator), ‘Hari’ 
(Lord Vishnu) and ‘Har’ (Lord Shiva), as well as all other gods of the pantheon are under 
its influence. 

Similarly, a simple looking goad is so powerful and effective in controlling even 
the wildest of elephants2.  

[Though a Mantra is too small and consists of lifeless letters, but its dynamism 
and effect are so profound that even the most powerful of gods are under its control and 
influence. Similarly, a small iron goad that may not even be visible from a distance is 
used by the elephant tamer to control a huge wild elephant. Hence, sizes and appearances 
are no measurements or criterion to judge the potentials, abilities, strength and power of 
any given entity.  

In the present context this means that though Lord Ram appears to be so delicate 
in frame and young in age that he apparently appears to be no match against the might of 
the bow which has successfully put to shame thousands of well-built and strong warriors, 
but this is a fallacious premise to determine the Lord’s actual hidden potentials and 
mystical powers.  

In other words, the lady friend assures the queen that she must be sure that Lord 
Ram will indeed break the bow, and therefore she must stop worrying.] (Doha no. 256) 

[Note—1A Mantra is an esoteric formula specific for each god. It represents a god’s 
dynamic field, and it is like that god’s special code or key. It consists of individual letters 
known as the Beej Mantra or seed Mantra of that god, or may also be a group of letters 
forming words, such as the holy name of the god, or of phrases that may take the shape of 
a hymn dedicated to a particular god.  
 A Mantra is employed by the devotee of a god to invoke the blessings of the 
worshipped god; it sort of knocks at the concerned god’s door directly, reminding the 
latter that his devotee needs his help. These Mantras are used for worship purposes as 
well.  
 Being specific, use of a particular Mantra during rituals means that a particular god to 
whom it belongs is being exclusively worshipped or invoked though the general external 
features and usual steps involved in all the rituals may appear to be the same.  
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2As compared to the huge size of a wild elephant as well as its strength, the goad 
appears to be too small and inconsequential. But a Mahaut (an elephant tamer) sits on the 
animal’s back and controls it by stabbing this goad on the elephant’s head, neck or sides.]   

     
 
¿õ0. ∑§Ê◊ ∑È§‚È◊ œŸÈ ‚Êÿ∑§ ‹Ëã„U – ‚∑§‹ ÷ÈflŸ •¬Ÿ¥ ’‚ ∑§Ëã„H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kāma kusuma dhanu sāyaka līnhē. sakala bhuvana apanēṁ basa kīnhē. 1. 
 
The god known as Kamdeo (cupid) has kept the whole world under his sway by holding 
an arrow consisting of flowers; he uses this arrow to subdue and conquer the world.  

[Flowers never injure or harm anybody in any way. They are metaphors for 
beauty, love, kindness and softness. When one has to overcome stiff resistance from 
one’s opponent, when one finds that the use of conventional weapons of threat, 
persuasion, reasoning and reward fail to make any dent on the opponent’s stubbornness, 
the humble ‘flower’ does the trick, and it does it so softly, sweetly and harmlessly that the 
same opponent submits meekly in a way that no other weapon would ever be able to do. 
 All resistance crumble, even the sternest of hearts yield and buckle when literally 
attacked by this subtle weapon, the ‘flower’. Where all other methods fail to achieve the 
desired result and make one’s adversary mellowed, the ‘flower’ does the trick.  

Kamdeo is the god of love. He uses this soft weapon to conquer the world. In 
other words, ‘love’ that is manifested in the form of a ‘flower’ is able to subdue all 
resistance and opposition that one may face in life.]1 (1) 

[Note—1Kamdeo had used this trick to overcome Lord Shiva’s reluctance to get involved 
in such mundane matters as marrying and raising a family, because the Lord is always 
engrossed in meditation and contemplation, is a renunciate hermit and a recluse. The 
story goes that when the demon Tarkasur had unleashed his reign of terror in the world, 
the gods approached Brahma, the creator, to plead with him to find out a way of this 
horror. Brahma said that it is written in destiny of Tarkasur that he would be killed only 
by the son of Lord Shiva. But the irony was Shiva was lost in a state of perpetual 
meditation, and has declared his intention to remain a recluse and a hermit. ‘So what has 
to be done’, asked the gods. Brahma replied that only if Shiva marries and begets a son 
then this demon could be eliminated.  
 The problem was not of finding an appropriate wife for Shiva because Parvati, the 
daughter of the king of Mountains, had already done severe Tapa (penance) to be able to 
marry him, but the problem was that Shiva had renounced all his attachments with the 
mundane affairs of the world and submerged himself in deep meditation. So, the question 
now was how to arouse him from his trance-like state of meditation and inspire him to 
marry.  
 Since Lord Shiva was the senior god, being known as ‘Maha-deva’, the ‘Great God’, 
it would not be proper for the gods to be impolite with him and rudely wake him up from 
his meditative posture. Some subtle and pleasant method had to be urgently found. It was 
now that Kamdeo was summoned and assigned this task by the gods. 
 Kamdeo used an arrow made of ‘flowers’ to strike at Lord Shiva. The use of this 
weapon ensured that the Lord was neither hurt and nor would be insulted—because 
flowers are used routinely in worship and offerings. As it happened, Lord Shiva did wake 
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up, but he was so annoyed by Kamdeo’s impertinence and temerity to disturb his 
meditation and contemplation that the Lord opened his third eye from which spouted a 
flame of angry fire which burnt Kamdeo to ashes.  
 This entire story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
4 that precedes Doha no. 82—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 87.]  

   
ŒÁ’ ÃÁ¡• ‚¢‚©U •‚ ¡ÊŸË – ÷¢¡’ œŸÈ·È ⁄UÊ◊ ‚ÈŸÈ ⁄UÊŸËH 2H 

 
dēbi taji'a sansa'u asa jānī. bhan̄jaba dhanuṣu rāma sunu rānī. 2. 
 
Hence, oh gracious lady (i.e. the queen), you must abandon all sort of doubts and their 
attendent consternations and confusions. Listen queen—Lord Ram will indeed break the 
bow.’ (2) 

[Note—It is noteworthy how confidently this friend assures the queen. The message here 
is simple and obvious: We must have fast and total faith in our Lord God; we must not 
doubt his ability to remove our grief and sorrows. The Lord is omniscient and all-
knowing; he watches every thing we do or think of. He just waits for the moment when 
we put a decisive foot forward, and then the victory is ours. Dithering and trying to jump 
boats midstream—i.e. getting distracted and thinking that the Lord God whom we adore 
is not as strong and able as the one whom our companion worships—would make us sink 
in the sea rather than reaching the shore. Then we go to blame our Lord God for all our 
miseries and misfortunes and his inability to help us, not ourselves for our lack of faith 
and conviction and devotion and love for our Lord.]  

 
‚πË ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ÷Ò ¬⁄UÃËÃË – Á◊≈UÊ Á’·ÊŒÈ ’…∏UË •ÁÃ ¬˝ËÃËH 3H 

 
sakhī bacana suni bhai paratītī. miṭā biṣādu baṛhī ati prītī. 3. 
 
When the queen heard these words of her friend, she developed affection and faith in 
Lord Ram (and the Lord’s ability to remove her sorrows and worries about the future of 
her daughter Sita). Her despondency, grief and the sombre mood that had hitherto 
overwhelmed her disappeared. This was replaced with enhanced affection and faith in the 
Lord. (3) 

[Note—The queen’s lady friend has literally acted as her ‘Guru’ or moral preceptor in 
disguise. A Guru’s duty is to remove doubts and fears in the mind of his disciple or 
student. To achieve this aim the Guru speaks fearlessly, without any favour or bias. It is 
his duty to enlighten his disciple about the reality, and not to add to his confusion. The 
disciple may not be aware of certain things which the Guru knows, and therefore he must 
tell the truth. For this purpose and to achieve this aim, anyone can be a person’s Guru as 
long as this Guru helps the person see the reality behind the misleading façade of 
externals and helps him to overcome doubts and groundless fears.  
 The lady friend therefore acted in the role of the queen’s Guru. When the disciple is 
told the truth about anything by his Guru, he finds peace because his mind comes to rest.  
 This attendant of the queen also lived upto her role as a true friend, companion and 
advisor who strives to remove all sorts of misgivings from the mind and heart of his or 
her friend in distress, and tries his or her best to encourage the other person to not give up 
hope.   
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So, when her lady attendant told her the real potentials of Lord Ram, the queen was 
reassured and found her mental peace amidst the emotional turmoil that she had faced till 
now. She now was confident that Lord Ram would indeed break the bow and thereby 
remove all cause of her misery.  
 This being the certainty of the case, the queen and her husband king Janak began 
henceforth to treat Lord Ram as her dear son because once the Lord breaks the bow and 
marries Sita he would become their ‘son-in-law’, an inseparable part of their family. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 242.  
 Similar ideas are expressed elsewhere also in Ram Charit Manas. For instance, 
goddess Parvati had her doubts about the divine nature of Lord Ram removed when her 
divine consort, Lord Shiva, had enlightened her about the reality of Lord Ram. Refer: 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 119—to Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 120. 

Similarly, Garud, the celestial mount of Lord Vishnu, had doubts about the divine 
nature and supremacy of Lord Ram because he had seen the Lord acting like an ordinary 
human being. So he approached Lord Shiva to tell him the truth. The Lord directed him 
to the crow-saint Kaagbhusund who was able to remove all doubts in the mind of Garud 
who thanked the crow for it. Refer: Uttar Kand, from Doha no. 124 Kha—to Doha no. 
125 Ka. 

Another important point to note here is this: One develops affection, respect and faith 
in someone only when he is enlightened about that person’s noble virtues, goodness, 
character, abilities and qualities. In Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 
that precede Doha no. 89, saint Kaagbhusund tells Garud that “When one is not aware 
about the grand virtues and qualities of someone, he cannot develop respect, affection, 
faith and devotion for him just like it is not possible to have a smooth, lubricating effect 
on a surface without the presence of water”.  

Having doubts and confusions are like poisonous snakes that robs a person of his 
mental peace and happiness, and instead fills his mind with fear from imaginary 
phantoms and ghosts—refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 93; and (ii) Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 
11.]  

 
Ã’ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’ÒŒ„UË – ‚÷ÿ NUŒÿ° Á’ŸflÁÃ ¡Á„U Ã„UËH 4H 

 
taba rāmahi bilōki baidēhī. sabhaya hṛdayam̐ binavati jēhi tēhī. 4. 
 
At that moment (i.e. at that time when her mother raised doubts about Lord Ram’s 
abilities and her fears were dispelled by her friend, and the moment when Lord Ram had 
risen from his seat to walk to the bow), Vaidehi (Sita) looked at Lord Ram, and with fear 
in her heart she began to pray or plead with all and sundry she could think of (to help her 
at this crucial moment of her life by enabling Lord Ram to break the bow so that the 
uncertainty about her future is removed). (4) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/92, stanza no. 2 also. 
Let us remember that three developments are occurring simultaneously: (i) Lord Ram 

has got up from his seat and is proceeding towards the bow; (ii) Sita’s mother was 
concerned at the wisdom of allowing Lord Ram to attempt to break the mighty bow that 
had put to shame the mightiest of warriors in this world by not moving a bit; and (iii) Sita 
herself becoming extremely worried as to what would happen of her future in the coming 
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few minutes. In fact, Sita was the most worried of the lot as her entire future hinged on 
the outcome of the next few moments.  
 When a man becomes extremely nervous and worried, he loses his mental bearing 
and begins to seek help from any quarter that he can imagine of. It’s like the case of a 
drowning man who would cling to any float in the hope of swimming to safety. This is 
why Sita prays to all the gods and goddesses that came to her mind.  
 In those desperate moments Sita had forgotten what goddess Parvati had assured her 
when she had gone to pray and seek her blessings in the temple in the royal garden. The 
goddess had categorically assured her that her wishes would be fulfilled and that she 
would be able to marry the dark-complexioned prince she has taken fancy for—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 236 and its preceding Chanda along with 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8.  

Sita was so nervous and overcome with uncertainties that she forgot this boon. She 
asks goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva to make the bow light as we shall read in verse nos. 
5-6 that precede Doha no. 257 just below this verse. She didn’t realize that even Parvati 
would not like this attitude of Sita especially in the context of the goddess’ explicit 
assurance as cited above, because it means that Sita did not have faith in her blessings 
and words, and now repeats her requests once again. Not only limiting herself to 
requesting Parvati and Shiva, Sita goes on pleading with sundry other gods—refer: 
Chaupai line nos. 4 and 7 that precede Doha no. 257.   
 This incident teaches us not to lose our mental bearing and calm during troubles in 
our lives because then we tend to forget about our inherent abilities and strengths as well 
as the hidden support we have been assured of by our patron deity. It only rocks the boat 
rather than stabilizing it.  
 This fidgety and anxious state of mind of Sita was read by Lord Ram. We shall read 
how Lord Ram had waited for the moment till Sita could focus her mind and concentrate 
her attention on the Lord instead of seeking help from sundry other gods and goddesses. 
In her anxiety and nervousness, Sita had forgotten this sacrosanct rule of ‘Bhakti’, or 
devotion for the Lord, by asking this god and that god to save her future instead of 
relying on the Lord himself to extricate her from her predicament. So, Lord Ram waited 
till she finally decided to surrender her self and her fate to the Lord and seek exclusive 
refuge with him before he actually broke the bow—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede Doha no. 259, and Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede 
Doha no. 261. 
 This observation is in consonance with the one made in respect to her mother in a 
note of verse nos. 2 and 3 that appear just before the current verse. Having true faith and 
devotion in one’s chosen Lord means that one should ask only him for his needs and have 
loyalty only towards him. For a true devotee, his chosen Lord God is the only god, the 
only lord and the only master in this world. He would not go knocking at the doors of 
other gods and goddesses because this clearly means lack of loyalty and faith. If this 
happens, his boat is sure to sink mid-stream.]    

 
◊Ÿ„UË¢ ◊Ÿ ◊ŸÊfl •∑È§‹ÊŸË – „UÙ„ÈU ¬˝‚ÛÊ ◊„U‚ ÷flÊŸËH 5H 
∑§⁄U„ÈU ‚»§‹ •Ê¬ÁŸ ‚fl∑§Êß¸ – ∑§Á⁄U Á„UÃÈ „U⁄U„ÈU øÊ¬ ªL§•Êß¸H 6H 

 
manahīṁ mana manāva akulānī. hōhu prasanna mahēsa bhavānī. 5. 
karahu saphala āpani sēvakā'ī. kari hitu harahu cāpa garu'ā'ī. 6. 
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She was very upset mentally, and eagerly prayed to Lord Mahesh (Shiva) and his consort 
Bhavani (goddess Parvati)—‘Oh Lord Mahesh and goddess Bhavani. (5) 

Please give me the reward of all the services that I have rendered to you in my life 
(such as prayers, worship, offerings and all such other meritorious and good deeds that I 
have done and offered to you). For my sake and my welfare, please remove the heaviness 
of the bow (and make it light so that Lord Ram can easily lift and break it). (6) 

[Note—Refer to note appended to verse no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257 above.] 
 

ªŸŸÊÿ∑§ ’⁄UŒÊÿ∑§ ŒflÊ – •Ê¡È ‹ª¥ ∑§ËÁã„U©°U ÃÈ• ‚flÊH 7H 
’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U Á’ŸÃË ‚ÈÁŸ ◊Ù⁄UË – ∑§⁄U„ÈU øÊ¬ ªÈL§ÃÊ •ÁÃ ÕÙ⁄UËH 8H 

 
gananāyaka baradāyaka dēvā. āju lagēṁ kīnhi'um̐ tu'a sēvā. 7. 
bāra bāra binatī suni mōrī. karahu cāpa gurutā ati thōrī. 8. 
 
Oh Lord Gan-naayak (“gananāyaka”; i.e. Lord Ganesh, the chief of all attendants of 
Lord Shiva)! Thou art the Lord who grants desired boons to those who seek them from 
thee (“baradāyaka”; i.e. you are the wish-fulfiller of those who pray to you)1. I have 
been serving thee (i.e. offering worship to you and praying to you) till this day with all 
diligence and faith, and to the best of mine ability. (7) 

I most earnestly and repeatedly beg thee (by citing and invoking thine gracious 
nature of fulfilling the wish of those who seek anything from thee, and especially so in 
mine case because I have been serving thee all my life till this fateful day when my future 
is to be decided) that thou must pay heed to mine prayers and make the bow as light-
weighted as it possibly can be made by thee (for I am thine humble devotee who hath 
been serving thee for the whole of mine life, and therefore expect this favour from 
thee).2’ (8) 

[Note—1Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 235 of this book.  

Lord Ganesh has many other names besides the two cited here, i.e. ‘Gan-naayak’ and 
‘Bar-daayak’. He is also known as Vinaayak. Other names of Lord Ganapti are 
enumerated in the Ganapti Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition as follows:—Lord 
Ganesh (refer verse no. 8); Ekdanta or the Lord with one tusk, Vakratunda or the Lord 
with a bent trunk (refer verse no. 10); Vraatpati or the one who is the chief amongst the 
Gods, Ganapati or the chief of the attendants of Lord Shiva, Pramath-pati or the chief of a 
special category of attendants of Lord Shiva, known as Pramaths, who give immense 
misery to those who are sinful, Lambodar or the one with a big abdomen; pot-bellied, 
Vighna-Vinaayak or the one who destroys all hurdles and misfortunes, Sri Varadmuti or 
the one who is an embodiment of blessings and grants whatever boons one desires, and 
Shiva-sut or the son of Lord Shiva (refer verse no. 15).  
 The Lord derives his name Gajaanan or Gajpati or Gajamukh from the root word 
‘Gaj’ meaning an elephant, and ‘Ja’ meaning an origin or birth. Hence, these names 
indicate that the Lord has taken birth in a form that has the head and body like that of an 
elephant. The elephant head stands for the macrocosm, while the rest of the body which 
resembles that of a human stands for the microcosm. These two aspects of this creation 
are not separate from one another but form a composite unit just like the head and the 
body of Lord Ganesh are not separate from one another but form one composite body of 
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the Lord, though the head represents an animal (an elephant) and the rest of the body 
represents a human being.  

In other words, one is regarded as learned, wise and enlightened only if he is able to 
see the Supreme Being even in the oddest and the most unconventional form of life in 
this creation. One must see the Lord in a healthy man as much as in a deformed and a 
handicapped individual; one must see the Lord in an animal as much as in a human form.   
 Another connotation is the following—the word ‘ga’ implies ‘gati’ or fate and 
destination of creation, and ‘ja’ means birth or origin. Hence, the word ‘Gajpati’ means 
the Lord from whom the rest of the creation has taken birth, and in whom the creation 
would finally collapse and merge at the end.  

He is said to be the wisest and most honoured of the Hindu Gods and is always 
worshipped in the beginning of any endeavour or enterprise, whether it pertains to the 
mundane worldly affairs or to the spiritual realm. This is done to invoke his blessings 
which preempt any evil forces from throwing a spanner in the wheel of the successful 
completion of the exercise.  

The two wives of Lord Ganapati are said to be Buddhi and Shiddhi who are 
personifications of the virtues of intellect and the glories that come with achievements.  
One of the sub-Purans or Up-purans, known as ‘Mudgal-puran’ which is named after 
sage Mudgal is dedicated chiefly to the narration of the nine main incarnations of Lord 
Ganapati, or Lord Ganesh who is the son of Lord Shiva and Parvati, and is the chief deity 
who is worshipped first during any religious ceremony or auspicious activity. This Up-
puran was probably written between 900-1100 A.D. The nine incarnations of Ganapati 
mentioned in this sub-Puran are the following—Vakradanta, Ekdanta, Mahodar, 
Gajaanan, Lambodar, Vikat, Vighna-raaja, Dhumra-varna, and Yoga. Besides these nine 
incarnations, it also lists 23 more forms of Lord Ganesh.  

He is said to be the wisest and most honoured of the Hindu Gods and is always 
worshipped in the beginning of any endeavour or enterprise, whether it pertains to the 
mundane worldly affairs or to the spiritual realm. This is done to invoke his blessings 
which preempt any evil forces from throwing a spanner in the wheel of the successful 
completion of the exercise. 

The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 3, verse no. 15, 
describes the Mantra of Lord Ganesh which highlights his exalted nature and superior 
stature amongst all the gods, while Canto 4, paragraph no. 12 describes its importance for 
the worshipper.  

The Mantra is “Ganaanam Twa Ganpatim Havaamahe Kavim Kavinaamupasra-
vastabham; Jyestha Rajam Brahanam Brahamnaspata Aa Naha Srinva-nnutubhiha Seed 
Saadanam”. [Briefly it means—‘I pay my obeisance and respect to Lord Ganesh who is 
the most senior amongst all the attendants of the Lord and even the Gods. He is most 
exalted, wise and learned. He is like the biggest king or emperor amongst those who are 
enlightened about Brahm, and is Brahm himself personified. There is no one better or 
senior than you. Be gracious upon me; be pleased with me. I bow before you most 
humbly and submit myself before you.’]  

When this hymn is being said, the worshipper should prefix and suffix it with the 
Beej Mantra of Ganesh, which is the Sanskrit letter ‘Ga’ (as in gum) with a Bindu (dot) 
on top, and pronounced as ‘Gam/Gan(g)’ (pronounced as gum or gun(g)).] 
The ‘Tarak Mantra’ of Lord Ganapati is ‘OM Gum/gun(g)’ according to the Ganapti 
Upanishad, verse no. 8.  

Now let us understand the symbolism of the various parts of this God. His ‘large 
ears’ imply that the Lord hears everything, from every corner, and from everyone; the 
Lord is extremely receptive and gathers information and knowledge from all available 
sources. He is a good listener, a virtue that makes him a good teacher, because one has to 
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learn first and it is only then that he can teach others. The large size of the ear that 
resemble a winnow-basket or a hand-held fan indicate that the Lord is able to blow away 
useless pieces of information and accept only the useful ones like the case of the 
winnowing basket or the hand-fan that is used to blow away chaff and retain the grain.  

His ‘large head’ stands for great intellect and mind.  
He has ‘two tusks’—one that is full stands for the Truth that is perfect, complete, 

priceless and beautiful. The other tusk that is broken indicates an imperfect world that is 
incomplete, worthless, and not as good as it seems to be. Since the two tusks are part of 
Lord Ganesh’s body, the implication is that both the Absolute Truth as well as the not-so-
absolute truth is a part of the universal whole known as Brahm. In other words, the 
perfect world of spiritual truth represented by the full tusk, and the imperfect world of 
material sense objects represented by the broken tusk are part of the same universal Truth 
known as Brahm. The fact that the intellect helps one to discriminate between the right 
and the wrong only when there is a choice is indicated by the two tusks—one that is full 
indicates the correct and the straight path, and the one that is broken implies the crooked 
and the wrong path.  

The ‘bent and long trunk’ has the following connotations—(i) it stands for OM, the 
cosmic sound that reverberates (‘trumpets’) in the ether that fills the space of the sky 
where the entire creation is harboured; (ii) since the trunk emerges from the head of the 
elephant and it can uproot big trees and clear the path ahead for the elephant, the implied 
meaning is that the Lord employs his mind and intellect to get rid of the greatest of 
delusions and ignorance and other spiritual obstacles or hurdles, no matter how crooked 
they may be, that come in the way of seekers of Truth.  

His ‘wide mouth’ indicates a good appetite, and this stands for his ability to accept a 
wide range of knowledge. It also means that the Lord can speak on a wide range of topics 
with the greatest of ease and with the highest level of erudition and expertise at oratory.  

His ‘big belly’ stands for his endless appetite for knowledge and wisdom which he 
assimilates with ease. Being a personified form of Brahm, the Supreme Being, it also 
means that the Lord harbours the entire creation inside his own self. His big belly stands 
for the immense size of the universe.  

Ganesh has ‘four arms’ indicating the four components of the Antha-karan, called the 
inner-self. These are Mana (mind), Buddhi (intellect), Chitta (sub-conscious) and 
Ahankaar (ego, false pride etc.) 

One of his hands holds a ‘Paasha (snare; rope)’ which stands for worldly attachments 
and entanglements that the Lord is able to control. The second hand holds an ‘Ankush 
(goad)’ which stands for the ability to exercise control over the sense organs and natural 
urges. The third hand holds a ‘Modak’ (a ball of sweetmeat) which stands for the spiritual 
rewards. And the fourth hand is held in the ‘Var Mudra’ which is used to bless his 
devotees and give them fearlessness.  

His mount is a ‘small mouse’.  The mouse is notorious for stealing grain and ruining 
the store. Hence it is a metaphor for all the evil and negative qualities in a creature that 
are demeaning for his soul and lead to his ruin, and the fact that the Lord sits on the 
mouse shows that the Lord helps one to overcome them; or the fact that the Lord is able 
to overcome and subdue all the negativities of creation. The ‘small’ size of the mouse 
indicates that even a small negative trait in us can rob us of all the other good we have 
like the small rat can ruin the greatest of harvest or a huge granary.   

The mouse is fond of sweets and grains. This indicates that the Lord is fond of good 
virtues and qualities of creation, and he searches them out from all the corners of creation 
like the mouse that goes on rummaging for grain and sweetmeats throughout his life.   

The Ganapti Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, which is the twenty-fifth 
Upanishad of this Veda, is entirely dedicated to him. It is propounded therein that Lord 
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Ganpati resides in the inner-self of all living beings as their Atma, the soul and the pure 
consciousness. It then goes on to explain the meaning of the word Ganapti, how to 
meditate upon the Lord, the Mala-Mantras dedicated to him which are used to turn the 
beads of the rosary while doing Japa (repetition of the holy Mantras), the spiritual 
rewards of such meditation and contemplation, some special Mantras of the Lord which 
helps the worshipper fulfill his desires and attain fruits of his efforts, the benefits of 
reading this eclectic Upanishad, and the rules to be followed while doing so as well as for 
preaching this Upanishad to others. The visible form of Lord Ganpati has also been 
described in this Upanishad (verse no. 11-14).  

The image of Lord Ganapti is described in verse nos. 11-12 of the Ganapti Upanishad 
as follows— 
“verse no. 11 =  The Lord (Ganapati) has one tusk and four arms. He holds a ‘Paash’ (a 
snare) and an ‘Ankush’ (a goad) in two of his arms, while the third is held in the ‘Abhaya 
Mudra’ (the posture that grants perpetual fearlessness to his devotees) and the fourth in 
the ‘Var Mudra’ (the posture that grants boon of wish fulfillment to his devotees). He 
holds a flag with the insignia of a rat/mouse (11). 
“verse no. 12 = His countenance is red like blood. His abdomen is large (big and pot-
bellied). His ears are also large like the hand-held winnowing fan. He is covered in 
clothes of red colour.  
His body is covered by a paste of red-coloured perfume. He is duly worshipped with red 
coloured flowers (12).” 
 

2Sita’s prayers can be paraphrased in a different way as follows—“Oh Lord Ganesh! You 
have an unchallenged and immaculate reputation as the God who fulfills any desire the 
worshipper has when he offers his worship to you. You are universally adored and 
offered worship on a priority basis before one offers worship to any other god because 
not only are you the greatest in the pantheon of gods but also because once you are 
pleased with the worshipper then all other gods are easy to please; none of them would 
ever think of denying what the worshipper wishes if you have agreed to fulfill his wishes.
 This fact is metaphorically depicted in your being appointed as the ‘chief of the 
attendants of Lord Shiva’. Lord Shiva the greatest of the three senior-most gods, i.e. the 
three gods of the holy Trinity consisting of Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer, and 
Shiva or Rudra the concluder. It is this reason why Shiva is honoured by the title of a 
‘Maha-Deva’, the Great God. All other gods are his juniors, i.e. they attend to the wishes 
of Lord Shiva. Therefore, your anointment as the chief of Shiva’s attendants is a 
symbolic way of making you the ‘chief of all the gods who are junior to Lord Shiva’.  

Today is the day I had been waiting all my life. Today is the day of my judgement as 
to how sincerily and diligently I have been serving you. Today is the day that will test 
your fame as the gracious and benevolent bestower of boons. Today is the day which will 
decide the entire future of my life and its happiness. Today is the day of making or 
breaking for me.  

Hence, I employ all the powers that prayers inherently have in them, and I have come 
begging at your doorstep with the full hope and expectation that I will not be turned away 
disappointed. Remember Lord Ganesh: If my wish is not fulfilled today, which is 
extremely crucial for me and my entire future life, then you will not be able to save your 
reputation, your grace and your face in the world anymore.  

I have never requested you for anything all my life inspite of serving you to the best 
of my ability. This is the first time I am in need. So please be compassionate and 
considerate inspite of my failings and drawbacks that I cannot deny I have. So, 
notwithstanding all other things, you are requested to salvage my life today.  

And all I request you is to ‘make the bow as light-weight as you can.”]    
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Îô0. ŒÁπ ŒÁπ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U ÃŸ ‚È⁄U ◊ŸÊfl œÁ⁄U œË⁄U– 

÷⁄U Á’‹ÙøŸ ¬˝◊ ¡‹ ¬È‹∑§Êfl‹Ë ‚⁄UË⁄UH 257H 
 
dōhā.  

dēkhi dēkhi raghubīra tana sura manāva dhari dhīra. 
bharē bilōcana prēma jala pulakāvalī sarīra. 257. 
 
Sita repeatedly glanced at the form (literally the ‘body’; “tana”) of Lord Ram, gathered 
courage and invoked or prayed to the gods.  

Her eyes were filled with tears of affection (for the Lord), and her body was 
thrilled. (Doha no. 257) 

[Note—In other words, the more Sita looked at Lord Ram, the more anxious and nervous 
she felt. She has already prayed fervently to Parvati, Shiva and Ganesh, the three deities 
who are renowned for their benevolence and magnanimity when it comes to granting 
boons and fulfilling one’s desires. After this prayer, Sita somehow felt a little bit 
reassured that the chances of Lord Ram breaking the bow has brightened because she was 
absolutely certain that none of these deities would disappoint her. So she looked at Lord 
Ram and sighed. But she was so overcome with anxiety and worries that she could not 
sufficiently assure herself, and therefore started praying to the remaining gods so that 
they too feel pleased and help her. She feared that otherwise the remaining gods might 
get offended at being by-passed and create some sort of unexpected problems in Lord 
Ram’s breaking of the bow.  

Inspite of the prayers, Sita’s worries and anxiety did not abate. She sobbed and wept 
silently because she was not sure if her desire to marry Lord Ram would ever fructify. 
She thought that this is the last chance she has of seeing her beloved Lord, because if he 
is unable to break the bow for any reason whatsoever, then that is it: she will never see 
him again! This uncertainty compounded her miseries manyfold. 

The verses that follow below explain why she was so worried.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ŸË∑¥§ ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ŸÿŸ ÷Á⁄U ‚Ù÷Ê – Á¬ÃÈ ¬ŸÈ ‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ◊ŸÈ ¿Ù÷ÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nīkēṁ nirakhi nayana bhari sōbhā. pitu panu sumiri bahuri manu chōbhā. 1. 
 
She looked at the beautiful and enthralling form of Lord Ram till her eyes felt contented. 
But soon the gloom and despair returned as she recalled the vows of her father (that he 
will marry her only to someone who breaks the bow). (1) 

[Note—As we have read in the note of Doha no. 257 above, Sita initially felt assured 
after her prayers to Parvati, Shiva, Ganesh and all other gods that they would listen to her 
prayers and enable Lord Ram to break the bow. So for a while she enjoyed the wonderful 
sight of Lord Ram’s enchanting image. But her gloomy thoughts took hold over her once 
again.  
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She recalled the vow of her father, and his nature that he does not yield once he 
makes up his mind. He has already declared that since no one could break the bow, he 
will have to bear with the pain of keeping his daughter unmarried—refer: Chaupai line 
nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 252.  

Like her mother who had doubts about the ability of Lord Ram, by the external look 
of his delicate frame and his young age, to lift and break the heavy bow which has 
already put to shame the strength, power and valour of thousands of kings who prided 
themselves for these qualities, Sita too gets worried about the Lord being actually able to 
lift and break the bow. But whereas the queen mother had felt free to disclose her 
thoughts to her well-informed friend who had removed her doubts by explaining the 
reality to her, Sita did not have this privilege at this moment as she was standing in the 
arena with all eyes focused on her, and therefore had to be careful about each movement 
and gesture to avoid scandals and ignominy. She was left to fend for herself, trying to 
rationalise with her anxious mind which was already on the edge, to the best of her logic 
and reasoning, without being able to seek any moral support or having a shoulder of a 
friend to place her head upon and weep. 

It’s really to the credit of Sita that she managed to maintain her external poise, did 
not faint or her allow her knees to buckle and make her fall.  

Now, when she remembered her father’s vow, she mentally cursed him as follows—] 
 
•„U„U ÃÊÃ ŒÊL§ÁŸ „UΔU ΔUÊŸË – ‚◊È¤ÊÃ Ÿ®„U ∑§¿ÈU ‹Ê÷È Ÿ „UÊŸËH 2H 

 
ahaha tāta dāruni haṭha ṭhānī. samujhata nahiṁ kachu lābhu na hānī. 2. 
 

She was remorseful and lamented as follows—‘Oh my dear father! What a horrible vow 
have you made without taking into consideration its consequences. You have not 
understood its gains or losses; you did not weigh its pros and cons.  

[You have put my entire life on stake just to prove that you are very truthful to your 
words—refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 252. But this is an utter 
nonsense; it is not practical. You have not consulted me, when it is I who am directly 
affected.]  (2) 

[Note—Sita admonishes her father silently in her heart for his lack of foresightedness. He 
had made the breaking of the bow the sole criterion for deciding who would marry Sita. 
Breaking of a bow could judge the candidate’s physical strength and abilities, but it was 
no judgement for his other qualities, such as his personal character, his nature, his 
temperament, his intelligence, his wisdom, his education, his family background, his 
habits and likings, and so on. Did he ever take into consideration what would happen if 
some rascal, a wicked person, a pervert, a drunkard or a promiscuous man was able to 
break the bow; would he like his daughter to be married to such a person? If not, then 
isn’t his vow tying her marriage to the breaking of the bow nonsense and illogical?]   

 
‚Áøfl ‚÷ÿ Á‚π Œß Ÿ ∑§Ùß¸ – ’Èœ ‚◊Ê¡ ’«∏U •ŸÈÁøÃ „UÙß¸H 3H 

 
saciva sabhaya sikha dē'i na kō'ī. budha samāja baṛa anucita hō'ī. 3. 
 
The chief minister is afraid of annoying you, and so are the rest of those who call 
themselves wise and learned in the society, because no one has the guts to rise up and 
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advice you that whatever is happening, or is being allowed to happen, is extremely 
uncalled for and is most pitiful, unjust, improper, inappropriate, impractical and unwise.  

[There is another way of reading this verse as follow—“The chief minister is 
afraid of giving appropriate advice because he fears of annoying the king. None of the 
others are also gathering courage to give proper advice. It’s a great pity that a great 
injustice is being perpetrated upon me openly in a society that prides itself of its members 
who are expected to be wise and act wisely in a rationale and well-thought out way. But it 
seems to me that all wisdom and caution has been thrown to the winds in my case 
because such an impractical and improper thing is being allowed to happen in front of all 
without anyone raising a voice of sanity and opposing this grave injustice and wrong that 
is being done.”] (3) 

[Note—The same thing was said by Sita’s mother to her friend—refer: Chaupai line nos. 
1-5 that precede Doha no. 256. 
 Sita curses under her breath that her father wishes to keep her unmarried out of some 
old-fashioned notion of being true to one’s words, no matter how nonsensical that ‘word’ 
may be. At least she should now be given a last chance to make her choice and choose 
her groom, especially when it is clear that no one has been able to marry her in 
accordance to her father’s wishes or vow of breaking the bow. How ridiculous it is to let 
her suffer for life just because her father had made an absurd vow by tying her entire 
future and happiness to an old and rusty bow.  
 Even if he had erred in his decision to call-off her marriage just because no one could 
break the bow, at least now his chief minister or his other court advisors must step 
forward and tell him what to do that would be proper and fit under changed situation. 
After all, this is the very function, a moral obligation and a duty of a chief minister or 
other advisors of any king to give him sane and practical advice if they find that the king 
is making a mistake or taking a wrong decision. If they do not do so out of fear of 
annoying the king, then they fail to live up to their expectations, and must be dismissed 
and punished. It means they are all sycophants, yes-men. A king who allows himself to 
be surrounded by such ‘yes-men’ is bound to come to ruin. Sita wonders, why does her 
father not realise this?  
 Why aren’t these so-called wise men and intelligent advisors not taking the king into 
confidence and fulfilling their responsibilities to fearlessly tell him that it is not proper to 
keep his daughter unmarried just because every candidate has failed the eligibility test 
that the king had decided arbitrarily without taking the pros and cons into 
consideration—refer: Chaupai line no. 2 above? Why has no one got the courage to stand 
up and tell the king that in all sooth it is a good wisdom for a king not to be rigid in his 
views or stance because one must be practical in his approach and change one’s course of 
action or decision to suit changed circumstances, and to rework one’s expectations and 
objectives in accordance with the current situation? Being stubborn and adamant and 
unflexible is not a sign of wisdom. Great kings are supposed to be quick to adapt 
themselves to changed situations, whether it is in the battle-field or in dealing with the 
administrative and political affairs of the kingdom. Rigidity makes one stale and 
outdated; adaptability and flexibility infuses vibrancy and life. If one does not change and 
adapts according to the changing times and circumstances, one leads to one’s own ruin, 
and no one else, not even the gods, is to be blamed for the misfortunes that come in the 
wake of being stubborn, adamant and rigid.  
 Now, this is Sita’s perspective. But from the viewpoint of the chief minister and other 
advisors of the king it would have been overstepping their jurisdiction if they had 
intervened and requested Janak to let Sita make the choice of her husband. This is 
because the marriage of a king’s daughter is his family matter and his personal affair, and 
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not the affair of the state or the kingdom for which they have been appointed to advise 
the king. If the king made a mistake in making a decision related to the affairs of the state 
then the chief minister as well as other advisors would have been within their rights to 
stand up and tell the king that what he is planning to do was wrong. But they may be 
rebuked by the king if they unnecessarily tried to act smart in matters that are king’s 
family and personal affairs. 
 Besides this point, the king had not sought their opinion or advice with respect to his 
decision of making the breaking of the bow the sole criterion to choose the groom for his 
daughter Sita, and therefore it was prudent for them to keep quiet. In matters of state they 
would be within their jurisdiction to convey their ideas to the king even if not being asked 
specifically, but in personal affairs it was wise to keep quiet.]    
 

∑§„°U œŸÈ ∑È§Á‹‚„ÈU øÊÁ„U ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ∑§„°U SÿÊ◊‹ ◊ÎŒÈªÊÃ Á∑§‚Ù⁄UÊH 4H 
 
kaham ̐ dhanu kulisahu cāhi kaṭhōrā. kaham̐ syāmala mṛdugāta kisōrā. 4. 
 
On the one hand is the bow which is harder than ‘Kulis’ (Vajra, the weapon of Indra, the 
king of gods; said to be made of the hardest material in existence), and on the other hand 
is this dark-complexioned prince with a delicate frame and immature (young) age. [It is 
highly absurd to force such a delicate prince to go and lift a bow that is so stern and 
unyielding that it has just a few moments earlier shamed thousands of strong warriors by 
not moving an inch from its place inspite of their making strenuous efforts to the best of 
their abilities.] (4) 

[Note—Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/78, stanza no. 3, and verse no. 
1/70, stanza no. 3. 

In other words, there is no match between them. It is not wise and proper to pitch two 
opponents against each other if there is a glaring mismatch between their abilities and 
qualifications. For instance, there is no sense in making a doctor stand up against an 
engineer to debate on an engineering subject, or an engineer to argue with a doctor on a 
medical topic.  

All the earlier competitors were mature veteran warriors with muscular, well-built 
bodies. But Lord Ram is of a young age and has a delicate frame. It will be incongruous 
to imagine that he would be able to lift a bow that is extremely hard and huge, especially 
when thousands of strong warriors have tried their might but failed to move it an inch—
refer: (i) Chaupai line nos. 12 that precede Doha no. 251; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-4 
that precede Doha no. 256.] 

 
Á’Áœ ∑§Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ œ⁄Uı¥ ©U⁄U œË⁄UÊ – Á‚⁄U‚ ‚È◊Ÿ ∑§Ÿ ’Áœ• „UË⁄UÊH 5H 

 
bidhi kēhi bhām̐ti dharauṁ ura dhīrā. sirasa sumana kana bēdhi'a hīrā. 5. 
 
I am dismayed, distressed, in a great dilemma, and feeling flustered. Oh Creator, I don’t 
know how to keep my wits together and gather sufficient courage to maintain my mental 
balance, poise and calm.  

Say, is it ever possible for the pointed end of a tender Siras flower (of a family of 
trees similar to the Shisham tree, the Indian rosewood tree; Latin name Dalbergia sisu) to 
be able to pierce a piece of diamond* (which is the toughest thing in the world)? (5) 
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[Note—In this verse, Lord Ram is likened to this flower, and the bow to the diamond. 
Even as it is ridiculous to imagine that the soft pointed end of the flower could pierce 
through the diamond, it is also equally ridiculous to imagine that Lord Ram, who has a 
delicate body, would be able to lift the rusty huge bow and overcome its hardness in 
order to break it.  
 Sita wonders, ‘So, why are these people putting this lovely prince to shame; why do 
they want to humiliate him in this abject manner? My fate is decided by the absurd vow 
my father has made. I will have to remain unmarried for life; it’s my bad fate. But what is 
the great idea in insulting this innocent prince and subjecting him to public insult by 
making him attempt to lift a bow which apparently he won’t be successfully able to do 
because of the obvious mismatch between the physical appearances of the two—for, Lord 
Ram is of a delicate frame, while the bow is heavy, rusted, old, ugly and huge in size.’ 
 These verses show the extent of affection and love that Sita had developed for Lord 
Ram. A true lover would never want the object of his or her adoration to be subjected to 
any trouble or humiliation for his or her sake. A true lover would rather suffer himself or 
herself than allowing or wanting the object of adoration to undergo any sort of suffering. 
 Sita in effect laments that her fate is already doomed, but why should Lord Ram, the 
object of her adoration and affection, be put to shame unnecessarily for no fault of his. 
The Lord has not even shown any desire to participate in the competition; even when his 
brother Laxman vented his anger at Janak, the Lord had calmed him down and ordered 
him to sit down—refer: Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 254. 

But when his Guru sage Vishwamitra ordered him to go and break the bow, he was 
left with no choice but to obey his Guru’s command. But this is injustice and improper. 
Just like my whimsical father who has made me a laughing stock in this world by making 
an absurd vow, the sage is also making Lord Ram an object of laughter by forcing him to 
go and break the bow though apparently there is no physical possibility of the Lord being 
able to lift and break it because he is delicate while the bow is exceptionally heavy and 
stern. 

*One important thing to note here is this: In the previous verse, the bow is compared 
to the Vajra of Indra (“Kulis”), and here it is compared to the diamond. The underlying 
quality in both the Vajra and the diamond is ‘their unbreakability and formidably high 
strength’. They are the toughest things in existence.]         

 
‚∑§‹ ‚÷Ê ∑Ò§ ◊ÁÃ ÷Ò ÷Ù⁄UË – •’ ◊ÙÁ„U ‚¢÷ÈøÊ¬ ªÁÃ ÃÙ⁄UËH 6H 
ÁŸ¡ ¡«∏UÃÊ ‹Ùªã„ U ¬⁄U «UÊ⁄UË – „UÙÁ„U „UL§• ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃÁ„U ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UËH 7H 

 
sakala sabhā kai mati bhai bhōrī. aba mōhi sambhucāpa gati tōrī. 6. 
nija jaṛatā lōganha para ḍārī. hōhi haru'a raghupatihi nihārī. 7. 
 
[Now, as a last resort, Sita pleads with the ‘Bow’ itself as follows--] 

 
The whole assembly has forfeited its senses; every single person seems to have 

lost wisdom. In this frightening scenario, oh Lord Shiva’s bow, I seek refuge in you. [I 
surrender before you and pray to you to help me.] (6) 

You have already cast your legendary heaviness upon the people (by dulling their 
senses and making them inert). So, please now become light as soon as you see Lord 
Ram (i.e. please show mercy upon Lord Ram and shed your stubbornness for his sake; 
please become light in the view of the fact that the Lord himself is so delicate). (7) 
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[Note—In these lines, the ‘bow’ has been deified as a ‘divine entity’ that has great 
powers to decide what to and what not to do, as well as to oblige someone who prays to 
it. It is no longer an ordinary bow, but a ‘Bow’ with mystical powers. And it is also not 
wrong to assume this ‘bow’ to be a divine entity because it is the ‘bow of Lord Shiva’.  

Sita is so upset mentally that she has begged all and sundry to somehow help her 
overcome her miseries, but everyone seems powerless and helpless. Previously she has 
already begged with Shiva, Parvati, Ganesh and other gods. Then she has cursed her 
father and his advisors. Failing to evoke sympathy and empathy from anyone, she now 
turns to the ‘bow’ and begs it to help her. We shall soon discover that once she did it, the 
mystical ‘bow’ of Lord Shiva immediately obliged her: it became as light as a feather, 
and as fragile and soft as a lotus stem so that Lord Ram would easily lift and break it as if 
it was a trifle matter. 
 Sita pleads with the ‘bow’ to become appropriately light so that it can match the 
delicate nature of Lord Ram. She tells the bow—“Oh bow! You are so hard and stern. 
Have a look at Lord Ram; he has such a soft touch of his hands. Won’t you be ashamed 
of yourself if your rough surface injures the Lord’s hands? I don’t request you to break; 
what I am begging of you is simply to become light and soft so that the Lord is not hurt 
when he touches you. You are Lord Shiva’s bow, and Shiva is a merciful Lord. Say then, 
how can you be so stern with Lord Ram whom even your own master, Shiva, adores Lord 
Ram so much as to enshrine him in his heart as his revered Lord—for instance, refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 51, or (ii) 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 82 amongst many other examples? Hence, 
please be gracious to become light and soft as soon as you see Lord Ram near you.”] 

 
•ÁÃ ¬Á⁄UÃÊ¬ ‚Ëÿ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥ – ‹fl ÁŸ◊· ¡Èª ‚ÿ ‚◊ ¡Ê„UË¥H 8H 

 
ati paritāpa sīya mana māhīṁ. lava nimēṣa juga saya sama jāhīṁ. 8. 
 
Sita’s heart was very agitated and tormented. Even a second appeared to be as long as an 
era (“Yuga”) for her. [Time was passing too slowly for her; each second appeared to be 
as long as an age, weighing heavily on her mind as she waited with bated breath for her 
fate to be decided. She was on her edge during the time Lord Ram rose from his seat till 
the time he broke the bow.] (8)    

 
Îô0. ¬˝÷ÈÁ„U ÁøÃß ¬ÈÁŸ ÁøÃfl ◊Á„U ⁄UÊ¡Ã ‹ÙøŸ ‹Ù‹– 

π‹Ã ◊ŸÁ‚¡ ◊ËŸ ¡Èª ¡ŸÈ Á’œÈ ◊¢«U‹ «UÙ‹H 258H 
 
dōhā.  

prabhuhi cita'i puni citava mahi rājata lōcana lōla. 
khēlata manasija mīna juga janu bidhu maṇḍala ḍōla. 258. 
 
Sita was repeatedly glancing first at the Lord and then at the ground in quick succession. 
This created an impression that two lovely fish of Kamdeo (cupid) are swimming around 
a pail represented by the full disc of the moon. (Doha no. 258) 

[Note—Sita’s eyes explored the Lord’s lovely face by gliding over it, and then she felt 
abashed because the whole assembly was watching her each move. So, she immediately 
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looked down towards the ground. Unable to resist the charm of the Lord’s countenance 
and her internal urge to look at the beautiful sight of the Lord’s image as much as she 
could while still there was time and chance, she would lift her eyes from the ground to 
look at Lord Ram once again. A storm was blowing in her mind and heart. She was 
overwhelmed with emotions of love and affection on the one hand, and with uncertainty 
and helplessness on the other hand. She was unable to either fix her eyes on the Lord or 
on the ground. For one moment she looked up at Lord Ram, and at the other moment she 
lowered her eyes to look at the ground. This up-and-down movement of Sita’s eyes 
continued unabated, prompting Tulsidas to write this Doha.  
 Sita’s face was beautiful and fair complexioned like the face of the full moon which 
is here likened to a silver pale full of Amrit, the elixir of bliss and happiness, while her 
eyes are compared to two fish of the god of beauty and love, known as Kamdeo (cupid). 
When her eyes constantly flickered and shifted from one point to another as she once 
looked at Lord Ram, allowing her eyes to hover over the Lord’s charming face for some 
time, and then to the ground for some moments, only to lift the eyes again to look at the 
Lord’s lovely countenance, and this process went on repeating again and again, Tulsidas, 
the poet, compares it with two fish of Kamdeo (cupid) which were moving around 
playfully in a silvery-pail full of Amrit for which the bright disc of the full moon is used 
as a metaphor.  

In effect, this ‘full moon’ refers to the lovely fair-complexioned face of Sita, and the 
‘two fish of Kamdeo (cupid)’ to her eyes. The reason for citing ‘Kamdeo (cupid)’ is that 
Sita was overcome with affection and love for Lord Ram, and she longed to marry him.]   

 
 
¿õ0.  Áª⁄UÊ •Á‹ÁŸ ◊Èπ ¬¢∑§¡ ⁄UÙ∑§Ë – ¬˝ª≈U Ÿ ‹Ê¡ ÁŸ‚Ê •fl‹Ù∑§ËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

girā alini mukha paṅkaja rōkī. pragaṭa na lāja nisā avalōkī. 1. 
 
Sita could not say a word out of shyness and shame. It appeared that her voice was held 
captive in her lotus-like mouth just like the black-bee does not gather courage to venture 
out during the night.  

[The bee becomes active during the daytime when there is light and the lotus 
flowers open up. The reason is that the bee searches for nectar of the flower to quench its 
thirst, and the majority of flowers open their petals only during the day. This fact is 
already pointed out with reference to the lotus flower in Baal Kand, Doha no. 254 above.] 
(1) 

[Note—It is to be observed here that Sita wishes to speak and let the assembly know how 
she feels, what she wants and what injustice is being done to her without as much as 
giving her a chance to put forward her views, especially when the issue at hand directly 
effects her entire future life. But hesitation takes the better hold of her and forces her to 
keep quiet. She is reluctant to speak up as it would be completely at odds with the 
established tradition of society which forbades a girl, especially a girl who is about to be 
married and is standing in the middle of an assembly full of people watching her intently, 
to speak out boldly in public. It would be deemed to be scandalous and sacrilegious; it 
would put her entire family to shame and public scorn; it would embarrass her father, 
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herself and the rest of the family; it would be high indiscipline, extremely indecent and 
violative of established protocol.  
 There were thousands of invited kings and princes in attendance; what impression 
would they get about her character?  So, reluctantly and out of compulsion she desisted 
from speaking.]   

 
‹ÙøŸ ¡‹È ⁄U„U ‹ÙøŸ ∑§ÙŸÊ – ¡Ò‚¥ ¬⁄U◊ ∑Î§¬Ÿ ∑§⁄U ‚ÙŸÊH 2H 

 
lōcana jalu raha lōcana kōnā. jaisēṁ parama kṛpana kara sōnā. 2. 
 
Tears did well up in her eyes, but they remained confined to the corners of her eyes (as if 
they had dried up even before they could emerge from eye and roll down her cheeks) just 
like a miser’s gold remains buried in some remote or obscure corner. (2) 

[Note—Sita held back her tears. She literally fought back her tears. Onlookers did not see 
even a single drop of tear on her face, and therefore no one could judge the horribly 
agonizing state of her mind. People thought that Sita is not affected or bothered by the 
development that no one has been able to break the bow, that a dark future stares her on 
the face. No one in the assembly could have a hint of the great emotional storm that was 
blowing in her mind and heart. Had tears flowed down her cheeks, some in the assembly 
would have had shown empathy for her and gather courage to intercede on her behalf to 
ask her father Janak to at least find out why Sita is weeping or what causes her 
discomfort. It would have been simply cruel and inhuman to let a helpless girl stand in 
the middle an assembly with hawkish eyes devouring her and letting her cry inconsolably 
without showing any mercy and compassion. So at least someone in the assembly would 
have stood up on her behalf and taken up the issue with king Janak. May be the king 
himself, or Sita’s mother or the chief minister or some other high-ranking courtier would 
have noticed her weeping and realize that she is in great discofort, ask her the reason for 
her weeping, and then some solution could have been found.  
 But though it would have been in Sita’s favour if she had wept openly, it would have 
meant that she has a weak heart, a feeble mind, and is emotionally immature. Weeping 
and sobbing in public is certainly not a trait of someone with a strong mind and 
personality. Sita did not want to create an unsavory scene bordering on drama that would 
make her a butt of laughter in this world. She was already in great misery, and if there 
were jeers and cat-calls if she showed any sign of weakness of personality by letting the 
tears drop from her eyes, the resultant agony and shame would be unbearable.  
 So Sita fought back her tears and soaked them in the corners of her eyes before they 
could roll down her cheeks.  
 Sita was not only fighting to hold back her tears but also the strong desire to speak 
and let everyone present there know what she wants as has been said in the previous 
verse no. 1.  
 Her determination not to let the tears come out and make her mental agonies and 
torments public is compared in this verse to a miser who tries his best to hide his gold 
from public knowledge by tucking it in some secret place. Sita wishes to put up a brave 
face that would make her look dignified and as one who possesses a strong personality.] 
 

‚∑È§øË CÿÊ∑È§‹ÃÊ ’Á«∏U ¡ÊŸË – œÁ⁄U œË⁄U¡È ¬˝ÃËÁÃ ©U⁄U •ÊŸËH 3H 
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sakucī byākulatā baḍi jānī. dhari dhīraju pratīti ura ānī. 3. 
 
Finding her self extremely nervous and agitated, Sita thought that it was prudent and wise 
to keep her mind calm and have courage in her heart (instead of fretting and fuming in 
vain). She decided instead to rely on the strength of her (true) love for the Lord (as it is 
said that true love always wins against the most severe of odds). (3) 

[Note—Sita was perplexed because she did not know what to and what not to do. Fretting 
and fuming, worrying and getting anxious, weeping and sobbing, or cursing and 
muttering angrily under the breath—none would help in any way. As far as requesting 
gods and goddesses to intervene, she has already done it.  

So, the only way now is to have courage and reassure her self that there is still chance 
of Lord Ram breaking the bow and marrying her because it has been always said that true 
love and devotion for the Lord do not go in vain and are sure to produce positive results 
in her favour (refer especially to Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precedes Doha no. 259 below 
that expressly endorses this view).  

Hence she thought over the matter and decided that it is wiser to keep calm and 
surrender her self to Lord Ram and rely on the Lord’s basic nature of honouring the 
virtues of love and devotion in his devotees (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 35 where Lord Ram has told Sabari, the old 
woman who was patiently waiting in the deep forest for the Lord for a long time for the 
Lord to come to her hermitage and provide her with liberation).  

Not only this, the Lord has declared that he will give unconditional protection to 
those who, after having lost all other hopes in this world for solace and succour, have 
come to him for protection (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-
8 that precede Doha no. 48 where the Lord welcomed Vibhishan, the younger brother of 
the demon king Ravana, warmly when he was insulted and kicked out of his kingdom by 
his elder brother in a fit of rage). 

Sita’s condition was no better: no one was coming to her aid. Her own father had 
become instrumental in her torments, what to talk of others. Her mother, ministers of the 
kingdom, their Guru (royal priest, Satanand) and the rest of those who she had thought 
were her well-wishers had now become mute spectators and dumb. So, the only route 
open for Sita to escape this horror is to surrender at the holy feet of the Lord himself, and 
leave her fate upon him. This is what she has done now. Refer also to Chaupai line nos. 
1-8 that precede Doha no. 261 below which clearly endorse the views elicited here.]    

 
ÃŸ ◊Ÿ ’øŸ ◊Ù⁄U ¬ŸÈ ‚ÊøÊ – ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ¬Œ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ÁøÃÈ ⁄UÊøÊH 4H 
Ãı ÷ªflÊŸÈ ‚∑§‹ ©U⁄U ’Ê‚Ë – ∑§Á⁄UÁ„U ◊ÙÁ„U ⁄UÉÊÈ’⁄U ∑Ò§ ŒÊ‚ËH 5H 

 
tana mana bacana mōra panu sācā. raghupati pada sarōja citu rācā. 4. 
tau bhagavānu sakala ura bāsī. karihi mōhi raghubara kai dāsī. 5. 
 
If my vow (of surrendering myself to Lord Ram for the rest of my life, of accepting only 
the Lord as my life-partner and husband) is truthful, honest and sincere in all respects 
involving my ‘Tana’ (literally the ‘body’, implying one’s physical being, physical 
existence, and deeds or actions of the physical body), my ‘Mana’ (thoughts of the mind 
and emotions of the heart) and my ‘Bachan’ (words that are spoken), and if I have true 
affection for the lotus-like holy feet of Lord Raghupati (Ram) [4], then, Oh Lord God 
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(“Bhagwan”) who lives in the heart of all living beings (and hence knows the secret 
thoughts and emotions of all; nothing is hidden from him), let me please become a loyal 
maid of the Lord. [The word used in the text is “Daasi” which literally translates into a 
female attendant who serves her lord faithfully and loyally, with great sense of servitude, 
for the rest of her life as if she was under a bond to serve him. But here the word means a 
‘loyal wife’ and not a slave. In other words, Sita prays that she should be blessed and 
allowed to serve Lord Ram diligently and faithfully as if she was his maid, not as a 
bonded slave but as a loyal and loving wife who finds pleasure in serving her husband, 
who does not treat this service as a burden on her, but as a privilege.] [5] (4-5)* 

{*These two verses can also be read slightly differently as follows—“If my 
determination to serve Lord Ram with my body, my heart and mind, and by my words 
(i.e. what I speak) is honest and truthful, then I am sure that the Lord God, who is privy 
to all the personal thoughts and emotions of every single living being because he lives in 
the innerself of all, will enable me to serve the holy lotus-like feet of Raghupati (Lord 
Ram) for the rest of my life.” (4-5)} 

[Note—Sita has finally sought succour in the strength of her own faith in the power of 
her devotion for Lord Ram and a desire to completely surrender herself for the rest of  her 
life at the holy feet of the Lord. Such is the mystical power of having Bhakti (devotion) 
for Lord Ram that where all other methods had failed to give any trace of relief to Sita, as 
soon as she invoked this sole method of Bhakti by declaring to her self that she would 
think and serve no one else in her life except Lord Ram, peace and comfort came to her.  
 Not only this, as has been noted in earlier verses, this was the only factor for Lord 
Ram to decide whether or not he should break the bow. So, as soon as the Lord learnt that 
Sita has stopped praying to this god and that goddess, and has completely surrendered 
herself to him, the Lord lost no time to snap the bow into two pieces— refer: Chaupai 
line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 261 below.]  

 
¡Á„U ∑¥§ ¡Á„U ¬⁄U ‚àÿ ‚Ÿ„ÍU – ‚Ù ÃÁ„U Á◊‹ß Ÿ ∑§¿ÈU ‚¢Œ„ÍUH 6H 

 
jēhi kēṁ jēhi para satya sanēhū. sō tēhi mila'i na kachu sandēhū. 6. 
 
There is no trace of doubt in the ancient adage that a one surely gets something for which 
one has sincere love and affection, which one longs for, yearns for, and for which one has 
a strong desire.’ (6) 

[Note—This adage has very practical usage. If a man is sincere about his objective in life, 
he is sure to make an all-out effort to achieve it. His efforts to reach his goal in life won’t 
be half-hearted or driven by formalities; they would be diligent and forceful and honest. 
And this is surely going to produce positive results for him.  
 Even Lord Shiva has endorsed this view when he had advised the gods to pray to 
Lord Vishnu right at the place where they were present at the moment instead of 
worrying to go to the heavenly abode of the Lord searching for him. Shiva said—“If you 
have true and sincere devotion and love for the Lord then he will manifest himself right 
here. I know of this fact; I vouch for its truthfulness.” Refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 185. 
 Sita has full confidence in herself and her conviction that if her surrender to the Lord 
is true and complete in every sense then there is no doubt that Lord Ram would accept 
her. This is very clear in Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 109.]   
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¬˝÷È ÃŸ ÁøÃß ¬˝◊ ÃŸ ΔUÊŸÊ – ∑Î§¬ÊÁŸœÊŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ‚’È ¡ÊŸÊH 7H 
Á‚ÿÁ„U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Ã∑§©U œŸÈ ∑Ò§‚¥ – ÁøÃfl ªL§L§ ‹ÉÊÈ CÿÊ‹Á„U ¡Ò‚¥H 8H 

 
prabhu tana cita'i prēma tana ṭhānā. kṛpānidhāna rāma sabu jānā. 7. 
siyahi bilōki takē'u dhanu kaisēṁ. citava garuru laghu byālahi jaisēṁ. 8. 
 
Then she (Sita) looked at the physical form (body) of Lord Ram and made a stern vow of 
love and affection for the Lord. The merciful Lord Ram, who is all-knowing and 
omniscient, became aware of every thing (i.e. the Lord saw that Sita has finally 
committed herself to him, and there is no more any doubt in her faith and love for him). 
(7) 

The Lord gave Sita a final glance (as if to assure her not to worry any longer), and 
then he looked at the bow in the same fashion as Garud (the mount of Lord Vishnu, here 
meaning an eagle or a kite) looks down contemptuously at a small serpent.  

[The kite or the eagle swoops down on the reptile as soon as it sees the latter lying 
on the ground. Once the bird decides to make a kill for the serpent, the latter cannot 
escape no matter what trick it tries because the bird swoops down so swiftly on it from 
the sky that the poor serpent has no time to escape and hide anywhere.] (8)  

[Note—These two verses clearly indicate that by this time Lord Ram has reached the bow 
and is contemplating his next move. Things are happening quickly, but their narration 
takes some time.  
 When Lord Ram discovered that Sita has pledged her loyalty and her own self at the 
feet of the Lord, and that she has made a vow to live up to her determination to serve the 
Lord and be faithful in her love for him for the rest of her life come what may, he decided 
to remove the only hurdle that stood between his devotee, Sita, having accesss to him.  
 The shape of the bow lying on the platform resembled a huge python sleeping on the 
ground. This is why a serpent is used as a metaphor here. Lord Ram did not waste any 
time in lifting, stringing and breaking the bow just like the fraction of time that elapses 
between the instant the kite or the eagle sees the serpent and it actually swooping down 
and scooping it away in its claws.]  

 
Îô0. ‹πŸ ‹π©U ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢‚◊ÁŸ ÃÊ∑§©U „U⁄U ∑§ÙŒ¢«ÈU– 

¬È‹Á∑§ ªÊÃ ’Ù‹ ’øŸ ø⁄UŸ øÊÁ¬ ’˝rÊÔÊ¢«ÈUH 259H 
 
dōhā.  

lakhana lakhē'u raghubansamani tākē'u hara kōdaṇḍu. 
pulaki gāta bōlē bacana carana cāpi brahmāṇḍu. 259. 
 
Laxman saw that the Lord (Ram), who was like a ‘gem of the Raghu dynasty’ 
(“raghubansamani”), was looking (gazing) intently at the bow (and was preparing to 
break it)1.  

So he (Laxman) became thrilled in his body (i.e. he became excited and hoped for 
the best)2. He pressed the universe (“brahmāṇḍu”) under his feet3, and warned (the 
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entities listed below in the forthcoming verses to become alert so that the world does not 
split and collapse by the shock waves that would be generated when Lord Ram breaks the 
bow)—(Doha no. 259) 

[Note—1When Lord Ram stood close to the bow, he considered it carefully. Many 
thoughts were flying past his mind: such as that he should first and foremost silently offer 
his prayers to Lord Shiva and seek his nod to break the latter’s bow; he should closely 
examine the bow and contemplate upon the best strategy to be adopted to tackle it; he 
should keep in mind and consider the long-term consequences of breaking this bow 
because the Lord was fully acquainted with Janak’s vow that it would automatically 
mean marriage with Sita but he wasn’t sure how his own father, king Dasrath, would take 
this news as he was unaware of the equation between him and Janak; what would be done 
if the failed kings rose in revolt and there was a battle and bloodshed; whether or not Sita 
would be compatible with him or the other members of his family; and so on and so forth. 
Many such factors were weighing heavily on Lord Ram’s mind simultaneously during 
those crucial moments when he stood gazing at the bow. He had but little choice 
though—because his Guru, sage Vishwamitra, had ordered him to go and break the bow, 
and defying the Guru’s orders was unthinkable for him no matter what befell as a result.   

2Laxman was a personified form of the qualities of bravery, valour and strength. On 
other occasions also, when the chance came for Lord Ram to exhibit these virtues, 
Laxman has felt excited and thrilled. One such example is found when Lord Ram has 
raised his bow to dry the ocean when the latter was adamantly not giving Lord Ram and 
his army of monkeys a passage to cross over to Lanka—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 58. 
 Another reason for Laxman to get excited was that his feeling of being insulted by 
Janak when the king had declared that the world has no strong warrior because no one 
could break the bow, even without giving any of the two brothers a chance, would now 
be vindicated.   

3Laxman was a personified form of Seshnath, the thousand-hooded celestial serpent 
who is belived to hold the world aloft on its hood. In other words, it was the duty of 
Laxman to make sure that the world does not tumble over and get destroyed by the huge 
waves of shock that would be generated when the bow of Lord Shiva would break into 
two, and compounded when Lord Ram throws the broken pieces onto the ground with a 
horrifying thud.  

Besides this, there was the fear that as soon as it is lifted from its pedestal, the earth 
would lose its balance and may roll over because the bow was extremely heavy and its 
lifting by Lord Ram would shift the center of gravity many points.  

So, Laxman symbolically put his legs on the top of this ball-like universe to prevent 
it from rolling over and obliterating life.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ÁŒÁ‚∑È¢§¡⁄U„ÈU ∑§◊ΔU •Á„U ∑§Ù‹Ê – œ⁄U„ÈU œ⁄UÁŸ œÁ⁄U œË⁄U Ÿ «Ù‹ÊH 1H 

⁄UÊ◊È ø„U®„U ‚¢∑§⁄U œŸÈ ÃÙ⁄UÊ – „UÙ„ÈU ‚¡ª ‚ÈÁŸ •Êÿ‚È ◊Ù⁄UÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

disikun̄jarahu kamaṭha ahi kōlā. dharahu dharani dhari dhīra na ḍōlā. 1. 
rāmu cahahiṁ saṅkara dhanu tōrā. hōhu sajaga suni āyasu mōrā. 2. 
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[Laxman alerted the following entities as Lord Ram prepared to lift and break the bow—] 
‘Oh Diggajs1, the Tortoise2, the Serpent3, and the Varaaha4! Hold the earth carefully so 
that it does not topple or roll over.* (1) 

Become alert on my command as Lord Ram wants to (or is preparing to) break 
Lord Shiva’s bow. (2) 

[Note—1Refer also to:--(i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 254; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand—stanza no. 4-5 of verse no. 1/90; 
stanza no. 1 of verse no. 1/92 etc.; and (iii) Janki Mangal, verse no. 98.  
 The Diggajs—These Diggajs are eight in number and they are said to be strong 
elephants which support the earth from eight directions or corners. The word ‘Diggaj’ 
itself means anyone who is very strong and muscular. According to the Purans, these 
eight directions and their respective Diggajs are the following—(i) in the north, the 
Diggaj (elephant) is known as ‘Saarvabhoum’; (ii) in the north-east, the Diggaj is known 
as ‘Suprateek or Saptateek’; (iii) in the east, the Diggaj is known as ‘Airaawat’; (iv) in 
the south-east, the Diggaj is known as ‘Pundareek’; (v) in the south, the Diggaj is known 
as ‘Vaaman’; (vi) in the south-west, the Diggaj is known as ‘Kumud’; (vii) in the west, 
the Diggaj is known as ‘Anjan’; and (viii) in the north-west, the Diggaj is known as 
‘Pushpa-danta’.  
 However, according to Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 40, verse nos. 14, 18, 
20 and 22, when king Sagar’s sons went to dig the earth in search of the horse of the 
sacrifice that had gone missing, they saw only four Diggajs as follows—(i) in the east 
they saw the Diggaj named ‘Virupaaksha’, (ii) in the south, the Diggaj named ‘Maha-
padma’, (iii) in the west, the Diggaj named ‘Saumnas’ (pronounced as Saw+um+nus), 
and (iv) in the north, the Diggaj named ‘Bhadra’.  

2The Tortoise (Kamath)—This is said to be one of the forms of Lord Vishnu who 
holds the earth on the back of his shell so that it does not sink into the fathomless pit of 
the nether world and get lost for ever. It is the second incarnation of Vishnu. The Lord 
had supported the legendary Mountain called Mandara which had started sinking during 
the churning of the ocean by the Gods and the Demons in search of Amrit, the elixir of 
eternal and life. 

3The Serpent (Ahi)—This is the celestial serpent with a thousand hoods which holds 
the earth on its hoods. Its name is Seshnath. Laxman is believed to be a manifestation of 
Seshnath—refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line no. 1 of Doha no. 197. Lord Vishnu 
reclines on the coiled body of Seshnath as it floats on the surface of the celestial ocean of 
milk known as Kshir-sagar.  

4The Varaaha (Kolaa)—The Boar manifestation of Lord Vishnu. It is the third 
incarnation of Vishnu in which he killed the demon Hiranyaaksha and lifted the earth 
from the flood water where it had vanished. According to some versions, this demon had 
hidden the earth in the bowls of the ocean. This extrication and resurrection of the earth is 
a symbolic way of saying that the Lord saves the creation from being submerged in the 
vast ocean of sins and evil. An Upanishad preached by Lord Varaaha appears in the 
Krishna Yajur Veda tradition as its 30th Upanishad. The female aspect of Varaaha is 
known as Goddess Vaaraahi.  

*The above four entities hold the earth from below in the following sequence—at the 
very bottom is Varaaha (the Boar), then comes Seshnath (the Serpent), above the latter is 
the Tortoise (Kachhap; Kurma), and on the top are the Diggajs (the Elephants).] 

 
øÊ¬ ‚◊Ë¬ ⁄UÊ◊È ¡’ •Ê∞ – Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄Uã„U ‚È⁄U ‚È∑Î§Ã ◊ŸÊ∞H 3H 
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cāpa samīpa rāmu jaba ā'ē. nara nārinha sura sukṛta manā'ē. 3. 
 
When Lord Ram came near the bow, all the men and women invoked the blessings (help) 
of the gods and staked all the rewards that were due to them for the good and meritorious 
deeds they had ever done in their lives (so that the Lord successfully breaks the bow)1. 
(3) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha 
no. 255 which endorse this view. 
 The citizens are perplexed by the magnitude of the obstacle that Lord Ram had to 
face. The following verse nos. 4-7 enumerate the hurdles that have all teamed up to 
oppose Lord Ram.]  

 
‚’ ∑§⁄U ‚¢‚©U •L§ •‚ÿÊŸÍ – ◊¢Œ ◊„UË¬ã„U ∑§⁄U •Á÷◊ÊŸÍH 4H 
÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ∑§Á⁄U ª⁄U’ ªL§•Êß¸U – ‚È⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄Uã„U ∑§Á⁄U ∑§Œ⁄UÊß¸H 5H 
Á‚ÿ ∑§⁄U ‚ÙøÈ ¡Ÿ∑§ ¬Á¿UÃÊflÊ – ⁄UÊÁŸã„U ∑§⁄U ŒÊL§Ÿ ŒÈπ ŒÊflÊH 6H 

 
saba kara sansa'u aru agyānū. manda mahīpanha kara abhimānū. 4. 
bhṛgupati kēri garaba garu'ā'ī. sura munibaranha kēri kadarā'ī. 5. 
siya kara sōcu janaka pachitāvā. rāninha kara dāruna dukha dāvā. 6. 
 
The doubts and ignorance of all those who had assembled there (who did not know the 
truth of Lord Ram being an incarnation of Lord Vishnu and of Sita being that of Laxmi, 
the divine couple whose union in their human forms was merely a formality that was 
destined to happen), the arrogance and vanity of foolish kings (that no one is stronger 
than them, that if they could not break the bow then no one else would, and that they 
would not allow Sita to be married to anyone else even if he manages to break the bow) 
[4], --- 

--- the pretensions and ego of sage Parashuram (“Brighu-pati”) about his own 
strength and invincibility (as well as being the one who finds pleasure in punishing the 
Kshatriya race, the warrior race to which Lord Ram belonged), the fear and apprehension 
of gods and sages (that in case Lord Ram is not able to break the bow, what would 
happen to Sita, and more importantly, about the long-term objective of Lord Vishnu to 
kill the cruel demons in his human as Lord Ram when their king, Ravana, would steal 
Sita and the Lord would find an excuse to wage a war to liberate her, and in the process 
eliminate the terror of the demons) [5], --- 

   --- the worries in the mind and heart of Sita (which made her pray to so many 
gods and goddesses), the lamentations and regret of Janak (about the rigid vow he had 
made, a vow that proved to be nonsensical and impractical, a vow that became 
instrumental in causing so much pain and agony to all concerned, such as Sita, the royal 
family members, the citizens etc.), the horrifying agony in the heart of Sita’s mother who 
was literally burning in its fire [6], (4-6) --- 

 
‚¢÷ÈøÊ¬ ’«∏U ’ÙÁ„UÃÈ ¬Êß¸ – ø…∏U ¡Êß ‚’ ‚¢ªÈ ’ŸÊß¸H 7H    

⁄UÊ◊ ’Ê„ÈU’‹ ®‚œÈ •¬ÊM§ – ø„UÃ ¬ÊL§ Ÿ®„U ∑§Ù©U ∑§«∏U„UÊM§H 8H 
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sambhucāpa baṛa bōhitu pā'ī. caṛhē jā'i saba saṅgu banā'ī. 7. 
rāma bāhubala sindhu apārū. cahata pāru nahiṁ kō'u kaṛahārū. 8. 
 
--- All of the above have personified themselves as formidable obstacles and have teamed 
together to board the huge boat represented by the great bow of Lord Shiva [7] --- 

--- in their attempt to cross over or measure the fathomless ocean represented by 
the might and powers of Lord Ram’s arms [8]. (7-8) 

[Note—Chaupai line nos. 4-8 should be read together to make the meaning clear. The 
citizens are worried that all the negative factors listed in verse nos. 4 to 6 have formed a 
coterie to oppose, challenge and tease Lord Ram.  

Here, the strength of Lord Ram’s arms is compared to an ocean that is so vast that it 
cannot be measured, but the entities mentioned here are doing their best to prove 
themselves superior to the Lord and symbolically defeat him by teaming together to 
challenge the authority and powers of the Lord successfully, using the bow as a weapon. 
If Lord Ram could not lift and break the bow it would mean that he has been defeated by 
his opponents who are hell-bent to prevent Lord Ram from marrying Sita.  

If the strength of Lord Ram’s arms is compared to the vast ocean that is measureless 
in length, then these opponents are compared to the passengers who have boarded a ship 
represented by the bow to cross this ocean to prove to the latter that it is wrong to say that 
the ‘ocean is measureless’ as they have been able to cross it and find its other end. One 
cannot find the other end of something that is ‘measureless’, but when one reaches the 
other shore of the ocean it means that he has symbolically ‘measured’ the length of the 
ocean, from the end where he boarded the ship to the end where he disembarked from it.]   

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊ Á’‹Ù∑§ ‹Ùª ‚’ ÁøòÊ Á‹π ‚ ŒÁπ– 

ÁøÃß¸ ‚Ëÿ ∑Î§¬ÊÿÃŸ ¡ÊŸË Á’∑§‹ Á’‚Á·H 260H 
 
dōhā.  

rāma bilōkē lōga saba citra likhē sē dēkhi. 
cita'ī sīya kṛpāyatana jānī bikala bisēṣi. 260. 
 
Lord Ram glanced at all the people and saw that all of them are in an immobile and 
transfixed state as if they are part of a picture. 

Then the merciful Lord looked at Sita and found her in a specially (i.e. more than 
anyone else) agonized, restless and perplexed state. (Doha no. 260) 

[Note—This Doha links with Chaupai line no. 8 of Doha no. 259, and with Chaupai line 
no. 1 that follows below. 

The reason for Sita being in an extremely agitated state of mind was that it is she who 
would be directly affected by the outcome of this bow breaking competition. The few 
moments that were left between the time Lord Ram had yet not touched the bow and 
when he had actually broken the bow looked like an interminable period of time for Sita. 
Her heart must have been beating rapidly, her body perspiring profusely and her head 
reeling under the tremendous nervous and emotional pressure through which she was 
passing in those crucial moments of her life. 
 The entire assembly was on edge; the people were sitting or standing transfixed as if 
in a daze. Even their eyelids stopped flapping and they held their breath in anticipation of 
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some miraculous event that was about to occur. There must have been a total pin-drop 
silence in the extensive arena which was abuzz a while ago with whisperings and 
mutterings.  
 The scene is aptly summarized by comparing it to a picture where none of the 
characters move or show any sign of life.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ŒπË Á’¬È‹ Á’∑§‹ ’ÒŒ„UË – ÁŸÁ◊· Á’„UÊÃ ∑§‹¬ ‚◊ Ã„UËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhī bipula bikala baidēhī. nimiṣa bihāta kalapa sama tēhī. 1. 
 
Lord Ram observed that Vaidehi (Sita) was extremely agitated and perturbed. A second 
appeared to be a long era for her (because time seemed to come to a standstill in those 
crucial moments of her life) (1) 

[Note—Refer Doha no. 260 above. This verse is an extension of this Doha and seeks to 
establish a bridge between its previous events and what is to follow next.] 

 
ÃÎÁ·Ã ’ÊÁ⁄U Á’ŸÈ ¡Ù ÃŸÈ àÿÊªÊ – ◊È∞° ∑§⁄Uß ∑§Ê ‚ÈœÊ Ã«∏UÊªÊH 2H 
∑§Ê ’⁄U·Ê ‚’ ∑Î§·Ë ‚ÈπÊŸ¥ – ‚◊ÿ øÈ∑¥§ ¬ÈÁŸ ∑§Ê ¬Á¿UÃÊŸ¥H 3H 

 
tṛṣita bāri binu jō tanu tyāgā. mu'ēm ̐ kara'i kā sudhā taṛāgā. 2. 
kā baraṣā saba kṛṣī sukhānēṁ. samaya cukēṁ puni kā pachitānēṁ. 3. 
 
[The Lord thought to himself—] If someone dies for want of water to drink, then what is 
the use and sense of giving his dead body an access to a pond of water (or ‘nectar’, 
because “Sudha” means ‘an elixir of eternity known as Amrit, and “Tadaka” means a 
pond1) to quench its thirst? (2) 

Similarly, what is the use of having rains once the fields dry up and the harvest is 
destroyed?  

Say, what is the use of regretting later on if the right time for doing something 
passes away; or what sense does it make in not taking timely action and repenting for it 
later on once the window of opportunity is closed?2 (3) 

[Note—Here, after observing the precarious condition of Sita, Lord Ram decides to take 
action immediately. We have read earlier that he wanted to make sure that Sita has 
sincerily surrendered herself to him, and her devotion for him was complete and 
doubtless. But now the Lord discovered that she was on the verge of collapse, and if he 
delayed in breaking the bow much longer then in all probabilities she would faint. So, 
there was no point in postponing the breaking of the bow any longer.  
 The above two adages are time tested doctrines that simply mean that one must take 
timely action. 

1The word “Sudha” literally means an elixir of life that provides eternity. So it may 
mean ‘water’ as well as ‘Amrit’, the nectar drunk by gods to remain free from death. This 
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Amrit has a mystical power to prevent death, but it cannot revive a body that is already 
dead. However, in the context in which this word is used in this verse, both the meanings 
fit well. That is, it’s no sense to pour Amrit or water over a dead body if the person dies 
of thirst for want of water. 

2Refer also to: (i) Geetawali, Sundar Kand, verse no. 5/7, stanza no. 2, line no. 4; and 
(ii) Dohawali, verse no. 444.]    

 
•‚ Á¡ÿ° ¡ÊÁŸ ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ŒπË – ¬˝÷È ¬È‹∑§ ‹Áπ ¬˝ËÁÃ Á’‚·ËH 4H 

 
asa jiyam ̐ jāni jānakī dēkhī. prabhu pulakē lakhi prīti bisēṣī. 4. 
 
Contemplating thus in his heart (that there is no point in delaying any further as each 
passing moment is becoming unbearable for Sita and the rest of the people), the Lord 
glanced one more time finally at Sita. The Lord felt thrilled (i.e. fully contented and 
satisfied in his heart) when he observed that Sita’s affection (as well as her devotion, 
loyalty and love) for the Lord is remarkable (i.e. it is complete, undiluted and 
undoubtful). (4) 

[Note—Refer: Janki Mangal, verse nos. 103—104 also. 
We will note that Lord Ram had decided to accept Sita by breaking the bow only 

after ensuring himself that her affection, devotion and surrender to the Lord is complete 
and unquestionable. The lesson to be drawn from these lines is that the Lord first tests his 
devotee’s ‘Bhakti’ (devotion) and sincerity in seeking the Lord’s grace and refuge before 
going all-out to help him. And once the devotee is able to convince the Lord about his 
integrity and sincerity, he has nothing to worry any longer as it now becomes the Lord’s 
responsibility to take full care of him.]  

 
ªÈ⁄UÁ„U ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ◊Ÿ®„U ◊Ÿ ∑§Ëã„UÊ – •ÁÃ ‹ÊÉÊfl° ©UΔUÊß œŸÈ ‹Ëã„UÊH 5H 

 
gurahi pranāmu manahiṁ mana kīnhā. ati lāghavam ̐ uṭhā'i dhanu līnhā. 5. 
 
He (Lord Ram) mentally offered his obeisance to his Guru (sage Vishwamitra) to invoke 
his blessings1, and then he lifted the bow so swiftly that everything was finished in an 
instant, so fast that in one instant the bow was on the ground and in another instant it was 
in the Lord’s hand. (5) 

[Note—1Lord Ram has bowed to his Guru three times till now, this being the third time. 
The ‘first time’ was when the sage had ordered him to get up and go break the bow—
refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 254; the ‘second time’ was when Lord 
Ram actually left his seat and moved towards the platform where the bow was kept—
refer: Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 255; and now at this is the ‘third time’ 
when he pays his respects to his Guru while actually lifting and breaking the bow, or in 
other words, carrying out the orders of the Guru.  
 It is said that paying one’s respects to elders, such as one’s parents and his Guru, has 
three dimensions—by one’s physical body and its actions, by one’s words or what one 
speaks, and the third component is mental which implies that one is completed committed 
to obey at the mental level. 
 All these three dimensions are applicable here: (i) In the first instance when Lord 
Ram has bowed at the feet of his Guru as he got up from his seat on the latter’s orders, it 
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is his obeying the Guru’s commands with physical action of getting up instantly without 
hesitation. (ii) In the second instance when he bowed to the Guru and asked his 
permission to move towards the bow, it is his obeying the Guru’s orders by employing 
words because he has ‘asked’ for the Guru’s permission and told him that ‘it will be done 
as ordered’. (iii) And finally now, in the third instance, he has bowed to his Guru at the 
mental level to seek his final blessing before actually carrying out the ordered deed, 
which in this case was to break the bow.  
 There is another interesting reason why Lord Ram has bowed before his Guru 
‘mentally’. For one, the Guru was sitting far away in his seat near king Janak, and it made 
no sense of going there to touch his feet to seek his blessings and permission once again 
when that has already been granted.  

Secondly, at that time Lord Ram was facing the bow and had his back to the place 
where the Guru was seated in the pavilion. Had he physically turned round to, say, wave 
at the Guru or loudly seek his blessings, it would have been a laughable matter and would 
have given a wrong signal to all those present that he was dithering, feeling fidgety and 
uncomfortable, and that he was being showy and boastful. This would unnecessarily 
stoke the fire of jealousy and envy in the heart of the failed kings. Lord Ram did not want 
to create scene and a mockery of himself.  

The third reason is that the mystical powers of holy souls and their blessings and 
goodwill are invoked silently by means of mental prayer, without any physical sign that 
one is offering worship and prayer. The worship and prayer is done at the mental level 
rather than at the physical level, and it is the sincerity and faith with which this is done 
that is of paramount importance than the show of supplication and devotion.    

2This is the same bow which had not moved an inch when all the warriors, 
individually as well as together, had tried their best to lift it, or at the least move it. The 
Lord simply plucked it from the ground in a swift move, so quickly that there was no 
time lapse between the moment when the bow lay on the ground and the moment it was 
in his hand.] 

 
 Œ◊∑§©U ŒÊÁ◊ÁŸ Á¡Á◊ ¡’ ‹ÿ™§ – ¬ÈÁŸ Ÿ÷ œŸÈ ◊¢«U‹ ‚◊ ÷ÿ™§H 6H 

‹Ã ø…∏UÊflÃ πÒ¥øÃ ªÊ…∏¥U – ∑§Ê„È°U Ÿ ‹πÊ Œπ ‚’È ΔUÊ…∏¥UH 7H 
ÃÁ„U ¿UŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ◊äÿ œŸÈ ÃÙ⁄UÊ – ÷⁄U ÷ÈflŸ œÈÁŸ ÉÊÙ⁄U ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊH 8H 

 
damakē'u dāmini jimi jaba laya'ū. puni nabha dhanu maṇḍala sama bhaya'ū. 6. 
lēta caṛhāvata khain̄cata gāṛhēṁ. kāhum ̐ na lakhā dēkha sabu ṭhāṛhēṁ. 7. 
tēhi chana rāma madhya dhanu tōrā. bharē bhuvana dhuni ghōra kaṭhōrā. 8. 
 
[These three verses, nos. 6-8, describe the actual breaking of the bow.] 

 
As soon as the Lord lifted it from the ground, it emitted a dazzling spark of 

brilliant light that resembled the stab of lightening one sees in the rain-bearing dark 
clouds in the sky. Then when the bow was in the air in the Lord’s hand, it bent and 
assumed a curved form like the curvature of the sky’s parasol (as the Lord bent its one 
end in order to string it). (6) 

No one could see him pick the bow from the ground, stringing it, and then pulling 
it hard (with one outstretched hand holding the bow in front, and the other hand pulling 
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its string as far back as his ears). All they could see that there was a dazzling light and 
then Lord Ram was standing with the bent bow in his hands. 

[In other words, these three actions—of lifting, stringing and pulling the bow—
were done very swiftly, as if done in a second. The blinding spark of light that was 
produced at the instant the bow had left the ground made all those watching the 
proceedings blink their eyes, and when they opened it they found that the Lord was 
standing with the bow already stringed and bent sharply because its string was pulled 
back right upto his ears in a swift movement of his hand.] (7) 

Right at that instant, Lord Ram broke the bow in the middle. It snapped with a 
thunderous roar that reverberated and echoed throughout the ‘Bhuvans’ (or the entire 
world)1. (8) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/92, stanza no. 5 also. 
Remember that is was not an ordinary bow made by any human craftsman. It was 

crafted by Vishwakarma, the Smith of the gods, and was intended to be used by Lord 
Shiva to kill demons. So naturally this bow had celestial dimensions.  
 The bow gave out a sharp spark of blinding light like the one that is seen in the dark 
rain-bearing clouds in the sky, or that is witnessed when a high-voltage live electric wire 
is snapped. Then the upper end of the bow was pulled in to bend it sufficiently in order to 
put the string on it. After that, without losing any time, the Lord pulled the string hard, 
right upto his ears, thereby bending the bow to an angle which made it snap in the 
middle.]   

  
À¢U0. ÷⁄U ÷ÈflŸ ÉÊÙ⁄U ∑§ΔUÙ⁄U ⁄Ufl ⁄UÁ’ ’ÊÁ¡ ÃÁ¡ ◊Ê⁄UªÈ ø‹– 1H 

ÁøP§⁄UÁ„¢U ÁŒ‚ª¡ «UÙ‹ ◊Á„U •Á„U ∑§Ù‹ ∑Í§L§◊ ∑§‹◊‹H 2H 
‚È⁄U •‚È⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§⁄U ∑§ÊŸ ŒËã„¥U ‚∑§‹ Á’∑§‹ Á’øÊ⁄U„UË¥– 3H 
∑§ÙŒ¢«U π¢«U©U ⁄UÊ◊ ÃÈ‹‚Ë ¡ÿÁÃ ’øŸ ©UøÊ⁄U„UË¥H 4H 

 
 
chanda.  

bharē bhuvana ghōra kaṭhōra rava rabi bāji taji māragu calē. 1. 
cikkarahiṁ diggaja ḍōla mahi ahi kōla kūruma kalamalē. 2. 
sura asura muni kara kāna dīnhēṁ sakala bikala bicārahīṁ. 3. 
kōdaṇḍa khaṇḍē'u rāma tulasī jayati bacana ucārahīṁ. 4. 
 
#All the ‘Bhuvans’1 were filled with the deafening sound of the bow breaking into two. 
The horses of the chariot of the Sun God got so scared that they ran hither and thither 
away from their designated path across the sky. (Chanda line no. 1) 

The Diggajs gave out a shrill cry. The earth shook and trembled. The Serpent, the 
Tortoise and the Boar squirmed and shifted in their respective places2. (Chanda line no. 
2) 

The gods (in the heaven), the demons (in the nether world), and the sages and 
hermits (on the earth) closed their ears with their hands (when they heard the deafening 
roar of the bow as it broke). All of them became restless and guessed that [3] Lord Ram 
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has finally broken the formidable bow (because no other event would produce this sort of 
sound)3.  

Tulsidas (the author of this epic book, the Ram Charit Manas) praises this 
moment and honours his Lord, Sri Ram, hailing his victory and proclaiming his glory in 
the world.4 (Chanda line no. 4)    

[Note—# Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/90, stanza no. 8; and verse no. 
1/92, stanza no. 5. 

1There are fourteen ‘Bhuvans’ or parts of this universe. They are the following—(A) 
The upper worlds called Urdhva Lokas are seven in number:—(i) Bhu, (ii) Bhuvha, (iii) 
Swaha, (iv) Maha, (v) Janaha, (vi) Tapaha, and (vii) Satyam. (B) The seven nether 
worlds or lower worlds called Adhaha Loka:—(i) Atal, (ii) Vital, (iii) Sutal, (iv) 
Rasaatal, (v) Talaatal, (vi) Mahaatal, and (vii) Paataal. The total number of Lokas is, 
therefore, fourteen.  
 These fourteen Bhuvans incorporate the entire living creation within its meaning. 
Hence, the sound of the bow breaking spread throughout this creation. 

2Now, broadly speaking, the Bhuvans can be divided into three areas—the heaven 
consisting of the sky, the terrestrial part made up of the earth, and the nether world which 
lies underneath the earth. Each of these parts is represented here by one entity—viz. the 
heaven is represented by the Sun God’s horses that move across the sky, creating day and 
night, the Diggajs represent the earth because they hold the latter from its eight corners, 
and the lower world is represented by the Serpent, the Tortoise and the Boar who lie 
below the Diggajs and hold the earth from below.  

3The news of the bow-breaking ceremony had spread far and wide. The ‘gods’ 
represent the heaven, the sages represent the earth, and the demons represent the nether 
world.  

4Chanda line nos. 3-4 can be interpreted in another way as follows—“Tulsidas says 
that the gods, the sages and the demons closed their ears with their hands as the 
thunderous sound of the bow breaking reached them. They realized that this sound means 
that the bow was indeed broken by Lord Ram (as all of them had heard that the bow-
breaking ceremony was in progress). So they hailed this development and sang the 
glories of the Lord.”  
 Now, a pertinent question would arise—it is alright to think of the gods and the sages 
lauding Lord Ram’s breaking of the bow, but why did the demons celebrated when they 
knew that Lord Vishnu has come down to earth as Lord Ram to kill them? Well, the 
answer is simple: not all the demons were bad, and not all of them were killed by the 
Lord. This will be evident later on in the story when we read that at the end of the war at 
Lanka, Vibhishan, the younger brother of the demon king Ravana, was anointed as the 
ruler of Lanka along with the demons who survived the war, and this included Ravana’s 
wife Mandodari. In other words, only the nasty demons were eliminated, and not those 
who did not torment others inspite of them having the physical body of a demon.]  
 

âô0. ‚¢∑§⁄U øÊ¬È ¡„UÊ¡È ‚ÊªL§ ⁄UÉÊÈ’⁄U ’Ê„ÈU’‹È– 
’Í«∏U ‚Ù ‚∑§‹ ‚◊Ê¡È ø…U∏Ê ¡Ù ¬˝Õ◊®„U ◊Ù„U ’‚H 261H 

 
sōraṭhā.  
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saṅkara cāpu jahāju sāgaru raghubara bāhubalu. 
būṛa sō sakala samāju caṛhā jō prathamahiṁ mōha basa. 261. 
 
The bow of Lord Shiva was like a huge ship, and the strength of Lord Ram’s arms was 
like the vast and fathomless ocean (whose depth and enormity could not be measured). 
Those deluded and ignorant people who had tried to cross this ocean with the help of this 
symbolic ship sank in this ocean along with the ship itself. (Sortha/Doha no. 261) 

[Note—In this Sortha/Doha, the breaking of the bow by Lord Ram is likened to the 
sinking of the ship in the ocean. Those who had laughed at the thought (i.e. had thought it 
impossible) that the Lord would be able to break it simply because none of the mightiest 
warriors of the earth, either individually or together, had been able to move the bow as 
much as an inch, had to hide their faces and bury themselves in a heap of shame.  

Since the deluded people, including the haughty kings, in their utter ignorance had 
relied on the hardness of the bow and its determination not to move, no matter what 
happens, to doubt at the possibility of Lord Ram ever breaking it, a possibility they 
thought was never going to materialise, all their misconceptions about the true nature of 
Lord Ram collapsed like a pack of cards and sank in a pit of shame, disgrace, 
embarrassment and humiliation just like a group of arrogant and over-confident 
passengers, who are determined to conquer the vastness and ferocity of the ocean, 
boarding a big ship that is renowned for its robust built and unsinkability, jeering and 
teasing the huge waves of the mighty ocean to challenge the latter, suddenly drowning in 
its deep waters when the ship capsizes all of a sudden without any warning.  

Yes, this is what exactly happened. The bow broke ‘without a warning’; it was a very 
sudden and an unexpected development—refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-8 and their follwing 
Chanda that precede this Sortha no. 261. 

In other words, those who did not know the reality of Lord Ram that he was a 
personified form of Lord Vishnu, and in their ignorance they thought him to be an 
ordinary human prince, just could not imagine in their wildest of dreams that the bow 
which all of them could not move even a fraction of an inch could ever be lifted, stringed 
and broken so easily by Lord Ram. They had attempted to measure the strength of the 
Lord’s arms by weighing it against the determination of the bow not to break at any cost; 
they had tried to compare the Lord’s endless divine abilities and measureless strength 
with their own limited human abilities and strength. They had virtually challenged the 
ability of the Lord to break the bow and prove himself as the strongest warrior in the 
world. All such people had to bite the dust.  

When Lord Ram was proceeding towards the bow, these people, who were under the 
spell of delusions and were driven by ignorance, had thought that a big joke is being 
played upon them. They wondered how a young prince, who has a delicate body as 
compared to the muscular and well-built bodies of veteran kings, and who is still very 
young and lacks experience which these war-hardened veterans possessed, can ever lift 
the heavy bow, leave aside stringing and breaking it, when all the warrior kings had 
failed to move it an inch?  

The common people harboured grave doubts about the possibility of Lord Ram 
lifting the bow, while the kings who had actually tried to lift the bow thought it was 
impossible because they had actually touched it, examined its strength and had tried their 
best but failed. These kings were so sure and confident of themselves, of their own 
strength and powers that they thought that if they can’t do it, nobody on earth would be 
able to do it. They must have sneered, smirked and jeered at Lord Ram when he got up 
from his seat, proceeded towards the bow, and stood before it. 
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Hence, when the bow actually snapped, the ego, haughtiness and arrogance of these 
kings also snapped with it. In other words, both the bow as well as the false sense of pride 
of the haughty kings broke simultaneously.]    

 
 
¿õ0. ¬˝÷È ŒÙ©U øÊ¬π¢«U ◊Á„U «UÊ⁄U – ŒÁπ ‹Ùª ‚’ ÷∞ ‚ÈπÊ⁄UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

prabhu dō'u cāpakhaṇḍa mahi ḍārē. dēkhi lōga saba bha'ē sukhārē. 1. 
 
The Lord dropped the two pieces of the broken bow on the ground. Everyone became 
happy and joyous when they saw this. (1) 

[Note—Earlier it has been already said that “the Lord broke the bow from the middle”—
refer: Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Sortha no. 261 above. In other words, the bow 
broke into ‘two pieces’ of roughly the same size which the Lord then dropped on the 
ground.   

This was the moment the people were waiting for. So, as soon as the Lord dropped 
the broken bow pieces on the ground, the people became jubilant. 
 Remember: These people who became happy should not be confused with those who 
are referred to above in Sortha no. 261. Those people were the ones who harboured 
inimical thoughts and had negative attitude, and they obviously were the defeated kings. 
These kings had refused to listen to the sane advice of their brethrens but decided to go 
and break the bow so that they can marry Sita inspite of being advised that she was 
Jagdamba (the mother of the world, the Mother Goddess) and Lord Ram was the 
personified form of the Supreme Father of the world—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 246.  
 The people who felt happy and joyful by the breaking of the bow were the citizens of 
Janakpur1, the family members of Sita2, and of course the ‘good kings’3 who had decided 
to desist from attempting to lift the bow as they were wise enough to perceive the reality 
of Lord Ram and Sita.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—1(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 249; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 255; 2(iii) Doha no. 255—to 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257; and 3(iv) Doha no. 245 and its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8; (v) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 246.]  

 
∑§ıÁ‚∑§M§¬ ¬ÿÙÁŸÁœ ¬ÊflŸ – ¬˝◊ ’ÊÁ⁄U •flªÊ„ÈU ‚È„UÊflŸH 2H 
⁄UÊ◊M§¬ ⁄UÊ∑§‚È ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UË – ’…∏UÃ ’ËÁø ¬È‹∑§ÊflÁ‹ ÷Ê⁄UËH 3H 

 
kausikarūpa payōnidhi pāvana. prēma bāri avagāhu suhāvana. 2. 
rāmarūpa rākēsu nihārī. baṛhata bīci pulakāvali bhārī. 3. 
 
Sage Vishwamitra became exhilarated, and his body thrilled beyond description. His 
physical form was metaphorically like a huge ocean of nectar (or sweet water) in which 
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huge waves of happiness and exhilaration began to heave and rise up when the sage saw 
the beauteous form of Lord Ram that resembled a full moon.  

[Here, the metaphor of the waves of the ocean rising when the full moon shines in 
the night sky is cited to give an idea of the happiness and joy that the sage felt. His 
excitement and jubilation is like the rising waves in the ocean which is compared to the 
sage’s body. Just like an ocean that is filled with sweet water instead of the usual salty 
water, the sage’s inner being was filled with fatherly love and affection for Lord Ram. 
When he saw the Lord standing triumphantly near the broken bow, he could no more 
suppress his joy and excitement just like the ocean cannot suppress its waves that rise up 
and go higher up as if they want to reach out and touch the full moon.] (2-3)  

[Note—In other words, when the sage saw Lord Ram standing victorious by the side of 
the broken bow, his heart pumped with joy and his body could not hide its excitement. 
 Remember: It was a moment of great happiness for sage Vishwamitra as he had 
fulfilled his role and obligation as a ‘foster-father of Lord Ram’ that the Lord’s real 
father, king Dasrath of Ayodhya, had assigned upon him at the time of sending the two 
brothers with the sage to protect his fire sacrifice—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 208 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 10. 

What would any father want more than his son achieving a magnificent victory that 
would proclaim him at once as the greatest warrior on earth, an achievement that would 
at once establish his fame and name in the whole world because this victory was no mean 
achievement as it involved the breaking of a formidable bow that none of the famous and 
the mightiest kings of the time could break, an event that was witnessed by all the kings 
and princes of the world in a jam-packed assembly, and which was rewarded with 
marriage with a girl of one of the greatest dynasty of kings that ruled the earth at that 
time, a girl whose beauty and elegance was unmatched anywhere. 

Indeed sage Vishwamitra felt happy that he was able to reward Lord Ram and 
Laxman with this happy moment for their helping him to complete his fire sacrifice, and 
freeing him from the terror of the demons, who had been constantly tormenting him for 
long, by killing all of them.]    

 
’Ê¡ Ÿ÷ ª„Uª„U ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊ – Œfl’œÍ ŸÊø®„U ∑§Á⁄U ªÊŸÊH 4H 
’˝rÊÔÊÁŒ∑§ ‚È⁄U Á‚h ◊ÈŸË‚Ê – ¬˝÷ÈÁ„U ¬˝‚¢‚®„U Œ®„U •‚Ë‚ÊH 5H 
’Á⁄U‚®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ⁄¢Uª ’„ÈU ◊Ê‹Ê – ªÊfl®„U ®∑§Ÿ⁄U ªËÃ ⁄U‚Ê‹ÊH 6H 

 
bājē nabha gahagahē nisānā. dēvabadhū nācahiṁ kari gānā. 4. 
brahmādika sura sid'dha munīsā. prabhuhi prasansahiṁ dēhiṁ asīsā. 5. 
barisahiṁ sumana raṅga bahu mālā. gāvahiṁ kinnara gīta rasālā. 6. 
 
[As soon as the formidable ‘bow’ broke into two, there was a spontaneous outburst of 
elebrations that erupted instantaneously everywhere—in the heavens as well as on the 
earth. There was a thunderous applause of congratulation, thanksgiving and adulation that 
was accompanied by the clamour of playing of variety of musical instruments, the 
exuberance of merriment and dancing and singing in joyance abundance, and a general 
atmosphere of great exhilaration and ecstasy that seemed to surpass anything ever 
witnessed anywhere in the world aforetime and not to be witnessed aftertime.  
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Thereat, Janak’s royal priest ordered Sita to proceed to Lord Ram and put the 
‘victory garland’ around the Lord’s neck to declare him victorious and seal the bond of 
marriage. Thence, Sita was escorted to the spot where Lord Ram stood near the bow. Sita 
was so much seized with ecstasy and dumbed with joy that seemeth to burst through her 
heart and swamp her entire being that when the time came to actually raise her hands and 
garland the victor, her beloved Lord Ram, and then bow down to touch his feet as a 
gesture of paying her respect, she was absolutely stunned and stone-immobile as a statue, 
her mind failing to register any thoughts and the body responded to no impulses though 
they were thrilled beyond imagination and measure. 

When the defeated kings and princes saw Sita demur from garlanding Lord Ram 
and bowing to pay her respects to him, these pervert-minded and jealous fellows 
misinterpreted it as Sita’s unwillingness to accept the Lord. Earlier we have read in Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 248 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that when Sita came 
to the arena at the beginning of the bow ceremony, she had causally glanced in all the 
direction to see the assembly, obviously taking stock of the situation and getting a general 
bird’s eye view of the suitors who had assembled there to vie for her. While doing this 
her eyes fell on each of the eager faces of the competing kings and princes who were all 
staring at her. Now, when Sita’s eyes scanned the assembly and bounced from fact to 
face, each of these greedy and lustful fellows thought that Sita had stopped her glance at 
him for a trifle longer moment, implying that she seemeth to like him! The fact was that 
Sita was searching for Lord Ram, and as soon as she saw him she stopped moving her 
eyes any further, casting them down out of modesty.  

Therefore, when these envious and jealous kings of perverted mind saw Sita’s 
stupefied reaction when asked to garland Lord Ram and touch his feet, they rose up in 
revolt in what seemeth to be their apparent attempt to express sympathy for her cause and 
solidarity with her in her reluctance to declare Lord Ram the victor by the means of 
putting the ‘victory garland’ around the Lord’s neck and accepting him as her husband by 
bowing and touching his feet, expecting that by this dare-devilry and chivalrous action of 
theirs they would be able to gain her attention and admiration, and, in their vilest of 
hopes, of her hand as well in marriage.  

These events that haply happed in quick succession are described below, from 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 266.]   
 
Kettle-drums began to be sounded (played) in the sky (heaven) with a loud noise. The 
celestial nymphs and dancers of the gods (known as Apsaras) broke out in a spontaneous 
dance that was accompanied by singing of melodious songs. (4) 

Brahma (the creator) and other gods, the Siddhas (mystics) and the Munis (sages) 
praised the Lord and blessed him profusely. (5) 

They rained (showered) flowers of a variety of colours as well as garlands upon 
the Lord. The Kinnars (heavenly male dancers and singers) sang many melodious songs. 
(6) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/90, stanza no. 9 also. 
Whereas the gods, the Kinnars and the Apsaras represented the inhabitants of the 

heaven, the sages and mystics represented those of the earth.  
 A similar idea of an all-round celebration and blessing by the sages and mystics 
appears in Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 327 in the context of 
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the marriage of Lord Ram along with his other three brothers. It is said here that “there 
was immense exultation in the city as well as in the sky (heaven); everyone, the sages, the 
saints, the mystics and the senior gods, blessed the four couples with a long and happy 
life; and musical instrument known as Dundubhi (a kettle-drum) was played with great 
enthusiasm”.  
 Celebrations were accompanied by dancing, singing and playing of musical 
instruments both in the city as well as in the heaven—refer also to Chaupai line nos. 1-6 
that precede Doha no. 265. The verses that follow below compliment the description of 
the celebrations that have started in the current verses.]  

   
⁄U„UË ÷ÈflŸ ÷Á⁄U ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ’ÊŸË – œŸÈ·÷¢ª œÈÁŸ ¡ÊÃ Ÿ ¡ÊŸËH 7H 

 
rahī bhuvana bhari jaya jaya bānī. dhanuṣabhaṅga dhuni jāta na jānī. 7. 
 
The entire world was filled with the sound of blessings and felications that were 
showered upon Lord Ram; all the Bhuvans reverberated with the sound of praise and 
hailing of the Lord’s glorious achievement. The cacophony created by the sound of these 
exultations, cheers, hailings, praises and blessings that erupted everywhere, in all the 
corners of the world, was so intense and deafening that it literally drowned (i.e. was 
louder than) the still-lingering echo of the thunder that was initially created when the bow 
broke an instant ago.  

[In other words, no sooner had the bow broken than the world erupted in a tumult 
of joy and cheering. The first wave of the thunderous sound that was produced at the 
instant the bow broke was heard by everyone, and all who heard it had to involuntarily 
close his or her ears to avoid becoming deaf. But almost simultaneously there was an 
eruption of joy and exultation, the sound of which was so immense that it surpassed the 
intensity of the sound of the bow’s breaking.  

The cacophonous sound of celebrations suppressed the secondary sound of the 
breaking of the bow that sill lingered on in the form of an echo that continued to 
reverberate for some more time before it subsided completely.] (7) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
265.]  

 
◊ÈÁŒÃ ∑§„U®„U ¡„°U Ã„°U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – ÷¢¡©U ⁄UÊ◊ ‚¢÷ÈœŸÈ ÷Ê⁄UËH 8H 
 

mudita kahahiṁ jaham̐ taham̐ nara nārī. bhan̄jē'u rāma sambhudhanu bhārī. 8. 
 

Exhilarated men and women are exulting with joy, and they tell each other 
excitedly here and there that Lord Ram has broken the heavy bow of Lord Shiva. (8) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
265.]  
 

     
Îô0. ’¢ŒË ◊Êªœ ‚ÍÃªŸ Á’L§Œ ’Œ®„U ◊ÁÃœË⁄U– 

∑§⁄U®„U ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U ‹Ùª ‚’ „Uÿ ªÿ œŸ ◊ÁŸ øË⁄UH 262H 
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dōhā.  

bandī māgadha sūtagana biruda badahiṁ matidhīra. 
karahiṁ nichāvari lōga saba haya gaya dhana mani cīra. 262. 
 
While the talented bards, minstrels, poets and singers sang praises of the Lord and the 
legend of his glories, other people gave away horses, elephants, wealth and clothes as 
gifts to celebrate the occasion and express their joy. (Doha no. 262) 

[Note—The royal bards were employed by the king to sing laudatory songs on happy 
occasions. Refer other instances in Ram Charit Manas such as when Lord Ram and his 
other three brothers were born (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha 
no. 194), and when Sita has put the victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram (refer: 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 265 among other instances. 
 These singers assemble during celebrations such as marriage or the birth of a child in 
the household to sing songs, and in return they are gifted valuables such as gems, money, 
food and clothes. Gifting of elephants and horses may be a figure of speech, a hyperbole 
to indicate the enormity of the gifts that were given. But at the same time it must also be 
remembered that Janakpur was a prosperous kingdom, and there is no doubt that there 
were rich merchants and other wealthy citizens who could afford to keep a personal 
collection of large number of horses and elephants as symbols of their status in the 
society. So it was not difficult for them to give some of these animals as gifts to others to 
show their happiness. 

The general scene is of euphoria and celebrations. It was a momentous event, and the 
whole city erupted in a spontaneous wave of happiness and joy.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ¤ÊÊ°Á¤Ê ◊ÎŒ¢ª ‚¢π ‚„UŸÊß¸ – ÷Á⁄U …UÙ‹ ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë ‚È„UÊß¸H 1H 

’Ê¡®„U ’„ÈU ’Ê¡Ÿ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ¡„°U Ã„°U ¡È’ÁÃã„U ◊¢ª‹ ªÊ∞H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

jhām ̐jhi mṛdaṅga saṅkha sahanā'ī. bhēri ḍhōla dundubhī suhā'ī. 1. 
bājahiṁ bahu bājanē suhā'ē. jaham̐ taham̐ jubatinha maṅgala gā'ē. 2. 
 
A cacophony of loud sound was produced by an assortment of musical instruments 
playing simultaneously. They included crashing of cymbals, playing of timbrels or 
tambourines, blowing of conches and clarionets, beating of drums and kettle-drums in a 
pleasant and melodious form1.  

Women folk sang auspicious songs befitting the occasion everywhere, wherever 
they were present on that moment (as soon as this auspicious news reached their ears)2. 
(1-2) 

[Note—1The moment is for a grand celebration. Music played on musical instruments of 
various kinds to the accompaniment of melodious songs is part of such celebrations. 
These instruments were in vogue in those days. The kettle-drum is the standard musical 
instrument that is played by the gods in the sky (heaven). There are many references to 
this instrument played by the gods to celebrate special occasions. Some of these 
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occasions are the following:--(i) Birth of Lord Ram (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 191); (ii) Lord Ram breaking the bow 
(refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 262); (iii) Celebration of 
Lord Ram’s victory over the demon king Ravana at the end of the epic war of Lanka 
(refer: Lanka Kand, line no. 3 of Chanda no. 1 that precede Doha no. 103, and line no. 1 
of Doha no. 109). 
 The conch is blown prior to making of an important announcement, such as before 
the commencement of battle or after some great victory. It is also blown at the start and 
the end of an auspicious, religious ceremony, when one proceeds for a journey, and all 
such occasion that herald a change. For instance, when the marriage party of Lord Ram 
and his brothers left the kingdom of Janakpur for their own kingdom of Ayodhya, all 
these musical instruments mentioned here, including the conch, were played 
enthusiastically—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 344. 
 Geetawali of Tulsidas also captures this celebratory moment in its Baal Kand, verse 
no. 94. 
 2It is not practical that each and every woman of Janakpur was present in the arena 
where the bow was broken. Though a large number of them had come, but an equally 
large number could not be accommodated or had preferred to remain at home because 
they knew there won’t be sufficient space in the arena, no matter how vast it might have 
been, to accommodate each single citizen of the city. All the citizens had been eagerly 
waiting for the good news that Lord Ram has finally broken the bow. And when this 
news spread like wild-fire as soon as the bow broke, spontaneous celebrations erupted 
throughout the city. The women folk sprang up to dance and sing wherever they were 
present at that instant. Refer also to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 265 
below.]     

 
‚Áπã„U ‚Á„UÃ „U⁄U·Ë •ÁÃ ⁄UÊŸË – ‚ÍπÃ œÊŸ ¬⁄UÊ ¡ŸÈ ¬ÊŸËH 3H 
¡Ÿ∑§ ‹„U©U ‚ÈπÈ ‚ÙøÈ Á’„UÊß¸U – ¬Ò⁄UÃ Õ∑¥§ ÕÊ„U ¡ŸÈ ¬Êß¸H 4H 

 
sakhinha sahita haraṣī ati rānī. sūkhata dhāna parā janu pānī. 3. 
janaka lahē'u sukhu sōcu bihā'ī. pairata thakēṁ thāha janu pā'ī. 4. 
 
[These two verses, nos. 3 and 4, describe the happiness of Sita’s parents, the queen 
mother (Sunayana) and king Janak.] 
 The queen, along with her companions, was as happy and contented as a farmer is 
when it begins to rain just at the time when the horrible spectre of a drought was looming 
on the horizon1. (3) 
 Janak’s worries and consternations faded away just like the case of man who has 
become tired of swimming in deep water (of an ocean) and is about to give up when he 
suddenly finds a some solid land (or any float for that matter) that renews his hope and 
saves him from sure drowning2. (4) 

[Note—1The queen was very perplexed as to what would happen if Lord Ram does not or 
is unable to break the bow. She had confided with her close companion about her 
worries. This friend had then assured the queen not to be distressed and feel contrite as 
Lord Ram was sure to break the bow and marry Sita. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257.   
 But though the queen found some solace by this assurance, she was still skeptical as 
no one can predict with absolute certainty what is in store in the future. Her condition is 
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compared to a farmer who is on the edge and in great mental and emotional torment as he 
fears about the possibility of a severe drought which will ruin his harvest. He would pray 
to gods and discuss with everyone he meets to find some emotional support, but his mind 
is submerged in fear and worries. Then the unexpected miracle happens—when 
everything seems lost, when he has no more hopes of saving his harvest and has resigned 
himself to his fate, preparing to face the worst consequences that stare on his face, dark 
clouds portending the coming of rain suddenly, unexpectedly, appear on the horizon, and 
then soon it begins to rain heavily. Obviously, his joy will know no bounds.  
 In this metaphor, when all the kings had failed to move the bow, for the queeen it was 
like the looming drought that the farmer faces because Sita would have to remain 
unmarried for the rest of her life. No mother would ever want this to happen. It was 
tantamount to the farmer coming to utter ruin when his hope of a good harvest is 
destroyed without rainfall.  
 When all seemed lost, Lord Ram rose from his seat. It was like the unexpected 
appearance of the dark rain-bearing clouds in the horizon. The metaphor is exceptionally 
apt because Lord Ram had a dark complexion and was provider of solace and succour to 
all his devotees much like the rain-bearing clouds that provide the life-giving rain that 
quenches the thirst of the earth, helps produce crops, and provides happiness to all living 
beings. Hope rose as soon as the queen saw the Lord get up from his seat to proceed 
towards the bow—refer: Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257. 
 And when the Lord finally broke the bow, it was like the rain actually falling down 
on the parched field of the farmer, saving his crop and harvest. It is indeed a time to 
celebrate. 

2Refer also to: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/90, stanza no. 7; and (ii) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 286. 

The same logic applies to Sita’s father, king Janak. He too had lost all hopes of ever 
being able to marry Sita. He was a renowned king and could not act foolishly by breaking 
his vows and becoming a butt of laughter and scorn in the world. After all, he had to 
maintain his dignity and respect of his dynasty that had always stood by its words.  
 The mental and emotional condition of Janak is compared with a man about to get 
drowned when he suddenly sees a buoy floating towards him out of nowhere to save his 
life.   
 In this instance, when Janak had declared that Sita would have to remain unmarried 
because no one has been able to break the bow, he had virtually surrendered himself to 
his fate like a man who has lost all strength to swim any more and has resigned to his fate 
that he would be drowned. Then suddenly, unexpectedly and without his asking anybody, 
sage Vishwamitra ordered Lord Ram to go and break the bow to “remove the worries of 
Janak” (refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 254. This was like the case of 
tired swimmer who was about to give up and prepare himself to face the worst scenario 
of getting drowned when he suddenly feels some solid land below him. It is also like the 
case of a providential buoy that comes floating on its own volition to the drowning man 
to save him.  
 One really marvels at the skill of Tulsidas, the author of this great epic Ram Charit 
Manas, in employing excellent metaphors and wonderfully apt similes to highlight the 
subtle nuances of any development.]   

 
üÊË„UÃ ÷∞ ÷Í¬ œŸÈ ≈ÍU≈ – ¡Ò‚¥ ÁŒfl‚ ŒË¬ ¿UÁ’ ¿ÍU≈UH 5H 
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śrīhata bha'ē bhūpa dhanu ṭūṭē. jaisēṁ divasa dīpa chabi chūṭē. 5. 
 
[This verse describes the condition of the kings who had failed to move the bow.] 

The competing kings (who had failed to move and break the bow) lost all their 
glories, their countenances losing their shine to become faded just like the earthen lamps 
losing the illumination of their lights and fading away in importance to become irrelevant 
as soon as the sun rises and the day dawns. (5)  

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/90, stanza no. 6 also. 
When it is dark in the night, even a single lamp appears to shine brilliantly, its light 

illuminating its surroundings. Against the background of the darkness, the lighted lamp 
can be seen from a distant. But when the sun rises up in the sky, all these lamps become 
inconsequential, and even if they are lighted they do not attract attention. Against the 
brilliant illumination of the day and the dazzling light of the sun, the feeble light 
emanating from the wick of the lamp is as good as not being there at all. Millions of 
lighted lamps fade away in the presence of a single sun.  
 Here, all the thousands of kings are likened to the lamps in this verse. Their faces 
glowing with pride and self-importance are like the light around the wick of these lamps, 
and Lord Ram is compared to the single sun in the sky during the daytime. All the kings 
sulked and lost the sheen on their faces as soon as the bow broke because a single prince, 
Lord Ram, had put all of them to shame. It is exactly like the case of thousands of lighted 
lamps suddenly fading away when the sun rises in the sky.] 

    
‚Ëÿ ‚ÈπÁ„U ’⁄UÁŸ• ∑§Á„U ÷Ê°ÃË – ¡ŸÈ øÊÃ∑§Ë ¬Êß ¡‹È SflÊÃËH 6H 

 
sīya sukhahi barani'a kēhi bhām̐tī. janu cātakī pā'i jalu svātī. 6. 
 
[This verse describes the condition of Sita and her extreme sense of fulfillment.] 

How can sufficiently describe the joy and happiness that Sita felt (when Lord 
Ram broke the bow). Her condition was like a female Chatak bird who gets a drop of dew 
that falls during the Swati constellation. (6) 

[Note—The Chatak bird is famous for its determination to drink only that drop of dew or 
rain that falls during a special constellation of stars known as “Swati”. If it does not get 
this drop of water, it would prefer to die than to save its life by drinking from any other 
source of water. 
 Sita had decided that if she has to marry then she would marry Lord Ram and no one 
else. She would prefer to remain unmarried for life if she was denied marriage with Lord 
Ram. That is why she felt happy in her heart when none of the kings could move the bow 
and Laxman has stood up to challenge her father that if Lord Ram gives him permission 
he will break the bow as if it was a child’s play. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 254 above.  
 So, her dreams were realized when the Lord broke the bow. She felf a new life was 
given to her just like a Chatak bird who is about to die due to thirst is granted a drop of 
dew or rain-water during the Swati constellation. 
 The immense sense of contentedness and fulfillment of Sita is indescribable in 
words—refer also to Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 242.]  

 
⁄UÊ◊Á„U ‹πŸÈ Á’‹Ù∑§Ã ∑Ò§‚¥ – ‚Á‚Á„U ø∑§Ù⁄U Á∑§‚Ù⁄U∑È§ ¡Ò‚¥H 7H 
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rāmahi lakhanu bilōkata kaisēṁ. sasihi cakōra kisōraku jaisēṁ. 7. 
 
[This verse describes the happiness of Laxman, Lord Ram’s younger dear brother and 
constant companion.] 

Laxman watched Lord Ram, happily and with great affection, in a way a young 
Chakor bird looks at the full moon, enchanted and exhilarated in its heart. (7) 

[Note—The Chakor bird is said to be so enamoured of the moon that it fixes its gaze on 
the latter as soon as it rises in the east, follows the path of the moon across the sky and till 
it sets in the west. Likewise, Laxman watched his dear and loving brother Lord Ram 
closely: from the time he rose from his seat, walked upto the bow, and finally broke the 
bow and stood beside the broken pieces lying on the ground.  
  Laxman was not only a dear brother of Lord Ram but also his close friend and 
constant companion with whom the Lord shared all his thoughts. Laxman had served the 
Lord truly like a devoted servant during the 14 years of forest exile, carrying out all his 
orders and making the Lord’s stay in the forest as comfortable as possible. Laxman had 
remained vigilant and gave protection to Lord Ram and Sita throughout their forest 
sojourn, even going without sleep for this long period so that he can keep watch while the 
Lord and Sita rested. If there was any remote hint of danger or harm to Lord Ram, it was 
Laxman who stepped forward to give protection. There are countless instances to support 
these observations in Ram Charit Manas. Some of them are the following— 

(a) Baal Kand: (i) Doha no. 197; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 198; 
(iii) from Doha no. 230—to Doha no. 231; (iv) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha 
no. 238; (v) Doha no. 253 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8. 

(b) Ayodhya Kand: (i) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 70—to 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 72. (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 90; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 6 that precedes Doha no. 141; (iv) Chaupai line no. 2 
that precedes Doha no. 142; (v) Doha no. 230 along with its Chaupai line nos. 1-8. 

(c) Aranya Kand: (i) Doha no. 23; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 30. 
(d) Kishikindha Kand: Doha no. 18 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8.  
(e) Sundar Kand: Chaupai line nos. 1 and 5 that precede Doha no. 58. 
(f) Lanka Kand: Sortha no. 61 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-18. 

 
Hence, it was natural for Laxman feel jubilant when his beloved Lord and dear brother 
obtained victory by breaking the bow.  
 This happiness of Laxman also removes any doubt about his intentions when he had 
angrily said that if Lord Ram gives his permission then he would break the bow like it 
was some soft lotus flower. Laxman did not mean to either insult Lord Ram or marry Sita 
by breaking the bow. What he intended was to seek retribution and save the glory of Lord 
Ram because king Janak had declared in the Lord’s presence that “the world was empty 
of warriors because no one could break the bow”. How dare Janak make this statement in 
the presence of Lord Ram when the latter was not even invited to break the bow, or at 
least asked if he would like to try his hand at the bow. This infuriated Laxman as he 
could not tolerate such slight on his Lord.]    

    
‚ÃÊŸ¢Œ Ã’ •Êÿ‚È ŒËã„UÊ – ‚ËÃÊ° ª◊ŸÈ ⁄UÊ◊ ¬®„U ∑§Ëã„UÊH 8H 

 
satānanda taba āyasu dīnhā. sītām̐ gamanu rāma pahiṁ kīnhā. 8. 
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Then, on the orders of Satanand (the royal priest of king Janak), Sita proceeded towards 
Lord Ram (to put the victory garland on him). (8) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/96, stanza no. 2 also. 
It was a standard practice that before taking any action, a permission was needed 

from the family’s Guru. If that family happened to be the ruling family, then its Guru 
played the role of a royal priest as well.  

In the case of king Janak, this Guru and the royal family’s priest was Satanand, while 
in the case of king Dasrath of Ayodhya the royal priest was sage Vasistha.  
For Lord Ram and Laxman, this role of a Guru was assumed by sage Vishwamitra as he 
had taught them the secrets of the art of warfare and use of mystical weapons, and was 
their guardian in the forest as well as in Janakpur.   

There is an interesting point to note here. When Sita was summoned to come to the 
arena, king Janak had ordered that she be brought there, and not Satanand. But here it is 
Satanand who gives the orders to Sita to go and put the garland on Lord Ram. This 
difference is because Janak was Sita’s father, and a father can call his son or daughter any 
time he wants. No permission is needed by any father from anyone for this. But putting 
the victory garland on Lord Ram was a formal occasion as it would seal their marriage in 
an open court, which was a very important event. The whole of the marriage ceremony 
and its accompanying rituals needed the guidance and participation of the family’s Guru, 
and putting the victory garland on the would-be-groom was the first step in this process. 
Hence, the Guru had to be involved.  

We have already read about a similar thing earlier in the case of Lord Ram being 
summoned by his father to pay his obeisance to sage Vishwamitra when the latter had 
arrived in Ayodhya. But when the time came for sending the two brothers to the forest 
with the sage, their Guru sage Vasistha had to intervene. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 207, and Chaupai line nos. 8-9 that 
precede Doha no. 208. 

Now, when Lord Ram had broken the bow and claimed undisputed victory, Sita was 
automatically deemed to have become his bride according to the vows of king Janak 
(refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 250). But formalities had 
to be kept, and so Sita was needed to put the victory garland around the neck of Lord 
Ram to officially and formally acknowledge his victory and seal the bond that made them 
husband and wife in an open court. 

It is merely said in this verse that “Satanand has given his orders”, but it has not been 
clarified what orders he gave. The answer lies in common sense that it was for Sita to go 
and put the victory garland on the victor, who in this case was Lord Ram.  

Though her marriage with Lord Ram had been decided at the instant the bow was 
broken, but it was necessary for her to walk upto the Lord and voluntarily put the garland 
around his neck to show that she had accepted this alliance and was ready to become the 
Lord’s wife.  

Though seemingly superficial and merely a formality, this ritual of ‘putting the 
garland on the victor’ was necessary to make sure that the bride-to-be has no objection to 
accept the victor as her groom. In case she did not approve of him, she had one last 
chance to show her dislike and disapproval by refusing to garland him. Then her parents 
and the assembly would be given a hint that the girl is not ready to accept the 
competition’s victor as her groom, and then some other methods could be devised. This 
was an extremely crucial step in the entire process because the girl—whose whole future 
was tied to such marriage ceremonies as the one employed by Janak to marry his 
daughter Sita that were in vogue in ancient times—was not consulted by her parents 
before they decided on any method to find a suitable groom for her. The poor girl was left 
at the mercy of her parents in a patriarchal society. Hence, if the girl did not approve of 
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anyone who was to become her groom, she can publicly show her disapproval by 
refusing to garland him.  

In other words, this ritual of ‘garlanding the victor’ by the girl was used as a ‘safety 
valve’ to avoid future complications.]      

 
Îô0. ‚¢ª ‚πË¥ ‚È¢Œ⁄U øÃÈ⁄U ªÊfl®„U ◊¢ª‹øÊ⁄U– 

ªflŸË ’Ê‹ ◊⁄UÊ‹ ªÁÃ ‚È·◊Ê •¢ª •¬Ê⁄UH 263H 
 
dōhā.  

saṅga sakhīṁ sundara catura gāvahiṁ maṅgalacāra. 
gavanī bāla marāla gati suṣamā aṅga apāra. 263. 
 
Accompanied by her friends who were charming and clever, and who were singing 
auspicious songs suitable for the occasion, she (Sita) walked elegantly (towards Lord 
Ram with the garland in her hand) like a young Swan (a cygnet). Her countenance and 
form were exceptionally charming and beautiful to behold. (Doha no. 263) 

[Note—Sita was in full bridal gear. She was a princess, and therefore all measures must 
have been taken to adorn her with the best of ornaments and clothes; no effort was left to 
decorate her. The girls who accompanied her must have been selected carefully to match 
her elegance and glamour as they were the center-piece of the entire ceremony; all eyes 
would be focused on them. The best of beautiful girls of the kingdom must have been 
selected to accompany Sita.  
 Besides the criterion of beauty and charm, their level of wisdom, common sense and 
wit was also taken into consideration so that they could deftly handle any sticky situation 
that may arise which needed instant decision. Sita would be nervous and had to maintain 
her dignity, she would be required to conform to traditions by keeping her eyes and head 
low. Hence, those who accompanied her needed to be careful and witty. Refer also to 
Baal Kand, Doha no. 246 which has an identical idea. 
 Another quality that was required of the bride’s companions was their ability to sing 
auspicious songs of the marriage ceremony. This practice is still in vogue in India 
whereby the ladies accompanying the bride sing songs throughout the marriage rituals. 
Refer also to Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 311 which reiterates 
this view.] 

      
 
¿õ0. ‚Áπã„U ◊äÿ Á‚ÿ ‚Ù„UÁÃ ∑Ò§‚¥ – ¿UÁ’ªŸ ◊äÿ ◊„UÊ¿UÁ’ ¡Ò‚¥H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sakhinha madhya siya sōhati kaisēṁ. chabigana madhya mahāchabi jaisēṁ. 1. 
 
Sita looked so fabulous and extremely beautiful in the middle of her friends that this 
scene reminded one of a wonderful picture which was very enchanting and attractive in a 
general way, but its central figure was so remarkably outstanding that it stood out from 
the rest of its surroundings and caught one’s eyes instantly. (1) 
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[Note—A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
5-8 that precede Doha no. 230. The occasion was Sita’s arrival in the garden and Lord 
Ram seeing her for the first time. Her beauty and charm had held the Lord spell-bound.]  

 
∑§⁄U ‚⁄UÙ¡ ¡ÿ◊Ê‹ ‚È„UÊß¸ – Á’Sfl Á’¡ÿ ‚Ù÷Ê ¡®„U ¿UÊß¸H 2H 

 
kara sarōja jayamāla suhā'ī. bisva bijaya sōbhā jēhiṁ chā'ī. 2. 
 
She held a wonderful “victory garland” (jayamāla) in hands1.  

This garland personified (symbolized; represented) victory over the whole world; it 
appeared that the glory and fame of attaining undisputed triumph over the whole of the 
world were condensed and packed into the form of this ‘victory garland’2. (2) 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/96, stanza no. 1 also wherein it is 
said that it looked as if this garland was made by Kamdeo-cupid, the patron god of the 
virtues of beauty, comeliness and magnificence, himself. 
 (ii) ‘Janki Mangal’, verse no. 107. 

2This is because only a person who could break the formidable bow of Lord Shiva, a 
bow that Shiva had used to conquer the three legendary cities of the demon Tripura that 
was a metaphoric victory over all the three worlds, i.e. the heaven, the earth and the 
nether world, would become eligible to wear this ‘victory garland’. This garland stood as 
a symbol of victory over all the three levels of the universe as said above. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 250.]  

 
ÃŸ ‚∑§ÙøÈ ◊Ÿ ¬⁄U◊ ©U¿UÊ„Í – ªÍ…∏U ¬˝◊È ‹Áπ ¬⁄Uß Ÿ ∑§Ê„ÍUH 3H 

 
tana sakōcu mana parama uchāhū. gūṛha prēmu lakhi para'i na kāhū. 3. 
 
While Sita’s body showed all signs of modesty and restrained behaviour (as she walked 
slowly to put the garland around Lord Ram’s neck), her heart on the other hand was 
jumping with joy, it was exhilarant. No one could externally perceive the enormous 
amount of hidden joy and happiness that Sita felt inside her heart. (3) 

[Note—After all, this was the moment she was waiting for. Externally she had to 
maintain her calm and walk in a dignified manner as she was conscious of the fact that 
thousands of eyes are riveted on her. But her inner being was bubbling with joy and 
happiness. These moments were the best moments of her life. 
 A person’s eyes do not have the penetrating ability to see what goes inside the other 
person’s heart; only the external behaviour is seen. Hence, all those who were watching 
Sita had no inkling of the immensity of joy that filled her heart. The onlookers thought 
that the victory of Lord Ram had no special effect on Sita; they did not know how much 
she was affected. 
 This illusion of disinterest and nonchalance that was created by Sita’s external 
calmness led some of the frustrated kings to make a wrong deduction that she was not 
happy with this alliance but was reluctant to speak because of fear of her father and 
rebuke by the society. We shall read below that when Sita was reluctant to touch Lord 
Ram’s feet because she feared that she would also meet the same fate as Ahilya, the wife 
of sage Gautam who was liberated from her gross body as a stone to come alive in a 
divine body that she originally had (refer: Baal Kand, from Doha no. 210 and its 
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preceding Chaupai line no. 12—to Chanda line nos. 1, 14-16 that precede Doha no. 211), 
the defeated kings thought that she does not like to be married to Lord Ram, and so they 
stood up in revolt and created a ruckus, declaring their intention to prevent her marriage 
with the Lord—refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 265—
to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 266. 
 To give due credit to Sita it must be pointed out that she had maintained her poise 
throughout this ordeal—even when her future was hanging in the balance, she had shown 
minimal external signs of weakness and worry. Refer: from Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 257—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 259.]       

 
¡Êß ‚◊Ë¬ ⁄UÊ◊ ¿UÁ’ ŒπË – ⁄UÁ„U ¡ŸÈ ∑È§•°Á⁄U ÁøòÊ •fl⁄UπËH 4H 

 
jā'i samīpa rāma chabi dēkhī. rahi janu ku'am ̐ri citra avarēkhī. 4. 
 
When she reached near Lord Ram and looked at the Lord’s astounding beauty from so 
close a quarter, she was spell-bound by it and stood motionless as if in a daze and stone-
cast, resembling a portrait of a beautiful princess. (4) 

[Note—Till this time Sita had seen Lord Ram from a distance, whether it was in the 
garden where she had gone to offer prayers to goddess Parvati and had seen the Lord for 
the first time, and also when she stood in the arena during the bow-breaking event. Now, 
when she approached the Lord to put the victory garland on him, she saw him at close 
quarter, and the Lord’s stunning beauty completed dumbed her into immobility.  
 It was also the first time that Lord Ram was seeing the stupendous charm of Sita 
from so close. Hence it is practical to expect that both of them were enchanted with each 
other in equal measure. This fact is endorsed a little later in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, line nos. 3-4 of Chanda stanza no. 2 that precede Doha no. 323 which we shall be 
reading when we come to it during our narration.] 

 
øÃÈ⁄U ‚πË¥ ‹Áπ ∑§„UÊ ’È¤ÊÊß¸ – ¬Á„U⁄UÊfl„ÈU ¡ÿ◊Ê‹ ‚È„UÊß¸H 5H 
‚ÈŸÃ ¡Èª‹ ∑§⁄U ◊Ê‹ ©UΔUÊß¸ – ¬̋◊ Á’’‚ ¬Á„U⁄UÊß Ÿ ¡Êß¸H 6H 

 
catura sakhīṁ lakhi kahā bujhā'ī. pahirāvahu jayamāla suhā'ī. 5. 
sunata jugala kara māla uṭhā'ī. prēma bibasa pahirā'i na jā'ī. 6. 
 
The clever friends saw that the opportune moment was there, and they advised Sita to put 
the beautiful victory garland on Lord Ram1. (5) 

When Sita heard this advice, she raised her two hands with the victory garland, 
but she was so overwhelmed and numbed with love and affection for the Lord that she 
could not actually put the garland around his neck2. (6) 

[Note—1It has been said in the previous verse no. 4 that Sita was dazed at the sight of 
Lord Ram when she saw the Lord from up close. She was virtually immobile like an 
image in a painting. These two verses, nos. 5-6, expand upon it.  
 When the friends of Sita observed that she is standing motionless and time was 
passing away, they prodded her to put the garland on the Lord. As as been noted earlier, 
her companions were selected carefully, and only those who could handle delicate 
situations were allowed to accompany her. This was one such occasion which needed deft 
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handling. So, the wise friends muttered into Sita’s ears to stop procrastinating and put the 
garland on Lord Ram; why is she delaying?  

The same situation had prevailed earlier in the garden where also Sita had stood 
motionless on seeing Lord Ram and Laxman for the first time, and there also her friends 
had to wake her up from her trance-like state—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—
Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 232; Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha 
no. 234. 

2Sita woke up to the realities of life and raised her hands that held the garland to put 
it around Lord Ram’s neck. But a storm was still blowing in her heart and mind. She 
must have been thinking in these lines: “what is the necessity of this formality of putting 
the garland on the Lord when I have already accepted him as my eternal lord and master? 
”; Or that “this garland is made up of worldly flowers that would dry up and shrink in due 
course of time, so why should I use it to express my love for the Lord that is eternal and 
more beautiful than the flowers of this garland?”; Or that “why should I not embrace the 
Lord with my outstretched arms and encircle his neck with a natural wreath symbolized 
by them instead of using an aritificial garland to express my love for him?” 

In order to put the garland around the Lord’s neck and drape it on his broad shoulders 
and chest, she had to move still closer to him. It was like a dream come true for Sita! For 
some moments she forgot that she was here to perform some formal task in the full glare 
of the public. She instead dreamt of embracing her beloved Lord right there. The physical 
movement of the hands that was required to put the garland around the neck was similar 
to actually reaching for the Lord with her outstretched hands and then making a circle 
around his neck with these hands to bring him closer and embracing him. In other words, 
these thoughts so overwhelmed Sita that she did not realize that her internal emotions are 
translating into external delay in observing the formality of garlanding the victor.   

So we see how these and such other thoughts made Sita hesitate for a fleeting 
moment before she finally put the garland around the Lord’s neck.]   

 
‚Ù„UÃ ¡ŸÈ ¡Èª ¡‹¡ ‚ŸÊ‹Ê – ‚Á‚Á„U ‚÷ËÃ ŒÃ ¡ÿ◊Ê‹ÊH 7H 

 
sōhata janu juga jalaja sanālā. sasihi sabhīta dēta jayamālā. 7. 
 
The fascinating sight of Sita’s two raised hands holding the victory garland in front of the 
face of Lord Ram resembled the sight of two tender lotus flowers with their stalks 
attempting hesitatingly to encircle the moon in a gesture that meant that they want to 
adorn (honour) it with a garland of victory. (7) 

[Note—In this wonderful metaphor, Lord Ram’s beautiful face is compared to the full 
moon, while the two raised hands of Sita are likened to the stalks of the lotus flowers. 
The two fists of Sita that hold the two upper ends of the garland are like the lotus flowers 
themselves. 
 This imagery is so remarkable and fascinating. Since the face of the Lord is in the 
middle of the circle formed by the Sita’s raised hands holding the garland, it is likened to 
viewing the disc of the moon through the circle formed by two lotus flowers touching 
each other atop their long stalks. 
 A striking resemblance is found at one other place—when Lord Ram applies 
vermillion powder on the head of Sita during the wedding rites. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 8-9 that precede Doha no. 325. When read together, 
they appear to be a symphony in verses. 
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Refer also to the books (i)‘Janki Mangal’ of Tulsidas, verse no. 109; and (ii) 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/96, stanza no. 4.]   

 
ªÊfl®„U ¿UÁ’ •fl‹ÙÁ∑§ ‚„U‹Ë – Á‚ÿ° ¡ÿ◊Ê‹ ⁄UÊ◊ ©U⁄U ◊‹ËH 8H 

 
gāvahiṁ chabi avalōki sahēlī. siyam̐ jayamāla rāma ura mēlī. 8.  
 
Watching this charming and magnificent scene (as described in earlier verses), the friends 
of Sita began to sing in merriment. At that moment (or alerted by their singing), Sita 
finally put the victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram and draped it on his chest as 
its adornment (as well as an unequivocal declaration of Lord’s victory and an affirmation 
of her acceptance of the Lord as her dear husband).  

{This verse can be read as follows-“When the friends of Sita saw the beautiful 
sight of Sita standing with the garland in front of Lord Ram, they felt so exhilarated that 
they began singing songs spontaneously. This alerted Sita, and so she finally put the 
victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram so that it draped on the Lord’s chest.” 

There is yet another way of reading it as follows—“When the friends of Sita saw 
the wonderful sight that Sita has put the victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram and 
it is resting elegantly on the chest of the Lord, they broke out in spontaneous singing of 
auspicious songs befitting the occasion.”} (8) 

[Note—Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/90, stanza no. 10; and verse no. 
1/93, stanza no. 3. 
 The entire episode of Sita garlanding Lord Ram has been narrated in Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 1/96 also. 

We have seen earlier how Sita was dazed and stood motionless with the garland. Her 
friends had told her to put the garland on Lord Ram in verse no. 5 above, but still Sita did 
not. The reason for her delaying is explained in verse no. 6, that she was overwhelmed 
and rendered immobile with emotions of affection and love for the Lord.  
 People were watching intently from all directions. So these ‘clever and wise’ friends 
thought that instead of telling Sita quietly and whispering into her ears not to delay any 
further because the whole assembly was watching, they decided to sing appropriate songs 
that are sung when the victory garland is actually put on the victor. This was a master 
stroke by them—because it alerted Sita and pulled her out of her loving reverie.  

To those watching from their seats in the arena which were at a considerable distance 
from the spot where Sita was standing, surrounded by her friends, in front of Lord Ram, 
the songs camouflaged the delay in Sita putting the garland around the neck of the Lord. 
As soon as they began singing appropriate songs, the people sitting around the extensive 
area of the arena thought that the garland has been put on Lord Ram, whereas the fact 
was that it still was in Sita’s hands. Meanwhile, Sita suddenly realized her folly, and 
immediately put the garland around the neck of the Lord. This clever ploy of the friends 
had saved Sita from great embarrassment and scandalous gossip. 

2While in the first interpretation of this verse, Sita hadn’t put the garland on Lord 
Ram when the friends started singing songs so as to subtly alert her, to remind her to go 
ahead and not delay any further as her standing with the garland without actually putting 
it on the Lord is creating an extremely piquant and uneasy situation, the second 
interpretation is that they began to sing once Sita had put the garland on the Lord.  

This verse is a typical instance of the wonder in Tulsidas’ composition—that a single 
statement can be interpreted and read in a variety of ways, depending on the way the 
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reader visualises the actual events as they may have unfolded at the time of their 
happening.]  

 

 
âô0. ⁄UÉÊÈ’⁄U ©U⁄U ¡ÿ◊Ê‹ ŒÁπ Œfl ’Á⁄U‚®„U ‚È◊Ÿ– 

‚∑È§ø ‚∑§‹ ÷È•Ê‹ ¡ŸÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ⁄UÁ’ ∑È§◊ÈŒªŸH 264H 
 
sōraṭhā.  

raghubara ura jayamāla dēkhi dēva barisahiṁ sumana. 
sakucē sakala bhu'āla janu bilōki rabi kumudagana. 264. 
 
When the gods saw that the victory garland has adorned the chest of Lord Ram, they 
showered flowers (from the sky).  

On the other hand, the kings (who had attempted to lift the bow but had failed) 
felt ashamed and shrank due to embarrassment and disgrace like the lily that shrivels up 
and closes its petals at the sight of the sun2. (Sortha/Doha no. 264) 

[Note—1The gods have expressed their joy by two means—by showering flowers and by 
playing musical instruments. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 
6 that precedes Doha no. 262 where flowers have been showered upon the Lord; and (ii) 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes the same Doha no. 262 that says that musical 
instruments were played and dancing and singing had broken out in the sky.  
 Similar idea is expressed in Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that follow hereinafter just below 
the present Sortha.  

2Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 238; and (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 263.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ¬È⁄U •L§ CÿÙ◊ ’Ê¡Ÿ ’Ê¡ – π‹ ÷∞ ◊Á‹Ÿ ‚ÊœÈ ‚’ ⁄UÊ¡H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

pura aru byōma bājanē bājē. khala bha'ē malina sādhu saba rājē. 1. 
 
Musical instruments started playing in the city (of Janakpur) as well as in the sky (i.e. in 
the heavens)1. Those who were wicked went into depression (were dejected and 
depressed; they hid their faces), while those who were virtuous and saintly beamed with 
joy (i.e. became happy and joined in the celebrations)2. (1) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/93, stanza no. 1 also. 
2There were two categories of people—one who had a dominance of ‘Tama Guna’ or 

the evil qualities dominating their mind and heart, and the other who had the ‘Sata Guna’ 
or the virtuous qualities dominating their character.  

The first category of people was that who were inherently wicked and inclined to be 
jealous with everyone, and enjoy when others suffer even if their sufferings won’t do 
them any personal good. These people would have preferred that no one breaks the bow 
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and there was gloom and grief all around. Then they would have fodder for gossip and 
spreading of scandals, such as saying that Janak had done this and that misdeed in his life 
and it is the result of it that he has to suffer. They could not tolerate others being happy; 
celebration and festivities were like painful sores for them. This group of people included 
the selfish, haughty and over-jealous kings who had thrown all caution and principles of 
morality to the wind when thousands of them had together tried to move the bow without 
bothering the horrible consequences of their action upon the marital future of Sita if they 
had managed to move and break the bow. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) 
from Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precedes Doha no. 245; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 251; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precedes Doha no. 266; (iv) 
Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 241; and (v) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 263.  

The second category of people was that who had seen a divine aura around Lord Ram 
and could judge the situation wisely, if not by anything else than at least by the use of 
common sense when they found that the mighty sage Vishwamitra was in the Lord’s 
favour, and that amongst all those who were present as candidates vying to marry Sita, it 
was Lord Ram who fit the bill perfectly because of so many factors, such as his age that 
was in consonant with the age of Sita, his charm and beauty that matched Sita’s, and his 
demeanours and manners, his elegance and dignity and the way he carried himself that 
was most suitable for someone who would become a royal groom and an honoured guest 
of the renowned kingdom of Janakpur. In this category of people we include those kings 
who desisted from participating in the bow lifting competition precisely for the reasons 
listed above. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246; (ii) from 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 266—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 267; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 5, that precedes Doha no. 241. 

Amongst this category of wise people were those who were pious, holy and saintly 
who could see in the form of Lord Ram a personified form of the deity they 
worshipped—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1, 4-5 that precede Doha no. 242.  

The citizens of Janakpur also come under the second category because they would 
not have liked gloom and despair to descend upon the kingdom; they all wanted that Sita 
be married to Lord Ram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 222—to Doha no. 223; (ii) Chaupai line no. 7, that precedes 
Doha no. 252; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1, 8 that precede Doha no. 262 etc. 

And of course, the family members of Sita, her parents and friends and other kith and 
kin, the gods in heaven and the sages and others on earth too come under the second 
category as all of them felt very happy when Lord Ram had broken the bow—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precede Doha no. 262; and 
(ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 263.]  

 
‚È⁄U ®∑§Ÿ⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊª ◊ÈŸË‚Ê – ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ∑§Á„U Œ®„U •‚Ë‚ÊH 2H 

 
sura kinnara nara nāga munīsā. jaya jaya jaya kahi dēhiṁ asīsā. 2. 
 
All the pious and noble souls, such as the gods (sura), the kinnars (celestial dancers), the 
human beings (nara), the subterranean creatures represented by the ‘Naagas’ (nāga; 
serpents), and the sages, seers, hermits and ascetics (collectively called the ‘munīsā’)—
all of them broke out in a chorus of praises for the Lord, Sri Ram. They collectively 
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blessed the Lord (dēhiṁ asīsā) and hailed his victory by chanting ‘Hail, Hail; Glory to 
the Lord (jaya jaya jaya kahi)!’ (2) 

[Note—All these entities collectively represented the three levels of the world—viz. the 
gods and kinnars represented the heaven, the humans and the sages represented the 
terrestrial world, and the serpents represented the subterranean world.  
 In other words, the victory of Lord Ram was welcomed and celebrated by all the 
good creatures in this world, in whatever form they were. We have already read in verse 
no. 1 above that only those who were good at heart welcomed the Lord’s victory and 
celebrated the occasion. Refer also to Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 262. 
 A similar situation prevailed when Lord Ram won the war at Lanka and had slayed 
the demon king Ravana. At that time also, there was a chorous of praise and blessings for 
the Lord from all directions—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
10-11 that precede Doha no. 103.] 

   
ŸÊø®„U ªÊfl®„U Á’’Èœ ’œÍ≈UË¥ – ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ∑È§‚È◊Ê¢¡Á‹ ¿ÍU≈UË¥H 3H 

 
nācahiṁ gāvahiṁ bibudha badhūṭīṁ. bāra bāra kusumān ̄jali chūṭīṁ. 3. 
 
All sorts of heavenly dames and damsels (such as the consorts of different gods of 
various denominations, as well as the celestial nymphs or dancers known as Apsaras) 
began dancing and singing merrily. They filled their hands with flowers and repeatedly 
sprinkled them (upon Lord Ram and Sita from the sky). (3) 

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4 and 6 that 
precede Doha no. 262.] 

 
¡„°U Ã„°U Á’¬˝ ’ŒœÈÁŸ ∑§⁄U„UË¥ – ’¢ŒË Á’Á⁄UŒÊflÁ‹ ©U“Ê⁄U„UË¥H 4H 

 
jaham ̐ taham ̐ bipra bēdadhuni karahīṁ. bandī biridāvali uccarahīṁ. 4. 
 
Here and there and everywhere, the Brahmins (individually as well as in groups) were 
chanting verses from the Vedas and the bards and minstrels were singing the glories of 
the royal dynasty. (4) 

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 262 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line no. 5 in the context of the breaking of the bow, and (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 194, as well as Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 195 in the context of the celebrations that marked the birth of Lord Ram and his three 
brothers at Ayodhya.] 

 
◊Á„U ¬ÊÃÊ‹ ŸÊ∑§ ¡‚È CÿÊ¬Ê – ⁄UÊ◊ ’⁄UË Á‚ÿ ÷¢¡©U øÊ¬ÊH 5H 

 
mahi pātāla nāka jasu byāpā. rāma barī siya bhan̄jē'u cāpā. 5. 
 
The auspicious news and glad tidings that Lord Ram has married Sita by breaking the 
bow spread to all corners of the world, such as the terrestrial world (earth), the nether 
world and the subterranean world. (5) 
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[Note—Refer also to (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 and 
Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 261; (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 262; and (b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/93, stanza no. 3.] 

 
∑§⁄UÁ„¢U •Ê⁄UÃË ¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – Œ®„U ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U Á’ÙÊ Á’‚Ê⁄UËH 6H 

 
karahiṁ āratī pura nara nārī. dēhiṁ nichāvari bittā bisārī. 6. 
 
The men and women folk of the city waved lighted lamps before the couple (Lord Ram 
and Sita) to ward off any bad effects of evil eyes or by evil spirits (in a ritual known as 
the ‘performing of the Aarti’)1, and they gave away abundant gifts irrespective of their 
financial standing to celebrate the occasion as well as to invoke the blessings of the 
receivers of such gifts2 for the welfare of the couple. (6) 

[Note—An identical idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas in Baal Kand where the birth 
of Lord Ram and his three brothers has been described.  

1Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 194 that mentions the 
performance of the ritual of “Aarti” by the women folk of Ayodhya for the welfare of the 
newly born brothers.  
 The “Aarti” is a formal ritual in which lighted earthen lamps are arranged on a platter 
along with other items such as rice grains, coloured powder, incense sticks etc. and 
waved in a clockwise fashion or in a to-and-fro pattern before the person who is to be 
honoured or blessed.  
 Aarti is usually accompanied by showering of flowers upon the person who is being 
honoured or blessed, or putting a garland around his neck.   

2Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 194 which describes how the 
citizens of Ayodhya liberally gave away gifts and whatever valuables they had to anyone 
who sought them to celebrate the happy occasion of birth of Lord Ram and his three 
brothers. Even those who received these gifts did not keep them for themselves, but they 
gave them to others in an all-pervading spirit of generosity and magnanimity, of 
celebration and festivities.]    

 
‚Ù„UÁÃ ‚Ëÿ ⁄UÊ◊ ∑Ò§ ¡Ù⁄UË – ¿UÁ’ ®‚ªÊL§ ◊Ÿ„È°U ∞∑§ ΔUÙ⁄UËH 7H 

 
sōhati sīya rāma kai jōrī. chabi siṅgāru manahum̐ ēka ṭhōrī. 7.  
 
The image of the couple, Sita and Lord Ram, looked so fabulous and fascinating as if 
personified forms of the virtues of beauty and love respectively have come together to 
stand beside each other. (7) 

[Note—In this imagery, Lord Ram is likened to the virtue of love, and Sita to beauty. 
 Likening Lord Ram to the virtue of ‘love’ is very significant here because till this 
moment it was Sita who has been repeatedly depicted as the one who has developed 
affection for Lord Ram. There are many instances where her love and affection for the 
Lord have been stressed. On the other hand, Lord Ram has been portrayed as being the 
recipient of this affection. 
 This has happened during the bow-breaking event that is currently being described 
here {refer:--(i) Doha no. 257; (ii) Doha no. 258 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 1; and 
(iii) Chaupai line nos. 3-7 that precede Doha no. 259}, and earlier when Sita met Lord 
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Ram for the first time in the garden {refer:--(i) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha 
no. 232; (ii) Doha no. 234 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 5.} 

So it was necessary to make the record straight and point out that even Lord Ram had 
love and affection for Sita in equal measure in which she had them for him, as has been 
done in the present verse.  

The fact that Sita was a personified form of beauty is undisputed. Even Lord Ram has 
acknowledged this. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 230 along with 
its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8; (ii) Doha no. 231; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that 
precede Doha no. 235; and (iv) from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 237—to 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 238.  

Again, Sita’s beauty has been extensively described with the help of metaphors in 
Doha no. 247 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8. 

So we see that this verse acts as bridge to bring together the twin virtues of beauty 
and love so they form a formidable force to reckon with.]        

  
‚πË¢ ∑§„U®„U ¬˝÷È¬Œ ª„ÈU ‚ËÃÊ – ∑§⁄UÁÃ Ÿ ø⁄UŸ ¬⁄U‚ •ÁÃ ÷ËÃÊH 8H 

 
sakhīṁ kahahiṁ prabhupada gahu sītā. karati na carana parasa ati bhītā. 8. 
 
Sita’s friends told her to bow (or kneel) down to touch the feet of Lord Ram (as a gesture 
of showing respect to him, as well as to surrender or submit her self before the Lord). But 
Sita hesitated in touching the Lord’s feet as she was afraid to do so. [As a result, she 
remained standing before Lord Ram.] (8) 

[Note—The reason for Sita’s reluctance and fear has been given in the next Doha no. 265 
that follows below. 
 Touching the feet of elders, learned people, one’s husband or parent or teacher etc, is 
a gesture of showing respect and honour to them is a tradition in vogue since ancient 
times. For instance, Lord Ram and Laxman had bowed and touched the feet of sage 
Vishwamitra at many places—viz. Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 238, (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 239, etc.] 
 When king Janak had met sage Vishwamitra, he had knelt down and touched his head 
to the feet of the sage—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 215. 
 Earlier, when Lord Ram and Laxman had departed from Ayodhya to accompany sage 
Vishwamitra to the forest, the Lord had gone to touch the feet of his mother—refer: Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 208 Ka. 
 Later on in this story we read that when Lord Ram had gone to his mother to seek her 
permission to go to the forest, he had bowed at her feet—refer: Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 52. 
 At the time of leaving Ayodhya, he had bid farewell to his father Dasrath as well as 
the royal priest sage Vasistha in the same way, by bowing at their feet—refer: Ayodhya 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 77; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 79.  

Lord Ram had bowed at the feet of all elders, Brahmins and his Guru sage Vasistha 
before proceeding to the forest: refer—Ayodhya Kand, (i) Doha no. 79; and (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 81.  

Moving further ahead we see that when Bharat, the younger brother of Lord Ram, 
meets him in the forest where the former had gone to try to persuade the Lord to return to 
Ayodhya, he had also fallen at the feet of Lord Ram—refer: Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 240.  
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Then we see that Hanuman, the monkey devotee of the Lord, had also fallen down at 
the feet of the Lord when they first met at the foothills of Mt. Rishyamook—refer: 
Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 2.]  

 

     
Îô0. ªıÃ◊ ÁÃÿ ªÁÃ ‚È⁄UÁÃ ∑§Á⁄U Ÿ®„U ¬⁄U‚ÁÃ ¬ª ¬ÊÁŸ– 

◊Ÿ Á’„U‚ ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢‚◊ÁŸ ¬˝ËÁÃ •‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ¡ÊÁŸH 265H 
 
dōhā.  

gautama tiya gati surati kari nahiṁ parasati paga pāni. 
mana bihasē raghubansamani prīti alaukika jāni. 265. 
 
Remembering (recalling) the fate of sage Gautam’s wife Ahilya, Sita was reluctant to 
touch the feet of Lord Ram1. 

‘Raghubansamani’ (Lord Ram, the gem of king Raghu’s dynasty) realised the 
sublime and divine nature of Sita’s love for him, and so he smiled internally (instead of 
feeling uneasy due to her hesitance to touch his feet)2. (Doha no. 265) 

[Note—1Please refer to a detailed note on Ahilya appended to Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 11-12 that precede Doha no. 210 above.  
 The news of Ahilya turning from the visible gross form of a stone into an invisible 
subtle form as the wife of sage Guatam when Lord Ram touched her with the dust of his 
feet, and then ascending to the heaven to join her husband, had spread far and wide. 
Everyone in Janakpur was aware of it—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 
221.  
 Sita feared that if she touched the Lord’s feet then chances are that her soul would 
also be freed from its gross body which the world recognised as ‘Sita’, the daughter of 
king Janak. She would then have to assume her original sublime form as goddess Laxmi. 
Well, how then will she serve Lord Ram, whom she knew to be a human form of Lord 
Vishnu, her eternal divine Lord in the heaven, and how will then she accompany him in a 
gross visual form on this earth to help him accomplish the task of killing the demons? 
Being the divine goddess Laxmi who is a consort of Lord Vishnu, she was taken into 
confidence by the Lord at the time of coming down to earth, and was told that she will 
have to play the role of a bait by which the demon king Ravana would be trapped and 
finally killed by Lord Vishnu in his human form as Lord Ram. We will read that the Lord 
reminded her of this role just prior to her abduction by Ravana. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 23—to Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 24. 
 So, if by chance Sita gets to leave her gross body as the daughter of king Janak and is 
transformed into goddess Laxmi by the mystical and powerful effect of touching Lord 
Ram’s holy feet—which incidentally must be remembered, has a natural and inherent 
power to give liberation and deliverance to the soul of all living beings from the 
grossness that surrounds it in this world—then the whole plan devised to eliminate the 
demons and free the gods and the earth from their terror would fall apart. This cannot be 
allowed to happen. 
 Sita was undecided because she thought that if her gross body was discarded and 
replaced with a subtle form while her beloved Lord was still in his gross human form, 
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then how will she serve him and help him in carrying out his duty to give protection the 
gods and earth by eliminating the evil forces represented by the cruel demons.   
 But while the reason for Sita’s hesitation was realised by Lord Ram, and he felt 
extremely happy in his heart, the wicked kings who were watching from the stands 
misinterpreted it as a sign of Sita’s unwillingness to accept Lord Ram as her husband. 
Putting the ‘victory garland’ on the victor is one thing as no one could deny that Lord 
Ram had broken the bow and had publicly become eligible for this honour, but accepting 
him as a husband by Sita in a whole-hearted manner, without any reservation and with 
full submission, was another thing.  

This misinterpretation of Sita’s internal feelings for Lord Ram that was triggered by 
her delay to touch his feet was compounded by her delaying to put the garland around the 
Lord a few moments earlier—refer: Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 264 above.  
We shall soon read that the defeated and frustrated kings stood up in revolt menacingly, 
and there was a spectre of a fierce battle had sage Parashuram not arrived at that time. 
The sage’s arrival was ostensibly was to seek revenge for breaking the bow of Lord 
Shiva, but it sent kings scrambling for cover because the sage was renowned to 
mercilessly punish kings at the slightest wrong committed by them. All these 
developments have been elaborately described below, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 266—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 268. 

2Lord Ram realised Sita’s internal feelings as he was all-knowing and omniscient. 
We have already read how the Lord had judged Sita’s love for him before he decided to 
actually break the bow. In this context, refer specially to (i) Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 259; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Sortha/Doha no. 261 
above.  

The Lord had witnessed this behaviour of Sita earlier also in the garden where they 
had met for the first time. At that time also she had become so stunned at the sight of the 
Lord that she had been rendered completely immobile—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precede Doha no. 232.  

So, the Lord was not surprised either when Sita delayed to put the garland on him, 
and when she delayed to touch his feet.] 

  
  
¿õ0. Ã’ Á‚ÿ ŒÁπ ÷Í¬ •Á÷‹Ê· – ∑Í§⁄U ∑§¬ÍÃ ◊Í…∏U ◊Ÿ ◊ÊπH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

taba siya dēkhi bhūpa abhilāṣē. kūra kapūta mūṛha mana mākhē. 1. 
 
Then, looking at Sita (i.e. watching that she was reluctant to both put the garland on Lord 
Ram and also hesitating to bow down to touch his feet1), some of the kings who had no 
scruples, were morally degenerate, were a scar on the reputation of their respective royal 
families, and were extremely stupid, rose up in revolt because they had a subdued and 
oppressed longing for Sita2. (1) 

[Note—1Refer to an elaborate note appended to Doha no. 265 above.  
 These were the same kings who refused to heed sane advice given by their 
compatriots that they shouldn’t try to break the bow and invite sure defeat and its 
attendent humiliation because all subtle indications are that Sita would be married to 
Lord Ram as he was not an ordinary human prince but Lord Vishnu and the one whom 
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even Lord Shiva, the lord of the bow that is to be broken, worships. Therefore, how can 
these ‘stupid and ill-witted’ kings expect Shiva to favour them instead of Lord Ram? 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
245—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 246. 
 2But these kings were so overcome with passion and lust on the one hand, and itching 
for a revenge for their abject defeat and humiliation when they failed to lift and string the 
great bow that they all threw all caution and decency to the wind and rose up in revolt, 
creating a pandemonium in the packed arena.  

Their senseless action only added to their self-invited ridicule and public sensor and 
scorn as it not only proved their moral turpitude but also established the stupidity and 
perversion of their minds in the face of the fact that they had all failed to move the bow 
individually as well as jointly when thousands of them had tried to lift the bow 
simultaneously without bothering about the immorality and impropriety of this act. These 
wicked kings should have kept their wits together and remained silent, sittingly quietly in 
their seats to avoid further embarrassment. They should have realized that they had 
already committed a grave sin by trying to break the bow in their thousands—because 
had they been successful, Sita would be married to ‘thousands of kings at the same time’, 
making her ‘a wife of all of them’ at once! It was, in the first place, such an extremely 
ridiculous and absurd proposition that it ought to have made them remorseful, regretful, 
repentant and shameful to the extreme. But on the contrary, they had now started 
shouting and making a mockery of themselves because these maddened kings’ mind and 
intellect and the common sense of propriety and probity were so much eclipsed by 
delusions that were driven by passion and fired by their jealous zeal to grab Sita at any 
cost that they had not thought of the huge negativity and ignominious consequences that 
would come in the wake of their creating a nuisance by their raucous behaviour that 
caused an un-called for pandemonium in the middle of a sober royal assembly of great 
kings and princes from all the corners of the world, especially when all those assembled 
had themselves witnessed the defeat of these mischief-mongers when the latter could not 
break the bow and returned to their seats with a down-cast head. These rascals did not 
even think of the negative name their respective families would get by their irrational and 
pervert behaviour.  

As it turned out finally, they did get shame and ignominy. They were so extremely 
idiotic that inspite of seeing how Lord Ram had so easily broken the same bow which 
they could not as much as move in their thousands, they still wanted to challenge the 
authority and might of the Lord. Didn’t they witness Laxman’s anger a little while ago, 
and how even king Janak could not reprimand him? Didn’t they realise that Lord Ram’s 
marriage with Sita by breaking of the bow had the unreserved blessing of the mighty sage 
Vishwamitra whose mystical powers were well known? Didn’t they understand that Sita 
had already put the garland on Lord Ram, and for all practical purposes was his bride, 
and in this condition how immoral it is to even think of grabbing her and preventing her 
from marrying the Lord? Didn’t they realise that now Lord Ram and Laxman would wipe 
them out if they dared do any nonsense?  

But still these stupid, ill-witted and pervert kings were so overwhelmed by lust and 
passions that they could not desist from making a last-ditch attempt to marry Sita.  

Now, in the following verses we shall read what they did and said.] 
    
©UÁΔU ©UÁΔU ¬Á„UÁ⁄U ‚ŸÊ„U •÷Êª – ¡„°U Ã„°U ªÊ‹ ’¡ÊflŸ ‹ÊªH 2H 

 
uṭhi uṭhi pahiri sanāha abhāgē. jaham ̐ taham̐ gāla bajāvana lāgē. 2. 
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These wretched kings rose from their seats one after another, tied their body armours (to 
get ready for battle), and began to boast. [What they said is narrated below in verse nos. 
3-5.] (2) 
 [Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/95, stanza no. 1 also.] 

 
‹„ÈU ¿U«∏UÊß ‚Ëÿ ∑§„U ∑§Ù™§ – œÁ⁄U ’Ê°œ„ÈU ŸÎ¬ ’Ê‹∑§ ŒÙ™§H 3H 
ÃÙ⁄¥U œŸÈ·È øÊ«∏U Ÿ®„U ‚⁄Uß¸ – ¡ËflÃ „U◊Á„U ∑È§•°Á⁄U ∑§Ù ’⁄Uß¸H 4H 
¡ı¥ Á’Œ„ÈU ∑§¿ÈU ∑§⁄ÒU ‚„UÊß¸ – ¡ËÃ„ÈU ‚◊⁄U ‚Á„UÃ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 5H 

 
lēhu chaṛā'i sīya kaha kō'ū. dhari bām̐dhahu nṛpa bālaka dō'ū. 3. 
tōrēṁ dhanuṣu cāṛa nahiṁ sara'ī. jīvata hamahi ku'am̐ri kō bara'ī. 4. 
jauṁ bidēhu kachu karai sahā'ī. jītahu samara sahita dō'u bhā'ī. 5. 
 
Some of them ranted as follows—‘Snatch Sita by force, and capture and hold in bondage 
the two princes of the king (i.e. Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman). (3) 

Merely breaking the bow won’t suffice to satisfy his (Lord Ram’s) desire (to 
marry Sita). Say, how can anyone dare to marry the princess as long as we are alive?  

[To wit, let Ram be sure that the matter is not as easily settled as he thinks it to be. 
First he will have to prove his mettle, valour, strength and eligibility to marry such a great 
princess as Sita by vanquishing us in a combat if he wishes to fulfil his dream of 
marrying her. We smell a rat; there seems to be some cunning underhand method 
contrived to make him so easily break the mighty bow which our combined might failed 
to move even a fraction of an inch. No, it is not a cake-walk for him; never as long as we 
are around, and it is not going to be otherwise.] (4) 

If Videha (king Janak) tries to help them (Lord Ram and Laxman), we will win 
him along with the two brothers in the battle.’ (5) 

[Note—The intention of the wicked kings was clear: they were ready for bloodshed. The 
reason is that passion and lust aside, they faced the prospect of shame, disgrace and 
humiliation when they returned empty-handed to their respective kingdoms. This was 
unacceptable by all of them. In their madness to save their dignity they thought that with 
all of them joining hands it would be very easy to defeat king Janak and his army in a 
battle if they tried to protect Sita and side with the two brothers.  
 This episode of Sita’s marriage hinging on an absurd condition of breaking of a bow 
without considering other factors such as testing the qualifications, abilities, family 
history, personal character and temperament of the would-be groom, or even without 
consulting the girl whose entire future was at stake, and open declaration of war for such 
minor issues as marrying this or that girl, especially when she has already been officially 
declared as a bride of a particular man, is a sad and poignant commentary of the ways the 
society worked and the conditions that prevailed in ancient India.  
 We have read above that these kings were “stupid and ill-witted”. Didn’t they realize 
that if king Janak decided to order his huge army to surround and disarm them, what 
would they do; what chance did they have against the huge army of Janakpur with only a 
few, a handful and a limited number of body-guards and soldiers who had accompanied 
them to Janakpur as escorts and official retinue that routinely accompanies a king going 
to attend an invitation?  
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Common sense says that they stood no chance, but passion and prospects of shame 
had the better of them when they decided to revolt. 
 Besides this logic, the other reason for them being decidedly “stupid” is that it was 
well known to them that the bow belonged to Lord Shiva, and they themselves had tried 
their best, both individually and jointly, to move it, but had failed miserably. The same 
bow was broken so easily by Lord Ram. Couldn’t they realize that there must be some 
hidden mystery in this development? They had been explicitly warned not to make a fool 
of themselves by wiser kings who had told them that Lord Ram and Sita were personified 
forms of the Lord and Mother of this world respectively, and that Lord Ram was 
worshipped even by Lord Shiva himself, but these kings paid no heed. These kings have 
also been described as being driven by passion and lust, as well as by arrogance and self-
pride. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 246.] 

 
‚ÊœÈ ÷Í¬ ’Ù‹ ‚ÈÁŸ ’ÊŸË – ⁄UÊ¡‚◊Ê¡Á„U ‹Ê¡ ‹¡ÊŸËH 6H 
’‹È ¬˝ÃÊ¬È ’Ë⁄UÃÊ ’«∏UÊß¸ – ŸÊ∑§ Á¬ŸÊ∑§Á„U ‚¢ª Á‚œÊß¸H 7H 
‚Ùß ‚Í⁄UÃÊ Á∑§ •’ ∑§„È°U ¬Êß¸ – •Á‚ ’ÈÁœ Ãı Á’Áœ ◊È„°U ◊Á‚ ‹Êß¸H 8H 

 
sādhu bhūpa bōlē suni bānī. rājasamājahi lāja lajānī. 6. 
balu pratāpu bīratā baṛā'ī. nāka pinākahi saṅga sidhā'ī. 7. 
sō'i sūratā ki aba kahum̐ pā'ī. asi budhi tau bidhi muham̐ masi lā'ī. 8. 
 
When the good kings heard this boastful outburst of the wicked kings, they sternly 
admonished and rebuked them, saying—‘Shame to all of you! In fact, this assembly of 
kings and princes has acted in such a disgraceful manner that if ‘shame’ had been 
personified then it would have shied away from coming here and show its face. (6) 

Your boast of having great strength, bravery and fame has already been shattered 
and cut to pieces with the breaking of the bow. [Or, all your pretensions of strength, 
valour and reputation of being brave have already been crushed as soon as the bow 
broke.] (7) 

Now say, from where have you retrieved these qualities of bravery and valour 
again? [Or, these qualities had already vanished with the breaking of the bow in public, 
so tell us from where have you got them back again?]  

It is because you fellows are so foolish and dull-headed that the Creator decided 
to blacken your faces in full public view in this manner. (8) 

[Note—These good kings are the ones who had seen the writing on the wall. They had 
realized that Sita is destined to marry Lord Ram, and had tried to persuade the stupid 
kings to have common sense and desist from trying to break the bow. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 2-4, and 8 that precede Doha no. 245—to 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246.  
 So when they found that inspite of Lord Ram’s clear victory and the evidence of the 
broken bow lying in front for anyone to see these arrogant kings are hell-bent on creating 
nuisance, they intervened and rebuffed these stupid fellows. They have come to attend a 
marriage ceremony and not to a battle-field! 
 Didn’t these stupid kings realize that in an open competition only one person wins, 
whoever he is. And in this case it was Lord Ram, and he himself was a prince. So there 
was no reason for creating such a fuss and rubble-rousing. Had Lord Ram not belonged to 
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a royal family or some higher class in the society then there was a ground to argue that 
since Sita belonged to a royal family then only a prince or king befitting her stature can 
marry her, and nobody else. But in this case this question does not arise at all as the 
family of Lord Ram was as reputed as that of Sita.  
 A shameful and disgraceful act by a handful of pervert and shameless kings would 
taint and cause ignominy to the entire society of kings and princes for no fault of theirs. 
Hence, the wise amongst them stood up to rebuke the nonsensical behaviour of their 
brethren. 
 Refer also to Tulsidas’ ‘Kavitawali’, Baal Kand, verse nos. 15 where the good kings 
have scolded these wicked kings.] 
 

 
Îô0. Œπ„ÈU ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ŸÿŸ ÷Á⁄U ÃÁ¡ ßÁ⁄U·Ê ◊ŒÈ ∑§Ù„ÈU– 

‹πŸ ⁄UÙ·È ¬Êfl∑È§ ¬˝’‹ ¡ÊÁŸ ‚‹÷ ¡ÁŸ „UÙ„ÈUH 266H 
 
dōhā.  

dēkhahu rāmahi nayana bhari taji iriṣā madu kōhu. 
lakhana rōṣu pāvaku prabala jāni salabha jani hōhu. 266. 
 
Look at Lord Ram and imbibe the beautiful sight of the Lord till your eyes are fully 
satisfied with it. Discard the attitude of jealousy and arrogance, and overcome your futile 
anger.  

Laxman’s anger is no less than a raging fire, and so be ware. Don’t allow 
yourselves to become insects that get burnt when they voluntarily come too close to a 
burning fire. (Doha no. 266) 

[Note—The good kings had advised the same thing—to enjoy the rare sight of seeing the 
beautiful form of Lord Ram—earlier also before the bow breaking ceremony had 
commenced. They themselves concentrated in enjoying this sight. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3, 6-7 that precede Doha no. 246. 
 The beautiful form of Lord Ram in the arena has been described in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 242—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
244. 
 Laxman’s anger was so violent that the earth shook and its support, the Diggajs, had 
trembled out of fear—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 254.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ’ÒŸÃÿ ’Á‹ Á¡Á◊ ø„U ∑§ÊªÍ – Á¡Á◊ ‚‚È ø„ÒU ŸÊª •Á⁄U ÷ÊªÍH 1H 

Á¡Á◊ ø„U ∑È§‚‹ •∑§Ê⁄UŸ ∑§Ù„UË – ‚’ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ø„ÒU Á‚flº˝Ù„UËH 2H 
‹Ù÷Ë ‹Ù‹È¬ ∑§‹ ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ ø„Uß¸ – •∑§‹¢∑§ÃÊ Á∑§ ∑§Ê◊Ë ‹„Uß¸H 3H 
„UÁ⁄U ¬Œ Á’◊Èπ ¬⁄U◊ ªÁÃ øÊ„UÊ – Ã‚ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U ‹Ê‹øÈ Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„UÊH 4H 

 
caupā’ī.  
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bainatēya bali jimi caha kāgū. jimi sasu cahai nāga ari bhāgū. 1. 
jimi caha kusala akārana kōhī. saba sampadā cahai sivadrōhī. 2. 
lōbhī lōlupa kala kīrati caha'ī. akalaṅkatā ki kāmī laha'ī. 3. 
hari pada bimukha parama gati cāhā. tasa tumhāra lālacu naranāhā. 4. 
 
[In these four verses, the good kings have ridiculed their greedy and haughty friends, the 
wicked kings who have stood up in revolt and want are itching for a bloody fight to take 
Sita away, by comparing them to a number of entities whose attempt to do the impossible 
make them a laughing stock in this world.] 

 
Just like a crow wanting to grab the share kept aside for Garud (during a religious 

ceremony), or just like a humble rabbit coveting the share of a lion (who is so strong that 
he can comfortably afford to be an enemy of an elephant without fear), [1] --- 

--- Or just like a man who is accustomed to become angry without any cause 
expecting to have welfare, happiness and peace, or just like someone who is inimical to 
Lord Shiva expecting to have good fortunes and prosperity in life, [2] --- 

--- Or just like a greedy, indulgent, selfish and rapacious man ever expecting to 
have any kind of credit, a good name and worthy reputation, or just like a lustful, 
lascivious and promiscuous man ever hoping to acquire a reputation of an immaculate 
character and trustworthiness, [3] --- 

--- Or just like a person opposed to Lord Hari’s holy feet (Hari = Lord Vishnu, the 
Supreme Lord) ever imagining that he will have liberation and deliverance for himself 
(i.e. freedom for his soul from the world and its horrors, freedom from the cycle of birth 
and death)— 

Oh foolish kings, your desires and longings (for Sita, for victory over the two 
brothers, for acquiring some fame, for saving your lost prestige and honour etc.) are 
similar to the instances cited above by us. [4]  

[In other words, you will never succeed in your stupid endeavours, you will never 
get what you desire, and you will never get any chance of having any sort of honour, but 
instead you will only invite further disgrace and humiliation for youselves by indulging 
in utter nonsense and acting imprudently.  

At least till now you had an excuse that it was Lord Shiva’s bow which you did 
not actually want to break for the fear of causing insult to the Great Lord of the world, 
Lord Mahadeva, Shiva, but had gone to the bow to touch it and pay your respects to it, 
but what you all are up to now, declaring your intention to fight a battle to take Sita away 
and capture the two brothers, will close all doors for you to somehow gracefully save 
your ugly faces from abject disgrace and ignominy. Come on, have common sense, and 
stop being fanatically mad and creating nuisance to put all of us of the kingly class to 
utter shame in the annals of history. So you better shut up and sit down before it’s too 
late. 

Refer also to ‘Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/15 in this context.] (1-4) 
[Note—The wise kings were stunned and confounded by the unwarranted belligerent 
attitude of the wicked kings. First, they had not heeded the sane advice given to them by 
their wiser compatriots to desist from trying to lift the bow and make a mockery of 
themselves, then they had failed to move the bow individually, and finally they had 
miserably failed to do it even when thousands of them joined hands to try their combined 
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might against a single opponent which was only an old and rusty ‘bow’, something that 
would be otherwise considered as absolutely inconsequential and easy to handle.  

Meanwhile, king Janak was so gracious that he had kept quiet even when thousands 
of kings were trying to move the bow simultaneously—though he would have been 
within his rights to disallow it and could have strongly objected to this highly unethical 
act of these wicked kings because his daughter could not be allowed to marry all of them 
at the same time if they managed to somehow break the bow. Besides this, it was 
common sense that the king had meant that a ‘single individual who would be able to 
break the bow first would marry his daughter Sita, without any second thoughts and 
imposition of any other subjective conditions’. No father would allow this nonsense be 
perpetrated right in his front in the name of his daughter. But still Janak has maintained 
his calm. Couldn’t these wretched kings give king Janak a credit for showing so much 
restraint when all of them tried to break the bow jointly by not ordering his army to 
imprison all of them as they were violating principles of morality and proper conduct and 
attempting to bring disgrace to his entire dynasty? And instead of empathising with him 
and sharing his sorrows at the doomed fate of his daughter, they were now preparing for 
bloodshed?  
 So the wise kings took strong exception to the wild act of these greedy and arrogant 
kings who failed to accept their undeniable fate gracefully, politely, and with a smile in a 
sportsman-like spirit instead of showing the negative side of their character. Their 
hilarious act of belligerence and dare-devilry would bring disgrace and disrespect to the 
entire community of kings and princes to which even the noble-hearted and good kings 
belonged. Hence it was totally unacceptable to the latter category of kings that any 
nuisance be allowed to be perpetrated by their disillusioned and deluded brethrens in their 
presence.  
 In all probability, if these wicked kings had indeed managed to go ahead with their 
plan to fight and forcefully snatch Sita, the good kings would have risen against them and 
fight alongside Janak and the two brothers. But as the things happened, this situation did 
not arise because sage Parashuram came in angrily to the arena just at that time, and 
seeing the angry sage those kings who were shouting and creating a ruckus a while ago 
went into hiding out of fear for their own lives! We shall soon read about it below. 
 Meanwhile, let us examine the similes cited by the good kings to rebuke the wicked 
ones.  

(a) Chaupai line no. 1 = (i) The first instance is of the crow trying to eat the share 
kept aside for Garud. It is a normal practice during religious ceremonies that out of the 
offerings, a small part is kept aside for ‘Garud’ (the divine Eagle who is a mount of Lord 
Vishnu) along with parts kept aside for other gods and holy spirits. A hungry crow, which 
is also a bird like the Garud but is employed as a metaphor for a contemptuous, sinful and 
greedy creature, watches from a distance, coveting this share of Garud which is a divine 
bird. As soon as this crow hops near and tries to touch this share of Garud, it is shooed 
off contemptuously. The wicked kings are like the crow, Lord Ram is like Garud, and 
Sita is like the offering of the religious ceremony. She is meant to be married to Lord 
Ram, but these wicked crow-like kings are coveting her.  

The comparison of the wicked kings with a ‘crow’ is very apt because like this bird 
which keeps on greedily eyeing the offering and crowing continuously for it until its 
voice becomes hoarse, and finally shooed away or even beaten back if it dares to come 
too near the holy offering intended for Garud, these failed and frustrated kings are also 
unsuccessfully trying to grab Sita though they know, like the wretched crow, that they 
won’t succeed.  

(ii) The lion is so powerful that it does not fear the mighty elephant that is huger in 
size than it; it easily kills the elephant. The lion may eat its hunt over a number of days, 
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little at a time. A greedy rabbit eyes the kill, and when the lion’s attention is diverted it 
tries to steal the food that is meant for the lion. The foolish rabbit does not realize that if 
the lion discovers that the wretched rabbit has been stealing over his shoulders, it would 
be killed instantly. Can the humble rabbit oppose and fight and win over the lion that can 
easily kill the mighty elephant which is hundred times larger and stronger than the petty 
rabbit? But in its ignorance the rabbit does not realize this but thinks that it can have its 
way with the lion. A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 15 that precedes Doha no. 28. 

(b) Chaupai line no. 2 = (iii) A person who is inclined to be angry and wrathful for no 
reason, or for inconsequential reasons, cannot ever hope to find mental peace and 
happiness. He will surround himself with enemies instead of friends. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 38. 

(iv) The next example is that of a person who is opposed to Lord Shiva. Shiva is the 
“Maha-Deva”, the Great God. When a person can’t expect his welfare by opposing 
ordinary lords and masters of this world under whose domain he lives, how can he 
imagine that he will live happily by opposing the ‘Great Lord’ of the world, Lord Shiva? 
Kamdeo had dared to tease Lord Shiva and was reduced to ashes. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 83. 

(c) Chaupai line no. 3 = (v) Similarly, a greedy, indulgent and lascivious man, a man 
who is haughty and arrogant, will only invite dishonour and ignominy instead of any 
good name or honour. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand—(i) Doha no. 38; (ii) 
Doha no. 23. 

(vi) And finally, a person who is opposed to the Lord God, the Lord of the world 
known as Lord Hari (Vishnu), can only live in a fool’s paradise if he expects any welfare 
for his soul, if he aspires for attaining liberation and deliverance for himself. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3, 5 that precedes Doha no. 23. 

The good kings essentially advised their angry brethrens that they cannot expect to 
have any welfare by opposing Lord Ram who is a personified form of the Supreme 
Being. An indentical idea was conveyed by Angad to Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, 
when he was sent by Lord Ram as a messenger to the court of Ravana in an attempt to 
avoid the ruinous war of Lanka. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 27. 

These deluded kings must realize that Lord Ram was not an ordinary prince, but the 
Lord of the world in a personified form (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 246). Even Ravana’s wife Mandodari had advised her 
husband the same thing (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 14), and once again Angad had also warned him of this fact (refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 26). But 
unfortunately like Ravana, these wretched kings won’t listen.] 

 
∑§Ù‹Ê„U‹È ‚ÈÁŸ ‚Ëÿ ‚∑§ÊŸË – ‚πË¥ ‹flÊß ªßZ ¡„°U ⁄UÊŸËH 5H 
⁄UÊ◊È ‚È÷Êÿ° ø‹ ªÈL§ ¬Ê„UË¥ – Á‚ÿ ‚Ÿ„ÈU ’⁄UŸÃ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 6H 

 
kōlāhalu suni sīya sakānī. sakhīṁ lavā'i ga'īṁ jaham̐ rānī. 5. 
rāmu subhāyam ̐ calē guru pāhīṁ. siya sanēhu baranata mana māhīṁ. 6. 
 
When Sita saw the pandemonium created by the wicked and boastful kings and heard the 
noise and the raucous created by them, she was frightened (because she feared for the 
worst and the unexpected, as she had all along been watching the mad and fidgety 
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behaviour of this wretched kings, and she had heard how quickly such situations go out 
of control and lead to violence and all sorts of misdemeanours).  

So, her companions quickly escorted her back to the queen-mother for safety. (5) 
Meanwhile, with Sita leaving the place, Lord Ram too decided to go to his Guru 

(sage Vishwamitra) as there was no point in remaining standing there any longer. On the 
way, he kept on praising in his heart Sita’s affection for him.  

[This shows that the madness of the kings and the tumult they created had no 
effect on the Lord. He wasn’t even a bit afraid of these kings just like a lion not being 
afraid of a herd of trumpeting mad elephants.] (6) 

[Note—Sita had an inkling of what was to come. Remember: She was a princess, and 
was aware of how bloody wars were occasionally fought by kings and princes over a 
woman. Before Lord Ram broke the bow, she had observed how these kings were 
greedily eyeing her, and how they had put all morality and principles of propriety to the 
wind when they attempted to lift the bow together in their thousands.  

She was now afraid that these kings would try to hide their frustration and disgrace 
by indulging in warfare. So she was quickly scurried by her escorting companions to her 
mother, the queen, for safety.  

Meanwhile, Lord Ram gave a damn to these rascals. Remember: Lord Ram and 
Laxman had fearlessly faced and effortlessly killed ferocious and blood-thirsty demons 
while protecting the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 210).  

So, when the Lord hadn’t feared the demons, there was no question of his fearing 
these human kings. Rather, his attention was fixed on Sita and her love for him. This 
verse is a representative one that indicates the mental condition of all men who are about 
to be married to their beloved. For some time their mind and heart seemed obsessed, as if 
possessed, by the thought of their beloved, and they become oblivious of everything else, 
even of a great danger that might be lurking in the corner.]       

 
⁄UÊÁŸã„U ‚Á„UÃ ‚Ùø’‚ ‚ËÿÊ – •’ œı¥ Á’ÁœÁ„U ∑§Ê„U ∑§⁄UŸËÿÊH 7H 
÷Í¬ ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ßÃ ©UÃ Ã∑§„UË¥ – ‹πŸÈ ⁄UÊ◊ «U⁄U ’ÙÁ‹ Ÿ ‚∑§„UË¥H 8H 

 
rāninha sahita sōcabasa sīyā. aba dhauṁ bidhihi kāha karanīyā. 7. 
bhūpa bacana suni ita uta takahīṁ. lakhanu rāma ḍara bōli na sakahīṁ. 8. 
 
Hearing the mad rantings of the angry kings (that they would snatch Sita, that they will 
imprison the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, and that they would defeat king Janak 
if he decides to intervene on the behalf of the two brothers in the battle that is bound to 
ensue), Sita and the queen became extremely worried as to what would happen now 
according to the destiny determined by the Creator1. (7) 

Meanwhile, upon hearing the boastful words of these kings, Laxman looked 
became irritated and fidgetedly looked here and there with great annoyance. He wanted to 
speak out (just like he had sternly rebuked Janak a while ago), but desisted from doing so 
out of fear of annoying Lord Ram.2 (8) 

[Note—1No one can be certain what the destiny holds for him or her. There is an old 
adage that says ‘there are many a slips between the cup and the lip’. When everything 
appeared to be going in the right direction and things had started taking an upswing after 
the harrowing hours of uncertainties when no one had been able to move the bow and 
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king Janak had virtually declared the ceremony closed and that Sita would have to remain 
unmarried, there was a sudden ray of hope and a light at the end of the dark tunnel when 
sage Vishwamitra ordered Lord Ram to break the bow and let Janak overcome his grief, 
and at the end of the tense moments that followed the Lord had actually broken the bow 
into two, thereby settling the issue for all times to come. And then, as if a thunderstroke 
from the blue sparked by some ill-fortune, this nasty situation of revolt by the defeated 
kings has arisen.  
 So, Sita and her mother became remorseful and lamented at Sita’s misfortunes as 
they contemplated at the mysterious and stern ways of the Creator who shows no mercy 
and compassion when deciding the destiny of a person, placing the latter on a bed of 
roses at one moment and then tossing him or her on charcoals at the next. Both the 
daughter and her mother were in a quandary, not knowing what to do and how to 
respond. 

2Laxman never did anything without the permission of his elder brother, Lord Ram. 
Even when he had spoken out against Janak a while ago, he had first taken permission 
from Lord Ram (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 252). But at that time the 
Lord was sitting near him, while in the present situation he is at a distance from Laxman 
as he is near the bow.  

Remember: It was a huge arena, and things were organized and planned on a grand 
scale. The bow was kept in the center and the seats for the guests were in a circle all 
around it like we have in modern-day sport stadiums. The bow must have been separated 
from the sitting galaries by a distance of, say, roughly a hundred or so metres. So, at the 
time when the kings started creating a raucous, Lord Ram was far away from Laxman 
and the latter had no opportunity to seek the Lord’s permission to bluntly face these 
boastful kings and show them their ground. This made Laxman fidgety with irritation. On 
the one hand he was finding hard to suppress his anger and was eager to vent his ire at the 
kings, and on the other hand he could not do anything without Lord Ram’s permission. 
And since the Lord was at a distance there was no choice for Laxman but to remain 
silent, though he must have been edgy and muttering curses under his breath for these 
wicked kings! 

Just read the Doha that follows below to get an idea of the anger which Laxman was 
trying to suppress. 

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/95, stanza nos. 2-3.] 
     

Îô0. •L§Ÿ ŸÿŸ ÷Î∑È§≈UË ∑È§Á≈U‹ ÁøÃflÃ ŸÎ¬ã„U ‚∑§Ù¬– 
◊Ÿ„È°U ◊ÙÊ ª¡ªŸ ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ®‚ÉÊÁ∑§‚Ù⁄UÁ„U øÙ¬H 267H 

 
dōhā.  

aruna nayana bhṛkuṭī kuṭila citavata nṛpanha sakōpa. 
manahum ̐ matta gajagana nirakhi siṅghakisōrahi cōpa. 267. 
 
His (Laxman’s) eyes became red and his eyebrows curved menacingly as he looked 
angrily at the kings. His mental condition and demeanours were like a lion’s young cub 
which gets excited when it sees a group of trumpeting elephants. (Doha no. 267) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/95, stanza nos. 2-3 also. 
Bravery and fearlessness is in the blood of a lion, it’s his natural character, and it is 

inherited by its cub. Elephants are proud of their huge and strong bodies. When they walk 
they trample underfoot humble creatures and young plants without any bother; they 
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rampage in the forest uprooting trees and breaking their branches. When a wild elephant 
is in heat, no animal dare face it. The only adversary of this elephant is the ‘king of the 
forest’, i.e. a lion. The lion is not at all afraid of the elephant, and it cleverly kills even the 
wildest and the strongest of elephants.  

This trait of the parent lion is inherited by its cub. So when the cub sees a group of 
trumpeting elephants, it gets excited and wants to attack them. 

This metaphor is cited here to indicate how Laxman felt. The boasting kings are 
likened to the group of trumpeting wild elephants, and Laxman to the lion’s young cub.]  

 
 
¿õ0. π⁄U÷L§ ŒÁπ Á’∑§‹ ¬È⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË¥ – ‚’ Á◊Á‹ Œ®„U ◊„UË¬ã„U ªÊ⁄UË¥H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kharabharu dēkhi bikala pura nārīṁ. saba mili dēhiṁ mahīpanha gārīṁ. 1. 
 
When the women-folk of the city saw the tumult, they became restless, and all of them 
joined to unanimously curse the kings (who were creating the raucous). (1) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/95, stanza nos. 2-3 also. 
When everything appeared to be settled and the tide seemed to have turned in favour 

when Lord Ram was a clear victor as he had broken the bow in front of everyone, when 
Sita had already put the marriage garland on Lord Ram and there was no turning back 
from it, the claim of these pervert, greedy and haughty kings that they won’t allow Sita to 
be married to anyone else other then themselves though none of them could move the 
bow for as much as even a fraction of an inch, what to talk of lifting and breaking it, and 
that merely breaking the bow was not the determining factor to decide who will marry 
her, was as hilarious and ridiculous as it was improper, pervert and wicked because it was 
the declared condition that whosoever breaks the bow would marry Sita, and they had 
entered the competition with full knowledge of this singular condition.  

So, instead of accepting failure with dignity, self-respect and a spirit of competition, 
these rascals were showing their true colours possessed by an evil mind that is driven by 
wickedness and perversion. 
 So, the citizenry vehemently cursed these wicked kings for their rashness, for their 
lack of scruples, for their imprudence and impertinence.]    

 
Ã®„U •fl‚⁄U ‚ÈÁŸ Á‚fl œŸÈ ÷¢ªÊ – •Êÿ©U ÷ÎªÈ∑È§‹ ∑§◊‹ ¬Ã¢ªÊH 2H 

 
tēhiṁ avasara suni siva dhanu bhaṅgā. āya'u bhṛgukula kamala pataṅgā. 2. 
 
Just at that moment, sage Parashuram, who was like a sun with respect to the lotus 
representing the great family of sage Bhrigu (bhṛgukula kamala pataṅgā)1, came there 
when he heard that Lord Shiva’s bow has been broken2. (2) 

[Note—1Sage Parashuram was born in the line of sages that traced their origin to sage 
Bhrigu. The metaphor of ‘the sun and the lotus flower’ is used to mean that Parashuram 
gave great fame and glory to this family of great sages who felt happy that he was a 
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member of their race just like the lotus flower that feels so happy when the sun rises in 
the sky that it opens its petals to indicate its joy at the sight of the sun. 
 Refer also to: Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/18—1/22. 
 Now, let us read in brief about this great sage Parashuram whose name literally 
means “Ram with a battle-axe”.  

It is believed that he was the sixth incarnation of Vishnu. Parashuram was the 
youngest of the five sons of sage Jamdaagni and his wife Renuka. He had subdued the 
haughty Kshatriya race or the warrior race led by king Kaartavirya who had become 
tyrannical and were oppressing others. The story goes that once Jamdagni doubted the 
infidelity of his wife Renuka and therefore asked his sons to behead her. The four sons 
refused and were cursed by him, but Parashuram did as told. The father was pleased and 
asked Parashuram to request for a boon, upon which the latter requested that his mother 
be revived, his brothers be pardoned, and Jamdagni should discard his angry 
temperament. The father agreed to all.  

Jamdagni was killed by Sahastraarjun. The story in brief is as follows:-- 
There was once a thousand-armed Kshatriya (warrior class) king known as 

‘Sahastraarjun’ or ‘Arjun with a thousand hands’. Once he approached the Ocean and 
asked who was stronger than him. The Ocean told him that sage Jamdagni’s son 
Parashuram was a fit match for him and would welcome him in battle. Such was 
Sahastraarjun’s sense of ego and pride that he could not bear that someone stronger be 
there on earth in his presence. So he collected his huge army and went to the hermitage of 
sage Jamdagni.  

The sage duly welcomed the king and extended warm hospitality to him. 
Sahastraarjun was however astonished at the lavish way the forest-dwelling hermit had 
entertained him. So he wanted to know the reason. Upon finding out that the sage 
managed to do this miracle because he possessed a divine cow known as ‘Kamdhenu’ or 
Kapila cow which could produce anything desired in an instant, the greedy king was 
filled with jealousy. Driven by avarice and rapacity, he demanded that the sage give this 
cow to him. Obviously Jamdagni refused. So the king forcefully snatched the cow from 
him and in the ensuing tussle he killed Jamdagni.  

At that time, Jamdagni’s brave son Parashuram was not there. When he returned, 
home he found his mother grieving. Coming to know of the reason, he immediately took 
the vow that he will eliminate all the Kshatriya kings from the surface of the earth by 
killing all of them. His mother had beaten her chest twenty-one times as a sign of 
mourning, so he declared that he will continue to wipe out the Kshatriya kings for an 
equal number of times, i.e. for twenty-one generations.  

He comforted his mother and attacked Sahastraarjun, severed all his thousand arms 
with his battle-axe and then killed him. {This story is narrated in Srimad Bhagwat’s 
Aashwamedhik Parva.} 

Extremely peeved by the Kshatriya race to which this king belonged, Parashuram 
vowed to eliminate the entire race from the surface of the earth as a revenge for the 
killing of his father. This was the reason why Parashuram had fought and killed 
thousands of Kshatriya to avenge the killing of his father by Sahastraarjun. 

The Shiva-Puran has narrated the story of sage Parashuram as follows— 
There was a king named Gadhi. His daughter was name Satyavati. Satyavati was 

married to the sage Richika. Richika arranged for a spectacular sacrifice. Some rice 
pudding was obtained from the yajna and Richika gave it to his wife Satyavati.  

He said, ‘Split this rice pudding into two halves. Eat half yourself and give the 
remaining half to your mother. Here, let me divide it. This is your half and that is your 
mother’s. We are Brahmins. So we will have a son who will display the traits of a 
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Brahmin. Your father is a Kshatriya, and your mother will have a son who will behave 
like a Kshatriya.’ 

Saying this, Richika went off to meditate in the forest. But mother and daughter 
managed to mix up their halves. In the course of his meditations, Richika realized that 
Satyavati was going to give birth to a Brahmin son who would display Kshatriya traits. 

Through his powers, he managed to postpone this birth by a generation. So Satyavati 
gave birth to Jamadagni. It was Jamadagni’s son Parashuram who exhibited all the 
Kshatriya like characteristics. 

Gadhi’s son was Vishvamitra. Vishvamitra was born a Kshatriya. But because of the 
mixing up of the rice pudding, Vishvamitra turned out to be Brahmin-like. 

There was a king of the Haihaya dynasty named Arjun. He had a thousand arms. He 
had also obtained the boon that flaming fire itself would be perpetually present on the tip 
of his arrow. Whenever he shot an arrow, the fire from the tip of the arrow burnt up the 
target. In this fashion, Arjuna used to burn up villages, cities and forests. He once burnt 
up the hermitages of sages. And one of the sages cursed Arjun that he would be killed by 
Parashuram. 

Parashurama learnt the art of fighting from Shiva himself. While Parashuram was 
away learning how to fight, Arjuna arrived in Jamadagni’s hermitage. Jamadagni had a 
wonderful cow (dhenu), known as a kamadhenu because it produced whatever objects 
one asked (Kama) from it. Using this Kamadhenu, Jamadagni treated Arjun and his entrie 
retinue to a royal feast. 

Arjun asked Jamadangi to give him this cow, but the sage refused. Arjun then asked 
his soldiers to forcibly take away the cow. But just as this was going on, Parashuram 
arrived. He killed Arjun, slicing off Arjun’s thousand arms in the process. 
Having disposed of Arjun, Parashuram went off to meditate and pay another visit to 
Shiva. 

Taking advantage of Parashuram’s absence, Arjun’s sons invaded Jamadagni’s 
hermitage. They killed Jamadagni. When Parashurama returned, he exacted vengeance 
for this evil deed. He killed Arjuna’s sons. Since Arjuna and his sons happened to be 
Kshatriyas, Parashuram also killed all the Kshatriyas in the world. He did this not once, 
but twenty-one times over. Why twenty-one times? The reason was that there were 
twenty-one weapon-marks on the dead Jamadagni’s body. 

But killing was a crime and Parashuram had committed a sin. As penance, 
Parashuram donated cows and performed a lot of Tapa. He also arranged an Ashvamedha 
Yagya, the great horse-sacrifice. All this did not prove to be atonement enough. To 
complete the penance, Parashuram sought the advice of the sage Kashyapa. Kashyapa 
told him to perform the donation that is known as Tulaa-Purush. A Tula (or ‘Tulaa-
danda’) is a pair of scales; the person (Purush) who is performing the donation is placed 
on one side of the weighing scale. On the other side are placed objects like honey, 
clarified butter, molasses, clothing and gold. The weight of the objects being donated has 
to be equal to the weight of the person performing the donation. This is known as ‘Tulaa-
purush’. Parashuram performed Tulaa-purusha and was freed from his sin. 

2When Lord Ram had broken the bow its thunderous sound was heard in every corner 
of the world. All the gods as well as the sages knew about it, and they had rejoiced on the 
occasion. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 261—to Chaupai line no. 2 that preceded Doha no. 263. 

It was not a secret that the bow belonged to Lord Shiva. King Janak had openly 
declared it to be so—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 250; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 252. Everyone 
knew it to be so—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 262.  
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Now, when sage Parashuram heard about it, he became very angry, as he interpreted 
this breaking of the bow as an insult of his revered deity Lord Shiva. So he took his 
battle-axe and rushed to the site to punish the guilty.  

Tulsidas has cleverly conceived of the idea of the arrival of the sage at the site of the 
bow breaking ceremony at the moment when the kings were itching for a bloody fight 
and Laxman was getting ready to give them a befitting reply to dramatically turn the tide 
of events in a favourable manner and effortlessly steer clear of bloody showdown that 
was otherwise imminent. This is because as soon as the angry kings saw the sage, they 
were so scared that they tried to hide themselves from view like a quail hiding when the 
hawk swoops down on it (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
268 below). 

At the same time, Tulsidas wanted to highlight the fact that not even sage 
Parashuram, who was reputed to kill members of the Kshatriya race, the warrior race, at 
the drop of a hat at the slightest provocation (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 272), could do any harm to the two brothers, 
that neither Lord Ram nor Laxman was afraid of him, and that the sage at last realized 
that Lord Ram was indeed a personified form of Lord Vishnu (refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Doha no. 284—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285 below).  

This is in consonance with Tulsidas’ entire effort in writing his epic books on the 
story of Lord Ram—that is to highlight the divinity of the Lord and to treat him as the 
Supreme Being himself personified. Every event and every opportunity has been used to 
underscore this point. We will read below how sage Parashuram realizes this fact, and 
then gives Lord Ram the ‘Sarang bow’ that is held by Lord Vishnu (refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 284 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8). 

However, Tulsidas was well aware of the fact that the other renowned versions of the 
story of Lord Ram, cited herein below, depict the arrival of the sage while the marriage 
party was on its way back to the kingdom of Ayodhya. So in deference to these versions 
and to show his respects for their authors, Tulsidas has briefly referred to this meeting in 
his book ‘Janki Mangal’ which is exclusively dedicated to the theme of Lord Ram’s 
marriage with Janki, or Sita. In this book, sage Parashuram meets Lord Ram, Laxman and 
their father king Dasrath, vents his anger and then goes back subdued—refer: Janki 
Mangal, verse nos. 177-179.  

The other famous versions of the story of Ramayana mentioned herein above where 
sage Parashuram has arrived when the marriage party was on its way back to Ayodhya 
instead of at the venue of the marriage itself are the following—(i) Veda Vyas’ 
‘Adhyatma Ramayan’, Baal Kand, Canto 7; and (ii) Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, 
Canto 74, verse nos. 13-24—to Canto 76.] 

    
ŒÁπ ◊„UË¬ ‚∑§‹ ‚∑È§øÊŸ – ’Ê¡ ¤Ê¬≈U ¡ŸÈ ‹flÊ ‹È∑§ÊŸH 3H 

 
dēkhi mahīpa sakala sakucānē. bāja jhapaṭa janu lavā lukānē. 3. 
 
When the kings (who were up in arms and restless for a bloody showdown) saw the angry 
sage (Parashuram), they were so scared that they tried to hide themselves from view like 
a quail hiding when the hawk swoops down on it. (3) 

[Note—Tulsidas has cleverly conceived of the idea of the arrival of the sage at the site of 
the bow breaking ceremony at the moment when the kings were itching for a bloody fight 
and Laxman was getting ready to give them a befitting reply to dramatically turn the tide 
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of events in a favourable manner and effortlessly steer clear of bloody showdown that 
was otherwise imminent. Refer to a detailed note appended to verse no. 2 above. 
 The metaphor of the hawk ‘swooping down’ on the poor quail indicates that the sage 
came almost running to the venue from his hermitage in the mountains, precisely Mt. 
Mahendraa-chal, prepared to punish anyone who broke the bow. And as soon as the kings 
saw him, they scrambled for cover like the terrified quail. 
 Well, this is very dramatic. While thousands of kings who prided themselves for their 
valour and strength, who were a moment ago boasting of snatching Sita and imprisoning 
Lord Ram and Laxman as well as defeating the entire army of Janak, are now scampering 
for cover to hide themselves from the view of the angry sage Parashuram because they 
feared that he will chop-off their heads with his battle-axe without even giving them a 
chance to explain themselves or protect themselves, Lord Ram and Laxman stood 
fearlessly and nonchalantly as if nothing had happened.  

So we see how Tulsidas has expertly employed this episode to underscore the 
inherent strength, authority and power that the two brothers had. This incident is the 
second in the series of many such events that would emphasise this point. The first event, 
as we all know, was when the two brothers had faced and killed the fierce demons while 
protecting the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra.]  

 
ªıÁ⁄ U ‚⁄UË⁄ U ÷ÍÁÃ ÷‹ ÷˝Ê¡Ê – ÷Ê‹ Á’‚Ê‹ ÁòÊ¬È¢«U Á’⁄UÊ¡ÊH 4H 
‚Ë‚ ¡≈UÊ ‚Á‚’ŒŸÈ ‚È„UÊflÊ – Á⁄U‚’‚ ∑§¿ÈU∑§ •L§Ÿ „UÙß •ÊflÊH 5H 
÷Î∑È§≈UË ∑È§Á≈U‹ ŸÿŸ Á⁄U‚ ⁄UÊÃ – ‚„U¡„È°U ÁøÃflÃ ◊Ÿ„È°U Á⁄U‚ÊÃH 6H 
’Î·÷ ∑¢§œ ©U⁄U ’Ê„ÈU Á’‚Ê‹Ê – øÊL§ ¡Ÿ©U ◊Ê‹ ◊Îª¿Ê‹ÊH 7H 
∑§Á≈U ◊ÈÁŸ’‚Ÿ ÃÍŸ ŒÈß ’Ê°œ¥ – œŸÈ ‚⁄U ∑§⁄U ∑È§ΔUÊL§ ∑§‹ ∑§Ê°œ¥H 8H 

 
gauri sarīra bhūti bhala bhrājā. bhāla bisāla tripuṇḍa birājā. 4. 
sīsa jaṭā sasibadanu suhāvā. risabasa kachuka aruna hō'i āvā. 5. 
bhṛkuṭī kuṭila nayana risa rātē. sahajahum̐ citavata manahum ̐ risātē. 6. 
bṛṣabha kandha ura bāhu bisālā. cāru janē'u māla mṛgachālā. 7. 
kaṭi munibasana tūna du'i bām̐dhēṁ. dhanu sara kara kuṭhāru kala kām̐dhēṁ. 8. 
 
[These five verses, nos. 4-8, describe the glorious image or physical form and vestiture of 
sage Parashuram.] 

The ash that is smeared over his fair-complexioned body looks magnificent. The 
three horizontal lines of the religious mark known as the ‘Tripund’ (that is worn by 
devotees of Lord Shiva) adorn his broad forehead. (4) 

There was a matted lock of hairs on his head. His bright moon-like face, that was 
otherwise very charming, now however looked a bit red with anger. (5) 

With knitted and curved eyebrows as well as eyes that are virtually effusing 
anger, even when he glances anywhere in a causal manner (without any particular 
intention or meaning any harm) it gives the impression that he is looking there in anger1. 
(6) 

His shoulders were well-built and muscular like those of a strong bull. His arms 
are long, and his chest is broad. He wore a magnificent sacred thread (across his chest), a 
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wonderful garland (that was draped on his chest; or a rosary that was around his neck), 
and a deer-skin (that was wrapped around the upper part of his body. (7) 

Around his waist was tied a piece of cloth like the one worn by hermits, and to its 
fastening cord were tied two quivers on either side of his hip. He held a bow and arrows 
in his two hands, while a battle-axe was tied to his shoulder. (8) 

[Note—1We shall read below in Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 269 that “even 
when the sage glanced at any of the kings casually in a normal friendly way, that 
individual was so terrified that he thought that the span of his life has come to an end—
i.e. the sage has selected him to vent his anger”.  

Why were the kings so terrified at the mere sight of sage Parashuram? Doha no. 268 
says that Parashuram’s general attire and bearing, his general appearance was like that of 
a serene and dispassionate sage, but the deeds that he did were very cruel, such as 
relentlessly killing members of the princely class for whimsical reasons. The general 
physical description of the sage as narrated above is in consonance with the appearance 
of any other great sage, except the last half of verse no. 8 that describes him as having 
quivers tied to the hip, a battle-axe tied on his shoulders, and a bow and arrows held in 
the hands. This is the physical sign that he was a warrior sage. 
 Normally he would be calm and poised like any other great sage of repute, but when 
he became angry he spouted fire and brimstone. This is indicated by his reddened eyes 
and curved eyebrows. 

So, when he approached the kings with fiery eyes, they lost their wits and feared the 
worst.]    

  
Îô0. ‚Ê¢Ã ’·È ∑§⁄UŸË ∑§ÁΔUŸ ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Êß ‚M§¬– 

œÁ⁄U ◊ÈÁŸÃŸÈ ¡ŸÈ ’Ë⁄U ⁄U‚È •Êÿ© ¡„°U ‚’ ÷Í¬H 268H 
 
dōhā.  

sānta bēṣu karanī kaṭhina barani na jā'i sarūpa. 
dhari munitanu janu bīra rasu āya'u jaham ̐ saba bhūpa. 268. 
 
It is very difficult to describe the real character, form and nature of sage Parashuram 
because though his external attire and general appearance resembled those of great sages, 
but his deeds and acts were cruel (and just the opposite of what one would expect from 
some great sage whom he resembled by his appearance). 

[But if one were to describe him using a simile or a metaphor, then it can be said 
that when sage Parashuram came to the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony—] It 
appears that the qualities of a gallant warrior and a valiant hero have taken the glorious 
form of a hermit or a sage and have arrived at the place where all the kings were present. 
(Doha no. 268) 

[Note—Sage Parashuram’s external appearance presents a picture in contrast. On the one 
hand he wears all the signs of a sage or a hermit—viz. ash smeared on the body, the 
Tripund mark on his forehead, matted hairs on the head, a sacred thread, a rosary or a 
garland on his chest, a deer-skin wrapped around his upper body, and a broad loin-cloth 
around his hips.  

Contrasted with this is his warrior-like signs that suited war veterans rather than 
pious hermits—viz. a battle-axe, quivers, a bow and arrows; broad shoulders and long 
arms.  
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 Further, while great sages and hermits always have a calm and peaceful countenance, 
Parashuram’s was one of anger and wrathfulness—viz. curved and knitted eyebrows, red 
angry eyes.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ŒπÃ ÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ’·È ∑§⁄UÊ‹Ê – ©UΔU ‚∑§‹ ÷ÿ Á’∑§‹ ÷È•Ê‹ÊH 1H 

Á¬ÃÈ ‚◊Ã ∑§Á„U ∑§Á„U ÁŸ¡ ŸÊ◊Ê – ‹ª ∑§⁄UŸ ‚’ Œ¢«U ¬˝ŸÊ◊ÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhata bhṛgupati bēṣu karālā. uṭhē sakala bhaya bikala bhu'ālā. 1. 
pitu samēta kahi kahi nija nāmā. lagē karana saba daṇḍa pranāmā. 2. 
 
As soon as the kings saw the fierce form of Bhrigupati (sage Parashuram, the lord of line 
of sages tracing their origin to Bhrigu), they were all terrified, and rose from their seats 
(to pay respect to him). (1) 

They began to mention their own names along with that of their respective 
fathers, and then prostrated themselves before him (a mark of respect that was done 
mechanically more out of fear of incurring the sage’s wrath than out of any genuine 
respect for him because all the kings knew his reputation that he is inherently inimical to 
their race and finds pleasure in punishing members of the warrior Kshatriya race for the 
flimsiest of reasons). (2) 

[Note—Just a few moments ago the kings had been on their feet, shouting and 
gesticulating wildly, seeking revenge for being humiliated—refer: Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 266 above. And now it is said that “they rose from their seats as soon 
as they saw sage Parashuram, and introduced themselves by telling their own names as 
well as those of their fathers before prostrating themselves in front of the angry sage.  
 It clearly means that as soon as they saw the angry sage rush in through the gate of 
the arena, they stopped shouting and boasting and immediately sat down so that they do 
not invite the attention of the wrathful sage. Pin-drop silence descended upon the arena as 
if by magic. No king or prince wanted to be caught red-handed, shouting and boasting, by 
the sage, because if the sage saw any one of them standing and shouting then it was sure 
that he would immediately vent his ire on that individual by chopping-off his head even 
before anyone could blink an eye. 
 Now, after entering the arena, the excited and angry sage was looking here and there 
to find out who was the culprit who broke the bow, and as he walked down the row of 
kings he stared down their faces. The person who faced the sage as he walked down the 
arena must have been shivering and sweating under his clothes out of fear for dear life. 
So, before the sage could become annoyed at them for not saying who they were, they 
began introducing themselves by uttering their names and those of their fathers, and then 
falling at the sage’s feet to please him and keep him appeased and in good humour. 
 All of them fell before the sage one after another in quick succession. If they had not 
done so, they feared that the sage would treat it as sign of arrogance and haughtiness, and 
taking this sign as an affront to his authority he would have immediately chopped-off 
their heads.  

When one prostrates before another person, he not only shows respect to the second 
person but also implies that he is surrendering before him and intends no confrontation. 
One is always unarmed while prostrating on the ground. 
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 We can visualise this hilarious scene: As soon as the sage moved on to the next king, 
not bothering about the one who had just a moment ago fell down and prostrated on the 
ground before him, the first fellow rose up terrified, expecting the axe of the sage 
swinging towards him to cut off his head, and seeing that the sage has moved ahead to the 
next fellow and has spared him, he must have profusely thanked his stars and gods for 
still being alive! Then, after heaving a sigh of relief, this coward king must have wiped 
the sweat off his brow and sat down to see which fellow faces the sage’s wrath.] 

       
¡Á„U ‚È÷Êÿ° ÁøÃfl®„U Á„UÃÈ ¡ÊŸË – ‚Ù ¡ÊŸß ¡ŸÈ •Êß πÈ≈UÊŸËH 3H 

 
jēhi subhāyam ̐ citavahiṁ hitu jānī. sō jāna'i janu ā'i khuṭānī. 3. 
 
Even when the sage glanced at any of the kings casually in a normal friendly manner, that 
individual was so terrified that he thought that the span of his life has come to an end—
i.e. the sage has selected him to vent his anger (otherwise why is he looking at him, why 
has he not moved ahead). (3) 

[Note—We have read above in verse no. 2 that each of the kings told the sage his own 
name as well as that of his father. Sage Parashuram knew all the great kings and their 
family dynasties. So when the he heard the names of each of these kings and the names of 
their fathers, he would stop now and then before any one of them if he happened to 
belong to some great dynasty to wish that particular king and ask for the welfare of his 
family. But the sage had such a wild reputation of being angry, wrathful and vengeful 
that even though he spoke in a friendly manner, or just smiled and shook his head politely 
to a king whom he knew or had heard of, just to acknowledge the latter’s respects, the 
concerned king lost his breath, fearing for his life!] 

   
¡Ÿ∑§ ’„UÙÁ⁄U •Êß Á‚L§ ŸÊflÊ – ‚Ëÿ ’Ù‹Êß ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ∑§⁄UÊflÊH 4H 
•ÊÁ‚· ŒËÁã„U ‚πË¥ „U⁄U·ÊŸË¥ – ÁŸ¡ ‚◊Ê¡ ‹Ò ªßZ ‚ÿÊŸË¥H 5H 

 
janaka bahōri ā'i siru nāvā. sīya bōlā'i pranāmu karāvā. 4. 
āsiṣa dīnhi sakhīṁ haraṣānīṁ. nija samāja lai ga'īṁ sayānīṁ. 5. 
 
Then king Janak came forward and bowed his head before the sage. He called Sita and 
made her too bow before him1. (4) 

The sage (Parashuram) blessed her (Sita), and this made her friends happy. [Now 
there was no fear for her as well as her groom Lord Ram from the wrath of sage 
Parashuram.]2 

After this, they (Sita’s friends) escorted her back to the place where other women 
were waiting. (5) 

[Note—1Janak deemed it fit, necessary and obligatory, being the host of the event, to 
come forward voluntarily to welcome and pay his respects to sage Parashuram. Earlier 
also, when sage Vishwamitra had come to Janakpur with Lord Ram and Laxman, Janak 
had gone outside the city to pay his respects to the sage and welcome him (refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 214—to 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 215). 
 When a king learnt that a great sage has arrived, he would invariably go to receive 
him. When sage Vishwamitra had gone to Ayodhya to meet king Dasrath to ask the latter 
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to send Lord Ram and Laxman with him so they can protect his fire sacrifice from being 
defiled by the demons, the king had gone forward to meet the sage outside the palace 
gates—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 206 and Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
precede Doha no. 207. 
   2Then king Janak summoned his daughter and made her pay respects to sage 
Parashuram.  

Again, this is a normal thing for a father to do. We have seen earlier that when sage 
Vishwamitra had gone to Ayodhya to ask king Dasrath to send Lord Ram and Laxman 
with him, the king had first paid his own respects to the sage and then called all his four 
sons (Lord Ram and his other three brothers) to pay their individual respects to the 
sage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha no. 
207. 

Now obviously, when king Janak politely bowed before the sage and summoned his 
daughter to make her also bow before the sage, no matter how angry the sage might have 
been he had no other choice but to exercise restraint as it would have been absolutely 
unbehoving for a sage or a hermit of his stature not to bless an innocent girl and her 
elderly father when they are bowing before him and seeking his blessing. 

Now, how would a sage bless someone paying his respects? The obvious rule-of-
thumb response to such situations is to bless by saying “be happy; be blessed; may god 
keep you happy and prosperous; have a long life; let your wishes be fulfilled”, and so on 
and so forth.  

Once a sage blesses someone, the receipent sort of acquires immunity against all 
things that would go against his interests that are covered by this blessing. For instance, if 
the sage blesses that ‘you will succeed in your life’, then none of the evil stars that would 
have otherwise ruined his life would be able to make him fail now.  

A girl’s most cherished desire, especially when she is about to be married, is to seek 
a sage’s blessings and good omen for the welfare and well-being of her husband and 
herself, for a happy married life, for a bright and happy future together. An elderly sage 
would voluntarily, as a natural impulse, out of his inherent compassionate nature, and out 
of courtesy, always bless a girl for a happy married life and good fortunes for her 
husband. But certainly, he cannot at all curse her and her husband; that would be wrong 
for a great sage.   

Hence, sage Parashuram blessed Sita that she will have a cheerful married life, and 
all happiness would be hers. As soon as the sage uttered these reassuring words, Sita’s 
friends felt very happy because the danger on Lord Ram was eliminated instantly, by 
default. This is because the blessing of the sage, in whatever words he may have actually 
used to bless Sita, would become null and void if Sita’s beloved groom, Lord Ram, 
comes to any harm. Sita can’t be expected to remain happy and joyful if her dear husband 
Lord Ram is harmed in any way by the sage’s anger for the Lord breaking the bow. And 
since the sage’s words can be in vain, Lord Ram’s safety was ensured. In other words, the 
sage had granted an indirect immunity to Lord Ram by blessing Sita! 

The same logic applies to her father Janak. What more a father would want at a time 
when his daughter is on the brink of being married than for her and her groom’s welfare 
and well-being? Sage Parashuram has also blessed the king, and so this was another 
ensurance for Lord Ram’s safety.  

Further on we shall read herein below in verse nos. 6-7 that sage Parashuram has also 
blessed Lord Ram and Laxman directly in the presence of another great sage 
Vishwamitra. It is now certain that no harm can ever come to either Lord Ram or his 
brother Laxman through sage Parashuram at least, because he has himself blessed them.   

That is why no matter how angry the sage was and how hard he had tried to hit either 
Lord Ram or his brother Laxman, his hands did not cooperate with him and refused to hit 
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at either of the two brothers. There are enough hints of this—refer: Baal Kand, (i) 
Chaupai line nos. 4, 7-8 that precede Doha no. 275; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede 
Doha no. 276; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 278; (iv) Doha no. 279 
along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8; (v) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede 
Doha no. 281; and (vi) from Doha no. 283—to Doha no. 284. 

Besides this, if sage Parashuram had harmed Lord Ram in any way, it would have 
directly gone against his blessing for Sita that she be happy in future, and if he had 
harmed Laxman then also it would go against his blessing because Lord Ram cannot be 
expected to remain happy with Laxman injured, and therefore Sita too can’t be expected 
to be happy with this situation.] 

 
Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊÈ Á◊‹ ¬ÈÁŸ •Êß¸ – ¬Œ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ◊‹ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 6H 
⁄UÊ◊È ‹πŸÈ Œ‚⁄UÕ ∑§ …UÙ≈UÊ – ŒËÁã„U •‚Ë‚ ŒÁπ ÷‹ ¡Ù≈UÊH 7H 
⁄UÊ◊Á„U ÁøÃß ⁄U„U ÕÁ∑§ ‹ÙøŸ – M§¬ •¬Ê⁄U ◊Ê⁄U ◊Œ ◊ÙøŸH 8H 

 
bisvāmitru milē puni ā'ī. pada sarōja mēlē dō'u bhā'ī. 6. 
rāmu lakhanu dasaratha kē ḍhōṭā. dīnhi asīsa dēkhi bhala jōṭā. 7. 
rāmahi cita'i rahē thaki lōcana. rūpa apāra māra mada mōcana. 8. 
 
Then sage Vishwamitra came and met sage Parashuram, and made the two brothers (Lord 
Ram and Laxman) together touch the lotus-like (holy) feet of the sage. (6) 

He introduced them to sage Parashuram, saying—‘They are Ram and Laxman. 
They are sons of king Dasrath.1’ 

Parashuram saw the charming pair of brothers and blessed them2. (7) 
When the sage’s eyes fell upon Lord Ram—whose beautiful form was so 

astounding that it put to shame the pride of Kamdeo (cupid) that he has the most 
charming form in the world—he was completely swept off his feet, became spell-bound 
and so profoundly mesmerized by the Lord’s matchless charm that his eyes could not 
move away from the Lord3. (8)  

[Note—1Lord Ram and Laxman were still young princes. Their father, king Dasrath, was 
however a renowned king, and was therefore known to sage Parashuram. But obviously 
for practical reasons, the sage was not expected to know about every son of every king 
who ruled the earth. That is why each of the kings had introduced themselves to him by 
first telling their own names and then that of their father and dynasty—refer: Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 269 herein above. 
 When sage Vishwamitra had met king Janak for the first time after arrival at 
Janakpur, at that time also he had introduced the two brothers to the king in the same 
way—telling their names and the name of their father. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 216 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8. 

2Till this moment sage Parashuram did not know who had actually broken the bow. 
This will be clear shortly when he enquires from king Janak about the reason for the 
festivities, and upon learning about the breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow he demanded to 
know who had broken it. Refer: Doha no. 269—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 270 that follow herein below.  
 This is the primary reason why he has not yet cursed anyone or had threatened 
anyone that he would kill him. On the contrary, he has blessed all who sought his 
blessings—e.g. Janak, Sita, Lord Ram and Laxman.  
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 But Parashuram was caught unaware in his own trap: After blessing Sita and the two 
brothers he will discover that it was Lord Ram who has broken the bow, and to rub salt 
on his wounds he will face the scathing taunts and scorns of Laxman who will tease the 
sage no end, leaving him wringing his hands and fretting and fuming in anger—but, 
ironically, unable to do anything. Why? Well, after having blessed them, how can the 
sage now cause them any harm. His blessing itself stood as a shield that afforded 
protection to Laxman and Lord Ram against the sage’s wrath.  
This entire episode is narrated below in Baal Kand, from Doha no. 270—to Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285.   
 3The images of Lord Ram and Laxman were so mesmerizing, so captivating that they 
enthralled the mind and heart of anyone who looked at them. Every single place that we 
come across in the story of the Ramayan which describes the reaction of those who saw 
the two brothers, we observe this fact in a universal manner. More recently, we can cite 
the following examples:-- 
(i) Janak was enthralled by this beautiful image when he first saw the two brothers while 
welcoming sage Vishwamitra (refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216);  
(ii) then the citizens too were swept off their feet by this beautiful sight (refer: Baal Kand, 
from Doha no. 218—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 221);  
(iii) and of course Sita was deeply enchanted by them (refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 232—to Doha no. 234). 
 What’s more, even the dispassionate sage Vishwamitra could not move his eyes away 
from the face of Lord Ram when he first saw him at Ayodhya when the sage had gone to 
bring the two brothers to his hermitage for protection of his fire sacrifice—refer: Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 207.  
 Now, as it happened, after the two great sages Vishwamitra and Parashuram met each 
other and exchanged customary greetings, Lord Ram and Laxman were ordered by their 
guardian sage Vishwamitra to touch the feet of Parashuram. Till this moment sage 
Parashuram had no chance to closely see the charming images of the two brothers as his 
attention was diverted elsewhere. But when the two brothers stood up before him after 
paying their respects to the sage by touching his feet, it was the first time that Parashuram 
saw them from so close quarters. And as was expected, he was enthralled.]   

  
Îô0. ’„ÈUÁ⁄U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Á’Œ„U ‚Ÿ ∑§„U„ÈU ∑§Ê„U •ÁÃ ÷Ë⁄U– 

¬Í¿UÃ ¡ÊÁŸ •¡ÊŸ Á¡Á◊ CÿÊ¬©U ∑§Ù¬È ‚⁄UË⁄UH 269H 
 
dōhā.  

bahuri bilōki bidēha sana kahahu kāha ati bhīra. 
pūchata jāni ajāna jimi byāpē'u kōpu sarīra. 269. 
 
Now, inspite of being aware of everything, sage Parashuram feigned ignorance and asked 
Janak—‘Well, tell me, why is there such a huge crowd here?’ 

Though he pretended to be ignorant of the reason for this huge assembly, he was 
seething with anger internally so much so that his whole body was virtually soaked in 
anger and a desire for revenge. (Doha no. 269) 

[Note—Sage Parashuram asked Janak and nobody else because Janak was the ruler of the 
place, its king, and therefore acted as the host of the ceremony. The kings and other 
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people had gathered here at his invitation. So he is the proper person to answer this 
question.  
 The sage already knew that Shiva’s bow has been broken—this was the reason why 
he had come here to the venue in the first place. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 268. But he wanted to punish Janak along with the person who broke 
the bow, and so used this ploy of ignorance to let Janak say himself that this gathering 
had been called for breaking the bow, at which the angry sage will get an excuse to 
punish him. This is clear when he threatened Janak that he will upturn the earth within 
the periphery of his kingdom, meaning he would cause widespread destruction in his 
kingdom and bury everything underground like it happens during an earthquake—refer: 
Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precedes Doha no. 270 herein below.  
 From the corner of his eyes perhaps he had seen the broken bow lying on the ground, 
and this sight had fired his anger so much that his whole body seemed to be soaked in it.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ‚◊ÊøÊ⁄ U ∑§Á„U ¡Ÿ∑§ ‚ÈŸÊ∞ – ¡Á„U ∑§Ê⁄UŸ ◊„UË¬ ‚’ •Ê∞H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

samācāra kahi janaka sunā'ē. jēhi kārana mahīpa saba ā'ē. 1. 
 
Janak told him (sage Parashuram) the whole story in detail as to why all the kings had 
come there. (1) 

[Note—The reason has been narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
250.] 

 
‚ÈŸÃ ’øŸ Á»§Á⁄U •ŸÃ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄U – Œπ øÊ¬π¢«U ◊Á„U «UÊ⁄UH 2H 
•ÁÃ Á⁄U‚ ’Ù‹ ’øŸ ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ∑§„ÈU ¡«∏U ¡Ÿ∑§ œŸÈ· ∑Ò§ ÃÙ⁄UÊH 3H 
’Áª ŒπÊ©U ◊Í…∏U Ÿ Ã •Ê¡Í – ©U‹≈U©°U ◊Á„U ¡„°U ‹Á„U Ãfl ⁄UÊ¡ÍH 4H 

 
sunata bacana phiri anata nihārē. dēkhē cāpakhaṇḍa mahi ḍārē. 2. 
ati risa bōlē bacana kaṭhōrā. kahu jaṛa janaka dhanuṣa kai tōrā. 3. 
bēgi dēkhā'u mūṛha na ta ājū. ulaṭa'um̐ mahi jaham ̐ lahi tava rājū. 4. 
 
Hearing this, the sage turned his eyes towards that direction where the pieces of the 
broken bow were lying on the ground.1 (2) 

The sight of the broken bow lying unceremoniously on the ground infuriated him 
beyond measure, and losing all inhibitions and control over himself he sternly asked king 
Janak in an extremely harsh and threatening voice—‘Oh you stupid fellow Janak, tell me 
who has broken the bow. (3) 

Be quick to answer me, you fool, and show me that fellow who has done it (and 
who had the temerity to break Lord Shiva’s bow). If you don’t do it, I will turn the earth 
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upside down as far as your kingdom stretches (i.e. I will reduce your kingdom to rubble 
and bury everything underground).’2 (4) 

[Note—1The sage was fully aware that the bow had already been broken as he had heard 
the loud thunder caused when it had snapped into two—refer: Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 268.  

The bow was central to the whole ceremony, and therefore was placed prominently 
on a central platform of the circular arena. The seats of invited kings and other guests 
were arranged in a circle around this platform. The king hosting the event, king Janak, 
and the chief guest of the event, sage Vishwamitra, were seated on an elevated area in 
one prominent corner of the arena that was so strategically located that the entire venue 
could be seen from there. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 
that precedes Doha no. 224. 
 The bow was not a small one; it had huge unconventional dimensions because it had 
belonged to Lord Shiva and was used by him to kill the demon Tripurasur. So its broken 
parts were visible from all parts of the arena.  
 Remember: We have read a little earlier that Parashuram had ‘pretended’ that he does 
not know why this assembly has gathered—refer: Doha no. 269 above. We have also read 
that his eyes were red with anger and his general countenance showed that he was restless 
with anger and vengeance—refer: (i) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 268; 
and (ii) line no. 2 of Doha no. 269, along with Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes it. 
 In short, Parashuram had already seen the bow lying broken on the ground, but was 
waiting for Janak to tell him the story of its breaking. Sage Parashuram had the intention 
of punishing Janak in public for being the cause of something that was otherwise deemed 
unimaginable—which was ‘to cause an indirect insult to Lord Shiva by getting the Lord’s 
bow broken at his behest’. 

2Janak has been dubbed as a “fool and stupid fellow” by the angry sage Parashuram 
who used these epithets to mean that Janak should have used this bow to worship Lord 
Shiva through its medium, as a symbol of Shiva or a treasured gift by the Lord, but 
instead he has got it broken. What can be more idiotic and nonsensical behaviour?  

Sage Parashuram has threatened to “upturn the earth as far as the kingdom of 
Janakpur stretched”. Well, Parashuram knew that Janak was a compassionate king who 
loved his subjects more than anything else. When he is threatened with the prospect of 
ruining his kingdom and causing unprecedented horrors for his subjects, then the chances 
are better that he will divulge the name of the person who has broken the bow.  

We must note here that though Parashuram knew about the breaking of the bow even 
before he arrived at the venue, he did not know who had actually broken it. He did not 
guess that this person was Lord Ram till the moment the Lord himself stepped forward to 
tell him so—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 270—to Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 271 which we shall read below shortly. 

We observe that Janak has had to face great humiliation in full public view for his 
decision of getting the bow of Lord Shiva broken. The ‘first occasion’ was Laxman’s 
humiliating verbal tirad against him (refer—Baal Kand, from Doha no. 252—to Doha no. 
253; Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 254), the ‘second occasion’ was the kings 
threatening to defeat him in battle and snatch his daughter right under his nose (refer—
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 266), and the ‘third occasion’ is 
now with sage Parashuram calling him names, viz. ‘a stupid’, ‘a fool’, and threatening to 
destroy his kingdom and lay it to ruin in the present verses.   

Why was this so? The answer is very interesting. Let us see how.  
When we come to think of it and scrutinize the events, we observe that Janak had 

indeed acted impertinently and irresponsibly by being instrumental in getting Lord 
Shiva’s bow broken in public, thereby causing an indirect insult of Lord Shiva. 
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Remember: This bow was kept by Lord Shiva with his ancestors for safe-keeping 
because the Lord trusted them. The Lord had not told the custodian king to get rid of it or 
dispose of it as he wills either at that time or in any time in future. What right did one of 
their descendants, Janak, have to get it broken? Obviously the answer is ‘none’.  
 Then there were other problems too. Breaking anything kept by someone for safe-
keeping without that person’s express permission is equivalent to showing utter contempt 
and disrespect to that person to whom the thing originally belongs. In this case the bow 
belonged to Shiva, and Janak’s family was a mere custodian. Therefore, Janak had no 
moral right to show disrespect to it and its rightful owner Lord Shiva by getting it broken.  
 Since this bow had once been held by Lord Shiva, it deserved reverence and respect 
like any other thing or symbol associated with the Lord. Getting it broken so 
contemptuously was nothing short of an insult of Shiva. 
 Now let us see what punishment Janak got for this sin. This is very interesting. He 
got repaid with the same coin that he had used to imply disrespect for Shiva. He was 
scolded, scorned at, rebuked, bitterly threatened and humiliated in full public view, in an 
over-packed assembly attended by his own subjects as well as by all the worthwhile kings 
and princes of the time, along with their retinues, in front of his own daughter, ministers, 
courtiers, priest etc.—not once, not twice, but ‘thrice’, for his misdeed.  

It definitely goes to the credit of Janak that he bore with this public humiliation 
quietly without showing any anger, perhaps because he, being a highly wise, righteous 
and judicious king, realized that this was a punishment for his sin of getting Shiva’s bow 
broken. He must have regretted his decision; he must have wondered that he should have 
thought of it before it was too late, that he could have devised some other means of 
finding a suitable groom for his daughter instead of making the bow a condition as it is 
now proving a thorn on his back. 

But was this public humiliation enough of a punishment for Janak for getting Lord 
Shiva’s bow broken? Yes, it was. Being ridiculed, scorned at, strongly censored, facing 
abuses, angry reprimands and admonishments, with a lowered head and not being able to 
answer back to defend one’s self, one’s honour and actions, or unable to seek retribution, 
is worse than actual physical death. For an honourable man of self-respect, an upright 
man of dignity and stature, nothing can be worse. Janak was not an ordinary man of 
humble means; he was a great king. 

He definitely felt like burying himself in the ground, out of shame and humiliation, if 
it split open, after being subjected to such unimaginable ignominious treatment thrice in 
front of his own subjects and family members, in the midst of the society of kings and 
princes and other invited dignitaries. Death is far better than to live in this world after 
having been subjected to this great public insult—this is endorsed in Ram Charit Manas 
as well. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 63. The context 
here is this: Sati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva, had gone to attend the fire sacrifice of 
her father, Prajapati Daksha. He harboured some old grudge against Shiva, and therefore 
had neither invited the Lord to attend the fire sacrifice nor had kept any offering for him 
though offerings were made to all other gods as is the practice during such sacrifices. Sati 
regarded this as a public insult of her husband, Lord Shiva, and declared “all past sorrows 
and wounds of my heart caused by previous insults and humiliation have faded in 
comparison to this present one which is intolerable for me; though there are countless 
forms of sorrows and grief in this world, the worst is an insult and humiliation in front of 
the society to which one belongs”. Here she meant that her father has publicly insulted 
and shown contempt for her husband, Lord Shiva, by not inviting him to the sacrifice, or 
giving him his due share of the offerings made to the sacred fire while all other gods, 
even those who are very junior to Shiva, have been invited, shown due respect and 
offered their share. The invited gods were looking at Sati with smirks and wicked smiles 
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on their faces, sneering at her for being there even when she knew that her dear husband 
would be insulted. Why did she come to the fire sacrifice of her father when she knew 
that Shiva has not been invited; is she so eager to join in the celebrations that she 
preferred to disregard the value of her husband’s prestige and self-respect? This showed 
her in very bad light as for any honourable woman her husband occupies the highest 
place in her life.  

So, Sati decided to burn herself and die instantly rather than live all her life with this 
shame and the memory of the public humiliation that she has had to face. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 63—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 64. 
The idea is that the way Janak was insulted and humiliated thrice, as enumerated above in 
this discussion, it was the worst kind of punishment that he could have got. It would have 
been better if he was killed in action in a battle than having to live all his life with this 
history dogging him.]        

  

            •ÁÃ «UL§ ©UÃL§ ŒÃ ŸÎ¬È ŸÊ„UË¥ – ∑È§Á≈U‹ ÷Í¬ „U⁄U· ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 5H 
 
ati ḍaru utaru dēta nṛpu nāhīṁ. kuṭila bhūpa haraṣē mana māhīṁ. 5. 
 
The king (Janak) was so terrified that he could not answer the sage. The wicked kings, 
meanwhile, felt very happy (as they now felt that the angry sage would do what they had 
themselves hoped to do—i.e. punish king Janak as well as Lord Ram). (5) 

[Note—Janak was struck with fear as he knew about the sage’s reputation. He knew that 
Parashuram was not merely boasting; he will indeed cause unprecedented havoc in his 
kingdom now that the bow has been broken and this fact cannot be hidden. His fear was 
compounded because it was he who had been the cause of its breaking. He was terrified 
because what was expected to be an occasion for celebration will turn out to be an 
occasion for grieving and mourning.  
 The wicked kings, as expected, rejoiced. What more could they want. They had 
wanted to disrupt the marriage ceremony somehow, even by an armed conflict—refer: 
Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 266 above. Now they were happy that sage 
Parashuram would do it for them; they were rather grateful to him for fulfilling their 
desire without giving them any trouble or any bad name.] 

 
‚È⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ ŸÊª Ÿª⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – ‚Ùø®„U ‚∑§‹ òÊÊ‚ ©U⁄U ÷Ê⁄UËH 6H 

 
sura muni nāga nagara nara nārī. sōcahiṁ sakala trāsa ura bhārī. 6. 
 
On the other hand, the gods, the sages, the Naagas (the serpents; the subterranean 
creatures), and the citizens of the city, men and women alike, became very worried and 
extremely anxious in their hearts (because none of them knew what would happen now as 
almost all had heard about the unforgiving and uncompromising nature of sage 
Parashuram). (6) 

[Note—The entities mentioned here represent all the living beings in this world. The gods 
represent the inhabitants of the heaven such as holy spirits etc., the serpents represented 
the subterranean creatures, and the terrestrial creatures were represented by the sages and 
the citizens, the former symbolizing learned men and the latter the ordinary human 
beings.  
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 Earlier, when the bow was broken and there was celebration, they had rejoiced; they 
had played musical instruments, sang and danced. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 263.]  

 
◊Ÿ ¬Á¿UÃÊÁÃ ‚Ëÿ ◊„UÃÊ⁄UË – Á’Áœ •’ ‚°fl⁄UË ’ÊÃ Á’ªÊ⁄UËH 7H 

 
mana pachitāti sīya mahatārī. bidhi aba sam ̐varī bāta bigārī. 7. 
 
Sita’s mother (queen Sunayana) regretted and lamented in her heart about the 
developments. She became pensive and very remorseful that at a time when things 
appeared to be getting right, the malignant Creator (“Bidhi”) threw a spanner in the wheel 
and ruined everything. (7) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 256. When Lord Ram had stood up to break the bow on the orders 
of sage Vishwamitra, the queen mother had worried at that time also.  

When he had broken the bow, she had felt elated. Refer: Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 263.  

Now, all of a sudden, this horrifying prospect of ruin and being at the receiving end 
of a sage’s anger has erupted out of nowhere and most unexpectedly.  

These quick developments were like a roller-coaster emotional ride for the queen-
mother. She was swung from the extreme of joy when Lord Ram broke the bow and Sita 
had put the victory garland on the Lord’s body to the pit of grief and sadness when first 
the failed kings threatened battle and then this furious sage, who was well-known for his 
killing sprees while in anger, has now come with his battle axe drawn to strike-off the 
head of the culprit who broke the bow. Oh Creator, she prayed, what do you want?] 

 
÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ∑§⁄U ‚È÷Ê©U ‚ÈÁŸ ‚ËÃÊ – •⁄Uœ ÁŸ◊· ∑§‹¬ ‚◊ ’ËÃÊH 8H 

 
bhṛgupati kara subhā'u suni sītā. aradha nimēṣa kalapa sama bītā. 8. 
 
When Sita heard of the sage’s temperament and reputation (from her friends), she was so 
emotionally upset that each passing moment appeared to be as long and stretched as a full 
era of time. (8) 

[Note—In other words, Sita became very impatient; time became unbearable for her, it 
seemed to stop. She did not want to contemplate about the next moment because god only 
knew what would happen then. She feared the worst.  
 What was the thing about sage Parashuram’s nature that made her so nervous when 
her friends told her about it? Well, we don’t have to go far to seek the answer; it is 
provided by the sage himself while venting his anger on Lord Ram and Laxman. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 272 along with its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 4-8; (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 274; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 2-3 
that precedes Doha no. 275; (iv) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 281; and (v) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 283.  
 Sita was very sad and felt hopeless, hapless and helpless. When things began to look 
bright for her, there is this sudden prospect of gloom and overriding grief. To use a 
metaphor, when the sun broke through the gloomy darkness of the night to shine bright 
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and give the world the light of hope and happiness, it was suddenly being overcome by 
the solar eclipse, causing darkness and gloom to descend once again on the world! 
 In this context, refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 267 which says that both the queen and Sita were worried when they 
saw that the wicked kings had risen in revolt and there was an imminent danger of war.]  

 
Îô0. ‚÷ÿ Á’‹Ù∑§ ‹Ùª ‚’ ¡ÊÁŸ ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ÷ËL§– 

NUŒÿ° Ÿ „U⁄U·È Á’·ÊŒÈ ∑§¿ÈU ’Ù‹ üÊË⁄UÉÊÈ’ËL§H 270H 
 
dōhā.  

sabhaya bilōkē lōga saba jāni jānakī bhīru. 
hṛdayam ̐ na haraṣu biṣādu kachu bōlē śrīraghubīru. 270. 
 
When Raghubir (Lord Ram, the brave Lord of the Raghu dynasty) saw that all the people 
as well as Janki (Sita) were afraid, he spoke (to answer sage Parashuram) without feeling 
either happy or remorseful in his heart. (Doha no. 270) 

[Note—Lord Ram is very merciful and compassionate. He is the Lord and protector of 
the world; he is its guardian and supreme care-taker. So when he saw that everyone is 
terrified and Janak has become tongue-tied, the Lord decided to intervene and spare them 
any further embarrassment.  
 Lord Ram has a natural temperament of being neutral and dispassionate; he exhibits 
an exemplary sense of equanimity in all situations, favourable or unfavourable. Goddess 
Saraswati, the patron goddess of speech, has acknowledged this in Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 12.  
 Earlier in this episode, when sage Vishwamitra had ordered Lord Ram to get up and 
break the bow to remove the cause of Janak’s immense sorrows, the Lord had got up 
from his seat and moved towards the bow with the same nonchalance, the same 
indifference and neutrality that he shows now while speaking to sage Parashuram. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 254.  

Since he was the one who had broken the bow, the Lord decided that it was his 
responsibility to face the consequences, whatever they might be. Why should he let 
others suffer? King Janak had already suffered so much, so it would not be proper to 
force him to undergo any more rounds of sufferings and humiliations.]  

 

 
¿õ0. ŸÊÕ ‚¢÷ÈœŸÈ ÷¢¡ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UÊ – „UÙßÁ„U ∑§©U ∞∑§ ŒÊ‚ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊH 1H 

•Êÿ‚È ∑§Ê„U ∑§Á„U• Á∑§Ÿ ◊Ù„UË – ‚ÈÁŸ Á⁄U‚Êß ’Ù‹ ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§Ù„UËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nātha sambhudhanu bhan̄janihārā. hō'ihi kē'u ēka dāsa tumhārā. 1. 
āyasu kāha kahi'a kina mōhī. suni risā'i bōlē muni kōhī. 2. 
 
[Lord Ram spoke very politely to sage Parashuram—] 
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‘Oh Lord! The person who has broken the bow of Lord Shiva must be (literally) 
one of your servants. [That is, this person is surely junior to you, because you are such a 
great sage that no one can be greater than you. And being your servant or subordinate, he 
surely had no intention at all of insulting you or injuring your ego.] (1) 

Why don’t you tell me what you command is, or what you wish? [That is, why 
don’t you tell me what is that you want, now that the bow is broken already?]1’ 

  Hearing these words of Lord Ram, the sage replied angrily—(2) 
[Note—1Lord Ram has carefully worded his enquiry. What he said in verse no. 1 was 
intended to soothe the ruffled ego of the haughty sage. The message that was conveyed 
was crystal clear—“It is me , Ram, who has broken the bow, but oh sage, do not become 
unnecessarily angry as I had no intention of either insulting you or Lord Shiva, and 
neither do I want to give an impression that I have any intention of insurbordinating you. 
You are a great sage, while I am merely a prince. I don’t deny that I have broken the bow, 
but you being so senior a person, you must exhibit maturity and poise. The bow is already 
broken, and so getting angry and shouting won’t help. Let us be practical and discuss 
wisely what remedy can be found for something that has already happened. What do you 
want from me?”  
 This statement of Lord Ram shows that inspite of breaking the formidable bow of 
Lord Shiva that had defied the combined might of the mightiest of kings of the earth, the 
Lord had no trace of ego or pride in him. This is clear by the term “Daas” in the text—
which literally means a ‘servant’. Here the term does not actually mean a menial servant 
who does household chores for his lord or master, but it means someone who is very 
humble and junior to the person addressed.   
 The sage was not a child; the Lord’s reply hinted to him that he is the one who has 
broken the bow. This is because the sage had asked king Janak about who had broken the 
bow, and it was Janak who should have replied. Why would or why should someone else, 
a third person who is not involved in the incident at all, must unnecessarily interfere 
when he is not being asked anything? This clearly hinted to the sage that it was Lord Ram 
who had broken the bow, or at least directly involved in its breaking, or someone else 
who had Lord Ram’s support had broken it on the Lord’s orders, thereby necessitating 
intervention by the Lord. 
 Since Lord Ram spoke in the third person, i.e. said “it must be someone who is your 
servant” instead of directly accepting responsibility, the reply of the sage matched it: he 
also referred to that ‘third person’ who had broken the bow—refer: verse nos. 3-5 herein 
below.]         

 
‚fl∑È§ ‚Ù ¡Ù ∑§⁄ÒU ‚fl∑§Êß¸ – •Á⁄U ∑§⁄UŸË ∑§Á⁄U ∑§Á⁄U• ‹⁄UÊß¸H 3H 
‚ÈŸ„ÈU ⁄UÊ◊ ¡®„U Á‚flœŸÈ ÃÙ⁄UÊ – ‚„U‚’Ê„ÈU ‚◊ ‚Ù Á⁄U¬È ◊Ù⁄UÊH 4H 
‚Ù Á’‹ªÊ©U Á’„UÊß ‚◊Ê¡Ê – Ÿ Ã ◊Ê⁄U ¡Ò„U®„U ‚’ ⁄UÊ¡ÊH 5H 

 
sēvaku sō jō karai sēvakā'ī. ari karanī kari kari'a larā'ī. 3. 
sunahu rāma jēhiṁ sivadhanu tōrā. sahasabāhu sama sō ripu mōrā. 4. 
sō bilagā'u bihā'i samājā. na ta mārē jaihahiṁ saba rājā. 5. 
 
[The sage replied to Lord Ram angrily—] 

‘A servant is one who serves with humility, and not one who acts like an enemy 
by doing something that annoys his lord. (3) 
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Listen Ram, anyone who has broken the bow of Lord Shiva is like the thousand-
handed enemy for me. [Or, such a person is equivalent to ‘Sahastra-baahu1’ as far as I am 
concerned. He had killed my father, and to punish him I had cut-off his thousand arms 
and killed him. Likewise I will chop-off the hands of the person who has broken this bow 
before killing him.] (2) 

Let him step forward and separate himself from the rest of the kings, for 
otherwise I will kill all of them.’ (3) 

[Note—1Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 4; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 272.  
The story of ‘Sahastra-baahu’, also known as ‘Sahastraarjun’ or ‘Arjun with a thousand 
hands’ is narrated in a detailed note on sage Parashuram that is appended to Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 268 above.  

Now, Lord Shiva was sage Parashuram’s revered deity and his Guru, a moral 
preceptor, as Shiva is regarded as the universal Guru of all hermits and ascetics. Insulting 
a Guru is equivalent to insulting one’s parent, especially one’s father. Parashuram is 
referring to it. He means that since Shiva is as revered by him as his father sage 
Jamdagni, anyone who has dared to insult Shiva by breaking his bow is deemed to be 
Parashuram’s enemy just like Sahastrabaahu who had insulted his father Jamdagni. 
Therefore, just like he had killed Sahastrabaahu, he would also kill the person who has 
broken the bow. 

It’s better for this fellow to step out, because otherwise all the kings would be 
punished for shielding him and taking side with him.  

An interesting thing should be mentioned here in the passing. We have read earlier, 
while reading the note on sage Parashuram in Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 268, that he had vowed to kill the Kshatriya kings for “twenty-one 
times”. This limit had been crossed before this incident of the bow breaking ceremony 
had taken place. Perhaps the sage had not kept any count of the number of times he had 
already eliminated the kings, for if he had done so he wouldn’t have threatened to kill 
anyone beyond this limit.  

As it eventually turned out, no matter how hard the sage had tried to hit Laxman 
when the latter was speaking to him in very scorching tones, his hands won’t move and 
refused to cooperate with him. In fact, Parashuram was himself astonished why he was 
not able to punish Laxman, and why his hands refused to cooperate with him—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 280.]  

 
‚ÈÁŸ ◊ÈÁŸ ’øŸ ‹πŸ ◊È‚È∑§ÊŸ – ’Ù‹ ¬⁄U‚Èœ⁄UÁ„U •¬◊ÊŸH 6H 

 
suni muni bacana lakhana musukānē. bōlē parasudharahi apamānē. 6. 
 
[Laxman was restive. He just could not cope with someone talking angrily with his 
beloved brother and Lord, Sri Ram. Unable to resist his urge to intervene on behalf of 
Lord Ram, Laxman spoke sweetly with a smile, but his demeanours were so aggressive 
and his manner of speaking so taunting and overtly insulting that his words and smile 
added fuel to the fire of the anger of the sage instead of calming him down.] 

Hearing the words of the sage, Laxman smiled sarcastically and spoke in a way 
that was deemed to be insulting by Parashuram*—(6) 

[Note—The sage was already angry, and first Lord Ram had spoken to him out of turn 
because the sage had demanded to know who had broken the bow from king Janak and 
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not from Ram, and now another prince has started speaking out of turn, without being 
asked anything. This truly annoyed the sage because he thought that these two brothers 
are taking him lightly and making a fun, a mockery of him.  

Parashuram wondered angrily, ‘Why are these two fellows chirping out of turn? Do 
they think that I have come here to joke with them? The situation is very grave, my 
revered Lord Shiva has been broken, and instead of expressing any remorse or regret, this 
fellow Laxman is ‘smiling sarcastically’ at me as if the breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow is 
of no importance. Well, this is intolerable for me.’  

Indeed the sage was extremely exasperated and infuriated because whereas other 
powerful kings and princes had developed pale faces out of fear of the sage, and were 
perhaps searching for a way to sneak out to avoid the wrath of the sage’s anger, here were 
two young princes talking boldly and fearlessly with him as if the issue was something of 
a joke. The sage was excessively annoyed at Laxman’s light-hearted treatment of this 
issue which the sage regarded as very grave. 

The question arises, ‘why did Laxman choose to act in a way that would be insulting 
for the sage?’ Well, for one, a sage is supposed to be a calm and peaceful person who is 
forgiving by nature, and not one who spits fire and brimstone, who is full of spite and 
haughtiness, and who is ready to kill others at the drop of a hat. In other words, if a 
person who calls himself a ‘sage’ does not show virtues that are characteristic of such 
exalted souls then he is worthy of contempt. The second reason is that the sage had 
threatened to kill anyone who had broken the bow, and since this person happened to be 
Lord Ram whom Laxman revered highly, any hint that the Lord is being insulted ignited 
Laxman’s wrath. In a way, Laxman warns sage Parashuram to behave himself as he has 
at last met his match.  

Further, the sage was very proud of his martial prowess and his ability to subdue the 
mightiest of kings. This character was not good for the spiritual welfare of the sage 
because pride, haughtiness and arrogance as well as anger and vengeance are negative 
characters that are never expected from a great sage and hermit; these negative traits pull 
down a sage from his exalted stature instead of elevating him. The sage was dressed like 
a hermit but behaved like an ordinary worldly man who is soaked in negative qualities. 
Hence, he was fit for contempt. The lesson that we draw from this episode is that no 
matter how learned a person is or how highly placed in society he may be, if he has 
negative qualities in him, such as anger, pride, haughtiness and vengefulness, then one 
day or the other he is bound to be insulted and put to shame. 

*Why did Parashuram regard Laxman’s smile and words as being ‘deemed to be 
insulting for him’? Refer verse nos. 7-8 that follow below and their accompanying note.]  

 
’„ÈU œŸÈ„UË¥ ÃÙ⁄UË¥ ‹Á⁄U∑§ÊßZ – ∑§’„È°U Ÿ •Á‚ Á⁄U‚ ∑§ËÁã„U ªÙ‚ÊßZH 7H 
∞Á„U œŸÈ ¬⁄U ◊◊ÃÊ ∑§Á„U „UÃÍ – ‚ÈÁŸ Á⁄U‚Êß ∑§„U ÷ÎªÈ∑È§‹∑§ÃÍH 8H 

 
bahu dhanuhīṁ tōrīṁ larikā'īṁ. kabahum̐ na asi risa kīnhi gōsā'īṁ. 7. 
ēhi dhanu para mamatā kēhi hētū. suni risā'i kaha bhṛgukulakētū. 8. 
 
Laxman said to sage Prashuram—‘As a child I had broken many bows, but my lord you 
had never shown such anger at that time. (7) 

What is so special with this particular bow that you love it so much (that its 
breaking has annoyed you extremely to the extent as to have brought you down puffing 
and fuming to this place from your hermitage, causing you to disrupt your spiritual pusuit 
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and meditation, and get so much upset and angry)? [I don’t see anything special with this 
bow; it looks to me as an old, rusty and wornout bow that is of no use whatever in 
practice, and therefore there should be no cause to become so fretful and agitated at its 
breaking. I don’t think it is of any precious value or importance to invite such reaction 
from a sage of your repute and status. Come on sage, what’s so wrong with its breaking 
that you are so furious and mad about?]’ 

Hearing these words of Laxman, sage Parashuram (“bhṛgukulakētū”; literally 
‘the flag-bearer of the greatness of the line of sages coming down from sage Bhrigu’) 
became very angry and peeved. He said in fury—(8) 

[Note—Why did the sage become angry? Well, this bow belonged to Lord Shiva whom 
sage Parashuram regarded as his Guru (moral preceptor and revered teacher) as well as 
the deity whom he worshipped. Treating a bow that belonged to the sage’s respected 
Guru and revered deity (Shiva) as being equal to other ordinary insignificant bows that 
children play and break umpteen numbers of time in a routine manner was deemed by 
sage Parashuram to be an extreme form of insubordination of Shiva, and since an insult 
caused to one’s Guru and deity is to be regarded as one’s personal insult, the sage took 
strong objection at Laxman’s behaviour.   

Laxman’s question offended the sage who took his smile (Chaupai line no. 6 above), 
and his carefree attitude as if nothing wrong has happened (Chaupai line no. 7), as an 
affront to his dignity, self-respect and exalted stature.]           

 
Îô0. ⁄U ŸÎ¬ ’Ê‹∑§ ∑§Ê‹ ’‚ ’Ù‹Ã ÃÙÁ„U Ÿ ‚°÷Ê⁄U– 

œŸÈ„UË ‚◊ ÁÃ¬È⁄UÊÁ⁄U œŸÈ Á’ÁŒÃ ‚∑§‹ ‚¢‚Ê⁄UH 271H 
 
dōhā.  

rē nṛpa bālaka kāla basa bōlata tōhi na sam̐bhāra. 
dhanuhī sama tipurāri dhanu bidita sakala sansāra. 271. 
 
[Sage Parashuram was very peeved and so he scolded Laxman, chiding him for his 
impertinence and denigrating Lord Shiva by comparing the Lord’s bow worthy of respect 
and worship with an ordinary bow that children often break in their childhood while 
casually playing with it.] 
 
The angry sage said to Laxman—‘Oh you young prince (“nṛpa bālaka”; ‘nṛpa’ = a king; 
‘bālaka’ = a young boy)! (It appears that—) You are in the grip of death (or are under the 
spell of the death-god; “kāla basa”), and so you have no control over your words and 
speak without thinking of what you are saying, not understanding the gravity of your 
utterances  (“bōlata tōhi na sam̐bhāra”).  

 How dare you compare the world-famous bow of Lord Shiva, the great Lord who 
is known as “Tripurari” (because he had used this bow to conquer the three formidable 
legendary cities and kill their ruler, the demon ‘Tripura’), with an ordinary, humble bow 
(when you say that you had broken many bows as a child and there was no hue and cry at 
that time). How dare you say so?’ (Doha no. 271) 

[Note—The sage has used the words “Nrip-Baalak”, literally meaning a young son of a 
king, while addressing Laxman, and the word “Tripurari” for Lord Shiva. What the sage 
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means is clear. He chides Laxman that the latter talks like an ignorant and immature boy 
(‘Baalak’) who seems to be unaware of the great events of this world, for otherwise did 
he not know that this bow was used by Lord Shiva to kill the formidable demon by the 
name of Tripura (‘Tripurari’) whom none of the other Gods, including Vishnu, could 
face. Besides this, the bow belonged to Shiva who is also known and revered as the 
‘Maha-Deva’, the Great God of creation. Therefore it is absolutely irrational and highly 
stupid to compare such a mighty bow with an ordinary bow that children break while 
playing, as Laxman thinks it is—refer: Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes the current Doha 
no. 271.  
 The greatness and uniqueness of the bow was declared by king Janak’s heralds as 
well as by king Janak himself—refer: Baal Kand: (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede 
Doha no. 250; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 252. So, how idiotic it is 
for Laxman to compare this formidable, world-renowned bow of Lord Shiva with 
ordinary bows that he (Laxman) may have broken as a child?   
 Only those people whose minds begin to hallucinate when they are under the spell of 
death talk irrationally and nonsense things. The sage sternly warns Laxman to mind his 
words and be careful with what he says because death is staring in his face, and if he 
(Laxman) tries to act too smart with the sage then let him be warned that he will be 
responsible for the consequences which would be fatal for him. 
 When Parashuram referred to ‘death’ while admonishing Laxman, he meant that 
hadn’t Laxman paid attention to what the sage had said just a few moments ago—that he 
is determined to severely punish the person who has broken the bow of Lord Shiva, and 
when he punishes someone it means ‘death’. Refer—Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 270; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 271.  
The fact that the sage had no reservations about killing a person as a means of 
punishment is clearly declared by the sage himself a little later during this episode. Refer: 
Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 274; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 275; and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 283. 
 It is said that when one is destined to die, when death is inevitable, when death looms 
over a person, his rational thinking, intellect and wisdom abandon him, and he is 
propelled to death by becoming reckless, ‘by losing control over what he says’, what 
actions he takes and how he behaves. He is attracted to death like the insect is to the wick 
of a lighted lamp or a raging fire, only to get burnt to death.  

This particular sign that ‘one begins to talk incoherently and madly when one is in 
the jaws of death’ as implied by sage Parashuram here when he admonishes Laxman has 
another parallel in this book ‘Ram Charit Manas’ when Angad says the same thing to 
Ravana in Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 33. In this case, Angad 
was sent as an emissary by Lord Ram to Ravana in a final attempt to avoid the ruinous 
war. Angad tried every logic he could think of in an attempt to persuade Ravana to give 
Sita back to Lord Ram and avoid the calamitous war, but the demon king won’t listen. 
Instead, Ravana started boasting and denigrating the Lord. So Angad chides Ravana by 
saying that the latter’s death seems to be imminent because he won’t listen to any sane 
advice and ‘was babbling incoherently as if in a delirium because death seems to have got 
hold of him (by deluding and eclipsing his intellect, his sense of rational thinking and his 
wisdom)’. 

A very interesting development has occurred here in a subtle manner. While 
Parashuram admonishes Laxman that the latter seems to be in the throes of death because 
he is talking nonsense, the sage himself, in his fit of anger, had been talking nonsense, 
without giving thought to what he is saying. Why is it so? Well, the sage has repeatedly 
stressed that the bow belonged to Lord Shiva. So why did he not ponder over the fact that 
since it is not a joke to break Lord Shiva’s bow, then obviously if someone had indeed 
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broken it then that person must be at least equivalent to Lord Shiva if not greater than 
him! Besides this logic, how could anyone ever break Lord Shiva’s bow without the 
Lord’s consent. In other words, anyone who had broken the bow must have had Shiva’s 
approval and backing.  

Therefore, would sage Parashuram not commit a grave and unpardonable sin by 
going against the wishes of Lord Shiva himself because it was impossible to break the 
bow without the Lord’s consent. This sin would be aggravated by harming that person 
who has broken the bow, obviously with Shiva’s consent—the person surely had the 
backing of Lord Shiva simply because had Shiva not wanted the bow to be broken then 
no power on earth would have been able to move it, let alone break it. This is evident 
when none of the mighty kings could move the bow even a fraction of an inch—refer: 
Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 251; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 
1-2 that precede Doha no. 252. 

So the sage had gravely erred in this case by threatening to kill the person who had 
broken the bow because he had neglected the fact that the bow cannot be broken without 
the consent of Lord Shiva. Therefore, while trying to act unilaterally in a self-righteous 
manner and pretending that he has the mandate to uphold the dignity of Lord Shiva by 
punishing any person who does anything that is purportedly insulting to the Lord, in the 
present case by breaking the Lord’s bow, the sage had unwittingly invited ridicule and 
humiliation upon himself at the hands of Laxman.  

The lesson we draw from Parashuram’s episode is that ‘anger is one’s worst enemy’. 
It is anger that makes one lose sense of what he must say and do, anger is actually the 
element that makes a man lose his bearings and throws him virtually into the jaws of 
death because his intellect and wisdom abandon him, and it is anger that forces a man to 
make a clown of himself in the society.  

By being angry, Parashuram had made a mockery of his own greatness and exalted 
stature, of his immense strength and powers that he had acquired by doing severe Tapa 
(penances) so much so that instead of seeking retribution for breaking of Shiva’s bow he 
had only invited ridicule upon himself.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ‹πŸ ∑§„UÊ „U°Á‚ „U◊⁄¥U ¡ÊŸÊ – ‚ÈŸ„ÈU Œfl ‚’ œŸÈ· ‚◊ÊŸÊH 1H 

∑§Ê ¿UÁÃ ‹Ê÷È ¡ÍŸ œŸÈ ÃÙ⁄¥U – ŒπÊ ⁄UÊ◊ ŸÿŸ ∑§ ÷Ù⁄¥UH 2H 
¿ÈU•Ã ≈ÍU≈U ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ„ÈU Ÿ ŒÙ‚Í – ◊ÈÁŸ Á’ŸÈ ∑§Ê¡ ∑§Á⁄U• ∑§Ã ⁄Ù‚ÍH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

lakhana kahā ham̐si hamarēṁ jānā. sunahu dēva saba dhanuṣa samānā. 1. 
kā chati lābhu jūna dhanu tōrēṁ. dēkhā rāma nayana kē bhōrēṁ. 2. 
chu'ata ṭūṭa raghupatihu na dōsū. muni binu kāja kari'a kata rōsū. 3. 
 
Laxman smiled wryly and retorted—‘Oh respected Lord (“dēva”)! In my opinion all the 
bows are alike. (1) 

What is lost or what harm is done, and likewise what gain is made or honoured 
acquired by breaking an already worn-out, old, rusty and decrepit bow? So, why would 
Lord Ram break the bow intentionally?  
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The matter of fact is that when Lord Ram saw it, he just wanted to examine it 
closely by turning it sideways on its stand and lifting it in his hands, and he had no 
intention whatsoever to break it. (2) 

But unfortunately this bow crumbled as soon as Raghupati (the Lord of the Raghu 
dynasty) touched it (because it was extremely fragile and highly rusted due to its old age 
and long storage without use, resulting in its losing its tensile strength and substance). 
[That is, the fact that the bow broke during its examination by Lord Ram was no fault of 
the Lord for the bow was already fragile and past its life span, and it simply gave in when 
turned on its side as is the wont of old and worn-out things that have remained untouched 
and uncared for a long time and had outlived their life span. No one gets fame by 
breaking old things, and so why would Lord Ram try such a stupid thing as to expect 
getting fame by breaking an old and rusty bow? Actually it would give him a bad name 
that he caused harm to an antiquity; and no one would like to be ticked off for this act.] 

Oh sage, say then, what is the fault of Lord Ram, and therefore you are 
unnecessarily getting angry and worked-up for no reason or rhyme. [You must be 
realistic and try to understand the position. Lord Ram had no intention of either showing 
disrespect to Lord Shiva or the bow; perish such thoughts if you have any. And neither 
did the Lord wish to break the bow and attempt to get any fame for doing so as no one 
honours a person for breaking old things; rather it only invites scorn and infamy. So, oh 
wise and learned sage, think over the matter with a cool head and overcome your anger 
which is misplaced and out of proportion to the actual event. You know sage: by 
behaving the way you are behaving, it is not Lord Ram who gets a bad name but it is you 
who invite infamy and scorn and ridicule upon yourself.]’ (3) 

[Note—Laxman has jumped to the defence of Lord Ram and puts forth the argument that 
the bow had already decayed; it was very rusty as well as crumbly because it was very 
old and had been kept in storage without use, resulting in it losing its tensile strength and 
material substance which had undergone severe decay. In this situation, anyone who 
would have touched it even for the purpose of routine cleaning would have caused some 
damage to it, such as a fracture to its frame. But it does not mean that the cleaner had any 
intent of either insulting the bow or purposely breaking it. 
 Lord Ram, says Laxman, went to examine it like other kings and princes, and that too 
only when their Guru sage Vishwamitra had ordered him to do so. The Guru perhaps 
wanted Lord Ram to have a look at this unique bow which was a novelty of sorts because 
thousands of kings and princes had gathered there just for the sake of this single bow, so 
there must surely be some mystery about it. And when one sees anything that is unique 
and magical, something that is a rarity and has an antique value, it is normal for him to go 
and see it.  When one examines something rare and curious, he will first see it from all 
angles, then touch it to have a feeling of it, and then softly turn it sideways or lift it 
slightly to have a better understanding and feel of it. The examiner has no intention at all 
of harming the item on display, but if that thing inadvertently breaks while being 
examined then the person who was examining it must not be held guilty of willful and 
premeditated damage.  
 Laxman argues that the same thing has happened in this case also. Lord Ram had no 
intention of willfully breaking the bow to cause any insult to Shiva; it is unthinkable for 
him to even imagine it. The bow crumbled because it was already decayed and fragile. So 
there was no ground for Parashuram to become so angry, for Lord Ram does not get any 
honour for breaking something that was already rusty and fragile. After all, there is no 
valour and bravery in breaking an old bow, isn’t it? The sage must understand that one 
cannot expect his well-being and good name by getting angry without a justified reason 
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and at trifles—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 173. 
 Now, given that the damage has been done, merely shouting and creating a ruckus or 
throwing tantrums won’t rectify it; anger is no solution. If the sage has so great affection 
for the bow then they must all sit together to find out a remedy—to investigate how this 
bow can be repaired and restored to its former glory. Laxman suggests exactly this a little 
later to the angry Parashuram in an attempt to calm him down—that it would be better to 
call some expert bow-smith and get the bow repaired instead of wasting time and energy 
on anger—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha 
no. 278. 
 It will be noted that each time Laxman had spoken to sage Parashuram, he had done 
so with a smile on his face. Now, this implies two things—one, that Laxman wanted to 
convey the message that he is not scared of sage Parashuram like all other kings, and two, 
that he wanted to be as polite and humble as he could be because smile indicates a 
friendly, a positive attitude and surely not a hostile one. 
 Meanwhile, Lord Ram got the hint from Laxman, and when his turn came to speak to 
Parashuram he too had offered the same excuse—that the bow broke on its own as it was 
very old and decayed. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that 
precede Doha no. 283.]   

 
’Ù‹ ÁøÃß ¬⁄U‚È ∑§Ë •Ù⁄UÊ – ⁄U ‚ΔU ‚ÈŸÁ„U ‚È÷Ê©U Ÿ ◊Ù⁄UÊH 4H 
’Ê‹∑È§ ’ÙÁ‹ ’œ©°U Ÿ®„U ÃÙ„UË – ∑§fl‹ ◊ÈÁŸ ¡«∏U ¡ÊŸÁ„U ◊Ù„UËH 5H 

 
bōlē cita'i parasu kī ōrā. rē saṭha sunēhi subhā'u na mōrā. 4. 
bālaku bōli badha'um̐ nahiṁ tōhī. kēvala muni jaṛa jānahi mōhī. 5. 
 
[Laxman’s out-of-turn bold replies and smiles were taken as an affront by sage 
Parashuram because he was not accustomed to such behaviour. Whenever the sage talked 
with or confronted kings and princes, they had always stood before him with a bowed 
head and folded hands, agreeing to whatever he said, but never ever gathering courage to 
reply him back or argue with him. So the sage regarded Laxman’s behaviour as highly 
objectionable, and each statement of Laxman added fuel to the fire of anger of the sage.] 

Sage Parashuram glanced at his battle-axe (in a hint that Laxman be warned of it) 
and retorted menacingly to Laxman—‘Oh you stupid and dull-witted boy; have you not 
heard of my nature and temperament (i.e. about my temper, and zero tolerance to bad 
behaviour and impertinence)? (4) 

 I am not killing you (and chopping-off your head with me blood-thirsty battle-
axe) because you are merely a child (and killing a child would be sin)1. In your utter 
ignorance you think that I am merely a run-of-mill ordinary hermit (because had you 
known of my glories, my exploits, my famous deeds and achievements, you wouldn’t 
have dared to speak with me the way you are doing at present)2. (5) 

[Note—1To kill a child or a very young bow (“Baalak”) is a grave sin—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 167. The context here 
is mother Kaushalya comforting Bharat who was gravely grieving at the death of his 
father king Dasrath and for Lord Ram, Laxman and Sita going to exile in the forest. 
Bharat told her that he considers himself a great sinner because he had been, unwittingly 
and without his knowledge though, the cause of both these unfortunate incidents. It was 
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then that Kaushalya lists some great sins that are unpardonable and lamentable, and ‘the 
killing of a child’ is one such great sin. 
 Remember: Both Lord Ram and Laxman are of a tender age, and this fact has been 
reiterated elsewhere also. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 256 where the mother of Sita also calls Lord Ram a ‘Baalak’, a young 
boy of an immature age.  

Earlier, Sita’s father had also called the two brothers ‘Baalak’ when he had first seen 
them while welcoming sage Vishwamitra to Janakpur. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precede Doha no. 216.  

2Now we shall read below how sage Parashuram boasts about himself. Boasting and 
haughtiness are definitely not good virtues, and the lesson we derive from Parashuram’s 
episode is that one must not be boastful and haughty because one fine day all our ego and 
pretensions would bite the dust in a very humiliating way like Parashuram’s. 
 Later on in this epic story we will read that when Angad was sent by Lord Ram to the 
court of the demon king Ravana in an attempt to make truce and avoid war, Ravana had 
also boasted haughtily. At the end Ravana had to bite a humble pie when he was 
humiliated in full court by Angad who challenged him to move his foot from the ground 
to prove that he is indeed as strong and powerful as he claims himself to be. Ravana had 
failed to move Angad’s foot even a fraction of an inch just like this bow which could not 
be moved an inch by the boastful and haughty kings. This episode of Angad and Ravana 
is narrated in great detail in Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 17—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 35.{Refer especially 
to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 34—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 35.} 
 Sage Parashuram thought that Laxman thinks that being a hermit and sage he 
(Parashuram) won’t harm him. So the sage warns Laxman to be careful because aside of 
being a sage and hermit he was an invincible warrior too. Laxman should not take him 
for granted; Laxman should not play fools with him anymore.]    

 
’Ê‹ ’˝rÊÔøÊ⁄UË •ÁÃ ∑§Ù„UË – Á’Sfl Á’ÁŒÃ ¿UÁòÊÿ∑È§‹ º˝Ù„UËH 6H 
÷È¡’‹ ÷ÍÁ◊ ÷Í¬ Á’ŸÈ ∑§Ëã„UË – Á’¬È‹ ’Ê⁄U ◊Á„UŒflã„U ŒËã„UËH 7H 
‚„U‚’Ê„ÈU ÷È¡ ¿UŒÁŸ„UÊ⁄UÊ – ¬⁄U‚È Á’‹Ù∑È§ ◊„UË¬∑È§◊Ê⁄UÊH 8H 

 
bāla brahmacārī ati kōhī. bisva bidita chatriyakula drōhī. 6. 
bhujabala bhūmi bhūpa binu kīnhī. bipula bāra mahidēvanha dīnhī. 7. 
sahasabāhu bhuja chēdanihārā. parasu bilōku mahīpakumārā. 8. 
 
[Sage Parashuram now boastfully describes his own glories and achievements.] 

I am a ‘Baal Brahmachaari’, a celibate since birth, and am renowned for my anger 
(temper). It is known by the whole world that I am inimical to the Kshatriya1 (warrior) 
race. (6) 

On the strength of my arms I had eliminated all the Kshatriya kings from the 
surface of the earth repeatedly, and had each time given the land to the Brahmins. (7) 

Oh son of a king! Look here at this battle-axe which had chopped-off the arms 
and head of my enemy Sahastrabaahu2. (8) 

[Note—1The Hindu society has been divided into four sections or classes or segments by 
ancient sages for the sake of convenience and proper regulation of the huge society. It 
helped in judicious distribution of work to be done, to regulate the functioning of the 
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society by delegation of authority and clearly specifying the jobs each section is supposed 
to do to maintain order and system in the world, to prevent overlapping of functions and 
avoid anarchy and chaos. This system helped in judicious regulation of the working of 
the society as a whole because each individual member of any given Varna knew what is 
expected of him. It helped in proper distribution of work that had to be done for day-to-
day survival, without any duplicity and tussle.  

These four sections are— (a) Brahmins*—the learned and teaching class; a wise one 
well-versed in the knowledge of the ultimate Truth about the supernatural Being called 
Brahm. They also presided over religious functions as priests, because these functions 
were central to life in the Vedic period; (b) Kshatriyas—they were the warrior, fighting, 
kingly class. They were assigned the job of giving protection to the society, dispensing 
justice and maintaining general law and order. (c) Vaishyas—they were the trading and 
farming class responsible for commerce and wealth generation. They provided for the 
necessities for a comfortable life. And finally (d) the Shudras—the service class of people 
whose main function was to free the other three classes from the humdrums of daily 
chores and concentrate their energies to the particular jobs assigned to those classes to 
which they belonged. 
 In ancient Indian tradition, the kings and the ruling class belonged to the caste called 
‘Kshatriya’, and their main job/vocation was giving protection and providing sustenance 
to their subjects belonging to the other three castes. To do this, they had to wage wars—
some in defense and some in aggression because they wanted to expand their area of 
influence. But wars nevertheless involved bloodshed which any peace loving soul of 
Satwic tendency would abhor. So a king could be Satwic by temperament but Rajsic by 
occupation and compulsion. Those who were Satwic were prescribed the non-violent 
method of worship and sacrifices to Goddess Durga during peace times as described in 
Devipuran Mahabhagwat, Canto 46, verse nos. 15-17½, while those of Rajsic bearings 
were to do worship requiring animal sacrifices as described in verse nos. 17-21, 
especially in preparation for and during wars. Even today it is observed that the army is 
non-vegetarian in its food habits because the solders cannot kill their enemies in battle—
as is required of them because of their vocation as a soldier—if they avoid killing and 
instead show mercy and compassion on their enemies. Perhaps this is the reason why 
meat-eating is never looked down in army; in fact, it is a normal diet amongst the 
Kshatriya class. Though mercy and compassion are indeed supremely good qualities, 
they are not meant for the battlefield unless the enemy surrenders and relents. The world 
would have been a ‘heaven-on-earth’ if this quality prevailed in the battlefield! However, 
since Sri Ram was at war with a vicious, unforgiving, cruel and formidable enemy 
(Ravana), and a lot was at stake (e.g. the very existence of the world and its peace), and it 
was a no-holds-barred, fierce and uncompromising war, the second category of 
worship—animal sacrifice symbolising the death of the enemy—was prescribed for him 
by the Goddess. And this was precisely what Brahma and other Gods did as is evident in 
verse nos. 33. 
 Yajur Veda 31st Chapter, 11th Mantra says that Brahmins are the mouth of society, the 
Kshatriyas are its arms, Vaishyas are its stomach or abdomen, and Shudras are its legs. 
The body is regarded as a symbol of the society. As is obvious in this analogy, all these 
four units of the body must function properly and in close cooperation with each other in 
order that the body can survive and live comfortably and carry on with its assigned duties 
in an orderly fashion. The mouth is important because it is the medium by which the 
body takes food and speaks; the arms procure food and gives protection to the body 
against enemies; the stomach digests food and supplies the whole body with the energy 
needed by it; the abdomen holds all the internal organs; and the legs carry the body 
wherever it wants to go such as the place where food is available. Since food is the basis 
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necessity of life, this instance is cites here. And the logic can be extended to everything 
else. Each component of the society must work properly in order that the whole society 
survives; each component is as vital as the other; each has its own importance in the 
bigger picture. 

*The salient features of Brahmins are the following—they should possess these noble 
qualities—(1) ‘Riju’-be expert in the Rig and the Yajur Vedas, (2) ‘Tapa’-should be 
involved in doing penances, observing austerities and enduring sufferings for the welfare 
of the soul and the society, (3) ‘Santosh’-be contented and satisfied, (4) ‘Kshamaa’-to be 
forgiving and tolerant, (5) ‘Sheel’-to have such virtues as good character, dignity, 
decorum and virtuousness, (6) ‘Jitendriya’-to have self control over the sense organs, (7) 
‘Data’-to be a giver, one who sacrifices his own interests for the benefit of others, (8) 
‘Gyani’-one who is well learned, wise, enlightened and erudite, (9) ‘Dayaalu’-to be 
merciful and compassionate. [Shatpath Brahman.]  

This word ‘Brahmin’ is too often misunderstood and misinterpreted to mean a 
particular member of the society who is supposed to be given respect, no matter what his 
moral and educational standard is. The real intention is not that even a corrupt, unwise, 
morally depraved and foolish person should be honoured just because he is born a 
‘Brahmin’. The inention of the scriptures is never this. In ancient times this was the class 
of people who were designated to study the scriptures and act as moral and practical 
guide to the rest of the society. This was envisioned by our ancestors to help regulate the 
functioning of the society in an orderly manner by dividing the entire working into four 
clear segments and delineating each segment with a list of duties its members were 
supposed to do. This prevented clash and duplicity of work, as each of the four classes 
knew what it is supposed to do. This in effect created a hierarchy in the society, with the 
learned ones who were known as the ‘Brahmins’ occupying the upper rung just like a 
patriarch of a large extended family who oversees the working and welfare of the entire 
family. A patriarch is an old man, and has the backing of years of experience behind him. 
Obviously he is the most competent man to give sane and rationale advice to the younger 
generation. This exactly was the role of the Brahmin.  

Even in the modern world, a child is taught to give respect to his elders; its part of his 
moral education. Hence, ‘paying respects to Brahmins’ should be understood in the 
correct perspective.    

2The story of sage Parashuram killing kings and the thousand-armed Sahastrabaahu 
has been narrated above as a note appended to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
268 of this chapter known as Baal Kand of Ram Charit Manas.  
Refer also to Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 4; (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 12; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
254.  
 By and by, the Kshatriya class had become very haughty and arrogant because all 
physical powers and military strength were vested in it. The king’s treasury was supposed 
to a common pool where the society could keep its wealth that it generates by toil, and 
thew king was merely its custodian. But as time passed, the kings began to treat this 
treasury as their personal property, and while they rolled in luxury the peasant class, the 
working class that toiled day in and day out to generate this wealth hadn’t a square meal 
to dump in their empty tummies and a roof to cover them against the vagaries of cruel 
Nature. Though the powers and wealth of the Kshatriya class were meant for the welfare 
of the society as a whole, more often than not these elements went to the head of kings, 
making them arrogant, haughty, exploitative and insensitive towards others. 
 In this context, the elimination of such wild kings belonging to the Kshatriya Varna 
who had deviated from their duties and moral responsibilities that were ordained by 
ancient sages and seers became obligatory for the Supreme Lord of the world as the Lord 
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was the Father of all, and he could not bear with one of his off-springs making others 
suffer because of his own pervert behaviour and selfishness. Hence, the Lord assumed the 
form of sage Parashuram to teach a lesson to such wicked kings who had fallen from their 
paths.  
 Killing such Kshatriya kings and restoring the earth to Brahmins should be viewed in 
this context; it has a great symbolic meaning. Whenever evil tendencies and negativity 
rises in this world, be it in the guise of demons or kings, the Lord comes down to set the 
house in order. This is the reason why sage Parashuram is regarded as one of the many 
incarnations of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Lord of the world.  
 The logical spin-off of this is that Lord Ram and sage Parashuram are both the same 
Lord in different roles. What Lord Ram did for the welfare of sages and the humble 
creatures of the world by killing their tormentor demons led by Ravana of Lanka, sage 
Parashuram did the same thing by killing arrogant and wicked Kshatriya kings and 
handing over the world to pious and holy men known as Brahmins. 

Going further on the issue we deduce that this is the precise reason why Laxman was 
not afraid of Parashuram because he, Laxman, being an incarnation of Seshnath, the 
legendary serpent on whose coiled body Lord Vishnu reclines in the celestial ocean of 
milk known as Kshir Sagar, knew the real identity of the sage—that he was a 
manifestation of his beloved Lord Vishnu just like Lord Ram, his brother. Laxman knew 
that sage Prashuram cannot harm him because Lord Vishnu loves Seshnath. It is only due 
to the gross body that Parashuram has that he has forgotten his real identity and who Ram 
and Laxman were. We shall read a little later on in this narration that finally the sage has 
realized the true identity of Lord Ram, and then he had bowed before him, asked for 
forgiveness and went to the mountains for doing penance. Refer: Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 284—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 285.]    

 
Îô0. ◊ÊÃÈ Á¬ÃÁ„U ¡ÁŸ ‚Ùø’‚ ∑§⁄UÁ‚ ◊„UË‚Á∑§‚Ù⁄U– 

ª÷¸ã„U ∑§ •÷¸∑§ Œ‹Ÿ ¬⁄U‚È ◊Ù⁄U •ÁÃ ÉÊÙ⁄UH 272H 
 
dōhā.  

mātu pitahi jani sōcabasa karasi mahīsakisōra. 
garbhanha kē arbhaka dalana parasu mōra ati ghōra. 272. 
 
Oh you young son of a king! Don’t do anything that would put your mother and father to 
grief. My battle-axe is very fierce and merciless; it can kill even an unborn off-spring (i.e. 
the embryo) in its mother’s womb. (Doha no. 272) 

[Note—Just imagine the horrible and most disgusting way Parashuram is threatening 
Laxman without realising that he is publicly acknowledging that he is guilty of such a 
heinous crime as destroying a mature embryo, which obviously is a grave crime and sin.  
 Parashuram implies that he has spared Laxman for two reasons—one, that he is still a 
child (Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272), and two, that he does not want to 
be accused of giving unwarranted sorrows to a great king of the Raghu dynasty, king 
Dasrath, by killing Laxman as Dasrath had not committed any offense and would surely 
be extremely sorrowful when he hears of his son’s death because he loves him very 
much.  
 This Doha tells us how even an exalted person of the stature of a sage and a hermit 
would lose his high stature and neutralise all the good effects of his meritorious deeds 
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when he commits henious crimes out of his arrogance and haughtiness or in a fit of anger 
as was in the case of sage Parashuram. Born in a sage’s Brahmin family and having done 
severe Tapa (penances and austerities), he was perfectly eligible to occupy a high 
spiritual stature in the society of great sages, hermits and ascetics. But instead of 
acquiring any good fame and spiritual credit in his life, he has gone down in history as ‘a 
merciless killer of kings and unborn children (while they are still in their mother’s wombs 
in the form of an embryo)’, an achievement that would put even the greatest of sinners to 
shame, and definitely not something to be proud of. In fact, the horrible deeds of 
Parashuram had cast a long dark shadow on the otherwise exalted lineage of sages tracing 
their origin to the great sage Bhrigu. 

Now, if we closely examine what sage Parashuram says in this Doha no. 272, that his 
axe kills unborn children in their mother’s wombs, and compare it with what he says 
earlier in Chaupai no. 5 that precedes this Doha no. 272 where he says that he is sparing 
Laxman because he is merely an immature boy, a child (“Baalak”), there appears to be a 
contradiction—on the one hand he says that he does not spare even an unborn child, and 
then he says that he is sparing Laxman because he is only a child or an immature boy. 
How do we reconcile these two statements of Parashuram?  

Well, the deduction is clear—he did not actually kill the embryo in the womb 
because that would require the mother to be killed first. Killing an innocent and helpless 
woman is more severe a crime than killing a male warrior in battle. What Parashuram 
actually meant was that his name created such a terror in the hearts of women-folk that as 
soon as a pregnant woman heard his name or a queen heard that her husband, the king, 
had to face Parashuram’s wrath, she would abort automatically. He singled out the battle-
axe for this (dis)honour because he used to kill his enemies with it by chopping off their 
heads. So, whenever a pregnant woman heard that sage Parashuram has arrived waving 
his battle-axe, she was so terrified and horrified that she aborted immediately! 

This conclusion is not merely a wild guess but a fact because sage Parashuram has 
himself endorsed it a little later in Doha no. 279 below.]  

 
 
¿õ0. Á’„UÁ‚ ‹πŸÈ ’Ù‹ ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸË – •„UÙ ◊ÈŸË‚È ◊„UÊ ÷≈U◊ÊŸËH 1H 

¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ◊ÙÁ„U ŒπÊfl ∑È§ΔUÊM§ – ø„UÃ ©U«∏UÊflŸ »Í°§Á∑§ ¬„UÊM§H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bihasi lakhanu bōlē mṛdu bānī. ahō munīsu mahā bhaṭamānī. 1. 
puni puni mōhi dēkhāva kuṭhārū. cahata uṛāvana phūm̐ki pahārū. 2. 
 
Laxman smiled once again in a sarcastic manner and said to sage Parashuram—‘Oh sage! 
You regard (think) yourself as some great warrior [1], and are repeatedly showing me 
your axe as if you want to threaten me with it. It is like attempting to blow a huge 
mountain away by puffing breath at it [2]. (1-2) 

[Note—Laxman essentially tells sage Parashuram that finally the latter has met his 
match. He tells the angry sage that he is very boastful, haughty and pretentious when he 
keeps on repeating that he is renowned for killing kings with his battle-axe. May be he is 
correct, but this time round the story is different. He has met his match in Laxman, and 
threatening him into submission with his battle-axe is like a ridiculously mad attempt to 
make the mountain move by blowing breath towards it.  
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Laxman taunts Parashuram when he addresses him as a “Maha Bhat”, meaning a 
great warrior. He means that sages are famed for their politeness, their loving, caring and 
friendly attitude, as well as for their peaceful and calm demeanours, and never for anger, 
vengeance, revenge and blood-shed. Further, a sage is never expected to be haughty and 
proud of his achievements as Parashuram is—“Bhat-Maani”, literally meaning ‘a proud 
warrior’. These negative characters are not behoving of a great sage. And if this is the 
case, then Parashuram is merely a warrior and not a sage, and therefore Laxman is within 
his rights to face him with a tit-for-tat reaction like any brave warrior would face his 
adversary.  

And to top it all, isn’t sage Parashuram ashamed of himself for boasting of being a 
slayer of infants and even un-borns; is this some great thing for which he is so proud? 
Shame to him for even uttering such a reprehensible thing as killing of infants and 
aborting of embryos! Has he completely lost his senses and committed his wits to demons 
to be so naïve as to admit of this horrendous crime and atrocity in public, and then have 
the temerity and audacity to claim fame for such a sinful and vile act?  

Laxman implies that if Parashuram behaves like a sage and a hermit in accordance 
with his attire and lineage, then he can expect due respect from him, but if he boasts to be 
a warrior then Laxman would face him like a warrior faces his opponent; there’s nothing 
wrong in it. This fact is also endorsed by Lord Ram in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from line no. 2 of Doha no. 281—till Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 282.  

Another reason for Laxman smiling sarcastically at Parashuram and treating him with 
contempt is that the former claims to be a great warrior and sage while at the same time 
openly claiming to be a killer of unborn children who are still in their mother’s womb, a 
sign of an extremely cruel and sinful person who is no less than a demon. How can such a 
pervert man expect anyone to show respect to him? Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal 
Kand, line no. 2 of Doha no. 272, and (ii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 167. 

So, how can such a sinful man who is guilty of voluntarily killing embroys in 
mothers’ wombs call himself a ‘warrior’? Rather, such a person is a taint on the warrior 
race, and he deserves condemnation instead of honour.  

Laxman said that Parashuram attempts to brow-beat him by showing his battle-axe 
‘repeatedly’. Well, till this point of time, Parashuram has indeed invoked his battle-axe 
three times in quick succession as follows—Chaupai line nos. 4 and 8 that precede Doha 
no. 272, and line no. 2 of Doha no. 272 itself.]     

 
ß„UÊ° ∑È§ï„U«∏U’ÁÃÿÊ ∑§Ù©U ŸÊ„UË¢ – ¡ Ã⁄U¡ŸË ŒÁπ ◊Á⁄U ¡Ê„UË¥H 3H 

 
ihām̐ kumhaṛabatiyā kō'u nāhīṁ. jē tarajanī dēkhi mari jāhīṁ. 3. 
 
Here there is no one who is like a pumpkin-in-the-bud which withers away or collapses 
as soon as an index finger is raised against it1. [In other words, I, Laxman, am not like the 
super-sensitive mimosa plant that would shrivel up as soon as someone touches it. Don’t 
think that I am scared of you and moved by your boasts, which however do not show you 
in good light in the first place.] (3) 

[Note—1This is a figure of speech to mean someone who is extremely sensitive by nature 
or is afraid of even harmless things.  

Laxman refers to the other kings in the assembly who became terrified when they 
saw sage Parashuram. He means that Parashuram should not treat Laxman in the same 
way that he had treated these impotent kings who fell at his feet and shivered at the sight 
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of the axe that he held. Parashuram must remember that he is facing a warrior of his own 
match, and not a coward prince. So, Parashuram must not expect Laxman to be brow-
beaten by his boisterous mannerisms.] 

 
ŒÁπ ∑È§ΔUÊL§ ‚⁄UÊ‚Ÿ ’ÊŸÊ – ◊Ò¥ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§„UÊ ‚Á„UÃ •Á÷◊ÊŸÊH 4H 

 
dēkhi kuṭhāru sarāsana bānā. maiṁ kachu kahā sahita abhimānā. 4. 
 
I (Laxman) have said some words of pride to show you my right to protect my dignity 
and self-respect after seeing your external features that bears an axe, a bow and an arrow. 
 [In other words, since you appear to be a warrior by your external features 
because you bear arms such as an axe, a bow and arrows, and have openly called yourself 
a ‘brave warrior’, I must stand up against your angry boasts and insulting behaviour 
towards me in order to protect my dignity and self-respect as no warrior worth his salt 
would ever tolerate in a cowardly manner such insults upon his self-respect as you are 
inflicting upon me in an open court. This is why I have replied to you in a tit-for-tat 
manner, though I do not intend to insult you in any manner whatsoever.] (4) 

[Note—Refer: Lord Ram’s explanation of Laxman’s behaviour towards Parashuram in 
Baal Kand, line no. 2 of Doha no. 281, and Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
282. Here, Lord Ram has explained that it was because of Parashuram’s external features 
that resembled that of some warrior that Laxman had stood up to reply sternly to him as 
he got the impression that Parashuram was some fighter who has come to create a hurdle 
in the marriage ceremony and was itching for a fight.  

Being a warrior prince himself, it was natural for Laxman not to be cowed down by 
threats and wielding of weapons; only a coward would be afraid of such menacing 
attitude of his opponent.  
 Therefore, Laxman was not at fault for replying Parashuram sternly in the same 
language that the sage had used.]  

 
÷ÎªÈ‚ÈÃ ‚◊ÈÁ¤Ê ¡Ÿ©U Á’‹Ù∑§Ë – ¡Ù ∑§¿ÈU ∑§„U„ÈU ‚„U©°U Á⁄U‚ ⁄UÙ∑§ËH 5H 
‚È⁄U ◊Á„U‚È⁄U „UÁ⁄U¡Ÿ •L§ ªÊß¸U – „U◊⁄¥U ∑È§‹ ßã„U ¬⁄U Ÿ ‚È⁄UÊß¸H 6H 

 
bhṛgusuta samujhi janē'u bilōkī. jō kachu kahahu saha'um̐ risa rōkī. 5. 
sura mahisura harijana aru gā'ī. hamarēṁ kula inha para na surā'ī. 6. 
 
I (Laxman) tolerate whatever you say by somehow suppressing my anger and controlling 
myself (i.e. resisting the urge to challenge you for a duel to prove who is stronger and a 
real warrior) because I understand you to be a son of the exalted lineage of sage Bhrigu1, 
and also because you wear a sacred thread (showing clearly that you are a Brahmin)2. (5) 

Indeed, my family and the race (i.e. the dynasty of Kshatriya kings) to which I 
belong do not find honour in showing lordship (i.e. pretend to be senior to; showing 
valour and strength) over ‘Surs’ (the ‘gods who live in heaven’), ‘Mahisurs’ (the 
Brahmins; literally, the ‘gods who live on earth’), ‘Harijans’ (devotees of Lord Hari, or 
Lord Vishnu), and ‘Gaai’ (cows)3.  

[Since you are a Brahmin, I do not want to do anything that would violate this 
self-imposed restraint that our family and our forefathers have been practicing since 
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ancient times. We do not treat ourselves senior to gods, Brahmins, devotees of Lord Hari, 
and the holy cows; all of them are revered by us.  

So, I do not want to go down in history with an ignominious tag as being the one 
who had insulted and fought with a Brahmin sage belonging to the exalted race of sage 
Bhrigu,  notwithstanding your angry, rude, vengeful, ruckus, haughty and bellicose 
behaviour which is completely at odds with the traditional way a sage should talk, behave 
and act.  

I do not want to repeat the mistake you are committing by giving your family and 
race a bad name by speaking, behaving and acting in the way you are doing.] (6) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 268; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 269. 
 2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 268. 
 3Laxman means to say that Parashuram is showing him his battle-axe repeatedly to 
frighten him, to threaten him, but Laxman is resisting from drawing his own arms, which 
is the arrow and the bow he holds, and challenging Parashuram for a duel because the 
latter wears a sacred thread, and this means he is a Brahmin. To fight with a Brahmin and 
humiliate him by defeating him in full public view, which Laxman was sure to do if the 
two actually fought with each other into a duel, is a great sin.  
 In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 294, 
sage Vasistha, the royal priest of Ayodhya, praises king Dasrath, the father of Laxman, 
by saying that he has always served his Guru (moral preceptor and teacher), Bipra 
(Brahmins), Dhenu (cows), and Surs (gods). So Laxman was obliged to follow the 
tradition of his family by giving due respect to a Brahmin, which in this case was sage 
Parashuram. 

Laxman is exercising self-restraint becasuse of this problem, but Parashuram thinks 
that Laxman is merely a boy and cannot compare himself with the mighty warrior that 
Parashuram considers himself to be. This is why Laxman retorts with the stern words as 
spoken in these verses to warn Parashuram that he should not treat Laxman’s restraint as 
a sign of submission or cowardice but as a sign of self-imposed restriction to uphold age-
old tradition that one should not fight and humiliate a Brahmin under any circumstance as 
it would be a grave sin. Refer Chaupai line no. 7 herein below.]    

 
’œ¥ ¬Ê¬È •¬∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ „UÊ⁄¥U – ◊Ê⁄UÃ„Í°U ¬Ê ¬Á⁄U• ÃÈï„UÊ⁄¥UH 7H 

 
badhēṁ pāpu apakīrati hārēṁ. māratahūm ̐ pā pari'a tumhārēṁ. 7. 
 
Killing you, a Brahmin, in a battle would be a grave sin, and to lose in the battle 
(willingly, just to show respect to you as a Brahmin) would bring infamy and humiliation 
to me. [Therefore, it is not wise for me to challenge you for a duel. But don’t take it as 
my weakness or my running away from the challenge. I am not going to repeat the sin 
you have committed by letting blood at the fall of a hat and for reason that is most 
hilarious and untenable!]  

Hence, it is prudent for me to pay respect to you by falling at your feet even if you 
beat me. [You are a sage and an elderly man. I have been taught to show great respect to 
such people irrespective of the situation and the provocation. So I prefer to humbly 
submit before you instead of confronting you.] (7) 

[Note—This verse concludes what Laxman has said in the previous verse nos. 5-6 above. 
He makes it clear here why he is tolerating all the nonsense that sage Parashuram is 
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babbling and the haughty way he is behaving—because he (Laxman) does not want to 
commit the sin of hitting back at a Brahmin and hurting him, nor does he want to invite 
humiliation for himself by first challenging Parashuram for a duel and then being forced 
to step back to avoid hurting a Brahmin for the fear of committing a great sin, and by 
inference being forced to accept defeat inspite of the fact that he is perfectly able to show 
Parashuram the dust in a duel. 
 Laxman was correct to say that even if sage Parashuram, being a Brahmin, hits him, 
it is wiser for Laxman to bow before the sage and not hit him back because it is a 
established principle that one should never hurt a Brahmin even if the latter becomes 
hostile and scolds a person, because a Brahmin is always to be shown respect—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 34. 
 Even Lord Vishnu had politely borne with the insult when sage Bhrigu had once 
kicked the Lord on his chest out of anger. Well, Laxman knew of this incident and hence 
he says that even if Parashuram, a descendent of Bhrigu, hits him, he would still bow 
before the feet of Parashuram simply because he is a Brahmin and belongs to the family 
of Bhrigu, and not because Laxman is afraid of him and has surrendered before him to 
avoid being injured or killed.] 

 
∑§ÙÁ≈U ∑È§Á‹‚ ‚◊ ’øŸÈ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊ – CÿÕ¸ œ⁄U„ÈU œŸÈ ’ÊŸ ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄UÊH 8H 

 
kōṭi kulisa sama bacanu tumhārā. byartha dharahu dhanu bāna kuṭhārā. 8. 
 
[Now, in order to make it clear to Parahuram that what Laxman has just said about 
‘falling at the former’s feet’ does not mean that he is afraid of him, Laxman taunts him 
further.] 

Your (Parashuram’s) words are as sharp and hard to bear with as the ‘Kulis’. [The 
Kulis is also known as the ‘Vajra’ which is the weapon of Indra, the king of gods. It is 
said to be made of the hardest material in existence and is exceptionally sharp like a 
razor, striking hard and creating terror all around. Laxman means that the words of 
Parashuram are very sharp, caustic and irritating. The sage does not know how to speak 
politely in a civil manner, and speaks as if acid is being poured on the listener.] 

Therefore, it is useless for you to hold a bow, an arrow and a battle-axe (because 
their purpose of subduing anyone who dares oppose you, and forcing him to submit 
himself before you is very well served by your words alone). [That is, you need not 
trouble yourself by carrying the weight of a bow, arrows and a heavy axe, because when 
you get angry at someone and scold him, your scorching words are sufficient to terrorise 
him and make him faint, and they have the same, if not more, horrifying effect upon the 
person concerned as the sight of the weapons you carry.] (8) 

[Note—Remember: Brahmins who did Tapa (penances and austerities) possessed great 
mystical powers. When they got annoyed with anyone they would merely ‘curse’ him, 
and their curse had the potential of destroying the offender like any other powerful 
weapon.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 13-14 that precede Doha no. 
109. Here it is reiterated that even if anyone manages to escape punishment in the form of 
death by Indra’s weapon known as Kulis (Vajra) and Kaal’s (god of death’s) weapon 
known as Kaal-danda, he cannot escape being burnt to death by the scorching effects of 
the fire of wrath (curse) of a Brahmin.  
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 So, Laxman taunts Parashuram by saying that since he is a Brahmin, why does he not 
destroy his opponents by merely cursing them instead of getting his hand bloodied by 
killing them physically with such weapons as a bow and an arrow or a battle-axe that 
would look more suitable in the hands of a Kshatriya king than in the hands of a 
Brahmin. Parashuram is expert in using caustic words that can scorch a person as if hot 
liquid has been poured over him. And therefore he can simply give effect to his wrath by 
cursing his opponent instead of wasting his energy by waging a physical battle against 
him and using these difficult and heavy weapons. 
 As is to be expected, these words of Laxman fanned Parashuram’s anger further 
instead of dousing it. This will be clear in Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that follow Doha no. 273 
herein below.]     

 
Îô0. ¡Ù Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ •ŸÈÁøÃ ∑§„U©°U ¿U◊„ÈU ◊„UÊ◊ÈÁŸ œË⁄U– 

‚ÈÁŸ ‚⁄UÙ· ÷ÎªÈ’¢‚◊ÁŸ ’Ù‹ Áª⁄UÊ ª÷Ë⁄UH 273H 
 
dōhā.  

jō bilōki anucita kahē'um ̐ chamahu mahāmuni dhīra. 
suni sarōṣa bhṛgubansamani bōlē girā gabhīra. 273. 
 
I have said unwarranted words when I saw them (i.e. when I saw your weapons, the axe, 
the bow and the arrow) (because I thought that you are some haughty warrior showing 
yourself off and itching for a fight). So oh great sage, have patience and forgive me.’ 

When ‘Bhrigumani’ (literally ‘the gem of sage Bhrigu’s family’; i.e. sage 
Parashuram) heard Laxman politely asking for forgiveness (after first sternly replying on 
his face in an insulting manner, and  then taunting him about his way of speaking and 
holding of weapons), he became very peeved, and angrily said in a grave voice—(Doha 
no. 273) 

[Note—Parashuram’s annoyance had two prominent reasons—one, why did Laxman 
speak to him sternly and in an impolite manner to cause insult to him when he knew that 
he was a Brahmin, and two, it was the first time in his life that anyone had ever dared to 
speak back so boldly and fearlessly with Parashuram.  
 Parashuram was accustomed to people falling over their backs, heads over heals, to 
appease him so that he does not get angry with them. And here was Laxman, a young 
boy, who entered into a verbal duel with him. It was a height of impertinence and 
disobedience in the views of Parashuram that a Kshatriya prince should talk back to him, 
instead of bowing his head in submission.  
 After insulting Parashuram with impunity and teaching him a bitter lesson of his life 
for which he was not ready, Laxman now asks for forgiveness, putting the sage on a 
sticky ground. When an opponent begs forgiveness and even gives a reason for his earlier 
uncalled for behaviour of being rude, a noble warrior or a Brahmin is morally bound to 
excuse him and not punish him.  
 The reason which Laxman cites is justifiable: he says that when he saw the weapons 
that Parashuram held, such as the bow, the arrow and the axe, he had thought that 
Parashuram was a jealous warrior who has come to show off his strength in the middle of 
the society of kings and princes, or to create an unnecessary ruckus to divert attention 
upon himself and come to the limelight to establish himself and get recognition. 
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Otherwise there was no reason for so much futile jumping and shouting just because a 
rusty old bow was broken.  

But when Laxman realized that this person, Parashuram, whom he had mistaken to be 
a jealous and haughty warrior, was actually a great sage who traces his line to the exalted 
race of sages descending from sage Bhrigu, he immediately became polite and asked for 
forgiveness.  

Lord Ram has endorsed Laxman when he requests sage Parashuram not to mind 
Laxman’s words or behaviour and excuse him because he is merely a boy, had behaved 
in an insulting manner with the sage because he had mistaken the latter for a haughty 
warrior, and because it is the natural reaction of a Kshatriya prince when anyone comes 
and threatens him—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that 
precedes Doha no. 282. 
 In this situation, if sage Parashuram does not forgive Laxman than it is he whom the 
world would raise its fingers against—because one of the stellar qualities of a sage and a 
Brahmin is ‘forgiveness and tolerance’. Thus, Parashuram was in a quandary. Given to 
being vengeful, angry and wrathful as his fundamental nature and character, Parashuram 
became angrier instead of calming down and ending the bitter saga.]   
 

 
¿õ0. ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ◊¢Œ ÿ„ÈU ’Ê‹∑È§ – ∑È§Á≈U‹ ∑§Ê‹’‚ ÁŸ¡ ∑È§‹ ÉÊÊ‹∑È§H 1H 

÷ÊŸÈ ’¢‚ ⁄UÊ∑§‚ ∑§‹¢∑Í§ – ÁŸ¬≈U ÁŸ⁄¢U∑È§‚ •’Èœ •‚¢∑Í§H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kausika sunahu manda yahu bālaku. kuṭila kālabasa nija kula ghālaku. 1. 
bhānu bansa rākēsa kalaṅkū. nipaṭa niraṅkusa abudha asaṅkū. 2. 
 
[Extremely peeved by Laxman’s behaviour and angered at the way he rebuked sage 
Parashuram, the latter did not want to talk with Laxman any longer. So, he turned to sage 
Vishwamitra and said—] 

‘Listen Kuasik (another name of sage Vishwamitra). This boy is very stupid and 
wicked. He seems to be under the grip of the death-god known as ‘Kaal’ (i.e. he is 
courting death by instigating me), and is therefore inviting ruin for his own family by his 
own impertinence. [In other words, Laxman goes on instigating me (Parashuram) though 
I do not want to kill him as he is merely a boy. But there is a limit to my tolerance. If he 
provokes me further I will kill him, and then his whole family would grieve.] (1) 

He is a scar on the face of the full moon representing the glory of the Solar Race 
(to which his father, king Dasrath and the rest of his forefathers belong). He is extremely 
unruly, rowdy, wild, unmanageable, boisterous and reckless. Not only that, he is foolish 
and dull-witted as well as ignorant of the consequences of his words, actions and 
behaviour. [He, Laxman, does not understand the gravity of the situation. If I lose my 
cool or self-control and actually carry out my threat by swinging my battle-axe at him, he 
would be killed instantly. He is so idiotic and haughty that he does not seem to realize 
this. Say, can a Kshatriya prince ever withstand the wrath and the curse of a Brahmin 
sage? Why is Laxman not realizing this? ] (2) 

[Note—This outburst of sage Parashuram is in answer to Laxman’s dressing-down of the 
former a while ago in Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 273. 
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 Unable to cope with Laxman boldly preaching him as to how he should have 
behaved, sage Parashuram was so much irritated and angered with Laxman that he did 
not want to instigate the latter any more to provoke him to unleash another palisade of 
insults, which would further aggravate the situation and may force Parashuram to actully 
carry out his threats of killing Laxman. Further, the sage was angry also because one 
should not answer back at someone who is senior to him in terms of age, experience, 
knowledge and abilities. Laxman was yet a boy, but Parashuram was an aged sage of 
repute, a renowned warrior, and one who had done great Tapa (penances and austerity) as 
a result of which he possessed profound mystical powers. So, in effect, there was no 
comparison between sage Parashuram and Laxman.    
 

This is what the angry sage means when he told Vishwamitra that this boy is stupid, 
ill-witted, does not know the consequences of his actions and behaviour, and is inviting 
ruin for his whole family. Not only would Laxman invite scorn from the world for 
insulting a mighty sage by speaking irreverentially with him but would also certainly 
invite physical harm by instigating a mighty warrior that Parashuram treated himself to 
be.  
 We find here that both Parashuram and Laxman are hot-headed. And when two such 
individuals meet in a confrontational situation, god can only help. But there is another 
spin to it—when an individual who thinks that he is superior to all others and goes around 
throwing his weight over all and sundry, threatening them and calling them names, 
suddenly meets another person of his match, the wind in the sail of the former passes 
away. When the first person realizes to his dismay that his boasts and threats that worked 
on other docile people and made them surrender to him in an abject manner won’t work 
on this second person who matches him in every respect, the former makes a u-turn, 
proving that he was having his way till now simply because he hadn’t met his real 
adversary.  

In the present case we find exactly this to happen: till this day, sage Parashuram went 
around threatening and killing kings and princes at will, but now he is forced on a back-
foot because he got the wind that if he takes one physical wrong step in his haughtiness, 
such as actually lifting and hitting Laxman with his axe to punish him, it would 
boomerang upon him and would do more harm to him than to Laxman. 

So in brief, Parashuram wanted to avoid further confrontation with Laxman. Thus, he 
looked up and addressed sage Vishwamitra because the latter was deemed as Laxman’s 
guardian. Remember: Parashuram has repeatedly called Laxman a “Baalak”, a young boy 
or a child. When a child is out of control or acts irreverentially, one would naturally talk 
to the child’s father, guardian or teacher, all three roles now vested in sage Vishwamitra, 
to rein in the troublesome boy who has become disobedient and has no sense of good 
manners. The father, guardian or the teacher is expected to exercise his influence upon 
the unruly boy and bring him under control. {(i)Vishwamitra as a ‘father and guardian’ = 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 208. 
(ii)Vishwamitra as a ‘teacher or Guru’ = Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 
along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8; Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
218; etc.} So Parashuram sought Vishwamitra’s help to keep Laxman under control 
because the latter was Laxman’s Guru, guardian and a foster-father at present.  

Another reason for Parashuram turning to sage Vishwamitra was that the latter 
himself being a ‘sage’ would understand the gravity of the situation and the deemed 
insult that is being caused to another sage of repute by a prince talking with the latter in a 
disrespectful manner as Laxman is doing at present. Parashuram thought that amongst all 
those present in the assembly, the only person who would emphatise with him is another 
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sage, i.e. Vishwamitra, and the latter is the only one who could prevail upon the naughty 
Laxman to be quiet because the latter would listen to no one else. 

Parashuram’s intention was to find out and punish the individual who had broken the 
bow, and not to enter into an unnecessary and futile verbal duel with some unknown 
prince who is not guilty of breaking the bow. The bow was broken by Lord Ram, and 
instead of being able to turn on the heat on the Lord, Parashuram was forced to dissipiate 
his anger on Ram’s brother, Laxman. It was a waste of time and energy to have a heated 
debate with Laxman, and so this nonsense had to be stopped so that the attention can be 
diverted to the actual offender, Lord Ram. 

Hence, Parashuram turned towards sage Vishwamitra in the hope that the latter 
would instruct Laxman to be careful and keep quiet. This intention of Parashuram will be 
clear in the following two verses, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that follow herein below. 

But as we shall discover, sage Vishwamitra did not intervene, and Laxman would 
further taunt Parashuram in bitter terms.  

The question arises: Why did sage Vishwamitra not intervene and pull-up Laxman 
for his behaviour? Well, we see that earlier also, when Laxman had sternly rebuked king 
Janak when the latter had declared that since no king could break the bow it is deemed 
that there are no strong warriors left on the surface of the earth and that Sita would have 
to remain unmarried, Vishwamitra had not intervened; he kept quiet. Refer—Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 253 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.  

The probable reasons are two—(i) sage Vishwamitra was well aware of Laxman’s 
tempestuous nature unlike Parashuram. So he did not wish to invite insult upon his own 
self by saying anything to Laxman while he is angry. (ii) Vishwamitra had known that the 
two brothers were divine personalities, i.e. Lord Vishnu and Lord Seshnath in the human 
form of Lord Ram and Laxman respectively. Seshnath is the legendary thousand hooded 
serpent who supports the earth on its hood. Seshnath hisses violently and fire is spewed 
out with its hiss. A serpent is by nature a vicious creature; it is extremely poisonous and 
dangerous when provoked. A man in his senses would always avoid any direct contact 
with a live poisonous snake. Laxman was, therefore, best to be left alone and avoided!]  

 
∑§Ê‹ ∑§fl‹È „UÙßÁ„U ¿UŸ ◊Ê„UË¢ – ∑§„U©°U ¬È∑§ÊÁ⁄U πÙÁ⁄U ◊ÙÁ„U ŸÊ„UË¥H 3H 
ÃÈï„U „≈U∑§„ÈU ¡ı¥ ø„U„ÈU ©U’Ê⁄UÊ – ∑§Á„U ¬˝ÃÊ¬È ’‹È ⁄UÙ·È „U◊Ê⁄UÊH 4H 

 
kāla kavalu hō'ihi chana māhīṁ. kaha'um̐ pukāri khōri mōhi nāhīṁ. 3. 
tumha haṭakahu jauṁ cahahu ubārā. kahi pratāpu balu rōṣu hamārā. 4. 
 
He (Laxman) would be in the jaws of death in an instant (if he does not behave himself). 
I openly declare this, and hereat let no one blame me for the consequences henceforth. (3) 

If you (Vishwamitra) want him to be saved from this horror then please do 
something to rein him in by telling him about my glories, my valour and strength as well 
as my vicious anger (against which no one has ever survived till now).’ (4)  

[Note—Refer note appended to previous verse nos. 2-3 herein above. 
In other words, Parashuram requests sage Vishwamitra to advise Laxman to behave 

properly with a sage of Parashuram’s stature. Vishwamitra should tell Laxman about the 
glories of sage Parashuram, about his reputation as an invincible warrior who has not 
spared anyone who dared to defy him. Inspite of all these warnings, if Laxman continues 
with his impertinence, if this irritating spat continues, then if Parashuram loses control 
over his anger and hits Laxman hard, then nobody should blame him for harming a boy. 
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Parashuram has said the same thing again a little later in Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 275 that “no one should blame him if he kills this boy (Laxman) who 
speaks in such a caustic and wicked manner”. So we conclude that Parashuram was angry 
with Laxman not because the latter had harmed the bow but because he speaks boldly and 
irreverentially with him, something to which Parashuram was not accustomed.]  

 
‹πŸ ∑§„U©U ◊ÈÁŸ ‚È¡‚È ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊ – ÃÈï„UÁ„U •¿UÃ ∑§Ù ’⁄UŸÒ ¬Ê⁄UÊH 5H 
•¬Ÿ ◊È°„U ÃÈï„U •Ê¬ÁŸ ∑§⁄UŸË – ’Ê⁄U •Ÿ∑§ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’„ÈU ’⁄UŸËH 6H 

 
lakhana kahē'u muni sujasu tumhārā. tumhahi achata kō baranai pārā. 5. 
apanē mum̐ha tumha āpani karanī. bāra anēka bhām ̐ti bahu baranī. 6. 
 
Laxman was fearless and unrelenting as he retorted to the sage’s threats in a taunting 
manner—‘Oh sage, who else can laud your glories more competently and effectively than 
you can do yourself. (5) 

Verily, you have indeed praised yourself repeatedly, recounting your glories and 
abilities, as well as citing your deeds and achievements in your own words in variety of 
ways. [In other words, when you (Parashuram) are ready to list your achievements and 
heap praises on your own self, when you are blowing your own bugle and beating your 
own trumpet, what is the need for someone else to praise you? Well, you know about 
your own glories better than a third person can ever know about them. And you have 
already boasted about them1, so where is the need for sage Vishwamitra to tell me about 
them again?2] (6) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 272 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 4-8. 
 2A man who boasts about his own achievements is not regarded as honourable and 
respectable. He is pretentious and boastful. Such a man is more often than not an egoist, 
haughty and arrogant; he is full of vanity and a false sense of self-importance. None of 
these are noble characters, especially in a sage. That is why Laxman retorted to 
Parashuram in a sarcastic manner.]    
 

ŸÁ„¢U ‚¢ÃÙ·È Ã ¬ÈÁŸ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§„U„ÍU – ¡ÁŸ Á⁄U‚ ⁄UÙÁ∑§ ŒÈ‚„U ŒÈπ ‚„U„ÍUH 7H 
’Ë⁄U’˝ÃË ÃÈï„U œË⁄U •¿UÙ÷Ê – ªÊ⁄UË ŒÃ Ÿ ¬Êfl„ÈU ‚Ù÷ÊH 8H 

 
nahiṁ santōṣu ta puni kachu kahahū. jani risa rōki dusaha dukha sahahū. 7. 
bīrabratī tumha dhīra achōbhā. gārī dēta na pāvahu sōbhā. 8. 
 
If you are still not satisfied by what you have already said, then go ahead and say 
something more to satisfy your ego. Do not subject yourself to the agony of having to 
suppress your anger by not letting sufficient steam.  

[In other words, you have already boasted so much about your self and have 
threatened to kill me. What else is left to be said? If there is still anything up in your 
mind, then let it out. If you suppress your anger it would torment you more, so it’s better 
to vent your anger completely.]1 (7) 
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 You have assumed the role of a warrior, a hero who is resolute and not perturbed 
or disturbed by circumstances. It does not behove of you to abusive language for others.  

[In other words, if you want to boast more about your achievements or marital 
exploits, then go ahead and enumerate them. But a brave and heroic warrior does not 
abuse his opponent like you have done by calling me names2.] (8) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha 
no. 280. Here, Parashuram has accepted that his chest is getting ‘burnt’ (i.e. he is very 
irritated, peeved, angry etc., causing him a virtual heart-burn) at not being able to punish 
Laxman. 

2Parashuram has used a number of denigrating epithets for Laxman. He has called 
Laxman a “Satha”, broadly meaning someone who is extremely stupid, foolish, pervert, 
wild and wicked (Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 272); he has said that 
Laxman is a taint on his family, is in the jaws of death, is unruly, reckless, misbehaved 
and irreverent, is ignorant and unaware of the consequences of his actions and words, and 
that he would kill Laxman with his axe (Doha no. 271 and 272; Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
precede Doha no. 274). 
 In the next Doha no. 274, we shall read that Laxman gives another piece of advice to 
Parashuram that is more of a challenging taunt to him then a sincere advice to the sage to 
calm down. It further stoked the sage’s anger.]   

      
Îô0. ‚Í⁄U ‚◊⁄U ∑§⁄UŸË ∑§⁄U®„U ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡ŸÊfl®„U •Ê¬È– 

Á’l◊ÊŸ ⁄UŸ ¬Êß Á⁄U¬È ∑§Êÿ⁄U ∑§Õ®„U ¬˝ÃÊ¬ÈH 274H 
 
dōhā.  

sūra samara karanī karahiṁ kahi na janāvahiṁ āpu. 
bidyamāna rana pā'i ripu kāyara kathahiṁ pratāpu. 274. 
 
A true hero and warrior is one who does valiant deeds in a battle, and not merely boast 
about what they had done on some previous occasion by way of blatantly advertising 
their past achievements.  

It is a sign of cowardice to boast about one’s valour and past exploits when fact to 
face with an opponent in a battle-field.’ (Doha no. 274) 

[Note—This statement of Laxman is an open challenge to Parashuram. Laxman in effect 
tells the sage that if he is itching for a fight then it would be better to settle scores through 
a duel instead of using abuses and spitting fire and brimstone in anger. If Parashuram 
indeed has done such great deeds as he claims to have done, such as for instance 
eliminating all the kings by killing them with his battle-axe, then well and good, let him 
use it against Laxman to show that he is merely not boasting but has some substance in 
him.  
 Parashuram had become very haughty and arrogant of late; he had forgotten that he 
had been able to kill haughty, selfish and wild kings because it was a divine mandate 
from the Supreme Lord of creation to teach them a lesson. A king who does not fulfill his 
role as a merciful caretaker of his subject is worthy of elimination. The fact that 
Parashuram had killed only such kings and not ‘all’ kings is borne by the fact that good 
kings who followed the laws of Dharma by being righteous, noble and judicious in all 
their actions and deeds were not harmed by Parashuram. Examples abound—we have the 
Raghu dynasty to which king Dasrath, the father of Lord Ram and Laxman, belonged, 
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then there was the Nimi dynasty to which Janak belonged. Further, we have already read 
about ‘thousands of kings who had tried to lift the bow’; they weren’t harmed by him.  

In other words, it is obvious that Parashuram was exaggerating his exploits when he 
claimed that “he had eliminated all the kings from the surface of the earth many times 
over and handed the earth (land) to Brahmins” (refer: Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede 
Doha no. 272) to impress the assembly of kings and terrify Laxman into submission.  

Therefore, Laxman wanted to hint to Parashuram that he has caught his cunning and 
he is ready to face the bull and catch it by its horns, because he knows that the bull is 
merely boasting and does not have the guts to charge at a wall as it is well aware that 
striking the wall would result in breaking of its horns, instead of harming the wall.  

Obviously, this infuriated sage Parashuram further. This will be clear in the 
forthcoming verses. Refer especially to Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 275 
herein below. Now Parashuram could not find an excuse for his inability to face Laxman 
(or even Lord Ram for that matter though the Lord was very civil and polite with him) by 
saying that he has refrained from killing Laxman because he is a mere boy (a 
“Baalak”)—refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272. 

This episode of Parashuram being subjected so such public admonishment and 
rebuke has a subtle lesson: it is that if a person becomes unduly proud and haughty, if he 
thinks that he is the one who did this and that, if he is boastful of his achievements 
unmindful of the spiritual philosophy that it is the Lord God who controls every thing in 
this world and it is the Lord God who has made success possible for him, and that no one 
is superior to him in this creation, then one fine day he will meet his match and forced to 
bite the dust. The Supreme Lord of creation does not tolerate such negative attitudes, 
especially in a sage who is supposed to exhibit qualities just the opposite of what 
Parashuram had shown.  

Then we must remember that Lord Ram, who is none else but the Supreme Lord 
himself in a human form, is present personally at the site where Parashuram is being 
given a dressing down. This means that the Lord, the Emperor of this creation, decided to 
teach Parashuram some lessons in his presence. As it would eventually turn out, 
Parashuram realised this fact, and would beg forgiveness from the Lord for whatever he 
had said and done, and then bow before the Lord and go to the forest to do Tapa 
(penances to atone for sins). Refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 284—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285. 

Incidentally, we shall also read a little later that Parashuram had conceded that he is 
feeling powerless against Laxman. He says “I don’t know what has happened that I am 
unable to raise my arm and my battle-axe against Laxman”—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 280.]  

   
 
¿õ0. ÃÈï„U Ãı ∑§Ê‹È „UÊ°∑§ ¡ŸÈ ‹ÊflÊ – ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ◊ÙÁ„U ‹ÊÁª ’Ù‹ÊflÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

tumha tau kālu hām ̐ka janu lāvā. bāra bāra mōhi lāgi bōlāvā. 1. 
 
[Laxman continued—] ‘It appears that you (Parashuram) have ‘Kaal’ (the god of death) 
at your beck and call, and are repeatedly summoning him for my sake (in order to punish 
me and vent your anger at me).’ 
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[Note—Parashuram has indeed threatened to kill Laxman repeatedly, five times to be 
precise, till this point of time—refer: Baal Kand, (i) Doha nos. 271 and 272; (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272; and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1 and 3 that precede 
Doha no. 274. 
 So, Laxman scorns at and taunts the angry Parashuram that he has already threatened 
to kill him (Laxman) five times as if Laxman’s death, his destiny, is in the hands of 
Parashuram. So, the latter should either go ahead with his threats or keep quiet!]   

 
‚ÈŸÃ ‹πŸ ∑§ ’øŸ ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ¬⁄U‚È ‚ÈœÊÁ⁄U œ⁄U©U ∑§⁄U ÉÊÙ⁄UÊH 2H 

 
sunata lakhana kē bacana kaṭhōrā. parasu sudhāri dharē'u kara ghōrā. 2. 
 
Hearing these highly scorching bold and harsh words of rebuke from Laxman, 
Parashuram was infuriated like a raging fire. He took the battle-axe in one of his hands 
and moved the other hand over it to find a proper place to grip it firmly, and then held it 
menacingly, with its sharp end pointing at Laxman. (2) 

[Note—Parashuram is so angry that he has lost sense of everything. Parashuram could 
not think that Laxman must have some substance in him and some sort of powerful 
backing to support him that he has gathered so much courage to rebuke the sage.  
 The sage was so highly annoyed by Laxman and his persistent rebukes that he could 
not resist the temptation of drawing and wielding his favourite weapon, the battle-axe. He 
thought that Laxman thinks that he (Parashuram) is merely trying to threaten him so that 
he (Laxman) keeps quiet, and that he has no intention of actually harming Laxman. So 
Parashuram took out the axe and showed it to Laxman as a gesture to tell him that he 
actually means to carry out his threat to kill the latter if he does not behave himself. 
Enough was enough, and now Laxman should shut up.]     

 
•’ ¡ÁŸ Œß ŒÙ‚È ◊ÙÁ„U ‹ÙªÍ – ∑§≈ÈU’ÊŒË ’Ê‹∑È§ ’œ¡ÙªÍH 3H 
’Ê‹ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’„ÈUÃ ◊Ò¥ ’Ê°øÊ – •’ ÿ„ÈU ◊⁄UÁŸ„UÊ⁄U ÷Ê ‚Ê°øÊH 4H 

 
aba jani dē'i dōsu mōhi lōgū. kaṭubādī bālaku badhajōgū. 3. 
bāla bilōki bahuta maiṁ bām ̐cā. aba yahu maranihāra bhā sām ̐cā. 4. 
 
[Parashuram said vehemently and seething with anger—] ‘Let no one blame me now 
because this boy who speaks so wickedly and irreverentially is indeed fit to be killed. (3) 

I have spared him for quite some time because he is a young boy (a “Baalak”)1. 
But enough has happened, and it is true that it looks that he will die now.  

[That is, I have spared him a lot because he is a child, but he has crossed all limits 
and has become aggressive. So he deserves severe punishment. Let no one in this 
assembly blame me for killing a boy because this fellow’s behaviour is inviting death on 
his own self.] ’ (4) 

[Note—1Parashuram was making a clown of himself. Just a few moments ago he had 
bragged as the one who has slayed infants and aborted embryos (refer: Doha no. 272), 
and now he says that he had spared Laxman because he was a child as he had done earlier 
in Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272.  
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The message in this episode is that anger makes a person lose all sense of wisdom 
and wit and turns him into a clown, making him irrational and a victim of self-
contradictions and ridicule.] 

 
∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ∑§„UÊ ¿UÁ◊• •¬⁄UÊœÍ – ’Ê‹ ŒÙ· ªÈŸ ªŸ®„U Ÿ ‚ÊœÍH 5H 

 
kausika kahā chami'a aparādhū. bāla dōṣa guna ganahiṁ na sādhū. 5. 
 
[Seeing that things may go out of hand, and that this verbal spat between Laxman and 
Parashuram seems to be becoming more and more acrimonious and stretching beyond 
acceptable limits, the wise sage Vishwamitra intervened. He tried to calm the angry sage 
Parashuram and bring things under control before it’s too late.]  

Kausik (sage Vishwamitra) said to Parashuram, ‘Excuse him (Laxman) for his 
misdemeanours and impertinent behaviour. Saintly people do not pay heed to either the 
faults or the virtues (i.e. demerits or merits) of children.’ (5) 

[Note—Vishwamitra has recalled Parashuram’s own statement that the latter has spared 
Laxman till now because he was a “Baalak”, a child, a young immature boy. Children are 
prone to be naughty and mischievous. When they grow up and face the world, they 
normally become more responsible. So a wise man neglects the behaviour of a child and 
pardons him for his misbehaviour. The child does not know what is correct and what is 
incorrect. Besides this normal trait in all children, a prince is more prone to be 
mischievous because of his pampered upbringing. Therefore, Parashuram should 
overlook how Laxman behaved with him, and move on.]   

 
π⁄U ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄U ◊Ò¥ •∑§L§Ÿ ∑§Ù„UË – •Êª¥ •¬⁄UÊœË ªÈL§º˝Ù„UËH 6H 
©UÃ⁄U ŒÃ ¿UÙ«∏©°U Á’ŸÈ ◊Ê⁄¥U – ∑§fl‹ ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ‚Ë‹ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄¥UH 7H 
Ÿ Ã ∞Á„U ∑§ÊÁ≈U ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄U ∑§ΔUÙ⁄¥U – ªÈ⁄UÁ„U ©UÁ⁄UŸ „UÙÃ©°U üÊ◊ ÕÙ⁄¥UH 8H 

 
khara kuṭhāra maiṁ akaruna kōhī. āgēṁ aparādhī gurudrōhī. 6. 
utara dēta chōṛa'um ̐ binu mārēṁ. kēvala kausika sīla tumhārēṁ. 7. 
na ta ēhi kāṭi kuṭhāra kaṭhōrēṁ. gurahi urina hōtē'um̐ śrama thōrēṁ. 8. 
 
[When sage Vishwamitra spoke to Parashuram, trying to pacify him, the latter replied—] 
‘My axe is sharpened and unforgiving. I have no mercy in my heart when I get angry. 
The fellow who has offended my Guru (Lord Shiva)1 is standing before me (in a defiant 
mood). (6) 

[Normally I must not forgive him because he has been instrumental in insulting 
Lord Shiva, my Guru, by being a part of the plan to break Shiva’s bow. He has also 
offended me, and therefore deserves severest punishment.] But oh Kausik (Vishwamitra), 
I will still let him go (i.e. I won’t harm Laxman) just because of your gracious manners 
and good nature (inspite of this fellow’s irreverential behaviour towards me, and his 
mocking of me by answering back at me in such an insulting way). (7) 

   Otherwise, had it not been for you, I would have put my stern and cruel axe on 
his neck (i.e. I would have mercilessly chopped-off his head with my axe). By doing this, 
I would have paid-off my moral debt that I owe to my Guru (Shiva)2’. (8) 
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[Note—1Lord Shiva is deemed to be sage Parashuram’s Guru because the Lord is a 
revered diety and a deemed moral preceptor of all ascetics who practice Yoga and do 
Tapa.   

2A disciple should protect the dignity and honour of his Guru at all times; it’s moral 
duty that he owes his Guru. If anyone causes any insult to his Guru then the disciple must 
endeavour to punish the offender as soon as possible.  
 Now, in the present case, breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow is an indirect insult of him. 
Since Parashuram holds Laxman equally guilty as Lord Ram for this sin, if he managed 
to punish Laxman in any severe manner then he would have symbolically repaid his 
moral debt to his Guru, Lord Shiva.  

Parashuram should have known by now that Laxman was not guilty of actually 
breaking the bow of Shiva, and that it was broken by his elder brother Lord Ram. This is 
clearly indicated by Laxman himself in Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 272.
 So, what was Laxman guilty of? One, Laxman was trying to defend Lord Ram and 
his breaking of the bow—refer: from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 271—to 
Chaupai line no.3 that precedes Doha no. 272. And two, Laxman has been continuously 
sneering at Parashuram and anwering him back for quite some time. This behaviour of 
Laxman had angered sage Parashuram more than his taking the side of his brother, Lord 
Ram, and defending him.]   

 

 
Îô0. ªÊÁœ‚ÍŸÈ ∑§„U NUŒÿ° „°Á‚ ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U „UÁ⁄U•⁄Uß ‚Í¤Ê– 

•ÿ◊ÿ πÊ°«∏U Ÿ ™§π◊ÿ •¡„È°U Ÿ ’Í¤Ê •’Í¤ÊH 275H 
 
dōhā.  

gādhisūnu kaha hṛdayam ̐ ham̐si munihi hari'ara'i sūjha. 
ayamaya khām̐ṛa na ūkhamaya ajahum̐ na būjha abūjha. 275. 

Hearing the angry outburst of Parashuram, sage Vishwamitra, the son of Gaadhi 
(“gādhisūnu”) smiled internally in his heart (at the delusions that have overtaken sage 
Parashuram’s intellect and wisdom). He muttered to himself in an ironical tone that the 
sage (Parashuram) sees only greenery everywhere1.  

Vishwamitra thought to himself that Parashuram does not realise that this time he 
has to deal with a steel sword (a reference to Laxman) and not a soft stem of the sugar-
cane (that one chews easily)2. How ignorant and foolish is he! (Doha no. 275)  

[Note—1That is, Parashuram treats everyone in the same way. He thinks that Laxman and 
Lord Ram are merely ordinary princes whom Parashuram can push and shove in any way 
he likes. Seeing ‘greenery everywhere’ is a figure of speech meaning that Parashuram 
thinks that he can easily frighten Laxman like he has been frightening all other kings 
since a long time. He is so deluded that he thinks that the whole earth is full of green 
vegatation, and does not realise that there may be a dry patch of land somewhere where 
not even a shrub grows.  

In other words, in his arrogance Parashuram forgets that he will not be able to subdue 
Laxman as he has been subduing countless other kings earlier. 

2Parashuram repeatedly speaks of ‘chopping-off the head of Laxman with his axe’. 
Does he not understand that his axe can cut a soft stem of the sugar-cane, but would 
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bounce off a steel sword? In this metaphor, Laxman is likened to a steel sword which the 
axe cannot cut through. 

An interesting thing can be seen in this comparison. Both the blade of the axe and 
that of the sword are made of steel. Here it clearly implies that both sage Parashuram and 
Laxman are a perfect match for each other in their stern attitudes; both of them are equal 
in terms of showing anger, using uncouth words, threatening each other, and being 
fearless of the other. Laxman’s taunting remarks with words soaked in sarcasm that 
follow herein below reinforce this view. 

One very important observation can be made here. Sage Vishwamitra has not stopped 
Laxman even once during the entire oral spat with Parashuram. What can be the probable 
reason? Well, obviously it is this: Vishwamitra had realized that Laxman is made of a 
very stern stuff, and barring his brother Lord Ram he cares for no one else no matter 
whoso he may be so much so that he had no regrets at not even sparing king Janak by 
speaking harshly at him and rebuking him in full assembly inspite of the fact that Janak 
was the host king, a most gracious one who had shown great hospitality towards them, 
and also an aged one who was almost of the age of Laxman’s own father king Dasrath—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
252—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 254.   

So Vishwamitra exercised prudence and kept quiet, being reluctant to say anything to 
Laxman to avoid any ugly situation should the latter forget to maintain decorum and 
decency of behaviour in his fit of anger and say something insulting to sage Vishwamitra 
in public which would be totally unacceptable to him, and in this scenario the things 
would go completely out of hand and control.]   

   
 
¿õ0. ∑§„U©U ‹πŸ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚Ë‹È ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊ – ∑§Ù Ÿ®„U ¡ÊŸ Á’ÁŒÃ ‚¢‚Ê⁄UÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kahē'u lakhana muni sīlu tumhārā. kō nahiṁ jāna bidita sansārā. 1. 
 
Laxman scorned at Parashuram and said in a taunting manner—‘Oh yes sage, who in this 
world is not aware of your civility and good manners! It is famous world-wide. (1) 

[Note—The sarcasm is obvious and apparent. Parashuram has poured vitriol at Laxman 
and has called him names, has threatened him with death, has drawn his axe at him, has 
shouted and boasted of his achievements as a mass killer of kings who has not learnt to 
show mercy on anyone.  

‘Under which criteria are these things considered polite and civil, who will regard the 
way Parashuram behaved as being good manners’—wondered Laxman when he made 
this taunt. Of course Parashuram is famous in the world, but everyone knows that his 
fame is based on all the wrong things. 

Laxman is playing on Parashuram’s own use of the word “Sheel” (meaning civil and 
good behaviour, politeness and good manners) in Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 275 where Parashuram has praised the good virtues of sage Vishwamitra and said that 
it was because of the latter’s patronage that he (Parashuram) is sparing Laxman.  

There is of course no comparison between the “Sheel” of these two sages. While 
Vishwamitra was a calm, wise, tolerant and loving sage, Parashuram was an embodiment 
of recklessness, intolerance, wrath and anger.]  
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◊ÊÃÊ Á¬ÃÁ„U ©UÁ⁄UŸ ÷∞ ŸË∑¥§ – ªÈ⁄U Á⁄UŸÈ ⁄U„UÊ ‚ÙøÈ ’«∏U ¡Ë∑¥§H 2H 
‚Ù ¡ŸÈ „U◊⁄UÁ„ U ◊ÊÕ ∑§Ê…∏UÊ – ÁŒŸ øÁ‹ ª∞ CÿÊ¡ ’«∏U ’Ê…∏UÊH 3H 
•’ •ÊÁŸ• Cÿfl„UÁ⁄U•Ê ’Ù‹Ë – ÃÈ⁄UÃ Œ©°U ◊Ò¥ ÕÒ‹Ë πÙ‹ËH 4H 

 
mātā pitahi urina bha'ē nīkēṁ. gura rinu rahā sōcu baṛa jīkēṁ. 2. 
sō janu hamarēhi māthē kāṛhā. dina cali ga'ē byāja baṛa bāṛhā. 3. 
aba āni'a byavahari'ā bōlī. turata dē'um̐ maiṁ thailī khōlī. 4. 
 
You have fully paid the debt you owed to your parents (“mother and father”) and have 
washed your hands clean of this obligation1, now what is left is the debt you owe to your 
Guru2, and this obligation is agitating you, vexing your mind and making you worried. 
(2) 

And it seems that we (Laxman and Lord Ram) had pledged to repay that burden 
of debt that you owed to your Guru, and you have come to force us to pay it. A lot of 
time has elapsed, increasing the burden of interest on the principal amount of the debt! 
(3) 

So be it. Call the creditor3 here at once, and I will open my purse to repay his loan 
immediately (to free you of your moral obligation so that you can calm down your anger 
and get peace like a true sage, instead of going about threatening people with your axe). 
(4) 

[Note—1This fact that Parashuram had avenged his father’s death by killing the Kshatriya 
kings because one of the members of this race, king Sahastraarjun, had killed his father 
sage Jamdagni, is lauded by Lord Ram himself in Valmiki Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 
76, verse no. 2. 

The story of Parashuram ‘paying the debt that he owed to his parents’ refers to an 
incident in the sage’s life which is narrated in brief below. No monetary transaction was 
involved; it is a symbolic way of saying that Parashuram had fulfilled the wishes of his 
father which every son ought to do, notwithstanding the propriety of his father’s 
instructions. The story is this: 
 Once, Parashuram’s father, sage Jamdagni, asked his wife Renuka (who was a 
daughter of king Prasenjit) to go and fetch water from the river. When she went there she 
saw a Gandharva couple frolicking around and indulging in love making. She began to 
watch this playful activity and was therefore late in bringing water for her husband, sage 
Jamdagni. The sage closed his eyes and used his mystical powers to become aware of 
what had happened. He did not approve of his wife watching a stranger couple making 
love, so he became angry. He wanted her killed. He had five sons—Rumanyavaan, 
Sushen, Vasu, Vishwavasu and Parashuram. He summoned each of them, but the elder 
four sons refused to kill their mother. Jamdagni was extremely peeved, so he finally 
ordered Parashuram to kill Renuka as well as the four disobedient sons. Parashuram 
obeyed the instructions of his father and used his axe to kill all of them.  

Jamdagni was very pleased with Parashuram and asked him to seek a boon. Then, the 
wise Parashuram requested his father for two boons—one, that all his four dead brothers 
and his mother be brought back to life, and two, that they should not remember who 
killed them. Jamdagni was delighted, and all were revived.  

In this way, Parashuram not only fulfilled the wishes of his father but also helped his 
mother as well as his four brothers to overcome the bad effects of the sin they had 
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committed by undergoing severe punishment for it by getting themselves killed. But 
Parashuram did it in such a clever way that all of them emerged unscathed from the 
harshness of this punishement (of death) because they were all revived and did not 
remember what had happened to them. 

Another version varies slightly in two minor details. One is that Renuka saw king 
Chitra-rath playing in the water with his wife, instead of seeing the Gandharva couple. 
And the second variation is that Parashuram had asked his obliged father an additional 
boon—that he has a long life and no one can ever defeat him in battle. The rest of the 
story is the same as the aforesaid version. This story is based in accordance with the 
version given in Mahabharat, Vanparva, Canto 116. The names of Parashuram’s brothers 
are given in verse no. 2-4 and 10, while his boons are narrated in verse nos. 17-18. 

Now, the above story outlines how Parashuram had obliged his father. Now let us see 
how he had obliged his mother. Once, the thousand-armed king known as ‘Sahastraajun’ 
had taken away Jamdagni’s all wish fulfilling cow known as Kamdhenu. Parashuram 
rushed to cut all the arms of Sahatraarjun as punishment. Sahastraarjun’s kith and kin 
came back to the hermitage of Jamdagni when Parashuram was not there, and took 
revenge by killing the sage. Parashuram’s mother grieved and wailed. When he came 
back and discovered what had happened, he promised his mother that he would take 
revenge, and vowed to kill all the Kshatriya kings on the surface of the earth to avenge 
Sahatraarjun’s killing of his father. So in this way he had also fulfilled the wishes of his 
mother.  

In Mahabharat, Shantiparva, Canto 49, verse nos. 45-47 it is mentioned that it was 
Sahatraarjun’s son who had stolen the Kamdhenu cow, and not Sahastraarjun himself. 
It ought to be noted that ‘Sahastraarjun’ is also known as ‘Sahastrabaahu’ because he had 
a thousand arms.  

Now, after unnecessarily killing so many innocent Kshatriya kings who had 
committed no offence just to avenge his father’s death at the hands Sahastraajun, sage 
Parashuram was severely criticized by the community of Brahmins, which made the sage 
contrite and full of guilt. So, with a somber and disgusted mood, he went to the forest to 
do penance. At that time, sage Vishwamitra’s grandson named Paraavasu came to him 
and teased him, saying, ‘A fire sacrifice was done recently in which so many countless 
Kshatriya kings had come. But you did not kill any of them, thereby disobeying the 
promise you had made to your mother and have also violated your own vows. This is a 
sin in itself.’ Peeved and instigated, Parashuram rose immediately and went berserk, 
killing and hacking all the kings and their kith and kin at random. Their pregnant wives 
somehow escaped by hiding here and there. After this, Parashuram performed a Horse 
Sacrifice known as the ‘Ashwamedh Yajya’, and gave the entire land (earth) that he had 
snatched from the kings to sage Kashyap as donation or gift during this sacrifice.  

Sage Kashyap was wise, and he was worried that if some way out is not found then 
one day Parashuram will create such a situation by repeatedly killing kings that there 
would be no one to take care of the creatures who inhabit the planet, because the main 
function of the Kshatriya kings was to look after the welfare of the subjects of their 
kingdoms and protect the earth from marauding savages.  

So Kashyap told Parashuram, ‘Now that you have given me this earth as a gift, it 
belongs to me, and henceforth you have no right to kill any of its inhabitants (including 
of course the kings). You go to the shore of the southern ocean and do Tapa there.’ After 
this, Parashuram lived on the shore of the southern ocean during the day, and left the 
earth during the night.  

This version of the story is clearly mentioned in Valmiki Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 
75, verse nos. 25-26, and Canto 76, verse nos. 13-14. 
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 This is how Parashuram overcame the moral debt that he owed to his parents: by 
obeying their commands without questioning them. First he obeyed his father by killing 
his mother on his instructions. Then he obeyed his mother by seeking revenge for her 
husband’s death at the hands of Sahastraarjun by killing the latter as well as all the 
Kshatriya kings at random.   
 2Now, who was his ‘Guru’? His Guru was Lord Shiva as the Lord is a deemed moral 
preceptor of all hermits, which sage Parashuram was. What was Parashuram’s moral debt 
towards his Guru, Lord Shiva? It was to avenge the perceived insult that the breaking of 
the Lord Shiva’s bow had caused by punishing the offender severely as he had done in 
the case of the Kshatriya kings who had killed his father. Breaking of Shiva’s bow and 
killing of his father are equal offences because both these events involve violence.  

So here Laxman hints at these major events in Parashuram’s life when he says that 
the latter has freed himself from the obligation of repaying his parents debts because he 
had obeyed their commands. But his Guru’s debt is still pending till he punishes Laxman 
and Lord Ram for breaking Shiva’s bow.  

3Laxman says that Parashuram should call the ‘creditor’ so that his loan can be paid. 
Who is the so-called ‘creditor’? The creditor is his Guru, Lord Shiva, to whom 
Parashuram owes moral responsibility to uphold his dignity and punish anyone who 
insults his Guru even slightly and even by inference. So, Laxman asks him to summon 
Shiva. Laxman knows that Shiva loves Lord Ram and it was not possible to break the 
Lord’s bow without his consent. In other words, Lord Ram could break the bow only 
because Shiva consented. Remember: When the bow was broken, all the gods—and the 
word “all” includes Lord Shiva—had assembled in the sky to shower flowers on Lord 
Ram, sing and play their musical instruments. (For instance, refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precede Doha no. 262; (ii) Doha no. 264; (iii) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 265.) 

A little later on we shall read that when Lord Ram was proceeding towards the 
marriage venue dressed as a groom, Lord Shiva was exhilarated beyond measure; Shiva 
was captivated by Lord Ram’s enchanting image and thanked his stars that he had fifteen 
eyes (five faces with three eyes each)—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 317. 

Obviously therefore Lord Shiva was not at all offended by Ram breaking the bow, 
because otherwise he wouldn’t have enjoyed and felt happy at Lord Ram’s marriage, and 
wouldn’t have joined in the celebrations either. After all, the marriage hinged on breaking 
of Shiva’s bow, and how can one expect Shiva to celebrate the marriage of someone 
whom he held guilty of insulting him by breaking his bow? 

These are clear indications that Shiva gave his consent to Lord Ram when the latter 
broke the bow. Therefore, the purported ‘insult’ of Lord Shiva by his bow being broken 
has no ground. But Parashuram was so overcome with anger and spite that he overlooked 
this fact. It was precisely for this reason that Laxman tells him to call the ‘creditor’, i.e. 
Lord Shiva, to ask him if anything is due to him. And if nothing is ‘due’— in other words 
if Shiva says that he is not all offended by the breaking of this old and rusty bow which 
he himself had despised (because this bow had let Shiva down in his face-off with 
Vishnu, and it had been a cause of lot of bloodshed: see note of Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 244)—then why is Parashuram jumping 
around angrily that his Guru has been insulted?  

Laxman was confident that Parashuram would be further trounced for being so 
haughty and angry, characters totally unbecoming for a great sage and a hermit.]   

 
‚ÈÁŸ ∑§≈ÈU ’øŸ ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄U ‚ÈœÊ⁄UÊ – „UÊÿ „UÊÿ ‚’ ‚÷Ê ¬È∑§Ê⁄UÊH 5H 
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suni kaṭu bacana kuṭhāra sudhārā. hāya hāya saba sabhā pukārā. 5. 
 
Hearing these scornful and bitter words of Laxman, Parashuram moved his hands 
menacingly over his battle-axe, firmed his grip over it, as if about to strike. Seeing his 
grave posture, the assembly shouted in dismay—‘Alack, alack; Have mercy, have 
mercy’. (5) 

[Note—Parashuram had wielded his battle-axe a number of times to threaten Laxman. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 273. 
 Moving his hands over the handle and the flat part of the blade of the axe was a 
gesture that he is preparing the weapon to hit. When a combatant readied himself for 
combat, he wiped his weapon and moved his hands, i.e. the palms and the fingers, over it 
to test its cleanliness and remove any last traces of dust etc, as well as to check the 
sharpness of its edge.  
 A warrior was habituated to this practice. For instance, we shall read later on in the 
story that when Bharat approaches the hermitage of Lord Ram in Chitrakoot along with 
senior citizens of Ayodhya and an army in an attempt to persuade the Lord to return to 
Ayodhya, Lord Ram was sitting in the company of sages and hermits who lived in the 
forest. At that time, “Lord Ram was slowly revolving his bow and an arrow in his hands”. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
239.  
 Meanwhile, we see here how a man, who has lost his wits due to anger, behaves. 
When a man of substance and authority threatens to punish someone for disobedience, he 
should actually punish the offender instead of just threatening to do so repeatedly, for 
otherwise he makes a mockery of himself. After one or two ineffective threats, his words 
lose their gravity and people start treating him as a clown. Thus, a powerful man should 
either keep quiet or go ahead with his threat of punishment by acting accordingly; a mere 
boastful threat without any follow-up action not only undermines a powerful man’s 
authority but also demeans him and makes him a butt of joke and ridicule.] 

 
÷ÎªÈ’⁄U ¬⁄U‚È ŒπÊfl„ÈU ◊Ù„UË – Á’¬˝ Á’øÊÁ⁄U ’ø©°U ŸÎ¬º˝Ù„UËH 6H 
Á◊‹ Ÿ ∑§’„È°U ‚È÷≈U ⁄UŸ ªÊ…∏U – Ám¡ ŒflÃÊ ÉÊ⁄UÁ„U ∑§ ’Ê…∏UH 7H 

 
bhṛgubara parasu dēkhāvahu mōhī. bipra bicāri baca'um ̐ nṛpadrōhī. 6. 
milē na kabahum̐ subhaṭa rana gāṛhē. dvija dēvatā gharahi kē bāṛhē. 7. 
 
Laxman struck back with a vengeance, retorting—‘Oh Bhrigubar (literally meaning an 
exalted member of sage Bhrigu’s family; here meaning Parashuram)! Why are you 
showing me your battle-axe repeatedly to threaten me?  

But listen, you enemy of the kings! I am restraining myself from giving you a 
befitting reply (i.e. I am sparing you) just because you are a Brahmin (as we have been 
taught to show due respect to them). (6) 

You have never met a brave warrior in a battle. [You have always met terrified 
kings who submitted before you humbly because you are a Brahmin. They never fought 
you because they thought that it would be improper to fight with and injure a Brahmin. 
This made you proud of your self as being invincible and being able to ride rough-shod 
over everyone else. Now your time is up; you have met your match in me.] 
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Brahmins and gods are accustomed to receive submission and get obedience, but 
it is confined to places where they have their unbridled authority such as their own 
domains (i.e. homes for Brahmins, and heaven in the case of gods)1.  

[But, remember, a battle-field is the domain of warriors, and not Brahmins and 
gods who are pampered beyond limits, making them boastful and haughty of their 
authority and powers. You had gone on the rampage, killing kings and princes in their 
homes, their cities and palaces, and never ever dared to face them in real battle conditions 
in a battle-field. Say, is it not unfair to kill someone who has submitted and is begging for 
mercy? And by killing submissive Kshatriya kings, you think you had done a big job or 
gained some great honour. Well, it is nothing short of cowardice. Now come, I challenge 
you for a real bit of battle, and I am a Kshatriya. Come, kill me if you can. Why are you 
merely raising the battle-axe in a hostile manner without being actually doing something 
about your threats just to prove your impotency?]’ (7) 

[Note—1Verse no. 7 can be read as follows also—“Oh Vipra (Brahmin)! You have been 
treated with respect like a ‘god’ by householders (i.e. kings and princes), but you have 
not met someone in the environs of a battle-field. There you would have received a fair 
treatment that you deserve! Being accustomed to pampering and abject surrender by 
kings and other householders who showed respect to you like they would respect the gods 
they worshipped simply because you are Brahmin, you have become very arrogant and 
haughty. You have not met a true warrior till date, for he wouldn’t have bowed to you 
and surrendered to your threats. So you think that you are invincible and the lord of the 
world. Come, today I’ll show you the reality. Come, face me in battle. But don’t show 
this axe to me like a pretender.” 
 This statement of Laxman taunted Parashuram by saying in effect that he had shown 
his bravery by killing his mother and brothers at home. Then when he went around killing 
kings, they had submitted before him because he was a Brahmin whom everyone is 
taught to give due respect as one gives to a god. But that did not prove that Parashuram is 
a brave warrior—for he has never met someone in real battle conditions in a battle-field 
where his opponent refuses to submit before him and gives him a tit-for-tat reply. Perhaps 
if this had ever happened, Parashuram would have known how much wind was actually 
in his sail!]  

 
•ŸÈÁøÃ ∑§Á„U ‚’ ‹Ùª ¬È∑§Ê⁄U – ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ‚ÿŸ®„U ‹πŸÈ ŸflÊ⁄UH 8H 

 
anucita kahi saba lōga pukārē. raghupati sayanahiṁ lakhanu nēvārē. 8. 
 
All the people raised their voice at this rejoinder of Laxman, saying that it was not 
proper. [That is, the assembly objected to Laxman’s remark invoking gods and Brahmins 
in general. Laxman had unleashed a torrent of rebukes and sarcastic remarks against 
Parashuram that was slipping out of control.] 

So, Raghupati (Lord Ram, the lord of the Raghu dynasty) signaled to Laxman 
with a gesture of his eyes to stop. (8) 

[Note—It is interesting to note that till the time people did not object to Laxman’s verbal 
duel with Parashuram and his insinuations, Lord Ram had kept quiet. But when the Lord 
saw that the public opinion is turning against Laxman, he immediately intervened to stop 
him.  
 By stopping Laxman with a polite gesture of the eye, Lord Ram showed his love for 
him and that he did not want to offend or insult Laxman by scolding him for showing his 
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bad temper in public and insulting sage Parashuram. After all, Parashuram deserved this 
dressing-down because he had cultivated a bad habit of becoming angry and boasting.  
 Besides this, Lord Ram also showed that he respected the views of the people, for as 
soon as he discovered that the people are disapproving of Laxman’s behaviour, he 
instantly got the latter stopped. 

Refer Doha no. 276 herein below.]  
 

Îô0. ‹πŸ ©UÃ⁄U •Ê„ÈUÁÃ ‚Á⁄U‚ ÷ÎªÈ’⁄U ∑§Ù¬È ∑Î§‚ÊŸÈ– 
’…∏UÃ ŒÁπ ¡‹ ‚◊ ’øŸ ’Ù‹ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹÷ÊŸÈH 276H 

 
dōhā.  

lakhana utara āhuti sarisa bhṛgubara kōpu kṛsānu. 
baṛhata dēkhi jala sama bacana bōlē raghukulabhānu. 276. 
 
Laxman’s replies and rejoinders were like offering of liquid clarified butter as oblation 
into the fire pit of a sacrifice, sage Parashuram’a anger was like the raging fire, and when 
Lord Ram, who was like a ‘sun1 in the dynasty of king Raghu’, saw that the fire was 
getting out of control (as it would go on becoming wilder and more fierce without 
subsiding or cooling off if more oblations or fuel was added to it by way of Laxman 
retorting to Parashuram’s angry tirade and the latter getting wilder and angrier at 
Laxman’s boldness, fearlessness and irreverential behaviour), he spoke polite and 
soothing words as if to pour water1 to douse this fire. (Doha no. 276) 

[Note—1The comparison is very apt. The ‘sun’ is responsible for producing rain because 
it first helps in the evaporation of water from oceans and seas. This evaporated water 
vapour transforms into a cloud which then pours ‘rain water’ on the ‘heated’ earth below.  
 Lord Ram has a ‘dark’ complexion, which is also the colour of rain-bearing clouds.  
 The idea is that when the people started feeling the heat of Laxman’s and 
Parashuram’s anger and they feared that this verbal duel between the two might turn ugly 
and result in open battle, like the ‘heat on earth that torments its inhabitants’, Lord Ram 
metaphorically poured ‘rain water’ to calm it down by speaking politely and humbly so 
that the anger of sage Parashuram, which was like a raging fire, would subside. 
Meanwhile, he stopped Laxman from adding more fuel to this fire by keeping quiet.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ŸÊÕ ∑§⁄U„ÈU ’Ê‹∑§ ¬⁄U ¿UÙ„ÍU – ‚Íœ ŒÍœ◊Èπ ∑§Á⁄U• Ÿ ∑§Ù„ÍUH 1H 

¡ı¥ ¬Ò ¬˝÷È ¬˝÷Ê©U ∑§¿ÈU ¡ÊŸÊ – Ãı Á∑§ ’⁄UÊ’Á⁄U ∑§⁄UÃ •ÿÊŸÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nātha karahu bālaka para chōhū. sūdha dūdhamukha kari'a na kōhū. 1. 
jauṁ pai prabhu prabhā'u kachu jānā. tau ki barābari karata ayānā. 2. 
 
[Lord Ram tried to assuage sage Parashuram’s ruffled feelings and hurt ego by using a 
soothing balm of polite words, requesting him to forgive Laxman and neglect his rash 
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behaviour as the latter was merely a child and does not have any experience of interacting 
with a great personality of Parashuram’s stature. Indeed it is expected that elders should 
overlook the mischief created by inexperienced youngsters.] 

Lord Ram said to sage Parashuram—‘Oh Lord! Be gracious upon this child1; have 
mercy on him. He is simple-hearted (i.e. he has no real intention of insulting you or 
hurting your ego and prestige). He is literally so young that he still drinks milk for 
survival2. So you must not become angry on him. (1) 

Say, if he had any inkling of your glories and achievements, would he have 
imagined or thought of ever comparing himself with you, and behaving the way he did?  

[He is ignorant of everything, because as I have told you and as you have yourself 
acknowledged, he is still a ‘child’. He is unaware of your true potentials and prowess. He 
does not know your background or your stupendous achievements, like your doing severe 
Tapa, your practicing Yoga, and performing various sacrifices. He does not know the 
astounding mystical powers you possess. He thinks that you are merely some ordinary 
sage or hermit who is prone to becoming angry at trifles, and when you become angry 
you lose control over your senses. 

Being a prince, Laxman is not accustomed to anyone threatening him, of boasting 
in front of him. But he does not know the reality about you. That is why he has answered 
back at you and behaved such irreverentially with you. Yes indeed, if he had known of 
your great mystical powers, your martial achievements, your spiritual abilities and your 
exalted lineage, he certainly wouldn’t have dared talk with you the way he did.  

He was misled by your physical appearance and behaviour. You hold fierce 
weapons such as a battle-axe, a bow and arrows. Then, you started shouting and 
threatening the moment you came here. These are not the characteristics of sages and 
hermits. So this boy thought that you are some warrior, and as is the wont of brave 
princes who are taught not to be cowed down by adversaries, he stood up against you.  

But then, as I’ve told you, he is inexperienced, and yet a child. You have also 
accepted this fact that he is child, a “Baalak”. Oh holy sage, fighting with children never 
gives any honour to an adult, especially to a sage of your stature. By quarrelling with him 
you are only inviting ridicule on yourself.  

Laxman can be excused for his misdemeanours because he is a child, but how will 
you excuse yourself for your ruckus and boastful behaviour?] (2) 

[Note—1Parashuram has himself conceded that Laxman is a ‘child’, a “Baalak”. He has 
also said that he spares Laxman just because he is a child. Refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 272. So Lord Ram has wisely reminded the sage of his own statement 
which he can’t deny; the sage can’t say now that Laxman is not a child.  

2The Lord implied that a warrior should feel ashamed of himself by fighting with a 
child who still has not learnt how to eat solid food, who still drinks his mother’s milk. It 
is merely in a literal sense that it is said that “Laxman still has milk in his mouth”. It is 
observed that children who are very young drink a lot of milk which is their staple food, 
and thus their mouths smell of milk. It is a figure of speech to mean that the person 
concerned has not grown up mentally; he still acts, behaves and thinks like a child though 
he may have grown up in physical age.  

Elders also refer to their beloved younger ones as still being a child; it shows that 
they have great affection for them like a father would have for his child, and therefore are 
ready to forgive or overlook their misdemeanours.]  
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¡ı¥ ‹Á⁄U∑§Ê ∑§¿ÈU •øªÁ⁄U ∑§⁄U„UË¥ – ªÈ⁄U Á¬ÃÈ ◊ÊÃÈ ◊ÙŒ ◊Ÿ ÷⁄U„UË¥H 3H 
∑§Á⁄U• ∑Î§¬Ê Á‚‚È ‚fl∑§ ¡ÊŸË – ÃÈï„U ‚◊ ‚Ë‹ œË⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÿÊŸËH 4H 

 
jauṁ larikā kachu acagari karahīṁ. gura pitu mātu mōda mana bharahīṁ. 3. 
kari'a kṛpā sisu sēvaka jānī. tumha sama sīla dhīra muni gyānī. 4. 
 
If a child plays some kind of prank or talks in a playful and nonsensical way as is the 
wont of children, his elders, such as his teacher and parents (“guru, pitu, matu”), take it 
lightly and are filled with joy (instead of getting annoyed and taking umbrage at the 
child’s behaviour). [In other words, you are a senior sage, and for you he is like a child. 
You have yourself said it that you are restraining yourself because Laxman is a mere 
child or a “Baalak”—chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272. You must 
understand that some children are mischievous, and therefore you must neglect his 
behaviour and calm your anger down.] (3) 

Treating him as a child and a humble servant (of sages and hermits), have 
compassion and mercy on him. You (being an exalted sage and hermit) have the 
auspicious virtues of equanimity, good manners, forebearance and patience; you are a 
self-realised sage. [So you must behave like one, and should not be sucked into an 
unpleasant confrontation with a child because it would undermine your exalted stature.]1’ 
(4)  

[Note—Lord Ram has talked very cleverly and diplomatically. On the one hand he has 
defended Laxman’s behaviour, and on the other hand he has politely told sage 
Parashuram that his behaviour does not suit him.  
 It will be noted here that Parashuram had become so stupid in his anger that he took 
Lord Ram’s statement that “Laxman does not know about the sage’s glories and 
achievements” so literally that he forgot that he had already boasted of them a while 
ago—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 272 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8.  
 So, Parashuram decided to make more boast of his famous deeds. He will brag about 
himself again in Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 283.  

1We shall read in a while that Lord Ram has to repeat this plea once again when 
Laxman started annoying sage Parashuram once again. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that 
precede Doha no. 279 below.]  

  
⁄UÊ◊ ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ∑§¿UÈ∑§ ¡È«∏UÊŸ – ∑§Á„U ∑§¿ÈU ‹πŸÈ ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ◊È‚È∑§ÊŸH 5H 

 
rāma bacana suni kachuka juṛānē. kahi kachu lakhanu bahuri musukānē. 5. 
 
Parashuram felt a bit reassured and comforted by the pleasant and soothing words of Lord 
Ram1.  

But his peace was short-lived as Laxman smiled sarcastically once again, 
mocking the sage even as he made some new taunting and disparaging remarks targeting 
him (that spited sage Parashuram, and further stoked his anger and vehemence)2. (5) 

[Note—1Parashuram was burning with anger and spite. So Lord Ram’s soothing words 
calmed him down “a bit”. When the earth has been scorched by the heat of summer, then 
it is observed that the first round of rains do not cool it down completely. In fact, if the 
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rain is not sufficient, the heat is felt more intensely than how it was felt previously 
because the little amount of rain-water that falls cannot cool the heated surface of the 
earth, but, instead, it itself turns hot as soon as it touches the earth’s surface.  

It is like sprinkling some cold water on a hot iron plate; it begins to sputter and hiss, 
and emanates heat. It is also well known that one gets scalded if one comes in direct 
contact with steam escaping from the spout of a kettle. So, insufficient rain creates more 
heat than cooling down the earth. Often it becomes stifling hot after the first shower of 
rain during severe summer than what one had experienced before the rain had come.  
 In other words, sage Parashuram was beginning to get calmer and regain control over 
himself when Lord Ram spoke to him politely, seeking forgiveness and expecting a 
compassionate attitude. But as it happened, Laxman smiled sarcastically once again, 
uttering some caustic words which stoked the sage’s anger once again.  

Laxman wanted to ensure, as it were, that the sage vents his full steam here and now 
so that when later on he goes to do Tapa (austerity and penances) or Yoga (meditation), 
he will be able to do it properly with a calm head! Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285. 

2Laxman was at it again. He did not like his brother, Lord Ram, surrendering to this 
haughty and boastful sage, trying to pacify him by asking for forgiveness on Laxman’s 
behalf. Laxman wanted to teach this arrogant sage a lesson of his life, but his elder 
brother, whom he revered so much, was pleading and submitting before Parashuram. This 
did not go down well with Laxman. 
 Later on in the story we shall read other incidents also where Laxman has not 
approved of Lord Ram’s dealing with his adversaries in a polite manner. For instance—
 (i) When Bharat came to the forest with his army and citizens of Ayodhya in an 
attempt to take Lord Ram back to Ayodhya, Laxman apprehended that Bharat had some 
ill intentions; he also did not approve of Ram’s welcoming him with an open arm. So, 
Laxman stood up to fight with Bharat. Lord Ram had then calmed him down. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 227—to 
Doha no. 232.  

(ii) When the ocean was not providing a passage to Lord Ram’s army to cross over to 
Lanka, the Lord had first prayed to the ocean to let him go, but finally he got angry. The 
Lord pulled out his arrow to dry the ocean. This was liked by Laxman. In other words, 
Laxman had not approved of Lord Ram begging the ocean to give him a passage, but 
preferred strong action. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 
that precede Doha no. 58.  

In essence, Laxman did not approve that Lord Ram should plead before sage 
Parashuram to either excuse Laxman or even himself for breaking the bow. So he could 
not resist himself and said something more that caused further irritation to the sage. This 
will be clear in the following verses. 

Now, what did Laxman say this time? It is not clear from the text. So we can make 
assumption. Perhaps he said, “You (Parashuram) is known as a killer of your mother and 
brother at the instructions of your father; you are known as a killer of innocent kings to 
please your mother; you are famous as the killer of unborn babies with your cruel axe. 
Well, this is the great fame you have. How nice of you indeed; how praise-worthy are 
your deeds indeed!” Obviously, this sent the sage into a fit of anger like he probably 
never had experienced in his life earlier.] 

  
„°U‚Ã ŒÁπ Ÿπ Á‚π Á⁄U‚ CÿÊ¬Ë – ⁄UÊ◊ ÃÙ⁄U ÷˝ÊÃÊ ’«∏U ¬Ê¬ËH 6H 
ªı⁄U ‚⁄UË⁄U SÿÊ◊ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥ – ∑§Ê‹∑Í§≈U◊Èπ ¬ÿ◊Èπ ŸÊ„UË¥H 7H 
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‚„U¡ ≈U…∏U •ŸÈ„U⁄Uß Ÿ ÃÙ„UË – ŸËøÈ ◊ËøÈ ‚◊ Œπ Ÿ ◊Ù„UËH 8H 
 
ham̐sata dēkhi nakha sikha risa byāpī. rāma tōra bhrātā baṛa pāpī. 6. 
gaura sarīra syāma mana māhīṁ. kālakūṭamukha payamukha nāhīṁ. 7. 
sahaja ṭēṛha anuhara'i na tōhī. nīcu mīcu sama dēkha na mōhī. 8. 
 
When Parashuram saw Laxman sneering at him, anger pervaded his entire being. Rage 
surged within his body, flushing him with anger from the tip of his toe-nail to the top of 
his head.  

Thus, the infuriated sage turned to Lord Ram and said—‘Ram, your brother is 
very sinful. [That is, he is not only insulting towards me but is also seemingly defying 
you. Look, while you are pleading with me to excuse him for being a child, and while 
you behave so politely with me, this fellow does not even understand that if his elder 
brother wishes to bring the issue to rest than he should not do anything to raise dead 
corpses again, and that if his elder brother is showing so much respect to me than there 
must be some reason. He should have withdrawn by now, but is very defiant. He is hell-
bent on insulting me, and probably he also gives a damn to you.  

Well, this is exactly what he is doing by sneering at me and uttering nonsense 
once again even while you have not finished speaking. For that matter, who knows he 
may be sneering at your words, and not at me. What could be more impertinent and sinful 
than this?] (6) 

He may be fair in complexion (i.e. appears to be good), but his heart is very dark 
(i.e. internally he is pervert and full of spite). He has poison in his mouth, and not milk 
(as you claim him to be—refer: Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 277 herein 
above). (7) 

Look, he is a very wicked, impolite and impertinent fellow. He is not like you; he 
does not follow your example. This rascal treats me with utter contempt, and hates me 
like one hates death.’ (8) 

[Note—We have read earlier that when Parashuram could not bear Laxman’s heat, he had 
turned to sage Vishwamitra in order to find an escape route. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 274. At that time also, Laxman 
has shot back with caustic comments. Refer: from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 274—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 275. 

Once again, when things seemed to go out of hand, sage Vishwamitra had intervened 
and requested Parashuram to excuse Laxman as elders and wise men do not pay heed to 
ignorant children. Refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 275. And once again, 
Laxman retorted boldly, taunting Parashuram with very caustic comments. Refer: 
Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 276. 

The same thing is repeated here. Lord Ram is trying to pacify the angry sage 
Parashuram, and Laxman goes on adding fuel to the fire of sage’s anger.] 

 
Îô0. ‹πŸ ∑§„U©U „°UÁ‚ ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ◊ÈÁŸ ∑˝§ÙœÈ ¬Ê¬ ∑§⁄U ◊Í‹– 

¡Á„U ’‚ ¡Ÿ •ŸÈÁøÃ ∑§⁄U®„U ø⁄U®„U Á’Sfl ¬˝ÁÃ∑Í§‹H 277H 
 
dōhā.  
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lakhana kahē'u ham̐si sunahu muni krōdhu pāpa kara mūla. 
jēhi basa jana anucita karahiṁ carahiṁ bisva pratikūla. 277. 
 
Laxman smiled wryly and advised Parashuram mockingly—‘Oh sage, anger is at the root 
of all sins. A living being commits errors and does wrong things under its spell. It is 
anger that drives them against the whole world, making them enemies of everyone. 
[Anger creates unnecessary ill-will and hatred that robs one of his peace of mind. It 
generates animosity that leads to a feeling of insecurity because an angry man begins to 
look at others with suspicion and scepticism.]  (Doha no. 277) 

[Note—This is in response to Parashuram telling Lord Ram that Laxman is a great sinner 
in Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes this Doha no. 277. So Laxman tells sage Parashuram 
that it is the latter who is a sinner because he has become inappropriately angry and 
vengeful for a minor issue such as the breaking of an old and creaking bow, and not 
Laxman who is calm and smiling.  
 It is Parashuram who is angry, and not Laxman. It is an established doctrine that 
anger is a bad thing; a man loses his wisdom, his mental bearing and rationality when he 
becomes angry. An angry man’s actions cause him more harm than good. He creates 
enemies all around him, and no one comes forward to help him in his times of need. This 
makes life hell for an angry man. Besides this aspect, he acquires infamy and ill-will. 
 Laxman means that Parashuram is a sage of high repute. All his religious merits and 
spiritual achievements are turned into a naught by his anger. Whatever mystical powers 
he manages to gather by doing severe Tapa and Yoga are dissipated and neutralized by 
his becoming angry. 
 This Doha summarizing the bad effects of anger is a message for all of us—that we 
must endeavour to overcome our anger if we want to have peace and happiness in our 
lives. The ill effects of anger are summarised in Valmiki Ramayan, Sundar Kand, Canto 
55, verse nos. 5-6 also. 
 This said, we shall note below that Laxman has taken a cue from his elder brother 
Lord Ram and has changed his tone of speaking. Instead of using scorching words, he 
now talks mildly and seeks forgiveness from sage Parashuram. He advises the sage that 
instead of fretting and fuming in anger at breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow, it will be wiser 
to plan as how to undo the damage that has already been done by calling some expert 
craftsman and getting the bow repaired. Refer: Chaupai line no. 1-3 that precede Doha 
no. 278 below. 

But even while Laxman’s words seemed to be polite, his general expressions were no 
less than being hostile and his tone of speech smacked of taunting sage Parashuram. So, 
instead of getting calmed down, Parashuram became more furious. This will be clear 
when we read Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 278 herein below.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ◊Ò¥ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U •ŸÈø⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ⁄UÊÿÊ – ¬Á⁄U„UÁ⁄U ∑§Ù¬È ∑§Á⁄U• •’ ŒÊÿÊH 1H 

≈ÍU≈U øÊ¬ Ÿ®„ U ¡ÈÁ⁄UÁ„U Á⁄U‚ÊŸ – ’ÒÁΔU• „UÙß®„U ¬Êÿ Á¬⁄UÊŸH 2H 
¡ı¥ •ÁÃ Á¬˝ÿ Ãı ∑§Á⁄U• ©U¬Êß¸ – ¡ÙÁ⁄U• ∑§Ù©U ’«∏U ªÈŸË ’Ù‹Êß¸H 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  
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maiṁ tumhāra anucara munirāyā. parihari kōpu kari'a aba dāyā. 1. 
ṭūṭa cāpa nahiṁ jurihi risānē. baiṭhi'a hō'ihiṁ pāya pirānē. 2. 
jauṁ ati priya tau kari'a upā'ī. jōri'a kō'u baṛa gunī bōlā'ī. 3. 
 
I (Laxman) am your “Anuchar”, meaning that I am junior to you, am like one of your 
followers, a subordinate and a servitor of yours1. Abandon your anger and have mercy 
upon me now. (1) 

The broken bow would not be mended by getting angry; it needs repair. Please sit 
down; your legs must be tired and aching.2 (2) 

If this bow is so dear to you (and its breaking has offended you so much), then it 
is nary a problem because we can find out a practical way to get it repaired by 
summoning some expert craftsman who can do the job.’ (3) 

[Note—On the face of it, Laxman’s words were welcoming, polite and soothing. He 
seems to be trying to comfort the angry sage and help him to find a solution of the vexed 
problem that has caused him so much anger in the first place, and the problem still exists. 
Getting angry and fighting won’t help. The real solution to this perplexing problem is to 
get an expert to mend the broken bow and restore it to its original state.  
 1By saying that he was an “Anuchar” of sage Parashuram, Laxman means that since 
he is born as a Kshatriya prince, he will always remain submissive to a person who is 
born in the Brahmin race. Brahmins are always shown great respect by Kshatriya kings; 
the latter are always afraid of and submissive to the former. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 284. 
 So Laxman meant that the sage is unnecessarily getting worked-up as he (Laxman) 
has no intention of either insulting the sage or hurting him. The way he reacted was 
because the sage himself behaved in a manner unfit for a Brahmin—he became angry, 
shouted at him, and called him names. Then, the sage wielded weapons, such as an axe, a 
bow and arrows, which a Brahmin is not supposed to. The sage boasted about the way he 
went about killing kings, something abhorable to the extreme and completely at odds 
with the nature of a Brahmin who is supposed to be forgiving and compassionate—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 282.  
 Anger only harms the person who exhibits this negative character, and no one else; 
anger burns his inner self like the fire burns the external body—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 39. 
 A sage and a saintly person must have a calm and compassionate temperament; he 
must show mercy towards the humble and those who are junior to them—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 38. 
 Parashuram has exhibited none of these auspicious virtues of a Brahmin or a sage. 
Then, Laxman seems to subtly ask him, how can he expect respect and politeness from 
the former?  

Lord Ram uses the same logic later on when Parashuram was unwilling to relent, and 
the Lord had to assume a stern posture to subdue him at last. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Doha no. 283—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 284.  

Hence, in essence, what Laxman said to Parashuram in these verses was a sort of 
subtle admonishment of the latter for his bad behaviour that does not behove of a good 
Brahmin and an exalted sage of Parashuram’s stature. It gives a bad name also to his 
ancestors. Laxman indirectly told the sage that he should first see the way he has behaved 
before accusing the former of any misdemeanour. 
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2Laxman told Parashuram that merely getting angry would provide no solution. The 
main issue at stake is the broken bow, and so we must direct our attention to it instead of 
wasting time on pouring vitriol on each other.  

Parashuram must have been exhausted by now, because, first, he had come a long 
way from the shores of the southern ocean, and second, he was angry, and anger saps 
one’s energy more than anything else. So his legs must be tired; he must sit down to relax 
a bit. Meanwhile, they will call some expert craftsman and get the bow repaired.]   

 
’Ù‹Ã ‹πŸ®„U ¡Ÿ∑È§ «U⁄UÊ„UË¥ – ◊CÔU ∑§⁄U„ÈU •ŸÈÁøÃ ÷‹ ŸÊ„UË¥H 4H 
Õ⁄U Õ⁄U ∑§Ê°¬®„U ¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – ¿UÙ≈U ∑È§◊Ê⁄U πÙ≈U ’«∏U ÷Ê⁄UËH 5H 

 
bōlata lakhanahiṁ janaku ḍērāhīṁ. maṣṭa karahu anucita bhala nāhīṁ. 4. 
thara thara kām ̐pahiṁ pura nara nārī. chōṭa kumāra khōṭa baṛa bhārī. 5. 
 
As Laxman spoke, king Janak was feeling uneasy and afraid. [Because he feared that 
Laxman would suddenly say something which would ignite Parashuram’s wrath, and the 
latter may wreak vengeance upon him.] 

So Janak said softly, ‘Stop; it is not good to speak unnecessarily; it is wrong to 
provoke things.’1 (4) 

The men and women folk of the city (who had assembled at the venue to witness 
the bow-breaking ceremony) shivered in anticipation of some disastrous consequences 
(of Laxman’s persistence with speaking up to the angry sage Parashuram).  

They muttered amongst themselves that the younger of the two princes is indeed 
very naughty2. (5) 

[Note—1Laxman had already annoyed sage Parashuram, and the latter loathed the former. 
Anything Laxman said, no matter how harmless and innocent, the angry sage would take 
it in the wrong sense. It is to be noted here that Lord Ram has said almost the same thing 
as what Laxman has said in the above verses. Compare what Lord Ram said in Chaupai 
line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 277, with what Laxman said in Doha no. 277—to 
Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 278.  

But the difference is apparent in Doha no. 277 which says that Laxman ‘smiled’. Of 
course this smile was less of a gesture of politeness, and more in the nature of a sneer. 
Janak was an experienced king; he could feel the heat of the fire of anger in Parashuram 
that Laxman’s body language was generating.  
So, the king muttered that enough was enough, and now Laxman must be stopped. 

2Earlier also, the citizens had disapproved of the way Laxman had answered sage 
Vishwamitra. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 276.]   

 
÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ÁŸ⁄U÷ÿ ’ÊŸË – Á⁄U‚ ÃŸ ¡⁄Uß „UÙß ’‹ „UÊŸËH 6H 
’Ù‹ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U Œß ÁŸ„UÙ⁄UÊ – ’ø©°U Á’øÊÁ⁄U ’¢œÈ ‹ÉÊÈ ÃÙ⁄UÊH 7H 
◊ŸÈ ◊‹ËŸ ÃŸÈ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ∑Ò§‚¥ – Á’· ⁄U‚ ÷⁄UÊ ∑§Ÿ∑§ ÉÊ≈ÈU ¡Ò‚¥H 8H 

 
bhṛgupati suni suni nirabhaya bānī. risa tana jara'i hō'i bala hānī. 6. 
bōlē rāmahi dē'i nihōrā. baca'um ̐ bicāri bandhu laghu tōrā. 7. 
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manu malīna tanu sundara kaisēṁ. biṣa rasa bharā kanaka ghaṭu jaisēṁ. 8. 
 
As Bhrigupati (the chief of the Bhrigu’s race; sage Parashuram) continued to hear 
Laxman’s fearless and bold words, his body kept literally burning with anger, resulting in 
his losing his energy and strength1. (6) 

[Unable or unwilling to talk with Laxman and face the latter—] Parashuram 
turned to Lord Ram and said with complaint in his voice—‘I am sparing this fellow 
because I know that he is your younger brother. [Otherwise, I would have punished him 
most severely. But since you are civil and cultured, and you have shown respect to me, I 
am inclined to overlook as this boy’s mischief in deference to your request to forgive 
him—refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 277.] (7) 

He has a pervert and dark heart. I wonder how he has got such a charming body. 
It is like having a harsh poison in a golden pitcher2.’ (8) 

[Note—1This verse teaches us the bad effects of anger. Anger burns one’s strength, 
vitality and energy so much so that when the anger subsides, the person is left exhausted 
and worn out as if he has done some greatly strenuous work.  

In the present context we shall see that bye and bye the sage lost all his stamina and 
vigour. A stage would come when he felt like a punctured balloon.  

Now, if we examine this episode closely in the context of this principle that one is 
drained of his energy and vitality by becoming angry, we discover that Laxman’s verbal 
duel with Parashuram was part of a strategy. It caused the sage to become wild and 
excessively angry, shouting, threatening and gesticulating violently, thereby dissipating 
all his reserve of strength and energy, making him incapable to actually fight in a battle.  

Eventually, therefore, when Lord Ram would face him and crack the whip in the final 
showdown, the sage would be like a deflated balloon. The same Parashuram who had 
boasted of the strength of his arms and his battle-axe would submit in a docile manner as 
if he had been drugged. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 283—to 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285. 

2Here, Laxman is compared to the golden pitcher because of his fair complexion, and 
his nature, temper and behaviour, his way of speaking in a scorching manner, to the 
poison stored in the golden vessel.]  

 
Îô0. ‚ÈÁŸ ‹Á¿U◊Ÿ Á’„U‚ ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ŸÿŸ Ã⁄U⁄U ⁄UÊ◊– 

ªÈ⁄U ‚◊Ë¬ ªflŸ ‚∑È§Áø ¬Á⁄U„UÁ⁄U ’ÊŸË ’Ê◊H 278H 
 
dōhā.  

suni lachimana bihasē bahuri nayana tarērē rāma. 
gura samīpa gavanē sakuci parihari bānī bāma. 278. 
 
Hearing these words of sage Parashuram, Laxman smiled in a teasing manner once again. 
[But now he was transgressing limits of decent behaviour, and the assembly was not 
taking the developments lightly. Even king Janak disapproved of Laxman’s behviour as 
much as the rest of the citizens. So, Lord Ram wished to put a stop to it before the thing 
became too nasty. Hence—] Lord Ram intervened and looked at Laxman sternly from the 
corner of his eyes (signaling the latter to behave himself and call it quits). 
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At this warning from the Lord, Laxman stopped talking in a bold and fearless 
manner that was irritating sage Parashuram. He then withdrew himself and abashedly 
went close to his Guru (sage Vishwamitra). (Doha no. 278) 

[Note—Lord Ram could sense that the people as well as their host, king Janak, were 
annoyed at Laxman’s behaviour. Being the elder brother it was his duty to rein-in his 
younger sibling if the latter was doing something wrong in the eyes of the world.    

When Lord Ram looked sternly at Laxman and hinted him to stop with a winking 
gesture from the corner of his eyes and furrowed eyebrows, Laxman became ‘abashed’ 
because he realized that his actions had embarrassed his beloved brother. Laxman had 
never intended to do anything that would put Lord Ram in a sticky situation, but 
unwittingly he had done exactly that. So he felt ashamed of himself, and shyly withdrew 
to go to the place where sage Vishwamitra was sitting.  

One important reason of Laxman’s withdrawing to a spot near sage Vishwamitra was 
that he would be very safe there should things go out of hand and Parashuram becomes 
determined to hit him. This is because sage Vishwamitra was not less powerful than 
Parashuram, and the latter would have to think a thousand times to harm someone who 
was protected by Vishwamitra. So, Laxman was safer near sage Vishwamitra than at any 
other place.  

Normally he should have stood with Lord Ram to give him moral support and help 
him if things became bad. But Laxman was sure that Lord Ram was competent to look 
after himself.  

Another reason of moving away from the spot of the confrontation was that his 
(Laxman’s) presence at the side of Lord Ram would never have allowed sage Parashuram 
to calm down, because his mere sight infuriated the sage, stoking his anger further. 

Refer also to Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 279 along with their 
appended notes herein below.]  

 
 
¿õ0.  •ÁÃ Á’ŸËÃ ◊ÎŒÈ ‚ËÃ‹ ’ÊŸË – ’Ù‹ ⁄UÊ◊È ¡ÙÁ⁄U ¡Èª ¬ÊŸËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.                                                                                                                                 

ati binīta mṛdu sītala bānī. bōlē rāmu jōri juga pānī. 1. 
 
Lord Ram spoke in a voice that was polite, sweet and pleasant, using words that were 
cool, soothing and comforting. He also brought together his hands and joined his palms in 
his front as a gesture of polite request and submission before the angry sage. (1) 

[Note—After signalling Laxman to withdraw from confrontation with the gesture of his 
eyes, Lord Ram spoke very politely to sage Parashuram. He will ask the sage to excuse 
his younger brother because all children are prone to commit mistakes and are usually 
naughty—refer the verses that follow below. 

This is the second time however that Lord Ram has had to intervene and try to calm 
down the angry sage. The first occasion was in Doha no. 276—to Chaupai line nos. 1-4 
that precede Doha no. 277.]   

 
‚ÈŸ„ÈU ŸÊÕ ÃÈï„U ‚„U¡ ‚È¡ÊŸÊ – ’Ê‹∑§ ’øŸÈ ∑§Á⁄U• Ÿ®„U ∑§ÊŸÊH 2H 
’⁄U⁄ÒU ’Ê‹∑È§ ∞∑È§ ‚È÷Ê™ – ßã„UÁ„U Ÿ ‚¢Ã Á’ŒÍ·®„U ∑§Ê™§H 3H 
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sunahu nātha tumha sahaja sujānā. bālaka bacanu kari'a nahiṁ kānā. 2. 
bararai bālaku ēku subhā'ū. inhahi na santa bidūṣahiṁ kā'ū. 3. 
 
Lord Ram said to sage Parashuram—‘Listen oh Lord! You are inherently wise and very 
learned. You must not give your ears (i.e. pay attention to) the words of a boy. (2) 

The reason being that wasps (“bararai”)1* and boys (“bālaku”) are of the same 
nature. [Just as a wasp has the habit to sting anyone who touches it even inadvertently, 
without meaning any harm to it, a boy too has the habit to respond in an irritating manner 
to anyone who provokes him. So, it is always better to keep a safe distance with a wasp 
as well as a child because their behaviour is very unpredictable, they are very quick in 
their response without any thought of its long-term effects, and they tend to show no 
respect to their offender.] 

Therefore, those who are wise and saintly never accuse them or find fault with 
them because it is their natural, inborn habit. [A wise man knows that a wasp would sting 
if touched, and so if the insect stings and causes pain to him, he would not feel angry. 
Rather, he would find a remedy for the burning and the swelling caused by the sting and 
take precaution to avoid that wasp in future. Similarly, a wise man knows that it makes 
no sense in accusing a naughty child for its demeanours because it is its natural habit; the 
child’s responses are always unpredictable because it does not know how to interact with 
others. Hence, it is futile in getting angry at their behaviour. A wise man would make a 
fool out of himself at taking a child seriously as he would take the response from an 
adult.] (3) 
{*The word “bararai” also means one who is out of one’s mind; one who behaves like a 
mad person; a person who does not know how to speak, behave and do anything in a 
proper way. In other words, a boy of young age or a child does not know what to say to 
whom, how to behave decently with others, and what to do and what not to. There is not 
much of a difference between a child and a mad man—the behaviour of both of them is 
not only irrational, unpredictable and erratic but also, more often than not, it is stinging 
and irritating, and a constant cause of worry and annoyance for the other person, just like 
being near to a wasp. 
 If we take this meaning into consideration, then verse no. 3 should be read as 
follows—“A mad man and a child have the same nature and mental state. A wise and 
intelligent man should not pay any attention to them (because both act irrationally, 
erratically and unpredictably; their behaviour makes no sense and so they should be 
completely neglected).”}  

[Note—Lord Ram has invoked sage Parashuram’s own admission that Laxman is a boy 
(“bālaku”—refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272) to request him not to 
take the latter’s behaviour seriously and become annoyed; it is not worth it.  
 1The Lord has compared Laxman’s words with the vicious sting of a wasp (“Barrai”). 
In other words, the Lord could judge the mood of the sage and the way he has felt 
exceedingly hurt by Laxman’s words which had stung the sage so viciously that his entire 
being was shaken as if a wasp had bitten him.  
 This is why verse no. 1 above says Lord Ram spoke to Parashuram with words that 
were cool, soothing and comforting as if the Lord was applying a balm on the sage’s 
ruffled ego which was wounded by Laxman’s harsh words, just like a man applies an 
ointment on the wound created by a wasp’s sting.] 
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 Ã®„U ŸÊ„UË¥ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§Ê¡ Á’ªÊ⁄UÊ – •¬⁄UÊœË ◊Ò¥ ŸÊÕ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊH 4H 

∑Î§¬Ê ∑§Ù¬È ’œÈ ’°œ’ ªÙ‚ÊßZ – ◊Ù ¬⁄U ∑§Á⁄U• ŒÊ‚ ∑§Ë ŸÊßZH 5H 
 
tēhiṁ nāhīṁ kachu kāja bigārā. aparādhī maiṁ nātha tumhārā. 4. 
kṛpā kōpu badhu bam̐dhaba gōsā'īṁ. mō para kari'a dāsa kī nā'īṁ. 5. 
 
Besides this, he (Laxman) has not done any harm to anyone. In fact, it is me whom you 
should treat as the one who has offended you; it is me who is the culprit (because it is me 
who has broken the bow, the offence which has angered you so much). (4) 

Treating me as one of your humble servants or someone who has submitted 
himself before you, you can decide to have mercy upon me (to show that you are highly 
gracious and fit to be called an exalted sage), or you can decide to wreak your anger at 
me by killing me or putting me in shackles (as punishment for the offence that I have 
done to you by breaking the bow). (5) 

[Note—That is, you must first keep in mind that Laxman is not the real offender; it’s me. 
So, in whatever way you want to deal with the offender, you should deal with me. But at 
the same time, before deciding on your course of action, you must keep in mind that I 
have submitted myself before you, and being an exalted sage and a learned Brahmin of 
high pedigree because you belong to the race owing its origin to the renowned sage 
Bhrigu, you must watch your actions. The world is closely watching you.  

The world would forgive Laxman because, as I have said, children are like mad men 
or wasps whom a wise man pays no attention to, but you are a grown-up and responsible 
sage, an acclaimed hermit. You can’t find excuses for your misdemanours, especially 
when I have surrendered before you. A sage gains honour in forgiveness, and not in 
bloodshed or seeking revenge. So be careful with how you decide to deal with my error. 
The best course of action for you would be to have mercy upon me and forgive me. But 
should you decide to vent your anger at me, you can either kill me as you have been 
threatening all along, or put me in shackles like a prisoner to punish me for breaking the 
bow.  

Whatever you do, do it with me. Why involve Laxman who is not guilty of any 
crime?]   

 
∑§Á„U• ’Áª ¡Á„U Á’Áœ Á⁄U‚ ¡Êß¸ – ◊ÈÁŸŸÊÿ∑§ ‚Ùß ∑§⁄Uı¥ ©U¬Êß¸H 6H 

 
kahi'a bēgi jēhi bidhi risa jā'ī. munināyaka sō'i karauṁ upā'ī. 6. 
 
Meanwhile, oh the leader of sages (“Muni-naayak”), tell me quickly how your anger 
would subside, and I will endeavour to find a solution to it. (6) 

[Note—Lord Ram has played his cards well, and diplomatically. He has first given 
Parashuram a choice of either showing mercy that a sage is expected to show, or 
exhibiting cruelty by killing or shackling him that is never expected from a sage. Then 
Lord Ram addresses him as a “leader of sages”, or someone who must lead by example 
how a sage acts and responds to any given unfortunate situation, especially when the 
offending person is seeking forgiveness with all the humility he can command, and is 
also ready to undo the damage.  
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Any reckless action of revenge that sage Parashuram may be inclined to take would 
only give him a bad name, and would not serve his purpose of getting the bow repaired. 

Both Laxman and Lord Ram have expressed their desire that they wish to surrender 
before sage Parashuram; both have asked for forgiveness independently so that the angry 
sage could overcome his anger. If the broken bow is the cause, then Laxman suggested 
that they should call an expert and get it repaired. If Parashuram wants something else, 
then Lord Ram here asks him to make a suggestion so that his wishes can be fulfilled. 
Either way, anger is no solution. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha 
no. 278 with respect to Laxman’s plea, and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 279 with respect to Lord Ram’s submission.] 

 
∑§„U ◊ÈÁŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ¡Êß Á⁄U‚ ∑Ò§‚¥ – •¡„È°U •ŸÈ¡ Ãfl ÁøÃfl •ŸÒ‚¥H 7H 
∞Á„U ∑¥§ ∑¢§ΔU ∑È§ΔUÊL§ Ÿ ŒËã„UÊ – Ãı ◊Ò¥ ∑§Ê„U ∑§Ù¬È ∑§Á⁄U ∑§Ëã„UÊH 8H 

 
kaha muni rāma jā'i risa kaisēṁ. ajahum̐ anuja tava citava anaisēṁ. 7. 
ēhi kēṁ kaṇṭha kuṭhāru na dīnhā. tau maiṁ kāha kōpu kari kīnhā. 8. 
 
The sage (Parashuram) said to Lord Ram—‘Ram, how can my anger go away (subside)? 
Even now, while you are trying to please me and ask for forgiveness and finding a 
solution for the vexed problem, your younger brother (Laxman) is looking at me with a 
sneer and mischief in his eyes. (7) 

If I can’t or do not put my battle-axe on his neck (i.e. if I can’t or do not chop-off 
his neck), then all my anger goes in vain. What was the use for me to become angry if I 
can’t punish him by chopping-off his head with my sharp axe? (8) 

[Note—Parashuram had become obsessed with Laxman. He could not divert his attention 
away from this naughty prince whose every move, no matter how innocuous it may have 
been, was interpreted by the offended sage as being directed at him to taunt him. If 
Laxman looked even causally at his direction, the offended sage thought that he is 
sneering at him. Laxman was by nature of a cheerful disposition; smile was part of his 
normal facial expression. But the sage interpreted this harmless smile as a taunting smirk 
directed at him to tease him. 
 Even when Lord Ram was speaking to him, sage Parashuram’s gaze was fixed on 
Laxman; so annoyed was the sage with him that Laxman’s mere presence was intolerable 
for him! Since he hadn’t been able to punish Laxman, his anger at the latter could not be 
requited, and so no matter what Lord Ram said, the sage’s anger would not subside as 
long as Laxman was in sight. And to the chagrin of Parashuram, he could not force 
Laxman out of the venue as the latter was standing next to sage Vishwamitra. Had 
Laxman been standing next to Lord Ram, perhaps the angry sage would have done 
exactly that—demand that Laxman be thrown out of the venue.  
 In fact, he has demanded from Janak that “Laxman be removed from his sight” as we 
shall read shortly in Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 280 below. But since 
Laxman was standing near sage Vishwamitra and not near Lord Ram, Parashuram 
couldn’t force that his demands be met.  
 Now do we see how clever Laxman was when he decided to withdraw and go near 
his Guru, sage Vishwamitra when Lord Ram gestured him to stop his exchange of 
rancour with Parashuram as narrated in Doha no. 278 herein above.]      
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Îô0. ª÷¸ dfl®„U •flÁŸ¬ ⁄UflÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄U ªÁÃ ÉÊÙ⁄U– 
¬⁄U‚È •¿UÃ Œπ©°U Á¡•Ã ’Ò⁄UË ÷Í¬Á∑§‚Ù⁄UH 279H 

 
dōhā.  

garbha sravahiṁ avanipa ravani suni kuṭhāra gati ghōra. 
parasu achata dēkha'um̐ ji'ata bairī bhūpakisōra. 279. 
 
It is an irony that I am forced to see this ‘young son of a king’ (“bhūpakisōra”; meaning 
a prince), who is inimical towards me, alive, inspite of having my fierce battle-axe with 
me, the axe that is so formidable, relentless, powerful and merciless that when pregnant 
queens hear about it, they are so terrified that they abort automatically. (Doha no. 279) 

[Note—Refer also to Baal Kand, Doha no. 272 in this context.  
 The infuriated sage does not realize the gravity of what he is saying. Lord Ram has 
just addressed him as a “leader of sages” (“Muni-naayak” in verse no. 6 that precedes this 
Doha), implying that Parashuram should be careful with what he says and does because 
he is supposed to exemplify the virtues of great sages and hermits as he is a ‘leader 
amongst them’. Who would expect that a great “Muni” goes on killing people and 
causing women to abort? It is a most shameful act. But Parashuram has lost his mental 
bearing because of his anger. This is exactly what Laxman had hinted to him in Doha no. 
277 when he said that “anger is at the root of all sins”. Say, will anyone kill embryos 
while he is sober? It is a wild act of an equally wild mind. 
 Parashuram does not realize that he is willy-nilly inviting scorn and infamy by 
boasting about his killing sprees. 
 Nevertheless, the angry sage feels frustrated that he has not been able to vent his 
anger at Laxman. The same frustration is expressed again in Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 280 below when he is astonished why his hands do not move to strike 
at Laxman.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ’„Uß Ÿ „UÊÕÈ Œ„Uß Á⁄U‚ ¿UÊÃË – ÷Ê ∑È§ΔUÊL§ ∑È¢§ÁΔUÃ ŸÎ¬ÉÊÊÃËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

baha'i na hāthu daha'i risa chātī. bhā kuṭhāru kuṇṭhita nṛpaghātī. 1. 
 
I wonder why my hands are not moving forward (to strike at Laxman). This inability to 
take revenge is causing me heart-burn. It is equally ironic that my merciless axe, that is 
famed as the killer of kings (“Nrip-Ghaati”, because it had always shown thirst for blood 
of kings, and was eager to take revenge from kings and princes), too has been paralysed 
now. (1) 

[Note—Parashuram explains in this verse the statement that he made in Doha no. 279 
above where he says that he regrets that he is unable to put the axe on Laxman’s neck. It 
is because his hands and his axe have both become paralysed. He wonders why it is so. 
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Being unable to punish the offender for the first time in his life, Parashuram’s inner being 
seems to get roasted in anger. 
 In the following verse no. 2 he blames the Creator, the “Vidhi”, who has turned 
against him because the Creator is the one who determines each second of a person’s life, 
and if the Creator does not want that Laxman be killed at the hands of Parashuram, then 
no matter what the latter does he won’t be able to kill Laxman.  

Therefore, in order to prevent Parashuram from killing Laxman, the Creator whom 
Parashuram considers as being unfavourable towards him has paralysed his hands and 
axe so that Laxman is not harmed. 

This surprises Parashuram very much because it is at odds with his nature and 
temperament to let go of his enemy so easily.  

As regards his hands it must be noted carefully here that he has been able hold his 
battle-axe in a menacing form in his hands, but this hand refuses to move forward and 
make a swiping movement so that the axe can strike at Laxman whom Parashuram has 
begun to wholesomely loathe as if the former was the latter’s greatest and inveterate 
enemy.  

We shall read below in Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 281 that when 
Parashuram challenges Lord Ram for a duel to prove that the Lord is worthy of being 
called “Ram”, i.e. is worthy of being shown respect due to a worrior, his hand is raised 
and it holds the axe, but it isn’t to strike at the Lord who stood with a bowed head.] 

 
÷ÿ© U ’Ê◊ Á’Áœ Á»§⁄U©U ‚È÷Ê™§ – ◊Ù⁄U NUŒÿ° ∑Î§¬Ê ∑§Á‚ ∑§Ê™§H 2H 
•Ê¡È ŒÿÊ ŒÈπÈ ŒÈ‚„U ‚„UÊflÊ – ‚ÈÁŸ ‚ıÁ◊ÁòÊ Á’„UÁ‚ Á‚L§ ŸÊflÊH 3H 

 
bhaya'u bāma bidhi phirē'u subhā'ū. mōrē hṛdayam̐ kṛpā kasi kā'ū. 2. 
āju dayā dukhu dusaha sahāvā. suni saumitri bihasi siru nāvā. 3. 
 
It appears that Vidhi (the Creator) has become hostile towards me (as he is not letting me 
fulfill my wishes). Otherwise, how can my nature and temperament suddenly take an 
about turn? How can there be mercy in my heart? (2) 

Today, the Creator has forced me to suffer the great agony of having to show 
mercy1!!  

[I have never learnt to refrain from hitting my opponent immediately. But it is 
such a big mystery for me that I am unable to avenge my insult and punish Laxman. This 
is obviously because the Creator has become hostile towards me; he wishes to humiliate 
me and force me to go against my wishes and nature.]’ 

When Saumitri (i.e. Laxman; literally, ‘the son of queen Sumitra’) heard this 
(funny) regret of Parashuram, he smiled once again and bowed his head.  

[Laxman laughed subtly at this queer regret of Parashuram, because a sage should 
regret when he becomes angry but here we have a person who claims himself to be a sage 
and a Brahmin and regretting for showing mercy! He ‘bowed his head’ so as to prevent 
Parashuram from looking at him and observing the smile on his face as it would make the 
sage jump out of his skin with a fresh dose of anger.]2 (3) 

[Note—1What a pity! A sage should wonder why he has lost his cool and become angry 
at any given time, but here we have a ‘sage’ who wonders “why he has not become 
sufficiently cruel and kill his opponent instantaneously”! 
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2How ironical it is that Parashuram feels ashamed to show mercy and compassion! 
He should, on the other hand, have been ashamed at showing anger as well as his 
boastings about his merciless killings. This is the reason why Laxman smirked and 
sneered once again at the ridiculous way Parashuram is behaving under the influence of 
anger. Parashuram has indeed made a clown of himself in the full assembly.] 

  
’Ê© U ∑Î§¬Ê ◊Í⁄UÁÃ •ŸÈ∑Í§‹Ê – ’Ù‹Ã ’øŸ ¤Ê⁄UÃ ¡ŸÈ »Í§‹ÊH 4H 
¡ı¥ ¬Ò ∑Î§¬Ê° ¡Á⁄U®„U ◊ÈÁŸ ªÊÃÊ – ∑˝§Ùœ ÷∞° ÃŸÈ ⁄UÊπ Á’œÊÃÊH 5H 

 
bā'u kṛpā mūrati anukūlā. bōlata bacana jharata janu phūlā. 4. 
jauṁ pai kṛpām̐ jarihiṁ muni gātā. krōdha bha'ēm ̐ tanu rākha bidhātā. 5. 
 
Amused and unable to restrain himself, Laxman scoffed at Parashuram in a derisive 
manner, saying with open sarcasm in his words—‘Oh sage! Your kind words that are 
spoken with a lot of wind (i.e. spoken aloud; spoken with a lot of boasting and 
haughtiness) are in accordance with your gracious image (form; countenance; 
appearance). [A lot of pun and mockery is involved here.] 

When you speak it appears that flowers (that symbolize acidic words, rancour, 
vengeance, wrathfulness, bad temper etc.) are showering down from a tree symbolized by 
your image (that is like a ugly tree with a hard bark, with thorns sticking out everywhere 
from its trunk and branches, with red hot carnivorous flowers which trap insects and kill 
them, and that is so short of green leaves that it gives no shade to anyone who comes near 
it).1 (4)  

Oh sage, if your being benevolent and merciful has made your body burn as if it 
on fire, well then what would have happened if you would be angry; surely your body 
would burn to ashes!2’ (5) 

[Note—1Laxman is at his sarcastic best once again. He uses harmless words, but their 
hidden meaning and implication are very caustic. The reference to the “wind” has two 
meanings here—one, it means a boastful talk, and two, it means that when Parashuram 
says anything it appears that the wind or a strong breeze is causing bitter flowers to fall 
down from the tree that is symbolized by his body.  

The wind will make the flowers fall down only when it is strong enough to shake the 
branches of a tree. So Laxman means that Parashuram is so angry that when he speaks his 
whole body shakes with anger; he gasticulates wildly and throws up his arms in the air as 
if punching someone there!  

Laxman scoffs at Parashuram and says in effect that—“When Parashuram lets out his 
steam and begins to blow hot and cold, his words seem to be in consonance with his 
menacing appearance and fearful countenance. Is he not holding an axe, a bow and 
arrows? Why, say, has anyone ever seen a hermit, a sage and a Brahmin with these 
weapons?”  

In this verse, Parashuram is compared to a tree that is hard and wild. This tree has dry 
and rough bark that would cut the skin of anyone trying to touch it. It does not provide 
any relief by way of shade to others, and instead it has sharp pointed thorns sticking out 
of its sides which will hurt anyone who wants to take a little rest by leaning his back 
against it. Its flowers are killers of insects, and foul smelling. Even the wind that grazes 
this tree becomes foul and hot. 

2Parashuram has spared Laxman because the latter is a boy. This is tantamount to his 
showing mercy which is against his nature and reputation. Laxman taunts the sage by 
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recalling his own admission that “his heart is burning with anger because he could not 
punish Laxman for whatever reason” as conceded by him in Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 280 herein above by saying that if having mercy causes his body to 
get so heated that his inner being is roasted, then if he did get actually angry in the way 
he is accustomed to be, then obviously he would be reduced to ash!  

If the virtue of having mercy which always has soothing effect on the nerves and the 
mind causes the body to be hot as if being roasted in fire, then actual anger and being 
merciless would surely reduce Parashuram to ash because its heat is many times more 
intense.]  

 
ŒπÈ ¡Ÿ∑§ „UÁΔU ’Ê‹∑È§ ∞„ÍU – ∑§Ëã„U ø„UÃ ¡«∏U ¡◊¬È⁄U ª„ÍUH 6H 
’Áª ∑§⁄U„ÈU Á∑§Ÿ •Ê°Áπã„U •Ù≈UÊ – ŒπÃ ¿UÙ≈U πÙ≈U ŸÎ¬ …UÙ≈UÊH 7H 

 
dēkhu janaka haṭhi bālaku ēhū. kīnha cahata jaṛa jamapura gēhū. 6. 
bēgi karahu kina ām̐khinha ōṭā. dēkhata chōṭa khōṭa nṛpa ḍhōṭā. 7. 
 
(Hearing the mocking words of Laxman, sage Parashuram turned to king Janak and 
said—) ‘Look Janak! This stubborn boy (“Hati-Baalak”) wants to go to the abode of 
Jampur, the god of death*. [In other words, Laxman is constantly irritating me; and if I 
lose my cool I will kill him and send him to the abode of the god of death known as 
Jampur.] 

*[This verse can be read in another way also: “Look Janak at this stubborn boy. It 
appears that he wishes to make the abode of the god of death, known as Jampur, as his 
home. In other words, don’t blame me if I kill him and send him to hell.] (6) 

So, remove this son of a king (i.e. a prince; “Nrip Dhota”) out of my sight. He 
appears diminutive in size and very humble in his appearance, but actually he is highly 
pervert and wicked.’ (7) 

[Note—Parashuram turned to Janak in order to ensure that Laxman keeps quiet, and not 
aggravate the already bitter feeling between them any further, because he thought that the 
king, being the host of the ceremony, would be able to restrain Laxman more effectively 
than either his elder brother Ram or his Guru sage Vishwamitra.  

Lord Ram had attempted to quieten Laxman (refer: Baal Kand, Doha nos. 276 and 
278), but it had little impact on the latter. Perhaps this is because Laxman and Lord Ram 
shared a very congenial brotherly relationship that kept them very close to each other and 
made them love each other so dearly that neither of them was afraid that he would 
physically harmed by the other. After all, Laxman had become angry because sage 
Parashuram was unnecessarily throwing a spanner in the wheel by trying to obstruct Lord 
Ram’s marriage ceremony and insulting him by threatening to kill him for breaking the 
bow. It was a duty of Laxman to give moral and physical support to his brother when he 
is alone to face an adversary. Laxman just could not tolerate someone saying unpleasant 
words to Lord Ram or acting in a hostile manner with the Lord. 

Instead of strongly admonishing Laxman for his insolent behaviour in public, Lord 
Ram had sought his pardoning from Parashuram. The same thing was done by sage 
Vishwamitra when he too asked Parashuram to excuse Laxman instead of scolding the 
latter to behave with respect with the renowned sage—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 
5 that precedes Doha no. 275. 

Neither Lord Ram nor sage Vishwamitra had condemned Laxman for his 
misbehaviour. On the contrary, king Janak had declared that “Laxman must stop; his 
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behaviour and words are very inappropriate”—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 278. Therefore, Parashuram had some hopes from Janak that he may 
sternly pull up Laxman for his persistent impertinent and insolent behaviour because, 
being the host of the ceremony, it was the duty of Janak to maintain order and decency in 
the assembly.  

So, what should Janak do to avoid the situation from slipping out of hand? He must 
remove Laxman from the site. Or, at least, tell Laxman to sit somewhere out of sight and 
earshot of Parashuram.]  

 
Á’„U‚ ‹πŸÈ ∑§„UÊ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¢ – ◊ÍŒ¥ •Ê°Áπ ∑§Ã„È°U ∑§Ù©U ŸÊ„UË¢H 8H 

 
bihasē lakhanu kahā mana māhīṁ. mūdēṁ ām̐khi katahum̐ kō'u nāhīṁ. 8. 
 
[Laxman was so mischievous that he still did not relent, but had a ready-made retort for 
Parashuram’s asking Janak to remove him from sight and earshot. So—] 

Laxman muttered to himself and said, ‘Well, if one closes one’s eyes, no one 
would be seen by him, and for all practical purposes he is left alone. [In other words, why 
is Parashuram not closing his eyes instead of asking him to leave the venue? If he does 
so, he will have an additional benefit—he won’t be able to see the broken bow, the mere 
sight of which is keeping his anger alive.]’ (8) 

[Note—Earlier we have read that sage Vishwamitra had also muttered under his breath to 
say in essence that Parashuram seems to be hallucinating—refer: Baal Kand, Doha no. 
275.  
 Laxman smiled at Parashuram’s loss of sense and mental bearing because he is 
babbling incoherently, saying inconsistent things. First he had said that he would kill 
Laxman with his battle-axe (refer: Baal Kand—Doha no. 272 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 4-8; Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 274; again Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 275). Then he said that he is unable to lift his hands to kill 
Laxman and his axe has become stupefied (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 280). And now he says that he will send Laxman to hell, i.e. to 
‘Jampur’ which is the abode of the god of death (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 280). 
 In other words it is clear that Parashuram won’t be able to do anything that he 
threatens to do. He is making a clown of himself by such nonsensical statements. Unable 
to carry out his threats, he now wants Laxman out of the venue.  
 Not only this; he lost hopes from Lord Ram and sage Vishwamitra. So he has now 
turned for help to king Janak. He is behaving in a ridiculous manner like a man not 
certain of himself. 
 So, Laxman made the comments as narrated in the present verse no. 8 in a low voice 
ostensibly to himself, but with a sharp smirk and a sneer on his face, and loud enough so 
that Parashuram could hear it!] 

 
Îô0. ¬⁄U‚È⁄UÊ◊È Ã’ ⁄UÊ◊ ¬˝ÁÃ ’Ù‹ ©U⁄U •ÁÃ ∑˝§ÙœÈ– 

‚¢÷È ‚⁄UÊ‚ŸÈ ÃÙÁ⁄U ‚ΔU ∑§⁄Á‚ „U◊Ê⁄U ¬˝’ÙœÈH 280H 
 
dōhā.  
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parasurāmu taba rāma prati bōlē ura ati krōdhu. 
sambhu sarāsanu tōri saṭha karasi hamāra prabōdhu. 280. 
 
Then, Parashuram turned to Lord Ram in a very angry mood and said—‘Oh you wicked 
fellow! You have first broken the (revered) bow of Lord Shiva, and now you give me a 
lecture, you teach me wise lessons! (Doha no. 280) 

[Note—It is obvious that Parashuram’s anger is directed more at Laxman than at Lord 
Ram because he had just overheard the former saying  that “if one closes his eyes, no one 
would matter to him” when the angry sage wanted Laxman out of sight and earshot—
refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 280. Parashuram took this 
statement of Laxman as a preaching, as if Laxman was teaching him a lesson as to how 
one can avoid someone who irritates him. Unable to face the irritating younger brother 
for fear of further insult, Parashuram preferred to deal with the elder brother who 
appeared to be docile, polite and more decent as compared to his younger sibling.  

Besides this above conclusion we may also say that Parashuram was directly 
referring to Lord Ram’s advice that the Lord had given him earlier; for instance,  in 
which Lord Ram had essentially advised the sage that “he should forgive Laxman as the 
latter is merely a child, and children do not have the proper sense to decide how to 
behave with whom, and that elders should overlook mischief of innocent children”. 
Refer: (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 277; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that 
precede Doha no. 279.  

This Doha also shows that by this time Parashuram had become fully aware that the 
bow had been broken by Lord Ram.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ’¢œÈ ∑§„Uß ∑§≈ÈU ‚¢◊Ã ÃÙ⁄¥U – ÃÍ ¿U‹ Á’Ÿÿ ∑§⁄UÁ‚ ∑§⁄U ¡Ù⁄¥UH 1H 

∑§L§ ¬Á⁄UÃÙ·È ◊Ù⁄U ‚¢ª˝Ê◊Ê – ŸÊ®„U Ã ¿UÊ«∏U ∑§„UÊ©U’ ⁄UÊ◊ÊH 2H 
¿U‹È ÃÁ¡ ∑§⁄UÁ„U ‚◊L§ Á‚flº˝Ù„UË – ’¢œÈ ‚Á„UÃ Ÿ Ã ◊Ê⁄U©°U ÃÙ„UËH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

bandhu kaha'i kaṭu sammata tōrēṁ. tū chala binaya karasi kara jōrēṁ. 1. 
karu paritōṣu mōra saṅgrāmā. nāhiṁ ta chāṛa kahā'uba rāmā. 2. 
chalu taji karahi samaru sivadrōhī. bandhu sahita na ta māra'um̐ tōhī. 3. 
 
Your brother has your hidden (subtle) consent when he says such irritating and scorching 
words, and makes such scathing remarks at me. [For, otherwise, he wouldn’t have dared 
to say things that he has said, and you wouldn’t have taken his side by asking me to 
forgive him.] 

And you are so cunning that you pray to me by holding your hands together as if 
to show how nice and submissive you are.1 (1) 

Satisfy me in a battle, or stop calling yourself a ‘Ram’.2 (2) 
You, the enemy of Lord Shiva, must fight with me without employing any 

cunning tricks; otherwise I would kill you along with your brother.3 (3)  
[Note—1Sage Parashuram assumed that Laxman had his elder brother’s tacit support in 
confronting him and using scathing remarks for him. In Parashuram’s views, Lord Ram 
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has used Laxman as a front-man to rebuke the sage, and still pretend to be innocent and 
very polite. Otherwise, it is just not possible that Laxman would go on and on with his 
obtrusive and insolent behaviour without his elder brother telling him to shut up. 
 Parashuram in effect tells the Lord that he is very cunning and mischievous like his 
younger sibling. While he has given his subtle nod to Laxman to confront the sage, he 
himself pretends to be the holy-cow, docile and submissive, asking for mercy and 
forgiveness. 

2By saying “stop calling yourself ‘Ram’ if you can’t defeat me in an honest battle”, 
Parashuram means that if Lord Ram can’t defeat him in an even fight where no dirty 
tricks are played and only valour and skill are employed, then he will lose the right to call 
himself a warrior of this name, i.e. a warrior whose name incorporates the word “Ram”, 
and thereby demean the greatness that is inherently attached with the word “Ram”.  
 In other words, Parashuram says that the word “Ram” has great importance and it 
cannot be taken lightly; it is associated with someone who is the invincible conqueror of 
the world, the Supreme Lord of the world. A weak, wicked, pretentious and imbecile 
person has no right to use this great word as his name. In fact, the word “Ram” is called 
the ‘Tarak Mantra’, the spiritual formula which gives liberation, deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation to the soul of a creature. This is a universal doctrine accepted 
in the Upanishads, and an entire Upanishad known as the Ram Tapini Upanishad, having 
two elaborate divisions, is dedicated to it.  

Lord Ram is the personified form of the Supreme Being, known in the Upanishads as 
“Brahm”, and in the Purans as the “Viraat Purush” or Lord Vishnu. It is only the Lord 
who has the right to call himself with this great name that has divinity and supremacy in 
this creation attached to it in a natural way.  
 So, Parashuram tells Lord Ram that it would be a matter of great shame and an issue 
that would need an immediate remedial action in the form of severe punishment if the 
latter can’t prove himself to be the original “Ram” as implied by the name. If that 
happens then clearly he is an imposter who is deceiving the world by using such a holy 
name, and therefore he (Parashuram) would punish him with death. 
 An interesting deduction can be made here. Sage Parashuram was not an ordinary 
Brahmin sage; he was very learned and well-versed in the scriptures. He must have 
known what the word “Ram” refers to in the scriptures. He must have also read in the 
Purans that time and again Lord Vishnu had taken the form of a human to overcome evil 
forces represented by the demons, and one such incarnation of Lord Vishnu was named 
“Ram”.  

So he had became suspicious about who this particular prince calling himself ‘Ram’ 
was—because, by his own admission, he was surprised that his axe and his hand have 
refused to obey him when he tried to lift them to punish Laxman, and so he was forced to 
let-off the offender though it was completely against his nature. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 280.  
 Besides this, he was fully aware that to break the mighty bow of Lord Shiva was not 
a joke; only the Supreme Being himself could do it because no living being, either of the 
mortal world where humans live, or of the world where Spirits such as the various 
categories of gods and demi-gods live, can ever dare to destroy anything belonging to 
Shiva who himself is the “Maha Deva”, the Great God who is superior to all the gods in 
creation.    
 Therefore there must be surely some mystery in the whole episode of the breaking of 
the bow by this young prince. Parashuram was curious to find out what it was. Hence, he 
used this ploy of a battle to find out the truth, because if this prince was the real “Ram”, 
an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, it was sure that his identity would be revealed. Perhaps 
even Lord Shiva, Parashuram’s Guru, would intervene to restrain the sage from raising 
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his weapons against the Supreme Lord of creation as it would be a horrendous sin that 
would be unpardonable. On the other hand, if this prince was an imposter, then 
Parashuram was determined to avenge his insult as well as the implied insult of Lord 
Shiva when the Lord’s bow was broken. 

3This is what sage Parashuram meant when he said he would kill the two brothers if 
Lord Ram can’t ‘satisfy’ him in battle—i.e. if Lord Ram can’t convince him that he is 
indeed Lord Vishnu.]  

         
÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ’∑§®„U ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄U ©UΔUÊ∞° – ◊Ÿ ◊È‚È∑§Ê®„U ⁄UÊ◊È Á‚⁄U ŸÊ∞° H 4H 

 
bhṛgupati bakahiṁ kuṭhāra uṭhā'ēm̐. mana musukāhiṁ rāmu sira nā'ēm ̐. 4. 
 
Bhrigupati (sage Parashuram) was ranting and raving angrily with his raised hands that 
held the axe. [Parashuram continued to adopt a hostile posture, threatening to hit Lord 
Ram with his battle-axe.]  

Meanwhile, Lord Ram smiled and lowered his head.1 (4)  
[Note—1Why did Lord Ram ‘smile’? It was a sarcastic smile because by now 
Parashuram’s boast had been exposed. The sage had himself conceded a moment ago that 
he is astonished why his hands are not moving ahead to strike his opponent with the axe 
(refer: Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 280 above), and he has till now 
threatened in vain to kill the two brothers umpteen numbers of time. He has lost all sense 
of self-respect and propriety because inspite of proving himself in vain and incompetent 
to harm the two brothers he continues to make a mockery of himself by once again 
raising his axe as if to strike Lord Ram with it.  
 Why did Lord Ram lower his head? Well, the Lord lowered his head for two reasons. 
One was to tell the sage that instead of threats he should go ahead and use his axe on him 
by bringing it down on the Lord’s neck, if he can do it that is. This will be clear from 
Chaupai line no. 7 herein below. And if he can’t do it, then it is high time that he stops 
this rubbish and boastful talk, and behave in a responsible manner like a sage of his 
stature should. 
 The second reason was to show that the Lord does not want to confront and insult 
Parashuram in any way because he was a respectable sage as well as a Brahmin who was 
born in the race of an ancient and respected sage by the name of Bhrigu. Lowering the 
head or bowing it before someone is a sign of respect and submission.  
 Lord Ram wished to reply to Parashuram’s accusation that he was pretending to be 
humble and submissive while not only condoning his younger brother’s misbehaviour but 
also giving a tacit support to the latter and signalling him secretly to go ahead and teach 
Parashuram a lesson. We have read that the angry sage has called Lord Ram ‘cunning and 
pretentious’ because on the one hand the Lord pretends to ask for forgiveness and on the 
other hand he signals Laxman to tease and insult the sage. Refer: Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 281 herein above.  
 Now, even Lord Ram would adopt a stern posture as we shall find out in the 
following verses because he feels that Parashuram understands only one language—and it 
is the language of toughness, rebuke, tit-for-tat, and hard talk. The sage won’t yield to 
politeness; he thinks that a polite man is a coward. Being polite and civil with 
Parashuram would not stop him from continuing with his rantings and ravings.]    

 
ªÈŸ„U ‹πŸ ∑§⁄U „U◊ ¬⁄U ⁄UÙ·Í – ∑§Ã„È°U ‚ÈœÊß„ÈU Ã ’«∏U ŒÙ·ÍH 5H 
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gunaha lakhana kara hama para rōṣū. katahum ̐ sudhā'ihu tē baṛa dōṣū. 5. 
 
[Lord Ram said to Parashuram—] ‘The fault is of Laxman’s (that he has spoken out 
boldly at you, whose words and behaviour has provoked you so much, but upon whom 
you could not carry out your threats of severe punishment of killing him with your axe), 
and ironically now you are venting your anger upon me.  

Indeed, sometimes it is true that politeness, humbleness and civility is a bane 
instead of being a virtue for the person who practices it. (5) 

[Note—That is, it is Laxman who has offended you, but unable to get square with him, 
you seem to avenge your hurt ego by directing your wrath at me because I am submitting 
myself before you and show politeness before you in deference to your exalted stature of 
being a Brahmin sage. My gesture of politeness and respect towards you is being 
misinterpreted by you as my weakness. So you have decided to seek revenge with me 
after you have failed miserably to settle your accounts with Laxman who was a proper 
match for you and a perfect antidote for your inflated ego. 

I am polite with you unlike Laxman, so you have decided to be harsh with me. I have 
discovered to my dismay the truth of the adage that more often than not, good manners 
lead a man to more discomfiture than his being rude and ill-humoured in certain 
situations.]  

 
≈U…∏U ¡ÊÁŸ ‚’ ’¢Œß ∑§Ê„ÍU – ’∑˝§ ø¢º˝◊Á„U ª˝‚ß Ÿ ⁄UÊ„ÍUH 6H 

 
ṭēṛha jāni saba banda'i kāhū. bakra candramahi grasa'i na rāhū. 6. 
 
Verily, if a person is wicked and crooked, (if people know that annoying or irritating him 
even slightly would invariably invite bitter scorn and a ‘bite like that of a wasp’—refer: 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 279), everyone would show him respect, 
everyone would be courteous towards him (though this show of respect and 
courteousness is superficial and done just to avoid any direct confrontation with him. 
 Indeed it is true as reflected in the case of the moon. Rahu (the mythological 
demon) does not devour a crooked moon. (6) 

[Note—Rahu is a demon who has a boon that he can eat the moon to squeeze out its 
nectar in order to derive his nourishment because his trunk had been severed by Lord 
Vishnu’s discus during an event dating back to the churning of the celestial ocean by the 
gods and the demons. This story is narrated earlier as note no. 3 that accompanies 
Chaupai line no. 2 which precedes Doha no. 238 of this chapter known as Baal Kand of 
this book Ram Charit Manas.  

Though Rahu devours a full moon, which according to mythology is the cause of the 
lunar eclipse, he is scared of eating the moon that has a carved-out edge, the edge which 
is curved like a sickle, or in other words ‘an edge that is not perfectly rounded as during 
the night of the full moon’, because Rahu is afraid that this shape of the moon will cut his 
mouth and cause injury to him. 

This metaphor is employed by Lord Ram to mean that the angry sage Parashuram has 
started avoiding Laxman now because he has discovered to his dismay and chagrin that 
Laxman would retort viciously and sting him like a wasp. But finding Lord Ram polite 
and submissive, Parashuram has decided to vent his anger at him.]       
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⁄UÊ◊ ∑§„U©U Á⁄U‚ ÃÁ¡• ◊ÈŸË‚Ê – ∑§⁄U ∑È§ΔUÊL§ •Êª¥ ÿ„U ‚Ë‚ÊH 7H 
¡®„U Á⁄U‚ ¡Êß ∑§Á⁄U• ‚Ùß SflÊ◊Ë – ◊ÙÁ„U ¡ÊÁŸ• •Ê¬Ÿ •ŸÈªÊ◊ËH 8H 

 
rāma kahē'u risa taji'a munīsā. kara kuṭhāru āgēṁ yaha sīsā. 7. 
jēhiṁ risa jā'i kari'a sō'i svāmī. mōhi jāni'a āpana anugāmī. 8. 
 
Lord Ram said to sage Parashuram—‘Oh sage, get rid of your anger and calm down. You 
have your axe in your hand, and my lowered head is in front of you. (7) 

Oh Lord, do anything you wish by which your anger may subside. [That is, if you 
want to use your axe upon me, go ahead and do so.] But remember that I am your humble 
follower, and have submitted myself before you, before you take any impulsive action. 

[In other words, be careful that the world is watching you and it knows that I have 
surrendered before you. Remember: If you harm me in any way by taking any reckless 
action in the context of your inability of harming my younger brother Laxman who had 
stood up against your threats and rantings, the world would not forgive you; you will 
invite the harshest of scorn and the greatest of ignominy by harming me. It would clearly 
mean that Laxman was right in beating you in your own game; he was right in giving you 
the bitter dose of medicine that you deserve.  

And be warned also that Laxman is watching you. Be careful with your actions 
and hands. Remember: If you do decide to hurt me with your axe, Laxman would pounce 
upon you and cut-off your hands even before they reach my neck. Don’t blame me later 
on for being instrumental in dismembering your body!] (8) 

[Note—Parashuram was itching to strike with the axe though he has himself admitted 
that he won’t be able to do so. Refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precedes Doha no. 280.  
 So Lord Ram knew that Parashuram won’t be able to harm him. But the Lord did not 
wish to give Parashuram a chance to say that he had not used his axe at him because he 
the Lord had begged for mercy and requested to spare his life. Instead, Lord Ram has 
invited Parashuram to use his axe on his neck as the Lord has lowered his head before 
Parashuram and told him to do anything he likes.  
 Hence, Parashuram could no longer boast of showing mercy or pity. He will have to 
admit in open court that he could not hurt either Laxman or Lord Ram as he was indeed 
‘full of wind’ (i.e. boastful and pretentious) as Laxman has said earlier in Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 280.  
 So we see that Parashuram’s anger has made him red-faced and an object of pity 
himself. Whatever dignity and respect he had for himself in the eyes of the people were 
crushed to pieces by his own anger and haughty nature. Indeed what Laxman had said in 
Doha no. 277 earlier has proved itself to be true in case of Parashuram—“that anger is at 
the root of all evil, that one loses his senses and wisdom under its evil influences, thereby 
inviting ill name for himself by behaving in an evil manner”.]  
 

 
Îô0. ¬˝÷ÈÁ„U ‚fl∑§Á„U ‚◊L§ ∑§‚ Ã¡„ÈU Á’¬˝’⁄U ⁄UÙ‚È– 

’·È Á’‹Ù∑¥§ ∑§„UÁ‚ ∑§¿ÈU ’Ê‹∑§„ÍU Ÿ®„U ŒÙ‚ÈH 281H 
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dōhā.  

prabhuhi sēvakahi samaru kasa tajahu biprabara rōsu. 
bēṣu bilōkēṁ kahēsi kachu bālakahū nahiṁ dōsu. 281. 
 
Why, there is no question of a battle between a humble servant and his lord. So, oh 
exalted sage, discard your anger and be calmed down.  

[Here, Lord Ram has compared sage Parashuram with the ‘lord’, and himself with 
a ‘servant’. A servant always obeys his master; he cannot imagine of fighting with his 
lord.] 

This boy (i.e. Laxman) has said something that has irritated you, but even then it 
is not entirely his fault. He has said whatever he said when he saw your appearances and 
your demeanours.  

[Laxman in effect said, “Oh sage! Your appearance is more like a warrior than 
like a sage or  hermit. Had your demeanours been like a sage and hermit who is expected 
to be calm, serene, munificent, smiling, friendly, contented and welcoming, one who 
inspires confidence and warmth and invites automatic respect and reverence from the 
person in front, instead of spreading terror and affright among the masses like you have 
done, I would naturally have treated you with the greatest of respect that would have 
surpassed what others may have shown to you.  

But the problem is that your behaviour, visage and form give a signal that is quite 
the contrary. You had started shouting and threatening as soon as you stepped here. Tell 
me honestly then, is this becoming of a person who claims himself to be a respectful sage 
and a hermit and a Brahmin? Say then, how can you expect an inexperienced boy like 
me, who does not even recognise you, or knows who you actually are and about your 
exalted pedigree, to show respect to you in the light of your wielding the battle-axe 
threateningly at me and the rash way you are behaving, hopping and jumping madly here 
and there?  

Therefore, the fault of this meeting turning so sour and dour, getting more hostile 
and bitter by the passage of each moment, with the accompanying verbal spat between 
you and me, actually lies with you and not with me!’] (Doha no. 281)  

[Note—Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 268 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 4-8; (ii) Doha no. 273 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8; 
and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 282 that follows herein below.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ŒÁπ ∑È§ΔUÊ⁄ U ’ÊŸ œŸÈ œÊ⁄UË – ÷Ò ‹Á⁄U∑§Á„U Á⁄U‚ ’ËL§ Á’øÊ⁄UËH 1H 

ŸÊ◊È ¡ÊŸ ¬Ò ÃÈï„UÁ„U Ÿ øËã„UÊ – ’¢‚ ‚È÷Êÿ° ©UÃL§ Ã®„U ŒËã„UÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhi kuṭhāra bāna dhanu dhārī. bhai larikahi risa bīru bicārī. 1. 
nāmu jāna pai tumhahi na cīnhā. bansa subhāyam̐ utaru tēhiṁ dīnhā. 2. 
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When he (Laxman) saw your battle-axe, the arrow and the bow, he thought that you were 
some warrior, and in his childishness1 he became annoyed and angry. (1) 

Inspite of coming to know your name2, he could not recognise you and your 
potentially fully, and therefore he replied to you in a way to which he is accustomed to in 
accordance with the race to which he belongs3. 

[In other words, Laxman replied to you in a way that all princes belonging to the 
Kshatriya race are accustomed to. They cannot tolerate anyone threatening them and 
trying to brow-beat them into submission with boastful talk and pretensions, wielding 
weapons at them and raving boastfully about their killing sprees. When you claimed that 
you had killed Sahastrabaahu and the Kshatriya kings at random, it simply meant that you 
were threatening Laxman with the same fate. Why, couldn’t you have said calmly at the 
outset that you had immense mystical powers by doing severe Tapa, that you had pleased 
Lord Shiva, that since you regard Lord Shiva as your patron deity it is annoying to you 
that the Lord’s bow should be broken by someone, and that it is the prime reason of your 
getting hurt and angry and you wish to know why this Shiva’s bow was broken, before 
you started yelling and threatening us with death.  

Why, even without acquainting yourself with the facts and the ground realities in a 
calm manner, even without determining whether the bow was broken to willfully insult 
Shiva or because Shiva himself had disliked it so much that he did not want to keep it 
with him and had intended it to get rusted and perish in due course of time so as to get rid 
of its memory, and therefore it was just incidental that it got broken as soon as I (Ram) 
touched it, you have behaved in an irrational manner that is hostile, belligerent and 
aggressive, ranting and raving from the instant you had put your feet in the arena? You 
ought to have clarified matters first and then taken appropriate action, oughtn’t you?  

Say oh sage, what do you expect from others if you don’t behave in a dignified 
manner befitting your own stature as a great sage, a revered hermit and an honourable 
Brahmin. In that case, I say in all sooth, Laxman would have paid his obeisance to you 
for we are taught to show the greatest of respects to elders, especially Brahmins, sages, 
seers and hermits. If you have any doubts, please ask sage Vishwamitra; he will vouch 
for every word I am uttering.  

But instead of it if you act like a boastful warrior, menacingly threatening vengeance 
at others for no fault of theirs, then obviously you must be prepared to get a 
corresponding response from them like the one that Laxman gave you.] (2) 

[Note—1In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
273, Laxman has himself said that he has spoken rudely with Parashuram because he saw 
the axe, the bow and the arrow, ensembles of a warrior and not of a sage or a hermit. 
Therefore, being a warrior prince, Laxman says he replied to Parashuram in a manner 
befitting a warrior. In this present verse, Lord Ram reiterates the same thing. 
 Earlier also, Lord Ram had requested the angry sage to pardon Laxman because he 
was a ‘child’ (“Sisu”) and a ‘servant’ (“Sevak”) of the sage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 277. 

Sage Parashuram has himself accepted that Laxman is a mere child, or an immature 
boy, and it is because of this that he does not hit him—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 272. 

2Laxman had said himself that he knew that Parashuram was a son in the family of 
sage Bhrigu, and therefore a Brahmin—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 5-6 that precedes Doha no. 273.  
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So, what Lord Ram meant was that though Laxman knew about Parashuram being a 
son of the family of Bhrigu, he wasn’t aware of the sage’s rare personal spiritual 
achievements and mystical powers that he had acquired by doing severe Tapa and Yoga 
(penances and meditation). Laxman treated Parashuram as an ordinary son of some sage, 
because in ancient times many sages used to marry and have families. One good instance 
is that of sage Vasistha, the royal priest of the kingdom of Ayodhya to which the two 
brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, belonged.  

So Laxman thought that Parashuram was some spoilt son of Bhrigu’s family who is 
accustomed to boast and go around throwing his weight on others, threatening them of 
punishment by invoking his Brahmin race. 

Laxman might have also deduced that since Parashuram was a mass murderer of 
kings and possessed many negative traits such as a short temper, ego, haughtiness, 
arrogance, recklessness etc., perhaps his father (Jamdagni) was so disgusted by his 
behaviour that he had thrown him out of his hermitage, disowning him and disinheriting 
him from the legacy of sage Bhrigu. 

 3Parashuram had loudly boasted about his many rarities. But these achievements 
were all of a negative nature, such as for instance his slaying of Sahastrabaahu (Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 271), his famed anger as well as his renown as a 
perpetual enemy of the Kshatriya race so much so that he had mercilessly killed countless 
numbers of kings over time and again (Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 272).  

This claim of Parashuram—that he had killed Kshatriya kings many times over—had 
only led to Laxman being enraged as the latter thought that Parashuram was citing these 
killings to threaten him. And any brave prince worth his name won’t tolerate this 
behaviour; he won’t be cowed down by a person who thinks random bloodshed is 
something of credit and worthy of boasting about.  

So, therefore, Laxman replied to Parashuram in a way that is appropriate for a brave 
and fearless prince.] 

 
¡ı¥ ÃÈï„U •ıÃ„ÈU ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§Ë ŸÊßZ – ¬Œ ⁄U¡ Á‚⁄U Á‚‚È œ⁄UÃ ªÙ‚ÊßZH 3H 
¿U◊„ÈU øÍ∑§ •Ÿ¡ÊŸÃ ∑§⁄UË – øÁ„U• Á’¬˝ ©U⁄U ∑Î§¬Ê ÉÊŸ⁄UËH 4H 

 
jauṁ tumha autēhu muni kī nā'īṁ. pada raja sira sisu dharata gōsā'īṁ. 3. 
chamahu cūka anajānata kērī. cahi'a bipra ura kṛpā ghanērī. 4. 
 
Oh sage! Had you appeared to be like a sage and a hermit (“Muni”), this child (“Sisu”) 
would have put his head on the dust of your feet (or, he would have put the dust of your 
feet to his head) as a mark of showing great respect to you.1 (3) 

So, whatever he has done was done inadvertently and out of ignorance. You 
should therefore forgive him. Oh sage, a Brahmin ought to have a lot of mercy and 
kindness in his heart (as this is their special quality).2 (4) 

[Note—1Lord Ram means to tell Parashuram that if the latter had been polite and affable 
like one expects a learned Brahmin and a renowned sage and hermit to be, Laxman would 
have shown the greatest respect by putting his head to Parashuram’s feet.  

This is what they have been taught—to show great respect to elders, to sages and 
Brahmins. There are ample proofs of it—for instance, when sage Vishwamitra came to 
Ayodhya to request king Dasrath to send the two brothers with him to his hermitage so 
that the demons who had been defiling his fire sacrifice could be eliminated, the king had 
summoned his four sons, i.e. Lord Ram and his other three brothers, and made them bow 
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at the feet of the sage. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 207.  

2Lord Ram has subtly and politely chided Parashuram with this observation. 
Parashuram has become so angry at Laxman because he feels insulted by the latter’s 
behaviour. But for this behaviour of Laxman, it is Parashuram who himself is responsible 
as has been clearly said in Chaupai line nos. 1-3 herein above. Laxman was a Kshatriya 
prince, so his behaviour is understandable.  

But what defense has Parashuram for his own rowdy behaviour? He has not at all 
acted in a decent and polite manner like a learned Brahmin or a wise sage, or even a 
responsible adult should have. Instead, his behaviour reminds one of street urchins, 
hooligans and pervert ruffians itching for creating nuisance and raucous.  
 Hence, Lord Ram urges Parashuram to exhibit noble virtues of a Brahmin by 
showing grace and compassion.]  

 
„U◊Á„U ÃÈï„UÁ„U ‚Á⁄U’Á⁄U ∑§Á‚ ŸÊÕÊ – ∑§„U„ÈU Ÿ ∑§„UÊ° ø⁄UŸ ∑§„°U ◊ÊÕÊH 5H 

 
hamahi tumhahi saribari kasi nāthā. kahahu na kahām ̐ carana kaham ̐ māthā. 5. 
 
Say, how can there be any comparison between me* and you1? 

[*The first word used in this verse is “Hamahi” which has a singular as well as a 
plural connotation. If the singular meaning is taken, then it would mean ‘me’, a reference 
to the speaker, which in this case is Lord Ram. However, the plural would be ‘we’, and in 
this case the verse would mean that Lord Ram includes Laxman when he says that the 
sage is so exalted and great that there can be no comparison between the two brothers and 
him. All the anger and fire have no ground, and are raging without any cause.]  

Say, how can one compare the feet with the head2?  
[This part of the verse may also be read as—“Wherever your holy feet are, I am 

(or ‘we’ are) ready to put my (or ‘our’) head (s) there to show you respect”.] (5) 
[Note—1Lord Ram has indirectly hinted to sage Parashuram that there is no comparison 
between them because the Lord is a personified form of the Supreme Being, and 
Parashuram symbolizes an ordinary creature engulfed in worldly delusions and 
attachments. Otherwise, if Parashuram is a true hermit and renunciate, why is he so 
bothered about a gross thing such a bow? Does he not know that Lord Shiva had himself 
felt disgusted with this bow, and hating to keep it with him he had kept it with the 
ancestors of king Janak? Notwithstanding the history of this bow, a hermit and  a 
renunciate sage should be detached and dispassionate towards everything related to this 
mundane gross world; he should be of a loving and compassionate temperament, and not 
vengeful and acerbic like Parashuram. 

Even if Lord Ram’s sublime form as the Supreme Being is overlooked, the Lord has 
exhibited all the noble virtues and exemplary characters that a good human being should 
possess. On the other hand, Parashuram has all the negative characters one ought to 
avoid. So, naturally and obviously there is no comparison. But Parashuram’s anger had so 
much the better of him that he still could not understand the hidden suggestions in Lord 
Ram’s statements, and continued with his earlier acrimonious posture.   

2The ‘feet’ is the lowest part of the body and is a metaphor for someone who is 
humble and lowly. On the other hand, the ‘head’ stands for an exalted stature, a high 
position and of learning. After all, Ram was a Kshatriya prince, and Parashuram was a 
Brahmin. A Brahmin is always more respectable as compared to any other class in the 
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society. How can a very junior man compare himself to one who is very senior to him in 
the social hierarchy and pedigree as the feet is to the head?  

Lord Ram makes these observations to somehow assuage the sage’s ruffled ego and 
and calm him down. Parashuram was accustomed to outright submission from his 
opponents, expecting people to fall down at his feet wherever he went, and it was the first 
time in his life he faced the treatment that Laxman had meted out to him. So, by these 
polite and prayerful words of humility and humbleness, Lord Ram tries to sooth the 
sage’s anger and sort of apply an ointment on his wounded ego.  

He essentially tells Parashuram that he as well as his brother Laxman fall down at his 
feet because he is a Brahmin, and so Parashuram should also behave like a true Brahmin 
by forgiving them and discarding his anger and smitefulness.]  

 
⁄UÊ◊ ◊ÊòÊ ‹ÉÊÈ ŸÊ◊ „U◊Ê⁄UÊ – ¬⁄U‚È ‚Á„UÃ ’«∏U ŸÊ◊ ÃÙ„UÊ⁄UÊH 6H 

 
rāma mātra laghu nāma hamārā. parasu sahita baṛa nāma tōhārā. 6. 
 
My name is a small one, consisting of only one word ‘Ram’, but yours is a big one 
because it has the prefix ‘Parashu’ attached to it1.  

[Parashu + Ram = Parashuram, the name of the sage. Lord Ram means that even 
in their names, the sage’s name is ‘bigger’ as compared to the Lord’s name. So, as the 
Lord has said above, ‘There is no comparison between you and me. Your name has a 
prefix attached to it, and this prefix, the word ‘Parashu’ meaning an axe, instantly makes 
you so distinguished amongst all the warriors on this earth. I am merely a humble person 
with no distinguishing title attached to my name. So oh sage, how can I ever deem myself 
to be equal to you. Perish the thought and calm down.’] (6) 

[Note—1There is a profound spiritual message here. Lord Ram’s name “RAM” is a great 
Mantra, a spiritual formula that provides liberation, deliverance, emancipation and 
salvation to a creature’s soul. It is therefore known as a ‘Tarak Mantra’, one that takes the 
living being across the ‘Bhava-Sagar’, the ocean represented by this world of delusions, 
miseries, birth and death.  
 Here, the Lord has advised his devotees not to dilute the holiness and divinity of his 
Tarak Mantra by adding unnecessary letters or words or phrases to it. Let the Holy Name 
retain its pristine glory by being plain and simple “RAM”.  
 Another interpretation of this verse is that if someone acts smart by tampering with 
this holy name by adding letters to it in his enthusiasm to make it look more attractive 
and effective, he is not only making a fool out of himself but also poisoning the name 
“RAM” because any addition to it would make it have the same effect as the word 
“Parashuram” has. That is, just like sage Parashuram possessing all the characters that are 
opposite of Lord Ram inspite of having the word “Ram” as part of his name, any 
tweaking of the Holy Name “RAM” by additions of any kind would make it spiritually 
ineffective and dangerous for the person who uses it for his spiritual practices. This is 
because instead of being of any help, it would only create problems for the practitioner 
just like the prefix ‘Parashu’, which means an ‘axe’, had changed the entire nature and 
character of a sage from being someone worthy of respect and showing exemplary 
virtues, to someone who is foul mouthed, someone who is full of rancour, spite and 
haughtiness, someone who is despised by the world at large.]  
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Œfl ∞∑È§ ªÈŸÈ œŸÈ· „U◊Ê⁄¥U – Ÿfl ªÈŸ ¬⁄U◊ ¬ÈŸËÃ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄¥UH 7H 
 
dēva ēku gunu dhanuṣa hamārēṁ. nava guna parama punīta tumhārēṁ. 7. 
 
*Oh Lord! (Another reason why no comparison can be made between your exalted 
stature and me is as follows—) While I have only one quality, and it is that I have a bow 
which makes me a warrior, you have nine divine qualities1. [So, obviously you are much 
senior to me in every respect.] 

[*This verse can be read as follows also—“Oh Lord! While my bow has only one 
quality, and it is to win wars, your bow has nine divine qualities.2” (7) 

[Note—1The ‘nine divine qualities’ mentioned by Lord Ram are the nine auspicious and 
noble virtues that are inherently present in a Brahmin as well as in a sage. They are the 
following—Sham (equanimity; evenness of mind; tranquility), Dam (self-restraint), Tapa 
(penance and austerity), Shauch (cleanliness and purity, external and internal), Kshama 
(forgiveness, forebearance), Aarjav (straightforwardness; honesty in behaviour and talk), 
Gyan and Vigyan (knowledge and self-realisation), and Vishwas (belief in God; faith and 
conviction). Refer: Krishna’s Gita, 18/42. 
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 
284 also. 
 So in essence, Lord Ram told sage Parashuram that he (Ram) is merely a warrior, but 
Parashuram is a warrior who is a Brahmin as well. So Parashuram should keep in mind 
his exalted position and act accordingly. Whatever had happened till now was justified in 
the light of the fact that it was a face-off between two brave warrior, but Parashuram 
must realize that his position was unique because besides being a warrior he is also an 
exalted Brahmin. As a warrior it is alright that he threatened his adversary and opponent 
(Laxman and Lord Ram) with severe punishment by killing them with his axe for their 
supposedly misdeeds, but being a Brahmin it is now expected of him that he would put 
all bitterness behind when his purported enemy has surrendered before him and is ready 
to put his head on his feet (refer: Chaupai line nos. 3 and 5 that precede Doha no. 282).  
 Now, Parashuram must exhibit the noble characters of a sage and a Brahmin by 
forgiving the two brothers and bless them instead.  

2The second interpretation would be as follows—For a warrior, his bow is his 
identity, his insignia and a symbol of his authority. Similarly, for a Brahmin and a sage, 
his nine noble virtues listed above are his identity, a sign of his moral authority and 
superiority in society. So, Lord Ram praises sage Parashuram by telling him that he, 
being a sage and a Brahmin, has as many as nine good qualities in him in addition to his 
abilities as a warrior which is evident in the form of his axe, bow and arrow.]    

 
‚’ ¬˝∑§Ê⁄U „U◊ ÃÈï„U ‚Ÿ „UÊ⁄U – ¿U◊„ÈU Á’¬˝ •¬⁄UÊœ „U◊Ê⁄UH 8H 

 
saba prakāra hama tumha sana hārē. chamahu bipra aparādha hamārē. 8. 
 
I* have accepted defeat in every possible way (or, I am inferior to you in all possible 
way, and I as well as my younger brother Laxman have no intention whatever either to 
show any disrespect to you or confront you).  
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So oh Brahmin! I apologise to you and request you to please forgive my faults (by 
showing tolerance, fortitude, understanding, magnanimity, graciousness and maturity of 
thought behoving your exalted stature).’ (8) 

[*Once again, if the word “Hama” used in the text is technically interpreted to 
mean a plural pronoun, then Lord Ram includes Laxman in requesting sage Parashuram 
to pardon them. So, the Lord says—“We have accepted that we are much inferior to you 
in all possible way and means. Now respected Brahmin, please pardon us for our 
inadvertent mistakes, for we are but children before you and expect a fatherly treatment 
from your exalted self.”] (8) 

[Note—Lord Ram has asked Parashuram to forgive him and his younger brother by 
giving two independent reasons. For Laxman the Lord says he should be forgiven 
because he is an inexperienced child who does not know what to say to whom, and who 
could not recognize who truly Parashuram was. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—
(i) Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 279; (ii) Doha no. 281; and (iii) Chaupai 
line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 282.  
 For himself Lord Ram says that he has always respected Parashuram, never teased 
him, and considers himself very junior as compared to the exalted stature of the Brahmin 
sage. Lord Ram even hinted that he has admonished Laxman for his behaviour which is 
anyhow excusable given his basic nature not to submit to threats and his level of maturity 
which is still like a child. So he deserves, and must be, pardoned. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 276; (ii) Doha no. 278; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precede Doha no. 279; (iv) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 279; (v) Chaupai 
line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 281; and finally (vi) Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that 
precede Doha no. 282.] 

 
Îô0. ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ Á’¬˝’⁄U ∑§„UÊ ⁄UÊ◊ ‚Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊– 

’Ù‹ ÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ‚L§· „UÁ‚ Ã„Í°U ’¢œÈ ‚◊ ’Ê◊H 282H 
 
dōhā.  

bāra bāra muni biprabara kahā rāma sana rāma. 
bōlē bhṛgupati saruṣa hasi tahūm ̐ bandhu sama bāma. 282. 
 
Lord Ram addressed his namesake (i.e. Parashuram) by using honourable epithets such as 
calling the latter ‘a sage and a hermit’ (“Muni”) or an ‘exalted Brahmin’ (“Bipra-bar”) in 
order to show respect to Parashuram and try to calm his anger down. 

But unfortunately Parashuram took even this show of reverence as an affront and 
a taunt. So he smiled wryly, and angrily said to Lord Ram—‘You are also as wicked as 
your brother.’ (Doha no. 282) 

[Note—Parashuram has become so biased in his anger that even harmless gestures are 
taken in the wrong light by him. This episode teaches us that when one is angry, no 
matter what we do to make him see reason and overcome his anger, the angry person 
won’t understand anything because of his prejudices.  
 Parashuram has earlier also accused Lord Ram of being wicked and cunning as the 
latter purportedly has given his tacit support to Laxman when the latter was answering 
him back, while pretending to be nice and humble by asking for forgiveness—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 281.  
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 Angry as he was, he took every gesture and every harmless word as a taunt and 
insult. Now he has gone beyond limits by interpreting such innocuous words as a 
‘Brahmin’ and a ‘sage’ as teasing.]    

 
 
¿õ0. ÁŸ¬≈U®„U Ám¡ ∑§Á⁄U ¡ÊŸÁ„U ◊Ù„UË – ◊Ò¥ ¡‚ Á’¬˝ ‚ÈŸÊfl©°U ÃÙ„UËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nipaṭahiṁ dvija kari jānahi mōhī. maiṁ jasa bipra sunāva'um̐ tōhī. 1. 
 
[Parashuram told Lord Ram—] ‘You know me to be merely a Brahmin. What sort of 
Brahmin I am, I will tell you now.  

[In other words, you (Ram) underestimate my potentials and powers, thinking that 
I am an ordinary Brahmin, and you say you give me respect just by the virtue of my 
being a Brahmin. But you don’t know that I am not an ordinary Brahmin, but someone 
who stands apart from the run-of-the-mill Brahmins you are talking about. I have certain 
special qualities in me which I shall enumerate now, and which has set me apart from the 
rest of the Brahmin race. Therefore, I deserve special treatment even in the community of 
Brahmins. How dare you show disrespect to me?] (1) 

[Note—We see that Parashuram is still not satisfied and wants to brag more of his 
achievements. A Brahmin’s main duty in ancient times was to perform fire sacrifices. A 
fire sacrifice involves many basic steps. Parashuram uses these steps as metaphors to 
emphasise that he is a ‘Warrior Brahmin’, and not one who merely sits around a sacred 
fire chanting abstract Mantras. When we read the following verse nos. 2-4 we will see 
that he regards his martial skills and maneuverings in battle as being equivalent to the 
skills a normal Brahmin has in completing rituals of a fire sacrifice successfully.  
 Hence, Parashuram wishes to tell Lord Ram that he deserves double respect—one as 
a Brahmin, and other for being a great warrior, a respect that is usually reserved for a 
Kshatriya king. In other words, he wants to stress that in the human race he is perhaps the 
only person who embodies the greatness of a Brahmin as well as of a Kshatriya. 
Therefore, he deserves to be revered, shown respect to and honoured both as a learned 
Brahmin who leads the society in religious matters, as well as a Kshatriya who gives 
protection to the society from being harmed by others.  
 This observation by Parashuram is motivated by Lord Ram’s statement that “in all 
respects, sage Parashuram is senior to him”. Parashuram wants to make it known that he 
is senior not only because he is born a Brahmin, but also because he possesses grand 
qualities of great warriors. A born-Brahmin may not always deserve a high degree of 
respect if he does not live up to the expectations one has from him by the virtue of his 
birth in the exalted race in which he is born, as is true in the case of Parashuram—
because he shows many negative traits that are unwelcome in a Brahmin. For instance, he 
is notorious for his anger, intolerance, lack of restraint, desire for revenge, haughtiness, 
boastfulness, killing sprees etc., nothing that behoves of a noble Brahmin. Even Lord 
Ram has hinted at it in Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 282.   

So, sage Parashuram tries to defend himself here that he may lack in some of the 
eclectic qualities of a Brahmin, but he has compensated for them by possessing some 
other grand qualities that also invite equal respect and honour—such as the qualities and 
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abilities of a great warrior. A warrior is highly respected by the entire society because he 
is the one under whose protective umbrella even the Brahmins live in peace. 

So in effect Parashuram snubs Lord Ram and scoffs at his statements that he (Ram) is 
junior to Parashuram—refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 282. ‘Yes 
indeed it is so; what’s new in it’—the angry sage implies to tell the Lord. ‘While you 
(Lord Ram) are merely a ‘Kshatriya’ prince, I, Parashuram, combine the goodness of a 
Brahmin as well as a Kshatriya. So how can you compare yourself with me?  

‘Yes indeed’, Parashuram wishes to declare to the assembly while speaking to Lord 
Ram, ‘I am definitely senior to Lord Ram because I possess the qualities of a warrior, and 
therefore twice as much honourable and worthy of respect too because I am a Brahmin 
also! If this is the case, then aren’t the two brothers ashamed of themselves for 
humiliating me in the way they have done?’]  

 
øÊ¬ dÈflÊ ‚⁄U •Ê„ÈUÁÃ ¡ÊŸÍ – ∑§Ù¬È ◊Ù⁄U •ÁÃ ÉÊÙ⁄U ∑Î§‚ÊŸÍH 2H 
‚Á◊Áœ ‚Ÿ øÃÈ⁄¢Uª ‚È„UÊß¸ – ◊„UÊ ◊„UË¬ ÷∞ ¬‚È •Êß¸H 3H 
◊Ò¥ ∞®„U ¬⁄U‚È ∑§ÊÁ≈U ’Á‹ ŒËã„U – ‚◊⁄U ¡‚ÿ ¡¬ ∑§ÙÁ≈Uã„U ∑§Ëã„UH 4H 

 
cāpa sruvā sara āhuti jānū. kōpu mōra ati ghōra kṛsānū. 2. 
samidhi sēna caturaṅga suhā'ī. mahā mahīpa bha'ē pasu ā'ī. 3. 
maiṁ ēhiṁ parasu kāṭi bali dīnhē. samara jagya japa kōṭinha kīnhē. 4. 
 
[I, Parashuram, will now describe to you the symbolic fire sacrifice that I do as a 
Brahmin.] You (Lord Ram) must know and understand that my bow is like the ladle used 
to offer oblations to the sacred fire, while my arrows are the offerings themselves. My 
formidable anger is equivalent to the blazing fire of the sacrifice. (2)  

The firewood used in this sacrifice (known as the “Samidha”) consists of the four 
wonderful wings of the army of kings (represented by the horses, the chariots, the 
elephants and the foot-soldiers, the infantry). The sacrificial animal of the great fire 
sacrifice that I do is represented by great kings whom I slay in battle. (3) 

I have used this battle-axe of mine to kill them to complete my sacrifice, and in 
this way I have completed countless such sacrifices in the form of battles and wars, all 
the while muttering sacrificial Mantras (i.e. doing ‘Japa’ or repetition of sacred hymns or 
formulas) in the form of war cries as part of the ritual.* (4) 

[Note—This statement of sage Parashuram is an answer to Laxman and to Lord Ram who 
have independently told him that his martial appearances as evidenced by his holding of 
an axe, a bow and an arrow had led Laxman to believe that he was a ‘warrior’. Refer: 
Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 273; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 282; and (iii) Doha no. 281 respectively. 

Meanwhile, Lord Ram has treated him as a mere ‘Brahmin’. Refer: Baal Kand—(i) 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 279; (ii) Doha no. 281; (iii) Doha no. 282 
along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8. 

Besides this, Lord Ram’s advice to Parashuram to discard anger and show mercy at 
them was also taken in the wrong light by the sage. He regarded this advice as a lecture to 
him. He wants to justify why he is reluctant to show mercy at anyone whom he 
challenges for a duel. It is because like other normal run-of-the-mill Brahmins who 
perform fire sacrifices as part of their religious duty, he too performs a fire sacrifice, but 
with a difference. He uses his bow as a ladle, his arrow as the offering, his anger as the 
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raging fire, and the killing of Kshatriya kings with their huge armies as the sacrifice of 
the animal done during a routine fire sacrifice. Since sacrificing of an animal is a routine 
part of a fire sacrifice which cannot be completed without this ritual, Parashuram deems 
it obligatory to ‘sacrifice Kshatriya kings’ in order to complete the type of sacrifice he 
has chosen to do. 

A very interesting thing is to be observed here. Though Parashuram has not 
mentioned here in explicit terms, perhaps because he was too agitated to think coherently, 
a fire sacrifice remains incomplete without the final donation that is to be given to the 
priests, the Brahmins, who participate in the performance of the fire sacrifice. Well, 
Parashuram does that too—after the sacrificial ritual in which he chopped-off the heads 
of kings in the place of animals, he ‘donated the earth to Brahmins as gift’—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 272.  

So Parashuram seems to defend himself from the charge leveled against him that he 
has been rampaging around the earth killing kings just because he had become arrogant, 
haughty, blood-thirsty and mad, or because he found sadistic pleasure in it. He gives this 
justification for his actions by saying that he treats it as a ‘religious obligation because for 
him it is equivalent to doing a fire sacrifice in the conventional way it is done’. 

This being the case, he is not sinful or guilty of mass murder or bloodshed by killing 
Kshatriya kings on the one hand, and of being short-tempered and spouting vitriol, fire 
and brimstone on the other hand. It is a part of his religious vows; it is the way he has 
chosen for himself to do the fire sacrifice that a Brahmin must do.  

After all, a Brahmin is also guilty of killing an innocent animal during the final 
rituals of a fire sacrifice when the animal is killed by cutting-off of its head in the name 
of ‘offering of sacrifice’; obviously it is technically a murder of an innocent and helpless 
creature who is not even given a chance to defend itself. At least Parashuram gives the 
kings whom he ‘sacrifices’ a level playing field when he wages a war against them, for 
they are openly given a chance to either defend themselves or defeat him. In this context 
any neutral observer would agree that Parashuram was less sinful than other Brahmins 
who performed fire sacrifice involving killing of animals.  

One more important thing comes to the mind in this context. The fire sacrifice was of 
two types—one that the Brahmins did in their households as a regular form of personal 
worship of the Fire God, and the other that was organized by kings on large scale as a 
state affair. Animals were sacrificed in the second type of fire sacrifices—i.e. the one that 
was organized by kings. The Brahmins were the ones who actually did the rituals, and the 
king was the patron. The rewards of such sacrifices were deemed to accrue to the kings, 
and only a minute fraction went to the Brahmin priests because they received monetary 
rewards in lieu of their efforts. The killing of an innocent animal is a heinous crime and a 
sinful act by all accounts, and no amount of justifications can condone this act. Since 
animal sacrifice was a part of such fire sacrifices, those who participated in it, those who 
actually killed the animal, those who ordered it to be killed, those who financed this 
crime—in short, everyone involved in this heinous crime was guilty of snuffing out an 
innocent life. That is, both the patron king as well as the Brahmin priest was equally 
guilty of murder and bloodshed in the false premise of doing something religious. The 
king was doubly guilty—because he was instrumental in making the Brahmins commit 
this crime. Left to themselves, the Brahmins wouldn’t have done it, as they do not kill 
any animal in the personal fire worship they do regularly in their individual households.  

If the reward of the fire sacrifice went to the king, the punishment of the crime of 
killing an innocent, helpless and harmless creature, shrieking for mercy and compassion, 
too should be of the king. This is one prime reason why Parashuram, on the behalf of the 
entire Brahmin race, went on killing the kings to punish them for luring the Brahmins to 
commit the grave crime of killing an animal in the name of a sacrificial ritual. 
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*Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 272. 

One wonders that if Parashuram had killed the Kshatriya kings repeatedly, how come 
the two great dynasties of the time, i.e. the Raghu dynasty of Ayodhya and the Nimi 
dynasty of Janakpur survived?  

The answer is found in Padma Puran, Uttar Khand, Canto 242, verse no. 159 where 
Parashuram has himself told Lord Ram that the descendants of the ‘Ikshwaku dynasty’ 
belonged to the line of kings tracing its origin to Parashuram’s maternal grandfather. 
Therefore, he can’t kill them. Both these two dynasties, i.e. the Raghu dynasty to which 
Lord Ram belonged, and the Nimi dynasty to which Sita belonged, were off-shoots of the 
Ikshwaku dynasty.  

In Srimad Bhagwat Maha Puran, Skandha 9, Canto 9, verse nos. 4-5, and Canto 10, 
verse nos. 1-2, sage Shukdeo says that when Parashuram was on the mission of 
eliminating all the kings from the surface of earth, a son named ‘Moolak’ was born to 
king Ashmak. The ladies hid the son and so he escaped being killed by Parashuram. Later 
on, he became the progenitor of the new generation of kings. After four-five generations 
in his line, king Raghu was born. Raghu’s son was king Aja, and the latter’s son was 
Dasrath. Lord Ram was Dasrath’s son.]     

 
◊Ù⁄U ¬˝÷Ê©U Á’ÁŒÃ Ÿ®„U ÃÙ⁄¥U – ’Ù‹Á‚ ÁŸŒÁ⁄U Á’¬˝ ∑§ ÷Ù⁄¥UH 5H 
÷¢¡©U øÊ¬È ŒÊ¬È ’«∏U ’Ê…U∏Ê – •„UÁ◊ÁÃ ◊Ÿ„È°U ¡ËÁÃ ¡ªÈ ΔUÊ…∏UÊH 6H 

 
mōra prabhā'u bidita nahiṁ tōrēṁ. bōlasi nidari bipra kē bhōrēṁ. 5. 
bhan̄jē'u cāpu dāpu baṛa bāṛhā. ahamiti manahum̐ jīti jagu ṭhāṛhā. 6. 
 
You (Lord Ram) are totally unaware of my astounding powers and glories. You call me 
merely a ‘Brahmin’ (or, you talk with me as I was merely an ordinary Brahmin). (5) 

By breaking the bow you have become very haughty and stand here thinking that 
you have done some stupendous deed, making you behave as if you have conquered the 
world!’ (6) 

[Note—Parashuram means to say that Lord Ram thinks he is a great warrior by breaking 
a creaky bow, and it has led him to become bold enough to dare to take a stand against 
the mighty sage by speaking out fearlessly to him and giving excuses for the 
misdemeanours of his brother, instead of prostrating before the sage and touching his 
feet, and shaking with fear like the rest of the kings had done when Parashuram had 
entered the arena—refer: Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 268; 
and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 269.   
 That is why Parashuram lists his exploits in the battle-field and says that he has used 
his ‘bow’ as the ladle for performing the fire sacrifice symbolized by countless wars. 
 Parashuram was obliquely hinting at Janak who had got this decleration made by his 
heralds at the beginning of the bow-breaking ceremony—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250.]   

 
⁄UÊ◊ ∑§„UÊ ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§„U„ÈU Á’øÊ⁄UË – Á⁄U‚ •ÁÃ ’Á«∏U ‹ÉÊÈ øÍ∑§ „U◊Ê⁄UËH 7H 
¿ÈU•Ã®„U ≈Í≈U Á¬ŸÊ∑§ ¬È⁄UÊŸÊ – ◊Ò¥ ∑§Á„U „UÃÈ ∑§⁄Uı¥ •Á÷◊ÊŸÊH 8H 
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rāma kahā muni kahahu bicārī. risa ati baḍi laghu cūka hamārī. 7. 
chu'atahiṁ ṭūṭa pināka purānā. maiṁ kēhi hētu karauṁ abhimānā. 8. 
 
Inspite of all the provocations, Lord Ram maintained his poise and calmly said to the 
angry sage—‘Oh sage, say anything after giving due thought to what you say. Your anger 
is out of all proportions to the small error that I made.1 (7) 

The old and worn-out bow broke at my mere touch. Why should or how can I 
boast of having done anything great, of being brave or valiant?2 (8) 

[Note—1Lord Ram says—“Oh Sage, my small error was that I touched this already 
fragile, worn-out and rusty bow. I shouldn’t have done it. But since it appeared to be 
extremely sturdy and hard as was evident when even thousands of kings could not move 
it a bit, I thought there was no harm in my touching it to get a feel of it and to see how it 
looks from the underside. But I agree that this was an error, for unfortunately the lifespan 
of the bow was over and it was I who was to be assigned the infamy of being guilty of 
breaking Shiva’s bow. Say, oh sage, how can I ever think of causing insult to Lord Shiva 
by purposely breaking his bow?  

But even as I accept that I did make a mistake of touching this antiquated rusty bow 
and should have exercised prudence by avoiding it altogether or coming too close to it, 
your anger is totally uncalled for and out proportion to the damage that was done 
inadvertently by me. I have repeatedly been pleading with you to forgive us, but you 
continue to rant and rave. Is this good for you as a Brahmin who needs to practice 
forgiveness and compassion? Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 282. 

2Since I don’t claim to have broken the bow, so where is the question of my boasting 
of breaking it or of having conquered the world in a symbolic manner by this feat as you 
accuse me of? The bow was rusty and creaking; it was so fragile that when I touched it to 
examine it out of curiosity, it just crumbled in my hands, split into two and fell down 
from my hands. So, I can’t brag of any great deed. Rather, it was a mistake on my part of 
not being careful enough while handling an antique item; I should have been more careful 
and alert while examining it. In fact, I should not have touched it at all. I regret it and 
apologise for it. What more can I do? My brother has also suggested that let us call an 
expert and get it repaired, but anger is no solution—refer: Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that 
precede Doha no. 278.  

Inspite of all this, you continue to be angry and vengeful. What should I do?”]    
 

Îô0. ¡ı¥ „U◊ ÁŸŒ⁄U®„U Á’¬˝ ’ÁŒ ‚àÿ ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ÷ÎªÈŸÊÕ– 
Ãı •‚ ∑§Ù ¡ª ‚È÷≈ÈU ¡Á„U ÷ÿ ’‚ ŸÊfl®„U ◊ÊÕH 283H 

 
dōhā.  

jauṁ hama nidarahiṁ bipra badi satya sunahu bhṛgunātha. 
tau asa kō jaga subhaṭu jēhi bhaya basa nāvahiṁ mātha. 283. 
 
Listen oh lord of the Bhrigu’s race, I am telling you the truth. If, as you claim, I am 
insulting you because you are a Brahmin1, then tell me which warrior in this world is so 
great and gallant that I would bow my head before him just out of fear? (Doha no. 283) 
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[Note—Lord Ram addresses sage Parashuram’s misplaced belief and grievance that the 
former is speaking so boldly with the latter, which the latter has incidentally taken as a 
deemed affront and an insult to him, because the Lord knows that Parashuram can 
wrought no harm to him as he (Parashuram) is a Brahmin who cannot stand a fight with a 
well-trained Kshatriya (the warrior race; here referring to Lord Ram), and also because a 
Brahmin has the habit of not harming his opponent no matter what the provocation is. 
This assurance of no personal harm from a Brahmin, in this case sage Parashuram, 
perhaps has encouraged Lord Ram to be bold enough to speak before the sage. 
Otherwise, he and his brother Laxman would have outright submitted themselves before 
the sage without the daring verbal duel that had happened just a while ago.   

It is not the case at all, points out Lord Ram. ‘I am not insulting you, nor I have even 
the remotest intention to do so. Now that I have submitted before you and beg you for 
forgiveness is because you are a Brahmin, and not for any other reason whatsoever. For 
verily and in all sooth, I am not afraid of you or your might because no warrior worth his 
salt would bow before his opponent without a fight, no matter how powerful and mighty 
he may be, and even if he is the God of death himself personified. Therefore, all the hue 
and cry you have caused are totally uncalled for and irrational. Be sure sage that being a 
Kshatriya prince I am not scared of you that you might kill me, but I bow before you 
because you are a revered Brahmin. This being the case, there is no ground for assuming 
that I am insulting you in any remotest way. So calm down. Any warrior worth his name 
will never cowardly submit himself before anyone out of fear. If he does submit and 
lowers his head, then it is out of respect for the other person.’ 

This was a subtle hint for Parashuram that enough was enough. The sage must not 
treat Lord Ram’s humility and politeness as a sign of weakness, and thereby go on and 
one with his angry tirade. The time has come to call it quits, and the sage must be 
practical and stop this nonsense before it is too late. 

Well, does the sage not know who Lord Ram actually was? Did he not know that 
Lord Ram was a personified form of Lord Vishnu? Why, talking of the breaking of 
Shiva’s bow and punishing the person who has broken it, was Parashuram not aware that 
his Guru, Lord Shiva—whose purported insult caused by breaking of the bow had so 
much infuriated the sage—had himself been defeated at the hands of Lord Vishnu when 
the two had fought, and ironically this very bow could not save Shiva from defeat?  

Parashuram has gone over his head boasting of his many successes in the battle-field, 
but if he does not stop then Lord Ram would be forced to recount that incident when he, 
as Lord Vishnu, had trounced Shiva, and this very bow which has become the bone of 
contention, could not save Shiva from this humiliating defeat. 

This story is narrated in a note appended to Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 250.] 

 

 
¿õ0. Œfl ŒŸÈ¡ ÷Í¬ÁÃ ÷≈U ŸÊŸÊ – ‚◊’‹ •Áœ∑§ „UÙ©U ’‹flÊŸÊH 1H 

¡ı¥ ⁄UŸ „U◊Á„U ¬øÊ⁄Ò ∑§Ù™§ – ‹⁄U®„U ‚ÈπŸ ∑§Ê‹È Á∑§Ÿ „UÙ™§H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēva danuja bhūpati bhaṭa nānā. samabala adhika hō'u balavānā. 1. 
jauṁ rana hamahi pacārai kō'ū. larahiṁ sukhēna kālu kina hō'ū. 2. 
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Whether our opponent is a god, a demon, a king or any warrior of whatever 
denomination, whether he is equivalent to us in strength or superior to us [1], if anyone 
challenges us in battle then we will gladly face him, even if he is Kaal (the god of death) 
himself personified the form of the opponent [2]. (1-2) 

[Note—Uptil now, Lord Ram has assumed a conciliatory and submissive posture in order 
to off-set Laxman’s bold answers to sage Parashuram, something which had added fuel to 
the fire of sage’s wrathfulness. But unfortunately, Parashuram has treated this as a 
weakness on the part of the Lord. This is amply proved by the fact that the sage could not 
either harm Laxman or force him to keep quiet by his threats. Laxman had retorted word-
by-word to Parashuram. Vexed and frustrated, Parashuram had to himself quit facing 
Laxman because he felt that the more he incited the latter the more rebukes will he get. 
As we have seen in the forgoing narrative, Laxman became quiet not because of any fear 
of Parashuram but because Lord Ram had ordered him to do so—refer: Doha no. 278.  

On the other hand, Lord Ram had been polite towards the sage from the very 
beginning, so Parashuram vented his suppressed wrath on the Lord. Hence, Lord Ram 
decided that the sage understands only one language, the language that Laxman had 
spoken—the language of boldness, fearlessness and harsh retorts, the language of a true 
warrior. That is, it was useless to be polite and submissive with Parashuram, and the only 
way to rein him in is to be bold, stand up to him and call off his bluff.   

These verses, from Chaupai line no. 1 to 5, were the Lord’s stern warning to 
Parashuram to call it a day and bring this acerbic exchange to an end, because it is a mere 
waste of time and energy. Parashuram should not think that either Lord Ram or Laxman 
are afraid to face him in battle; rather they are too willing to teach this haughty sage who 
happens to have blood of countless kings on his hand and conscience the best and the last 
lesson of his life! But they are exercising restraint just because he is a Brahmin (Chaupai 
line no. 5 below).  

This answer of Lord Ram is a reply to the brag that Parashuram had made in Chaupai 
line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 283 herein above. Lord Ram has in effect told 
Parashuram that he (Ram) does not fear the ‘gods’ representing the invincible warriors of 
the heaven, the ‘demons’ who represent the invincible warriors of the nether world, and 
the ‘kings’ etc. who represent the brave warriors on earth.  

Parashuram had boasted of defeating the ‘kings’ who rule over earth (refer: Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 272; and Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 
283), but here Lord Ram tells him that he does not fear any warrior in creation, and not 
merely the ‘kings’. In other words, Lord Ram pokes fun at Parashuram that the latter 
could go around wielding his axe on human beings, but was terrified of the demons and 
the gods upon whom he knew his boast won’t work and they would smother him to a past 
should he challenge any one of them. Parashuram found the human kings an easy target 
of his blood-thirsty, pervert and revengeful mind because all humans are inherently 
mortal and under the sway of Kaal, the death god, and have a short lifespan. So, armed 
with this basic knowledge, he went around sledge-hammering them at will. Besides this, 
the human kings were easy to defeat because when he fought them they were already 
demoralized at having to fight a Brahmin, and therefore because they did not want to 
physically harm Parashuram as he was a ‘Brahmin sage’, the latter swung his axe on their 
neck. Lord Ram indirectly tells Parashuram to be ashamed of his disgusting career; its 
something to bury one’s head in shame than to go about shouting and boasting about it!  

If Parashuram was so powerful and strong and invincible, why did he not fight the 
demons and their king, who in the time of Lord Ram was the famous king of Lanka, the 
demon king Ravana, or even others such as Banaasur. Again, why did not Parashuram go 
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and fight Indra, the selfish and highly jealous king of gods? It is because Parashuram 
feared for his own life.  

So Lord Ram tells him to keep quiet and stop boasting. The Lord does not fear either 
the gods or the demons if they dared to challenge him in battle—quite unlike the 
pretentious Parashuram. 

We shall read below (in Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 284) that these 
subtle hints given by Lord Ram led Parashuram to think over the matter, and like all 
boastful and pretentious persons who are full of wind, he surrendered abjectly at the end, 
almost as suddenly as a balloon which has been punctured. In this context, refer to what 
Laxman has said in Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 273, and 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 280.] 

      
¿UÁòÊÿ ÃŸÈ œÁ⁄U ‚◊⁄U ‚∑§ÊŸÊ – ∑È§‹ ∑§‹¢∑È§ ÃÁ„U ¬Êfl°⁄U •ÊŸÊH 3H 
∑§„U©° U ‚È÷Ê©U Ÿ ∑È§‹Á„U ¬˝‚¢‚Ë – ∑§Ê‹„ÈU «U⁄U®„U Ÿ ⁄UŸ ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢‚ËH 4H 
Á’¬˝’¢‚ ∑Ò§ •Á‚ ¬˝÷ÈÃÊß¸ – •÷ÿ „UÙß ¡Ù ÃÈï„UÁ„U «U⁄UÊß¸H 5H 

 
chatriya tanu dhari samara sakānā. kula kalaṅku tēhi pāvam ̐ra ānā. 3. 
kaha'um̐ subhā'u na kulahi prasansī. kālahu ḍarahiṁ na rana raghubansī. 4. 
biprabansa kai asi prabhutā'ī. abhaya hō'i jō tumhahi ḍērā'ī. 5. 
 
A person who is a Kshatriya by birth (i.e. who is born in a warrior race) and who fears 
from entering (fighting in) a battle, such a person is a scar on this (Kshatriya) race and is 
deemed to be sinful (because he is not living upto his expectations as a warrior, and 
fulfilling his moral duty as a protector of the society and dignity of its members). (3) 

I am not heaping false praises on either this Kshatriya race or my own family 
known as the Raghu dynasty, but a member of this family (Raghu dynasty to which I 
belong) does not fear even the ‘god of death’ known as Kaal if he faces the latter in 
battle.1 (4) 

But the Brahmin race has such superiority (i.e. glory, mystical powers and 
majesty) that if someone (i.e. a member of the Kshatriya race) fears or submits himself 
before one of its members (i.e. any member of the Brahmin race), such as ‘you’ in the 
present case, that person becomes fearless; he becomes free from any danger or harm to 
himself.2’ (5) 

[Note—1Parashuram had been boasting of his status as being a special class of 
Brahmin—a ‘warrior’ Brahmin. These three verses are reply to this brag. Lord Ram 
essentially tells him that he thinks that the Kshatriya kings whom he had killed all along 
were afraid of his strength, were weak or something else, but it is not so. They had 
submitted themselves before him just because he happened to be a Brahmin. 
 Unfortunately, he (Parashuram) had misinterpreted their submission as their 
weakness, and instead of pardoning them he had chopped-off their heads. And he thinks 
that it was an act of bravery and gallantry. What nonsense it is. Lord Ram wants to 
remove this illusion of gallantry and grandeur from the haughty sage’s mind that he is 
invincible, very powerful and strong, and that the Kshatriya kings are weak and imbecile, 
that they are impotent and incapable. None of it; a Kshatriya can face even the god of 
death if the latter challenges the former in battle. The Kshatriya is fearless and strong.  

2Here, Lord Ram explains why the members of the Kshatriya race surrendered 
themselves to sage Parashuram. It was because the latter was a ‘Brahmin’. Earlier, 
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Laxman had also said the same thing—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that 
precede Doha no. 273. Even Lord Ram had said a similar thing in Chaupai line nos. 4 and 
8 that precede Doha no. 282.]    

 
‚ÈÁŸ ◊ÎŒÈ ªÍ…∏U ’øŸ ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ∑§ – ©UÉÊ⁄U ¬≈U‹ ¬⁄U‚Èœ⁄U ◊ÁÃ ∑§H 6H 

 
suni mṛdu gūṛha bacana raghupati kē. ugharē paṭala parasudhara mati kē. 6. 
 
When the ‘holder of the axe’, i.e. sage Parashuram (“parasudhara”), heard these words 
of Lord Ram, words that were spoken in a sweet tone but which were grave and had a 
hidden connotation, his mind underwent a dramatic change, with his sub-conscious 
telling him that there was something very serious and mysterious that does not meet the 
eye. [That is, the statement of Lord Ram made Parashuram think over the matter 
seriously, and his sub-conscious warned him that his bluff won’t work here, and therefore 
it is high time to withdraw before it’s too late for him.] (6) 

[Note—We make an interesting discovery here: and it is that the ‘bow’ which 
Parashuram had held (as mentioned in Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 268) 
was Lord Vishnu’s bow.  

Lord Ram had subtly hinted to Parashuram about the special quality of the bow the 
latter held. In other words, Lord Ram told him that he knew about that bow. In all 
probabilities, this observation of Lord Ram made Parashuram think that something was 
mysterious in the entire episode—because otherwise how could Lord Ram know that the 
bow which Parashuram held had some special quality in it. Parashuram began to 
wonder—‘Why had Lord Ram singled out the ‘bow’ for such praise, while he 
Parashuram had all the while been praising his ‘axe’ as his invincible weapon-of-pride?’ 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 282.  
 In the current verses we read that Parashuram’s mind underwent a dramatic change 
because he had developed doubts about the real identity of Lord Ram. Well, though 
Parashuram had been shouting and jumping all this time, his mind was working fast 
behind the scene; he was thinking that it is not an easy thing for someone to break Lord 
Shiva’s bow. Besides this, even after knowing about his horrifying reputation that he 
mercilessly slays Kshatriya kings, and more importantly that he was a Brahmin, none of 
the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, were afraid of him. So surely there must be 
something fishy; definitely there must be some hidden reason.  
 Remember: Sage Parashuram was not an ordinary angry Brahmin sage; he belonged 
to a line of sages that traces its origin to sage Bhrigu who has been highly praised in the 
scriptures. Though he is depicted as being haughty and short-tempered, but that does not 
mean that he was stupid and illiterate. He had studied the scriptures as all Brahmins were 
expected to do. Therefore, he must have heard or known that Lord Vishnu would come 
down to earth to eliminate the cruel demons. When the bow of Lord Vishnu that 
Parashuram had with him was given to him in some ancient time, it was clear to him that 
it was to serve certain purpose.  
  Remember: Parashuram had never used this bow of Lord Vishnu; he had waged wars 
and killed kings by his ‘axe’ alone. This is absolutely clear at a number of places in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand. For instances, refer: (i) Doha no. 272; (ii) Chaupai line no. 2 
that precedes Doha no. 273; (iii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 275; (v) 
Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 276; (vi) Doha no. 279 and its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8; and (vii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 283.  

The story of this bow is narrated briefly below:— 
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Vishwakarma, the gods’ craftsman, built two bows. One was for Vishnu and the 
other for Shiva. When Parashuram began learning how to use the bow from his teacher 
(“Guru”), Lord Shiva, none of the ordinary bows that Parashuram used could withstand 
his strength; all of them broke when he pulled their strings.  

Pleased with his disciple, Lord Shiva gave him his own bow known as ‘Pinaak’. But 
this bow was too strong for Parashuram who couldn’t pull its string, and neither did the 
bow break no matter how hard he pulled at it. So Parashuram did severe Tapa (penance) 
on Mt. Mahendraachal to propitiate Lord Vishnu. Pleased with his Tapa, Vishnu gave 
him his own bow called ‘Shaarang’.  

At that time Lord Vishnu had told him that when he (Vishnu) takes the form of Lord 
Ram, the purpose of Parashuram’s birth will be over, and that this bow would go 
automatically (migrate; get transferred on its own) to Lord Ram. So, Parashuram was 
waiting for that moment when Lord Vishnu would come down on earth as Lord Ram to 
take his bow back.  

That is why when Lord Ram referred to this bow as being special, as having nine 
divine qualities (in Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 282), Parashuram’s ears 
stood up on their edges. He became alert that something mysterious is there. 

In order to test whether Ram was an ordinary prince of Lord Vishnu in a human 
form, he asked the Lord to take the bow known as ‘Shaarang’—refer: verse no. 7 herein 
below.]    

 
⁄UÊ◊ ⁄U◊Ê¬ÁÃ ∑§⁄U œŸÈ ‹„ÍU – πÒ¥ø„ÈU Á◊≈ÒU ◊Ù⁄U ‚¢Œ„ÍUH 7H 
ŒÃ øÊ¬È •Ê¬È®„U øÁ‹ ªÿ™§ – ¬⁄U‚È⁄UÊ◊ ◊Ÿ Á’‚◊ÿ ÷ÿ™§H 8H 

 
rāma ramāpati kara dhanu lēhū. khain̄cahu miṭai mōra sandēhū. 7. 
dēta cāpu āpuhiṁ cali gaya'ū. parasurāma mana bisamaya bhaya'ū. 8. 
 
Parashuram addressed Lord Ram and said—‘Oh Ram! Take this bow of ‘Ramaa-pati’ 
(Lord Vishnu). Hold it and pull its string so that the doubts in my mind are removed. [In 
other words, I have begun to have doubts about your true identity. I thought that you were 
some ordinary prince like the rest of the crowd assembled here. But my mind warns me 
that there is something deeper than what is apparent on the surface. I have this bow of 
Lord Vishnu with me. Take it and pull it; let me see if you can do it. If you can, then my 
suspicion is correct—that you are Lord Vishnu, because no one else would be able to 
hold this bow. Let me find out the truth.]’ (7) 

Even as Parashuram extended his hands to give the bow that he had held with him 
to Lord Ram, the bow slid out of his hands and migrated (went) to Lord Ram out of its 
own accord.  

Parashuram was exceedingly amazed and perplexed; his mind was numbed and 
unable to fathom the import of the developments (for it was now clear to him that Lord 
Ram was not an ordinary human prince, because had it been so the bow of Lord Vishnu 
wouldn’t have gone willingly to him). (8) 

[Note—As has been narrated in the note of verse no. 6 above, this was the test that 
proved to Parashuram that Lord Ram was indeed Lord Vishnu.  
 With the passage of the of Lord Vishnu’s bow from Parashuram to Lord Ram, all the 
divine powers that the former possessed migrated to the latter. Remember: Parashuram 
himself is regarded as one of the many incarnations of Lord Vishnu. When Lord Vishnu 
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decided to descend from his heavenly abode at Vaikuntha to earth, his weapon, the 
Shaarang bow with which he was to kill and eliminate the demons from earth, had to 
come down somehow. So the Lord devised this clever method—he first gave it to 
Parashuram who also was one of his many forms, thereby ensuring that the divine bow 
did not reach wrong hands, and got it back now.  
 The going of the bow automatically from the hands of Parashuram to Lord Ram is a 
symbolic transfer of mystical and divine powers from the former to the latter. After this 
incident, Parashuram remained a humble sage for the rest of his life on earth; all his anger 
and killing sprees ended.  
 After this transfer of the bow, Parashuram lost all his glories and strength for which 
he had boasted so much, becoming a fallen Brahmin who was burdened with a guilty 
conscience. This is mentioned in Padma Puran, Uttar Khand, Canto 242, verse nos. 163-
164. 

So, finally with this development of Lord Vishnu’s bow migrating on its own accord 
from the hands of sage Parashuram to the hands of Lord Ram, the sage realised that the 
two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, were not ordinary human princes but the Divine 
Being in their forms. The sage realised that Lord Ram was a manifestation of Lord 
Vishnu, because had it been otherwise the bow of Visnu wouldn’t have gone on its own 
to Lord Ram. The divine bow has cheerfully gone to its rightful owner and Lord just like 
a child cheerfully goes in the arms of its parent from the arms of a stranger.  

Regretting his confrontationist attitude and the rude way he had behaved with Lord 
Ram and Laxman, sage Parashuram prayed to the two brothers and asked for forgiveness. 
We shall read about it in the following verses.]  

 
    Îô0. ¡ÊŸÊ ⁄UÊ◊ ¬˝÷Ê©U Ã’ ¬È‹∑§ ¬˝»È§ÁÀÀÊÃ ªÊÃ– 

¡ÙÁ⁄U ¬ÊÁŸ ’Ù‹ ’øŸ NUŒÿ° Ÿ ¬˝◊È •◊ÊÃH 284H 
 
dōhā.  

jānā rāma prabhā'u taba pulaka praphullita gāta. 
jōri pāni bōlē bacana hṛdayam̐ na prēmu amāta. 284. 
 
When the bow went automatically to Lord Ram, Parashuram realized the divinity of the 
Lord. As soon as he understood the reality, his body was thrilled in ecstasy and joy. For 
now he had realized that he had the good fortune to see Lord Vishnu first hand, right in 
his front.  

He (Parashuram) immediately went into a prayerful mode. He brought together 
his hands and joined their palms as a gesture of submission and great respect. Then he 
said (prayed) with a heart bubbling with love and affection for the Lord. (Doha no. 284) 

[Note—Parashuram had great respect for Lord Vishnu. Remember: He had done Tapa to 
please Vishnu, and therefore he knew the might and divinity of the Lord. He was well 
aware that Vishnu is the cosmic form of the Supreme Being known as Brahm. This 
cosmic form is known as the Viraat Purush. So here he was—standing before the very 
Lord for whom he had done severe Tapa on Mt. Mahendraachal to get this bow. What 
more would any devotee want if his revered deity stands before him, so close and 
unpretentious as Lord Ram had vis-à-vis Parashuram. 

Hence, Parashuram considered himself extremely lucky and privileged. He prayed to 
Lord Ram because now he had realized that the Lord was Vishnu himself.] 
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¿õ0. ¡ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢‚ ’Ÿ¡ ’Ÿ ÷ÊŸÍ – ª„UŸ ŒŸÈ¡ ∑È§‹ Œ„UŸ ∑Î§‚ÊŸÍH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

jaya raghubansa banaja bana bhānū. gahana danuja kula dahana kṛsānū. 1. 
 
[Sage Parashuram prayed to Lord Ram as follows—] ‘*Glory to the Lord (Ram) and hail 
him who gives joy and happiness to the dynasty of king Raghu (of Ayodhya) just like the 
sun delights a cluster of lotuses1.  
 Glory to the Lord (Ram) and hail him who is like a raging fire for the purpose of 
destruction of the cruel demon race2. (1) 

[Note—1The lotus flower opens up its petals as soon as the sun appears in the sky at 
daytime. It is a sign that the lotus feels cheerful at the sight of the sun, it welcomes the 
sun, and its delight is seen in the form of the opening of its closed petals. Similarly, Lord 
Ram gives glory to the exalted dynasty of the kings of Ayodhya.  

2Lord Vishnu had incarnated as Lord Ram at the request of the gods and mother earth 
to eliminate the demons who had become extremely cruel and blood-thirsty. These 
demons were ruled by Ravana, their king based at the island of Lanka. Just as a fierce fire 
completely destroys a wild forest, Lord Ram would ultimately eliminate all the cruel 
demons who had been terrorising innocent creatures of the world. 

*The word “Jai” is used as an exclamation to laud someone, to give him praise and 
honour, to applaud his rare achievements and qualities. The nearest English phrase would 
be either ‘glory to you’ or the word ‘hail’. Both of them have been used here to 
completely convey the idea incorporated in the Hindi word “Jai”.  
 It will be noted that this word “Jai” has been used eight times between verse nos. 1-7, 
and its derivative word “Jayati” once (in verse no. 3), bringing the total to ‘nine’. This 
figure is significant in the context of Lord Ram telling sage Parashuram that he (Ram) 
has only one Guna (quality or virtue) and it is that he is a warrior who holds a bow, while 
the sage has nine of them or that his bow has nine grand qualities—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 282.  
 Now, once Parashuram recognised who Lord Ram actually was, he wished to express 
his regrets at the way he had been behaving with the Lord till now on the one hand, and 
on the other hand he wished to express his reverence for the Supreme Being in the form 
of Lord Ram. So the sage used the laudatory word “Jai” nine times to imply that the Lord 
too has ‘nine’ eclectic qualities for which the Lord had praised him earlier. It’s an indirect 
way of saying ‘thanks’ to Lord Ram by Parashuram. 
 Remember: Sage Parashuram is regarded as the sixth incarnation of Lord Vishnu, and 
therefore if he has ‘nine Gunas’ then surely Lord Ram also has them because the latter is 
the seventh incarnation of Vishnu. The transfer of Lord Vishnu’s bow, that was with 
Parashuram till now, to Lord Ram (refer: Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 284) 
is a subtle indication of this fact—that the ‘baton has been passed on from the sixth 
generation to the seventh one’!  

In this context, sage Parashuram praising Lord Ram is a symbolic way of saying 
that—‘Oh Lord Ram, from now onwards, it is you who will have to take care of those 
who become unruly and torment the subjects of the kingdom of God. I have kept cruel 
and selfish kings under tight leash till now, but the situation has changed drastically over 
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period of time. Instead of those tormentor kings, there are new ones in the form of cruel 
demons. These demons are beyond my means to control. Hence, please take charge of the 
earth from now onwards!’ 

Another reason for Parashuram saying “Jai” nine times is to ask Lord Ram not only 
to forgive him (refer: Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 285) but also to bless 
him that the nine Gunas which he had possessed till now (refer: Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 282), and which had passed on to Lord Ram along with the transfer of 
Lord Vishnu’s bow (refer: Doha no. 284 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8), can be 
restored back to him.  

The fact that all the great powers and strength that Parashuram possessed had left him 
and migrated to Lord Ram is evident when we closely analyse the sage’s behaviour and 
postures that have undergone a dramatic transformation. Whereas till this point he has 
been bold and aggressive, flaunting his axe and battle prowess, he has now suddenly 
become crestfallen, docile, polite, submissive and humble like a true saint. Whereas 
earlier he was unforgiving, uncompromising and hell-bent for revenge (refer: Chaupai 
line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 281), now he himself begs to be forgiven (refer: 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 285).]  

 
¡ÿ ‚È⁄U Á’¬˝ œŸÈ Á„UÃ∑§Ê⁄UË – ¡ÿ ◊Œ ◊Ù„U ∑§Ù„U ÷˝◊ „UÊ⁄UËH 2H 

 
jaya sura bipra dhēnu hitakārī. jaya mada mōha kōha bhrama hārī. 2. 
 
Glory to the Lord (Ram) and hail him who is a well-wisher and provider of well-being to 
the Gods, the Brahmins, and the cows (representing all the docile and humble creatures of 
the world)1.  

Glory to the Lord (Ram) and hail him who eliminates the negative traits such as 
‘Mada’ (arrogance; haughtiness), ‘Moha’ (worldly attachments and engrossments), 
‘Krodha’ (anger; wrathfulness), and ‘Bhram’ (delusions; misconceptions; falsehoods) 
that may be present in a creature2. (2)  

[Note—1The elimination of the demons would certainly delight the Gods, the Brahmins 
and mother Earth who had assumed the form of a ‘cow’ to approach Lord Vishnu to 
protect her from the terror unleashed by the demons—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precedes Doha no. 184, and Doha no. 186 along with 
Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that follow it. 

2Sage Parashuram means that he was so grateful to Lord Ram that the Lord had 
removed these four negative qualities that had eclipsed his mind and heart till now. 
Parashuram had all these four negativities in him—(i) he was arrogant and haughty; (ii) 
he was attached to the gross things of the world as evident from his affection for the bow 
and his getting so annoyed at its breaking that he wanted to kill the person who had done 
it, without taking into account that this killing would make the would-be bride a widow in 
a premature manner because the groom would be killed; (iii) he was anger personified; 
and (iv) he was gravely under the influence of delusions, not realising that breaking of 
Lord Shiva’s bow cannot be the job of a human being.]   

 
Á’Ÿÿ ‚Ë‹ ∑§L§ŸÊ ªÈŸ ‚Êª⁄U – ¡ÿÁÃ ’øŸ ⁄UøŸÊ •ÁÃ ŸÊª⁄UH 3H 
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binaya sīla karunā guna sāgara. jayati bacana racanā ati nāgara. 3. 
 
Oh Lord, you are an ocean of the great virtues (“Guna Sagar”) of politeness, good 
manners, courteousness, mercy, compassion, and all other good qualities in this world1.  

 I praise the glory of the Lord (Ram) and hail him who is an expert in the use of 
proper words and whose speech is extremely well thought of and sweet2. (3) 

[Note—1The sage has now realised how calm Lord Ram had remained throughout the 
episode. So the great sage now praises Lord Ram for the dignified and responsible way 
the latter had behaved and tackled the situation.  

Inspite of all provocations, Lord Ram had maintained his dignity, had spoken with 
great respect for the sage, and had been very polite and courteous towards him (for 
instance, refer: Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 279; Doha no. 281 along with 
its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8; Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede Doha no. 282; and 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 283). 

Lord Ram had even asked for forgiveness on behalf of his naughty brother Laxman 
(refer: Doha no. 276 and Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that follow it), and instead of using stern 
words to ask Laxman to stop confronting the sage, the Lord had politely signalled him to 
keep quiet by mere furrowing of his eyebrows (refer: Doha no. 278). 

2In this praise, Parashuram refers to the diplomatic way Lord Ram had tackled him 
and his anger (for instance, refer: from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 281—to 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 282), and at the same time had informed him 
who he (Ram) actually was (refer: Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 282; Doha 
no. 283; and Doha no. 284 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8).]   

 
‚fl∑§ ‚ÈπŒ ‚È÷ª ‚’ •¢ªÊ – ¡ÿ ‚⁄UË⁄U ¿UÁ’ ∑§ÙÁ≈U •Ÿ¢ªÊH 4H 

 
sēvaka sukhada subhaga saba aṅgā. jaya sarīra chabi kōṭi anaṅgā. 4. 
 
Oh Lord, you give delight, happiness and joy to all your followers and servants (the 
literal meaning of the word “Sevak”, but in practice it refers to the devotees of the Lord)1. 
Your whole body, i.e. your physical form with all its parts,2 is divine and auspicious.   

Glory to the Lord (Ram) and hail him whose body embodies the beauty and 
magnificence of millions of Kamdeos (cupids)3. (4) 

[Note—1When Ravana’s brother Vibhishan decided to go and surrender before Lord 
Ram, he was sure that the Lord would accept him as he always gives happiness to his 
followers and devotees—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 42. 
 When king Manu and his wife Satrupa had done Tapa, and Lord Vishnu revealed 
himself before them, Manu had also prayed to the Lord saying that “the Lord is like a 
evergreen tree for his servants and followers”—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 146. 

2This observation refers to the principle advocated by the scriptures that all gross 
visible forms of this creation have some kind of worldly fault in them. If this is the 
established norm then one will be inclined to believe that even the gross form of a human 
being that the Supreme Being had assumed in the form of Ram must also have some or 
the other negative traits that are universally present in all the living beings who have a 
gross body.  
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To remove this misgiving regarding Lord Ram, sage Parashuram says that inspite of 
the Lord having a physical body like all other human beings, his form is nevertheless 
divine and holy like a consecrated image in a temple. This image that is worshipped in 
temples is made of a gross material, such as a piece of stone, wood or precious metal. But 
for the worshipper it represents the Supreme Lord, the Holy God before whom the whole 
world bows. Likewise, Lord Ram’s physical form as a human being does not have the 
worldly grossness that is universally associated with all living beings in this mortal 
world.  

3The physical form or image of Lord Ram is so attractive and captivating because it 
embodies in its self the beauty of Nature. All those who see him are simply charmed by 
his form. There are countless instances spread throughout Ram Charit Manas eulogizing 
the magnificence of the Lord’s image or form. Some of the instances in Baal Kand are 
the following—(i) Doha no. 218 where sage Vishwamitra endorses this fact when he 
gives permission to Lord Ram and Laxman to go and see the city of Janakpur; (ii) Doha 
no. 233 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8 where Sita is swept off her feet by the 
Lord’s fabulous image; (iii) from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 220—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 221 which narrate how the women folk of 
Janakpur were enchanted by the beauteous sight of the two brothers, Lord Ram and 
Laxman; (iv) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 50 where even Lord Shiva was 
enthralled by the lovely beauty of Lord Ram; and (v) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 199 that refers to the beauty of Lord Ram as a child, a beauty that was like an 
image formed from millions of Kamdeos. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-10 that precede 
Doha no. 327 that describe the fabulous beauty of Lord Ram as a groom.  

Even the demons had accepted that Lord Ram’s charm was matchless—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 19 where the 
demons Khar and Dushan were simply stunned at the Lord’s beauty and did not initially 
want to harm him. 

And finally we may cite another example of how the crow saint Kaagbhusund, who 
had gone to Ayodhya to play with Lord Ram as a child, was exceedingly delighted by the 
Lord’s charming form, filling his eyes full with this wonderful image—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 75.  

Further, sage Kaagbhusudn also reiterates that Lord Ram’s form embodies the charm 
of millions of Kamdeos (cupids)—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 76.  

When king Manu and his wife Satrupa did Tapa (penance) to have Lord Vishnu as 
their son, they had visualized the divine form of the Lord which was exceptionally 
charming and enthralling for the heart—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 146. 

 
∑§⁄Uı¥ ∑§Ê„U ◊Èπ ∞∑§ ¬˝‚¢‚Ê – ¡ÿ ◊„U‚ ◊Ÿ ◊ÊŸ‚ „¢U‚ÊH 5H 

 
karauṁ kāha mukha ēka prasansā. jaya mahēsa mana mānasa hansā. 5. 
 
Oh Lord! How can I praise you with a single mouth? [That is, even if I had thousands of 
mouths I won’t have been able to sufficiently praise you and your glories.]1 

Glory to the Lord (Ram) and hail him who floats like a divine Swan in the lake of 
Lord Shiva’s heart2. (5) 
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[Note—1When Lord Ram was going to the marriage venue for the formal rituals of 
marriage, the same idea is conveyed there also. Lord Shiva feels privileged that he can 
see the Lord with his fifteen eyes (5 heads x 3 eyes in each = 15); Brahma the creator is 
happy that he can see the Lord with his four heads (i.e. 4 heads x 2 eyes in each = 8 
eyes); Indra, the king of gods, is very happy that he has thousands of holes on his body 
through which he can see the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 2-7 that precede Doha no. 317. 
 At the time of Lord Ram’s birth, the patron goddess of speech, known as Saraswati, 
had failed to find words to describe the celebrations of the time—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, 2nd half of Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 195. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
246 where the good kings have declared that the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, 
live in the heart of Lord Shiva. 
 As regards comparing Lord Ram and Laxman with Swans, refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 221 where this fact is also 
endorsed by the women folk of Janakpur.] 
 

•ŸÈÁøÃ ’„ÈUÃ ∑§„U©°U •‚ÿÊÃÊ – ¿U◊„ÈU ¿U◊Ê◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊH 6H 
 
anucita bahuta kahē'um ̐ agyātā. chamahu chamāmandira dō'u bhrātā. 6. 
 
I (Parashuram) have said many inappropriate things out of my ignorance and delusions.  

Oh you two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman), please forgive me because both of 
you are like oceans of forgiveness and forebearance.* 

[*This verse can be read differently also as follows—“You two brothers are like 
oceans of the virtues of forgiveness and forebearance. Hence, I request you (or, plead 
with you) to forgive me for my impertinence and irreverence because I have said many 
things to you out of my utter ignorance and delusions that I should not have uttered at all 
otherwise.”] (6) 

[Note—Parashuram’s anger and bad temper, his vanity, ego, arrogance and haughtiness, 
his habit of boasting of his exploits, especially of the negative sort—after all, going 
around killing kings indiscriminately is definitely an abhorable thing to do for someone 
who calls himself a ‘sage’ belonging to an illustrious family of luminary sages 
descending from the legendary sage Bhrigu—had all contributed to delude his mind and 
make him hallucinate. It led to his final downfall so much so that not only he became an 
object of ridicule in the world but he also decimated all the religious merits he had 
accumulated till now by doing various types of Tapa (austerities and penances) and 
Yagya (fire sacrifices).  

This episode teaches us a lesson as to how anger forces even a wise man to act in an 
irresponsible manner and say things which only go against him. Had Parashuram not lost 
his temper, and instead had acted wisely, patiently and in a practical way, he would not 
have had to reach a piquant situation where he will be forced to surrender suddenly and 
abjectly before someone whom he had been threatening with a kill just a few moments 
earlier. What more humiliation can a person face than to submit himself abjectly, to 
surrender unconditionally, and to ask for forgiveness from a person whom he had 
declared as his arch enemy and had publicly threatening to kill him.  

When Lord Ram and Laxman were begging Parashuram to forgive them and calm 
down, the latter had been scornful and pouring fire and brimstone at them. And now the 
same Parashuram has asked for forgiveness. What a ‘turn-of-tables’!     
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We have read earlier that Laxman had warned Parashuram that anger is a bad thing 
because it impels a person to commit sins or get involved in wrongdoings for which he 
has to regret later on. Here we see that Parashuram accepts that he had said many 
inappropriate things out of ignorance and delusions. But why did he say such things? It 
was because he was ‘angry’ at the person who had broken the bow. He wanted 
retribution; he wanted revenge. In anger he lost control over himself. He acted in a rash 
manner, shouting, threatening, wielding his axe, using abrasive language, and so on.  

The angry sage had threatened to kill both the brothers. For Laxman he had a 
justification—and it was that he (Laxman) had all along adopted a confrontationist 
attitude—refer for instance, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 274 where 
Parashuram points out this fact to sage Vishwamitra, (ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that 
precede Doha no. 275 where Parashuram addresses the assembly to point out that he has 
been sparing Laxman but the latter continues to tease him; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that 
precede Doha no. 277, and Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 279 where the 
sage clearly told Lord Ram that Laxman is misbehaving with him.  

But even while rebuking Parashuram, Laxman had a smile on his face, and did not 
have a bitter scowl like Parashuram had sported. A smile acts as a sweetener that blunted 
the sharpness of the words Laxman had used. Refer: Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 272; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 273; (iii) Doha 
no. 277; and (iv) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 280.  

Earlier, Laxman had even offered to get the bow repaired by calling in experts— 
Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 278. 

The sage, meanwhile, had been continuously threatening Laxman with murder, and 
had used insulting words for him. For instance, refer: (a) Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 271; 
(ii) Doha no. 272; (iii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 274; and (iv) Doha no. 
279 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8 which describes Parashuram 
threatening Laxman with murder.  

Then, in the following instances we find that Parashuram has used abrasive language 
for Laxman—refer: (i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 272 (the use of the 
word “Satha”); (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 274 (many words that 
essentially describe Laxman as very wicked, pervert, a taint for his family, in the jaws of 
death, unruly, reckless, stupid and ignorant); (iii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 275 (one who speaks scorchingly, whose words are biting and corrosive); (iv) 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precedes Doha no. 277 (having a mouth full of poison; very 
crooked); (v) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 278 (having a pervert heart and 
mind; being like a golden pitcher filled with the most ferocious poison); and (iv) Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 280 (“Khot”—defective, faulty, ill-humoured and ill-
witted, pervert and courrupted). 

But there was no justification for Parashuram threatening Lord Ram repeatedly 
inspite of the Lord’s submission that he was sorry for what had happened, begging for 
forgiveness, using of polite words, praising the sage’s glory, and even signalling Laxman 
to keep quiet. Lord Ram had been extremely courteous with the sage; he was very 
apologetic for the breaking of the bow, saying that he had no intention of breaking it, but 
that it split into two on its own when he (Ram) was examining it because it was old and 
worn-out. Refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 283—to 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 284. 

The result was that sage Parashuram had made a joke of himself in a crowded 
assembly. 

One important point to note here is that sage Parashuram’s prayer is the only one in 
the whole book of Ram Charit Manas where the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, 
are offered prayers together.] 
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∑§Á„U ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹∑§ÃÍ – ÷ÎªÈ¬ÁÃ ª∞ ’ŸÁ„U Ã¬ „UÃÍH 7H 

 
kahi jaya jaya jaya raghukulakētū. bhṛgupati ga'ē banahi tapa hētū. 7. 
 
Saying, ‘Hail Lord Ram who is like a ‘flag’ (i.e. the most prominent member; one who 
stands out from the rest; one who gives glory to others; one who is the flag-bearer of the 
family’s glory, name and fame) in the illustrious dynasty of king Raghu! Glory to Lord 
Ram who is the flag-bearer representing the greatness of the dynasty of king Raghu!! 
Hail Lord Ram, and glory to him!!!”* 

[*Sage Parashuram has hailed Lord Ram and his glory three times to emphasise 
the greatness of the Lord. He has addressed the Lord as “Raghu-kul-ketu” to stress that 
Lord Ram is the most illustrious member of the great family of kings descending from 
Raghu.] 

 After thus praying to Lord Ram and begging for forgiveness from him, 
‘Bhrigupati1’ (sage Parashuram) went away to the forest to do Tapa (to do penance for 
his misbehaviour with the Lord, as well as to regain his lost mystical powers and glory 
that were decimated by his unholy behaviour).2 (7) 

[Note—1It is to be noted here that in both the cases of Lord Ram as well as sage 
Parashuram, the great families to which they belonged has been cited. For Lord Ram, the 
‘Raghu dynasty’ is invoked, and for sage Parashuram the luminary sage ‘Bhrigu and his 
family’ are referred to.  
 Hence, while Lord Ram is said to be like a ‘flag’, i.e. the most prominent member, 
one who represents the dignified status of the family of king Raghu, sage Parashuram is 
said to be the ‘chief’ of sage Bhrigu’s exalted family. Both the terms ‘flag’ and ‘chief’ 
imply the same thing—that the concerned person is superior to others in the family.  
 There were so many kings in the Raghu dynasty, but Lord Ram’s life and deeds stood 
out as being examplary, and the Lord was remembered for all times to come by all the 
living beings in this world. Similarly, sage Parashuram had made himself famous on two 
counts—one was by his earlier deeds about which he had himself boasted in the aforesaid 
episode, and two by his meeting Lord Ram and transferring his mystical powers to the 
Lord by the symbolic transfer of Lord Vishnu’s bow (Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede 
Doha no. 284).   
 In other words, of all the numerous members of these two families, the ones who are 
remembered even today by a common man are Lord Ram and sage Parashuram.  
 Refer also to (a) Dohawali, verse nos. 431-433; (b) Janki Mangal, verse no. 178; (c) 
Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 22. 

2It is not mentioned here where sage Parashuram had gone to do Tapa. But according 
to sage Valmiki’s epic ‘Ramayan’, Parashuram had gone to a mountain named 
‘Mahendra’—refer: Valmiki Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 76, verse no. 22. 
 In Padma Puran, Uttar Khand, it is mentioned that Parashuram went to the abode of 
Lords Nar-Narayan, now known as Badrinath, in the Himalayas. 
 It is to be noted that though it is not explicitly mentioned that Lord Ram and Laxman 
had forgiven Parashuram, but it is deemed to be so. This is based on the premise of sage 
Parashuram himself when he says that the two brothers are “oceans of forgiveness and 
forbearance”—refer: Chaupai line no. 6 herein above. 
 Remember: Lord Ram has a unfaltering nature of showing grace and mercy upon his 
“Sevaks”, i.e. those who surrender themselves before him like a servant does to his 
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master. There are numerous instances of this: for example, Hanuman tells this fact to 
Vibhishan when the two met in Lanka where Hanuman had gone to search for Sita—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 6.  
 Another important question is this: How was Parashuram’s sins overcome or 
neutralised? Lord Ram has himself declared that when anyone surrenders himself before 
the Lord and asks for his protection and refuge, the Lord forgives all his sins and 
misdeeds, and the person becomes free from all the evil consequences of his wrong-
doings. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede 
Doha no. 44, and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 48. Here, the Lord has 
made these observations when Vibhishan had come to seek refuge with the Lord after 
being kicked out of Lanka by his own brother, the demon king Ravana.]  

 
•¬÷ÿ° ∑È§Á≈U‹ ◊„UË¬ «U⁄UÊŸ – ¡„°U Ã„°U ∑§Êÿ⁄U ªfl°®„U ¬⁄UÊŸH 8H 

 
apabhayam ̐ kuṭila mahīpa ḍērānē. jaham ̐ taham ̐ kāyara gavam ̐hiṁ parānē. 8. 
 
The wicked kings were seized with imaginary fears, while the coward amongst them 
stealthily fled away from there. (8) 

[Note—What was their fear? Well, before sage Parashuram had arrived, these wicked and 
pervert kings had threatened to capture Sita and put the two brothers in shackles. They 
had threatened to defeat king Janak in battle if he took their side. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 266 herein above. 
 So now they were terrified out of their wits. They thought that Laxman would divert 
his suppressed anger for Parashuram towards them, and would single-handedly punish 
them for what they had said earlier as referred to above.   

More than anyone else—and that includes even Lord Ram whom they had observed 
to be very polite and civil during the confrontation with Parashuram—they feared the 
wrath of Laxman who had shown publicly that he fears not even the mighty sage 
Parashuram before whom these kings had trembled and prostrated out of fear for their 
dear lives as is clear in Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 269.  
  Some of these kings preferred to show a brave face by pretending that they had 
conceded defeat and had remained behind to witness, to participate in and enjoy the 
grand marriage of Lord Ram with Sita. But some of them were totally cowards; they 
scampered out quickly, fearing reprisals.  

These wicked kings had felt happy when they had earlier watched the angry sage 
Parashuram threatening king Janak to divulge the name of the person who had broken the 
bow, and if he failed to do so the sage would turn his kingdom upside down—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 270.  
 Now when the tables were turned in favour of Lord Ram and Laxman, these pervert 
kings ‘imagined’ that they would be captured and thrown into prison. But their fears were 
unfounded because both Lord Ram and Laxman were “oceans of forgiveness”—refer: 2nd 
half of Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 285 above. Hence it is said that they 
had ‘imaginary fears’.]  

 
Îô0. Œflã„U ŒËã„UË¥ ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë¥ ¬˝÷È ¬⁄U ’⁄U·®„U »Í§‹– 

„U⁄U· ¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚’ Á◊≈UË ◊Ù„U◊ÿ ‚Í‹H 285H 
 
dōhā.  
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dēvanha dīnhīṁ dundubhīṁ prabhu para baraṣahiṁ phūla. 
haraṣē pura nara nāri saba miṭī mōhamaya sūla. 285. 
 
The gods immediately sounded their musical instruments known as the kettle-drums and 
showered flowers on the Lord (from the sky). 
 All the citizens of Janakpur, the men and the women folks, became delighted and 
happy. All their consternations, fears, agonies and perplexities having their origin or basis 
on ignorance were eliminated. [There was cheer and joy everywhere, both in the heaven 
as well as in the city.] (Doha no. 285) 

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 270 that says the same thing.  

Now, what were the citizens and the gods afraid of? They were afraid of what 
Parashuram may do in his fit of anger. Remember that the sage had threatened to “turn 
the earth upside down as far as the kingdom of Janak extended”—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 270. It would mean a 
catastrophe of an unprecedented scale. Everything would be reduced to rubble.  
 Then they also feared for the security of Lord Ram and Laxman whom the citizens 
had begun to love, admire and adore very much by now. Sage Parashuram’s reputation as 
an angry and merciless killer was well known. The fear was aggravated by the fact that 
Laxman was pouring fuel to the sage’s fire of anger by his rebukes.  

So when the sage surrendered and offered his apologies to the two brothers, the gods 
and the humans alike felt as if the brilliant sun has emerged from behind the thick veil of 
dark doomsday cloud, removing the foreboding darkness symbolizing death and 
destruction to give a fresh light of happiness and joy to the world.] 

  
 
¿õ0. •ÁÃ ª„Uª„U ’Ê¡Ÿ ’Ê¡ – ‚’®„U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ◊¢ª‹ ‚Ê¡H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

ati gahagahē bājanē bājē. sabahiṁ manōhara maṅgala sājē. 1. 
 
There was a thunderous noise of musical instruments of all sorts being played together. 
Everyone (i.e. the citizens as well as the members of the royal household) enthusiastically 
displayed their happiness by putting out whatever charming and auspicious things that 
they had (to celebrate the occasion and to rejoice that the last vestiges of hurdles created 
by malignant stars were removed when sage Parashuram had surrendered and went away 
to the forest after praying to Lord Ram). (1) 

[Note—When Lord Ram had broken the bow, there was universal rejoicing and playing 
of musical instruments—refer: Ram Charit Mans, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 263.  
 Again, when Sita had put the victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram, there was 
a repeat of the tumult of musical instruments, singing and dancing—refer: Ram Charit 
Mans, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 264—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 265. 
 But soon this atmosphere of merriment and rejoicing turned sombre and grave 
because of two reasons—(i) the first was that the wicked and frustrated kings had created 
a ruckus and were readying for battle, and then (ii) immediately thereafter the angry sage 
Parashuram burst in, threatening menacingly to spill blood. Refer respectively to Ram 
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Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 266—to 
Chaupai line 7 that precedes Doha no. 267; and (ii) from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 268—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 270.  
 Now the situation had once again turned favourable, and it did so with a bang—
because not only the danger posed by the determination of sage Parashuram, who had the 
notorious reputation of killing anyone who annoyed him in the least, to punish Lord Ram 
and Laxman had passed away, the other danger that was posed by the would-be trouble 
makers, the wicked kings who were earlier getting restive for a bloody showdown to 
avenge their humiliation and defeat, also vanished when they scampered out of the arena 
in a hurry to save their lives after they watched sage Parashuram surrendering before the 
Lord. 

Hence, with all dangers and obstacles to the marriage of Lord Ram with Sita being 
finally removed, the rejoicing and celebrations resumed with renewed vigour.] 

 
¡ÍÕ ¡ÍÕ Á◊Á‹ ‚È◊ÈÁπ ‚ÈŸÿŸË¥ – ∑§⁄U®„U ªÊŸ ∑§‹ ∑§ÙÁ∑§‹’ÿŸË¥H 2H 

 
jūtha jūtha mili sumukhi sunayanīṁ. karahiṁ gāna kala kōkilabayanīṁ. 2. 
 
A large number of ladies gathered together and formed groups to sing auspicious songs 
with pleasant voices. They had sweet faces and beautiful eyes. (2) 

[Note—Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 2nd half of Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 263 where it is narrated that the women folk sang auspicious songs as 
soon as the bow was broken.] 

 
‚ÈπÈ Á’Œ„U ∑§⁄U ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Êß¸ – ¡ã◊ŒÁ⁄Uº˝ ◊Ÿ„È°U ÁŸÁœ ¬Êß¸H 3H 

 
sukhu bidēha kara barani na jā'ī. janmadaridra manahum ̐ nidhi pā'ī. 3. 
 
The happiness and delight of Janak was so great that it is not possible to describe it. His 
ecstasy and joy was like that of a man who had been a pauper since birth but has 
suddenly found an unexpected trove of treasure. (3) 

[Note—Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 263 where another analogy of a man in water suddenly finding land is cited to 
give an idea of the happiness of Janak. Well, this was expected because he was the father 
of Sita, and any father would naturally be happy when his daughter’s marriage goes to 
completion smoothly and according to his wishes.] 

 
Á’ªÃ òÊÊ‚ ÷ß ‚Ëÿ ‚ÈπÊ⁄UË – ¡ŸÈ Á’œÈ ©UŒÿ° ø∑§Ù⁄U∑È§◊Ê⁄UËH 4H 

 
bigata trāsa bha'i sīya sukhārī. janu bidhu udayam̐ cakōrakumārī. 4. 
 
All mental and emotional torments, perplexities and uncertainties that Sita was suffering 
from were also instantly dispelled, and she was very happy and exhilarated just like the 
case of a young female Chakor bird feeling delighted when the full moon rises. (4) 
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[Note—Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
263 where another analogy of the female bird known as ‘Chataki’ feeling contented when a rain 
drop falls in its open beak during the asterism of Swati.  
 The Chakor is the Indian red-legged partridge. It is said to be so enamoured of the moon 
that as soon as the moon rises in the eastern sky, the bird fixes its gaze on it and goes on looking 
at the disc of the full moon as it travels across the sky and sets in the west. The bird feels 
extremely ecstatic when it sights the moon. This analogy means that Sita had got what she had 
been longing for: that all hurdles are removed and she is happily married to Lord Ram. In this 
context, refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
257—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 259.]   

 
¡Ÿ∑§ ∑§Ëã„U ∑§ıÁ‚∑§Á„U ¬˝ŸÊ◊Ê – ¬˝÷È ¬˝‚ÊŒ œŸÈ ÷¢¡©U ⁄UÊ◊ÊH 5H 
◊ÙÁ„U ∑Î§Ã∑Î§àÿ ∑§Ëã„U ŒÈ„È°U ÷ÊßZ – •’ ¡Ù ©UÁøÃ ‚Ù ∑§Á„U• ªÙ‚ÊßZH 6H 

 
janaka kīnha kausikahi pranāmā. prabhu prasāda dhanu bhan̄jē'u rāmā. 5. 
mōhi kṛtakṛtya kīnha duhum̐ bhā'īṁ. aba jō ucita sō kahi'a gōsā'īṁ. 6. 
 
Now, king Janak bowed before sage Vishwamitra (“Kaushik”) and said cheerfully—‘Oh 
sage! It is by your grace and blessings that Ram has broken the bow. (5) 

The two brothers had done me a great favour and have obliged me a lot. [In other 
words, I thank them very much and feel grateful to them.] 

Now, oh lord, tell me what is the proper thing to do (so that I can take the next 
step and prepare for the finalization of the marriage between Ram and Sita as per your 
advice).’ (6) 

[Note—King Janak has shown his respects to the sage as it is a tradition as well as 
courteousness that one must honour elders for any achievements. Remember: It was sage 
Vishwamitra who had expressly ordered Lord Ram to go and break the bow so that the 
grief and worries of Janak are removed—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 254. So Janak must thank the sage first before he 
thanked Lord Ram for removing his worries by breaking the bow.  
 Besides this expression of formal courteousness by Janak, the fact remains that even 
Lord Ram had also sought sage Vishwamitra’s blessings ‘three times’ before he broke the 
bow because the sage was his Guru. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 254; (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 255; 
(iii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 261. 
  He expressed his thankfulness to Laxman because the latter had stood up and 
objected to Janak declaring the competition closed when none of the kings had been able 
to move the bow, claiming the right to break the bow. With his bold initiative, Laxman 
had saved the day for Janak when the latter had lost all hopes of getting Sita married. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
251—to Doha no. 253. 
 Not only this, when the angry sage Parashuram had threatened to turn the earth 
upside down and punish the person who had broken the bow, Laxman had faced him 
boldly and with his stance had put the sage on the backfoot. This entire episode is 
narrated above in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 270—to Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 284.]  
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∑§„U ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÈŸÈ Ÿ⁄UŸÊÕ ¬˝’ËŸÊ – ⁄U„UÊ Á’’Ê„ÈU øÊ¬ •ÊœËŸÊH 7H 
≈ÍU≈UÃ„UË¥ œŸÈ ÷ÿ©U Á’’Ê„Í – ‚È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊª Á’ÁŒÃ ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍUH 8H 

 
kaha muni sunu naranātha prabīnā. rahā bibāhu cāpa ādhīnā. 7. 
ṭūṭatahīṁ dhanu bhaya'u bibāhū. sura nara nāga bidita saba kāhū. 8. 
 
The sage (Vishwamitra) told the king—‘Listen oh wise and expert king1. The marriage 
was tied to the bow (i.e. it was subject to and dependent upon the breaking of the bow). 
(7) 

As soon as the bow was broken, the marriage was deemed to have taken place. 
This is an open fact, and is known to all—the gods (in the heaven), the humans (on 
earth), and the serpents (underground). [In other words, the fact that the marriage 
between Lord Ram and Sita was finalized at the instant the bow was broken is an 
established fact. Everyone is aware of it; all the three worlds represented by the gods in 
the heaven, the human beings on earth, and the serpents representing the subterranean 
world, are aware of it.]2 (8)    

[Note—1The sage has called king Janak ‘wise and expert’ (“Praveena”) to mean that 
though the king knew what to do, what was proper, and so on and so forth, he still was 
seeking advise from the sage just to show respect to him. Besides this, Janak had his own 
priest by the name of Satanand. The latter was a competent priest and must have already 
advised king Janak on every minute detail of the preparations for marriage. So, if Janak 
seeks advice from sage Vishwamitra in this context then it is surely a formality and an 
expression of respect for him.  
 Janak was wise also because he knew how to interact with a ‘guest sage’, because 
Vishwamitra was his guest.   

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
261; (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 262; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 265 which is very explicit on this point.] 

 
Îô0. ÃŒÁ¬ ¡Êß ÃÈï„U ∑§⁄U„ÈU •’ ¡ÕÊ ’¢‚ Cÿfl„UÊL§– 

’ÍÁ¤Ê Á’¬˝ ∑È§‹’Îh ªÈ⁄U ’Œ Á’ÁŒÃ •ÊøÊL§H 286H 
 
dōhā.  

tadapi jā'i tumha karahu aba jathā bansa byavahāru. 
būjhi bipra kulabṛd'dha gura bēda bidita ācāru. 286. 
 
(Sage Vishwamitra told Janak--) Inspite of this (that the marriage has already taken place 
as soon as the bow broke), you can go ahead with the formal preparations and follow the 
traditions of your family and race.  

Consult the Brahmins of your kingdom, the elders in your family, and your Guru 
(Satanand), and after that do according to their advice, keeping in mind the norms laid 
down in the Vedas and other scriptures for such occasions. (Doha no. 286) 

[Note—Acknowledging the king’s gracefulness, sage Vishwamitra too reciprocated with 
equal graciousness by thanking Janak for seeking his advice but then telling him politely 
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that he must ask the seniors in his family, the Brahmins of the kingdom, and his Guru, 
and act according to their advice. This simple gesture of Vishwamitra made him friendly 
to all other seniors in Janakpur. 
 But since Janak has sought his advice, sage Vishwamitra gave one personal one—
that the king must send a messenger to Ayodhya and call king Dasrath, the father of Lord 
Ram, to attend the marriage ceremony, because it is a norm that the groom’s parents must 
be present during his marriage. 
 Why did Vishwamitra choose to give this advice which is very obvious? Well, he had 
doubts that in the sort of marriage devised for Sita, the winning competitor is married-off 
immediately as soon as the condition set for the marriage is fulfilled, even if none of the 
family members of the groom can attend. If it is found necessary, the formality of doing 
various rituals and elaborate ceremonies is observed at a later date. This is clearly hinted 
when Vishwamitra says “the marriage had taken place as soon as the bow was broken”. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes this Doha no. 
286; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes this Doha no. 265.  
 It was also possible, thought sage Vishwamitra, that the bride’s side would insist that 
since he was present on the occasion, he should assume the role of Lord Ram’s father and 
complete the rituals on king Dasrath’s behalf. The sage wouldn’t have been able to deny 
this role, especially because Dasrath had himself told him, at the time of handing over the 
two brothers to the sage, that for all practical purposes he (Vishwamitra) was their 
father—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 10 that precedes Doha 
no. 208. 

But sage Vishwamitra was so gracious that he did not wish that king Dasrath be 
denied the privilege and joy of witnessing the marriage of his beloved son, Lord Ram.  

Besides the above reason, the majesty, pomp, pageantry and ceremony of the 
occasion would be enhanced manifold times when two great kings joined hands and 
stood side-by-side to participate in the festivities. Otherwise this rare occasion would lack 
in its glamour and magnificence by half.    

So, in order to pre-empt this possibility, he specifically asked Janak to send a 
messenger to Ayodhya and call king Dasrath—refer: Chaupai line no. 1 herein below.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ŒÍÃ •flœ¬È⁄U ¬ΔUfl„ÈU ¡Êß¸ – •ÊŸ®„U ŸÎ¬ Œ‚⁄UÕÁ„U ’Ù‹Êß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dūta avadhapura paṭhavahu jā'ī. ānahiṁ nṛpa dasarathahi bōlā'ī. 1. 
 
(Sage Vishwamitra advised king Janak—) ‘Send a messenger to Ayodhya with an 
invitation for king Dasrath, and let that messenger bring the king here (to attend the 
marriage of his son Ram).’ (1) 

[Note—Refer note of Doha no. 286 herein above. 
 Besides the reason given in the above referred note, there were other considerations 
in the mind of sage Vishwamitra also which prompted him to make this specific request 
to Janak.  

One consideration was that Dasrath was a ‘bigger’ king as compared to Janak. With 
‘bigger’ we mean that Dasrath that he was a “Charavarti King”, a king who was 
equivalent to an Emperor because he had a number of kings under his dominion—refer: 
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Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 295 which explicitly honours Dasrath as being 
a ‘Chakravarti King’. 

There are other instances also where it is clearly stated that the majesty of Dasrath as 
a great king, one who possessed the same honour that an emperor possesses, was 
unmatched in the whole world. For instance, in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 2 it is said that “all the kings were eager to 
have his favour and sought his blessings; they were all desirous or being in his good 
looks; and that there was no one more privileged and fortunate in the whole world 
consisting of three levels (heaven, earth and nether worlds) than Dasrath”. The same idea 
is repeated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede 
Doha no. 173.  

In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precedes Doha no. 320 
it is declared that the gods acknowledged that both Janak and Dasrath were of equal 
stature and glory.  
 The other consideration was that may be Janak would not like to give Dasrath the 
trouble of coming to Janakpur because of the great distance involved in travelling 
between the cities of Ayodhya and Janakpur.  
 The third reason of why Janak had not invited Dasrath to attend the bow breaking 
ceremony that was organised to solemnise the marriage of Janak’s daughter Sita seems to 
be very stark. It is this: The chances were high that Dasrath would refuse to come to 
attend the same marriage ceremony because he might have felt offended by not being 
invited along with other great kings of the earth. So, sage Vishwamitra wanted to ensure 
that this omission on the part of Janak should not and act as a thorn and the mar the future 
of cordial relationship between Janak and Dasrath, especially when Janak’s daughter is 
married to Dasrath’s son. When Dasrath would come to know that the invitation to come 
to Janakpur had the backing of sage Vishwamitra, he would never refuse to come—
though of course he might have thought twice if only Janak had invited him at this late 
stage. 
 This understood, we shall now discuss why Janak apparently avoided or refrained 
from inviting Dasrath to attend the bow-breaking ceremony.  

Well, the answers to this question are easy to deduce by application of simple logic 
based on the events mentioned in the Ramayan, though nowhere in the epic a precise 
reason is to be found that would address this query.  

(i) First and foremost is that Janak had not sent any specific invitation to any 
particular king, prince or emperor to come and attend the bow-breaking ceremony. He 
had made a general proclamation to the effect that his daughter would be married to 
anyone who would lift and break the bow, and had sent heralds to all the seven continents 
to make known this intention of his so that all those interested could come. This is clear 
in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 251 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 
7. 

Of course he may have sent specific letters of invitation to those kings or princes with 
whom he had personal ties, such as his relatives etc., or official ties such as some sort of 
strategic diplomatic or military alliances. But surely such invitations must have been 
limited. This fact is borne out when we closely scrutinize the verses of Ram Charit Manas 
that tell us about the guests and competitors who had assembled at the venue of the bow-
breaking ceremony, and Janak’s own declaration at that time. Those who came included 
‘demons’ and ‘gods’ besides human kings and princes—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 251. Then we learn that even the demon 
kings Ravana and Banasur had also come—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3 that precede Doha no. 256. 
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Any human father in his senses would not invite ‘demons’ and ‘gods’ to come and 
marry his daughter. Marrying ‘gods’ was tantamount to sending his daughter to 
premature death because gods do not live on earth; they live in heaven where one goes 
only after death. Besides this, gods do not have a physical body whereas the bride is a 
human being. Similarly, ‘demons’ as a race are evil, cruel, sinful, ugly, blood thirsty and 
hated by the world, and say which father would ever imagine that his loving daughter 
would become a wife of such a person?  

Then we also find that bad, immoral and pervert kings had come to attend—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 245; (ii) 
Doha no. 250 and its following Chaupai line no. 1; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede 
Doha no. 266; (iv) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 285. Obviously, no father 
would willingly invite such people  

Therefore in all probabilities his heralds had gone to the kingdom of Ayodhya but its 
king, Dasrath, decided not to come.  

(ii) Even if we assume that Janak had purposely not invited Dasrath to the bow-
breaking ceremony or had instructed his heralds not to go to Ayodhya, then there must 
have been a reason behind this decision of Janak. What was that reason? Let us now 
analyze them.  

(a) Dasrath had a severe curse dangling on his head like a deadly sword. This curse 
essentially said that ‘he would die pitifully grieving for his son’. This curse was cast on 
him by a blind hermit couple whose son named Srawan-kumar had been mistakenly 
killed by an arrow shot by Dasrath when he had gone out hunting. This episode is briefly 
mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede 
Doha no. 155, and in detail in Veda Vyas’ narration of this epic story in his ‘Adhyatma 
Ramayan’, Ayodhya Kand, Canto 7, verse nos. 19-47, especially in verse no. 45 where 
Dasrath mentions this curse.  

This rang an alarm bell in the mind of Janak, and he was afraid that if he invites 
Dasrath and the latter sends his son to attend the bow-breaking ceremony, or brings him 
along if he decides to come personally himself, and then this prince successfully breaks 
the bow, then Janak would have to marry his daughter Sita with him according to his own 
declaration. With a strong possibility of some danger coming to the would-be groom in 
the context of the aforesaid curse on Dasrath which meant that he would have to die a 
death while grieving for his son, it would be willfully creating a situation on the part of 
Janak where his daughter would be surely widowed. Naturally this very thought made 
Janak decide not to take any risk, and therefore not to invite Dasrath altogether.  

This is the primary reason also why Janak had refrained from inviting Lord Ram to 
try his luck at breaking the bow, especially when all the other kings had failed to do so 
and his daughter’s future was doomed because now she would have to live unmarried 
throughout her life, something that was no less than a severe curse both for the girl as 
well as for her father and his family. Janak had gone to the extent of declaring that he 
would prefer that his daughter remain unmarried because no one could break the bow 
than invite ridicule and ignominy by breaking his words and marrying her in violation of 
his declaration. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede 
Doha no. 252.  

Now well, this was the same Janak who was so charmed by Lord Ram and Laxman 
when he first met them at the time of welcoming sage Vishwamitra that he minced no 
words in praising them and accepting that his mind and heart are overwhelmed with a 
surge of affection for the two princes—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 216, and once again in Chaupai  line nos. 2-5 that precedes Doha no. 217.  
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But when Vishwamitra introduced the two brothers to him as princes of the kingdom 
of Ayodhya and sons of Dasrath (refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 216), Janak suddenly developed cold feet and was on the horns of a dilemma. Should 
he or should he not ask them to participate in the bow breaking event? As the event 
eventually unfolded we learn that he decided against it and kept mum on this issue, 
though he had invited the sage to the venue of the ceremony. 

The next question is—‘if this is the case, then why did he not object to Lord Ram 
finally going up to break the bow?’ The clear-cut answer is that sage Vishwamitra had 
intervened and he was the one who had instructed Lord Ram to go and break the bow—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 254. 
Obviously king Janak did not object because he did not wish to oppose a great sage of the 
stature of Vishwamitra as this would not only be a highly irreverent thing to do that 
would unnecessarily burden him with unwarranted punishment that accompanies 
committing of a great sin of insulting a sage who is his guest-of-honour at that moment, 
but also there was the fear of inviting the sage’s wrath. This obviously was another 
reason why Janak calmly bore with Laxman’s insinuations and angry outburst directed 
straight at Janak as described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 252—to Doha no. 253. Janak knew that  both the brothers, Lord 
Ram and Laxman, had the loving patronage of sage Vishwamitra, and it would be wise 
for him to keep quiet because Laxman must surely have had a silent nod from the sage to 
speak so angrily in public, for otherwise it is unimaginable to think that he could behave 
in such an insulting and angry manner if the sage did not give his consent.  

(b) The other reason of Janak not inviting Dasrath to the bow-breaking event is this—
Janak observed the strict rule of having one wife to whom he was loyal throughout his 
life, his queen Sunayana. In fact, even his younger brother Kushdwaj had only one wife. 
But on the other hand, Dasrath was lustful and had gone wayward because he had 
married more then once—he had three well-known wives, Kaushalya, Sumitra and 
Kaikeyi. Not only this, whereas Janak was a highly spiritual man with a high level of 
metaphysical knowledge and detachment from materialistic world, one who used to hold 
conclaves of great scholars on a regular basis where great metaphysical and theological 
debates took place and had the renowned scholar-sage Yagyawalkya as one of his moral 
preceptors with whom he used to have thorough discussions on spiritual matters (refer: 
Brihad-Aranyak Upanishad of the Shukla Yajur Veda, Cantos 3-4), king Dasrath is 
depicted as a lustful man who had fallen so low in terms of self-restraint of his passions 
that he had became a virtual servant of one of his wives, Kaikeyi, so much so that he had 
been forced by her to send Lord Ram to 14 years of forest exile. Instead of standing up 
like a bold, brave and courageous king who could defeat the mightiest of enemies in 
battle, Dasrath succumbed to her, fell at her feet and wept like a child before her, 
pleading with her to spare his life and excuse Lord Ram from going to the forest! This 
episode is narrated in graphic detail in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 25—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 40.  

Though this incident occurs after the marriage, but the ill-reputation of Dasrath as 
being a lustful and passionate man who preferred the company of women had spread far 
and wide. Then say, given this, how would Janak wish that his daughter should marry 
either such a king who already has three wives, or even in his discredited family? 

(c) The third reason that is usually cited by scholars is that Dasrath was a 
‘Charkravarti king’, i.e. an Emperor whose realm stretched to far-off places on earth that 
covered a wide circle (‘Chakra’ = a circle). Since king Janak, meanwhile, was merely a 
‘king’ and not an Emperor of the stature of Dasrath, so he feared that if he sent an 
invitation it would be turned down, and that would be insulting and humiliating for Janak 
as well as for his kingdom. But this argument does not hold water because it is clearly 
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said in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precedes Doha no. 320 
that the gods who never speak a lie declared that both the kings were of equal stature and 
majesty.]        

 
◊ÈÁŒÃ ⁄UÊ©U ∑§Á„ U÷‹®„U ∑Î§¬Ê‹Ê – ¬ΔU∞ ŒÍÃ ’ÙÁ‹ ÃÁ„U ∑§Ê‹ÊH 2H 

 
mudita rā'u kahi bhalēhiṁ kṛpālā. paṭha'ē dūta bōli tēhi kālā. 2. 
 
The king (Janak) was delighted, and he responded—‘Very well, oh merciful Lord! It will 
be done.’ 

The king summoned his messengers immediately and sent them to Ayodhya (with 
the message as well as the invitation). (2) 

[Note—King Janak was delighted because sage Vishwamitra had given him an advice 
that was most appropriate and welcomed by him. He had wanted to send the invitation to 
Dasrath nevertheless, but now with the stamp of approval from sage Vishwamitra he was 
exhilarated that whatever doubts that he had in his mind as to whether Dasrath would like 
to accept the invitation or not were now dispelled. As the father of Sita he would 
certainly have liked to welcome and make sure that the father of the groom, Lord Ram, 
attended the marriage ceremony, especially when the groom’s family had an equal stature 
as that of the bride’s. On the other hand, it would have been a matter of scandalous gossip 
if the groom’s family had abstained from the marriage for whatever reason.  
 Janak was a wise king. Marriages were, and are still, used in traditional societies as 
great bonding factors, uniting two great families and forging ties that stand in good stead 
for both the families. If for some reason the marriage was solemnized without the 
presence of Dasrath then it would have created a situation of bitterness between two 
mighty kingdoms that no amount of sweetener would ever let its affects be overcome 
later on. 
 The king wasted no time in sending the messenger. This messenger had two briefs: 
One was an ‘invitation’ from king Janak for king Dasrath, requesting the latter to come to 
Janakpur to attend the marriage ceremony of his son, Lord Ram, with Sita, the daughter 
of Janak. The other was a ‘message’ from sage Vishwamitra to the same effect.  
 The wise sage wished to tell Dasrath that his two sons were hale and hearty, that they 
had given their father and his family great glory and honour, and that the sage has 
fulfilled his moral obligations towards Dasrath by ensuring that his two sons, whom he 
had entrusted into the care of the sage, had achieved rare distinction in the world and 
gained the sort of fame that they would not have attained if they had remained at 
Ayodhya.]      

 
’„ÈUÁ⁄U ◊„UÊ¡Ÿ ‚∑§‹ ’Ù‹Ê∞ – •Êß ‚’Áã„U ‚ÊŒ⁄U Á‚⁄U ŸÊ∞H 3H 
„UÊ≈U ’Ê≈U ◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ‚È⁄U’Ê‚Ê – ŸªL§ ‚°flÊ⁄U„ÈU øÊÁ⁄U„È°U ¬Ê‚ÊH 4H 

 
bahuri mahājana sakala bōlā'ē. ā'i sabanhi sādara sira nā'ē. 3. 
hāṭa bāṭa mandira surabāsā. nagaru sam ̐vārahu cārihum̐ pāsā. 4. 
 
The king then summoned leading citizens (of Janakpur), all of whom came immediately 
and bowed their heads before him. [‘Bowing the head’ had two purposes: one obviously 
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was to show their respect to their king, and the other was to say that they are ready to 
follow his instructions.] (3) 

The king instructed them, ‘Decorate the city from all sides—be it the market 
places, the streets, the homes or the temples.’ (4) 

[Note—The city was already decorated as it had been spruced up for the bow-breaking 
ceremony where thousands of kings from far away lands were invited. No one would 
want his home dirty and unkempt when he has invited guests. So it was natural that all 
arrangements had been made to give a positive impression of the kingdom to the invited 
kings. Besides these special arrangements, the city of Janakpur was well-planned and had 
been bestowed with natural beauty. There is ample evidence of it in its description in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 212—to 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 214.  
 In this context the present instruction of the king means that if there were any 
shortcomings then they must be looked into and fixed, and fineness must be added to the 
décor. Now that the marriage has been finalized, and fortunately the groom’s family is 
one of the most reputed and well-known families on earth, then an appropriate welcome 
should be granted to it by erecting gates and arches for instances, and all resources must 
be used to make the guests as comfortable and happy as possible.  
 Whereas earlier the exterior of the city was decorated, now preparations must be 
made to decorate it more closely, with each individual home and temple given special 
attention to give the whole city a pristine look of glamour and magnificence from one end 
to the other that will make it appear like a decked-up bride from foot to head, so to say. 
 For instance, fresh flowers and plants should replace the stale ones put many days 
ago; the streets should be washed clean with scented water; the homes and public 
buildings should be adorned with festoons and hangings; the temples decorated 
wonderfully; the public parks and market places should bear a festive atmosphere as well 
as one of opulence and prosperity. 
 That is why the wise king had invited “all leading citizens of the city” instead of only 
state employees and professionals such as decorators, carpenters, plumbers, smiths, 
florists, craftsmen and engineers etc. He wanted each individual citizen of the city to feel 
that he is a part of the celebrations, to make them participate in a team spirit, to feel that it 
was his responsibility to contribute his might in the whole effort because it was a 
common celebration for all citizens, big and small. Thus, each man went home and 
started decorating his own home, leaving the royal employees free to take care of public 
places such as markets, streets, squares, parks and temples. 
 This observation will be very clear in the following verse nos. 5-7 herein below. 
Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
289 below. There we shall read that “each household and building of the city was so 
decorated that they had the same beauty and splendour, the same glamour and grandeur 
as the palace of king Janak”.]        

 
„U⁄UÁ· ø‹ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ªÎ„U •Ê∞ – ¬ÈÁŸ ¬Á⁄UøÊ⁄U∑§ ’ÙÁ‹ ¬ΔUÊ∞H 5H 
⁄Uø„ÈU Á’ÁøòÊ Á’ÃÊŸ ’ŸÊß¸ – Á‚⁄U œÁ⁄U ’øŸ ø‹ ‚øÈ ¬Êß¸H 6H 

 
haraṣi calē nija nija gṛha ā'ē. puni paricāraka bōli paṭhā'ē. 5. 
racahu bicitra bitāna banā'ī. sira dhari bacana calē sacu pā'ī. 6. 
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The leading citizens (such as chiefs of families, businesses, traders, noblemen, grandees, 
knights and councillors) were very happy and glad to hear this instruction, and all of them 
cheerfully went away from there and arrived at their homes (to carry out the wishes of the 
king).  

The king then summoned his royal attendants and senior members of his royal 
staff. (5) 

He instructed them—‘Erect a wonderful pavilion which should be uniquely 
decorated.’ [Though not specifically mentioned, the pavilion probably would be the one 
where the marriage ritual was to be performed. It may also mean that the king ordered his 
craftsmen to erect a number of beautiful pavilions around the city at many important 
places to act as shelters or resting place for guests who would like to visit the city for the 
purpose of sight-seeing could relax and take rest.] 

All of them (i.e. the royal employees and personal staff of the king) gladly 
accepted the king’s words, literally keeping the king’s instructions on their heads as a 
gesture of obeying them without any question or doubt, and they cheerfully proceeded 
forthwith to accomplish the task assigned to them. (6) 

[Note—Refer also to note appended to verse nos. 3-4 herein above. 
 So we see that the king summoned the senior citizens as well as his personal staff 
members who were also state employees. The first group was to take care of the 
decorations at the micro level, and the second group was to take care of the preparations 
at the macro level. Whereas the citizens were asked to decorate their own homes and 
neighbours, the royal employees were instructed to start working on public projects by 
making suitable arrangements and inviting expert craftsmen. The wise king knew very 
well how to organize things on a massive scale while ensuring the willing participation of 
all involved. 
 A good servant is one who cheerfully obeys his master’s commands—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 301. This is 
exemplified here in both the cases of the citizens as well as the state employees because 
all of them were glad when they heard the instructions of their king to go and decorate 
the city glamorously.]   

 
¬ΔU∞ ’ÙÁ‹ ªÈŸË ÁÃã„U ŸÊŸÊ – ¡ Á’ÃÊŸ Á’Áœ ∑È§‚‹ ‚È¡ÊŸÊH 7H 
Á’ÁœÁ„U ’¢ÁŒ ÁÃã„U ∑§Ëã„U •⁄¢U÷Ê – Á’⁄Uø ∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§ŒÁ‹ ∑§ π¢÷ÊH 8H 

 
paṭha'ē bōli gunī tinha nānā. jē bitāna bidhi kusala sujānā. 7. 
bidhihi bandi tinha kīnha arambhā. biracē kanaka kadali kē khambhā. 8. 
 
Now, the royal staff members summoned many skilled artisans and craftsmen who were 
experts in erecting beautiful pavilions and canopies of different forms and sorts, with 
varying sizes and designs. (7) 

All of them first sought the blessings of the Creator (“bidhihi bandi”) (so that the 
work is accomplished perfectly without a hitch), and then got on with their assigned jobs 
in right earnest. The pillars and supports they made for the pavilions and canopies were 
of gold and designed like plantain trees. (8) 

[Note—These artisans were experts in their respective fields. Some would build the 
pillars, some the gates, some the arches, some the platforms and seats, some would 
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design the canopy and the parasol, some would take care of the central part where the 
sacred fire would be lit, and there was an army of such skilled craftsmen who would take 
care of many other finer details of the different features of the pavilion that was to be 
erected. 
 So we see that there was a clearly marked hierarchical set up in the kingdom. The 
king ordered the senior members of his royal staff, and they passed on the instructions to 
the artisans, the workers and the labourers.]     

 
Îô0. „UÁ⁄UÃ ◊ÁŸã„U ∑§ ¬òÊ »§‹ ¬ŒÈ◊⁄UÊª ∑§ »Í§‹– 

⁄UøŸÊ ŒÁπ Á’ÁøòÊ •ÁÃ ◊ŸÈ Á’⁄¢UÁø ∑§⁄U ÷Í‹H 287H 
 
dōhā.  

harita maninha kē patra phala padumarāga kē phūla. 
racanā dēkhi bicitra ati manu biran̄ci kara bhūla. 287. 
 
Green gems (i.e. the emerald) was used to craft leaves and fruits out of them, and the red 
gem (i.e. the ruby) was used to shape blooming flowers from them. [That is, these gems 
were carefully chiseled and given the shape of leaves, fruits and flowers that would be 
used to decorate the various parts of the pavilion, such as its pillars which were designed 
like the stem of the plantain tree.] 

The craftsmanship was so wonderful and the creation was so fabulous that even 
the Creator (who has created such a beautiful world with so much diversity and 
wonderful sights) was awed when he saw them. His mind was bewildered at this magical 
sight which he couldn’t imagine to be true, and thus he thought that his mind was making 
a mistake by wrongly interpreting the sight. [That is, the pavilion was so magically 
beautiful that the Creator himself was deluded. He thought that he was seeing a mirage 
because his mind could not imagine or visualize of such a wonderful creation.] (Doha no. 
287) 

[Note—The Creator had been very proud of his craftsmanship. He had hitherto thought 
that no one can ever create anything more wondrous than what he had created in the form 
of this majestic world. The design of this pavilion was beyond his conception or 
imagination. He had never dreamt of anything of such a magnificent beauty. So he was 
stunned at its sight. He rubbed his eyes in amazement and thought that he was 
hallucinating because the pavilion was beautiful beyond his imagination.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ’ŸÈ „UÁ⁄UÃ ◊ÁŸ◊ÿ ‚’ ∑§Ëã„ – ‚⁄U‹ ‚¬⁄U’ ¬⁄U®„U Ÿ®„U øËã„UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bēnu harita manimaya saba kīnhē. sarala saparaba parahiṁ nahiṁ cīnhē. 1. 
 
Emerald, the green gem, was used to craft all the bamboo sticks out of them, complete 
with its straight part and its knots. These artificial bamboo sticks made of emerald were 
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so natural in their appearance that it was impossible to distinguish them from the real 
ones. (1) 

[Note—The roof of the marriage pavilion is traditionally made of green and fresh 
bamboos. For this particular pavilion however, emeralds were used, but the craftsmanship 
was so fine that it was impossible to say whether the finished product was made of gems 
or real bamboo stems.]  

 
∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§Á‹Ã •Á„U’Á‹ ’ŸÊß¸ – ‹Áπ Ÿ®„U ¬⁄Uß ‚¬⁄UŸ ‚È„UÊß¸H 2H 

 
kanaka kalita ahibēli banā'ī. lakhi nahiṁ para'i saparana suhā'ī. 2. 
 
Creepers of the Piper-betel (that were twined around the pillars and the thin rafters) were 
made from gold, complete with their leaves, and fashioned so expertly and perfect in 
shape and design that they did not appear to be artificial (i.e. they appeared to be natural 
creepers of a golden colour). (2) 

[Note—The Piper-betel is regarded as very auspicious in Indian households, and the leaf 
of this creeper is used in all religious occasions when offerings are made to different gods 
and goddesses. The leaves are also used as mouth freshners, and chewed along with 
fillings of areca-nut slivers or scrappings, condiments such as cardamom and clove, and 
garnished with a dash of thin paste consisting of calcium and catechu. 
 The pavilion’s pillars and other straight components were decorated with long 
threads of gold which were designed like creepers of the Piper-betel. The leaves of this 
creeper were also made from gold plates.]      

 
ÃÁ„U ∑§ ⁄UÁø ¬Áø ’¢œ ’ŸÊ∞ – Á’ø Á’ø ◊È∑È§ÃÊ ŒÊ◊ ‚È„UÊ∞H 3H 

 
tēhi kē raci paci bandha banā'ē. bica bica mukutā dāma suhā'ē. 3. 
 
These creepers were intricately interwined to make fine ropes (or cords which were used 
as strings to tie together and hold in position the various components of the pavilion). 
Here and there, precious pearls were either tucked (inserted) in these ropes (to look like 
dew or rain drops), or hung in clusters or as strings from them (resembling either garlands 
or pendants made of gold). (3) 

[Note—The pearls added beauty to the golden creepers and made a wonderful contrast 
because the gold is yellow in colour while the pearl is white. Individual pieces of the 
pearl that were tucked here and there on the golden creepers gave the impression of dew 
or water drops clinging to these creepers. The strings of pearls were also used as garlands 
hung from the pillars and rafters. Some of the pearls that were hung in the form of a free-
hanging string gave the impression of a decorative hanging or a pendant which swayed in 
breeze.]  

 
◊ÊÁŸ∑§ ◊⁄U∑§Ã ∑È§Á‹‚ Á¬⁄UÙ¡Ê – øËÁ⁄U ∑§ÙÁ⁄U ¬Áø ⁄Uø ‚⁄UÙ¡ÊH 4H 

 
mānika marakata kulisa pirōjā. cīri kōri paci racē sarōjā. 4. 
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Gems such as rubies, emeralds, diamonds and turquoises were cut, scooped, carved and 
inlayed to fashion beautiful lotus flowers with open petals from them. (4) 

[Note—Large pieces of these gems were used to make lotus flowers. All religious 
ceremonies are deemed to be incomplete without this flower. Like the betel leaves, the 
lotus flowers too are necessary in all religious ceremonies.] 

 
Á∑§∞ ÷Î¢ª ’„ÈU⁄¢Uª Á’„¢UªÊ – ªÈ¢¡®„U ∑Í§¡®„U ¬flŸ ¬˝‚¢ªÊH 5H 

 
ki'ē bhṛṅga bahuraṅga bihaṅgā. gun̄jahiṁ kūjahiṁ pavana prasaṅgā. 5. 
 
[To complete the ambience created by the bamboo stalks, the lotus flowers and the 
creepers, it was necessary to make the following additions—] Black-bees and various 
kinds of birds of colourful feathers were also made. They buzzed and whistled when they 
were rustled by the breeze blowing past them. (5) 

[Note—The ‘black-bee’ is associated with the lotus flower because this insect hovers 
around the flower in search of nectar as soon as it opens. The birds chirp and hop around 
trees and creepers, in search of fruits and insects to feed themselves. Without these 
creatures the picture would have been incomplete.  
 Though it is not mentioned here what gem or precious stone was used to craft the bee 
or the bird, but one can fairly easily guess that every precious thing that was used to make 
pillars, rafters, sticks, flowers, fruits and creepers was also used to fashion birds and bees 
out of it.]   

 
‚È⁄U ¬˝ÁÃ◊Ê π¢÷Ÿ ªÁ…∏U ∑§Ê…∏UË¥ – ◊¢ª‹ º˝Cÿ Á‹∞° ‚’ ΔUÊ…∏UË¥H 6H 

 
sura pratimā khambhana gaḍhi kāṛhīṁ. maṅgala drabya li'ēm ̐ saba ṭhāṛhīṁ. 6. 
 
Images of gods were sculpted on the pillars. These images depicted all the gods in a 
standing posture with auspicious things in their hands. (6) 

[Note—What were the ‘auspicious things’ these images held in their hands? An 
indicative list of things that are regarded as ‘auspicious and providers of good omen’ is 
given in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precedes Doha no. 
346. They are the following—turmeric, blades of Durba grass, curd, ordinary leaves 
(especially mango leaves), flowers of different kinds, betel leaves, areca-nuts, auspicious 
edible roots, unthrashed rice, sprouts of barley, gorochan (a yellow pigment), puffed 
paddy, and buds of the basil plant. 
 In other words, these images of gods had many such things in their hands to mark 
auspiciousness of the occasion. 
 It is to be noted that the images depicted the gods in a ‘standing posture’ as a sign of 
showing respect to Lord Ram who was an incarnate Supreme Being, and all other guests 
who had come to attend the divine union of the Lord with his Shakti known as Sita.] 

 
øı∑¥§ ÷Ê°ÁÃ •Ÿ∑§ ¬È⁄UÊßZ – ®‚œÈ⁄U ◊ÁŸ◊ÿ ‚„U¡ ‚È„UÊßZH 7H 

 
caukēṁ bhām ̐ti anēka purā'īṁ. sindhura manimaya sahaja suhā'īṁ. 7. 
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Decorative squares and geometric designs based on religious themes (i.e. patterned on 
various ‘Yantras’ or geometrical designs as prescribed for different rituals) were drawn 
on the ground (which were either painted on the floor, or made by making lines on the 
ground by pouring a thin layer of powder of different colours or even flours of different 
cereals and pulses that were mixed with various colours).  

They were beautifully designed and decorated with ‘elephant pearls (sindhura 
mani)1’. (7) 

[Note—A special class of wild elephants are said to exude a white sap from the skin of 
their heads. It is very rare, and when solidified each drop of this sap appears in the shape 
of natural pearl. It is known as ‘Gaja-Mukta’, or “the pearl of the elephant; pearl 
produced by the elephant”. 
 The ‘squares’ and other geometrical patterns were designed like worship ‘Yantras’ 
that are ancient worship instruments used in occult forms of religious practices to invoke 
the divine powers of gods and goddesses who stand for the cosmic energy that is sought 
to be harnessed.]  

 
Îô0. ‚ı⁄U÷ ¬ÀÀÊfl ‚È÷ª ‚ÈÁΔU Á∑§∞ ŸË‹◊ÁŸ ∑§ÙÁ⁄U– 

„U◊ ’ı⁄U ◊⁄U∑§Ã ÉÊflÁ⁄U ‹‚Ã ¬Ê≈U◊ÿ «UÙÁ⁄UH 288H 
 
dōhā.  

saurabha pallava subhaga suṭhi ki'ē nīlamani kōri. 
hēma baura marakata ghavari lasata pāṭamaya ḍōri. 288. 
 
Leaves of the mango plant were made by cutting the edges of sapphire and engraving the 
design of leaves on them, while its small flowers were made from gold, and bunches of 
its fruits (the mango) were crafted from emerald. These fruits were made to hang with the 
help of short strings made of silk. (Doha no. 288) 

[Note—“Saurabha” = mango. “Neelmani” = the blue gem; the sapphire. “Hema” = gold. 
“Markat” = emerald. “Dhavari” = cluster of flowers. “Paat” = silk; “Paatmaya” = silken. 
 This Doha describes the way the mango fruits, leaves and flowers were designed. 
These were added to the other items that were used to decorate the pavilion.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ⁄Uø L§Áø⁄U ’⁄U ’¢ŒÁŸflÊ⁄U – ◊Ÿ„È°U ◊ŸÙ÷fl° »¢§Œ ‚°flÊ⁄UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

racē rucira bara bandanivārē. manahum̐ manōbhavam̐ phanda sam ̐vārē. 1. 
 
The artisans made fascinating festoons that were hung on all entrance and exit points 
such as the doorways, the gateways and the archways. These hangings were so charming 
and intricately woven that they appeared to be like snares put up by Kamdeo (cupid) (to 
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captivate the mind and the heart of all the guests who would attend the marriage 
ceremony of Lord Ram and Sita). (1) 

[Note—In the foregoing verses, from Doha no. 287—to Doha no. 288, we have read 
about the special features of the pavilion where the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita was to 
be solemnised with respect to its design and the materials used to make it. Now in these 
verses we shall read about the external features of this pavilion. The present verse no. 1 
deals with the entrance and exit points of the huge pavilion itself as well as the arena in 
general.  

Remember: It was the venue of the marriage of a ‘princess’, and therefore the 
construction was done on a grand and extensive scale. The venue had many entrance and 
exit points, and each was extensively decorated. The metaphor of the Kamdeo is 
commonly cited in Indian scriptures and other literature to stress on the beauty and charm 
of the object referred to. Kamdeo is the god of beauty and physical charm, and hence 
wherever and whenever he is invoked, the intent is to show that the thing in question has 
remarkable beauty and charm.  

In this context, refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 346 that also invokes Kamdeo with respect to the aupicious pitchers 
filled with scented liquid as if Kamdeo had squeezed the virtue of auspiciousness to 
extract its essence and then filled these pitchers with it. 

The entrance points of the venue had to be especially attractive because they were 
like the face of the main venue. They would hint to the guest what was to be expected 
inside. These gateways, archways and doorways had to be so wonderful that the guest 
would feel warmly welcomed even before he entered the main venue.  

It is just like the case of a ‘beautiful and attractive face’ of the body; when one meets 
someone it is the face which he sees and appreciates first before anything else. If the face 
is ugly and gloomy, the rest of the interaction becomes unattractive and lacking in charm. 
The beautiful interior is often marred by an ugly or unsuitable exterior. For instance, we 
remember a person with a lovely face more favouritely than a person with an ugly face. 
The same thing applies here: all efforts were made to deck-up the exterior of the pavilion 
as well as the arena in general so that the immense efforts invested in the construction of 
the magnificent pavilion itself do not go to waste, so that the visitor carries with him a 
permanently sweet memory of what he has seen and witnessed.]       

 
◊¢ª‹ ∑§‹‚ •Ÿ∑§ ’ŸÊ∞ – äfl¡ ¬ÃÊ∑§ ¬≈U ø◊⁄U ‚È„UÊ∞H 2H 

 
maṅgala kalasa anēka banā'ē. dhvaja patāka paṭa camara suhā'ē. 2. 
 
Many auspicious vessels (“Kalas”) were crafted and put up1. Similarly, beautiful flags, 
banners, curtains and whisks were also made and hung up at appropriate places (for the 
purpose of decoration and to give the whole arena an image of a huge grand palace). (2) 

[Note—1The “Kalases” are pitchers and other vessels that are ordinarily made of clay, but 
those who can afford them they can also be made from precious metals such as gold and 
silver, or of lesser valuable materials such as copper, brass etc. On auspicious occasions 
they are placed at strategic points such as all entrances and exits of a place where a 
religious ceremony is to be held. They are painted colourfully and decorated with leaves, 
fruits etc.  

The previous verse no. 1 deals with the entrance points, and so now this present verse 
no. 2 elaborates on it to tell us more about how these entrances were decorated: there 
were auspicious pitchers placed on either side of the entrances which were wonderful 
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decorated with flags, banners, curtains and whisks that were put up on them to give them 
the appearance of the gates and doors of a royal palace. 

Besides being placed at the entrance and exit points, these auspicious vessels are 
placed on the ceremonial ‘squares’ that are painted or made from coloured powder on the 
ground as mentioned in Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 288 above. 

In this context, refer to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that 
precede Doha no. 296 which tell us how the citizens of Ayodhya decorated their 
households when the good news of Lord Ram’s marriage reached the city. Here also we 
shall read that the decoration made by them had all the components mentioned in the 
present verse: there were flags, banners, curtains, whisks, golden pitchers, festoons and 
nets made from gems and precious stones of many kinds. Then there were garlands and 
hangings made from blades of fresh green grass.    

 
ŒË¬ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ◊ÁŸ◊ÿ ŸÊŸÊ – ¡Êß Ÿ ’⁄UÁŸ Á’ÁøòÊ Á’ÃÊŸÊH 3H 

 
dīpa manōhara manimaya nānā. jā'i na barani bicitra bitānā. 3. 
 
Many kinds of oil-lamps made from gems of different varieties were so beautiful to look 
at that they virtually stole the mind and the heart of the onlooker (i.e. these lamps held the 
attention of the viewer so much so that he was captivated by their fabulous beauty).  

In this way, the extensive pavilion was erected in such a magnificent way that it 
looked most wonderful and awe-inspiring, and it defied description. (3) 

[Note—The lighted lamps are placed at different locations of such a pavilion. Some are 
placed on leaves that cover the mouth of the ceremonial vessels like the ones described in 
the previous verse no. 2, some are placed at the sides of the gate itself, others along the 
walls and steps leading upto the platform, and still others at nooks and corners of the 
pavilion to give the whole place a glittering and romantic look.  
 The lighted lamps are also used for formal worship rituals, and are placed on and 
around the altar, at the foot of the image of the deity to be worshipped, and etc.]  

 
¡®„U ◊¢«U¬ ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸ ’ÒŒ„UË – ‚Ù ’⁄UŸÒ •Á‚ ◊ÁÃ ∑§Á’ ∑§„UËH 4H 

 
jēhiṁ maṇḍapa dulahini baidēhī. sō baranai asi mati kabi kēhī. 4. 
 
Say, which poet has the expertise and acumen, literary as well as poetic, sufficient 
enough to describe the grandeur, opulence and elegance of the pavilion in which 
“Vaidehi” (the daughter of king Videha, another name of king Janak) was to be present as 
a bride. (4) 

[Note—This verse answers the question ‘which pavilion was especially decorated by the 
expert artisans of Janakpur?’ Does it mean that no other pavilions were erected? No; 
certainly many other pavilions were erected all over the city, such as along main city 
thoroughfares and around public parks and squares for the purpose of giving a place to 
rest for the visitors and guests who would like to roam around the city. But the focus of 
attention was the pavilion where the marriage was to be held.  
 The use of the word “Vaidehi” for Sita is very significant here. It is used to remove 
any misgivings about who Sita actually was, because marriages are worldly events that 
unite one mortal human being to another mortal human being. One must not be misled by 
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this story of Sita marrying Lord Ram to get an impression that an ordinary princess is 
being married to a prince. Because if this misconception creeps in then the very purpose 
of narrating this event would lose its element of divinity and holiness, and it would be 
reduced to the narration of the marriage of king’s daughter by one of the royal bards! It is 
not to be allowed to be so.  

Remember: Both Sita and Lord Ram are not ordinary human beings who have a gross 
body that will become old and die one day. They are not ordinary human princess and 
prince who are marrying each other. These two are divine Beings—Sita being goddess 
Laxmi and Sri Ram being Lord Vishnu—who have willingly assumed the form of human 
beings for some great work of the gods that was pending to be done. In other words, they 
are the ‘disembodied supreme Self’, an image that has no physical aspect other than a 
mere reflective form of the original—as clearly meant by the word “Vaidehi” which 
means ‘one without a physical gross body’.]     

 
ŒÍ‹„ÈU ⁄UÊ◊È M§¬ ªÈŸ ‚Êª⁄U – ‚Ù Á’ÃÊŸÈ ÁÃ„È°U ‹Ù∑§ ©U¡Êª⁄UH 5H 

 
dūlahu rāmu rūpa guna sāgara. sō bitānu tihum ̐ lōka ujāgara. 5. 
 
The canopy under which Lord Ram—who is an ocean1 of all Gunas (auspicious virtues) 
and Roop (beauty)2—will appear as a groom, is definitely the one that shines3 (occupies a 
privileged and special place) in the entire world consisting of three dimensions4. (5)  

[Note—1The word “ocean” is a figure of speech to mean that the Lord’s goodness and his 
virtues are countless and immeasurable just like the vastness of the ocean.  

2Good and auspicious virtues give glory and fame to the one who possesses them. 
They are a person’s adornment just like the beautiful clothes and ornaments he wears. 
The good qualities and exemplary characters that a person possesses give his personality 
an intrinsic beauty and enduring charm that are more meaningful than merely possessing 
artificial good-looking paraphernalia that are pleasant for the eyes but hollow from the 
inside as well as transient. 
 So, here it is meant that Lord Ram’s beauty (“Roop”) is not merely limited to his 
lovely physical appearances but goes deep down to mean the inherent good nature and 
excellent qualities that he possesses. His beauty is not skin-deep, but it is as ‘deep as the 
ocean’, because it is represented by the wonderful qualities and characters that the Lord 
possesses in a natural way.   

3This canopy is distinct from all other such canopies. It has a unique place or 
distinction of its own; it stands out; it occupies a place of pride; it has an outstanding 
glory of its own.  
 Now, the use of the word “canopy” and then describing it as being “unique” is very 
significant here. It subtly refers the cosmic form of Lord Ram because he indeed is the 
Supreme Being in a manifested form. From the cosmic perspective of this world, the 
‘sky’ is the canopy! So, when the Lord of the world stands below a canopy it implies that 
it symbolises the ‘sky’ that covers the whole world.  
 In this context one must refer to the previous verse no. 4 where Sita is addressed as 
“Vaidehi”. The two verses, nos. 4 and 5, together intend to convey the message that the 
reader must not treat this marriage as between to human beings, but as a divine event that 
would bring together two unique cosmic forces of Nature—one is ‘Brahm’, the Supreme 
Being represented by Lord Ram, and the other is ‘Shakti’, the cosmic forces of Nature.  

4The three worlds referred to here are the heaven, the earth and the nether world. It 
may also mean the past world, the present world and the future world. 
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 In other words, the canopy under which Lord Ram would stand as a groom was so 
magnificent that its like had never been erected before, would never be erected in future, 
and has never been erected in the present time also.] 

 
¡Ÿ∑§ ÷flŸ ∑Ò§ ‚Ù÷Ê ¡Ò‚Ë – ªÎ„U ªÎ„U ¬˝ÁÃ ¬È⁄U ŒÁπ• ÃÒ‚ËH 6H 

 
janaka bhavana kai sōbhā jaisī. gṛha gṛha prati pura dēkhi'a taisī. 6. 
 
The beauty and splendour that was seen at the royal palace of Janak was also replicated in 
all the homes of the city. [In other words, each individual household of the city was 
decorated in the best possible way as each householder regarded himself as a part of the 
grand celebration of Sita’s marriage. Hence, each household and building of the city was 
so decorated that they had the same beauty and splendour, the same glamour and 
grandeur as the palace of king Janak.] (6) 

[Note—Earlier, in Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 287, we have already read 
that Janak had called the senior citizens and requested them to decorate their individual 
homes and neighbourhoods. This present verse is an extension of it. 
 So, while the army of royal artisans and craftsmen engaged themselves to erect the 
marriage pavilion and other public pavilions, the citizens got down to the task of cleaning 
and beautifying their individual homes as well as their neighbourhoods. 

It was a sort of community effort, and the result was that the entire city looked spick 
and span, glittering in every corner and appearing like heaven on earth.]   

 
¡®„U Ã⁄U„ÈUÁÃ ÃÁ„U ‚◊ÿ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UË – ÃÁ„U ‹ÉÊÈ ‹ª®„U ÷ÈflŸ Œ‚ øÊ⁄UËH 7H 

 
jēhiṁ tērahuti tēhi samaya nihārī. tēhi laghu lagahiṁ bhuvana dasa cārī. 7. 
 
Anyone who happened to look at ‘Tirhooti’ (the city of Janakpur) at that time found it so 
magnficent and glamorous that all the fourteen Bhuvans (i.e. the 14 mythological worlds; 
or the fourteen levels of the existing world)1 appeared to fade away in glory and look 
humble when compared to it (Janakpur). (7) 

[Note—Refer to a note appended to Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
261 above which lists the names of the fourteen Bhuvans referred to here. 
 A pertinent question arises here: who has seen these ‘fourteen Bhuvans’ that he 
would be able to compare them with Janakpur and find that the latter is more beautiful 
than any or all of them? Of course it is not possible for humans to do so. Then who were 
they who did the comparison?  
 The answer is this: Lord Ram’s marriage was witnessed by all the gods, including the 
chief amongst the gods, such as Brahma the creator, Shiva the concluder, and Indra who 
is the king of gods. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 289 herein below; as well as (ii) Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede 
Doha no. 314.]   

 
¡Ù ‚¢¬ŒÊ ŸËø ªÎ„U ‚Ù„UÊ – ‚Ù Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ‚È⁄UŸÊÿ∑§ ◊Ù„UÊH 8H 
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jō sampadā nīca gṛha sōhā. sō bilōki suranāyaka mōhā. 8. 
 
The prosperity and wealth that even the humblest of householder possessed in the city of 
Janakpur amazed the king of gods (Indra). [That is, Indra had not expected that such 
uniform distribution of prosperity and wealth would be witnessed on earth. He was also 
astonished at the immensity of wealth in Janakpur as it surpassed even the wealth of his 
heavenly kingdom.] (8) 

[Note—How this unique achievement was made possible is explained by Lord Shiva in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 314 along with Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
follow it by advising the stunned gods, including the creator Brahma who was dazed at 
the fabulous beauty he saw in Janakpur and began to doubt whether the city was his 
creation, by telling them to realise that—“It is the place where the supreme Lord Vishnu 
in the form of Lord Ram is present along with his divine consort Laxmi in the form of 
Sita, so how can it lack anything? The Lord is the one who grants all wishes by merely 
taking his holy name, whose name is an eternal treasury of auspiciousness and well-
being, and it can bestow the four legendary fruits obtained by doing meritorious deeds to 
the person who repeats this holy name.” The four fruits are ‘Artha’ = wealth and 
prosperity; ‘Kaam’ = fulfilment of desires; ‘Dharma’ = honour as an upholder of laws 
and doer of duties in an ethical manner; and ‘Moksha’ = spiritual liberation and 
deliverance. 
 Goddess Laxmi is the patron goddess of material wealth. This being the case, there is 
no wonder that there was extensive opulence and prosperity in Janakpur because Laxmi 
is present here in the form of Sita. Refer: Doha no. 289 herein below. 
 The beauty of the city of Janakpur has been described earlier also in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 212—to Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 214.]    

 
Îô0. ’‚ß Ÿª⁄U ¡®„U ‹Á‘¿U ∑§Á⁄U ∑§¬≈U ŸÊÁ⁄U ’⁄U ’·È– 

ÃÁ„U ¬È⁄U ∑Ò§ ‚Ù÷Ê ∑§„UÃ ‚∑È§ø®„U ‚Ê⁄UŒ ‚·ÈH 289H 
 
dōhā.  

basa'i nagara jēhiṁ lacchi kari kapaṭa nāri bara bēṣu. 
tēhi pura kai sōbhā kahata sakucahiṁ sārada sēṣu. 289. 
 
The magnificence, the grandeur, the opulence and the splendour of a city where goddess 
Laxmi (the patron goddess of material wealth and prosperity; the divine consort of Lord 
Vishnu) herself lived in an illusionary form as a woman (i.e. as Sita, the daughter of 
Janak) was so great that even Sharda (goddess Saraswati who is the patron goddess of 
speech and learning) and the Sesha (the thousand-tongued celestial serpent) failed to 
describe it, they were reluctant to attempt to describe it (because they knew they won’t be 
able to do it). (Doha no. 289) 

[Note—As noted above in the note appended to previous verses, this Doha explains why 
the city looked so wonderful that there was no comparison between it and the rest of the 
world.] 
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¿õ0. ¬„È°Uø ŒÍÃ ⁄UÊ◊ ¬È⁄U ¬ÊflŸ – „U⁄U· Ÿª⁄U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ‚È„UÊflŸH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

pahum̐cē dūta rāma pura pāvana. haraṣē nagara bilōki suhāvana. 1. 
 
The messengers1 (of king Janak) reached the auspicious (“pāvana”; holy and sacred) city 
of Lord Ram (i.e. Ayodhya). They were thrilled to behold the beautiful and pleasant city2. 
(1) 

[Note—1Refer also to (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/102;  
2and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 

296 also. 

Now we pick up the narration that was paused in Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 287 herein above. Janak had sent his messengers to Ayodhya on the instructions 
of sage Vishwamitra. Both the cities of Janakpur as well as Ayodhya were wonderful to 
look at. We have already read about the pleasantness of the city of Janakpur and its 
suburbs in Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 212—to Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 214. Though not specifically mentioned here but we can 
comfortably assume that the city of Ayodhya as well as its suburbs were equally pleasant 
and wonderful to look at. This present verse no. 1 hints at it. 
 One important point is to be noted here. Ayodhya has been called “Rampur”, the 
‘city of Ram’. This is done purposely to sum-up its glory—i.e. it is a city where the 
supreme Lord Vishnu has decided to come down to earth and live in the human form as 
Lord Ram. This being the case, there is no need for further elaboration on the city’s 
grandeur and beauty. Any intelligent person can arrive at a logical conclusion of the 
city’s magnificence based on common-sense when he reads about the beauty and 
grandeur of Janakpur where the divine consort of Lord Vihnu, i.e. goddess Laxmi, lives 
in the form of Sita. If the city of Sita (Janakpur) is grand, then obviously and naturally the 
city of her divine spouse, Lord Vishnu as Sri Ram, must at least be equal to the former if 
not more so. 
 Another important point to note is this: When the city was referred to as the “city of 
Lord Ram”, i.e. ‘Rampur’, in the first half of the verse, it was described as being 
‘auspicious, holy and sacred’—i.e. as “Paawan”. But in the second half when it is merely 
referred to as a ‘city’ or “Nagar”, it is described as being pleasant and wonderful to look 
at. Well, the subtle idea is that a place where the Lord God lived was equivalent to a 
pilgrim place, a holy site. The arrival of the messengers here is equivalent to a person 
arriving at any holy site where one goes for pilgrimage. In other words, the messengers 
were very lucky to have gone on a pilgrimage to the holy city of Ayodhya.  
 Once inside the city, like any other normal pilgrim, they looked at its sights, its 
temples and other buildings, its parks, gardens, market places and streets as they were 
making their way to the palace of king Dasrath. Hence, this view of the city in general is 
being described in a normal way—as consisting of pleasant sights. 
1It ought to be noted here that ‘more then one person was sent as messenger’, though of 
course there was a chief amongst them. This fact is clearly mentioned in Valmiki’s 
Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 67, verse no. 27. 
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They were sent on the instructions of sage Vishwamitra as well as on the advice of 
Satanand, the royal priest of Janakpur—refer: Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 68, 
verse no. 13.]        

 
÷Í¬ mÊ⁄U ÁÃã„U π’Á⁄U ¡ŸÊß¸ – Œ‚⁄UÕ ŸÎ¬ ‚ÈÁŸ Á‹∞ ’Ù‹Êß¸H 2H 

 
bhūpa dvāra tinha khabari janā'ī. dasaratha nṛpa suni li'ē bōlā'ī. 2. 
 
When the messenger reached the gates of the palace of king Dasrath, he sent in a message 
for the king, who called him as soon as he heard of his arrival. (2) 

[Note—King Dasrath was like an Emperor; many kings had to wait for their turn to meet 
him. There must have been a hierarchical setup in the palace as well as the royal court, 
and those senior to others were given quicker audience with the king. This is clear in the 
following verses of Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand: (i) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 2 that says “the kings were anxious to be in the favour of Dasrath, and 
they performed their respective duties keeping in mind that Dasrath is pleased and 
approves of their actions”; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 25 that says 
“the kings of this world sought the goodwill and lived at the pleasure of king Dasrath on 
the strength of whose arms even the king of gods (Indra) lived without any hindrance to 
his authority”.  

These arriving messengers must have seen a number of important persons waiting at 
the gates for their turn to meet king Dasrath. So they informed the guards that they have 
come with a special message from sage Vishwamitra, and it concerns Lord Ram and 
Laxman. This message was to be delivered to the king immediately. This gave them a 
‘green flag’ and a preferential treatment at the hands of the guards who rushed inside the 
royal palace to inform the king of their arrival.  
 So, as soon as the king heard the news that messengers have arrived with the news of 
the two princes, and they carry a message from sage Vishwamitra, he immediately 
ordered that they be ushered in.]  

 
∑§Á⁄U ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ÁÃã„ U ¬ÊÃË ŒËã„UË – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊„UË¬ •Ê¬È ©UÁΔU ‹Ëã„UËH 3H 

 
kari pranāmu tinha pātī dīnhī. mudita mahīpa āpu uṭhi līnhī. 3. 
 
The messengers bowed before the king and gave him the letter with due respect. The king 
was exhilarated and he himself got up and took it with his own hands. (3) 
[Note—Usually any message or letter was given to the king through his attendants. But in 
this case, the king stood up himself to receive it. He was very anxious to learn about his 
two sons who had gone away with sage Vishwamitra for quite some time now. This was 
the first time any news about them has arrived. So naturally as a father the king was 
extremely eager to read it.  
 Another reason for Dasrath getting up himself to receive the letter was that it had 
a message from the revered sage Vishwamitra. Now do we see why king Janak had been 
reluctant to send messengers to Ayodhya before sage Vishwamitra specifically instructed 
him to do so? Janak was aware that kings have to wait for their turn to meet Dasrath, as 
the latter was an Emperor. So he feared that if he sent the messenger in an ordinary 
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routine way like a king’s letter-bearer, then perhaps he will have to wait in a queue for 
getting a chance to present himself before king Dasrath. But if he bore a message from 
sage Vishwamitra, then he will get prompt response. 
 The king was exhilarated upon receiving the letter because it was the first time, 
after a long gap, that any news has come about his beloved two sons, Ram and Laxman, 
and that even through sage Vishwamitra. In this context, the following verses are very 
explicit: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 291; and 
(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 101.]  

 
’ÊÁ⁄U Á’‹ÙøŸ ’Ê°øÃ ¬ÊÃË – ¬È‹∑§ ªÊÃ •Êß¸ ÷Á⁄U ¿UÊÃËH 4H 

 
bāri bilōcana bām ̐cata pātī. pulaka gāta ā'ī bhari chātī. 4. 
 
As he (Dasrath) read the letter, tears (of joy and affection) gushed out of his eyes. His 
body was filled with thrill, and so was his heart that was overwhelmed. (4) 

[Note—Dasrath was so overwhelmed with emotions that his throat was virtually chocked 
as tears flowed from his eyes, a current of thrill shot through his entire body, and his 
heart literally skipped a beat. He perhaps read some lines and stopped for a while to 
recover himself. This will be clear in verse nos. 5-6 herein below where it is said that: 
“He was virtually dumbed upon remembering Lord Ram and Laxman so much so that 
and could not read the letter long enough to learn any good or bad it contained. However, 
he regained his composure and once again read it with patience”, after having recovered 
from the emotional ecstasy that accompanied his initial euphoria.]  

 
⁄UÊ◊È ‹πŸÈ ©U⁄U ∑§⁄U ’⁄U øËΔUË – ⁄UÁ„U ª∞ ∑§„UÃ Ÿ πÊ≈UË ◊ËΔUËH 5H 

 
rāmu lakhanu ura kara bara cīṭhī. rahi ga'ē kahata na khāṭī mīṭhī. 5. 
 
With the image (memory) of Lord Ram and Laxman in his heart and the letter in his 
hand, the king stood dumbfounded so much so that he could not utter anything and say 
whether there was good news or bad one in it (i.e. in the letter). (5) 

[Note—The king was an extremely busy person, and he had no time to brood about his 
two sons who had been away from him for quite some time now. So when he saw the 
letter, the pleasant and fond memories of Lord Ram and Laxman flooded his heart and 
mind and virtually drowned him in a surge of emotion. He chocked; tears gushed out of 
his eyes; his body was thrilled. He stood like a statue for some time. He could not even 
tell anything to the royal court that had its ears standing erect to hear what that letter 
contained, so overwhelmed he was.  

Those moments must have been certainly very anxious for all those attending the 
court at that time when they saw tears rushing out of the king’s eyes. His ministers and 
other courtiers must have kept their fingers crossed, hoping for good news as they 
watched their king in a stunned state! 

To underline the dramatic effect of the letter and to emphasise the uncertainty and 
anxiety of the moment, this verse says that the king “could not utter anything, whether it 
was good news or bad news”.]    
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¬ÈÁŸ œÁ⁄U œË⁄U ¬ÁòÊ∑§Ê ’Ê°øË – „U⁄U·Ë ‚÷Ê ’ÊÃ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚Ê°øËH 6H 
 
puni dhari dhīra patrikā bām ̐cī. haraṣī sabhā bāta suni sām̐cī. 6. 
 
However, recollecting himself and regaining his composure, the king read the letter again 
patiently. [This time he read it fully and aloud so that everyone could hear its contents.]1 

The royal court was exhilarated and overjoyed upon hearing the correct news (and 
truthful information about the two princes, news that was trustworthy, news that 
conveyed Lord Ram’s great achievement of breaking the formidable bow which not only 
established his name and glory in the whole world but also entitled him to marry Sita, the 
most beautiful girl of her time)2. (6) 

Note—1As we have read in the foregoing verses, Dasrath could not read the letter 
initially as he was overwhelmed with surging waves of emotions. Soon however, he 
regained his composure and read the letter aloud. How do we know that he “read it 
aloud?” Well, this is evident because it is said that the “court heard it and everyone felt 
joyous”. 
 We shall soon see that Dasrath had read this letter “twice”—once it now, and then 
once again when Bharat asked him about its contents. Refer: Doha no. 290 herein below. 
 2It is to be noted that it is said in the second part of this verse that “everyone in the 
assembly was overjoyed to hear the ‘truthful’ news”. The emphasise is on “hearing of 
truthful news” (bāta suni sām̐cī). This is because the letter had come with the signature 
of sage Vishwamitra, and it therefore had true, ‘trustworthy and genuine’ news about 
Lord Ram and Laxman, that the invitation to come to Janakpur was genuine, and that 
there was no trap in it.  

In ancient times, it was quite common to trap a king’s army in an ambush by first 
inviting him to attend some sort of ceremony and then laying out a trap for him mid-way. 
Against this backdrop, the use of the word “true news” assumes significance as it implies 
that the court of king Dasrath was reassured that the news was ‘genuine’ and 
‘trustworthy’, and not some kind of foul play to cheat the king. 

In this context, refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 291 
herein below. ]     

 
π‹Ã ⁄U„U Ã„UÊ° ‚ÈÁœ ¬Êß¸ – •Ê∞ ÷⁄UÃÈ ‚Á„UÃ Á„UÃ ÷Êß¸H 7H 
¬Í¿UÃ •ÁÃ ‚Ÿ„°U ‚∑È§øÊß¸ – ÃÊÃ ∑§„UÊ° Ã¥ ¬ÊÃË •Êß¸H 8H 

 
khēlata rahē tahām ̐ sudhi pā'ī. ā'ē bharatu sahita hita bhā'ī. 7. 
pūchata ati sanēham̐ sakucā'ī. tāta kahām ̐ tēṁ pātī ā'ī. 8. 
 
When this news reached the place where Bharat was playing with his friends and brother 
Shatrughan, he (Bharat) immediately came (to his father, king Dasrath) along with his 
playmates and brother. (7) 

He (Bharat) hesitantly asked the king most affectionately—‘Dear father, please 
tell me from where has the letter come?’ (8) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/102, stanza no. 1 also. 
Bharat’s question clearly indicates that he had only heard that some good news has 

come, but wasn’t aware of either its contents or from where it has come.   
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 Bharat was “hesitant” because he was not sure if he was observing royal protocol by 
bursting excitedly into the royal court with his playmates and directly asking the king 
about the contents of the letter and from where it had come. It was alright that Bharat was 
the son of king Dasrath and therefore a prince, but still he was expected to observe the 
rules of protocol when in the court. He could not be as informal with his father in an open 
court that was a formal place bearing the authority of state as he was with him inside the 
royal palace which was his home. But Bharat was so excited that he could not wait for 
formal permission from the king to ask questions or speak with him.  
 Besides this, the king had not summoned Bharat in this case; Bharat had heard the 
news from someone and had come on his own accord. May be the letter had to do with 
official matters of the kingdom and if that is the case then Bharat had no right to ask such 
questions as he did. 
 Even if everything else is neglected, we read here that Bharat was accompanied by 
his “playmates” when he came to king Dasrath’s court. Now, a royal court is certainly not 
a play-ground or palace courtyard where the prince can collect his friends and playmates 
around him. Certain basic level of court decorum and royal dignity had to be maintained, 
and a crowd of excited children in a court is certainly not acceptable. 
 These are some of the plausible reasons why Bharat was “hesitant” in asking his 
father about the letter that the messengers had brought. 
 Bharat asked “affectionately” because the letter contained news about Lord Ram and 
Laxman whom not only Bharat but also his brother Shatrughan as well as all other friends 
loved very much. So all of them were excited to know more about their best friends and 
brothers, i.e. about Lord Ram and Laxman.]    
 

Îô0. ∑È§‚‹ ¬˝ÊŸÁ¬˝ÿ ’¢œÈ ŒÙ©U •„U®„U ∑§„U„ÈU ∑§®„U Œ‚– 
‚ÈÁŸ ‚Ÿ„U ‚ÊŸ ’øŸ ’ÊøË ’„ÈUÁ⁄U Ÿ⁄U‚H 290H 

 
dōhā.  

kusala prānapriya bandhu dō'u ahahiṁ kahahu kēhiṁ dēsa. 
suni sanēha sānē bacana bācī bahuri narēsa. 290. 
 
Bharat asked his father king Dasrath—‘Are my brothers, who are very dear to my heart, 
happy and doing well? Say, where are they at present, and in which country?’  

 When the Emperor (“narēsa”) heard these honestly affectionate words, he read 
aloud the letter once again (so that Bharat and the others could hear it once again for 
clarifications). (Doha no. 290) 

[Note—The word “narēsa” here endorses the view that Dasrath was an Emperor as 
expressed earlier in our discussion of how easily the messengers of Janak had been 
ushered in to meet Dasrath whereas other kings had to wait in a queue. 
 Now, this was the third time the letter was read by Dasrath. On the first occasion he 
was so overwhelmed that he couldn’t read it fully, and on the other occasion he did read 
it fully but Bharat was not present—refer: Chaupai line nos. 4 and 6 herein above 
respectively.  
 The king decided to read the letter fully once again because he realized that Bharat 
won’t be satisfied unless he hears the contents fully. Besides this, the king wanted to train 
his sons on the way such invitations should be written, because such occasions do not 
come frequently. 
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 Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/102 also.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ‚ÈÁŸ ¬ÊÃË ¬È‹∑§ ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊ – •Áœ∑§ ‚Ÿ„ÈU ‚◊ÊÃ Ÿ ªÊÃÊH 1H 

¬˝ËÁÃ ¬ÈŸËÃ ÷⁄UÃ ∑Ò§ ŒπË – ‚∑§‹ ‚÷Ê° ‚ÈπÈ ‹„U©U Á’‚·ËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

suni pātī pulakē dō'u bhrātā. adhika sanēhu samāta na gātā. 1. 
prīti punīta bharata kai dēkhī. sakala sabhām ̐ sukhu lahē'u bisēṣī. 2. 
 
Upon hearing the letter the two brothers were overjoyed, and were so excited with 
happiness that it seemed their bodies were unable to contain their emotions of happiness, 
thrill and excitement. (1) 

Seeing the undiluted and sincere affection of Bharat (for Lord Ram and 
Laxman)1, the whole court was extremely delighted2. (2) 

[Note—1Bharat shared a special bond of love and affection with Lord Ram, and the Lord 
reciprocated it in full measure. Both the brothers acknowledged each other’s love on 
every occasion in the epic story of Ram Charit Manas as we shall see below. 

For instance, let us see the following verses of Ayodhya Kand:--  
(i) In Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 169 of Ayodhya Kand, mother Kaushalya 
tells Bharat that “Ram is dearer to you than your own Pran (life), and likewise you are 
dearer to Ram than his own self”.  
(ii) In Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 205 of Ayodhya Kand, the holy rivers 
at Triveni (i.e. river Ganges, Yamuna and Saraswati) had together praised Bharat’s 
devotion and love for Lord Ram in an unequivocal term by assuring him that no one is 
more dear to Lord Ram than Bharat is.  
(iii) A little later, even sage Bharadwaj has declared in an un-ambiguous language that 
Bharat has a special place in the heart of Lord Ram and the Lord loves him more than 
anyone else—refer: Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
208—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 210.  
(iv) Even the creator Brahma had acknowledged the bond of undiluted and robust love 
and affection that Lord Ram and Bharat shared with each other when he had advised the 
gods—who wanted to prevent Bharat from pursuading Lord Ram to return to Ahodhya 
because then the demons won’t be eliminated—to leave everything to Bharat and never 
attempt any dirty tricks with him, because while on the one hand Lord Ram will never 
defy Bharat’s wishes, Bharat too will never do anything that goes against the wishes of 
the Lord. This observations are ratified in the following verses of Ayodhya Kand:—(a) 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 259; (b) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 266; (c) from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 265—to Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 266; (d) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 266; and (e) 
Doha no. 269 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8. 
(v) In Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 289 of Ayodhya Kand, king Janak has 
affirmed that the mutual love that Lord Ram and Bharat shared for each other was so 
immense and honest that neither can one describe it nor it can be ever be subjected to 
doubts. 
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(vi) Not only this, the glory and purity of love as well as devotion that Bharat had were so 
immense and deep that even Lord Ram was unable to fathom them—this was stated by 
king Janak in Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 289.  
(vii) When we read this magnificent story we find that Bharat has himself acknowledged 
Lord Ram’s great love and affection for him when he tells the Lord at Chitrakoot that 
when they were young the Lord used to voluntarily lose a game so that Bharat could win 
it—refer: Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 260.     
(viii) Earlier in the story, when Bharat learnt that Lord Ram, Laxman and Sita had gone 
to the forest and his mother had been instrumental in this most unfortunate development 
because she wanted to make him (Bharat) the king of Ayodhya instead of Lord Ram, 
Bharat had not only rebuked and insulted his mother sternly, and refused to accept the 
crown at any cost, but had also considered himself as a great sinner because his beloved 
brother had to go to the forest due to him, and had told the full court that his best welfare 
lied in serving Lord Ram and in nothing else whatsoever—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand—(a) Doha no. 160; (b) from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
161—to Doha no. 162; (c) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 167—to 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 169; and (d) from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 177—to Doha no. 183. 
 2This idea that the assembly was delighted to observe that there was a strong bond of 
love and affection between Bharat and Lord Ram is reflected twice again in the story—(i) 
once when Bharat had declared his decision not to accept the crown of Ayodhya that 
rightfully belonged to Lord Ram, and therefore he would go to the forest to bring the 
Lord back (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 183—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 185), and (ii) the 
second time when Bharat had accepted Lord Ram’s instructions to wait patiently till the 
time of the Lord’s exile is over (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 306—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
307).  
 Even the gods as well as the sages and holy men approved of this mutual acceptance 
of each others will by the two brothers—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 269—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 270.]    

 
Ã’ ŸÎ¬ ŒÍÃ ÁŸ∑§≈ U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄U – ◊œÈ⁄U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ’øŸ ©UøÊ⁄UH 3H 

 
taba nṛpa dūta nikaṭa baiṭhārē. madhura manōhara bacana ucārē. 3. 
 
Then the king called the messengers and made them sit cordially near (i.e. close to) him1. 
He then spoke to them with a pleasant voice, using sweet friendly words2. (3) 

[Note—1The messengers were till now standing at a distance from the king’s throne 
while he read the letter and when Bharat had come in to learn what the news was. Since 
the news was exceptionally good and welcome, the messengers now got a special 
treatment, were accorded a treatment reserved for dignitaries and special guests as they 
were called near the king and made to sit close to him so that he can talk with them 
privately and on a one-to-one basis.  
 When one is very pleased with someone he calls the latter close and talks with him 
pleasantly. When Hanuman had come back from Lanka with the good news that Sita has 
been found, Lord Ram too had sat him close to him and had talked with him 
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affectionately—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 33.  
 Further on in the story we read that Lord Ram had summoned Angad, one of the 
chief commanders of Lord Ram’s army consisting of monkeys and bears that had 
attacked Lanka, and made him sit close to him to ask Angad about the news he has 
brought of the city when he had been sent by the Lord as an emissary to try to make truce 
with Ravana, the demon king. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 38. 
 Earlier in the story we have already read that when Lord Ram and Laxman arrived at 
the place where king Janak had gone to meet sage Vishwamitra at the time of the latter’s 
arrival at Janakpur, the sage had made the two brothers sit close to him—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 215. 
 The idea is that when one wishes to show special treatment to someone, or when he 
wants to discuss something confidentially, the other person is invited to come and sit 
close.  

2The king was pleased to hear the good news, and that is why he spoke very politely 
and pleasantly with the messengers. The situation hypothetically would have been 
radically different if the messengers had brought some bad news—then the king’s tone 
would have been stern and scathing. 

In the next verse we shall read that the king addresses them with the friendly term 
“Brother”.]   

 
÷ÒÿÊ ∑§„U„ÈU ∑È§‚‹ ŒÙ©U ’Ê⁄U – ÃÈï„U ŸË∑¥§ ÁŸ¡ ŸÿŸ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UH 4H 
SÿÊ◊‹ ªı⁄U œ⁄¥U œŸÈ ÷ÊÕÊ – ’ÿ Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÊÕÊH 5H 
¬Á„UøÊŸ„ÈU ÃÈï„U ∑§„U„ÈU ‚È÷Ê™§ – ¬˝◊ Á’’‚ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ∑§„U ⁄UÊ™§H 6H 

 
bhaiyā kahahu kusala dō'u bārē. tumha nīkēṁ nija nayana nihārē. 4. 
syāmala gaura dharēṁ dhanu bhāthā. baya kisōra kausika muni sāthā. 5. 
pahicānahu tumha kahahu subhā'ū. prēma bibasa puni puni kaha rā'ū. 6. 
 
The king said—‘Brother(s)1, tell me about the well-being of the two children. Have you 
seen them personally and close enough to know about their welfare*?  

[*This  half of the verse can be also read as follows—“You are so fortunate that 
you have been able to see them from close.”] (4) 

[The king then identifies the two brothers so that the messengers can understand 
about whom the king was talking.] They have a dark and fair complexion respectively, 
and hold a bow and arrow each. They are young in age, and are in the company of 
Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra). (5) 

If you recognize them then please tell me about their nature and behaviour.’ 
The king was so overwhelmed with love and affection (for his two sons) that he 

repeatedly asked the messengers this question2. [That is, the king asked them to tell him 
more about Lord Ram and Laxman. The king was not contented and felt that he still 
didn’t have enough of the good news about his two sons, so he prodded the messengers to 
say more each time they stopped speaking.] (6) 

[Note—1It is to be noted that king Dasrath has addressed the messengers with an 
affectionate term “Brother”. This fits in well with his calling them close and making them 
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sit near him like they were very close to him, or were well-known to him, or were his 
friends.  
 This also shows the good nature of king Dasrath—that inspite of him being an 
Emperor he had no ego in him and he did not feel ill-at-ease in giving others their due 
respect. After all, the messengers were employees of king Janak and not royal members 
of his family. But Dasrath gave them the same respect he would have given some royal 
guest.   

2Now the question arises—why did Dasrath repeatedly ask about the welfare of the 
two brothers? The answer is that Lord Ram and Laxman had gone with sage Vishwamitra 
to fight ferocious demons, and this was a matter of grave concern for Dasrath. Though he 
could not defy sage Vishwamitra’s request and the advice given by his own royal priest 
Vasistha, but internally he was very apprehensive while sending the two brothers away to 
the forest to face demons. This is abundantly clear in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 207—to Doha no. 208. 
 There was no news of the two brothers ever since they had gone away with sage 
Vishwamitra. This fact has been expressly mentioned in the next verse no. 7 that follows 
herein below, as well as in Tulsidas’ another classic book known as “Geetawali” in its 
Baal Kand, verse no. 101. This was the first time the people of Ayodhya had heard of the 
welfare of the two brothers.  
 The ladies of the royal household at Ayodhya had regretted the king’s decision to 
send the two young inexperienced princes with sage Vishwamitra to fight with demons. 
The queen mothers and others were extremely worried about the welfare of Lord Ram 
and Laxman. This is clearly brought out in ‘Geetawali’, Baal Kand, verse nos. 99—101.    

Therefore in this context, the king felt as if his two beloved sons have been re-born 
when the messengers told him that they were hale and hearty. Like any loving father who 
hasn’t heard about his sons who had gone away for a long time, Dasrath wanted to hear 
this pleasant news again and again because it was like music for his ears. 

There was another reason for the king to ‘repeatedly ask the messengers about the 
welfare of Lord Ram and Laxman’. For this, please read note of verse no. 8 herein 
below.]  

   
¡Ê ÁŒŸ Ã¥ ◊ÈÁŸ ª∞ ‹flÊß¸ – Ã’ Ã¥ •Ê¡È ‚Ê°Áø ‚ÈÁœ ¬Êß¸H 7H 
∑§„U„ÈU Á’Œ„U ∑§flŸ Á’Áœ ¡ÊŸ – ‚ÈÁŸ Á¬˝ÿ ’øŸ ŒÍÃ ◊È‚È∑§ÊŸH 8H 

 
jā dina tēṁ muni ga'ē lavā'ī. taba tēṁ āju sām̐ci sudhi pā'ī. 7. 
kahahu bidēha kavana bidhi jānē. suni priya bacana dūta musukānē. 8. 
 
Ever since the day the sage (Vishwamitra) had taken them away, this is the first time that 
I have got an authentic news about them (and their well-being)1. (7) 

Tell me, how did king Janak come to know about them (Lord Ram and 
Laxman)?2’ 

Hearing these pleasant words of Dasrath, the messengers smiled.3 [What they 
replied is narrated in the following Doha no. 291 and the verses that follow it.] (8) 

[Note—1Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 290 above. As has 
been observed in a note appended thereto, the news was deemed to be ‘true, trustworthy, 
authentic and correct’ because it bore the signature of sage Vishwamitra. We have read 
earlier that it was he who had instructed Janak to send the messengers—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 287. 
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 In the present verse no. 7, Dasrath acknowledges the authenticity and trustworthiness 
of this letter. 
 In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/99—1/101 we read that mothers Kaushalya 
and Sumitra were very worried about the welfare of Lord Ram and Laxman because ever 
since sage Vishwamitra took them away with him there was no news of the two brothers. 
It was at this juncture that the messengers arrived from Janakpur with the letter of king 
Janak. When Bharat heard the good news he rushed to inform his mother Sumitra—refer 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/101, stanza no. 4.  

2Refer to note of verse no. 6 herein above. It should be noted here that the letter had 
come from the king of Janakpur, whereas the two brothers had gone with sage 
Vishwamitra to his forest hermitage to protect his fire sacrifice. Under normal 
circumstances the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, were supposed to come back, 
escorted by one of the sage’s disciples, after having completed the assigned task of 
eliminating the demons who were tormenting the sages. Sage Vishwamitra had not 
mentioned about taking them anywhere else.  

So king Dasrath was amazed at the invitation from king Janak saying that Lord Ram 
is to marry his daughter Sita. It was not expected by him and beyond his imagination. 
That is why the king asked the messengers repeatedly about the news because he could 
not believe his ears, and then he wanted to cross-examine facts by seeing that the 
messengers’ information is consistent when they are made to repeat it again and again. 

3Why did the messengers “smile”? Well, the messengers were smart and clever. They 
could gauge the wonderment in Dasrath’s mind. They were amazed that such a big king 
would become so dazed with the news that he would find it necessary to tell the 
messengers about the physical characteristics of the two princes as if they needed 
identification—refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 291 above.  

After all, the very purpose of the messengers coming to Dasrath was related to the 
two brothers, and this being the case it was absolutely unnecessary to ask them if they 
had recognized Lord Ram and Laxman as Dasrath had indeed done in Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 291 above.  

So, this is why the messengers “smiled”. They were astonished that such a mighty 
king as Dasrath would act like an ordinary man of low intellect.]    

 
Îô0. ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ◊„UË¬ÁÃ ◊È∑È§≈U ◊ÁŸ ÃÈï„U ‚◊ œãÿ Ÿ ∑§Ù©U– 

⁄UÊ◊È ‹πŸÈ Á¡ã„U ∑§ ÃŸÿ Á’Sfl Á’÷Í·Ÿ ŒÙ©UH 291H 
 
dōhā.  

sunahu mahīpati mukuṭa mani tumha sama dhan'ya na kō'u. 
rāmu lakhanu jinha kē tanaya bisva bibhūṣana dō'u. 291. 
 
The messengers said—‘Listen oh great king! You are like a crown-jewel in the 
community of kings. [That is, you are not only an ordinary king and simply an emperor 
but you are a like a ‘gem’ of the community of kings and emperors. You are indeed a 
great Emperor.]  

[Now, the messengers give the reason why Dasrath was so special a king.] There 
is no one more fortunate and privileged than you in this world because Lord Ram and 
Laxman—who are like two magnificent adornments of the entire world—are your sons. 
(Doha no. 291) 
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[Note—King Dasrath is great because he has two wonderful sons, Lord Ram and 
Laxman. These two boys give glory to this world: the world has many glorious sons and 
fantastic heroes, but if all of them are to be compared to a king’s crown then Lord Ram 
and Laxman are like the two crown-jewels. Their presence in the world makes the world 
worth living in. Just like even a beautiful woman shorn of her ornaments would look dull 
and unattractive, the two brothers adorn the world and shine in it like the sun and the 
moon do in the sky.  
 In other words, Lord Ram and Laxman are one of their own kind, having no one to 
match them.  
 This statement of the messengers is an answer to Dasrath’s query in Chaupai line no. 
6 that precedes Doha no. 291 where the king has asked: “do tell me about their nature and 
behviour”.  
 Dasrath is honoured and feted for his great good fortune that he has Lord Ram and 
Laxman as his two sons elsewhere also in Ram Charit Manas. Refer: (i) Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 294 where the king is praised by his learned 
Guru, sage Vasistha, precisely for this reason; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 173 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-7 where once again sage Vasistha repeats the same 
idea when he lauds king Dasrath after his death while trying to persuade Bharat to accept 
the crown of Ayodhya.  
 Dasrath’s immensity of love and devotion for Lord Ram, the incarnate Supreme 
Being, had been so intense, so profound that it compelled the Lord who is the Supreme 
Father of this entire creation, who has a cosmic presence that is transcendental and 
beyond the grossness of the physical world to assume the form of a human being and 
become Dasrath’s son. In this context, refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, from 
Doha no. 149—to Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precedes Doha no. 150; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 4; and (iii) Ayodhya Kand, the 1st line of Doha 
no. 209.  
 So definitely Dasrath was not an ordinary king or emperor: it is not easy and almost 
impossible to have the Lord of the world to come and become one’s son. Hence, certainly 
king Dasrath was praiseworthy.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ¬Í¿UŸ ¡ÙªÈ Ÿ ÃŸÿ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U – ¬ÈL§·®‚ÉÊ ÁÃ„ÈU ¬È⁄U ©UÁ¡•Ê⁄UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

pūchana jōgu na tanaya tumhārē. puruṣasiṅgha tihu pura uji'ārē. 1. 
 
The messengers replied—‘No enquiry is needed about your (king Dasrath’s two) sons, 
for their glory and goodness are so excellent and profound that they don’t need someone 
to highlight them as they make their presence self-evident. [In other words, no 
introduction is needed about the two brothers even as no introduction is needed for the 
sun as it rises in the sky at dawn.] 

In fact, they occupy a unique position in the human race as if they were lions in the 
whole of humankind (puruṣasiṅgha), and they are so celebrated that their glory virtually 
illuminates and shines in the whole of the three worlds (consisting of the heaven, the 
earth and the nether world). (1) 
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[Note—This introductory praise of Lord Ram and Laxman by the messengers is in 
response to king Dasrath’s outlining the physical characteristics of the two brothers, that 
one of them is dark complexioned and the other is of a fair complexion, and that they 
hold a bow and an arrow each in their hands (refer: Chaupai line no. 4-6 that precede 
Doha no. 291), to help the messengers understand about whom the king is asking.  

So they reply that there is no need to identify the the two brothers just as one does not 
need to be told who is a lion in a large group of animals because the lion stands out apart 
from the rest of them by the virtue of its majesty, its bearing and its authority as the 
mighty and unquestioned king of the jungle. Similarly, one need not be told about the sun 
in the sky because its presence is self-evident, because its light illuminates the whole 
world like no other celestial body. 

There were thousands of kings and princes in the royal arena where the bow-breaking 
ceremony was held. But Lord Ram and Laxman were the cynosure of all eyes. Here, their 
physical well-built and muscular body as well as their general demeanours and bearing 
are compared to the lion. Just like the lion which is fearless and is not cowed down by 
any other animal, Lord Ram and Laxman were bold and fearless so much so that the 
renowned sage Parashuram, who is famous for his anger and ability to subdue even the 
mightiest of opponents, had to finally bow before them. Besides this feat, Lord Ram had 
so easily broken the bow of Lord Shiva that it appeared to me made of clay, and this feat 
was especially significant because thousands of kings could not muster enougth 
combined strength to as much as move the same bow by an inch.  

Lord Ram and Laxman have been compared to a ‘lion’ elsewhere also in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand—e.g. (i) Sorth/Doha no. 208 Kha; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 234. 
 When the bow broke with a thunderous roar that was heard in all corners of the 
world, it literally declared to the entire living world consisting of the heaven, the earth 
and the nether world, in an unambiguous term, the stupendous glory of Lord Ram. The 
glory of the Lord was thus established by this single event in even the remotest corners of 
the world. This is clear in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 and its 
following Chanda line nos. 1-4 that precede Sortha/Doha no. 261; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 
4-7 that precede Doha no. 262.  

It is just like the case of the sun rising at a specific spot with a limited area in the 
eastern horizon but spreading its illumination throughout the world so much so that even 
the remotest corners of the earth till the western horizon are lighted by its rays.  

Comparing Lord Ram with the ‘sun’ as an illuminator of the world: refer also to Ram 
Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 31.] 

      
Á¡ã„U ∑§ ¡‚ ¬˝ÃÊ¬ ∑¥§ •Êª – ‚Á‚ ◊‹ËŸ ⁄UÁ’ ‚ËÃ‹ ‹ÊªH 2H 

 
jinha kē jasa pratāpa kēṁ āgē. sasi malīna rabi sītala lāgē. 2. 
 
The moon looks dim and the sun seems cold when compared the immensity, the 
stupendity, the vastness, the quality and the dimension of their (Lord Ram and Laxman) 
glory, majesty and renown. (2) 

[Note—The moon is the brightest object in the night sky, and the sun the brightest in the 
day sky. This is because there is no other object brighter than them in the sky at that time. 
But just as the moon would pale into insignificance if it remains in the sky after sunrise, 
as it often happens, and the heat of the sun would look inconsequential if one were to 
stand close to a raging fire during the day, the virtues, the glory and the majesty of Lord 
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Ram and Laxman were so great and profound that even the most majestic and powerful 
of kings and princes faded away when compared to them. 
 This observation of the messengers invoking the moon and the sun draws on the 
ideas reflected earlier during the actual bow-breaking ceremony.  

Citing the metaphor of the ‘moon’: The royal heralds had declared that the bow was 
like a ‘Rahu’ vis-à-vis the strength of the kings which was compared to the ‘moon’, 
because the kings would be unable to resist being humiliated at the hands of the bow just 
as the moon cannot resist being darkened by the Rahu during the lunar eclipse. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 250. 

Citing the metaphor of the ‘sun’: When sage Parashuram had arrived angrily in the 
assembly, he has been compared to the ‘sun’ vis-à-vis the exalted family of sage Bhrigu 
which is compared to the lotus flower which opens its petals as soon as the sun rises. In 
other words, Parashuram gives glory to the entire family descending from sage Bhrigu. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 268. 

The messengers chose these two heavenly bodies, the moon and the sun, because 
they shine in the heaven, and therefore are more exalted than any other illuminated object 
in the world. So the messengers imply that the two brothers, Laxman and Lord Ram, are 
not only like the moon and the sun respectively but even far better than them.] 

 

ÁÃã„U ∑§„°U ∑§Á„U• ŸÊÕ Á∑§Á◊ øËã„ – ŒÁπ• ⁄UÁ’ Á∑§ ŒË¬ ∑§⁄U ‹Ëã„UH 3H 
 
tinha kaham̐ kahi'a nātha kimi cīnhē. dēkhi'a rabi ki dīpa kara līnhē. 3. 
 
Oh lord (a respectful way of addressing king Dasrath)! For such outstanding princes who 
have no parallel in this world, you say “how we recognised them?”!  

Say, oh respected king, does one need a lamp to see the sun? [In other words, just 
like the sun does not need an introduction for its self, the two brothers, Lord Ram and 
Laxman need no introduction for themselves; their presence itself is a sufficient 
introduction for these two noble brothers.] (3) 

[Note—The messengers are responding to king Dasrath’s query in Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 291. 
 In verse no. 2 that precedes this present verse, the messengers have already compared 
Lord Ram and Laxman to the moon and the sun. Both these celestial bodies have their 
place of pride in the sky—i.e. the moon is the brightest object in the night sky, and the 
sun in the day sky. Millions of lamps lighted simultaneously would not be able to match 
the illumination of the sunlight.  
 Here in this verse the messengers want to stress that even as it is ridiculous and 
laughable for anyone to attempt to see the dazzling, splendorous sun with help of the light 
of the lamp, it is impossible for anyone not to acknowledge the presence of the two 
wonderful, matchless, grand and glorious sons of king Dasrath, i.e. Lord Ram and 
Laxman, anywhere in the world, let alone only in Janakpur.  

Just like the sun that makes its presence felt even without anyone specifically paying 
attention to it, for the sun’s presence in itself is responsible for vanishing of the darkness 
of the night and revival of worldly activity in its full zest and dynamism, Lord Ram and 
Laxman do need to tell others about themselves to make the world realise who they are, 
or acknowledge their majestic presence.  

Lord Ram and Laxman invite automatic attention and invoke natural reverence of all 
living beings. The aura of divinity and holiness, of graciousness and dignified presence 
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that effuses from both of them is as inspiring and as dynamic as the life-giving energy 
and warmth of the sun. Given this, what more introductions do they need? 

Now, the messengers would elaborate upon what they say in this verse in the 
following verses, from Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede Doha no. 292—to Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 293.] 

   
‚Ëÿ Sflÿ¢’⁄U ÷Í¬ •Ÿ∑§Ê – ‚Á◊≈U ‚È÷≈U ∞∑§ Ã¥ ∞∑§ÊH 4H 

 
sīya svayambara bhūpa anēkā. samiṭē subhaṭa ēka tēṁ ēkā. 4. 
 
On the occasion of the marriage ceremony known as a ‘Swayambar’ in which the would-
be groom of Sita was to be selected via the medium of an open competition1, countless 
strong warrior-princes had assembled, each one of them a champion in his own right and 
better (stronger, more powerful, well-built, handsome, dynamic, energetic, enthusiastic, 
youthful, having a grand personality, an aura of authority and majesty, and so on and so 
forth) than his competitor.  

[In other words, all those who participated in the Swayambar ceremony organised 
to select a groom for Sita, all the competitors or participants who had come, were great 
and majestic. All of them had great reputation and were renowned in their own right as 
famous kings and renowned warriors who were proud of their reputation and greatness as 
kings, princes and warriors.  It was therefore an assembly of the mightiest and the 
greatest of kings and princes and warriors of the time on earth.] (4) 

[Note—1The “Swayambar” was a system prevalent in ancient India wherein a groom was 
selected for the girl to be married. The word “Swayambar” literally means “self-selection 
of the would-be groom”. Now, this meant either “the would-be bride’s self-selection of 
her groom”, or “the candidate’s self-selection by meeting certain declared criterion to 
become the groom”.  

The process therefore had two primary variations: (i) In one option, the girl was 
allowed to choose a groom for herself by either walking down the row of invited 
candidates and putting a garland on the one she chose, or by any other means she 
preferred for such selection. (ii) In the other option, the parents of the girl declared a 
condition, and anyone who fulfilled this condition was selected as the groom.  

In the case of goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, the first process 
was followed. In the case of Sita, the second option was followed.  

Thus, in Sita’s case the condition set for her marriage was the breaking of the 
formidable bow of Lord Shiva which was kept since a long time in the family of kings 
belonging to the Nimi dynasty. 

Now, not only was Sita renowned for her magnificent beauty, but her family, i.e. king 
Janak’s kingdom, was also very well known, had a great reputation, and was established 
in the world as one of the great dynasties of the time. So naturally, when her father king 
Janak declared his intention to marry her and invited the great kings and princes of the 
time to participate in the competition known as Swayambar, all the kings who had 
marriageable sons, and even those wished to take in more then one queen, came to 
Janakpur to try their luck.  

The fact that there was a huge and unprecedented rush of competing kings and 
princes that ran into thousands of them vying with each other to marry Sita by meeting 
the condition of breaking of the bow is clearly mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251 which says that “ten thousand kings 
(and princes) tried together to lift the bow (when individuals and small groups failed to 
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move it a bit), but the bow did not move from its position”. This fact is reiterated in verse 
no. 5 below also.]  

 
‚¢÷È ‚⁄UÊ‚ŸÈ ∑§Ê„È°U Ÿ ≈UÊ⁄UÊ – „UÊ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ’Ë⁄U ’Á⁄U•Ê⁄UÊH 5H 

 
sambhu sarāsanu kāhum̐ na ṭārā. hārē sakala bīra bari'ārā. 5. 
 
But none of them was able to move Lord Shiva’s bow even for a fraction of an inch. All 
the mightiest and greatest of warriors, who had prided themselves for their strength, 
invincibility, power and valour, were defeated in this competition. (5) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 252. Here, king Janak has 
sternly chided all the thousands of competing kings and princes for their failure to move 
the bow. In the present verses, the messengers reiterate what their own king Janak had 
said earlier.] 

  

 ÃËÁŸ ‹Ù∑§ ◊„°U ¡ ÷≈U◊ÊŸË – ‚÷ ∑Ò§ ‚∑§ÁÃ ‚¢÷È œŸÈ ÷ÊŸËH 6H 
 
tīni lōka maham̐ jē bhaṭamānī. sabha kai sakati sambhu dhanu bhānī. 6. 
 
The might and self-respect of all those who were proud of their strength, power, 
invincibility and valour in the whole of the three worlds (i.e. who thought that there was 
no one more strong, powerful and valorous than them in the heaven, on the earth and in 
the nether world) were crushed (and reduced to dust) by the determined bow of Lord 
Shiva.  

[That is, the bow was determined to show these haughty and pretentious kings and 
princes their right place in the pecking order of great and noble warriors in the entire 
world, not only on earth but even in the heaven and the nether worlds included.] (6) 
 

‚∑§ß ©UΔUÊß ‚⁄UÊ‚È⁄U ◊M§ – ‚Ù©U Á„Uÿ° „UÊÁ⁄U ªÿ©U ∑§Á⁄U »§M§H 7H 
 
saka'i uṭhā'i sarāsura mērū. sō'u hiyam̐ hāri gaya'u kari phērū. 7. 
 
Even he (a reference to Banasur)1 who could easily lift the celestial mountain known as 
Mt. Meru, which is the abode of the king of gods (known as Indra), had lost heart and 
courage to even attempt to lift the bow. So, preferring to save his face by instead of being 
defeated openly by the bow, he circumambulated it (i.e. went round it in a circle)2 and 
went away, implying that he has accepted defeat. (7) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 250.  

2The bow belonged to Lord Shiva who was a deity universally worshipped by the 
entire demon race, including Banasur and Ravana, the king of Lanka as well as of the 
demon race. The process of going round anything in a circle is to show respect to it.  
In this particular case of Banasur, we can make two assumptions:-- 
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(i) One is that when he learnt that the bow belonged to Lord Shiva, he did not want to 
show his disrespect to it by attempting to break it. So he decided to pay homage to it by 
circumambulating it, and then going away.  
(ii) The second assumption is based on what the messengers said in this verse—that when 
Banasur learnt that the marriage was linked to the breaking of the bow of Shiva, he 
realized that it was beyond his means to do so. He thought to himself that if he made an 
attempt and failed then two negative things would happen simultaneously:—One, he will 
become a laughing stock in the community of demons as well as the rest of the world as 
his inability to break the bow would puncture his reputation of being an invincible and a 
mighty warrior who was so strong that he could lift even the mountain where the king of 
gods lives, i.e. Mt. Meru. And two, he would unnecessarily antagonize Lord Shiva by 
showing disrespect to the Lord’s bow inspite of knowing fully well that he won’t be able 
to move, lift and break it.  

Therefore, Banasur thought that no purpose would be served in making a joke of 
himself by making a futile attempt to break the bow.  
In an assembly of great warriors which was called ‘not to offer worship to the bow’ but to 
‘break it’, such an abject surrender by Banasur and his quietly going away was 
tantamount to accepting defeat.  

Now the question arises that there were other kings also in the assembly who had 
desisted from attempting to break the bow—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Sortha/Doha no. 245; (ii) From Sortha/Doha no. 245—
to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246. Does this mean that they too had 
accepted defeat? Well, the answer is found in the verses themselves: these kings had the 
vision of the Supreme Father and the Holy Mother of creation in the physical forms of 
Lord Ram and Sita respectively (refer: Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precedes Doha no. 246).  
Further, the same idea is reiterated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1, 
4-5 that precede Doha no. 242. 

Why was it so? The reason is given in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 241 that essentially says that “everyone looked at Lord Ram 
according to his liking, spiritual status, and mental setup”.  

In other words, the good and noble kings who had come just to oblige king Janak and 
honour his invitation—because refusal would mean a rebuke for Janak and a show of 
discourtesy to him besides being an undiplomatic gesture for them—but had no intention 
to participate in the competition of breaking the bow, did not feel defeated and humiliated 
at all. This is proved because they cheerfully preferred to remain seated and witness the 
full event like neutral observers. They had even tried to dissuade the greedy kings to 
refrain from trying to make a mockery of themselves by trying to break the bow because 
they won’t be able to do so—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
246.  

So we see the difference between Banasur and these kings—whereas Banasur had 
‘gone away’ from the assembly out of fear that Janak might invite him to come on stage 
and try his luck, these kings would have cheerfully told Janak that they had come as a 
friend and guest of the king, and not as competitors or suitors for his daughter! This 
therefore answers the question ‘whether these good kings too were defeated’? The answer 
is: ‘no’.]    

  
¡®„U ∑§ıÃÈ∑§ Á‚fl‚Ò‹È ©UΔUÊflÊ – ‚Ù©U ÃÁ„U ‚÷Ê° ¬⁄UÊ÷©U ¬ÊflÊH 8H 

 
jēhiṁ kautuka sivasailu uṭhāvā. sō'u tēhi sabhām ̐ parābha'u pāvā. 8. 
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Even he who had lifted the mountain of Lord Shiva (a reference to the demon king 
Ravana) had accepted defeat in that assembly (like Banasur had). (8) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 250. 
 Refer also to the note appended to verse no. 7 herein above.] 

 
Îô0. Ã„UÊ° ⁄UÊ◊ ⁄UÉÊÈ’¢‚ ◊ÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ• ◊„UÊ ◊Á„U¬Ê‹– 

÷¢¡©U øÊ¬ ¬˝ÿÊ‚ Á’ŸÈ Á¡Á◊ ª¡ ¬¢∑§¡ ŸÊ‹H 292H 
 
dōhā.  

tahām̐ rāma raghubansa mani suni'a mahā mahipāla. 
bhan̄jē'u cāpa prayāsa binu jimi gaja paṅkaja nāla. 292. 
 
Listen oh great king (“mahipāla”)! In that assembly (as mentioned in Chaupai line nos. 
4-8 above), Lord Ram, who is a jewel in the dynasty of king Raghu, had broken the bow 
without any effort just like an elephant breaks the soft stem of the lotus flower. (Doha no. 
292) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
255 that says a similar thing. In this reference, the citizens of Janakpur are praying to the 
gods etc. to make it possible that Lord Ram can break the bow as easily as if it was a soft 
stalk of the lotus flower.  
 An elephant obviously won’t have the slightest trouble in breaking the delicate and 
soft stem of the lotus flower when it is so mighty that it can uproot huge trees by the 
immense strength of its muscular body. Likewise, Lord Ram had no problems lifting and 
breaking the bow of Lord Shiva.] 
 

 
¿õ0.  ‚ÈÁŸ ‚⁄UÙ· ÷ÎªÈŸÊÿ∑È§ •Ê∞ – ’„ÈUÃ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ÁÃã„U •Ê°Áπ ŒπÊ∞H 1H 

ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ’‹È ÁŸ¡ œŸÈ ŒËã„UÊ – ∑§Á⁄U ’„ÈU Á’Ÿÿ ªflŸÈ ’Ÿ ∑§Ëã„UÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

suni sarōṣa bhṛgunāyaku ā'ē. bahuta bhām̐ti tinha ām̐khi dēkhā'ē. 1. 
dēkhi rāma balu nija dhanu dīnhā. kari bahu binaya gavanu bana kīnhā. 2. 
 
Hearing about the breaking of the bow (of Lord Shiva), the chief in the family of sage 
Bhrigu (i.e. sage Parashuram) came angrily to the venue to avenge the bow’s breaking. 
He was furious and tried his best to brow-beat and scare them off (i.e. Lord Ram and 
Laxman) into submission. (1) 

But by and by he (Parashuram) realised the innate strength, self-confidence, 
courage and invincibility of Lord Ram, and therefore he gave his own bow to the Lord, 
prayed to him in many ways (to ask for forgiveness), and finally retreated to the forest (to 
do penances). (2) 
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[Note—These two lines sum-up the entire episode related to sage Parashuram as narrated 
in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 268—
to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285.  
 Treating the version of the messengers as representative of the way the masses would 
remember the incident in future, we can safely say that only two points were important—
one, that a furious sage Parashuram had come to punish anyone who had dared to break 
Lord Shiva’s bow, and two, that he realised that the individual who broke the bow was 
not an ordinary person but someone with supreme powers inasmuch as it was not at all 
possible for a human being to play fools with the mighty bow of Lord Shiva who is 
known as a ‘Maha-deva’, a ‘Great God’.   
 This leads us to an interesting conclusion: If sage Parashuram could not harm either 
of the two brothers, then it was established beyond doubt that they were indeed 
‘invincible and unconquerable’ in this world. The might and strength of Parashuram was 
well-documented and well-known; he had spared none who ever dared to confront him. 
This was the first time in his carrer as a valiant and gallant warrior who had never 
understood the meaning of the words defeat or surrender that he not only had to submit 
himself unconditionally before his adversary but also had to ‘pray for forgiveness’. 
 What more was needed to announce the arrival of the Supreme Lord on earth as this 
entire episode unfolded before the watchful eyes of the entire community of great kings 
and princes who ruled the earth and lorded over it at that time. What better oppurtunity 
could ever be found to declare to the whole world about the arrival of a Supreme 
Authority and Power on earth? The incident of sage Parashuram was deftly devised by 
the wise Creator to make this solemn declaration to the world at one go—that the Lord 
has finally arrived in flesh and blood to helm the affairs of the mortal world as the latter’s 
Emperor and King, and therefore all the mischief mongers should be wary of their 
behaviour now as indiscipline and breaking of the laws of Nature would no longer be 
tolerated, and that a new era would emerge which would go down in history as “Ram 
Rajya” which would be a stellar example of ideal good governance, good behaviour, 
good virtues, good character, ethics, morality, righteousness, propriety, probity and so on 
and so forth—in brief, the practical observance of the grand principles of ‘Dharma’. This 
is described in detail in Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 20—to Doha no. 26.]        

 
⁄UÊ¡Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊È •ÃÈ‹’‹ ¡Ò‚¥ – Ã¡ ÁŸœÊŸ ‹πŸÈ ¬ÈÁŸ ÃÒ‚¥H 3H 
∑¢§¬®„U ÷Í¬ Á’‹Ù∑§Ã ¡Ê∑¥§ – Á¡Á◊ ª¡ „UÁ⁄U Á∑§‚Ù⁄U ∑§ ÃÊ∑¥§H 4H 

 
rājana rāmu atulabala jaisēṁ. tēja nidhāna lakhanu puni taisēṁ. 3. 
kampahiṁ bhūpa bilōkata jākēṁ. jimi gaja hari kisōra kē tākēṁ. 4. 
 
Oh King! Lord Ram has unparalleled dynamism, energy, strength, powers and valour, 
and Laxman too is a mine of equal glory and radiance. (3) 

Laxman’s glory, courage, strength, self-confidence and dynamism are of such 
stupendous proportions that all the kings tremble when he looks at them just like the case 
of an elephant getting frightened when a young lion looks at it angrily.1 (4)  

[Note—1This verse refers to two events: (i) The first was when all the frustrated kings 
who had failed to break the bow had stood up in revolt to capture Lord Ram and Laxman, 
grab Sita and fight Janak if he sides with the two brothers. At that time Laxman had 
looked at them with red angry eyes, prepared to face and punish them single-handedly 
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like a lion fearlessly attacks a herd of wild elephants and kills any one of them who dares 
to fight the lion. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 267.  

(ii) The other occasion was when king Janak had expressed his anguish and 
frustration by declaring that the earth seems to be devoid of real brave and strong 
warriors when none of the invited kings could as much as move the bow even a fraction 
of an inch let alone lifting it and breaking it. At that time also, Laxman had publicly used 
stern language to denounce king Janak and strongly objected to his uncalled-for 
observations that the earth was devoid of warriors when Lord Ram is personally present 
in the assembly and was not even given a chance to lift the bow. Normally this public 
display of disrespect for the host king was punishable by immediate imprisonment, but 
Janak did not have the courage to face Laxman, and so he humbly kept quiet. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 251—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 254.     

That is, even as a junior king gets frightened when the emperor or another more 
powerful contemporary king looks at him with annoyance, the entire assembly of kings 
could not muster strength to stand up against the angry tirade of Laxman. Even king 
Janak, who was the host king and elderly, did not dare to reprimand Laxman for his 
impertinence for saying angry words in front of the whole assembly attended by a huge 
gathering of great and mighty kings of the time. 

This metaphor of an elephant getting terrified at the sight of an angry lion looking at 
it—because the latter would surely kill the former if it decides to do so, notwithstanding 
the physical size and strength of the elephant—has also been used earlier in the same 
context as it is used in the present verse. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 
267.]  

 
Œfl ŒÁπ Ãfl ’Ê‹∑§ ŒÙ™§ – •’ Ÿ •Ê°Áπ Ã⁄U •ÊflÃ ∑§Ù™§H 5H 

 
dēva dēkhi tava bālaka dō'ū. aba na ām̐khi tara āvata kō'ū. 5. 
 
Oh Lord! Now that we have seen your two sons (Lord Ram and Laxman), no one catches 
our eyes (attention) any longer. 

[During our travels across the world as messengers of king Janak, we have had 
the opportunity to see, observe, meet and interact with countless kings and princes of 
varied denomination and stature, but now we can say with certainty that we have never 
seen anyone who will match your two sons, Lord Ram and his brother Laxman. These 
two brothers are one of their only kind, being unparalleled and peerless in the whole 
world.]’ (5) 

[Note—The messengers have already told the kings how incomparable the two brothers 
were in Doha no. 291 and Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that follow it. They have been called ‘the 
jewel of the world’, ‘a lion amongst men’, as well as ‘to the brilliant sun and the moon 
before which all other heavenly bodies fade into insignificance’. 
 The messengers had capped their observance by asking ‘if anyone would need a 
earthen lamp to search for the sun whose presence is self-evident?’]  

 
ŒÍÃ ’øŸ ⁄UøŸÊ Á¬˝ÿ ‹ÊªË – ¬̋◊ ¬˝ÃÊ¬ ’Ë⁄U ⁄U‚ ¬ÊªËH 6H 
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dūta bacana racanā priya lāgī. prēma pratāpa bīra rasa pāgī. 6. 
 
The words of praise and the way the messengers extolled the virtues of the two brothers 
by using metaphors and laudatory words for Lord Ram and Laxman) were liked very 
much by everyone present there.  

The messengers’ cheerful expressions and the eloquent words used by them to 
praise the two brothers, lauding their exemplary glory and honouring them for their 
matchless qualities, were both sincere as well as deeply soaked in emotions of love, 
affection, respect and honour for the two brothers. (6) 

[Note—In other words, the messengers were not falsely flattering Lord Ram and Laxman 
just to please king Dasrath and his court. What they said came straight from their hearts. 
They were honest to the core in their observation about the two brothers.] 

 
‚÷Ê ‚◊Ã ⁄UÊ©U •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ŒÍÃã„U ŒŸ ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U ‹ÊªH 7H 
∑§Á„U •ŸËÁÃ Ã ◊ÍŒ®„U ∑§ÊŸÊ – œ⁄U◊È Á’øÊÁ⁄U ‚’®„U ‚ÈπÈ ◊ÊŸÊH 8H 

 
sabhā samēta rā'u anurāgē. dūtanha dēna nichāvari lāgē. 7. 
kahi anīti tē mūdahiṁ kānā. dharamu bicāri sabahiṁ sukhu mānā. 8. 
 
The king (Dasrath), along with his entire court, was overwhelmed with gratitude for the 
messengers. All of them began showering lavish gifts upon the messengers to express 
their happiness and joy as well as to honour these guests who have brought in good news. 
(7) 

But the messengers, however, closed their ears1, protesting that it was improper 
for them to be so honoured and gifted because they had simply answered the query of the 
king in a dispassionate and honest manner. Hence, they do not deserve any special 
treatment or honour.  

When the messengers thus refused to accept the gifts and largesse, everyone liked 
their attitude because it was in line with the principles of Dharma2. (8) 

[Note—1When the gifts were being showered and praises being heaped on the 
messengers, their raised their hands in astonishment because they, being ordinary 
messengers sent by one king to another to convey a message, had not expected such great 
honour that is generally reserved for special royal guests of the kingdom. They had also 
not expected such effulgent outburst of emotional affections when even the king himself 
joined his court to honour the messengers. So they raised their hands to avoid accepting 
any gift. It’s like them exclaiming—“Oh my god! Please do not show such honour to us. 
We are not royals but ordinary messengers just carrying out our assigned duties. We told 
you the truth as we saw and witnessed it. It was not intended to gain honour or special 
treatment. We are overwhelmed with the warmth you are showing, but please refrain 
from honouring us because we are just doing our duties as messengers should.” 

The expression “closed their ears” is a gesture that means two things here—(i) One is 
that the messengers were so taken aback by the unexpectedly grand and warm treatment 
that was accorded to them that they raised their hands to their ears or heads in utter 
astonishment. (ii) The other reason is that perhaps the king and his courtiers were 
simultaneously praising these messengers with laudatory words of honour along with the 
showering of material gifts so much so that the messengers felt very embarrassed and 
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humbled. They expressed their surprise and gratitude by lifting their hands because 
messengers are not supposed to accept such honour.  

2This is also the reason why no one took offense at their refusal to accept these gifts 
because this refusal was in accordance with the standard practice of messengers not 
accepting any honour or gift from the person whom they meet to convey a message on 
behalf of their master. If the messengers had accepted any gift then it would indicate that 
they were either greedy or ill-paid because it is only in these situations that any person 
would accept material things from anyone inspite of it being improper to do so.]       

 
Îô0. Ã’ ©UÁΔU ÷Í¬ ’Á‚CÔU ∑§„È°U ŒËÁã„U ¬ÁòÊ∑§Ê ¡Êß– 

∑§ÕÊ ‚ÈŸÊß¸ ªÈ⁄UÁ„U ‚’ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ŒÍÃ ’Ù‹ÊßH 293H 
 
dōhā.  

taba uṭhi bhūpa basiṣṭa kahum ̐ dīnhi patrikā jā'i. 
kathā sunā'ī gurahi saba sādara dūta bōlā'i. 293. 
 
The king got up from his seat and went to his royal priest, sage Vasistha, and gave him 
the letter (that was sent by Janak and countersigned by sage Vishwamitra). 

He told his Guru (moral preceptor; royal priest Vasistha) the whole story (about 
the arrival of the messengers and the news they had brought about the two brothers).  

Then he summoned the messengers with due respect. (Doha no. 293) 
[Note—The “showing of respect to the messengers” means that the king treated them as 
royal guests instead of as servants of another king. These messengers were given the 
same respect and treatment that another royal guest would have been accorded. 
 It should be noted that the king has ‘given the letter’ to Vasistha instead of reading it 
aloud for him as he had done earlier on three occasions when he had read the letter aloud 
himself in his court. This is to show respect to his Guru, sage Vasistha. The Guru is 
learned and wise; he does not need anyone to explain to him the matter from a written 
text.  
 The king summed up the news in his own words and then called in the messengers so 
they can describe the details for the benefit of the Guru, besides answering any questions 
that the latter may ask.] 

 
 
¿õ0.  ‚ÈÁŸ ’Ù‹ ªÈ⁄U •ÁÃ ‚ÈπÈ ¬Êß¸ – ¬Èãÿ ¬ÈL§· ∑§„È°U ◊Á„U ‚Èπ ¿UÊß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

suni bōlē gura ati sukhu pā'ī. pun'ya puruṣa kahum ̐ mahi sukha chā'ī. 1. 
 
The Guru (sage Vasistha) was highly pleased on hearing the wonderful news. He told 
king Dasrath—‘For a virtuous man (like you, oh king) who has accumulated religious 
merit by his noble life as well as righteous deeds and actions, one who is committed to 
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upholding the laws of Dharma, the earth is rich with the boon of happiness, joy and 
pleasures; there is no shortage of this boon for such a man anywhere in this world. (1) 

[Note—The sage praises king Dasrath for being a “Punya Purush”. The word “Punya” 
means merit that is accrued when a person does something good and righteous. It is 
opposite to doing “Paap”, which in effect means committing sins and indulging in 
unethical and unlawful activities that go against the principles of good conduct as 
envisioned in the scriptures.  
 The very fact that the Supreme Being decided to become a son of Dasrath in the form 
of Lord Ram proves that he was not an ordinary soul, not an ordinary king, but one who 
had accumulated such a huge treasury of religious merit that the Lord could not refuse the 
king’s wish to have him as his son. So in effect, sage Vasistha was merely stating a fact, 
and not flattering Dasrath. Refer Chaupai line nos. 2-8 that follow herein below.  
 Sage Vasistha has heaped praises on Dasrath once again later on in a different 
context. When he died and the royal assembly was called to anoint Bharat, the younger 
brother of Lord Ram, on the throne of Ayodhya (because Lord Ram had gone to the 
forest exile for fourteen years to honour his father’s word-of-honour that was pending for 
redemption with Kaikeyi, the Lord’s step-mother, which she had exploited to get her own 
son Bharat on the throne), Vasistha had minced no words in profusely praising king 
Dasrath while he tried to persuade Bharat to accept the crown in the absence of Lord 
Ram. This is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 172—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 174.]   

 
Á¡Á◊ ‚Á⁄UÃÊ ‚Êª⁄U ◊„È°U ¡Ê„UË¥ – ¡lÁ¬ ÃÊÁ„U ∑§Ê◊ŸÊ ŸÊ„UË¥H 2H 
ÁÃÁ◊ ‚Èπ ‚¢¬ÁÃ Á’Ÿ®„ U ’Ù‹Ê∞° – œ⁄U◊‚Ë‹ ¬®„U ¡Ê®„U ‚È÷Ê∞°H 3H 

 
jimi saritā sāgara mahum̐ jāhīṁ. jadyapi tāhi kāmanā nāhīṁ. 2. 
timi sukha sampati binahiṁ bōlā'ēm ̐. dharamasīla pahiṁ jāhiṁ subhā'ēm̐. 3. 
 
Just as countless rivers voluntarily flow into the ocean though the latter does not ask them 
to come to it or has no desire to take-in their waters (to replenish its stock of water with 
that of the rivers’ as the ocean has an endless supply of it) [1], various types of happiness, 
joy, prosperity, affluence, success and well-being go un-invited and unasked for to a man 
who follows the path of Dharma, or the path of virtuousness, righteousness, 
auspiciousness, nobility, probity and propriety [2]. (1-2) 

[Note—This idea of rivers symbolising happiness, joy, prosperity, affluence, success 
and well-being flowing in constantly into the oecan represented by a man who follows 
the path of Dharma is also reiterated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 1 which describes the glorious state of the kingdom of 
Ayodhya where Lord Ram has come to live. It essentially says that “the fourteen 
divisions of the world were like a huge mountain with as many peaks, the clouds 
symbolising meritorious deeds showered rain symbolising all-round joy and happiness; 
and the water of this rain formed into gorgeous rivers overflowing with the water of 
happiness, joy, success, prosperity and well-being that cascaded down from the lofty 
heights of the mountain upon the plains of the earth, frothing and boiling over with these 
aforesaid virtues, to finally find its way into the ocean represented by the city of 
Ayodhya”.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, stanza no. 2 of Doha no. 39 Kha 
which refers to the fact that the days of a person who follows the path of Dharma are 
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passed happily and cheerfully, with all sorts of successes and prosperity being accessible 
by him.]   

 
ÃÈï„U ªÈ⁄U Á’¬˝ œŸÈ ‚È⁄U ‚’Ë – ÃÁ‚ ¬ÈŸËÃ ∑§ı‚ÀÿÊ Œ’ËH 4H 

 
tumha gura bipra dhēnu sura sēbī. tasi punīta kausalyā dēbī. 4. 
 
You diligently and devotedly serve your Guru (moral preceptor)1, Vipra (Brahmins and 
other elderly and learned members of the society), Dhenu (cows regarded as holy), and 
the Surs (gods). The honourable queen Kaushalya follows your example and is no less 
devout than you. (4) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 129 in which sage Valmiki tells Lord Ram that he, in his original form as the 
cosmic Lord known as Brahm, the Supreme Being, should dwell in the Mana (heart and 
inner-self) of a person who, inter alia, adores his Guru more than the Lord himself.  
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6 and 8 that 
precede Doha no. 172 which say that a person who does not respect Brahmins and obeys 
his Guru is regrettable.] 

 
‚È∑Î§ÃË ÃÈï„U ‚◊ÊŸ ¡ª ◊Ê„UË¥ – ÷ÿ©U Ÿ „ÒU ∑§Ù©U „UÙŸ©U ŸÊ„UË¥H 5H 
ÃÈï„U Ã •Áœ∑§ ¬Èãÿ ’«∏U ∑§Ê∑¥§ – ⁄UÊ¡Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊ ‚Á⁄U‚ ‚ÈÃ ¡Ê∑¥§H 6H 

 
sukṛtī tumha samāna jaga māhīṁ. bhaya'u na hai kō'u hōnē'u nāhīṁ. 5. 
tumha tē adhika pun'ya baṛa kākēṁ. rājana rāma sarisa suta jākēṁ. 6. 
 
A person has not taken birth till now nor would ever take birth in this world in the future 
also who has greater spiritual merit and religious credit than what you have gotten1. (5) 

Say indeed oh great king, who else can be said to be more spiritually meritorious, 
religiously creditworthy and fit for the highest honour reserved for a pious soul than you 
are because you have the good fortune to have Lord Ram (the Supreme Being in a 
personified form) as your son2! (6) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 173; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 209. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, Doha no. 291; and Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 310; (ii) Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 209.]  

 
’Ë⁄U Á’ŸËÃ œ⁄U◊ ’˝Ã œÊ⁄UË – ªÈŸ ‚Êª⁄U ’⁄U ’Ê‹∑§ øÊ⁄UËH 7H 
ÃÈï„U ∑§„È°U ‚’¸ ∑§Ê‹ ∑§ÀÿÊŸÊ – ‚¡„ÈU ’⁄UÊÃ ’¡Êß ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 8H 

 
bīra binīta dharama brata dhārī. guna sāgara bara bālaka cārī. 7. 
tumha kahum̐ sarba kāla kalyānā. sajahu barāta bajā'i nisānā. 8. 
 
Who is more fortunate than you who has four sons (Lord Ram, Laxman, Bharat and 
Shatrughan) who are epitomes of the grand virtues of valour, courage, strength, 
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politeness and civility, and at the same time are diligent followers of the laws of Dharma 
(righteousness, auspiciousness, probity, propriety, nobility, ethics and morality).  

In fact, your four sons are like oceans of these grand and glorious virtues (i.e. they 
do not lack in any of these great qualities just like the ocean which does not have 
shortage of water in it)1. (7)  

Well-being and good fortunes are always yours in all phases of time and life!  
Well now, first of all make arrangements for assembling a grand marriage party 

with proper fanfare, and secondly, order that the kettle-drums be played (to celebrate the 
auspicious news of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita as well as the well-being of the two 
brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman). (8) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 173. 
 Three great virtues have been listed in verse no. 7 as follows—(i) “bīra”  meaning a 
person who is brave, strong, courageous and valiant; (ii) “binīta” meaning one who is 
polite, courteous and civil inspite of possessing great powers and authority; one who 
never shows himself or boasts of his authority, powers, strength, abilities, stature or 
prowess; and (iii) “dharama brata dhārī” meaning who has taken the vow to uphold 
the laws of Dharma. In other words, all the four brothers possessed these auspicious and 
laudable qualities in them in great abundance like the ocean which has no dearth of water 
in it.] 

 
Îô0. ø‹„ÈU ’Áª ‚ÈÁŸ ªÈ⁄U ’øŸ ÷‹®„U ŸÊÕ Á‚L§ ŸÊß– 

÷Í¬ÁÃ ªflŸ ÷flŸ Ã’ ŒÍÃã„U ’Ê‚È ŒflÊßH 294H 
 
dōhā.  

calahu bēgi suni gura bacana bhalēhiṁ nātha siru nā'i. 
bhūpati gavanē bhavana taba dūtanha bāsu dēvā'i. 294. 
 
Hearing the orders of the Guru (sage Vasistha) to proceed to Janakpur with the marriage 
party as soon as possible, the king thanked him and bowed his head before him, saying—
‘Alright Lord, it will be done.’ 

The king then went to his palace after giving suitable lodging place to the 
messengers (of king Janak). (Doha no. 294) 

[Note—The next series of verses will narrate the preparations for the grand marriage 
party that will leave Ayodhya for Janakpur to attend the royal marriage of Lord Ram.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ⁄UÊ¡Ê ‚’È ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚ ’Ù‹Êß¸ – ¡Ÿ∑§ ¬ÁòÊ∑§Ê ’ÊÁø ‚ÈŸÊß¸H 1H 

‚ÈÁŸ ‚¢Œ‚È ‚∑§‹ „U⁄U·ÊŸË¥ – •¬⁄U ∑§ÕÊ ‚’ ÷Í¬ ’πÊŸË¥H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  
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rājā sabu ranivāsa bōlā'ī. janaka patrikā bāci sunā'ī. 1. 
suni sandēsu sakala haraṣānīṁ. apara kathā saba bhūpa bakhānīṁ. 2. 
 
The king summoned all the ladies of the royal palace and read aloud the letter of king 
Janak to them. (1) 

Hearing the message (contained in the letter), every one of them were overjoyed. 
The king then narrated other related good news that he had heard orally from the 
messengers. (2) 

[Note—The messengers had arrived in the royal court where the invitation letter of king 
Janak was presented by them to king Dasrath. Obviously, no ladies of the royal 
household were present there.  
 The king has first read out the letter of invitation from Janak which contained the 
brief message that Lord Ram had broken the bow and was automatically selected as 
suitable groom for Sita, Janak’s daughter. King Dasrath was invited to come and join in 
the celebrations. Other details of what had really happened, such as the incident of sage 
Parashuram, and the general news of the two brothers were narrated orally by the 
messengers.  
 It must be noted here that when Dasrath had met his Guru, sage Vasistha, the 
messengers were summoned in person to enable the Guru to interview them if he so 
wished and clarify any doubts he may have in his mind. It was necessary to do so as a 
principle of state policy because a wise king always consulted his close advisors and 
allowed them to analyse any given situation before any decision is reached by him to 
ensure that no crucial point is missed. When the wise Guru was satisfied with the letter of 
king Janak as well as by his interaction with the messengers, and ordered Dasrath to 
make preparation for the marriage party, the king was doubly sure that everything was 
alright and there was no subterfuge in anything. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 293.      
 Thus assured of the authenticity of the letter and its contents, as well as of the 
integrity of the messengers, the king had given the guest messengers proper lodging place 
to relax and feel comfortable after the long journey they had travelled from the far away 
land of Janakpur. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 294.   
 It is natural to assume that Dasrath had met the royal ladies, the queens and other 
members of the royal household, in his palace, rather than in the royal court, because 
ladies traditionally stayed inside palaces. A reading of the following verses will also 
endorse this view where we shall see that females are being referred to in the narration 
instead of males. 
 In Tulsidas’ another classic book titled “Geetawali” we read that the mothers were 
very worried about the well-being of Lord Ram ever since he had gone to the forest with 
sage Vishwamitra. So when the exceptionally good tidings were brought in by the 
messsengers—that not only were the two brothers happy and fine but that Lord Ram has 
achieved a rare feat by breaking a formidable bow which none of the bravest and the 
mightiest of kings and princes that lived on earth at that time could move even an inch, 
and the icing on the cake was that this has entitled him to get the hand of Sita in marriage, 
an achievement for which all these kings and princes had staked their reputation and had 
failed—a spontaneous eruption of joy and exhilaration was natural and expected. Refer: 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 99—101.] 

 
¬˝◊ ¬˝»È§ÁÀÀÊÃ ⁄UÊ¡®„U ⁄UÊŸË – ◊Ÿ„È°U Á‚ÁπÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ’ÊÁ⁄UŒ ’ÊŸËH 3H 
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◊ÈÁŒÃ •‚Ë‚ Œ®„U ªÈ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË¥ – •ÁÃ •ÊŸ¢Œ ◊ªŸ ◊„UÃÊ⁄UË¥H 4H 
 
prēma praphullita rājahiṁ rānī. manahum̐ sikhini suni bārida bānī. 3. 
mudita asīsa dēhiṁ gura nārīṁ. ati ānanda magana mahatārīṁ. 4. 
 
The king and the queen(s)1 were overjoyed and ecstatic with emotions of love and 
affection just like pea-hens feel exhilarated when they hear the rumblings of the rain-
bearing cloud in the distant sky2. (3) 

The Guru’s wife (named Arundhati) was very delighted and she liberally blessed 
them (the queens as well as the king), which in turn made the mother(s)3 exceedingly 
happy and cheerful (because blessings from one’s Guru’s wife is a harbinger of good 
fortunes and all round well-being) (4) 

[Note—1King Dasrath had many queens, but we read about only three who were the chief 
ones. They were—(i) Kaushalya who was the chief queen and the mother of Lord Ram, 
the eldest of the four brothers; (ii) Sumitra, the second queen and the mother of Laxman; 
and (iii) Kaikeyi, the third queen and the mother of Bharat and Shatrughan.  
 All these queens lived like sisters, and they treated all the four brothers equally as if 
all of them were their own sons. Later on unfortunately however, we shall read that 
Kaikeyi became selfish and prevailed on the king to send his eldest son, Lord Ram, to the 
forest so that her own elder son Bharat could ascend the throne. But that happened much 
later on in the story after the four brothers were married and settled down in Ayodhya, 
and hence it is not a matter to be discussed at this juncture when we are reading about the 
days when celebrations are underway and preparations are being undertaken for Lord 
Ram’s marriage. 
 So, when the happy tidings arrived from the far away land of Janakpur, all the 
mothers were very jubilant with excitement. It is not that the king wasn’t worried about 
the welfare of his two beloved sons, Lord Ram and Laxman, but he used to be so pre-
occupied with affairs of the kingdom that he didn’t find time to brood and unnecessarily 
disturb the peace of his mind because he knew very well the abilities and mystical powers 
of sage Vishwamitra in whose custody he had put the two brothers. Therefore, king 
Dasrath hadn’t worried too much about the well-being of the two brothers because he was 
sure that they are well-protected under the patronage of the mighty sage Vishwamita. But 
the queens were a worried lot, like all mothers usually are, about the welfare of their sons 
Lord Ram and Laxman. While a father would rather be stern with his sons and prefer to 
train them to face the realities of the harsh life in this world, a mother would wince at 
such a thought and would rather like her son to be physically comfortable than endure 
any hardship. So we see here in Geetawali verses referred to herein above that only the 
mothers are shown to be worried, and not king Dasrath.  

2The peacock is so happy when it hears the rumbling of the clouds that it opens its 
plumes and begins to dance. The metaphor is so apt because the queen-mothers were 
eagerly waiting to hear some good news about the two brothers who had gone away to a 
distant land just like this bird, which keeps its ears open during the hot summer days, 
eagerly waiting to hear the sound of the rumbling cloud which would mean that rains are 
round the corner. Rains are harbingers of life, greenery and vibrancy on earth; they bring 
cheer to all the living beings because not only do they provide nectar in the form of rains 
to cool the hot surface of the earth but they also ensure that life is not extinguished for 
want of water, the elixir of life. The peacock celebrates this event on behalf of Mother 
Nature.  
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 So, when the exceptionally good news about the two brothers, Lord Ram and 
Laxman, arrived from a faraway land, the queen-mothers were as happy and exhilarated 
as the pea-hen when she hears the rumble of the rain-bearing clouds. 

3The Guru’s wife would bless the queens just as the Guru would bless the king. So, 
Arundhati, sage Vasistha’s wife, blessed all the queens for their own happiness and the 
happiness of their beloved sons, which naturally made them feel grateful to the Guru’s 
wife and become cheerful.]     

 
‹®„U ¬⁄US¬⁄U •ÁÃ Á¬˝ÿ ¬ÊÃË – NUŒÿ° ‹ªÊß ¡È«∏UÊfl®„U ¿UÊÃËH 5H 
⁄UÊ◊ ‹πŸ ∑Ò§ ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ ∑§⁄UŸË – ’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄U ÷Í¬’⁄U ’⁄UŸËH 6H 

 
lēhiṁ paraspara ati priya pātī. hṛdayam̐ lagā'i juṛāvahiṁ chātī. 5. 
rāma lakhana kai kīrati karanī. bārahiṁ bāra bhūpabara baranī. 6. 
 
They took the lovable letter one by one, and held it close to their bosoms (as a token of 
their appreciation for the news it contained as well as the warmth of feeling and ecstasy 
that it ignited). By doing so, all of them felt contented. (5) 

The king repeatedly narrated and lauded the great deeds of the two brothers, Lord 
Ram and Laxman, and the resultant fame and reputation that they had acquired for 
themselves as a reward of their astounding successes and stupendous achievements. (6) 

[Note—The letter of king Janak was a sort of a marriage invitation card, and therefore it 
had limited itself to mentioning only about the bow-breaking ceremony where Lord Ram 
had successfully broken the bow and had got the reward in the form of marriage with 
Sita, the daughter of king Janak. 
 The rest of the developments were narrated orally by the messengers. They told 
Dasrath about the liberation of Ahilya, the slaying of the ferocious demoness Tadka, and 
the successful protection of sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice which entailed the killing of 
other ferocious demons led by their chiefs Subahau and Marich. These incidents are 
narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 209—to Doha no. 211.  
 Refer also to—(i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 264; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 292—to Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 293.  
 There are verses in “Geetawali” which also say the same thing: refer—Baal Kand, 
verse nos. 102, stanza nos. 3-7. 
 The king was so overwhelmed with joy at the news of the great deeds and the 
stupendous achievements of his two noble sons that he couldn’t have enough of it; he was 
so excited that he kept repeating the news again and again to express his boundless joy 
and unfettered happiness on receiving this good news. Like any other father, he felt 
exceedingly proud and exhilarated to learn of the magnificent achievements of his 
beloved sons that had established their glories throughout the world in a single go.]   

 
◊ÈÁŸ ¬˝‚ÊŒÈ ∑§Á„U mÊ⁄U Á‚œÊ∞ – ⁄UÊÁŸã„U Ã’ ◊Á„UŒfl ’Ù‹Ê∞H 7H 
ÁŒ∞ ŒÊŸ •ÊŸ¢Œ ‚◊ÃÊ – ø‹ Á’¬˝’⁄U •ÊÁ‚· ŒÃÊH 8H 
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muni prasādu kahi dvāra sidhā'ē. rāninha taba mahidēva bōlā'ē. 7. 
di'ē dāna ānanda samētā. calē biprabara āsiṣa dētā. 8. 
 
Thanking their Guru (sage Vasistha) for his blessings that has made this good fortune 
come true, the king proceeded towards the palace’s gate (to give orders and start 
preparations for the marriage party, as well as to make an official announcement to start 
celebrations in the city of Ayodhya).  

Meanwhile, the queens summoned the ‘Mahi-Devas’ (the “gods of the earth”, an 
epithet used for the Brahmins because they are shown the same respect that one reserves 
for the gods in the heaven) [7], and cheerfully made gifts to them (by way of liberal 
donations). The Brahmins went away contented, blessing the queens liberally [8]. (7-8) 

[Note—Giving alms and donations and making charities are regarded as meritorious and 
religious deeds, and when any good event takes place in a household or some good news 
comes, it is normal practice in Hindu households to make gifts to Brahmins.]     

 
âô0. ¡Êø∑§ Á‹∞ „°U∑§ÊÁ⁄U ŒËÁã„U ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U ∑§ÙÁ≈U Á’Áœ– 

ÁøL§ ¡Ëfl„È°U ‚ÈÃ øÊÁ⁄U ø∑˝§’ÌÃ Œ‚⁄UàÕ ∑§H 295H 
 
sōraṭhā.  

jācaka li'ē ham ̐kāri dīnhi nichāvari kōṭi bidhi. 
ciru jīvahum̐ suta cāri cakrabarti dasarat'tha kē. 295. 
 
[After the Brahmins were gone—] The beggars were the next to be summoned. Liberal 
alms of various types were given to them in abundance. All of them blessed the royal 
household of the king, saying in unison—‘Long live the four sons of Emperor Dasrath 
(“cakrabarti dasarat'tha”).’ (Sortha 295) 

[Note—When one’s wishes are fulfilled one is inclined to open up his heart and loosen 
up his purse strings to celebrate the occasion, to commemorate the event. Even an 
ordinary man with limited means at his disposal would become very magnanimous and 
charitable on such rare occasions. And here we are talking about a ‘great king’ who was 
no less than an Emperor—“Chakravarti”.  

So it is natural to expect huge and liberal donations and charities being made by 
Dasrath, largesse that should be befitting of his exalted stature as a great Emperor of the 
time, to celebrate the arrival of the wonderful news of the marriage of his eldest son Lord 
Ram along with the astounding deeds that he and his younger brother Laxman had done 
to bring great laurels and honour to Dasrath’s present family as well as to the dynasty to 
which he belonged. Any father would be proud of this development.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ∑§„UÃ ø‹ ¬Á„⁄¥U ¬≈U ŸÊŸÊ – „U⁄UÁ· „UŸ ª„Uª„U ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  
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kahata calē pahirēṁ paṭa nānā. haraṣi hanē gahagahē nisānā. 1. 
 
As they (i.e. the Brahmins as well as other alms-seekers who were invited by the queens 
and the king to accept gifts and donations) left the palace adorned in fine clothes and 
other decorations of various kinds that were given to them, they were jubilant and excited 
as they enthusiastically proclaimed the glory of the king and his sons in loud and cheerful 
voices.  
 As soon as the auspicious news spread in the city, there was a spontaneous 
eruption of the sound of musical instruments such as the kettle-drums. (1) 

[Note—The news of the arrival of the messengers and the letter they had brought from 
Janak, along with a summary of its contents, had already percolated down in the city. The 
air was filled with excitement as everyone waited for an official announcement of the 
good news from their king. So as soon as the Brahmins and alms-seekers returned from 
the palace, terribly excited and literally jumping with joy, showing off their newly 
acquired robes of honour and magnificent clothes and other decorations that the king and 
the queens had granted them, an uproarious cheer spread like the thunder of lightening 
throughout the city of Ayodhya, and the enthusiasm was so profound that the citizens 
could not desist themselves from playing the musical instruments even before the king 
could summon his official heralds and make any announcement to start celebrating.  

This deduction will be very clear when we read the next verse no. 2 herein below 
which says that “when the people got the news, there was celebration in each household--
--”. In other words, the playing of the kettle-drums as mentioned in the present verse no. 
1 was prior to the point of time when the news that the king has ordered to start 
celebrations had reached the common man.  
 There was a sudden surge of vibrant and pulsating energy of happiness and joy that 
was palpable throughout the city, and the thunderous roar of the kettle-drums that was 
sounded all of a sudden was an audible and an external sign of it.]      

 
‚◊ÊøÊ⁄U ‚’ ‹Ùªã„U ¬Ê∞ – ‹Êª ÉÊ⁄U ÉÊ⁄U „UÙŸ ’œÊ∞H 2H 

 
samācāra saba lōganha pā'ē. lāgē ghara ghara hōna badhā'ē. 2. 
 
When the citizens (of Ayodhya) heard the auspicious news (of the forthcoming marriage 
of their beloved prince Lord Ram with the daughter of king Janak, named Sita), festivities 
and thanks-giving started in each individual household of the city. (2) 

[Note—As soon as the kettle-drums started playing, their loud sound alerted even those 
who lived on the outskirts of the huge city that some good news has arrived because such 
musical instruments were played only during royal celebrations. Since there was no prior 
news of any special event that was to be organized by the king, and the word had already 
spread that some messengers have come with the news of the two princes, Lord Ram and 
Laxman, from some far away land, so the mere sound of the vigorous beating of the 
kettle-drums as mentioned in verse no. 1 was sufficient to make the citizens correctly 
guess that it definitely means that some good news about the two brothers has arrived. 
And this surely means that it is time to celebrate.  
 One will not miss this opportunity to observe that the entire population of the 
kingdom of Ayodhya had loved their king Dasrath as well as Lord Ram. The fact is that 
the people loved Lord Ram profoundly, passionately, and more than anything else in this 
world, even more than their own families and households. The extent of their dedication 
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and love for the Lord will be starkly clear later on in Ayodhya Kand of this great epic 
‘Ram Charit Manas’ when we read how the whole city, overwhelmed with grief and its 
inability to live without their beloved Lord Ram, had followed the Lord from behind as 
he went out of the city for his forest exile. The citizens determined that their welfare lies 
only where Lord Ram is present, and that the wild forest would be more comfortable for 
them than the barren city of Ayodhya which the Lord has left. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 3 that precedes Doha no. 83—to Chaupai line no. 
5 that precedes Doha no. 85. 
 In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 204 it is expressly stated that “the 
merciful Lord Ram was dearly loved by all the citizens of Ayodhya, whether they were 
old or young, men or women”.   
 This point is highlighted here to stress that the celebrations in Ayodhya to mark the 
marriage of Lord Ram were spontaneous, voluntary and enthusiastically undertaken by 
the citizens, rather than just to follow the orders of the king, Dasrath, and show loyalty to 
him as subjects of his kingdom. This is the reason that the festivities and celebrations 
were so full of colour, life and vibrancy because the people had enthusiastically and 
voluntarily participated in them.]      

 
÷ÈflŸ øÊÁ⁄U Œ‚ ÷⁄UÊ ©U¿UÊ„ÍU – ¡Ÿ∑§‚ÈÃÊ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U Á’•Ê„ÍUH 3H 

 
bhuvana cāri dasa bharā uchāhū. janakasutā raghubīra bi'āhū. 3. 
 
As the auspicious good news spread far and wide about the forthcoming marriage of 
Raghubir (i.e. the brave warrior of the Raghu dynasty, Lord Ram) with the daughter of 
king Janak (i.e. with Sita), all the fourteen divisions of the world (known as the “14 
Bhuvans”)1 were filled with festivities and there was celebration everywhere. (3) 

[Note—1The 14 Bhuvans—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, note appended to 
Chanda stanza no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 261. 
 The heavenly world as well as the nether world is included in the term “14 Bhuvans”, 
and this obviously means that the gods and the inhabitants of the other side of the heaven, 
the nether world, too had joined in the celebrations that were taking place in Ayodhya 
which was located on earth. 
   Refer a similar observation in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 265.] 

 
‚ÈÁŸ ‚È÷ ∑§ÕÊ ‹Ùª •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ◊ª ªÎ„U ª‹Ë¥ ‚°flÊ⁄UŸ ‹ÊªH 4H 
¡lÁ¬ •flœ ‚ŒÒfl ‚È„UÊflÁŸ – ⁄UÊ◊ ¬È⁄UË ◊¢ª‹◊ÿ ¬ÊflÁŸH 5H 
ÃŒÁ¬ ¬˝ËÁÃ ∑Ò§ ¬˝ËÁÃ ‚È„UÊß¸ – ◊¢ª‹ ⁄UøŸÊ ⁄UøË ’ŸÊß¸H 6H 

 
suni subha kathā lōga anurāgē. maga gṛha galīṁ sam̐vārana lāgē. 4. 
jadyapi avadha sadaiva suhāvani. rāma purī maṅgalamaya pāvani. 5. 
tadapi prīti kai prīti suhā'ī. maṅgala racanā racī banā'ī. 6. 
 
The people were filled with exceptional joy upon hearing the auspicious good news so 
much so that they affectionately began to decorate and spruce-up their individual homes 
as well as the streets and lanes of the city enthusiastically1.  
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[Does this line mean that the city of Ayodhya not properly kept and cleaned 
earlier in a routine manner? No, this is not so as would be clear in the next line.] (4) 

Though the city of Ayodhya (known colloquially as “Avadh”) was always very 
pleasant and fine to behold because it was the eternally divine, holy and sacred city 
(abode) of Lord Ram (who was a personified form of the Supreme Being)2 [5], yet it was 
especially decked up and colourfully adorned with special auspicious signs to depict in 
visible form the dimension of the extensive love and affection that the people had for 
their beloved Lord, Sri Ram [6]. (5-6) 

[Note—1Good news may have been coming to Ayodhya on a regular basis because 
Dasrath was a noble and righteous Emperor in whose empire there was a perpetual 
atmosphere of all-round prosperity and well-being. But this was a different occasion—
because a prince was getting married, and this marriage was not an ordinary one as it had 
simultaneously established the prince’s glory and fame throughout the world because it 
was made possible after success in a great feat that entailed the breaking of a formidable 
bow of Lord Shiva which none of the mighty kings and princes of that time could as 
much as move an inch. So this achievement gave the citizens a special reason to 
celebrate—as their beloved prince, Lord Ram, had been declared the winner in an open 
world-wide competition (like the modern-day Olympics) where even the strongest 
warriors in the whole world at that time had bitten the dust. 
 The festivities were all the more colourful and vibrant and undertaken with vigorous 
enthusiasm because the participants, the citizens of Ayodhya, loved Lord Ram from the 
deepest corners of their hearts. Refer note of Chaupai line no. 2 above that precedes this 
present verse.  

2Ayodhya was deemed to be eternally divine, holy and sacred because it was here 
that the Supreme Lord of creation, Lord Vishnu, had decided to live when he took a 
human form as Lord Ram. For all practical purposes, the terrestrial city of Ayodhya had 
become a ‘Vaikuntha’, the heavenly abode of Lord Vishnu, for the time when Lord Ram 
lived here.  
    But the special decorations and celebrations underway in Ayodhya were a gracious 
gesture undertaken by the beloved devotees of the Lord, the citizens of Ayodhya in this 
case, to express, in an affectionate and practical manner, their strong bond of love, 
dedication and devotion for their loving Lord, Sri Ram.]  

 
äfl¡ ¬ÃÊ∑§ ¬≈U øÊ◊⁄U øÊM§ – ¿UÊflÊ ¬⁄U◊ Á’ÁøòÊ ’¡ÊM§H 7H 
∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§‹‚ ÃÙ⁄UŸ ◊ÁŸ ¡Ê‹Ê – „U⁄UŒ ŒÍ’ ŒÁœ •‘¿UÃ ◊Ê‹ÊH 8H 

 
dhvaja patāka paṭa cāmara cārū. chāvā parama bicitra bajārū. 7. 
kanaka kalasa tōrana mani jālā. harada dūba dadhi acchata mālā. 8. 
 
[Now we shall read how the city was decorated.] 

Beautiful flags, banners, hangings, festoons, curtains and canopies of various 
designs and shapes were put up throughout the city and its market-places in a very 
fascinating and tasteful manner. (7) 

 Golden vases, festive arches, festoons and hangings with intricate nets interlaced 
with a wide variety of gems and precious stones along with the use of green grass, curd, 
unbroken grains of rice and garlands or wreaths of flowers were used to colourfully deck-
up the city. (8) 
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[Note—The golden vases and pots, festoons and hangings, and the garlands and wreaths 
were used not only to decorate public places but also for the individual households. The 
green grass, curd, unbroken rice grains and garlands are used during any kind of 
auspicious activity and religious ceremonies. In effect it means that religious functions 
were held both publicly as well as privately. 
 Earlier we have already read how the city of Janakpur was magnificently decorated 
when Lord Ram had broken the bow and married Sita—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 287—to Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 289. 
 Meanwhile, the present Chaupai line no. 8 that we are currently reading can be linked 
to Doha no. 296 herein below as well to complete the picture of celebrations that assumed 
the dimensions of a religious event.] 

 
Îô0. ◊¢ª‹◊ÿ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ÷flŸ ‹Ùªã„U ⁄Uø ’ŸÊß– 

’ËÕË¥ ‚Ë¥øË¥ øÃÈ⁄U‚◊ øı∑¥§ øÊL§ ¬È⁄UÊßH 296H 
 
dōhā.  

maṅgalamaya nija nija bhavana lōganha racē banā'i. 
bīthīṁ sīn̄cīṁ caturasama caukēṁ cāru purā'i. 296. 
 
The people made their homes an abode of auspiciousness and celebrations even as the 
city as a whole was cleaned and liberally sprinkled with scented water in all its four 
directions (i.e. everywhere, in its northern, southern, eastern and western corners), and 
then ceremonial squares were designed (painted) on the ground at public places using 
colourful paste(s) made up of grounded sandalwood, saffron, musk and camphor. (Doha 
no. 296) 

[Note—As has been observed in the note of verse no. 8 above, the auspicious things 
mentioned therein were used to decorate individual homes as well as public squares.  
 First the city was scrubbed clean and washed with scented water. Then colourful 
pastes made of individual items such as sandalwood, saffron, musk and camphor or a 
mixture of these things were used paint designs of ceremonial squares on the ground at 
various locations in the city. These painted squares were then decorated by the items 
mentioned in verse no. 8 that precedes this Doha, i.e. golden pots, festoons, hangings, 
wreaths, garlands, green grass, curd, and unbroken rice grains.  
 Taken all in all, the whole city took an image of a grand arena where some huge 
auspicious ceremony was being performed. Everyone participated as if it was his 
personal celebration.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ¡„°U Ã„°U ¡ÍÕ ¡ÍÕ Á◊Á‹ ÷ÊÁ◊ÁŸ – ‚Á¡ Ÿfl ‚# ‚∑§‹ ŒÈÁÃ ŒÊÁ◊ÁŸH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

jaham ̐ taham ̐ jūtha jūtha mili bhāmini. saji nava sapta sakala duti dāmini. 1. 
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Groups of beautiful ladies collected here and there, everywhere, in the city1. They were 
well adorned by all the sixteen legendary adornments that noble ladies are supposed to 
sport (that make them respectable in a society)2, and this made their presence as brilliant 
and outstanding as the dazzle of lightening. 

[That is, when the women-folk of the city stepped outside of their homes to gather 
together in different groups at various places, they looked wonderful and well groomed. 
All of them had properly cleaned and dressed themselves before they stepped out of their 
homes; all of them looked dignified and noble. They were decorated in their best finery 
with an adorned body wearing a young and fresh look; they sported new colourful 
clothes, beautiful ornaments, wreaths of flowers on their heads, coloured lips and 
glowing body. They were all very jubilant, bubbling over with youthful energy and 
enthusiasm. That is why their presence has been compared to the dazzle of lightening as 
they assembled in cheerful groups on the streets of the city of Ayodhya.] (1) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
286 that describes a similar scene at Janakpur when large groups of women-folk had 
joined hands to sing auspicious and laudatory songs to celebrate the marriage of Sita with 
Lord Ram.  

2Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 318.  

According to ancient poetic tradition of India, the sixteen adornments with which a 
noble lady is supposed to adorn herself to get respect in the society are basically related 
to practicing principles of personal hygiene and grooming that would make her physical 
presence appealing and pleasant for others. She is expected to practice these sixteen steps 
in her daily life; they make her look naturally attractive and subtly beautiful.  

These “sixteen adornments” of a woman are the following—(1) Rubbing and 
cleaning the body with a scented water to which herbs that refresh the skin are added 
(dissolved); (2) Ablution or taking a daily bath to clean the body thoroughly; (3) 
Changing clothes daily and dressing hereself afresh with properly cleaned garments; (4) 
Applying a red-coloured ointment made from lac on the sides of the sole of the two feet; 
(5) Combing and properly pleating the hair on the head; (6) Applying ‘Sindoor’ or red 
vermilion powder on the head along the vertical line marking the partition of the hairs on 
either side of the skull, starting from the middle point of the hairline above the root of the 
nose and going upto the point on the top of the skull (the cranium); (7) Applying a thin 
paste of sandalwood on the forehead; (8) Making a dot on the tip of the chin with some 
pigment; (9) Colouring the palms of the hand and soles and sides of the feet with a paste 
made from the leaves of the Mehadi plant (the myrtle plant); (10) Rubbing the body with 
a light massage of some scented ointment made of various condiments and spices to 
make the skin glow and look young; (11) Wearing ornaments that look sober on her 
body, instead of making her look pretentious and ugly; (12) Decorating the hairs with 
individual flowers or with small wreaths; (13) Keeping the mouth clean and refreshed  by 
using mouth-freshners such as by chewing condiments and spices alone or by stuffing 
them in leaves of the betel plant; (14) Colouring the lips by chewing leaves of the betel 
plant stuffed with spices, instead of using artificial pigments; (15) Either keeping the 
teeth sparkling white by proper care, or if that is not feasible due to any reason then at 
least applying some colouring to the teeth to camouflage stains; and finally (16) Applying 
‘Kaajal’ or collyrium on the edges of the eyelids. 
 Earlier on in this epic story of the Ram Charit Manas we have read that when Lord 
Ram was born, there was mass celebration in Ayodhya. At that time also the ladies of the 
city had formed big and small groups, and had decorated themselves in their best finery. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 194.] 
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 Á’œÈ’ŒŸË¥ ◊Îª ‚Êfl∑§ ‹ÙøÁŸ – ÁŸ¡ ‚M§¬ ⁄UÁÃ ◊ÊŸÈ Á’◊ÙøÁŸH 2H 
 
bidhubadanīṁ mṛga sāvaka lōcani. nija sarūpa rati mānu bimōcani. 2. 
 
These women-folk had beautiful faces like that of the moon, and had eyes resembling 
that of the fawn1. They were literally putting to shame the beauty of Rati, the consort of 
Kamdeo, the patron god of passion and love, who is traditionally regarded as the most 
beautiful entity in creation. (2) 

[Note—1It is a standard practice in ancient literature to compare the beauty of the face 
with the moon, and that of the eye with the eyes of a fawn. 
 An exactly similar comparison is made later on in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 318 when ladies of Janakpur had come out in 
hordes to offer Arti (ceremonial showing of lighted lamps to an honourable guest) to 
Lord Ram who arrived as the palace gates of Sita as a bridegroom.  
 Even Lord Ram has invoked the moon when he was praising the beauty of Sita—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 237.]  

 
ªÊfl®„U ◊¢ª‹ ◊¢¡È‹ ’ÊŸË¥ – ‚ÈÁŸ ∑§‹ ⁄Ufl ∑§‹∑¢§ÁΔU ‹¡ÊŸË¥H 3H 

 
gāvahiṁ maṅgala man̄jula bānīṁ. suni kala rava kalakaṇṭhi lajānīṁ. 3. 
 
These groups of beautiful women-folk sang equally beautiful and auspicious songs with a 
sweet voice and melodious tunes that were so wonderful and pleasing to hear that they 
put to shame the voice of the female cuckoo that is famed for its sweetness and charm. 
(3) 

[Note—The voice of the cuckoo is so pleasing to hear that it is traditionally used as a 
bench-mark to determine the sweetness of the spoken word, whether it is a song and its 
tune, or a general talk. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 286, (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 318, and (iii) Chanda stanza 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 322 that describe a similar scene at Janakpur when large 
groups of women-folk had joined hands to sing auspicious and laudatory songs to 
celebrate the marriage of Sita with Lord Ram.]   

 
÷Í¬ ÷flŸ Á∑§Á◊ ¡Êß ’πÊŸÊ – Á’Sfl Á’◊Ù„UŸ ⁄Uø©U Á’ÃÊŸÊH 4H 

 
bhūpa bhavana kimi jā'i bakhānā. bisva bimōhana racē'u bitānā. 4. 
 
How can one describe the beauty and glory of the royal palace1 where a fabulous pavilion 
had been erected that attracted the attention of the whole world by its magnificence and 
grandeur2? (4) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha 
no. 345 that also says that the palace of king Dasrath looked fabulous at the time of 
arrival of the marriage party from Janakpur with the four grooms and their brides.  
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Further, in Doha no. 213 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8 the 
magnificence of king Janak’s palace is narrated. 

2Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 287—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 289 where a ‘pavilion’ that 
was erected in Janakpur has been described in detail.  
 Now the question arises—why is the pavilion at Janakpur described in such fine 
detail whereas the one at Ayodhya is just briefly referred to in a single line? The answer 
is that the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita would be formalized under the pavilion at 
Janakpur and hence its glory and significance cannot be matched by any other pavilion. 
In this context, refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede 
Doha no. 289 which is explicit on this point.] 

 
◊¢ª‹ º˝Cÿ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ŸÊŸÊ – ⁄UÊ¡Ã ’Ê¡Ã Á’¬È‹ ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 5H 

 
maṅgala drabya manōhara nānā. rājata bājata bipula nisānā. 5. 
 
Countless articles that are used during auspicious occasions and which portend good 
omen1 were arranged at different locations in the pavilion, the palace, as well as all over 
in the city. Meanwhile, numerous kettle-drums and other musical instruments were 
played loudly and enthusiastically in the city2. (5) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
288 and its accompanying note which refer to the different auspicious things that are used 
during such celebrations. 

2Refer Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 296 herein above which also talks 
about the playing of the kettle-drums. But at that time the good and auspicious news of 
Lord Ram’s and his younger brother Laxman’s welfare as well as the Lord’s marriage 
had just begun to spread in the city, so the drums were sounded in those parts of the city 
where this initial round of news arrived. By and by the news had spread to all the corners 
of the huge city, and therefore at the point of time this present verse refers to there was a 
clamour of countless kettle-drums and other sorts of musical instruments being played 
throughout the length and breadth of the extended areas of the city, its different districts 
and boroughs, and individual households and community centers.] 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 286 where it is described that as soon as Lord Ram broke the bow there was a loud 
clamour of kettle-drums in the city of Janakpur.]      

 
∑§Ã„È° Á’Á⁄UŒ ’¢ŒË ©U“Ê⁄U„UË¥ – ∑§Ã„È°U ’Œ œÈÁŸ ÷Í‚È⁄U ∑§⁄U„UË¥H 6H 

 
katahum ̐ birida bandī uccarahīṁ. katahum̐ bēda dhuni bhūsura karahīṁ. 6. 
 
At some of the places the royal bards and minstrels were singing the glories of the royal 
dynasty, and at other places the Brahmins were chanting sacred hymns from the Vedas. 
(6) 

[Note—A similar situation prevailed in Ayodhya at the time of the birth of Lord Ram and 
his other three brothers. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 194. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 262, and Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 265 where it is narrated that the bards and the minstrels sang the 
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glories of king Janak along with that of Lord Ram, and the Brahmins chanted sacred 
hymns. 
 It was customary for Brahmins to chant sacred hymns of auspicious occasions as will 
be evident later on in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 319 where we shall read that the Brahmins uttered hymns from the scriptures 
from time to time when the suitable occasion arose. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 323, and Doha no. 324 in this context of Brahmins chanting hymns from the Vedas.]  

 
ªÊfl®„U ‚È¢ŒÁ⁄U ◊¢ª‹ ªËÃÊ – ‹Ò ‹Ò ŸÊ◊È ⁄UÊ◊È •L§ ‚ËÃÊH 7H 

 
gāvahiṁ sundari maṅgala gītā. lai lai nāmu rāmu aru sītā. 7. 
 
They (i.e. the women-folk referred to in verse no. 3, and the bards and minstrels 
mentioned in verse no. 6) sang beautiful and auspicious songs befitting this celebratory 
occasion of the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita by lacing their verses repeatedly with the 
individual names of the groom and the bride, i.e. Lord Ram and Sita respectively.  

[In other words, the auspicious songs that they sang were tailored to suit the 
happy occasion of the marriage of Lord Ram with Sita. To make the marriage-songs 
specific to the occasion that marked the celebrations that accompanied the royal marriage 
of Lord Ram with Sita, the names of the groom and the bride were incorporated in the 
lyrics of the songs themselves. The effect was that though the songs had been composed 
by song-writers and poets in a general way, the inclusion of the name of Lord Ram and 
Sita as part of the lyrics made the songs sound as if they were written specifically for this 
auspicious occasion.] (7) 

[Note—It ought to be noted here that the ladies as well as the bards have put the name of 
Lord Ram before that of Sita. There are two reasons for it—(i) The first reason is that 
they are citizens of Ayodhya which was the capital of Lord Ram and not of Sita, and 
hence the citizens decided to afford the Lord precedence over Sita to show their loyalty 
for the royal family of king Dasrath. (ii) The second reason is that the glory of Sita was 
based on the glory of her spouse, Lord Ram. The king always gets preference over the 
queen. Even in the cosmic context, Lord Vishnu gets precedence, is more revered, and 
occupies a senior position as compared to his consort goddess Laxmi.]     

 
’„ÈUÃ ©U¿UÊ„ÈU ÷flŸÈ •ÁÃ ÕÙ⁄UÊ – ◊ÊŸ„È°U ©U◊Áª ø‹Ê ø„ÈU •Ù⁄UÊH 8H 

 
bahuta uchāhu bhavanu ati thōrā. mānahum̐ umagi calā cahu ōrā. 8. 
 
The abundance of joy and happiness was of such a huge dimension that the palace of the 
king and all the households of the city taken together were not sufficient to contain it as it 
seemed to heave and surge in every direction and overflowed everywhere. (8) 

[Note—The city of Ayodhya was eternally full of joy and happiness because of the 
simple fact that the Supreme Lord of creation had taken birth there in a human form as 
Lord Ram. In this context, refer to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 
that precede Doha no. 195, and more specifically to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 296 which explicitly asserts this point.  
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 This present verse no. 8 means that there was so much joy and ecstasy in Ayodhya 
that it spilled over onto the streets of the city in as much as the people danced and sang in 
merry abundance not only within their own homes and community centers but even in 
open public places like gardens, intersections of main avenues, stadiums, streets, lanes, 
by-lanes and market-places.] 

  
Îô0. ‚Ù÷Ê Œ‚⁄UÕ ÷flŸ ∑§ß ∑§Ù ∑§Á’ ’⁄UŸÒ ¬Ê⁄U– 

¡„UÊ° ‚∑§‹ ‚È⁄U ‚Ë‚ ◊ÁŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ‹Ëã„U •flÃÊ⁄UH 297H 
 
dōhā.  

sōbhā dasaratha bhavana ka'i kō kabi baranai pāra. 
jahām ̐ sakala sura sīsa mani rāma līnha avatāra. 297. 
 
Say, which poet can be skilled enough to describe the glory, the greatness and the 
grandeur of the palace of king Dasrath where the Lord of the gods has incarnated himself 
in the form of Lord Ram? [In other words, it is impossible to describe the glory of the 
household of king Dasrath where the Supreme Lord has decided to live in the human 
form of Lord Ram.] (Doha no. 297) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
195 that says “even the goddess of speech known as Saraswati, and the thousand-tongued 
celestial serpent known as Seshnath, cannot narrate the abundance of glory and happiness 
of the time when Lord Ram had taken birth in the household of Dasrath”.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ÷Í¬ ÷⁄UÃ ¬ÈÁŸ Á‹∞ ’Ù‹Êß¸ – „Uÿ ªÿ Sÿ¢ŒŸ ‚Ê¡„ÈU ¡Êß¸H 1H 

ø‹„ÈU ’Áª ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U ’⁄UÊÃÊ – ‚ÈŸÃ ¬È‹∑§ ¬Í⁄U ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bhūpa bharata puni li'ē bōlā'ī. haya gaya syandana sājahu jā'ī. 1. 
calahu bēgi raghubīra barātā. sunata pulaka pūrē dō'u bhrātā. 2. 
 
The king then called Bharat and instructed him as follows—‘Go and get the elephants, 
the horses and the chariots decorated and readied. (1) 

Be quick to make proper preparations for the departure of the marriage part of 
Lord Ram as soon as possible.’ 

Hearing these instructions (of their father), the two brothers (Bharat and 
Shatrughan) became thrilled in their bodies. (2) 

[Note—Prior to this verse we have read how celebrations were being undertaken in 
Ayodhya. Now, the king called his sons Bharat and Shatrughan, the younger brothers of 
Lord Ram, and instructed them to make preparations for the departure of a grand 
marriage party for Janakpur. This party should match the greatness of the kingdom of 
Ayodhya, and hence a large number of elephants, horses and chariots were to be 
decorated and got readied.  
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 This news naturally made the two brothers excited.]   
 
÷⁄UÃ ‚∑§‹ ‚Ê„UŸË ’Ù‹Ê∞ – •Êÿ‚È ŒËã„U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ©UÁΔU œÊ∞H 3H 
⁄UÁø L§Áø ¡ËŸ ÃÈ⁄Uª ÁÃã„U ‚Ê¡ – ’⁄UŸ ’⁄UŸ ’⁄U ’ÊÁ¡ Á’⁄UÊ¡H 4H 
‚È÷ª ‚∑§‹ ‚ÈÁΔU ø¢ø‹ ∑§⁄UŸË – •ÿ ßfl ¡⁄UÃ œ⁄UÃ ¬ª œ⁄UŸËH 5H 
ŸÊŸÊ ¡ÊÁÃ Ÿ ¡Ê®„U ’πÊŸ – ÁŸŒÁ⁄U ¬flŸÈ ¡ŸÈ ø„UÃ ©U«∏UÊŸH 6H 

 
bharata sakala sāhanī bōlā'ē. āyasu dīnha mudita uṭhi dhā'ē. 3. 
raci ruci jīna turaga tinha sājē. barana barana bara bāji birājē. 4. 
subhaga sakala suṭhi can̄cala karanī. aya iva jarata dharata paga dharanī. 5. 
nānā jāti na jāhiṁ bakhānē. nidari pavanu janu cahata uṛānē. 6. 
 
On his part, Bharat summoned the chief officers in charge of royal stables and issued 
necessary instructions. These officers were exceedingly delighted to hear these 
instructions and immediately got up cheerfully to implement them. (3) 

The stable incharges decorated numerous breeds of wonderful horses with 
colourful saddles and magnificent bridles, and collected these majestic horses at a place 
where all other components of the marriage party (procession) were to assemble. (4) 

All these horses were wonderful to behold and dynamic in their movements. They 
were so swift that when they galloped it appeared as if they foot didn’t touch the ground 
because the latter was like hot iron. [When these horses ran, their hooves touched and left 
the ground so rapidly in quick succession that it appeared to an observer that the animal  
is feeling scorched by touching a hot surface and so it wishes not to make any contact 
with it, and is thus trying to fly in the air.] (5) 

These steeds and stallions belonged to so many different breeds that it is not 
possible to list or describe them. Their strides were so swift that they appeared to fly in 
the air when they galloped. (6)  

[Note—There were countless steeds and stallions of different breeds in the royal stables. 
Some were war-horses, others used for games and ceremonial occasions, and some others 
for the purposes of making gifts. The stable-hands decorated the horses colourfully, using 
saddles, bridles and reins of different colours and design that would best fit with the type 
of the animal. 

Some of these horses were brought in from the royal stables and others from the royal 
stud-farms. The following verses shall qualify these horses further.]    

  
ÁÃã„U ‚’ ¿Uÿ‹ ÷∞ •‚flÊ⁄UÊ – ÷⁄UÃ ‚Á⁄U‚ ’ÿ ⁄UÊ¡∑È§◊Ê⁄UÊH 7H 
‚’ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚’ ÷Í·ŸœÊ⁄UË – ∑§⁄U ‚⁄U øÊ¬ ÃÍŸ ∑§Á≈U ÷Ê⁄UËH 8H 

 
tinha saba chayala bha'ē asavārā. bharata sarisa baya rājakumārā. 7. 
saba sundara saba bhūṣanadhārī. kara sara cāpa tūna kaṭi bhārī. 8. 
 
Gallant princes, knights, grandees, nobles and other sundry members of the royalty in the 
kingdom1, who were roughly of the same age as Bharat, mounted these fully decorated 
horses. (7) 
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All of them were handsome to look at. They were fully decorated with the best of 
ornaments, held a bow and an arrow in their hands, and had quivers tied to their waists. 
(8) 

[Note—1The “princes” referred to here may have been members of the extended royal 
family of king Dasrath, sons of other senior courtiers such as ministers and chiefs of the 
various wings of the army, as well as princes of nearby kingdoms who were friends of 
Bharat and Lord Ram. As soon as the news spread that Lord Ram is to be married and a 
grand party is preparing to leave for the bride’s place, all such princes and members of 
the royalty may have rushed to join the marriage party so that they can join it to attend 
the marriage ceremony.  
 Even in today’s time when the news spreads that the groom’s party is to leave for the 
bride’s place from a certain spot, all the friends of the groom assemble there and board 
the transport arranged by the groom’s family to ferry them to the venue of the marriage 
ceremony. In this particular instance however, the method of transport was the horses, the 
elephants and the chariots.]   

 
Îô0. ¿U⁄U ¿U’Ë‹ ¿Uÿ‹ ‚’ ‚Í⁄U ‚È¡ÊŸ Ÿ’ËŸ– 

¡Èª ¬Œø⁄U •‚flÊ⁄U ¬˝ÁÃ ¡ •Á‚∑§‹Ê ¬˝’ËŸH 298H 
 
dōhā.  

charē chabīlē chayala saba sūra sujāna nabīna. 
juga padacara asavāra prati jē asikalā prabīna. 298. 
 
All these princes, knights, grandees, nobles and other members of the royalty who had 
mounted the horses were not only handsome and magnificent to look at in all their fine 
attire and other royal ensembles and paraphernalia, but were also maverick, brave and 
gallant warriors in their own right. [They looked wonderful and well heeled; their 
external appearances gave the impression that they since they lead a pampered life of 
comfort and pleasure they won’t be able to stand against their enemies in the battle-field, 
but this was a wrong assumption as all of them were trained warriors known for their 
gallantry and valour.] 

Each one of them was accompanied or attended by two foot-men (foot-soldiers) 
who held swords in their hands and were experts in wielding this weapon. (Doha no. 298) 

[Note—Each horse-rider was attended by two helpers, one on each side. They were 
necessary to control the horses should the animals get distracted and go out of control due 
to the huge crowd and cacophony of musical instruments.  

Besides this point, the riders needed their help to mount and alight from the horses—
because one of the attendants would hold the horse and the other would assist his master 
to get down from the horse or mount it.  

The third reason is that it was a matter of status for the princes and knights who were 
accustomed to being attended by servants at all times.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ’Ê°œ¥ Á’⁄UŒ ’Ë⁄U ⁄UŸ ªÊ…∏U – ÁŸ∑§Á‚ ÷∞ ¬È⁄U ’Ê„U⁄U ΔUÊ…∏UH 1H 
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caupā’ī.  

bām̐dhēṁ birada bīra rana gāṛhē. nikasi bha'ē pura bāhēra ṭhāṛhē. 1. 
 
[The following verses would describe the marriage party of Lord Ram as it assembled 
outside Ayodhya in preparation for the departure of the procession for Janakpur.] 
 Brave and gallant warriors who prided themselves for their adherence to the vows 
of chivalry as well as for their bravery, gallantry and valour, had enthusiastically came 
out of the city and gathered together at a spot, readying themselves for departure. (1) 

[Note—Remember: We are dealing with events of ancient times when chivalry and 
gallantry were honourable traits expected from the warrior class known as the 
‘Kshatriyas’ to which the royal family of Dasrath belonged. 
 Royal showmanship, regal demeanours, pomp and pageantry were the norms of the 
day for courts of kings and emperors.] 
 

»§⁄U®„U øÃÈ⁄U ÃÈ⁄Uª ªÁÃ ŸÊŸÊ – „U⁄U·®„U ‚ÈÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ¬Ÿfl ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 2H 
 
phērahiṁ catura turaga gati nānā. haraṣahiṁ suni suni panava nisānā. 2. 
 
Expert horse-riders and cavalrymen put their horses through different steps and made 
them display various maneuvers (such as making the horses dance and prance in various 
ways) to exhibit their skills in handling the horses. They feel exhilarated and excited 
upon hearing the vigorous sound of the beating of the drums and kettle-drums. (2) 

[Note—These expert horsemen made their horses dance and prance to the rhythmic beat 
of the musical drums. The more vigorous the sound of the musical instruments the more 
enthusiastically they prodded the animals to dance and prance energetically. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 302 which also allude to the 
dancing of the horses to the beat of musical instruments.]   

 
⁄UÕ ‚Ê⁄UÁÕã„U Á’ÁøòÊ ’ŸÊ∞ – äfl¡ ¬ÃÊ∑§ ◊ÁŸ ÷Í·Ÿ ‹Ê∞H 3H 

 
ratha sārathinha bicitra banā'ē. dhvaja patāka mani bhūṣana lā'ē. 3. 
 
Meanwhile, the charioteers had fabulously decorated the numerous chariots with flags, 
banners, curtains, gems and other ornamentations which they had brought especially for 
this occasion. (3) 

[Note—A king’s army had the horse brigade on the foreground, which was followed by 
foot soldiers and the chariots, with the elephants on either flanks.  
 So, first the cavalry was described, and in this verse the chariots are being described.] 

 
øfl°⁄U øÊL§ ®∑§Á∑§ÁŸ œÈÁŸ ∑§⁄U„UË¥ – ÷ÊŸÈ ¡ÊŸ ‚Ù÷Ê •¬„U⁄U„UË¥H 4H 

 
cavam̐ra cāru kiṅkini dhuni karahīṁ. bhānu jāna sōbhā apaharahīṁ. 4. 
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These chariots had beautiful canopies (under which the royal passenger would be seated) 
and were provided by elegant whisks (to fan them). The chariots were adorned with small 
tinkling bells (which made a pleasant sound resembling some musical instrument as the 
vehicle moved along).  

The chariots were so gorgeous and opulent that they virtually stole (or put to 
shame; brushed aside; overrode; surpassed and eclipsed; made to pale into insignificance) 
the splendour and grandeur of the chariot of the Sun-God. (4) 

[Note—The young members of the royalty such as princes and brave knights would 
mount the horses, while the elders and other noble men would sit in these chariots.] 

 
‚Êfl°∑§⁄UŸ •ªÁŸÃ „Uÿ „UÙÃ – Ã ÁÃã„U ⁄UÕã„U ‚Ê⁄UÁÕã„U ¡ÙÃH 5H 
‚¢ÈŒ⁄U ‚∑§‹ •‹¢∑Î§Ã ‚Ù„U – Á¡ã„UÁ„U Á’‹Ù∑§Ã ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ÿ ◊Ù„UH 6H 

 
sāvam̐karana aganita haya hōtē. tē tinha rathanha sārathinha jōtē. 5. 
sundara sakala alaṅkṛta sōhē. jinhahi bilōkata muni mana mōhē. 6. 
 
Numerous horses of a special breed that had dark ears1, which were generally regarded as 
auspicious as they were used during horse-sacrifices, were yoked to the chariots. (5) 

All these horses were magnificent to behold because they were beautifully 
decorated with a wide variety of ornamentations. They were so wonderful to behold that 
even sages and hermits became enchanted by their sight (though they are supposed to be 
immune to such worldly physical attractions). (6) 

[Note—1These horses normally had milk-white skin and long dark ears. They were used 
exclusively for fire sacrifices and other religious events.] 

 
¡ ¡‹ ø‹®„U Õ‹Á„U ∑§Ë ŸÊßZ – ≈UÊ¬ Ÿ ’Í«∏U ’ª •Áœ∑§ÊßZH 7H 

 
jē jala calahiṁ thalahi kī nā'īṁ. ṭāpa na būṛa bēga adhikā'īṁ. 7. 
 
The swiftness and dynamism of these horses was so outstanding that when they moved 
on water (such as when crossing streams and rivulets) their foot touched the surface of 
the water as rapidly as they touched the ground when they galloped on dry land. They 
seemed to skim the surface of the water because they cantered away so fast that their 
hooves didn’t seem to touch it. (7) 

[Note—It ought to be noted that a lot of stress has been laid on the quality of the horses 
in these verses because mighty armies of those times were measured in their strength by 
the strength and ability of their cavalry wings.] 

 
•ï  ‚ï  ‚’È ‚Ê¡È ’ŸÊß¸ – ⁄UÕË ‚Ê⁄UÁÕã„U Á‹∞ ’Ù‹Êß¸H 8H 

 
astra sastra sabu sāju banā'ī. rathī sārathinha li'ē bōlā'ī. 8. 
 
Meanwhile, the charioteers had armed their vehicles with different kinds of weapons and 
armaments, and having finished their jobs they invited their masters to board them. (8) 
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[Note—The natural query that comes to the mind is that this was supposed to be a 
“marriage procession” and not an army going to war. But it must be remembered that it 
was a party of a great king-emperor, and it had to match his stature. Wherever a king 
went he was always accompanied by a well-armed and equipped army. This was done to 
ensure that he is given due respect befitting his royal status wherever he goes, and also to 
provide for his security in case of an unexpected ambush.  
 After all, an Emperor can’t be expected to arrive at the place where his son, the 
would-be emperor, is about to be married, astride on an ordinary chariot and 
accompanied by a mere handful of soldiers and servants. That would be a hilarious 
situation.]  

 
Îô0. øÁ…∏U øÁ…∏U ⁄UÕ ’Ê„U⁄U Ÿª⁄U ‹ÊªË ¡È⁄UŸ ’⁄UÊÃ– 

„UÙÃ ‚ªÈŸ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚’Á„U ¡Ù ¡Á„U ∑§Ê⁄U¡ ¡ÊÃH 299H 
 
dōhā.  

caḍhi caḍhi ratha bāhēra nagara lāgī jurana barāta. 
hōta saguna sundara sabahi jō jēhi kāraja jāta. 299. 
 
The members of the marriage procession mounted the chariots and started collecting 
outside the city.  

In the city itself, wherever anyone went to do any odd job, he would encounter 
auspicious omens. [In other words, the general atmosphere in the city of Ayodhya was 
one of auspiciousness, exuberance, vibrancy, joyfulness, delightfulness, cheer, festivities 
and celebrations.] (Doha no. 299) 

 
 
¿õ0.  ∑§Á‹Ã ∑§Á⁄U’⁄UÁã„U ¬⁄UË¥ •°’Ê⁄UË¥– ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Ê®„U ¡Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚°flÊ⁄UË¥H 1H 

ø‹ ◊ÙÊ ª¡ ÉÊ¢≈ U Á’⁄UÊ¡Ë – ◊Ÿ„È°U ‚È÷ª ‚ÊflŸ ÉÊŸ ⁄UÊ¡ËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kalita karibaranhi parīṁ am̐bārīṁ. kahi na jāhiṁ jēhi bhām ̐ti sam ̐vārīṁ. 1. 
calē matta gaja ghaṇṭa birājī. manahum̐ subhaga sāvana ghana rājī. 2. 
 
[After describing the horses, it is now the turn of the elephants.] 

On the back of magnificent elephants of the best breeds were put elegant seats 
that had canopies and other accoutrements that made them look so regal and splendid that 
it is not possible to describe their beauty and elegance in words.  

[On these seats would be seated the chiefs of the various wings of the king’s own 
army as well as those of the knights who were accompanying the marriage procession.] 
(1) 

These young elephants that were charged with dynamic energy and in a state of 
rut, who had been well decorated with chiming bells (and other decorative paraphernalia 
such as garlands of pearls, banners with the royal emblem, bracelets of gold studded with 
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gems that were tied around their legs, and so on and so forth), moved ahead majestically 
in a procession as if huge banks of rumbling and thundering dark clouds start ascending 
the horizon during the rainy season. (2) 

[Note—There were two types of elephants in the royal procession—one that were used in 
ceremonial processions or other auspicious occasions, and others that were used as war-
elephants. They represented the might, majesty and dignity of the king’s huge army. 
Elephants and horses, as well as the chariots, were the main components of a king’s army 
in those days. 
 It should be noted that the procession had the horses in the vanguard, behind them 
followed the chariots, and then came the elephants. They were mounted by warriors, 
princes and knights. This was the pattern followed by the royal army in ancient days. 

Behind this army came the civilian component of the marriage procession consisting 
of the Brahmins, royal bards, minstrels, genealogists, servants and other attendants, as 
well as mules, oxen, camels etc. that were used to carry ration and other innumerable 
things of daily use that were needed to support such a huge assembly of people and 
animals.]  

  
’Ê„UŸ •¬⁄U •Ÿ∑§ Á’œÊŸÊ – Á‚Á’∑§Ê ‚È÷ª ‚ÈπÊ‚Ÿ ¡ÊŸÊH 3H 
ÁÃã„U øÁ…∏U ø‹ Á’¬˝’⁄U ’Î¢ŒÊ – ¡ŸÈ ÃŸÈ œ⁄¥U ‚∑§‹ üÊÈÁÃ ¿U¢ŒÊH 4H 

 
bāhana apara anēka bidhānā. sibikā subhaga sukhāsana jānā. 3. 
tinha caḍhi calē biprabara bṛndā. janu tanu dharēṁ sakala śruti chandā. 4. 
 
Besides the horses, the chariots and the elephants there were various kinds of other means 
of conveyance such as grand palanquins, elegant sedans, and other such seats that were 
all elaborately decorated in an elegant style. They were all very comfortable to sit upon. 
(3) 

On these vehicles were seated the Brahmins, who were like personified forms of 
the verses of the Vedas1, as they joined the other members of the marriage party. (4)  

[Note—1This is a metaphor to indicate two things—one, the Brahmins were revered men 
just like the scriptures known as the ‘Vedas’, and two, that they were in their thousands 
just like the countless numbers of the verses of the Vedas.] 

 
◊Êªœ ‚ÍÃ ’¢ÁŒ ªÈŸªÊÿ∑§ – ø‹ ¡ÊŸ øÁ…∏U ¡Ù ¡Á„U ‹Êÿ∑§H 5H 

 
māgadha sūta bandi gunagāyaka. calē jāna caḍhi jō jēhi lāyaka. 5. 
 
The royal bards, heralds, minstrels and genealogists boarded different kinds of vehicles 
that were suited to their position in the social and royal hierarchy of the kingdom as they 
followed from behind the Brahmins. (5)  

 
’‚⁄ U ™° ≈U ’Î·÷ ’„ÈU ¡ÊÃË – ø‹ ’SÃÈ ÷Á⁄U •ªÁŸÃ ÷Ê°ÃËH 6H 

 
bēsara ūm̐ ṭa bṛṣabha bahu jātī. calē bastu bhari aganita bhām̐tī. 6. 
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They were followed by animals such as mules, camels and oxen of various breeds that 
carried on their backs a huge supply of essential commodities of different kinds (that 
would be needed to sustain such a large party of men and animals for a long time). (6) 

 
∑§ÙÁ≈Uã„U ∑§Ê°flÁ⁄U ø‹ ∑§„UÊ⁄UÊ – Á’Á’œ ’SÃÈ ∑§Ù ’⁄UŸÒ ¬Ê⁄UÊH 7H 

 
kōṭinha kām̐vari calē kahārā. bibidha bastu kō baranai pārā. 7. 
 
Behind these animals carting essential commodities came their keepers, as well as the 
porters and other bearers of goods of such a vide variety that no one can narrate or list 
them. (7) 

[Note—The animals mentioned in verse no. 6 were employed to carry heavier items such 
as ration and other raw materials needed for daily usage for the huge army and party of 
men, while the porters and bearers were employed to ferry other lighter things such as 
clothes, gifts, robes, ornaments, decorations, insignia and other royal paraphernalia that 
needed to be handled carefully by men.] 

 
ø‹ ‚∑§‹ ‚fl∑§ ‚◊ÈŒÊß¸ – ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ‚Ê¡È ‚◊Ê¡È ’ŸÊß¸H 8H 

 
calē sakala sēvaka samudā'ī. nija nija sāju samāju banā'ī. 8. 
 
All the servants, servitors and attendants formed a huge crowd as they followed from 
behind in the form of large groups. (8) 

[Note—Amongst the servants, servitors and attendants there was a hierarchy, and each 
rung of this hierarchy had numerous members. So when they joined the marriage 
procession, they formed their own groups. And therefore, there must have been a large 
number of groups of servants, servitors and attendants of different status and designation 
that formed a huge crowd which followed from behind in the royal procession.]   

 
Îô0. ‚’ ∑¥§ ©U⁄U ÁŸ÷¸⁄U „U⁄U·È ¬ÍÁ⁄UÃ ¬È‹∑§ ‚⁄UË⁄U– 

∑§’®„U ŒÁπ’ ŸÿŸ ÷Á⁄U ⁄UÊ◊È ‹πŸÈ ŒÙ©U ’Ë⁄UH 300H 
 
dōhā.  

saba kēṁ ura nirbhara haraṣu pūrita pulaka sarīra. 
kabahiṁ dēkhibē nayana bhari rāmu lakhanu dō'u bīra. 300. 

The hearts of all of them were bubbling over with excitement and their bodies were full 
of thrill, wondering when they will have the ealiest chance to see to their eyes full the two 
brave warriors, Lord Ram and Laxman (who were very dear to them all). (Doha no. 300) 

[Note—The citizens loved their princes from the depth of their hearts. Lord Ram had a 
special place in the heart of all men and women. This fact is explicitly mentioned in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 204. 
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This will also be abundantly evident later on when we read in Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 83, as well as in Doha no. 83 
along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that describe how the citizens were 
overwhelmed with profound sorrow and grief upon learning that Lord Ram was going to 
the forest to live in exile, and had decided at the time that they can’t live without the 
Lord. So they all followed him from behind in a huge mass of lamenting men and women 
who refused to stay back at Ayodhya as they were determined to follow the Lord 
wherever he went.  

Not only the humans, but even the animals of Ayodhya had loved their lord dearly as 
would be evident when we read Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 83 which 
describes how the elephants, the horses, the cattle and other four-footed animals, as well 
as the birds represented by the sparrow hawk, peocock, cuckoo, parrot, ruddy goose, 
crane, swan and partridge were submerged in grief at the time Lord Ram left Ayodhya for 
his forest exile. 

Again we read in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 99 that when Lord 
Ram sent Sumantra, the chief minister of the kingdom of Ayodhya who was sent by king 
Dasrath with a chariot to try and bring the Lord back after some initial days in the forest, 
back, the horses of the chariot became exceedingly sorrowful and neighed soulfully as 
they repeatedly looked back to glance at their beloved Lord whom they were forced to 
leave behind when Sumantra turned the chariot round and forced them to move on in the 
direction of Ayodhya. 

Well so, therefore, it is the same natural and unbound affection and love that the 
citizens as well as the animals had for their beloved Lord Ram that had made them so 
thrilled and highly exhilarated when they joined the marriage procession of the Lord. 
They are very eager to have a glimpse of their beloved Lord Ram as soon as possible, and 
they are so impatient because they hadn’t seen the Lord for quite some time, ever since 
he had gone with sage Vishwamitra to protect the latter’s fire sacrifice.  

If it was allowed and possible, they would have literally run or flown, as it were, to 
Janakpur to be with Lord Ram in the shortest possible time.]    

 
 
¿õ0. ª⁄U¡®„U ª¡ ÉÊ¢≈UÊ œÈÁŸ ÉÊÙ⁄UÊ – ⁄UÕ ⁄Ufl ’ÊÁ¡ ®„U‚ ø„ÈU •Ù⁄UÊH 1H 

ÁŸŒÁ⁄U ÉÊŸÁ„U ÉÊÈï◊¸⁄U®„U ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊ – ÁŸ¡ ¬⁄UÊß ∑§¿ÈU ‚ÈÁŸ• Ÿ ∑§ÊŸÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

garajahiṁ gaja ghaṇṭā dhuni ghōrā. ratha rava bāji hiṁsa cahu ōrā. 1. 
nidari ghanahi ghurmmarahiṁ nisānā. nija parā'i kachu suni'a na kānā. 2. 
 
There was a thunderous din that was caused by the trumpeting of elephants, the clanging 
of bells, the creaking sound of the wheels of chariots, and the neighing of horses in all the 
directions. (1) 

To this cacophony was added the deafening sound of the vigorous beating of the 
kettle-drums that resembled the clap of thunder during the rainy season.  

The combined effect of this loud din and clamour was that no one could hear 
anything, what others said or his own voice1. (2) 
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[Note—There was an electrifying excitement that pervaded at the place outside the gates 
of the city of Ayodhya where the marriage part had started assembling. There were 
animals as well as humans, and everyone was terribly happy. 

1There are other places also in Ram Charit Manas where it is said that the clamour of 
the musical instruments etc. was so loud that the resultant din made it impossible for one 
to hear what others were speaking. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 319, and Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 323.] 
     

 
◊„UÊ ÷Ë⁄U ÷Í¬ÁÃ ∑§ mÊ⁄¥U – ⁄U¡ „UÙß ¡Êß ¬·ÊŸ ¬’Ê⁄¥UH 3H 

 
mahā bhīra bhūpati kē dvārēṁ. raja hō'i jā'i paṣāna pabārēṁ. 3. 
 
[The previous verses had described the scene where the marriage party had assembled on 
the outskirts of the city. Now in the following verses, the scene within the city is being 
narrated.]   

There was a huge crowd at the gates of the royal palace. The crowd was so thick 
and excited that if a stone were to be thrown on the ground at that place then it would be 
crushed to dust by the pressure of the feet of those who had gathered there. (3) 

[Note—The palace grounds were chock-a-block with a sea of citizens. Everyone wished 
to witness first hand the goings-on of that happy occasion.] 

 
ø…∏UË •≈UÊÁ⁄Uã„U Œπ®„U ŸÊ⁄UË¥ – Á‹∞° •Ê⁄UÃË ◊¢ª‹ ÕÊ⁄UË¥H 4H 
ªÊfl®„U ªËÃ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ŸÊŸÊ – •ÁÃ •ÊŸ¢ŒÈ Ÿ ¡Êß ’πÊŸÊH 5H 

 
caṛhī aṭārinha dēkhahiṁ nārīṁ. li'ēm̐ āratī maṅgala thārīṁ. 4. 
gāvahiṁ gīta manōhara nānā. ati ānandu na jā'i bakhānā. 5. 
 
The women-folk of the city went to the balconies and terraces of their homes to watch the 
exuberant celebrations below. They carried platters with auspicious items to perform the 
ritual of ‘doing of the Arti’ (showing of lighted earthen lamps) when the king and his 
family members would move out of the palace and proceed towards the spot where the 
rest of the marriage party had assembled on the outskirts. (4) 

These women-folk were singing pleasantly different kinds of songs that were both 
melodious as well as auspicious in their content. They were overjoyed, being 
overwhelmed with emotions of happiness and ecstasy. (5) 

[Note—Whereas the men had moved out onto the streets and danced and sang in merry 
abundance, the women stayed behind as was the tradition of the time. They expressed 
their joy by singing and doing the Arti. A similar scene would be witnessed in Janakpur 
when Lord Ram would proceed towards the marriage venue. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chanda stanza no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 317—to Chanda stanza no. 
4 that precedes Doha no. 318.  

Earlier we have already read that when Lord Ram and Laxman had gone on a sight-
seeing visit of Janakpur prior to the breaking of the bow, a huge crowd of women-folk of 
the city had watched them from the balconies and terraces of their homes. They were 
overwhelmed to see these handsome prince and had invoked their deities and prayed to 
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them fervently to make it so happen that Sita gets married with Lord Ram. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 220—to Doha 
no. 223.]    

 
Ã’ ‚È◊¢òÊ ŒÈß Sÿ¢ŒŸ ‚Ê¡Ë – ¡ÙÃ ⁄UÁ’ „Uÿ ÁŸ¢Œ∑§ ’Ê¡ËH 6H 

 
taba sumantra du'i syandana sājī. jōtē rabi haya nindaka bājī. 6. 
 
Then Sumantra, the chief minister of the kingdom, got two fabulous chariots ready. 
Horses that put to shame the wonderful horses of the celestial chariot of the Sun God, 
were yoked to these chariots. (6) 

[Note—The Sun God’s chariot has seven horses. This allusion means that each of the two 
chariots that Sumantra got readied for king Dasrath and his royal family had at least 
seven horses, and these horses were handpicked after thorough training and testing. The 
sort of horses that Dasrath had in his stables can be gauged by reading the previous 
verses, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 298, and Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that 
precede Doha no. 299. If such wonderful horses were used by other princes and knights 
then one can guess the magnificence of the horses that were kept aside for the personal 
use of the king-emperor, Dasrath himself. 
 The brilliance of these horses is stressed by comparing them to the horses of the 
chariot of the Sun God and saying that there were far better than the latter.]  

 
ŒÙ©U ⁄UÕ L§Áø⁄U ÷Í¬ ¬®„U •ÊŸ – Ÿ®„U ‚Ê⁄UŒ ¬®„U ¡Ê®„U ’πÊŸH 7H 
⁄UÊ¡ ‚◊Ê¡È ∞∑§ ⁄UÕ ‚Ê¡Ê – ŒÍ‚⁄U Ã¡ ¬È¢¡ •ÁÃ ÷˝Ê¡ÊH 8H 

 
dō'u ratha rucira bhūpa pahiṁ ānē. nahiṁ sārada pahiṁ jāhiṁ bakhānē. 7. 
rāja samāju ēka ratha sājā. dūsara tēja pun̄ja ati bhrājā. 8. 
 
Two such fabulous chariots were brought before the king (Dasrath). They were so 
magnificent and brilliant that even the patron goddess of speech and literary expertise, 
goddess Sarda (Saraswati), was unable to describe their beauty and magnificence. (7) 

One of these chariots was bedecked with royal paraphernalia (such as whisks, 
arms, canopy, royal standard, a throne with its parasol and ceremonial umbrella, etc.), 
and the other was brilliant in its radiance as if it was a fount of splendour. (8) 

[Note—It is easy to guess who will sit in which chariot. The first was occupied by king 
Dasrath himself, while his royal priest, sage Vasistha, would sit in the second one. It will 
be clear in Doha no. 301 below.] 

 
Îô0. Ã®„U ⁄UÕ L§Áø⁄U ’Á‚DÔU ∑§„È° „U⁄UÁ· ø…∏UÊß Ÿ⁄U‚È– 

•Ê¬È ø…∏U©U Sÿ¢ŒŸ ‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U „U⁄U ªÈ⁄U ªıÁ⁄U ªŸ‚ÈH 301H 
 
dōhā.  
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tēhiṁ ratha rucira basiṣṭha kahum̐ haraṣi caṛhā'i narēsu. 
āpu caṛhē'u syandana sumiri hara gura gauri ganēsu. 301. 
 
Sage Vasistha was made to board this (second) chariot, while the king himself boarded 
the first one after remembering and invoking Lord Har (Shiva), Guru (his moral 
preceptor), Gauri (goddess Parvati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva) and Ganesh (the son 
of Lord Shiva who provides auspiciousness and success in any endeavour, and is 
worshipped at the beginning of any exercise). (Doha no. 301) 

[Note—It is a standard practice to invoke gods and one’s personal deity before one 
embarks on a journey to ensure success in the objective of the trip as well as to remove 
any hurdles that may occur due to interference by malevolent stars. When Lord Ram had 
started on his journey for forest exile he too had prayed to Lords Ganesh and Shiva, and 
Sita had prayed to goddess Parvati to ensure their welfare and safety in the wilds. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Doha no. 79; (ii) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 81; (iii) Doha no. 85; and (iv) Doha no. 103 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 2-8.] 

 

 
¿õ0.  ‚Á„UÃ ’Á‚DÔU ‚Ù„U ŸÎ¬ ∑Ò§‚¥ – ‚È⁄U ªÈ⁄U ‚¢ª ¬È⁄¢UŒ⁄U ¡Ò‚¥H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sahita basiṣṭha sōha nṛpa kaisēṁ. sura gura saṅga purandara jaisēṁ. 1. 
 
In the company of his Guru (sage Vasistha), the king (Dasrath) looked as majestic and 
grand as Indra (the king of gods) looks in the company of the Guru of the gods (known as 
Brihaspati). (1) 

[Note—A king’s glory and majesty is enhanced when he is accompanied by his Guru. 
Both king Dasrath and Guru Vasistha were highly regarded in the world, the former 
having the rare distinction of being the worldly father of Lord Ram, an incarnation of the 
Supreme Being, and the latter being the Lord’s preceptor and teacher, a privilege no one 
else got. In fact, it was this rare honour to become a Guru of the Lord in his human form 
that Vasistha, who was the son of the creator Brahma, had accepted to become a priest of 
the Raghu dynasty when his father, Brahma, explained this privilege to him. This has 
been specifically stated in Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 48 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8.  
 Therefore, these two honourable gentlemen, king Dasrath and guru Vasistha, 
standing side by side, looked as if two suns were shining in their fully splendour 
simultaneously. In the present verse they have been likened to the Indra, the king of the 
gods, and Brihaspati, their Guru.]   

 
∑§Á⁄U ∑È§‹ ⁄UËÁÃ ’Œ Á’Áœ ⁄UÊ™§ – ŒÁπ ‚’Á„U ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’ŸÊ™§H 2H 
‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ⁄UÊ◊È ªÈ⁄U •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß¸ – ø‹ ◊„UË¬ÁÃ ‚¢π ’¡Êß¸H 3H 
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kari kula rīti bēda bidhi rā'ū. dēkhi sabahi saba bhām̐ti banā'ū. 2. 
sumiri rāmu gura āyasu pā'ī. calē mahīpati saṅkha bajā'ī. 3. 
 
The king cheerfully and diligently observed all the traditional formalities ordained for 
such auspicious occasions in the Vedas and other scriptures as well as those that were 
established by tradition in the royal family.  

After having completed these formalities, the king observed that everything was 
ready and all arrangements were in place for the grand departure of the marriage 
procession for Janakpur. (2) 

So, the king remembered Lord Ram1, took final permission from his Guru 
(Vasistha), and announced his departure for Janakpur by blowing the conch shell with 
full blast2. (3) 

[Note—1This observation is very significant here. It clearly shows that Dasrath knew that 
Lord Ram, whom he calls his ‘son’, is none else but the Supreme Being in a human form. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 193. 

Therefore, at the time of departure of the huge marriage procession, king Dasrath had 
invoked the blessings of Lord Ram in the same manner as one would pray to his family 
deity or some universally worshipped deity such as Lord Shiva or Lord Ganesh. 

It is also to be noted here that the wise king deemed that all other deities have been 
worshipped, and their blessings sought and received, if he had offered his prayers to one 
single deity in the form of Lord Ram—because Lord Ram, being the ‘Supreme Being’, 
incorporates all other forms of divinity in his single body. In fact, worshipping Lord Ram 
is equivalent to worshipping the entire pantheon of gods and goddesses. This notion is 
endorsed by sage Valmiki also when he says exactly this thing in Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand—(i) Doha no. 129 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-6; (ii) 
Doha no. 130 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5, 8. 

Therefore, king Dasrath did not think it necessary to offer special prayers to any other 
traditional deity such as Lord Shiva or Lord Ganesh at the time of departure for Janakpur.  

2The sound of the blowing of the conch shell is considered the most auspicious sound 
one can hear at the start of any endeavour. For instance, it is sounded at the start of all 
religious ceremonies and festivities, including the fire sacrifices and recitation of hymns, 
at the time of commencement of a journey or any other enterprise, even at the time of the 
commencement of a battle. 

We shall read a little later on in this narration that when the Lord Ram’s marriage 
party started from Janakpur back on its journey for Ayodhya, many musical instruments 
were played, and the conch shell was one of them—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 344. 

Even on an earlier occasion we have read that when Lord Ram had broken the bow, a 
number of musical instruments were played, and at that time also the conch was blown. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 263. 

Then again, the conch was sounded when king Janak invited king Dasrath to come to 
the venue of the marriage ceremony in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 313.] 

      
„U⁄U· Á’’Èœ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’⁄UÊÃÊ – ’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È◊¢ª‹ ŒÊÃÊH 4H 

 
haraṣē bibudha bilōki barātā. baraṣahiṁ sumana sumaṅgala dātā. 4. 
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The gods were jubilant when they saw the marriage procession. They showered flowers 
from the heaven upon this procession, symbolising their blessings as well as the 
auspiciousness and the sanctity of the occasion. (4) 

[Note—There are countless instances of the gods showering flowers and giving blessings 
from the heaven. For instance, refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 
2 that precedes Doha no. 194 at the time of birth of Lord Ram; (ii) Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 262 when the gods have showered flowers upon Lord Ram when the 
Lord broke the bow of Shiva; (iii) Doha no. 264 when Sita had put the victory garland on 
Lord Ram; (iv) Doha no. 285 after the angry sage Parashuram had to concede defeat at 
the hands of Lord Ram and left for the forest after seeking forgiveness from the Lord; (v) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 306, and Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 309 when the hosts, king Janak, had welcomed the guests, the marriage party of Lord 
Ram; (vi) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 314 when king Dasrath proceeded 
towards the site of the marriage ceremony along with his royal retinue and his four sons; 
(vii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 323, Doha no. 324 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line no. 7, and Chanda stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 327 when 
Sita came to the pavilion where the marriage rituals were to be held, as well as during the 
proceedings of the rituals. 
 In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 319 it is 
clearly stated that the “gods showered flowers from the sky, and the Brahmins chanted 
hymns invoking peace and prosperity on various occasions when they found it fit to do 
so”.] 

 
÷ÿ©U ∑§Ù‹Ê„U‹ „Uÿ ªÿ ªÊ¡ – CÿÙ◊ ’⁄UÊÃ ’Ê¡Ÿ ’Ê¡H 5H 
‚È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚È◊¢ª‹ ªÊßZ – ‚⁄U‚ ⁄UÊª ’Ê¡®„U ‚„UŸÊßZH 6H 

 
bhaya'u kōlāhala haya gaya gājē. byōma barāta bājanē bājē. 5. 
sura nara nāri sumaṅgala gā'īṁ. sarasa rāga bājahiṁ sahanā'īṁ. 6. 
 
At that time (i.e. at the time of the departure of the marriage procession from Ayodhya) 
there was a loud din created by the neighing of horses, the trumpeting of elephants and 
the playing of different types of musical instruments, both in the heaven (played by the 
gods) as well as in the marriage procession itself (on the ground)1. (5) 

On that occasion, the gods, the men and the women sang auspicious songs in 
melodious voices. The clarionets were played melodiously, set to various sweet tunes2. 
(6) 

[Note—1Again, like the numerous instances of the blowing of the conch shell and the 
showering of flowers, there are other instances also when musical instruments were 
played so loud that the din and the cacophony of sound made it impossible for a person to 
hear what others were speaking—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
1-2 that precede Doha no. 301. 
 On each happy point of time, the gods had played their musical instruments in the 
heaven, the sky, and the citizens had done so on earth. Some of the instances are the 
following—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 262 when Lord Ram had broken the bow; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 265 when Sita had placed the victory garland on Lord Ram; (iii) Doha no. 285 and its 
following Chaupai line nos. 1-3; (iv) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 306 when 
the marriage party arrived at Janakpur; (v) Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 
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317 at the time of Lord Ram riding the horse and going towards the venue of the 
marriage ceremony; (vi) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 318 at the time when 
the guests were welcomed at the venue; (vii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
319 when the guests were seated in the pavilion; (viii) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 323 when Sita had arrived at the site to attend the marriage rituals; (ix) Doha 
no. 324 during the proceedings of the marriage rituals; and (x) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
precedes Doha no. 344 when the marriage party arrived at Ayodhya. 
    2Some of the other places where a reference is made of the playing of the 
“clarionet” are the following: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 263 when Lord Ram had broken the bow; (i) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 344 at the time of the arrival of the marriage procession at Ayodhya.]    

 
ÉÊ¢≈U ÉÊ¢Á≈U œÈÁŸ ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Ê„UË¥ – ‚⁄Ufl ∑§⁄®„U ¬Êß∑§ »§„U⁄UÊ„UË¥H 7H 
∑§⁄U®„U Á’ŒÍ·∑§ ∑§ıÃÈ∑§ ŸÊŸÊ – „UÊ‚ ∑È§‚‹ ∑§‹ ªÊŸ ‚È¡ÊŸÊH 8H 

 
ghaṇṭa ghaṇṭi dhuni barani na jāhīṁ. sarava karahiṁ pā'ika phaharāhīṁ. 7. 
karahiṁ bidūṣaka kautuka nānā. hāsa kusala kala gāna sujānā. 8. 
 
There was a huge clamour of clinging of bells, small and big, that was accompanied by 
the boisterous noise made by acrobats and gymnasts who leapt and danced, showing their 
skills in such feats, as they moved alongside the procession. (7) 

Jesters and clowns tried all the tricks of their trade in different ways.  
There was cheer and merriment everywhere as auspicious songs were sung 

melodiously (as the procession wend its way to Janakpur). (8) 
[Note—These skilled professional people, the clowns, the jesters, the acrobats and the 
gymnasts were taken along to keep everyone entertained during the long journey from 
Ayodhya to Janakpur.]     

 
Îô0. ÃÈ⁄Uª ŸøÊfl®„U ∑È§•°⁄U ’⁄U •∑§ÁŸ ◊ÎŒ¢ª ÁŸ‚ÊŸ– 

ŸÊª⁄U Ÿ≈U ÁøÃfl®„U øÁ∑§Ã «Uª®„U Ÿ ÃÊ‹ ’°œÊŸH 302H 
 
dōhā.  

turaga nacāvahiṁ ku'am̐ra bara akani mṛdaṅga nisāna. 
nāgara naṭa citavahiṁ cakita ḍagahiṁ na tāla bam̐dhāna. 302. 
 
Gallant princes and brave knights astride horses made their respective animals dance in 
step with the beat of the tunes being played by the musical instruments such as the tabor 
and the kettle-drums. 

They did this so expertly that professional dancers known as the “Nats”, who 
were well accomplished in the art of dancing to the rhythm of musical instruments, 
watched them in awe and were spell-bound by their expertise. (Doha no. 302) 

[Note—We have already read about these gallant princes and knights riding magnificent 
horses that were young and swift to manauvere, making the animals dance and hop 
skillfully as they waited on the outskirts of Ayodhya in preparation for the departure of 
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the marriage procession. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 298—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 299.  
 Now, when they watched the acrobats, the gymnasts, the clowns and the jesters 
perform tricks, they too joined in the celebrations, showing their skills in tackling the 
horses. Since making the animal dance perfectly in tune with the rhythm of the beat of 
the tabor and the kettle-drum was not a child’s play but required expertise of the highest 
order, other professional dancers watched them in awe and amazement.  
 So we have a marriage procession where entertainment was galore—there was music, 
song and dance, there were jokers to crack wise jokes, there were acrobats and gymnasts 
performing great physical exercises, and there were elegantly attired princes and knights 
on horsebacks adding colour to the procession with their ostentious feats with the horses. 
In short, it was a scene resembling a great moving circus of sorts that kept all spectators 
fully engaged and entertained all along the long journey to Janakpur.] 
 

 
¿õ0.  ’Ÿß Ÿ ’⁄UŸÃ ’ŸË ’⁄UÊÃÊ – „UÙ®„U ‚ªÈŸ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚È÷ŒÊÃÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bana'i na baranata banī barātā. hōhiṁ saguna sundara subhadātā. 1. 
 
The marriage party and the procession were so magnificent and grand that it is not 
feasible for anyone to describe them. Auspicious omens began to occur one after another. 
[These omens and signs would be described in the following verses.] (1) 

[Note—Remember: It was not an ordinary marriage procession, but one of the Lord of 
the world in his human incarnation. Besides this, it was a marriage procession of an 
Emperor’s son, so grandeur, magnificence, pomp and pageantry were naturally expected.  
 We have already read about the constituents of this marriage procession—chariots, 
horses, elephants, mules, oxen, camels, musicians, musical instruments and their sounds 
such as those of bells, kettle-drums and blowing of conch shells etc., elderly Brahmins, 
noble princes, gallant knights, expert acrobats, gymnasts and jesters, a huge retinue of 
faithful servants, palanquin bearers and porters, and so on and so forth. 

Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Kavitawali”, Uttar Kand, verse no. 180 where a 
summary of signs that are considered auspicious has been given.]    

 
øÊ⁄UÊ øÊ·È ’Ê◊ ÁŒÁ‚ ‹ß¸ – ◊Ÿ„È°U ‚∑§‹ ◊¢ª‹ ∑§Á„U Œß¸H 2H 

 
cārā cāṣu bāma disi lē'ī. manahum̐ sakala maṅgala kahi dē'ī. 2. 
 
[Verse nos. 2-8 list the auspicious signs that appeared at that time as the marriage 
procession of Lord Ram moved away from Ayodhya on it’s onwards journey to 
Janakpur.] 

The beautiful bird with the blue neck (i.e. the blue jay; “cārā cāṣu”) picked up its 
food that was on its left (i.e. by turning its face towards its left side instead of picking up 
the food on its right side) to indicate that everything is auspicious and fine. [This was the 
first auspicious omen.] (2) 
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[Note—It is believed, according to traditions, that when one sees a blue jay (or even a 
magpie) in the afternoon, it is a good sign, especially when one is about to start on a long 
journey or enterprise. This bird is habituated in making sweet calls with a pleasant voice. 
So, as it picked up its food on its left by turning the neck sideways and made a sweet call, 
whoever heard it regarded it as an auspicious sign.]    

  
ŒÊÁ„UŸ ∑§Êª ‚ÈπÃ ‚È„UÊflÊ – Ÿ∑È§‹ Œ⁄U‚È ‚’ ∑§Ê„Í°U ¬ÊflÊH 3H 

 
dāhina kāga sukhēta suhāvā. nakula darasu saba kāhūm̐ pāvā. 3. 
 
On the right-hand side of the procession one could see a crow (or, a group of crows; 
“kāga”) sitting quietly in a field that was pleasant to behold (i.e. the field where the crow 
was seen was green, cultivated, properly watered, had wonderful crops and was generally 
well kempt, instead of being a barren land that was infested with wild plants and shrubs). 
[This was the second auspicious omen.] 

Everyone could see the mongoose (“nakula” which crossed the path of the 
marriage procession, and could also be seen running here and there in the fields). [This 
was the third auspicious omen.] (3) 

 
‚ÊŸÈ∑Í§‹ ’„U ÁòÊÁ’œ ’ÿÊ⁄UË – ‚ÉÊ≈U ‚’Ê‹ •Êfl ’⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 4H 

 
sānukūla baha tribidha bayārī. saghaṭa sabāla āva bara nārī. 4. 
 
A pleasant breeze blew that had all the three great qualities that are expected in a breeze 
to make a man feel happy, delighted, relaxed and comfortable during his good days—i.e. 
it was soft, it was fragrant, and it was cool. [This was the fourth auspicious omen.]  

Then there came a beautiful, virtuous woman with a pitcher full of water and a 
child in her arms. [This was the fifth auspicious omen.] (4) 

 
‹ÙflÊ Á»§Á⁄U Á»§Á⁄U Œ⁄U‚È ŒπÊflÊ – ‚È⁄U÷Ë ‚Ÿ◊Èπ Á‚‚ÈÁ„U Á¬•ÊflÊH 5H 

 
lōvā phiri phiri darasu dēkhāvā. surabhī sanamukha sisuhi pi'āvā. 5. 
 
A fox (lōvā) could be seen stopping midway while it ran to repeatedly look backwards 
over its shoulders at the marriage procession. [This was the sixth auspicious omen.] 

A milch cow (surabhī) could be seen in the front, feeding its calf. [This was the 
seventh auspicious omen.] (5) 

 
◊Îª◊Ê‹Ê Á»§Á⁄U ŒÊÁ„UÁŸ •Êß¸ – ◊¢ª‹ ªŸ ¡ŸÈ ŒËÁã„U ŒπÊß¸H 6H 

 
mṛgamālā phiri dāhini ā'ī. maṅgala gana janu dīnhi dēkhā'ī. 6. 
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A herd of deer, walking in a queue one behind the other just like the flowers are arranged 
one on the top of the other in a garland (mṛgamālā), went round the procession in a 
clockwise manner, and came to its right flank from the left side as if auspicious omens 
could be seen in a physical form in the guise of the herd of deer. [This was the eighth 
auspicious omen.] (6) 

[Note—The deer went to the rear of the procession, came onto its left flank, ran ahead of 
the procession, and then crossed the road from the left side to the right-hand side. This 
was equivalent to the herd making a circumambulation of the procession, which is an 
auspicious sign.]   

 
¿U◊∑§⁄UË ∑§„U ¿U◊ Á’‚·Ë – SÿÊ◊Ê ’Ê◊ ‚ÈÃL§ ¬⁄U ŒπËH 7H 

 
chēmakarī kaha chēma bisēṣī. syāmā bāma sutaru para dēkhī. 7. 
 
The auspicious bird known as ‘chēmakarī’ (which is a kite with a white neck and a red-
tinged body)1 was making a call symbolising a declaration of auspiciousness and all sorts 
of well-being. [This was the ninth auspicious omen.] 

The black bird (syāmā)2 could be seen on a beautiful tree to the left-hand side of 
the procession, which again was an auspicious sighting. [This was the tenth auspicious 
omen.] (7) 

[Note—1The Kshemkari bird is considered auspicious because of the two colours on its 
body—white and red. It is believed to represent the holy river Ganges and goddess Gauri, 
the divine consort of Lord Shiva. Refer: Tulsidas’ “Kavitawali”, Uttar Kand, verse no. 
180. 

2The black bird is heard to sing in a melodious voice in the early hours of dawn, 
before sun-rise.]   

 
‚Ÿ◊Èπ •Êÿ©U ŒÁœ •L§ ◊ËŸÊ – ∑§⁄U ¬ÈSÃ∑§ ŒÈß Á’¬˝ ¬˝’ËŸÊH 8H 

 
sanamukha āya'u dadhi aru mīnā. kara pustaka du'i bipra prabīnā. 8. 
 
Then came two men—one holding a pot containing curd, and the other held a fish in his 
hand (dadhi aru mīnā). [These were the eleventh and the twelfth auspicious omens 
respectively.] 

And finally came two expert Brahmins holding books (scriptures) in their hands 
(kara pustaka du'i bipra). [This was the thirteenth auspicious omen.] (8) 

 
Îô0. ◊¢ª‹◊ÿ ∑§ÀÿÊŸ◊ÿ •Á÷◊Ã »§‹ ŒÊÃÊ⁄U– 

¡ŸÈ ‚’ ‚Êø „UÙŸ Á„UÃ ÷∞ ‚ªÈŸ ∞∑§ ’Ê⁄UH 303H 
 
dōhā.  
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maṅgalamaya kalyānamaya abhimata phala dātāra. 
janu saba sācē hōna hita bha'ē saguna ēka bāra. 303. 
 
All the omens that are harbingers of auspiciousness, welfare, well-beings and fulfilment 
of all desires decided to appear simultaneously so as to prove that their reputation and 
qualities are indeed true and trustworthy. (Doha no. 303) 

[Note—In other words, these omens wished to tell the world that their reputation as being 
signs of good fortunes whenever they appear is true and trustworthy and not something 
based on imagination or superstition. They knew very well that since it is a marriage 
procession of Lord Ram, the incarnate Lord Vishnu, the best of good fortunes and the 
best of good tidings are taken for granted to happen irrespective of whether they appear 
or not. So they thought to themselves—‘Why not make our presenc felt on this happy 
occasion to prove ourselves true and effective, because auspiciousness and fortunate 
events will nevertheless occur whether or not we mark our presence felt there. If we miss 
this golden opportunity to prove our trustworthiness and truthfulness as harbingers of 
good fortunes and well-being, then we won’t get another sure-shot chance to do so again 
and overcome those who are sceptical about our abilities and potentials as harbingers of 
good times. We are shown respect and welcome by the world because the people think 
that our presence would give them happiness and joy, so let us use this opportunity to 
reinforce the people’s faith and trust in us and our abilities to provide them with cheer 
and auspiciousness.’ 
 Therefore, all sorts of auspicious omens assumed a personified form as enumerated in 
the foregoing verses to prove themselves true, trustworthy and effective.]   

 
 
¿õ0. ◊¢ª‹ ‚ªÈŸ ‚Èª◊ ‚’ ÃÊ∑¥§ – ‚ªÈŸ ’˝rÊÔ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚ÈÃ ¡Ê∑¥§H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

maṅgala saguna sugama saba tākēṁ. saguna brahma sundara suta jākēṁ. 1. 
 
It is expected that all sorts of auspiciousness and good omens would willingly appear for 
him (Dasrath) who is blessed and fortunate enough to beget the invisible, attributelesss, 
subtle and all-pervading cosmic form of the Supreme Being known as ‘Brahm’ in a 
‘Sagun form’ (i.e. a form of the Supreme Being that is visible, and has a gross physical 
form with attributes) as his son. (1) 

[Note—This ‘Sagun form of Brahm’ that is born as a ‘son of king Dasrath’ is known as 
Lord Ram. As to the question why the supreme Lord decided to become Dasrath’s son, 
the answer is elaborately narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 141—to Doha no. 152; and (ii) from Sortha/Doha no. 
183—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 193.  
 Brahm is the cosmic Consciousness of creation as envisioned by the Upanishads, and 
is therefore the Absolute Truth of creation, the Reality of existence. Anything that is the 
ultimate ‘truth’ is pure and divine, and the glorious virtues of truth, purity and divinity 
are ‘beautiful virtues’. Anything else is ‘un-beautiful’ or ‘ugly and untrue’.  
 The adjective ‘Sundar’ means beautiful in simple terms. This beauty is measured at 
two levels—the physical level that is visible to the eye, and the subtle level that is not 
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visible to the eye. Lord Ram’s physical magnetic personality that enthralled the whole 
world and held its attention captive with its matchless charm is the grosser, the physical 
aspect of the beauty of the Lord. The divine qualities, sublime virtues, the principles of 
Dharma (probity, propriety, ethics, morality, righteousness and nobility) for which the 
Lord stood and held in high esteem by the world, virtues that are commonly known as the 
different noble ‘Gunas’ that the Lord possessed, were symbolic of the beauty of the Lord 
at a subtle level. 
 So in essence, the ‘beauty’ that is being referred to here when we talk of Lord Ram is 
not merely the physical charm of the Lord but also, and more importantly, the combined 
charm of his noble character, his noble thoughts, his noble qualities and his noble life and 
deeds that were meant to be an example for others to emulate.] 

 
⁄UÊ◊ ‚Á⁄U‚ ’L§ ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸ ‚ËÃÊ – ‚◊œË Œ‚⁄UÕÈ ¡Ÿ∑È§ ¬ÈŸËÃÊH 2H 
‚ÈÁŸ •‚ CÿÊ„ÈU ‚ªÈŸ ‚’ ŸÊø – •’ ∑§Ëã„U Á’⁄¢UÁø „U◊ ‚Ê°øH 3H 

 
rāma sarisa baru dulahini sītā. samadhī dasarathu janaku punītā. 2. 
suni asa byāhu saguna saba nācē. aba kīnhē biran̄ci hama sām ̐cē. 3. 
 
In the marriage that was going to be solemnised soon, the groom would be none other 
than Lord Ram, an incarnate Lord of the world, the bride would be Sita, who is no one 
else but goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, the Lord of the world, herself 
in a physical form, and the two kings, Dasrath and Janak, would be the parents of the 
groom and the bride respectively. (2) 

When the personified forms of the good omens (visualised as different semi-gods 
who had assumed various forms as narrated above in Chaupai line nos. 2-8 that precede 
Doha no. 303) heard of this rarest of rare combination (as narrated in verse no. 2 herein 
above), they were so exhilarated and happy at their good luck that they danced with joy 
and excitement, thinking that finally a golden and once-in-a-lifetime opportunity has been 
created for them by ‘Biranchi’, the Creator Brahma, which would establish without doubt 
their reputation as true and effective harbingers of good fortunes and auspiciousness of 
all kinds.  

So they exclaimed delightedly, ‘It is now that the Creator has for once proved us, 
the Good Omens collectively, true to our names as harbingers of good fortunes and 
auspiciousness of all kinds.’ (3) 

[Note—In other words, since it was such a rare occurrence that marked a divine union of 
the cosmic Lord in the physical form of Lord Ram with his cosmic counterpart, the 
Shakti, in the form of Sita, in the presence of two exceptionally fortunate souls in the 
bodies of kings Dasrath and Janak, good tidings and good fortunes were bound to be 
there on that occasion. In this scenario when all happiness, all joy, all goodness and all 
auspiciousness were compulsorily obliged to be present whether or not the omens make 
their presence felt, the latter decided not to miss this opportunity and make it a point to 
appear in their full forms, with their full regalia and splendour—because they did not 
want to lose this rare and god-sent chance to convince the world that if they are present 
on any occasion then good tidings, auspiciousness, happiness and joy were bound to be 
there.  

On the contrary, if any one of them missed this chance and failed to make their 
presence felt on the auspicious occasion of Lord Ram’s marriage then the world would be 
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convinced that the earlier belief that it held about a particular omen standing for some 
specific good happening was merely a hearsay and a false presumption because inspite of 
the relevant omen’s absence during the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram, that specific 
good happening did occur nevertheless. 

In other words, the world would be convinced that it was wrong to link the happening 
of something good to any particular omen; it was a merely a chance that both—the good 
happening and the omen—coincided with each other. The world would think that actually 
the omen has no special ability to bring good tidings or make good things happen. The 
result would be disastrous for that particular omen as it would become irrelevant for the 
people who would stop giving it its importance and value. No one would pay any regards 
to it in the future, and the omen would forfeit the right to be sought out and honoured by 
the people of the world in general.] 

 

∞Á„U Á’Áœ ∑§Ëã„U ’⁄UÊÃ ¬ÿÊŸÊ – „Uÿ ªÿ ªÊ¡®„U „UŸ ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 4H 
 
ēhi bidhi kīnha barāta payānā. haya gaya gājahiṁ hanē nisānā. 4. 
 
On this wise, amidst celebrations and festivities galore, the marriage party of Lord Ram 
poceeded from Ayodhya in a grand, royal procession that was attended by a thunderous 
noise created by the neighing of horses and the trumpeting of elephants as soon as the 
kettle-drums began to beat at the time of departure. [That is, as soon as the signal was 
given to start, musical instruments began playing, and their sound provoked the horses 
and the elephants to neigh and trumpet wildly, creating a cacophony of sound that was 
deafening. But everyone enjoyed this noise as it was a happy occasion.] (4) 

[Note—In Chaupai line no. 3 that preceded Doha no. 302 we have read that “the king set 
forth from his palace to the accompaniment of the blowing of conch shells”. The 
marriage party had assembled outside the city, on its outskirts. Hence, this verse refers to 
the moment when the procession finally started off on it’s onwards journey to Janakpur 
from the suburbs of Ayodhya where everyone had collected independently to join the 
party.]   

 
•ÊflÃ ¡ÊÁŸ ÷ÊŸÈ∑È§‹ ∑§ÃÍ – ‚Á⁄UÃÁã„U ¡Ÿ∑§ ’°œÊ∞ ‚ÃÍH 5H 
’Ëø ’Ëø ’⁄U ’Ê‚ ’ŸÊ∞ – ‚È⁄U¬È⁄U ‚Á⁄U‚ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ¿UÊ∞H 6H 

 
āvata jāni bhānukula kētū. saritanhi janaka bam̐dhā'ē sētū. 5. 
bīca bīca bara bāsa banā'ē. surapura sarisa sampadā chā'ē. 6. 
 
Meanwhile, when Janak heard the news that the chief of the solar race, i.e. king Dasrath, 
has embarked on his journey for Janakpur, he (hastily) ordered that all the rivers be 
bridged to facilitate their crossing by the huge marriage procession1. (5) 

At convenient places en-route, Janak had got inns and rest-houses constructed. 
These places were so well organised and furnished that they provided all possible 
comforts that vied with the ones found in the city of the gods. [In other words, these way-
side resting places were made so comfortable and pleasant that they resembled heaven on 
earth in every respect. All imaginable paraphernalia and accoutrements of physical 
comfort and pleasure were provided for in ample terms at these places.]2 (6) 
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[Note—1There is an interesting observation to be made here. This verse says that “Janak 
got the bridges constructed as soon as he heard that the marriage party was on its way to 
Janakpur”. This means that the bridges were not there till then. The rivers used to form 
natural boundaries between kingdoms, and also served as a natural barrier to prevent 
invasion from enemies. Janak had waited till the last moment because he was not sure 
how Dasrath, a senior king to him in stature, would treat the invitation to come down to 
Janakpur. The reason for this doubt was that Janak had not sent Dasrath an invitation to 
attend the bow ceremony, and now that the latter was being invited to the same place 
after the ceremony was over may not go down well with Dasrath, and though his son was 
successful in this competition and had won the hands of the kingdom’s princess in 
marriage but still his father may decline to come.  
 Should this happen there would be no need to construct the bridges, and the status 
quo would be maintained. Everything was kept ready, and as soon as the good news 
arrived through spies that the marriage party has departed from Ayodhya—or probably 
much earlier when the invitation was well-received by Dasrath and he had ordered the 
preparations to be made, the bridges were constructed on a ‘war-footing’.  
 Remember: Janak was a great king in his own right, and all kings maintained an army 
complete with its various wings. The ‘engineering corps’ responsible to maintain the 
army’s hardware and to look after other mechanical aspects, and to help the marching 
army overcome obstacles was obviously an integral part of any army worth its name. A 
great army on a campaign has to rapidly cross rivers and other natural barriers, and that 
wing of the army responsible to take care of logistics and other mechanical support is 
adept at tackling such things. So it’s not surprising that Janak’s army got the bridges over 
the rivers built ahead of the marriage procession of Lord Ram that was headed to 
Janakpur.    
2Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 306—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 307 that describes how Sita, the 
maverick goddess Laxmi that presides over all material comforts and worldly prosperity 
in this creation, the goddess that takes care of all material needs and well-being of the 
creatures in this creation, had employed her magical powers to create a world resembling 
utopia and heaven-on-earth as soon as the party arrived at Janakpur. No one could 
understand the reality of the situation that the never-ending chain of grand royal comforts 
that were made available to them for their pleasure and convenience were super-human in 
nature, and hence were not the ones created by ordinary human beings but by the 
presiding goddess who is in-charge of providing material comfort to the world, i.e. by 
goddess Laxmi herself.  
 This being the case, it is easy to understand how and why these rest-houses were 
well-provided for with all imaginable items of physical comfort and convenience to make 
the marriage party as happy and comfortable as possible. The result was that no one felt 
the weariness of the long journey from Ayodhya to Janakpur.]       

 
•‚Ÿ ‚ÿŸ ’⁄U ’‚Ÿ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ¬Êfl®„U ‚’ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ◊Ÿ ÷Ê∞H 7H 
ÁŸÃ ŸÍÃŸ ‚Èπ ‹Áπ •ŸÈ∑Í§‹ – ‚∑§‹ ’⁄UÊÁÃã„U ◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ÷Í‹H 8H 

 
asana sayana bara basana suhā'ē. pāvahiṁ saba nija nija mana bhā'ē. 7. 
nita nūtana sukha lakhi anukūlē. sakala barātinha mandira bhūlē. 8. 
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These resting places provided excellent food, beds and clothings to all the guests 
according to their individual likings. [When anyone wished to have something, it was 
immediately made available to him.] (7) 

When the members of the marriage party saw newer comforts being made 
available to them on each passing day, when they found that new pleasures of their 
individual liking readily available any time of the day when they wished, and for all the 
days enroute, they felt so delighted and contented that all of them forgot about the 
comforts and pleasures of their respective homes. (8) 

[Note—It was a long journey, and as is usual with travelers, they could have felt weary 
and home-sick after a few days on the road. The citizens of Ayodhya were accustomed to 
enjoy the best of material comforts of the world, and so would have easily felt the 
discomfort of being away from home. But the rest houses constructed by king Janak were 
so exceptionally well-provided for that none of the members of the marriage party had 
anything to complain about; rather, all of them felt as if they had come out fresh of their 
homes to enjoy a pleasurable outing, or were going on some picnic to enjoy themselves.]     

 
Îô0. •ÊflÃ ¡ÊÁŸ ’⁄UÊÃ ’⁄U ‚ÈÁŸ ª„Uª„U ÁŸ‚ÊŸ– 

‚Á¡ ª¡ ⁄UÕ ¬Œø⁄U ÃÈ⁄Uª ‹Ÿ ø‹ •ªflÊŸH 304H 
 
dōhā.  

āvata jāni barāta bara suni gahagahē nisāna. 
saji gaja ratha padacara turaga lēna calē agavāna. 304. 
 
When it was heard in Janakpur that the grand marriage procession has arrived, the kettle-
drums were sounded enthusiastically. Immediately thereafter, decorated elephants, 
chariots and foot soldiers as well as attendants and horses proceeded forward to welcome 
the incoming guests. (Doha no. 304) 

[Note—Royal messengers and lookouts were appointed at strategic locations all along the 
route within the territory of the kingdom of Janakpur. So, as soon as the marriage 
procession was near the city, celebrations started. The arrival of the marriage party was 
announced by the beating of the kettle-drums, and the advance party that was prepared 
before hand to go and receive the guests while they were still on the outer fringes of the 
sprawling city, was dispatched forthwith.  

This advance welcoming party consisted of decorated elephants, horses and chariots, 
as well as foot soldiers and attendants in wonderful royal finery, and carrying the 
kingdom’s insignia and other symbols of royalty to accord a warm welcome, with full 
state honours, to the privileged guests. 

Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 120—121.]   
 

 
¿õ0. ∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§‹‚ ÷Á⁄U ∑§Ù¬⁄U ÕÊ⁄UÊ – ÷Ê¡Ÿ ‹Á‹Ã •Ÿ∑§ ¬˝∑§Ê⁄UÊH 1H 
 ÷⁄U ‚ÈœÊ‚◊ ‚’ ¬∑§flÊŸ – ŸÊŸÊ ÷Ê°ÁÃ Ÿ ¡Ê®„U ’πÊŸH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  
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kanaka kalasa bhari kōpara thārā. bhājana lalita anēka prakārā. 1. 
bharē sudhāsama saba pakavānē. nānā bhām̐ti na jāhiṁ bakhānē. 2. 
 
[Verse nos. 1-6 have to be read together to understand their meaning. All these verses 
collectively describe the refreshments and gifts that king Janak, the father of Sita, had 
sent to the arriving marriage party as a formal gesture of warm welcome.] 

When the marriage party arrived, king Janak sent many types of delectable 
refreshments, both in the form of drinks that were sweet and cool and tasted like Amrit 
(ambrosia), as well as in the form of tasty and aromatic food (snacks) that were very 
delicious and cooked in a variety of ways (fried, baked, roasted, smoked, barbecued, 
boiled, steamed etc.). These drinks and eatables were contained in beautiful golden jars 
and large and small plates and platters respectively. The variety and form of these dishes 
and refreshing drinks were so huge and varied that it is not possible to describe them. (1-
2) 

[Note—These gifts and refreshments were carried by the advance party sent by king 
Janak to receive and welcome the guests as narrated in Doha no. 304. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 328 and its following Chaupai 
line nos. 1-5 that describe the elaborate feast that was organised to feed the marriage 
party after the marriage ceremony was over.] 

  
 »§‹ •Ÿ∑§ ’⁄U ’SÃÈ ‚È„UÊßZ – „U⁄UÁ· ÷¥≈U Á„UÃ ÷Í¬ ¬ΔUÊßZH 3H 
 
phala anēka bara bastu suhā'īṁ. haraṣi bhēṇṭa hita bhūpa paṭhā'īṁ. 3. 
 
The king cheerfully sent as gifts many types of fruits (that were fresh and seasonal, as 
well as dry and had been canned for storage), as well as many other charming things 
(such as nuts, edible roots, leaves etc., both of the local variety as well as those that were 
exotic in nature). (3)  
 

÷Í·Ÿ ’‚Ÿ ◊„UÊ◊ÁŸ ŸÊŸÊ – πª ◊Îª „Uÿ ªÿ ’„ÈUÁ’Áœ ¡ÊŸÊH 4H 
 
bhūṣana basana mahāmani nānā. khaga mṛga haya gaya bahubidhi jānā. 4. 
 
Many types of ceremonial robes and other wearing apparels and raiments suitable for the 
occasion, precious gems and stones, tamed animals such as birds, deer, horses and 
elephants etc. were also sent by the king as welcome-gifts for the marriage party. (4) 

 
◊¢ª‹ ‚ªÈŸ ‚Èª¢œ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ’„ÈUÃ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ◊Á„U¬Ê‹ ¬ΔUÊ∞H 5H 

 
maṅgala saguna sugandha suhā'ē. bahuta bhām̐ti mahipāla paṭhā'ē. 5. 
 
Besides the above items, the great king (“mahipāla”) sent various items that stood for 
good omens, such as different types of scents and perfumes that are usually used during 
all auspicious events. (5) 
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[Note—Some of these items were sandalwood, musk, camphor, saffron, incense, 
aromatic plants and their roots and extracts etc.]    

 
ŒÁœ Áø©U⁄UÊ ©U¬„UÊ⁄U •¬Ê⁄UÊ – ÷Á⁄U ÷Á⁄U ∑§Ê°flÁ⁄U ø‹ ∑§„UÊ⁄UÊH 6H 

 
dadhi ci'urā upahāra apārā. bhari bhari kām̐vari calē kahārā. 6. 
 
Other such items that stood for good omen which were sent by the king as gifts for the 
marriage party included curd and dried rice grains. All these gifts were carried by porters 
in palanquins and other vehicles. (6)  

 
•ªflÊŸã„U ¡’ ŒËÁπ ’⁄UÊÃÊ – ©U⁄U •ÊŸ¢ŒÈ ¬È‹∑§ ÷⁄U ªÊÃÊH 7H 
ŒÁπ ’ŸÊfl ‚Á„UÃ •ªflÊŸÊ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ’⁄UÊÁÃã„U „UŸ ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 8H 

 
agavānanha jaba dīkhi barātā. ura ānandu pulaka bhara gātā. 7. 
dēkhi banāva sahita agavānā. mudita barātinha hanē nisānā. 8. 
 
When the members of the advance party deputed by king Janak to formally receive and 
welcome the arriving bridegroom’s party saw the guests, all of them were filled with 
thrill and their hearts were overjoyed with delight. (7) 

Similarly, when the bridegroom’s party saw the deputation of hosts, who had 
arrived to meet and welcome them on behalf of the king of Janakpur, decked up in their 
best of finery and ceremonial regalia befitting the occasion, all of them were exhilarated 
and delighted beyond measure even as they started playing their kettle-drums 
enthusiastically in a loud cacophony of sound to signify their joy and happiness. (8) 

[Note—The members of two great kingdoms have met each other for the first time, and 
there was a lot of bonhomie and celebration.  
 Another point to note is that the marriage procession of the bridegroom was already 
very huge, consisting of a large and varied numbers of animals and servants. To this huge 
number was added the gifts that Janak has sent now, and would be further increased 
manifold later on at the time of its departure back to Ayodhya when Janak would send 
more gifts in the form of servants, animals and costly gifts. Refer respectively to the 
following verses of Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 298—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 300; (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 305; and (iii) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 333—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 334. 

In other words, the length and breadth and the strength of the members of the 
marriage party increased manifold when it returned to its home city of Ayodhya. If it had 
stretched for miles at the time of departure from Ayodhya for Janakpur, it probably 
stretched from horizon to horizon on its return!]   

 
Îô0. „U⁄UÁ· ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U Á◊‹Ÿ Á„UÃ ∑§¿ÈU∑§ ø‹ ’ª◊‹– 

¡ŸÈ •ÊŸ¢Œ ‚◊Èº˝ ŒÈß Á◊‹Ã Á’„UÊß ‚È’‹H 305H 
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dōhā.  

haraṣi parasapara milana hita kachuka calē bagamēla. 
janu ānanda samudra du'i milata bihā'i subēla. 305. 
 
There was so much warmth and affection between of the two sides (i.e. the arriving party 
from Ayodhya representing the bridegroom’s side, and the deputation sent by king Janak 
to receive and welcome the guests, representing the bride’s side) that as soon as they 
were within sight of each other, some of the members from each side dashed forward 
enthusiastically to go and embrace their counterparts from the opposite side. The scene 
reminded one of two huge oceans meeting each other at a single place. (Doha no. 305) 

[Note—There would be a thunderous roar when waters of two great oceans clash with 
each other, sending huge waves leaping up to touch the sky, and splurging and spraying 
of water for miles around. In other words, a thunderous roar of mutual congratulations 
and honour, of loud cheers of joy and happiness, a burst of ecstasy and exhilaration 
erupted when the two sides rushed to meet each other enthusiastically. It was a moment 
of celebration, but it could be compared to the uproarious cacophony created when two 
armies clashed with each other in battle, though this ‘clash’ was not to kill each other but 
to shower love, affection and thanksgiving as well as to congratulate and honour each 
other. 
 The two sides were so eager to meet each other that they forgot all formalities and 
decorum of royalty, but rushed to hug and embrace each other as if two fast friends have 
met each other after a long time.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ’⁄UÁ· ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È⁄U ‚È¢ŒÁ⁄U ªÊfl®„U – ◊ÈÁŒÃ Œfl ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë¥ ’¡Êfl®„UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

baraṣi sumana sura sundari gāvahiṁ. mudita dēva dundubhīṁ bajāvahiṁ. 1. 
 
The celestial beauties and damsels (i.e. different goddesses and consorts of gods as well 
as the heavenly nymphs; “sura sundari”) showered flowers (from the heaven) and sang 
melodious songs to celebrate the occasion, while the gods themselves enthusiastically 
played the kettle-drums. (1) 

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 309 below. 
 The sequence of narration clearly indicates that the gods beat their drums to 
synchronise their beats with the rhythm and melody of songs sung by the goddesses and 
numphs.  
 Another interesting observation can be made here: when the marriage party had 
began its journey from Ayodhya, both the gods as well as the goddesses had joined hands 
to sing auspicious songs and play the clarionet (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 302), but here in this present verse it is said 
that only the goddesses have sung songs while the gods have sounded the kettle-drums. It 
clearly means that on the earlier occasion, i.e. at Ayodhya at the time of departure of the 
party, the gods were in the heaven to join their counterparts, the goddesses, but then they 
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joined the marriage party in person and accompanied it to Janakpur. So now at present 
they are on earth along with the rest of the members of the marriage party. Hence, the 
goddesses shower flowers from the heaven and sing songs in the sky while the gods 
vigorously beat the musical drums below on earth.]   

 
’SÃÈ ‚∑§‹ ⁄UÊπË¥ ŸÎ¬ •Êª¥ – Á’Ÿÿ ∑§ËÁã„U ÁÃã„U •ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊª¥H 2H 
¬˝◊ ‚◊Ã ⁄UÊÿ° ‚’È ‹Ëã„UÊ – ÷Ò ’∑§‚Ë‚ ¡Êø∑§Áã„U ŒËã„UÊH 3H 

 
bastu sakala rākhīṁ nṛpa āgēṁ. binaya kīnhi tinha ati anurāgēṁ. 2. 
prēma samēta rāyam̐ sabu līnhā. bhai bakasīsa jācakanhi dīnhā. 3. 
 
Members of the advance recption party (deputed by king Janak to welome king Dasrath 
and others in the marriage party) very politely placed all the gifts they had brought with 
them before the king (Dasrath), and prayed to him warmly to accept them gladly. (2) 

The king in turn received the members of the deputation affectionately with great 
warmth, and accepted all the gifts cheerfully. The king then distributed these gifts to all 
alms-seekers and others as a gesture of generosity and magnanimity1. (3) 

[Note—1It was a standard practice for great kings and noble men to give liberally to 
others whenever the occasion arose. Such liberal attitude was deeply engrained in the 
society in general also so much so that even a man of humble resources gave back to 
others things that he possessed whenever the occasion arrived. This gesture of giving 
liberally and sharing everything with others was more striking during happy occasions 
and ceremonial events. It will be clear when we see how the citizens had shared all gifts 
they received when we read about the celebrations in Ayodhya at the time of Lord Ram’s 
birth (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
194), then once again when there were wide-spread celebrations at Janakput when Lord 
Ram had broken the bow (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 262; and 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 265) which are specific instances of this 
magnanimous attitude.]  

 
∑§Á⁄U ¬Í¡Ê ◊ÊãÿÃÊ ’«∏UÊß¸ – ¡ŸflÊ‚ ∑§„È°U ø‹ ‹flÊß¸H 4H 
’‚Ÿ Á’ÁøòÊ ¬Ê°fl«∏U ¬⁄U„UË¥ – ŒÁπ œŸŒÈ œŸ ◊ŒÈ ¬Á⁄U„U⁄U„UË¥H 5H 
•ÁÃ ‚È¢Œ⁄ U ŒËã„U©U ¡ŸflÊ‚Ê – ¡„°U ‚’ ∑§„È°U ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚È¬Ê‚ÊH 6H 

 
kari pūjā mān'yatā baṛā'ī. janavāsē kahum̐ calē lavā'ī. 4. 
basana bicitra pām ̐vaṛē parahīṁ. dēkhi dhanadu dhana madu pariharahīṁ. 5. 
ati sundara dīnhē'u janavāsā. jaham̐ saba kahum ̐ saba bhām ̐ti supāsā. 6. 
 
After showing their reverence and paying due respect, obeisance and homage to the king 
(Dasrath)1, the members of the deputation then escorted the marriage party to the 
‘Janwasa’, a place that was especially earmarked for lodging and boarding the members 
of the bridegroom’s party. (4) 

Warm reception awaited the party at the lodging place where ceremonial mats 
made of marvellous materials were laid out for them. Even the god of wealth, known as 
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Kuber who is regarded as the custodian of the wealth of heaven, felt shy and humbled 
when he saw the opulence, the pomp and the grandeur of the welcome that was extended 
to the marriage party of the groom2. (5) 

The members of the deputation gave the members of the bridegroom’s party 
lodging places that were well equipped, pleasant, beautiful and glamorous in all possible 
ways, where all means of physical comfort and pleasure and joy were provided in 
abundance. (6) 

[Note—1The bridegroom’s close relatives are always shown great respect by members of 
the bride’s family in traditional Indian households. So, king Dasrath and other members 
of the marriage party were literally worshipped (‘Pooja’) by members of the advance 
reception party deputed to welcome them. 

2Kuber is proud of the fact that he presides over the wealth of heaven, the richest 
treasury of creation. But when he saw the opulence of Janak he felt shy of his wealth. He 
had also felt shy when he observed the wealth of Ayodhya, the kingdom of king Dasrath 
and Lord Ram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 324. ]  

 
¡ÊŸË Á‚ÿ° ’⁄UÊÃ ¬È⁄U •Êß¸ – ∑§¿ÈU ÁŸ¡ ◊Á„U◊Ê ¬˝ªÁ≈U ¡ŸÊß¸H 7H 
NUŒÿ° ‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ‚’ Á‚Áh ’Ù‹ÊßZ – ÷Í¬ ¬„ÈUŸß¸U ∑§⁄UŸ ¬ΔUÊßZH 8H 

 
jānī siyam ̐ barāta pura ā'ī. kachu nija mahimā pragaṭi janā'ī. 7. 
hṛdayam ̐ sumiri saba sid'dhi bōlā'īṁ. bhūpa pahuna'ī karana paṭhā'īṁ. 8. 
 
When Sita heard the news that the marriage party has arrived in Janakpur, she wished to 
exhibit some of her mystical powers1. (7) 

In order to do so, she remembered all the Siddhis (personified forms of mystical 
powers that can produce miracles which defy explanation and worldly logic) in her heart 
and invited (invoked; summoned) all of them. Then she asked them to go and serve the 
king (Dasrath). (8) 

[Note—1Ordinary people had not known that Sita was a divine Shakti (dynamic energy 
of creation that is an inseparable part of the cosmic Creator) in a personified form as a 
lady. Lord Ram’s stupendous powers and his out-of-the-world abilities had come to be 
well-known by many of the recent developments such as liberation of Ahilya, killing of 
demons Subahu and his army while the Lord protected sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice, 
and the breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow which had steadfastly defied the combined strength 
of all the human kings and emperors of the world. To break this bow was a super-human 
feat in its own right.  

But till now there was not a single event in the public domain that would establish the 
mystical powers of Sita, that she was not an ordinary human princess but a divine Shakti 
that was about to be united with the cosmic Lord of creation in the form of Sri Ram. So, 
Sita wished to utilise this occasion to show-case her mystical powers.  

She also wished to indicate to Lord Ram by this subtle hint that she indeed is the 
right choice for him. 

It ought to be noted here that in ancient times even great sages had this power to 
invoke the Siddhis whenever they needed them. This is evident when sage Bharadwaj had 
invoked the same Siddhis to serve Bharat and the huge army that accompanied him when 
he was going to the forest to try and bring Lord Ram back to Ayodhya from his forest 
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exile—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 213—to Doha no. 215.] 

 

Îô0. Á‚Áœ ‚’ Á‚ÿ •Êÿ‚È •∑§ÁŸ ªßZ ¡„UÊ° ¡ŸflÊ‚– 
Á‹∞° ‚¢¬ŒÊ ‚∑§‹ ‚Èπ ‚È⁄U¬È⁄U ÷Ùª Á’‹Ê‚H 306H 

 
dōhā.  

sidhi saba siya āyasu akani ga'īṁ jahām̐ janavāsa. 
li'ēm ̐ sampadā sakala sukha surapura bhōga bilāsa. 306. 
 
All the different Siddhis, who came at the call of Sita, accepted her orders (to serve the 
marriage party of Lord Ram) and went to the place where the bridegroom’s party had 
been lodged. They carried with them all imaginable types of ingredients needed for 
providing the party with physical as well as material comforts and pleasures that 
compared favourably with those available to the gods in heaven. (Doha no. 306) 

[Note—We have read above in Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes this Doha no. 306 that 
the place where the marriage party of the groom was lodged was well-provided with all 
the amenities one can expect in this world to meet one’s physical comforts and needs. But 
provision of these comforts was limited to the extent of human capabilities.  
 When Sita asked the various Siddhis to take care of the party, the amenities these 
Siddhis provided were of a heavenly dimension, i.e. they far exceeded what humans 
could arrange for because the Siddhis refer to super-natural mystical powers possessed by 
the gods.  
 Thus we see the difference between the facilities that were available to the members 
of the marriage party upon arrival at their respective places of lodging, and the sudden 
upgrading of these facilities to a much higher scale upon intervention of Sita. 
 The type of comforts and pleasures that were provided by these Siddhis has been 
described in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-8 that precedes 
Doha no. 215.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ’Ê‚ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’⁄UÊÃË – ‚È⁄U ‚Èπ ‚∑§‹ ‚È‹÷ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÃËH 1H 

Á’÷fl ÷Œ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§Ù©U Ÿ ¡ÊŸÊ – ‚∑§‹ ¡Ÿ∑§ ∑§⁄U ∑§⁄U®„U ’πÊŸÊH 2H 
Á‚ÿ ◊Á„U◊Ê ⁄UÉÊÈŸÊÿ∑§ ¡ÊŸË – „U⁄U· NUŒÿ° „UÃÈ ¬Á„UøÊŸËH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

nija nija bāsa bilōki barātī. sura sukha sakala sulabha saba bhām̐tī. 1. 
bibhava bhēda kachu kō'u na jānā. sakala janaka kara karahiṁ bakhānā. 2. 
siya mahimā raghunāyaka jānī. haraṣē hṛdayam̐ hētu pahicānī. 3. 
 
Each member of the marriage party found in his own apartment amenities and 
accoutrements of immense comfort and pleasure that one would find in heaven. All the 
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paraphernalia of heavenly comfort that are available to the gods were made available to 
all the members of the bridegroom’s party. (1) 

No one, however, could guess the source of such out-of-the-world facilities; no 
one had an inkling of the mystery surrounding the availability of such heavenly 
enjoyments. [No one could know who was behind this arrangement.] So, everyone 
praised king Janak for his gracious nature and richness of the royal treasury. (2) 

However, it was only Raghunayak (Lord Ram, the chief of the Raghu dynasty) 
who could understand that this miracle was Sita’s creation, and this realization about 
Sita’s influences and mystical abilities made the Lord very happy in his heart. (3) 

[Note—Every person in the groom’s party thought that the heavenly facilities provided to 
them were arranged by king Janak, the bride’s father. No one could even imagine that the 
real force that worked up this miracle was Sita.  

When Lord Ram heard of the exceptionally wonderful arrangements made for the 
comfort of his marriage party, he immediately recognized that it was the miraculous 
affect of Sita’s mystical powers. Sita was a personified form of ‘Shakti’, the dynamic 
power of creation that is so astonishingly powerful that it can do anything it wishes. The 
Lord felt glad because it showed to him that the princess whom he was about to marry 
was indeed goddess Laxmi, Lord Vishnu’s cosmic consort, in a personified form. It must 
be noted here in this context that Lord Ram himself was Lord Vishnu in the form of a 
human being.  

The remarkable point to note here is this: Lord Ram has not yet visited the place 
where the party was lodged, because the Lord was staying at the place where sage 
Vishwamitra was staying, but still he could know about the sort of heavenly comforts that 
were provided for the marriage party. In other words, like Sita, Lord Ram too possessed 
mystical powers that transcended human abilities; the Lord could know about things and 
developments that were not immediately visible or apparent. Since Lord Ram was a 
manifestation of the Supreme Being, he had mystical powers that made him all-knowing 
and omnipresent; nothing was hidden or secret from him. 

Lord Ram felt ‘happy in his heart when he came to realize Sita’s mystical powers’ 
because they would come in handy for the Lord to fulfill his mission on earth—which 
was to eliminate the evil and cruel demon race. According to the master plan drawn by 
the Lord to eliminate the demons, Sita was to be abducted by Ravana, the demon king of 
Lanka, and held captive. Sita would need exceptional powers to surive the ordeal and 
overcome the threats posed by the demons. An ordinary woman would not have been in a 
position to stand against these ferocious demons. So when Lord Ram observed the 
mystical powers of Sita he felt reassured that he would be able to successfully complete 
his mission on earth and safely return to the heaven with Sita in her primary form as 
goddess Laxmi.]   

 
Á¬ÃÈ •Êª◊ŸÈ ‚ÈŸÃ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – NUŒÿ° Ÿ •ÁÃ •ÊŸ¢ŒÈ •◊Êß¸H 4H 
‚∑È§øã„U ∑§Á„U Ÿ ‚∑§Ã ªÈL§ ¬Ê„UË¥ – Á¬ÃÈ Œ⁄U‚Ÿ ‹Ê‹øÈ ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 5H 

 
pitu āgamanu sunata dō'u bhā'ī. hṛdayam ̐ na ati ānandu amā'ī. 4. 
sakucanha kahi na sakata guru pāhīṁ. pitu darasana lālacu mana māhīṁ. 5. 
 
When the two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) heard about the arrival of their father 
(king Dasrath of Ayodhya), joy and delight overflowed in their hearts. (4) 
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They had a great desire to meet their father, but were hesitant to broach the 
subject with their Guru (sage Vishwamitra, with whom they were staying at the moment). 
(5) 

[Note—It was the requirement of discipline and good manners that one does not disturb 
the Guru with petty desires. While in the company of a Guru, the disciple is expected to 
observe modesty in behaviour, self-restraint and discipline, not allowing oneself to be 
restless about worldly attractions and interactions. The arrival of king Dasrath was news 
that would surely be known to sage Vishwamitra in a short while, and then as surely 
enough the sage would go to meet him. The two brothers would naturally get an 
opportunity to meet their father then, so what was the hurry? 

The two brothers had been away from their father for quite some time now. Dasrath 
was a doting father who loved his sons more dearly than his own life (refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 and 10 that precede Doha no. 208). So it was 
natural that a great bond of affection, love and affinity existed between the two brothers 
and their father. 

There are other instances as well where Lord Ram and Laxman had refrained from 
making bold requests to the sage to show respect to him and honour his dignity. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 218 where 
Lord Ram had been extremely hesitant to request sage Vishwamitra to give him 
permission so that he and Laxman can go and visit the city of Janakpur for sight-seeing; 
and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 225 which say that the two brothers 
felt afraid that the sage would get annoyed because they were late in returning to him 
after visiting Janakpur. These instances showed that the two brothers had the greatest 
respect for sage Vishwamitra and maintained the highest standards of discipline and 
modesty when dealing with the revered sage. They never behaved like spoilt princes of a 
mighty kingdom who become haughty and arrogant and do not give a dime to show 
respect to others.]   

   
Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊ Á’Ÿÿ ’Á«∏U ŒπË – ©U¬¡Ê ©U⁄U ‚¢ÃÙ·È Á’‚·ËH 6H 
„U⁄UÁ· ’¢œÈ ŒÙ©U NUŒÿ° ‹ªÊ∞ – ¬È‹∑§ •¢ª •¢’∑§ ¡‹ ¿UÊ∞H 7H 
ø‹ ¡„UÊ° Œ‚⁄UÕÈ ¡ŸflÊ‚ – ◊Ÿ„È°U ‚⁄UÙ’⁄U Ã∑§©U Á¬•Ê‚H 8H 

 
bisvāmitra binaya baḍi dēkhī. upajā ura santōṣu bisēṣī. 6. 
haraṣi bandhu dō'u hṛdayam̐ lagā'ē. pulaka aṅga ambaka jala chā'ē. 7 
calē jahām̐ dasarathu janavāsē. manahum̐ sarōbara takē'u pi'āsē. 8. 
 
The wise sage Vishwamitra was exceptionally happy and satisfied when he noted the 
exemplary level of modesty and politeness that the brothers exhibited1. (6) 

The sage was so glad that he embraced the brothers most affectionately in a bear-
hug, his body thrilled and tears welled-up in his eyes2. (7)  

Thereafter, the sage, accompanied by the two brothers, set off towards the place 
where king Dasrath had been lodged to meet him with the eagerness of a thirsty man who 
rushes towards a pond to drink water to quench his thirst3. (8)  

[Note—1The sage expected such behaviour from them. Being in the company of a great 
sage of the stature of Vishwamitra who was renowned for his self-discipline and modesty 
would be deemed fruitful if the person acquires some of the sage’s virtues in the same 
way as something that is in touch with sandalwood would acquire some of the fragrance 
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of the latter. If a disciple does not learn from his learned teacher, the Guru, then he is not 
eligible to be called a true disciple. So the sage felt happy that the two brothers were 
acting in a matured way, have learnt discipline, modesty and self-control, as well as the 
principles of good behaviour and politeness.  

2At the time when Dasrath had sent Lord Ram and Laxman with Vishwamitra he had 
told the sage that from then onwards the latter would be deemed to be their father—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 10 that precede Doha no. 208.  

Later on we read that the learned sage had taught the two brothers the science and art 
of use of mystical weapons and warfare. So in this sense the sage became their Guru—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 along with its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 7-8. 

Therefore, for all practical purposes sage Vishwamitra was their father as well as 
their Guru; he combined the two roles in his self.  

As far as fatherly affection was concerned, the sage had never let them feel that they 
were away from their natural father, king Dasrath. In fact, sage Vishwamitra’s love and 
affection at least equalled if not surpassed that shown by their natural father. Tulsidas has 
liberally praised the sage’s love for the two brothers in his another classic story of Lord 
Ram known as “Geetawali”—refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand (i) verse no. 52, stanza no. 5; 
verse no. 55, stanza no. 7; and verse no. 56, stanza no. 6. 

3The analogy of the thirsty man rushing towards the pond to drink water is used here 
to indicate that the sage and the two brothers walked very briskly and eagerly towards the 
place where king Dasrath had been put up. The sage was eager to meet Dasrath and thank 
him for lending his two dearest sons, Lord Ram and Laxman, who had helped the sage 
overcome the fear of demons as well as give liberation to Ahilya, the cursed wife of sage 
Gautam who had now become obliged to Vishwamitra for enabling this to happen. The 
sage wished to convey to the king his immense sense of gratitude and thankfulness that 
the latter had allowed his two dear sons to accompany the sage and fulfil his wishes, to 
subtly tell the king that he had taken great care of his two beloved sons, and that it is time 
now that he wanted to hand over the two brothers back to him, with a lot of thanks and 
gratitude.  

The two brothers obviously were eager to meet their father after such a long time. 
Their journey with sage Vishwamitra to the forest was the first occasion in their lives 
when the two brothers had been away from the fond care of their beloved and doting 
father for such long, and nostalgia and filial emotions therefore overtook them.]  

 
Îô0. ÷Í¬ Á’‹Ù∑§ ¡’®„U ◊ÈÁŸ •ÊflÃ ‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊Ã– 

©UΔU „U⁄UÁ· ‚Èπ®‚œÈ ◊„È°U ø‹ ÕÊ„U ‚Ë ‹ÃH 307H 
 
dōhā.  

bhūpa bilōkē jabahiṁ muni āvata sutanha samēta. 
uṭhē haraṣi sukhasindhu mahum̐ calē thāha sī lēta. 307. 
 
As soon as the king (Dasrath) saw the sage (Vishwamitra) coming to him along with the 
king’s two sons (Lord Ram and Laxman), he immediately got up to welcome them, and 
walked towards them so eagerly that his steps seemed to fall unsteadily on the ground 
like a man who tries to walk into an ocean of bliss and happiness. (Doha no. 307) 
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[Note—When a man walks right into an ocean, he totters and stumbles each step of the 
way forward, barely able to keep his balance and hold his foot firmly on the water-soaked 
soft ground below. Likewise, when king Dasrath saw the sage and his two beloved sons 
coming to meet him, he rushed forward to receive them. So excited and overwhelmed 
with emotions was he that he stumbled and virtually fell over more then once in his hurry 
to meet them personally.  

The sight of the sage and the two princes coming to meet him was like the cool, 
refreshing and invigorating wave arising from an ocean of love and affection that rapidly 
moved towards the king and swept him off his feet. This wave reached the king much 
before the sage and the two brothers could, so as the king rushed forward to take a plunge 
in the blissfully soothing water of this ocean, he lost his mental and physical balance in 
his eagerness, and tottered and stumbled many a times.]    

 
 
¿õ0. ◊ÈÁŸÁ„U Œ¢«UflÃ ∑§Ëã„U ◊„UË‚Ê – ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ¬Œ ⁄U¡ œÁ⁄U ‚Ë‚ÊH 1H 

∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ⁄UÊ©U Á‹∞ ©U⁄U ‹Êß¸ – ∑§Á„U •‚Ë‚ ¬Í¿UË ∑È§‚‹Êß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī. 

munihi daṇḍavata kīnha mahīsā. bāra bāra pada raja dhari sīsā. 1. 
kausika rā'u li'ē ura lā'ī. kahi asīsa pūchī kusalā'ī. 2. 
 
The king prostrated before the sage, repeatedly placing his head on the dust of the blessed 
sage’s feet (as a sign of showing great respect and reverence). (1) 

Kausik (sage Vishwamitra) immediately lifted the king and embraced him most 
affectionately. He blessed the king and asked about his welfare. (2) 

[Note—The meeting of sage Vishwamitra with king Dasrath here is in sharp contrast 
with their first meeting in Ayodhya when the sage had gone to ask him to lend Lord Ram 
and Laxman to him so that his fire sacrifice could be protected against the demons’ 
wrath. Here the two have met enthusiastically and with exemplary warmth, whereas on 
the earlier occasion both these emotions were absent. The gestures of respect shown by 
Dasrath and blessings by Vishwamitra during their first meeting at Ayodhya were more 
in the nature of formalities rather then spontaneous show of affection and warmth for 
each other.  

What is the reason for this? Well, when the two met for the first time, king Dasrath 
became apprehensive of the sage’s intentions because the sage was not a frequent visitor 
to his kingdom and court. So the king became suspicious about the reason of his visit. 
The king had observed that the sage’s face was grim, he had a serious air about him, and 
his countenance as well as demeanours were grave, indicating that things were not rosy 
and cosy. The sage, on the other hand, was apprehensive whether the king would meet his 
demands and send Lord Ram and Laxman with him to the forest.  

Therefore, the general atmosphere at the time of their first meeting was very somber 
and formal. But the situation had undergone a drastic change by now. Lord Ram and 
Laxman had attained matchless fame under the patronage of the sage: they had 
vanquished the unconquerable demons while protecting the fire sacrifice of the sage, 
Lord Ram had then liberated Ahilya, and later on broken the formidable bow which had 
put to shame all the mightiest kings of that time. Besides this, the two brothers had 
acquired expertise in the art and science of weaponry and warfare as a blessing of the 
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sage. None of these achievements would have been made possible if the sage hadn’t 
taken them with him to the forest.  

In other words, both the king and the sage felt greatly obliged and very thankful 
towards each other. This created an environment conducive for bubbly warmth, cordiality 
and bonhomie between the two.] 

 
¬ÈÁŸ Œ¢«UflÃ ∑§⁄UÃ ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸ – ŒÁπ ŸÎ¬ÁÃ ©U⁄U ‚ÈπÈ Ÿ ‚◊Êß¸H 3H 
‚ÈÃ Á„Uÿ° ‹Êß ŒÈ‚„U ŒÈπ ◊≈U – ◊ÎÃ∑§ ‚⁄UË⁄U ¬˝ÊŸ ¡ŸÈ ÷¥≈UH 4H 

 
puni daṇḍavata karata dō'u bhā'ī. dēkhi nṛpati ura sukhu na samā'ī. 3. 
suta hiyam̐ lā'i dusaha dukha mēṭē. mṛtaka sarīra prāna janu bhēṇṭē. 4. 
 
Then (i.e. after Dasrath and Vishwamitra had met each other and exchanged pleasantries) 
when the king saw that the two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) had prostrated before 
him, he felt overwhelmed with delight and happiness so much so that his joy could not be 
contained in his heart, it virtually spilled over. (3) 

He immediately lifted his sons and embraced them to get rid of all the worries and 
grief from which he had been suffering all the while due to their absence. The king felt 
invigorated and energized as if a dead body had met life (‘Pran’) once again.  

[That is, just as a dead body becomes active and energized if new life is injected 
in it, the king felt rejuvenated and exceptionally cheerful upon meeting his two dear sons, 
Lord Ram and Laxman after a long gap of many days while they were away with sage 
Vishwamitra.] (4) 

[Note—The king had always treated Lord Ram and Laxman as part of his ‘Pran’, a word 
meaning ‘vital winds representing forces of life that keep the body of a creature alive’. 
This is clear when he said it expressly while handing them over to sage Vishwamitra in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 208.  

Hence, for all practical purposes, Dasrath had sent his ‘Pran’ with sage Vishwamitra, 
and had since then lived virtually like a man who has no energy and dynamism left in 
him, who is just managing to survive on external life-support system in the hope that one 
day his lost energy and dynamism would come back to him.  

Thus, when the king met Lord Ram and Laxman once again it seemed that a dead 
body has been revived. The king’s face beamed and glowed with joy; he breathed freely 
and his entire being seemed to be bubbling with new-found energy of life.] 

 
¬ÈÁŸ ’Á‚DÔU ¬Œ Á‚⁄U ÁÃã„U ŸÊ∞ – ¬˝◊ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U ©U⁄U ‹Ê∞H 5H 
Á’¬˝ ’Î¢Œ ’¢Œ ŒÈ„È°U ÷ÊßZ – ◊Ÿ÷ÊflÃË •‚Ë‚¥ ¬ÊßZH 6H 

 
puni basiṣṭha pada sira tinha nā'ē. prēma mudita munibara ura lā'ē. 5. 
bipra bṛnda bandē duhum ̐ bhā'īṁ. manabhāvatī asīsēṁ pā'īṁ. 6. 
 
[After meeting their father—] The two brothers bowed at the holy feet of sage Vasistha 
(the royal priest and the Guru of the family). The sage was overwhelmed with love and 
affection for them, and he lifted them and clasped them to his bosom. (5) 
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Then the two brothers paid their respects to all the others Brahmins and seniors 
present there, and in return they received liberal blessings from them that were in 
accordance to their wishes and liking.  

[In other words, each individual Brahmin blessed the two brothers independently, 
and all of them blessed that whatever the two brothers desired in their hearts would be 
fulfilled.] (6) 

[Note—The blessings of the elderly Brahmins were open-ended in the sense that that they 
blessed Lord Ram and Laxman that whatever they wished would be made available to 
them. 

Earlier, such open-ended blessing was given to them by sage Vishwamitra in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 237 at the time 
when the brothers had come back after visiting the royal garden and meeting Sita there.] 

   
÷⁄UÃ ‚„UÊŸÈ¡ ∑§Ëã„U ¬˝ŸÊ◊Ê – Á‹∞ ©UΔUÊß ‹Êß ©U⁄U ⁄UÊ◊ÊH 7H 
„U⁄U· ‹πŸ ŒÁπ ŒÙ©U ÷˝ÊÃÊ – Á◊‹ ¬˝◊ ¬Á⁄U¬ÍÁ⁄UÃ ªÊÃÊH 8H 

 
bharata sahānuja kīnha pranāmā. li'ē uṭhā'i lā'i ura rāmā. 7. 
haraṣē lakhana dēkhi dō'u bhrātā. milē prēma paripūrita gātā. 8. 
 
Then Bharat, along with his younger brother (Shatrughan) bowed before Lord Ram who 
picked them up affectionately and clasped them to his heart. (7) 

Laxman too felt exhilarated when he saw his two brothers (Bharat and 
Shatrughan), and they met each other enthusiastically. (8) 

[Note—It ought to be noted here that when Bharat and Shatrughan were meeting Lord 
Ram, Laxman was watching, and he felt very happy. He was ready to meet Bharat and 
Shatrughan, so as soon as the two turned towards Laxman to pay their respects to him by 
bowing before him, Laxman immediately responded by holding them mid-way, and 
pulled them towards himself to hug them tightly.]  

 
Îô0. ¬È⁄U¡Ÿ ¬Á⁄U¡Ÿ ¡ÊÁÃ¡Ÿ ¡Êø∑§ ◊¢òÊË ◊ËÃ– 

Á◊‹ ¡ÕÊÁ’Áœ ‚’Á„U ¬˝÷È ¬⁄U◊ ∑Î§¬Ê‹ Á’ŸËÃH 308H 
 
dōhā.  

purajana parijana jātijana jācaka mantrī mīta. 
milē jathābidhi sabahi prabhu parama kṛpāla binīta. 308. 
 
After that, the most gracious and merciful Lord (Sri Ram) affectionately met everyone 
else present on the occasion, such as the the citizens of Ayodhya, the attendants and other 
members of the royal entourage, kinsmen, family relations, alms-seekers, ministers and 
friends in a way that suited the stature and position of each individual. (Doha no. 308) 

[Note—The Lord met everyone affectionately, but while doing so he maintained his 
dignity and traditional decorum of the society. For example, when he met Brahmins, his 
Guru and his father, he touched their feet or bowed before them to pay respect; when he 
met his brothers he embraced them; when he met his friends and companions he 
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exchanged pleasant notes with them and asked what they had been doing these past days; 
when he met his family members he asked how they were and what the news was back at 
home; when he met his ministers he wished them good and exchanged some information 
about the affairs of the kingdom; when he met his attendants and other junior members of 
the royal household he asked them how they were all and if everything was fine with 
them; and so on and so forth. 

Virtually the same thing has happened much later on in the story when Lord Ram 
returned to Ayodhya after his 14-year forest exile. At that time also the Lord had met 
everyone according to his stature in the society. Refer— Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 5—to Doha no. 6.]  

 

 
¿õ0. ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ŒÁπ ’⁄UÊÃ ¡È«∏UÊŸË – ¬˝ËÁÃ Á∑§ ⁄UËÁÃ Ÿ ¡ÊÁÃ ’πÊŸËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī. 

rāmahi dēkhi barāta juṛānī. prīti ki rīti na jāti bakhānī. 1. 
 
All the members of bridegroom’s party felt contented and delighted when they saw Lord 
Ram (once again after so many days). The ways of love and affection are so unique that it 
is not possible to define them or assign any criterion to them. (1) 

[Note—Every citizen of Ayodhya had a personal equation with the Lord—some treated 
him as their friend, some as their prince, some as their son, some as their brother, some as 
a personified form of the Supreme Being, and so on. The Lord has magical powers in the 
sense that he can assume as many forms as he wishes, and therefore he appeared 
differently to different persons to please each single individual according to his liking or 
in the way he or she bonded with the Lord. In other words, those who treated the Lord as 
their friend saw him as a dear friend; those who regarded him as their prince saw him as 
such; those who had loved him as their son found their beloved son standing in front; 
those who regarded Lord Ram as their brother saw him as their sibling whom they were 
meeting after so many days of separation, and still others who visualised Lord Ram as an 
incarnation of the Supreme Being could see their revered deity revealed in the image of 
the Lord, and so on and so forth.  

Irrespective of the way the individual citizens perceived the image of the Lord, 
irrespective of their age and social standing, and irrespective of their personal interaction 
with the Lord during his days at Ayodhya, love, affection and devotion was the common 
denominator in their relationship with him. So, the Lord fulfilled the wishes of all the 
citizens by appearing to them in the form they had known him and loved him. We see the 
same thing happening later on in the story when the Lord had come back to Ayodhya 
after the conquest of Lanka, when he had met all the eager citizens individually by 
assuming countless forms that were in accordance with the way each individual perceived 
and loved his or her Lord. Refer—Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-8 
that precede Doha no. 6.  

All of them had longed to see their beloved Lord after so many days ever since he 
had gone away with sage Vishwamitra to protect his fire sacrifice. They were all worried 
and anxious about his well-being and safety because a forest is not a hospitable place for 
a prince to live in comfort in the first place, and then there was the special problem 
arising out of the presence of cruel demons.  
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Again, the notion that each individual had his or her personal view or perception of 
who Lord Ram was is endorsed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 241—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 242.  

The citizens were ‘delighted’ because they were seeing their beloved Lord after so 
many long days, and they were ‘contented’ because he was hale and hearty, unharmed, 
and as fine as they had last seen him at the time of his departure with sage Vishwamitra.  
When the news of Lord Ram marrying Sita had reached Ayodhya through the messengers 
sent by king Janak, the entire city had erupted in joy and each citizen had been delighted 
to hear this good news—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that 
precede Doha no. 296.  

All the people were highly excited, and as the marriage party assembled outside 
Ayodhya for departure for Jankapur, all the citizens wondered how soon would they see 
their beloved Lord once again—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 300. So 
naturally when the final moment arrived when their dream of seeing and meeting their 
Lord became a reality, their happiness and joy knew no bounds.] 

Another reason for the citizens becoming so exceptionally happy to see Lord Ram 
after so many days is that while the Lord was in Ayodhya they would see him and 
interact with him almost on a daily basis, and over time they had developed a personal 
bond of affection and love for the Lord because of his friendly, welcoming, amiable and 
affable nature. So when they could not see, meet and interact with the Lord over so many 
days after he had gone to the forest with sage Vishwamitra, they began to miss him very 
intensely. Therefore, when the opportunity came to see him personally once again and 
exchange greetings and pleasantries and notes, the bonhomie is expected to be 
spontaneous and marked.]    

 
ŸÎ¬ ‚◊Ë¬ ‚Ù„U®„U ‚ÈÃ øÊ⁄UË – ¡ŸÈ œŸ œ⁄U◊ÊÁŒ∑§ ÃŸÈœÊ⁄UËH 2H 

 
nṛpa samīpa sōhahiṁ suta cārī. janu dhana dharamādika tanudhārī. 2. 
 
The four brothers (Lord Ram and his three younger brothers Laxman, Bharat and 
Shatrughan) looked so marvelous near (or in the company of) the king (Dasrath) that they 
resembled personified forms of the four fruits (rewards) that one gets by leading a life of 
of righteousness, auspiciousness, probity and propriety. These four legendary fruits are 
‘Artha’ (material and financial well-being), ‘Dharma’ (acclaim that comes with being 
able to lead an auspicious and righteous life), ‘Kaam’ (fulfillment of all desires), and 
‘Moksha’ (liberation and deliverance from all sufferings associated with this world and 
one’s body). (2) 

[Note—Here, the reference is to king Dasrath who has been rewarded with these four 
fruits for all the meritorious deeds he had done in his lifetime. The king was very blessed 
to have the four brothers as his son.  

Remember: Lord Ram was not an ordinary ‘human son’ of a king; he was a 
personified form of Lord Vishnu, the supreme Lord of creation. Dasrath had done severe 
Tapa (penance) and had requested the Lord to become his son because he wished to 
express his love, affection and devotion for the Lord more closely than anyone else could, 
and it is only possible if the Lord could live in close proximity with the king and be at his 
beck and call like a son. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 148—to 
Doha no. 149. 
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 Now, let us see what the four brothers stood for—(i) Shatrughan stood for ‘Artha’; 
(ii) Bharat stood for ‘Dharma’; (iii) Laxman stood for ‘Kaam’; and (iv) Lord Ram 
himself for ‘Moksha’. 
 Shatrughan managed the affairs of the kingdom of Ayodhya so well and with great 
finasse during the period of absence of Lord Ram when he had gone to live for 14 years 
in the forest to honoour the word of his father king Dasrath, and Bharat, who was 
supposed to take over the reigns of the kingdom during the Lord’s absence, was so 
remorseful and full of guilt that he bluntly refused to accept the crown and spent the 
entire period of 14 long years as a reclusive hermit on the outskirts of the city of 
Ayodhya, that there was no dint in the prosperity and wealth of the kingdom during this 
period. Rather, when Lord Ram came back to Ayodhya at the end of the exile period he 
found that everything was absolutely fine and well-looked after, and that the legendary 
power and majesty of the kingdom was maintained in perfect order by Shatrughan during 
the Lord’s absence. This simply means that Shatrughan was an expert administrator and 
excellent in handling the finances of the kingdom. Therefore he stood for the virtue of 
‘Artha’—financial well-being and meaningful management of the affairs of one’s daily 
life.  
 Then we come to Bharat. He epitomised the virtues of ‘Dharma’ for the simple, 
obvious and straightforward reason that he refused to accept the crown of Ayodhya and 
its attendent attractions and benefits because it would have been an unrighteous, improper 
and unjust thing to do as the crown should have passed to his elder brother, Lord Ram, 
upon the death of their father, king Dasrath. Instead of this, unfortunately, Lord Ram had 
been sent to forest exile due to selfishness, ulterior motives and evil mechanisms of his 
own mother, Kaikeyi. Inspite of all the efforts of the ministers of the kingdom, even his 
Guru sage Vaishistha and mother of Lord Ram, Kaushalya, who had tried their best to 
persuade him to accept the crown of the kingdom, Bharat flatly refused, citing it to be a 
highly improper thing to do—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 171—to Doha no. 183.  
 Not only did he rescind the crown, but Bharat had also gone a step further by 
spending the next 14 years in self-imposed exile by living like a hermit on the outskirts of 
Ayodhya, and renouncing all comforts of the kingdom—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 323—to Sortha/Doha no. 
326.  

Laxman stood for ‘Kaam’ (meaning wish fulfilment) because he had always stood by 
Lord Ram and helped him, shoulder-to-shoulder and arm-in-arm, to help the Lord fulfill 
all his objectives in this world. To cite a few examples: (i) During the protection of the 
fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, while Lord Ram had dealt with the chief of the demon 
army, i.e. Subahu and Marich, it was Laxman who had killed the rest of the demon 
forces—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha 
no. 210. (ii) Another instance is during the war at Lanka it was Laxman who had slayed 
Meghanad, the invincible son of the demon king Ravana—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 75—to Doha no. 76.  

It ought to be noted here that Laxman’s contribution in Lord Ram’s divine mission 
on earth has been acknowledged by the Lord himself when Laxman lay wounded in the 
battle-field of Lanka and the Lord had grieved for him—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-18 that precede Doha no. 61. 

And finally we come to Lord Ram himself. There is no doubting the assertion that the 
Lord stood for the fruit of ‘Moksha’ or spiritual liberation of the creature. The holy name 
of the Lord, i.e. the word ‘RAM’, is deemed to be a “Tarak Mantra”, a divine mystical 
formula that helps the soul to cross over this mundane world consisting of an endless 
cycle of birth and death. This fact is endorsed by the holiest of Hindu scriptures, i.e. the 
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‘Upanishads’ themselves. Refer: Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad, Canto 2, verse no. 1; 
Canto 4, verse no. 7; and Canto 6, verse nos. 1-29. 

The access to the ‘four fruits or rewards’ by king Dasrath as well as his queens who 
were blessed enough to have the supreme Lord of the world as their son known as Lord 
Ram has been referred to elsewhere also in the context of Lord Ram’s marriage in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha nos. 325 and 345.]    

  
‚ÈÃã„ U ‚◊Ã Œ‚⁄UÕÁ„U ŒπË – ◊ÈÁŒÃ Ÿª⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U Á’‚·ËH 3H 

 
sutanha samēta dasarathahi dēkhī. mudita nagara nara nāri bisēṣī. 3. 
 
When the citizens of the city1, both the males as well as the females, saw the king along 
with his four sons, all of them were exceptionally delighted and felt very happy. (3) 

[Note—1Now, it is not clear which city and its inhabitants are being referred to here in 
this verse—is it Ayodhya or is it Janakpur?  

Well, the answer is: ‘both of them’. The citizens of Ayodhya were in the marriage 
party itself, while the citizens of Janakpur consisted of those who were sent by king Janak 
to welcome the party on the outskirts of the city, as well as those who were waiting 
eagerly to receive the party in the city itself.  

The citizens of Janakpur were specially very happy and delighted because till this 
moment they had known only the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, but now they 
saw that they were four brothers. Incidentally, Janak himself had two daughters, and his 
younger brother also had two daughters, bringing the number of eligible brides to four. 
The fascinated citizens visualized and hoped that all these four daughters would be 
married to the four brothers. Obviously it is a rare occasion when such a coincidence 
would occur. So this made them exceptionally delighted and happy.  

The same thing can be applied to the citizens of Ayodhya. When they learnt that 
there were four princesses of marriageable age at Janakpur they wondered how nice 
would it be if all the four brothers could marry these four princesses? How wonderful and 
marvelous would it be to see the four couples getting married together under the same 
canopy, on the same dais, sitting in a row observing the rituals of the marriage ceremony 
together! The very idea made the citizens of the two cities ecstatic with joy.]     

 
‚È◊Ÿ ’Á⁄UÁ‚ ‚È⁄U „UŸ®„U ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊ – ŸÊ∑§Ÿ≈UË¥ ŸÊø®„U ∑§Á⁄U ªÊŸÊH 4H 

 
sumana barisi sura hanahiṁ nisānā. nākanaṭīṁ nācahiṁ kari gānā. 4. 
 
When the gods saw this wonderful sight, they liberally showered flowers (from the sky, 
the heaven) and merrily played their kettle-drums enthusiastically even as the celestial 
dancers (i.e. the Apsaras; heavenly nymphs) danced in gay abundance to the 
accompaniment of melodious songs. (4) 

 
‚ÃÊŸ¢Œ •L§ Á’¬˝ ‚Áøfl ªŸ – ◊Êªœ ‚ÍÃ Á’ŒÈ· ’¢ŒË¡ŸH 5H 
‚Á„UÃ ’⁄UÊÃ ⁄UÊ©U ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸÊ – •Êÿ‚È ◊ÊÁª Á»§⁄U •ªflÊŸÊH 6H 
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satānanda aru bipra saciva gana. māgadha sūta biduṣa bandījana. 5. 
sahita barāta rā'u sanamānā. āyasu māgi phirē agavānā. 6. 
 
Satanand (the royal priest of Janakpur), along with the Brahmins, the ministers, the 
minstrels, the bards and other wise men of the royal court of Janakpur who had been 
deputed by king Janak to receive the marriage party and extend a warm welcome to it, 
offered their greatest respect and heartiest welcome to king Dasrath and all other 
esteemed members of the party.  

After paying their formal obeisance and extending a warm reception to the 
bridegroom’s party, the members of Janak’s delegation sought a polite permission from 
the honourable guests and returned back to the city. (5-6) 

[Note—It is a tradition that the father of the bride would not go personally to meet the 
father of the groom upon the latter’s arrival at the bride’s place, but instead sends his 
emissary to receive and welcome the guests. Usually the priest of the bride’s family is 
sent to represent the father of the bride at the head of the delegation that goes to meet the 
father of the groom and his companions.  

Hence, Janak had sent Satanand as the head of the welcoming party that was sent to 
receive king Dasrath on the outskirts of Janakpur. 

As we have already read earlier, they carried a lot of gifts with them as offerings to 
king Dasrath and other members of the entourage, and king Dasrath had graciously 
accepted everything as a token of his endorsement of this alliance between the two 
powerful kingdoms of Ayodhya and Janakpur. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Doha no. 304—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 306.]  

 
¬˝Õ◊ ’⁄UÊÃ ‹ªŸ Ã¥ •Êß¸ – ÃÊÃ¥ ¬È⁄U ¬˝◊ÙŒÈ •Áœ∑§Êß¸H 7H 
’˝rÊÔÊŸ¢ŒÈ ‹Ùª ‚’ ‹„U„UË¥ – ’…∏U„È° ÁŒfl‚ ÁŸÁ‚ Á’Áœ ‚Ÿ ∑§„U„UË¥H 8H 

 
prathama barāta lagana tēṁ ā'ī. tātēṁ pura pramōdu adhikā'ī. 7. 
brahmānandu lōga saba lahahīṁ. baṛhahum ̐ divasa nisi bidhi sana kahahīṁ. 8. 
 
Since the bridegroom’s party had arrived well ahead of the day fixed for the marriage (of 
Lord Ram with Sita), there was great joy and rejoicing in the city (of Janakpur). 

[This is because the citizens would have more time in their hands to celebrate, 
rejoice, and enjoy the festivities that were organised on this auspicious occasion. There 
was no rush for time; things could be taken in a relaxed manner. The citizens would have 
ample time to strike a person rapport with the guests and forge relationships that would 
come in handy for future contacts, be it for trade and commerce, sport, defense, 
education, social exchanges such as tourism and mutual friendship, or for establishing 
matrimonial alliances that would unite families and clans together.] (7) 

The very thought (that there would be an extended stay of the marriage party and 
a lot of days to look forward for festivities and ceremonies), all the people were 
exceedingly exhilarated as if they have attained Brahm (i.e. as if they have obtained the 
highest degree of joy, bliss and happiness that is experienced by an ascetic when he has 
attained self-realisation).  

They prayed to Vidhi (the Creator) that the days may be long and stretch to 
infinity (so that they may enjoy the wonderful time all the more)1. (8) 
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[Note—1The same idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 195—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 196 
where it is said that at the time of birth of Lord Ram and his three brothers, the days of 
rejoicing and merriment seemed to stretch to eternity, and there was no sight of night.]  

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊È ‚Ëÿ ‚Ù÷Ê •flÁœ ‚È∑Î§Ã •flÁœ ŒÙ©U ⁄UÊ¡– 

¡„°U Ã„°U ¬È⁄U¡Ÿ ∑§„U®„U •‚ Á◊Á‹ Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚◊Ê¡H 309H 
 
dōhā.  

rāmu sīya sōbhā avadhi sukṛta avadhi dō'u rāja. 
jaham ̐ taham ̐ purajana kahahiṁ asa mili nara nāri samāja. 309. 
 
The citizens (of Janakpur and Ayodhya) collect here and there in (separate) groups of 
men and women, discussing the events among themselves and asserting that there is no 
comparison in the world for the beautiful image consisting of the pair of Lord Ram and 
Sita on the one hand, and of the majesty and grandeur of the two great kings (Dasrath of 
Ayodhya, and Janak of Janakpur) on the other hand1. (Doha no. 309) 

[Note—1The reason for this assertion is given below in Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede 
Doha no. 310. 
 Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/104, stanza no. 3 also.]  

 
 
¿õ0.  ¡Ÿ∑§ ‚È∑Î§Ã ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ’ÒŒ„UË – Œ‚⁄UÕ ‚È∑Î§Ã ⁄UÊ◊È œ⁄¥U Œ„UËH 1H 

ßã„U ‚◊ ∑§Ê„È°U Ÿ Á‚fl •fl⁄UÊœ – ∑§Ê„È°U Ÿ ßã„U ‚◊ÊŸ »§‹ ‹ÊœH 2H 
ßã„U ‚◊ ∑§Ù©U Ÿ ÷ÿ©U ¡ª ◊Ê„UË¥ – „ÒU Ÿ®„U ∑§Ã„Í°U „UÙŸ©U ŸÊ„UË¥H 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

janaka sukṛta mūrati baidēhī. dasaratha sukṛta rāmu dharēṁ dēhī. 1. 
inha sama kāhum ̐ na siva avarādhē. kāhum̐ na inha samāna phala lādhē. 2. 
inha sama kō'u na bhaya'u jaga māhīṁ. hai nahiṁ katahūm ̐ hōnē'u nāhīṁ. 3. 
 
All the good, auspicious, righteous and meritorious deeds done by king Janak in his 
lifetime have taken a personified form as Sita (his daughter), and likewise Lord Ram is an 
image of all the good, auspicious, meritorious and righteous deeds done by king Dasrath1. 
(1) 

No one has worshipped and pleased Lord Shiva more than have these two kings, 
nor has anyone else been rewarded more than them2. (2) 

Verily it is true and irrefutably certain that there has never been anyone anywhere 
in the world in the past who can be said to be as fortunate and privileged as these two 
kings, nor is there anyone in the present time, or would be in the future3. (3)  
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[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (a) Baal Kand, Doha no. 325; and (b) Ayodhya 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 172; and (ii) Doha no. 173 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-7.  

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
309 that says that the four sons of king Dasrath appeared like a personified form of the 
four rewards of Artha, Dharma, Kaam and Moksha that Dasrath has been rewarded with.  
As regards Sita, it has been expressly stated in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas that 
Sita is the personified form of ‘Yogmaya’, the cosmic Shakti or dynamic powers of the 
Supreme Lord of creation, who has taken birth in the household of Janak. Refer: (i) Baal 
Kand, Canto 2, verse no. 28; (ii) Canto 4, verse no. 18; and (iii) Canto 6, verse nos. 58-
70. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 
294.] 

 
„U◊ ‚’ ‚∑§‹ ‚È∑Î§Ã ∑Ò§ ⁄UÊ‚Ë – ÷∞ ¡ª ¡ŸÁ◊ ¡Ÿ∑§¬È⁄U ’Ê‚ËH 4H 
Á¡ã„U ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ⁄UÊ◊ ¿UÁ’ ŒπË – ∑§Ù ‚È∑Î§ÃË „U◊ ‚Á⁄U‚ Á’‚·ËH 5H 
¬ÈÁŸ Œπ’ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U Á’•Ê„ÍU – ‹’ ÷‹Ë Á’Áœ ‹ÙøŸ ‹Ê„ÍUH 6H 

 
hama saba sakala sukṛta kai rāsī. bha'ē jaga janami janakapura bāsī. 4. 
jinha jānakī rāma chabi dēkhī. kō sukṛtī hama sarisa bisēṣī. 5. 
puni dēkhaba raghubīra bi'āhū. lēba bhalī bidhi lōcana lāhū. 6. 
 
The citizens of Janakpur consider themselves very fortunate and privileged themselves 
(like their king Janak, as well as king Dasrath of Ayodhya). They thanked their good luck 
and affirmed—‘We, the citizens of Janakpur, are like a treasury of accumulated good and 
meritorious deeds because we have been fortunate to take birth as citizens of Janakpur. [It 
is due to this good fortune that we have been able to enjoy these happy moments in our 
lives.] (4) 

Say, who else is more fortunate and privileged in this world than us who have 
seen with our eyes the magnificent and divine image of Janki (Sita) and Lord Ram. (5) 

We will get the full benefit of having our eyesight when we would be personally 
witnessing and enjoying the happy and auspicious event of the marriage of the divine 
couple, Lord Ram and Sita.’ (6) 

[Note—The citizens were thoroughly enjoying themselves, considered themselves very 
fortunate, and enthusiastically looked forward for the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram 
and Sita. They were of a unanimous view that no one is as lucky as them in this world 
that day. 

They thanked their good luck and felt highly elated, saying—‘There are countless 
kingdoms and millions of citizens living in them, but none of them have this reward 
today, none have this privilege today of participating in the rarest of rare event when the 
personified form of the Supreme Lord of this world is getting united with his divine 
Shakti in the form of Sita. So we regard ourselves especially blessed and fortunate in 
every respect. Our eyes have enabled us to see the divine image of Lord Ram and Sita, 
and also would enable us to watch their marriage soon. What more or greater reward can 
one expect by way of having eyesight?  
 At present we have been able to have only fleeting instances when we were able to 
see the divine image of Lord Ram and Sita. We have seen them separately—we have 
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seen Lord Ram when he came to visit the city along with his brother Laxman upon their 
arrival at Janakpur, and we have seen Sita only a few times when she stepped out of the 
palace. Then we had seen them at the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony, but it was a 
somber occasion when there was a lot of uncertainty and tension in the air.  
 The only time we saw Lord Ram and Sita together was when she had gone to put the 
victory garland on Lord Ram after he had broken the bow and sealed his marriage with 
her. But this magnificent sight was short-lived because an angry sage Parashuram had 
arrived and created a ruckus. Our enjoyments were cut short. We also could not 
thoroughly enjoy ourselves because we had to watch the couple from our viewers’ gallery 
in the arena, and we could not come close and interact with them.  
 The situation would be different during the marriage ceremony when there would be 
an informal atmosphere marked by merry-making, festivities, celebrations and bonhomie 
when there would be no barriers of formalities and artificial distances created by social 
hierarchy. There would be close interactions and an informal atmosphere that would 
enable us to get up close to Lord Ram and Sita on one pretext or the other, such as to 
bless them ourselves on this auspicious occasion, and seek their blessings in return.’] 

   
 ∑§„U®„U ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ∑§ÙÁ∑§‹’ÿŸË¥ – ∞Á„U Á’•Ê„°U ’«∏U ‹Ê÷È ‚ÈŸÿŸË¥H 7H 

’«∏¥U ÷Êª Á’Áœ ’ÊÃ ’ŸÊß¸ – ŸÿŸ •ÁÃÁÕ „UÙß„U®„U ŒÙ©U ÷Êß¸H 8H 
 
kahahiṁ parasapara kōkilabayanīṁ. ēhi bi'āham̐ baṛa lābhu sunayanīṁ. 7. 
baṛēṁ bhāga bidhi bāta banā'ī. nayana atithi hō'ihahiṁ dō'u bhā'ī. 8. 
 
Ladies who had voices as sweet as the cuckoo spoke to each other—‘Oh beautiful-eyed 
friends! There is great benefit and huge reward for us in this marriage (or union of Lord 
Ram with Sita)1. (7) 

The Creator has been very gracious and magnanimous upon us that he has turned 
the events in such a way that we have been able to have the two brothers as guests of our 
eyes. [That is, we will be able to invite them and serve them in the best way we can in a 
symbolic way by watching them closely and intensely, and to the full satisfaction of our 
hearts and minds. The two brothers are the honoured guests of our kingdom, and while 
our king Janak is doing his own very best to serve them externally in physical terms, we 
can do our bit by serving them subtly in a symbolic manner in our hearts.] (8) 

[Note—1What is the reward or benefit that the ladies are speaking of here? Well, the 
answer is found in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 220—to Doha no. 223 wherein the ladies of Janakpur have expressed their 
heart-felt desire to see Lord Ram as a groom of Sita so that they will have repeated 
opportunity to see their Lord again and again in their lives for the simple reason that then 
he would be paying visits to the city as it would be his in-law’s place in future.  

On the other hand, if Sita is married to someone else then the two brothers would go 
away to their kingdom at the end of the bow-breaking ceremony like the rest of the 
invited guests, and the ladies would never have a chance to see and interact with the Lord 
anytime again in their lives.] 

 
 

Îô0. ’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄U ‚Ÿ„U ’‚ ¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ù‹Ê©U’ ‚Ëÿ– 
‹Ÿ •Êß„U®„U ’¢œÈ ŒÙ©U ∑§ÙÁ≈U ∑§Ê◊ ∑§◊ŸËÿH 310H 
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dōhā.  

bārahiṁ bāra sanēha basa janaka bōlā'uba sīya. 
lēna ā'ihahiṁ bandhu dō'u kōṭi kāma kamanīya. 310. 

The ladies were submerged in a pleasant reverie, dreaming that king Janak would 
repeatedly call Sita back (because he would be overwhelmed by affection and grief of 
separation from her at the time of the departure of the marriage party for Ayodhya, 
accompanied by the newly wed couple, Lord Ram and Sita), and each time the two 
brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) would come back to request him to let Sita go with 
them. (Doha no. 310) 

[Note—The charmed ladies were imagining that they would be able to see Lord Ram and 
Laxman again and again at the time of their departure for Ayodhya at the end of the 
marriage celebrations because Janak would be so overwhelmed with love and affection 
that he would be repeatedly calling Sita back to meet her one last time, and would like to 
spend as much last minutes with her as he possibly could do, forcing Lord Ram and 
Laxman to come back and asking the king to let Sita go as it was getting late for 
departure, and they have a long journey to cover on their way back to their kingdom of 
Ayodhya.  

In the process, the ladies who were overwhelmed with affection for the Lord, closed 
their eyes and dreamt that they would have one extra and additional opportunity to see 
their beloved Lord for one last time more.] 

 

 
¿õ0.  Á’Á’œ ÷Ê°ÁÃ „UÙßÁ„U ¬„ÈUŸÊß¸ – Á¬˝ÿ Ÿ ∑§ÊÁ„U •‚ ‚Ê‚È⁄U ◊Êß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī. 

bibidha bhām ̐ti hō'ihi pahunā'ī. priya na kāhi asa sāsura mā'ī. 1. 
 
[The ladies of the city of Janakpur, overwhelmed with affection for Lord Ram and 
Laxman, were elated at the possibility of having an extended opportunity to interact with 
the two brothers when they would willingly like to stay longer at Janakpur than is 
customary for a groom’s party so as to enjoy the elaborate, extensive and cordial 
hospitality that would be shown to them by the bride’s side. They discussed this 
possibility and its rewards amongst themselves as follows—] 

‘The groom and his marriage party would be shown elaborate hospitality of every 
imaginable kind by the hosts, the bride’s side. Say, who would not like this pampering; 
who would not like to have such a caring, doting and affectionate father-in-law and 
mother-in-law? (1) 

[Note—In other words, king Janak and his queen Sunayana would shower their love and 
affection upon their son-in-law Lord Ram so much that the latter would feel pampered 
and spoilt by their attention and care. The Lord would feel that they love him more than 
his own father, king Dasrath so much so that he (Lord Ram) would prefer to stay as long 
as it is practically possible at Janakpur so as to enjoy this privileged treatment and honour 
as much as he can. The result would be that he would be in no hurry to return to 
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Ayodhya, thereby giving the citizens of Janakpur more time to spend in his august 
company.]  

 
Ã’ Ã’ ⁄UÊ◊ ‹πŸÁ„U ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UË – „UÙß„U®„U ‚’ ¬È⁄U ‹Ùª ‚ÈπÊ⁄UËH 2H 

 
taba taba rāma lakhanahi nihārī. hō'ihahiṁ saba pura lōga sukhārī. 2. 
 
On all such occasions (when Lord Ram would seek Janak’s permission to go back to 
Ayodhya, and would be lovingly requested by Janak to postpone the departure for some 
more days), all the citizens of Janakpur would feel very happy and delighted to see Lord 
Ram and Laxman. (2) 

[Note—Lord Ram and Laxman and the rest of the marriage party would have prepared 
themselves to start on their journey back to Ayodhya. They would have assembled at a 
public place before their departure, and the two brothers would go to Janak to say good-
bye to him and seek his blessings. As this news would spread in the city, all the people 
would hurry out and come to have a last glimpse of the Lord, before his departure. They 
would be craning their necks and jostling with each other to have a close-up view of the 
two brothers, and if possible have a brief chat with him to bid him farewell.  

But then they imagined that the king (Janak) would not give Lord Ram permission to 
leave, but would rather politely and most pleadingly ask him to stay for some more time 
so that the desire of his heart to extend more of his love for the Lord can be realized. The 
merciful and compassionate Lord Ram would have no choice but to accept the king’s 
request, and would return to his place of lodging, postponing his departure for some more 
days.  

This cycle would be repeated again and again: the Lord seeking permission from 
Janak to leave, and Janak asking him to stay for some more days. Lord Ram would 
personally be very happy to find an excuse to stay as long as possible at Janakpur because 
of the warmth of hospitality and the intensity of affability and cordiality shown by Janak 
and the rest of the citizens to him. Janak’s request would be the perfect excuse for Ram to 
keep on postponing his departure from Janakpur.  

This is what the ladies, and for that matter everyone else in Janakpur were hoping for 
as is evident in these verses.]       

    
‚Áπ ¡‚ ⁄UÊ◊ ‹πŸ ∑§⁄U ¡Ù≈UÊ – ÃÒ‚ß ÷Í¬ ‚¢ª ŒÈß …UÙ≈UÊH 3H 
SÿÊ◊ ªı⁄U ‚’ •¢ª ‚È„UÊ∞ – Ã ‚’ ∑§„U®„U ŒÁπ ¡ •Ê∞H 4H 

 
sakhi jasa rāma lakhana kara jōṭā. taisē'i bhūpa saṅga du'i ḍhōṭā. 3. 
syāma gaura saba aṅga suhā'ē. tē saba kahahiṁ dēkhi jē ā'ē. 4. 
 
Oh friend! King Dasrath is accompanied by two other sons (Bharat and Shatrughan) who 
are exactly like Lord Ram and Laxman. (3) 

Those who have gone to see them (a reference to the delegation sent by Janak to 
welcome the marriage party when it arrived on the outskirts of the city, as well as the 
huge crowd of citizens who had rushed to have a first-hand glimpse of the party as it 
entered the city with full royal regalia and proceeded towards the place designated for 
their stay at Janakpur) have come back and reported that these two sons are of dark and 
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fair complexion respectively, and have a physique and personality that are charming and 
attractive in all possible manner1. (4) 

[Note—1The same observation was made by these citizens for Lord Ram and Laxman 
earlier—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 220, and Chaupai line nos. 5-8 
that precede Doha no. 221.]   

 
∑§„UÊ ∞∑§ ◊Ò¥ •Ê¡È ÁŸ„UÊ⁄U – ¡ŸÈ Á’⁄¢UÁø ÁŸ¡ „UÊÕ ‚°flÊ⁄UH 5H 

 
kahā ēka maiṁ āju nihārē. janu biran̄ci nija hātha sam̐vārē. 5. 
 
While the enthused ladies were having this lively discussion, one of them said—‘I have 
seen them personally today. Surely it appears that the Creator known as ‘Vidhi’ has 
moulded them personally with his own hands.  

[That is, the Creator took special interest and care to mould their bodies and inject 
exceptional charm and beauty in them. He did not create them in a run-of-mill routine 
sort of way, but took pains to use all his craftsmanship to give shape to their handsome 
personality and charming physique because the Creator wished to use them as a sample 
case to exhibit his expertise and skills as the supreme Craftsman.] (5)  

 
÷⁄UÃÈ ⁄UÊ◊„UË ∑§Ë •ŸÈ„UÊ⁄UË – ‚„U‚Ê ‹Áπ Ÿ ‚∑§®„U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 6H 
‹πŸÈ ‚òÊÈ‚ÍŒŸÈ ∞∑§M§¬Ê – Ÿπ Á‚π Ã ‚’ •¢ª •ŸÍ¬ÊH 7H 

 
bharatu rāmahī kī anuhārī. sahasā lakhi na sakahiṁ nara nārī. 6. 
lakhanu satrusūdanu ēkarūpā. nakha sikha tē saba aṅga anūpā. 7. 
 
Bharat is an exact replica of Lord Ram so much so that no man or woman would easily 
be able to distinguish between the two. (6) 

Similarly, Laxman and Shatrughan (also known as Shatrusudan) are exactly like 
each other to look at.  

All the four have perfectly charming physique, right from the tip of their toes up 
to the top of their heads1. (7)  

[Note—1How pleasant is the personalities of all the four brothers who form two pairs 
resembling each other in every fine manner is described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 219 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 3-8.]  

 
◊Ÿ ÷Êfl®„U ◊Èπ ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Ê„UË¥ – ©U¬◊Ê ∑§„È°U ÁòÊ÷ÈflŸ ∑§Ù©U ŸÊ„UË¥H 8H 

 
mana bhāvahiṁ mukha barani na jāhīṁ. upamā kahum̐ tribhuvana kō'u nāhīṁ. 
8. 
 
The four brothers are so exceptionally attractive and charming to behold that though 
one’s Mana (the heart and the mind) is enthralled and captivated by their view, it is not 
possible for one to describe them in words (because the words have their own limitations 
and they cannot do justice to the magnificence of the sight that one beholds before him).  
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Verily it can be said with surety that there is no one in the entire world known as 
‘Tribhuvan’ (i.e. the world consisting of three levels or dimensions of existence)1 with 
whom any comparison, even a remotest one, can be made or even imagined with these 
four brothers. (8) 

[Note—1The ‘Tribhuvan’ refers to the entire stretch of the living hospitable world. It 
consists of the heaven where the exalted gods live, the earth where ordinary creatures 
live, and the nether world where lower levels of life exist. It also refers to the past, the 
present and the future.]    

 
À¢U0. ©U¬◊Ê Ÿ ∑§Ù©U ∑§„U ŒÊ‚ ÃÈ‹‚Ë ∑§Ã„È°U ∑§Á’ ∑§ÙÁ’Œ ∑§„Ò¥U– 1– 

’‹ Á’Ÿÿ Á’lÊ ‚Ë‹ ‚Ù÷Ê ®‚œÈ ßã„U ‚ ∞ß •„Ò¥UH 2H 
¬È⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ¬‚ÊÁ⁄U •¢ø‹ Á’ÁœÁ„U ’øŸ ‚ÈŸÊfl„UË¥– 3– 
CÿÊÁ„U•„È°U øÊÁ⁄U©U ÷Êß ∞®„U ¬È⁄U „U◊ ‚È◊¢ª‹ ªÊfl„UË¥H 4H 

 
chanda.  

upamā na kō'u kaha dāsa tulasī katahum̐ kabi kōbida kahaiṁ. 1. 
bala binaya bidyā sīla sōbhā sindhu inha sē ē'i ahaiṁ. 2. 
pura nāri sakala pasāri an ̄cala bidhihi bacana sunāvahīṁ. 3. 
byāhi'ahum̐ cāri'u bhā'i ēhiṁ pura hama sumaṅgala gāvahīṁ. 4. 
 
Poet Tulsidas (the narrator of this epic Ram Charit Manas), who is a humble servant of 
Lord Ram, asserts that even expert poets and wise men declare that there is no one with 
whom the four brothers can be ever compared.  

All the virtues and qualities that they possess, such as strength and valour, 
politeness and etiquette, knowledge, skills and wisdom, courteousness and good manners, 
as well as beauty and charm, are unique and exclusive to them. They cannot be compared 
with anyone else with respect to this glorious virtues and qualities. (Chanda line nos. 1-2) 

All the women-folk of Janakpur spread out their garments before the Creator (just 
like a beggar would extend his hands and begging bowl to seek alms from a 
magnanimous donor) and pray to him most earnestly with these words—‘Oh dear Creator 
(Vidhi)! Let the four brothers be married here in Janakpur so that we can have a rare 
opportunity to sing auspicious songs to celebrate the event.1’ (Chanda nos. 3-4) 

[Note--1Till this point of time when the party had arrived from Ayodhya, the women-folk 
of Janakpur had seen only Lord Ram and Laxman. So they had prayed to the Creator that 
Lord Ram should marry Sita and become a royal groom of Janakpur. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223. 

But now that they have seen all the four noble princes, they long to see all of them 
married at Janakpur to the four princesses of the kingdom. 

It will be pertinent to note here that their love for the Lord was so real and honest that 
the Creator could not defy their prayers and longings because finally it so happened that 
this wish of the citizens was granted—i.e. all the four brothers were indeed married to 
four princesses of Janakpur, viz. Sita and her sister who were daughters of king Janak, 
and her two cousins who were daughters of her uncle, the younger brother of Janak. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 325.  
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Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 19.] 
 

âô0. ∑§„U®„U ¬⁄US¬⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ’ÊÁ⁄U Á’‹ÙøŸ ¬È‹∑§ ÃŸ– 
‚Áπ ‚’È ∑§⁄U’ ¬È⁄UÊÁ⁄U ¬Èãÿ ¬ÿÙÁŸÁœ ÷Í¬ ŒÙ©UH 311H 

 
sōraṭhā.  

kahahiṁ paraspara nāri bāri bilōcana pulaka tana. 
sakhi sabu karaba purāri pun'ya payōnidhi bhūpa dō'u. 311. 
 
Tears of affection welled-up in the eyes of all the ladies, and their bodies were thrilled. 
They reassured each other, saying—‘Oh friend, have courage and faith. Purari (Lord 
Shiva) will fulfill our wishes1, because both the kings (Dasrath and Janak, the fathers of 
Lord Ram and Sita respectively) are like deep oceans of meritorious deeds (and their 
natural blessings, or the good fortunes that accompany such deeds)2.’ (Sortha/Doha no. 
311) 

[Note—Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 19. 
1Lord Shiva was the patron deity of both the kingdoms, Ayodhya as well as Janakpur. 

Lord Ram has clearly stated the importance and paramount nature of Lord Shiva while 
consecrating the Shiva Lingam (an image of Shiva) before he launched his campaign to 
liberate Sita from the clutches of the demon king of Lanka, Ravana. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Lanka Kand, from Chaupai no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 2—to Chaupai no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 3.  
 Further, after returning from his forest exile and assuming the crown of Ayodhya, 
Lord Ram had established millions (i.e. countless) of Shiva Lingams throughout the 
kingdom. This face is specifically mentioned in ‘Adhyatma Ramayan’ of sage Veda 
Vyas, Uttar Kand, Canto 4, verse no. 27, line no. 1. 
 As for king Janak, the very fact that Lord Shiva had chosen his ancestors for the 
safekeeping of his bow which was duly worshipped by the royal family of Janakpur ever 
since then, and then allowing it to be got broken and not getting angry or feeling insulted 
by this otherwise despicable act so that Janak’s daughter Sita could be married to Lord 
Ram are sufficient evidences of the Lord’s grace upon the kingdom of Janakpur and its 
blessed king Janak. Refer: (a) Adhyatma Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse no. 16, 69-
79; and (b) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250; as well as Chaupai line nos. 
6-8 and the following Chanda that precede Doha no. 261. 
 Now therefore, Lord Shiva would not want to do anything which would go against 
the wishes of these two noble kings, even if such fulfillment may not look too convenient 
for other devotees of Lord Shiva and they may take it as an affront to their worshipped 
deity, Lord Shiva, as is evident when sage Parashuram, an ardent devotee of the Lord, 
became extremely angry and wanted to punish Lord Ram for breaking the bow of his 
revered Lord, Shiva. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 269—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285; and Chaupai 
line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 293.  

2Since both the kings have led a life of righteousness and auspiciousness, it is certain 
that Lord Shiva would fulfill their wishes. Obviously for Dasrath it would be to see all his 
four sons married as soon as possible as any father would naturally want, and what better 
chance would he get than to see them married with the princesses of Janakpur because 
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this kingdom is as renowned, well-established and prosperous as his own kingdom of 
Ayodhya. Besides this fact, the princesses of this kingdom are of extreme beauty and of 
the right marriageable age to suit his four sons.  
 The two kings being ‘like an ocean of good deeds and its attendent blessings’ is a 
metaphoric way of stressing that like the ocean being a fathomless reservoir of water, the 
good and meritorious deeds of these two kings were also countless and so were the good 
affects of these deeds.]      

 
 
¿õ0. ∞Á„U Á’Áœ ‚∑§‹ ◊ŸÙ⁄UÕ ∑§⁄U„UË¥ – •ÊŸ°Œ ©U◊Áª ©U◊Áª ©U⁄U ÷⁄U„UË¥H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

ēhi bidhi sakala manōratha karahīṁ. ānam̐da umagi umagi ura bharahīṁ. 1. 
 
In this way, all the women-folk prayed to the Lord for fulfillment of their hearts’ inner-
most desires. This thought and the hope of its certain realization overwhelmed them and 
inundated their heart and inner-being. (1) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-
6 that precede Doha no. 249; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 255. 
 These above cited instances are clear indications of how intense were the desire of all 
the citizens of Janakpur, not only the women but the men as well, that Lord Ram should 
marry Sita at any cost, and for this all of them prayed to Lord Shiva and his divine 
consort Parvati.]  

 
¡ ŸÎ¬ ‚Ëÿ Sflÿ¢’⁄U •Ê∞ – ŒÁπ ’¢œÈ ‚’ ÁÃã„U ‚Èπ ¬Ê∞H 2H 
∑§„UÃ ⁄UÊ◊ ¡‚È Á’‚Œ Á’‚Ê‹Ê – ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ÷flŸ ª∞ ◊Á„U¬Ê‹ÊH 3H 

 
jē nṛpa sīya svayambara ā'ē. dēkhi bandhu saba tinha sukha pā'ē. 2. 
kahata rāma jasu bisada bisālā. nija nija bhavana ga'ē mahipālā. 3. 
 
All those kings who had come to attend Sita’s ‘Swayambar’ (i.e. the competition of 
breaking of the bow that was organized to decide who would marry her) felt joyful and 
happy1 to see the brothers. [Here the term ‘brothers’ means all the four of them—viz. 
Lord Ram and his three younger siblings, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan.] (2) 

Talking about the stupendous glory and achievement of Lord Ram (with reference 
to the formidable feat of the breaking of Shiva’s bow and overcoming the wrath of sage 
Parashuram), and singing his praises all the while, all the kings went back to their 
respective kingdoms. (3) 

[Note—1These kings were the good ones, those who had refrained from participating in 
the competition of breaking the bow. They had realized that Lord Ram was of the right 
age for the would-be bride, and that they themselves were much older than her and 
therefore unsuitable to marry her. Besides this, they had observed that a divine halo 
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exuded from the Lord, and that he had the blessings and patronage of a renowned sage 
Vishwamitra with whom the two brothers had come to Janakpur. Then they had also 
observed how special treatment was given to them by their host, king Janak. So in short 
they had wisely and prudently decided to stay away from trying to break the bow, and 
had instead attempted to dissuade other kings to follow their example. In the event as it 
happened, the greedy and haughty kings didn’t listen to their advice and got humiliated in 
the process because none of them was able to as much as move the bow even an inch.  

These failed kings then tried to create a ruckus and revolted, even preparing to stage 
a bloody showdown (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that 
precede Doha no. 266). But when angry sage Parashuram intervened to seek retribution 
for the purported insult of Lord Shiva by breaking of the bow but was finally pacified by 
Lord Ram, these coward kings quietly slid away from the venue and left Janakpur to save 
their face, prestige and dignity (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 285).   

Therefore, those amongst the invited kings who had refrained from attempting to 
break the bow had no fear of suffering loss of prestige and honour, so they stayed back as 
guests of king Janak. Since they had no personal friendship with the kingdom of 
Ayodhya and its king Dasrath, once the latter arrived they felt it prudent now to leave and 
go back to their own kingdoms.   

Another reason for their decision to return home was that now all the attention of 
king Janak was diverted to attend and look after the marriage party, and these kings did 
not wish to give an impression of being a burden on Janak by overstaying beyond a 
reasonable time. That would be impolite and un-royal behaviour. Overstaying guests are 
not regarded with great respect, and beyond a certain time they become unwelcome and 
irritating even in modern days. So these wise and noble kings did not want to embarrass 
Janak, and left on their own accord.]   

 
ª∞ ’ËÁÃ ∑§¿ÈU ÁŒŸ ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÃË – ¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ¬È⁄U¡Ÿ ‚∑§‹ ’⁄UÊÃËH 4H 

 
ga'ē bīti kachu dina ēhi bhām̐tī. pramudita purajana sakala barātī. 4. 
 
Some pleasant days passed in this way when both the members of the bridegroom’s party 
as well as the citizens of Janakpur thoroughly enjoyed themselves and felt merry. (4) 

[Note—The marriage party had arrived a number of days in advance of the day fixed for 
the marriage ceremony. So there was ample time for merriment and enjoyment. When 
one is happy and enjoying one’s self, time seems to fly away and one does not seem to be 
bothered about the nitty-gritties of humdrum life.  

A similar situation had prevailed at the time of birth of Lord Ram and his brothers—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 197. 

Again, it is stated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 280 that the citizens of Ayodhya who had accompanied Bharat to 
Chitrakoot in an attempt to bring Lord Ram back from the forest had so thoroughly 
enjoyed their stay there that time flew away for them so fast that even a long time 
equivalent to seven Yugs (celestial eras of time) seemed to be as small as a minute. 

Another instance is found in Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 15 wherein it 
is described how the monkeys who had come to Ayodhya with Lord Ram when he 
returned to his capital after victory at Lanka were so thoroughly enjoying their time there 
that six months passed by and they did not realize that the days were passing away. For 
them, this long period of time seemed as if it was merely a single day.] 
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◊¢ª‹ ◊Í‹ ‹ªŸ ÁŒŸÈ •ÊflÊ – Á„U◊ Á⁄UÃÈ •ª„UŸÈ ◊Ê‚È ‚È„UÊflÊH 5H 

 
maṅgala mūla lagana dinu āvā. hima ritu agahanu māsu suhāvā. 5. 
 
Finally, the auspicious day arrived when the wedding was to be solemnized. It was in the 
pleasant month of ‘Agahan’ (which is the ninth month according to the Hindu calendar, 
and is also known as ‘Maarga-shirsha’, corresponding to the English month of 
December), the month that marks the beginning of the cold (winter) season. (5) 

 
ª˝„U ÁÃÁÕ ŸπÃÈ ¡ÙªÈ ’⁄U ’ÊM§ – ‹ªŸ ‚ÙÁœ Á’Áœ ∑§Ëã„U Á’øÊM§H 6H 
¬ΔÒU ŒËÁã„U ŸÊ⁄UŒ ‚Ÿ ‚Ùß¸ – ªŸË ¡Ÿ∑§ ∑§ ªŸ∑§ã„U ¡Ùß¸H 7H 

 
graha tithi nakhatu jōgu bara bārū. lagana sōdhi bidhi kīnha bicārū. 6. 
paṭhai dīnhi nārada sana sō'ī. ganī janaka kē ganakanha jō'ī. 7. 
 
The Creator researched carefully and determined the most auspicious time and date when 
all the planets, asterisms, signs of the zodiac, and the constellation of stars and their 
individual members would be best placed and occupied the most beneficial place in the 
horoscope. (6) 

Then the Creator sent sage Narad (his son and a famed celestial sage who had free 
access to heaven and earth) as his messenger who carried this message to Janak, who in 
his turn got it read and deciphered by his court astrologers and other wise men of the 
kingdom. (7) 

[Note—The horoscope is in a coded form, and experts are needed to decode it and read 
the hidden message in it. Hence, the month of ‘Agahan’ and the actual time and day of 
the ceremonies and rituals were decided by the royal astrologers and horoscope readers of 
Janakpur.]  

 
‚ÈŸË ‚∑§‹ ‹Ùªã„U ÿ„U ’ÊÃÊ – ∑§„U®„U ¡ÙÁÃ·Ë •Ê®„U Á’œÊÃÊH 8H 

 
sunī sakala lōganha yaha bātā. kahahiṁ jōtiṣī āhiṁ bidhātā. 8. 
 
When the people heard of this news (that the time and date of the marriage ceremony was 
decided by none else but the Creator himself, they marveled at it and exclaimed in 
astonishment—‘Say, the Creator has assumed the role of an astrologer!’ (8) 

[Note—The people rejoiced at the prospect that not only their wishes to see Lord Ram 
happily marrying Sita would be fulfilled now but that the couple will lead a happy 
married life because the time and date has been determined by the Creator himself. Since 
the Creator determines the destiny of all living beings, if he has selected a particular time 
and date for the union of Lord Ram and Sita, then no power of earth can ever disrupt it or 
cause any harm to this bond. 

The next Doha no. 312 tells us about the exact time selected by the Creator for the 
performance of wedding rituals.] 
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Îô0. œŸÈœÍÁ⁄U ’‹Ê Á’◊‹ ‚∑§‹ ‚È◊¢ª‹ ◊Í‹– 

Á’¬˝ã„U ∑§„U©U Á’Œ„U ‚Ÿ ¡ÊÁŸ ‚ªÈŸ •ŸÈ∑Í§‹H 312H 
 
dōhā.  

dhēnudhūri bēlā bimala sakala sumaṅgala mūla. 
bipranha kahē'u bidēha sana jāni saguna anukūla. 312. 
 
When the designated most auspicious hour arrived, the time of the evening that is just 
before sunset when cows return after grazing in the field and a lot of dust is raised from 
their hooves, the learned Brahmins realized that the moment has come, and so they said 
to Janak (as narrated below in the following verses). (Doha no. 312) 

[Note—All preparations were ready; they were just waiting for the correct arrangement 
of stars and planets. The time was deciphered after reading the chart sent by the Creator 
through sage Narad as narrated above in Chaupai line nos. 6-7.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ©U¬⁄UÙÁ„UÃÁ„U ∑§„U©U Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„UÊ – •’ Á’‹¢’ ∑§⁄U ∑§Ê⁄UŸÈ ∑§Ê„UÊH 1H 

‚ÃÊŸ¢Œ Ã’ ‚Áøfl ’Ù‹Ê∞ – ◊¢ª‹ ‚∑§‹ ‚ÊÁ¡ ‚’ ÀÿÊ∞H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

uparōhitahi kahē'u naranāhā. aba bilamba kara kāranu kāhā. 1. 
satānanda taba saciva bōlā'ē. maṅgala sakala sāji saba lyā'ē. 2. 
 
The king (Janak) asked his royal priest (Satanand), ‘Say, what is the cause of delay now? 
[That is, why are you wasting time and not going ahead with the wedding rituals though 
the auspicious time determined for the ceremony has arrived? So, please start the process 
immediately.]’ (1) 

Hearing these instructions of the king, Satanand immediately summoned the 
senior ministers of the royal court who arrived with all the auspicious paraphernalia 
needed for the wedding rituals and their accompanying ceremonies1. (2) 

[Note—1What were these paraphernalia and how were they brought to the platform 
where the marriage ritual was to be performed? The answer is given in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 346 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8 which 
we shall be reading below soon.] 

 
‚¢π ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ¬Ÿfl ’„ÈU ’Ê¡ – ◊¢ª‹ ∑§‹‚ ‚ªÈŸ ‚È÷ ‚Ê¡H 3H 

 
saṅkha nisāna panava bahu bājē. maṅgala kalasa saguna subha sājē. 3. 
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As soon as it was known that the process of the wedding has been initiated, there was a 
spontaneous sounding of conches, drums and tabors1. Accompanying them were 
displayed auspicious things such as pitchers (that are usually filled with curd or water 
from some holy river, and the mouth is covered with leaves of the mango tree on which is 
placed a coconut) and other articles that symbolise good omen2. (3) 

[Note—1Whenever there was some good news, musical instruments were played and the 
conch was blown. In olden days when there were no radio and television, the loud sound 
of these musical instruments sort of alerted the citizens of the city that some good tiding 
has arrived, and it is time to celebrate and rejoice. Hearing these sounds, the people used 
to rush out of their homes and work-places to enquire about the reason why the musical 
instruments were played, and then the celebrations began. Similarly, when the city was 
attacked by an intruder or an enemy’s army, the bugle was sounded to alert the people.  

This sounding or playing of the musical instruments was spontaneous and done on 
the spur of the moment as the good news arrived. This is clearly mentioned in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 193 when king 
Dasrath has ordered that musical instruments be played as soon as he learnt that he has 
been blessed by four sons.  

Again we see the same thing happening on other occasions as well. For instance, (i) 
When the news arrived in Ayodhya that Lord Ram was to be married with Sita—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 296; (ii) 
When Lord Ram had broken the bow—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 262; (iii) When Sita had put the victory garland around 
Lord Ram’s neck—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 264. 

2Earlier in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 303—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 304 that lists the auspicious 
and good omens which appeared when Lord Ram’s marriage party departed from 
Ayodhya for Janakpur.] 

 
‚È÷ª ‚È•ÊÁ‚ÁŸ ªÊfl®„U ªËÃÊ – ∑§⁄U®„U ’Œ œÈÁŸ Á’¬˝ ¬ÈŸËÃÊH 4H 

 
subhaga su'āsini gāvahiṁ gītā. karahiṁ bēda dhuni bipra punītā. 4. 
 
(Accompanying the playing of the musical instruments were the) Graceful women 
(whose husbands were alive; those who were not widows) sang melodious songs, while 
the learned Vipras (Brahmins) chanted the holy sacred hymns from the Vedas (the 
ancient scriptures). (4) 

[Note—Refer similar events of singing and chanting of the hymns of the Vedas that 
occurred earlier in (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4, 6 that 
precede Doha no. 194, and Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 195 when Lord 
Ram was born in Ayodhya; (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 263, and Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 265 when Lord 
Ram had broken the bow and Sita had put the victory garland on him; and (iii) Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 297, Chaupai line 
nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 301, as well as Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
297 when the good tidings of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita arrived at Ayodhya.]      
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‹Ÿ ø‹ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÃË – ª∞ ¡„UÊ° ¡ŸflÊ‚ ’⁄UÊÃËH 5H 
∑§Ù‚‹¬ÁÃ ∑§⁄U ŒÁπ ‚◊Ê¡Í – •ÁÃ ‹ÉÊÈ ‹Êª ÁÃã„UÁ„U ‚È⁄U⁄UÊ¡ÍH 6H 

 
lēna calē sādara ēhi bhām̐tī. ga'ē jahām̐ janavāsa barātī. 5. 
kōsalapati kara dēkhi samājū. ati laghu lāga tinhahi surarājū. 6. 
 
In this way (i.e. accompanied by auspicious things such as the pitcher filled with curd or 
water besides other items of good omen, singing ladies, playing musical instruments, and 
Brahmins chanting sacred hymns from the Vedas), he (Satanand) along with other senior 
ministers of the royal court proceeded towards the place where the groom’s party had 
been lodged. (5) 

When he and others saw the majesty, the pomp, the grandeur and the 
magnificence of the king of Kaushal (i.e. king Dasrath) and his entourage, they felt that 
the royal court of the king of gods (Indra) would pale into insignificance when compared 
to the splendour of the court of Dasrath1. (6) 

[Note—1A similar comparison is made elsewhere also in Ram Charit Manas. For 
instance: (i) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 289 which describes 
the majesty of Janakpur; (ii) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 319 
which describes the majesty of king Dasrath as compared to the majesty of Indra and 
other custodians of the world; and (iii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 324 which describes the majesty of the kingdom of Ayodhya as compared to 
the kingdom of heaven.] 

 
÷ÿ©U ‚◊©U •’ œÊÁ⁄U• ¬Ê™§ – ÿ„U ‚ÈÁŸ ¬⁄UÊ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ®„U ÉÊÊ™§H 7H 
ªÈ⁄UÁ„U ¬ÍÁ¿U ∑§Á⁄U ∑È§‹ Á’Áœ ⁄UÊ¡Ê – ø‹ ‚¢ª ◊ÈÁŸ ‚ÊœÈ ‚◊Ê¡ÊH 8H 

 
bhaya'u sama'u aba dhāri'a pā'ū. yaha suni parā nisānahiṁ ghā'ū. 7. 
gurahi pūchi kari kula bidhi rājā. calē saṅga muni sādhu samājā. 8. 
 
All the members of the delegation led by Satanand, who were sent by king Janak to 
request king Dasrath to come to the venue of the marriage ceremony so that the rituals 
can started, submitted before the king, ‘Oh respected King! The auspicious time has 
arrived, so please be kind to come forward and step into the venue where the marriage 
rituals are to be performed.’  

As soon as this request was heard by the groom’s party, musical instruments such 
as the kettle-drum etc. were sounded thunderously, with a lot of enthusiasm. (7) 

The king (Dasrath) consulted and sought permission from his Guru (sage 
Vasistha), and after completing the traditional family rites ordained for such occasions, 
he cheerfully proceeded towards the venue of the marriage ceremony together with his 
royal entourage as well as his Guru and a host of other holy men and sages1. (8) 

[Note—1The king’s royal entourage consisted of his ministers, commanders of his army, 
senior citizens of Ayodhya as well as his attendants, while his Guru who accompanied 
him was surrounded by other sages and holy men.  
 Whenever a great king moved out in public, this was the usual pattern of his royal 
procession. We observe it when king Janak had gone to meet sage Vishwamitra upon his 
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arrival at Janakpur along with Lord Ram and Laxman: refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 214 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8. 

Refer also to Janki Mangal, verse nos. 127-128; and Chanda no. 16 that follow these 
two verses.]    

 
Îô0. ÷Ê‚ÿ Á’÷fl •flœ‚ ∑§⁄U ŒÁπ Œfl ’˝rÊÔÊÁŒ– 

‹ª ‚⁄UÊ„UŸ ‚„U‚ ◊Èπ ¡ÊÁŸ ¡Ÿ◊ ÁŸ¡ ’ÊÁŒH 313H 
 
dōhā.  

bhāgya bibhava avadhēsa kara dēkhi dēva brahmādi. 
lagē sarāhana sahasa mukha jāni janama nija bādi. 313. 
 
When the gods led by the creator Brahma and others observed the great luck, the good 
fortune, the glory and the magnificence of the king of Ayodhya, they began to praise him 
and extol his virtues with a thousand mouths. They considered themselves unlucky and 
their birth as fruitless (because they had merely enjoyed the comforts of heaven but had 
not been blessed enough to have such a close interaction with the Supreme Being as king 
Dasrath has had when the Lord took birth in his household as his son known as ‘Ram’ 
with whom the king played like a father would with his son and had spent a lot of time 
showering his undivided love and affection upon the Lord, a privilege that was denied to 
even the greatest of gods). (Doha no. 313) 

 
 
¿õ0. ‚È⁄Uã„U ‚È◊¢ª‹ •fl‚L§ ¡ÊŸÊ – ’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ’¡Êß ÁŸ‚ÊŸÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

suranha sumaṅgala avasaru jānā. baraṣahiṁ sumana bajā'i nisānā. 1. 
 
The gods realised that it was a very auspicious occasion, and hence they celebrated it by 
raining flowers from the heaven and beating their musical drums. (1) 

[Note—We note that this happens quite frequently whenever there is a happy occasion to 
celebrate and rejoice. Refer for instance the following verses of Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand which tell us the occasions when the gods had showered flowers from the sky and 
played their musical instruments:— 

(i) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 191; (ii) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 194; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 262; (iv) Doha 
no. 264; (v) Doha no. 285; (vi) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 302; (vii) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 306; (viii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 314; (ix) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 319; (x) Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 323; (xi) Doha no. 324 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 7; (xii) 
Chanda no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 327.]  
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Á‚fl ’˝rÊÔÊÁŒ∑§ Á’’Èœ ’M§ÕÊ – ø…∏U Á’◊ÊŸÁã„U ŸÊŸÊ ¡ÍÕÊH 2H 
¬˝◊ ¬È‹∑§ ÃŸ NUŒÿ° ©U¿UÊ„ÍU – ø‹ Á’‹Ù∑§Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊ Á’•Ê„ÍUH 3H 

 
siva brahmādika bibudha barūthā. caṛhē bimānanhi nānā jūthā. 2. 
prēma pulaka tana hṛdayam̐ uchāhū. calē bilōkana rāma bi'āhū. 3. 
 
Lord Shiva, the creator Brahma, as well as a host of other exalted gods mounted their 
aerial vehicles and proceeded with great enthusiasm and delight, euphoric and thrilled in 
their bodies thrilled with excitement and exhilaration, to witness the marriage ceremony 
of Lord Ram. (2-3) 

[Note—These great gods were aware who Lord Ram actually was. They knew very well 
that he was not an ordinary human prince, but an incarnation of Lord Vishnu as they 
themselves had prayed to the Lord to assume a human form to get rid of the demons who 
had been tyrannically tormenting the earth and its inhabitants, and destroying Dharma. 
The Lord had then obliged them and had told them that he will take birth as Lord Ram in 
the household of king Dasrath. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 184—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 187. So, 
when they got an opportunity to participate in the Lord’s wedding, they felt ecstatic and 
privileged.  

We note here that Lord Shiva and Brahma are mentioned, but Lord Vishnu is 
conspicuous by his name not being mentioned. The answer is obvious—Lord Vishnu is in 
the form of Lord Ram whose marriage these gods are going to attend. 

Their bodies were thrilled and exhilarated because it was a rare occasion and 
auspicious as well when one is able to witness the union of two cosmic forces of 
creation—i.e. the Supreme Being known as ‘Brahm’ in the form of Lord Ram, and the 
‘Shakti’ or dynamic cosmic powers of Brahm in the from of Sita. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Sortha/Doha no. 361.] 

 
ŒÁπ ¡Ÿ∑§¬ÈL § ‚È⁄U •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ‹Ù∑§ ‚’®„U ‹ÉÊÈ ‹ÊªH 4H 
ÁøÃfl®„U øÁ∑§Ã Á’ÁøòÊ Á’ÃÊŸÊ – ⁄UøŸÊ ‚∑§‹ •‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ŸÊŸÊH 5H 

 
dēkhi janakapuru sura anurāgē. nija nija lōka sabahiṁ laghu lāgē. 4. 
citavahiṁ cakita bicitra bitānā. racanā sakala alaukika nānā. 5. 
 
When the gods saw the majesty, magnificence and opulence of the city of Janakpur, all of 
them felt that their own cities in the kingdom of heaven literally paled into 
insignificance1. (4) 

Their looked in awe and were stunned at the strange and out-of-the-world beauty 
of the marriage pavilion. All the arrangements and paraphernalia they saw were 
exceptionally wonderful and fabulous2. (5) 

[Note—1Janakpur was not an ordinary city; it was the place where the cosmic Shakti of 
the Supreme Being lived in a personified form as Sita. Besides this fact, king Janak was a 
highly enlightened and righteous king of his time, and if a king is noble then all the good 
fortunes and prosperity are ever eager to bless his kingdom and its subjects.  

It ought to be noted here that when Lord Ram’s marriage party had arrived from 
Ayodhya, Sita had instructed the ‘Siddhis’ (mystical powers that she possessed) to go and 
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serve the guests in the best possible way. These Siddhis can provide anything one wishes, 
and when they got a chance to serve Lord Ram and Sita, they felt honoured. Hence they 
went out of their way to decorate and deck-up the city to make it more glamorous than 
the city of Indra, the king of gods. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 306—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 307. 

Earlier we have already read that when Lord Ram had seen the natural beauty and 
magnificence of Janakpur when he arrived there with sage Vishwamitra, he too felt very 
happy and delighted at its sight. If anything can please the Lord then obviously it has to 
be of an excellent quality. Refer:  Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 212—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 214. 

2We shall read below that when Lord Shiva found that the gods were dazed at the 
stunning magnificence of Janakpur, he told them that they must understand that they have 
come to attend the union of the Supreme Lord whose name is so holy and powerful that 
by merely saying it a person can have access to anything he or she desires. So there is no 
miracle or wonder in the sight they are observing on earth in the form of the city of 
Janakpur. Refer: Doha no. 314 and Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that follow it.   

Once again we have read earlier that when Lord Ram had gone to visit the city of 
Janakpur for the purpose of sight-seeing, he was astonished at the beauty and layout of 
the arena where the bow-breaking ceremony was to be held. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 225. Well, if its magnificence 
surprised the Lord who is the Master of the entire creation, the Lord of Nature, the beauty 
and diversity of which are beyond description and measure, then there is no wonder that 
it awed the gods who have a limited reach as compared to the Supreme Being.  

Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 320 
specifically mention the glamour and magnificence of the pavilion where the wedding 
rituals were to be held.] 

 
Ÿª⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U Ÿ⁄U M§¬ ÁŸœÊŸÊ – ‚ÈÉÊ⁄U ‚Èœ⁄U◊ ‚È‚Ë‹ ‚È¡ÊŸÊH 6H 
ÁÃã„UÁ„U ŒÁπ ‚’ ‚È⁄U ‚È⁄ŸÊ⁄UË¥ – ÷∞ ŸπÃ ¡ŸÈ Á’œÈ ©UÁ¡•Ê⁄UË¥H 7H 

 
nagara nāri nara rūpa nidhānā. sughara sudharama susīla sujānā. 6. 
tinhahi dēkhi saba sura suranārīṁ. bha'ē nakhata janu bidhu uji'ārīṁ. 7. 
 
The citizens of the city of Janakpur, both the males as well as the females, were very 
handsome and attractive to look at as if they were like treasuries of physical beauty and 
glamour. They lived in auspicious homes, followed the right path of Dharma 
(righteousness, probity, propriety and noble conduct), were courteous, cultured, amiable 
and wise1. (6)  

When the gods and their consorts saw them and sub-consciously compared them 
with themselves, all of them felt subdued just like the stars are in the presence of the light 
of the sun2. (7) 

[Note—1As has been noted earlier in the comment appended to verse nos. 4-5 herein 
above, when their king, Janak, was of a high stature and so blessed that Laxmi, the 
goddess of wealth and prosperity and the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, had taken the 
form of Sita to become his daughter, nothing short of the best and the most excellent can 
be expected from either the city where Janak lived, or its residents.  

We shall be shortly reading below that countless gods and goddesses had assumed 
human forms and joined the citizens of Janakpur to rejoice and take part in the 
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celebrations. When these gods and goddesses assumed human forms then naturally their 
forms must have been most attractive and divine to behold. They had mingled with the 
rest of the inhabitants of the city so much so that it was impossible to distinguish between 
who were actually humans on the one hand, and who were gods and goddesses in human 
forms on the other hand. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 and 
Chanda line no. 1 that precede Doha no. 318.  

Not only Janakpur, even the city of Ayodhya was more divine than the city of gods in 
heaven so much so that the goddess of speech, goddess Saraswati, and the thousand 
hooded serpent known as Seshnath could not describe its beauty and magnificence. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 195. 

2The stars pale into insignificance as soon as the light of the sun floods the sky. All 
their pride of being glittering gems in the night sky vanish in the presence of the sun’s 
light. Likewise, these gods and their consorts had been pride that they possessed divine 
bodies that did not grow old, showed signs of aging or disease, were handsome and 
attractive to look at, wore magnificent clothes and ornaments as depicted in Hindu 
iconography, etc. But when they saw the citizens of Janakpur, their pride and vanity were 
crushed as they observed that these humans were more likable and glamorous than they.]  

 
Á’ÁœÁ„U ÷ÿ©U •Êø⁄U¡È Á’‚·Ë – ÁŸ¡ ∑§⁄UŸË ∑§¿ÈU ∑§Ã„È°U Ÿ ŒπËH 8H 

 
bidhihi bhaya'u ācaraju bisēṣī. nija karanī kachu katahum̐ na dēkhī. 8. 
 
The Creator known as Vidhi was astonished to see such a wonderful and outlandish city 
of exceptional magnificence and beauty that he was dumbstruck. He did not see anything 
that could ever imagine he has created; he was astounded at the sight because what he 
beheld was beyond his imagination and creative capabilities. (8) 

[Note—This verse shows that the city of Janakpur was so perfect to look at that the 
Creator was astounded because everything he had created had some or the other flaw; 
nothing that he created was either perfect or so stunningly beautiful.] 

 
Îô0. Á‚fl° ‚◊È¤ÊÊ∞ Œfl ‚’ ¡ÁŸ •Êø⁄U¡ ÷È‹Ê„UÈ– 

NUŒÿ° Á’øÊ⁄U„ÈU œË⁄U œÁ⁄U Á‚ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U Á’•Ê„ÈUH 314H 
 
dōhā.  

sivam ̐ samujhā'ē dēva saba jani ācaraja bhulāhu. 
hṛdayam ̐ bicārahu dhīra dhari siya raghubīra bi'āhu. 314. 
 
When Lord Shiva (who was the wisest amongst them all, and who knew the supreme 
Truth of Lord Ram as a personified form of Brahm, the Supreme Being) observed that the 
gods were in a state of dazed stupor, he advised them not to be astonished and get lost in 
wonderment. He told them to think deeply in their hearts, to contemplate and realize 
whose marriage they have come to attend. It was the divine union of Lord Ram (the 
personified form of the Supreme Being who is the Lord of creation) and Sita (the 
personified form of the Shakti of the Lord). So they must become calm and not lose a 
grip on their senses. (Doha no. 314) 
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[Note—Lord Shiva reminded the gods of the earlier events when they had approached 
him to advise where to find Lord Vishnu so that they can plead with the Lord to protect 
them against the cruelty and tyranny unleashed by the demons. Shiva had told them to 
pray to Lord Vishnu at the place they were standing, and there was no need to go search 
the Lord anywhere as he manifests himself anywhere the devotee earnestly prays to him. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 185 along with its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 1-8.  

The gods had prayed fervently to Lord Vishnu who revealed himself before them and 
promised that he will manifest himself as Lord Ram on this earth to fulfill their wishes. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 186—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 187.  

Hence, Lord Shiva wisely reminded the gods of this event and alerted them to be 
careful and not get lost in a mirage created by the Lord’s Maya Shakti, the magical 
powers of the Lord to create illusions. Instead, they should understand the truth and 
rejoice that they are privileged to take part in this celebration.  

The gods were deluded by the physical world they saw because their knowledge is 
very limited. But Lord Shiva is a wise god who is regarded as the most enlightened and 
realized one in the entire pantheon of gods. Shiva always remained submerged in doing 
meditation, and he is the Lord with ‘three eyes’—the third eye symbolising knowledge of 
the subtlest truth and reality of creation, a knowledge that escapes others. Lord Shiva is 
the one who has realized the true nature of the ‘Self’, the Truth of creation. He knows 
that the true essence of Lord Ram is not his gross body as the prince of Ayodhya, but as 
the Holy Spirit who had assumed a divine body to give joy to the creatures of this mortal 
world by living amongst them as one of them. See the verses that follow herein below. 

What to talk of the gods, even Shiva’s own consort, Parvati, got so deluded when she 
saw Lord Ram that inspite of Shiva’s warning not to doubt him she decided to test the 
divine nature of Lord Ram, and had to pay an immense price for her delusions. This 
incident is narrated in detail in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 48—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 60.] 

 

 
¿õ0. Á¡ã„U ∑§⁄U ŸÊ◊È ‹Ã ¡ª ◊Ê„UË¥ – ‚∑§‹ •◊¢ª‹ ◊Í‹ Ÿ‚Ê„UË¥H 1H 

∑§⁄UÃ‹ „UÙ®„U ¬ŒÊ⁄UÕ øÊ⁄UË – Ãß Á‚ÿ ⁄UÊ◊È ∑§„U©U ∑§Ê◊Ê⁄UËH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

jinha kara nāmu lēta jaga māhīṁ. sakala amaṅgala mūla nasāhīṁ. 1. 
karatala hōhiṁ padāratha cārī. tē'i siya rāmu kahē'u kāmārī. 2. 
 
Lord Shiva told the stunned gods—‘Listen, oh gods! He whose name is so powerful, holy 
and divine that its mere utterance is enough to eliminate all evil, misfortunes and 
inauspiciousness from their very roots in this world [1], and one is able to have within 
one’s easy grasp the four traditional rewards or fruits that one is entitled to for all good 
conduct and leading an auspicious and righteous life1--verily, it is that supreme Lord 
whom you are all seeing in the form of Sri Ram, and Sita is the personified form of the 
divine Shakti (cosmic powers and authority) of that Lord [2].  

[Hence, don’t be surprised at or perplexed with what you behold and witness. 
This is not an ordinary prince or princess whose marriage you all have come to attend, 
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rather it is a rarest of rare opportunity for all of us to be a part of this auspicious gathering 
and be witnessing the union of the Holy Lord with his cosmic Shakti. It’s a phenomenon 
which we will not get another opportunity to witness again. So stop wondering and enjoy 
the moment, because your knowledge and understanding of this endless creation is 
limited, and you cannot measure what is essentially measureless and beyond 
comprehension.] (1-2) 

[Note—See a detailed note appended to Doha no. 314 herein above. 
1The four legendary rewards for meritorious life are the following—‘Artha’ or 

financial well-being, ‘Dharma’ or meritorious life, ‘Kaam’ or fulfilment of desires, and 
‘Moksha’ or spiritual liberation and deliverance from this world consisting of an endless 
cycle of pain and miseries associated with birth and death.]  

 
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ‚¢÷È ‚È⁄Uã„U ‚◊È¤ÊÊflÊ – ¬ÈÁŸ •Êª¥ ’⁄U ’‚„U ø‹ÊflÊH 3H 

 
ēhi bidhi sambhu suranha samujhāvā. puni āgēṁ bara basaha calāvā. 3. 
 
Lord Shiva advised the gods in the aforesaid manner and told them to abandon being 
sceptical or amazed, but rather make the best of this rare privilege that has come their 
way (by enjoying themselves and rejoicing).  

Having done this, he moved his bull (i.e. his mount, named ‘Nandi’) ahead (so 
that he can move along with the bridegroom’s party that was slowly heading towards the 
venue of the wedding ceremonies). (3)  

 
Œflã„U Œπ Œ‚⁄UÕÈ ¡ÊÃÊ – ◊„UÊ◊ÙŒ ◊Ÿ ¬È‹Á∑§Ã ªÊÃÊH 4H 
‚ÊœÈ ‚◊Ê¡ ‚¢ª ◊Á„UŒflÊ – ¡ŸÈ ÃŸÈ œ⁄¥U ∑§⁄U®„U ‚Èπ ‚flÊH 5H 
‚Ù„UÃ ‚ÊÕ ‚È÷ª ‚ÈÃ øÊ⁄UË – ¡ŸÈ •¬’⁄Uª ‚∑§‹ ÃŸÈœÊ⁄UËH 6H 

 
dēvanha dēkhē dasarathu jātā. mahāmōda mana pulakita gātā. 4. 
sādhu samāja saṅga mahidēvā. janu tanu dharēṁ karahiṁ sukha sēvā. 5. 
sōhata sātha subhaga suta cārī. janu apabaraga sakala tanudhārī. 6. 
 
The gods saw king Dasrath going towards the palace of king Janak where the marriage 
was to be solemnised. His heart and mind were filled with euphoria, and his body was 
thrilled with ecstasy. (4) 

He (Dasrath) was surrounded by sages and other holy men such as Brahmins etc. 
It appeared that all the joys and happiness that one expects in this world have personified 
themselves in their forms to serve (i.e. surround) the king. [In other words, since 
Brahmins and holy men represent all auspicious virtues in this world, their presence 
around Dasrath gave the impression that all the goodness that exists in this world have 
assembled to serve him because he was blessed enough to have the supreme Lord of 
creation as his dear son. This was a privilege and honour that no one else got in this 
creation.]1 (5)  

All the four sons were with Dasrath. They represented personified forms of 
spiritual bliss, beatitude and felicity that a soul yearns for2. (6) 
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[Note—1We have already read how all the good omens and signs of good fortunes had 
collected together at the time of departure of Lord Ram’s marriage party from Ayodhya. 
Refer: Ram Charit Mana, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
303—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 304. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Mana, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 302 which says that Dasrath alongside sage Vasistha, his royal priest, looked as 
majestic and grand as Indra, the king of gods, looked in the company of the guru of the 
gods known as Brihaspati (Jupiter).  

2The four type of spiritual liberation that a creature’s soul wishes to have are the 
following—Salokya, Samipya, Sarupya and Sayujya.  
 Salokya Mukti means to obtain the abode of the chosen deity which the worshipper 
worships.  
 Samipya Mukti means to reside close to the deity worshipped in its abode.  
 Sarupya Mukti means to attain a divine form which is similar to the deity 
worshipped.  
 Sayujya Mukti means to become one with the deity worshipped. In other words it 
means to merge oneself with the Lord God.  
 Any of these four types of Muktis give the creature’s soul its much desired peace and 
bliss.] 

    
◊⁄U∑§Ã ∑§Ÿ∑§ ’⁄UŸ ’⁄U ¡Ù⁄UË – ŒÁπ ‚È⁄Uã„U ÷Ò ¬˝ËÁÃ Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UËH 7H 
¬ÈÁŸ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Á„Uÿ° „U⁄U· – ŸÎ¬Á„U ‚⁄UÊÁ„U ‚È◊Ÿ ÁÃã„U ’⁄U·H 8H 

 
marakata kanaka barana bara jōrī. dēkhi suranha bhai prīti na thōrī. 7. 
puni rāmahi bilōki hiyam̐ haraṣē. nṛpahi sarāhi sumana tinha baraṣē. 8. 
 
The affection that sprouted in (the heart of) the gods when they saw the two pairs of 
princes—one of the hue of emerald (i.e. dark-hued Lord Ram and his younger brother 
Bharat) and the other with the glow of gold (fair-complexioned Laxman and his younger 
brother Shatrughan)—was not of a small measure.  

[In other words, the gods felt a huge wave of love and affection for the four forms 
of the Supreme Being that they beheld right in their front. The surge of love and affection 
was of an intense dimension, so deep and fathomless that it could not be measured; it was 
of ‘no small measure’.] (7) 

After watching all the four brothers, they looked at Lord Ram once again. And the 
Lord’s divine sight filled them with delight and euphoria. They (the gods) praised the 
king (Dasrath) in glowing terms, and showered flowers (upon him).  

[The gods looked at all the four brothers and were extremely pleased at this sight. 
But then they focused their attention on Lord Ram who was a personified form of Lord 
Vishnu, the supreme Lord of creation. Lord Ram was the ‘hero’ of the occasion, and the 
cynosure of all eyes that were fixed on him. The Lord was so charming to behold that his 
form captivated the mind and the heart of the beholder.] (8) 

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊ M§¬È Ÿπ Á‚π ‚È÷ª ’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄U ÁŸ„UÊÁ⁄U– 

¬È‹∑§ ªÊÃ ‹ÙøŸ ‚¡‹ ©U◊Ê ‚◊Ã ¬È⁄UÊÁ⁄UH 315H 
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dōhā.  

rāma rūpu nakha sikha subhaga bārahiṁ bāra nihāri. 
pulaka gāta lōcana sajala umā samēta purāri. 315. 
 
When Lord Purari (Shiva) and his divine consort Uma watched the most enchanting and 
beauteous form of Lord Ram from head to foot, they were so charmed and enthralled 
with this image that they looked at it repeatedly with a thrilled body that was overcome 
with exhilaration and eyes that were filled with tears (of love, affection, devotion and 
attraction for the Lord).  

[This is because they were not contented by looking at the Lord’s most endearing 
form. So, even after seeing it so many times, they continued to look at it again and again 
repeatedly.] (Doha no. 315) 

[Note—When king Manu and his wife Satrupa had done severe penance to get a divine 
vision of Lord Vishnu, and the Lord had finally revealed himself before them, the couple 
was awe-struck by the Lord’s divine beauty and charm so much so that no matter how 
intently they looked at him, they did not find it enough and wished to continue to see the 
Lord for an infinite period of time. It is with this purpose in mind—that they can watch 
the Lord from up close, and as much as their heart and eyes wanted—that they requested 
him to become their son. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 148—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 150. 
 Another instance is in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 260 where 
Bharat tells Lord Ram that he has never been contented by looking at the divine form of 
the Lord.]  
  

 
¿õ0. ∑§Á∑§ ∑¢§ΔU ŒÈÁÃ SÿÊ◊‹ •¢ªÊ – ÃÁ«∏UÃ Á’®ŸŒ∑§ ’‚Ÿ ‚È⁄¢UªÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

kēki kaṇṭha duti syāmala aṅgā. taḍita binindaka basana suraṅgā. 1. 
 
[These four verses describe the stunning beauty of the image or form of Lord Ram as he 
headed towards the venue of the wedding ceremony to be solemnised in the palace of 
king Janak. This description should be compared with the one that describes the Lord’s 
beautiful form at the time he came to the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony as 
narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 243—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 244.] 
 
Lord Ram’s glowing complexion was of a radiant dark hue that resembled the glow of a 
peacock’s neck1, while the clothes that he wore were of different colours and dazzled like 
the brilliance of lightening2. (1) 

[Note—1The peacock is enamoured of the rain-bearing clouds because as soon as this 
bird hears the distant rumbling of the approaching clouds, or sees them overhead in the 
sky, it becomes ecstatic and begins to dance. The complexion of Lord Ram’s body is 
universally depicted in all the versions of the Ramayan as being ‘blue or azure’ like the 
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colour of the sky. The basic philosophy behind this choice of colour is that Lord Ram is a 
personified form of ‘Brahm’, the all-pervading, all-encompassing, cosmic, invisible and 
attribute-less form of the Supreme Being. This form of Brahm that surrounds everything 
and permeates everywhere in this creation is best manifested in the form of the ‘sky 
element’ which is the subtlest of the five basic elements of creation. The other elements 
are air, fire, water and earth.  

A true lover gets so submerged in the thoughts of his or her beloved that he or she 
becomes one with the latter—i.e. there remains no distinction between the lover and the 
beloved. This emotional state of affairs is metaphorically depicted by way of saying that 
they become alike in colour.  

Here, the narrator of Lord Ram’s divine story is none else but Lord Shiva himself—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 35. And 
it well established that Lord Shiva has a blue or purple tinged throat. This is why he is 
also known as ‘Neel-Kantha’, the Lord with a blue throat. Lord Shiva is a great admirer 
and devotee of Lord Ram, and therefore he, being the one who is narrating this divine 
story, has used the metaphor of the peacock’s neck to indicate that when he (i.e. Lord 
Shiva) was watching Lord Ram at that moment, he (Shiva) was so lost in the huge waves 
of love and affection that heaved in his heart for his beloved Lord (Ram) that he could 
see no other colour but the one of his ‘own self’ being reflected in the complexion of 
Lord Ram.  

2Usually Lord Ram is depicted as wearing a ‘Pitambar’ which is a long, yellow body-
wrapping one-piece silk cloth that is worn by Lord Vishnu whose incarnation he was. But 
the last word used in this verse is ‘Suranga’, which means multiple colours that are 
auspicious and charming, but not necessarily yellow. This is justified because this is the 
occasion of the Lord’s marriage, and a groom is decked up in all finery for this once-in-
his-life-time occasion. The best of cloth and the best of combination of colours were used 
to make the garments and robes of Lord Ram for this most happy moment of his life. This 
will be clearly hinted in the next verse no. 2 that deals with the Lord’s ornaments.] 

 
CÿÊ„U Á’÷Í·Ÿ Á’Á’œ ’ŸÊ∞ – ◊¢ª‹ ‚’ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚È„UÊ∞H 2H 

 
byāha bibhūṣana bibidha banā'ē. maṅgala saba saba bhām̐ti suhā'ē. 2. 
 
His entire body had been gracefully decorated with fabulous ornaments especially crafted 
in numerous designs and patterns especially for the occasion of the Lord’s marriage, and 
all of them bore auspicious signs, were most pleasant and wonderful to look at. (2) 
 

‚⁄UŒ Á’◊‹ Á’œÈ ’ŒŸÈ ‚È„UÊflŸ – ŸÿŸ Ÿfl‹ ⁄UÊ¡Ëfl ‹¡ÊflŸH 3H 
 
sarada bimala bidhu badanu suhāvana. nayana navala rājīva lajāvana. 3. 
 
His countenance and appearance were as charming, enthralling and captivating in their 
charm, enthrallment and bewitching beauty as the full moon is in a cloudless night of 
autumn.  

His eyes were of a pink hue that reminded one of a pair of fully blooming lotus 
flowers of this colour. (3) 
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[Note—When the sky is cloudless in autumn, the full disc of the moon appears the most 
beautiful as compared to other nights throughout the year. Hence, this analogy is used to 
stress that since this day was a very special day in the life of Lord Ram, as he was going 
to be married that day, his face glowed with a radiance that had a special splendour to it. 
It does not mean at all that the glory of the Lord’s face dimmed on other occasions or 
days, but it is a poet’s way of giving importance to a particular event in the Lord’s life—
which is the day of his marriage.  

Meanwhile, the Lord’s eyes are compared to a pink lotus which is regarded as the 
most healthy and attractive form of this flower.]  

 
‚∑§‹ •‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ‚È¢Œ⁄UÃÊß¸ – ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ◊Ÿ„UË¥ ◊Ÿ ÷Êß¸H 4H 

 
sakala alaukika sundaratā'ī. kahi na jā'i manahīṁ mana bhā'ī. 4. 
 
Taken all-in-all, the Lord’s glamorous form was so exceptionally magnificent and 
fabulous that it was simply incomparable and beyond description as if it was out of this 
world and had an heavenly dimension to it. It enchanted the Mana (mind and heart) of the 
beholder, but since the Mana lacked eyes to see and a mouth to speak about it, it felt 
unable to describe the astounding beauty and charm of the countenance and image of 
Lord Ram. (4) 

[Note—The eyes that beheld the Lord’s beauty had no power to speak, and the mouth 
that could describe had no eyes, so none of them were fully equipped and competent to 
narrate what they saw or spoke about. Emotions of affection and love have their seat in 
the heart, while the mind controls all the sense organs and their conscious functions. 
Unfortunately, neither the heart nor the mind themselves have their own powers to see 
and speak, and the body of a living being has to depend upon the eye to see and the 
mouth to speak. The eye and the mouth are separate and independent units of the body 
like the heart and the mind. Hence, the ‘Mana’ (mind-heart complex) could not describe 
what it saw in terms of the fabulously magnificent view of the image of Lord Ram 
decked up in all finery as a groom heading to the venue of his wedding ceremony.] 

 
’¢œÈ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ‚Ù„U®„U ‚¢ªÊ – ¡ÊÃ ŸøÊflÃ ø¬‹ ÃÈ⁄U¢ªÊH 5H 

 
bandhu manōhara sōhahiṁ saṅgā. jāta nacāvata capala turaṅgā. 5. 
 
[The next four verses, i.e. nos. 5-8, describe the horses upon which the four brothers 
rode.] 

The (four) brothers looked elegant as they moved ahead together on their agile 
steeds whom they made to dance lively and prance with sprightly steps. (5) 

 
⁄UÊ¡∑È§•°⁄U ’⁄U ’ÊÁ¡ ŒπÊfl®„U – ’¢‚ ¬˝‚¢‚∑§ Á’Á⁄UŒ ‚ÈŸÊfl®„UH 6H 

 
rājaku'am̐ra bara bāji dēkhāvahiṁ. bansa prasansaka birida sunāvahiṁ. 6. 
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The other princes who were accompanying them (i.e. the many friends of Lord Ram who 
had come from Ayodhya and other kingdoms to participate in the Lord’s marriage 
function) also showed their respective well-groomed horses and their skills, while the 
royal bards who accompanied these princes recited verses in their honour, praising their 
respective families and their glories and achievements. (6) 

[Note—Refer also: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 249.]  

 
¡Á„U ÃÈ⁄¢Uª ¬⁄U ⁄UÊ◊È Á’⁄UÊ¡ – ªÁÃ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ πªŸÊÿ∑È§ ‹Ê¡H 7H 

 
jēhi turaṅga para rāmu birājē. gati bilōki khaganāyaku lājē. 7. 
 
Even the king of birds, i.e. ‘Garud’, the Eagle who is regarded as a vehicle of Lord 
Vishnu, felt ashamed when he saw the speed and agility and nimbleness of the horse on 
which Lord Ram rode. (7) 

[Note—Traditionally Garud is regarded as the fastest creature in creation. Whenever 
Lord Vishnu wishes to go anywhere he summons Garud, and the latter takes the Lord to 
his desired destination in a fraction of a second. But when Garud watched the way the 
horse of Lord Ram moved with quick, sprightly and nimble steps that had a spring-action 
in them, his pride of being the fastest mover in this creation was crushed. Garud realized 
for once that it is the Lord who empowers him (Garud) to move with lightening speed, 
and this quality of moving with such phenomenally quick speed is not something over 
which Garud had any personal right as is proved now when the horse upon which Lord 
Ram was sitting was also able to move with equally quick steps like the ones for which 
Garud was so falsely proud of.]   
 

∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚È„UÊflÊ – ’ÊÁ¡ ’·È ¡ŸÈ ∑§Ê◊ ’ŸÊflÊH 8H 
 
kahi na jā'i saba bhām̐ti suhāvā. bāji bēṣu janu kāma banāvā. 8. 
 
The horse on which Lord Ram rode was so astonishingly wonderful and charming to 
behold that it is not possible to describe its beauty and magnificence. It looked as if 
Kamdeo, the god of beauty and charm, has himself assumed the form of a horse to serve 
the Lord personally. (8) 

[Note—Lord Ram is a personified form of the Supreme Being, and thus he represents the 
best of everything, the best of qualities and virtues in this creation. This fact is clearly 
hinted in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precedes Doha no. 
19.  
 ‘Beauty’ is a word that symbolises the best things in this world, for its opposite word 
is ‘ugly’ that would stand for everything that is unworthy, unholy and bad. This being the 
case, it is naturally expected that the horse the Lord rode should also be a match for the 
beauty of the Lord; it should be the best of all the horses in creation. Since ‘beauty’ is 
used as a measurement for the good virtues of life, and since the god who personifies this 
quality in its physical form is Kamdeo, so the latter decided not to delegate this duty of 
beautifying the Lord’s mount to anybody else but to do it himself. And hence he became 
a horse to serve Lord Ram. 

Refer also the following Chanda.]  
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À¢U0. ¡ŸÈ ’ÊÁ¡ ’·È ’ŸÊß ◊ŸÁ‚¡È ⁄UÊ◊ Á„UÃ •ÁÃ ‚Ù„Uß¸– 1–  

•Ê¬Ÿ¥ ’ÿ ’‹ M§¬ ªÈŸ ªÁÃ ‚∑§‹ ÷ÈflŸ Á’◊Ù„Uß¸H 2H 
¡ª◊ªÃ ¡ËŸÈ ¡⁄UÊfl ¡ÙÁÃ ‚È◊ÙÁÃ ◊ÁŸ ◊ÊÁŸ∑§ ‹ª– 3– 
®∑§Á∑§ÁŸ ‹‹Ê◊ ‹ªÊ◊È ‹Á‹Ã Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ‚È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ◊ÈÁŸ ΔUªH 4H 

 
chanda.  

janu bāji bēṣu banā'i manasiju rāma hita ati sōha'ī. 1. 
āpanēṁ baya bala rūpa guna gati sakala bhuvana bimōha'ī. 2. 
jagamagata jīnu jarāva jōti sumōti mani mānika lagē. 3. 
kiṅkini lalāma lagāmu lalita bilōki sura nara muni ṭhagē. 4. 
 
It appears that the god of beauty and charm (known as ‘Kamdeo’) has himself assumed 
the form of a steed in order to serve Lord Ram, and in the process acquire acclaim and 
honour for himself. (1) 

In this physical form, he (Kamdeo as the horse) appears to enthrall and fascinate 
the entire world with his youthfulness, his strength and vigour, his astounding beauty and 
charm, and his excellent qualities and virtues as well as personality. (2) 

The horse’s saddle is bejeweled and glittering with the illumination emanating 
from the pearls, the precious gems and the rubies that are embedded on all its sides. (3) 

The magnificent bridle is adorned with small tinkling bells, and it looks so 
fabulous that the exalted gods, the ordinary men and the great sages who saw it were 
dazed and awe-struck by its beauty and the soft sound made by its tiny bells (as the horse 
danced, swayed and moved forward). (4) [Chanda line nos. 1-4]   

[Note—Kamdeo is eternally beautiful and is the only god whose physically attractive and 
captivating form that has an exceptional charm is cited by way of an example whenever 
the concepts of beauty, magnificence, attractiveness, passion and charm are to be 
depicted.  

So, though he is inherently beautiful and charming, being closely associated with the 
Supreme Lord of this creation in the form of Lord Ram and making the Lord sit on his 
back on a very special event when all the gods, the humans and the sages are in 
attendance, closely observing the beauty of the Lord to fill their eyes with this 
magnificent sight, gave Kamdeo a special occasion, a special chance to show-case his 
own beauty and draw attention of the world towards himself.  

Kamdeo was very clever for he had very wisely realized that if he joined the ranks of 
the other gods and watched the Lord’s marriage function along with them, then he will be 
lost in the sea of so many handsome, good-looking gods and beautiful, bewitching 
goddesses, all of them dressed in their finest and presenting themselves in the best 
manner possible. No one will pay any attention to him. But now when he became a horse 
and Lord Ram sat on his back, Kamdeo became the cynosure of all eyes; he became the 
center of attention as well as attraction. And to this was added the rare honour of being 
able to serve the Lord during a happy event during his sojourn on earth.  

Remember: All the other gods would get an opportunity to serve the Lord in their 
forms as monkeys and bears as directed by the old patriarch Brahma, the creator, who 
had advised them to assume these forms and serve Lord Vishnu when he manifests 
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himself on earth as Lord Ram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 187 and 
Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that follow it.  

But unfortunately for Kamdeo, he was apparently not assigned any duty. Not to be 
outdone, he decided to serve Lord Ram in the happiest moment of his life—that of his 
marriage.  

Now, come to think of it—Kamdeo had overtaken the other gods hands down to 
serve the Lord in a very special way, and in this he was very privileged and blessed. 
Well, this is because while the other gods would serve Lord Ram in the forest during a 
sad and unpleasant phase in the Lord’s life, when he was grieving at having lost his dear 
wife Sita who was abducted by the demon king Ravana, by helping him to collect a huge 
army of monkeys and bears, crossing the mighty ocean and conquering Lanka by 
defeating Ravana, Kamdeo, on the other hand, had served the Lord when he was enjoying 
every moment of the time that passed because it was a happy occasion of his marriage.]     

 
Îô0. ¬˝÷È ◊Ÿ‚®„U ‹ÿ‹ËŸ ◊ŸÈ ø‹Ã ’ÊÁ¡ ¿UÁ’ ¬Êfl– 

÷ÍÁ·Ã ©U«∏UªŸ ÃÁ«∏UÃ ÉÊŸÈ ¡ŸÈ ’⁄U ’⁄UÁ„U ŸøÊflH 316H 
 
dōhā.  

prabhu manasahiṁ layalīna manu calata bāji chabi pāva. 
bhūṣita uḍaġana taḍita ghanu janu bara barahi nacāva. 316. 
 
The beauty of the horse was magnified manifold by the fact that its ‘Mana’ (mind and 
heart) was completely in sync with that of Lord Ram so much so that the former could 
understand what the Lord wanted, and it danced and moved in accordance to the Lord’s 
wishes even without the Lord giving any overt instructions to it.  

This complete compatibility, coordination and synchronization between the 
moves of the horse and the wish of the Lord reminded one of the way the rain-bearing 
dark cloud that is illuminated by the dazzle of lightening in the sky that is studded with 
twinkling stars is able to make a charmed peacock dance voluntarily and merrily on its 
own in step with the rumble and thunder of the cloud. (Doha no. 316) 

[Note—Here, Lord Ram is compared to the dark rain-bearing cloud because of his dark 
complexion. The horse is likened to the peacock that looks very beautiful when it opens 
its feathers and dances as soon as it sights this cloud. The sound emanating from the tiny 
tinkling bells attached to the bridle is like the gentle rumble of the cloud; the gems, rubies 
and pearls attached to the saddle are like the countless stars in the sky; and the way they 
dazzle and shine reminds one of the frequent streaks of lightening that pass through the 
cloud.  

The remarkable thing to note in this imagery is this: When dark clouds appear in the 
sky, the stars vanish from sight; only lightening and rumble of the cloud remain. It will be 
noted here that the gems and pearls are embedded in the saddle upon which Lord Ram 
sits, and obviously when the horse moves and dances these gems would be hidden from 
sight as the body of the Lord shifts on the saddle and the ceremonial robes that he wears 
covers the sides of the saddle completely.  

On the other hand, the bridle and its reins are not hidden from view, and the Lord 
holds the rein in his hands. The bells are attached to it, and it is also bejeweled. So this 
long rein and decorated bridle would represent the streak of lightening, and the soft sound 
of the tiny bells attached to them would be like the rumble of the cloud.]  
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¿õ0. ¡®„U ’⁄U ’ÊÁ¡ ⁄UÊ◊È •‚flÊ⁄UÊ – ÃÁ„U ‚Ê⁄UŒ©U Ÿ ’⁄UŸÒ ¬Ê⁄UÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

jēhiṁ bara bāji rāmu asavārā. tēhi sārada'u na baranai pārā. 1. 
 
[Summarizing the beauty and the good luck of the horse on which Lord Ram was sitting, 
the horse who actually was the god named Kamdeo in its physical form, Tulsidas says—] 
Even Sarda, the goddess of speech and knowledge, would not be able to describe the 
horse on which Lord Ram rode (as the Lord proceeded towards the pavilion where his 
marriage was to be solemnised). (1) 

[Note—The discussion about the horse of Lord Ram commenced in Chaupai line no. 7 
that preceded Doha no. 316, and the present verse concludes this description.  
 Another important point to note here is that the horse on which Lord Ram rode has 
been singled out to be the one whose beauty and good luck cannot be described by Sarda. 
This is important because otherwise it would be construed that all the horses—such as the 
ones on which Lord Ram’s other brothers rode as well as those on which their friends and 
other princes who had come to attend the marriage ceremony rode—were of equal beauty 
and magnificence. This was not the case simply because the god of beauty and 
magnificence, i.e. Kamdeo, had himself assumed the form of a horse to serve Lord Ram, 
whereas all the other horses were ordinary animals, though they were all thoroughbreds 
and chosen with great perfection. A distinction had to be made.]  

  
‚¢∑§L§ ⁄UÊ◊ M§¬ •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ŸÿŸ ¬¢øŒ‚ •ÁÃ Á¬˝ÿ ‹ÊªH 2H 

 
saṅkaru rāma rūpa anurāgē. nayana pan̄cadasa ati priya lāgē. 2. 
 
Lord Shiva was completely enthralled by the beauteous image of Lord Ram, and he loved 
to have fifteen eyes (which enabled him to see the divine image of the Lord more clearly 
and intensely). (2) 

[Note—Lord Shiva has three eyes—two conventional eyes and one additional eye in the 
center of the forehead above the root of the nose. This third eye is known as the eye of 
wisdom, and it symbolizes Shiva’s most exalted spiritual stature as the god who has 
realized the supreme truth of his own ‘self’. The three-eyed Shiva is known as 
‘Trayambak’. The Brihajjabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, in its Brahman 
4, verse no. 29 says that the Lord has three eyes, and hence called ‘Trinetrum’. This third 
eye represents the ‘fire element’. Refer: The Yogtattva Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda 
tradition, verse nos. 92-94 which say that Lord Shiva, in his form as Rudra, is the patron 
deity and personification of the fire element. 

The Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 11 says that Shiva represents the 
third state of consciousness known as the Sushupta state, and this is symbolized by the 
third eye which burns all delusions. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 92 
which reiterates that Shiva has ‘three eyes’.  
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Shiva is also said to have five heads, thereby giving him the name ‘Panch Mukhi’. 
This fact is mentioned in Yogtattva Upanishad, verse no. 100 which says that “as the 
deity of the sky element, Lord Shiva has a moon tucked in his lock of hairs, besides 
having five mouths, ten arms and three eyes.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 220 
which reiterates that Shiva has ‘five heads’.  

This being the case, the total number of eyes are 5 heads x 3 eyes in each head = 15 
eyes. 

There are instances in Ram Charit Manas where we find Lord Shiva being 
completely captivated and enchanted by the beauteous image of Lord Ram whom he 
adores and worships as his revered deity. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 50 when Lord Shiva saw Lord Ram while he 
was returning home after paying a visit to the hermitage of sage Agastya; (ii) Chanda line 
no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 511 where Ahilya has acknowledged this fact of Shiva 
loving the sight of Lord Ram’s beautiful image when she was offering her prayers to the 
latter; (iii) Doha no. 315 above which also says the same thing.  

 
„UÁ⁄U Á„UÃ ‚Á„UÃ ⁄UÊ◊È ¡’ ¡Ù„U – ⁄U◊Ê ‚◊Ã ⁄U◊ÊU¬ÁÃ ◊Ù„UH 3H 

 
hari hita sahita rāmu jaba jōhē. ramā samēta ramāpati mōhē. 3. 
 
*When both Ramapati (“ramāpati”; i.e. Lord Vishnu) and his divine consort Rama 
(“ramā”; i.e. goddess Laxmi) watched Lord Ram along with his wonderful horse 
(“Hari”), they were so enthralled at this fascinating and beautiful sight that both of them 
gazed at it intently, feeling amazed and dazed. (3) 

[*Note—The word “Hari” has many connotations—such as a horse, the sun, a monkey, 
and of course Lord Vishnu. Now, this is very interesting: Lord Vishnu has himself 
manifested in the form of Lord Ram on the request of the gods and mother earth so that 
the cruel demons can be eliminated—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 187.  

Therefore, the meaning of this verse has a profound metaphysical import—it 
succinctly brings into focus the great metaphysical and spiritual philosophy as 
propounded by the Upanishads. Lord Vishnu represents the ‘super Consciousness’ that is 
also known as the ‘Parmatma’, the supreme Atma or the supreme Soul or the supreme 
Holy Spirit of creation, while Lord Ram is an image of this very Parmatma that is seen in 
a gross world that is unable to perceive anything that is subtle and sublime but can easily 
see that which is gross. The Atma or the soul that resides in the physical gross body of 
someone that the ignorant world likes to recognize as ‘Ram’, the prince of Ayodhya, is 
the same cosmic Atma or the supreme Consciousness that is a universal and all-pervading 
entity which has a subtle and sublime dimension. Vishnu is the cosmic form of the super 
Consciousness, while Lord Ram is the gross form of the same Consciousness that reveals 
it’s self in a physical gross body of a prince. Lord Ram embodies the universal Holy 
Spirit that is revealed in his form. 

In simple terms this verse means that Vishnu, who is the primary Parmatma, was 
watching his own image in the form of Lord Ram, and the former was stunned at the 
beauty of his own image which made him wonder how beautiful he actually was. Let us 
take an example to understand this phenomenon. We cannot see our own selves without 
the help of a reflecting surface such as a mirror upon which an image can be formed. So, 
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Vishnu did not know hitherto how beautiful was his cosmic form, known as the Viraat 
Purush in the Upanishads, until he saw it being reflected in the image of Lord Ram! 

It is such a wonderful idea depicted in such a wonderful way that one is left 
dumbfounded and with all praises for the intellectual maturity of the poet Tuslidas who 
has written this holy book Ram Charit Manas. 

Now, the next question is: why was Rama (Laxmi) captivated by the beautiful image 
of Lord Ram? Well, the answer is obvious and simple: it was for the first time she was 
seeing her own divine consort Lord Vishnu in a physical form that can be viewed with 
eyes, because hitherto she could not see how beautiful Vishnu was as he lived in his 
primary cosmic form as the Viraat Purush that is invisible. In other words, since Lord 
Ram was the ‘visible’ form of the primarily ‘invisible’ Vishnu, Laxmi was stunned at her 
Lord’s beauty.]   

 
ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ¿UÁ’ Á’Áœ „U⁄U·ÊŸ – •ÊΔUß ŸÿŸ ¡ÊÁŸ ¬Á¿UÃÊŸH 4H 

 
nirakhi rāma chabi bidhi haraṣānē. āṭha'i nayana jāni pachitānē. 4. 
 
Watching intently the beauteous image of Lord Ram, the creator Bidhi (Brahma) was 
exhilarated, but he regretted that he has only eight eyes (as compared to Shiva who could 
enjoy this beautiful image of Lord Ram with his fifteen eyes). (4) 

[Note—Brahma has four heads, and therefore eight eyes. 4 heads x 2 eyes in each head = 
8 eyes.  

In iconography, Brahma is depicted as an old sage with four heads or mouths that 
represent the four Vedas (Rik, Sam, Yajur and Atharva), the four Yugs (eras or epochs—
Sata, Treta, Dwapar and Kali), the four main directions (north, east, south and west), the 
four Varanas (classes of the society—Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra), and the 
four Ashrams (phases of life—Brahmacharya, Grishastya, Vaanprastha and Sanyas). 

He regretted that he is unable to enjoy the divine sight of Lord Ram as much as Shiva 
who has fifteen eyes, Lord Kartikeya who has twelve eyes, and even Indra, the king of 
gods, who is said to have thousands of eyes on his body that are represented by the holes 
created on it by a curse of sage Gautam.] 

 
‚È⁄U ‚Ÿ¬ ©U⁄U ’„ÈUÃ ©U¿UÊ„ÍU – Á’Áœ Ã «Ufl…∏U ‹ÙøŸ ‹Ê„ÍUH 5H 

 
sura sēnapa ura bahuta uchāhū. bidhi tē ḍēvaṛha lōcana lāhū. 5. 
 
The commander of the army of gods (i.e. Lord Kartikeya1 who is also known as 
‘Shadanan’, the one with six heads) felt very happy that he has one-and-a-half times more 
eyes than Bidhi (Brahma), and so is able to take in the visual delight of viewing the 
magnificent image of Lord Ram by that enhanced number. (5) 

[Note—1Kartikeya is the son of Lord Shiva and Parvati, and he has six heads. This gives 
him another name of ‘Shadaanan’—the Lord with six heads. Each head has two eyes, and 
hence the total numbers of eyes are: 6 heads x 2 eyes each = 12 eyes. 
 According to legends, he was reared by six divine celestial mothers who personified 
the constellation called Krittikaa (or Pleiades), hence the name ‘Kartikeya’. He assumed 
six faces to suckle milk from all these six mothers, hence called ‘Shadaanan’—one with 
six heads or mouths.] 
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⁄UÊ◊Á„U ÁøÃfl ‚È⁄U‚ ‚È¡ÊŸÊ – ªıÃ◊ üÊÊ¬È ¬⁄U◊ Á„UÃ ◊ÊŸÊH 6H 

 
rāmahi citava surēsa sujānā. gautama śrāpu parama hita mānā. 6. 
 
When the king of gods (i.e. Indra) gazed at Lord Ram, he was so glad (to be able to view 
the stunning beauty of the Lord) that for once he felt blessed for the curse of sage 
Gautam1. (6) 

[Note—1The story goes that once sage Gautam found Indra, who was very lascivious and 
sexually pervert by nature inspite of being the king of gods, in an uncompromising state 
with his wife Ahilya. The sage was so infuriated that he cursed Ahilya to become a stone, 
and Indra to have his body perforated with thousands of holes that would enable him to 
look at women with them.   

Now, though this curse made Indra look ugly and unable to hide his evil deed 
because wherever he went everyone could see those holes and remember how pervert and 
sinful he had been, this curse proved to be a blessing in disguise for him now as he was 
able to watch Lord Ram with all these thousands of eyes.] 

 
Œfl ‚∑§‹ ‚È⁄U¬ÁÃÁ„U Á‚„UÊ„UË¥ – •Ê¡È ¬È⁄¢UŒ⁄U ‚◊ ∑§Ù©U ŸÊ„UË¥H 7H 

 
dēva sakala surapatihi sihāhīṁ. āju purandara sama kō'u nāhīṁ. 7. 
 
All the gods were in full praise for their king (Indra), saying—‘Today, no one is as lucky 
and fortunate as ‘Purandar’ (i.e. the one who demolishes the city of his enemies; their 
king Indra who defeats the enemies of gods).’ (7) 

[Note—The gods were virtually jealous of Indra because none of them had ‘thousands’ of 
eyes as he so that they could enjoy the divine view of Lord Ram as much as he could. 
Brahma had eight eyes, Shiva had fifteen eyes, Kartikeya had twelve eyes, and the rest of 
the gods had two eyes each. So in this context, Indra was the luckiest one.] 

 
◊ÈÁŒÃ ŒflªŸ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ŒπË – ŸÎ¬‚◊Ê¡ ŒÈ„È°U „U⁄U·È Á’‚·ËH 8H 

 
mudita dēvagana rāmahi dēkhī. nṛpasamāja duhum ̐ haraṣu bisēṣī. 8. 
 
Verily, all the gods (Brahma, Shiva, Vishnu, Kartikeya, Indra and the rest of them) were 
euphoric and rejoiced at the sight of Lord Ram (who looked fabulous and magnificent in 
his fully bejeweled and decorated form as a groom astride a magnificent horse).  

Likewise, all the members of the royal courts of the two kingdoms (of Ayodhya 
and Janakpur) were also exhilarated beyond measure. (8)  

 
À¢U0. •ÁÃ „U⁄U·È ⁄UÊ¡‚◊Ê¡ ŒÈ„ÈU ÁŒÁ‚ ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë¢ ’Ê¡®„U ÉÊŸË– 1– 

’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È⁄U „U⁄UÁ· ∑§Á„U ¡ÿ ¡ÿÁÃ ¡ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹◊ŸËH 2H 
∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ¡ÊÁŸ ’⁄UÊÃ •ÊflÃ ’Ê¡Ÿ ’„ÈU ’Ê¡„UË¥– 3– 
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⁄UÊŸË ‚È•ÊÁ‚ÁŸ ’ÙÁ‹ ¬Á⁄U¿UÁŸ „UÃÈ ◊¢ª‹ ‚Ê¡„UË¥H 4H 
 
chanda.  

ati haraṣu rājasamāja duhu disi dundubhīṁ bājahiṁ ghanī. 1. 
baraṣahiṁ sumana sura haraṣi kahi jaya jayati jaya raghukulamanī. 2. 
ēhi bhām̐ti jāni barāta āvata bājanē bahu bājahīṁ. 3. 
rānī su'āsini bōli parichani hētu maṅgala sājahīṁ. 4. 
 
There was exceptionally great amount of euphoria and happiness among the members of 
the two royal courts as well as the subjects of the two kingdoms (of Ayodhya and 
Janakpur). Kettle drums were played loudly and enthusiastically on both the sides. (1) 

The exhilarated gods showered flowers (from the sky) to celebrate the occasion, 
exclaiming in ecstasy, ‘Hail, Hail; Glory to the Lord who is like a jewel (the best, the 
most exalted and an excellent member) of king Raghu’s family (or dynasty).’ (2) 

 In this way, amid rejoicings and merriment, when it became known within the 
city (of Janakpur) that the marriage procession has arrived and is approaching the venue 
of the wedding ceremony, many sorts of musical instruments started playing. (3) 

Meanwhile, as soon as queen Sunayana (the mother of Sita) heard of this good 
news, she summoned well-decked up ladies whose husbands were alive, and began 
arranging auspicious items to prepare to welcome the groom when he arrives1. (4) 
[Chanda line nos. 1-4.] 

[Note—1The auspicious items were arranged on large plates and kept ready. Ram Charit 
Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 3 describes what these 
were supposed to be—fresh curd, blades of dark grass known as Durva, a paste made 
from cow’s dung, urine and bile, fresh leaves of the Basil plant, lighted earthen lamps, 
rice and other cereals, and so on.]   

 
Îô0. ‚Á¡ •Ê⁄ÃË •Ÿ∑§ Á’Áœ ◊¢ª‹ ‚∑§‹ ‚°flÊÁ⁄U– 

ø‹Ë¢ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ¬Á⁄U¿UÁŸ ∑§⁄UŸ ª¡ªÊÁ◊ÁŸ ’⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄UH 317H 
 
dōhā.  

saji āratī anēka bidhi maṅgala sakala sam̐vāri. 
calīṁ mudita parichani karana gajagāmini bara nāri. 317. 
 
Having arranged, in a variety of ways, all the auspicious items needed to perform the 
ritual of the Aarti1 (showing of lighted lamps to the honoured guest who in this case was 
Lord Ram, the groom), these beautiful and charming ladies, who walked with an elegance 
and majesty of a healthy adult elephant, moved forward cheerfully to welcome the 
groom, perform his Aarti, and make their offerings to him. (Doha no. 317) 

[Note—1There were many ladies in the group headed by queen Sunayana that went out to 
receive Lord Ram and his party. Each of these ladies held a plate decorated with 
auspicious paraphernalia needed to do the Aarti. They arranged the items needed for this 
ritual in different ways according to their liking. This shows that there was a lot of 
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freedom and an informal environment of rejoicing when everyone had the freedom to 
enjoy the occasion in the best way he or she wished.] 
 

 
¿õ0. Á’œÈ’ŒŸË¥ ‚’ ‚’ ◊Îª‹ÙøÁŸ – ‚’ ÁŸ¡ ÃŸ ¿UÁ’ ⁄UÁÃ ◊ŒÈ ◊ÙøÁŸ – 1 – 

¬Á„U⁄¥U ’⁄UŸ ’⁄UŸ ’⁄U øË⁄UÊ – ‚∑§‹ Á’÷Í·Ÿ ‚¡¥ ‚⁄UË⁄UÊH 2H 
‚∑§‹ ‚È◊¢ª‹ •¢ª ’ŸÊ∞° – ∑§⁄U®„U ªÊŸ ∑§‹∑¢§ÁΔU ‹¡Ê∞° – 3 – 
∑¢§∑§Ÿ ®∑§Á∑§ÁŸ ŸÍ¬È⁄U ’Ê¡®„U – øÊÁ‹ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ∑§Ê◊ ª¡ ‹Ê¡®„UH 4H 

 
caupā’ī.  

bidhubadanīṁ saba saba mṛgalōcani. saba nija tana chabi rati madu mōcani. 1. 
pahirēṁ barana barana bara cīrā. sakala bibhūṣana sajēṁ sarīrā. 2. 
sakala sumaṅgala aṅga banā'ēm̐. karahiṁ gāna kalakaṇṭhi lajā'ēm̐. 3. 
kaṅkana kiṅkini nūpura bājahiṁ. cāli bilōki kāma gaja lājahiṁ. 4. 
 
[Verse nos. 1-4 describe the ladies who had gone to extend a ceremonial welcome to 
Lord Ram by doing his Aarti and offering auspicious gifts to him. These verses are a 
natural flow from Doha no. 317 and its preceding verses.] 
 
All the ladies who had gone with decorated plates full of auspicious items to 
ceremonially welcome the groom, Lord Ram, were pretty to look at, had young and 
handsome bodies with doe eyes. They were so good-looking and elegant in their 
demeanours and bearings that they trounced the pride of Rati, the consort of the god of 
beauty (known as Kamdeo), as being the most beautiful, elegant, attractive and handsome 
lady in creation. (1) 
 These charming ladies wore magnificent clothes of varying colours, designs and 
textures. Their entire bodies were decorated with ornaments of different varieties. [Ladies 
wore an assortment of ornaments such as earrings, nose-rings, bracelets, armlets, neck-
bands, necklaces, waist-bands, anklets, toe-rings and so on.] (2) 
 Their limbs were further beautified by marks of auspicious signs and special 
ornamentations (showing that they are of noble birth, belong to the higher strata of 
society, are married with husbands who were still alive, and other such signs that women 
sport during auspicious moments)#. They sang melodious songs in a pleasant and sweet 
voice that would put to shame the sweet voice of the cuckoo*. 

[#Some of the common marks are application of vermillion powder on the head, a 
‘dot’ painted in the middle of the forehead, the ‘Mangal Sutra’ worn around the neck  
signifying that the ladies are married with a living husband, palms of hands and soles of 
legs painted with a dye, and so on.  

*The girls who had accompanied Sita at the time of her appearing at the venue of 
the bow-breaking ceremony had also sung sweet songs. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 248.] (3) 
 As they moved, a pleasant sound emanated from the bristling of bracelets they 
wore, as well as from the chiming of tiny bells attached to their waist-bands and anklets.  
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 They moved with such a majestic gait that the elephant of Kamdeo* (the god who 
prides himself as being the most elegant, handsome and dignified in this creation) felt 
that it has been humiliated for being falsely proud of its majestic gait and bearing.  

[*Kamdeo rides an elephant, and the manner in which a healthy young elephant 
walks is usually cited by poets and bards when they need to describe the majestic way a 
person of high stature and position moves—a series of swaying, robust, confident steps, 
overstepping obstacles easily.] (4) 

[Note—When the word was sent out from the royal palace that ladies were to be slected 
to represent the kingdom of Janakpur at the time of the formal welcoming ceremony 
where an Aarti of the groom, Lord Ram, was to be done, a number of candidates must 
have appeared for the so-called selection process, and out of them those who were the 
most charming with a pleasant personality were selected to accompany queen Sunayana.  

We can assume that a similar situation must have prevailed when young girls were to 
be selected to accompany Sita to the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony. The girls who 
would accompany Sita were expected to be not only of having astounding beauty but also 
possessing intelligence and wit. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line no. 2 of Doha 
no. 246.  

Great diligence was exerted in this selection process because these ladies would 
represent the women-folk of the entire kingdom of Janakpur in the eyes of the guests 
coming from Ayodhya which was another great kingdom known for its handsome 
citizens. In other words, the best ladies had accompanied queen Sunayana when she went 
to welcome Lord Ram and other guests of the marriage party.]    

 
’Ê¡®„U ’Ê¡Ÿ Á’Á’œ ¬˝∑§Ê⁄UÊ – Ÿ÷ •L§ Ÿª⁄U ‚È◊¢ª‹øÊ⁄UÊH 5H 

 
bājahiṁ bājanē bibidha prakārā. nabha aru nagara sumaṅgalacārā. 5. 
 
Musical instruments of varying kinds were played, and auspicious hymns were chanted 
both on the ground as well as in the sky (heaven). (5) 

[Note—On the ground, hymns and laudatory verses were recited by the Brahmins and 
bards, while in the sky it was done by the gods and celestial singers such as Kinnars. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 319.] 

 
‚øË ‚Ê⁄UŒÊ ⁄U◊Ê ÷flÊŸË – ¡ ‚È⁄UÁÃÿ ‚ÈÁø ‚„U¡ ‚ÿÊŸËH 6H 
∑§¬≈U ŸÊÁ⁄U ’⁄U ’· ’ŸÊß¸ – Á◊‹Ë¥ ‚∑§‹ ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚®„U ¡Êß¸H 7H 
∑§⁄U®„U ªÊŸ ∑§‹ ◊¢ª‹ ’ÊŸË¢ – „U⁄U· Á’’‚ ‚’ ∑§Ê„È°U Ÿ ¡ÊŸË¥H 8H 

 
sacī sāradā ramā bhavānī. jē suratiya suci sahaja sayānī. 6. 
kapaṭa nāri bara bēṣa banā'ī. milīṁ sakala ranivāsahiṁ jā'ī. 7. 
karahiṁ gāna kala maṅgala bānīṁ. haraṣa bibasa saba kāhum̐ na jānīṁ. 8. 
 
[Verse nos. 6-8 narrate how the different goddesses had assumed human forms to join in 
the celebrations. They mingled with other ladies so much so that it was impossible to 
distinguish between them.] 
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Sachi (the consort of Indra, the king of gods), Sarda (also known as Saraswati, the 
consort of Brahma the creator), Rama (also known as Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord 
Vishnu), and Bhavani (also known as Uma or Parvati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva), 
along with other consorts of exalted gods who were chaste, wise and intelligent [6], 
assumed the illusionary form of a human female, and all of them mingled 
indistinguishably with other members of the royal household (of king Janak) [7]. (6-7) 
 They (i.e. the goddesses in human forms) too joined in the singing of auspicious 
melodious songs in a sweet voice. Everyone (i.e. all the members of the royal family as 
well as other ladies of the kingdom) was so overwhelmed with joy and euphoria at that 
time that none of them could realize who these ladies were. (8) 

[Note—The atmosphere of celebration and rejoicing was so overpowering that no human 
lady could realize that great goddesses were personally present amongst them and 
participating in the ceremonies like ordinary women-folk, as their close friends and 
compatriots. It was a wonder of astounding proportions, and the presence of these divine 
goddesses lent a special air of divinity, holiness, splendour and unqualified magnificence 
to the existing atmosphere of celebrations, euphoria and rejoicing.]     

 
À¢U0.  ∑§Ù ¡ÊŸ ∑§Á„U •ÊŸ¢Œ ’‚ ‚’ ’˝ÔrÊÔÈ ’⁄U ¬Á⁄U¿UŸ ø‹Ë– 1 – 

∑§‹ ªÊŸ ◊œÈ⁄U ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È⁄U ‚Ù÷Ê ÷‹ËH 2H 
•ÊŸ¢Œ∑¢§ŒÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ŒÍ‹„ÈU ‚∑§‹ Á„Uÿ° „U⁄UÁ·Ã ÷ß¸– 3 – 
•¢÷Ù¡ •¢’∑§ •¢’È ©U◊Áª ‚È•¢ª ¬È‹∑§ÊflÁ‹ ¿Uß¸H 4H 

 
chanda.  

kō jāna kēhi ānanda basa saba brahmu bara parichana calī. 1. 
kala gāna madhura nisāna baraṣahiṁ sumana sura sōbhā bhalī. 2. 
ānandakandu bilōki dūlahu sakala hiyam̐ haraṣita bha'ī. 3.  
ambhōja ambaka ambu umagi su'aṅga pulakāvali cha'ī. 4.  
 
Who would bother to scrutinize or worry about others and their identities as everyone 
was overwhelmed with ecstasy and submerged in euphoria marking the happy occasion? 
All the ladies moved forward to offer their greetings and obeisance to Brahm, the 
Supreme Being in the form of the groom Lord Ram. (1) 

Sweet and melodious songs were being sung, kettle-drums were being played 
with a soft sound, and the gods were showering flowers from the sky to make the event 
very charming and auspicious. (2) 

All the ladies were overwhelmed with a sense of immense happiness and 
contentedness in their hearts when they saw the groom (Lord Ram) who was like a 
treasury of bliss and happiness in a personified form. (3) 

 Their lotus-like eyes welled-up with tears of love and affection for the Lord (of 
their heart and dream), and their bodies were thrilled beyond measure. (4) [Chanda line 
nos. 1-4.] 

[Note—Refer: Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 131—136 which also describe 
these events.]  
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Îô0. ¡Ù ‚ÈπÈ ÷Ê Á‚ÿ ◊ÊÃÈ ◊Ÿ ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ’⁄U ’·È– 

‚Ù Ÿ ‚∑§®„U ∑§Á„U ∑§‹¬ ‚Ã ‚„U‚ ‚Ê⁄UŒÊ ‚·ÈH 318H 
 
dōhā.  

jō sukhu bhā siya mātu mana dēkhi rāma bara bēṣu. 
sō na sakahiṁ kahi kalapa sata sahasa sāradā sēṣu. 318. 
 
The extent and dimension of happiness and joy that sprouted in the heart of the mother of 
Sita when she saw Lord Ram dressed as a groom was so profound and intense1 that this 
feeling defied description by either Sarda (goddess Saraswati, the patron goddess of 
speech) or the thousand-tongued Seshnath even if they had tried for a thousand years to 
attempt to narrate it2. (Doha no. 318) 

[Note—1The mother of Sita was always longing to have Lord Ram as the groom for her 
daughter Sita. This is clearly pointed out in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha 
no. 255—to Chaupai line nos. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257 which describe her anxiety 
before Lord Ram had broken the bow, and in Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
263 which describes her sense of relief and great happiness after the Lord had broken the 
bow to ensure his marriage with Sita. 

2It is a usual practice with poets that when they want to stress that something is very 
great and profound so much so that they cannot find words to adequately describe it, they 
employ this method of citing the inability of Saraswati and Seshnath to do it, because it 
means that if these two deities cannot narrate certain thing or event then it is impossible 
for humans to do so. 

To cite an example of this symbolic way of showing that a scene is exceptionally 
beautiful so much so that words cannot do justice for it, we can refer to Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 317 which deals with the 
horse on which Lord Ram is riding. 

We shall read below that when Lord Ram and his three brothers returned to Ayodhya 
with their brides, the sight of the four couples were so fabulous that Sarda had tried to 
find a comparison but had failed inspite of her best efforts. So she decided to abandon her 
scholarship and instead enjoy the divine sight—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 349.]    

 

 
¿õ0. ŸÿŸ ŸËL§ „UÁ≈U ◊¢ª‹ ¡ÊŸË – ¬Á⁄U¿UÁŸ ∑§⁄U®„U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ ⁄UÊŸËH 1H 

’Œ Á’Á„UÃ •L§ ∑È§‹ •ÊøÊM§ – ∑§Ëã„U ÷‹Ë Á’Áœ ‚’ Cÿfl„UÊM§H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nayana nīru haṭi maṅgala jānī. parichani karahiṁ mudita mana rānī. 1. 
bēda bihita aru kula ācārū. kīnha bhalī bidhi saba byavahārū. 2. 
 
Realising that it was a most auspicious time, the queen restrained the tears (of affection 
and love) swelling-up in her eyes1 and performed the ritual of offering Aarti (waving of 
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lights in ceremonial earthen lamps) and other rites that are suitable for such occasions 
with an euphoric heart and mind (‘Mana’). (1) 

She did everything with due diligence and completed all the rituals as prescribed 
by the Vedas2 for such occasions and traditionally observed in her family (i.e. the 
kingdom of Janakpur)3, properly and enthusiastically. (2) 

[Note—1It has already been said above in Chanda line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 318 
that tears of love and affection welled-up in the lotus-like eyes of the queen. So this line 
completes the idea by saying that though ordinarily tears would have rolled down the 
queen’s eyes, she managed to restrain them, because their rolling down could be 
misconstrued as her weeping in sorrow whereas the fact is that she was exceedingly 
happy and euphoric and not at all regretful. It was a joyous occasion and a broad smile 
was gracing her lips. She was singing auspicious songs befitting such occasions along 
with the other ladies who were accompanying her.  

The queen’s heart and mind were overwhelmed with surging love and affection, and 
it was that one moment in her life for which she was so eagerly waiting for all along. And 
naturally when her wishes were fulfilled, when her desires bore fruit she was swept off 
her feet with emotions.  

Allowing tears to fall on an auspicious occasion is not a good thing to do. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 7. Here the 
occasion was the return of Lord Ram, Laxman and Sita from their 14-year forest exile 
when all the mothers were meeting them at Ayodhya. Though tears would have gushed 
out from their eyes under ordinary situation but they managed to hold them back as it was 
not the proper time to shed tears even if they were tears of joy.  

2Performing of Aarti along with showering of flowers, rice grains, coloured powder 
and other auspicious items are a part of the ritual of formally welcoming a guest. And 
Lord Ram was not an ordinary guest; he was the beloved groom of Sita, and so all the 
rites were done carefully and diligently.  

Though the overall rituals are the same as sanctioned in the Vedas, every society 
nevertheless has its own unique set of rites that sets it apart from the others. There were 
some specific rituals observed in Janakpur which may not have been prevalent in 
Ayodhya, and this is observed even in modern times today. 

3All the rites were done in accordance with the sanction of the Vedas and as 
established in the society by tradition. There are other instances where the same idea is 
conveyed—that due diligence was practiced in doing the rituals properly in accordance 
with the prescription of the scriptures and established norms of the society: refer 
specifically to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
352 which repeats this assertion at the time when religious ceremonies were being done 
to formally welcome the four brothers when they had returned to Ayodhya with their 
brides.]      

 
¬¢ø ‚’Œ œÈÁŸ ◊¢ª‹ ªÊŸÊ – ¬≈U ¬Ê°fl«∏ ¬⁄U®„U Á’Áœ ŸÊŸÊH 3H 
∑§Á⁄U •Ê⁄UÃË •⁄UÉÊÈ ÁÃã„U ŒËã„UÊ – ⁄UÊ◊ ª◊ŸÈ ◊¢«U¬ Ã’ ∑§Ëã„UÊH 4H 

 
pan̄ca sabada dhuni maṅgala gānā. paṭa pām̐vaṛē parahiṁ bidhi nānā. 3. 
kari āratī araghu tinha dīnhā. rāma gamanu maṇḍapa taba kīnhā. 4. 
 
Meanwhile, there were five types of auspicious sounds that were heard on that occasion1 
besides the sound of melodious singing of auspicious songs that accompanied the rituals, 
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while carpets of different kinds were being spread (as the groom and his companions 
moved forward towards the marriage pavilion)2. (3) 

After performing the Aarti (waving of lighted earthen lamps) of Lord Ram, the 
queen offered oblations to him and offered water so that the Lord could wash his hands 
and feet before proceeding ahead. Then, Lord Ram moved ahead and proceeded towards 
the pavilion where the wedding ceremony was to be solemnized3. (4) 

[Note—1‘Five sounds’ refer to the following:-- 
(i) The sound of music produced by five types of musical instruments such as the 

Indian lute (Veena), the clapping of hands and the clashing and cymbals, the beating of 
kettle-drums, playing of the clarionet, and the blowing of the trumpet or any other wind 
instrument such as the conch.  

(ii) The chanting of the hymns of the five branches of the Vedas by the Brahmins. 
These five branches are the following—Rig Veda, Sam Veda, Shukla Yajur Veda, 
Krishna Yajur Veda, and the Atharva Veda. This is known as ‘Veda-vani’, the words of 
the Vedas. 

(iii) Besides this chanting of the Vedas, there was the singing of laudatory verses by 
family bards and minstrels known as ‘Bridawali sung by the royal Bandijans’, loud 
shouts of joy and applause known as ‘Jaya-vani’, the resounding sound emanating from 
conch shells which are blown during auspicious occasions and known as ‘Shankha-
dhwani’, and the sound created by the beating of drums known as ‘Dundubhi-vani’. 

All these sounds erupted simultaneously and created a cacophony of sounds.  
Remember: Brahmins always played an important role in all auspicious functions, 

and therefore it is impossible to say that they weren’t present to chant the sacred hymns 
from the scriptures on this occasion. While songs were being sung by the ladies, the 
sacred hymns were being recited by the Brahmins. Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 313 which is specific for this purpose. 

2The spreading of carpets and the groom moving towards the marriage pavilion on 
them shows that Lord Ram had by now alighted from his horse and had walked on foot to 
the designated place where the wedding was to take place. 

3The Aarti, the offering of oblations and flowers, and the washing of hands and feet 
were done after he had got-off the horse.  

Another interpretation can be that the Aarti was performed while Lord Ram was still 
astride the horse, and as soon as he got down from it, flowers were showered on him, and 
water was offered to him to wash his hands and feet. Then the Lord moved slowly on the 
carpets that were rolled out before him as he walked forward.  

These carpets were not spread before hand, but rolled out before him one after 
another as he moved forward.]    

        
Œ‚⁄UÕÈ ‚Á„UÃ ‚◊Ê¡ Á’⁄UÊ¡ – Á’÷fl Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ‹Ù∑§¬ÁÃ ‹Ê¡H 5H 

 
dasarathu sahita samāja birājē. bibhava bilōki lōkapati lājē. 5. 
 
King Dasrath looked majestic and glorious along with his royal entourage so much so 
that his majesty and glory put to shame all the other custodians of the world1 (the 
‘Lokpatis’). (5) 

[Note—1The choice of word ‘Lokpati’ by Tulsidas is remarkable. ‘Lok’ means ‘world’, 
and ‘Pati’ means its ‘lord’ or ‘master’. Therefore, this single word ‘Lokpati’ would cover 
all the kings of this terrestrial world, as well as Indra, the king of gods, who rules over 
heaven.  
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Now it must be noted here that all the kings and princes who had come to attend the 
bow-breaking ceremony had already gone back home—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 312. Hence, comparison with them is 
out of place. Only the gods were present on the occasion.  

Therefore, the word ‘Lokpati’ clearly hints at Indra, the king of gods. This fact has 
been reiterated elsewhere also—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 313 
along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 6.]     

 
‚◊ÿ° ‚◊ÿ° ‚È⁄U ’⁄U·®„U »Í§‹Ê – ‚Ê¢ÁÃ ¬…∏U®„U ◊Á„U‚È⁄U •ŸÈ∑Í§‹ÊH 6H 

 
samayam ̐ samayam̐ sura baraṣahiṁ phūlā. sānti paṛhahiṁ mahisura anukūlā. 6. 
 
The gods showered flowers from the sky (heaven) from time to time1, while on the 
ground the Brahmins (who are known as “the gods’ representative on earth”) recited the 
sacred hymns from the Vedas and other scriptures (known as “Shanti Paath”)2. (6) 

[Note—1It must be noted here that the gods had showered flowers on every occasion that 
was to be celebrated. For instance, when Lord Ram and his brothers were born (Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 194), when Lord 
Ram had broken the bow (Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 262), when Sita had put the victory garland on Lord Ram (Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 264), when the marriage party left Ayodhya for Janakpur 
(Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 302), when 
king Dasrath was invited to come with Lord Ram so that the marriage rituals could 
commence (Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
314), and again when the gods saw Lord Ram on the horse (Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 315), and so on.  

2The symbolism of the Brahmins reciting the hymns of the Vedas alongside the gods 
showering flowers from the sky is clear when the former are called ‘Mahisurs’, literally 
meaning the ‘gods of earth’. It signifies that while the gods showed their joy by 
showering flowers from the heaven, their counterparts or representatives on earth, the 
Brahmins, showed their happiness by chanting the hymns of the Vedas as a symbolic 
gesture of blessing and joy. 

It will be noted in Chanda line no. 3 herein below that ‘Brahma, the creator, and other 
gods had assumed the physical forms of Brahmins to enjoy the ceremonies’. Well, this 
clearly establishes why the Brahmins are honoured as being ‘Mahisurs’, the gods on 
earth. We have already read that the gods and goddesses had assumed human forms and 
mingled with the citizens of Janakpur to enjoy the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram, and 
they blended perfectly with other humans. So it was not possible to distinguish between 
actual human beings and gods in the form of humans. Therefore, all Brahmins were 
collectively called ‘Mahisurs’.] 

 
Ÿ÷ •L§ Ÿª⁄U ∑§Ù‹Ê„U‹ „UÙß¸ – •Ê¬ÁŸ ¬⁄U ∑§¿ÈU ‚ÈŸß Ÿ ∑§Ùß¸H 7H 

 
nabha aru nagara kōlāhala hō'ī. āpani para kachu suna'i na kō'ī. 7. 
 
As a result of this thunderous sound of joy and happiness emanating from the sky as well 
as the ground (i.e. by the applause of the gods and playing of their musical instruments as 
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well as singing of celestial singers in the heaven, and singing of auspicious songs, playing 
of musical instruments and recitation of the hymns of the scriptures by the Brahmins on 
earth), there was a loud cacophony of sounds in the city (of Janakpur) so much so that no 
one could hear even their own words as well as what the others said. (7)  

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 318.] 

 
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ⁄UÊ◊È ◊¢«U¬Á„U¢ •Ê∞ – •⁄UÉÊÈ Œß •Ê‚Ÿ ’ÒΔUÊ∞H 8H 

 
ēhi bidhi rāmu maṇḍapahiṁ ā'ē. araghu dē'i āsana baiṭhā'ē. 8. 
 
On this wise Lord Ram arrived at the wedding pavilion. He was made to sit down on his 
seat after water was sprinkled on him and his feet were washed ceremoniously. (8) 

[Note—Washed by whom? Well, the answer is ‘by the bride’s mother, queen Sunayana’. 
The ladies of the household escort the groom to the pavilion and perform initial rites 
before the elaborate rituals that are performed by Brahmins get under way. The 
gentlemen enter the pavilion after the ladies retire.  

King Janak was still at the door with his counterpart, king Dasrath, and the rest of the 
party who had not entered the pavilion till this point of time. This will be absolutely clear 
in the verses that follow Doha no. 319 herein below. 

Refer specially “Janaki Mangal”, verse no. 137-138 which specifically state that the 
friends of Sita brought Lord Ram to the pavilion while offering oblations and sprinkling 
water at his feet.]  

 
À¢U0. ’ÒΔUÊÁ⁄U •Ê‚Ÿ •Ê⁄UÃË ∑§Á⁄U ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ’L§ ‚ÈπÈ ¬Êfl„UË¥– 1– 

◊ÁŸ ’‚Ÿ ÷Í·Ÿ ÷ÍÁ⁄U flÊ⁄U®„U ŸÊÁ⁄U ◊¢ª‹ ªÊfl„UË¥H 2H 
’˝rÊÔÊÁŒ ‚È⁄U’⁄U Á’¬˝ ’· ’ŸÊß ∑§ıÃÈ∑§ Œπ„UË¥– 3– 
•fl‹ÙÁ∑§ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹ ∑§◊‹ ⁄UÁ’ ¿UÁ’ ‚È»§‹ ¡ËflŸ ‹π„UË¥H 4H 

 
chanda.  

baiṭhāri āsana āratī kari nirakhi baru sukhu pāvahīṁ. 1. 
mani basana bhūṣana bhūri vārahiṁ nāri maṅgala gāvahīṁ. 2. 
brahmādi surabara bipra bēṣa banā'i kautuka dēkhahīṁ. 3. 
avalōki raghukula kamala rabi chabi suphala jīvana lēkhahīṁ. 4. 
 
The bridegroom (Lord Ram) was made to sit on a seat after his Aarti was done. As they 
watched the Lord closely, they (the ladies along with the queen) felt very happy and 
blissful. (1) 

The ladies first offered to the Lord numerous gems, clothes and ornaments, and 
then scattered them around him in abundant quantities (as a established gesture to show 
their immense pleasure at having him as their honoured guest of special importance as he 
was the groom of Sita, the princess of the kingdom), all the while singing auspicious 
songs in a melodious voice. (2) 
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Brahma, the creator, along with other exalted gods had assumed the form of 
Brahmins1 as they cheerfully watched in amazement2 the happy events unfolding before 
their eyes. (3) 

All of them (i.e. all the gods) consider themselves most lucky as they 
affectionately gazed at the beauteous form of Lord Ram who brings delight to the race of 
king Raghu just as the sun makes the lotus cheerful so much so that the latter blooms at 
its sight2. (4)  

[Note—1This is why the Brahmins were called ‘Mahi-surs’, the ‘gods on earth’, in 
Chaupai line no. 6 herein above. It was not possible to distinguish between human 
Brahmins and gods who were present on the occasion as Brahmins.  

2The gods were amazed and dumbfounded because they could not imagine that Lord 
Vishnu whom they had known as the Viraat Purush without any form could actually be 
so beautiful and wonderful to look at. Prior to this they had thought that Vishnu was one 
like them, but now they realized that the Lord’s beauty far surpassed their imagination.]  

  
Îô0. ŸÊ™§ ’Ê⁄UË ÷Ê≈U Ÿ≈U ⁄UÊ◊ ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U ¬Êß– 

◊ÈÁŒÃ •‚Ë‚®„U ŸÊß Á‚⁄U „U⁄U·È Ÿ NUŒÿ° ‚◊ÊßH 319H 
 
dōhā.  

nā'ū bārī bhāṭa naṭa rāma nichāvari pā'i. 
mudita asīsahiṁ nā'i sira haraṣu na hṛdayam̐ samā'i. 319. 
 
As the barbers, the heralds and the torch-bearers, the royal family bards and the dancers, 
et al, cheerfully and joyously collected the precious offerings that lay scattered around 
Lord Ram (as described in Chanda line no. 2 herein above), their hearts were 
overwhelmed with delight even as they profusely blessed the Lord and reverentially 
bowed before him. (Doha no. 319)  

[Note—Refer also to “Geetawali”, Baal Kand, verse no. 6, stanza no. 23-24. These verses 
essentially say that everyone felt privileged and honoured to accept anything as gift that 
was related to Lord Ram even if they had to become a beggar to beg for it. In other 
words, no one felt ashamed at picking up the offerings that lay scattered around the Lord; 
rather they vied with each other for the honour of possessing even one item of the 
scatterings as a cherished memorabilia of the happy occasion that they would pass down 
their descendants from one generation to another.] 

 
 
¿õ0. Á◊‹ ¡Ÿ∑È§ Œ‚⁄UÕÈ •ÁÃ ¬˝ËÃË¥ – ∑§Á⁄U ’ÒÁŒ∑§ ‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ‚’ ⁄UËÃË¥H 1H 

Á◊‹Ã ◊„UÊ ŒÙ©U ⁄UÊ¡ Á’⁄UÊ¡ – ©U¬◊Ê πÙÁ¡ πÙÁ¡ ∑§Á’ ‹Ê¡H 2H 
‹„UË Ÿ ∑§Ã„È°U „UÊÁ⁄U Á„Uÿ° ◊ÊŸË – ßã„U ‚◊ ∞ß ©U¬◊Ê ©U⁄U •ÊŸËH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

milē janaku dasarathu ati prītīṁ. kari baidika laukika saba rītīṁ. 1. 
milata mahā dō'u rāja birājē. upamā khōji khōji kabi lājē. 2. 
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lahī na katahum ̐ hāri hiyam ̐ mānī. inha sama ē'i upamā ura ānī. 3. 
 
[In the following verses we shall about the most cordial way king Janak met king 
Dasrath.] 

 
King Janak met and embraced king Dasrath most cordially and with the greatest 

of affection. Janak observed all the formalities and customs required to be observed 
according to the edicts of the Vedas and established by convention when the bride’s 
father met for the groom’s father for the first time prior to the wedding ceremony1. (1) 

 When two great monarchs met each other affectionately, they presented a 
spectacle so magnificent that even acclaimed poets and bards who are very adept at 
describing such rare spectacles and citing suitable analogies to suit such occasions failed 
to do so even after they tried their best to find a suitable analogy or metaphor. And 
having thus failed, they felt ashamed at their incompetence2 (and the false honour that 
they had of being experts in their respective fields, an assumed expertise by virtue of 
which they had been appointed as court poets and bards by the two monarchs). (2) 

Finally, when they were unable to find a suitable analogy or metaphor (that would 
even closely relate to the grandeur and magnificence of the glorious occasion), they felt 
baffled, accepting defeat in their Mana (heart and mind) and gave up, unanimously 
proclaiming that the meeting between these two great monarchs was of such astounding 
magnificence attended by scintillating joy and bubbly euphoria that it was better not to 
compare this meeting with anything else, but to let it be a unique event. So they declared 
that this meeting could be best described by saying that the pair (of king Janak and king 
Dasrath) is unique and likened to themselves alone3. (3) 

[Note—1(1) We have read in Doha no. 319 and its preceding verses how Lord Ram was 
welcomed by the ladies of the royal household and escorted to the pavilion where the 
marriage rituals were to be performed. Now here we read how king Dasrath was 
welcomed by his counterpart, king Janak. Genuine cordiality, immense warmth, high 
degree of affection, sincere bonhomie and a sponteneous bond of friendship that was 
forged at that time were literally infective and were the overriding emotions at that time. 

Two renowned and great kingdoms had come together by a stroke of unexpected 
good luck to forge an alliance that would make them not only a powerful military force to 
reckon with but compliment each other when it came to splendour, glory and majesty in 
the community of great kingdoms and empires of the time. Both the kings were highly 
reputed and their respective kingdoms were equally prosperous and powerful, and 
therefore none of them felt any sort of complex vis-à-vis the other.  

King Janak was all the more happy because he did not see any trace of unhappiness 
in the behaviour of king Dasrath that would indicate that the latter had felt insulted at not 
being invited to attend the bow-breaking ceremony, something that may have been 
nagging at Janak’s conscience till now. On his part, king Dasrath felt exhilarated to 
realize that his son Lord Ram has married into an established family ruling over a great 
kingdom of Janakpur that is no less powerful and prosperous than his own kingdom of 
Ayodhya.  

(2) Both the royal families were upholders of religious traditions and duly observed 
all the rules and customs as prescribed by the Vedas and other scriptures. Even small 
details point out to this practice—for instance, Dasrath always gave prominence to his 
guru, sage Vasistha, as did Janak who showed respects to his guru, sage Satanand. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 197 at 
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the time of the naming ceremony of Lord Ram and his other brothers; (ii) Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 208 at the time when sage Vishwamitra had gone to bring 
Lord Ram to the forest to protect his fire sacrifice; (iii) Doha no. 214 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line no. 8 that narrates king Janak going with his guru and other 
Brahmins to meet sage Vishwamitra when the latter arrived at Janakpur; (iv) Doha no. 
293 when the letter announcing the good news of Lord Ram’s marriage was taken by 
Dasrath himself to his guru Vasistha to seek his blessings even before the rest of the royal 
household was informed; (v) Doha no. 310, and Chaupai line no. 3 that follows this Doha 
when Vasistha was given precedence at the time when the marriage party departed from 
Ayodhya for Janakpur and the king sought his blessings prior to departure. 

Again we read at various places in Ram Charit Manas that the edicts of the Vedas 
and customs of the society were duly observed by both the kings from time to time. For 
instance we read in Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 302 that “king 
Dasrath had followed all the rituals as ordained by the Vedas and required to be done by 
tradition and family custom at the time of departure of the marriage party for Janakpur 
from Ayodhya”.  

Another instance is in Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 319 
where exactly the same idea in the same words is expressed when it is narrated how 
queen Sunayana has duly welcomed the groom, Lord Ram, at the time of performing his 
Aarti and making oblations and offering gifts upon his arrival at the venue astride a horse.  
A little later on we shall read how all the customs and traditions were diligently observed 
at the time of the actual performance of marriage rituals in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) Chanda line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 323; and (ii) Chanda line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 327. 

In “Janki Mangal” of Tulsidas, we read about the same observance of Veda traditions 
and customs of the society in verse no. 139.    

2There are other instances also where we read that expert poets and bards had failed 
to cite an appropriate example or analogy to describe certain events, and having thus 
failed they felt ashamed at themselves and their false pretension of expertise. For 
instance, in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 288—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 289 that relate to describing the 
immensity of the glory of Bharat, Lord Ram’s younger brother.  

3Refer to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 129 that says that there is no comparison of the 
pair consisting of king Janak and king Dasrath anywhere in the three world, i.e. in the 
heaven, the earth and the subterranean world.  

Refer also to line nos. 3-4 of Chanda no. 16 of “Janaki Mangal” that says—‘When 
the two kings Dasrath and Janak who were now related to each other due to the marriage 
of their son and daughter respectively, and who were alike in glories and virtues, met 
each other, both felt extremely delighted. Watching them, the humans, the gods and the 
sages alike applauded them and raised their voice to praise them in a unanimous way.’]     

 
‚Ê◊œ ŒÁπ Œfl •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ‚È◊Ÿ ’⁄UÁ· ¡‚È ªÊflŸ ‹ÊªH 4H 
¡ªÈ Á’⁄¢UÁø ©U¬¡ÊflÊ ¡’ Ã¥ – Œπ ‚ÈŸ CÿÊ„U ’„ÈU Ã’ Ã¥H 5H 
‚∑§‹ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚◊ ‚Ê¡È ‚◊Ê¡Í – ‚◊ ‚◊œË Œπ „U◊ •Ê¡ÍH 6H 

 
sāmadha dēkhi dēva anurāgē. sumana baraṣi jasu gāvana lāgē. 4. 
jagu biran̄ci upajāvā jaba tēṁ. dēkhē sunē byāha bahu taba tēṁ. 5. 
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sakala bhām̐ti sama sāju samājū. sama samadhī dēkhē hama ājū. 6. 
 
When the gods saw the two fathers-in-law developing fondness for each other, they too 
felt delighted. To celebrate the occasion, they (the gods) showered flowers from the sky 
and applauded them by singing their glories. (4) 

The gods proclaimed, ‘We have seen many marriages and alliances between great 
families ever since the creator created this creation [5], but it is for the first time today 
that we have witnessed two great families of equal glory, greatness and grandeur getting 
united in a marriage alliance. [6]’ (5-6) 

[Note—Indeed the two families were equal in their glory—because in one, i.e. the 
kingdom of Ayodhya represented by the family of king Dasrath, Lord Vishnu had taken 
birth as Lord Ram, and in another, i.e. the kingdom of Janakpur represented by the family 
of king Janak, Vishnu’s divine consort Laxmi had taken birth as Sita.  

 
Œfl Áª⁄UÊ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚Ê°øË – ¬˝ËÁÃ •‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ŒÈ„ÈU ÁŒÁ‚ ◊ÊøËH 7H 

 
dēva girā suni sundara sām̐cī. prīti alaukika duhu disi mācī. 7. 
 
*When everyone heard the words of the gods which were very true and most pleasant to 
hear, there was a flood of affection and rejoicing everywhere.  

[*This verse can also be read as follows—When the word spread that the gods 
have endorsed this alliance, and the fact that what the gods say is always true and 
pleasant, there was a surge of affectionate feeling amongst the subjects of the two great 
kingdoms who rejoiced at this declaration by the gods.] (7) 

[Note—Gods never tell a lie, and when the subjects of both the kingdoms heard that the 
gods have unequivocally supported and endorsed this alliance, all of them felt 
exceptionally happy. It was obviously a time to celebrate and rejoice.]   

 
ŒÃ ¬Ê°fl«∏U •⁄UÉÊÈ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ‚ÊŒ⁄U ¡Ÿ∑È§ ◊¢«U¬®„U ÀÿÊ∞H 8H 

 
dēta pām ̐vaṛē araghu suhā'ē. sādara janaku maṇḍapahiṁ lyā'ē. 8. 
 
King Janak offered oblations and water to king Dasrath for washing his hands and feet, 
and then escorted the latter to the pavilion where the wedding was to be solemnized even 
as carpets were spread before Dasrath, one after another, as he moved forward towards 
the pavilion. (8) 

[Note—The same procedure was followed while Lord Ram was escorted to the 
pavilion—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4, 8 that precede 
Doha no. 319. 
 We shall read a little later on that when a grand feast was organized for the grooms 
and their father king Dasrath along with all other members of the marriage party, carpets 
were spread all along the ground from their residences to the venue of the banquet—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 328.] 
 

À¢U0. ◊¢«U¬È Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Á’ÁøòÊ ⁄UøŸÊ° L§Áø⁄UÃÊ° ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ÿ „U⁄U– 1– 
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ÁŸ¡ ¬ÊÁŸ ¡Ÿ∑§ ‚È¡ÊŸ ‚’ ∑§„È°U •ÊÁŸ ®‚ÉÊÊ‚Ÿ œ⁄UH 2H 
∑È§‹ ßCÔU ‚Á⁄U‚ ’Á‚CÔU ¬Í¡ Á’Ÿÿ ∑§Á⁄U •ÊÁ‚· ‹„UË– 3– 
∑§ıÁ‚∑§Á„U ¬Í¡Ã ¬⁄U◊ ¬˝ËÁÃ Á∑§ ⁄UËÁÃ Ãı Ÿ ¬⁄ÒU ∑§„UËH 4H 

 
chanda.  

maṇḍapu bilōki bicitra racanām ̐ ruciratām̐ muni mana harē. 1. 
nija pāni janaka sujāna saba kahum ̐ āni siṅghāsana dharē. 2. 
kula iṣṭa sarisa basiṣṭa pūjē binaya kari āsiṣa lahī. 3. 
kausikahi pūjata parama prīti ki rīti tau na parai kahī. 4. 
 
The pavilion was astoundingly wonderful to behold and tastefully decorated. It was so 
magnificent and artfully decked up that its beauty stole (i.e. enchanted and captivated) 
even the minds of sages (who are supposed to be immune to such worldly attractions). (1) 

The wise and prudent king Janak had decorated thrones (seats or chairs that were 
specially designed and decorated for this occasion, had exquisite upholstery, and were 
very comfortable) brought in, and he placed them before the honoured guests himself1. 
(2) 

Janak then worshipped and offered his obeisance to sage Vasistha the same way 
as he would have worshipped his family deity, seeking the sage’s blessings which he got 
in unequivocal terms. (3) 

After that, when he worshipped and offered his obeisance to sage Kaushik 
(Vishwamitra), the intensity of his sense of gratitude and thankfulness for the sage was so 
intense that it cannot be described2. (4) [Chanda line nos. 1-4.] 

[Note—1The king is called ‘wise and prudent’ because he knew royal protocol well as he 
laid out the chairs in proper order so that the guests were seated in accordance with their 
importance and place in the hierarchy of the royal family as well as the society. For 
instance, king Dasrath and his royal priest sage Vasistha, along with sage Vishwamitra 
and Vamdeo etc. were seated in the front row at the center, followed by the brothers of 
Lord Ram, senior members of the royal court including chief ministers, Brahmins, other 
noble-men of Ayodhya, and so on and so forth. 
 Another reason of calling Janak ‘wise and prudent’ is that he knows that one should 
personally serve sages and seers besides guests of honour such as king Dasrath and his 
close associates instead of delegating such service to servants and other attendants. This 
is the reason why Janak stood himself and supervised the laying out of chairs, and then 
personally escorting the guests to their respective seats according to standard practice of 
royal protocol of the kingdom of Janakpur. 
 Now, from the practical point of view it seems highly unlikely that no seat or chair 
was placed at the venue before the guests started arriving. It would be absurd and highly 
incredulous to imagine it. Then what is the meaning of Chanda line no. 2 that says that 
Janak himself brought the thrones and made the guests sit on them? Well, it simply 
means that he may have shifted the chairs a bit forward or sideways to make it easy to 
escort the guests to their respective seats and as a gesture that he was personally clearing 
the way for them. May be also that he had removed some seats to make more space 
between adjacent chairs so that the more important amongst the guests could sit more 
comfortably with more leg-space between them.    
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2Janak was overwhelmed with gratitude for Vishwamitra because it was he who had 
come to his rescue by ordering Lord Ram to break the bow so as to remove the dark 
cloud of gloom and desperation that had overpowered Janak when none of the kings 
could break the bow and a dark future for his beloved daughter Sita stared right on his 
face. Had it not been for sage Vishwamitra’s proactive stand and decision to order Lord 
Ram to break the bow, the present environment of joy and happiness would have been 
non-existent. Instead, there would have been grief and lamentations all around. 

It was sage Vishwamitra who had been instrumental in bringing Lord Ram, the 
personified form of Lord Vishnu, to the doorstep of Janak, something for which great 
ascetics, hermits, sages and saints did severe Tapa (austerity and penance) but still would 
find difficult to achieve.]     

 
Îô0. ’Ê◊Œfl •ÊÁŒ∑§ Á⁄U·ÿ ¬Í¡ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊„UË‚– 

ÁŒ∞ ÁŒCÿ •Ê‚Ÿ ‚’Á„U ‚’ ‚Ÿ ‹„UË •‚Ë‚H 320H 
 
dōhā.  

bāmadēva ādika riṣaya pūjē mudita mahīsa. 
di'ē dibya āsana sabahi saba sana lahī asīsa. 320. 
 
Then the king (Janak), who was euphoric with joy, duly worshipped and offered his 
obeisance to sage Vamdeo and other sages and seers who were present on the occasion. 
He gave them all magnificent seats befitting their stature, and got blessings from all of 
them in return. (Doha no. 320) 

[Note—The king was very happy, or ‘euphoric with joy’, because great sages had 
collected to bless the occasion. Amongst them were great names such as Vasistha, 
Vishwamitra and Vamdeo. This was a rare privilege.  

This Doha also indicates that Janak had first worshipped the two great sages Vasistha 
and Vishwamitra independently because they had a special relationship with Lord Ram, 
and then he worshipped the rest of the guest sages and seers led by Vamdeo together. 
After that, he ushered them to their respective seats.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ∑§ËÁã„U ∑§Ù‚‹¬ÁÃ ¬Í¡Ê – ¡ÊÁŸ ß¸‚ ‚◊ ÷Ê©U Ÿ ŒÍ¡ÊH 1H 

∑§ËÁã„U ¡ÙÁ⁄U ∑§⁄U Á’Ÿÿ ’«∏UÊß¸ – ∑§Á„U ÁŸ¡ ÷Ê‚ÿ Á’÷fl ’„ÈUÃÊß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bahuri kīnhi kōsalapati pūjā. jāni īsa sama bhā'u na dūjā. 1. 
kīnhi jōri kara binaya baṛā'ī. kahi nija bhāgya bibhava bahutā'ī. 2. 
 
After offering his obeisance to the sages, Janak paid his respects to king Dasrath by duly 
worshipping him in a formal way and offering oblations to him with the same sincerity 
and reverence as he (Janak) would have offered to his family deity1 (which in Janak’s 
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case was Lord Shiva—“ īsa”). Janak had no other thoughts in his mind while offering his 
respects to Dasrath2. (1) 

 Janak humbly joined his palms in prayer and as a mark of respect for Dasrath, 
praising the latter’s high stature and extolling his glories, and acknowledging that his own 
honour, stature, rank and fortunes have been enhanced manifold by his association with 
the latter (Dasrath)3. (2) 

[Note—1The word used in the text is “Ish” which has two main meanings—Lord Shiva, 
as well as a revered God that a man worships. Hence, the verse means that Janak offered 
his respects to Dasrath with the same reverence with which he would have worshipped 
his family deity, or Lord Shiva who was also worshipped in the family of Janak.  
 In ancient societies, Lord Shiva was worshipped as a universal deity, and that is why 
Shiva has been honoured with the epithet ‘Maha-Deva’, the Great God, the God who 
supercedes all the others. 

2Janak did not regard Dasrath to be an ordinary king or emperor, but as being 
equivalent to Lord Shiva himself. Why? It is because Shiva is the only deity, the only 
godhead who takes the creature away from entanglements of the mortal world and 
provides his soul with liberation and deliverance. Dasrath was the worldly father of Lord 
Ram, the incarnate Supreme Being, and hence he deserves being praised as the one who 
became instrumental in bringing the invisible Lord on this earth so that he becomes 
visible in the form of Lord Ram so that ordinary creatures who do not have access to high 
spiritual knowledge and wisdom, those who lack the wherewithal for liberation and 
salvation of their souls can at least now find deliverance from their worldly spiritual 
sufferings in a easy way by worshipping and having devotion for Lord Ram with whom 
they can easily identify themselves as opposed to the abstract and invisible form of the 
Supreme Being that goes beyond their comprehension.  
 Since Dasrath was the worldly father of Lord Ram who was an incarnation of the 
Supreme Being, the former’s permission to the Lord to accept the alliance with Janak so 
that the latter could be in close proximity with a human form of the Lord was like 
fulfilling the desire of the soul of Janak to enjoy the bliss and happiness that comes with 
being near to the Lord, with being closely related and associated with the Lord. What 
more would Janak want than to have Lord Ram as his son-in-law, and for this he surely 
must treat Dasrath as being equivalent to Shiva who also takes the soul of the creature 
near to the Lord.  
 Remember: Lord Shiva provides the ‘Tarak Mantra’ to the dying man so that his soul 
finds liberation and deliverance from this body as well as the chance of rebirth in this 
world. And this ‘Tarak Mantra’ is the holy name of the Lord, which is the word “RAM”. 
Dasrath has made this possible for Janak in physical and practical terms, and so he 
deserves no less respect and honour than that reserved for Lord Shiva.   
 3Janak has praised Dasrath by saying that his own reputation and stature has been 
enhanced by his association with the latter. This acknowledgement by Janak also goes to 
prove the point that Dasrath was a bigger and more powerful king than Janak. In other 
words, whereas Dasrath was a ‘Charkravarti King’ or an Emperor whose realm and reign 
spread in all the directions that covered a large circular area (“Chakra” = a circle) of the 
earth, Janak’s kingdom had a limited spread.  
 When a smaller or less important king manages to establish an alliance with a great 
emperor, naturally it is a matter of great pride and honour for the former. In this case the 
honour was all the more marked because it was a matrimonial alliance, and the emperor 
had come to the doorstep of the king instead of the other way round. So, Janak had felt 
humbled and grateful towards Dasrath. 
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Dasrath could have refused his permission to his son Lord Ram to marry into a junior 
family of king Janak because while Dasrath was a Chakravarti king, Janak wasn’t. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 295 which explicitly honours Dasrath as being 
a ‘Chakravarti King’. That he didn’t and instead had himself come to attend the marriage 
at Janakpur made Janak overwhelmed with gratitude and exceptionally obliged and 
honoured.  

In this context, please refer to the notes appended to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 286 as well as Chaupai line no. 1 that follows it.]     

 
¬Í¡ ÷Í¬ÁÃ ‚∑§‹ ’⁄UÊÃË – ‚◊œË ‚◊ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚’ ÷Ê°ÃËH 3H 
•Ê‚Ÿ ©UÁøÃ ÁŒ∞ ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍU – ∑§„Uı¥ ∑§Ê„U ◊Èπ ∞∑§ ©U¿UÊ„ÍUH 4H 
‚∑§‹ ’⁄UÊÃ ¡Ÿ∑§ ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸË – ŒÊŸ ◊ÊŸ Á’ŸÃË ’⁄U ’ÊŸËH 5H 

 
pūjē bhūpati sakala barātī. samadhī sama sādara saba bhām ̐tī. 3. 
āsana ucita di'ē saba kāhū. kahauṁ kāha mukha ēka uchāhū. 4. 
sakala barāta janaka sanamānī. dāna māna binatī bara bānī. 5. 
 
After this, the king (Janak) duly offered his respects and worshipped all the rest of the 
members of the marriage party in all possible ways, with the same sincerity and diligence 
as he had offered to his son-in-law’s father (i.e. king Dasrath). [In other words, every 
member of the bridegroom’s party felt equally honoured as they were given equal 
treatment by Janak who did not allow even one of them to feel that he has been neglected 
or discriminated on account of rank or status in society.] (3) 

He offered each one of them an appropriate seat1. [Tulsidas says—] How can I 
describe the happiness and joy of those moments with a single mouth2? (4) 

Janak honoured the whole of the marriage party with ample gifts, showing of 
respect, offering of prayers to them, and exchanging pleasantries in sweet words with all 
its members3. (5) 

[Note—1We see here that though Janak had shown equal respect to every member of the 
marriage party as clearly said in verse no. 2, he chose to give them ‘appropriate seats’, 
i.e. seats that were in accordance to their stature and position in the royal hierarchy and 
society. This was necessary because showing equal respect to them was to honour all of 
them as welcome guests, but it was impractical to seat the king and his close family 
members with the ministers and courtiers and other members of his staff. That would be 
incredulous even to imagine, and tantamount to insulting and undermining the high 
stature of the king as well as blatant violation of royal protocol.  

That is why Janak has been called a ‘wise and prudent’ king in Baal Kand, Chanda 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 320 herein above.  

We shall read below that when the marriage party was invited by Janak to the grand 
wedding feast, there also he had first shown great respect to them by laying out a red-
carpet welcome for them and washing their feet, and after that escorting them to their 
seats which were arranged in accordance to strict norms of social protocol—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 328. 

2Earlier, Tulsidas has used the instance of the happiness and joy that surged in the 
heart of Sunayana, the mother of Sita, when she saw Lord Ram dressed up as a groom to 
say that she was so delighted and euphoric that even Seshnath, the legendary serpent with 
a thousand hoods, and therefore a thousand mouths and tongues, and goddess Sarda, the 
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patron goddess of speech, would be unable to describe it even in thousands of years. 
Refer: Baal Kand, Doha no. 318.  

This is a standard practice adopted by Tulsidas—that when he wants to emphasise the 
immensity of some event or situation he says that one mouth or one tounge is insufficient 
to describe it. In simple words it means that words cannot narrate the truth and reality of a 
certain happening, they cannot fully transcribe the depth and dimension of the event 
because words have their own lingual limitations. 

3Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 326.]   

 
Á’Áœ „UÁ⁄U „UL§ ÁŒÁ‚¬ÁÃ ÁŒŸ⁄UÊ™§ – ¡ ¡ÊŸ®„U ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U ¬˝÷Ê™§H 6H 
∑§¬≈U Á’¬˝ ’⁄U ’· ’ŸÊ∞° – ∑§ıÃÈ∑§ Œπ®„U •ÁÃ ‚øÈ ¬Ê∞°H 7H 
¬Í¡ ¡Ÿ∑§ Œfl ‚◊ ¡ÊŸ¥ – ÁŒ∞ ‚È•Ê‚Ÿ Á’ŸÈ ¬Á„UøÊŸ¥H 8H 

 
bidhi hari haru disipati dinarā'ū. jē jānahiṁ raghubīra prabhā'ū. 6. 
kapaṭa bipra bara bēṣa banā'ēm ̐. kautuka dēkhahiṁ ati sacu pā'ēm̐. 7. 
pūjē janaka dēva sama jānēṁ. di'ē su'āsana binu pahicānēṁ. 8. 
 
The Creator Vidhi (or Bidhi; i.e. Brahma), Hari (Vishnu), Har (Shiva), the Dikpals 
(custodians of all the ten directions of the world1), and the Sun God—these gods and the 
rest of the gods who knew about the divine glories of Lord Ram (and the fact that he was 
an incarnate supreme Lord of creation) [6]—all of them assumed illusionary human 
forms as Brahmins to witness the divine spectacle and derive immense delight from it [7]. 
(6-7) 

King Janak duly worshipped and honoured all these Brahmins, treating them to be 
equivalent to gods (though he did not realize that they were not ordinary Brahmins but 
actual gods in their forms). Janak worshipped them equally (because he was unaware of 
their true identity), and then he gave all of them comfortable seats#@2. (8) 

[Note—1The ‘Dikpals’ are the following—Indra who is the king of Gods and who has a 
thousand eyes on his body, and is therefore called ‘Sahastraaksha’, Agni or the Fire God, 
Yam or the God of Dharma (i.e. the God responsible to ensure that the great tenets of 
righteousness and proper conduct are observed by the creatures, and to punish those who 
violate these laws), Niritiya (also known as Nairitya), Varun or the Water God, Anil or 
the Wind God, Indu or the Moon God, Ishan or Lord Shiva, Brahma the creator, and 
Anant or Lord Seshnath, the legendary serpent who holds the earth on its hoods and upon 
whom the supreme Lord Vishnu reclines in the celestial ocean (the word also refers to 
Vishnu himself in his infinite form as the Viraat Purush). Refer: Ram Purva Tapini 
Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 4, verse nos. 38-39. 

2All the gods had assumed illusionary forms of Brahmins, and all of them looked 
exactly alike. So, Janak could not know about their true identity, but nonetheless he 
worshipped all of them equally with due diligence. Then he seated them on seats that 
were all alike. In other words, Janak treated all the Brahmins equally, treating them as 
personified forms of gods, and therefore he neither discriminated in showing his respects 
to them, nor in the way he seated them. 

Janak had not realized that the Brahmins he was worshipping and praying were not 
human beings, but were actually all the great gods in their forms. This was indeed a rare 
privilege for Janak because when one does any religious activity, he invokes the gods to 
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come and accept his worship and offerings, but it is rare that the gods would actually 
come personally in physical form to accept the offerings and worship. If the worshipper’s 
devotion, sincerity and spiritual level are high, the gods do come, but they do so in an 
invisible and subtle form, not actual physical form. But in the case of Janak this came to 
happen—the gods came down from the heaven personally to witness the events and 
participate in them, and to give Janak the honour of physically worshipping them 
personally. 

We will read shortly that the goddesses who had assumed female forms and had also 
entered the household of Janak to be with Sita and accompany her to the marriage 
pavilion and throughout the marriage ceremony were also not recognized by anyone 
present there—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede 
Doha no. 322 below. 
 We have already read above that Janak had not distinguished between anyone while 
offering his respects to each member of the groom’s party. When one worships, he 
usually keeps his sight low and concentrates his attention on the process of worshipping 
instead of looking up and staring at the face of the person or the deity honoured, because 
if he does so it would be wrong and equivalent to showing disrespect to the person or the 
deity worshipped. So, Janak could not realize, and neither did he had the time to 
scrutinize each member’s identity to decide as to who was a human and who was a god 
amongst the large group of members of the marriage party whom he had to show 
individual attention and offer formal respects before the marriage rituals could get 
underway. Time was passing away fast, so he wanted to be done with this formal process 
of welcoming as quickly as possible so that the main function could start. 

#An interesting principle emerges in this narration. When one shows his respects to 
the elders, the learned ones and honourable people in the society, one should not 
distinguish between them on the basis of caste, religion or creed. One must respect their 
excellent qualities, characters, knowledge, skills and good virtues rather than in which 
class they are born, or the colour of their skin, or their financial status, and so on.  

The same thing applies to guests: all of them are equal and should be equally treated. 
No guest should be regarded as being inconsequential and less important than the others 
because one can never know which of these guests will be so pleased by his hospitality 
and feel obliged to him that later on in life when the host falls on bad times and needs 
some kind of help, the same humblest-amongst-the-guests would come forward to repay 
his moral debt to his former host by extending him support and giving him aid to the best 
of his ability and means at a time when the former host needs it most. 

@Another interesting observation is this: Janak had not distinguished between the 
sages and seers when he worshipped them and seated them as narrated in Doha no. 320 
along with its preceding Chanda line nos. 3-4. Once again he has worshipped and seated 
all the Brahmins equally as narrated in the present Chaupai line nos. 7-8 herein above. 
 But though Janak had shown equal respect to all the members of the royal family of 
king Dasrath and the rest of the entourage consisting of the members of the marriage 
party, but when it came to allotting them seats he was very careful, and all the members 
were allotted seats that were individually appropriate for them. This is clear in Chaupai 
line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 321. 

Now, what does this mean? It simply means that Janak was a very wise and 
intelligent king (refer: Chanda line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 320) who knew very 
well the royal protocol, as well as the established customs and traditions of the society. 
He knew that all the members of a group of sages and seers as well as Brahmins should 
be treated equally, and that when each group is seated a similar seat is to be given to all 
the members of that group. But this does not apply to others. For members of the royal 
marriage party care was to be taken to respect royal hierarchy and position of the 
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concerned person in the kingdom. For instance, it would be nonsense to seat a junior 
minister of the royal court alongside the king while his chief minister is given a seat far 
away! Likewise, a servant of the royal household cannot be expected to be seated 
alongside the master whom he serves.]               

 
À¢U0.  ¬Á„UøÊŸ ∑§Ù ∑§Á„U ¡ÊŸ ‚’Á„U •¬ÊŸ ‚ÈÁœ ÷Ù⁄UË ÷ß¸– 1– 

•ÊŸ¢Œ ∑¢§ŒÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ŒÍ‹„ÈU ©U÷ÿ ÁŒÁ‚ •ÊŸ°Œ ◊ß¸H 2H 
‚È⁄U ‹π ⁄UÊ◊ ‚È¡ÊŸ ¬Í¡ ◊ÊŸÁ‚∑§ •Ê‚Ÿ Œ∞– 3– 
•fl‹ÙÁ∑§ ‚Ë‹È ‚È÷Ê©U ¬˝÷È ∑§Ù Á’’Èœ ◊Ÿ ¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ÷∞H 4H 

 
chanda.  

pahicāna kō kēhi jāna sabahi apāna sudhi bhōrī bha'ī. 1. 
ānanda kandu bilōki dūlahu ubhaya disi ānam ̐da ma'ī. 2. 
sura lakhē rāma sujāna pūjē mānasika āsana da'ē. 3. 
avalōki sīlu subhā'u prabhu kō bibudha mana pramudita bha'ē. 4. 
 
Who had the inclination or the time to find out about others and recognize who they were 
when everyone was so ecstatic and lost in surging joy that they had lost awareness of 
their own selves? (1) 

[This is because—] Both the sides (i.e. the bridegroom’s side and the bride’s side) 
were very jubilant and euphoric as they watched the groom (Lord Ram) who was a 
personified form of bliss and happiness. (2) 

When the wise Lord Ram saw and recognized the gods (who were disguised as 
Brahmins and seated with other members of the marriage party), he mentally worshipped 
them all, and then offered them symbolic seats to show respect to them#1. (3)     

When the gods observed how Lord Ram had mentally worshipped and showed his 
respects to them, all of them felt delighted and praised the gentle manners, the courteous 
nature and the congenial temperament of the Lord2. (4) [Chanda line nos. 1-4.] 

[Note—1Lord Ram could recognize the gods because he was the Supreme God to whom 
all the rest of the gods paid their obeisance. It was on their request that he had decided to 
become a human being to free the earth of its burden of cruel demons. Lord Ram had 
divine penetrating sight that was able to transcend human boundaries and limitations of 
vision. So the Lord could see who the Brahmins actually were, that they were gods in 
their forms, whereas Janak could not recognize them.  

We have already read that goddesses had also assumed the form of women-folk and 
quietly slipped in to mingle with the female members of Janak’s household to closely 
enjoy and participate in the marriage rituals of Sita and Lord Ram. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 318.  

When one worships one’s deity, he prays to the latter, and then offers the deity a seat 
so that it can be seated respectfully. Lord Ram mentally worshipped all the gods who 
were present on the occasion in the form of Brahmins, and then he offered them symbolic 
seats to show his respects to them. The occasion was formal, and the Lord could not get 
up from his seat to overtly welcome the gods. So he welcomed them in a symbolic way at 
the mental level. 
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#A very interesting thing is to be noted here. Lord Ram has offered his mental 
respects to the gods who had come to attend his marriage ceremony in the form of 
Brahmins as narrated in the present Chanda no. 3, but the Lord did not do so with the 
other sages and seers such as Vasistha, Vishwamitra and Vamdeo etc. This would be 
clear if we read relevent verses once again, viz. Doha no. 320 along with Chanda line 
nos. 3-4 that precede it. The question is—why did Lord Ram not pay his respects to these 
sages and seers as he had done with the gods? The answer is to be found earlier in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 308. Lord Ram 
pays his due respect to sage Vasistha and all the other sages, seers and Brahmins who had 
come with the marriage party along with his father Dasrath at the time the Lord had met 
them when he had gone to meet his father. The gods had not accompanied Dasrath from 
Ayodhya, but they came directly to the marriage pavilion. Hence, there was actually no 
necessity for showing respect to these sages and seers again because they had already 
been duly respected. Repeating the same process would be too superfluous. On the other 
hand, since the gods had come for the first time, the Lord felt it necessary to show them 
his respects, which he does in the present verse.       

2Lord Ram was the lord of the world, and as such there was no real necessity for him 
to offer his worship to these gods who were much junior to him in the hierarchy of the 
heaven and of creation at large. But the Lord did it because of his polite nature, to show 
to the world that anyone in the form of a Brahmin must be shown respect, and also 
because he thought that he must thank the gods for coming to his marriage function.]   

      
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊ø¢º˝ ◊Èπ ø¢º˝ ¿UÁ’ ‹ÙøŸ øÊL§ ø∑§Ù⁄U– 

∑§⁄UÃ ¬ÊŸ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ¬˝◊È ¬˝◊ÙŒÈ Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UH 321H 
 
dōhā.  

rāmacandra mukha candra chabi lōcana cāru cakōra. 
karata pāna sādara sakala prēmu pramōdu na thōra. 321. 
 
Everyone present on the occasion gazed unblinkingly at the beautiful and graceful moon-
like face of Sri Ram-Chandra1, drinking cheerfully and with the greatest of affection 
drank the nectar of beauty that dripped from it and deriving immense pleasure from it just 
as the Chakor bird watches enraptured at the moon and derives intense happiness from it. 
(Doha no. 321) 

[Note—1The selection of the name ‘Ram-Chandra’ for Lord Ram fits in excellently with 
the metaphor of the moon and the bird Chakor used in this Doha. The word “Chandra” 
prepares the reader to visualize the Lord’s face as being equivalent to the moon. Just as 
this bird Chakor gazes with great affection at the full moon, all those present at the venue 
watched Lord Ram most lovingly. Again, just as the Chakor not willing to look at 
anything else as long as the moon shines in the sky, and following the course of the moon 
as it traverses across the sky from the eastern to the western horizon, all those who were 
present at the venue kept their eyes fixed on Lord Ram, following each of his movements 
so transfixed were they as they watched the beautiful form of the Lord.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ‚◊©U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’Á‚DÔU ’Ù‹Ê∞ – ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚ÃÊŸ¢ŒÈ ‚ÈÁŸ •Ê∞H 1H 
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’Áª ∑È§•°Á⁄U •’ •ÊŸ„ÈU ¡Êß¸ – ø‹ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ÈÁŸ •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sama'u bilōki basiṣṭha bōlā'ē. sādara satānandu suni ā'ē. 1. 
bēgi ku'am̐ri aba ānahu jā'ī. calē mudita muni āyasu pā'ī. 2. 
 
When Vasistha (the royal priest of king Dasrath and the one who presided over the 
marriage rituals, representing the groom’s side) saw that the auspicious time for the 
wedding rituals has arrived, he respectfully called in Satanand (the royal priest of king 
Janak, who would assist Vasistha and represent the bride’s family during the rituals). 
When Satanand heard the call (that he is being summoned by Vasistha), he came there, 
showing due respect too (to Vasistha). (1) 

Vasistha requested him—‘Bring the bride soon (as the time for the performance 
of the rites has arrived)’.  

When Satanand heard this instruction of the sage, he immediately went from there 
with a gladdened heart (to go and usher in the bride, Sita). (2) 

[Note—After everyone was duly seated and the auspicious moment arrived, sage 
Vasistha summoned his counterpart, sage Satanand, and requested him to bring the bride 
to the pavilion at the earliest so the rituals of the marriage can be commenced. Satanand 
was waiting for this instruction, so he felt very happy.]   

 
⁄UÊŸË ‚ÈÁŸ ©U¬⁄UÙÁ„UÃ ’ÊŸË – ¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚Áπã„U ‚◊Ã ‚ÿÊŸËH 3H 
Á’¬˝ ’œÍ ∑È§‹’Îh ’Ù‹ÊßZ – ∑§Á⁄U ∑È§‹ ⁄UËÁÃ ‚È◊¢ª‹ ªÊßZH 4H 

 
rānī suni uparōhita bānī. pramudita sakhinha samēta sayānī. 3. 
bipra badhū kulabṛd'dha bōlā'īṁ. kari kula rīti sumaṅgala gā'īṁ. 4. 
 
When the wise and intelligent queen1 heard the words of the royal priest (Satanand), she, 
along with her companions, was exuberant with joy. (3) 

She summoned wives of Brahmins (of the kingdom) and elder female members of 
the family. All joined together in properly completing the different customs and 
traditional rites of the family and the society even as they sang auspicious songs befitting 
the joyful occasion. (2) 

[Note—1As with the case of king Janak, queen Sunayan is also ‘wise and intelligent’. She 
knows the way such occasions are to be properly handled. She maintains her calm and 
poise; she summons not only the Brahmin wives but also the elders of the family, 
neglecting none. All of them joined hands in completing the formalities and rituals so that 
nothing was missed out. If one lady forgot something, others stepped in to complete the 
process. 
 There is another reason for calling the queen ‘wise and intelligent’. We shall read in 
the next couple of verses (Chaupai line nos. 5-7 herein below) how the different consorts 
of gods, known as the ‘Shaktis’, had assumed the form of human females and entered the 
royal household imperceptibly to join in the celebrations and participate in the 
performance of rituals that are exclusively done by the female members of the bride’s 
family. At that time the queen had recognized these divine consorts of various gods, and 
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had honoured them with the same respect as she would have extended to the senior 
goddesses such Uma, Rama and Sarda, though others present on the occasion could not 
recognize them. This clearly indicates that the queen was intelligent and wise enough to 
quickly recognize some divine traits in some of the ladies in her group and determine that 
they were not human beings but some divine Being in human form. So, inspite of not 
knowing the identity of each single goddess, she nevertheless decided to honour all of 
them equally and with the same reverence as she would show to senior goddesses.]      

 
ŸÊÁ⁄U ’· ¡ ‚È⁄U ’⁄U ’Ê◊Ê – ‚∑§‹ ‚È÷Êÿ° ‚È¢Œ⁄UË SÿÊ◊ÊH 5H 
ÁÃã„UÁ„U ŒÁπ ‚ÈπÈ ¬Êfl®„U ŸÊ⁄UË¥ – Á’ŸÈ ¬Á„UøÊÁŸ ¬˝ÊŸ„ÈU Ã åÿÊ⁄UË¥H 6H 
’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸ®„U ⁄UÊŸË – ©U◊Ê ⁄U◊Ê ‚Ê⁄UŒ ‚◊ ¡ÊŸËH 7H 

 
nāri bēṣa jē sura bara bāmā. sakala subhāyam ̐ sundarī syāmā. 5. 
tinhahi dēkhi sukhu pāvahiṁ nārīṁ. binu pahicāni prānahu tē pyārīṁ. 6. 
bāra bāra sanamānahiṁ rānī. umā ramā sārada sama jānī. 7. 
 
All the different Shaktis (i.e. the goddesses; the consorts) of gods who had assumed the 
form of human females (like the gods themselves who had also assumed the form of 
Brahmins) to join in the cerebrations, looked naturally lovely and youthful to behold1. (5) 

The women-folk of the royal household, including the elders, as well as the wives 
of Brahmins (who had been invited by the queen to participate in the marriage ceremony) 
felt delighted to see them (i.e. the Shaktis in human forms) in their midst. Though they 
could not recognize these Shaktis2, they nevertheless developed a natural bond of love 
and affection for them so much so that began to hold them dearer than their own lives. (6) 

The queen repeatedly showed her respects to them and regarded them as being 
equivalent to personified forms of Uma (the divine consort of Lord Shiva), Rama 
(goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu) and Sarada (goddess Saraswati, the 
divine consort of Brahma, the creator)3. (7) 

[Note—1When the gods descended upon earth in the form of humans, disguised as 
Brahmins, to join in the celebrations accompanying Lord Ram’s marriage, their 
counterparts, the ‘Shaktis’ or the different goddesses, too decided to join them. So these 
Shaktis assumed the form of females and entered the household of Janak.  
Remember: The senior goddesses such as Uma, Rama and Sarda had already come to 
join the royal family as clearly said in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
6-8 that precede Doha no. 318. These senior goddesses had accompanied the queen when 
she escorted Lord Ram to the pavilion—refer: Chaupai line nos. 4 and 8 that precede 
Doha no. 319.  

So this means that these goddesses were present in the marriage pavilion to attend to 
the groom because it is a tradition that once the groom enters the pavilion and gets seated, 
he is not left alone but is attended by some of the female members of the bride’s side. 
Therefore, when Satanand asked the queen to get Sita ready and send her to the pavilion, 
the rites that were to be performed prior to Sita going to the pavilion were immediately, 
and the junior goddesses helped the queen complete them.  

These goddesses would then not only escort Sita to the pavilion but accompany her 
throughout the ceremony because they decided to assume the role of the bride’s friends.  

2Besides these Shaktis in human forms, there was a large number of ladies present on 
the occasion, such as wives of Brahmins, both young and elderly female members of the 
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royal household, and other ladies who had been invited as guests. None of them could 
recognize these goddesses; none could know that some of the members of the crowd are 
not humans but divine Beings.   

3The fact that the queen could realize that some members of the ladies’ group are 
consorts of various gods, something others could not, is the reason why she has been 
honoured as being ‘wise and intelligent’ in Chaupai line no. 3 herein above. Once she 
recognized these special members of the group, she honoured them and treated them with 
the same respect as she would have done with Uma, Laxmi and Saraswati who are the 
three senior-most goddesses in the heavenly hierarchy of goddesses because they are the 
divine consorts of senior gods Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma respectively.]   

     
‚Ëÿ ‚°flÊÁ⁄U ‚◊Ê¡È ’ŸÊß¸ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊¢«U¬®„U ø‹Ë¥ ‹flÊß¸H 8H 

 
sīya sam ̐vāri samāju banā'ī. mudita maṇḍapahiṁ calīṁ lavā'ī. 8. 
 
These female friends decorated Sita beautifully in fine bridal gear, adorning her in all the 
best of finery, and in all possible ways. Then they formed a group around her and 
cheerfully escorted her to the marriage pavilion. (8) 

[Note—Who were these friends of Sita who adorned her and accompanied her to the 
marriage pavilion? Well, the answer is obvious—‘the Shaktis of the various gods who 
had assumed human female forms’ as narrated in Chaupai line nos. 5-7 above. 

Elderly ladies are not expected to accompany a bride to her marriage pavilion, and so 
are the wives of Brahmins who too are not expected to do so. Brahmin women are 
respected but they cannot act as ‘friends’ of the bride because this role is like an attendant 
who has to take care of everything related to bride, such as holding her hands, picking up 
her garments if they drag on the ground or get stuck somewhere, helping her with the 
manual tasks associated with the elaborate rituals, and so on.  

Hence, the group of ladies that escorted Sita to the pavilion consisted of the 
goddesses who had come to attend the ceremony disguised as human beings.]   

 

À¢U0. øÁ‹ ÀÿÊß ‚ËÃÁ„U ‚πË¥ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚Á¡ ‚È◊¢ª‹ ÷ÊÁ◊ŸË¥– 1– 
Ÿfl‚# ‚Ê¡¥ ‚È¢Œ⁄UË¥ ‚’ ◊ÙÊ ∑È¢§¡⁄U ªÊÁ◊ŸË¥H 2H 
∑§‹ ªÊŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ◊ÈÁŸ äÿÊŸ àÿÊª®„U ∑§Ê◊ ∑§ÙÁ∑§‹ ‹Ê¡„UË¥– 3– 
◊¢¡Ë⁄U ŸÍ¬È⁄U ∑§Á‹Ã ∑¢§∑§Ÿ ÃÊ‹ ªÁÃ ’⁄U ’Ê¡„UË¥H 4H 

 
chanda.  

cali lyā'i sītahi sakhīṁ sādara saji sumaṅgala bhāminīṁ. 1. 
navasapta sājēṁ sundarīṁ saba matta kun̄jara gāminīṁ. 2. 
kala gāna suni muni dhyāna tyāgahiṁ kāma kōkila lājahīṁ. 3. 
man̄jīra nūpura kalita kaṅkana tāla gati bara bājahīṁ. 4. 
 
Sita’s friends and other ladies collected auspicious materials needed for the occasion and 
respectfully escorted Sita to the pavilion. (1) 

All of them, the friends as well as the ladies who had accompanied Sita, were 
fully decorated in all the sixteen types of adornments traditionally regarded as complete 
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decoration of a female body1. All of them were lovely to look at and walked with a 
graceful gait that resembled the confident majestic swagger with which an adult healthy 
elephant walks. (2)   

They sang with such a sweet voice and melodious tone that when sages and 
hermits heard them their meditation was disturbed (i.e. they could not remain aloof to 
such charming songs and attractive voices, and failed to maintain their concentration 
during meditation)2.  

Likewise, the cuckoo3 that represented Kamdeo or cupid (the god who excelled in 
casting his spell of charm and passion on others by a variety of means, and singing sweet 
songs was one of the methods he used) felt shamed and humbled by the sweetness and 
the mellifluous nature of the songs that these ladies sang. (3) 

As these ladies walked, the pleasant sound of tinkling and clinking that emanated 
from their anklets, their waist-bands, and the bangles that they wore worn around their 
wrists, resonated perfectly with the tune of their songs4. (4) [Chanda line nos. 1-4.] 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
297 in this context.  

2We can read this part of the verse as follows—“When the sages and hermits heard 
these ladies singing in a sweet and mellifluous tone, they found it hard to maintain their 
concentration and remain indifferent to the inherent charm of the songs. As a result they 
felt obliged to forego their meditation and listen to the songs instead.”  

Well, this is just a way to highlight the sweetness and the beauty of the way the 
marriage songs were being sung, and not to actually refer to any sage or hermit whose 
meditation was disturbed at that time by hearing of these songs. Remember that it was the 
marriage pavilion, and not a hermitage in the forest where any sage or hermit could be 
imagined to be meditating! It’s simply a figure of speech to describe the pleasant 
environment of the occasion where the sound of soft music and sweet songs wafted 
soothingly through the atmosphere much like the case of sweet fragrance of flowers in 
full bloom that completely permeates the surroundings in a garden to welcome a guest 
warmly.  

3The cuckoo is reputed to be a bird with a sweet voice. The companions of Sita sang 
so melodiously that even the cuckoo felt humbled and abashed because it was no match 
for the way these ladies sang. All its pride and reputation as the bird with the sweetest 
voice was crushed and set aside. 

4It appeared that these ornaments took up the role of musical instruments as no such 
instrument is mentioned here. Music and song go hand-in-hand, and if one is absent the 
other loses its charm. They are complimentary to each other. When the ladies walked, 
these ornaments shook and rubbed against each other, producing a rustling sound. Tiny 
bells that were attached to the anklets, the waist bands and the bangles also chimed 
sweetly. The net affect was that together they produced a sound that filled in the vacuum 
created by the absence of formal musical instruments.  

Hence, the soft sound coming out of the ornaments worn by the ladies complimented 
the songs they sang, and for all practical purposes they provided the music component of 
the songs.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 230 where the ornaments of Sita are described when she came to the garden where 
Lord Ram and Laxman had first seen her.  

Similarly, when the ladies of Janakpur had gone to welcome Lord Ram as he arrived 
on his horse for the wedding ceremonies, the same type of ornements are mentioned in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 318. 
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Refer also to “Geetawali”, Uttar Kand, verse no. 18, stanza no. 5, line no. 2.]  
 

Îô0. ‚Ù„UÁÃ ’ÁŸÃÊ ’Î¢Œ ◊„È°U ‚„U¡ ‚È„UÊflÁŸ ‚Ëÿ– 
¿UÁ’ ‹‹ŸÊ ªŸ ◊äÿ ¡ŸÈ ‚È·◊Ê ÁÃÿ ∑§◊ŸËÿH 322H 

 
dōhā.  

sōhati banitā bṛnda mahum̐ sahaja suhāvani sīya. 
chabi lalanā gana madhya janu suṣamā tiya kamanīya. 322. 
 
Sita, who was inherently endowed with natural beauty of exceptional finesse, looked 
most magnificent and fabulous in the midst of lovely ladies who were themselves most 
charming and attractive as if the virtues of beauty, finesse, refinement, grace and 
magnificence have personified themselves in the form of Sita to take a pride of place 
amongst a horde of such glorious qualities which too had taken human forms as the 
companions of Sita. (Doha no. 322) 

[Note—What an excellent analogy indeed. All virtues are excellent in themselves, but 
each individual person possesses them in varying degrees, and no two individuals in this 
mortal gross world can be expected to have exactly the same degree of excellence and 
divine virtues in them. So this Doha means that all the companions of Sita were 
beautiful—remember, they were personified forms of goddesses and other divine Beings 
as clearly indicated in Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede this Doha no. 322, and therefore 
there is no doubt that they were beautiful—but their beauty and magnificence was a notch 
inferior to that of Sita. Remember that Sita was a personified form of the Shakti of 
Brahm, the Supreme Being and the Lord of all gods and creation. She therefore 
personified the best of all virtues in their finest forms. 

Let us understand this verse with an example. It is like the case of a collection of 
golden ornaments—one piece has 24 carate gold of the finest variety, the finest 
refinement with no impurities, while the other samples also have gold but of slightly low 
fineness besides having traces of impurities. Now, externally one would not be able to 
distinguish between these samples, but an expert would know the difference. When the 
ornament of the purest gold is kept in a collection of golden ornaments of varying 
qualities and purities of the metal, how would an expert describe this collection? He 
would use the same method employed by Tulsidas here to point out the piece of ornament 
that has the best quality of gold in it.  

In simple terms it means that all the ladies were very charming and attractive to look 
at, but Sita stood out amongst them as being special. This is expected from a practical 
point of view also—after all, she was the bride, and a bride is especially decorated for 
such occasions; special attention is obviously paid to her and she is at the center of all 
activities. The bride looks special in the group of ladies that accompanies her because of 
her unique bridal adornment and the way she is given special attention and 
ceremoniously conducted by others.  

Thus, Sita looked special in the group of magnificent ladies who escorted her to the 
marriage pavilion; she became the cynosure of all eyes.] 

 

 
¿õ0. Á‚ÿ ‚¢ÈŒ⁄UÃÊ ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Êß¸ – ‹ÉÊÈ ◊ÁÃ ’„ÈUÃ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄UÃÊß¸H 1H 
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•ÊflÃ ŒËÁπ ’⁄UÊÁÃã„U ‚ËÃÊ – M§¬ ⁄UÊÁ‚ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ¬ÈŸËÃÊH 2H 
‚’Á„U ◊Ÿ®„U ◊Ÿ Á∑§∞ ¬˝ŸÊ◊Ê – ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ÷∞ ¬Í⁄UŸ∑§Ê◊ÊH 3H 
„U⁄U· Œ‚⁄UÕ ‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊ÃÊ – ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ©U⁄U •ÊŸ°ŒÈ ¡ÃÊH 4H 

 
caupā’ī.  

siya sundaratā barani na jā'ī. laghu mati bahuta manōharatā'ī. 1. 
āvata dīkhi barātinha sītā. rūpa rāsi saba bhām ̐ti punītā. 2. 
sabahi manahiṁ mana ki'ē pranāmā. dēkhi rāma bha'ē pūranakāmā. 3. 
haraṣē dasaratha sutanha samētā. kahi na jā'i ura ānam̐du jētā. 4. 
 
[Verse nos. 1-8 describe the moments when Sita was escorted to the wedding pavilion by 
her companions.] 

The beauty, majesty, elegance, charm and glamour of Sita were so astounding and 
profound in nature that they defy description. My wit and abilities are very limited and 
insufficient while her beauty and elegance were so great that it is beyond me to as much 
as even hint at them in words, let alone describe them and do justice to them1. (1) 

The members of the groom’s party watched her mesmerised as she arrived at the 
venue, in all her royal regalia and finesse. She was an epitome of purity and a treasury of 
the virtues of beauty, charm, elegance, majesty and glamour of the highest quality. (2) 

All of them bowed to her mentally and paid their obeisance to her. Meanwhile, 
Lord Ram felt fulfilled and happy in his heart when he saw her2. (3) 

King Dasrath, along with his other sons (i.e. Bharat and Shatrughan), felt very 
happy, and the extent of joy in his heart was so immense that it is not possible to describe 
it in words3. (4) 

[Note—1Refer also to: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that 
precede Doha no. 230 which say that when Lord Ram had first seen Sita in the royal 
garden he was stunned by her beauty and charm. (ii) Again, everyone was dumbfounded 
by her beauty when she came to the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony as narrated in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 247 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 
1-8. 
 Later on in the story of the Ram Charit Manas we will read that Lord Ram had 
himself acknowledged that Sita was a treasury of Gunas (excellent qualities and virtues) 
as well as of Sundartaa (beauty)—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 30. This verse refers to the time when Sita was abducted by 
Ravana and Lord Ram grieved for her.    

2Lord Ram felt contented and happy in his heart because he had fulfilled the desire in 
the heart of Sita to marry him. The Lord, left to his own self, is neutral and dispassionate 
and very conscientious about his behaviour (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (a) 
Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede Doha no. 231, and (b) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 237; (c) Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 48; as well as 
(d) Ayodhya Kand, line no. 1 of Doha no. 31). But he feels that it is his duty to oblige 
those who love him and have surrendered themselves to him—and he prefers to go the 
extra mile for his devotee and those who love him.  

Sita had decided that if she has to marry then she will marry Lord Ram and no one 
else. She had mentally surrendered herself to the Lord and had fervently prayed to 
goddess Parvati to let this happen—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from 
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Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 235—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 236; (b) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257—to Chaupai line no. 7 
that precede Doha no. 259 which are very explicit on this subject.  

Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 103—104.   
Lord Ram had to honour her determination because the Lord had himself declared 

that if one surrenders to him completely then he is bound to accept him or her irrespective 
of all other considerations—refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Sundar Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 48 in the context of Vibhishan when he had come to 
surrendered to the Lord and seek his protection, and (ii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-
4 that precede Doha no. 46 where Lord Ram preaches his subjects about the importance 
of Bhakti or devotion. 

3The king and Lord Ram’s other two brothers, i.e. Bharat and Shatrughan, were 
seeing Sita for the first time. Laxman had already seen her closely every time Lord Ram 
had the opportunity to see her. Dasrath was happy to see that his daughter-in-law is so 
holy, pure and beautiful to look at as any father would be, and Bharat and Shatrughan 
were pleased to have such a nice sister-in-law. 

Dasrath’s sons were the most beautiful and handsome princes of the time, and so 
naturally he expected that his daughter-in-law would also be equally beautiful and 
charming so that she looks a fitting companion for his beloved son Ram.] 

 
‚È⁄U ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ∑§Á⁄U ’Á⁄U‚®„U »Í§‹Ê – ◊ÈÁŸ •‚Ë‚ œÈÁŸ ◊¢ª‹ ◊Í‹ÊH 5H 

 
sura pranāmu kari barisahiṁ phūlā. muni asīsa dhuni maṅgala mūlā. 5. 
 
Meanwhile, the gods bowed their heads in reverence and showered flowers upon her. 
There was a loud chorus of auspicious words of benediction and expression of 
satisfaction as the learned sages and seers too blessed her simultaneously1. (5) 

[Note—1When the gods feel delighted, they express their happiness by showering flowers 
and playing their musical instruments in the heaven, while the elderly sages and seers do 
so by blessing those with whom they are pleased. 

Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 319 that describe the scenario at the time when Lord Ram was escorted to the 
pavilion and made to sit down on the designated seat. Here also the gods have showered 
flowers and the sages and seers have chanted auspicious blessings.]    

 
ªÊŸ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ∑§Ù‹Ê„U‹È ÷Ê⁄UË – ¬˝◊ ¬˝◊ÙŒ ◊ªŸ Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 6H 

 
gāna nisāna kōlāhalu bhārī. prēma pramōda magana nara nārī. 6. 
 
There was a loud symphony of music from melodious songs being sung and kettle-drums 
being played simultaneously. All the citizens, both the males and the females1, were 
overwhelmed with joy and rejoiced at those happy moments. (6) 

[Note—1The words used in the text are ‘males and females’—‘Nar’ and ‘Naari’. The 
males included the residents of Janakpur as well as those guests who had come from 
Ayodhya with the marriage party. The females were only those who lived in Janakpur—
because females do not accompany marriage parties that go from the groom’s place to the 
bride’s place.  
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 Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 319 that describe the scenario at the time when Lord Ram was escorted to the 
pavilion and made to sit down on the designated seat. We observe that both the moments 
have been described by Tulsidas using similar language to emphasise that the 
celebrations and rejoicings had continued uninterrupted from the moment Lord Ram 
stepped into the pavilion till this moment when Sita came, and they continued henceforth 
also.  
 There was dancing and singing in the city. Everyone rejoiced, and the happiness 
seemed to be infective and all-pervading. The sound was so deafening that one could not 
hear what others were saying.] 

 
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ‚Ëÿ ◊¢«U¬®„U •Êß¸ – ¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚Ê¢ÁÃ ¬…∏U®„U ◊ÈÁŸ⁄UÊß¸H 7H 

 
ēhi bidhi sīya maṇḍapahiṁ ā'ī. pramudita sānti paṛhahiṁ munirā'ī. 7. 
 
In this way, Sita arrived at the marriage pavilion even as the sages and seers read 
(chanted; uttered) the hymns of the Vedas, known as ‘Shanti Paath’. (7) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
319 that describe exactly the same thing when Lord Ram had arrived at the pavilion. 

This verse concludes the narration that started in Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 322.] 

 
ÃÁ„U •fl‚⁄U ∑§⁄U Á’Áœ Cÿfl„UÊM§ – ŒÈ„È°U ∑È§‹ªÈ⁄U ‚’ ∑§Ëã„U •øÊM§H 8H 

 
tēhi avasara kara bidhi byavahārū. duhum̐ kulagura saba kīnha acārū. 8. 
 
During those moments, the two Gurus (preceptors) of the two royal families (i.e. sages 
Vasistha and Satanand who were the royal priests of the kingdoms of Ayodhya and 
Janakpur respectively, and who were presiding over the rituals on behalf of the two 
families) performed all the necessary rituals and ceremonies as required to be done in 
accordance to tradition and custom of the society as well as ordained by the scriptures. 
(8).  

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
302. The entire formal process is detailed in Valmiki’s version of the Ramayana, in its 
Baal Kand, Canto 73, verse nos. 19—24.  

Let us read what these verses say—“The great sage and ascetic Vasistha prepared a 
sacrificial altar at the center of the pavilion in accordance to the prescription of the 
scriptures regarding its construction, location and preparation. This altar was duly 
decorated on all the four sides with flowers and plastered with a paste of sandalwood. 
After this, fresh sprouts were placed in golden plates, jars of varying colours, and earten 
pots and placed around this altar. Other things that were placed around the sacred altar 
were the following—vessels containing incense and other fragrances, conch-shells that 
would be sounded at strategic moments as well to be used to place sprouts, wooden 
spatulas and ladles that would be used to offer libations of clarified butter etc. to the 
sacred fire during the rituals, other vessels some of which were filled with water to offer 
as oblations to the different deities who would be worshipped, while others that contained 
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parched paddy flakes, grains of rice and dried grass upon which the fire would be placed 
once it is lit.” 

Since the rituals are headed by the priest of the groom’s side, sage Vasistha led the 
ceremonies, and sage Satanand helped him along.]      

 
ÀU¢0. •ÊøÊL§ ∑§Á⁄U ªÈ⁄U ªıÁ⁄U ªŸ¬ÁÃ ◊ÈÁŒÃ Á’¬˝ ¬È¡Êfl„UË¥– 1– 

‚È⁄U ¬˝ªÁ≈U ¬Í¡Ê ‹®„¢U ŒÁ„¢U •‚Ë‚ •ÁÃ ‚ÈπÈ ¬Êfl„UË¥H 2H 
 
chanda.  

ācāru kari gura gauri ganapati mudita bipra pujāvahīṁ. 1. 
sura pragaṭi pūjā lēhiṁ dēhiṁ asīsa ati sukhu pāvahīṁ. 2. 
 
*The Gurus (Vasistha and Satanand) performed all the rituals according to established 
custom. The Brahmins (who were helping him in the process as his assistants) cheerfully 
helped him conduct the worship of Gauri (goddess Parvati, the divine consort of Lord 
Shiva) and Ganesh (the son of Lord Shiva and the god who is offered first worship during 
any religious ceremony).  

[*This line can be read in a different way as follows—“After the two Gurus 
completed the initial formalities that are done at the beginning of such ceremonies as 
marriage, they made the couple, Lord Ram and Sita, worship goddess Gauri, god Ganesh, 
and other Brahmins who were present there.” 

The Brahmins are regarded as being equivalent to gods-on-earth, as the ‘Mahi-
surs’ = earth + god, so they are universally worshipped with the same reverence as shown 
to gods of the heaven. Worshipping Brahmins is treated as offering obeisance to 
personified gods.1] (1)  

The gods who were invoked for the purpose of worship actually manifested 
themselves to personally accept the offerings. While doing so, they profusely blessed and 
showered their benediction (on the couple, Lord Ram and Sita)2. (2) [Chanda line nos. 1-
2.] 

Note—1Refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha 
no. 295 where we have read how the queen-mothers had offered their respects to the 
Brahmins at Ayodhya when they learnt about Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita; and (i) 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 321 where king Janak has offered his 
worship to the gods who were disguised as Brahmins. 

These Brahmins are referred to as being personified forms of Gods on earth, the 
“Mahi-surs”—refer: Refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 319. This is based on the fact that when the gods and goddesses 
wished to assume human forms to come down to earth to participate in the marriage of 
Lord Ram and Sita, they chose to become Brahmins—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 318; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 
that precede Doha no. 321.  

We shall read below in Doha no. 323 that even the Vedas had assumed the form of 
Brahmins to take active part in the ceremonies. 

2We have already read that the three chief gods, i.e. Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, along 
with the patron gods of all the directions as well as the Sun God had disguised themselves 
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as Brahmins who were worshipped by Janak. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 321.  

The gods were willing to accept the worship and the offering as they felt very 
honoured and lucky to be a part of the celebrations that marked the union of the cosmic 
Lord in the human form of Lord Ram with his Shakti in the form of Sita. It was a rare 
conjunction and a rare phenomenon. Everyone wanted to be part of this history-in-the-
making.] 

 
◊œÈ¬∑¸§ ◊¢ª‹ º˝Cÿ ¡Ù ¡Á„U ‚◊ÿ ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ÿ ◊„È°U ø„Ò¥U– 3– 
÷⁄U ∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§Ù¬⁄U ∑§‹‚ ‚Ù Ã’ Á‹∞®„U ¬Á⁄UøÊ⁄U∑§ ⁄U„Ò¥UH 4H 

 
madhuparka maṅgala drabya jō jēhi samaya muni mana mahum̐ cahaiṁ. 3. 
bharē kanaka kōpara kalasa sō taba li'ēhiṁ paricāraka rahaiṁ. 4. 
 
Whatever sweets (known as “Madhu-purk”1) and auspicious items that were needed for 
the rituals2 by the sages (Vasistha and Satanand who were performing the marriage rites) 
were instantly made available to them whenever they asked for them by the attendants 
who stood ready with golden pots and pitchers filled with such requirements. (Chanda 
line nos. 3-4) 

[Note—1“Madhu-purk” = This is a sweet concoction made from curd, honey, clarified 
butter, water and sugar, a total of 5 ingredients. This mixture is offered to deities during 
worship, and to honourable guests when they arrive at the host’s doorstep. 

2Many things are needed during the course of the rituals—such as water from 
different pilgrim places and holy rivers, various other assorted offerings that are to the 
made to the fire sacrifice, such as sandalwood, fragrances and incense, Kush grass, 
clarified butter, honey, herbs of different kinds, firewood and so on. All these things were 
kept ready and dedicated attendants stood at attention to provide them to the two priests 
as and when they were required.] 

 
∑È§‹ ⁄UËÁÃ ¬˝ËÁÃ ‚◊Ã ⁄UÁ’ ∑§Á„U ŒÃ ‚’È ‚ÊŒ⁄U Á∑§ÿÙ– 5– 
∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ Œfl ¬È¡Êß ‚ËÃÁ„U ‚È÷ª ®‚ÉÊÊ‚ŸÈ ÁŒÿÙH 6 H 

 
kula rīti prīti samēta rabi kahi dēta sabu sādara kiyō. 5. 
ēhi bhām̐ti dēva pujā'i sītahi subhaga siṅghāsanu diyō. 6. 
 
The Sun God (who was the patron deity of the Solar Race to which Lord Ram belonged) 
himself directed the rituals by giving advice and pointing out which rite was to be 
performed when, and how it was to be done. The priests obeyed his instructions and 
performed the rituals as directed by the Sun God. (5) 

In this way, after the sages (Vasistha and Satanand who were presiding the 
ceremony) made Sita offer worship to the gods, she was made to sit down on the 
designated magnificent throne (seat) that was reserved for her. (6) [Chanda line nos. 5-6.] 

[Note—Verse no. 6 implies that till this point, the rituals that were done were the initial 
ones that are performed when the bride enters the pavilion, and they were all done while 
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she was standing. Once this was completed, Sita was escorted to the seat reserved for 
her.]  

 
Á‚ÿ ⁄UÊ◊ •fl‹Ù∑§ÁŸ ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ¬˝◊È ∑§Ê„ÈU Ÿ ‹Áπ ¬⁄ÒU– 7– 
◊Ÿ ’ÈÁh ’⁄U ’ÊŸË •ªÙø⁄U ¬˝ª≈U ∑§Á’ ∑Ò§‚¥ ∑§⁄ÒUH 8H 

 
siya rāma avalōkani parasapara prēmu kāhu na lakhi parai. 7. 
mana bud'dhi bara bānī agōcara pragaṭa kabi kaisēṁ karai. 8. 
 
The subtle love that flowed between Lord Ram and Sita as they affectionately glanced at 
each other was so sublime in dimension that it was imperceptible to others (i.e. those 
present on the occasion could not realise that they were looking at each other secretly, by 
the corners of their eyes, and these glances filled both of them with love and affection of 
the purest kind for each other). (7) 

It was beyond the grasp and understanding of the best of mind, intellect and 
speech. Say then, how can a humble poet ever describe it or even as much as come near 
to its depth, intensity, purity and dimension. (8) [Chanda line nos.7-8.] 

[Note—In other words, even the wisest men present on that occasion could not fathom 
the dimension, the depth and the intensity of the sublime quality of love and affection that 
existed between Lord Ram and Sita at that time. This being the case, Tulsidas says that he 
is unable to narrate it because he is merely an ordinary poet of no great expertise with 
words or intelligent enough to fathom it. This observation of Tulsidas points to his sense 
of humility and modesty.  

Besides this aspect of his character, he also refrains from describing the love and 
affection between Lord Ram and Sita because he treats the Lord as his revered deity and 
god, and so would not like to say anything that may be indecent, look immodest, and 
violative of norms of the society which require that love and affection between married 
couples are their private and personal affair, and should not be the subject of public 
scrutiny or comment as it would be indecent and uncivilised by nature to do so, and 
intrusive as well.]    

 
Îô0. „UÙ◊ ‚◊ÿ ÃŸÈ œÁ⁄U •Ÿ‹È •ÁÃ ‚Èπ •Ê„ÈUÁÃ ‹®„U– 

Á’¬˝ ’· œÁ⁄U ’Œ ‚’ ∑§Á„U Á’’Ê„U Á’Áœ Œ®„UH 323H 
 
dōhā.  

hōma samaya tanu dhari analu ati sukha āhuti lēhiṁ. 
bipra bēṣa dhari bēda saba kahi bibāha bidhi dēhiṁ. 323. 
 
At the time of offering libations to the sacred fire, the Fire God revealed himself 
personally to accept the offerings very cheerfully.  

Meanwhile, the Vedas assumed the form of Brahmins to give detailed instructions 
and help conduct all the rituals personally. (Doha no. 323) 

[Note—So we see here that besides the gods, even the Vedas and other scriptures had 
personified themselves as Brahmins to help with the rituals.  
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While the other gods who had assumed human forms had done so participate in the 
divine ceremony and rejoice the events, the Vedas assumed the role of priests that 
actually do the rituals. This ensured that every step was done to perfection.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ¡Ÿ∑§ ¬Ê≈U◊Á„U·Ë ¡ª ¡ÊŸË – ‚Ëÿ ◊ÊÃÈ Á∑§Á◊ ¡Êß ’πÊŸËH 1H 

‚È¡‚È ‚È∑Î§Ã ‚Èπ ‚È¢Œ⁄UÃÊß¸ – ‚’ ‚◊Á≈U Á’Áœ ⁄UøË ’ŸÊß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

janaka pāṭamahiṣī jaga jānī. sīya mātu kimi jā'i bakhānī. 1. 
sujasu sukṛta sukha sundaratā'ī. saba samēṭi bidhi racī banā'ī. 2. 
 
The queen1 of king Janak (named Sunayana) is well-known in the world (for her 
virtuousness and excellent qualities). Say, who can describe her glories, especially when 
she has the rare honour to be the mother of Sita2. (1) 

It appears that Vidhi (the Creator) had collected all the glories, all the meritorious 
deeds, all the happiness and bliss, as well as beauty and majesty that he had created in 
this world and moulded them in her form. [In other words, the queen was a personified 
form of all these qualities.]3 (2) 

[Note—1The word used in the text for Sita’s mother is “pāṭamahiṣī”, which means the 
queen who sits with the king on the throne, and who is the 2nd in line of command after 
the king himself. The word technically means a ‘chief queen’, but no account is available 
that Janak had more than one wife as compared to his counterpart, king Dasrath, the 
father of Lord Ram and son-in-law of Janak, who had three senior queens—Kaushalya, 
Sumitra and Kaikeyi. In the case of Dasrath, the position of the “Paat-Mahisi” belonged 
to Kaushalya, the mother of Lord Ram.  
 2Sita is a personified form of ‘Shakti’, the dynamic cosmic powers of the supreme 
Lord. To be known as the ‘mother of this Shakti’ is indeed a rare honour. Refer Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 16 which praises 
Kaushalya in similar terms for getting the honour to become the ‘mother of Lord Ram’, 
the Lord of creation. Even Janak, the worldly father of Sita, has this unique privilege,  
and is duly acknowledged in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 310. 

3Similar praise has been given to the parents of Lord Ram in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 16 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8.] 

 
‚◊©U ¡ÊÁŸ ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄Uã„U ’Ù‹ÊßZ – ‚ÈŸÃ ‚È•ÊÁ‚ÁŸ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ÀÿÊßZH 3H 
¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ê◊ ÁŒÁ‚ ‚Ù„U ‚ÈŸÿŸÊ – Á„U◊ÁªÁ⁄U ‚¢ª ’ŸË ¡ŸÈ ◊ÿŸÊH 4H 

 
sama'u jāni munibaranha bōlā'īṁ. sunata su'āsini sādara lyā'īṁ. 3. 
janaka bāma disi sōha sunayanā. himagiri saṅga banī janu mayanā. 4. 
 
When the appropriate time arrived (i.e. when the mother of the bride’s presence was felt 
necessary in the conduction of the rituals), the sages (Vasistha and Satanand who were 
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conducting these rituals as presiding priests) called for her. When the virtuous 
companions and friends of the queen got this summon, they cheerfully escorted her to the 
pavilion. (3) 

Sunayana sat by the left side of Janak, and the couple looked as glorious and 
majestic as when Mayana had sat by the side of Himgiri (during the wedding of Lord 
Shiva with Parvati, the divine Mother of creation)1. (4) 

[Note—1This entire episode of Lord Shiva’s marriage with Parvati) is narrated in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 65—to 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 103.  
 More specific verses that describe exclusively the divine marriage of Shiva with 
Parvati appear in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 99—to Chaupai line no. 
6 that precedes Doha no. 101. 
 Mayana was Parvati’s mother, and Himgiri, the king of the snow-covered Mountains, 
was her father. During the process of the wedding rites, both the parents of the bride must 
sit together at the time of the crucial phase known as “Kanyaa-Daan”, which literally 
means ‘donating or giving away the girl’. A detailed note on this ritual is appended to 
Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 12 that precedes Doha no. 324 herein below.]  

 
∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§‹‚ ◊ÁŸ ∑§Ù¬⁄U M§⁄ – ‚ÈÁø ‚Èª¢œ ◊¢ª‹ ¡‹ ¬Í⁄UH 5H 
ÁŸ¡ ∑§⁄U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ⁄UÊÿ° •L§ ⁄UÊŸË – œ⁄U ⁄UÊ◊ ∑§ •Êª¥ •ÊŸËH 6H 

 
kanaka kalasa mani kōpara rūrē. suci sugandha maṅgala jala pūrē. 5. 
nija kara mudita rāyam ̐ aru rānī. dharē rāma kē āgēṁ ānī. 6. 
 
Golden pitchers that were filled with auspicious water that was scented and had been 
brought from pilgrim places, and were covered on the mouths with plates full to the top 
with priceless gems1 [5], were brought by the king and queen with their own hands and 
placed before Lord Ram (as part of the rituals) [6]. (5-6) 

[Note—1The plates full of gems were used as lids for the pitchers filled with holy water 
brought from pilgrim places and scented by addition of fragrances.  

There is another way of interpreting and reading verse no. 5. The plates were studded 
with gems and made of gold. These were to be used to wash the feet of the groom as part 
of the rituals. The scented water in the golden pitchers was to be used for this washing. 
The plates were used as lids to cover the mouths of the pitchers, but when the washing 
was to start they would be placed below the feet of the groom and the water from the 
nozzle or the spout of the pitcher would be poured on the feet. The water that flowed 
would be collected in the plates with high rims. In this interpretation, this verse no. 5 
would read as follows—“Golden pitchers were filled with auspicious water that was 
scented and had been brought from pilgrim places, and they were covered on their 
mouths with golden plates that were studded with gems [5]”.] 

 
¬…∏U®„U ’Œ ◊ÈÁŸ ◊¢ª‹ ’ÊŸË – ªªŸ ‚È◊Ÿ ¤ÊÁ⁄U •fl‚L§ ¡ÊŸËH 7H 
’L§ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Œ¢¬ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ¬Êÿ ¬ÈŸËÃ ¬πÊ⁄UŸ ‹ÊªH 8H 
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paṛhahiṁ bēda muni maṅgala bānī. gagana sumana jhari avasaru jānī. 7. 
baru bilōki dampati anurāgē. pāya punīta pakhārana lāgē. 8. 
 
The sages read (chanted; incanted) auspicious hymns from the Vedas, and the gods 
showered flowers from the sky (heaven) when they found that the time was right for this1. 
(7) 

The royal couple (king Janak and queen Sunayana) watched the groom (Lord 
Ram) very affectionately and lovingly, deriving immense delight from it. Then they 
began washing his clean (i.e. holy, divine, venerable, pure and august) feet2. (8) 

[Note—1The gods had showered flowers on each and every occasion that demanded it—
this is clearly said in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 319. There are countless such occasions mentioned in the context of Lord 
Ram’s marriage. Some of these are the following—(i) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede 
Doha no. 262; (ii) Doha no. 264; (iii) Doha no. 285; (iv) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 306; (v) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 314; (vi) Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 323; (vii) Doha no. 324 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 7; 
(viii) Chanda line no. 54 that precedes Doha no. 327. 
 This is the gods’ way of showing honour and delight. 

2Lord Ram and Sita were personified forms of the supreme Lord and his divine 
Shakti, or of Brahm and Mother Nature, respectively. Their sight was sufficient to make 
even those ascetics and hermits who remained submerged in meditation and the thoughts 
of Brahm, the super Consciousness, which gave them intense bliss and contentedness that 
comes with self-realisation, forego this, and instead enjoy the nectar-like bliss that comes 
by seeing the divine form of Lord Ram and Sita. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216.]    
 

À¢U0. ‹Êª ¬πÊ⁄UŸ ¬Êÿ ¬¢∑§¡ ¬˝◊ ÃŸ ¬È‹∑§Êfl‹Ë– 1– 
Ÿ÷ Ÿª⁄U ªÊŸ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ¡ÿ œÈÁŸ ©U◊Áª ¡ŸÈ ø„È°U ÁŒÁ‚ ø‹ËH 2H 

 
chanda.  

lāgē pakhārana pāya paṅkaja prēma tana pulakāvalī. 1. 
nabha nagara gāna nisāna jaya dhuni umagi janu cahum̐ disi calī. 2. 
 
[This Chanda consisting of 16 lines describing the ritual of “Kanyaa-Daan” whereby the 
parents of the bride formally tie her knot with the groom, handing her to the groom in 
marriage amidst a lot of fanfare and celebrations.] 

The royal couple (the queen and the king) began washing the holy lotus-like feet 
of the Lord (Sri Ram) with so much love and affection that their bodies were thrilled and 
goose-bumps appeared on them1. (Chand line no. 1) 

The sky and the city were filled with the symphonic sound of melodious songs 
being sung merrily, kettle-drums being played enthusiastically, and a wave after wave of 
loud chorus of applause and thanksgiving that ranted the air and overflowed in every 
direction2. (Chand line no. 2)  

[Note—1How lucky was Janak indeed! He had this once-in-a-lifetime rarest-of-rare 
opportunity to wash the holy and revered feet of the supreme Lord of creation which the 
greatest of sages, seers, ascetics and hermits would die to do but never get the chance. 
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Come to think of it, even Dasrath who was so profoundly blessed as to have the Lord as 
his son did not do this in his lifetime. Well, what is the reason; what can be the cause? 
 The answer is this—in terms of spiritual enlightenment, wisdom regarding the 
ultimate Truth that leads to self-realisation, in-depth knowledge of the principles of 
metaphysics and spirituality, Janak was very highly elevated and had reached the 
pinnacle of realization, and Dasrath was no match for him. This will be very clear if we 
analyse the events narrated in the story of the Ramayana.  
 When Janak had first met Lord Ram while welcoming sage Vishwamitra, he had 
expressed his astonishment at his mental and emotional condition when he saw the Lord. 
He was surprised how his mind that was supposed to be neutral to all worldly attractions 
and remain eternally dispassionate and detached had suddenly developed a strong bond of 
love and affection for Lord Ram at first sight. He had then unable to suppress his 
amazement and had openly asked Vishwamitra why was it that his Mana (mind and 
heart) that was immersed in the bliss of Brahm-realisation had become so attracted by the 
charm of Lord Ram, something that was not in his nature, and therefore it was surely 
something that had more in it than what met the eye. Though sage Vishwamitra did not 
give a direct reply but his agreeing with the king was enough of a hint that Janak was 
right to deduce that Lord Ram was not an ordinary prince but a personified form of 
Brahm, the Supreme Being. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
8 that precedes Doha no. 215—to Doha no. 216. This approval of the sage made Janak 
very satisfied.  
 This is one of the reasons why he did not felt angry or offended when Laxman had 
embarked on an angry tirade against him in open court when Janak had declared that 
since no competitor had been able to break the bow he considers that the earth is devoid 
of brave and strong warriors, inspite of the fact that Lord Ram had not even been invited 
to go and try his hand at the bow, and the mighty sage Vishwamitra was present at the 
venue. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 251—to Doha no. 253. Why? Because Janak knew that Laxman was not a human 
prince, but a personified form of Seshnath, the legendary serpent on whose coiled body 
Lord Vishnu reclines on the surface of the celestial ocean of milk known as ‘Kshir 
Sagar’, and who holds the earth on his thousand hoods. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 197.  
 The irony of the matter is that Dasrath was so overwhelmed by the dark shadow of 
Maya of the Lord, i.e. the Lord’s delusion creating powers, that prevented Dasrath from 
realizing the truth about the Lord and remaining mired in worldly ignorance, thinking the 
Lord to be his ‘son’ like an ordinary human father would. Dasrath had forgotten that Lord 
Ram was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu who had descenced upon earth with a clear 
divine mission of clearing the menace of demons from the world. Dasrath thought that 
Ram was his son, his heir who should ascend the throne of Ayodhya, rule over the 
kingdom, produce sons to carry over the family line, spread the fame of the family and so 
on and so forth like an ordinary father would expect. This would be crystal clear at two 
points of time— 

(i) When sage Vishwamitra had gone to request him to send Lord Ram to the forest 
to eliminate the demons so that the fire sacrifices of sages could be completed 
unhindered, Dasrath had bluntly refused. Like an ordinary man, he would not allow his 
sons to go to the forest to face the cruel demons and suffer harm. He did not realize that 
Lord Ram’s chief mission in this world was to eliminate the demons, and this was the 
first step. It was then that sage Vasistha had to intervene and make him change his mind.  
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
207—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 208. 
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(ii) The second time when we find Dasrath showing his ignorance of who Lord Ram 
actually was is when he was on his death-bed and wailing for ‘his son’ who had gone to 
the forest. Dasrath wailed and grieved, repeatedly calling out the name of Ram, his ‘son’, 
and declaring that he cannot live without seeing him like an ordinary father. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 155. If the king had realized that he whom he 
calls his ‘son’ is not a human prince but the Lord of the world who has many more 
important things to do than to be at his beck-and-call at Ayodhya so that the old king can 
see him daily by his side, Dasrath would not have lamented the way he did, but would 
have rather waited patiently for the Lord to finish off his assignment for which he had 
descended from heaven upon the earth. 

2If we understand the importance and significance of this occasion as explained 
above, we will also understand the reason for the exuberant celebrations, in the heaven as 
well as on the earth. Everyone praised Janak and Sunayana and applauded their good 
fortune that they were able to wash the holy lotus-like feet of Lord Vishnu in the form of 
Lord Ram. This will be evident immediately below in the following verse nos. 3-8 
below.]    

 
¡ ¬Œ ‚⁄UÙ¡ ◊ŸÙ¡ •Á⁄U ©U⁄U ‚⁄U ‚ŒÒfl Á’⁄UÊ¡„UË¥– 3– 

 
jē pada sarōja manōja ari ura sara sadaiva birājahīṁ. 3. 
 
[The following verse nos. 3-8 build up on the first verse that says that king Janak and 
queen Sunayana had begun washing the feet of Lord Ram. Were these ordinary feet they 
were washing? Well, to answer this question, these verses outline the glories, divinity and 
importance of the holy feet of the Lord, and in a way praise the immense good fortune 
and rare luck that Janak and Sunayana had that they had been able to hold in their hands 
and wash the holy feet of the supreme Lord of creation for which every living being 
would sacrifice everything if they had been given this rare chance, a chance which eludes 
even the greatest of sages, saints, hermits and ascetics.] 
 
The holy and divine feet (of Lord Ram) which eternally bloom like a beautiful lotus 
flower in the lake-like heart of Lord Shiva who has conquered ‘Manoj’, the god of 
passions1 (and therefore is deemed to practice exemplary self-control over his sense 
organs as well as his emotions and thoughts having their center in the heart and the mind 
respectively), ----(Chanda line no. 3) 

[Note—1Refer also to:  Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 328. 

Lord Shiva has many names, and ‘the Lord who had conquered, the Lord who had 
overcome the wild inciting gestures of the god of passion, known as Kamdeo (cupid; 
“manōja ari”)’, is one of them. This entire episode of why and how this happened is 
narrated while describing the story of Lord Shiva’s marriage with Parvati in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 82—to Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 88.  

The heart of Shiva—or, for that matter, of all living beings—is envisioned as a lake 
in which numerous desires and yearnings live like  aquatic animals living in water. These 
animals continuously keep churning the water, never letting it rest so that the dirt floating 
in it cannot have any chance to settle down at the bottom and make the surface of the 
water clean. The very presence of these  aquatic animals makes the water of the lake 
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polluted and dirty. The same thing applies to the creature—as long as he is not able to 
control his natural desires, yearnings, tendencies, emotions and inclinations, his heart can 
never find peace and rest.  

The greatest turbulence in the water of this lake-like heart is created by Kamdeo, the 
personified form of a creature’s natural impulses, inclinations and passions, the desire for 
self-gratification and satisfying the urges and the needs of the sense organs. The only 
possible way is to consciously subdue Kamdeo, overcome his enticements and 
allurements, and rebuff him and his gestures by practicing self-control and keeping a tight 
leash on one’s own self. One who has conquered Kamdeo is the greatest conqueror in this 
world because Kamdeo is the most formidable enemy for the creature’s peace of mind 
and happiness.  

The metaphor of the lotus is universally used in the ancient scriptures to describe 
something that is very pure and clean inspite of living in an unclean environment. This is 
because the dirty water of the pond or the lake does not cling to the petals of the lotus 
flower inspite of the latter living in this surrounding; the lotus always remains clean and 
pure irrespective of the pollution of the water of its habitat, the lake or the pond.  
Living of Lord Ram in the form of a lotus flower in the lake-like heart of Lord Shiva who 
is a conqueror of Kamdeo means that both Lord Ram and Lord Shiva are free from the 
corruptions associated with this world. Lord Ram is eternally divine and holy as 
symbolized by the purity and cleanliness of the lotus flower, and Lord Shiva too is holy 
and clean because he has been able to conquer Kamdeo, the chief polluter of the Mana 
(heart and mind).  

Lord Shiva is the greatest devotee of Lord Ram. This fact has been acknowledged by 
Lord Ram himself and the Lord has reciprocated Shiva’s dedication and devotion by 
declaring that if anyone wants to have Bhakti (devotional access) for Lord Ram then he 
must first have Bhakti for Lord Shiva, because without the blessings of Shiva it is not 
possible to have Bhakti for Lord Ram. This is clearly mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, 
(i) Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 2—to Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 3; and (ii) Uttar Kand, Doha no. 45.  
 This divine story known as Ram Charit Manas which describes the worldly deeds of 
Lord Ram who was a personified form of the Supreme Being was in fact conceived or 
revealed first in the heart of Lord Shiva. He had then divulged it to his divine consort 
Parvati as well as to Kaag-Bhusund (the saint-crow) from whom it passed down to sage 
Yagyawalkya, Bharadwaj and other sages living on earth. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 30. 
 Lord Shiva constantly repeats the holy name “RAM” in his heart as the only Mantra, 
a spiritual formula, which can provide eternal bliss, peace and happiness, a formula that 
provides liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation, a formula that gives 
beatitude and felicity to the soul of the creature. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3, 8 that precede Doha no. 19.] 

 
¡ ‚∑Î§Ã ‚ÈÁ◊⁄UÃ Á’◊‹ÃÊ ◊Ÿ ‚∑§‹ ∑§Á‹ ◊‹ ÷Ê¡„UË¥H 4H 

 
jē sakṛta sumirata bimalatā mana sakala kali mala bhājahīṁ. 4. 
 
The Mana (mind and heart) becomes purified and cleaned of all worldly taints and 
delusions associated by the current age of Kali-yug by remembering these holy feet (of 
Lord Ram) even once-----(Chand line no. 4)  
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¡ ¬⁄UÁ‚ ◊ÈÁŸ’ÁŸÃÊ ‹„UË ªÁÃ ⁄U„UË ¡Ù ¬ÊÃ∑§◊ß¸– 5– 
 
jē parasi munibanitā lahī gati rahī jō pātakama'ī. 5. 
 
By touching this holy and divine feet (of Lord Ram), even the sinful wife of the sage (i.e. 
Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam) attained liberation for her self.1-----(Chanda line no. 5) 

[Note—1This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha no. 211. Please refer to the relevant verses and 
the notes accompanying them.] 

 
◊∑§⁄¢UŒÈ Á¡ã„U ∑§Ù ‚¢÷È Á‚⁄U ‚ÈÁøÃÊ •flÁœ ‚È⁄U ’⁄UŸß¸H 6H 

 
makarandu jinha kō sambhu sira sucitā avadhi sura barana'ī. 6. 
 
The gods have praised and adored the holiness and the purity of the nectar (i.e. the water 
of the holy river Ganges) flowing out of these lotus-like feet (of Lord Ram) that was 
shown so much reverence by Lord Shiva that he decided to keep it on his head (as a mark 
of showing the greatest of respect to it).1-------(Chanda line no. 6) 

[Note—1The ‘nectar’ flowing out of the lotus representing Lord Ram’s holy feet refers to 
the river Ganges which is also called the ‘river of gods’. The gods revere it so much that 
when Ganges descended upon the earth from heaven, Lord Shiva decided to keep it on 
his head as a mark of showing respect to it and prevent it from getting dirty or polluted by 
coming in touch with earth which is gross and dirty.  

Sage Vishwamitra had told the story of river Ganges to Lord Ram and Laxman when 
they were on their way to Janakpur. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 212, along with their accompanying notes.] 

 
∑§Á⁄U ◊œÈ¬ ◊Ÿ ◊ÈÁŸ ¡ÙÁª¡Ÿ ¡ ‚ß •Á÷◊Ã ªÁÃ ‹„Ò¥U– 7– 

 
kari madhupa mana muni jōgijana jē sē'i abhimata gati lahaiṁ. 7. 
 
Sages and hermits transform their Mana (mind and heart) into a black-bee so as to be able 
to drink (soak-in; remain submerged and engrossed in the thoughts of) the nectar of these 
holy feet (of Lord Ram), while ascetics attain anything they want or achieve their desired 
spiritual goals and objectives by serving them (i.e. having devotion for and meditating 
upon them).1------(Chanda line no. 7) 

[Note—1The sages concentrate their minds and focus their thoughts on the holy feet of 
Lord Ram to derive immense spiritual bliss, felicity and beatitude from it just like the bee 
that first hovers over the lotus flower and then slowly settles on it to enjoy drinking its 
sweet nectar. Once the bee is attracted to the lotus flower and tastes the nectar, it does not 
like being disturbed; it becomes oblivious to the world outside. Similar condition prevails 
with the sages and the hermits: once they hitch their mind on the holy feet of Lord Ram 
even by conscious effort, the rest becomes very easy for them. The intensity and depth of 
the bliss and ecstasy that they get is so magnetic and profound that they don’t have to 
prod their mind and heart any further to love Lord Ram and remain focused on his holy 
feet. It becomes natural and a latent habit with them.  
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 The same principle applies to the ascetics. They follow the path of Yoga and Dhyan 
which entails intense meditation and concentration respectively. These paths are rigorous 
and need a lot of effort. But if they focus their attention on the holy feet of Lord Ram as a 
means of doing Yoga and Dhyan, the path becomes very easy for them, because whereas 
pure Yoga and Dhyan are tough exercises requiring a lot of practice and being alert 
against their many pitfalls and dangers, having devotion for the holy feet of Lord Ram 
serves the same purpose but without its attendent hassles.]    

 
Ã ¬Œ ¬πÊ⁄UÃ ÷Ê‚ÿ÷Ê¡ŸÈ ¡Ÿ∑È§ ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ‚’ ∑§„Ò¥UH 8H 

 
tē pada pakhārata bhāgyabhājanu janaku jaya jaya saba kahaiṁ. 8. 
 
It is the same holy and divine feet (of Lord Ram) that Janak was holding today and 
affectionately washing them with his own hands with the greatest of reverence. How 
fortunate and lucky was he! Everyone1 (the gods as well as the humans) acknowledged 
this in a unanimous voice, repeatedly hailing him and his good luck (as well as the 
accumulated effects of his meritorious deeds that had made this happen). (Chanda line 
no. 8) 

[Note—1Refer Chanda line nos. 1-2 herein above in this context, and the meaning 
becomes clear. When Janak had started washing the feet of Lord Ram, there was a 
symphony of songs, music and loud applause in ‘the city and the sky or heaven’. It means 
both the ‘humans’ and the ‘gods’ had joined in praising him in the ‘city’ and the ‘heaven’ 
respectively.] 

 
’⁄U ∑È§•°Á⁄U ∑§⁄UÃ‹ ¡ÙÁ⁄U ‚ÊπÙøÊL§ ŒÙ©U ∑È§‹ªÈ⁄U ∑§⁄Ò¥UU– 9– 
÷ÿÙ ¬ÊÁŸª„UŸÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Á’Áœ ‚È⁄U ◊ŸÈ¡ ◊ÈÁŸ •ÊŸ°Œ ÷⁄Ò¥UH 10H 

 
bara ku'am ̐ri karatala jōri sākhōcāru dō'u kulagura karaiṁ. 9. 
bhayō pānigahanu bilōki bidhi sura manuja muni ānam ̐da bharaiṁ. 10. 
 
As part of the wedding ritual, the two family Gurus (i.e. sages Vasistha and Sadanand 
acting on behalf of kings Dasrath and Janak respectively) made the groom and the bride 
join the palms of their hands with each other while they (the Gurus) read the family 
genealogy of the two sides1. (Chanda line no. 9) 

When the groom and the bride had touched each other’s palms (as a token or 
gesture of ‘union, closeness, obliteration of distance between the two, and equal 
partnership in thick and thin of future life’)2, everyone who saw this glorious event—the 
creator Vidhi, the gods, and the humans who were present on the auspicious occasion—
was filled with great happiness and euphoria. (Chanda line no. 10)   

[Note—1This process is called “Saakho-chaar”—a ritual that involves reciting the names 
of prominent members of the two families of the groom and the bride while they hold 
hands or touch each other’s palms in a symbolic gesture of union or closeness. This 
gesture symbolically establishes a union between the two families by virtue of this 
marriage. This unification is done with all the guests as witnesses, and they are deemed to 
have ratified this union.  
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2The ritual when the groom accepts the hands of the bride is called “Paani-grahan”—
‘accepting’ her ‘hands’. It is a symbolic gesture that implies that the boy has accepted the 
girl as his life-time partner and both of them will share the joys and sorrows of life 
equally. 
 In the context of Lord Ram and Sita, it was a union of Brahm with his Shakti 
represented by Lord Ram and Sita respectively. The touching of their hands also meant 
that now-onwards they will jointly strive to fulfill the promise Lord Vishnu had made to 
the gods and mother earth that he will free them from the horrors of the demons. 
Therefore, it was now their joint responsibility, and not only that of Lord Ram.  
 This is why the Creator and the gods rejoiced, and the sages and other humans joined 
them in rejoicing as they represented the earth.]  
     

‚Èπ◊Í‹ ŒÍ‹„ÈU ŒÁπ Œ¢¬ÁÃ ¬È‹∑§ ÃŸ „ÈU‹SÿÙ Á„UÿÙ– 11– 
 
sukhamūla dūlahu dēkhi dampati pulaka tana hulasyō hiyō. 11. 
 
When the royal couple (i.e. king Janak and queen Sunayana) saw the groom who was like 
a root from which all happiness and bliss originated (and then sprouted into a huge tree to 
benefit the whole world), they were very thrilled in their bodies and their hearts were 
overwhelmed (with love, affection, bliss and euphoria)1. (Chanda line no. 11) 

[Note—1Another way of reading this verse is: “When the royal couple watched the 
groom who was a fountain of happiness and bliss, their bodies were thrilled and their 
hearts heaved with the emotions of love, affection and ecstasy.” 
 King Janak had conceded that Lord Ram was so charming to look at that it seems he 
empowers the virtue of ‘Anand’ (bliss and happiness) itself to enable it to give bliss and 
happiness to others. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 217. In other words, Lord Ram is a ‘root’ from which the tree of bliss 
and happiness grows.] 

 
∑§Á⁄U ‹Ù∑§ ’Œ Á’œÊŸÈ ∑§ãÿÊŒÊŸÈ ŸÎ¬÷Í·Ÿ Á∑§ÿÙH 12H 

 
kari lōka bēda bidhānu kan'yādānu nṛpabhūṣana kiyō. 12. 
 
Then the king (Janak) who was like a gem in the community of kings (i.e. who had 
excellent qualities and was most virtuous amongst all the kings), observed all the social 
customs and norms dictated by the Vedas to formally hand over the bride to the groom in 
a ritual called ‘Kanyaa-Daan’1. (Chanda line no. 12) 

[Note—1“Kanyaa-Daan”—During the process of the wedding rites known as “Kanyaa-
Daan”, which literally means ‘donating or giving away the girl’, both the parents of the 
bride must sit together at the time of the crucial phase. It’s called a “Daan” because once 
when someone ‘donates’ something, or gives a “Daan”, he relinquishes all his rights over 
the item donated or given away to other in charity. The bride’s parents have no right over 
their daughter after marriage. She even has to forgo her ancestral family name and 
instead assume the title of her husband, creating an absolutely new identity for herself. 
This is the greatest sacrifice one can make—to part with the daughter forever is like 
cutting-off one fraction of their own being as far as the parents of the bride is concerned. 
The girl has the genes of her parents running in her bloodstream, and so she symbolically 
is a ‘part of her parent’s existence in this world’. But suddenly she—as well as her 
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parents—has to snap this tie. Imagine how painful would it be for you if any part of your 
being is suddenly cut-off? The great king Dadhichi had ‘donated’ his bones to the gods 
for making their weapons, especially the Vajra of Indra, with which they defeated the 
demons. Giving away of the beloved daughter whom the parents have reared from day 
one of her birth with all care and love a parent can only give, is not a mean sacrifice to 
do, and this is why this step of the wedding is known as “Kanyaa Daan”.  

The presence of both the partners, the mother and the father of the girl, is obligatory 
to ensure that both their consent is given for this ritual. 

The ritual of Kanyaa-daan and Paani-grahan are undertaken simultaneously and 
compliment each other. While ‘Paani-grahan’ means the bride’s hand and responsibility 
for her well-being has been willingly accepted by the groom, ‘Kanyaa-daan’ means that 
her father has willingly given her to the groom forever, and he will never claim any right 
over her or any material wealth that she would inherit from the side of the groom’s family 
in future. 

Refer also to another of Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal” that is exclusively dedicated 
to this theme of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita. Kanyaa Daan is narrated in brief in its 
verse no. 144.] 

 

Á„U◊fl¢Ã Á¡Á◊ ÁªÁ⁄U¡Ê ◊„U‚Á„U „UÁ⁄UÁ„U üÊË ‚Êª⁄U Œß¸– 13– 
ÁÃÁ◊ ¡Ÿ∑§ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U Á‚ÿ ‚◊⁄U¬Ë Á’Sfl ∑§‹ ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ Ÿß¸H 14H 

 
himavanta jimi girijā mahēsahi harihi śrī sāgara da'ī. 13. 
timi janaka rāmahi siya samarapī bisva kala kīrati na'ī. 14. 
 
In the manner Himwant (the king of the Mountains) had given his daughter Girija 
(Parvati) in marriage to Lord Mahesh (Shiva)1, and Sagar (the celestial ocean) had given 
Sri (Laxmi) to Hari (Lord Vishnu)2 [13], Janak submitted (or gave) his daughter Sita to 
Lord Ram in marriage3, an event which bestowed upon him unprecedented glory and 
fame that spread world-wide4 [14]. (Chanda line nos. 13-14) 

[Note—1This is described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precedes Doha no. 101. During the marriage of Lord Shiva with Parvati, who was also 
known as “Girija” because she was the daughter of Giri, the king of Mountains, the same 
process as narrated while Lord Ram was married to Sita was followed then. Since there is 
a similarity between the two marriages, Lord Shiva’s marriage is recalled here.  
 2This incident refers to the time when the celestial ocean was churned by the gods 
and the demons in search of Amrit, the nectar of eternal life. Amongst other items that 
were produced by this churning was Laxmi. She was the daughter of Sagar, the ocean, 
because she emerged from it. Later on, Laxmi was married to Lord Vishnu. This incident 
is referred to in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, in its Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 
54—54½ . 

3Refer Janki Mangal, line nos. 1-2 of Chanda no. 18 where exactly the same idea is 
conveyed. 

4Just as Himwan got world-wide fame that has lasted from time immemorial by being 
the father-in-law of Lord Shiva, and Sagar due to being Lord Vishnu’s father-in-law, king 
Janak acquired world-wide eternal fame of an unprecedented nature by becoming the 
father-in-law of Lord Ram.  

Lord Ram’s glory and fame was well-established by now. He had broken the 
formidable bow of Lord Shiva in an assembly that was attended by thousands of kings 
and princes where none of them was able to as much as move the bow even an inch 
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inspite of their best of efforts, what to imagine of breaking it. Immediately after that, sage 
Parashuram had come angrily to wreak revenge for this breaking of the bow, but not only 
could he not harm Lord Ram but in the end had to submit before the Lord, surrender his 
own bow to him, and ask for forgiveness. All these incidents have already been narrated 
earlier in this Kand. (Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 250—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 262; and from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 268—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285 respectively.) 

The fame and glory of Lord Ram was no less than that of Lord Shiva and Lord 
Vishnu. While on the one hand Lord Ram resides in the heart of Lord Shiva as the latter’s 
revered deity, on the other hand he is a manifested form of Lord Vishnu himself. 
Therefore, marrying his daughter to such a famous and glorious prince as Lord Ram 
naturally helped to spread king Janak’s own fame along with that of the Lord’s because 
of the ties created by this marriage.  

The parents of Sita (i.e. king Janak and queen Sunayana) knew very well about the 
glories and divine mission of Lord Ram on this earth as proclaimed by the famous sage 
Yagyawalkya who was a frequent visitor to the court of king Janak and also happened to 
be the latter’s Guru, and was repeated by the queen herself by citing the sage. These two 
facts are clearly available in (i) Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 
that precede Doha no. 285; and (ii) Brihad Aranyak Upanishad of Shukla Yajur Veda, 
Canto 4, Brahmans 1-2.  

Further, Janak has declared the fact that he knows everything about who Lord Ram 
was and why did he marry Sita in Adhyatma Ramayan at the time of departure of the 
marriage party from Janakpur for Ayodhya after the marriage ceremonies were over. 
Refer: Veda Vyas’ “Adhyatma Ramayan”, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 63-66.]  

   

DÿÙ¥ ∑§⁄ÒU Á’Ÿÿ Á’Œ„ÈU Á∑§ÿÙ Á’Œ„ÈU ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ‚Êfl°⁄UË¥– 15– 
∑§Á⁄U „UÙ◊È Á’ÁœflÃ ªÊ°ÁΔU ¡Ù⁄UË „UÙŸ ‹ÊªË¥ ÷Êfl°⁄UË¥H 16H 

 
kyōṁ karai binaya bidēhu kiyō bidēhu mūrati sāvam̐rīṁ. 15. 
kari hōmu bidhivata gām̐ṭhi jōrī hōna lāgīṁ bhāvam̐rīṁ. 16. 
 
Janak was so enchanted and overwhelmed by the beguiling beauty of the dark-
complexioned form of the Lord (Sri Ram) that he was dazed so much that he lost 
awareness of his surroundings and forgot that it was the time to offer formal prayers or 
respects to the groom. 

[The king continued gazing at the bewitching beauty of the face of Lord Ram and 
was so enamoured by it that he virtually forgot that time was passing away and he was 
expected to perform the next step in the wedding rituals, which was to offer prayers or 
respects to the groom. However, he recovered himself after some time and continued 
with the ceremonies as follows—] (15) 

Oblations and libations were duly offered to the sacred fire (a process known as 
“Homa”) in the proper traditional way as sanctioned in the Vedas and other scriptures. 
 When these were completed, the ends of the marriage robes of the bride and the 
groom were tied together, and the couple went around the sacred fire several times (i.e. 
did circumambulation of the sacred fire in a rite known as “Bhaanwari”). (16) 

[Note—Bhhanwari is also narrated by Tulsidas in his other books describing the story of 
the divine marriage of Lord Ram with Sita—viz. (i) “Geetawali” of Tulsidas describes 
this rite of ‘Bhaanwari’ in its Baal Kand, verse no. 105, stanza no. 3; and (ii) “Janki 
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Mangal”, a book exclusively dedicated to this theme of Lord Ram’s marriage, in its 
Chanda no. 18, line no. 3. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1 and 7 that precede 
Doha no. 325 that appear herein below. 

Circumambulation of the sacred fire is done so as to make it a witness to this union of 
the boy and the girl as well as the marriage vows both of them take. ‘Fire’ is the most 
potent and the purest of all the deities, and it is able to burn all that is dirty and impure 
while leaving untouched the pure and the truthful. In this material world it is evident 
when a goldsmith puts a sample of gold in the fire—the fire burns all the impurities that 
may be present in the sample, but it does not touch the raw metal or affect its purity. 

The process of Bhaanwari is a warning to the couple that both of them are obliged to 
adhere to the vows they have taken in the presence and witness of the sacred fire, and be 
warned that this powerful fire element is very dangerous and unforgiving as it does not 
tolerate nuisance of any kind. Let them be warned that they would be scorched to death 
should they take this warning lightly in their lives and play fools with this sacred witness 
of the Fire God! 

From the perspective of metaphysics, this process when applied to Lord Ram and 
Sita assumes a profound meaning. Lord Ram was a personified form of ‘Brahm’, the 
Supreme Being who is also known as the ‘Viraat Purush’, the all-encompassing, all-
pervading and immanent macrocosmic invisible form of the Super Consciousness—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 72 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 
2-8.  

Now, according to the Upanishads, Brahm does not do anything himself, but he 
employs his ‘Maya Shakti’, which is Brahm’s dynamic, almighty, cosmic power that is 
also responsible for creation of delusions, to do whatever he wishes. It is this Maya 
Shakti of Brahm that keeps the wheel of creation rotating endlessly. It is also said that 
Maya is a maidservant of Brahm and follows the instructions of the Lord—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 71. The servant cannot be superior to the Master, 
and a loyal and faithful servant is one who always ‘follows’ his Lord.  

Another important point to remember is that Brahm and Maya are inseparable 
because if Brahm wishes to ‘do anything’ he will have to take recourse of seeking help 
from Maya who obediently obeys him—an euphuism for ‘following Brahm’.  

Then again, the ‘tieing of the ends of the wedding robe of Lord Ram and Sita’ prior 
to the Bhaanwari procession as mentioned in Chanda line no. 16 here also symbolizes 
this relationship between Brahm and Maya—‘they are tied and invariably associated with 
each other; Brahm cannot do his worldly duties without an explicit support of Maya, and 
neither would Maya have any existence and value without being associated with Brahm’.  

As we progress with the story of Ramyana we discover the importance of this 
association and the role it plays in the fulfillment of the divine mission of Lord Ram. It 
was Sita’s abduction by Ravana that led to the final elimination of the cruel demons by 
Lord Ram. Without Sita the story would have been completely different.  

Besides the elimination of the demons, Sita played a stellar role in establishing the 
glory and fame of Lord Ram. It was during the bow-breaking ceremony related to her 
marriage that the world came to know who Ram was. It was in her marriage ceremony 
that the Lord had broken the formidable bow of Lord Shiva which not even the mightiest 
and strongest of other kings or princes who had come from all corners of the world could 
do, thereby establishing the Lord’s glory and dynamic abilities in this world in an 
irrefutable way. The world then began to recognize that Lord Ram was the most able and 
strongest warrior with no one to match him in this world. His glory was further enhanced 
when he had as easily and comfortably vanquished the haughtiness of sage Parashuram 
who was renowned as the killer of the warrior race.  
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So we see that Sita had been instrumental in establishing Lord Ram’s fame and glory 
in this gross world even as Maya had helped Brahm at the cosmic level to unfold his 
potentials and miraculous abilities by creating magic-like delusions and the world of 
infinite variations. 

This Maya is very powerful, and once it was let loose by Brahm it became a virtual 
Frankenstein Monster because it got hold of Brahm himself. This development is 
metaphorically depicted in the process of ‘Bhaanwari’. So we discover that a reversal of 
roles takes place once this Brahm decides to assume a gross form like any other living 
being of this world by employing his own Maya to hide the truth of his form. That is, 
only a few enlightened and self-realised persons knew who Ram actually was, for the 
majority of the population he was the son of Dasrath, the prince of Ayodhya and the 
groom and the husband of Sita.  

The fine distinction between Brahm in his subtle and sublime cosmic form, and in his 
gross worldly form as Lord Ram becomes evident once we closely examine this single 
process of ‘Bhaanwari’. Whereas Maya is the one who follows Brahm in the Lord’s 
cosmic form, the process is reversed when the same Brahm assumes a gross body and 
steps into this gross world of delusions to become a human being in the form of Sri Ram, 
the prince of Ayodhya, who got married to the princess of Janakpur, known as Sita. As a 
human he is the one who follows Maya—symbolised by the bride that leads this 
circumambulation process with the groom following her from behind during the first four 
rounds around the sacred fire while doing Bhaanwari.  

But after the first four rounds, the groom takes the lead with the bride following him 
from behind during the last three rounds. There are a total of seven rounds around the 
sacred fire. 

That is, first it was Sita who was followed by Lord Ram during the first four rounds, 
and then the places were reversed and Lord Ram led the circumambulation. This implies 
that after Brahm realized that his Maya has started to get the better of him, he ordered 
Maya to go behind him. That is, Brahm stepped in and brought Maya under his control 
before the things got out of control.  

From practical point of view this process of Bhaanwari tells us that even if we are 
deluded in the early phases of our existence in this world because we are overcome by the 
influence of Maya as soon as we get involved in the affairs of this gross world 
symbolized by marriage which robs the man and the woman of their independence, the 
sooner we wake up to the truth and reality and overcome the effects of Maya the better it 
is for us. Though Maya has forced us to follow it in the beginning of our worldly 
existence, we can always put it behind us and force it to follow us should we decide to 
become wise and enlightened by shunning delusions and worldly attachments.]    

      
Îô0. ¡ÿ œÈÁŸ ’¢ŒË ’Œ œÈÁŸ ◊¢ª‹ ªÊŸ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ– 

‚ÈÁŸ „U⁄U·®„U ’⁄U·®„U Á’’Èœ ‚È⁄UÃL§ ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È¡ÊŸH 324H 
 
dōhā.  

jaya dhuni bandī bēda dhuni maṅgala gāna nisāna. 
suni haraṣahiṁ baraṣahiṁ bibudha surataru sumana sujāna. 324. 
 
At that time there was a loud cacophony of sounds consisting of praises and hailings from 
royal minstrels and bards, the chanting of the verses from the Vedas (by the Brahmins), 
the singing of auspicious songs befitting the occasion (by professional singers as well as 
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women-folk of the kingdom), and the playing of musical instruments such as the kettle-
drums.  

When the immortal gods (who were watching the proceedings from the heaven) 
heard this symphony of sounds from their position in the sky (heaven)1, they felt 
exhilarated, and showered the best of flowers2 plucked from the evergreen tree that grows 
in heaven (which is known as the “Sur-Taru2”; the tree of paradise; Sur = god; Taru = 
tree). (Doha no. 324) 

[Note—1We have read that the gods had assembled in the sky in their aerial vehicles to 
watch the divine spectacle of the union of Lord Ram with Sita in a formal ritual that is 
known as ‘marriage’ in this world. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 314.  

2At that time also they had showered flowers—refer: Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 314.  

Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 142.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ∑È§•°L§ ∑È§•°Á⁄U ∑§‹ ÷Êfl°Á⁄U Œ„UË¥ – ŸÿŸ ‹Ê÷È ‚’ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‹„Ë¥H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

ku'am̐ru ku'am̐ri kala bhāvam̐ri dēhīṁ. nayana lābhu saba sādara lēhīṁ. 1. 
 
As the distinguished groom (“Kunwar; ku'am ̐ru”) and the bride (“Kunwari; ku'am̐ri”) 
performed the ritual of ‘Bhaanwari’ (“bhāvam̐ri”) with graceful steps (as described 
above in note of Chanda line no. 16 that precedes Doha no. 324 herein above), all those 
present on the occasion enjoyed the wonderful sight with great affection, and felt 
honoured to be able to witness it. (1) 

[Note—It was a divine spectacle of extraordinary beauty when the supreme Lord of 
creation in the form of Sri Ram was followed by his Shakti in the form of Sita as they 
went around the sacred fire in a rite of marriage known as “Bhaanwari”.   
 It was not always that one could witness such a rare and wonderful spectacle. 
Therefore, all those who watched it regarded themselves as very fortunate. And to see 
anything one has to have ‘eyes’, so this is the reason why the ‘eye’ has been singled out 
in this verse for thanksgiving. Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 2-7 that precede Doha no. 317 which describe how the different gods had felt lucky 
themselves and had envied each other’s ability to watch the beauty of Lord Ram more 
clearly and with extra eyes as the Lord was going to the marriage pavilion astride his 
horse.] 
 

¡Êß Ÿ ’⁄UÁŸ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ¡Ù⁄UË – ¡Ù ©U¬◊Ê ∑§¿ÈU ∑§„Uı¥ ‚Ù ÕÙ⁄UËH 2H 
 
jā'i na barani manōhara jōrī. jō upamā kachu kahauṁ sō thōrī. 2. 
 
[Tulsidas says—] ‘The divine couple (i.e. Lord Ram and Sita) was so beguilingly 
beautiful to behold and enchanting to look at that it mesmerized the onlooker and held 
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him in thrall. Whatever comparisons I may try to make will fall short of expectations and 
cannot do justice to the reality.’ (2) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/105—1/106 also. 
Tulsidas breaks from the narrative to add a comment from his own side. A poet or 

author would use a metaphor or simile to try to give an idea about the thing, person or 
event he or she is describing by comparing it with some other entity or thing or event that 
is well known and universal so that the reader can get a rough picture about what is being 
said of the subject under discussion. For instance, we say ‘white as milk’, ‘brave as a 
lion’, ‘bright as daylight’, ‘chirpy as a bird’, ‘tall as a mountain’, or ‘beautiful as a garden 
of fresh, blooming flowers’, ‘beautiful as the sky seen during the sunset or sunrise’, 
‘beautiful as a rose flower’, ‘cold as ice’, ‘fresh as the morning dew’, and so on.  

What Tulsidas means here is that the sight of Lord Ram and Sita standing together in 
all their fine wedding robes, displaying finesse and grace of the highest degree, was 
astoundingly fabulous and marvelous to look so much so that it enemoured the mind and 
the heart of all those who watched them, keeping everyone dazed and amazed. The view 
was so beautiful that it defied description, and it is impossible therefore to compare it 
with anything known to this world because there is nothing in this gross mortal world that 
can be used to compare the sublime and subtle beauty of the couple. In terms of beauty, 
grandeur, glamour, charm and magnificence, Lord Ram and Sita were matchless, unique 
and one of their own kind. The best of metaphors and similes would fall short of the 
expected mark and would give a wrong impression of the intensity and depth of the 
heavenly beauty of Lord Ram and Sita as it appeared at that time. 

However, Tulsidas attempts to try to give an idea of the beauty of the couple in the 
following verse nos. 3-4 herein below, but immediately follows it by pointing out its 
flaws or shortcomings in next verse no. 5.]    

 
⁄UÊ◊ ‚Ëÿ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ¬˝ÁÃ¿UÊ„UË¥ – ¡ª◊ªÊÃ ◊ÁŸ π¢÷Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 3H 
◊Ÿ„È°U ◊ŒŸ ⁄UÁÃ œÁ⁄U ’„ÈU M§¬Ê – ŒπÃ ⁄UÊ◊ ÁCÊ•Ê„ÈU •ŸÍ¬ÊH 4H 
Œ⁄U‚ ‹Ê‹‚Ê ‚∑È§ø Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UË – ¬˝ª≈UÃ ŒÈ⁄UÃ ’„UÙÁ⁄U ’„UÙ⁄UËH 5H 

 
rāma sīya sundara pratichāhīṁ. jagamagāta mani khambhana māhīṁ. 3. 
manahum ̐ madana rati dhari bahu rūpā. dēkhata rāma bi'āhu anūpā. 4. 
darasa lālasā sakuca na thōrī. pragaṭata durata bahōri bahōrī. 5. 
 
Exceptionally beautiful images of Lord Ram and Sita were reflected from the glittering 
bejeweled pillars of the pavilion.   

[The moment that is being described is that of ‘Bhaanwari’ when Lord Ram and 
Sita were moving around the sacred fire. The pillars were well-polished and shining. 
Thus, the image of the couple was reflected from different angles on the many pillars of 
the pavilion. In other words, the images were many, as many as the pillars, and they kept 
on changing as the couple moved.] (3) 

These images reminded one of Kamdeo (cupid) and his wife Rati who appeared to 
have personally come down to witness the divine marriage ceremony of Lord Ram and 
Sita, a glamorous occasion that was rare and most magnificent to watch1. (4)  

They, Kamdeo and Rati, have a strong desire to come up front and watch the 
divine spectacle from up close, but they are very hesitant and bashful to do so. Hence, 
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they keep on appearing and disappearing from view repeatedly2, as if playing a game of 
hide-and-seek. (5) 

[Note—1We have read in verse no. 2 above that Tulsidas says that the view of Lord Ram 
and Sita is so magnificent that he fails to find an apt comparison. Then he gave a second 
thought: perhaps his readers would like him to at least hint at the beauty of the sight, even 
if this hint would not give any idea of the reality of the situation. So, Tuslidas thought, 
‘What’s the harm; let me tell them. Then I’ll show its drawback.’ 

Many gods and goddesses were present on the occasion of the marriage of Lord Ram 
and Sita, but Tulsidas chose Kamdeo and Rati because as far as gods and goddesses are 
concerned, this couple is the most beautiful of the entire pantheon. Kamdeo (cupid) is the 
patron god of passion, love and beauty. The word ‘Kaam’ is used as a synonym for these 
emotions, and the word ‘Deo’ of course means ‘god’. Hence, the best choice to compare 
Lord Ram with was ‘Kamdeo’, and ‘Rati’, Kamdeo’s consort, was the best chice for 
comparison with Sita.  

All other gods and goddesses had assumed human forms to mingle with others as 
clearly mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that 
precede Doha no. 321, and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 318 
respectively. But Kamdeo and Rati decided not to do so. What may have been the reason 
for this? This couple was proud of its fabulous beauty and matchless glamour, and 
thought that if they became humans like their other counterpart gods and goddesses, they 
will not be noticed in the huge crowd that milled around the pavilion. So they decided to 
come in their original form as invisible ‘god and goddess’, instead of as a human. 

They found that in their original invisible form no one would recognize them, and 
they would be marked as being absent in the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita in the annals 
of history. So what should they do now? Well, they thought that they will reveal 
themselves in the form of images that appear on the glittering pillars made of gems and 
priceless stones. It is now that the clever poet Tulsidas picks up the cue and says that ‘the 
images of Kamdeo and Rati that appeared on the pillars were actually those of Lord Ram 
and Sita respectively’.  

Tulsidas has in one stroke served two purposes—one, he has acknowledged the 
attendance of Kamdeo and Rati on this auspicious occasion, and two, he has debunked 
Kamdeo and Rati for their false pride of being the most glamorous couple in creation by 
saying that what was seen on the pillars and thought to be Kamdeo and Rati were actually 
images of Lord Ram and Sita! If the ‘reflected image’ is so stupendously beautiful, one 
can imagine how beautiful the ‘principal object’ must be.  

Thus, the adroit poet Tulsidas is able to satisfy his eager readers who want to have 
some kind of comparison nevertheless by citing this instance of images being reflected on 
the pillar to give the readers an idea of the glamour and beauty of the form of Lord Ram 
and Sita as they appeared during their marriage ceremony, while at the same time 
upholding his observation that they were so fabulously magnificent to look at that no 
comparison can be made as asserted by him in Chaupai line no. 2 herein above.  

2The next question is ‘what was the flaw in this image of Kamdeo and Rati that was 
seen in the pillars that it could not be an ideal comparison with Lord Ram and Sita’? 
   Well, for one it was an ‘image that was a mere reflection’. A reflected image cannot 
replace the original; after all it is merely a copy of the original. The second reason is that 
‘this image seen on the pillars seemed to change every now and then, appearing now and 
vanishing the next moment, or looking attractive now and distorted the next moment, as 
Lord Ram and Sita moved from one point to another’. This constant change in the images 
on the pillars was due to many reasons—such as the angle from which they were viewed, 
the position and angle of Lord Ram and Sita vis-a-vis the individual pillar, the surface 
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polish, deformities and curvature of the pillars themselves, and the light and other 
extraneous factors that intervened to give a final effect to the images.  

Now, whereas there was no consistency in shape and uniformity in the beauty of the 
images reflected from the pillars, the sight of the original form of Lord Ram and Sita 
inside the pavilion was consistently brilliant and uniformly beautiful to behold.  

Therefore, there can be no comparison between the image of Lord Ram and Sita seen 
in the pillars to symbolize the presence of Kamdeo and Rati, and their original form as 
seen directly in the pavilion.  

Another question is: ‘Why were Kamdeo and Rati shy of appearing in person like 
other gods and goddesses?’ The answer is simple: It is because Lord Shiva was present 
there. Lord Shiva is a renowned enemy of Kamdeo (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chanda line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 324), and had even burnt the latter’s physical 
form when he once got angry at him (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 87). At that time, when Rati had begged Shiva to show 
mercy, the Lord had blessed her by saying that henceforth her husband, Kamdeo, would 
live in an invisible form, without a visible body—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 87.  

Therefore, Kamdeo and Rati were terrified at the prospect of assuming a visible form 
as humans on the one hand, and played ‘hide-and-seek’ by repeatedly appearing and 
disappearing on the pillars on the other hand, to avoid being noticed by Lord Shiva and 
inviting his wrath.]    

 
÷∞ ◊ªŸ ‚’ ŒπÁŸ„UÊ⁄U – ¡Ÿ∑§ ‚◊ÊŸ •¬ÊŸ Á’‚Ê⁄UH 6H 

 
bha'ē magana saba dēkhanihārē. janaka samāna apāna bisārē. 6. 
 
These two sights (of Lord Ram and Sita in person, and their images that simmered on the 
pillars to remind one of Kamdeo and Rati) were so fascinating that everyone was amazed 
and dazed. All those who watched them were as enchanted and enraptured as king Janak 
had been (as described in Chanda line no. 15 that precedes Doha no. 324 herein above). 
(6) 

[Note—The word ‘everyone’ includes the gods and the goddesses who were present to 
witness the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita, both in their forms of human beings which 
they had assumed to participate in this auspicious occasion, as well as in their primary 
invisible form in the sky. Remember: Both these forms were there—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 318 which deals with 
the goddesses assuming human forms; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 
321 which deals with the gods assuming human forms; and (iii) numerous instances 
which show that the gods have showered flowers from the sky—viz. Doha no. 324, and 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 319.] 

 
¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ÈÁŸã„U ÷Ê°fl⁄UË¥ »§⁄UË¥ – Ÿª‚Á„UÃ ‚’ ⁄UËÁÃ ÁŸ’⁄Ë¥H 7H 

 
pramudita muninha bhām̐varīṁ phērīṁ. nēgasahita saba rīti nibērīṁ. 7. 
 
The sages (Vasistha and Satanand as the presiding priests) helped the couple to go around 
(circumambulate) the sacred fire to complete the ritual of ‘Bhaanwari’, and then they 
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completed all the other rites according to established tradition and customs of the society 
and their respective families. (7) 

[Note—The process of ‘Bhaanwari’ that had commenced in Chanda no. 16 that precedes 
Doha no. 324 is completed here. While the newly married couple moves around the 
sacred fire, the presiding priests recite auspicious hymns from the scriptures and 
undertake all other rites and rituals associated with it. 
 A very interesting thing is to be noted here. The process of ‘Bhaanwari’ involves 
going seven times around the sacred fire. We will note here that exactly ‘seven lines’ 
have been written here about Bhaanwari (from Chaupai line no. 1 to 7) by the clever poet 
Tulsidas to indicate these ‘seven rounds’. 
 Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/105, stanza no. 4 also.] 

 
⁄UÊ◊ ‚Ëÿ Á‚⁄U ‚¥ŒÈ⁄U Œ„UË¥ – ‚Ù÷Ê ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡ÊÁÃ Á’Áœ ∑§„UË¥H 8H 
•L§Ÿ ¬⁄UÊª ¡‹¡È ÷Á⁄U ŸË∑¥§ – ‚Á‚Á„U ÷Í· •Á„U ‹Ù÷ •◊Ë ∑¥§H 9H 

 
rāma sīya sira sēndura dēhīṁ. sōbhā kahi na jāti bidhi kēhīṁ. 8. 
aruna parāga jalaju bhari nīkēṁ. sasihi bhūṣa ahi lōbha amī kēṁ. 9. 
 
Lord Ram applied ‘Sindoor’1 (vermillion powder) on the forehead of Sita along the 
hairline and on the hair on the top of the head. This sight was so wonderful, so beautiful 
and graceful to look at that even the creator Vidhi (i.e. Brahma) did not understand how 
to describe it*.  

[*This verse can be interpreted to mean that ‘The sight of Lord Ram applying 
Sidoor on the head of Sita was so wonderful, so beautiful and graceful to watch that it is 
not possible to describe it by any means; it defied all description’.]2 (8) 

This scene is reminiscent of a serpent, which is thirsty for nectar, picking up a 
young lotus flower of reddish hue and full of pollen, to appease the moon by offering this 
flower to it (so that the moon feels obliged to let the thirsty serpent quench its thirst by 
allowing it to drink or suck at the nectar that is stored in the moon which is regarded as 
the heavenly pitcher in which the gods have stored their Amrit, the elixir of blissful life)2. 
(9) 

[Note—1Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 18, line no. 3. 
2In this remarkable metaphor, the arms of Lord Ram is likened to the serpent, the red-

coloured cup made from gems that contained the red vermillion powder to the red lotus 
full of pollen, and the face of Sita to the moon. This comparison of the face of Sita to the 
moon has been done earlier also in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 230 when Lord Ram first meets Sita in the royal garden. 
 Another instance where Lord Ram and Sita stand face-to-face and the moon has been 
invoked as a comparison is when Sita puts the victory garland around the neck of the 
Lord—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
264. The similarity between these two instances is remarkable indeed and it is like a 
symphony in verses.]    

 
’„ÈUÁ⁄U ’Á‚DÔU ŒËÁã„U •ŸÈ‚Ê‚Ÿ – ’L§ ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸ ’ÒΔU ∞∑§ •Ê‚ŸH 10H 
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bahuri basiṣṭha dīnhi anusāsana. baru dulahini baiṭhē ēka āsana. 10. 
 
After this rite was completed, sage Vasistha instructed the groom and the bride to sit 
together on the same seat. (10) 

[Note—The boy and the girl become a husband and wife once this rite of applying of the 
vermillion powder is finished. Prior to this they sit on separate seats, but now they are 
made to sit together. It implies that now onwards, they would share the ups and downs of 
life together on equal terms.] 

 
À¢U0.  ’ÒΔU ’⁄UÊ‚Ÿ ⁄UÊ◊È ¡ÊŸÁ∑§ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ Œ‚⁄UÕÈ ÷∞– 1– 

ÃŸÈ ¬È‹∑§ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ŒÁπ •¬Ÿ¥ ‚È∑Î§Ã ‚È⁄UÃL§ »§‹ Ÿ∞H 2H 
 
chanda.  

baiṭhē barāsana rāmu jānaki mudita mana dasarathu bha'ē. 1. 
tanu pulaka puni puni dēkhi apanēṁ sukṛta surataru phala na'ē. 2. 
 
When king Dasrath saw Lord Ram and Sita sitting together on the same seat (as husband 
and wife), his Mana (heart and mind) was euphoric with joy1. (Chanda line no. 1) 

His (Dasrath’s) body was thrilled with joy and happiness as he watched his good 
deeds take shape and fructify in the form of fruits of the evergreen tree of gods 
represented by Lord Ram (his meritorious and gracious son) and Sita (his beautiful and 
virtuous daughter-in-law)*2. 

[*This line can read as follows also—“When Dasrath watched the couple sitting 
together on the same seat (as husband and wife), his body was thrilled with the joy that 
came with the thought that all his good deeds, which he compared to the evergreen tree of 
gods, have produced new fruits (in the sense that his son has been married to a beautiful, 
meritorious and virtuous princesses from another great kingdom of immense repute). 
What more would a father want.”] (Chanda line no. 2) 

[Note—1Janak was fascinated by Lord Ram because he had recognized who Ram was, 
something that eluded Dasrath. Janak had also been thrilled, but not because he was 
watching or honouring a handsome prince who he has been fortunate enough to have as a 
groom for his daughter, but as a personified form of Brahm. 

Janak’s level of spiritual enlightenment had immediately warned him at first sight of 
the Lord that he was not an ordinary prince but some divine Being. This is clear in the 
reading of Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216.  

But Dasrath was so overcome with delusions created by the Lord’s Maya (delusion 
creating powers) that he had merely treated Ram as his ‘son’, and had died wailing for 
him and calling out his name with a mental image of a son—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ahodhya Kand, Doha no. 155.  

Even at the time when sage Vishwamitra had asked him to send Lord Ram with him 
to help eliminate the terror of demons, Dasrath had not realized that it was a part of the 
divine mission for which Lord Ram had come down to earth from heaven, but refused to 
oblige the sage fearing for the safety of his son—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 207—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 208.   
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So, in all the earlier verses which deal with Janak (Chanda line nos. 1-16 that precede 
Doha no. 324) it has been said that he was enthralled by the beautiful form of Lord Ram, 
and not of ‘the couple’. When a reference to the ‘couple’ (i.e. Lord Ram and Sita) is 
made in Chaupai line no. 2 herein above, Janak is cited merely as an example of the joy 
that others felt (refer: Chaupai line no. 6 herein above).  

The picture of Lord Ram and Sita together is absolutely stunning as endorsed 
elsewhere also in Ram Charit Manas. For instance, refer to Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 265.  

2On the other hand, when the turn of describing Dasrath came, Tulsidas chose the 
moment when Lord Ram and Sita sat together as husband and wife. And then he says that 
“Dasrath was happy that all his meritorious deeds have taken the form of the couple, Lord 
Ram his son, and Sita his daughter-in-law”. Even a causal reading of the concerned 
verses will make this observation clear.  
 It is said here that he was happy because ‘new fruits have been produced by the tree 
of his good deeds’. What is ‘new’ about it? Earlier his son was unmarried, and now he is  
married, and the icing on the cake is that the bride he has got is the most beautiful girl in 
the whole world (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 251). Added to this 
good fortune is the fact that he acquired great fame and got himself recognized in the 
whole world by breaking the bow of Lord Shiva and overcoming the wrath of the 
vengeful sage Parashuram, two achievements that made Lord Ram stand apart from all 
the so-called brave and mighty princes and kings of the time. What more would a father 
want in this world—Dasrath is so happy that his son has acquired for himself matchless 
glory and acclaim that not only established him as a strong and powerful prince but also 
brought laurels to his family, the dynasty of king Raghu. Another fruit is that his son has 
married a beautiful princess of great grace, virtues and beauty, and who belongs to 
another great kingdom of Janakpur that is as renowned as his own kingdom of Ayodhya.  
 This is the ‘new fruit’ that has given so much happiness to Dasrath. With the arrival 
of a bride, Sita, in the household, a new member has come—and it is the same as having 
another wonderful fruit in addition to the fruits he already has in the form of his beloved 
son Lord Ram and his other three sons Bharat, Shatrughan and Laxman. So if previously 
he had ‘four divine fruits’, now he has ‘five’ such fruits with the addition of Sita in the 
family. 
 King Dasrath had no daughter, and he longed to have one. By the grace of God and 
the good effects of his meritorious religious deeds and righteous life he has got his wish 
fulfilled in the form of Sita. The ‘daughter-in-law’, by the virtue of her marrying and 
adopting her husband’s family as her new home, becomes a ‘daughter’ of her adopted 
family in the eyes of the ‘law’. So, this was akin to Dasrath getting new fruits from the 
tree of his good deeds.]   

  
÷Á⁄U ÷ÈflŸ ⁄U„UÊ ©U¿UÊ„ÈU ⁄UÊ◊ Á’’Ê„ÈU ÷Ê ‚’„UË¥ ∑§„UÊ– 3– 
∑§Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’⁄UÁŸ Á‚⁄UÊÃ ⁄U‚ŸÊ ∞∑§ ÿ„ÈU ◊¢ª‹È ◊„UÊH 4H 

 
bhari bhuvana rahā uchāhu rāma bibāhu bhā sabahīṁ kahā. 3. 
kēhi bhām̐ti barani sirāta rasanā ēka yahu maṅgalu mahā. 4. 
 
There was universal rejoicing in all the corners of the world (“Bhuvan”). Everyone said 
that Lord Ram has been married (and it is therefore time to celebrate)1. (Chanda line no. 
3) 
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How can the lone tongue praise (or describe) this auspicious happening which is 
of a huge dimension and so grand that it defies description2. (Chanda line no. 4) 

[Note—1The same idea is expressed when Lord Ram had broken the bow—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 262.  

Another instance is when Sita put the victory garland on Lord Ram—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 265. 

2Once again, the same idea of a single tongue being unable to describe the glory of a 
certain event or situation is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha nos. 289 
and 318 earlier in the context of this episode of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita.] 

 

Ã’ ¡Ÿ∑§ ¬Êß ’Á‚DÔU •Êÿ‚È CÿÊ„U ‚Ê¡ ‚°flÊÁ⁄U ∑Ò§– 5– 
◊Ê¢«UflË üÊÈÃ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ ©U⁄UÁ◊‹Ê ∑È§•°Á⁄U ‹ßZ „°U∑§ÊÁ⁄U ∑Ò§H 6H 

 
taba janaka pā'i basiṣṭha āyasu byāha sāja sam̐vāri kai. 5. 
māṇḍavī śrutakīrati uramilā ku'am ̐ri la'īṁ ham̐kāri kai. 6. 
 
[Chanda line nos. 5-12 narrate that Janak took permission from sage Vasistha and 
married all the other three remaining princesses of the family who were sisters and 
cousins of Sita to the three brothers of Lord Ram. It means that all the four brothers were 
married together in the same ceremony and in the same family.] 

After the wedding ceremony of Lord Ram and Sita was over, Janak took 
permission from sage Vasistha1 and ordered that the other three princesses (daughters) of 
the family, i.e. Maandavi, Srutkirti and Urmila2, should be properly decked up in full 
bridal attire and be brought to the marriage pavilion3. (5-6) 

[Note—1Janak did not wish to miss this golden and once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see 
all the princesses of the family married. Fortunately for him, by a stroke of good luck and 
the good effects of his own righteous deeds and meritorious life, and of course by the 
grace of God, he has not only come in contact with the most famous family of the time, 
the royal family of Ayodhya that had acquired so much acclaim and had established itself 
as a righteous and law-abiding dynasty that even the Purans and Itihasas (ancient 
histories of India) mentioned it, but has already established an unbreakable bond created 
by marrying of his daughter Sita with the eldest son of the family, i.e. Lord Ram.  
 Now, Janak was shy of asking Dasrath that it is his desire to marry all the other three 
sisters of Sita to the other three sons of Dasrath if he would permit. He did not want to 
create any unsavoury situation should Dasrath dither and express his reservations. After 
all, even if Janak had asked Dasrath directly, the latter would have sought the opinion and 
permission of his royal Guru, sage Vasistha, before giving an answer. So why not seek 
permission from Vasistha directly instead, thought Janak—because if Vasistha agreed 
then there was no fear of Dasrath refusing.  

So, he wisely and correctly thought that it would be best for him to seek permission 
from sage Vasistha.  

Now the question is ‘why did Janak wish to get all the daughters married into the 
same family?’ There were many probable reasons for this decision of Janak as discussed 
below.  

Sita and her other sisters, i.e. her own sister Urmila, and her cousin sisters Maandavi 
and Srutkirti, were very close to each other. They loved each other extremely dearly, and 
the very notion that they would be separated forever after Sita’s marriage had made the 
other three princesses plunge into deep depression. These three princesses had shared 
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each moment of their lives and so Janak thought that it would be prudent if they stayed 
together for the rest of their lives also.  

Besides this, the royal family of Dasrath was highly reputed, disciplined and 
righteous, and all the four daughters were ensured a comfortable life in the future. Janak 
thought that there was no certainty what kind of family and husband the other three 
daughters would get if they were married elsewhere. Therefore, it was wise not to take 
the risk and marry them into the royal family of Ayodhya.  

This marriage had the blessing of two great sages of the time—sage Vishwamitra and 
sage Vasistha, each no less exalted and powerful than the other. In a way they stood 
guarantors of happiness and well-being for all the four daughters of Janak who were 
getting married with the four sons of king Dasrath, and the resultant relationship and 
bond of friendship and family ties that were being now established.  

Janak had got news through his spies that every one of the subjects in his kingdom of 
Janakpur wanted that all the four princesses should be married to the four wonderful 
princes of Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 311 along with its 
preceding Chanda line no. 3-4. Hence he thought that his decision would also be 
endorsed by his subjects. Every noble king ensures that all his actions and decisions are 
endorsed and liked by his subjects; this ensures that everyone is happy and there is no 
chance of rumour mongering and scandalous gossip in the kingdom. Even if something 
went wrong, the king would have support and sympathy of his subjects.  

2Urmila was the younger sibling of Sita and the second daughter of Janak, while 
Maandavi and Srutkriti were the two daughters of Janak’s younger brother named 
Kusketu or Kushdhwaj. Maandavi was the elder of the two. 

The sequence in which the three princesses are mentioned is significant. Janak was 
the king, and so it is expected that his own daughter Urmila’s name should be placed 
first. But instead of that, Maandavi and Srutkriti are mentioned first, followed by Urmila 
at the end. This implies two things— 

(i) In terms of age, Maandavi was senior to both Srutkirti and Urmila, so she was 
named first. Srutkirti was Maandavi’s sibling because both were the daughters of 
Kushdhwaj, the younger brother of Janak. So, Srutkirti was named second. The third 
place was left for Urmila. Hence, they are named in this sequence.  

(ii) Janak was a very conscientious king, and he did not want his younger brother 
Kushdhwaj to feel belittled or offended by giving the latter’s two daughters Maandavi 
and Srutkriti less importance than his own daughter Urmila. So the wise king Janak 
decided that Maandavi and Srutkriti should be given precedence over Urmila when 
summon was sent for them.  

3Janak had made his intentions clear that he wanted all of them to be married right 
then by ordering that they be decorated in bridal attire and then brought to the pavilion. 
This also shows that they hadn’t accompanied Sita when she was brought for her 
wedding rites. Sita was accompanied by other girls and ladies, but not her three sisters. 
They had stayed in the palace. This was in accordance with the custom of the society and 
royal protocol of the time that required that unmarried daughters should not come out in 
the public during open ceremonies. 

The marriage of all the four lovely princesses of Janakpur with the four noble princes 
of Ayodhya as described in the present verses of Ram Charit Manas have also been 
described by Tulsidas in his book “Janki Mangal” in its verse nos. 153-154.]     

  
∑È§‚∑§ÃÈ ∑§ãÿÊ ¬˝Õ◊ ¡Ù ªÈŸ ‚Ë‹ ‚Èπ ‚Ù÷Ê◊ß¸– 7– 
‚’ ⁄UËÁÃ ¬˝ËÁÃ ‚◊Ã ∑§Á⁄U ‚Ù CÿÊÁ„U ŸÎ¬ ÷⁄UÃÁ„U Œß¸H 8H 
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kusakētu kan'yā prathama jō guna sīla sukha sōbhāma'ī. 7. 
saba rīti prīti samēta kari sō byāhi nṛpa bharatahi da'ī. 8. 
 
The first (elder) daughter of Kusketu (also known by the name of Kushdhwaj, the 
younger brother of Janak) who has been named first or was summoned to the pavilion 
first (as mentioned in verse no. 6 herein above), was very virtuous, very courteous, gave 
happiness to others by her presence and amiable nature, and was a personified form of 
beauty and elegance. (7) 

The king1 performed all the necessary rites and duly observed all the customs 
before affectionately marrying her to Bharat2 (the younger brother of Lord Ram). (8)  

[Note—1The ‘first or elder’ daughter, or ‘the one who was named first amongst the three 
daughters called for the purpose of marriage’, was Maandavi.  

Though it is not clear here who had done the rites, whether it was Janak, Maandavi’s 
elder uncle, or Maandavi’s father Kushhwaj, but in all probability it was Kushdhwaj who 
did it because he was the father. According to the established procedure, it is always the 
father who does the ‘Kanyaa-daan’ ritual, i.e. he is the one who formally hands over his 
daughter to the groom as the final step during the wedding rites. In case the bride’s father 
is not alive or unable to undertake the duty himself then only the next-of-kin, say an 
uncle or someone else in order of kinship and blood-line of the bride would perform 
Kanyaa-daan.  

This means one more thing also—both Janak and Kushdhwaj were seated side by 
side during the entire procedure. This conclusion is obvious because four girls were 
married simultaneously—two were the daughters of Janak (Sita and Urmila), and two of 
Kushdhwaj (Maandavi and Srutkirti). It also means that the four brothers, i.e. Lord Ram 
and his three brothers Bharat, Shatrughan and Laxman, were also seated on the same 
platform so that the rituals could be done together.  

Lord Ram and Sita were finished with their part, but they continued to sit alongside 
the others to create a wonderful sight of immeasurable and indescribable beauty as 
narrated in Chanda line no. 13-16 that follow below. 

2It is prohibited in the scriptures that two or more blood-sisters (i.e. two or more 
sisters having the same mother) cannot be married to blood-brothers (brothers having the 
same mother). This restriction is very cleverly observed in the marriage of the four 
princesses of Janakpur with the four princes of Ayodhya.  

Let’s see how: Sita was married to Lord Ram, and now we read that Maandavi was 
married to Bharat. Sita’s mother was Sunayana, the queen of Janak, and Lord Ram’s 
mother was the senior queen of Dasrath, queen mother Kaushalya. But Maandavi’s 
mother was the queen of Kushdhwaj, while that of Bharat was Kaikeyi, the second queen 
of Dasrath. Hence, this scriptural sanction was duly observed. 

Another wonderful thing to observe is that Lord Ram and Bharat looked alike—both 
were dark-complexioned. Likewise, the two princesses, Sita and Maandavi, looked very 
much like twins. Like their husbands, Lord Ram and Bharat, these two princesses too had 
great affinity for each other.  

And by the criterion of age also, these two pairs were perfect match—because Lord 
Ram was the eldest of the four brothers, and Bharat was the second eldest, and likewise 
Sita was the eldest and Maandavi next in terms of age.] 

 
¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ‹ÉÊÈ ÷ÁªŸË ‚∑§‹ ‚È¢ŒÁ⁄U Á‚⁄UÙ◊ÁŸ ¡ÊÁŸ ∑Ò§– 9– 
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‚Ù ÃŸÿ ŒËã„UË CÿÊÁ„U ‹πŸÁ„U ‚∑§‹ Á’Áœ ‚Ÿ◊ÊÁŸ ∑Ò§H 10H 
 
jānakī laghu bhaginī sakala sundari sirōmani jāni kai. 9. 
sō tanaya dīnhī byāhi lakhanahi sakala bidhi sanamāni kai. 10. 
 
[The third in line to be married were Laxman and Urmila.] 

Janki’s (Sita’s) younger sister, whom the king (Janak) knew to be like a crown-
jewel in terms of beauty and elegance, was married to Laxman with great affection and 
honour after all rites and customs were duly completed. (Chanda line nos. 9-10) 

[Note—Urmila, the blood-sister of Sita, was married to Laxman whose mother was 
Sumitra, the third queen of Dasrath.  

Laxman was of a fair complexion like that of Urmila, and so they made a perfect 
pair.  

One very important factor that played a major role in Janak marrying Sita’s own 
sister with Laxman was that he had carefully observed that both these two brothers stayed 
together very closely and had immense love for each other. They were more like dear 
friends than mere brothers, sharing each other’s views and emotions openly and without 
reservations. This will be very clear when we recall the conversation between Lord Ram 
and Laxman in the garden where they met Sita, and later on when they had gone to do 
their evening prayers—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Doha no. 230—to 
Doha no. 231; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 237; and (iii) from Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 237—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 239.  

The above verses will clearly show the level of openness and fankness with which 
the two brothers shared each other’s views and the little joys of life.  

Later on in the story also we learn that when Lord Ram had gone to exile, Laxman 
followed him and served him very affectionately throughout.  

Since Sita and Urmila were blood-sisters, and Lord Ram and Laxman shared such 
close relationship of affection and love, the wise king Janak thought that by virtue of this 
marriage of Urmila with Laxman she will have a better chance to stay in close proximity 
with her own sister Sita who was already married to Lord Ram. The two pairs would 
bond well with each other because of the natural affinity between its members.]  

 
¡Á„U ŸÊ◊È üÊÈÃ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ ‚È‹ÙøÁŸ ‚È◊ÈÁπ ‚’ ªÈŸ •Êª⁄UË– 11– 
‚Ù Œß¸ Á⁄U¬È‚ÍŒŸÁ„U ÷Í¬ÁÃ M§¬ ‚Ë‹ ©U¡Êª⁄UËH 12H 

 
jēhi nāmu śrutakīrati sulōcani sumukhi saba guna āgarī. 11. 
sō da'ī ripusūdanahi bhūpati rūpa sīla ujāgarī. 12. 
 
She whose name was Srutkirti who had beautiful eyes (like that of a doe), an attractive 
face, was a mine of good virtues, and was well-known for her beauty and amiable nature, 
was given in marriage by the king to Ripusudan* (another name of Shatrughan, the 
younger brother of Lord Ram and a sibling of Laxman). (Chanda line nos. 11-12) 

[Note—The younger blood-sister of Maandavi was Srutkirti. Maandavi was married to 
Bharat, and her own younger sister Srutkirti was married to Shatrughan, the younger 
blood-brother of Laxman.  

Thus, we have the following pairs: (i) Lord Ram, the eldest of the four brothers, was 
married to Sita, the eldest of the four sisters. (ii) Bharat, the second oldest of the 4 
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brothers, was married to Maandavi, the second oldest of the 4 sisters. (iii) Laxman, the 
third in line in terms of age, was married to Urmila, the third in terms of age amongst the 
sisters. And (iv) Shatrughan, the youngest of the 4 brothers, was married to Srutkirti who 
was the youngest amongst the sisters.  

Besides this, all care was taken to adhere to the edict of the scriptures as outlined in a 
note appended to verse no. 8 herein above and explained in subsequent verses in relation 
to each couple.    

*Shatrughan is also called “Ripusudan” which means one who trounces, one who 
vanquishes the enemy—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 197.]    

   
•ŸÈM§¬ ’⁄U ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸ ¬⁄US¬⁄U ‹Áπ ‚∑È§ø Á„Uÿ° „U⁄U·„UË¥– 13– 
‚’ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚È¢Œ⁄UÃÊ ‚⁄UÊ„U®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È⁄U ªŸ ’⁄U·„UË¥H 14H 

 
anurūpa bara dulahini paraspara lakhi sakuca hiyam ̐ haraṣahīṁ. 13. 
saba mudita sundaratā sarāhahiṁ sumana sura gana baraṣahīṁ. 14. 
 
When the four pairs of brides and their respective grooms looked shyly at each other and 
their partners, and observed that each pair was perfectly matched, they blushed 
exceedingly even as they felt delighted in their hearts1. (Chanda line no. 13) 

Everyone present on the occasion was euphoric, and all of them unanimously 
praised the magnificent beauty of the four pairs even as the assembly of gods showered 
flowers on them2. (Chanda line no. 14) 

[Note—1The four brothers and the four sisters blushed and felt shy because everyone was 
closely watching them, and when their eyes met their siblings they smiled in 
acknowledgement as well as in embarrassment because they all felt self-conscious and 
awkward. 

2We have seen on many previous occasions that the gods have showered flowers at 
every instant when it was an occasion to rejoice and celebrate. The celebrated moment 
now was that all the four brothers had been married.]    

 
‚¢ÈŒ⁄UË¢ ‚¢ÈŒ⁄U ’⁄Uã„U ‚„U ‚’ ∞∑§ ◊¢«U¬ ⁄UÊ¡„UË¥– 15– 
¡ŸÈ ¡Ëfl ©U⁄U øÊÁ⁄U©U •flSÕÊ Á’÷ÈŸ ‚Á„UÃ Á’⁄UÊ¡„UË¥H 16H 

 
sundarīṁ sundara baranha saha saba ēka maṇḍapa rājahīṁ. 15. 
janu jīva ura cāri'u avasthā bibhuna sahita birājahīṁ. 16. 
 
All the lovely brides looked very adorable in the same marriage pavilion and under the 
same canopy alongside their respective handsome grooms just as the Jiva (the living 
being, the creature) and his soul (the Jiva’s Atma, the consciousness that is his true 
‘self’), which is also known as ‘Bibhu1’, exhibits four states of conscious existence in this 
world2. (Chanda line no. 15-16) 

[Note—1The word “Bibhu” or “Vibhu”—This term applies to the Supreme Being. It 
means one who is almighty, omnipresent, all-pervading, all-encompassing, 
magnanimous, eternal, infinite, all-powerful, immovable, constant and immutable.  
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In the context of the Jiva, the living being, the Vibhu is his Atma or soul that is pure 
consciousness which lives in the subtle space of his heart inside his gross physical body.    

The word “Jiva” means a living being. The soul of the living being is known as the 
Atma. According to metaphysical concept, the Atma is nothing but the pure 
consciousness that lives in the subtle space of the heart of the Jiva. This consciousness is 
the de-facto Lord or the Master of the creature, because if there is no ‘consciousness’ the 
creature would be dead and useless. The gross body will be there, but the Jiva is deemed 
to be dead if he loses consciousness in this body. This consciousness is invisible and very 
subtle, but the hard fact is that it is the real ‘life and soul’ of the Jiva instead of his gross 
body. But the ignorant world that can’t see beyond the gross things that are visible to it 
erroneously treats the gross inane body as the identity of the Jiva instead of the Atma or 
the soul which is the pure subtle consciousness that resides in the subtle space of the heart 
that lives inside the gross body of the Jiva. 

2The pure conscious self of the Jiva is his Atma or soul which is said to have four 
states of existence: viz. Turiya, Sushupta, Swapna and Jagrat. The Jiva and the Atma are 
inseparable from one another, and in essence their truthful identity is nothing but pure 
consciousness that is uniform and unchanging. But in the context of the physical world in 
which the Jiva lives, the Atma displays four states of existence with varying degrees of 
awareness and attachment with the world. In the ‘Jagrat’ state the Jiva is fully involved 
physically in the  affairs of the world and is affected by them. The same Jiva finds a bit of 
peace when he sleeps and dreams, as in this stage called ‘Swapna’ his physical body is at 
rest and only the mind and subconscious are busy and active. In the third stage known as 
‘Sushupta’, even the mind becomes inactive and therefore the rest is complete. But this 
stage is short-lived as the Jiva reverts back to the Swapna and the Jagrat stages soon. In 
certain cases when the Jiva is enlightened and wise, he crosses the threshold and reaches 
the fourth stage of existence known as ‘Turiya’ when the bliss obtained in the Sushupta 
stage becomes more sustainable and permanent.  

This great metaphysical concept of the Upanishads is cited here to emphasise that all 
the four brothers and their respective brides were like the same Jiva living in four states 
of consciousness. The brides and the grooms loved each other so much as if their were 
different bodies with the same heart. Or, it was like the same soul living in two bodies. 
Applied in a more holistic sense it may mean that though in physical terms there were 
four brothers and four brides  but in essence they were the same Divine Lord who has 
manifested himself in their individual forms. 

The four states of Consciousness and its relationship with the Jiva—According to the 
concepts of metaphysics, the ‘consciousness’ exists in four primary states within the body 
of the creature. These in descending order are the following—(i) the highest level known 
as ‘Turiya’ which is the transcendental state of existence, (ii) the next lower level known 
as ‘Sushupta’ which is equivalent to deep sleep state of consciousness, (iii) the third 
lower level and the second from the lowest as ‘Swapna’ which means dreaming state of 
consciousness, and (iv) the lowest level as ‘Jagrat’ which means the waking state of 
consciousness. Each state has its own unique virtues, characters and dynamism.  
Therefore, from the perspective of metaphysics, Lord Ram and Sita represent the Turiya 
state, Bharat and Maandavi the Sushupta state, Shatrughan and Srutkirti the Swapna state, 
and Laxman and Urmila the Jagrat state.  

The reason for this association is this: Lord Ram is the Supreme Being known as 
Brahm or Super Consciousness, and his dynamic Shakti or power of action is Sita. Brahm 
is recognized in the transcendental state of consciousness, and not in its gross level. An 
ascetic is said to live in this Turiya state of meditative trance where he may appear to be 
going about his normal duties of the world but actually he remains aloof from everything 
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and sees everything with utmost detachment and neutrality like the case of Lord Ram. So, 
Lord Ram represents the ‘Turiya state’.  

The Turiya state and Sushupta state are closely linked with only a hair-line 
distinction between the two. Bharat and Lord Ram resembled each other in all matters—
physical looks as well as at the temperamental level. Bharat was as calm and wise as 
Lord Ram. Even in the story we will read that while Lord Ram lived like a hermit in the 
forest, Bharat copied him in Ayodhya by living like a hermit in exile. Therefore, Bharat 
represents the ‘Sushupta state’, the state having close links with the Turiya state and 
resembling the latter. In the Sushupta state, the mind is unaware of the external world and 
remains in a blissful state of calmness and tranquility like the case of Bharat.  

Laxman had accompanied Lord Ram to the forest and not only helped the Lord do all 
his daily chores but also was his comrade-in-arm in the epic war of Lanka and the rest of 
the story from start to finish. In other words, like the creature doing his duties in this 
mundane gross world during his waking state of life when all his organs of perceptions 
and actions interact with the world, Laxman helped Lord Ram in his worldly duties. 
Therefore, he represents the ‘Jagrat state’ or the waking state.  

And finally we have Shatrughan who represented the ‘Swapna state’ as he remained 
active in this world but only in a symbolic and perfunctory way like a man remaining 
active in a world of dreams. He carried out the daily grind of the administrative affairs of 
the huge kingdom of Ayodhya because Bharat had taken voluntary exile and Laxman had 
gone with Lord Ram to actively help the Lord in the forest—but it was in a sanitized 
environment of the city of Ayodhya that was already in a state of gloom and grief due to 
the exile of Lord Ram; there was no excitement. Aside of routine work and daily chores, 
there was no excitement for Shatrughan unlike Laxman who had to face the daily 
uncertainty of the cruel environment of the unknown and unchartered forest.  

Whatever Shatrughan did during the long 14 years of Lord Ram’s exile remained 
unsung and unacknowledged by all—no where do we find any applause for Shatrughan 
and his skillful handling of the affairs of the kingdom during the Lord’s absence. On the 
other hand, Laxman has been praised by everyone as he served Lord Ram in the forest 
and helped in winning the war of Lanka, but the role of Shatrughan was no less important 
in taking care of the kingdom of Ayodhya with as much diligence and effort as Lord Ram 
would have himself done. But like the case where a man does so many great deeds in his 
dream but these deeds remain unacknowledged and unrecognized in the physical world, 
Shatrughan remained unacknowledged and unrecognized by this gross world. It must not 
be forgotten that often a man finds solutions for his greatest problems related to the 
physical world while he sleeps and dreams of them, but when he implements the ideas 
that he got in his dream to overcome the problems of the physical world, only his actions 
that are taken in practice are observed and recognized by the external world which 
remains oblivious of the back-ground channel of the ‘dream’ where the solution and the 
direction for action was actually found or discovered by the concerned person.  

That is why while Laxman’s deeds were openly acknowledged and praised by all, 
Shatrughan, who maintained a very low profile and worked behind the curtains as it were, 
remained obscure. Hence, coming to our discussion, he is said to represent the ‘Swapna 
or dreaming state’ which is a combination of activity at the subtle level, and non-activity 
at the gross level of existence. 

The four states of existence of the consciousness have been described in detail in the 
following Upanishads—(a) Shukla Yajur Veda—Trishikhi Brahman Upanishad, Canto 2, 
verse nos. 149-150; Brihad Aranyak Upanishad 2/1/16-20, 4/3/9-38; Subalo-panishad, 
Canto 4 full as well as Canto 9, verse no. 1-7; Paingalo-panishad, 2/11-16; Mandal 
Brahmin Upanishad, 2/4-2/5; Turiyateet Upanishad. (b) Krishna Yajur Veda tradition—
Varaaha Upanishad, Canto 2, verse no. 59-64, 72; Canto 4, verse no. 11-20; Brahmo-
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panishad, verse no. 1, 20-21; Kaivalya Upanishad, verse no. 12-14; Dhyan Bindu 
Upanishad, verse no. 93/12-93/15; Sarwasaar Upanishad, verse no. 4; Shaarirak 
Upanishad, verse no. 14; Brahm/Amrit Bindu Upanishad, verse no. 11. (c) Atharva Veda 
tradition—Mandukya Upanishad, verse nos. 3-7; Atharvashikha Upanishad; Nrisingh 
Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 4-7; Naradparivrajak Upanishad, Canto 5, verse 
nos. 1, 24-26; Canto 6, verse no. 3-4, Canto 8, verse nos. 9-16, 19-20; Ram Uttar Tapini 
Upanishad, Canto 3,verse nos. 1-4 (in relation with Sri Ram and others), and verse nos. 5-
8 (in relation with the Atma); Param Hans Parivarjak Upanishad, pargraph no. 6; 
Annapurna Upanishad, Canto 1, verse nos. 25; Canto 2, verse nos. 12-16; Canto 3, verse 
nos. 10, 13, 16-18; Canto 5, verse nos. 16, 46, 84-85, 88-89, 109-111.  

The Atma or the soul which is pure consciousness and true self of the creature has 
many states of existence according to metaphysics—e.g. the 1st state called the waking 
state or ‘Jagrat’, the 2nd state called the dreaming or ‘Swapna’, and the 3rd called the deep 
sleep state of consciousness or ‘Sushupta’. There is a 4th state also, and it is called 
‘Turiya’, which is obtained as a result of going beyond the 3rd stage of deep sleep, and it 
is a permanent state of bliss and felicity in which the conscious Atma usually lives in 
ordinary people who are said to be self-realised. Beyond this 4th state is the Turiyateet, 
literally the state which is beyond the Turiya state and in which the Atma (pure 
consciousness) is free from all the encumbrances and characters displayed by it during 
the other four states. Therefore, Turiyateet would be the 5th state of existence of the 
Atma, and the higher transcendental state when the spiritual aspirant experiences oneness 
with Brahm. The Turiyateet state is the state of existence of ‘super-consciousness’ on a 
perpetual basis. Whereas the Turiya state is the hallmark of those who are self-realised, 
the Turiyateet state is the benchmark for those who are Brahm-realised. The Turiya state 
is the preliminary ground which paves the way for attaining the Turiyateet state.  

To start with the understanding of these different states of existences of the 
consciousness, we have to begin with the fundamental two states in which the creature 
lives in this world. These two are the following—(1) the waking and (2) the sleeping 
states. For the purposes of analyzing the behaviour and existential states of the creature 
during these two fundamental stages, they have been classified into three distinct states as 
follows—the waking state called ‘Jagrat’, the dream state called ‘Swapna’, and the deep 
sleep state called ‘Sushupta. Beyond these three, there are two transcendental states 
called Turiya and Turiyateet states of existence of the consciousness in which self-
realisation and Brahm-realisation are possible, or which mark the state in which those 
who are self-realised and Brahm-realised exist. We will now endeavour to analyse all 
these five states of existence of the conscious Atma in simple terms in brief.  

According to the Varaaha Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, Canto 1, verse no. 11, 
there are three types of world that the Jiva lives in. They pertain to the three states of 
consciousness in this world. They are Vishwa (the world as the individual creature 
perceives it in its waking state of consciousness), Taijas (the world as the individual 
creature perceives it in its dreaming state of consciousness), and Pragya (the world as the 
individual creature perceives it in its deep sleep state of consciousness).  

The Atharva Veda’s Par Brahm Upanishad, verse no. 5 says that the four states of 
existence of consciousness, viz. the Jagrat or waking state, the Swapna or the dreaming 
state, the Sushupta or the deep sleep state, and the Turiya or the post-Sushupta state, 
correspond to the four forms of divinity as represented by Brahma the creator, Vishnu the 
sustainer, Rudra the concluder and the patron god of ascetics, and the Atma which is pure 
consciousness representing the supreme transcendental Brahm. 

This notion of four states of consciousness vis-à-vis Lord Ram and his three brothers 
has been elaborately dealt with in Atharva Veda’s Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad, Canto 3, 
verse nos. 1-4.] 
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Îô0. ◊ÈÁŒÃ •flœ¬ÁÃ ‚∑§‹ ‚ÈÃ ’œÈã„U ‚◊Ã ÁŸ„UÊÁ⁄U– 

¡ŸÈ ¬Ê∞ ◊Á„U¬Ê‹ ◊ÁŸ Á∑˝§ÿã„U ‚Á„UÃ »§‹ øÊÁ⁄UH 325H 
 
dōhā.  

mudita avadhapati sakala suta badhunha samēta nihāri. 
janu pā'ē mahipāla mani kriyanha sahita phala cāri. 325. 

The king of Ayodhya (Dasrath) was jubilant as he watched his four sons alongside their 
respective brides. They appeared to symbolize the four fruits that the king got as rewards 
for his righteous and noble deeds and leading an auspicious life marked by probity and 
propriety. (Doha no. 325) 

[Note-Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 158.  
Earlier in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 

309 we have read about the four great rewards for meritorious deeds that one does in his 
life. They are ‘Artha’ or financial well-being, ‘Dharma’ or fulfillment of all religious 
obligation, ‘Kaam’ or fulfillment of one’s desires, and ‘Moksha’ or spiritual liberation 
and emancipation. These four divine fruits are represented by the four glorious sons of 
king Dasrath. 

Lord Ram stands for Moksha because he is a personified form of the Supreme Being 
who is the target for all spiritual aspirants who seek to find eternal liberation and freedom 
from the cycle of birth and death in this gross mundane world. Bharat stands for the 
ideals of Dharma because by his deeds and actions he had set a stellar example of a life of 
auspiciousness, righteousness, probity, propriety and noble conduct. Shatrughan stands 
for Artha because he had managed the finances and other affairs of the kingdom of 
Ayodhya extremely well during the long time of 14 years when his other three brothers 
were absent from the city because of Lord Ram’s forest exile. And finally Laxman stood 
for Kaam as he is the one who had helped Lord Ram fulfill his desire of eliminating the 
cruel demons.  

Their wives have been likened to their respective Shaktis or inherent strengths 
because all of them had contributed their might in helping their respective husbands 
fulfill their obligations and duties without creating any hindrance for them. Imagine the 
situation if Sita had not agreed with Lord Ram to let Ravana, the king of Lanka, abduct 
her so that the Lord can go and kill the entire lot of tyrannical demons, inspite of having 
to suffer a lot in the process.  

Similarly, when Laxman decided to accompany Lord Ram to the forest, his wife 
Urmila did not come in the way and insist that he change his decision. Likewise, Bharat’s 
wife suffered loneliness and forced separation from her husband all through the 14 years 
of exile because Bharat chose to live like a hermit on the outskirts of Ayodhya for the 
entire duration of the period; she did not complain. And Shatrughan’s wife too helped her 
husband to carry on with his duties without instigating him to usurp the powers of the 
kingdom and misuse his authority for selfish gains and enjoyments. 

The access to the ‘four fruits or rewards’ by king Dasrath as well as his queens who 
were blessed enough to have the supreme Lord of the world as their son known as Lord 
Ram has been referred to elsewhere also in the context of Lord Ram’s marriage in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 309, and in Doha 
no. 345.]    
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¿õ0. ¡Á‚ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U CÿÊ„U Á’Áœ ’⁄UŸË – ‚∑§‹ ∑È°§•⁄U CÿÊ„U Ã®„U ∑§⁄UŸËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

jasi raghubīra byāha bidhi baranī. sakala kum ̐ara byāhē tēhiṁ karanī. 1. 
 
All the princes were married in the same way and following the same rites as had been 
observed for the marriage of Lord Ram (“Raghubir”). (1) 

[Note—An exactly the same idea in the same words have been conveyed by Tulsidas in 
“Janki Mangal”, verse no. 155. 

While narrating the marriage of the three brothers of Lord Ram, i.e. Bharat, 
Shatrughan and Laxman, no details have been given in Chanda line nos. 7-12 that 
precede Doha no. 325 herein above. So this verse is included by Tulsidas to remove all 
doubts regarding the way they were married—“they were all married in the same way as 
Lord Ram”. 

It ought to be noted here that Lord Ram was so gracious that he had always shared all 
the pleasures of life, small or big, with his brothers. There are abundant examples of it. 
The marriage of all the four brothers simultaneously at the same venue and in the same 
family epitomizes this desire of the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 1, 4 that precedes Doha no. 205; Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that 
precede Doha no. 10.]  

 
∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ∑§¿ÈU ŒÊß¡ ÷Í⁄UË – ⁄U„UÊ ∑§Ÿ∑§ ◊ÁŸ ◊¢«U¬È ¬Í⁄UËH 2H 
∑¢§’‹ ’‚Ÿ Á’ÁøòÊ ¬≈UÙ⁄U – ÷Ê°ÁÃ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’„ÈU ◊Ù‹ Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UH 3H 
ª¡ ⁄UÕ ÃÈ⁄Uª ŒÊ‚ •L§ ŒÊ‚Ë – œŸÈ •‹¢∑Î§Ã ∑§Ê◊ŒÈ„UÊ ‚ËH 4H 
’SÃÈ •Ÿ∑§ ∑§Á⁄U• Á∑§Á◊ ‹πÊ – ∑§Á„U Ÿ ¡Êß ¡ÊŸ®„U Á¡ã„U ŒπÊH 5H 

 
kahi na jā'i kachu dā'ija bhūrī. rahā kanaka mani maṇḍapu pūrī. 2. 
kambala basana bicitra paṭōrē. bhām ̐ti bhām̐ti bahu mōla na thōrē. 3. 
gaja ratha turaga dāsa aru dāsī. dhēnu alaṅkṛta kāmaduhā sī. 4. 
bastu anēka kari'a kimi lēkhā. kahi na jā'i jānahiṁ jinha dēkhā. 5. 
 
[Verse nos. 2-5 describe the marriage gifts, known as ‘Dahej’1, that was given by king 
Janak to all the grooms at the end of the marriage ceremony.] 

It is not possible to describe the sort, the quality and the quantity of ‘Dahej’ or the 
marriage gifts that were collected at the pavilion to be given to the grooms. *The entire 
pavilion was full of gold, gems and other precious things. 

[*This 2nd part of the verse can be read as follows also: “The golden pavilion was 
full of gems (and other things mentioned in verse no. 3) that were collected for the 
purpose of giving as Dahej on the occasion of the marriage.”] (2) 

Different varieties of woolen blankets, cotton garments and ceremonial silk robes 
that were valuable and especially made for the occasion were there in abundance.2 (3)  
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Besides these things (that were collected in huge heaps under the canopy of the 
main pavilion), there were elephants, chariots, horses and servants, both male and female 
(that collected outside and around the main pavilion)*. Then there were fully decorated 
milch cows that were like the Kamdhenu cow of the gods which is famous for giving an 
endless supply of milk.3 (4) 

There were countless other things so innumerable in number and diverse in 
quality that it is not possible to account for them or list them. It is not possible to describe 
them either; only those who saw them knew how immense the gifts were, and even they 
failed to fully appreciate their quality, quantity and value. (5) 

[Note—1The “Dahej” is an age-old tradition wherein the bride’s father gives gifts to the 
newly married couple. Basically the idea is that the bride’s father gives all those things 
that a newly-wed couple would need to start a home—things of daily need such as 
clothes, utensils etc. Then he gives some jewellery to the bride to ensure her financial 
security. Other costly items include gems and things made of gold and silver. These also 
serve the same long-term purpose of financial security. Since this marriage was in a royal 
family, so items befitting a king were included—such as elephants, horses, chariots and 
servants. The idea is the same—that the newly wed couple can start a new home 
independently as a king and queen. 
 Amongst the various reasons behind this custom is that the bride’s father wished to 
tell the groom’s family that he is well-off and prosperous, and that therefore they 
shouldn’t taunt his daughter or her family on pecuniary grounds. His daughter has lived 
in comfort in her father’s home, and so she should be allowed the comfortable life she is 
accustomed to, and not to treat her as a maid.  
 The girl’s father wishes to convey the hint that he is giving his daughter in marriage 
to the groom not because he cannot sustain her financially or that she is any kind of 
burden on him, but because it is the custom of the society and sanctioned by the 
scriptures as this was the way the creator had devised the things in his plan to perpetuate 
life in this world.    

2Pearls, gems and other precious metals such as gold and silver in the form of coins 
and ornaments etc. were collected in big bejeweled jars made of jade, sapphire and ruby 
and the like. Clothes, robes and blankets etc. of various denominations that were made of 
fine material with embroidery work done in golden and silver threads, and well decorated 
by an assortment of pearls and different types of gems and precious stones were arranged 
in huge bundles and stacked in the pavilion.  

3The were assembled around the main platform where the marriage rituals were done, 
while the animals and the chariots were collected outside the pavilion.  
 Not only the cows, but all the other animals were also decorated. It was a usual 
practice for those who could afford it to adorn the gifted cow with gold on its horns and 
hooves, and embroidered clothes draped on its back. Since this was a marriage in a royal 
family it is natural to conclude that all the other animals such as the elephants and the 
horses were also likewise decorated. And obviously by extension, the chariots must also 
have been adequately adorned. The servants too were fully decked up in fine clothes and 
ornaments that would make them look dignified when they stood next to their respective 
masters. 

*Amongst the servants, both males and females, who were sent by Janak with his 
four daughters, were those who had been serving the royal household for a long time and 
were personal attendants of the princesses. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 339. This was done to ensure that the 
daughters did not feel home-sick, were well-cared for and well-attended. These 
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attendants knew about their preferences and habits, and would help the four princesses 
feel comfortable and at-home in a completely new environment at their in-law’s place.  

There is another hidden reason behind this tradition of sending servants to 
accompany the bride. They would owe allegiance to her more than anyone else, and 
would virtually act as spies on the behalf of the bride’s father to keep a close watch on 
her safety and well-being. Should anything go wrong and the girl feels the need to 
confide with someone with whom she is comfortable, these maid-servants and other 
attendants who had been serving her in her father’s home will come to her aide and act as 
a safety-valve for her. They can even send a secret message to her father if the need 
arises.] 
       

  ‹Ù∑§¬Ê‹ •fl‹ÙÁ∑§ Á‚„UÊŸ – ‹Ëã„U •flœ¬ÁÃ ‚’È ‚ÈπÈ ◊ÊŸH 6H 
 
lōkapāla avalōki sihānē. līnha avadhapati sabu sukhu mānē. 6. 
 
All these marriage gifts (i.e. the Dahej) were appreciated and praised by all the Lokpals 
(custodians of the world—here meaning the many gods who were watching the marriage 
proceedings both in human forms who mingled with the crowd in the pavilion, as well as 
in their invisible form in the sky). King Dasrath of Ayodhya felt happy and accepted 
these gifts with grace. (6) 

[Note—Dasrath wished to say “most welcome” to Janak, and this verse in effect means 
exactly this. When someone gives a gift it is good manners and courteous to accept it 
graciously with a smile and say thanks. It was not that Dasrath lacked anything; the 
kingdom of Ayodhya was very prosperous and well-to-do. His treasury was full to the 
brim. But he accepted whatever was given as Dahej in deference to Janak’s sentiments 
and as a sign of showing great respect to him.  
 The fact that Ayodhya was a very prosperous kingdom comes to the fore on countless 
occasions as we read the story. For instance, one can read the following verses to get an 
idea of its wealth and prosperity: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) at the time of Lord 
Ram’s birth in Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 194; Chaupai line nos. 2-8 that 
precede Doha no. 195; (b) at the time the auspicious news of marriage of Lord Ram with 
Sita arrived in Ayodhya from Janakpur in Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
296—to Doha no. 297; (c) at the time the marriage party arrived in Ayodhya with the 
four brides as described from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 344—to Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 345.  

Similarly, in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 324 it is said that Ayodhya was a kingdom whose majesty and glory was 
praised by even the king of gods, and its wealth and prosperity made the treasurer of gods 
ashamed of his own wealth.   

The idea is that Dasrath did not accept these gifts because he was greedy for easy 
wealth, but as gesture of respect for Janak. Obviously it would be highly uncivilized, 
impolite, rude and uncourteous for Dasrath if he had refused to accept anything that 
Janak gave. 

We will read in the next line no. 7 that soon after accepting the gifts, Dasrath 
liberally gave away whatever was asked by alms-seekers who flocked around him to 
accept gifts that the groom’s father gives as a token of his joy.] 

 
ŒËã„U ¡Êø∑§Áã„U ¡Ù ¡Á„U ÷ÊflÊ – ©U’⁄UÊ ‚Ù ¡ŸflÊ‚®„U •ÊflÊH 7H 
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dīnha jācakanhi jō jēhi bhāvā. ubarā sō janavāsēhiṁ āvā. 7. 
 
Whatever was asked of king Dasrath by the (countless) alms-seekers, he gave them 
liberally, and without reservations1. After these formalities were over, he (Dasrath) came 
to the palace where the marriage party had been lodged. (7) 

[Note—1Whenever there was a happy occasion, alms-seekers used to assemble around 
the chief patron to get gifts. Not that these alms-seekers were paupers or beggars, but 
they sought gifts as a token of rejoicing and celebration when one gives and accepts gifts, 
such as during festivals and other ceremonial events. These alms-seekers then themselves 
liberally donated and cheerfully gave away to others what they had got as gifts. This is 
very clear when we read Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 194.  

Dasrath was a charitable person with a broad, magnanimous heart who enjoyed 
giving liberally whatever anyone wanted and whatever came his way as is clear 
elsewhere also—refer for instance: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 196 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8; and Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
351.   

Even his queens followed his example and gave away liberally and with open 
hands—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 295 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8.] 

  
Ã’ ∑§⁄U ¡ÙÁ⁄U ¡Ÿ∑È§ ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸË – ’Ù‹ ‚’ ’⁄UÊÃ ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸËH 8H 

 
taba kara jōri janaku mṛdu bānī. bōlē saba barāta sanamānī. 8. 
 
Then (i.e. after king Dasrath was duly honoured and marriage gifts were handed over to 
him on behalf of the grooms, and he left the venue for his residence as stated in Chaupai 
line nos. 2-7 herein above), king Janak joined his palms as a sign of showing great 
respect to all other members of the marriage party and spoke to them sweetly, exchanging 
greetings and pleasantries with them. (8) 

[Note—The father-in-law of the bride, i.e. king Dasrath was the chief guest on the 
occasion of the marriage ceremony. He was shown full attention. When he left the venue 
and retired to his place of lodging, king Janak duly honoured the rest of the marriage 
party by meeting each individual member and exchanging sweet pleasantries with them. 

The following Chanda verses continue with this exchange of pleasantries and the 
events that followed them.]  
 

À¢U0. ‚Ÿ◊ÊÁŸ ‚∑§‹ ’⁄UÊÃ •ÊŒ⁄U ŒÊŸ Á’Ÿÿ ’«∏UÊß ∑Ò§– 1– 
 
chanda.  

sanamāni sakala barāta ādara dāna binaya baṛā'i kai. 1. 
 
[The previous Chaupai verses have dealt primarily with the conduct of the marriage rites 
and the accomanying formality of giving of marriage gifts known in local parlance as 
Dahej-giving at the end of them. Now in these following Chanda verses we read that 
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Janak has shown respect to all the members of the marriage party and made them all 
happy by his courteousness, good manners, simplicity and affection for all of them.]   
 He (king Janak) duly honoured the entire marriage party by showing great respect 
to all its members individually by way of polite prayers and giving abundant gifts to 
them. (Chanda line no. 1) 

[Note—We have read in earlier Chaupai line no. 8 that Janak faced the members of the 
groom’s party, speaking politely with them and exchanging pleasantries. These Chanda 
verses build upon that premise and describe how he pleased each member of the marriage 
party individually as well as in the form of their groups.] 
   

¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊„UÊ ◊ÈÁŸ ’Î¢Œ ’¢Œ ¬ÍÁ¡ ¬˝◊ ‹«∏UÊß ∑Ò§H 2H 
 
pramudita mahā muni bṛnda bandē pūji prēma laṛā'i kai. 2. 
 
The great sages present there felt very delighted at the way the marriage ceremony was 
conducted with great grace, honour and dignity by Janak, and by the most courteous and 
polite way he showed his respect to the entire marriage party as well as to these sages 
themselves.  

Then the king worshipped and paid his obeisance to all the other Brahmins and 
elders of the groom’s party with great expression of affection towards all of them. 
(Chanda line no. 2) 

[Note—The marriage party consisted not only of noble men, courtiers, ministers and 
senior citizens of Ayodhya but also of great sages and Brahmins as well as elders of the 
society. So Janak had attended to each one of them individually in accordance with his 
standing and position in the hierarchy of the society and royalty. Since sages, Brahmins 
and elders should be shown special respect and their blessings sought by the host, Janak 
took care to address this aspect of hospitality by worshipping them and paying his 
obeisance to them in a special manner befitting their stature. This would obviously make 
them pleased.]   

 
Á‚L§ ŸÊß Œfl ◊ŸÊß ‚’ ‚Ÿ ∑§„UÃ ∑§⁄U ‚¢¬È≈U Á∑§∞°– 3– 
‚È⁄U ‚ÊœÈ øÊ„UÃ ÷Ê©U ®‚œÈ Á∑§ ÃÙ· ¡‹ •¢¡Á‹ ÁŒ∞°H 4H 

 
siru nā'i dēva manā'i saba sana kahata kara sampuṭa ki'ēm̐. 3. 
sura sādhu cāhata bhā'u sindhuki tōṣa jala an ̄jali di'ēm̐. 4. 
 
After that, king Janak offered his obeisance to the gods by bowing his head reverentially 
before them. He joined his palms in prayer and submitted [3]—‘Gods and holy men seek 
nothing but love and submission (i.e. they are fully contented and want nothing else but 
respect and affection from others). Say, is it ever possible to actually fill the ocean by 
offering a palm-full cup of water as done when one offers performs his daily ritual of 
offering oblations to it?1’ 

[Note—1That is, though the mighty ocean, which is the largest reservoir of water on 
earth, does not need any more water to make it full, but still it expects that others at least 
show their respect to its greatness by offering oblations to it. A mere cup-full of water is 
like a speck of sand on the vast stretch of the desert or the shore line covered with tons 
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and tons of sand, but it still satisfies the ocean because it is a token of respect that the 
worshipper offers to the ocean to acknowledge the fact that the water which is brought 
down to him in the form of rain that sustains life on earth and is likened to the elixir of 
life known as Amrit owes its origin to the ocean.  

The ocean that gulps down endless flows of great rivers gushing down into it from 
the time the earth was created but still never overflows its bank, and neither does it say 
that it is full and so it does not need any more water from these rivers, the same ocean 
feels contented by a mere cup of water offered to it by a worshipper. In other words, the 
only thing the ocean expects is respect, and nothing else. 

Similarly, the only thing the great gods and holy men expect is respect and 
honourable treatment. They are not hungry or thirsty for anything else. 

Hence, when king Janak offered his obeisance to the sages, the Brahmins and other 
elders present on the occasion (as in Chanda line no. 2), as well as the gods and holy men 
(as in Chanda line no. 3), all of them felt extremely delighted and blessed the king. In this 
sense, Chanda line nos. 2-3 can be combined to give a greater effect to their broader 
meaning.]   

 
∑§⁄U ¡ÙÁ⁄U ¡Ÿ∑È§ ’„UÙÁ⁄U ’¢œÈ ‚◊Ã ∑§Ù‚‹⁄UÊÿ ‚Ù¥– 5– 
’Ù‹ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ’ÿŸ ‚ÊÁŸ ‚Ÿ„U ‚Ë‹ ‚È÷Êÿ ‚Ù¥H 6H 
‚¢’¢œ ⁄UÊ¡Ÿ ⁄UÊfl⁄¥U „U◊ ’«∏U •’ ‚’ Á’Áœ ÷∞– 7– 
∞Á„U ⁄UÊ¡ ‚Ê¡ ‚◊Ã ‚fl∑§ ¡ÊÁŸ’ Á’ŸÈ ªÕ ‹∞H 8H 
∞ ŒÊÁ⁄U∑§Ê ¬Á⁄UøÊÁ⁄U∑§Ê ∑§Á⁄U ¬ÊÁ‹’Ë¥ ∑§L§ŸÊ Ÿß¸– 9– 
•¬⁄UÊœÈ ¿UÁ◊’Ù ’ÙÁ‹ ¬ΔU∞ ’„ÈUÃ „Uı¥ …UË≈UKÙ ∑§ß¸H 10H 

 
kara jōri janaku bahōri bandhu samēta kōsalarāya sōṁ. 5. 
bōlē manōhara bayana sāni sanēha sīla subhāya sōṁ. 6. 
sambandha rājana rāvarēṁ hama baṛē aba saba bidhi bha'ē. 7. 
ēhi rāja sāja samēta sēvaka jānibē binu gatha la'ē. 8. 
ē dārikā paricārikā kari pālibīṁ karunā na'ī. 9. 
aparādhu chamibō bōli paṭha'ē bahuta hauṁ ḍhīṭyō ka'ī. 10. 
 
[After having paid his obeisance to the sage, Brahmins, elders, gods and holy men 
present on the occasion, king Janak turned to king Dasrath, the father of his son-in-laws, 
and offered his due respects to him in Chanda line nos. 5-10.] 

Then king Janak, along with his brother (i.e. younger brother Kushdhwaj), stood 
most gracefully and humbly before the king of Kaushal (which is another name for 
Ayodhya; i.e. king Dasrath) [5], and paid his tribute to him by submitting himself before 
him and speaking very sweetly, using polite words that were very courteous and full of 
affection as follows—[6]  

‘Your great Majesty! We have been immensely honoured in all possible ways by 
the virtue of our connection, our association and our ties with your honourable self [7].  

All of us, i.e. at our individual level as well as at the level of the kingdom at large, 
submit ourselves unconditionally before you. From now onwards you can treat all of us 
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as your humble and obedient servants. [That is, we are ready to serve you in any way you 
please, without obligations!] [8]     

Treat these innocent and inexperienced girls (our daughters) with the greatest of 
kindness and love [9], and forgive them for any mistakes of commission and omission 
that they may make. Besides this, please excuse me for giving you the trouble of calling 
you from such a great distance to this place* [10].’ (Chanda line nos. 5-10) 

[Note—In these verses, king Janak has offered his respects to king Dasrath and has 
politely requested him to treat the four newly wed girls, who are now onwards his 
daughters-in-law, with the greatest of love and care as he would have shown to his own 
daughters. These four brides, i.e. Sita and her sister Urmila, as well as her cousins 
Maandavi and Srutkirti, are going to a new home of which they have no idea. They are 
unaware of its customs, routine and ways of life and expectations from them. The brides 
would be far away from home and surrounded by complete strangers in the initial days of 
their life in Ayodhya before they become fully acquainted with their new relations and 
become accustomed to their in-laws’ household and the way of life there.  

So Dasrath was requested by Janak to be extra careful and be diligent in acting the 
part of a loving father-in-law who is expected to make his daughter-in-law feel fully 
comfortable and at ease in the new home as if it was her original parent’s home. 

*Janak was extremely polite, and it is evident in this statement of his. What he means 
is this—“Ordinarily, a junior king goes to pay his respects or tributes to the senior king, 
or the emperor. The process of marriage that was chosen for marrying my daughter Sita 
was a ‘Swayambar’, which literally means ‘self-chosen bride or groom’, in which the 
qualified candidate marries the girl in a very brief ceremony without the necessity of 
having to go through the elaborate process that is required under the traditional system of 
marriage which entails a lot of formalities such as elaborate rituals and their 
accompanying ceremonies, as well as the requirement of the presence of the groom’s 
parents amongst other things.  

So, formally I could have avoided giving you the trouble of coming all the way from 
Ayodhya to Janakpur to attend the marriage of Sita with your son Ram. I could have 
solemnised the marriage and send the couple with my senior priest and other senior 
citizens to Ayodhya. Or better still, I could have accompanied the newly married couple 
myself and paid a visit to Ayodhya.  

But sir, I had to give you the trouble to come to Janakpur as it was the express order 
of sage Vishwamitra (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 286—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 287).  

Nevertheless, I am extremely glad that you came as it not only gave me the honour 
and privilege of serving you personally but also of strengthening the bond of affection 
and friendship between the two of us at the individual level as well as between our two 
great kingdoms by getting all my daughters, mine and my brother’s, married to your 
excellent sons. What more would I want; what more could I have prayed for? I feel that 
today, I am the most blessed king on the face of earth!]  

 
¬ÈÁŸ ÷ÊŸÈ∑È§‹÷Í·Ÿ ‚∑§‹ ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸ ÁŸÁœ ‚◊œË Á∑§∞– 11– 
∑§Á„U ¡ÊÁÃ Ÿ®„U Á’ŸÃË ¬⁄US¬⁄U ¬˝◊ ¬Á⁄U¬Í⁄UŸ Á„U∞H 12H 

 
puni bhānukulabhūṣana sakala sanamāna nidhi samadhī ki'ē. 11. 
kahi jāti nahiṁ binatī paraspara prēma paripūrana hi'ē. 12. 
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After king Janak had shown his respect and courtesy to king Dasrath who was a gem in 
the glorious solar race1, the latter reciprocated the warm gestures of king Janak by being 
immensely courteous and extremely polite towards him in all possible ways as he had 
been to Dasrath2. (Chanda line no. 11) 

They were so affectionate and polite towards each other, and the reciprocal way 
they prayed and offered their respects to each other with their hearts brimming over with 
love and affection that it is not possible to describe any part of it3. (Chanda line no. 12) 

[Note—1King Dasrath is compared to the ‘sun’ in the solar race. This is a metaphor to 
mean that out of so many kings in this race, Dasrath was the most fortunate and glorious 
king. He had the Supreme Being as his son in the form of Lord Ram, and this fact in itself 
lifts him to the highest stature of human existence. Like the sun that shines bright and 
clear in the sky and outshines the rest of the celestial bodies, including the moon that is 
the king of the night sky, Dasrath’s glory and fame outshone the rest of the kings of this 
race. 

2Dasrath was well-versed with the ways of protocol as he was a great emperor who 
had been welcoming and showing respects to great kings, sages, Brahmins and gods all 
through his life. In the case of Janak he took special care to express his friendship and 
affection by being extremely courteous and polite because all his sons have now been 
married to all the daughters of Janak and his brother Kushdhwaj. This marriage had 
created a special inviolable relationship between these two great kings and their 
kingdoms. Being the senior of the two, Dasrath went out of his way to make Janak 
comfortable and happy. For all practical purposes, Dasrath was now the de-facto elder 
brother of Janak, and the two vowed to stand by each other in thick and thin. 

Dasrath showed so much affection, honour and respect for Janak that the latter was 
virtually swept of his feet with these expressions; Janak was overwhelmed by Dasrath’s 
politeness and affectionate gestures.  

3This mutual show of respect and honour must have gone on for some time and 
become progressively intense so much so that each one of them seemed overwhelmed by 
the affection of the other.] 

 
’Î¢ŒÊ⁄U∑§Ê ªŸ ‚È◊Ÿ ’Á⁄U‚®„U ⁄UÊ©U ¡ŸflÊ‚Á„U ø‹– 13– 
ŒÈ¢ŒÈ÷Ë ¡ÿ œÈÁŸ ’Œ œÈÁŸ Ÿ÷ Ÿª⁄U ∑§ıÃÍ„U‹ ÷‹H 14H 

 
bṛndārakā gana sumana barisahiṁ rā'u janavāsēhi calē. 13. 
dundubhī jaya dhuni bēda dhuni nabha nagara kautūhala bhalē. 14.  
 
The gods showered flowers from the sky (heaven) as the king (Dasrath) made his way to 
his lodging place. (Chanda line no. 13) 

There was a cacophony of sounds created by the beating of the kettle-drums, 
exclamatory loud applause of cheer, and the chanting of the hymns of the Vedas. There 
was a tumult in the sky (the heaven from where the gods were watching the proceeding 
on the ground) as well as in the city (of Janakpur). (Chanda line no. 14) 

[Note—After the formalities and exchange of greetings and pleasantries were over, 
Dasrath took his leave and proceeded towards the palace where he and other members of 
the marriage party were lodged. 

At that time, there was all-round celebration—both in the heaven as well as in the 
city.]   
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Ã’ ‚πË¥ ◊¢ª‹ ªÊŸ ∑§⁄UÃ ◊ÈŸË‚ •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß ∑Ò§§– 15– 
ŒÍ‹„U ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸã„U ‚Á„UÃ ‚È¢ŒÁ⁄U ø‹Ë¥ ∑§Ù„U’⁄U ÀÿÊß ∑Ò§H 16H 

 
taba sakhīṁ maṅgala gāna karata munīsa āyasu pā'i kai. 15. 
dūlaha dulahininha sahita sundari calīṁ kōhabara lyā'i kai. 16. 
 
Then, upon receiving orders from the chief sage (i.e. sage Vasistha), the pretty 
companions of the brides began singing auspicious songs befitting the occasion. They 
then escorted the brides and their respective grooms to the room where the family deities 
had been kept for offering of worship by the newly wed couples at the end of the 
marriage ceremony. [This ritual is known as “Kohabar”.] (Chanda line nos. 15-16) 

[Note—When the marriage rituals are finished, the groom’s father and other family 
members as well as the rest of the marriage party go back to the place where they are 
lodged. But the groom and the bride are brought to the room in the bride’s home where 
the couple offer worship to the family deities. This is “Kohabar”. 
 Remember: All the four brothers have been married simultaneously here, so when the 
time for doing the ritual of Kohabar arrived, all of them were escorted by the lady-friends 
of the four princesses from the marriage pavilion to the palace of king Janak where the 
family deities would be worshipped by the four couples. Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, 
verse no. 146. 
 An interesting development occurs now. On the way from the platform where the 
main marriage rituals were done, to the room where the Kohabar is to be done, Tulsidas 
has taken a pause. He now takes a break from the narration of events associated with the 
wedding ceremony to describe the personal chemistry between Lord Ram and Sita in 
Doha no. 326 that follows herein below. The poet-devotee heart of Tulsidas got the better 
of him for some moments as this great saint forgot for a moment what he was describing 
a while ago, i.e. he forgot to go ahead with the narration of the Kohabar and other rituals 
that followed it, but paused and began describing the wonderful, out-of-the-world and 
fabulously beautiful image of Lord Ram who was the Lord he adored and worshipped in 
his heart and mind.  
 Therefore, we pause for a while now in our reading of the events and formal rituals 
associated with the marriage, and instead read about the eye-catching, bewitching beauty 
of Lord Ram ‘through the eyes of Sita’.  

This is a fantastic moment—Tulsidas is describing the beauty of Lord Ram as a 
groom not in the manner he wishes to describe, but in the way Sita herself saw the Lord. 
The wise Tulsidas has made Sita a witness of his description of Lord Ram’s glamorous 
beauty as a groom. This is absolutely clear when we consider the fact that Doha no. 326, 
which says that Sita repeatedly glances at Lord Ram and is overwhelmed by the fabulous 
sight she saw, acts as a prelude of the actual description of the beauty of the form of Lord 
Ram as narrated in the verses, i.e. Chaupai line nos. 1-10, immediately following this 
Doha. 

After he is finished with describing the beauty of the form of his Lord, Tulsidas 
virtually wakes up from his sentimental reverie and resumes his narration of the marriage 
rituals from Chanda line no. 1 that follows the last line no. 10 of the set of Chaupais of 
ten verses herein below that describe the Lord’s exquisite beauty.]   

 

Îô0. ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ÁøÃfl Á‚ÿ ‚∑È§øÁÃ ◊ŸÈ ‚∑È§øÒ Ÿ– 
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„U⁄UÃ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ◊ËŸ ¿UÁ’ ¬˝◊ Á¬•Ê‚ ŸÒŸH 326H 
 
dōhā.  

puni puni rāmahi citava siya sakucati manu sakucai na. 
harata manōhara mīna chabi prēma pi'āsē naina. 326. 
 
Sita repeatedly glanced at Lord Ram in a shy and surreptitious manner, though her heart 
kept her inspiring to keep her gaze fixed on the Lord. [In other words, Sita wanted to 
keep her eyes fixed on her beloved, Lord Ram, but out of modesty she could not look at 
him with a fixed stare though her heart egged her to do so. So, she once looked at him, 
then looked away, and once again glanced back at him.] 

Her persistent efforts to watch the Lord with intense love and affection in her eyes 
reminded one of the fish whose eyes are constantly open in the water.1 (Doha no. 236) 

[Note—1The fish does not remain static in water; it is constantly moving from one point 
to another. Likewise, Sita is moving towards the place where the family deities are to be 
worshipped. All along the way, she sheepishly casts sideways glances at Lord Ram, but 
cannot fix her eyes steadily on the Lord because she has to keep walking under the 
constant vigil of her friends who are accompanying her and have surrounded her on all 
sides as they escort the couple towards the ritual of doing Kohabar. Even once she has 
reached there, she has to do so many worship rituals that she can’t stand with peace and 
look straight at Lord Ram. Therefore, her situation is akin to the fish.  

Even when the fish is in water it keeps its eyes wide open unlike us who would be 
forced to close ours when we are under water. Hence, Sita had kept her eyes open and 
focused on Lord Ram though she had to walk and keep her attention on the ground in 
order to avoid tripping and falling over. Even in the Kohabar room she engaged in doing 
physical rituals with her eyes focused on Lord Ram.  

Another idea in using the metaphor of the fish is that Sita did not as much as blink 
her eyes in order not to miss even a second of looking at Lord Ram. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 9-10 that precede 
Doha no. 327 herein below.] 

 
 
¿õ0. SÿÊ◊ ‚⁄UËL§ ‚È÷Êÿ° ‚È„UÊflŸ – ‚Ù÷Ê ∑§ÙÁ≈U ◊ŸÙ¡ ‹¡ÊflŸH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

syāma sarīru subhāyam̐ suhāvana. sōbhā kōṭi manōja lajāvana. 1. 
 
[The entire set of 10 lines in this Chaupai describes the beautiful form of Lord Ram as a 
bridegroom.] 
 He (Lord Ram) had a dark complexion1 which was inherently most beautiful and 
so bewitchingly charming to behold that it put to shame the beauty and charm of 
countless Kamdeos (cupids) who prides himself for his physical glamour and 
attractiveness2. (1) 
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[Note—The out-of-the-world magnificent beauty of Lord Ram as a groom has also been 
elaborately described by Tulsidas in his book “Geetawali” in its Baal Kand, verse no. 
1/108. Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/68, stanza no. 10. 

Lord Ram’s extraordinary beauty and charm as a prince who is most suitable to 
marry Sita who herself was the most beautiful girl of her time (refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Doha no. 251) has been described elsewhere also in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 219 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 3-8 at the time the two 
brothers had gone to see the sights of the city of Janakpur when they had first arrived 
there, and once again as Sita saw them in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 233 
along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.  

1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
221; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 316. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
220; (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 243. 

It must be remembered that Lord Ram is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, and the latter 
possesses this wonderful swarthy-complexioned form that would put countless Kamdeos 
to shame as endorsed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 146. 

In this context it ought to be noted that the divine form of Lord Vishnu that is 
described in Ram Charit Manas (Baal Kand, from Doha no. 146—to Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 148) fits in perfectly, point to point, with the glorious form of 
Lord Ram that is being described in these current verses as well as anywhere else in the 
entire spread of Ram Charit Manas.]  

 
¡Êfl∑§ ¡ÈÃ ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ÿ ◊œÈ¬ ⁄U„UÃ Á¡ã„U ¿UÊ∞H 2H 

 
jāvaka juta pada kamala suhā'ē. muni mana madhupa rahata jinha chā'ē. 2. 
 
His lotus-like feet that were coloured red by application of a dye1 looked as wonderful as 
a blooming and healthy lotus flower that is brimming-over with nectar over which the 
thirsty bees representing the Mana (mind and heart) of great sages and hermits are 
hovering to get a chance to drink it2. (2) 

[Note—1The feet of the groom as well as the bride are painted with a red dye made of 
melted lac.  

2Refer similar views are expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 221; (ii) line no. 2 of Doha no. 231. 

It is said in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
17 that Bharat always kept his mind and heart devoted to Lord Ram’s feet just like the 
honey-bee that does not wish to move away from the nectar that is present in the lotus 
flower.] 

 

¬ËÃ ¬ÈŸËÃ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U œÙÃË – „U⁄UÁÃ ’Ê‹ ⁄UÁ’ ŒÊÁ◊ÁŸ ¡ÙÃËH 3H 
 
pīta punīta manōhara dhōtī. harati bāla rabi dāmini jōtī. 3. 
 
The yellow-coloured clean ‘Dhoti’ (a single-piece body wrapping garment worn by 
males) made of silk that he wore was glistening with radiance so much that it virtually 
outshone the colour and beauty of the nascent sun as it rises in the eastern horizon as well 
as the splendour and the dazzle of lightening (as it streaks across the sky). (3) 
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[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 147; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 219; (iii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 244.] 

 

∑§‹ ®∑§Á∑§ÁŸ ∑§Á≈U ‚ÍòÊ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U – ’Ê„ÈU Á’‚Ê‹ Á’÷Í·Ÿ ‚¢ÈŒ⁄UH 4H 
 
kala kiṅkini kaṭi sūtra manōhara. bāhu bisāla bibhūṣana sundara. 4. 
 
The waist-band with small chiming bells that he wore around his hip, as well as his long 
muscular arms that were adorned with beautiful ornaments together looked absolutely 
charming. (4) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 147; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 219.] 

 
¬ËÃ ¡Ÿ©U ◊„UÊ¿UÁ’ Œß¸ – ∑§⁄U ◊ÈÁº˝∑§Ê øÙÁ⁄U ÁøÃÈ ‹ß¸H 5H 

 
pīta janē'u mahāchabi dē'ī. kara mudrikā cōri citu lē'ī. 5. 
 
The sacred thread of a yellow colour (pīta janē'u) that he wore across his chest gave his 
divine form a sense of enhanced beauty and dignity (because not only this yellow colour 
of the thread matched with the yellow colour of the Dhoti that the Lord wore, but it also 
showed that he belonged to a noble race and had been duly initiated or baptised in 
accordance with the custom of the higher echelons of the society).1  

The ring that he wore on his finger*2 appeared to steal (i.e. enchant, captivate, 
enthrall) the mind of the beholder3. (5) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 147; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 244. 

2This is the marriage-ring that the groom is offered by the bride at the time of 
formalisation of their marriage. This is the reason why there has been no mention of a 
‘ring’ earlier while the physical beauty and charm of Lord Ram has been described in 
Baal Kand of Ram Charit Manas. 

*Some very interesting observations can be made in connection with this ‘ring’ at 
this juncture. As is the custom, the bride and the groom exchange rings during the 
marriage rituals as a token of exchanging vows to remain tied to each other permanently 
and bonded with each other in an unbreakable seamless bond like the ring whose two 
ends are so carefully forged and melded into each other that no one can say where the 
first end begins and the last end ends. Likewise, the relationship that has been created as a 
result of this marriage would also remove the distinction between the two individual 
identities of the boy and the girl, and therefore hence forward they should not only be 
treated by the world as being ‘one’, but they should also treat each other without any 
distinction whatsoever. 

The ring that Lord Ram gave Sita bore the insignia of the royal kingdom of Ayodhya 
as well as the initials of the Lord, viz. the single letter ‘Ra’ with an ‘anuswar’ (dot) on the 
top. This is pronounced as ‘Raang’, and it is the Beej Mantra (seed Mantra or basic 
spiritual formula) that enables the spiritual aspirant to meditate upon the cosmic form of 
Lord Ram as Brahm, the supreme liberator as well as the ultimate destination of the soul 
of the creature the attainment of which stature leads to the final emancipation and 
salvation of the soul.  
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Similarly, the one which Sita exchanged with him bore the symbol of the kingdom of 
Janakpur and the initials of Sita, which is the letter ‘Sa’. This letter is the 2nd part of the 
eclectic Baaj Mantra “Hans” which ascetics use for meditation. This letter means ‘It’ or 
‘That is’, and the letter ‘Han’ means ‘Me’. In totality this Mantra means ‘it is me’, i.e. the 
ultimate truth of existence is my soul known as the pure conscious Atma, and it is my 
true identity. Therefore, this letter ‘Sa’ representing Sita and etched on the ring that she 
gave to Lord Ram during the exchange of rings as a part of the wedding custom implied 
that she wishes to tell the Lord that now onwards her true identity is the Lord himself. 
And simulteneously reminding the Lord that she, Sita, is as close to him as his own 
soul—‘It is me’.     

We read in the story that when Lord Ram was going to the forest and had crossed the 
river Ganges, he wanted to give some reward to the boatman (Kewat) who rowed him, 
Sita and Laxman across the river. But the problem was that he had left Ayodhya dressed 
as a hermit, and even Sita had discarded all her ornaments when she acccompanied the 
Lord. They didn’t have anything of material value to give the boatman. So then Sita took-
off her ring and gave it to Lord Ram so that he can in turn give it to the boatman. But the 
boatman refused to accept it out of his empathy for the Lord’s present condition that he 
was going to the forest as a hermit without possessions and had nothing to give, as well 
as a mark of his devotion and surrender for the Lord whom he recognised as the Supreme 
Lord in a human form. The boatman had wisely observed that Sita had taken her own 
ring out from her finger and the Lord was giving it to him. It would have been very 
greedy and inhuman for the boatman had he even shown a trace of willingness to take it. 
He would have been like a greedy vulture who feeds upon flesh of those who are lying 
wounded in the battle-field and already suffering intensely. Or like a greedy money-
lender who would not hesitate to suck the last drop of blood from unfortunate people who 
are unable to pay him back, if this drop of blood could transform into money by sale in 
the market! Or like those greedy men roaming in the cremation ground who would 
extract a gold-plated tooth from a dead body or rob corpses of the little bit of jewellery 
that they can find on them.   

Now, when the wise boatman refused to accept the ring, Sita did not take it back. 
Why? This is because once something has been given to someone as a token of service 
rendered by the latter, or even as a gift or charity, its ownership ends with the giver, and 
then it would be highly wrong for the giver to take it back right then and there. Therefore, 
this ring was kept by Lord Ram. There was no problem in this—because the ring did not 
belong to Lord Ram, but to Sita. Lord Ram was merely a medium that was used by Sita 
to give it to the boatman. And since it could not be thrown away or given to someone else 
because it was the marriage ring that was given to her at the time of wedding, so the Lord 
decided to keep it. This incident of Sita giving the ring to Lord Ram for giving it to 
Kevat, the boatman, and his refusal to accept it is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 102 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8. 

Later on in the story we read that when the search party of monkeys and bears was 
sent in search of Sita, Lord Ram had given a ring to Hanuman to take it to Sita as a token 
of identification so that she would be able to recognise him as the Lord’s messenger. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-11 that precede 
Doha no. 23; and (ii) Sundar Kand, Doha no. 13 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8. 

The next question is—which ring was it? It was either of the two rings—the one that 
Lord Ram had kept with him when the boatman refused to accept it at the time of 
crossing of the river Ganges, and the other could have been the one that Lord Ram was 
given by Sita at the time of marriage and he had been wearing it ever since.  
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The answer is that it was the marriage ring of Lord Ram bearing his signature that 
was sent to Sita—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
precedes Doha no. 13. 

Though Lord Ram had discarded all his royal ornaments while donning the robes of a 
hermit at the time of departure for the forest from Ayodhya, in all probabilities he had 
retained his marriage ring. It was obligatory for him to keep wearing the marriage ring, 
and it is also sanctioned by the scriptures because his wife was with him; they hadn’t 
divorced in which eventuality he would have been expectecd to remove the marriage 
ring. Even Sita and Laxman had discarded all their royal ornaments and paraphaernalia at 
the time of departure for the forest—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 29; and (ii) Doha no. 33.  

In all probability, Lord Ram had given Hanuman the ring of Sita so that she could 
recognise it very easily. Besides this ‘recognition’ factor, the ring bore the initials of Lord 
Ram which would serve as a great morale booster and a source of moral support for the 
forlorn Sita during her lonely and pitiful days in captivity at Lanka.  

Now, what was the message that Lord Ram wished to convey through this ring to 
Sita aside of it being a sort of identification for Hanuman to help her know he was an 
authentic messenger of the Lord?   

It was a sort of reprimand for Sita and a subtle warning to her to overcome ego first if 
she desires redemption by Lord Ram. The ring would remind her of her stubborn nature 
when she had declined to take back it back when the boatman had refused to accept it, 
forcing Lord Ram to keep it with him: she had pretended to be too righteous to take back 
a thing which was assigned to or given to someone else as a gift. She had learnt a bitter 
lesson in the meanwhile, and therefore she has now accepted, with great affection, the 
same ring that she had refused earlier. This incident is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, 
Sundar Kand, from Doha no. 12—to Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 13.  

At the time of taking the ring back when the boatman had declined to accept it from 
Lord Ram, Sita had not realized one mistake she was making: that since this ring was the 
‘marriage ring’, by not accepting it she was virtually breaking her ties with the Lord. But 
that was not her intention at all, and the Lord was aware of it. Her idea was noble—not to 
take back anything that is given to someone once. So, he politely kept the ring with him 
for some later day opportunity to return it to Sita. And this opportunity came when he had 
to give something to Hanuman as a sign of his being a messenger from the Lord and not 
some cunning imposter sent by Ravana to deceive Sita. That is why Lord Ram chose to 
give this ring to Hanuman to return it to Sita.  

The Lord also wished to convey a message to Sita that he would come to her rescue 
only if she accepts this ‘marriage ring’ as a reaffirmation of her loyalty and allegiance to 
the Lord. Sita got the hint, and that is why she accepted it with the greatest of affection 
and with tears of affection and remembrance in her eyes—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 13. 

Now, how would Lord Ram know that Sita had reaffirmed her submission to the 
Lord and it was time he acted to free her from the captivity of the demons? The answer is 
found in Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 
27.  

The other connotation and spin to this episode related to the “ring” is this: Lord Ram 
is the supreme Brahm, the Lord of creation whose cosmic form is Lord Vishnu.  Brahm 
does not do anything himself, but it is his dynamic powers known as Shakti that does it 
for him. This Shakti has revealed itself as Sita. Sita had come down to earth to help Lord 
Ram accomplish his divine mission of freeing the earth from the tyranny of the cruel 
demons. We read in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas that when Lord Ram was 
reluctant to go to the forest in order to embark on his mission of eliminating the demons 
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and their ruler Ravana of Lanka because he could not bear the sight of grieving and 
weeping citizens of Ayodhya being left behind him to suffer grief of separation from their 
beloved Lord, it was Sita who had climbed the chariot, that was brought by Sumanta, the 
chief charioteer of the kingdom, first, and then caught hold of Lord Ram’s hand and 
pulled him on board. Laxman followed behind Lord Ram. This is clearly narrated in 
Adhyatma Ramayan, Ayodhya Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 43-44.  

The idea is that Sita virtually told Lord Ram—“Look Lord, you have not come down 
to earth to get entangled in worldly attachments to become mired in emotions and trapped 
by sentiments. For you a greater mission is pending ahead. It has to be done. How can we 
finish our divine mission if you allow yourself to be overcome with worldly emotions and 
forget that you are expected to be neutral and detached from all grossness associated with 
this world? Tell me, if you become so emotional and sentimental, what would happen 
when the time comes for the elimination of demons at Lanka; you will start showing 
mercy on them and their wailing families. Say then, how will the demons be eliminated? 
So comeon and desist from being emotional. Get on the chariot and let’s move ahead to 
the forest.” 

Sita, being the ‘Shakti’ of the supreme Brahm, knew her task clearly and what was to 
be done. So, in the intervening period from the time of leaving Ayodhya and crossing of 
river Ganges, she observed that Lord Ram was sad and remorseful when he remembered 
how the citizens of Ayodhya were gravely grieving for him, how king Dasrath was 
wailing and lamenting, how Bharat would burst out in grief when he learns that his 
beloved brother Lord Ram has gone to the forest for enduring hardship for fourteen long 
years because of him, and so on. Though Lord Ram maintined an exterior of calmness 
and poise, internally a storm of grief had overcome him. Sita was closely observing all 
this. So she decided to step in: she, being Brahm’s Shakti and a part of Brahm, thought 
that may be Lord Ram would not allow her to be kidnapped by Ravana, the demon king, 
and hear her wailing. If this is not allowed by the Lord then the entire mission of slaying 
the cruel demons would fail even before it started—because it was imperative that Sita is 
taken hostage by Ravana so that an excuse is found by the Lord to go to Lanka in order to 
rescue her, and kill the ferocious and immoral demons in the process.  

So what should be done now, thought Sita. She got an opportunity when something 
was to be given to the boatman. She decided to give her marriage ring and indicate to the 
Lord that all his worldly relationships with her—that she was his beloved wife—are 
snapped forthwith! Lord Ram should stop treating her as his ‘wife’ now onwards, but 
concentrate on the divine mission of the gods for which he and she have come down to 
earth. Since the formal relationship of a husband and wife is symbolized by the ‘marriage 
ring’ that they wear, with Sita discarding this ring she indicated to Lord Ram that she is 
no longer his worldly wife but the cosmic Shakti who is accompanying him to fulfill the 
divine mission of the gods.  

Therefore, the Lord should remember that when the time comes for her abduction by 
Ravana, he should let it proceed in accordance to plan and not create an unnecessary 
hindrance because Sita was his wife and she can’t be separated from him at any cost. 
Well, the ‘separation’ is done now when the marriage ring was returned to the Lord by 
Sita herself, so there was no question of regrets and reluctance in allowing her being 
kidnapped by Ravana.  

The next question in this context is: Why then was the ring sent by Lord Ram to Sita 
during her captivity in Lanka? It was to tell her that if she did not accept it with affection, 
Lord Ram will take it that she does not wish to restore the old ties once again. It was 
alright to break the relationship at the time of commencement of the forest journey by 
returning the ring on the banks of the river Ganges because it helped the Lord to become 
wise and overcome his emotional attachments with Sita so that the job at hand can be 
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done in a clinical, efficient manner without any sentimental tampering. But that intention 
of Sita is accomplished: she has reached inside the fortress of the demons. Now it is the 
time to reiterate the eternal, unbreakable and inviolable bond that exists between Brahm 
and Shakti. So, Lord Ram, the personified form of Brahm, reiterates this eternal 
relationship by sending the ring to Sita, the personified form of Shakti, and this is why 
she gladly accepts it. 

We read that Sita not only accepts the ring but reaffirms her loyalty and allegiance to 
Lord Ram by sending her ‘Chudaamani’ (a hairpin that was studded with gems and given 
to her at the time of marriage when vermillion powder was applied on her head by Lord 
Ram during the marriage rituals in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 325) to him through Hanuman (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 27).  

Sending of this hair-pin is a symbolic gesture by Sita to indicate to the Lord that she 
is bowing her head before him and surrendering herself to him. Lord Ram gladly accepts 
this hair-pin with the greatest of affection—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 32.  

3This is a wonderful and fascinating metaphor that would make a discerning reader 
done his thinking-cap and ponder on its metaphysical and spiritual import. The ‘ring’ is 
round in shape just like a circular enclosure. This particular ring was worn by Lord Ram 
when he married Sita, it was a ‘marriage ring’, implying that he has voluntarily got 
himself permanently tied to the affairs of this world and responsibilities of a married life. 
From the perspective of the philosophy of the Upanishads that emphasise detachment 
from all things related to this gross world, this ring symbolically implies that the Lord has 
got himself trapped in a snare of worldly responsibilities and their attandent chain of 
miseries and grief, of joy and sorrows. 

We find that this is what exactly happened with Lord Ram. After marriage he had to 
go to exile in the forest where his wife Sita was abducted by the demon king Ravana, 
which plunged the Lord as well as Sita in grief for a long time. This was followed by the 
difficult phase when Lord Ram had to trek all the way to Kishkindha where he met the 
monkey friends, and then from there he had to go to the southern ocean to cross it and 
launch a bloody assault on Lanka to free Sita which resulted in the epic war. In his final 
days on earth he had to abondon Sita once again, and finally depart from the world 
grieving for her.  

In short, all his worries, troubles and entanglements with the world were symbolised 
by this ‘ring’. In other words, those who watched the beautiful image of Lord Ram going 
through the steps of the ritual of marriage also got deluded to think that the Supreme 
Being ‘has married’, a proposition that is as ludicurous as it is false. The supreme Brahm 
is formless; he has no attributes as are being described in relation with Lord Ram. Brahm 
did not marry anyone; this ‘marriage’ was a ploy of the Lord so that his cosmic Shakti in 
the form of Sita could join hands with him to successfully accomplish the divine mandate 
for which the Lord had to come down to earth as a human prince whom the ignorant 
world recognised as ‘Sri Ram’. 

The world, in its utter ignorance, thought that the Supreme Being has ‘married’, and 
that ‘his wife’ is Sita, and that she was ‘abducted by the demon king’, and that Lord Ram 
‘grieved for her and had to wage a bloody war to free her from the clutches of the 
demons’. All this is a play of the Lord’s Maya or his power to create delusions.  

This ‘ring’ stands for this ‘circle of delusions’ that the Lord voluntarily created 
around himself so that his truth and reality remains hidden. It was not hidden from the 
great sages, seers and even those who were blessed devotees of the Lord as is absolutely 
clear from many instances where they had shown clear knowledge of who Lord Ram 
was. Examples are sage Vasisthaa, sage Vishwamitrab, sage Sutikshanc, sage Agastyad, 
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sage Bharadwaje, Ahilyaf who was freed from her cursed body of a stone and resumed her 
original form as wife of sage Gautam, Sabarig who had waited for long years to have a 
divine glimpse of Lord Ram and achieve salvation, and so on.  

{References: aRam Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 48—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 50.  

bRam Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 
206; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 4 and 7 that precede Doha no. 209. 

cRam Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
10—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 12. 

dRam Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 
12—to Chaupai line no. 13 that precedes Doha no. 13. 

eRam Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 
210. 

fRam Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 210—to Doha no. 211. 
gRam Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 

34—to Doha no. 36.} 
A deluded person’s mind is a ‘captive mind’, a mind that can’t think freely and 

intelligently to correctly arrive at the truth after diligent analysis and thought. This 
phenomenon is metaphorically depicted in these lines by saying that “the mind of those 
who beheld Lord Ram’s ring was captivated by its charm and beauty”. Yes it is the 
‘charm and beauty’ of the power of Lord’s Maya that it ensnares even the gods who were 
watching the proceedings. Say, did the gods not know who Lord Ram and Sita were, and 
if they knew then there should have been no cause for these gods to be enchanted by the 
physical beauty of Lord Ram. Did they not know that the virtue of ‘beauty and charm’ 
itself was powered by the Lord’s wish; did they not know that all the artificial things of 
this world, such as this gem-studded marriage ring, had no attraction for the Lord of 
creation, and that the Supreme Lord does not ‘marry and wear a marriage ring’?  
Therefore, there was no cause to be charmed by this ring. It was a snare that trapped the 
ignorant mind of the beholder.]   

  
‚Ù„UÃ CÿÊ„U ‚Ê¡ ‚’ ‚Ê¡ – ©U⁄U •ÊÿÃ ©U⁄U÷Í·Ÿ ⁄UÊ¡H 6H 

 
sōhata byāha sāja saba sājē. ura āyata urabhūṣana rājē. 6. 
 
He (Lord Ram) looked most adorable and charming with all the wedding decorations and 
paraphernalia with which he was adorned1.  

His chest was broad, and it was adorned with wonderful ornaments2. (6)  
[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
316. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 243, line no. 1 that says that the 
Lord wore a garland made of Tulsi leaves, i.e. freshly plucked leaves of the holy Basil 
plant; (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 219 says that on his broad chest he 
wore a garland made of ‘Naagmani’ which is the solidified sap of the size and shape of a 
pearl that is found on the hood of a special family of serpents; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 147 that says that he, in his cosmic form as Lord Vishnu, wore the 
sign of the footprints of sage Bhrigu as well as a magnificent garland of fragrant flowers 
of a special kind of tree that grows in the forest.] 
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Á¬•⁄U ©U¬⁄UŸÊ ∑§ÊπÊ‚ÙÃË – ŒÈ„È°U •Ê°ø⁄UÁã„U ‹ª ◊ÁŸ ◊ÙÃËH 7H 
 
pi'ara uparanā kākhāsōtī. duhum̐ ām̐caranhi lagē mani mōtī. 7. 
 
A length of yellow-coloured ceremonial cloth, which had strings of gems and pearls 
intricately embroidered on its fringes, adorned the upper part of his body. It was slung 
across his broad chest, with one end passing under his right armpit and the other end 
hung across his left shoulder. (7) 

[Note—Yellow is regarded as an auspicious colour, especially duringmarriage 
ceremonies. Hence all the cloth-pieces that Lord Ram wore on this occasion were 
coloured yellow.]  

 
ŸÿŸ ∑§◊‹ ∑§‹ ∑È¢§«U‹ ∑§ÊŸÊ – ’ŒŸÈ ‚∑§‹ ‚ı¥Œ¡¸ ÁŸœÊŸÊH 8H 

 
nayana kamala kala kuṇḍala kānā. badanu sakala saundarja nidhānā. 8. 
 
His eyes were like lotus flowers1, and rings hung from his ears2.  

Taken all in all, the body of Lord Ram was like a treasury of beauty, glamour, 
magnificence and charm3. (8) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 147; (ii) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 219; (iii) Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 243; and (iv) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 316. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
147; (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 219; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 243. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
147; (ii) Doha no. 242, line no. 2; (iii) Doha no. 315; and (iv) Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that 
precede Doha no. 316.] 

 

‚¢ÈŒ⁄U ÷Î∑È§Á≈U ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ŸÊ‚Ê – ÷Ê‹ ÁÃ‹∑È§ L§Áø⁄UÃÊ ÁŸflÊ‚ÊH 9H 
 
sundara bhṛkuṭi manōhara nāsā. bhāla tilaku ruciratā nivāsā. 9. 
 
The Lord’s eyebrows1 were charming, and so was his nose2. The Tilak mark3 on his 
forehead appeared to be a treasury of loveliness. (9) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 147; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 219; and (iii) Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 243. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
147. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 147; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 219; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 243.] 

 
‚Ù„UÃ ◊ıL§ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ◊ÊÕ – ◊¢ª‹◊ÿ ◊È∑È§ÃÊ ◊ÁŸ ªÊÕH 10H 
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sōhata mauru manōhara māthē. maṅgalamaya mukutā mani gāthē. 10. 
 
A tiara studded with precious gems and pearls adorned the ceremonial wedding crown on 
his (Lord Ram’s) head. (10) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 147; (ii) Doha no. 219; and (iii) Chanda line no. 1 that follows herein below.] 
 

 
À¢0.  ªÊÕ ◊„UÊ◊ÁŸ ◊ı⁄U ◊¢¡È‹ •¢ª ‚’ ÁøÃ øÙ⁄U„UË¥– 1– 
 
chanda.  

gāthē mahāmani maura man̄jula aṅga saba cita cōrahīṁ. 1. 
 
The enchanting tiara stuck in the ceremonial wedding crown placed on the Lord’s head 
was studded with precious gems.  

All the organs of the Lord were so attractive that they captivated the mind and 
held its undivided attention. (Chanda line no. 1) 

[Note—This verse concludes the narration of the physical beauty of Lord Ram as a 
groom that was commenced in Chaupai line no. 1 that followed immediately after Doha 
no. 326 herein above.]  

 
¬È⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚È⁄U ‚È¢Œ⁄UË¥ ’⁄UÁ„U Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ‚’ ÁÃŸ ÃÙ⁄U„UË¥H 2H 

 
pura nāri sura sundarīṁ barahi bilōki saba tina tōrahīṁ. 2. 
 
The women-folk of the city of Janakpur as well as the pretty celestial ladies of the gods 
watched the glamorous, lovely form of the groom (Lord Ram) and broke blades of grass 
as a magic formula (or a talisman) that would prevent evil eyes of any kind from harming 
the Lord. (Chanda line no. 2)  

 
◊ÁŸ ’‚Ÿ ÷Í·Ÿ flÊÁ⁄U •Ê⁄UÁÃ ∑§⁄U®„U ◊¢ª‹ ªÊfl„UË¥– 3– 

 
mani basana bhūṣana vāri ārati karahiṁ maṅgala gāvahīṁ. 3. 
 
These ladies scattered precious gems around the Lord, and offered ceremonial clothes 
and ornaments to him as a gesture to show their immense joy and pleasure to see the Lord 
as a groom, as well as a sign that they are blessing him and offering their respect to him.  

After this, they did the ceremonial Aarti of the Lord to honour him and pay their 
obeisance to him.  

[That is, the ladies first expressed their joy by scattering gems etc. before the 
Lord. This is a social custom that is observed during auspicious and happy events, such 
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as marriages, as a token of expression of happiness and pleasure. Then they offered 
clothes and ornaments to the Lord as gifts on the occasion of his marriage. Finally, they 
did his Aarti, i.e. they waved lighted lamps, arranged on a decorated platter, in front of 
Lord Ram to honour him and pay their obeisance to him.] (Chanda line no. 3) 

 
‚È⁄U ‚È◊Ÿ ’Á⁄U‚®„U ‚ÍÃ ◊Êªœ ’¢ÁŒ ‚È¡‚È ‚ÈŸÊfl„UË¥H 4H 

 
sura sumana barisahiṁ sūta māgadha bandi sujasu sunāvahīṁ. 4. 
 
The gods showered flowers from the sky, while the bards, the minstrels and other 
professional singers sang laudatory songs praising the Lord’s glories and those of his 
royal family. (Chanda line no. 4) 

 
∑§Ù„U’⁄U®„U •ÊŸ ∑È§•°⁄U ∑È§•°Á⁄U ‚È•ÊÁ‚ÁŸã„U ‚Èπ ¬Êß ∑Ò§– 5– 
•ÁÃ ¬˝ËÁÃ ‹ıÁ∑§∑§ ⁄UËÁÃ ‹ÊªË¥ ∑§⁄UŸ ◊¢ª‹ ªÊß ∑Ò§H 6H 

 
kōhabarahiṁ ānē ku'am ̐ra ku'am ̐ri su'āsininha sukha pā'i kai. 5. 
ati prīti laukika rīti lāgīṁ karana maṅgala gā'i kai. 6. 
 
The honourable ladies1 who had accompanied the prince (Lord Ram) and the princess 
(Sita), cheerfully brought them to the room where the family deites of the bride’s family 
were placed to be worshipped by the newly-wed couple. [This ritual is known as 
“kōhabara”.]2 (Chanda line no. 5)  

Once there, they affectionately sang auspicious songs befitting this occasion along 
side undertaking the various social rites that are associated with this part of the wedding 
ceremony (that is known as the “kōhabara”)*. (Chanda line no. 6) 

[Note—1The word used in the text is “su'āsininha” which literally means those ladies 
whose husbands were still alive; the opposite of a widow. During auspicious events, only 
those women whose husbands were alive were allowed to participate.  

2Refer: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 16 that precedes Doha no. 
326 above; and (b) Janki Mangal, verse no. 146. 

An interesting observation can be made at this juncture. Please refer also to the note 
appended to Chanda line no. 16 that precedes Doha no. 326.  

We have read that all the four brothers were married together in the same pavilion. 
So, when the lady-friends of the four brides escorted the four pairs of couples inside the 
palace to do the ritual of Kohabar, all of them were together. This fact is clear when we 
read Chanda line no. 16 that precedes Doha no. 326. But when they reached the spot, the 
actual worship of the family deities was done by the four couples separately. 

*Tulsidas had paused his narration of the events associated with the marriage in 
Chanda line no. 16 that precedes Doha no. 326, and had started describing the physical 
beauty of the Lord’s divine form through the fish-eye lens of Sita—refer: Doha no. 326 
and Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that follow it.  

Now, when there was a loud chorus of applause and cheering by the crowd of 
exuberant gods in the sky and the people on the ground, Tulsidas suddenly woke up from 
his day-dreaming in which he was lost while describing the Lord’s beauty to pick up the 
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threads of his narration and resume it once again from these verses, Chanda line no. 5 that 
describes the ritual of Kohabar that was kept in pause mode earlier.]    

 
‹„U∑§ıÁ⁄U ªıÁ⁄U Á‚πÊfl ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ‚Ëÿ ‚Ÿ ‚Ê⁄UŒ ∑§„Ò¥U– 7– 

 
lahakauri gauri sikhāva rāmahi sīya sana sārada kahaiṁ. 7. 
 
During the next ritual known as “Lahakouri1”, goddess Gauri (Parvati, the divine consort 
of Lord Shiva) herself taught Lord Ram what to do, and likewise Sita was advised by 
Sarada (the goddess of knowledge and divine consort of Brahma, the creator). (Chanda 
line no. 7) 

[Note—1“Lahakouri” is a ritual when the bride and the groom feed sweets to each other 
by putting the morsels directly in each other’s mouth. This rite is observed to break the 
wall of shyness and formality between the groom and the bride, and to enable them to 
overcome inhibitions of all kinds. The lady-friends of the bride poke jokes and tease the 
couple amid an informal environment of bonhomie and laughter. 

Refer also to: “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 149.] 
 
⁄UÁŸflÊ‚È „UÊ‚ Á’‹Ê‚ ⁄U‚ ’‚ ¡ã◊ ∑§Ù »§‹È ‚’ ‹„Ò¥UH 8H 

 
ranivāsu hāsa bilāsa rasa basa janma kō phalu saba lahaiṁ. 8. 
 
The entire part of the palace where the female members of the royal household lived 
(known as “ranivāsa”; technically the ‘royal gynaeceum’) was brimming over with 
enthusiasm and merriment as all its members thoroughly enjoyed the celebrations that 
accompanied the marriage of Sita with Lord Ram. Everyone said that their birth and life 
have been fully rewarded and has been worthwhile as they had been able to witness this 
glorious moment first hand and enjoy it fully. (Chanda line no. 8) 

[Note—We have read previously that the women-folk of Janakpur had very eagerly 
wanted that Lord Ram should marry Sita and thereby establish a permanent bond or 
relationship with this city and its inhabitants so that all of them would get more chances 
to see and interact with the Lord in future when he comes to pay an occasional visit to his 
in-law’s place. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 223.] 

 
ÁŸ¡ ¬ÊÁŸ ◊ÁŸ ◊„È°U ŒÁπ•ÁÃ ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ‚ÈM§¬ÁŸœÊŸ ∑§Ë– 9– 
øÊ‹ÁÃ Ÿ ÷È¡’ÀÀÊË Á’‹Ù∑§ÁŸ Á’⁄„U ÷ÿ ’‚ ¡ÊŸ∑§ËH 10H 

 
nija pāni mani mahum̐ dēkhi'ati mūrati surūpanidhāna kī. 9. 
cālati na bhujaballī bilōkani biraha bhaya basa jānakī. 10. 
 
Sita saw the enchanting image of her beloved Lord being reflected in the gems and other 
precious stones on the ornaments that she wore on her hands (finger-rings, bangles, 
bracelets, armlets etc.). (Chanda line no. 9) 
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She did not move her hands even slightly and it appeared that they were made of 
wood (i.e. she was completely immobilised) for fear of losing the chance of 
uninterruptedly seeing the beautiful images of the Lord that were reflected from the gems 
she wore on her hands if these images got disrupted when the hand was moved. (Chanda 
line no. 10) 

[Note—Sita was shy to look at her beloved Lord Ram directly in the presence of so many 
of her friends. So she watched Lord Ram’s images as they got reflected from the gems 
and precious stones studded on the ornaments she wore on her hands. Even a slight 
movement of the hand would change the angle of reflection and disrupt the image. She 
was so enthralled and captivated that she became rigid and her hands become immobile 
like logs of wood—“Bhuj-balli”. 

The same idea is expressed in Doha no. 326 herein above, as well as earlier when 
Sita had been so immobilised out of shyness that she could not raise her hands to put the 
victory garland around the neck of Lord Ram after the bow was broken—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-7 that precede Doha no. 264. 

The situation has become piquant now: The ritual of “Lahakouri” is being done when 
the bride and the groom feed sweets to each other personally by directly using their hands 
and fingers, instead of a spoon, to put morsels of it into the mouth of their partner (refer: 
Chanda line no. 7 herein above). But Sita is so immobilised that she refuses to move her 
hand and put sweets into the mouth of Lord Ram. Sita was extremely shy to look up and 
see Lord Ram directly in the face which would be necessary if she was to feed him as 
required during the ritual of Lahakouri. But at the same time she wanted to see the 
beautiful and charming face of her beloved Lord without losing a moment’s chance. 
Trapped in this dilemma, she decided to see Lord Ram’s image as it was reflected from 
the many ornaments she was wearing on her hands—such as the finger rings, the bangles, 
the bracelets and the armlets. She kept her eyes riveted on them, giving the impression 
that her hands had become as rigid as a log of wood.]  

 
∑§ıÃÈ∑§ Á’ŸÙŒ ¬˝◊ÙŒÈ ¬˝◊È Ÿ ¡Êß ∑§Á„U ¡ÊŸ®„U •‹Ë¥– 11– 

 
kautuka binōda pramōdu prēmu na jā'i kahi jānahiṁ alīṁ. 11. 
 
The atmosphere of joyous celebrations and gaiety, of mirth and rejoicing, of euphoria and 
exhilaration, of happiness and gladness exceedingly, that prevailed everywhere at that 
time is beyond narration (even as it is beyond imagination). Only the friends of the brides 
who were present on that occasion could know it (because they witnessed it and enjoyed 
it). (Chanda line no. 11) 

 
’⁄U ∑È§•°Á⁄U ‚È¢Œ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ‚πË¥ ‹flÊß ¡ŸflÊ‚Á„U ø‹Ë¥H 12H 

 
bara ku'am ̐ri sundara sakala sakhīṁ lavā'i janavāsēhi calīṁ. 12. 
 
After the rituals were over, the female friends cheerfully escorted the wonderful pairs of 
the grooms and their brides to the palace where the groom’s marriage party headed by 
king Dasrath was lodged. (Chanda line no. 12) 

[Note—King Dasrath had already left the venue of the marriage functions and gone to his 
residence as narrated herein above in Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 326.  
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 The grooms and their brides were then led inside the palace of king Janak where the 
two rituals of Kohabar and Lahakouri were undertaken as described in Chanda line nos. 5 
and 7 above. 
 Having finished with all the rituals, the ladies now escorted the four couples to the 
place where the guests from Ayodhya, i.e. the grooms’ marriage party, were lodged.]  

 
ÃÁ„U ‚◊ÿ ‚ÈÁŸ• •‚Ë‚ ¡„°U Ã„°U Ÿª⁄U Ÿ÷ •ÊŸ°ŒÈ ◊„UÊ– 13– 
ÁøL§ Á¡•„È°U ¡Ù⁄UË¥ øÊL§ øÊ⁄UKÙ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ ‚’„UË¥ ∑§„UÊH 14H 

 
tēhi samaya suni'a asīsa jaham ̐ taham ̐ nagara nabha ānam̐du mahā. 13. 
ciru ji'ahum ̐ jōrīṁ cāru cāryō mudita mana sabahīṁ kahā. 14. 
 
At that time, loud exclamations of profuse blessings (from elders, Brahmins, gods etc.) 
could be heard from all the directions even as there was great exultation and euphoria 
both in the city of Janakpur as well as in the sky (i.e. the heaven from where the gods 
were watching the proceedings). (Chanda line no. 13) 

Everyone present on that auspicious occasion whole-heartedly blessed the four 
couples, saying affectionately: ‘Let the four pairs live a long and happy life’. (Chanda 
line no. 14) 

[Note—The four pairs of brides and grooms were heading for the place where king 
Dasrath and the rest of the marriage party was lodged. The royal procession with the four 
newly-wed couples passed through the streets of the city, wending its way slowly, 
majestically, with all the royal grandeur and fanfare, from the palace of king Janak to the 
palace where king Dasrath was staying. The exuberant rejoicings, the loud applause and 
profuse blessings pouring in from all the sides came from the citizens who had lined on 
both sides of the street to cheer at the four royal couples as they proceeded in a 
procession towards the place where the marriage party was lodged. The gods, however, 
cheered from the sky.]   

 
¡ÙªË¢º˝ Á‚h ◊ÈŸË‚ Œfl Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ¬˝÷È ŒÈ¢ŒÈÁ÷ „UŸË– 15– 
ø‹ „U⁄UÁ· ’⁄UÁ· ¬˝‚ÍŸ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ‹Ù∑§ ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ÷ŸËH 16H 

 
jōgīndra sid'dha munīsa dēva bilōki prabhu dundubhi hanī. 15. 
calē haraṣi baraṣi prasūna nija nija lōka jaya jaya jaya bhanī. 16. 
 
When the great ascetics, the mystics, the sages and the gods saw Lord Ram dressed as a 
groom, they were ecstatic with joy and delight. The kettle-drums were played 
enthusiastically by them to celebrate this divine sight and the auspicious occasion. (15) 

After that (i.e. when the marriage ceremonies were over and the four couples had 
reached the palace where king Dasrath waited for their arrival), all of them (i.e. the 
ascetics, the mystics, the sages and the gods) showered flowers (for the last time) and 
departed from there to go back to the respective places from where they had come to 
witness and participate in this wedding ceremony. Before finally departing for their 
respective destinations1, they erupted in a thunderous applause of praise and honour for 
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all the four couples, cheering them and exclaiming delightedly, ‘Hail, Hail; Glory to you 
all. You all be blessed!’ (Chanda line no. 16) 

[Note—1The ascetics, mystics and sages had come from their far-flung hermitages spread 
in all the corners of the world to attend the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram. How did 
they come to know of this event? Well, the answer is this—when Lord Shiva’s bow 
broke, there was a thunderous roar, the earth shook, and the sound of the breaking of the 
bow along with the shudder of the earth rumbled across its surface to reach its farthest 
corners. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 261—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 262.  

The sages, hermits and ascetics realized that Shiva’s bow had been broken, and they 
also realized that this indicated that Lord Vishnu had fulfilled his promise made to the 
gods and mother earth on some earlier occasion that he will come down to earth as Lord 
Ram to eliminate the demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-
8 that precede Doha no. 187. 
  So this was an ideal opportunity for them to have a divine glimpse of their Lord and 
get the reward of being born as a human being. They felt that this rare opportunity won’t 
come again in their lives and so all of them came to attend the divine marriage of Lord 
Ram with Sita, alone and in groups.  
 Having witnessed the holy events and partaking of this divine nectar-like sight of 
watching the Supreme Lord up so close, they showered flowers upon him, blessed him 
and then retired back to their hermitages and forests to continue with their spiritual 
endeavours.]  

 
Îô0. ‚Á„UÃ ’œÍÁ≈Uã„U ∑È§•°⁄U ‚’ Ã’ •Ê∞ Á¬ÃÈ ¬Ê‚– 

‚Ù÷Ê ◊¢ª‹ ◊ÙŒ ÷Á⁄U ©U◊ª©U ¡ŸÈ ¡ŸflÊ‚H 327H 
 
dōhā.  

sahita badhūṭinha ku'am̐ra saba taba ā'ē pitu pāsa. 
sōbhā maṅgala mōda bhari umagē'u janu janavāsa. 327. 
 
Then all the four princes, the grooms, came to their father along with their respective 
brides. It appeared at that time that the entire place of residence of the marriage party 
overflowed with waves of joy, delight, euphoria and happiness. (Doha no. 327) 

[Note—This Doha concludes the narration of the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram with 
Sita with its customary rituals that commenced with the sending of an invitation to king 
Dasrath by Janak to come to the marriage venue with the groom, Lord Ram, and the 
subsequent events that followed, as narrated from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 313 onwards.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ¬ÈÁŸ ¡flŸÊ⁄U ÷ß¸ ’„ÈU ÷Ê°ÃË – ¬ΔU∞ ¡Ÿ∑§ ’Ù‹Êß ’⁄UÊÃËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  
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puni jēvanāra bha'ī bahu bhām ̐tī. paṭha'ē janaka bōlā'i barātī. 1. 
 
Then an elaborate marriage banquet (the post-wedding feast) was organised in which a 
wide variety of delectable dishes of all imaginable types were served. King Janak invited 
all the members of the groom’s party to come to this feast. (1) 

[Note—The type of food served and the elaborate arrangements for this feast are 
described below from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 328—to Doha no. 329. 
 Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 159.]   

 
¬⁄UÃ ¬Ê°fl«∏ ’‚Ÿ •ŸÍ¬Ê – ‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊Ã ªflŸ Á∑§ÿÙ ÷Í¬ÊH 2H 

 
parata pām̐vaṛē basana anūpā. sutanha samēta gavana kiyō bhūpā. 2. 
 
Carpets made of exquisite materials were spread all along the way as king Dasrath left his 
place of residence with his four sons (to participate in this banquet). (2) 

[Note—These carpets were spread as a warm and affectionate gesture to welcome the 
king and his sons as well as the rest of the marriage party to the grand feast.  

Earlier also we read that such carpets were spread on two special occasions— 
(i) one was when Lord Ram had come to the pavilion where the marriage rituals were 

to be done—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 319;  

and (ii) once again when Dasrath had come to attend the marriage ceremony such 
carpets were spread for him and his retinue—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 320.]   

 
‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚’ ∑§ ¬Êÿ ¬πÊ⁄U – ¡ÕÊ¡ÙªÈ ¬Ë…∏Uã„U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄UH 3H 

 
sādara saba kē pāya pakhārē. jathājōgu pīṛhanha baiṭhārē. 3. 
 
Janak courteously washed the feet of everyone as a gesture of showing warm welcome as 
well as respect for them1. He then escorted the guests to their respective seats that were 
arranged for them in accordance to their position and status in the royal and social 
hierarchy2. (3) 

[Note—1It should be noted that this verse telling us that Janak washed the feet of the 
guests refers to the all the members of the marriage party except king Dasrath whose feet 
Janak washes in Chaupai line no. 4 herein below.  

However, we must note here that broadly speaking, the same procedure of showing 
respect to the guests was followed when king Dasrath and the rest of the groom’s party 
had arrived at the wedding pavilion—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 321. 
 2The seating arrangement was strictly according to royal protocol and in line with the 
prevalent norms of the society. For instance, all the close relatives of the grooms were 
given central seats that were specially marked for the members of the royal family, then 
there were seats especially ear-marked for the guest sages and seers, then there were seats 
for the senior ministers, commanders of the army, the royal attendants in accordance to 
their position in the royal hierarchy, and so on and so forth.] 
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œÙ∞ ¡Ÿ∑§ •flœ¬ÁÃ ø⁄UŸÊ – ‚Ë‹È ‚Ÿ„ÈU ¡Êß Ÿ®„U ’⁄UŸÊH 4H 

 
dhō'ē janaka avadhapati caranā. sīlu sanēhu jā'i nahiṁ baranā. 4. 
 
*Janak respectfully washed the feet of Dasrath, the king of Ayodhya. It is not possible to 
narrate how affectionately and courteously Janak did it.  

[*We can read this verse as follows also—“When Janak washed the feet of the 
king of Ayodhya (i.e. Dasrath, who was now related to him by the virtue of the marriage 
of his four daughters with the latter’s four sons), he did it so affectionately and showed so 
much courtesy that it is not possible to either measure his happiness and joy, or to 
describe their intensity in words. (4)  

[Note—Janak had shown great and special affection and respect for Dasrath when he 
washed the latter’s feet. The way Janak washed Dasrath’s feet was different from the way 
the feet of others were washed by him. Whereas the feet of the other members of the 
marriage party were washed merely as a custom of the society and a polite expression of 
welcome, the situation was different when the turn of Dasrath came. Janak and Dasrath 
were now equal in terms of stature by the virtue of the marriage of all the four princesses 
of Janakpur with all the four princes of Ayodhya. The two kings now shared a bond of 
family relationship that has been forged as a result of this marriage. Now onwards, they 
were like brothers, and not merely friendly kings.  
 Janak regarded Dasrath as the more fortunate king of the two of them because the 
Lord of the creation has come down on earth to become his son in the form of Lord Ram. 
Besides this, Dasrath would now enjoy the company of the Lord as well as his divine 
Shakti in the form of Sita, a luck that Janak could not get.  

Then again, Janak recalled how he was enthralled by the enchanting view of the 
divine form of Lord Ram when he had first seen him at the time of welcoming sage 
Vishwamitra (refer: Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 215—to 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216). He mused over the fact that Dasrath had 
the rare opportunity of interacting with the Lord at all times of the day, and as much as he 
wished, because the Lord was his son and he lived in close proximity of his father. So, 
Janak reveled at the joy king Dasrath derived everyday of his life and every moment of 
that day—Janak wondered how lucky and blessed Dasrath was!   

That is why when Janak washed Dasrath’s feet, he had done it with the greatest of 
respect and reverence as if he was washing the holy feet of a great soul—because Dasrath 
was not an ordinary king, but the most fortunate one in the entire human race as to have 
the Supreme Being as his son with whom he could play when the Lord was a child, and 
with whom he could share close moments of love and affection that naturally exists 
between a doting father and his loving son. Say, who else had this lovely opportunity and 
rare privilege!] 

Refer also to:  Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 320.] 

 

’„ÈUÁ⁄U ⁄UÊ◊ ¬Œ ¬¢∑§¡ œÙ∞ – ¡ „U⁄U NUŒÿ ∑§◊‹ ◊„È°U ªÙ∞H 5H 
 
bahuri rāma pada paṅkaja dhō'ē. jē hara hṛdaya kamala mahum ̐ gō'ē. 5. 
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Then, Janak washed the holy lotus-like feet of Lord Ram that are enshrined in the lotus-
like heart of Lord Shiva. (5) 

[Note—Refer also to:  Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 318; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 along with Chanda line nos. 1-8 that 
precede Doha no. 324, especially Chanda line no. 3 of this set of Chanda-verses which 
specifically refers to Lord Shiva and Lord Ram’s holy feet being enshrined in his heart.] 

 
ÃËÁŸ©U ÷Êß ⁄UÊ◊ ‚◊ ¡ÊŸË – œÙ∞ ø⁄UŸ ¡Ÿ∑§ ÁŸ¡ ¬ÊŸËH 6H 

 
tīni'u bhā'i rāma sama jānī. dhō'ē carana janaka nija pānī. 6. 
 
Janak then washed the feet of all the other three brothers of Lord Ram (i.e. of Laxman, 
Bharat and Shatrughan) with the same affection as he had washed the feet of the Lord 
himself because he treated all the three brothers alike and with the same affection and 
respect with which he had treated Lord Ram. (6) 

[Note—It has been said earlier that when the three brothers were married, the same 
procedure that was followed for the wedding of Lord Ram and Sita was also followed for 
them—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
326.  

This shows that Janak treated all the four sons-in-law equally.] 

 
•Ê‚Ÿ ©UÁøÃ ‚’Á„U ŸÎ¬ ŒËã„U – ’ÙÁ‹ ‚Í¬∑§Ê⁄UË ‚’ ‹Ëã„UH 7H 

 
āsana ucita sabahi nṛpa dīnhē. bōli sūpakārī saba līnhē. 7. 
 
The king (Janak) gave everyone an appropriate seat to sit upon. [“Appropriate” in the 
sense that everyone was seated according to his rank, position, status and standing in the 
social and royal hierarchy.]  

Then he called all the servers to come and start serving meal to the guests. [These 
servers were the many attendants, the table-hands, the waiters etc. who would serve the 
guests and wait on them, and the cooks to take specialized orders and serve food 
according to the taste of the individual.] (7)   

 
‚ÊŒ⁄U ‹ª ¬⁄UŸ ¬ŸflÊ⁄U – ∑§Ÿ∑§ ∑§Ë‹ ◊ÁŸ ¬ÊŸ ‚°flÊ⁄UH 8H 

 
sādara lagē parana panavārē. kanaka kīla mani pāna sam̐vārē. 8. 
 
As soon as the orders were issued to start the service, all the attendants and servers 
started laying plates before the guests. These plates were made of leaves studded with 
precious gems and stitched together with golden pins.  

[The plates themselves were made from broad leaves of the plantain plant which 
are universally used as plates to serve food to guests. These leaves were stitched together 
with pins made of gold, and were decorated with gems.] (8) 
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Îô0. ‚Í¬ÙŒŸ ‚È⁄U÷Ë ‚⁄UÁ¬ ‚¢ÈŒ⁄U SflÊŒÈ ¬ÈŸËÃ– 
¿UŸ ◊„È°U ‚’ ∑¥§ ¬L§Á‚ ª øÃÈ⁄U ‚È•Ê⁄U Á’ŸËÃH 328H 

 
dōhā.  

sūpōdana surabhī sarapi sundara svādu punīta. 
chana mahum̐ saba kēṁ parusi gē catura su'āra binīta. 328. 
 
Veteran cooks and servers who were experts and skilled in their respective fields quickly 
went around, politely serving the guests with food consisting of boiled rice, spiced curry 
made from pulses of varying kinds, and topped-up with dollops of clarified butter made 
from pure cow’s milk. The food served was very delicious and prepared hygienically 
with the highest standards of purity in mind. The service was very efficient because it 
was done in a very short time. [None of the guests had to wait for food to be served, and 
as soon as the signal was given by Janak, the efficient servers served all the guests in a 
jiffy.] (Doha no. 328)   

 
 
¿õ0. ¬¢ø ∑§fl‹ ∑§Á⁄U ¡flŸ ‹Êª – ªÊÁ⁄U ªÊŸ ‚ÈÁŸ •ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

pan̄ca kavala kari jēvana lāgē. gāri gāna suni ati anurāgē. 1. 
 
The guests offered the first five morsels of food as symbolic offerings to the five vital 
winds known as the ‘Panch Pran’ that live inside the body and keep it alive1, and then 
they commenced to eat and relish the delectable meal.  

Meanwhile, songs having lyrics of good-intentioned and good-humoured teasing 
(banter; jokes) were being sung to entertain the guests, and all of them enjoyed the songs 
as they continued eating2. (1) 

[Note—1The “Panch Prans” are the five vital winds that support life inside the body of 
the living being. Without these five winds, no creature can survive. These winds are 
regarded as subtle forms of Brahm, the Supreme Being who lives inside the body of the 
creature and controls all his functioning from within. These five winds control different 
functions of the body as briefly outlined below. If any of the five vital winds withdraw or 
refuse to carry on its duty, the body of the creature suffers to that extent. Hence, from the 
metaphysical point of view, the first five offerings of food are symbolically offered to 
these five vital winds so that they keep the ‘fire of life’ burning inside the body of the 
creature.  
 This is the proper and holistic way of eating food. When food is eaten with the idea 
that it is meant to support the body and keep it fully nourished, health, productive and 
active, it leads to all-round growth, prosperity and welfare of the creature. Otherwise, if 
the food is eaten to gratify the natural urges of the different gross organs of the body—
such as the desire for tasty food to appease the tongue, food that is attractive to look at 
and is appealing for the organ of sight which is the eye, food that is nice to touch so that 
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it gratifies the sense of touch residing in the skin, and enticing for the sense of smell that 
lives in the nose—then the same body becomes diseased and unable to cope with the 
stress and strain of existence.  
 This approach, this attitude of eating food as an offering to the sacred fire burning 
inside the body which is a symbolic abode of Brahm at the micro level of creation gives 
eating a holistic dimension, and prevents this basic requirement of life from degenerating 
into glutinous gorging of junk food that would ultimately douse the fire inside the body 
and snuff out life from it. This would obviously lead to ill-health, lack of vitality and 
stamina in the body, which would in turn make life a burden for the creature.  

According to the philosophy of metaphysics as enunciated in the Upanishads, the 
body of the creature is like a sacred fire-pit of the sacrificial fire. Just like oblations are 
offered to the sacred fire during the ritual of doing a fire sacrifice with the idea that these 
oblations are accepted by the Fire God on behalf of all other Gods who control and 
preside over this creation, the first five morsels of food eaten are symbolic offerings to 
the fire burning inside the gross body of the creature so that the food is ‘burnt’ (digested) 
and its essential elements offered to the gods who live in the body of the creature in a 
subtle form known as the ‘five vital winds’, the “Panch Prans”. This philosophy 
envisions that the individual body of the living being is a microcosm of the entire 
creation when it is considered at the macrocosmic level. 

If the sacred fire burning inside the body is kept alive and healthy with the patron 
gods who too live inside the body pleased and contented, the creature can lead a 
productive, happy and healthy life just like the case of the oblations made to the sacred 
fire of the fire sacrifice that keeps the gods in the heaven pleased and remain benevolent 
upon the creatures of this world, thereby ensuring all-round happiness and well-being for 
all in the world.  

Now, let us see what this ‘five vital winds’ are, and what are their chief functions. 
This will help us to understand why it is so important to keep the five vital winds healthy 
and active by eating properly.  

Dictionary defines ‘Pran’ as breath, inhaled and exhaled wind, the breath of life, life 
itself, one of the five chief vital winds or airs that sustain life, strength, valour, courage, 
energy, vitality, vigour. It is also synonymous with the fire element as well as with the 
supreme soul or Atma. It is the ‘fire element’ because both the fire as well as the Pran 
inject and infuse life into the otherwise lifeless and inane gross body of a creature, 
enabling it to get up and perform its functions and carry on with its activities. A dead 
body from which ‘life’ has exited becomes cold and lifeless, thereby indicating that the 
fire element that is inherently present in it has been extinguished—we then declare that 
the man is dead.  

The word Pran literally means the life of all living beings, so called because the Pran 
injects life and consciousness in the otherwise lifeless body of the organism. It is the vital 
life-consciousness present in the body of an individual creature. It is represented by the 
vital winds and life impulses present in the body which keep the body alive, and 
distinguishes a living body from a dead one. The word ‘Pran’ is usually associated with 
the vital winds of the body as it is these winds that keep the body active and alive. The 
Pran is sometimes used synonymously with the Atma or soul of the creature because both 
are equally important for a creature’s existence. Whereas Pran is a synonym of life and 
vitality, Atma stands for the consciousness present in the body. Hence both are like the 
two sides of the same coin called the living being.  
 Though technically Atma or soul is pure consciousness while Pran is a vital wind or 
air element, practically they are synonymous with each other. An illustration will clear 
this point. Suppose a man has lost senses in his limbs—they have been paralysed, or he is 
lying unconsciousness due to some serious disease. We regard such a man as alive and 
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not as dead as long as he continues to breath, and as long as he breaths, or as long as he is 
technically ‘alive’ his Atma is deemed to be inside his body, because the true identity or 
the true self of a man is not his physical body but his Atma. Therefore we do not regard 
the ‘unconscious’ body as dead. But when he actually dies, that is, when he stops to 
breathe, we say that ‘his Pran’ has left the body, and that ‘he’ has died. Now, who has 
died? It is the person whose Pran has left the body; and the person is the ‘self’ or the 
Atma which has left the body when the Pran made its exit from it at the time of death. 
This is because Pran and Atma depend on each other so much so that as soon as the Pran 
leaves the body, the Atma also leaves the body and we say that the person is no more. 
Why do we say that the ‘person is no more’ when the body is actually lying in front of 
us? It is because the ‘person’ is the Atma and not the body, and this Atma has left the 
body with the Pran at the time of death. When the proper time comes, the Atma leaves 
the body astride the Pran, riding piggy back on it.  
 The five main vital winds are Pran, Apaan, Vyan, Udaan and Samaan. Amongst 
them, the Pran refers to the breath which injects the vital spark of life in a body to keep it 
alive and active, thereby providing it with the necessary impetus, the energy, vitality and 
strength to perform its designated functions and duties as a living entity. All the other 
vital winds are of any relevance and significance only as long as there is Pran in the body 
for the simple reason that if the body stops breathing it would die, and the dead body has 
neither the need for the other winds nor are they competent enough to keep it alive 
relying on their own strength. At the same time, all these vital winds are collectively 
called Pran because they work in tandem with each other to enable the main Pran, the 
breath, to actually carry out its function. These vital winds do not exist in separate so-
called water tight compartments, as this is an incredulous proposition because air is an 
element that cannot be compartmentalized into separate entities having distinct 
existences, but they are named as separate winds just for the academic purpose of 
studying the way the vital wind or air functions differently in the body to enable it to 
carry on with its functions. So these other ‘Prans’ or vital winds besides the breath, both 
inhaled and exhaled, are the following—Apaan, Vyan, Udaan and Samaan.     

So we see that the term ‘Pran’ is usually applied to breath because it is the vital wind 
force that injects and sustains life and vitality in a creature. It is synonymous with life, 
Atma and soul of a living creature. The presence of Pran determines whether a creature is 
dead or alive; it is a distinguishing factor between the animate and inanimate world. Pran 
is the essential vibrations of life; it is the rhythm of life; it is the essential characteristic 
that defines life. 
 The inherent tendency of the Pran, which is the vital wind residing in the upper part 
of the body between the heart-lungs and the nose, is to lift the creature to a higher state of 
noble, righteous, virtuous, auspicious and spiritual existence, to become wise and 
enlightened. On the contrary, the Apaan winds lives in the intestine and passes down 
through the anus. It symbolises the downward drag on the creature’s spiritual upliftment, 
pulling it down towards the grosser aspects of creation and the materialistic world which 
is not only gross but also filthy and worthless like the excretory matters present in the 
intestine. It also symbolises passions, evils, vices, perversion and attachments to the 
worldly things at large, and their accompanying perplexities, bewilderments and hassles 
leading to restlessness and moral turpitude and degradation. This oscillation between the 
spiritual upliftment and moving upwards towards goodness, and spiritual degradation, 
moving downwards towards the gross world of sensual pleasures, leads a creature to a 
continuous cycle of birth and death—this oscillation is like the bouncing of a ball 
upwards and downwards from the surface of the earth. One must remember that a lot of 
symbolism, metaphors and allegories have been used in the Upanishad texts to explain 
things. One should be wise not to lose the spirit while getting bogged down by the literal 
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meaning of the words; one should not lose the wood while searching for the tree. The 
‘Pran’ wind here symbolises the upward drift which the pure consciousness is inherently 
inclined to, while the ‘Apaan’ winds pulls it down towards the attractions of the world. 
The creature remains trapped between the two forces.  

This ‘vital wind’ called Pran is one of the five elements of creation, called the Panch 
Bhuts, the others being earth, water, fire and sky.  

The Atharva Veda’s Par Brahm Upanishad, verse no. 2 explicitly asserts that Pran is 
a synonym for ‘consciousness’, and therefore for the Atma which is also the pure 
consciousness residing in the gross body of the living being. Since the cosmic aspect of 
the ‘consciousness’ is known as Brahm, Pran is also synonym for Brahm.  
The Atharva Veda’s Gopal Uttar Tapini Upanishad, verse nos. 47/1, 3, 5, 7, 9 assert that 
the various vital winds are revelations of Brahm.   
According to Subalo-panishad, Canto 9, verse no. 1-5 of the Shukla Yajur Veda tradition, 
the main five vital winds are the following:-- 

(1) Pran—this controls eyes and the faculty of sight (verse 1); (2) Apaan—this 
controls ears and the faculty of hearing (verse 2); (3) Vyan—this controls nose and the 
faculty of smell (verse 3); (4) Udaan—this controls the tongue and the faculty of taste 
(verse 4); (5) Samaan—this controls the skin and the faculty of touch (verse 5).  
  The Shandilya Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, in its Canto 1, section 4, 
verse no. 3 describes these winds, their locations and functions as follows:-- 
 “Verse no. 13 = The Pran (i.e. the chief vital wind) moves or is located chiefly in the 
mouth, the nose, the throat, the navel, the big toes of the feet, and below and above the 
Kundalini.  
 The Vyaan moves or is located chiefly in the ears, the eyes, the waist region, the 
thighs, the nostrils, the throat, and the hip region.  
 The Apaan moves or is located chiefly in the anus, the genitals, the thighs, the 
stomach, the testicles, the hip area, the navel, and the midriff where the fire is present 
(refer verse no. 4 above).  
 The Udaan is present and moves about in all the joints of the body.  
 The Samaan is present and moves about in the hands and legs (limbs) and all other 
appendages of the body. It also helps in equal distribution of the nutrients of the food that 
has been digested inside the body by the help of the fire element to all parts of the body 
through the network of seventy-two thousand Naadis. Hence, the Samaan wind also 
moves in all the seventy-two thousand Naadis and works in close association with the fire 
element. 

The vital winds that live in the stomach and middle part of the abdomen (i.e. the 
Apaan and the Samaan) help to separate the water (fluids, enzymes, digestive juices etc.) 
present in the stomach from the nutrients of the food eaten (after the food is digested), 
and then take the nutrients through the Naadis to all the parts of the body (while the fluid 
portion and the grosser aspect of the food left after digestion and extraction of nutrients 
are taken to the organs of excretion, i.e. to the kidneys and the rectum respectively). 
 The Apaan Vayu keeps the internal fire responsible for cooking and digesting of food 
eaten burning. The food eaten is literally placed on the top of the water, and the water is 
placed on the fire which is stoked from below so as to heat this water which in turn cooks 
or digests the food eaten. This is a simple kitchen of the body. The fire of the hearth 
represented by the abdomen is the triangular fire area mentioned in verse no. 4. The air 
needed to keep the fire burning and the grate of the oven ventilated is the Apaan wind. 
The stomach is the pot. The fluids present in it are the water. And the chewed or 
pulverized food that is put in the stomach is the raw material from which the nutrients are 
needed to be extracted. Once this is done, the Samaan wind would take these nutrients to 
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the different parts of the body, while the waste matter is taken to the kidneys and the anus 
for excretion. 
 The fire element present in the body is protected by the Apaan wind as the latter 
helps to keep it lighted and prevents it from being extinguished. As in the instance of the 
cooking of the food cited above, the Apaan wind, which is predominantly present in the 
lower part of the abdomen, keeps the fire alive by fanning it from the below. 
 This fire when stoked by the Pran Vayu (the vital winds) gathers heat and brings to a 
boil the water element present in the middle part of the body (i.e. the stomach) so that the 
vegetables and cereals that enter the stomach are properly cooked by it—i.e. the food is 
properly digested and its nutrients separated from the grosser aspects of the food such as 
the sweat, the urine, the blood, the semen, the various juices and other fluids present in 
the body (viz. the bile, the pancreatic juices, the various digestive enzymes, the mucous, 
the hormones etc.).   
 Once the process of digestion and separation of the subtle aspect of the food (i.e. its 
life-sustaining nutrients) from the grosser aspects (e.g. the sweat, urine, blood etc.) is 
complete, the Samaan wind takes over. In association with the Pran wind (i.e. the breath), 
it takes the vital nutrients thus segregated to all the corners of the body via the medium of 
the Naadis. The Pran wind meanwhile moves in and out of the body in the form of the 
breath. It will be noticed here that the Pran wind, or the breath, acts like a pump that 
works from the surface and provides the other winds the necessary suction power to 
move against the forces of gravity and lift the nutrients as well as certain of the grosser 
parts of the food that are important for the body, such as the blood, the mucous, the bile 
and other juices, the hormones etc. to the upper parts of the body against the usual 
downward pull of gravity. This upward pull exerted by the Pran wind also helps the 
Apaan wind, whose natural inclination is to move downwards and out of the body, to 
remain inside the body and even move upwards to keep the fire element lighted, besides 
being able to activate the Kundalini during the process of Yoga. 
 The vital winds eliminate the wastes present inside the body, such as the stool, urine, 
sweat etc., through the nine openings of the body into the space outside it. The nine 
openings of the body are called its Doors, and they are the following—two nostrils, two 
ears, the hair follicles, the pores of the body, one mouth, one anus and one urinary organ 
which doubles up as the reproductive organ as well. 

2Such songs are sung in a light-hearted manner as banter and joke to entertain the 
guests during marriage functions. Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 329 below.]  

 
÷Ê°ÁÃ •Ÿ∑§ ¬⁄U ¬∑§flÊŸ – ‚ÈœÊ ‚Á⁄U‚ Ÿ®„U ¡Ê®„U ’πÊŸH 2H 

 
bhām̐ti anēka parē pakavānē. sudhā sarisa nahiṁ jāhiṁ bakhānē. 2. 
 
Countless and endless varieties of delicious and dainty food items and confectionaries, 
each as sweet and delectable as ambrosia, and each one of them more lip-smacking and 
tongue-tickling than the other, were served to the guests. (2) 

[Note—The first round of food that was served was essentially meant for offering to the 
five vital winds as noted in verse no. 1 above. Hence, it consisted of plain boiled rice, 
curry of pulses, and clarified butter—refer: Doha no. 328 herein above. When these three 
items are mixed together, they form a thick gruel or pudding-like heap that closely 
resembles the offerings that are made to the sacred fire during formal fire sacrifices. The 
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offerings that are made at the fire sacrifice too consist basically of mixed cereals, pulses 
and clarified butter in addition to milk and curd.  

That done, the time came to actually enjoy food and satisfy the taste buds—not to 
appease them or indulge in them but to celebrate the auspicious occasion and the happy 
event of the marriage of the four brothers. It is a well established custom in society that a 
grand feast is organised at the end of a marriage.]  

 
¬L§‚Ÿ ‹ª ‚È•Ê⁄U ‚È¡ÊŸÊ – ®’¡Ÿ Á’Á’œ ŸÊ◊ ∑§Ù ¡ÊŸÊH 3H 

 
parusana lagē su'āra sujānā. binjana bibidha nāma kō jānā. 3. 
 
Efficient servers and expert cooks began serving the guests with countless varieties of 
tasteful dishes which were so numerous in number and varied in taste and form that no 
one knew either their names or their varieties. (3) 

 
øÊÁ⁄U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ÷Ù¡Ÿ Á’Áœ ªÊß¸ – ∞∑§ ∞∑§ Á’Áœ ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Êß¸H 4H 
¿U⁄U‚ L§Áø⁄U ®’¡Ÿ ’„ÈU ¡ÊÃË – ∞∑§ ∞∑§ ⁄U‚ •ªÁŸÃ ÷Ê°ÃËH 5H 

 
cāri bhām ̐ti bhōjana bidhi gā'ī. ēka ēka bidhi barani na jā'ī. 4. 
charasa rucira binjana bahu jātī. ēka ēka rasa aganita bhām̐tī. 5. 
 
[Elaborating on verse no. 3, we now get a hint of the type of food served in that grand 
feast.] 

Ancient culinary texts describe that there are four chief categories of food1 that a 
person can partake of. The food served at the grand banquet had countless varieties of 
each category of dish so much so that it is not possible to narrate (or list) them. (4) 

Similarly, there were numerous dishes of seasoned food prepared in a variety of 
ways that had all the six types of basic tastes2 in different combinations.  

In fact, the dishes were so numerous and varied that each single category of food 
and each single type of taste or flavour was represented in many forms and offered in 
different combinations. (5) 

[Note—1The four basic categories of food that a living being eats are the following—(i) 
Bhakshya— Hk{; that which is eaten by tearing and lacerating with the help of teeth, that 
which requires proper chewing and mastication before it can enter the food pipe, e.g. 
bread, fruits, vegetables, chewing of sugarcane; (ii) Bhojya— HkksT; that which is cooked 
and eaten with fingers or spoons, requiring least chewing or masticating and can be easily 
swallowed down the gullet, e.g. rice, curry; (iii) Lehya— ysg~; that which is licked with 
the tongue, e.g. eating pickles or honey; and (iv) Choshya— pks"; that which is sipped or 
sucked, e.g. water, milk, tea. 

The Garbho-panishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition, verse no. 5 however 
classifies the four basic types of foods as—(i) Lehya: that which is licked; (ii) Peya: that 
which is drunk; (iii) Khaadya: that which is chewed or masticated; and (iv) Choshya: that 
which is sucked.   

2The six tastes are the following flavours that the tongue feels—sweet, acidic, bitter, 
pungent, sour and salty. They are compared to the six seasons in this world. Refer 
Bhavana Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 2, stanza no 10.  
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 Sometimes, the six tastes are listed as being sweet, salty, sour, bitter, pungent or hot, 
and astringent. Sometimes acidic (vinegar) and bland are also regarded as separate 
category of tastes. Refer Garbho-panishad, verse no. 1 of Krishna Yajur Veda tradition.]  

 
 ¡fl°Ã Œ®„U ◊œÈ⁄U œÈÁŸ ªÊ⁄UË – ‹Ò ‹Ò ŸÊ◊ ¬ÈL§· •L§ ŸÊ⁄UËH 6H 
‚◊ÿ ‚È„UÊflÁŸ ªÊÁ⁄U Á’⁄UÊ¡Ê – „°U‚Ã ⁄UÊ©U ‚ÈÁŸ ‚Á„UÃ ‚◊Ê¡ÊH 7H 

 
jēvam̐ta dēhiṁ madhura dhuni gārī. lai lai nāma puruṣa aru nārī. 6. 
samaya suhāvani gāri birājā. ham̐sata rā'u suni sahita samājā. 7. 
 
*At the time the guests were eating, melodious songs having teasing lyrics that contained 
light-hearted banter targeting the males and females of the groom’s side were sung by the 
members of the bride’s side to lighten-up the atmosphere and induce laughter and mirth.  

[*This verse can be read as follows also—“At the time the guests were enjoying 
their meal, men and women folk of Janakpur, representing the bride’s side, sang 
melodious songs that contained teasing lyrics targeting individual members of the 
groom’s side by their names, as a custom that is observed during marriage feasts to cheer 
everyone up and induce laughter and mirth so as to lighten up the atmosphere of the 
otherwise formal event of a grand feast.”] (6) 

 It was a happy occasion and so everyone enjoyed the songs and their taunting 
lyrics without feeling annoyed or taking offence at the teasing language used. On the 
contrary, the king (Dasrath) laughed along with other members of his entourage. (7) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that follows Doha no. 
328 herein above. 
 Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 160.]  

 
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ‚’„UË¥ ÷Ù¡ŸÈ ∑§Ëã„UÊ – •ÊŒ⁄U ‚Á„UÃ •Êø◊ŸÈ ŒËã„UÊH 8H 

 
ēhi bidhi sabahīṁ bhōjanu kīnhā. ādara sahita ācamanu dīnhā. 8. 
 
On this wise, everyone ate his meal in a cheerful and pleasant environment marked with 
abundance of joy, mirth and rejoicing. Then everyone was offered water to wash (rinse) 
their mouths. (8) 

[Note—It is customary for the host to offer water from a jug to all his guests after the 
meal is over so that they can wash their hands and rinse their mouths. Janak himself 
helped Dasrath and his close family members to clean their hands and mouths, while 
Janak’s chief ministers and courtiers attended other members of the marriage party.]   

 
Îô0. Œß ¬ÊŸ ¬Í¡ ¡Ÿ∑§ Œ‚⁄UÕÈ ‚Á„UÃ ‚◊Ê¡– 

¡ŸflÊ‚Á„U ªflŸ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚∑§‹ ÷Í¬ Á‚⁄UÃÊ¡H 329H 
 
dōhā.  
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dē'i pāna pūjē janaka dasarathu sahita samāja. 
janavāsēhi gavanē mudita sakala bhūpa siratāja. 329. 
 
Then, Janak first offered betel leaves as mouth freshner to king Dasrath and other 
members of the marriage party, and then paid his obeisance to them.  

After that, the chief amongst kings, i.e. king Dasrath, proceeded cheerfully to the 
place where he and other members of the marriage party had been lodged1. (Doha no. 
329) 

[Note—This Doha concludes the narration of the reception and feast hosted by Janak for 
the marriage party which commenced in Chaupai line no. 1 that preceded Doha no. 328. 
 1Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 20.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ÁŸÃ ŸÍÃŸ ◊¢ª‹ ¬È⁄U ◊Ê„UË¥ – ÁŸÁ◊· ‚Á⁄U‚ ÁŒŸ ¡ÊÁ◊ÁŸ ¡Ê„UË¥H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nita nūtana maṅgala pura māhīṁ. nimiṣa sarisa dina jāmini jāhīṁ. 1. 
 
[The groom’s party stayed in Janakpur for many more days after the wedding was over. 
The following verses describe the joy and merriment that pervaded the atmosphere of the 
city during those days.] 
 Everyday there was renewed celebration and festivity in the city of Janakpur. 
Time passed unnoticed as if days and nights were like moments. [That is, many days 
passed after the end of the wedding ceremony and its accompanying feast, but no one was 
bothered about time and the number of days the marriage party stayed in Janakpur after 
that.]1 (1)  

[Note—1Happy days pass too fast and no one notices them flying away because of their 
excitement and happiness as compared to bad days that seem like burden. A similar idea 
is expressed earlier when the birth of Lord Ram and his brothers is being narrated in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 195 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 8 
which say that “the insects were confused because there was continuous daylight as the 
month was reduced to a single day, and the Sun God was stunned that though his chariot 
continued to move in the sky yet there was no night in Ayodhya”. 
 In other words, everybody thoroughly enjoyed the presence of king Dasrath and his 
royal retinue in Janakpur. No one wanted them to go away, and this will be clear when 
we read Chaupai line nos. 2-8 that precede Doha no. 332 below.]    

 
’«∏U ÷Ù⁄U ÷Í¬ÁÃ◊ÁŸ ¡Êª – ¡Êø∑§ ªÈŸ ªŸ ªÊflŸ ‹ÊªH 2H 

 
baṛē bhōra bhūpatimani jāgē. jācaka guna gana gāvana lāgē. 2. 
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The king, who was like a gem in the community of kings (i.e. Dasrath), woke up very 
early the next morning (i.e. the morning that followed the grand feast). Minstrels and 
alms-seekers began singing his glories in a loud chorus. (2) 

[Note—This and other verses that follow below describe the events of the day following 
the marriage feast.]  

 
ŒÁπ ∑È§•°⁄U ’⁄U ’œÈã„U ‚◊ÃÊ – Á∑§Á◊ ∑§Á„U ¡ÊÃ ◊ÙŒÈ ◊Ÿ ¡ÃÊH 3H 

 
dēkhi ku'am ̐ra bara badhunha samētā. kimi kahi jāta mōdu mana jētā. 3. 
 
Who can describe the extent of happiness and joy that prevailed in his (Dasrath’s) heart 
when he watched the grooms with their respective brides? [That is, no one can describe 
how happy and glad Dasrath felt watching his sons with their lovely brides. Like any 
father, it was the culmination of his desires and fruition of his dreams.] (3) 

[Note—The reason why Dasrath woke up very early the next morning is that he was 
exceptionally happy and excited, and so probably could not sleep the previous night. So, 
he woke up early.  

Besides this aspect of his being happy and excited at the marriage of all his four sons 
and they getting pretty brides fully in accordance to their expectations, it was also a habit 
of Dasrath that he woke up early as ordained by the scriptures. He woke up before 
sunrise. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 37 along Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes it, and Chaupai line no. 1 that follows it.]   

 
¬˝ÊÃÁ∑˝§ÿÊ ∑§Á⁄U ª ªÈL§ ¬Ê„UË¥ – ◊„UÊ¬˝◊ÙŒÈ ¬˝◊È ◊Ÿ ◊Ê„UË¥H 4H 

 
prātakriyā kari gē guru pāhīṁ. mahāpramōdu prēmu mana māhīṁ. 4. 
 
The king finished his morning routine (praying, bathing etc.) and went to meet his Guru 
(sage Vasistha). His heart and mind (together called the “Mana”) were full of bliss and 
ecstasy. (4) 

[Note—We find that on other occasions also, Dasrath had gone to meet his Guru to make 
special requests to him:--  

(i) The first was when he was worried that he was growing old and still had no 
heirs—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 
181.  

(ii) The second occasion was when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita 
arrived from Janakpur—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 293.  

(iii) The third occasion was when Dasrath wished to anoint Lord Ram as the regent of 
the kingdom of Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 2.  

However, presently his has gone to meet Vasistha to say thanks to him and request 
him to call all the elders and Brahmins so that gifts can be given to them and charities can 
be made as is clear in the following verses.] 

 
∑§Á⁄U ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ¬Í¡Ê ∑§⁄U ¡Ù⁄UË – ’Ù‹ Áª⁄UÊ •Á◊•° ¡ŸÈ ’Ù⁄UËH 5H 
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kari pranāmu pūjā kara jōrī. bōlē girā ami'am̐ janu bōrī. 5. 
 
The king reverentially bowed his head before his Guru (Vasistha) and duly worshipped 
him. Then he spoke so sweetly that his words appeared to be soaked in nectar. (5) 

[Note—This was a very happy day of Dasrath’s life, and so he was exceptionally 
cheerful. This is why he “spoke so sweetly as if his words were soaked in nectar”.] 

 
ÃÈï„U⁄UË ∑Î§¬Ê° ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ◊ÈÁŸ⁄UÊ¡Ê – ÷ÿ©°U •Ê¡È ◊Ò¥ ¬Í⁄UŸ∑§Ê¡ÊH 6H 
•’ ‚’ Á’¬˝ ’Ù‹Êß ªÙ‚ÊßZ – Œ„ÈU œŸÈ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’ŸÊßZH 7H 

 
tumharī kṛpām̐ sunahu munirājā. bhaya'um ̐ āju maiṁ pūranakājā. 6. 
aba saba bipra bōlā'i gōsā'īṁ. dēhu dhēnu saba bhām̐ti banā'īṁ. 7. 
 
The king said—‘Oh the king amongst great sage! It is due to your grace, benevolence and 
kindness that all my wishes have been fulfilled and I feel fully contented today. (6) 

Now oh Lord, please oblige me by summoning all the Brahmins and elders 
(“Vipra”), and gift all of them cows that are fully decorated.1’ (7) 

[Note—1Decorating the cows meant decorating them with costly clothes, putting garlands 
made of precious gems and pearls around their necks, and adorning their horns and 
hooves with plated gold or silver.]  
   

‚ÈÁŸ ªÈ⁄U ∑§Á⁄U ◊Á„U¬Ê‹ ’«∏UÊß¸U – ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ΔU∞ ◊ÈÁŸ ’Î¢Œ ’Ù‹Êß¸H 8H 
 
suni gura kari mahipāla baṛā'ī. puni paṭha'ē muni bṛnda bōlā'ī. 8. 
 
When the Guru heard this request from the king, he first praised him (for his 
courteousness and sweet words, and also for his charitable nature because he wished to 
make donations). Then he (Guru Vasistha) sent for (invited) all the elders and Brahmins. 
(8) 

[Note—We have read earlier that when Dasrath had gone to convey the good news of 
Lord Ram’s marriage to sage Vasistha, the sage had praised the king then also, giving 
reasons for his praises—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that 
precede Doha no. 294.] 

 
Îô0. ’Ê◊Œ©U •L§ ŒflÁ⁄UÁ· ’Ê‹◊ËÁ∑§ ¡Ê’ÊÁ‹– 

•Ê∞ ◊ÈÁŸ’⁄U ÁŸ∑§⁄U Ã’ ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ÊÁŒ Ã¬‚ÊÁ‹H 330H 
 
dōhā.  

bāmadē'u aru dēvariṣi bālamīki jābāli. 
ā'ē munibara nikara taba kausikādi tapasāli. 330. 
 
Sage Vamdeo, the celestial sage Narad, sage Valmiki and sage Jabal, as also sage 
Kaushik (Vishwamitra) who was endowed with a divine halo that comes with extensive 
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Tapa (doing severe penances and observance of strict austerities)—all of them came there 
cheerfully (to accept gifts to mark the auspicious occasion of Lord Ram’s marriage with 
Sita). (Doha no. 330) 

[Note—Sages Vaamdeo etc. were present in Janakpur on the occasion of Lord Ram’s 
marriage as is evident in Baal Kand, Doha no. 320 and its preceding Chanda line no. 4 
herein above where it is said that at the time of the start of the wedding rites, king Janak 
had offered his worship to sages Kaushik (Vishwamitra), Vaamdeo etc.  

Another important point to note here is that though king Dasrath had requested 
Vasistha to call ‘Vipras’, meaning Brahmins and elders of the society, but Vasistha called 
in ‘great sages’, and the wonder is that they did not hesitate in coming and accepting 
gifts. This is because this was not an ordinary marriage, and the gift was not from 
someone ordinary to celebrate something routine.  

It was the marriage that marked the union of the visible form of the supreme Lord of 
the world in the form of Lord Ram with his cosmic Shakti in the form of Sita. It was a 
cosmic union of two great forces of creation that was played out at the micro level of 
creation in the form of the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita. So these great sages named 
above had no compunctions or reservations in coming and accepting gifts. It is a matter 
of honour and privilege when a person is invited to accept gifts from someone who 
occupies a very high stature in the society. Even in today’s world people vie with each 
other to get themselves photographed with the high and the mighty, and if an invitation to 
attend some state function where dignitaries are present is received by someone he would 
frame it and hang it on his wall to show others how special he is, and thus boast of his 
newly discovered stature in society. 

Vasistha decided to call these sages because he wisely thought that they must be 
given the honour to accept gifts to mark the auspicious occasion of Lord Ram’s marriage. 
On the other hand, if they had not been invited, perhaps they could have felt neglected, 
let-down or even insulted.  

Another reason for calling them was they would bless king Dasrath, and their 
blessings would stand in good stead for the king and his four sons as well as the kingdom 
of Ayodhya. This is exactly what happened—we shall read below that all the invited 
sages have profusely blessed king Dasrath and he would consider himself very 
fortunate—refer: Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 331 below.  

And what about the Brahmins and other alms-seekers; did they not come? Yes, they 
also came—it will be clear below in Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 331.] 

      
 
¿õ0. Œ¢«U ¬˝ŸÊ◊ ‚’Á„U ŸÎ¬ ∑§Ëã„U – ¬ÍÁ¡ ‚¬˝◊ ’⁄UÊ‚Ÿ ŒËã„UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

daṇḍa pranāma sabahi nṛpa kīnhē. pūji saprēma barāsana dīnhē. 1. 
 
When they (i.e. the invited sages as well as Brahmins) arrived, the king (Dasrath) paid his 
obeisance to all of them by prostrating before them on the ground. Then he worshipped 
them and excellent seats to sit. (1) 

[Note—Prostrating before sages and elders is the best way of showing respect to them. 
Another alternative method of equal importance is bowing before them and putting one’s 
head on their feet. But the latter method suits when there are one, two or more sages and 
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Brahmins of a limited number when a person can attend to each of them. But when there 
are a large number of such elders then the best option is to prostrate before all of them 
from a distance as they approach as a group. In the latter case, there would be no need for 
individually touching each sage’s feet or bowing before him. 
 Prostrating before a group of sages and Brahmins also ensures that all the members 
of the group are shown equal respect and honour irrespective of the fact that the person 
showing such respect may not know the individual members of the group personally. 
Since the sages and Brahmins had similar external appearances, it was often difficult to 
distinguish one from the other unless one had the chance to look them up closely, or was 
well acquainted with a person because of frequent interaction with him, or when someone 
tells him who the guest was.   
 So, Dasrath took no chances and prostrated before the entire group of sages, 
Brahmins and other elders who came to him to accept gifts commemorating the 
auspicious marriage of Lord Ram and his other brothers.]     

 
øÊÁ⁄U ‹‘¿U ’⁄U œŸÈ ◊ªÊßZ – ∑§Ê◊‚È⁄UÁ÷ ‚◊ ‚Ë‹ ‚È„UÊßZH 2H 
‚’ Á’Áœ ‚∑§‹ •‹¢∑Î§Ã ∑§Ëã„UË¥ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Á„U¬ ◊Á„UŒflã„U ŒËã„UË¥H 3H 

 
cāri laccha bara dhēnu magā'īṁ. kāmasurabhi sama sīla suhā'īṁ. 2. 
saba bidhi sakala alaṅkṛta kīnhīṁ. mudita mahipa mahidēvanha dīnhīṁ. 3. 
 
The king called for four lakh (1 lakh = 1,00,000) excellent cows1 who were all like the 
legendary Kamdhenu cow (the all-wish fulfilling cow) in their gentle manners and 
beauty. (2) 

The cows were fully decorated in every possible way2, and then the delighted king 
gave (donated) them cheerfully to the ‘Mahi-devas’3 (literally, the ‘gods on earth’; 
meaning the sages as well as the Brahmins). (3) 

[Note—1The cows were excellent in the sense that they were all healthy, of ripe age, gave 
abundant milk, looked attractive, and could grant wishes if one serves them faithfully. 
These are the salient characteristics of the Kamdhenu cow.   

2Their horns and hooves were either gold or silver plated, garlands of pearls and other 
precious gems were put around their necks, their backs were draped with exquisitely 
embroidered garments, and their tails were manicured and scented oiled and decorated 
with strings of pearls and gems.   

3We have read in Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 330 above that the king 
had requested sage Vasistha to call all the ‘Vipras’, which usually means Brahmins. But 
Vasistha summoned even the sages listed in Doha no. 330 along with the elderly 
Brahmins. So the word ‘Mahi-Deva’ is used here to cover all of them—the sages as well 
as the Brahmins because all of them are as revered on earth as the gods are in heaven.]   

 
∑§⁄UÃ Á’Ÿÿ ’„È UÁ’Áœ Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„ÍU – ‹„U©°U •Ê¡È ¡ª ¡ËflŸ ‹Ê„ÍUH 4H 

 
karata binaya bahu bidhi naranāhū. lahē'um ̐ āju jaga jīvana lāhū. 4. 
 
The great king offered his prayers to them in a variety of ways (i.e. he offered his 
respects to the invited sages and Brahmins in different ways, repeatedly using different 
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words and different gestures), and said—‘I have got the reward (fruit) of taking birth and 
of all the good deeds that I have done in my life.’ (4) 

[Note—The king was very humble and overjoyed as he praised his good fortune and the 
cumulative affect of all his good deeds that he has witnessed such a happy moment in his 
life today—all his dear sons were married to magnificent brides who belonged to one of 
the greatest kingdoms on earth, the kingdom of Janakpur that rivals the kingdom of 
Ayodhya in its riches, prosperity, power, strength and fame. Then the king praised his 
good luck that he has had the opportunity to pay his respects to such great sages as 
Vaamdeo, Narad, Valmiki, Jabal and Vishwamitra together at one place, and that too 
during the marriage of his sons. It was an excellent combination of stars and grace of the 
gods that had made this possible.  

It is a polite way of showing respect to the sages and Brahmins when one says that he 
is so fortunate and blessed to meet them, to serve them, and to have them as his guest.  

The guest sages and Brahmins accept gifts given and honours shown to them, and in 
their turn they feel obliged to reciprocate this gesture of respect by blessing the host. This 
is exactly what happens now—they collectively blessed king Dasrath as is clear in the 
next line no. 5.]   

 
¬Êß •‚Ë‚ ◊„UË‚È •Ÿ¢ŒÊ – Á‹∞ ’ÙÁ‹ ¬ÈÁŸ ¡Êø∑§ ’Î¢ŒÊH 5H 
∑§Ÿ∑§ ’‚Ÿ ◊ÁŸ „Uÿ ªÿ Sÿ¢ŒŸ – ÁŒ∞ ’ÍÁ¤Ê L§Áø ⁄UÁ’∑È§‹Ÿ¢ŒŸH 6H 

 
pā'i asīsa mahīsu anandā. li'ē bōli puni jācaka bṛndā. 5. 
kanaka basana mani haya gaya syandana. di'ē būjhi ruci rabikulanandana. 6. 
 
The king (“mahīsu”; the lord of the earth)1 was very delighted and felt exhilarated when 
he received blessings from them (the invited sages and Brahmins, the “Mahi-Devas”).  

Then he summoned other alms-seekers and members of the laity (the “jācaka 
bṛndā”) who were waiting for their turn to receive gifts from the king to mark the 
marriage of his four sons. (5) 

The ‘great son of the Solar Race’ (“rabikulanandana”—i.e. king Dasrath) 
liberally gave them gold, clothes, gems, horses, elephants and chariots according to their 
desires and needs.2 (6) 

[Note—1We must note the careful selection of words by Tulsidas, the author-poet of this 
classic book. He has addressed the sages and Brahmins with the epithet “Mahi-Devas”, 
the gods of the earth, and so he used the word “Mahisa”, meaning the lord of the earth, 
when referring to king Dasrath. A man of high stature such as the great sages and the 
exalted Brahmins referred to above would accept only if something is given to them by 
someone of an equally high stature in society. Remember: the sages and Brahmins were 
not ‘beggars’ or ‘alms-seekers’ who would queue to get anything that is doled out as 
charity. They were men of high respect and dignity, and were possessed with powers that 
would never let them face shortage of material things that they would spread their arms 
for anything. They accepted anything just to honour the wishes of the giver, and not 
because they needed the thing.  

In other words, the ‘giver was the lord of the earth’, and the ‘receiver was the god of 
earth’—i.e. they were of equal stature.  

When a senior person is given something as gift, it is merely as a ‘token’ of respect 
from the giver. The ‘cow’ was the standard gift that was given to sages and Brahmins in 
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earlier times. The cow had its practical use also. The sages maintained hermitages where 
disciples lived, and so was also the case with elderly Brahmins who spent their time 
studying the scriptures and teaching them to others. This meant that a large number of 
‘students’ lived with them, and the cow used to provide milk for their dietary needs, dung 
that was dried and baked to serve as fuel for the fire, and so on.  

These cows were decorated with precious things such as gems and gold in an indirect 
method to give material wealth to the sages and Brahmins who could sell them off to 
meet their financial needs.  

2When the word had gone out that king Dasrath has summoned Brahmins (the 
“Vipras”) because he wishes to give gifts to them to mark the marriage of his sons, all 
those who were expecting some reward on this occasion also collected voluntarily. No 
one actually needed anything, but it was a moment to rejoice the marriage in the royal 
household, and therefore accepting and giving gifts would not mean that a person was a 
beggar or was suffering financially. It is merely a gesture of joy and happiness that one 
gives gifts and another accepts them whenever there is an occasion to celebrate some 
great event.  

At the time when Lord Ram and his brothers were born in Ayodhya, similar gifts 
were given liberally, and whatever one got as a gift he immediately gave it to others with 
a free spirit—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 194.  

We also read that at that time, Dasrath had given liberally to alms-seekers whatever 
they wished—elephants, chariots, horses, gems, cows and diamonds: refer—Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 196. 

Another occasion is when the good news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived in 
Ayodhya. On that occasion the gifts were given to the Brahmins by the queen-mothers 
(Kaushalya, Sumitra and Kaikeyi together)—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha 
no. 295 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8.]   

 
ø‹ ¬…∏UÃ ªÊflÃ ªÈŸ ªÊÕÊ – ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ¡ÿ ÁŒŸ∑§⁄U ∑È§‹ ŸÊÕÊH 7H 

 
calē paṛhata gāvata guna gāthā. jaya jaya jaya dinakara kula nāthā. 7. 
 
After receiving gifts and honours, all of them (the sages, the Brahmins, the alms-seekers 
etc.) departed cheerfully and fully contented. They left the place singing and praising the 
glories of the noble king, repeatedly cheering at him and applauding him loudly—‘Glory 
to the Lord of the Solar Race (“dinakara kula nāthā”).’ (7) 

[Note—Similar instances of cheering crowd of gift-recipients are noticed earlier when 
gifts were given. (i) First, at the time of birth of Lord Ram and his brothers—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 196; and (ii) then at the time of arrival of news of the 
Lord’s marriage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 295 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line no. 8.] 

 
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ⁄UÊ◊ Á’•Ê„U ©U¿UÊ„ÍU – ‚∑§ß Ÿ ’⁄UÁŸ ‚„U‚ ◊Èπ ¡Ê„ÍUH 8H 

 
ēhi bidhi rāma bi'āha uchāhū. saka'i na barani sahasa mukha jāhū. 8. 
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In this way, the festivities and celebrations that accompanied the marriage of Lord Ram 
were so profound and glorious that they cannot be narrated even by someone who has a 
thousand mouths to describe them. (8) 

[Note—Similar idea is expressed elsewhere also—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 361. 

It is a poetic way of highlighting the glorious and divine moments when the Lord of 
the world, Lord Ram, got united with the cosmic Shakti in the form of Sita in a ceremony 
that the mundane world calls ‘marriage’. It is like saying that words fall short of 
expectations, they are insufficient and incompetent to give even an iota of idea of the 
extent of happiness and joy, of the dimension of celebrations and festivities, of the 
intensity of rejoicing and exuberance, of the divine atmosphere and an environment of 
all-round welfare and well-being that was generated at the time of Lord Ram’s marriage 
with Sita.  

Verily, it was an event that can’t be captured in words because the word has its own 
limitations. The word is like a bird that cannot measure the depth and length of the sky no 
matter how high and long it flies.] 

 
Îô0. ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ø⁄UŸ ‚Ë‚È ŸÊß ∑§„U ⁄UÊ©U– 

ÿ„U ‚’È ‚ÈπÈ ◊ÈÁŸ⁄UÊ¡ Ãfl ∑Î§¬Ê ∑§≈UÊ‘¿U ¬‚Ê©UH 331H 
 
dōhā.  

bāra bāra kausika carana sīsu nā'i kaha rā'u. 
yaha sabu sukhu munirāja tava kṛpā kaṭāccha pasā'u. 331. 
 
The king was overwhelmed with gratitude and thankfulness towards sage Kaushik 
(Vishwamitra), and so he repeatedly bowed his head at the feet of the sage and said most 
humbly, with an immense sense of gratefulness in his voice—‘Oh gracious sage! All this 
happiness and bliss that I have been fortunate enough to enjoy today are the result of you 
looking at me with favour, being kind upon me, and are the cumulative result of your 
blessings, benevolence, mercy and grace that you have shown to me.’ (Doha no. 331) 

[Note—The king (Dasrath) felt highly obliged of sage Vishwamitra, and he could not 
contend himself and sufficiently express his gratitude to the sage because it was he who 
had been instrumental in getting Lord Ram married to Sita, it was he who brought the 
Lord to Janakpur and ordered him to break the bow, and it was he who had summoned 
the king to come and attend the marriage. When the king came, his other sons also 
accompanied him, and as it turned out all of them got married. The king felt he owed a lot 
of gratitude to sage Vishwamitra, and so he chose to pay special attention and reverence 
to the sage in this verse.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ¡Ÿ∑§ ‚Ÿ„UÈ ‚Ë‹È ∑§⁄UÃÍÃË – ŸÎ¬È ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚⁄UÊ„U Á’÷ÍÃËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  
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janaka sanēhu sīlu karatūtī. nṛpu saba bhām ̐ti sarāha bibhūtī. 1. 
 
The king (Dasrath) liberally praised his counterpart king Janak for his affectionate and 
courteous nature, his amiability and friendliness, his gracious deeds and actions, and the 
overall graceful way he had conducted himself and gone about to complete everything in 
an efficient and judicious manner. (1) 

[Note—Dasrath had witnessed the most dignified and courteous way king Janak had 
received the members of the marriage party in general and Dasrath himself at the 
wedding pavilion when they had gone to attend the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
320—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 321. 

Janak’s courteousness and polite ways are evident once again at the end of the 
wedding feast as described earlier in Chaupai line no. 8 and its following Chanda line 
nos. 1-12 that precede Doha no. 326; and in Doha no. 329.] 

 
ÁŒŸ ©UÁΔU Á’ŒÊ •flœ¬ÁÃ ◊ÊªÊ – ⁄UÊπ®„U ¡Ÿ∑È§ ‚Á„UÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªÊH 2H 

 
dina uṭhi bidā avadhapati māgā. rākhahiṁ janaku sahita anurāgā. 2. 
 
The king of Ayodhya (Dasrath) got up everyday to request king Janak to give him 
permission to go back to his kingdom, but the most gracious host (Janak) politely asked 
him to stay for some more time. (2) 

[Note—This showed that Janak was not getting fed-up with serving king Dasrath and the 
rest of the marriage party. When the host requests the guest to stay for some more time, it 
shows that the latter is thoroughly enjoying the former’s stay. Otherwise, the host would 
sieze on the chance when the guest asks his permission to go, and would immediately 
accept the request and let the guest leave. 
 Janak was therefore playing the role of a perfect, graceful and obliging host. Refer 
Chaupai line no. 5 below. 

In the context of the narrative here, from Chaupai line nos. 2—7, the reader can also 
refer to Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 161.]   

 
ÁŸÃ ŸÍÃŸ •ÊŒL§ •Áœ∑§Êß¸ – ÁŒŸ ¬˝ÁÃ ‚„U‚ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ¬„ÈUŸÊß¸H 3H 
ÁŸÃ Ÿfl Ÿª⁄U •Ÿ¢Œ ©U¿UÊ„ÍU – Œ‚⁄UÕ ªflŸÈ ‚Ù„UÊß Ÿ ∑§Ê„ÍUH 4H 

 
nita nūtana ādaru adhikā'ī. dina prati sahasa bhām ̐ti pahunā'ī. 3. 
nita nava nagara ananda uchāhū. dasaratha gavanu sōhā'i na kāhū. 4. 
 
The royal guest (king Dasrath) was shown newer forms of respect and honour during 
each of the days of his stay at Janakpur, and he was served most diligently and cheerfully 
in all possible manners to make him exceptionally comfortable and his stay extremely 
pleasant every day of the days of his stay even as he was entertained in thousands of 
ways with greater and enhanced attention with the passage of time, without any let-up or 
negligence1. (3)  
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There were newer festivities and celebrations every day in the city (of Janakpur), 
and the citizens thoroughly enjoyed the stay of the marriage party so much so that no one 
liked that the guests should go back (to Ayodhya). (4) 

[Note—1It is not clear whether this verse no. 3 refers only to king Dasrath or to all other 
members of the marriage party. In all probabilities, all the members of the marriage party 
were shown the same respect as king Dasrath, for otherwise it would seem odd and un-
courteous on the part of Janak to neglect others in the same group of guests. Earlier also it 
has been said that Janak had shown the same respect to others in the marriage party as he 
had shown to Dasrath—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 321 which expressly makes this point. 
 So therefore, we can safely read this verse as follows also—“The guests (king 
Dasrath and other members of the marriage party) were shown newer forms of respect 
from day to day, and all of them were entertained in thousands of ways with greater and 
enhanced attention with the passage of time.”]  
 

’„ÈUÃ ÁŒfl‚ ’ËÃ ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÃË – ¡ŸÈ ‚Ÿ„U ⁄U¡È ’°œ ’⁄UÊÃËH 5H 
 
bahuta divasa bītē ēhi bhām̐tī. janu sanēha raju bam ̐dhē barātī. 5. 
 
Many happy days passed in the aforesaid way in an atmosphere of joyous merriment and 
abundant enjoyment, with king Dasrath repeatedly seeking permission to leave and king 
Janak asking him to stay for some more time. It appeared that the groom’s party was tied 
in a strong thread of love and affection that prevented them from leaving the city of 
Janakpur, the bride’s place. So they tarried there cheerfully and gladly for a time longer 
than expected. (5) 

[Note—Refer Chaupai line no. 2 above.] 

 
∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ‚ÃÊŸ¢Œ Ã’ ¡Êß¸ – ∑§„UÊ Á’Œ„U ŸÎ¬Á„U ‚◊È¤ÊÊß¸H 6H 
•’ Œ‚⁄UÕ ∑§„°U •Êÿ‚È Œ„ÍU – ¡lÁ¬ ¿UÊÁ«∏U Ÿ ‚∑§„ÈU ‚Ÿ„ÍUH 7H 

 
kausika satānanda taba jā'ī. kahā bidēha nṛpahi samujhā'ī. 6. 
aba dasaratha kaham̐ āyasu dēhū. jadyapi chāḍi na sakahu sanēhū. 7. 
 
Then, realising that there was an inordinate delay for the marriage party to leave Janakpur 
and proceed to its kingdom of Ayodhya, sages Kaushik (Vishwamitra) and Satanand, the 
royal priest of Janakpur, went to Janak and advised him thus—[6] 

‘Now you must grant leave to Dasrath and allow him to proceed to his place1 even 
though you don’t like it and would prefer that he continues to stay here for some more 
days out of your affection for him and the bond of mutual respect and endearment that 
you have forged with him as well as the rest of the groom’s party. [But oh king, this is 
not practical, for after all the groom’s party cannot stay at the bride’s place indefinitely. 
All guests, no matter how loving they may be, have to leave the host’s place sooner or 
later, and every good thing has to come to an end one day. A sovereign of one kingdom 
feels very uneasy and odd if he has to stay at another sovereign’s place for more time 
than it is absolutely necessary. Dasrath has to attend to the state affairs of his own 
kingdom of Ayodhya, and many important issues requiring his personal attention must be 
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piling up there in his absence. So it is wise and prudent and advisable now that you must 
grant Dasrath permission to leave.]’ [7] (6-7) 

[Note—1Surely it was sage Vishwamitra who said it. Satanand accompanied 
Vishwamitra because he was the kingdom’s chief priest, but he would not have addressed 
king Dasrath by his name because it would be impolite for him to do so by the virtue of 
his being Janak’s priest and on his payroll. If it was Satanand who spoke to Janak, then 
he would have used the title of a ‘king’ as a prefix to Dasrath, and not merely as 
‘Dasrath’. 

It is important to note here that out of the two sages, Vishwamitra was the senior one, 
and a senior person is the one who gives advice to the king.  

Another reason for Vishwamitra speaking instead of Satanand was that they 
consulted each other before hand and decided that if Satanand spoke, the chances were 
that Janak would overlook his advice simply because Satanand, after all, was his 
employee, but Janak will certainly not disobey Vishwamitra for the latter was an 
independent sage. Besides this, both Janak and Dasrath were highly obliged to 
Vishwamitra and held him in high esteem, so they could never think of not doing what 
this sage asked. 

The third reason was that Vishwamitra had easy access to king Dasrath as opposed to 
Satanand as the latter had to observe a lot of formal protocol because he was on the 
payroll of the kingdom of Janakpur and represented king Janak. Dasrath would confide 
with Vishwamitra and not with Satanand. So when Vishwamitra said that Dasrath wants 
to leave, Janak understood that the sage is speaking on behalf of king Dasrath who was so 
overwhelmed by Janak’s affection, politeness and hospitality that he could not muster 
courage to insist on going back to Ayodhya on the face of Janak. So Janak would think 
that Dasrath had chosen sage Vishwamitra to act as his emissary and request the host 
king to grant him permission to leave.]   

 
÷‹®„U ŸÊÕ ∑§Á„U ‚Áøfl ’Ù‹Ê∞ – ∑§Á„U ¡ÿ ¡Ëfl ‚Ë‚ ÁÃã„U ŸÊ∞H 8H 

 
bhalēhiṁ nātha kahi saciva bōlā'ē. kahi jaya jīva sīsa tinha nā'ē. 8. 
 
Janak agreed reluctantly, saying, ‘Alright Lords, I will do as you say’.  

Then he summoned his chief minister who came forthwith, saluted the king and 
bowed his head before him1. (8) 

[Note—1Whenever the chief minister came to his king, this was the standard way he 
showed his respect to the latter. This has similarities elsewhere also-for instance, when 
Dasrath’s chief minister known as Sumantra came to him, he also followed the same 
procedure—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 5; (ii) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 38; and (ii) Doha no. 
148.]  

 
Îô0. •flœŸÊÕÈ øÊ„UÃ ø‹Ÿ ÷ËÃ⁄U ∑§⁄U„ÈU ¡ŸÊ©U– 

÷∞ ¬˝◊’‚ ‚Áøfl ‚ÈÁŸ Á’¬˝ ‚÷Ê‚Œ ⁄UÊ©UH 332H 
 
dōhā.  
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avadhanāthu cāhata calana bhītara karahu janā'u. 
bha'ē prēmabasa saciva suni bipra sabhāsada rā'u. 332. 
 
King Janak instructed his chief minister—‘The lord of Ayodhya (king Dasrath) wishes to 
leave. So go to the interior of the palace (where the queens and other female members of 
the royal household live) and inform them of this.’  

When the chief minister heard this, he was overcome with emotions, and so were 
the Brahmins and other courtiers present there, as well as the king himself. (Doha no. 
332) 

 
 
¿õ0. ¬È⁄U’Ê‚Ë ‚ÈÁŸ øÁ‹Á„U ’⁄UÊÃÊ – ’Í¤ÊÃ Á’∑§‹ ¬⁄US¬⁄U ’ÊÃÊH 1H 

‚àÿ ªflŸÈ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚’ Á’‹πÊŸ – ◊Ÿ„È°U ‚Ê°¤Ê ‚⁄UÁ‚¡ ‚∑È§øÊŸH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

purabāsī suni calihi barātā. būjhata bikala paraspara bātā. 1. 
satya gavanu suni saba bilakhānē. manahum̐ sām̐jha sarasija sakucānē. 2. 
 
As the word spread and the citizens of Janakpur came to know that the groom’s party 
would be leaving shortly, they became sorrowful and anxiously asked each other if the 
news was indeed true. (1) 

When they learnt that it was the truth, all of them lamented and felt very sad and 
regretful. They became sorrowful and depressed just like the lotus that shrivels up when 
dusk falls.  

[As soon as the news spread in the city that Lord Ram’s marriage party was 
preparing to leave, a pall of gloom descended upon Janakpur. The celebrations and 
rejoicing were cut short, and the atmosphere suddenly became frosty and heavy as if 
there was some great loss in the offing. All the singing, dancing, music and merriment 
ended, and they were replaced by a somber mood.] (2) 

 
¡„°U ¡„°U •ÊflÃ ’‚ ’⁄UÊÃË – Ã„°U Ã„°U Á‚h ø‹Ê ’„ÈU ÷Ê°ÃËH 3H 

 
jaham ̐ jaham̐ āvata basē barātī. taham ̐ taham ̐ sid'dha calā bahu bhām ̐tī. 3. 
 
Countless varieties of provisions and grocery items were sent by Janak to all those places 
where the marriage party had halted on its way from Ayodhya to Janakpur. (3) 

[Note—Janak understood the need for making arrangement for adequate supply of food, 
drinks, grocery items other things of daily need which the marriage party would need for 
the long-haul journey back from Janakpur to Ayodhya. So, as soon as it was decided that 
the marriage party would leave, Janak sent these provisions in advance so that the party 
does not face any inconvenience on the way back home.]   

  
Á’Á’œ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ◊flÊ ¬∑§flÊŸÊ – ÷Ù¡Ÿ ‚Ê¡È Ÿ ¡Êß ’πÊŸÊH 4H 
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÷Á⁄U ÷Á⁄U ’‚„°U •¬Ê⁄U ∑§„UÊ⁄UÊ – ¬ΔUßZ ¡Ÿ∑§ •Ÿ∑§ ‚È‚Ê⁄UÊH 5H 
 
bibidha bhām ̐ti mēvā pakavānā. bhōjana sāju na jā'i bakhānā. 4. 
bhari bhari basaham̐ apāra kahārā. paṭha'īṁ janaka anēka susārā. 5. 
 
Janak ordered that seasoned food and sweets of countless varieties be prepared. It is not 
possible to describe either the food or the royal paraphernalia (i.e. the numerous items 
given as marriage gift to the newly married couple by the bride’s father—such as robes, 
garments, ornaments, household items such as bedsteads, mattresses etc.) that were 
arranged to be sent with the marriage party. (4) 

All these countless things were put on the back of oxen or were carried by porters 
who were sent by Janak to the in-law’s (Dasrath’s) place. (5)   

 
ÃÈ⁄Uª ‹Êπ ⁄UÕ ‚„U‚ ¬øË‚Ê – ‚∑§‹ ‚°flÊ⁄U Ÿπ •L§ ‚Ë‚ÊH 6H 
◊ÙÊ ‚„U‚ Œ‚ ®‚œÈ⁄U ‚Ê¡ – Á¡ã„UÁ„U ŒÁπ ÁŒÁ‚∑È¢§¡⁄U ‹Ê¡H 7H 
∑§Ÿ∑§ ’‚Ÿ ◊ÁŸ ÷Á⁄U ÷Á⁄U ¡ÊŸÊ – ◊Á„U·Ë¥ œŸÈ ’SÃÈ Á’Áœ ŸÊŸÊH 8H 

 
turaga lākha ratha sahasa pacīsā. sakala sam ̐vārē nakha aru sīsā. 6. 
matta sahasa dasa sindhura sājē. jinhahi dēkhi disikun̄jara lājē. 7. 
kanaka basana mani bhari bhari jānā. mahiṣīṁ dhēnu bastu bidhi nānā. 8. 
 
[Verse nos. 6-8 list some of the items that were gifted by Janak.] 

One lakh horses (1 lakh = 1,00,000) and twenty-five thousand gilded chariots 
were fully decorated from bottom to top (nakha aru sīsā)1. (6) 

Similarly, ten thousand robust, strong, rugged and healthy elephants were 
beautifully decorated. Even the elephants that support the eight quarters of the world2 on 
their muscular backs felt abashed when they saw these fully adorned elephants (that were 
gifted by Janak to king Dasrath). (7) 

Gold, clothes and precious gems were sent in huge containers loaded on carts. 
Then there were she-buffaloes, cows and countless other items of different kinds. (8) 

[Note—1The horses’ hooves were plated with foils of gold or silver; their girdles, 
harness, bridles and saddles etc. were too made of precious metals studded with priceless 
gems and pearls. Their backs were draped with costly embroidered cloth. The chariots 
were similarly decked up beautifully. All their parts were polished and oiled and gold or 
silver plated; the seats were upholstered with the finest of cloth; the royal standard was 
gold embroidered; and the wood-work was exquisitely carved, and inlaid with ivory and 
precious metals and stones. 

2These eight elephants are called “Diggajs”. They support the heavy world on their 
backs at eight points—north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west, west, north-
west, zenith and nadir.]  

 
Îô0. ŒÊß¡ •Á◊Ã Ÿ ‚Á∑§• ∑§Á„U ŒËã„U Á’Œ„°U ’„UÙÁ⁄U– 

¡Ù •fl‹Ù∑§Ã ‹Ù∑§¬ÁÃ ‹Ù∑§ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ÕÙÁ⁄UH 333H 
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dōhā.  

dā'ija amita na saki'a kahi dīnha bidēham ̐ bahōri. 
jō avalōkata lōkapati lōka sampadā thōri. 333. 
 
Janak was not contented with what he had sent in advance, so he gave more marriage 
gifts which were so huge in quantity and varied in quality that it is not possible for 
anyone to say what they were, how many they were, or of what quality they were. 

In fact, when the king of the world, i.e. Indra, the king of the gods, saw them he 
felt that the entire wealth of his kingdom (the world; the heaven) was only a trifle as 
compared to these gifts that Janak sent with the marriage party. (Doha no. 333)  

 
 
¿õ0. ‚’È ‚◊Ê¡È ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ’ŸÊß¸ – ¡Ÿ∑§ •flœ¬È⁄U ŒËã„U ¬ΔUÊß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sabu samāju ēhi bhām̐ti banā'ī. janaka avadhapura dīnha paṭhā'ī. 1. 
 
In this above-mentioned way, Janak arranged for all the things at a grand scale and sent 
them to Ayodhya. (1) 

[Note—This verse clearly tells us that whatever gifts Janak arranged for king Dasrath as 
well as his son-in-laws and other members of the marriage party were sent by him 
directly to Ayodhya. These gifts were sent with an advance party that also took care of 
arrangements all along the way from the city of Janakpur till the outer fringes of the 
kingdom to ensure that when the marriage party arrived at these spots they will find all 
arrangements in place and will not face any inconvenience.  
 Though it is not mentioned here, contingents of Janakpur’s army must have 
accompanied this advance party carrying costly gifts because of the fear of loot on the 
way. This sending of gifts ahead of the actual marriage party was a strategic move to 
ensure that the road was cleared and secured in advance to pre-empt any untoward 
incident when the marriage party passed through that way a little behind.]   

 
øÁ‹Á„U ’⁄UÊÃ ‚ÈŸÃ ‚’ ⁄UÊŸË¢ – Á’∑§‹ ◊ËŸªŸ ¡ŸÈ ‹ÉÊÈ ¬ÊŸË¥H 2H 

 
calihi barāta sunata saba rānīṁ. bikala mīnagana janu laghu pānīṁ. 2. 
 
[This verse picks up the narration from the end of Doha no. 332.] 

When the queens1 heard that the grooms’2 party was preparing to leave, they 
became anxious and distressed like the fish that faces the prospect of having to live with 
scarcity of water3. (2) 

[Note—1The pleural term “queens” refers to the queen of Janak, named Sunayana, and 
the queen of his younger brother, Kushdhwaj. Besides them, Janak had other cousins and 
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family relations, and all their wives were collectively treated as members of the royal 
household, and hence addressed as ‘queens’. 

2Similarly, the pleural term “grooms” refers to Lord Ram and his other three brothers, 
i.e. Bharat, Shatrughan and Laxman, all of whom were married to cousin sisters in 
Janakpur.  

3Tulsidas had chosen this example very cleverly. The fish would die if there was no 
water, but when it faces the prospect of living in a limited supply of water it is scared 
because it will have to lead a tormented life for as long as it lives. The fish would feel the 
agony of death only for an instant and for once if it had to die for complete lack of water, 
but when that water is in short-supply, say only a half-dry puddle as compared to a large 
pond or river, the fish is neither able to die and get rid of the torments, nor can it live 
happily and contentedly as it would do when the water is in abundance. 

Thus, the queens would have to spend the rest of their lives suffering the pain of 
separation from their beloved daughters and their equally beloved sons-in-law whom they 
will not be able to meet quite often for the rest of their lives as they have been doing for 
the past many days while the marriage party had camped at Janakpur. Their condition is 
like that fish which is forced to live in constrained conditions due to bad luck. 

Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 162.]    
 
¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ‚Ëÿ ªÙŒ ∑§Á⁄U ‹„UË¥ – Œß •‚Ë‚ Á‚πÊflŸÈ Œ„UË¢H 3H 

 
puni puni sīya gōda kari lēhīṁ. dē'i asīsa sikhāvanu dēhīṁ. 3. 
 
They (the queen-mothers) repeatedly picked up Sita on to their laps, affectionately 
embracing her, blessing her and giving her motherly advice. (3) 

[Note—The loving mothers were overcome with emotions as the final hour of departure 
of the marriage party arrived. Sita was exceptionally dear to them. So they embraced her 
and consoled her in many ways, blessing her and teaching her what to do and how to 
behave in her new home with her in-laws.  

The following verses tell us what advice the queen-mothers gave Sita. 
Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 170.] 

 
„UÙ∞„ÈU ‚¢ÃÃ Á¬ÿÁ„U Á¬•Ê⁄UË – ÁøL§ •Á„U’ÊÃ •‚Ë‚ „U◊Ê⁄UËH 4H 
‚Ê‚È ‚‚È⁄U ªÈ⁄U ‚flÊ ∑§⁄U„ÍU – ¬ÁÃ L§π ‹Áπ •Êÿ‚È •ŸÈ‚⁄U„ÍUH 5H 

 
hō'ēhu santata piyahi pi'ārī. ciru ahibāta asīsa hamārī. 4. 
sāsu sasura gura sēvā karēhū. pati rukha lakhi āyasu anusarēhū. 5. 
 
The mothers blessed Sita, saying, ‘May you enjoy the love and affection of your dear 
husband for a life-time, and may you live happily with him for an eternity. This is our 
blessing for you. (4) 
 Be diligent in serving your mother-and-father in-law, as well as your Guru1. 
Always pay attention to what your husband wants, and act accordingly2. [That is, always 
obey your husband and keep him pleased.]’ (5)  

[Note—1The Guru of Sita after her marriage with Lord Ram would be sage Vasistha 
because he is the Guru of the royal family of Ayodhya. 
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 2As we move on with this classical story, we read later on that when Sita met the wife 
of sage Atri named Anusuiya during her journey through the forest with her husband 
Lord Ram while he was spending fourteen years of time in forest exile, she was also 
advised by the learned hermitress that a woman who serves her husband faithfully and 
diligently is blessed with a long and happy life—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Doha no. 5 ‘ka’ along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-19. 
 In other words, serving the husband and being faithful to him is the sacrosanct rule 
for a married lady.]   

 
•ÁÃ ‚Ÿ„U ’‚ ‚πË¥ ‚ÿÊŸË – ŸÊÁ⁄U œ⁄U◊ Á‚πfl®„U ◊ÎŒÈ ’ÊŸËH 6H 

 
ati sanēha basa sakhīṁ sayānī. nāri dharama sikhavahiṁ mṛdu bānī. 6. 
 
Sita’s friends were also overwhelmed with emotions and affection for her. They also 
taught her sweetly the duties of a married woman and how she can be happy in her 
married life (like her mother had done earlier). (6) 

[Note—A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
2-3 that precede Doha no. 102 while narrating the divine marriage of Lord Shiva with 
Parvati. At that time also, Parvati’s mother and friends had taught her the customs of the 
society and family as well as norms of behaviour she should follow in her married life.]  

 
‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ∑È§•°Á⁄U ‚◊È¤ÊÊßZ – ⁄UÊÁŸã„U ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ©U⁄U ‹ÊßZH 7H 

 
sādara sakala ku'am ̐ri samujhā'īṁ. rāninha bāra bāra ura lā'īṁ. 7. 
 
All of them explained the various duties and norms of a married life to Sita as well as 
other princesses (i.e. Maandavi, Srutkirti and Urmila).  

The queen-mothers repeatedly clasped the princesses (Sita and her other three 
sisters) to their bosoms as waves of love and emotions surged through their hearts for all 
of them (as this was the final time they were meeting their beloved daughters, and they 
did not know when this chance would come again in life). (7) 

 
’„ÈUÁ⁄U ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ÷≈U®„U ◊„UÃÊ⁄UË¥ – ∑§„UÁ„¢U Á’⁄¢UÁø ⁄UøË¥ ∑§Ã ŸÊ⁄UË¥H 8H 

 
bahuri bahuri bhēṭahiṁ mahatārīṁ. kahahiṁ biran̄ci racīṁ kata nārīṁ. 8. 
 
The mothers repeatedly met and embraced them (the four princesses) and lamented at the 
fate of a woman, exclaiming, ‘Why did the creator Brahma ever create a woman (because 
one day she has to get married and leave her parental home and grieving parents for all 
times to come; she has to abandon her home and her acquaintances, leaving everyone in 
grief, to go and live with strangers in a new home to which she has to adjust herself 
against all odds)!’ (8) 

[Note—A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 102 while narrating the divine marriage of Lord Shiva with 
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Parvati. At that time also, Parvati’s mother had lamented at the fate of a woman who has 
leave her parent’s home to go and live at her in-law’s place which is quite alien to her.] 

 
Îô0. ÃÁ„U •fl‚⁄U ÷Êßã„U ‚Á„UÃ ⁄UÊ◊È ÷ÊŸÈ ∑È§‹ ∑§ÃÈ– 

ø‹ ¡Ÿ∑§ ◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ◊ÈÁŒÃ Á’ŒÊ ∑§⁄UÊflŸ „UÃÈH 334H 
 
dōhā.  

tēhi avasara bhā'inha sahita rāmu bhānu kula kētu. 
calē janaka mandira mudita bidā karāvana hētu. 334. 
 
At that moment, Lord Ram, who is like the shining star of the solar race, accompanied by 
his brothers, cheerfully proceeded to the palace of king Janak to take permission from 
him to depart from Janakpur. (Doha no. 334) 

 
 
¿õ0. øÊÁ⁄U©U ÷Êß ‚È÷Êÿ° ‚È„UÊ∞ – Ÿª⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŒπŸ œÊ∞H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

cāri'u bhā'i subhāyam̐ suhā'ē. nagara nāri nara dēkhana dhā'ē. 1. 
 
The people of the city of Janakpur, both the males as well as the females, ran out to see 
the four brothers who were naturally pleasing and charming to look at. (1) 

[Note—We have read in Doha no. 334 that the four brothers left the place where they 
were staying with their father Dasrath for the palace of king Janak to take formal 
permission from their in-laws to go back to their own kingdom of Ayodhya. Meanwhile, 
word had already spread that the marriage party was preparing to leave—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 333.  
 So when Lord Ram and his other three brothers came on the road leading to the royal 
palace of Janak, the citizens came out in hordes to have a look at them and if possible 
interact with them and say their good bye to them. The citizens knew by experience how 
obliging, kind, friendly and amiable Lord Ram and Laxman were, and also that their 
charismatic sight was exceedingly pleasing for the beholder’s eyes because they had 
already met the two brothers when they had gone to visit the city when they arrived there 
with sage Vishwamitra—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 220—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 224.  
 The citizens also knew that the other two brothers, i.e. Bharat and Shatrughan, were 
similar to Lord Ram and Laxman in their charm and friendly nature—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-8 and Chanda line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 
311. 
 The citizens therefore decided that when the four brothers were on their way to 
Janak’s place, it was the most opportune moment and probably their last chance to meet 
them and say good bye—because later on there would be lot of royal formalities and 
observance of protocol which would prevent them from coming close to the brothers in 
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an informal way and bid good bye to them at the personal level. This general thinking 
would be clear in the next few verses that follow herein below.]   

 
∑§Ù©U ∑§„U ø‹Ÿ ø„UÃ „U®„U •Ê¡Í – ∑§Ëã„U Á’Œ„U Á’ŒÊ ∑§⁄U ‚Ê¡ÍH 2H 
‹„ÈU ŸÿŸ ÷Á⁄U M§¬ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UË – Á¬˝ÿ ¬Ê„ÈUŸ ÷Í¬ ‚ÈÃ øÊ⁄UËH 3H 
∑§Ù ¡ÊŸÒ ∑§Á„¢U ‚È∑Î§Ã ‚ÿÊŸË – ŸÿŸ •ÁÃÁÕ ∑§Ëã„U Á’Áœ •ÊŸËH 4H 

 
kō'u kaha calana cahata hahiṁ ājū. kīnha bidēha bidā kara sājū. 2. 
lēhu nayana bhari rūpa nihārī. priya pāhunē bhūpa suta cārī. 3. 
kō jānai kēhiṁ sukṛta sayānī. nayana atithi kīnhē bidhi ānī. 4. 
 
Someone in the crowd said—‘They want start on their return journey today, and this has 
become apparent because Janak has already prepared all the paraphernalia required to see 
the marriage party off and bid the four brothers good bye. [Besides this, he has already 
dispatched the advance party with marriage gifts etc. to Ayodhya.] (2) 

So this is the ripe time for us to reap the rewards of seeing the beautiful image of 
the four brothers till our eyes are contented (because soon this chance would be lost 
forever). Indeed, these four noble sons of the great king (i.e. Lord Ram and his other 
brothers who were sons of king Dasrath) are like honoured guests for our eyes! (3) 

Oh come to think of it dear friends, god knows what good deeds we have done 
that the creator Vidhi (who decides what rewards or punishments should be given to the 
creatures of this world) decided to bring them (the four brothers) to become the lovable 
guests-of-honour for our eyes.  

[The citizens talked amongst themselves thus—“Just as one goes out of one’s way 
to serve an honourable guest, and no matter how good the service is the host always 
thinks that he could have done more to please the guest, let us show our greatest of 
affection, love and respect to these four noble brothers for the last time before their 
departure for their home by rushing out to meet them, exchanging pleasantries and 
greetings, and telling them to remember us forever. Let us have our eye-fill of their 
pleasant sight from up close, let’s get close and touch them and shake their hands to say 
good bye at the personal level, and if possible keep some souvenirs as token of our 
meeting them, to be kept as a cherished memorabilia for our own generation and for the 
next generations to come.”] (4) 

[Note—As soon as the word was out that the marriage party was preparing to leave and 
Lord Ram and his brothers were going to take final leave from the royal household of 
Janak, the citizens poured out on the streets in hordes. The streets were literally flooded 
with them, a scene reminiscent of the time when Lord Ram and Laxman had gone to visit 
the city for the first time—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 
that precede Doha no. 220.   
 Lord Ram had won the heart and the mind of the entire citizenry of Janakpur with his 
charm-offensive so much so that he had become dearer to the citizens more than their 
own lives and families—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 221; and (ii) Doha no. 223. 
 At that time also the citizens had thanked their benevolent stars and the result of their 
good deeds that had made it possible for them to get an opportunity to have Lord Ram as 
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the guest-of-honour for their eyes, for otherwise it was a distant dream for them—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 222.]  

 
◊⁄UŸ‚Ë‹È Á¡Á◊ ¬Êfl Á¬™§·Ê – ‚È⁄UÃL§ ‹„ÒU ¡Ÿ◊ ∑§⁄U ÷ÍπÊH 5H 
¬Êfl ŸÊ⁄U∑§Ë „UÁ⁄U¬ŒÈ ¡Ò‚¥ – ßã„U ∑§⁄U Œ⁄U‚ŸÈ „U◊ ∑§„°U ÃÒ‚¥H 6H 
ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ‚Ù÷Ê ©U⁄U œ⁄U„ÍU – ÁŸ¡ ◊Ÿ »§ÁŸ ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ◊ÁŸ ∑§⁄U„ÍUH 7H 

 
maranasīlu jimi pāva pi'ūṣā. surataru lahai janama kara bhūkhā. 5. 
pāva nārakī haripadu jaisēṁ. inha kara darasanu hama kaham̐ taisēṁ. 6. 
nirakhi rāma sōbhā ura dharahū. nija mana phani mūrati mani karahū. 7. 
 
[These three verses give us an idea of the eagerness with which the citizens saw the 
charming image of Lord Ram, as well as the intensity of their longing for his image to be 
firmly enshrined in their hearts and etched in their memories for all times to come.] 

Just as a dying person suddenly gets to drink the ambrosia of life; just as a person 
who has been hungry for a lifetime suddenly finds the evergreen tree of the gods1 that 
provides succulent fruits that fulfills all his desires [5];--- 

---Just as a sinful person destined to go to hell suddenly attains heaven and the 
exalted stature of the Lord’s divine abode—similarly for us, the opportunity to have a 
divine sight of Lord Ram was unimaginable to have ever come true in this lifetime!2 [6] 
(5-6) 

Therefore oh dear friends, watch Lord Ram closely and enshrine his beautiful 
image in your hearts, making it a ‘Mani’ (the serpent’s gem) and your heart as a hooded 
serpent that closely guards this Mani.’3 (7) 

[Note—It is believed in mythology there is a hooded serpent, and a luminescent sac, the 
size of a small gem or pearl, is present on its raised hood. This sac gives out light, and the 
serpent sees its way in the dark due to this light. This sac is filled with a gelly that is 
effervescent with light, and hence it is known as a ‘Mani’ because it is shaped like a 
precious gem, is self-illuminated like a gem, and is so precious for the serpent that it 
guards it with its life because it would be blind without it.  

The citizens invoke this metaphor to emphasise that just as the Mani is very dear for 
the serpent who bears it, Lord Ram’s divine image is also very dear for them, and just as 
the serpent would die if the Mani is stolen, they too would die if for some cause they 
happen to forget the divine Lord Ram.  

The view of Lord Ram evoked undiluted love and devotion in the hearts and minds of 
the citizens of Janakpur. Their emotions were all the more intense and their fire of their 
love for Lord Ram so intensively stoked because the time of departure had arrived, and 
they did not know when they would get another chance to meet Lord Ram and interact 
with him in their lives. So they encourage each other to see him intensively for the last 
time and firmly etch his magnificent image in their hearts and minds so much so that it 
becomes a part of their beings, a part of their inner-self without which they would be 
virtually dismembered. 

1Another idea is that when a man is scorched by the heat of the sun, it is only then 
that he realizes the comfort that is got under the shade of a tree—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 69. 

2When Lord Ram was going to the forest during his 14-year exile, the villagers on the 
way had also rushed out to have a glimpse of Lord Ram, Sita and Laxman like the 
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citizens of Janakpur here have done. All those who saw the Lord on the way to the forest 
then also expressed similar emotions of their being extremely lucky to have had the 
chance to see the Lord which they could not have imagined in their lives. There are 
countless verses to this effect in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand. For instance—(i) 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 89; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 111; (iii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 113; (iv) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 
that precede Doha no. 114; (v) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 116; (vi) 
Doha no. 118 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8; and (vii) Doha no. 122 
along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.  

3The great sage Bharadwaj has asserted that “to have a chance to see Lord Ram, 
Laxman and Sita is the best fruit for all spiritual endeavours”—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 210.]      

 
∞Á„U Á’Áœ ‚’Á„U ŸÿŸ »§‹È ŒÃÊ – ª∞ ∑È§•°⁄U ‚’ ⁄UÊ¡ ÁŸ∑§ÃÊH 8H 

 
ēhi bidhi sabahi nayana phalu dētā. da'ē ku'am ̐ra saba rāja nikētā. 8. 
 
On this wise, giving all the citizens the fruit (reward) of their eyes1, the four princes went 
to the palace of the king (Janak—to seek permission from him to depart from the city of 
Janakpur and proceed to their own kingdom of Ayodhya). (8)  

[Note—1Lord Ram was very gracious and obliging by nature. So he did not deny anyone 
the chance to have an eye-contact with him, if it was not possible for all the citizens to 
personally meet him and have a word with him. For those who could not come close due 
to the huge crowd, he waved his hands as a gesture of saying farewell. The gracious Lord 
made eye-contact with each individual, giving each person the benefit of feeling that 
Lord Ram has given him his personal attention. This was a charming initiative of the 
Lord that bowled-over all the citizens of Janakpur, and they would all cherish these 
wonderful moments that would remain carved in their memories for their lifetime. This 
‘charm-initiative’ began when Lord Ram and Laxman had gone to visit Janakpur for the 
first time after they arrived in the city with sage Vishwamitra and it continues till this 
day.  

The hungry and eager eyes of the love-struck citizens of Janakpur devoured each 
moment of their viewing of Lord Ram just in the way that a dying man eyes a pot of 
ambrosia of life, a hungry man the fruits of the evergreen tree of the gods, and the sinful 
man who is being dragged to hell, the gates of heaven—refer: Chaupai line nos. 5-7 
herein above.] 

 
Îô0. M§¬ ®‚œÈ ‚’ ’¢œÈ ‹Áπ „U⁄UÁ· ©UΔUÊ ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚È– 

∑§⁄U®„U ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U •Ê⁄UÃË ◊„UÊ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ ‚Ê‚ÈH 335H 
 
dōhā.  

rūpa sindhu saba bandhu lakhi haraṣi uṭhā ranivāsu. 
karahiṁ nichāvari āratī mahā mudita mana sāsu. 335. 
 
As soon as the ladies of the royal household (of Janak) saw the four brothers, who were 
like oceans of beauty and charm, arrive, they got up excitedly, full of delight.  
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The mother-in-law (queen Sunayana) scattered gifts around the brothers and 
performed their Arti (i.e. she welcomed them by showering gifts and showing of lighted 
lamps which is a standard practice to welcome an honoured guest). (Doha no. 335) 

 
 
¿õ0. ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊ ¿UÁ’ •ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªË¥ – ¬˝◊Á’’‚ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬Œ ‹ÊªË¥H 1H 
 ⁄U„UË Ÿ ‹Ê¡ ¬˝ËÁÃ ©U⁄U ¿UÊß¸ – ‚„U¡ ‚Ÿ„ÈU ’⁄UÁŸ Á∑§Á◊ ¡Êß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dēkhi rāma chabi ati anurāgīṁ. prēmabibasa puni puni pada lāgīṁ. 1. 
rahī na lāja prīti ura chā'ī. sahaja sanēhu barani kimi jā'ī. 2. 
 
The more the mothers-in-law watched the beautiful image of Lord Ram, the more 
overwhelmed with love and affection they became, and were so much moved by their 
emotions that they repeatedly fell down at the holy feet of the Lord*. (1) 

 The love and affection for the Lord was so overpowering for them that this 
emotion clouded all their sense of protocol that they were expected to observe as queens 
in this mundane world, and the feeling of shyness virtually abandoned them. How is it 
possible to describe the natural affection and love for the Lord that surged in their inner-
beings (which compelled them to shed all hesitation or inhibitions when they fell at Lord 
Ram’s feet though they were his mothers-in-law and should have blessed him instead of 
touching his feet)? (2) 

[Note—When one is overcome with love for anyone, all sense of rationality takes a back-
seat. The queen-mothers knew that this was the last chance to meet Lord Ram, and they 
could not control their natural urge to fall at the Lord feet as a mark of total surrender 
before the Lord, and hinting to the Lord that he should always be kind towards them and 
remember them as those who have sought his blessings.  

There is another connotation in this gesture of falling at the feet of one’s son-in-law. 
The mother-in-law, most humbly and pleadingly, requests her son-in-law by this gesture 
to be kind towards her daughter who is now the latter’s wife but is un-accustomed to his 
ways of life. So he must be kind towards the innocent girl, and overlook as well as 
forgive all the mistakes that she may make in life. In effect, the mother-in-law pleads to 
the groom on behalf of her daughter to be kind towards the latter. 

Now, another interesting thing to note is that though it is not specfically mentioned in 
the verses that the mothers-in-law were more charmed by Lord Ram as compared to his 
other brothers, but elsewhere in Ram Charit Manas is has been expressly affirmed that 
though the four brothers were equally lovable, but Lord Ram was more so, and he was 
like an ocean of bliss, beatitude, felicity and happiness—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 198.  

When one is overcome with positive emotions for someone, and develops an 
immense sense of honour and respect for him, one would like to express his appreciation 
and sense of adoration by repeatedly undertaking gestures that would show how happy 
and joyous one feels by meeting the object of his admiration. Embracing, holding hands, 
or falling at the feet are some of the ways of expressing the sense of excessive happiness 
and joy. One ‘repeats’ the gestures again and again to tell the object of one’s adoration 
that doing it once is not enough, and so one wishes to repeat if over and over again.  
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There are other instances in Ram Charit Manas where one has fallen repeatedly at the 
feet of Lord Ram to express the immensity of happiness and gratitude as well as the 
feeling of blessedness at meeting the Lord—refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, 
Chanda line no. 15 that precedes Doha no. 211 where Ahilya has repeatedly fell at the 
holy feet of Lord Ram; (ii) Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 49 
that tells us Vibhishan, the brother of Ravana, the domon king of Lanka, has fallen 
repeatedly at the feet of the Lord when the latter had granted him refuge. 

Sometimes it has happened that the devotee has fallen at the feet of Lord Ram and 
clasped it so affectionately that inspite of repeated attempts the Lord could not lift him 
from the ground—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 33 which describes how Hanuman has clasped the Lord’s feet, and the 
Lord repeatedly trying to lift him but Hanuman refuses to get up. 

*We shall read later on the story that when Lord Ram had gone to his mother 
Kaushalya to seek her permission to go to the forest, she has also fallen at the Lord’s feet 
and clasped it—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 57. But that was a time of sorrow and Kaushalya had fell at the Lord’s 
feet in distress as compared to the Lord’s mothers-in-law who fall at his feet out of joy in 
the present verse. 

Refer also to: “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 165.]     
 

÷Êßã„U ‚Á„UÃ ©U’Á≈U •ã„UflÊ∞ – ¿U⁄U‚ •‚Ÿ •ÁÃ „UÃÈ ¡flÊ°∞H 3H 
 
bhā'inha sahita ubaṭi anhavā'ē. charasa asana ati hētu jēvām̐ē. 3. 
 
The four brothers were given ceremonial bath by first rubbing cosmetics on their bodies 
and then washing it off with scented water. Then they were affectionately entertained by 
serving them mouth-watering dishes having all the six types of tastes1. (3)  

[Note—1Refer note of Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 329 herein 
above. This was the first time the four grooms have gone to meet their mothers-in-law. It 
is customary for the mother-in-law to feed her son-in-law when he comes to meet her for 
the first time after marriage.  

As we shall note below in verse nos. 4-6, the mothers-in-law were not yet aware that 
the four brothers have come to seek permission to leave for Ayodhya. They thought that 
they have come to pay a routine courtesy call. So, the mothers-in-law asked to take their 
baths and get fresh, and then they fed the four grooms with the choicest of delectable 
dishes.] 

  
’Ù‹ ⁄UÊ◊È ‚È•fl‚L§ ¡ÊŸË – ‚Ë‹ ‚Ÿ„U ‚∑È§ø◊ÿ ’ÊŸËH 4H 
⁄UÊ©U •flœ¬È⁄U ø„UÃ Á‚œÊ∞ – Á’ŒÊ „UÙŸ „U◊ ß„UÊ° ¬ΔUÊ∞H 5H 
◊ÊÃÈ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ •Êÿ‚È Œ„ÍU – ’Ê‹∑§ ¡ÊÁŸ ∑§⁄U’ ÁŸÃ Ÿ„ÍUH 6H 

 
bōlē rāmu su'avasaru jānī. sīla sanēha sakucamaya bānī. 4. 
rā'u avadhapura cahata sidhā'ē. bidā hōna hama ihām̐ paṭhā'ē. 5. 
mātu mudita mana āyasu dēhū. bālaka jāni karaba nita nēhū. 6. 
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Getting an opportunity, Lord Ram spoke modestly, almost hesitantly, in a sweet and 
affectionate manner1. (4) 

He requested his mothers-in-law—‘The king (our father Dasrath) wishes to leave 
for his kingdom of Ayodhya, and he has sent us to take leave from you2. (5) 

So oh mothers, please grant us permission with a cheerful mind to leave. Treat us 
like your own children3, and have an enduring affection for us.’ (6) 

[Note—1Lord Ram was of a very decent, amiable and kind nature, as well as good 
mannered. So, whenever he had to speak he was careful to be sweet and courteous as 
much as possible. This is clear in the entire episode of sage Parashuram at the time of the 
breaking of the bow as narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
1 that precedes Doha no. 271—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 283. Lord 
Ram had even admonished his younger brother Laxman and asked him to refrain from 
answering back to the sage when Laxman had shown his annoyance at the angry outburst 
of Parashuram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 278. 

Then later on in the story we shall read that when the Lord found that his step-mother 
Kaikeyi was fretting and fuming for sending him to forest exile and his father was 
overcome with sorrows and dilemma, he had shown exemplary self-control and spoke 
very politely to both of them, even comforting his own mother Kaushalya in most polite 
terms to bear with the circumstances for some time. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 40; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 5 
that precedes Doha no. 41—to Doha no. 42; (iii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 43; (iv) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 45—to Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 46; (v) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 53. 

Still later on we read that Lord Ram was full of hesitation when he was faced with 
the prospect of having to resolutely refuse to go back to Ayodhya at the time when Bharat 
and the rest of the assembly had been insisting on the Lord’s return from the forest during 
the conclave held at Chitrakoot—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 313.  

2As noted in verse no. 3 above, this is the first time the queens came to know that the 
four brothers have come to seek permission to leave for their home, the kingdom of 
Ayodhya. 

3A mother has natural love for her children, and she treats them equally. Lord Ram 
spoke on the behalf of all his brothers, and it was a polite way of saying that just as the 
queen mothers had been treating all the four princesses equally, they should also treat 
their four sons-in-law equally, with equal affection. This was a polite way of exchanging 
pleasantries before saying a final good bye to their mothers-in-law.]  

 
‚ÈŸÃ ’øŸ Á’‹π©U ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚Í – ’ÙÁ‹ Ÿ ‚∑§®„U ¬˝◊’‚ ‚Ê‚ÍH 7H 

 
sunata bacana bilakhē'u ranivāsū. bōli na sakahiṁ prēmabasa sāsū. 7. 
 
As soon as they heard these words (that the beloved grooms were leaving), the ladies of 
the royal household were extremely distressed. The mothers-in-law were so overwhelmed 
with emotions of love and affection that they were dumb-founded, unable to speak a 
word. (7) 

[Note—The ladies were distressed because they won’t get a chance to see and interact 
with the four brothers, and especially with Lord Ram, again.  
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The mothers-in-law however were overcome with emotions of love because they treated 
the four brothers as their ‘sons’. We have already seen in the previous verse no. 6 that 
Lord Ram has asked the mothers-in-law, the queens, to treat him and his brothers as their 
children. 

The ladies of the city as well as the royal household had a different attitude towards 
Lord Ram and his brothers as compared to the queen mothers: whereas the queen mothers 
treated the four brothers as their ‘sons’ because they were married to their daughters, the 
other ladies obviously would not do so. These ladies were charmed by the magnetic 
personality of the Lord and his brothers, and they now regretted that they would be 
denied the opportunity of frequent interaction with them once they leave Janakpur.] 

 
NUŒÿ° ‹ªÊß ∑È§•°Á⁄U ‚’ ‹Ëã„UË – ¬ÁÃã„U ‚ı¥Á¬ Á’ŸÃË •ÁÃ ∑§Ëã„UËH 8H 

 
hṛdayam ̐ lagā'i ku'am̐ri saba līnhī. patinha saumpi binatī ati kīnhī. 8. 
 
They (the queen mothers) embraced all the four princesses, and while affectionately 
handing them over to their respective husbands they respectfully prayed to them (or made 
humble submission to the four brothers). (8) 

[Note—Refer also to: “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 167-168, and Chanda no. 21 in this 
context. 

After the wedding ceremony was over, the grooms went to the place where the 
marriage party was lodged, and the brides came back to their palace.  

What the mother-in-law said is narrated below.] 
 

À¢U0. ∑§Á⁄U Á’Ÿÿ Á‚ÿ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ‚◊⁄U¬Ë ¡ÙÁ⁄U ∑§⁄U ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ∑§„ÒU– 1– 
’Á‹ ¡Ê©°U ÃÊÃ ‚È¡ÊŸ ÃÈï„U ∑§„È°U Á’ÁŒÃ ªÁÃ ‚’ ∑§Ë •„ÒUH 2H 
¬Á⁄UflÊ⁄U ¬È⁄U¡Ÿ ◊ÙÁ„U ⁄UÊ¡Á„U ¬˝ÊŸÁ¬˝ÿ Á‚ÿ ¡ÊÁŸ’Ë– 3– 
ÃÈ‹‚Ë‚ ‚Ë‹È ‚Ÿ„ÈU ‹Áπ ÁŸ¡ ®∑§∑§⁄UË ∑§Á⁄U ◊ÊÁŸ’ËH 4H 

 
chanda.  

kari binaya siya rāmahi samarapī jōri kara puni puni kahai. 1. 
bali jā'um̐ tāta sujāna tumha kahum̐ bidita gati saba kī ahai. 2. 
parivāra purajana mōhi rājahi prānapriya siya jānibī. 3. 
tulasīsa sīlu sanēhu lakhi nija kiṅkarī kari mānibī. 4. 
 
The queen-mother Sunayana joined her palms as a token of submission and great respect 
for Lord Ram, submitted Sita to him and earnestly prayed to him repeatedly (i.e. she 
repeated her submission and request again and again) [Chanda line no. 1],--- 

‘Oh my dear son (“tāta”), I submit myself before your honourable self (“bali 
jā'um̐ sujāna”), and I understand that you know what I wish to speak and what is in my 
mind as you know the inner feelings and thoughts of all living beings (“bidita gati saba 
kī ahai”). [Chanda line no. 2] 

You may know that Janki (Sita) is dearer than life for all of us—for our entire 
family, all the citizens of Janakpur, myself, as well as the king (Janak). 
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[In other words, Since you, oh my dear son-in-law Sri Ram, know the inner 
thoughts and feelings of all living beings because you are all-knowing and omniscent, it 
is sure that you are also aware of the amount of love and affection we all have for Sita; 
she is very dear to all of us.] [Chanda line no. 3] 

Therefore, oh Lord of Tulsidas (tulasīsa)1, have love for her and be courteous to 
her, and treating her as your maid (kiṅkarī), you should forgive all her shortcomings and 
mistakes2.’ [Chanda line no. 4] (Chanda line nos. 1-4) 

[Note—1There is a clever play of words here, and this verse also clearly shows that the 
events that are being narrated here by poet-author of this classical story, Goswami 
Tulsidas, are in the way he visualised them on the canvas of his mind. It is obvious that 
Sunayana cannot refer to Lord Ram as the “lord of Tulsidas”—for the simple reason that 
Tulsidas wasn’t even born then!  
 Tulsidas uses this opportunity to stress that his Lord, Sri Ram, is very gracious and 
benevolent upon him; the Lord forgives all misdemeanours of Tulsidas and overlooks his 
mistakes. That is why the queen-mother refers to him to stress upon Lord Ram to be 
gracious and benevolent towards Sita just like he has been towards his ‘servant’ (“Daas”) 
named Tulsi (“Tulsi + Daas” = Tulsidas). 
 But the play on the word ‘Tulsi’ also has another connotation: ‘Tulsi’ is the Hindi 
word for the Basil plant which is very dear to Lord Vishnu, and there is a legendary story 
behind it which says that when Lord Vishnu had to cheat the chaste wife named Brinda of 
the demon named Jaalandhar so as to kill him, she had cursed the Lord to become a 
stone. So Lord Vishnu transformed into the Shaaligram stone which is like a rounded 
pebble. But instead of getting angry at Brinda for cursing him, he realised that she was 
right to be angry at him, and so the Lord blessed her that she would always accompany 
him in the form of a leave of the Basil plant. Thus, it is said that all forms of offerings to 
Lord Vishnu are sanctified only when leaves of Tulsi plant are added to them because 
Tulsi is dearer to Vishnu than anything else.  
 In other words, Lord Vishnu became the eternal ‘Lord of Tulsi’ ever since the event 
narrated above. And since Lord Ram is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, mother Sunayana 
invokes this incident to remind him that he must love Sita with the same affection and 
eternal commitment with which Lord Vishnu had accepted Tulsi. 

2We shall read later on in the story that Lord Ram has declared that he loves his 
‘sevak’ more than anyone or anything else—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 16. The word “sevak” literally means a 
servant who selflessly serves the Lord, but for all practical purposes it refers to a devotee 
of the Lord and one who has submitted oneself before the Lord so much so that he or she 
has no other succour and refuge anywhere in this world.   

Now, for a married woman her husband is the only Lord whom she should serve 
diligently and be loyal to. Sita was totally devoted and submitted to her dear husband 
Lord Ram, and therefore the Lord was obliged to shower all his affection and attention 
upon her.   

The word “kiṅkarī” means a maid, but it’s a simple literal meaning. The idea is that 
Sita would serve her lord Sri Ram as faithfully, honestly, sincerely and diligently as a 
loyal maid serves her master. So therefore it would be obligatory for the Lord to 
reciprocate her emotions and reward her for services by being very kind, gracious, 
forgiving and compassionate towards her, overlooking her shortcomings and mistakes 
and giving her so much love and affection that she does not miss her parents and family 
members.  

By saying that Sita is loved by all the citizens of Janakpur as much as she is loved by 
her close family members, mother Sunayana wishes to request Lord Ram that he should 
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treat her with so much kindness and show public respect and affection for her so that the 
citizens of Ayodhya begin to respect her and treat her with her with the greatest of dignity 
and honour.  

This request was essential—for it indirectly hinted to Lord Ram that there may arise 
some instances in life when unfortunately he may be annoyed with Sita for any reason 
whatsoever, but he should never publicly display his annoyance at her because the 
subjects of the kingdom would pick a wrong hint and begin to show disrespect to Sita. 
Instead, the Lord should politely tell her what he didn’t like about her so that she can 
mend her ways. 

Refer also to: “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 167-168, and Chanda no. 21 in this 
context.]  

  
âô0. ÃÈï„U ¬Á⁄U¬Í⁄UŸ ∑§Ê◊ ¡ÊŸ Á‚⁄UÙ◊ÁŸ ÷ÊflÁ¬˝ÿ– 

¡Ÿ ªÈŸ ªÊ„U∑§ ⁄UÊ◊ ŒÙ· Œ‹Ÿ ∑§L§ŸÊÿÃŸH 336H 
 
sōraṭhā.  

tumha paripūrana kāma jāna sirōmani bhāvapriya. 
jana guna gāhaka rāma dōṣa dalana karunāyatana. 336. 
 
[Sunayana continues with her prayerful submission—] 

‘You are eternally self-contented and fulfilled. [That is, even the smallest service 
that Sita would render to you would make you happy with her, I am sure of that. You do 
not have an un-ending train of desires that would be difficult for her to fulfill. In the 
broader perspective, even the smallest service your devotees render upon you is sufficient 
to please you.] 

You are the most exalted amongst the wise and knowledgable. [I do not intend to 
preach you or give advice to you because you know more than I can ever advice. But still 
it is out of affection that I am saying all this. Being the Lord of creation you are also the 
lord of all knowledge that is present in this creation.] 

You are only attracted by positive emotions of affection, love and devotion. [The 
best way to please you is to have love and devotion for you. You cannot be pleased by 
material wealth or external pretensions of any kind because you are are all-knowing and 
omniscient, and therefore can’t be cheated. It is only the virtue of having positive 
emotions of affection, love and devotion that sprouts in one’s heart that can please you.] 

You pay attention to and consider only the good points in your devotees and 
followers (“Jana”). [That is, you value the good qualities, characters, behaviour and deeds 
of your devotees, and neglect their shortcomings and faults. This nature of yours makes it 
possible for you to be always kind with your followers, and never be angry or annoyed 
with them because you don’t pay attention to their shortcomings and misdemeanours.]  

You eliminate or eradicate the negative qualities, the weaknesses and the 
shortcomings in your devotees and followers. [That is, you do not condone their 
negativities and misdemeanours, but instead of getting irritated and cruelly punishing 
them you endeavour to initiate measures to improve your devotees and followers so as to 
bring about a complete transformation in them and help them overcome evil to become 
noble souls. Therefore I am sure that even if my beloved daughter Sita has any 
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shortcomings or faults, you will help her to overcome them and become perfect in life, 
instead of getting angry at her.] 

Oh Lord, indeed you are an abode of mercy and compassion. [And therefore I am 
certain that you will be merciful and compassionate towards Sita.]’ (Sortha/Doha no. 
336) 

[Note—Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 167-168 and Chanda no. 
21 which summarise what has been said in these verses.] 

 
 
¿õ0. •‚ ∑§Á„U ⁄U„UË ø⁄UŸ ªÁ„U ⁄UÊŸË – ¬˝◊ ¬¢∑§ ¡ŸÈ Áª⁄UÊ ‚◊ÊŸËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

asa kahi rahī carana gahi rānī. prēma paṅka janu girā samānī. 1. 
 
Saying so, the queen (i.e. the mother-in-law of Lord Ram, queen-mother Sunayana) 
remained clinging to the feet of Lord Ram (i.e. she did not get up but remained sitting on 
the floor, clasping the holy feet of the Lord)1. It appeared that her voice was lost in the 
quicksand of love and affection for the Lord2. (1)  

[Note—1This verse concludes the narration that commenced in Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 336 which essentially says that the queen had fallen at the feet of Lord 
Ram because she was overwhelmed with love and affection for the Lord when she saw 
his bewitchingly beautiful form.   

We have read in the previous verses, Chanda line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 336 
herein above that the queen-mother had lovingly prayed to Lord Ram and handed over 
Sita to him. After saying one’s prayer, the worshipper bows at the feet of the deity, or in 
more mundane terms, the petitioner bows before the master or lord to whom he has 
submitted his petition in order to express his humility and to impress upon the master or 
the lord that he, the petitioner, has surrendered himself before the latter and expects 
graceful consideration of his petition, that his request may please be accepted.  
 When the petitioner submits himself before the master or the lord by bowing before 
him or falling at his feet and clasping it, the master or the lord develops a soft feeling for 
the petitioner and feels morally obliged to reciprocate the gracious gestures of the 
petitioner by accommodating the latter and honouring his requests as far as it is possible 
and feasible to do so, at least on compassionate grounds, if nothing else. 
In general terms, falling at the feet of someone, touching his feet or bowing before him 
are gestures of humility that not only express great respect on the part of the petitioner for 
the master or the lord, but also a high degree of earnestness and expectation with which 
one has made the request that accompanies these gestures so much so that it becomes 
difficult for the senior person, before whom the junior has submitted himself, to neglect 
the request and not oblige the petitioner, no matter what the petition is about. 
 Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 165-166. 

2Refer: Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 336 herein above. Here also we 
find that the queen had become speechless when she learnt that the grooms and their 
marriage party were planning to return home to Ayodhya.]   

      
‚ÈÁŸ ‚Ÿ„U‚ÊŸË ’⁄U ’ÊŸË – ’„ÈUÁ’Áœ ⁄UÊ◊ ‚Ê‚È ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸËH 2H 
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suni sanēhasānī bara bānī. bahubidhi rāma sāsu sanamānī. 2. 
 
Lord Ram realised that the queen had become overwhelmed with emotions when he 
heard her utter words that were soaked in love and affections. So he reassured her in 
many ways, honoured her and comforted her. (2) 

[Note—The queen-mother’s throat was so chocked with emotions that she could not 
perhaps say anything clearly and articulately, except to make some guttural words that 
may have been incoherent and incomprehensible. But Lord Ram was very wise and he 
realised what the situation was. He could fathom the pain and grief in the heart of the 
queen because the time for saying good-bye has arrived, and this meant that the queen-
mother would have to suffer the agony of separation from her beloved daughter Sita.  

In those days when there were no communication facilities such as the telephone or 
the mail service as they exist today, once the daughter went away after marriage it meant 
that her family members would lose contact with her for the rest of her life. So, the 
queen-mother’s heart felt very sad and heavy that the time for saying good-bye to her 
beloved daughter Sita has finally arrived. Therefore, the queen was overcome with grief 
and sorrow when she heard that Lord Ram and the rest of the marriage party were 
leaving—because that meant that Sita would have to go as well. As a mother, this very 
thought was very painful for her. 

Lord Ram realised her dilemma and the sadness of her heart. She could not say “no, 
don’t go”, and at the same time she would have preferred that the Lord as well as Sita 
continued to stay at Janakpur. No clear, articulately spoken words were needed to explain 
the situation to him, to tell him how despondent and forlorn the queen-mother was feeling 
during those moments. So, Lord Ram spoke very affectionately with his mother-in-law, 
showed her his greatest respect as a reciprocating gesture for her own expression of love 
and respect for the Lord, and reassured her that her request that Sita be well looked after 
and given lots of love will be fully honoured and respected. Remember, this is what the 
queen had wished—refer: Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 1-4 that precedes Doha no. 336 
herein above. 

So in essence Lord Ram reassured his mother-in-law that she need not worry at all 
for Sita and her welfare, and that Sita will be given full respect and honour in her in-law’s 
home as she was being given in her parent’s home.]  

 
⁄UÊ◊ Á’ŒÊ ◊ÊªÃ ∑§⁄U ¡Ù⁄UË – ∑§Ëã„U ¬˝ŸÊ◊È ’„UÙÁ⁄U ’„UÙ⁄UËUH 3H 
¬Êß •‚Ë‚ ’„ÈUÁ⁄U Á‚L§ ŸÊß¸ – ÷Êßã„U ‚Á„UÃ ø‹ ⁄UÉÊÈ⁄UÊß¸H 4H 

 
rāma bidā māgata kara jōrī. kīnha pranāmu bahōri bahōrī. 3. 
pā'i asīsa bahuri siru nā'ī. bhā'inha sahita calē raghurā'ī. 4. 
 
Lord Ram joined his palms as a sign of showing respect and bowed repeatedly before his 
mother-in-law (the queen-mother Sunayana), requesting her to give him (and his other 
brothers) permission to leave for home (i.e. for Ayodhya). (3) 

He received her blessings (as well as permission), and bowed once again before 
her as he, along with his brothers, finally took leave of her. (4) 

[Note—Lord Ram was the eldest of the four brothers, so he spoke on their behalf. It is 
not that the other brothers did not show gestures of respect by bowing or joining their 
palms before their mothers-in-law, queen Sunayana and her sister-queen, the consort of 
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Kushdhwaj, the younger brother of king Janak, but since Lord Ram was the eldest of 
them it is he who has been named here in these verses to represent all of them. 

We have read earlier in Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes these verses that Lord 
Ram had shown his respect to queen Sunayana in various ways when she had brought 
and handed over Sita to him. Repetition of such gestures is done to lay stress on one’s 
enduring respect and honour for the other person; it is a method to show great and sincere 
courteousness for the person being honoured. 

We have also read in Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 336 that Lord 
Ram had requested the queen to treat him, and by inference all his other brothers, as her 
son, and therefore always have love for them in her heart. Now verse nos. 3-4 build-up on 
these emotions and say that not only did the four brothers showed their respects to the 
queen-mother, their mother-in-law, like they would have shown to their own mother, but 
she too reciprocated by blessing them abundantly.]   

 
◊¢¡È ◊œÈ⁄U ◊Í⁄UÁÃ ©U⁄U •ÊŸË – ÷ßZ ‚Ÿ„U Á‚ÁÕ‹ ‚’ ⁄UÊŸËH 5H 

 
man̄ju madhura mūrati ura ānī. bha'īṁ sanēha sithila saba rānī. 5. 
 
All the queens (the chief queen-mother Sunayana, and her sister-queens such as the wife 
of Kushdhwaj, the younger brother of king Janak) watched the charming form of Lord 
Ram, and as they lovingly enshrined this image in their hearts, they became benumbed 
and overcome with emotion. (5) 

[Note—Lord Ram was so charming and handsome to look at, with such a magnetic 
personality that anyone who once saw the Lord became mesmerised by him. Earlier we 
have read that when Sita and other friends of hers had seen Lord Ram in the royal garden 
of Janakpur, they too were enchanted by the Lord’s beauty and charm so much so that 
Sita had closed her eyes as a subtle gesture of installing the Lord’s image in the temple of 
her heart and closing the door shut so that this image remains present inside for all times 
to come. For outsiders it appeard that Sita was meditating upon the form of Lord Ram as 
she stood motionless with her eyes shut, oblivious of her surroundings and the passage of 
time so much so that the girls who accompanied her became alarmed at her behaviour, 
and had to cajole her to wake up and finish the worship of goddess Parvati for which she 
was sent by her mother to the garden temple. This entire episode is narrated in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 232—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 235. 
 So there is no wonder now that the queens too were fascinated by the Lord’s 
exceptional charm. 
 Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 165.]    

 
¬ÈÁŸ œË⁄U¡È œÁ⁄U ∑È§•°Á⁄U „°U∑§Ê⁄UË¢ – ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ÷≈U®„U ◊„UÃÊ⁄UË¥H 6H 

 
puni dhīraju dhari ku'am̐ri ham̐kārīṁ. bāra bāra bhēṭahiṁ mahatārīṁ. 6. 
 
Then the queen-mothers recovered themselves and called the princesses (Sita and her 
sister as well as her cousins—i.e. Urmila, Mandavi and Sukriti respectively), and 
repeatedly embraced them affectionately (for the last time before their departure with 
their husbands for their in-law’s place). (6) 
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[Note—Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 21. 
This verse reflects on the narration in Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede Doha no. 334 
above that basically say that as soon as the news spread that the marriage party was 
making preparations to leave for Ayodhya, the queen-mothers called Sita and expressed 
their enduring love for her, teaching her the customs of the family and the basic norms of 
behaviour that she should follow at her in-law’s place.  
 Now the time has come to bid the final good-bye, and so the queen-mothers 
repeatedly embrace Sita and her sisters for one last time. Their hearts were heavy from 
the pain of separation, but this pain had to be endured because the married princesses had 
to go away with their grooms. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4, 7-8 and Chanda 
line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 102 which tell us how Parvati, the newly wed bride of 
Lord Shiva, and her mother had repeatedly embraced each other at the time of departure 
of the marriage party of Lord Shiva.]   

 
¬„È°UøÊfl®„U Á»§Á⁄U Á◊‹®„U ’„UÙ⁄UË – ’…∏UË ¬⁄US¬⁄U ¬˝ËÁÃ Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UËH 7H 
¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ Á◊‹Ã ‚Áπã„ U Á’‹ªÊß¸ – ’Ê‹ ’‘¿U Á¡Á◊ œŸÈ ‹flÊß¸H 8H 

 
pahum̐cāvahiṁ phiri milahiṁ bahōrī. baṛhī paraspara prīti na thōrī. 7. 
puni puni milata sakhinha bilagā'ī. bāla baccha jimi dhēnu lavā'ī. 8. 
 
The mothers escorted them (the grooms and their brides) for some distance, turned back 
to return, demurred and hesitated (because they could not bear with the pain of separation 
from their beloved daughters), went back to meet and embrace their daughters again and 
again, and this continued to happen repeatedly for quite some time. Mutual affection and 
love for each other went on increasing with each passing moment, and there was no 
measurement of it. (7) 

When the lady friends (of Sita as well as of the queens) saw this happening 
repeatedly (and they discovered that the queens are finding it extremely difficult to turn 
back and bid good-bye to the princesses because they were overwhelmed with love and 
grief of separation), they intervened and politely separated the mothers from their 
daughters, which was like separating a cow from her young calf. [Just as the cow needs 
some force to be applied and a lot of cajoling if she is to be separated from her calf which 
is being taken away by someone to be kept and looked after at his own place, the lady 
friends used polite force as well as a lot of cajoling and persuasion to separate the 
grieving mothers from their daughters.] (8) 

[Note—A similar situation prevailed when Parvati was married to Lord Shiva. At that 
time also Parvati’s mother had repeatedly embraced her, and during the final moments of 
separation Parvati had repeatedly turned back to glance at her grieving mother—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4, 7-8 and Chanda line nos. 1-2 that 
precede Doha no. 102.] 

 
Îô0. ¬˝◊Á’’‚ Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚’ ‚Áπã„U ‚Á„UÃ ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚È– 

◊ÊŸ„È°U ∑§Ëã„U Á’Œ„U¬È⁄U ∑§L§ŸÊ° Á’⁄U„°U ÁŸflÊ‚ÈH 337H 
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dōhā.  

prēmabibasa nara nāri saba sakhinha sahita ranivāsu. 
mānahum ̐ kīnha bidēhapura karunām̐ biraham̐ nivāsu. 337. 
 
During those moments of departure of the princesses with their grooms, all the men and 
women as well as the friends of the princesses and other members of the famale quarters 
of the royal household became overcome with emotions of love and grief of separation. It 
appeared that the city of Videhapur (which was another name of Janakpur) was indeed an 
abode of grief, pain and agony that comes from being separated by one’s beloved. (Doha 
no. 337) 

[Note—Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 22. 
The word “Videha” literally means a situation when one becomes unaware of the 

senses of the body. This is a clever play with words by the author Tulsidas. He means 
that the entire city of Janakpur, the city of king Janak, was so overwhelmed with grief 
and sorrow of separation that came with the four princesses going away forever with their 
grooms after their marriage that all the city’s inhabitants became numb and unable to 
think of anything. They moved around as if in a daze, forlorn, remorseful and heavy at 
heart, unconcerned about their surroundings and their own affairs. The overriding 
emotion now was one of intense sadness, gloom, despondency and despair which 
replaced the joyous atmosphere of a few hours back, prior to the declaration that the 
marriage party was packing up to leave, when the city was full of merriment and 
rejoicings. 
 Separation from Lord Ram was a prospect that made anyone who came in contact 
with him even once, sad, gloomy, distressed and despondent. The citizens of Janakpur 
had been enjoying interaction with the Lord for quite sometime now, and when the time 
came that the Lord will have to leave for Ayodhya, the citizens became very sad. Refer 
also to Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 333 above.  
 This situation was not limited to the citizens of Janakpur, for even the subjects of the 
Lord’s own kingdom loved him so dearly that when the Lord had to go to forest to spend 
some of his days in exile, the people of the city of Ayodhya too had been dazed into 
numbness, and had spent their days gloomily, going about their daily chores like a 
puppet, not taking interest in anything and remaining submerged in the thoughts of the 
Lord on a perpetual basis—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 83—to Doha no. 86. 
 We find the same situation repeat itself once again in Chitrakoot when Lord Ram 
persuaded Bharat not to force the Lord to return to Ayodhya but wait patiently till the 
time of the Lord’s forest exile ended in the next 14 years, and Bharat and his party took 
their leave of the Lord and started on their way back to Ayodhya. All the people were 
walking like a puppet and were in a state of utter distress and absolute despondency—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha 
no. 320; (ii) Doha no. 322 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-2.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ‚È∑§ ‚ÊÁ⁄U∑§Ê ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë ’ÿÊ∞ – ∑§Ÿ∑§ ®¬¡⁄UÁã„U ⁄UÊÁπ ¬…∏UÊ∞H 1H 

CÿÊ∑È§‹ ∑§„U®„U ∑§„UÊ° ’ÒŒ„UË – ‚ÈÁŸ œË⁄U¡È ¬Á⁄U„U⁄Uß Ÿ ∑§„UËH 2H 
÷∞ Á’∑§‹ πª ◊Îª ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÃË – ◊ŸÈ¡ Œ‚Ê ∑Ò§‚¥ ∑§Á„U ¡ÊÃËH 3H 
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caupā’ī.  

suka sārikā jānakī jyā'ē. kanaka pinjaranhi rākhi paṛhā'ē. 1. 
byākula kahahiṁ kahām̐ baidēhī. suni dhīraju parihara'i na kēhī. 2. 
bha'ē bikala khaga mṛga ēhi bhām̐tī. manuja dasā kaisēṁ kahi jātī. 3. 
 
Sita had affectionately reared a pair of birds, a parrot and a maina bird, whom she had 
kept in a golden cage and had taught them to speak. When these two birds learnt that Sita 
was going away, they were extremely perturbed and agonised. [This is because, being 
caged, they could not do anything, they could fly out and accompany Sita on her journey 
away from home. The poor birds could only flutter madly inside their cage, utterly 
distressed and flabbergasted at having to see Sita going away and leaving them alone to 
forcefully face a bleak future without their patron princess. They did not understand what 
the reason was, but were hopping madly to be let off so that they can fly along with Sita 
to wherever she was going.] (1) 

The two helpless and hapless birds cried out in dismay—‘Where is the daughter 
of Videha (i.e. Sita)?’ Their soulful cries were so sad and lamentful that whoever heard 
them felt extremely despondent and gloomy1. (2) 

Why, when even the birds and animals became so distressed, sad and gloomy at 
the prospect of having to live without Sita, one cannot imagine the condition of human 
beings—the immensity of their sadness, distress and despondency, as well as their sense 
of helplessness. [They were all feeling an utter sense of ‘helplessness’ because a daughter 
is bound to go away to her husband’s home after marriage, and this is an age-old tradition 
which cannot be avoided. The citizens and other inhabitants of Janakpur were ‘helpless’ 
that they cannot make Sita stay with them after marriage though they all wanted it to be 
so.] (3) 

[Note—Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 21, stanza line nos. 3-4.  
When we move ahead in our reading of this epic story we shall read that when Lord 

Ram, Sita and Laxman had reached the banks of river Ganges on their to the forest and 
made their charioteer Sumant return back to Ayodhya, a similar situation prevailed 
because the horses of the chariot neighed agonisingly and cried in grave distress when 
they were forced to turn back with the chariot after leaving the Lord for  his onwards 
journey into the wild forest—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 99 and 
Chaupai line no. 1 that follow it. 

The main idea of these verses is that when animals and birds were so extremely 
distressed at being forced to separate themselves from Lord Ram and Sita, their loving 
patrons, one can imagine the pain in the hearts of human beings who are more sensitive 
and emotional by nature as compared to the birds and animals who are lowly creatures in 
the hierarchy of evolution. 

1A question arises here—what happened to these birds; were they taken by Sita to her 
new home at Ayodhya or not? Though it is not expressly mentioned here, but in all 
probability the answer is ‘yes’, she did. This is because we read a little later that her 
father king Janak had sent all her favourite attendants, both males and females, along 
with her at the time of her departure for Ayodhya with the marriage party—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precede Doha no. 339. Hence it is easy 
to deduce that the king had also gifted these two birds to Sita because she had fondly 
raised them herself.]   
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’¢œÈ ‚◊Ã ¡Ÿ∑È§ Ã’ •Ê∞ – ¬˝◊ ©U◊Áª ‹ÙøŸ ¡‹ ¿UÊ∞H 4H 

 
bandhu samēta janaku taba ā'ē. prēma umagi lōcana jala chā'ē. 4. 
 
Then (i.e. when the four brothers had left the female quarters of the royal palace, 
accompanied by their respective brides), king Janak came alongside his brother 
(Kushdhwaj).  

When he saw them (Lord Ram and Sita especially), love and affection surged in 
his heart and tears filled his eyes. (4) 

[Note—It is important to note that Janak was a highly enlightened and self-realised king 
of his time. Remember: When he had first seen Lord Ram at the time of sage 
Vishwamitra’s arrival at Janakpur, at that time too Janak’s heart had melted at the sight of 
the Lord and he had acknowledged this fact openly when he asked the sage the reason 
why this has happened because he was a hermit at heart and not easily moved by 
anyone’s charm. So therefore he argued that there must be something special with Lord 
Ram and he was sure that the Lord was not a mere human prince as he appears to be for 
others—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216.  

Janak was not moved by worldly charms as he was immune to delusions and 
grosser aspects of the eclectic virtue of ‘beauty’. It was the divinity of Lord Ram that 
evoked such strong emotions of love in him as to make his eyes get filled with tears and 
his body become thrilled—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 286.] 

 
‚Ëÿ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ œË⁄UÃÊ ÷ÊªË – ⁄U„U ∑§„UÊflÃ ¬⁄U◊ Á’⁄UÊªËH 5H 
‹ËÁã„U ⁄UÊÿ° ©U⁄U ‹Êß ¡ÊŸ∑§Ë – Á◊≈UË ◊„UÊ◊⁄U¡ÊŒ ‚ÿÊŸ ∑§ËH 6H 

 
sīya bilōki dhīratā bhāgī. rahē kahāvata parama birāgī. 5. 
līnhi rāyam̐ ura lā'i jānakī. miṭī mahāmarajāda gyāna kī. 6. 
 
[But the Lord’s “Maya”, or his powers of enchanting is so great and powerful that even 
the otherwise neutral and dispassionate king Janak became a victim of emotions of 
sadness and grief at the separation from his daughter Sita as narrated in these four verses, 
nos. 5-8. For some fleeting moments he forgot who he was, and who Sita really was—i.e. 
that he was a hermit-king immune to worldly relations, and that Sita was a personified 
form of goddess Laxmi who had simply come to his home to oblige him. No one is 
anyone’s father, and no one is anybody’s daughter!] 

When Janak saw Sita, his famed patience abandoned him and he forgot about his 
reputation of being self-restrained and a controller of emotions. He forgot for once about 
his vows of renunciation, that he is renowned for his sense of detachment and dispassion, 
because at this moment (when he saw and met Sita) emotions held the better of him and 
took him virtually a hostage. (5) 

Janak affectionately embraced Janki (Sita, his daughter), and for some moments 
his mind and wisdom took leave of him, leaving him sentimental and submerged in 
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emotions of love and affections that in turn created a sense of agony of separation in his 
heart because his dearest daughter Sita would now go away far from him. (6) 

[Note—Janak was a wise and enlightened king, and he knew very well that a daughter is 
bound to go away from her parent’s home after marriage. He should be rather happy that 
she has found such a brilliant and glorious groom, and this was a happy occasion when 
the bride was being escorted to her husband’s home, not a moment to lament or grieve.
 In other words, ideally speaking, there was no reason why Janak should weep and 
lament, but this is the irony of life and a showcase of the stupendity of the Lord’s “Maya” 
that compels even the highly wise and enlightened of men, such as Janak in this case, to 
lose his patience, wisdom and powers of reasoning for sometime and act like an ordinary 
man who is indulgent in the gross world, who gets trapped in and jostled by its numerous 
tugs and pulls, is buffeted by its countless attractions and charms, its sorrows and joys, 
and so on.  

So, for once, Janak behaved like an ordinary man—when he saw Sita, he lost control 
over himself, became emotional, and affectionately embraced her as grief of separation 
overtook him. 

A similar situation has prevailed at Chitrakoot when Janak met Sita in the attire of a 
forest-dwelling hermitress—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
4-8 that precede Doha no. 286.] 

 

‚◊È¤ÊÊflÃ ‚’ ‚Áøfl ‚ÿÊŸ – ∑§Ëã„U Á’øÊL§ Ÿ •fl‚⁄U ¡ÊŸH 7H 
’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄U ‚ÈÃÊ ©U⁄U ‹ÊßZ – ‚Á¡ ‚È¢Œ⁄U ¬Ê‹∑§Ë¥ ◊ªÊßZH 8H 

 
samujhāvata saba saciva sayānē. kīnha bicāru na avasara jānē. 7. 
bārahiṁ bāra sutā ura lā'īṁ. saji sundara pālakīṁ magā'īṁ. 8. 
 
All the wise ministers and advisors of the king consoled him and gave him wise council. 
The king then realised that it was not the opportunity to wail and lament, and so he 
recovered himself and restrained his emotions1. (7) 

He repeatedly embraced his daughter and clasped her to his heart. Then he called 
for a beautiful palanquins2 that had been already well-equipped and decked up for the 
occasion. [It was in these palanquins that the four brides would be sent-off to their in-
law’s place.] (8) 

[Note—1It is a duty of a king’s ministers and senior advisors to give him wise council 
when he becomes emotionally upset, and is unable to apply his mind.  People were 
watching Janak very closely, and his becoming sentimental beyond a reasonable limit 
was not consistent with his reputation as a self-controlled, prudent, dispassionate and 
wise king who is immune to personal emotions and sentiments. It will send a wrong 
signal to his subjects that he was a sentimental king who is prone to be driven by his 
emotions rather than being practical and objective in a given situation. He will be 
regarded as being weak and emotionally malleable rather than being strong-willed, 
objective and self-restrained. So it would be judicious now on his part to overcome his 
emotions and show exemplary neutrality and objectiveness that behoves of a great king 
who sits in judgement over the fate of others. Say, how would he react when he sits on 
the judgement throne in his royal court and a case involving family matters comes before 
him for decision?  

Janak must realize that if he starts wailing and grieving himself, it would have an 
extremely negative effect on Sita who would also start to weep and lament. After all, she 
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has to go away to her husband’s home, and so it is wiser to see her off with a smile and 
laughter instead of in an atmosphere of gloom and grief. It is this last moment which Sita 
would remember for a long time to come, so it is prudent to make it joyful, cheerful, and 
worth remembering so that she leaves Janakpur and her parent’s home with lovely 
memories of joy and happiness, with the faces of smiling parents etched in her memory 
rather then a picture of distressed and weeping parents which would add to her own 
distress and agony of separation from which she must be already suffering. It is the duty 
of her wise father to alleviate her emotional suffering instead of adding to it.  
 After all, this was an auspicious moment, a moment for which any father waits 
because it is the time his daughter is going away to her chosen groom’s home with all the 
pomp and ceremony that accompany such occasions. It was not a moment to grieve but to 
celebrate.  

2There are four brides—Sita, Mandavi, Sutkriti and Urmila. So, four palanquins were 
brought in, one for each bride.] 

   
Îô0. ¬˝◊Á’’‚ ¬Á⁄UflÊL§ ‚’È ¡ÊÁŸ ‚È‹ªŸ Ÿ⁄U‚– 

∑È§•°Á⁄U ø…∏UÊßZ ¬Ê‹Á∑§ã„U ‚ÈÁ◊⁄U Á‚Áh ªŸ‚H 338H 
 
dōhā.  

prēmabibasa parivāru sabu jāni sulagana narēsa. 
ku'am̐ri caṛhā'īṁ pālakinha sumirē sid'dhi ganēsa. 338. 
 
The entire royal family was overcome with affection for the daughters (Sita and her 
sisters). When the king realized that the auspicious moment has arrived, when all the stars 
and signs of the zodiac were in the right place in the horoscope, he invoked Lord Ganesh 
and his divine consort named Siddhi as he helped the princesses to get on the 
palanquins.(Doha no. 338) 

[Note—Lord Ganesh is invoked when one embarks on a long journey or starts a new 
venture. When Lord Ram started for the forest from Ayodhya, he too had done the 
same—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 81.  
 We shall read below that when the marriage party made its final departure from 
Janakpur, king Dasrath has invoked and worshipped Lord Ganesh—refer: Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 339. 

Refer also to Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 1 of Baal Kand in Ram 
Charit Manas.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ’„ÈUÁ’Áœ ÷Í¬ ‚ÈÃÊ ‚◊È¤ÊÊßZ – ŸÊÁ⁄Uœ⁄U◊È ∑È§‹⁄UËÁÃ Á‚πÊßZH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bahubidhi bhūpa sutā samujhā'īṁ. nāridharamu kularīti sikhā'īṁ. 1. 
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At the final moments of farewell, the king advised his daughter(s) the basic principles of 
behaviour that govern a married woman’s life as well as her duties as a housewife, the 
traditions of the family, and the customs of royalty. (1) 

[Note—Earlier we have read that the queen-mother as well as the friends of Sita had also 
given such advice to her. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-7 
that precede Doha no. 334.] 

  
ŒÊ‚Ë¥ ŒÊ‚ ÁŒ∞ ’„ÈUÃ⁄U – ‚ÈÁø ‚fl∑§ ¡ Á¬˝ÿ Á‚ÿ ∑§⁄UH 2H 

 
dāsīṁ dāsa di'ē bahutērē. suci sēvaka jē priya siya kērē. 2. 
 
Janak sent with Sita, as marriage gift to her, countless male and female aides, servants 
and attendants whom she had always liked and was fond of their company. (2) 

[Note—Refer also to Doha no. 333 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that 
describe the lavish marriage gifts which Janak sent in advance to Ayodhya. Now he sent 
Sita’s close attendants and servants. This practice was to ensure that the bride did not feel 
lonely and homesick in an alien environment in her new home at the in-law’s place which 
would a foreign country with a new culture for her. When Sita was accompanied by her 
old trusted servants and maids she would have familiar faces all around her, and they 
would be at her beck and call to give her company and solace her should she ever feel 
homesick, forlorn and sad.  

Besides this, the custom of sending local well-known people with the bride was to 
ensure that she was comfortable and safe in her new home, for god forbid if anything 
goes wrong then these close confidantes of the bride’s parents would inform them by 
some means about the unhappy developments, and remedial steps can be forthwith 
initiated before the situation goes out of hand.]      

 
‚Ëÿ ø‹Ã CÿÊ∑È§‹ ¬È⁄U’Ê‚Ë – „UÙ®„U ‚ªÈŸ ‚È÷ ◊¢ª‹ ⁄UÊ‚ËH 3H 

 
sīya calata byākula purabāsī. hōhiṁ saguna subha maṅgala rāsī. 3. 
 
As Sita proceeded forward for her in-law’s place, all the citizens of Janakpur were 
overwhelmed with grief and felt wretched and miserable.  

Meanwhile, all the auspicious signs and good omens manifested themselves 
during those moments as if to shower their blessings upon her. (3) 

[Note—Compare the time when the marriage procession of Lord Ram had started from 
Ayodhya; at that time also all the good omens and auspicious signs had revealed 
themselves in great numbers—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 303 and its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.]    

 
÷Í‚È⁄U ‚Áøfl ‚◊Ã ‚◊Ê¡Ê – ‚¢ª ø‹ ¬„È°UøÊflŸ ⁄UÊ¡ÊH 4H 

 
bhūsura saciva samēta samājā. saṅga calē pahum̐cāvana rājā. 4. 
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Accompanied by Brahmins (“bhūsura”), ministers and other senior members of the 
society and the royal court, the king followed his daughters to escort them for some 
distance. (4) 

[Note—When sage Vishwamitra had come to visit Janakpur, at that time too Janak had 
taken along Brahmins, ministers and other seniors of the society when he went to meet 
the sage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 214. 

Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no.170.] 

 
‚◊ÿ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’Ê¡Ÿ ’Ê¡ – ⁄UÕ ª¡ ’ÊÁ¡ ’⁄UÊÁÃã„U ‚Ê¡H 5H 

 
samaya bilōki bājanē bājē. ratha gaja bāji barātinha sājē. 5. 
 
The marriage party was ready for departure but was waiting for Lord Ram and his 
brothers, who had gone to meet their mothers-in-law and seek their permission to return 
home along with their respective brides, to come back. 

So, as soon as the news arrived that the brides are coming, and Janak is 
accompanying them to finally see them off, musical instruments began playing at the 
place where the marriage party was lodged as the chariots, elephants and horses were 
readied for departure. (5)   

 
Œ‚⁄UÕ Á’¬˝ ’ÙÁ‹ ‚’ ‹Ëã„U – ŒÊŸ ◊ÊŸ ¬Á⁄U¬Í⁄UŸ ∑§Ëã„UH 6H 
ø⁄UŸ ‚⁄UÙ¡ œÍÁ⁄U œÁ⁄U ‚Ë‚Ê – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊„UË¬ÁÃ ¬Êß •‚Ë‚ÊH 7H 

 
dasaratha bipra bōli saba līnhē. dāna māna paripūrana kīnhē. 6. 
carana sarōja dhūri dhari sīsā. mudita mahīpati pā'i asīsā. 7. 
 
King Dasrath summoned all the Brahmins of Janakpur, duly honoured them and gave 
them liberal largesse so much so that all of them were contented1. (6) 

The king placed his head on the dust of their feet as a sign of showing great 
respect to them (the Brahmins), and he felt delighted when they all blessed him profusely. 
(7) 

[Note—1This answers the question: What happened to the countless gifts that Janak had 
given to Dasrath on two occasions—once when Dasrath had arrived at Janakpur (refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 304—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 306), and the second time after the marriage rituals were over (refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede Doha no. 326). 

Though Dasrath had given away these gifts liberally on the spot to all those who 
came to bless him or seek gifts from him as mementos, but the quantity of gifts was so 
huge that much was left over. Hence, Dasrath gave everything back at the time of 
departure for Ayodhya by way of donating them to the Brahmins. 

In other words, only those things that were directly sent by Janak to Ayodhya (as 
narrated from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 333—to Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 334) had reached Ayodhya, while all the rest were given away by 
Dasrath to local Brahmins and other seekers in Janakpur itself.]    
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‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ª¡ÊŸŸÈ ∑§Ëã„U ¬ÿÊŸÊ – ◊¢ª‹◊Í‹ ‚ªÈŸ ÷∞ ŸÊŸÊH 8H 
 
sumiri gajānanu kīnha payānā. maṅgalamūla saguna bha'ē nānā. 8. 
 
Invoking Lord Ganesh (“gajānanu”), the king finally proceeded for his kingdom of 
Ayodhya1. At that time, all the good omens and various types of auspicious signs 
appeared so as to mark this happy occasion2. (8) 

[Note—1As has been said earlier in Doha no. 338 herein above, Lord Ganesh is 
worshipped when one embarks on a journey.  

2We have read earlier that when the marriage party had started from Ayodhya, all the 
good omens had similarly appeared at that time also to celebrate the moment—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 303 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 
1-8.]  

 
Îô0. ‚È⁄U ¬˝‚ÍŸ ’⁄U·®„U „U⁄UÁ· ∑§⁄U®„U •¬¿U⁄UÊ ªÊŸ– 

ø‹ •flœ¬ÁÃ •flœ¬È⁄U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ’¡Êß ÁŸ‚ÊŸH 339H 
 
dōhā.  

sura prasūna baraṣahiṁ haraṣi karahiṁ apacharā gāna. 
calē avadhapati avadhapura mudita bajā'i nisāna. 339. 
 
The ecstatic gods rained flowers cheerfully from the heaven even as the celestial nymphs 
danced in merriment as the king of Ayodhya delightfully proceeded towards his capital 
city to the accompaniment of music of the kettle-drums. (339) 

[Note—The marriage procession was kept ready at the time Lord Ram and his brothers 
had gone to the royal palace of king Janak to seek permission to leave and bring their 
brides along. Then we read that king Janak had himself accompanied the brothers and 
their brides as they moved out of the palace. The group reached the place where king 
Dasrath had been lodged. Since everything was ready for departure and preparations were 
complete for the journey, so as soon as the palanquins carrying the brides arrived the 
marriage party started off on its return journey to Ayodhya.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ŸÎ¬ ∑§Á⁄U Á’Ÿÿ ◊„UÊ¡Ÿ »§⁄U – ‚ÊŒ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ◊ÊªŸ ≈U⁄UH 1H 

÷Í·Ÿ ’‚Ÿ ’ÊÁ¡ ª¡ ŒËã„U – ¬˝◊ ¬ÙÁ· ΔUÊ…∏U ‚’ ∑§Ëã„UH 2H 
’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U Á’Á⁄UŒÊflÁ‹ ÷Ê·Ë – Á»§⁄U ‚∑§‹ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ©U⁄U ⁄UÊπËH 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

nṛpa kari binaya mahājana phērē. sādara sakala māganē ṭērē. 1. 
bhūṣana basana bāji gaja dīnhē. prēma pōṣi ṭhāṛhē saba kīnhē. 2. 
bāra bāra biridāvali bhāṣī. phirē sakala rāmahi ura rākhī. 3. 
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The king (Dasrath) politely persuaded the respectable citizens of Janakpur (known as the 
“Mahaajans”, a term including the members of the aristocracy as well as the business 
families) to return home (because they had already come quite a distance to see the king 
off, and now they must go back).  

Then he respectfully called all the alms-seekers [1], and when they had assembled 
and stood affectionately before him, the king bestowed upon them liberal largesse of 
ornaments, clothes, horses and elephants. (2) 

These alms-seekers were fully contented and they repeatedly praised the king and 
his royal lineage, lauding their glory and honour unanimously. Then they all returned 
homewards, enshrining Lord Ram in their hearts. (3) 

[Note—King Janak and senior citizens of Janakpur such as the Brahmins and the 
members of the royalty and the aristocratic class, as well as the bards, the minstrels and 
the alms-seekers—all had gone a long distance to see-off the marriage party. Perhaps 
they had gone to the outskirts of the city, or even further on. This was a massive display 
of affection and courteousness on part of the people of Janakpur. But at a point of time, 
king Dasrath had to send them back, so he halted the procession and politely pleaded with 
them to return back to their city.  

As for the gifts, such as ornaments, clothes, horses and elephants, these were the ones 
that were either left-overs from what Dasrath had given away before his departure from 
Janakpur (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 339), or the ones that Janak had sent as gifts in advance of Dasrath’s departure (refer: 
Doha no. 333 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8). 

Another point to note here is that Lord Ram is the focal point of attention and 
adoration for all the citizens, here as well as on all earlier occasions. The phrase 
“enshrining Lord Ram in their hearts” means that the Lord’s beautiful image got 
permanently etched in the hearts of the citizens and they would remember the Lord for 
the rest of their lives. For all practical purposes, they began worshipping the image of the 
Lord in a subtle manner inside the shrine of their hearts by remembering him and 
remaining submerged in his thoughts for the rest of their lives.]   

 
’„ÈUÁ⁄U ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ∑§Ù‚‹¬ÁÃ ∑§„U„UË¥ – ¡Ÿ∑È§ ¬˝◊’‚ Á»§⁄ÒU Ÿ ø„U„UË¥H 4H 
¬ÈÁŸ ∑§„U ÷Í¬ÁÃ ’øŸ ‚È„UÊ∞ – Á»§Á⁄U• ◊„UË‚ ŒÍÁ⁄U ’Á«∏U •Ê∞H 5H 

 
bahuri bahuri kōsalapati kahahīṁ. janaku prēmabasa phirai na cahahīṁ. 4. 
puni kaha bhūpati bacana suhā'ē. phiri'a mahīsa dūri baḍi ā'ē. 5. 
 
The lord (king) of Kaushal (the kingdom of Ayodhya) repeatedly asked king Janak to 
return, but the latter did not want to go back out of his emotions of (brotherly; friendly) 
affection for the former.  

[Just as two loving brothers or two dearest friends find it difficult to part with 
each other, Janak found it emotionally heavy on his part to bear with the burden of grief 
that accompanied the prospect of separation from Dasrath whom he had begun to respect 
and treat as a dear friend and a brotherly king by now. The two kings had forged an 
enduring bond of love and mutual respect for each other by this time.] (4) 

The king (Dasrath) once again said to king Janak, ‘Oh revered king, please go 
back now for you have already come a very long distance.’ (5) 
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[Note—A while back we have read that Dasrath managed to persuade the senior citizens 
and other noble men to return home. But king Janak continued to move ahead with the 
marriage procession for a very long distance from the city of Janakpur as he was reluctant 
to return and wished to see-off the marriage party at the kingdom’s boarder. So in all 
probabilities, Janak had gone to the outer fringes of his kingdom when Dasrath insisted 
that it was enough and now he must go back. 

Another interesting deduction is that Janak had come such a long distance not due to 
any formal obligation to do so, but due to his affection for and friendship with Dasrath—
this is clear in verse no. 4 which says that Janak was reluctant to return out of his 
affection (“prēmabasa”)  for Dasrath.] 

 
⁄UÊ©U ’„UÙÁ⁄U ©UÃÁ⁄U ÷∞ ΔUÊ…∏U – ¬˝◊ ¬˝’Ê„U Á’‹ÙøŸ ’Ê…∏UH 6H 
Ã’ Á’Œ„U ’Ù‹ ∑§⁄U ¡Ù⁄UË – ’øŸ ‚Ÿ„UU ‚ÈœÊ° ¡ŸÈ ’Ù⁄UËH 7H 
∑§⁄Uı¥ ∑§flŸ Á’Áœ Á’Ÿÿ ’ŸÊß¸U – ◊„UÊ⁄UÊ¡ ◊ÙÁ„U ŒËÁã„U ’«∏UÊß¸H 8H 

 
rā'u bahōri utari bha'ē ṭhāṛhē. prēma prabāha bilōcana bāṛhē. 6. 
taba bidēha bōlē kara jōrī. bacana sanēha sudhām̐ janu bōrī. 7. 
karauṁ kavana bidhi binaya banā'ī. mahārāja mōhi dīnhi baṛā'ī. 8. 
 
When Dasrath found that Janak was very reluctant to return to the city of Janakpur and 
would continue to move ahead with the marriage procession if he was not stopped, he 
(Dasrath) stepped down from his chariot and stood on the ground. Mutual love and 
affection for each other surged in the hearts of both the kings as they became highly 
emotional and their eyes were filled with tears. (6) 

Then Videha (king Janak) brought his palms together as a token of high respect 
for Dasrath as he politely spoke words that seemed to be soaked in the nectar of love and 
affection—(7) 

‘Oh great king (Dasrath)! How can I pray to you or show my respect and thanks 
to you in adequate terms? You have graciously given me great honour, for which I am 
extremely obliged and grateful to you.  

[Oh great king! Words fail to express my emotions and sense of gratefulness and 
thanks for you, but nevertheless I hope you understand what is in my heart irrespective of 
my inability to express myself properly. I don’t wish to part with you, but of course I 
understand as much as you do that this is not feasible. You have to go to your own 
kingdom, and so would I have to. But this moment of parting is a great burden on my 
heart, and I know it to be the same with you. But however, since we have to separate now 
and go our own ways in life, I wish to once again reiterate my deep respect and affection 
as well as allegiance for you. I am extremely grateful to you that you took the trouble to 
come all the way from Ayodhya to my humble kingdom to oblige me, and I feel highly 
honoured by this gesture of yours. You are a great king, and to have you as a family 
relation now that your honourable sons have married my daughters is a rare privilege that 
has enhanced my own stature in this world. I find myself lost for words to sufficiently 
express my gratitude and thanks for you.]’ (8)  

 
Îô0. ∑§Ù‚‹¬ÁÃ ‚◊œË ‚¡Ÿ ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ– 
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Á◊‹ÁŸ ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U Á’Ÿÿ •ÁÃ ¬˝ËÁÃ Ÿ NUŒÿ° ‚◊ÊÁÃH 340H 
 
dōhā.  

kōsalapati samadhī sajana sanamānē saba bhām̐ti. 
milani parasapara binaya ati prīti na hṛdayam ̐ samāti. 340. 
 
Moved by the humility and affection of the father of the bride and his new relative by the 
virtue of this relationship (i.e. king Janak), the king of Kaushal (i.e. king Dasrath) duly 
honoured and showed his respects to him in a variety of ways.  

They embraced each other most endearingly, prayed to each other with the 
greatest of humility, and the mutual sense of love and affection between them was so 
great that their hearts could not contain this sentiment as they became overwhelmed with 
surging emotions. (Doha no. 340)   

 
 
¿õ0. ◊ÈÁŸ ◊¢«UÁ‹Á„U ¡Ÿ∑§ Á‚L§ ŸÊflÊ – •ÊÁ‚⁄U’ÊŒÈ ‚’Á„U ‚Ÿ ¬ÊflÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

muni maṇḍalihi janaka siru nāvā. āsirabādu sabahi sana pāvā. 1. 
 
King Janak bowed his head before the group of sages (who were accompanying king 
Dasrath, such as Vasistha, Vishwamitra and the rest), and received blessings from all of 
them. (1) 

[Note—This indicates that when both the kings, Janak as well as Dasrath, moved out of 
their places, they were always accompanied by elders, Brahmins and sages present in the 
kingdom. We have had many occasions to read about this. For instance, when Dasrath 
headed for the venue of the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram at Janakpur, he first sought 
permission from his guru sage Vasistha, and then moved out with a group of sages and 
saintly people accompanying him—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 313; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
315.  
 We also read that the honourable Brahmins of Ayodhya had come with the marriage 
party—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
300. 
 Though the word “Muni” technically does not refer to a Brahmin, but for all practical 
purposes here it covers all pious people who were accompanying Dasrath to whom Janak 
had paid his due respects.  
 Earlier we have read that when Janak had gone out to meet and welcome sage 
Vishwamitra when the latter arrived at his kingdom with Lord Ram and his younger 
brother Laxman, he too was accompanied by a large retinue of sages, Brahmins and 
elders of the kingdom—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 313.   
 To receive blessings from sages and elderly Brahmins is a good thing as reiterated 
elsewhere also. Whenever a chance came to pay obeisance to the Brahmins and sages, 
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and the latter blessed the king, he felt delighted. For instance, refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 331; Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 339. 
 Refer: “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 174 also.] 

   
‚ÊŒ⁄U ¬ÈÁŸ ÷¥≈U ¡Ê◊ÊÃÊ – M§¬ ‚Ë‹ ªÈŸ ÁŸÁœ ‚’ ÷˝ÊÃÊH 2H 

 
sādara puni bhēṇṭē jāmātā. rūpa sīla guna nidhi saba bhrātā. 2. 
 
Then Janak affectionately and respectfully met all his sons-in-law (Lord Ram and his 
other three brothers) who were all treasuries of such eclectic qualities as beauty, charm, 
good manners, courteousness, and all other excellent virtues. [That is, all the four 
brothers were equally charming, virtuous and glorious.] (2) 

[Note—This observation that Janak met “all his sons-in-law who were equally virtuous 
and charming” assumes importance in the context of the general way Lord Ram has been 
honoured throughout the narration as being exemplarily beautiful, charming and virtuous. 
It simply means that the Lord has been singled out for honour only for the purpose of 
narration, and he represented all his other brothers when he was praised by someone. 
 Refer: “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 175--176 also.] 

 
¡ÙÁ⁄U ¬¢∑§L§„ ¬ÊÁŸ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ’Ù‹ ’øŸ ¬˝◊ ¡ŸÈ ¡Ê∞H 3H 
⁄UÊ◊ ∑§⁄Uı¥ ∑§Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ¬˝‚¢‚Ê – ◊ÈÁŸ ◊„‚ ◊Ÿ ◊ÊŸ‚ „¢U‚ÊH 4H 

 
jōri paṅkaruha pāni suhā'ē. bōlē bacana prēma janu jā'ē. 3. 
rāma karauṁ kēhi bhām̐ti prasansā. muni mahēsa mana mānasa hansā. 4. 
 
[King Janak showed his spiritual trait when paying his homage to Lord Ram whom he 
did not praise as his son-in-law but as the Lord of the world who is adored even by great 
ascetics as well as their patron god, Lord Shiva who is the third god of the Trinity; the 
Lord who has a cosmic presence as Brahm, the all-pervading super Consciousness and 
the Supreme Being in creation.] 

Janak joined his palms as a token of great respect and also as if he was offering 
two lotuses to honour Lord Ram, and then he said words that appeared to have been born 
out of his love for the Lord. [That is, when Janak spoke, his words were soaked in 
affection for Lord Ram, were sincerely imbued with love, and were spoken from his 
heart.]  

Janak said—(3) 
‘Oh Ram! Say, how can I sufficiently praise and honour you. You live like a 

majestic Swan in the lake-like hearts of sages and Lord Shiva. [That is, just like a swan 
lives in the placid and clean waters of a serene lake, floating on its surface and giving 
majesty and beauty to the charm of the lake, you constantly dwell in the hearts of sages 
and Lord Shiva who constantly meditate upon you and remain submerged in your 
thoughts.]1 (4) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 11 where sage Sutikshan had offered his prayers to Lord Ram.  
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 Lord Shiva has also reiterated this fact that Lord Ram lives like a majestic Swan in 
the lake-like heart of sages—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chanda line no. 17 
that precedes Doha no. 14.] 

 
∑§⁄U®„U ¡Ùª ¡ÙªË ¡Á„U ‹ÊªË – ∑§Ù„ÈU ◊Ù„U È◊◊ÃÊ ◊ŒÈ àÿÊªËH 5H 

 
karahiṁ jōga jōgī jēhi lāgī. kōhu mōhu mamatā madu tyāgī. 5. 
 
You are the one for whose sake great ascetics undertake so many spiritual practices such 
as doing contemplation and meditation (“Yoga”) after having conquered all sorts of 
worldly taints such as anger and wrathfulness, attachments and infatuations, arrogance 
and ego (that are hurdles in one’s spiritual pursuit). [The ascetic meditates and 
contemplates on the ‘self’ which is pure conscious soul. Therefore, Janak means that 
Lord is the ‘soul’ and ‘life’ of creation; the Lord is a personified form of the supreme 
Consciousness that lives in the heart of all living beings as their true ‘self’.]1 (5) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, Chanda line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 10 where the vulture Jatau has also reiterated the same thing. 
 Sage Sutikshan had told Lord Ram while offering his prayers to the Lord that vices 
such as anger, greed, desires, attachments, arrogance and ego cannot survive wherever 
Lord Ram lives, and his holy and divine name is chanted—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 13 and 15 that precede Doha no. 11. 
 A similar idea is expressed by Lord Shiva when he came to offer his obeisance to 
Lord Ram at the end of the war at Lanka—refer: Ram Charit Manas—(i) Lanka Kand, 
Chanda line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 115; and (ii) Uttar Kand, Chanda line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 14. 
 When mother Earth and the gods had prayed to Lord Vishnu to provide them 
protection against the tyranny of demons, they had said the same thing—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 186.] 

 
CÿÊ¬∑È§ ’˝rÊÈ •‹πÈ •Á’ŸÊ‚Ë – ÁøŒÊŸ¢ŒÈ ÁŸ⁄UªÈŸ ªÈŸ⁄UÊ‚ËH 6H 

 
byāpaku brahmu alakhu abināsī. cidānandu niraguna gunarāsī. 6. 
 
Indeed, you are Brahm, the cosmic supreme Consciousness that is immanent, all-
pervading, all-encompassing (‘Vyaapak’), invisible (‘Alakha’), imperishable (as it is 
eternal—‘Abinashi’), eternally blissful (‘Chidaanand’), without attributes and forms 
(‘Nirguna’), and a treasury of all the goodness and virtuousness that exist in this creation 
(‘Guna-raasi’). (6) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 11-12, and 17 that 
precede Doha no. 11 where sage Sutikshan has prayed to Lord Ram. 
 Refer also to the prayers of Lord Brahma, the creator, at the time when the war ends 
in Lanka and Lord stood victorious in the battle-field—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka 
Kand, Chanda line nos. 7, 9 and 15 that precede Doha no. 111. 
 Even the Vedas themselves have lauded Lord Ram as a personification of Brahm—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chanda line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 13. 

When mother Earth and the gods had prayed to Lord Vishnu to provide them 
protection against the tyranny of demons, they had said the same thing—that the Lord is 
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all-pervading and immanent in creation. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 186.] 

 
◊Ÿ ‚◊Ã ¡Á„U ¡ÊŸ Ÿ ’ÊŸË – Ã⁄UÁ∑§ Ÿ ‚∑§®„U ‚∑§‹ •ŸÈ◊ÊŸËH 7H 

 
mana samēta jēhi jāna na bānī. taraki na sakahiṁ sakala anumānī. 7. 
 
You are so mysterious and mystical that neither the Mana (mind and heart) nor the 
faculty of speech can ever know about you. You are beyond all logics and arguments that 
one can ever imagine of.  

[That is, it is useless to try to debate about you and either attempt to prove your 
existence or disapprove of it based on worldly logic and arguments that one usually 
applies to other grosser things. Similarly, words are incapable and insufficient to describe 
even a fraction of truth about you no matter how hard one tries and how much learned he 
may be. That is why of course the wise ascetic prefers to keep aloof from such attempts 
of debating and arguing about you or trying to find the truth of you by listening to others 
and preaching it to others—for the best way to learn about you is by ‘self-realisation’ that 
comes with meditation and contemplation upon the truthful ‘self’ which is the Atma, the 
pure consciousness and the soul of all living beings.] (7) 

[Note—When mother Earth and the gods had prayed to Lord Vishnu to provide them 
protection against the tyranny of demons, they had said the same thing—that the Lord is 
beyond the reach of speech and understanding by words. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chanda line nos. 3 and 12 that precede Doha no. 186.] 

 
◊Á„U◊Ê ÁŸª◊È ŸÁÃ ∑§Á„U ∑§„Uß¸ – ¡Ù ÁÃ„È°U ∑§Ê‹ ∞∑§⁄U‚ ⁄U„Uß¸H 8H 
 

mahimā nigamu nēti kahi kaha'ī. jō tihum̐ kāla ēkarasa raha'ī. 8. 
 

Verily, your glories and virtues are so immense and profound that the scriptures 
(‘Nigam’) only say a part of them, finally concluding that it is not enough1.  

You maintain your evenness and equanimity, and remain the same (because you 
are eternal and unchanging) in all the three phases of time and eras2. [That is, though the 
world is ever changing, you remain constant and unchanging. You are the only factor that 
remains steady in the otherwise ever-changing face of the sand dune of time. In other 
words, you are the only ‘Absolute Truth’ that does not change with the passage of time.] 
(8) 

[Note—1When mother Kaushalya had prayed to Lord Ram at the time of the Lord’s 
manifestation as a human being, she has also said that even the Vedas and other 
scriptures are unable to know the Lord—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 192. 

2The three phases of time and era are the past, the present and the future.  
It ought to be noted carefully that the characteristics noted in these verses are unique 

for Brahm, a term used to refer to the Supreme Being.]  

 
Îô0. ŸÿŸ Á’·ÿ ◊Ù ∑§„È°U ÷ÿ©U ‚Ù ‚◊SÃ ‚Èπ ◊Í‹– 
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‚’ß ‹Ê÷È ¡ª ¡Ëfl ∑§„°U ÷∞° ß¸‚È •ŸÈ∑Í§‹H 341H 
 
dōhā.  

nayana biṣaya mō kahum ̐ bhaya'u sō samasta sukha mūla. 
saba'i lābhu jaga jīva kaham̐ bha'ēm ̐ īsu anukūla. 341. 
 
I am so extremely lucky that the same root of all bliss, joy and happiness has appeared 
before my eyes so that I can see these virtues personified right in front of me.  

Every good thing and all the best of fruits become easily accessible for a creature 
when the gods become pleased with him and benevolent upon him. [That is, I feel that the 
gods have been very kind towards me because they have made it possible for me to see 
the Supreme Being who is otherwise ‘invisible and beyond understanding’. This is the 
best ‘fruit’ or reward that a living being can ever hope to acquire or get by doing 
meritorious deeds in his life.] (Doha no. 341)  

 
 
¿õ0. ‚’Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ ◊ÙÁ„U ŒËÁã„U ’«∏UÊß¸ – ÁŸ¡ ¡Ÿ ¡ÊÁŸ ‹Ëã„U •¬ŸÊß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sabahi bhām ̐ti mōhi dīnhi baṛā'ī. nija jana jāni līnha apanā'ī. 1. 
 
You have honoured me and given me importance in all possible ways, and you have also 
accepted me as one of your own devotees1. [And for this I am very grateful to you.] (1) 

[Note—1We have to understand the text in the proper context and perspective. This is a 
devotional rendering of the story of Lord Ram, and not merely a historical narration. A 
word has many connotations and therefore should be interpreted according to the context 
in which it is used. The words “Nija Jana” literally mean “one’s kin and close associate; a 
person very close to someone; a member of an extended family”. King Janak meant was 
that since he has realised that Lord Ram is not an ordinary prince but a manifested form 
of Brahm, the cosmic Lord of creation and the Supreme Being in a personified form as is 
absolutely clear in the preceding verses, he regards himself as being very privileged and 
feels honoured that the Lord chose to become his son-in-law just like the case of the Lord 
obliging king Dasrath by becoming his son. It’s a rare privilege and the best of honours 
one can get in this world. Therefore, Janak requests the Lord to treat him at par with his 
own father Dasrath. 
 Janak treats himself as the Lord’s devotee and not merely as a father-in-law. This is 
in sharp contrast to Dasrath who had been so overcome by the Lord’s Maya (delusion 
creating powers) that he had forgotten who actually Lord Ram was, and hence had begun 
to regard the Lord as being merely as his ‘son’. Thus, Dasrath had fallen short of the high 
spiritual stature achieved by Janak as the former had failed to regard himself as the 
Lord’s “devotee” with the same fervour as had Janak. This is evident when Dasrath died 
from the grief of Lord Ram’s separation when the Lord was sent to exile due to family 
intrigue. We will read that at the time of his death, Dasrath had repeatedly uttered Lord 
Ram’s holy name “RAM” (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 155 along 
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with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8)—a name that is the best and the most refined 
spiritual formula for one’s Moksha (emancipation and salvation, liberation and 
deliverance—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 19—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 28)—but still he did not get 
salvation but became a ghost, and lived in a ‘spirit’ form. The proof lies in the fact that at 
the end of the war of Lanka, the spirit or ghost of Dasrath had come to the battle-field to 
bless Lord Ram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that 
precede Doha no. 112.  
 Hence, we come to the conclusion that from the spiritual perspective, Janak was more 
enlightened and realised than was Dasrath. Nevertheless, Janak had shown great respect 
for Dasrath (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede 
Doha no. 340)—because Dasrath was more fortunate and had done more meritorious 
deeds in the past that the Lord had decided to oblige him and fulfill his wishes by 
becoming his son, while Janak had to be contented by being merely the Lord’s ‘father-in-
law’, a relationship that is not as close as that of being one’s father.]  

 
„UÙ®„U ‚„U‚ Œ‚ ‚Ê⁄UŒ ‚·Ê – ∑§⁄U®„U ∑§‹¬ ∑§ÙÁ≈U∑§ ÷Á⁄U ‹πÊH 2H 
◊Ù⁄ ÷Ê‚ÿ ⁄UÊ©U⁄U ªÈŸ ªÊÕÊ – ∑§Á„U Ÿ Á‚⁄UÊ®„U ‚ÈŸ„ÈU ⁄UÉÊÈŸÊÕÊH 3H 

 
hōhiṁ sahasa dasa sārada sēṣā. karahiṁ kalapa kōṭika bhari lēkhā. 2. 
mōra bhāgya rā'ura guna gāthā. kahi na sirāhiṁ sunahu raghunāthā. 3. 
 
If there were ten thousand Sardas (i.e. goddess Saraswati, the patron deity of speech and 
knowledge) and an equal number of Seshas (the thousand tongued celestial serpent), and 
they were to simultaneously count my luck as well as your glories and virtues for 
millions of Kalpas (eras; a long period of time) [2], verily I say to you oh Raghunath (the 
lord of king Raghu’s race) that still they won’t be able to do it. [That is, both my good 
luck as well as your glories and virtues are endless.] [3] (2-3) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 215 in this context which also 
cites these two—goddess Sarda and Seshnath—being unable to describe the beauty and 
glory of Lord Ram.] 

 
◊Ò¥ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§„U©°U ∞∑§ ’‹ ◊Ù⁄¥U – ÃÈï„U ⁄UË¤Ê„ÈU ‚Ÿ„ ‚ÈÁΔU ÕÙ⁄¥UH 4H 

 
maiṁ kachu kaha'um̐ ēka bala mōrēṁ. tumha rījhahu sanēha suṭhi thōrēṁ. 4. 
 
Oh Lord, I have gathered courage to be bold enough to say what I have said because of 
my conviction that you are easily pleased with even the slightest expression of devotion 
and love that one has for you. [And that is why I have taken the liberty not only to praise 
you so much but also to praise my own good fortunes that I have been able to acquire by 
the virtue of my association with you.] (4) 

 
’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ◊Êª©°U ∑§⁄U ¡Ù⁄¥U – ◊ŸÈ ¬Á⁄U„U⁄ÒU ø⁄UŸ ¡ÁŸ ÷Ù⁄‘¥UH 5H 
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bāra bāra māga'um̐ kara jōrēṁ. manu pariharai carana jani bhōrēṁ. 5. 
 
Now therefore oh exalted Lord, I repeatedly beg of you and pray to you by joining both 
my palms as a token of my humble submission before you and also as a sign of 
earnestness of my words that let my Mana (mind and heart) never forget its devotion for 
your holy feet, let my Mana ever remain tied to your holy feet, let my Mana remember 
your holy feet for the rest of my life!’ (5) 

[Note—(i) The greatest compliment to the glory of Lord Ram’s holy feet comes from the 
Lord’s own guru, sage Vasistha, who was not only the Lord’s moral preceptor and a 
priest of the royal family but also a son of the creator Brahma. In other words, Vasistha 
was exceptionally exalted and a very senior person. He had prayed to Lord Ram in the 
same way as Janak has done here: Vasistha requests Lord Ram that he bless the former 
that for all future generations he (Vasistha) may have unstinted devotion for the holy 
lotus-like feet of the Lord—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 48. 

Even Sita has made the same request in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 259. 

All the devotees of Lord Ram have sought this blessing. For instance, Ahilya had 
done so in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 11-14 that precede Doha no. 
211; the vulture Jatau had done so as narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 18 that precedes Doha no. 30.  

When Lord Ram asked the learned sage Valmiki to list the places where he can live, 
the sage has said that “the Lord should live in the Mana (heart and mind; the inner-self) 
of anyone who worships the Lord’s feet regularly and feels that he has undertaken a 
voyage to a holy pilgrim place when he worships the Lord’s feet” (refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 129); and “the Lord 
should live in the inner-self of those who request that they should have devotion for the 
holy feet of the Lord as a reward for all the good and meritorious deeds they do” (refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 129).    

We read at many places in this wonderful story of devotion for Lord Ram that 
whenever a devotee met the Lord, he or she has fallen at the Lord’s feet as the best sign 
of submission and showing his respect for the Lord. For instance, when sage Sutikshan 
had met Lord Ram, this is exactly what he did—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 20-21 that precede Doha no. 10. Further on we find Sabari, the old lady 
hermit, falling at the feet of the Lord when he visited her—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 34.  

Later on in the story we find that when Lord Ram had first met his monkey friends, 
Hanuman and Sugriv, they too had shown their respects to the Lord by falling at his holy 
feet, as does Vibhishan, the brother of the demon king Ravana, who had come to take 
refuge with the Lord upon being cast out of the kingdom by his brother. Refer: (i) Ram 
Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 2 with 
respect to Hanuman; (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 4 with respect to Sugriv; and (iii) Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 46 with respect to Vibhishan. 

 (ii) Every devotee knows that the Lord will fulfill his wishes as this is the wont and 
natural habit of the Lord—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 28 Ka and its 
preceding Chaupai line no. 11.]     

 
‚ÈÁŸ ’⁄U ’øŸ ¬˝◊ ¡ŸÈ ¬Ù· – ¬Í⁄UŸ∑§Ê◊ ⁄UÊ◊È ¬Á⁄UÃÙ·H 6H 
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suni bara bacana prēma janu pōṣē. pūranakāma rāmu paritōṣē. 6. 
 
When Lord Ram heard these pleasant, polite and courteous words of Janak, words that 
were soaked in emotions of love and sincere affection for the Lord, he (Lord Ram) who 
was always contented, felt obliged and happy.  

[In other words, though Lord Ram did not need any praises from someone to 
make him happy by highlighting the Lord’s glories and virtues because he was eternally 
fulfilled, contented and blissful, but still when king Janak praised him he felt obliged 
towards him by way of saying ‘thank you very much’. Lord Ram was grateful to Janak 
for being so extremely courteous and polite to him.] (6)  

 
∑§Á⁄U ’⁄U Á’Ÿÿ ‚‚È⁄U ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸ – Á¬ÃÈ ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ’Á‚DÔU ‚◊ ¡ÊŸH 7H 

 
kari bara binaya sasura sanamānē. pitu kausika basiṣṭha sama jānē. 7. 
 
Lord Ram reciprocated his father-in-law’s (Janak’s) polite gestures by showing the same 
respect to him, and expressing his gratitude to him by treating him at par with his own 
father (Dasrath), sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) and sage Vasistha (the Lord’s guru—moral 
preceptor and priest of the family).  

[The three gentlemen named here were the senior most members present on the 
occasion. Lord Ram paid his sincere respects to king Janak in the same way as he would 
have paid to all of these three gentlemen.] (7) 

[Note—Lord Ram honoured his father-in-law Janak with the greatest of respect by 
bringing him to the same level as his own father Dasrath, as well as that of sage 
Vishwamitra whom the Lord also respected as his father as well as his guru, and sage 
Vasistha who was of course his family priest and guru since his childhood days.  

In other words, Janak was made exceptionally privileged and honoured by the Lord 
by bestowing upon him the combined honour of his father Dasrath, and two of the 
greatest sages of the time, sage Vishwamitra and sage Vasistha.  

There is a subtle message in this honour. Lord Ram honoured Janak for his love and 
affection for him by treating the latter at par with his own father Dasrath. Then, Lord 
Ram acknowledged the level of spiritual knowledge, enlightenment and erudition of 
Janak by treating him at par with two great sages, Vishwamitra and Vasistha.]  

 
Á’ŸÃË ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ÷⁄UÃ ‚Ÿ ∑§Ëã„UË – Á◊Á‹ ‚¬˝◊È ¬ÈÁŸ •ÊÁ‚· ŒËã„UËH 8H 

 
binatī bahuri bharata sana kīnhī. mili saprēmu puni āsiṣa dīnhī. 8. 
 
The king then approached Bharat and politely prayed to him (in the same way as he had 
prayed to Lord Ram). Then he affectionately embraced Bharat and blessed him. (8) 

[Note—The contrast is obvious: Janak had sought Lord Ram’s blessings, but he blessed 
Bharat in this verse, and the other brothers too as we shall read below in Doha no. 342. 
This clearly indicates that though Janak had regarded all the brothers equally, he had had 
special respect and great devotion for Lord Ram as he knew that the real identity of the 
Lord was Brahm, the Supreme Being and Lord of creation—refer: Chaupai line no. 6 that 
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precedes Doha no. 349 herein above. Hence, Lord Ram was worthy of such respect as 
one would show to one’s deity whom one worships.]  

 
Îô0. Á◊‹ ‹πŸ Á⁄U¬È‚ÍŒŸÁ„U ŒËÁã„U •‚Ë‚ ◊„UË‚– 

÷∞ ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ¬˝◊’‚ Á»§Á⁄U Á»§Á⁄U ŸÊfl®„U ‚Ë‚H 342H 
 
dōhā.  

milē lakhana ripusūdanahi dīnhi asīsa mahīsa. 
bha'ē parasapara prēmabasa phiri phiri nāvahiṁ sīsa. 342. 
 
Next, the king met and embraced Laxman and Ripusudan (Shatrughan), and blessed 
them. All of them were overcome with emotions, bowing their heads repeatedly to one 
another as a sign of showing great respect for each other. (Doha no. 342) 

[Note—We have read that a gesture is repeated to emphasise its earnestness and the 
depth of emotions. It’s a polite way of making a request, showing honour and gratitude, 
or simply saying ‘thank you’.  

Refer: Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 342 when Janak has ‘repeatedly’ 
prayed to Lord Ram with joined palms. Prior to this, Dasrath had also ‘repeatedly’ asked 
Janak to return home as he had come very far from the city to bid farewell to the marriage 
party—refer: Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 340. 

Again we read that when Lord Ram and his brothers had gone to their mothers-in-law 
to take permission to leave for Ayodhya, then also the Lord had bowed before them 
‘repeatedly’ to pay his respects—refer: Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 337. 

When king Dasrath met sage Vishwamitra upon the former’s arrival at Janakpur, he 
had also ‘repeatedly’ bowed his head before the sage to express his greatest of thanks to 
him for being instrumental in his son’s (Lord Ram’s) marriage and establishing his glory 
throughout the world motivating and enabling him (Lord Ram) to break the formidable 
bow which none of the other kings and princes could even move—refer: Chaupai line no. 
1 that precedes Doha no. 308.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U ∑§Á⁄U Á’Ÿÿ ’«∏UÊß¸ – ⁄UÉÊÈ¬ÁÃ ø‹ ‚¢ª ‚’ ÷Êß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bāra bāra kari binaya baṛā'ī. raghupati calē saṅga saba bhā'ī. 1. 
 
After repeatedly paying his respects and honouring his father-in-law king Janak, Lord 
Ram (“Raghupati”) proceeded ahead, along with his brothers, on his onward journey. (1) 

[Note—The four brothers were well-bonded with each other; they were fond of each 
other and preferred to stay together. There are many instances of this brotherly love 
between them. For instance, when the Lord had gone to bid farewell to his mother-in-law 
in the palace of king Janak, and later on when he returned from there after receiving 
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blessings, he was accompanied by his other three brothers: refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) Doha no. 334; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 337.  
 Earlier on, even during their childhood days, the four brothers had shown affinity, 
love and attachment for each other: refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 198.  

Once again we read that whenever Lord Ram went to hunt in the royal forest, he was 
accompanied by his brothers and friends: refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 205. Similarly, when the Lord ate his meals, the four 
brothers sat together and were joined by their friends: refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 205. 

When Lord Ram had gone with sage Vishwamitra to the latter’s hermitage to protect 
his fire sacrifice, he was accompanied by Laxman throughout the journey: refer Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 208 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8, 
and similarly when the Lord had gone for his 14-year exile he was joined by Laxman: 
refer Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 73; 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 76; and Doha no. 79.] 

 
¡Ÿ∑§ ª„U ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ¬Œ ¡Êß¸ – ø⁄UŸ ⁄UŸÈ Á‚⁄U ŸÿŸã„U ‹Êß¸H 2H 
‚ÈŸÈ ◊ÈŸË‚ ’⁄U Œ⁄U‚Ÿ ÃÙ⁄¥U – •ª◊È Ÿ ∑§¿ÈU ¬˝ÃËÁÃ ◊Ÿ ◊Ù⁄¥UH 3H 

 
janaka gahē kausika pada jā'ī. carana rēnu sira nayananha lā'ī. 2. 
sunu munīsa bara darasana tōrēṁ. agamu na kachu pratīti mana mōrēṁ. 3. 
 
[Verse nos. 2-6 narrate Janak paying his deep respects to sage Vishwamitra at the time of 
bidding him farewell, and receiving the sage’s blessings before returning back.]  

Janak went to meet sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra), and falling at the latter’s feet, he 
grasped it reverentially. He showed his greatest respect to the sage by picking up the dust 
of the sage’s feet and putting it on his head as well as applying it on his eyes (eye-lids). 
(2) 

Then he said to sage Vishwamitra, ‘Listen oh revered sage! It is a firm conviction 
of my Mana (mind and heart) that your divine sight is very auspicious and wish-fulling. 
Nothing is inaccessible when one is fortunate to have this sight. [That is, everything one 
expects can be realised and all his wishes are fulfilled if he is fortunate enough to meet 
you and have your ‘Darshan’ or holy sight. I have had a first-hand experience of this fact 
because my wish to have a glorious groom for my daughter Sita was fulfilled when I met 
you and paid my obeisance to you. What more can be said that let alone Sita, I have been 
able to marry all my daughters to equally noble grooms. Say, what more would a father 
want than to see all his daughters married to noble and glorious grooms who stand out in 
this world for their unique virtues and stupendous qualities. All this was made possible 
due to you and your blessings. Whatever happiness that I have today is the fruit of my 
having seen your divine feet and receiving your patronage and blessings.] (3) 

[Note-- Refer: “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 174 also.] 
 
¡Ù ‚ÈπÈ ‚È¡‚È ‹Ù∑§¬ÁÃ ø„U„UË¥ – ∑§⁄UÃ ◊ŸÙ⁄UÕ ‚∑È§øÃ •„U„UË¥H 4H 
‚Ù ‚ÈπÈ ‚È¡‚È ‚È‹÷ ◊ÙÁ„U SflÊ◊Ë – ‚’ Á‚Áœ Ãfl Œ⁄U‚Ÿ •ŸÈªÊ◊ËH 5H 
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jō sukhu sujasu lōkapati cahahīṁ. karata manōratha sakucata ahahīṁ. 4. 
sō sukhu sujasu sulabha mōhi svāmī. saba sidhi tava darasana anugāmī. 5. 
 
That happiness and joy, that of fame, glory and honour which even the Lokpatis (the 
guardian of the world; the regional lords of the world; and even Indra, the king of gods 
and the world) yearn for, but are reluctant to express the desire for their fulfilment 
because these virtues are very difficult for them to access or realise in practical terms 
[4]—today, oh lord, the same eclectic happiness and joy, the same immensity of fame, 
glory and honour has been made accessible to me, they have been put within my reach. 
Verily, it has been made possible for me due to your divine sight, as all sorts of ‘Siddhis’ 
(fulfilments; acquisitions; achievements) follow in the wake of one being able to see you 
and have communion with you [5]. (4-5) 

[Note—The happiness of Janak and the intensity of his joy have been narrated elsewhere 
also—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-6 that precede Doha no. 
286.  

Janak has given all credits for his happiness and sense of fulfilment to sage 
Vishwamitra to show his great respect for the sage as well as a token of his thanks-giving 
to him. Janak is overwhelmed with gratitude for the sage, because he realises that had the 
sage not come with Lord Ram and Laxman, and had he not ordered Lord Ram to go and 
break the bow, none of the dreams of Janak would have borne fruits. The chance to marry 
Sita and her other sisters to such noble princes as Lord Ram and his three brothers who 
belonged to a renowned royal family of Ayodhya, which was one of the most famous and 
glorious families of the time, and who were themselves excellent princes, being like 
treasuries of eclectic virtues and excellent qualities—was made possible because of sage 
Vishwamitra’s intervention and motivation. It was he who had brought Lord Ram and 
Laxman to Janakpur, it was he who had ordered Lord Ram to break the bow, it was he 
who had ordered that Dasrath be invited with his entourage to Janakpur so that all the 
four brothers could assemble at one place and get married. Refer respectively to Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 9-10 that precede Doha no. 210; (ii) 
Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 254; and (iii) from Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 286—to Chaupai line no. 1 that follow it. 

Refer: “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 174 also.]    

 
∑§ËÁã„U Á’Ÿÿ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ Á‚L§ ŸÊß¸ – Á»§⁄U ◊„UË‚È •ÊÁ‚·Ê ¬Êß¸H 6H 

 
kīnhi binaya puni puni siru nā'ī. phirē mahīsu āsiṣā pā'ī. 6. 
 
The king (Janak) repeatedly bowed his head at the feet of sage Vishwamitra and prayed 
to him. Then, having received the sage’s blessings, the king returned home. (6) 

[Note—Sage Vishwamitra was the last one whom king Janak met before the marriage 
party finally proceeded to Ayodhya with full speed. 
 Refer: “Janki Mangal”, Chanda no. 22 also.]  

 
ø‹Ë ’⁄UÊÃ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ’¡Êß¸ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ¿UÙ≈ ’«∏U ‚’ ‚◊ÈŒÊß¸H 7H 
⁄UÊ◊Á„U ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ª˝Ê◊ Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – ¬Êß ŸÿŸ »§‹È „UÙ®„U ‚ÈπÊ⁄UËH 8H 
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calī barāta nisāna bajā'ī. mudita chōṭa baṛa saba samudā'ī. 7. 
rāmahi nirakhi grāma nara nārī. pā'i nayana phalu hōhiṁ sukhārī. 8. 
 
Finally, the bridegrooms’ party started earnestly on its return journey for Ayodhya to the 
accompaniment of sound of the kettle-drums. Everyone amongst its members, the young 
and the old, were delighted and euphoric, individually as well as in a group1. (7) 

The men and the women who lived in the roadside villages enroute to Ayodhya 
were very delighted at the opportunity to see Lord Ram (decked up like a groom) as he 
strode ahead with the marriage party. They felt that they have got their reward of having 
an eyesight when they gazed at Lord Ram (because it is this faculty of sight that enabled 
them to enjoy the beauty of the Lord’s magnificent and divine form)2. (8) 

[Note—1Refer also to: (a) “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 169 and Chanda no. 22; (b) Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precede Doha no. 339; Chaupai line no. 
7 that precede Doha no. 343; Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 263.  

2When Lord Ram will go to the 14-year forest exile, we shall read about the same 
delight and sentiments of the wayside villagers—refer for instance, Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 114 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.] 

 
Îô0. ’Ëø ’Ëø ’⁄U ’Ê‚ ∑§Á⁄U ◊ª ‹Ùªã„U ‚Èπ ŒÃ– 

•flœ ‚◊Ë¬ ¬ÈŸËÃ ÁŒŸ ¬„È°UøË •Êß ¡ŸÃH 343H 
 
dōhā.  

bīca bīca bara bāsa kari maga lōganha sukha dēta. 
avadha samīpa punīta dina pahum̐cī ā'i janēta. 343. 
 
Halting at convenient places on their way back, and in the process providing great delight 
and joy to the people who lived alongside the way (in the numerous villages and hamlets 
lying en-route), the marriage procession arrived near the city of Ayodhya on an 
auspicious day. (Doha no. 343) 

[Note—We have read earlier that king Janak had already sent advance parties to prepare 
convenient spots on the road to Ayodhya, and make all arrangements for the basic 
comforts of the marriage party when it halted at these locations. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 333—to Chaupai line 
no. 1 that follows this Doha.]  

 
 
¿õ0. „UŸ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ¬Ÿfl ’⁄U ’Ê¡ – ÷Á⁄U ‚¢π œÈÁŸ „Uÿ ªÿ ªÊ¡H 1H 

¤ÊÊ°Á¤Ê Á’⁄Ufl ®«UÁ«U◊Ë¥ ‚È„UÊß¸ – ‚⁄U‚ ⁄UÊª ’Ê¡®„U ‚„UŸÊß¸H 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  
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hanē nisāna panava bara bājē. bhēri saṅkha dhuni haya gaya gājē. 1. 
jhām ̐jhi birava ḍinḍimīṁ suhā'ī. sarasa rāga bājahiṁ sahanā'ī. 2. 
 
As the marriage procession moved ahead on its onward journey to Ayodhya, it was 
accompanied by a constant playing of various musical instruments. Different varieties of 
kettle-drums known as Nishan, Panav and Bheri were played all along the way, and so 
were the conchs that accompanied the loud neighing of horses, the trumpeting of 
elephants [1], the clash of cymbals and tabors, and pleasant music from the clarionet [2]. 
(1-2) 

[Note—The marriage procession did not move silently and in a disciplined manner like a 
marching army, but it wend its way back to Ayodhya in an atmosphere of merriment and 
revelry, enjoying every mile of the way of the long journey back home, with music and 
dance and celebrations galore. This is the way it had come from Ayodhya to Janakpur, 
and it is the same way it went back. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 
302 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 304.]  

 
¬È⁄U ¡Ÿ •ÊflÃ •∑§ÁŸ ’⁄UÊÃÊ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚∑§‹ ¬È‹∑§ÊflÁ‹ ªÊÃÊH 3H 

 
pura jana āvata akani barātā. mudita sakala pulakāvali gātā. 3. 
 
When the inhabitants of Ayodhya heard the sound of this music from a distance, they 
concluded that the marriage procession has arrived. Everyone was delighted and euphoric 
with joy, and their bodies were thrilled with excitement. (3) 

[Note—The musical instruments that were played were so loud that the arrival of the 
party was heralded by this sound from a great distance. The people were waiting for this 
sound, and as soon as they heard it there was an immediate celebration in the city of 
Ayodhya. 
 A similar thing has happened when the marriage party had gone to Janakpur: its 
arrival was announced by the sound of musical instruments from a great distance, and it 
was reciprocated by similar playing of musical instruments in the city of Janakpur—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 304, and Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes it.]  

 
ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ‚¢ÈŒ⁄U ‚ŒŸ ‚°flÊ⁄U – „UÊ≈U ’Ê≈U øı„U≈U ¬È⁄U mÊ⁄UH 4H 
ª‹Ë¥ ‚∑§‹ •⁄Uª¡Ê° ®‚øÊßZ – ¡„°U Ã„°U øı∑¥§ øÊL§ ¬È⁄UÊßZH 5H 

 
nija nija sundara sadana sam̐vārē. hāṭa bāṭa cauhaṭa pura dvārē. 4. 
galīṁ sakala aragajām̐ sin̄cā'īṁ. jaham̐ taham̐ caukēṁ cāru purā'īṁ. 5. 
 
The citizens of Ayodhya decorated their own homes beautifully and colourfully, as also 
were the market places, the streets, the squares and the gates of the city were all decked 
up with the best of décor and finery1. (4) 

 All the lanes and by-lanes of the city were washed with scented water, and 
ceremonial squares2 were made and filled with auspicious things all over the city. (5) 
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[Note—1There are references of similar decorations being made in the cities of Janakpur 
and Ayodhya on earlier occasions also. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 287 where it is said that Janak had ordered that 
the entire city of Janakpur be decorated to celebrate the marriage of Sita with Lord Ram; 
(ii) Doha no. 296 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4, 7-8 that narrate how the 
city of Ayodhya was decorated when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived there.  

2These squares were made, or rather drawn on the ground by using a mixture of 
coloured powder and flour of wheat and rice, and such things as lighted lamps, stems of 
the banana trees, canopies, festoons and hangings were placed around them for the 
purpose of decoration. 

Such squares are made on auspicious occasions even today in India, both at public 
places as well as in the front and the inside of private properties. 

Refer also to: “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 1181—184, and Chanda no. 23 with respect 
to the decoration and celebrations in Ayodhya when the marriage party returned.]   

 
’ŸÊ ’¡ÊL§ Ÿ ¡Êß ’πÊŸÊ – ÃÙ⁄UŸ ∑§ÃÈ ¬ÃÊ∑§ Á’ÃÊŸÊH 6H 

 
banā bajāru na jā'i bakhānā. tōrana kētu patāka bitānā. 6. 
 
The markets were so wonderfully decorated that one cannot describe their beauty and 
attractiveness. They were adorned with ceremonial arches, flags, banners, festoons, 
parasols and canopies of varying shapes and forms. (6) 

[Note—Refer also to other instances of such decorations in Ram Charit Manas: (a) Baal 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 296; (ii) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 289; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 213; (iv) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 194; and (b) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
6-7 that precede Doha no. 6 which say that king Dasrath had ordered that the city of 
Ayodhya should be beautifully decked up for the coronation ceremony of Lord Ram 
which was however aborted due to the tantrums created by Kaikeyi, the step-mother of 
Lord Ram who wanted her own son Bharat to be put on the throne. 
 Later on in this epic story we read that when Lord Ram came back to Ayodhya at the 
end of his 14-years forest exile and the successful Lanka campaign, the city of Ayodhya 
was decorated in the same manner as it is being done now when the Lord’s marriage 
procession has reached it. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 
that precede Doha no. 9.]  

 
‚»§‹ ¬Íª»§‹ ∑§ŒÁ‹ ⁄U‚Ê‹Ê – ⁄UÙ¬ ’∑È§‹ ∑§Œ¢’ Ã◊Ê‹ÊH 7H 
‹ª ‚È÷ª ÃL§ ¬⁄U‚Ã œ⁄UŸË – ◊ÁŸ◊ÿ •Ê‹’Ê‹ ∑§‹ ∑§⁄UŸËH 8H 

 
saphala pūgaphala kadali rasālā. rōpē bakula kadamba tamālā. 7. 
lagē subhaga taru parasata dharanī. manimaya ālabāla kala karanī. 8. 
 
Fruit laden trees of the areca-nut (or the betel-nut; “Poogphal”), the plantain (“Kadali”), 
the mango (“Rasaal”), the Bakul (“mimusops slengi” plant), the Kadamba (“neulea 
orientalis” plant), and the black catechu (“Tamaal”; the evergreen “xanthocymus 
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epictorius” plant) were transplanted at different places in the city, all along its avenues, 
squares and other public places. (7) 

These beautiful trees were so abundantly laden with their respective fruits that 
their branches seemed to touch the ground. The bowl-shaped fences that were made at the 
place where these trees were transplanted on the ground were expertly crafted by artisans 
and were magnificently decorated with precious gems embedded on their sides. (8) 

[Note—An exactly similar narration is found in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand when 
the city was being decorated for the coronation ceremony of Lord Ram, which was 
however aborted due to intrigue created by his step-mother Kaikeyi. Refer: Ayodhya 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 6. 
 The beauty of a tree lies in its ability to produce abundant fruits, flowers and leaves 
so much so that its branches bend by their weight. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 227 where the royal garden of king Janak is 
being described.   
 A similar idea is expressed when the beauty of the forest through which Lord Ram 
passed is being described in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that 
precede Doha no. 38, and once again in Doha no. 40 along witt its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 5-7.]    

 
Îô0. Á’Á’œ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ◊¢ª‹ ∑§‹‚ ªÎ„U ªÎ„U ⁄Uø ‚°flÊÁ⁄U– 

‚È⁄U ’˝rÊÔÊÁŒ Á‚„UÊ®„U ‚’ ⁄UÉÊÈ’⁄U ¬È⁄UË ÁŸ„UÊÁ⁄UH 344H 
 
dōhā.  

bibidha bhām ̐ti maṅgala kalasa gṛha gṛha racē sam ̐vāri. 
sura brahmādi sihāhiṁ saba raghubara purī nihāri. 344. 
 
Each home of the city was beautifully decorated with auspicious pitchers of various kinds 
(i.e. of different colours, shapes and sizes as well as materials such as clay, brass, gold, 
silver, platinum etc.).  

The city of Lord Ram (“Raghubar”, literally meaning the most exalted member of 
king Raghu’s lineage) was so astoundingly and stunningly beautiful that even the gods, 
including Brahma the creator and other senior gods, praised it abundantly. (Doha no. 344) 

[Note—This idea has been expressed elsewhere also. For instance, when Lord Ram was 
born, the city of Ayodhya was so fascinating and wonderful to look at that the gods were 
not only charmed, but stunned as well, with its magnificence and grandeur—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 195; and Chaupai 
line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 296. 

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 296, and Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 9 where it is said that 
golden pitchers were put up by the citizens which refer to putting up auspicious pitchers 
for the purpose of decoration.  

Tulsidas’ another book titled “Janaki Mangal” which exclusively deals with the 
marriage of Lord Ram with Sita also describes the wonderful beauty of Ayodhya at the 
time the marriage party arrived with the four grooms and their respective brides in its 
verse nos. 181—184 and Chanda no. 23. 
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Later on in the story we will read that after Lord Ram ascended the throne of 
Ayodhya, the city and the kingdom as a whole were so wonderfully looked after that even 
the goddess of speech known as Sarda, and the thousand tongued serpent named Seshnath 
could not describe their magnificence and beauty—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 22.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ÷Í¬ ÷flŸÈ ÃÁ„ •fl‚⁄U ‚Ù„UÊ – ⁄UøŸÊ ŒÁπ ◊ŒŸ ◊ŸÈ ◊Ù„UÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bhūpa bhavanu tēhi avasara sōhā. racanā dēkhi madana manu mōhā. 1. 
 
The king’s (i.e. Dasrath’s) palace looked most charming on that occasion. Its 
magnificence was such that it captivated the Mana (mind and heart) of even Kamdeo 
(cupid). (1) 

[Note—A similar idea is expressed when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived at 
Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 297 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 4.]  

 
◊¢ª‹ ‚ªÈŸ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄UÃÊß¸ – Á⁄UÁœ Á‚Áœ ‚Èπ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ‚È„UÊß¸H 2H 
¡ŸÈ ©U¿UÊ„ ‚’ ‚„U¡ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ÃŸÈ œÁ⁄U œÁ⁄U Œ‚⁄UÕ ªÎ„°U ¿UÊ∞H 3H 
ŒπŸ „UÃÈ ⁄UÊ◊ ’ÒŒ„UË – ∑§„U„ÈU ‹Ê‹‚Ê „UÙÁ„U Ÿ ∑§„UËH 4H 

 
maṅgala saguna manōharatā'ī. ridhi sidhi sukha sampadā suhā'ī. 2. 
janu uchāha saba sahaja suhā'ē. tanu dhari dhari dasaratha gṛham̐ chā'ē. 3. 
dēkhana hētu rāma baidēhī. kahahu lālasā hōhi na kēhī. 4. 
 
[Why was the king’s palace so fabulous to look at? This question is answered now:-] 

It appeared that all forms of auspiciousness, all sorts of good omens, all types of 
beauty and magnificence, along with all the Riddhis and Siddhis symbolising prosperity, 
affluence, well-being, happiness, joys and mystical achievements, as well as all festivities 
and celebrations have collectively assumed a personified, physical form, and taken up 
their residence in the palace of Dasrath.1 (2-3) 

Say, who will not have a desire to closely watch Lord Ram and Sita?2 [This verse 
answers the question why all the good and auspicious things in this world, as listed herein 
above, felt it was their golden opportunity to have a close interaction and viewing of the 
divine couple, Lord Ram and Sita. So they decided to assume some physical form and 
enter the royal palace.] (4) 

[Note—1A similar idea is expressed when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived at 
Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 297 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 5-8. 
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2That is, everyone wished to avail of the opportunity to be in close proximity of the 
divine couple, Lord Ram and Sita, so that a close-up view of the Lord and his divine 
consort can be had. Therefore, all the virtues listed here assumed some form or the other 
and entered the royal palace so as to see Lord Ram and Sita from close quarters. 

We have already read that at the time of marriage of Lord Ram and Sita, as well as all 
the other three brothers of the Lord at Janakpur, the gods and goddesses too had assumed 
human forms and entered the royal palace of king Janak precisely for this reason—that 
they will have a golden chance to see the Lord and Sita from up close and also to mark 
their presence and participate in this eventful historical occasion that is not to come again 
in their lifetimes. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that 
precede Doha no. 318, and Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 321.]  
 

¡ÍÕ ¡ÍÕ Á◊Á‹ ø‹Ë¥ ‚È•ÊÁ‚ÁŸ – ÁŸ¡ ¿UÁ’ ÁŸŒ⁄U®„U ◊ŒŸ Á’‹ÊÁ‚ÁŸH 5H 
‚∑§‹ ‚È◊¢ª‹ ‚¡¥ •Ê⁄UÃË – ªÊfl®„U ¡ŸÈ ’„ÈU ’· ÷Ê⁄UÃËH 6H 

 
jūtha jūtha mili calīṁ su'āsini. nija chabi nidarahiṁ madana bilāsini. 5. 
sakala sumaṅgala sajēṁ āratī. gāvahiṁ janu bahu bēṣa bhāratī. 6. 
 
Women of noble character formed large groups and moved forward1 (to welcome the 
marriage party and to have the first chance to see Lord Ram with Sita2). These women-
folk were so beautiful to look at that they put to shame the pride of Rati (the consort of 
Kamdeo/cupid) with respect to her own beauty and charm.3 [That is, the women were all 
exceptionally charming and beautiful to look at, and their magnificence was much more 
than the charm of Rati who thought that she was the most attractive and beautiful woman 
in creation. Her pride was trounced when she saw the women of Ayodhya.] (5)  

They arranged the necessary items for doing the ‘Aarti’4 (of Lord Ram and his 
bride Sita, as also of all other members of the marriage party such as the king himself and 
the Lord’s other three brothers). All of them sang melodious songs of felicitation as if 
goddess Bharti (i.e. goddess Saraswati, the patron goddess of voice and arts) has herself 
personified in the form of these ladies to sing such sweet and auspicious songs.5 (6)  

[Note—1Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
precede Doha no. 297 which describes the same thing happening in Ayodhya when the 
news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 194 
which describes how the women-folk cheerfully proceeded towards the palace of king 
Dasrath when the news of the birth of Lord Ram and his other three brothers spread in the 
city of Ayodhya; (iii) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 286 which tells us how 
groups of charming ladies began singing like the cuckoo when sage Parashuram had 
asked for forgiveness from Lord Ram and went to the forest, thereby ending the stalemate 
and allowing the resumption of celebrations.   

2This observation is based on the fact that the news of the marriage of Lord Ram’s 
other three brothers hadn’t reached Ayodhya till this point of time. 

4“Aarti” is showing of lighted earthen lamps as a gesture of warm and ceremonial 
welcome of an honoured person. These lamps are placed on a decorated platter which 
also contains other auspicious items considered auspicious, such as rice grains, blades of 
grass, scented water, coloured powder of herbs, etc. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 297; and (ii) Doha no. 346 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that tell us how the Aarti is arranged.   
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Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 194 which describes how the women-folk cheerfully performed the “Aarti” of the 
newly born four divine brothers, Lord Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan.  

At the time of departure of the marriage party from Ayodhya for Janakpur, the ladies 
of the city had gone on the roof-tops of their homes to perform the Aarti of the procession 
as it passed through the streets of Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 301.  

Then we read that when Lord Ram had broken the bow and Sita had put the victory 
garland on the Lord, all the ladies and the men of Janakpur had performed their Aarti at 
the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony itself—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 265. 

5Refer also to the following instance where songs were sung by the charming ladies 
in honour of Lord Ram and Sita: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 297 which is very specific on this subject.  

Besides the above, the women-folk had sung songs when they were going to the 
palace of king Dasrath to perform the Aarti of the newly born four brothers—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 194. 

Even at the time of the departure of the marriage party for Janakpur, the ladies of 
Ayodhya had gathered on their roof-tops to sing songs—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 301.]    

 
÷Í¬ÁÃ ÷flŸ ∑§Ù‹Ê„U‹È „UÙß¸ – ¡Êß Ÿ ’⁄UÁŸ ‚◊©U ‚ÈπÈ ‚Ùß¸H 7H 

 
bhūpati bhavana kōlāhalu hō'ī. jā'i na barani sama'u sukhu sō'ī. 7. 
 
There was a lot of rejoicing, revelry and celebrations in the royal palace so much so that 
the whole place was filled with rapturous sound of joy and merry-making as the entire 
household erupted in an outburst of cheer, exhilaration and ecstasy.  

Verily indeed, it is not possible to describe the level of happiness and joy, of ecstasy 
and exhilaration, and the atmosphere of revelry and celebrations that prevailed at that 
time. (7) 

[Note—Refer also to similar rapturous sounds of joy and celebrations that erupted 
emotions as narrated elsewhere in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 302 that describe the situation at the time of the departure of Lord 
Ram’s marriage party for Janakpur. 
 Once again we read that the when Sita arrives at the venue where the marriage rituals 
were to be performed, there was an eruption of joy and a thunderous that accompanied 
the playing of musical instruments, singing of songs, chanting of scriptural hymns and 
cheering by the citizens—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 323.]  

 
∑§ı‚ÀÿÊÁŒ ⁄UÊ◊ ◊„UÃÊ⁄UË¥ – ¬˝◊Á’’‚ ÃŸ Œ‚Ê Á’‚Ê⁄UË¥H 8H 

 
kausalyādi rāma mahatārīṁ. prēmabibasa tana dasā bisārīṁ. 8. 
 
Mother Kaushalya (the eldest queen-mother) and the other mothers of Lord Ram (i.e. 
Sumitra and Kaikeyi) were overwhelmed with love and affection so much so that they 
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lost awareness of the condition of their bodies (because they were highly thrilled and 
ecstatic with joy so as to lose awareness of their surroundings). (8) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha 
no. 295 which describe the mothers’ happiness when king Dasrath read aloud the 
invitation letter that had come from Janakpur with the announcement that Lord Ram had 
married Sita by breaking the bow. 
 Refer also to Chaupai line no. 1 that follows Doha no. 345 below which expressly 
states that the mothers were numbed with emotions and their legs refused to move.]  

 
Îô0. ÁŒ∞ ŒÊŸ Á’¬˝ã„U Á’¬È‹ ¬ÍÁ¡ ªŸ‚ ¬È⁄UÊÁ⁄U– 

¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ¬⁄U◊ ŒÁ⁄Uº˝ ¡ŸÈ ¬Êß ¬ŒÊ⁄UÕ øÊÁ⁄UH 345H 
 
dōhā.  

di'ē dāna bipranha bipula pūji ganēsa purāri. 
pramudita parama daridra janu pā'i padāratha cāri. 345. 
 
The mothers liberally gave away abundant quantities of donations and gifts to the 
Brahmins1, and they also prayed to Lord Ganesh and Lord Shiva2.  

The mothers were so exceptionally happy as if a highly impoverished person is 
able to lay his hands on the four excellent fruits that are regarded as the best of rewards 
for one’s meritorious deeds, fulfilling all his desires and leaving him fully contented3. 
(Doha no. 345) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 295 and its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 7-8 and Chaupai line no. 1 that follows it. They describe the same thing, when 
the queens had liberally given away alms and gifts to Brahmins and other seekers when 
they learnt about the marriage of Lord Ram with Sita.  

2Lord Ganesh and Lord Shiva, as well as goddess Parvati who is the mother of 
Ganesh and the divine consort of Lord Shiva are always worshipped when any good 
event happens or at the time of starting some auspicious deed. There are many instances 
supporting this. Some of the instances are the following: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) Doha no. 301 that says that king Dasrath had offered his prayers to Lord 
Ganesh and Gauri (Parvati) at the time of departure of the marriage procession for 
Janakpur; (ii) Chanda line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 323 which describes how Gauri 
and Ganesh were offered worship by the priests at the commencement of the marriage 
rituals of Lord Ram and Sita.  

We shall be reading shortly that when Lord Ram enters the city of Ayodhya, he has 
invoked and offered his respects to Lord Shiva, Parvati and Ganesh to seek their 
blessings: refer—Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 347 herein below.  

Similarly, when the Lord had started on his journey for the forest later on in the story, 
he has once again offered similar prayers to these deities: refer—Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 81. 

3Refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
309; and (ii) Doha no. 325 along with notes appended to them.] 
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¿õ0. ◊ÙŒ ¬˝◊ÙŒ Á’’‚ ‚’ ◊ÊÃÊ – ø‹®„U Ÿ ø⁄UŸ Á‚ÁÕ‹ ÷∞ ªÊÃÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

mōda pramōda bibasa saba mātā. calahiṁ na carana sithila bha'ē gātā. 1. 
 
All the mothers (Kaushalya, Sumitra and Kaikeyi) were overwhelmed with emotions of 
joy and ecstasy so much so that their legs felt heavy and refused to move1 as their bodies 
became numbed out of surging emotions2. (1) 

[Note—1Refer also to Ram Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 263 that tells us that king Janak’s legs also felt as heavy like a man 
who was tired of swimming but fortunately finds land. 
 Similarly, we shall read later on in the story that when Lord Ram met sage Sutikshan 
in the forest, the sage was so dumbstruck that he became immobile with disbelief that the 
Lord of the world is standing right in his front, before his eyes. The sage stood motionless 
like in a portrait. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 21-24 that 
precede Doha no. 10. 
 Further on we read that when the Lord went to meet the old hermitress named Sabari, 
she too was dumbstruck and unable to speak a word for sometime—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 8-9 that precede Doha no. 34. 

2Refer Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 345 herein above which states that 
the mothers were so overcome with emotions that they lost awareness of their bodies, i.e. 
their bodies became numbed from surging emotions. 
 A person loses awareness of his own self and his surroundings on two occasions—
either when he is overcome with extreme grief, or from extreme happiness. In the present 
case, it is ‘extreme happiness’.  
 When the crow saint Kaagbhusund had accompanied Lord Shiva, both having 
assumed human forms, to go and visit Ayodhya to participate in the celebrations at the 
time of birth of Lord Ram and his other brothers there, they too had become so ecstatic 
that they lost awareness of themselves and their surroundings. This is clearly narrated in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that preceds Doha no. 196.  
 Similarly we read that when Sita first saw Lord Ram in the royal garden where he 
had gone to pluck flowers for his guru’s worship rituals, she had been overwhelmed by 
the most enchanting sight of the Lord so much so that she also lost awareness of her body 
and her surroundings, and even that she must not become infatuated with a stranger but 
perform her worshipping of goddess Parvati for which she had come to the garden in the 
first place, and return home. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 
that precedes Doha no. 232. 
 At the time Sita was brought to the venue of the marriage rituals, he sight also filled 
all those who saw here with so much joy that all of them lost senses of their own self and 
their surroundings—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 323. 
 As observed herein above, one loses the sense of the existence of his physical body 
and its feelings either when one is exceedingly happy as in all the cases referred to herein 
above, or when one is struck by extreme sorrow or grief as it happened to Dasrath when 
Kaikeyi asked him to send Lord Ram to 14 years of forest exile—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 35. Similarly we see 
Lord Ram’s mother Kaushalya was struck with grief and her body shook with shock 
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when she came to know about her beloved son going to the forest—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 54.] 
 

⁄UÊ◊ Œ⁄U‚ Á„UÃ •ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªË¥ – ¬Á⁄U¿UÁŸ ‚Ê¡È ‚¡Ÿ ‚’ ‹ÊªË¥H 2H 
 
rāma darasa hita ati anurāgīṁ. parichani sāju sajana saba lāgīṁ. 2. 
 
All the mothers were very eager to have ‘Darshan’ (holy viewing; to see someone who is 
revered) of Lord Ram, and in order to warmly welcome him as well as to honour the Lord 
and pay their obeisance to him, they began to make preparations by collecting and 
arranging auspicious things needed for such occasions1. (2) 

[Note—1These things are described below in Doha no. 346 and its preceding verse nos. 
4-8.] 
 

Á’Á’œ Á’œÊŸ ’Ê¡Ÿ ’Ê¡ – ◊¢ª‹ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚ÈÁ◊òÊÊ° ‚Ê¡H 3H 
 
bibidha bidhāna bājanē bājē. maṅgala mudita sumitrām̐ sājē. 3. 
 
Musical instruments of different kinds began playing melodious music of all notes. 
Meanwhile, Sumitra cheerfully collected all the auspicious items of good omen (needed 
to welcome the arriving marriage party). [What these items were are described in the 
verses that follow below.] (3)   

 
„U⁄UŒ ŒÍ’ ŒÁœ ¬À‹fl »Í§‹Ê – ¬ÊŸ ¬Íª»§‹ ◊¢ª‹ ◊Í‹ÊH 4H 
•‘¿UÃ •¢∑È§⁄U ‹ÙøŸ ‹Ê¡Ê – ◊¢¡È‹ ◊¢¡Á⁄U ÃÈ‹Á‚ Á’⁄UÊ¡ÊH 5H 

 
harada dūba dadhi pallava phūlā. pāna pūgaphala maṅgala mūlā. 4. 
acchata aṅkura lōcana lājā. man̄jula man̄jari tulasi birājā. 5. 
 
[Verse nos. 4-7 tell us the auspicious items of good omen that Sumitra, Lord Ram’s step-
mother and the mother of Laxman, had collected and arranged on a plate with which she 
and other mothers would perform the “Aarti ritual”, mentioned in verse no. 8, of the four 
grooms and their brides.] 

Things that are considered as harbingers of good omen and used for auspicious 
ceremonies that were collected by Sumitra were the following—Harada (literally 
meaning “yellow”, a reference to turmeric because it is deep yellow), blades of Durba 
grass (a special family of grass that is dark in colour), Dadhi (curd), Pallav (leaves, 
especially of the mango tree), Phool (flowers of various kinds), Paan (betel leaves), Poog-
phal (betel-nuts), Mangal Mool (roots of certain plants that are regarded as auspicious) 
[4]----  

-----Akshat (unbroken rice grains), Ankur (sprouts of barley and other grains), 
Gorochan (a yellow pigment extracted from the bile of cows), Lava (parched and dried 
flakes of paddy), and Manjul Manjari (lovely blossoms) of the Tulsi (Basil) plant, [5] (4-
5) 
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[Note—Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 313.] 

 
¿ÈU„U ¬È⁄U≈U ÉÊ≈U ‚„U¡ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ◊ŒŸ ‚∑È§Ÿ ¡ŸÈ ŸË«∏U ’ŸÊ∞H 6H 

 
chuhē puraṭa ghaṭa sahaja suhā'ē. madana sakuna janu nīṛa banā'ē. 6. 
 
[Besides the above things, Sumitra also arranged for the following items—] Golden 
pitchers were coloured so beautifully and looked so captivating as if birds symbolising 
Kamdeo (cupid) had decided to make them their nests. (6) 

[Note—That is, amidst the other paraphernalia collected for the formal welcoming 
ceremony of the marriage party, there were small coloured golden pots which looked as if 
small beautiful birds representing the god of beauty and charm, known as Kamdeo, have 
come to sit down amongst the other items so as to mingle with them and get an 
opportunity to worship and see Lord Ram and Sita, as well as the other brothers and their 
brides, from close quarters when these auspicious items would be used by the mothers to 
welcome the Lord and do his Aarti. 
 Whenever the magnificence, charm, attractiveness and beauty of something are to be 
emphasised, Tulsidas invokes Kamdeo as he is the patron deity of these virtues. In this 
context, refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
350 which describes that the four thrones upon which the four grooms (Lord Ram and his 
three brothers) and their respective brides (Sita and her sisters) were seated were so 
magnificent to behold that it appeared that these thrones were made by Kamdeo himself 
with his own hands.]  

 
‚ªÈŸ ‚Èª¢œ Ÿ ¡Ê®„U ’πÊŸË – ◊¢ª‹ ‚∑§‹ ‚¡®„U ‚’ ⁄UÊŸËH 7H 

 
saguna sugandha na jāhiṁ bakhānī. maṅgala sakala sajahiṁ saba rānī. 7. 
 
In addition to the items mentioned above, there were different perfumes of so many 
varieties that they cannot be described.  

In this way, the queens collected various auspicious things indicating good omens 
as they prepared themselves to formally welcome the marriage party when it would arrive 
shortly at the gates of the royal palace. (7) 

 
⁄UøË¥ •Ê⁄UÃË¥ ’„ÈUÃ Á’œÊŸÊ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ∑§⁄U®„U ∑§‹ ◊¢ª‹ ªÊŸÊH 8H 

 
racīṁ āratīṁ bahuta bidhānā. mudita karahiṁ kala maṅgala gānā. 8. 
 
Having thus made diverse and all possible arrangements for doing the Aarti (at the time 
of arrival of the marriage procession at the gates of the royal palace by showing of lighted 
lamps and sprinkling other auspicious items enumerated above), the queens joyfully sang 
auspicious songs befitting the festive atmosphere and the happy occasion (as they waited 
for the arrival of the procession at the palace). (8) 
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[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 317 which describe the 
similar performance of Aarti when Lord Ram arrived at the venue of the marriage 
ceremony dressed as a groom. 
 Similarly, in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 345 we read about the women-folk of Ayodhya preparing to perform the Aarti of the 
four brothers and their brides when they returned home.]  

 
Îô0. ∑§Ÿ∑§ ÕÊ⁄U ÷Á⁄U ◊¢ª‹Áã„U ∑§◊‹ ∑§⁄UÁã„U Á‹∞° ◊ÊÃ– 

ø‹Ë¥ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ¬Á⁄U¿UÁŸ ∑§⁄UŸ ¬È‹∑§ ¬À‹ÁflÃ ªÊÃH 346H 
 
dōhā.  

kanaka thāra bhari maṅgalanhi kamala karanhi li'ēm̐ māta. 
calīṁ mudita parichani karana pulaka pallavita gāta. 346. 
 
Holding golden plates filled with all the items of good omen that they had collected (and 
enumerated in the above verses), the queen-mothers proceeded ahead cheerfully, with 
their bodies thrilled with pleasant emotions, to welcome their sons and the marriage party 
upon their arrival at the gates of the royal palace. (Doha no. 346) 

[Note—The queen-mothers were very eager to see Lord Ram return home with his bride. 
In fact, it was a universal refrain with everyone that they were all eager to have a divine 
sight of the Lord—refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 300.] 

 
 
¿õ0. œÍ¬ œÍ◊ Ÿ÷È ◊ø∑§ ÷ÿ™§ – ‚ÊflŸ ÉÊŸ ÉÊ◊¢«ÈU ¡ŸÈ ΔUÿ™§H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

dhūpa dhūma nabhu mēcaka bhaya'ū. sāvana ghana ghamaṇḍu janu ṭhaya'ū. 1. 
 
[In the following verses, the celebrations and festivities of Ayodhya at the time of the 
arrival of the marriage procession are being described. A great resemblance is to be found 
between this description and the one that follows the birth of the four brothers in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 195 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 3-8. 

It ought to be noted here that these verses have liberally employed wonderful 
metaphors to describe the festive atmosphere in Ayodhya at that time—that of the rainy 
season with its dark rain-bearing clouds, rainbows, lightening and rows of birds flying 
across the sky against the backdrop of the clouds, the thunder and clap, the falling of rain 
and the scent that is created when it falls on the ground, the loud sound of croaking frogs, 
singing larks, screaming peacocks, and the citizens feeling happy just like the farmer 
feels when it rains to save his crops and when he has had a rich harvest—all these have 
been employed here.] 
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The whole sky was covered with a thick veil formed by smoke arising from 
burning of incense and by the spraying of perfumes as if dark rain-bearing clouds of the 
rainy season have arisen from the horizon and spread all across the canopy of the sky. (1) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
195 which refers to the sky being filled with flying coloured powder and smoke from 
burning incense at the time of birth of Lord Ram and his three brothers in Ayodhya.] 

 
‚È⁄UÃL§ ‚È◊Ÿ ◊Ê‹ ‚È⁄U ’⁄U·®„U – ◊Ÿ„È°U ’‹Ê∑§ •flÁ‹ ◊ŸÈ ∑§⁄U·®„UH 2H 

 
surataru sumana māla sura baraṣahiṁ. manahum̐ balāka avali manu karaṣahiṁ. 
2. 
 
The gods rained down garlands made of flowers from the evergreen tree of heaven, 
known as the ‘Surtaru’ (literally meaning the “tree of gods”)1. They looked like rows of 
herons flying in the sky, a sight that captivates the ‘Mana’ (mind and heart) of the 
beholder2. (2) 

[Note—We have read on many earlier occasions that the gods have showered flowers 
from the heaven. Some of the instances are the following: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 297; (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 323; (iii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 324; (iv) Doha no. 
324 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 7; and (v) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 323.  
 The only difference is that at all the above places the gods have showered ‘flowers’, 
but here they have showered ‘garlands’. 

2When Sita had raised her arms to put the victory garland around the neck of Lord 
Ram, a similar metaphor of rows of birds has been used, but with a little variance. There 
the garland in the hands of Sita is compared to a lotus flower with its stalk, but here the 
comparison is made to the row of herons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 264. 

However, in “Geetawali” (one of the other wonderful books of Tulsidas), Baal Kand, 
verse no. 96, stanza no. 4, the metaphor that is used to describe the beautiful sight of Lord 
Ram wearing the victory garland around his neck is that of a row of swans coming down 
to settle down on the branches of the Tamal tree (the black catechu plant).] 

 
◊¢¡È‹ ◊ÁŸ◊ÿ ’¢ŒÁŸflÊ⁄U – ◊Ÿ„È°U ¬Ê∑§Á⁄U¬È øÊ¬ ‚°flÊ⁄UH 3H 

 
man̄jula manimaya bandanivārē. manahum ̐ pākaripu cāpa sam̐vārē. 3. 
 
Colourful and beautifully decorated festoons and buntings, richly embroidered with 
precious stones and priceless gems, were hung up everywhere as if many rainbows had 
appeared in the sky simultaneously. (3) 

[Note—The metaphor of the rainbow implies that the entire city was decorated with 
countless festive banners put up high above the ground so that they were visible from all 
the corners of the city. Against the dark cloud formed by the smoke of burning incense, 
these colourful banners and festoons simmered in the reflected light of the city so as to 
resemble many rainbows appearing simultaneously. 
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Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 289; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 296. 

The use of the metaphor of the ‘rainbow’ indicates that the houses of Ayodhya were 
reasonably high-rise because some of the banners may have been strung across the 
breadth of the streets, tied to two rooftops on either side of the street. This observation 
finds proof in Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
27. 

Another place where the “rainbow” has been used as a metaphor is in Ram Charit 
Manas, Lanka Kand, Chanda line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 100 when the war scene is 
being described in the battle-field of Lanka. But here, the rainbow refers to the numerous 
bent tails of countless illusionary Hanumans that Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, had 
created using his magical powers to create confusion in the army of Lord Ram. 

The book “Janki Mangal” of Tulsidas also refers to the colourful festoons and 
buntings in its verse no. 184.]     

 
¬˝ª≈U®„U ŒÈ⁄U®„U •≈Uã„U ¬⁄U ÷ÊÁ◊ÁŸ – øÊL§ ø¬‹ ¡ŸÈ Œ◊∑§®„U ŒÊÁ◊ÁŸH 4H 

 
pragaṭahiṁ durahiṁ aṭanha para bhāmini. cāru capala janu damakahiṁ dāmini. 
4. 
 
The sight of lovely ladies appearing and disappearing repeatedly on the roof-tops of 
houses (as they excitedly peered over from the roof-top balconies and railings to look at 
the crowd and celebrations down on the streets) resembled a dazzle of lightening that 
appears and disappears quickly in the sky (when rain-bearing clouds appear during the 
rainy season). (4) 

[Note—Not all the ladies were able to join the celebrations on the streets. Some stayed 
back home, and these ladies climbed to the terraces of their homes to crane their necks to 
get a glimpse of the celebrations in the city. The roof-tops were jam-packed with excited 
women even as they jostled with each other to have a better view of the happenings. All 
these ladies wore sparkling ornaments and clothes, and therefore from the streets below 
their quick appearance and disappearance over the edges of the terraces and balconies of 
their homes reminded one of the scene of appearance and disappearance of quick and 
rapid flashes of lightening in the cloud during the rainy season.   

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 297 
that compares the beauty of the fully adorned ladies of Ayodhya with dazzle of 
lightening.] 

   
ŒÈ¢ŒÈÁ÷ œÈÁŸ ÉÊŸ ª⁄U¡ÁŸ ÉÊÙ⁄UÊ – ¡Êø∑§ øÊÃ∑§ ŒÊŒÈ⁄U ◊Ù⁄UÊH 5H 

 
dundubhi dhuni ghana garajani ghōrā. jācaka cātaka dādura mōrā. 5. 
 
The clamour of the sound produced by enthusiastic beating of the kettle-drums resembled 
the reverberation created by the clap of thunder and its echoing sound.   

Similarly, the babble of sounds created by alms-seekers was like the cacophony 
created by croaking frogs, sighing Chatak bird (sparrow hawk), and the screaming of 
peacocks (during the rainy season). (5)  
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[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
296; and Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 38.  

During the rainy season, these three creatures are usually heard when the cloud 
appears in the sky. The frog croaks, the peacock screams, and the sparrow hawk begins to 
‘sigh’ because it is very much in love with the rain and hopes the cloud will oblige it by 
putting a drop of rain-water into its beak directly to finally quench its thirst. 

The sound of the kettle-drum is very loud, and it resembles the rumbling and 
thundering of the clouds. The kettle-drum was the standard instrument used in those days 
to announce some important moment or event precisely because of its quality to produce 
a loud reverberating sound, louder and deeper than the conventional drum. When the 
kettle-drum was beaten, its sound could be heard for long distances. Refer also to: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 262; (ii) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 286; (iii) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 301; (iv) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 304; (v) Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 313; (vi) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 343; (vii) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 344.]    

 
‚È⁄U ‚Èª¢œ ‚ÈÁø ’⁄U·®„U ’Ê⁄UË – ‚ÈπË ‚∑§‹ ‚Á‚ ¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊ⁄UËH 6H 

 
sura sugandha suci baraṣahiṁ bārī. sukhī sakala sasi pura nara nārī. 6. 
 
The gods showered scented perfumes from the sky that resembled rain water filled with a 
pleasant and exotic scent. [When the rain falls on the ground, a pleasant scent emanates 
from the soil, and the whole environment is filled with its earthen fragrance.] 

All the men and the women of the city (Ayodhya) were happy like the crop that 
blooms when the rain falls. [Here, the citizens are like the crop, and when the gods 
showered perfumes on the city, these citizens felt exhilarated and rejuvenated like the 
crop does when rain falls on the ground. In other words, all the citizens of Ayodhya were 
very happy and joyous at the news that Lord Ram and his marriage party have arrived.] 
(6)    

 
‚◊©U ¡ÊÁŸ ªÈ⁄U •Êÿ‚È ŒËã„UÊ – ¬È⁄U ¬˝’‚È ⁄ÉÊÈ∑È§‹◊ÁŸ ∑§Ëã„UÊH 7H 

 
sama'u jāni gura āyasu dīnhā. pura prabēsu raghukulamani kīnhā. 7. 
 
When the right time arrived (i.e. when the time was auspicious), the guru (sage Vasistha) 
ordered the king to enter the city. At his commands, the king (Dasrath) who was like a 
gem in the dynasty of king Raghu (“Raghu-kul-mani”) entered the city. (7) 

[Note—The guru’s orders were always taken before doing anything, and the guru gave 
his consent only when the time was right and opportune. There are many instances 
supporting this. For example: Refer to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line 
no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 218 when Lord Ram has sought the permission of sage 
Vishwamitra before going to visit the city of Janakpur for sight-seeing; (ii) Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 227 where we read that when the time came, Lord Ram took 
permission from his guru, sage Vishwamitra, to go and bring flowers for the worship 
rituals of the sage; (iii) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 237 which narrates that 
Lord Ram took orders from his to do his evening prayers; (iv) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
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precedes Doha no. 262; (v) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 254 when sage 
Vishwamitra found that the opportune moment had arrived and he ordered Lord Ram to 
go and break the bow. 

Further we read that Janak has called Sita to the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony 
when the right moment arrived—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 246. 
Similarly, even at the time of the final marriage rituals, Sita was called only when the two 
gurus, sages Vasistha and Satanand, had decided that the right moment had arrived and 
had ordered king Janak to call Sita to the venue—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precedes Doha no. 322. 

Janak had sought and obtained the permission of guru sage Vasistha when he decided 
to marry all the princesses of Janakpur to the four princes of Ayodhya—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 325.] 

 
‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ‚¢÷È ÁªÁ⁄U¡Ê ªŸ⁄UÊ¡Ê – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊„UË¬ÁÃ ‚Á„UÃ ‚◊Ê¡ÊH 8H 

 
sumiri sambhu girijā ganarājā. mudita mahīpati sahita samājā. 8. 
 
[At the time of entering the city of Ayodhya—] The king invoked (reverentially 
remembered) Lord Shiva, goddess Girija (Parvati, the divine consort of Shiva) and 
Ganaraaj (Lord Ganesh, the chief of the attendants of Shiva)1 and felt very euphoric and 
happy along with the rest of the members of the marriage party. (8) 

[Note—1Once again we see here that invoking Lord Shiva, Lord Ganesh and goddess 
Parvti was a standard practice before leaving or entering any place.  

For instance, when king Dasrath boarded his chariot to leave for Janakpur with the 
marriage party of Lord Ram, he had prayed to these deities—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Doha no. 301.  

Later on in the story we shall read that at the time of departure for the forest, Lord 
Ram had too offered his obeisance to these deities in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precede Doha no. 81. 

Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chanda line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 323, and (ii) Doha no. 345.]  

 
Îô0. „UÙ®„U ‚ªÈŸ ’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ‚È⁄U Œ¢ÈŒÈ÷Ë¥ ’¡Êß– 

Á’’Èœ ’œÍ ŸÊø®„U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊¢¡È‹ ◊¢ª‹ ªÊßH 347H 
 
dōhā.  

hōhiṁ saguna baraṣahiṁ sumana sura dundubhīṁ bajā'i. 
bibudha badhū nācahiṁ mudita man̄jula maṅgala gā'i. 347. 
 
Many auspicious and good omens occurred at those moments. The gods showered 
flowers from the sky and played the kettle-drums to cerebrate the occasion (of the 
marriage procession entering the city of Ayodhya). 

The consort of the gods as well as other celestial nymphs danced merrily in gay 
abundance as they sang melodious songs befitting the happy moments. (347) 

[Note—Similar narration of gods showering flowers and playing their kettle-drums, as 
well as their consorts and celestial nymphs dancing and singing appear elsewhere also. 
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Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 285; (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 262; (iii) Doha no. 264 and its following Chaupai line no. 1; (iv) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 314; (v) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 319; (vi) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 323; (vii) Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 262.] 

 

 
¿õ0. ◊Êªœ ‚ÍÃ ’¢ÁŒ Ÿ≈U ŸÊª⁄U – ªÊfl®„U ¡‚È ÁÃ„ÈU ‹Ù∑§ ©U¡Êª⁄UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

māgadha sūta bandi naṭa nāgara. gāvahiṁ jasu tihu lōka ujāgara. 1. 
 
The city’s bards, minstrels, singers and dancers sang the glories of the family (i.e. of king 
Dasrath and his four sons, Lord Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan) that was well-
established and renowned in all the three divisions of the world (i.e. in the heaven, the 
earth and the nether world). (1) 

[Note—These bards, minstrels, singers and dancers had joined the marriage party when it 
left Ayodhya for Janakpur—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 300. 

Refer to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 
265, and Doha no. 262 which say that when Lord Ram broke the bow and married Sita, 
the minstrels and bards began praising the Lord’s glory and fame that had spread to all 
the three divisions of the world—i.e. all over the earth, in the nether world (the 
subterranean world) and the heaven—by the virtue of this remarkable feat. 

They also praised Dasrath because there was no one more praise-worthy than him in 
the three worlds because he was fortunate to have the supreme Lord as his son in the 
form of Lord Ram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that 
precede Doha no. 294; and Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 2; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 173—to Chaupai line no. 1 that 
follows this Doha; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 209.]     

 
¡ÿ œÈÁŸ Á’◊‹ ’Œ ’⁄U ’ÊŸË – Œ‚ ÁŒÁ‚ ‚ÈÁŸ• ‚È◊¢ª‹ ‚ÊŸËH 2H 

 
jaya dhuni bimala bēda bara bānī. dasa disi suni'a sumaṅgala sānī. 2. 
 
The cacophonous sound of enthusiastic applause and joyful cheering, as well as of the 
chanting of the hymns of the Vedas (the scriptures) could be heard in all the ten 
directions of the world. (2) 

[Note—The ten directions are the following—north, north-east, east, south-east, south, 
south-west, west, north-west, zenith and nadir.]  

 
Á’¬È‹ ’Ê¡Ÿ ’Ê¡Ÿ ‹Êª – Ÿ÷ ‚È⁄U Ÿª⁄U ‹Ùª •ŸÈ⁄UÊªH 3H 
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bipula bājanē bājana lāgē. nabha sura nagara lōga anurāgē. 3. 
 
Multiple types of musical instruments of different denominations began playing in large 
numbers simultaneously, while the gods in the heaven and the citizens in the city were all 
equally euphoric with joy and happiness. (3) 

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 344; and Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 346.] 

 

’Ÿ ’⁄UÊÃË ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Ê„UË¥ – ◊„UÊ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊Ÿ ‚Èπ Ÿ ‚◊Ê„UË¥H 4H 
 
banē barātī barani na jāhīṁ. mahā mudita mana sukha na samāhīṁ. 4. 
 
The members of the bridegroom’s party were looking very smart and handsome. All of 
them were exceedingly cheerful and were so happy that their happiness could not be 
contained in their hearts. [The demeanours, the facial expressions and the bodily gestures 
indicated that all the members of the marriage party were exceptionally happy and 
euphoric. Happiness and joy had overwhelmed them.] (4) 

[Note—We have read earlier that when the marriage function of all the brothers was over 
and Janak had shown his warm respects to the members of the marriage party, all of them 
were very happy and delighted—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
and Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 326.  

The enthusiasm of the members of the marriage party and the remarkable sense of 
happiness and joy that they exhibited is vividly depicted in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 298—to Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 304 which deal with the assembly and departure of the groom’s party 
from Ayodhya.]   

 
¬È⁄U’ÊÁ‚ã„U Ã’ ⁄UÊÿ ¡Ù„UÊ⁄U – ŒπÃ ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ÷∞ ‚ÈπÊ⁄UH 5H 

 
purabāsinha taba rāya jōhārē. dēkhata rāmahi bha'ē sukhārē. 5. 
 
Then (when the marriage procession had entered the city lined with exuberant and 
excited citizens who had lined the city’s thoroughfare to welcome the groom, the king, 
and the rest of the marriage party), when the citizens saw the king (Dasrath), they paid 
their obeisance to him, and when they saw Lord Ram they felt very happy and blissful. 
(5) 

[Note—The king was leading the procession, and it was customary for the citizens to first 
pay their respect to their king before they showed respect to others. Then their eyes 
turned to their favourite prince, Lord Ram, who looked wonderful dressed as a groom. He 
was the cynosure of all eyes; everyone was gazing at him. But it should be remembered 
here that it does not mean that they neglected the other brothers: they loved all of them 
equally, but still Lord Ram was dearest to their hearts amongst the four brothers. It is just 
like the case of a parent having four children. He or she will love all the children equally, 
but out of the four siblings one is his or her favourite. 

This book “Ram Charit Manas” is dedicated to Lord Ram, and he is the central figure 
in the story, the hero of the story, the protagonist. Therefore, all attention revolves around 
him. But nevertheless, they were equally charmed by the sight of the four brothers, and 
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they had shown equal respect and warm welcome to all the four as would be clear in 
verse no. 7 herein below.]   

 
∑§⁄U®„U ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U ◊ÁŸªŸ øË⁄UÊ – ’ÊÁ⁄U Á’‹ÙøŸ ¬È‹∑§ ‚⁄UË⁄UÊH 6H 
•Ê⁄UÁÃ ∑§⁄U®„U ◊ÈÁŒÃ ¬È⁄U ŸÊ⁄UË – „U⁄U·®„U ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ∑È§•°⁄U ’⁄U øÊ⁄UËH 7H 
Á‚Á’∑§Ê ‚È÷ª •Ù„UÊ⁄U ©UÉÊÊ⁄UË – ŒÁπ ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸã„U „UÙ®„U ‚ÈπÊ⁄UËH 8H 

 
karahiṁ nichāvari manigana cīrā. bāri bilōcana pulaka sarīrā. 6. 
ārati karahiṁ mudita pura nārī. haraṣahiṁ nirakhi ku'am̐ra bara cārī. 7. 
sibikā subhaga ōhāra ughārī. dēkhi dulahininha hōhiṁ sukhārī. 8. 
 
The citizens warmly and enthusiastically welcomed the grooms (the four princes) and the 
king (Dasrath) by liberally scattering gifts consisting of gems, clothes etc. around them 
(to show their happiness and delight). Their eyes were filled with tears of joy and 
happiness, and their bodies were thrilled with exhilaration. (6) 

The men and the women folk of the city performed the “Aarti” of the four princes 
(Lord Ram, Bharat, Laxman and Shatrughan) with a delighted heart, and they felt 
exhilarated when they gazed at the magnificent sight of the four princes (dressed in all 
their finery as four noble grooms). (7)  

Besides feeling delighted at seeing the four grooms, they (the women folk) felt 
very happy when they courteously lifted or moved aside the curtains covering the 
windows of the palanquins in which the brides were seated1, and beheld the latter. (8) 

[Note—1An important deduction can be made here, and it is very obvious from verse no. 
8: it is that the ordinary people could get close to the members of the royalty without fear 
of punishment or rebuke. Though formal protocol was maintained, but the king always 
ensured that he does not alienate his subjects. Formalities were observed in formal 
situations such as attendance in the royal court or royal processions, but on other 
occasions, such as festivals and ceremonies or any other especial occasion in the kingdom 
and the royal family, the ordinary people were free to mingle with the members of the 
royal family of the king. This was a great system that created a voluntary sense of loyalty, 
faithfulness and belonging amongst the subjects of a king. The people felt that their king 
was very easily accessible, and he was one of them. The king was like the head of a large 
extended family, and allegiance and loyalty to him was spontaneous and voluntary, not 
something that was forced upon the citizens by threat of punishment or coercion of any 
kind. The king was not to be feared but loved and respected.  
 On earlier occasions too we read that the citizens of Ayodhya had free access to the 
palace of the king during celebratory times—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand 
Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 194 at the time of Lord Ram’s birth; and 
Doha no. 297 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that describes how the 
citizens continuously flowed in and out of the royal palace of Ayodhya in jubilant mood 
to celebrate and congratulate the royal family when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage 
arrived in the city. 
 Inspite of the general atmosphere of merriment and informal nature of the interaction 
between the king’s family and the ordinary citizens at the time when the marriage 
procession entered the city of Ayodhya, the basic requirements of good manners and 
customs of the society were observed. So, while the “Aarti” of the four grooms were 
performed by the men and the women alike, it was only the women-folk who were 
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allowed to come close to the palanquins carrying the four brides, lift the curtains, and see 
them.] 

 
Îô0. ∞Á„U Á’Áœ ‚’„UË ŒÃ ‚ÈπÈ •Ê∞ ⁄UÊ¡ŒÈ•Ê⁄U– 

◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ÊÃÈ ¬Á⁄U¿UÁŸ ∑§⁄U®„U ’œÈã„U ‚◊Ã ∑È§◊Ê⁄UH 348H 
 
dōhā.  

ēhi bidhi sabahī dēta sukhu ā'ē rājadu'āra. 
mudita mātu parichani karahiṁ badhunha samēta kumāra. 348. 
 
On this wise, the four princes came to the gates of the royal palace all the while 
bestowing happiness and joy to all the citizens who had assembled on either side of the 
road to welcome them. 

As soon as they reached the gates of the palace, the euphoric mothers (Kaushalya, 
Sumitra and Kaikeyi) welcomed the four princes and their respective brides1 most 
warmly and very affectionately. (Doha no. 348) 

[Note—1How were they welcomed? Well, the answer is in the next verse nos. 1-2 that 
follow below: by doing their Aarti repeatedly, and giving away different kinds of 
valuable gifts to whosoever came to receive them.]     

 
 
¿õ0. ∑§⁄U®„U •Ê⁄UÃË ’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄UÊ – ¬˝◊È ¬˝◊ÙŒÈ ∑§„ÒU ∑§Ù ¬Ê⁄UÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

karahiṁ āratī bārahiṁ bārā. prēmu pramōdu kahai kō pārā. 1. 
 
The mothers performed the Aarti of the grooms repeatedly. Who can completely describe 
the extent of their happiness and joy? [That is, the mothers were not contented by doing 
the Aarti, waving of lighted lamps in the front of the grooms as a good omen, once. So 
they did it again and again. They felt so happy and delighted that it is impossible to 
properly describe their emotions in words.] (1) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109, stanza no. 5 also. 
When Lord Ram returned to Ayodhya after his 14-year forest exile, the mother 

(Kaushalya) was thrilled when she saw him and had then performed his Aarti in the same 
way—repeatedly, and filled with joy. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 12.  
 Earlier in our present narration it has been said that when the bridegrooms’ party 
arrived at Ayodhya, the mothers were so exuberant with joy that they lost awareness of 
the senses of the physical body so much so that their legs gave way and refused to move 
though they had wanted to rush forward to embrace their beloved sons—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 345—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that follows this Doha.]    
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÷Í·Ÿ ◊ÁŸ ¬≈U ŸÊŸÊ ¡ÊÃË – ∑§⁄U®„U ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U •ªÁŸÃ ÷Ê°ÃËH 2H 

 
bhūṣana mani paṭa nānā jātī. karahiṁ nichāvari aganita bhām̐tī. 2. 
 
They (the jubilant mothers) offered countless varieties of ornaments, gems, clothes and 
robes as gifts1 (to celebrate the home-coming of the four brothers accompanied with their 
brides). (2) 

[Note—1The exact word used in the verse is “Nichaawari” (ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U). It is a custom where 
gifts are waved in the front of the person who is shown respect and honour, just like 
doing his Aarti, and then these gifts are scattered all around him. Friends, attendants, and 
even guests pick these gifts and keep them as memorabilia. Sometimes the people who 
collect these gifts give them to others or share them amongst themselves. Some of the 
gifts are scattered on the ground to be picked up at random by alms-seekers, servants and 
other attendants lower down in the rung of the hierarchy.     

Giving of gifts consisting of ornaments and clothes was a standard practice at that 
time. We have read that Janak had given such gifts at the end of the marriage 
ceremony—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 326, and Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 333. 
 Earlier, such gifts were given and shared by the citizens of Janakpur at the time when 
Lord Ram had broken the bow to marry Sita—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, line 
no. 2 of Doha no. 262.   
 More often than not, such gifts were immediately shared by the recipient of the gift 
with others who could not come at the time when the gift was being given, or because the 
recipient wishes to share this gift as a token of rejoicing the happy and auspicious 
moment—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 194.]  

 
’œÈã„U ‚◊Ã ŒÁπ ‚ÈÃ øÊ⁄UË – ¬⁄U◊ÊŸ¢Œ ◊ªŸ ◊„UÃÊ⁄UËH 3H 

 
badhunha samēta dēkhi suta cārī. paramānanda magana mahatārī. 3. 
 
Seeing the four sons with their respective brides, the mothers were euphoric with joy so 
much so that they became overwhelmed with emotions of happiness and ecstasy. (3) 

[Note—Refer also to: (a) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109; and (b) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 345—to Chaupai line 
no. 1 that follows this Doha. These latter verses also describe how greatly the mothers 
were happy and delighted—they had lost awareness of the senses of their bodies and their 
legs froze because their bodies were exceedingly thrilled.  
 It ought to be noted that these three things mentioned in these verse nos. 1-3 here—
i.e. doing of Aarti, offering of gifts and then scattering them around the four grooms and 
their brides, and the happiness of the mothers—have happened when the couples had 
reached the gates of the palace. We shall read below that the same process is repeated 
once again when the mothers escort them inside the palace and make them sit on thrones 
for formal offering of respect and worship—refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that 
precede Doha no. 350 herein below.]  
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¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ‚Ëÿ ⁄UÊ◊ ¿UÁ’ ŒπË – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚»§‹ ¡ª ¡ËflŸ ‹πËH 4H 
 
puni puni sīya rāma chabi dēkhī. mudita saphala jaga jīvana lēkhī. 4. 
 
They repeatedly glanced at the lovely face of Lord Ram and the pretty face of Sita, and 
this view made them so delighted that they felt that they were seeing the fruits of all their 
meritorious deeds in life in a personified form as Lord Ram and Sita. (4) 

[Note—Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109. 
When the marriage party had arrived in Ayodhya, the women-folk of the city had 

similarly gazed at the charming face of Lord Ram and of Sita by lifting the curtain of the 
palanquin in which she was sitting—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 348. 
 Refer also to Chaupai line no. 5 herein below.] 

 
‚πË¥ ‚Ëÿ ◊Èπ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ øÊ„UË – ªÊŸ ∑§⁄U®„U ÁŸ¡ ‚È∑Î§Ã ‚⁄UÊ„UËH 5H 

 
sakhīṁ sīya mukha puni puni cāhī. gāna karahiṁ nija sukṛta sarāhī. 5. 
 
Not only the mothers, their friends and companions too felt delighted and loved to see the 
pretty face of Sita repeatedly even as they sang felicitous songs and thanked their good 
luck as well as the meritorious deeds they may have done in their lives that bestowed 
them with this reward or privilege. (5) 

[Note—Refer Chaupai line no. 4 above.] 

 
’⁄U·®„U ‚È◊Ÿ ¿UŸÁ„¢U ¿UŸ ŒflÊ – ŸÊø®„U ªÊfl®„U ‹Êfl®„U ‚flÊH 6H 

 
baraṣahiṁ sumana chanahiṁ chana dēvā. nācahiṁ gāvahiṁ lāvahiṁ sēvā. 6. 
 
The gods in the heaven celebrated the occasion by showering flowers every other 
moment. They and the other celestial damsels danced and sang in the sky to render their 
service to the Lord in their own unique way. (6) 

[Note—The people on earth danced and sang to celebrate the occasion, so the gods did 
their bit by dancing and singing in the heaven.  
Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
319 which says that the gods showered flowers from the sky whenever they found a 
chance.  
All throughout the time the marriage rituals were being performed, the gods had been 
showering flowers. On many an occasion they had played their musical instruments, 
especially the kettle-drum—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 347. 

This was their way of expressing their happiness to see Lord Ram getting married to 
Sita.] 
 

ŒÁπ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U øÊÁ⁄U©U ¡Ù⁄UË¥ – ‚Ê⁄UŒ ©U¬◊Ê ‚∑§‹ …°U…UÙ⁄UË¥H 7H 
ŒÃ Ÿ ’Ÿ®„U ÁŸ¬≈U ‹ÉÊÈ ‹ÊªË¥ – ∞∑§≈U∑§ ⁄U„UË¥ M§¬ •ŸÈ⁄UÊªË¥H 8H 
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dēkhi manōhara cāri'u jōrīṁ. sārada upamā sakala ḍham̐ḍhōrīṁ. 7. 
dēta na banahiṁ nipaṭa laghu lāgīṁ. ēkaṭaka rahīṁ rūpa anurāgīṁ. 8. 
 
Watching the four pairs of brides and their grooms, goddess Sarada (i.e. goddess 
Saraswati, the patron deity of knowledge and spoken word) searched everywhere in the 
world to find a suitable comparison [7], but she failed miserably as she could not find a 
single example with which to compare the magnificent view she beheld in her front (of 
the four couples). So finally she gave up and decided to abandon her scholarship, and 
instead concentrate upon enjoying the sight of the beautiful image before her. So she 
fixed her gaze on the pretty image of the four pairs of brides and their grooms [8]. (7-8) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 318 that reiterates that Sarda had 
failed to describe the delight in the heart of the mother-in-law of Lord Ram when she saw 
the Lord dressed as a groom.]   

 
Îô0. ÁŸª◊ ŸËÁÃ ∑È§‹ ⁄UËÁÃ ∑§Á⁄U •⁄UÉÊ ¬Ê°fl«∏U ŒÃ– 

’œÈã„U ‚Á„UÃ ‚ÈÃ ¬Á⁄UÁ¿U ‚’ ø‹Ë¥ ‹flÊß ÁŸ∑§ÃH 349H 
 
dōhā.  

nigama nīti kula rīti kari aragha pām ̐vaṛē dēta. 
badhunha sahita suta parichi saba calīṁ lavā'i nikēta. 349. 
 
After doing all the rituals as prescribed in the Vedas and traditionally observed in the 
family, the mothers escorted the princes and their brides inside the royal palace, offering 
oblations of water in their front as they walked, and spreading carpets before them as a 
mark of warm welcome and respect. (Doha no. 349) 

[Note—Similar welcome and respect was shown to Lord Ram at the time he had entered 
the venue of the marriage ceremony—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 319. However, it was the Lord’s mother-in-law who had 
done it at that time.] 
 

 
¿õ0. øÊÁ⁄U ®‚ÉÊÊ‚Ÿ ‚„U¡ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ¡ŸÈ ◊ŸÙ¡ ÁŸ¡ „UÊÕ ’ŸÊ∞H 1H 

ÁÃã„U ¬⁄U ∑È§•°Á⁄U ∑È§•°⁄U ’ÒΔUÊ⁄U – ‚ÊŒ⁄U ¬Êÿ ¬ÈŸËÃ ¬πÊ⁄UH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

cāri siṅghāsana sahaja suhā'ē. janu manōja nija hātha banā'ē. 1. 
tinha para ku'am̐ri ku'am ̐ra baiṭhārē. sādara pāya punīta pakhārē. 2. 
 
There were four exquisitely crafted thrones that appeared as if they were made by 
Kamdeo (cupid) with his own hands. (1) 

The four princes and princesses were made to sit on them. Then their holy feet 
were respectfully washed (by the mothers). (2) 
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[Note—This is a custom in every household that when the son comes home after 
marriage, his mother and other female relatives wash his feet as well as that of his bride 
as a sign of their respect for them.  

Kamdeo is the patron deity of beauty and glamour, and so when he designs and 
makes any thing with his own hands he takes care that the product matches his own 
reputation. He makes sure that whatever he crafts is excellent and the best product as far 
as its beauty, charm and attractiveness are concerned. In this context, refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 346.]   

 
œÍ¬ ŒË¬ ŸÒ’Œ ’Œ Á’Áœ – ¬Í¡ ’⁄U ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸ ◊¢ª‹ÁŸÁœH 3H 

 
dhūpa dīpa naibēda bēda bidhi. pūjē bara dulahini maṅgalanidhi. 3. 
 
The four grooms and their respective brides, who were treasuries of all the good virtues 
and excellent qualities, were duly worshipped in accordance with the method prescribed 
by the Vedas by offering incense, showing lighted lamps, and oblations consisting of 
sweets and fruits. (3) 

 
’Ê⁄U®„U ’Ê⁄U •Ê⁄UÃË ∑§⁄U„UË¥ – Cÿ¡Ÿ øÊL§ øÊ◊⁄U Á‚⁄U …U⁄U„UË¥H 4H 
’SÃÈ •Ÿ∑§ ÁŸ¿UÊflÁ⁄U „UÙ„UË¥ – ÷⁄UË¥ ¬˝◊ÙŒ ◊ÊÃÈ ‚’ ‚Ù„UË¥H 5H 

 
bārahiṁ bāra āratī karahīṁ. byajana cāru cāmara sira ḍharahīṁ. 4. 
bastu anēka nichāvari hōhīṁ. bharīṁ pramōda mātu saba sōhīṁ. 5. 
 
The mothers did their Aarti (waved lighted lamps at them) repeatedly. Hand-held fans 
and whisks were simultaneously waved near their heads. (4) 

A wide variety of things (gifts) were ceremonially offered to the four couples and 
then scattered around them (so that those present on the occasion could pick these things 
up as token gifts to celebrate the auspicious occasion). The mothers were overwhelmed 
with exultation, happiness and joy. (5) 

[Note—The same ceremonial welcome by doing Aarti and offering of gifts, and the same 
happiness of the mothers, has been described a little earlier when the four couples had 
reached the gates of the royal palace—refer: Doha no. 348 and its following Chaupai line 
nos. 1-3 herein above.]  

 
¬ÊflÊ ¬⁄U◊ Ãàfl ¡ŸÈ ¡ÙªË¥ – •◊ÎÃÈ ‹„U©U ¡ŸÈ ‚¢ÃÃ ⁄UÙªË¥H 6H 
¡Ÿ◊ ⁄¢U∑§ ¡ŸÈ ¬Ê⁄U‚ ¬ÊflÊ – •¢œÁ„U ‹ÙøŸ ‹Ê÷È ‚È„UÊflÊH 7H 
◊Í∑§ ’ŒŸ ¡ŸÈ ‚Ê⁄UŒ ¿UÊß¸ – ◊ÊŸ„È°U ‚◊⁄U ‚Í⁄U ¡ÿ ¬Êß¸H 8H 

 
pāvā parama tatva janu jōgīṁ. amṛtu lahē'u janu santata rōgīṁ. 6. 
janama raṅka janu pārasa pāvā. andhahi lōcana lābhu suhāvā. 7. 
mūka badana janu sārada chā'ī. mānahum ̐ samara sūra jaya pā'ī. 8. 
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[These three verses describe the extent of happiness and joy of the mothers by making 
comparisons with other instances which gives immense sense of satisfaction, ecstasy and 
bliss to the concerned person.] 

The mothers were so exceptionally happy and joyous as if an ascetic has attained 
the ultimate Truth and Essence of all spiritual endeavours (i.e. the ascetic feels ecstatic 
and exhilarated at having attained the goal of his spiritual pursuit)1, or as if a chronically 
ill patient lays his hands on Amrit, the ambrosia of healthy life [6],--- 

---or as if a person who is impoverished since birth suddenly finds the magical 
stone that can convert base metal into gold (the ‘Paaras Mani’ or the philosopher’s 
stone)2, or as if a blind person gets the reward of eyesight3 [7],--- 

---or as if a born-dumb person is blessed by the goddess of fine speech so that he 
can speak excellently4, or as if a warrior becomes victorious in a battle [8]. (6-8) 

[Note—Tulsidas has used metaphors extensively to stress any point. An abundance of 
metaphors and similes are found in Ram Charit Manas, Kiskindha Kand, from Doha no. 
13—to Doha no. 17 which describe the natural beauty of the mountain where Lord Ram 
and Laxman lived during the four months of the rainy season in the kingdom of 
Kishkindha before the monkey messengers were sent in all the directions to search for 
Sita.  

Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 69 that says that the cooling effect of the shadow of a tree is experienced and enjoyed 
only by a person who is scorched and tormented by the heat of the sun.   

1Earlier, when Lord Ram had stepped inside the arena where the bow-breaking 
ceremony was to be held, Tulsidas has said that some of the invited kings who were wise 
and spiritually inclined had drawn the same kind of immense bliss and joy when they saw 
the Lord that an ascetic finds upon the realization of the ultimate spiritual Truth. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 69 

Another reference is in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 239 which describes how Bharat felt exceedingly contented and happy 
when he entered the hermitage of Lord Ram in Chitrakoot as if a hermit or an ascetic has 
found the ultimate goal of his spiritual pursuit.  

2Some of the other instances where attainment of immense happiness is compared to 
a pauper getting rich are: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 102 that says Kewat, the boatman, told Lord Ram when the latter tried 
to pay the boatman the charges of ferrying him across river Ganges that he (the boatman) 
has found such immense wealth of happiness that day as if all his poverty down the ages 
has vanished in an instant, and therefore he does not want anything more. (ii) Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 238 which says that 
when Bharat saw the footprints of Lord Ram on the ground as he was going in search of 
the Lord in the forest, Bharat felt as happy as if a pauper has found the “Paaras Mani”. 

3When Laxman was given permission by Lord Ram to accompany the latter to the 
forest, he (Laxman) felt as happy as a blind man getting vision—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 73. 

4When Bharat found that Lord Ram was pleased with him, the former felt as happy as 
a dumb man who is blessed with the ability to speak—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 307.]  

    
Îô0. ∞Á„U ‚Èπ Ã ‚Ã ∑§ÙÁ≈U ªÈŸ ¬Êfl®„U ◊ÊÃÈ •Ÿ¢ŒÈ– 

÷Êßã„U ‚Á„UÃ Á’•ÊÁ„U ÉÊ⁄U •Ê∞ ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹ø¢ŒÈH 350 (∑§)H 
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‹Ù∑§ ⁄UËÁÃ ¡ŸŸË¥ ∑§⁄U®„U ’⁄U ŒÈ‹Á„UÁŸ ‚∑È§øÊ®„U– 
◊ÙŒÈ Á’ŸÙŒÈ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ ’«∏U ⁄UÊ◊È ◊Ÿ®„U ◊È‚È∑§Ê®„UH 350 (π)H 

 
dōhā.  

ēhi sukha tē sata kōṭi guna pāvahiṁ mātu anandu. 
bhā'inha sahita bi'āhi ghara ā'ē raghukulacandu. 350 (a). 
lōka rīti jananīṁ karahiṁ bara dulahini sakucāhiṁ. 
mōdu binōdu bilōki baṛa rāmu manahiṁ musukāhiṁ. 350 (b). 
 
The mothers derived happiness that was thousands of times more than the joys described 
above (in verse nos. 6-8). The reason for this exclusive happiness of the mothers, 
however, was of course that Lord Ram—who was like a moon (i.e. most glorious and 
eminent member) in the family of king Raghu (i.e. the royal dynasty of Ayodhya)—had 
come home with his brothers after all of them had been married. (Doha no. 350 Ka.) 

The mothers were doing all the customary rites that were to done according to 
established traditions even as the grooms and the brides felt abashed and shyful during 
the proceedings. [These rites were intended to create an informal friendly atmosphere, 
and remove shyness and inhibitions between the groom and the bride. This helped the 
newly arrived girl to integrate easily with the groom’s family, to feel at home and become 
friendly with all the members of her in-law’s family.]  

Meanwhile, Lord Ram subtly smiled to himself wryly as he watched the 
merriment and and ecstasy of the occasion. (Doha no. 350 Kha.) 

[Note—Lord Ram was a personified form of the Supreme Being. He was actually above 
such worldly emotions of being happy and ecstatic, for the Lord remained dispassionate, 
detached and neutral. He smiled wryly because he marveled at the power of his Maya 
(delusion creating powers of the Lord) that had made the mothers think that their sons 
have ‘married’. In fact, Lord Ram, who was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, had never 
separated from his divine consort goddess Laxmi who had revealed herself as Sita when 
the Lord decided to come down to earth to serve the cause of the gods, which was to 
eliminate the demons and to end their cruelty. It was simply a “re-union”, and not a “new 
relationship”.  

Another reason for Lord Ram smiling wryly is that he knew that all this happiness 
and merriment was short-lived because shortly the developments would take a turn when 
he would have to go to the forest when all this happiness would turn into grief and 
sorrow. 

The happiness of the mothers was superficial and not deep-seated. It was limited to 
the happenings of the gross world. This is because when the Lord would go to the forest, 
the same mother Kaushalya would start grieving and lamenting—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 57. On the other 
hand, the news that king Dasrath was compelled to send Lord Ram to the forest for 14 
years due to some earlier promise he had made to his queen Kaikeyi had had no effect on 
the Lord—the reason being that the Lord was naturally blissful and happy, he was 
internally neutral to all emotions of either joy or sorrow—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 41, and Doha no. 51. Lord 
Ram had subtly smiled on this occasion also—refer specifically to Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precede Doha no. 41.]    
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¿æñ0. Œfl Á¬Ã⁄U ¬Í¡ Á’Áœ ŸË∑§Ë – ¬Í¡Ë¥ ‚∑§‹ ’Ê‚ŸÊ ¡Ë ∑§ËH 1H 

‚’Á„U ’¢ÁŒ ◊Êª®„U ’⁄UŒÊŸÊ – ÷Êßã„U ‚Á„UÃ ⁄UÊ◊ ∑§ÀÿÊŸÊH 2H 
•¢Ã⁄UÁ„UÃ ‚È⁄U •ÊÁ‚· Œ„UË¥ – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ◊ÊÃÈ •¢ø‹ ÷Á⁄U ‹„UË¥H 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

dēva pitara pūjē bidhi nīkī. pūjīṁ sakala bāsanā jī kī. 1. 
sabahi bandi māgahiṁ baradānā. bhā'inha sahita rāma kalyānā. 2. 
antarahita sura āsiṣa dēhīṁ. mudita mātu an ̄cala bhari lēhīṁ. 3. 
 
The mothers affectionately offered their worship and respect to the gods and spirits of 
ancestors by whose blessings all the desires of their hearts were fulfilled1. (1) 

They prayed to all of them (i.e. all the gods and ancestors) to seek their blessings, 
requesting them to be benevolent, kind and munificent towards Lord Ram and his 
brothers (Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan). (2) 

The gods and holy spirits obliged the mothers by sincerely blessings the four 
brothers profusely even as the mothers accepted these blessings in a symbolic manner by 
spreading the ends of their garments2. (3) 

[Note—Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 190. 
1A mother’s most cherished dream is to see her beloved son married to a suitable girl. 

In this case, by the grace of the gods and the blessings of the spirits of ancestors, not only 
Lord Ram but all his other three brothers too were married to the most beautiful 
princesses of that time. It was like a boon multiplied many times over. This filled the 
heart of the three mothers, Kaushalya, Sumitra and Kaikeyi, with exultation and euphoria 
of the highest kind. They wished to profusely thank and express their heart-felt gratitude 
to the gods and the ancestors by worshipping them and praying to them. 

2When someone begs for something he spreads his hands before the giver. Similarly, 
when the mothers sought blessings from the gods and spirits of ancestors for their four 
sons they spread the end of their garments as a symbolic gesture of accepting these 
blessings.] 

 
÷Í¬ÁÃ ’ÙÁ‹ ’⁄UÊÃË ‹Ëã„ – ¡ÊŸ ’‚Ÿ ◊ÁŸ ÷Í·Ÿ ŒËã„UH 4H 
•Êÿ‚È ¬Êß ⁄UÊÁπ ©U⁄U ⁄UÊ◊Á„U – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ª∞ ‚’ ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ œÊ◊Á„UH 5H 

 
bhūpati bōli barātī līnhē. jāna basana mani bhūṣana dīnhē. 4. 
āyasu pā'i rākhi ura rāmahi. mudita ga'ē saba nija nija dhāmahi. 5. 
 
Meanwhile, the king (Dasrath) invited all the members of the marriage party to thank 
them and honouring them with gifts of vehicles, clothes, ceremonial robes, gems and 
ornaments1. (4) 
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After that (i.e. after receiving gifts and honours from the king as a token of formal 
farewell) all of them enshrined the beautiful image of Lord Ram in their hearts and went 
back to their homes joyfully. (5) 

[Note—1Refer also to: Janki Mangal, verse no. 191. 
It was, and still is, customary to say good-bye to guests by giving them gifts. We see 

the same procedure in Uttar Kand when Lord Ram had bid good-bye to his friends, the 
senior monkeys such as Angad and Sugriv, the bear king Jamvant, the demon king 
Vibhishan, and the head of the boatmen community called Nishad, who all had came to 
Ayodhya with the Lord when he returned at the end of his 14 years of forest exile and his 
successful campaign at Lanka. We also see that at the time of their departure for their 
homes, Lord Ram had requested all of them to keep him in their hearts as a token of 
remembrance and a bond of eternal friendship. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, 
from Doha no. 16—to Doha no. 17 Ka; and Doha no. 18 Kha.]  

 
¬È⁄U Ÿ⁄U ŸÊÁ⁄U ‚∑§‹ ¬Á„U⁄UÊ∞ – ÉÊ⁄U ÉÊ⁄U ’Ê¡Ÿ ‹ª ’œÊ∞H 6H 

 
pura nara nāri sakala pahirā'ē. ghara ghara bājana lagē badhā'ē. 6. 
 
Not only were the invited guests who had gone with the marriage party (to Janakpur) 
honoured by gifting of robes and clothes, the kings had also honoured the men and the 
women of the city by giving them robes of honour1.  

Musical instruments were played and felicitous songs were sung in each 
household of the city to celebrate2 the occasion of the marriage of Lord Ram and his three 
brothers. (6) 

[Note—1The king was very generous and magnanimous because whenever he decided to 
give gifts, he did it liberally with an open heart and without distinction. He ensured that 
his subjects were kept happy and contented, and they never felt discriminated against or 
alienated from the higher echelons of the society or from the royal family. There are 
ample instances of the citizens receiving gifts from the king or the queens directly and 
personally—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 196 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8 at the time of birth of Lord Ram and his brothers; and (ii) 
from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 295—to Chaupai line no. 1 that follows 
this Doha at the time when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived at Ayodhya.  

2Playing of musical instruments and singing of auspicious songs in every household 
whenever there was any good development is narrated on many other occasions also. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 194 at the time of birth of Lord Ram 
and his brothers; and (ii) from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 296 at the time 
when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived at Ayodhya. 

This showed that all the citizens of the kingdom shared the joys of the royal family 
equally, and there was a sort of community feeling and bonhomies amongst the people. 
After all, the happiness of the people was what a good king wanted, and the subjects of a 
noble king loved him so much and reciprocated the king’s love for them by sharing the 
king’s sorrow and happiness as if it was their own affair. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 100; Doha no. 37 and Chaupai 
line no. 1 that follow it; from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 46—to Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 49; and Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 156 
(at the time of Dasrath’s death).]    
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¡Êø∑§ ¡Ÿ ¡Êø®„U ¡Ùß ¡Ùß¸ – ¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ⁄UÊ©U Œ®„U ‚Ùß ‚Ùß¸H 7H 
‚fl∑§ ‚∑§‹ ’¡ÁŸ•Ê ŸÊŸÊ – ¬Í⁄UŸ Á∑§∞ ŒÊŸ ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸÊH 8H 

 
jācaka jana jācahiṁ jō'i jō'ī. pramudita rā'u dēhiṁ sō'i sō'ī. 7. 
sēvaka sakala bajani'ā nānā. pūrana ki'ē dāna sanamānā. 8. 
 
Whatever was desired by those who came to accept gifts from the king were cheerfully 
and liberally given whatever they had wanted. The king did not hesitate in satisfying any 
of them1. (7)  

The king satiated all the servants, attendants and musicians by giving away 
whatever gifts they wanted and bestowing upon them honours in accordance to their 
ranks and services so much so that all of them were fully contented and happy. (8)  

[Note—1A similar idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 326 which says that king Dasrath had liberally given away 
whatever was sought as gifts by all those who came to seek them from him at the end of 
the marriage rituals of the four brothers at Janakpur.  

Refer also to Baal Kand, Doha no. 196 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8 
where a similar idea is expressed, and the occasion was the birth of Lord Ram at 
Ayodhya.]    

 
Îô0. Œ®„U •‚Ë‚ ¡Ù„UÊÁ⁄U ‚’ ªÊfl®„U ªÈŸ ªŸ ªÊÕ– 

Ã’ ªÈ⁄U ÷Í‚È⁄U ‚Á„UÃ ªÎ„°U ªflŸÈ ∑§Ëã„U Ÿ⁄UŸÊÕH 351H 
 
dōhā.  

dēhiṁ asīsa jōhāri saba gāvahiṁ guna gana gātha. 
taba gura bhūsura sahita gṛham ̐ gavanu kīnha naranātha. 351. 
 
All those who received gifts and honours saluated the king, blessed him and praised his 
glories with a loud chorus.  

After that, the king proceeded to the palace, accompanied by his guru (sage 
Vasistha) and other Brahmins1. (Doha no. 351.) 

[Note—1The gifts and other honours were given by the king to the guests, the alms-
seekers, the servants, the attendants and the musicians etc. outside the gates of the royal 
palace. When the king entered the palace, he was accompanied by his guru and many 
other Brahmins. Though it is not specifically mentioned here, one of them was sage 
Vishwamitra. It will be clear later on when the sage is singled out for special thanks and 
honours by the king as well as Lord Ram personally in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precedes Doha no. 359; and Chaupai line nos. 3-10 that 
precede Doha no. 360.]  
 

 
¿õ0. ¡Ù ’Á‚CÔU •ŸÈ‚Ê‚Ÿ ŒËã„UË – ‹Ù∑§ ’Œ Á’Áœ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ∑§Ëã„UËH 1H 
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caupā’ī.  

jō basiṣṭa anusāsana dīnhī. lōka bēda bidhi sādara kīnhī. 1. 
 
Whatever instructions were given by sage Vasistha, all were diligently and respectfully 
followed (by the king, Dasrath) in accordance with the laid-down procedure established 
by tradition in the society and prescribed by the Vedas (scriptures). (1) 

[Note—King Dasrath had consulted his guru, sage Vasistha, on every important occasion. 
Since the sage was the royal priest of the kingdom of Ayodhya, he had presided over all 
the rituals of marriage at Janakpur on behalf of the royal family of Ayodhya, and oversaw 
the rites when the grooms returned home. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 3-4 that precedes Doha no. 359; and Chaupai line no. 10 that precede Doha no. 
325. 

All the rituals were done in accordance with the established norms and traditions of 
the society as well as in the way prescribed in the Veda—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 349.  

Earlier, during the actual marriage ceremony of Lord Ram and his brothers, the same 
system of obeying the edicts of the Vedas and following established traditions was 
observed—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 319; (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 and Chanda line no. 5 that precede Doha no. 323; 
(iii) Chanda line no. 12 that precedes Doha no. 324; and (iv) Chanda line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 327.] 

 

÷Í‚È⁄U ÷Ë⁄U ŒÁπ ‚’ ⁄UÊŸË – ‚ÊŒ⁄U ©UΔUË¥ ÷Ê‚ÿ ’«∏U ¡ÊŸËH 2H 
¬Êÿ ¬πÊÁ⁄U ‚∑§‹ •ã„UflÊ∞ – ¬ÍÁ¡ ÷‹Ë Á’Áœ ÷Í¬ ¡flÊ°∞H 3H 
•ÊŒ⁄U ŒÊŸ ¬˝◊ ¬Á⁄U¬Ù· – ŒÃ •‚Ë‚ ø‹ ◊Ÿ ÃÙ·H 4H 

 
bhūsura bhīra dēkhi saba rānī. sādara uṭhīṁ bhāgya baṛa jānī. 2. 
pāya pakhāri sakala anhavā'ē. pūji bhalī bidhi bhūpa jēvām̐ē. 3. 
ādara dāna prēma paripōṣē. dēta asīsa calē mana tōṣē. 4. 
 
When the queens saw the crowd of Brahmins, literally the “honourable gods of earth” 
(who had accompanied the king when he had entered the inner part of the palace as 
narrated in Doha no. 351), they got up to greet these Brahmins and to show their respects 
to them, regarding their (Brahmin’s) visit as their (queens’) good fortune. (2) 

Then they (the queens as well as the king) duly washed the feet of these respected 
Brahmins (as a gesture of showing respect to them), and helped them to do their 
ablutions. After that, the king duly worshipped them (the Brahmins) in all possible ways, 
and then served them food so that they could be fully satisfied with their meal. (3) 

   The Brahmins were fully satisfied with the respect and honour, the gifts and 
donations, as well as the love and affections that was shown to them (by the king and the 
queens), and thus contented and happy, they profusely blessed the royals and went their 
ways. (4) 

[Note—Refer also to Tulsidas’ book “Janki Mangal”, verse no. 189. 
We have read earlier in Doha no. 351 that after seeing off the rest of the guests who 

had accompanied the marriage party of Lord Ram, as well as the citizens of Ayodhya at 
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the gates of the palace, the king had entered the palace along with the Brahmins and his 
guru. When the queens saw the king coming inside the palace with the honourable 
Brahmins, they immediately got up and paid their obeisance to the Brahmins. It is 
customary to first honour the Brahmins by washing their feet with the idea that they 
represent the gods of heaven on earth. Worshipping them is regarded as being equivalent 
to worshipping the gods. This is done by washing the feet of the Brahmins, and then 
helping them in their ritualistic ablutions. This usually involves a sybmolic sprinkling of 
water on the body and changing into new or washed clothes. After this is done, the 
Brahmins are fed properly with the best of food that the host can offer. Finally, the 
Brahmins are given gifts before they are seen off. The Brahmins, on their part, bless the 
host.  

Another important point is that usually these Brahmins came to the king in groups 
and were accompanied by their chief, sage Vasistha—for instance, refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 193.  

Whenever the Brahmins were invited by the king, they were duly worshipped—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 197 where 
we read that when king Dasrath invited sage Vasistha to baptise and give names to the 
four sons, the king had duly worshipped the sage. 

This worship included “washing of the feet” and “feeding the guest”. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 207 when king 
Dasrath had washed the feet of sage Vishwamitra and fed him excellent meal at the time 
when the great sage had gone to the king with a request that Lord Ram and Laxman be 
sent with him to his hermitage so that the demons who were defiling his fire sacrifice 
could be eliminated.  

Washing of feet of an honoured guest, repeatedly bowing the head before him to 
show one’s respect, and offering something to eat as a means of refreshment is an old 
tradition and method of hospitality since time immemorial. When Lord Ram had visited 
the old woman devotee Sabari in the forest, she too had brought water and washed the 
Lord’s feet, and then offered fruits for refreshment—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya 
Kand, Doha no. 34 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 9-10. 

Another tradition was to call a large group of Brahmins whenever there was some 
good event or news, and give liberal gifts to them. The satisfied Brahmins on their part 
profusely blessed the giver of gifts. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 295 which describes that at the time the news of Lord 
Ram’s marriage arrived in Ayodhya, the queens summoned all the Brahmins and gave 
them abundant gifts. 

Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 330—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 331. 

This practice of a king moving with a group of Brahmins was followed in Janakpur 
also as we read that when king Janak had gone to meet sage Vishwamitra when the latter 
arrived at Janakpur, the king was accompanied by a large delegation of Brahmins—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 214. 

We also read in this context that king Janak had showed his respects to all the sages 
who accompanied sage Vishwamitra by bowing his head to them, and the sages had 
blessed him, which made the king feel exceptionally blessed—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 215.]  

 
’„ÈU Á’Áœ ∑§ËÁã„U ªÊÁœ‚ÈÃ ¬Í¡Ê – ŸÊÕ ◊ÙÁ„U ‚◊ œãÿ Ÿ ŒÍ¡ÊH 5H 
∑§ËÁã„U ¬˝‚¢‚Ê ÷Í¬ÁÃ ÷Í⁄UË – ⁄UÊÁŸã„U ‚Á„UÃ ‹ËÁã„U ¬ª œÍ⁄UËH 6H 
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bahu bidhi kīnhi gādhisuta pūjā. nātha mōhi sama dhan'ya na dūjā. 5. 
kīnhi prasansā bhūpati bhūrī. rāninha sahita līnhi paga dhūrī. 6. 
 
[The king felt especially obliged and grateful to sage Vishwamitra because all the 
happiness and joy associated with the marriage of the four princes was due to this sage. 
Had Vishwamitra not taken Lord Ram and Laxman to Janakpur to attend the bow-
breaking ceremony, had he not given permission to Lord Ram to go to the royal garden 
where the Lord met Sita for the first time, had he not blessed Lord Ram that his internal 
desire to marry Sita would be fulfilled, had he not ordered Lord Ram to break the bow 
when all other kings and princes had failed, and once the bow was broken and the 
marriage of Lord Ram and Sita finalised, had he not ordered that king Dasrath be invited 
with his other sons, the wave of happiness that has today submerged the city of Ayodhya 
and overwhelmed the royal family would not have come to happen.  

Therefore, the king wished to show his special regards for sage Vishwamitra and 
offer his personal obeisance to him separately as narrated in these three verses.] 

 The obliged king offered his special regards and thanks to sage Vishwamitra 
(known as “Gaadhi-sut” as he was the son of sage Gaadhi) by worshipping him in many 
different ways. [That is, the king repeatedly worshipped the sage as he did not feel 
satisified by a single formal worship. It was done to express the king’s heart-felt 
emotions of thanks and a sense of profound obligations towards the sage.] 

The king then politely submitted—‘Oh revered sage! No one else is as lucky and 
privileged in the world as I am today. [It is because for two primary reasons: one, I am 
able to personally worship you today, and secondly, all my sons have been married not 
due to any efforts made by me or their own efforts, but as a blessing of a sage of your 
repute and mystical powers. Who else in this world is so lucky that you would be so kind 
upon him? I had not even invited you to come to Ayodhya, but you came to me 
voluntarily to take Ram away to your hermitage. The events that followed—liberation of 
Ahilya, and the killing of Tadka and other demons named Marich and Subahu who were 
defiling your fire sacrifice, and finally the breaking of the formidable bow which put to 
shame the strength and valour of all the mighty kings and princes of the world—helped 
establish the fame and reputation of my son Ram in the world, and all this happened due 
to your mercy and graciousness. Besides this, you have taught my sons, Sri Ram and 
Laxman, certain martial skills that are only known by you, and how could my sons have 
learnt them if you hadn’t taught these to them? 

Oh respected sage, to be frank, these marvellous achievements wouldn’t have 
been possible at all had you not been exceptionally gracious upon me and my sons. How 
can I not recognise this blessing of yours? Who else has got this blessing anywhere else 
in this creation? So, am I not exceptionally blessed and lucky?  

A sage of your reputation and mystical powers first took the trouble to come 
down walking all the way from your far-away hermitage to my kingdom, then you had 
showered fatherly love upon my two beloved sons, Sri Ram and Laxman, and then you 
had taught them excellent skills of warfare and use of weapons as well as how to conquer 
hunger and thirst during the long ordeal of the battle-field, and then got my sons married, 
and finally took time off from your spiritual pursuits to come to Ayodhya instead of 
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going back to your hermitage directly from Janakpur. How can I not acknowledge all 
this?]1 (5) 

The king profusely praised the sage in manifold ways, and then he, along with his 
queens, accepted the dust of the revered sage’s feet (to show his greatest respect and 
reverence for the great sage)2. (6) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
32 where king Janak had too worshipped sage Vishwamitra with special attention. 
2Accepting the dust of a sage’s feet, especially if the sage happened to be one’s guru, is a 
great way of achieving all sorts of successes in this world. King Dasrath has 
acknowledged this clearly in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that 
precede Doha no. 3.] 

  
÷ËÃ⁄U ÷flŸ ŒËã„U ’⁄U ’Ê‚Í – ◊Ÿ ¡ÙªflÃ ⁄U„U ŸÎ¬È ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚ÍH 7H 

 
bhītara bhavana dīnha bara bāsū. mana jōgavata raha nṛpu ranivāsū. 7. 
 
The king lodged the sage (Vishwamitra) in an excellent quarter inside his own palace, 
and all the members of the king’s family, including his queens and other relatives, were 
on their toes to take care of the wishes and comforts of the revered guest-sage (for as long 
as he wished to stay there). (7) 

[Note—As we have observed above in the note accompanying verse nos. 4-6 herin 
above, the king was highly obliged to sage Vishwamitra, and the sage was his special 
guest-of-honour. So it is natural that all the best of royal care and services were extended 
for the comfort of the sage.  

Another important point to note is that king Dasrath had first worshipped sage 
Vishwamitra, and only after that did he worship his own guru sage Vasistha as will be 
clear in the next verse no. 8. This clearly shows that the king wished to say a special 
“thanks” to sage Vishwamitra.  

The sage was given residence inside the royal palace of the king to stress that he was 
a special guest-of-honour whom the king and the queens wanted to serve personally, and 
not leave this service to other royal attendants. When a close friend or relative or 
someone who is very close and dear comes to visit, the guest is accommodated in one’s 
own house and not in a hotel. Hence, sage Vishwamitra was given residence in the king’s 
personal home, the palace, instead of the royal guest-house. 

Besides this consideration, another reason to lodge the sage inside the palace was that 
he was an outsider who lived in a far-away hermitage, and was not a resident of Ayodhya 
like sage Vasistha. Perhaps the official royal guest-house’s rooms were occupied by other 
sages, Brahmins and elders who were invited by the king on the occasion of the marriage 
of his sons, which is quite probable and practical. Hence, the king decided to lodge sage 
Vishwamitra inside his own palace to show special respect to him and to tell the sage that 
he is a distinguished guest.]  

 
¬Í¡ ªÈ⁄U ¬Œ ∑§◊‹ ’„UÙ⁄UË – ∑§ËÁã„U Á’Ÿÿ ©U⁄U ¬˝ËÁÃ Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UËH 8H 

 
pūjē gura pada kamala bahōrī. kīnhi binaya ura prīti na thōrī. 8. 
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The king then worshipped the lotus-like (i.e. revered) feet of his guru, sage Vasistha, and 
prayed to him with affection that was no less than the affection that the king had for sage 
Vishwamitra. (8) 

[Note—It was very vital for the king to emphasise upon his guru, sage Vasistha, that 
he has great respect for the latter, and that the guru should not take umbrage at the king 
first worshipping sage Vishwamitra. The king and his family had the greatest of regards 
for sage Vasistha—this is clear in Doha no. 352 below. 

Sage Vasistha was a ‘resident’ guru whom the king could meet as many times as he 
wanted, while sage Vishwamitra was a ‘visiting’ guru who would go away soon and the 
king would not be able to meet him for a long time again. So therefore, the ‘guest guru’ 
needed to be shown special privileges, but this does not mean that the king has any lesser 
regard for guru Vasistha. 

Sage Vasistha was a wise man, and so he fully understood the stand of the king. This 
will be clear when he blessed the entire royal family—refer Doha no. 352, and Chaupai 
line nos. 1-2 that follow it herein below.] 

 
Îô0. ’œÈã„U ‚◊Ã ∑È§◊Ê⁄U ‚’ ⁄UÊÁŸã„U ‚Á„UÃ ◊„UË‚È– 

¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ’¢ŒÃ ªÈ⁄U ø⁄UŸ ŒÃ •‚Ë‚ ◊ÈŸË‚ÈH 352H 
 
dōhā.  

badhunha samēta kumāra saba rāninha sahita mahīsu. 
puni puni bandata gura carana dēta asīsa munīsu. 352. 
 
All the princes (Lord Ram and his brothers, Bharat, Laxman and Shatrughan) and their 
respective brides (Sita, Maandavi, Urmila and Srutkirti respectively), as well as the king 
(Dasrath) along with all his queens (Kaushaly, Sumitra and Kaikeyi) repeatedly offered 
their respects at the feet of the guru (sage Vasistha) even as the sage liberally blessed all 
of them in return. (Doha no. 352) 

[Note—As has been observed in a note appended to verse no. 8 herein above, the king 
ensured that his guru, sage Vasistha, did not feel offended by the king first worshipping 
the guest sage Vishwamitra. So, while it is not mentioned that the four princes and their 
brides had offered their worhip to sage Vishwamitra, when the turn of worshipping sage 
Vasistha came, the entire royal family took part. This pleased Vasistha and he 
reciprocated by blessing the royal family. Refer also verse nos. 1-2 below. 
 The importance of honouring one’s guru and holding him in high regards is 
emphasised by sage Valmiki when he told Lord Ram that the Lord should live in the 
heart of a person who respects his guru more than anyone else—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chanda line nos. 3 and 8 that precede Doha no. 129.  
 Even king Janak had the greatest of respect for sage Vasistha, and revered him like a 
family deity—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 320. 
 Repeatedly bowing the head before the guru or any senior person is a sign of showing 
the highest respect to him and expecting blessings in return—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 34. 
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha 
no. 359 below in this narrative where we shall read that when the two sages Vasistha and 
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Vishwamitra arrived in the court of king Dasrath, he had worshipped their feet and paid 
his obeisance to them along with his four sons, Lord Ram and his three brothers.]  

 
 
¿õ0. Á’Ÿÿ ∑§ËÁã„U ©U⁄U •ÁÃ •ŸÈ⁄UÊª¥ – ‚ÈÃ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ⁄ÊÁπ ‚’ •Êª¥H 1H 

ŸªÈ ◊ÊÁª ◊ÈÁŸŸÊÿ∑§ ‹Ëã„UÊ – •ÊÁ‚⁄U’ÊŒÈ ’„ÈUÃ Á’Áœ ŒËã„UÊH 2H 
 
caupā’ī.  

binaya kīnhi ura ati anurāgēṁ. suta sampadā rākhi saba āgēṁ. 1. 
nēgu māgi munināyaka līnhā. āsirabādu bahuta bidhi dīnhā. 2. 
 
The king prayed to sage Vasistha with a lot of affection overflowing in his heart, and 
symbolically submitted himself to the grace of the great sage by placing all his sons and 
the wealth of the kingdom (in a token manner) before him1. (1) 

The chief amongst the sages (“munināyaka”; i.e. sage Vasistha) however asked 
for and accepted only his formal share of gifts that are traditionally given to celebrate and 
commemorate an auspicious occasion (which in this case is the marriage of the four 
princes).  

Having received these gifts, the gracious sage blessed them (the king, the queens, 
and their four sons with their brides) in many a ways. (2)  

[Note—1The king has shown the same gesture for sage Vishwamitra at the time of the 
latter’s departure for his hermitage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 360. 
 The king wished to give many things as gift, but both these sages, i.e. Vishwamitra 
and Vasistha, only accepted token gifts because they were not greedy.]   

 
©U⁄U œÁ⁄U ⁄UÊ◊Á„U ‚Ëÿ ‚◊ÃÊ – „U⁄UÁ· ∑§Ëã„U ªÈ⁄U ªflŸÈ ÁŸ∑§ÃÊH 3H 

 
ura dhari rāmahi sīya samētā. haraṣi kīnha gura gavanu nikētā. 3. 
 
The guru (sage Vasistha) enshrined the image of Lord Ram along with Sita in his heart, 
and then cheerfully went home. (3) 

[Note—There is a remarkable angle to this verse when viewed from the perspective of 
devotion and spiritualism. When the two verse nos. 2-3 are read together, the meaning 
that comes out clearly is that sage Vasistha was cheerful only when he enshrined the 
image of Lord Ram and Sita in his heart, and not because the king had shown him great 
respect by placing his wealth before him. The reason is that sage Vasistha was the son of 
Brahma, the creator, and he knew that Lord Ram was in fact Lord Vishnu in a human 
form, and Sita was goddess Laxmi. Vasistha was not at all interested in material wealth, 
but his sole pursuit was spiritual bliss. He has clearly told Lord Ram that initially he had 
declined to become a priest, but when his father, Brahma the creator, told him that if he 
did so he will have the rarest of rare privilege to serve the Supreme Being incarnated as 
Lord Ram, he had gladly accepted this job—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha 
no. 48 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8. 
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That is why the enlightened sage Vasistha felt delighted when he enshrined the image 
of Lord Ram and Sita in his heart.]   

 
Á’¬˝’œÍ ‚’ ÷Í¬ ’Ù‹ÊßZ – øÒ‹ øÊL§ ÷Í·Ÿ ¬Á„U⁄UÊßZH 4H 
’„ÈUÁ⁄U ’Ù‹Êß ‚È•ÊÁ‚ÁŸ ‹Ëã„UË¥ – L§Áø Á’øÊÁ⁄U ¬Á„U⁄UÊflÁŸ ŒËã„UË¥H 5H 
ŸªË Ÿª ¡Ùª ‚’ ‹„UË¥ – L§Áø •ŸÈM§¬ ÷Í¬◊ÁŸ Œ„UË¥H 6H 
Á¬˝ÿ ¬Ê„ÈUŸ ¬Í’ÿ ¡ ¡ÊŸ – ÷Í¬ÁÃ ÷‹Ë ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸH 7H 

 
biprabadhū saba bhūpa bōlā'īṁ. caila cāru bhūṣana pahirā'īṁ. 4. 
bahuri bōlā'i su'āsini līnhīṁ. ruci bicāri pahirāvani dīnhīṁ. 5. 
nēgī nēga jōga saba lēhīṁ. ruci anurūpa bhūpamani dēhīṁ. 6. 
priya pāhunē pūjya jē jānē. bhūpati bhalī bhām ̐ti sanamānē. 7. 
 
The king next called all the wives of the Brahmins, and duly honoured them by giving 
them wonderful robes and wearing apparels. (4) 

After them, the king summoned all other honourable ladies of the city and gave 
them clothes according to their choices and wishes. (5) 

All of them requested the king to give them gifts that are traditionally given on 
the occasion of ceremonies, and the king gladly gave them whatever they wished1. (6) 

Then the king properly honoured the rest of the guests whom he thought were 
qualified for special respect. [Who were they? These guests were the junior Brahmins or 
sages who had come from all the corners of the great kingdom, from far and near, when 
they had heard that the marriage party has arrived at Ayodhya. So the king honoured all 
of them.] (7) 

[Note—Thus we see that king Dasrath honoured everyone who came to meet him and 
bless the newly married princes.  
 Refer also to “Janki Mangal”, verse nos. 189—192. 

1We have read earlier that the king gave away gold, clothes, gems, horses, elephants 
and chariots according to the desire of the recipient—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 331.]   

 
Œfl ŒÁπ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U Á’’Ê„ÍU – ’⁄UÁ· ¬˝‚ÍŸ ¬˝‚¢Á‚ ©U¿UÊ„ÍUH 8H 

 
dēva dēkhi raghubīra bibāhū. baraṣi prasūna prasansi uchāhū. 8. 
 
The gods watched the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram and rained flowers (from the 
heaven), praising the celebrations, the happiness and the ecstasy that accompanied it. (8) 

 
Îô0. ø‹ ÁŸ‚ÊŸ ’¡Êß ‚È⁄U ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ¬È⁄U ‚Èπ ¬Êß– 

∑§„UÃ ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ⁄UÊ◊ ¡‚È ¬˝◊ Ÿ NŒÿ° ‚◊ÊßH 353H 
 
dōhā.  
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calē nisāna bajā'i sura nija nija pura sukha pā'i. 
kahata parasapara rāma jasu prēma na hṛdayam̐ samā'i. 353. 
 
The gods played their kettle-drums and went to their respective heavenly abodes. All 
along the way they animatedly talked about and lauded the glories of Lord Ram with an 
immense amount of love and affection in their hearts so much so that this emotion could 
not be contained in and it virtually overflowed from their hearts. (Doha no. 353) 

[Note—The gods were the last ones to take leave and return home. They were all 
overwhelmed with emotions, were ecstatic with joy, and felt nostalgic all the way back to 
their heavenly abodes. They could not refrain themselves from praising the glories of 
Lord Ram, animatedly discussing amongst themselves the fine qualities of the Lord, and 
were lost in the memory of the great events that they had witnessed and would cherish for 
the rest of their lives in heaven.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ‚’ Á’Áœ ‚’Á„U ‚◊ÁŒ Ÿ⁄UŸÊ„ÍU – ⁄U„UÊ NUŒÿ° ÷Á⁄U ¬ÍÁ⁄U ©U¿UÊ„ÍUH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

saba bidhi sabahi samadi naranāhū. rahā hṛdayam̐ bhari pūri uchāhū. 1. 
 
Having shown everyone all possible respects and honours, the king’s heart felt contented 
and overjoyed. (1) 

[Note—We shall read below that till this point of time, the king was engaged in 
formalities that were to be done—receiving and honouring guests, the ordinary citizens as 
well as the sages and Brahmins. Once this was over, he retired to his private quarters of 
the palace to sit with his family and enjoy some private moments of peace and relaxation. 
The following verse nos. 2-8 and Doha no. 354 that follow them narrate these moments.]  

 
¡„°U ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚È Ã„UÊ° ¬ªÈ œÊ⁄U – ‚Á„UÃ ’„ÍUÁ≈Uã„U ∑È§•°⁄U ÁŸ„UÊ⁄UH 2H 
Á‹∞ ªÙŒ ∑§Á⁄U ◊ÙŒ ‚◊ÃÊ – ∑§Ù ∑§Á„U ‚∑§ß ÷ÿ©U ‚ÈπÈ ¡ÃÊH 3H 
’œÍ ‚¬˝◊ ªÙŒ ’ÒΔUÊ⁄UË¥ – ’Ê⁄U ’Ê⁄U Á„Uÿ° „U⁄UÁ· ŒÈ‹Ê⁄UË¥H 4H 

 
jaham ̐ ranivāsu tahām ̐ pagu dhārē. sahita bahūṭinha ku'am̐ra nihārē. 2. 
li'ē gōda kari mōda samētā. kō kahi saka'i bhaya'u sukhu jētā. 3. 
badhū saprēma gōda baiṭhārīṁ. bāra bāra hiyam̐ haraṣi dulārīṁ. 4. 
 
Then the king stepped inside the private quarters of his palace (where the queens and the 
newly arrived brides lived)1. There he beheld the four princes (his sons) alongside their 
respective brides. (2) 

Feeling blessed and exhilarated, he sat the four young princes affectionately on 
his lap2. Say, who can ever narrate the degree of satisfaction and joys the king 
experienced at that time. [That is, when the king showed his love and affection for his 
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newly married sons by making them sit on his lap, there was no limit of his happiness, 
joy and contentedness, and it is not possible to assign any measurement to it.] (3) 

The king also made his daughters-in-law3 sit with their respective grooms on his 
lap (to show equal affection and love for them). Feeling exhilarated in his heart, the 
overjoyed king (the father of the sons and the father-in-law of the brides) expressed his 
affection for all of them by various gestures of endearment. (4) 

[Note—1This shows that the residential quarters of the queens were separate from the rest 
of the royal palace. All formal functions and receptions were done in the front part of the 
palace or a separate palace where the king lived, while the female members lived in a 
separate or adjacent part of the sprawling complex. The newly married brides were 
lodged under the care of their mothers-in-law, the three queens (Kaushalya, Sumitra and 
Kaikeyi). This is why the king saw his “daughters-in-law” here, and not earlier when the 
queens had worshipped the Brahmins etc. as narrated in Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that 
precede Doha no. 352. 
 This deduction—that the king’s personal residential quarter was separate from that of 
his queens—is also based on Baal Kand’s Doha no. 355 below where it is said that after 
giving instructions that the children be allowed to retire and go to bed as they are feeling 
sleepy (because they must be tired), the king went away to his “own” palace. 

2-3A father sits his son and daughter on his lap as a gesture of great love and affection 
for his children, and there is nothing wrong in it. For Dasrath, the brides were like his 
daughters, and since he did not have any daughter of his own (because he had only four 
sons, Lord Ram and his three brothers, Bharat, Laxman and Shatrughan), the four young 
brides filled this gap in his life and he got a god-sent opportunity to shower his love on 
them to fulfill his heart’s desire that longed for a daughter.  

Dasrath felt very blessed as now he has four loving sons and four equally loving 
daughters. He doted upon them with diligence, and “sitting on the lap” is a gesture of 
extreme affection that a parent exhibits for his or her child.]  

 
ŒÁπ ‚◊Ê¡È ◊ÈÁŒÃ ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚Í – ‚’ ∑¥§ ©U⁄U •Ÿ¢Œ Á∑§ÿÙ ’Ê‚ÍH 5H 

 
dēkhi samāju mudita ranivāsū. saba kēṁ ura ananda kiyō bāsū. 5. 
 
The ladies of the palace were delighted to behold this spectacle (of the king sitting on a 
throne with his four sons and four daughters-in-law seated affectionately on his lap, and 
he fondly expressing his affection for the four couples). Everyone’s heart became an 
abode of happiness and joy. (5) 

 
∑§„U©U ÷Í¬ Á¡Á◊ ÷ÿ©U Á’’Ê„ÍU – ‚ÈÁŸ ‚ÈÁŸ „U⁄·È „UÙÃ ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍUH 6H 
¡Ÿ∑§ ⁄UÊ¡ ªÈŸ ‚Ë‹È ’«∏UÊß¸ – ¬˝ËÁÃ ⁄UËÁÃ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ‚È„UÊß¸H 7H 
’„ÈUÁ’Áœ ÷Í¬ ÷Ê≈U Á¡Á◊ ’⁄UŸË – ⁄UÊŸË¥ ‚’ ¬˝◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚ÈÁŸ ∑§⁄UŸËH 8H 

 
kahē'u bhūpa jimi bhaya'u bibāhū. suni suni haraṣu hōta saba kāhū. 6. 
janaka rāja guna sīlu baṛā'ī. prīti rīti sampadā suhā'ī. 7. 
bahubidhi bhūpa bhāṭa jimi baranī. rānīṁ saba pramudita suni karanī. 8. 
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The overwhelmed and overjoyed king described to the queens and other female members 
of the royal household (who had stayed back at Ayodhya and were eager to hear how the 
marriage function was held at Janakpur) the details of the way the marriage ceremony 
was organised. All of them (the queens and other members) became thrilled and 
exhilarated as they heard the detailed narration. (6) 

King Dasrath was so overwhelmed by the intensity of affection shown by king 
Janak as well as by the friendly, amiable and courteous nature of the latter that he paid 
rich tributes to Janak by enthusiastically describing his excellent qualities, his fine 
virtues, his good manners, his magnificence and glories, his expression of affection and 
friendliness, his wealth, prosperity and opulence, and everything that was beautiful about 
him (as a gesture of expressing his own gratitude, respect and honour for king Janak, and 
simultaneously narrating the events at Janakpur for the benefit of the queens and other 
members of the royal household who did not accompany the marriage party to Janakpur, 
but were nevertheless very eager to hear what had happened there). (7) 

The glowing tributes that Dasrath enthusiastically paid to honour Janak and laud 
his noble virtues and great glories in flowering terms made it appear as the former was a 
bard and a minstrel of Janak, and was on the pay-roll of the latter!  

The queens felt delighted when they heard all that had happened in the course of 
the marriage ceremony of the four brothers, as well as of the glorious deeds of king 
Janak. (8) 

[Note—It is certainly a sincere and honest praise when one praises another person behind 
his back. King Dasrath did not praise Janak in public because it would seem merely a 
formal expression of honour from one king for another. This was a private moment, and 
his lauding Janak and his excellent qualities before the members of his family showed 
that Dasrath was indeed overwhelmed by Janak’s lovable nature and excellent qualities. 
This also shows that Dasrath did not regret this relationship with Janak. 

Other aspects of this praise are these: (a) The four daughters-in-law were seated very 
near to Dasrath (refer: Chaupai line no. 4 herein above), and they were hearing all that 
Dasrath said. Praising Janak profusely and expressing great satisfaction at the reception 
accorded to the marriage party at Janakpur as well as the conduct of the entire marriage 
ceremony signalled to the brides that they are warmly welcome in their new homes, and 
that their in-laws were very happy and satisfied with this new relationship. This was 
essential to build self-confidence in the four young brides who had stepped out of their 
homes for the first time in their lives, and who longed for love and affection that their 
own father, king Janak and his bother Kushdhwaj, had shown them all along. Praising 
Janak in great abundance not only instilled a sense of confidence in the brides and made 
them feel that they are amongst friendly people who cherish the new relationship and are 
satisfied with it, but also that their adopted family is honourable and knows how to show 
respect to others. They aren’t selfish, rude or snobbish by nature—criticising others 
behind their backs and sneering at things that are done and finished. 

(b) The wise king subtly hinted to all the members of the royal household, the queens 
as well as the rest of them that he was extremely happy with this alliance, and that king 
Janak was a reputed and well-established king. Therefore, the four brides should be 
treated with great respect and dignity that they deserve as princesses of a great kingdom, 
and they should never be allowed to feel insulted or home-sick.  

This will be clear below in Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 355.]  
 

Îô0. ‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊Ã Ÿ„UÊß ŸÎ¬ ’ÙÁ‹ Á’¬˝ ªÈ⁄U ‚ÿÊÁÃ– 
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÷Ù¡Ÿ ∑§Ëã„U •Ÿ∑§ Á’Áœ ÉÊ⁄UË ¬¢ø ªß ⁄UÊÁÃH 354H 
 
dōhā.  

sutanha samēta nahā'i nṛpa bōli bipra gura gyāti. 
bhōjana kīnha anēka bidhi gharī pan̄ca ga'i rāti. 354. 
 
After this narration (as described in the forgoing verses), the king and his sons bathed. 
Then the king summoned the Brahmins, his guru (sage Vasistha), and elders of the 
society. He sat down together with them and ate a sumptuous meal consisting of a large 
variety of delectable dishes till ‘five Gharis’ of the night passed. [Technically, 1 Ghari = 
approximately 24 minutes; but generally the word means “a suitable time”. Hence, “five 
Gharis” means 5 x 24 minutes = 120 minutes = 2 hours. Or that a suitable time of the 
night passed in feasting.] (Doha no. 354) 

[Noted—The “five Gharis of the night” indicates that roughly 2 hours were spent by 
the king and his four sons in eating their first meal after returning from Janakpur, and that 
the feast was held late in the night, and not in the evening hours. This conclusion is based 
on the fact that soon we shall read that the king had ordered that proper arrangements 
must be made to let the “children” go to bed and sleep as they were sleepy, and therefore 
must be tired—refer: Doha no. 355. Then the king himself went away to his palace. 

It ought to be noted here that this meal is the only one mentioned after the marriage 
party returned from Janakpur. It was therefore a formal feast that the king organized for 
the Brahmins, his guru and other elders of the kingdom. The proof of this meal being a 
formal feast organized by the king to celebrate the occasion of the return of the marriage 
party with the brides and the grooms lies in the fact that felicitous songs were sung by 
female members of the royal household as the feast was underway—refer Chaupai line 
no. 1 herein below.]   

 
 
¿õ0. ◊¢ª‹ªÊŸ ∑§⁄U®„U ’⁄U ÷ÊÁ◊ÁŸ – ÷Ò ‚Èπ◊Í‹ ◊ŸÙ„U⁄U ¡ÊÁ◊ÁŸH 1H 

•°øß ¬ÊŸ ‚’ ∑§Ê„Í°U ¬Ê∞ – dª ‚Èª¢œ ÷ÍÁ·Ã ¿UÁ’ ¿UÊ∞H 2H 
⁄UÊ◊Á„U ŒÁπ ⁄U¡Êÿ‚È ¬Êß¸ – ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ÷flŸ ø‹ Á‚⁄U ŸÊß¸H 3H 

 
caupā’ī.  

maṅgalagāna karahiṁ bara bhāmini. bhai sukhamūla manōhara jāmini. 1. 
am̐ca'i pāna saba kāhūm̐ pā'ē. sraga sugandha bhūṣita chabi chā'ē. 2. 
rāmahi dēkhi rajāyasu pā'ī. nija nija bhavana calē sira nā'ī. 3. 
 
As the feast was underway, the lovely female members of the royal household sang 
auspicious songs of felicitation. This gave the night an aura of enchantment and 
merriment as if it was a receptacle of happiness and joy. (1) 

Everyone (i.e. the king, his four sons, and the invited guests—the Brahmins, the 
guru and the elders of the society) was offered water to wash their hands and rinse their 
mouths. Betel-leaves were then served as mouth-freshner. Then they were all adorned 
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with garlands and honoured by offering perfumes such as sandalwood and other types of 
scents. (2) 

The invited guest at the meal once again looked at their beloved Lord Ram and 
taking permission from the king all of them went away to their respective homes. (3) 

[Note—This was a private feast and not a public banquet as the one that was held at 
Janakpur where all the members of the marriage party were invited and fed a sumptuous 
meal—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 328—to Doha no. 329. 

Excepting this, the rest was the same—the variety of dishes served and the singing of 
songs.] 

   
¬˝◊È ¬˝◊ÙŒÈ Á’ŸÙŒÈ ’«∏UÊß¸ – ‚◊©U ‚◊Ê¡È ◊ŸÙ„U⁄UÃÊß¸H 4H 
∑§Á„U Ÿ ‚∑§®„U ‚Ã ‚Ê⁄UŒ ‚‚Í – ’Œ Á’⁄¢UÁø ◊„U‚ ªŸ‚ÍH 5H 
‚Ù ◊Ò¥ ∑§„Uı¥ ∑§flŸ Á’Áœ ’⁄UŸË – ÷ÍÁ◊ŸÊªÈ Á‚⁄U œ⁄Uß Á∑§ œ⁄UŸËH 6H 

 
prēmu pramōdu binōdu baṛā'ī. sama'u samāju manōharatā'ī. 4. 
kahi na sakahiṁ sata sārada sēsū. bēda biran̄ci mahēsa ganēsū. 5. 
sō maiṁ kahauṁ kavana bidhi baranī. bhūmināgu sira dhara'i ki dharanī. 6. 
 
The flow of love and affection, the intensity of happiness and joy, the atmosphere of 
merriment and informal bonhomie, the praises that were sung (of the king, his sons, their 
glories, and the general conduct of the entire marriage ceremony), the auspiciousness of 
the time and the grandeur of the assembly, as well as the general environment of 
cheerfulness and exhilaration that prevailed at that time [4] was so profound and 
infectious that hundreds of Saradas (goddess of speech), Seshnaths (the thousand-tongued 
serpent), the Vedas (scriptures), the Creator known as Biranchi (Brahma), Lord Mahesh 
(Shiva) and Lord Ganesh (who is an expert in language and grammar) cannot describe 
them independently and even if they try it together1 [5]. (4-5) 

Well then say, how can I (the author of this book Ram Charit Manas, the great 
poet-saint Goswami Tulsidas) even imagine doing it in any possible way? How can it be 
expected that a terrestrial serpent or a tortoise can hold the earth from below on its hood 
or on its back respectively2. (6) 

[Note—1Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 12 where all these 
entities have been cited in the same context but with a different use of language when 
Tulsidas says that how can he ever narrate the divine story of Lord Ram which defies 
being described even by Sarada, Seshnath, Lord Shiva, Brahma, the Vedas and Purans so 
much so that they threw up their hands in failure and incompetence to declare that the 
Lord’s story is “Neti-Neti”, i.e. ‘not this not this’. That is, the story cannot be subjected to 
any limits of words and their connotations and interpretations. In other words, this 
timeless story is both “this that has been said”, as well as “that which has not been said”! 
It is infinite and unlimited in its meaning and interpretations.   

This is a standard method adopted by Tulsidas to basically say that the thing or 
situation he wants to describe is so astoundingly wonderful and so immensely great that it 
is beyond his means to sufficiently describe it in its entirety or find words that would 
convey the exact meaning of what he wants to say with perfect fineness. He can only give 
a general idea of what happened at the cited moment or the magnificence and grandeur of 
the occasion.  
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2‘Seshnath’ is a celestial serpent who is supposed to hold the earth on its thousand 
hoods; he is the favourite of Lord Vishnu and helps the Lord recline blissfully on his 
coiled body as he floats on the surface of the celestial ocean of milk known as “Kshir-
saagar”. But this does not mean that an ordinary serpent can hold the earth on its hood.  

Similarly, Lord Kurma, the “tortoise” incarnation of Lord Vishnu, had held the earth 
on his back to prevent it from sinking into the nether-world and the void of the cosmos 
when the gods and the demons had used a huge mountain as a churning-rod to churn the 
celestial ocean in search of Amrit, the elixir of eternity and bliss. But that does not mean 
that any ordinary tortoise would be able to hold the earth on its back. 

This shows the humbleness and modesty of Tulsidas because it is not that he was not 
competent to write an excellent prose or poetry as is proved by the magnificent books 
that he wrote as masterpieces of Hindi literature that has not seen their parallel ever since 
his time, but still he did not wish to seem pretentious and boastful.  

Remember: more than writing a classic story he was actually journeying on his 
spiritual pursuit by narrating the divine story of the Lord of his soul, Lord Ram. He was 
not writing to show-off his talent or skills, but for the peace of his own self and as a token 
of his service for his beloved and dearest Lord Ram. Tuslidas has made this abundantly 
clear himself in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, in extensive verses extending from (i) 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 8—right upto to Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 14; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 28—right upto 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 31; and (iii) finally Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
precedes Doha no. 34.]       

   
 
ŸÎ¬ ‚’ ÷Ê°ÁÃ ‚’Á„U ‚Ÿ◊ÊŸË – ∑§Á„U ◊ÎŒÈ ’øŸ ’Ù‹ÊßZ ⁄UÊŸËH 7H 
’œÍ ‹Á⁄U∑§ŸË¥ ¬⁄U ÉÊ⁄U •ÊßZ – ⁄UÊπ„ÈU ŸÿŸ ¬‹∑§ ∑§Ë ŸÊßZH 8H 

 
nṛpa saba bhām̐ti sabahi sanamānī. kahi mṛdu bacana bōlā'īṁ rānī. 7. 
badhū larikanīṁ para ghara ā'īṁ. rākhēhu nayana palaka kī nā'īṁ. 8. 
 
In this way, the king duly honoured all those who were invited for the meal. [Refer: Doha 
no. 354 and its following Chaupai line nos. 1-2 herein above.] 

After the guest departed, he called the queens and told them in a sweet voice 
(politely)—(7) 

‘The brides are still young (and inexperienced) girls, and they have come to 
another (person’s) home. Therefore be careful to take proper care of them just like the 
eyelids diligently protect the eyes1. (8)  

[Note—1The eyelids cover the delicate eyes and protect them from all harm at all 
times. Even when there is no apparent harmful situation, the eyelids constantly flap open 
and shut to tell the eyes that they are on alert and ever vigilant to extend their shield of 
protection to the eyes at all times of the day and night. The same metaphor of the eyelids 
protecting the eyes has been cited in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 59 where mother Kaushalya says that she has been 
loving Sita and taking care of her like the eyelids do for the eyes, and that she should stay 
back in Ayodhya instead of going to the forest with Lord Ram so that she (Kaushalya) 
can survive by showering her love on Sita and embracing her whenever she remembered 
her son Lord Ram; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 142 which says that 
Lord Ram took extra care of Laxman in the forest just like the eyelids protect the eye.  
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Presently, the king asks the queen-mothers to be extra vigilant for the happiness and 
comfort of the four princesses, and to take all necessary steps so that they feel at home. 

We shall read below in Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 358 below that the 
mothers slept with their daughters-in-law clasped in their arms (as if they were infants) 
just like a serpent sleeps clasping the gem that emerges from its hood.   

This verse is remarkable in the sense that it shows how sensitive, practical and wise 
Dasrath was, for he did not want to leave anything to chance. He realized that the four 
girls were feeling uneasy in an alien home, and so specifically mentions this to ensure 
that all-out efforts are made to integrate them in their new homes and they are made 
comfortable.]   

 
Îô0. ‹Á⁄U∑§Ê üÊÁ◊Ã ©UŸËŒ ’‚ ‚ÿŸ ∑§⁄UÊfl„ÈU ¡Êß– 

•‚ ∑§Á„U ª Á’üÊÊ◊ªÎ„°U ⁄UÊ◊ ø⁄UŸ ÁøÃÈ ‹ÊßH 355H 
 
dōhā.  

larikā śramita unīda basa sayana karāvahu jā'i. 
asa kahi gē biśrāmagṛham ̐ rāma carana citu lā'i. 355. 
 
The children are tired and sleepy, so put them to bed (i.e. let them go and sleep).’ 

Saying this, the king went to his own palace’s bedroom to retire for the night, 
enshrining the holy feet of Lord Ram in his sub-conscious mind. [That is, the king had his 
mind fixed on the holy feet of Lord Ram, and even as he slept his sub-conscious mind 
remembered the Lord and his divine form as well as his holy lotus-like feet.] (Doha no. 
355) 

[Note—In his previous life, king Dasrath was Manu, the first male on earth. He had done 
severe Tapa (penance) to have a divine glimpse of Lord Vishnu. When the Lord revealed 
himself before Manu, the latter told the Lord that he feels fully contented by seeing the 
Lord’s holy feet—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 149. In other words, though Manu saw the entire divine form of Lord Vishnu, 
his mind was focused on the Lord’s divine feet. It is this holy feet that every devotee of 
the Lord wishes to serve. Hence, when Dasrath left to retire for the night, and even as he 
slept, his attention was fixed on Lord Ram’s holy feet because the Lord was none else but 
Lord Vishnu himself in this form.] 
 

 
¿õ0. ÷Í¬ ’øŸ ‚ÈÁŸ ‚„U¡ ‚È„UÊ∞ – ¡Á⁄UÃ ∑§Ÿ∑§ ◊ÁŸ ¬‹°ª «U‚Ê∞H 1H 

‚È÷ª ‚È⁄UÁ÷ ¬ÿ »§Ÿ ‚◊ÊŸÊ – ∑§Ù◊‹ ∑§Á‹Ã ‚È¬ÃË¥ ŸÊŸÊH 2H 
©U¬’⁄U„UŸ ’⁄U ’⁄UÁŸ Ÿ ¡Ê„UË¥ – dª ‚Èª¢œ ◊ÁŸ◊¢ÁŒ⁄U ◊Ê„UË¥H 3H 
⁄UÃŸŒË¬ ‚ÈÁΔU øÊL§ ø°ŒÙflÊ – ∑§„UÃ Ÿ ’Ÿß ¡ÊŸ ¡®„U ¡ÙflÊH 4H 

 
caupā’ī.  

bhūpa bacana suni sahaja suhā'ē. jarita kanaka mani palam̐ga ḍasā'ē. 1. 
subhaga surabhi paya phēna samānā. kōmala kalita supētīṁ nānā. 2. 
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upabarahana bara barani na jāhīṁ. sraga sugandha manimandira māhīṁ. 3. 
ratanadīpa suṭhi cāru cam ̐dōvā. kahata na bana'i jāna jēhiṁ jōvā. 4. 
 
[Verse nos. 1-4 describe the beds that were prepared for the grooms.] 

Hearing the naturally pleasant and sweet words of the king, the mothers arranged 
beds (on which the four sons would retire for the night). The bedsteads were made of 
gold and studded with precious gems. (1) 

On these bedsteads were spread beautiful soft mattresses which had magnificent 
covers that were as soft and fluffy-white as the froth of a cow’s milk. (2) 

On top of them were the pillows so wonderful that they defied description. The 
‘Mandir1’ (the decorated bedroom) which was especially prepared for the purpose was 
adorned with jewels, and was full of fragrance emanating from the garlands made of 
fresh blooming flowers that were hung all around this room, as well as from the different 
scents that were either sprayed in the room or kept there (in containers). (3) 

There were lamps made out of gems, and the canopy was most marvellous to 
behold. Taken all-in-all, the sight was so fabulously beautiful that even those who saw it 
were unable to describe it. (4) 

[Note—1The word “Mandir” (◊¢ÁŒ⁄U) has many connotation, such as a temple, a home, 
a residence, a room etc., depending upon the context in which it is used. The devotee’s 
heart where he enshrines an image of his revered deity is also called a “Mandir” because 
it is here that the Lord’s image lives in the same way as it is consecrated externally in a 
temple made of brick and mortar. The room where Lord Ram would sleep was also a 
“Mandir” because Ram was not an ordinary prince but Lord Vishnu himself in a 
personified form. 

Remember: Mother Kaushalya was well aware of who her ‘son’ actually was, that he 
was not an ordinary human but an incarnation of the Viraat Purush, one of the many 
names of Lord Vishnu—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 201, and Doha 
no. 202 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8.  

So therefore, when Kaushalya arranged for a room where Lord Ram would retire and 
take rest, she had the concept of a “temple” in her mind rather than a ‘bedroom’. 

There is a clever use of this word “Mandir” here by the author Tulsidas because it 
can be interpreted in the way a reader wishes to read it, and at the same time it covers all 
the other three bedrooms that were simultaneously prepared for the other brothers also.  

It is also possible that there were four beds arranged independently for the four 
brothers to sleep upon in the same “Mandir” or room. This last interpretation seems most 
plausible as we shall find out below in verse nos. 5-6 where a reading would give a clear 
idea that all the brothers had slept on independend beds that were placed in the same 
room.]     

 
‚¡ L§Áø⁄U ⁄UÁø ⁄UÊ◊È ©UΔUÊ∞ – ¬˝◊ ‚◊Ã ¬‹°ª ¬ı…∏Ê∞H 5H 
•‚ÿÊ ¬ÈÁŸ ¬ÈÁŸ ÷Êßã„U ŒËã„UË – ÁŸ¡ ÁŸ¡ ‚¡ ‚ÿŸ ÁÃã„U ∑§Ëã„UËH 6H 

 
sēja rucira raci rāmu uṭhā'ē. prēma samēta palam ̐ga pauṛhā'ē. 5. 
agyā puni puni bhā'inha dīnhī. nija nija sēja sayana tinha kīnhī. 6. 
 
The mothers lifted Lord Ram and lovingly escorted him to the bed prepared for him, and 
made him lie down on it. (5) 
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Then the Lord repeatedly instructed (in a polite manner; or rather “requested”) his 
brothers1 to go and lie down to sleep on their respective beds. (6) 

[Note—1Lord Ram had to “repeatedly” tell his younger brothers to go and sleep because 
they had kept standing before him as a mark of great respect.  

We have read earlier also that Laxman had to be told repeatedly by Lord Ram to go 
and sleep when the two brothers had retired after serving their guru sage Vishwamitra in 
Janakpur during the first night of their stay—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 226.  

Similarly, sage Vishwamitra had to repeatedly tell Lord Ram and Laxman to go and 
sleep when the two brothers were massaging the feet of the sage as he lied down to rest 
for the night—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-6 that precede 
Doha no. 226.]  

 
ŒÁπ SÿÊ◊ ◊ÎŒÈ ◊¢¡È‹ ªÊÃÊ – ∑§„U®„U ‚¬˝◊ ’øŸ ‚’ ◊ÊÃÊH 7H 
◊Ê⁄Uª ¡ÊÃ ÷ÿÊflÁŸ ÷Ê⁄UË – ∑§Á„U Á’Áœ ÃÊÃ ÃÊ«∏U∑§Ê ◊Ê⁄UËH 8H 

 
dēkhi syāma mṛdu man ̄jula gātā. kahahiṁ saprēma bacana saba mātā. 7. 
māraga jāta bhayāvani bhārī. kēhi bidhi tāta tāṛakā mārī. 8. 
 
As the mothers watched Lord Ram with his dark-complexioned body that looked so fine 
and delicate, they were all amazed and awe-struck by the astounding deeds that the Lord 
had done1.  

Wondering how the Lord could achieve all this, the mothers lovingly asked him—
‘Oh dear son! Say, how did (or could) you kill Tadka2, the fierce and colossus demoness, 
with your delicate frame? (8) 

[Note—Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109 also. 
1The mothers were dazed and amazed as to how Lord Ram could achieve such 

astounding feats as fighting with and killing of ferocious and blood-thirsty demons. They 
had thought that Lord Ram was very young, with a delicate and tender body, and being a 
pampered prince who had never faced hardships or had never been taught to engage in 
war, it was simply nigh impossible for him to do what he actually did—such as killing 
the demoness Tadaka and the demon Subahu, as well as the huge blood-thirsty demon 
army, and that too single-handedly! They wondered in astonishment how the Lord did it; 
how he managed it? 
 The question is: how did the mothers come to know about these feats of Lord Ram? 
Well, we have read a little earlier that king Dasrath had narrated all the developments and 
events while he sat with his queens to tell them everything from the beginning to end—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 354.  

So surely, the king must have told the mothers about these events—the killing of 
Tadaka and Subahu, the banishment of Marich to the island in the far-away ocean, the 
elimination of the demon army, the protection of the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, 
the liberation of Ahilya, and of course, the breaking of the bow and its resultant marriage 
of Sita with Lord Ram.   

We will also recall that when the messengers had arrived from Janakpur with the 
news of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita, they had narrated to king Dasrath all the great 
deeds done by Lord Ram that had made the Lord famous throughout the world. Though it 
is not mentioned that these messengers had specifically said anything about the slaying of 
the demons or liberation of Ahilya or the protection of the sage’s fire sacrifice, but it is a 
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common-sense assumption that they must have surely done it. This deduction is also 
based on the fact that Dasrath told them that “ever since Lord Ram had gone from 
Ayodhya with sage Vishwamitra, it was the first time that a true account of the Lord had 
arrived”—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede Doha 
no. 291.  

The way the messengers had answered the king in Doha no. 291 and its following 
Chaupai line nos. 1-3 clearly indicate that they must have told the king of these 
developments besides narrating how Lord Ram and Sita were married and how the Lord 
overcame the anger of sage Parashuram—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 292—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 293. 

2This incident is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 
that precede Doha no. 209. It relates to the time when Lord Ram and Laxman were going 
with sage Vishwamitra to his hermitage in the forest to protect the sage’s fire sacrifice 
from being defiled by the demons.] 

 
Îô0. ƒÊÙ⁄U ÁŸ‚Êø⁄U Á’∑§≈U ÷≈U ‚◊⁄U ªŸ®„U Ÿ®„U ∑§Ê„ÈU– 

◊Ê⁄U ‚Á„UÃ ‚„UÊÿ Á∑§Á◊ π‹ ◊Ê⁄UËø ‚È’Ê„ÈUH 356H 
 
dōhā.  

ghōra nisācara bikaṭa bhaṭa samara ganahiṁ nahiṁ kāhu. 
mārē sahita sahāya kimi khala mārīca subāhu. 356. 
 
The demons were ferocious and cruel to the extreme; they were formidable warriors who 
counted no one as worthy of obstruction in their path. Say, how could you (Lord Ram) 
kill such fierce and wicked demons as Marich and Subahu along with their companions? 
(Doha no. 356) 

[Note—This incident is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 
that precede Doha no. 210. It relates to the time when Lord Ram had protected the fire 
sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra. 

 Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109, stanza no. 2 also.] 
 

 

¿õ0. ◊ÈÁŸ ¬˝‚ÊŒ ’Á‹ ÃÊÃ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UË – ß¸‚ •Ÿ∑§ ∑§⁄Ufl⁄¥U ≈UÊ⁄UËH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

muni prasāda bali tāta tumhārī. īsa anēka karavarēṁ ṭārī. 1. 
 
Oh my dear son! I offer all my good deeds as a sacrifice for your sake and your well-
being. Indeed it was due to the blessing of the sage (Vishwamitra) and the grace of the 
Lord God (or Lord Shiva—“ īsa”) that all the adversities and obstacles were swept aside 
for your benefit. (1) 

[Note—There were so many unforeseen and unpredictable difficulties that may have 
arisen and caused so many problems for Lord Ram that were avoided because of the 
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blessing of the powerful sage Vishwamitra who possessed great mystical powers, as well 
as by the grace of Lord God. The word used in the text is “Eesh” (ß¸‚) which has two 
basic meanings—one is the God worshipped by a person as his favourite deity, and the 
other is Lord Shiva. Both these meanings fit in well here. 
 In this context, refer to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
precede Doha no. 240. It was the time when sage Satanand, the royal priest of Janak, had 
come to sage Vishwamitra to invite him, along with the two brothers Lord Ram and 
Laxman, to come with him to attend the bow-breaking ceremony which will decide who 
marries Sita. Sage Vishwamitra told the brothers that they should come along and see 
whom the “Eesh” chooses to be the lucky one who will break the bow and marry Sita. 
Then Laxman had replied that the Eesh would favour that person upon whom he, i.e. sage 
Vishwamitra, is favourable and gracious. And as it happened, this ‘chosen one’ favoured 
by the Eesh (Lord Shiva) was Lord Ram because the sage had already blessed the Lord 
that his wishes would be fulfilled—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 237.  
 Presently, the mothers are reiterating the same sentiment—saying in effect that since 
sage Vishwamitra was kind and gracious upon Lord Ram and had blessed him, the Lord 
God also favoured the Lord by removing all hurdles from his path and help him attain 
glory and fame.] 

     
◊π ⁄UπflÊ⁄UË ∑§Á⁄U ŒÈ„È°U ÷ÊßZ – ªÈL§ ¬˝‚ÊŒ ‚’ Á’lÊ ¬ÊßZH 2H 

 
makha rakhavārī kari duhum̐ bhā'īṁ. guru prasāda saba bidyā pā'īṁ. 2. 
 
Well, the two brothers had protected the fire sacrifice of the sage1, and had obtained 
“Vidya” (esoteric knowledge and rare skills)2 due to the blessing of the guru (sage 
Vishwamitra)3. (2) 

[Note—1This event is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 
that precede Doha no. 210. 

2This event is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8. 

3A person from whom one learns anything, any skill or knowledge of any kind 
whatsoever, is a “guru” for that person. The word means a ‘teacher’. Since sage 
Viswamitra had taught the two brothers the esoteric knowledge pertaining to secret use of 
powerful mystical weapons and how to conquer thirst and hunger, he was a ‘guru’ of 
Lord Ram and Laxman. It is to be noted that since the time this knowledge was imparted 
by the sage to the two brothers, he was constantly addressed as a “guru”. There are 
umpteen numbers of instances for this: for example, refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 218; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1, 6 that precede 
Doha no. 237; (iii) Doha no. 239; (iv) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 254; (v) 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 261; (vi) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 267; (v) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 307. 

It is interesting to note here that in the entire story of Ramayan, Lord Ram has 
addressed only two sages as his “guru”—one was of course sage Vasistha, the royal 
priest and preceptor of the ruling family of Ayodhya, and the other was sage 
Vishwamitra. Both had taught Lord Ram—sage Vasistha was the first guru because the 
four brothers were sent to his hermitage to study when they were old enough for 
education—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 204. Sage Vishwamitra was the second guru as narrated above.] 
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◊ÈÁŸÁÃÿ Ã⁄UË ‹ªÃ ¬ª œÍ⁄UË – ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ ⁄U„UË ÷ÈflŸ ÷Á⁄U ¬Í⁄UËH 3H 

 
munitiya tarī lagata paga dhūrī. kīrati rahī bhuvana bhari pūrī. 3. 
 
The wife of the sage (i.e. Ahilya) was liberated from her curse as soon as the dust of your 
(Lord Ram’s) feet touched her1.  

Indeed, your fame and glories have filled all the directions of the world2. (3) 
[Note—1This event is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 11-
12, and Chanda line nos. 1-16 that precede Doha no. 211. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha 
no. 262 that proclaim the Lord’s glory at the time the Lord had broken the formidable 
bow; and (ii) from Doha no. 291—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 293 that 
narrate the praises heaped upon Lord Ram by the messengers of king Janak while they 
were describing the achievements of the Lord to king Dasrath. 

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109, stanza no. 3.] 
 
∑§◊ΔU ¬ËÁΔU ¬Á’ ∑Í§≈U ∑§ΔUÙ⁄UÊ – ŸÎ¬ ‚◊Ê¡ ◊„È°U Á‚fl œŸÈ ÃÙ⁄UÊH 4H 
Á’Sfl Á’¡ÿ ¡‚È ¡ÊŸÁ∑§ ¬Êß¸ – •Ê∞ ÷flŸ CÿÊÁ„U ‚’ ÷Êß¸H 5H 

 
kamaṭha pīṭhi pabi kūṭa kaṭhōrā. nṛpa samāja mahum̐ siva dhanu tōrā. 4. 
bisva bijaya jasu jānaki pā'ī. ā'ē bhavana byāhi saba bhā'ī. 5. 
 
In the middle of a society of great warriors1, you (Lord Ram) had easily broken the bow 
of Lord Shiva which was sturdier and stronger than the hardest entities in this world2, 
such as the shell of the tortoise, the Vajra (the strong weapon of Indra, the king of gods, 
which is said to be made of the hardest material in existence), and the mightiest of 
mountains. (4) 
 This achievement gave you the honour of attaining world-wide fame and glory as 
well as the hand of Sita in marriage. It is so fortunate for all of us and glorifying for the 
whole family that all the four brothers have got married simultaneously and returned 
home with their respective brides3. (5)  

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 292 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 4-8. 
 2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250; and from Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 252. 
3Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/109, stanza no. 3 also.] 
 

‚∑§‹ •◊ÊŸÈ· ∑§⁄U◊ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄U – ∑§fl‹ ∑§ıÁ‚∑§ ∑Î§¬Ê° ‚ÈœÊ⁄UH 6H 
 
sakala amānuṣa karama tumhārē. kēvala kausika kṛpām ̐ sudhārē. 6. 
 
Indeed, all your deeds are essentially super-human by nature, and not possible to be 
replicated by anyone else. It is only that sage Vishwamitra’s grace have made these 
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astounding and super-human deeds of yours appear to be more human by nature because 
the world thinks that they were made possible by the grace and blessing of the sage. [In 
other words, the sage’s blessings and grace have camouflaged the reality of the super-
human nature of your mystical deeds.]1 (6) 

[Note—1This observation has wider ramifications. It means that though Lord Ram’s 
worldly life seemed to be like that of any other human being—he was born like an 
ordinary human child, studied and played like a child, grew up to become a warrior 
prince who would fight and kill enemies represented by the demons, who would marry 
and get sucked in family intrigue which made him go to the forest and suffer its travails, 
have his wife stolen and then woefully lament her loss, but determined to retrieve her he 
waged a fierce war at Lanka and finally won it, returned home to ascend the throne of the 
kingdom of Ayodhya, and ruled for thousand of years like a noble king, produced two 
sons, named Lav and Kush, and finally exited from the earth grieving for his beloved 
wife Sita whom he had to abandon due to aspersions cast on her character by someone of 
his subject—he nevertheless was above all this gross form of worldly drama, and did 
everything he did to hide his real indentity from the demons. This was to ensure that the 
demons did not run away from him upon realising Lord Vishnu has finally come down to 
earth to eliminate them, but on the other hand take the Lord as an ordinary human prince 
and battle with him so that the Lord gets an opportunity to finish them off.  

Hence, the camouflage that the Lord adopted was to hide his real intentions and the 
secret job on earth, which was to eliminate the demons. This conceit helped him to 
succeed in his mission. 

His form was like any other human being, but his deeds were beyond the abilities of a 
human. This had created doubts even in the mind of the demon king Ravana too as is 
evident in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 22 and its following Chaupai line 
nos. 1-6. Here we shall read that Ravana was stunned and dumbfounded when he came to 
know of the marvellous deeds and the unparalled valour of Lord Ram that led to the 
killing of so many of the greatest demons of his race. He wondered how it was ever 
possible for any human to do this. In any case, Ravana thought that if Lord Ram was 
indeed the Supreme Being who had come to earth as prophesised by the scriptures, then 
this was a golden chance for him to find salvation and emancipation, and if he was an 
ordinary prince then Ravana would kidnap and enslave the Lord’s wife Sita as this was 
the wont and the natural habit of the demon race to take away other people’s women by 
force. 

A little later we read in this context that Marich had tried to convince Ravana about 
the divinity of Lord Ram by arguing that all the stupendous deeds that the Lord had 
done—such as the killing of the demons Subahu and Tadaka—was impossible for any 
human to do. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 25.]    

 
•Ê¡È ‚È»§‹ ¡ª ¡Ÿ◊È „U◊Ê⁄UÊ – ŒÁπ ÃÊÃ Á’œÈ’ŒŸ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UÊH 7H 

 
āju suphala jaga janamu hamārā. dēkhi tāta bidhubadana tumhārā. 7. 
 
Oh dear son. Today we regard our lives as being fruitful and rewarded as we watch your 
divine form with our own eyes1. [That is, how lucky are we that we are able to see so 
closely the Supreme Lord of creation with our own eyes. Not only this, we are also able 
to shower our personal care and love upon him. Say, who else has this good fortune?] (7) 
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[Note—1The same sentiment was expressed by the crow saint Kaagbhusund in 
Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand—(i) Doha no. 75 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 2-8; 
and (ii) Chaupai line no. 14 that precedes Doha no. 110. 

Earlier in the story we read that when Vibhishan, the younger brother of Ravana, had 
decided to take refuge with Lord Ram, the same emotions were expressed by him. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 42 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8.] 

 
¡ ÁŒŸ ª∞ ÃÈï„Á„U Á’ŸÈ Œπ¥ – Ã Á’⁄¢UÁø ¡ÁŸ ¬Ê⁄U®„U ‹π¢H 8H 

 
jē dina ga'ē tumhahi binu dēkhēṁ. tē biran ̄ci jani pārahiṁ lēkhēṁ. 8. 
 
Let the Creator (biran̄ci) not count those days of ours which had gone by without seeing 
you. [That is, let us be able to see you every day of our lives; let not even one day pass 
when we are not able to see your divine form.] (8) 

[Note—Lord Ram was very dear to all living beings—refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 56.  

This loving assertion of the mothers, including of course Kaikeyi, that “let not a 
single day pass without them not seeing Lord Ram’s divine form”, would come to a 
naught in a few days’ time when Kaikeyi’s stubbornness would force Lord Ram to go to 
the forest for 14 years of exile—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 29; and (ii) Doha no. 33.  

This is the way the Lord’s “Maya”, his delusion-creating powers, holds the world in 
its sway. This is the very reason why the Lord had smiled wryly in line no. 2 of Doha no. 
350 Kha of this present chapter known as Baal Kand. He smirked because he knew that 
all this expression of love and affection by the mothers and his father would vanish in a 
few days’ time when he would be asked to go to the forest with his wife and his younger 
brother Laxman.]  

 
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊ ¬˝ÃÙ·Ë¢ ◊ÊÃÈ ‚’ ∑§Á„U Á’ŸËÃ ’⁄U ’ÒŸ– 

‚ÈÁ◊Á⁄U ‚¢÷È ªÈ⁄U Á’¬˝ ¬Œ Á∑§∞ ŸËŒ’‚ ŸÒŸH 357H 
 
dōhā.  

rāma pratōṣīṁ mātu saba kahi binīta bara baina. 
sumiri sambhu gura bipra pada ki'ē nīdabasa naina. 357. 
 
Lord Ram most politely gratified his mothers and said ‘thank you’ to them. Then he fixed 
his attention on Lord Shiva, his guru and Brahmins in general as he gradually fell asleep. 
(Doha no. 357) 

[Note—The mothers were babbling excitedly and preventing the Lord from falling asleep 
by their constant chatter. The Lord was feeling distracted, so after a while he politely told 
them ‘thank you and good night’. Then in order to calm his senses and fall asleep he 
concentrated his attention on Lord Shiva etc. so that his mind becomes calm.]  
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¿õ0. ŸËŒ©°U ’ŒŸ ‚Ù„U ‚ÈÁΔU ‹ÙŸÊ – ◊Ÿ„È°U ‚Ê°¤Ê ‚⁄U‚ËL§„U ‚ÙŸÊH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

nīda'um ̐ badana sōha suṭhi lōnā. manahum̐ sām̐jha sarasīruha sōnā. 1. 
 
The countenance and form of Lord Ram looked magnificent even while he slept just like 
the case of the red-tinged lotus flower that retains its beauty even during the twilight 
hours. (1) 

[Note—The lotus flower usually shrivels up, losing its beauty and sheen when the sun 
sets in the evening. This applies to the lotus with a blue colour. But, the lotus flower with 
red petals retains its beauty even during the twilight hours, perhaps because of an 
abundance of infra-red rays in the light of the setting sun. The light of the setting sun 
enhances the beauty of the red-coloured lotus rather than subduing it.  
 During the twilight hours, the infra-red colour of the setting sun’s light adds to the 
natural red colour of the petals of the lotus flower to produce a cumulative effect of 
enhanced glow and charm of the lotus. On the other hand, this infra-red colour neutralizes 
the colour of the lotus flower with blue petals, making them look luster-less and shrunk.   
 Tulsidas has used this metaphor from Nature to emphasise that the glow and charm 
of Lord Ram’s face was the same when the Lord slept as when he was awake. This 
special mention was necessary because when a person sleeps he is unable to smile or 
show any sort of other emotions. So, if Lord Ram looked attractive to others just because 
he always sported a pleasing smile on his face, or made friendly eye-contact with 
everyone around, or even slightly nodded to acknowledge their presence and politely 
exchanged greetings with them, no such gesture was possible when the Lord slept. But it 
did not mean that the prettiness of his face, the charm of his countenance and the divinity 
of him was diminished even a bit.]       

 
ÉÊ⁄U ÉÊ⁄U ∑§⁄U®„U ¡Êª⁄UŸ ŸÊ⁄UË¥ – Œ®„U ¬⁄U‚¬⁄U ◊¢ª‹ ªÊ⁄UË¥H 2H 

 
ghara ghara karahiṁ jāgarana nārīṁ. dēhiṁ parasapara maṅgala gārīṁ. 2. 
 
In every household of the city, the women-folk kept awake or vigil throughout the night, 
merrily singing songs with lyrics that were laced with teasing words. (2) 

[Note—At the time of the marriage ceremony at Janakpur, similar songs laced with 
taunts were sung by the women-folk of the city to add a lot of fun and jest to the 
occasion—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 329.  

It is a custom that the women keep awake during the first night of the arrival of the 
groom with his bride in their home. There is a lot of excitement, singing, celebration and 
rejoicing so much so that no one finds time to go to sleep. This practice also has its origin 
in the ancient belief that keeping awake during the first night helps to ward-off any evil 
spirit which may want to sneak in and harm the newly arrived couple.  

It ought to be noted also that the celebrations in the royal household were shared by 
each and every citizen of the capital—whether it was singing, playing of musical 
instruments, decorating the homes, etc. Abundant instances of this are available in Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand. For instance—(i) Doha no. 194; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
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precede Doha no. 263; (iii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 287; (iv) Doha no. 
296 and its preceding Chaupai line no. 2; (v) Doha no. 344 and its preceding Chaupai line 
no. 4; (vi) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 351.] 

 
¬È⁄UË Á’⁄UÊ¡ÁÃ ⁄UÊ¡ÁÃ ⁄U¡ŸË – ⁄UÊŸË¥ ∑§„U®„U Á’‹Ù∑§„ÈU ‚¡ŸËH 3H 

 
purī birājati rājati rajanī. rānīṁ kahahiṁ bilōkahu sajanī. 3. 
 
In fact, the night looked so alive and vibrant with celebrations and rejoicings that it left 
the queens spell-bound. They exclaimed—‘Look friend, how wonderful the night appears 
to be! Not only our homes, but even the entire city appear to be decked up like a bride.’ 
(3) 

[Note—At the time of birth of Lord Ram, the same situation prevailed in Ayodhya—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 195 along with its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 2-8.  

It was repeated once again when the news of Lord Ram’s marriage arrived in the 
city—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 296—to Doha no. 297.] 

 
‚È¢Œ⁄U ’œÈã„U ‚Ê‚È ‹Ò ‚ÙßZ – »§ÁŸ∑§ã„U ¡ŸÈ Á‚⁄U◊ÁŸ ©U⁄U ªÙßZH 4H 

 
sundara badhunha sāsu lai sō'īṁ. phanikanha janu siramani ura gō'īṁ. 4. 
 
The mothers-in-law clasped their beautiful daughters-in-laws to their bosoms when they 
went to bed to sleep just like the serpent, from whose hood a sac of luminescent sap 
issues, coils around it when it goes to sleep. (4) 

[Note—A special category of serpents produce a sap-like substance from the top of 
its hood. This sap is viscous like thick jelly, effuses a glow, and is contained in a 
membranous sac. It is called a “Mani”, a gem. According to mythology, this type of 
serpent remains inside its hole in the daytime, and emerges only during the darkness of 
the night in search of its prey. But it can see only in the light emanating from this ‘Mani’ 
which the serpent always carries on its hood wherever it goes. If someone removes this 
Mani by deceit, the serpent is believed to go blind, and severely curses the stealer.  

This allegory is cited here to stress that the three mothers-in-law began to love their 
daughters-in-law with the same intensity of attachment and care that this category of 
serpent has for its Mani.   

We have read earlier that king Dasrath had instructed the queens to take extra care of 
the four brides because they have come to an alien home, to a new culture, and may be 
feeling very uneasy, homesick, hesitant and shy. The queen mothers were obliged and 
expected to make them feel comfortable, relaxed, and at home—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 355.  

Besides the orders of the king, the mothers themselves had taken likeness for the four 
brides and had become fond of them since the first moment they saw them—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 349; (ii) 
Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 349. 

So, when the time came to go to bed, the queen mothers took the brides with them so 
that the young princesses did not feel lonely and homesick. It was a gesture to make the 
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brides feel that they will get the same love and affection from their mothers-in-law as 
their own mothers had given them at Janakpur.]   

 
¬˝ÊÃ ¬ÈŸËÃ ∑§Ê‹ ¬˝÷È ¡Êª – •L§ŸøÍ«∏U ’⁄U ’Ù‹Ÿ ‹ÊªH 5H 
’¢ÁŒ ◊ÊªœÁã„U ªÈŸªŸ ªÊ∞ – ¬È⁄U¡Ÿ mÊ⁄U ¡Ù„UÊ⁄UŸ •Ê∞H 6H 

 
prāta punīta kāla prabhu jāgē. arunacūṛa bara bōlana lāgē. 5. 
bandi māgadhanhi gunagana gā'ē. purajana dvāra jōhārana ā'ē. 6. 
 
The Lord (Sri Ram) woke up at dawn at an auspicious time when the cock began to 
crow1. (5) 

The royal bards and minstrels began singing laudatory verses even as the citizens 
collected at the gates of the palace calling out for Lord Ram to come to meet them2. (6) 

[Note—1The same time of Lord Ram’s waking up has been mentioned at Janakpur—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 226.  

2It was a standard practice during those days that bards and minstrels gathered at the 
gates of the palace to sing the glories of the royal family at dawn. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 194 where it is mentioned 
that bards, minstrels and other singers sang the glories of the great royal family of king 
Raghu in laudatory verses.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 37 where it is stated that the bards and minstrels had gathered at the gates of 
king Dasrath’s palace at dawn, but were surprised to see that the king hadn’t woken up by 
then though it was his practice—Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 37 along with its following 
verse nos. 1-2.] 

 
’¢ÁŒ Á’¬˝ ‚È⁄U ªÈ⁄U Á¬ÃÈ ◊ÊÃÊ – ¬Êß •‚Ë‚ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ‚’ ÷˝ÊÃÊH 7H 

 
bandi bipra sura gura pitu mātā. pā'i asīsa mudita saba bhrātā. 7. 
 
The four brothers offered their respects to the Brahmins, the gods, the guru, and their 
parents. Having received their blessings, the brothers felt exhilarated. (7) 

[Note—Lord Ram and his brothers were very diligent in obeying the noble traditions 
established by the scriptures and the society, and one of these traditions was to pay one’s 
respects to the elders the first thing in the morning. Then the Lord carried out his duties 
as per instructions of his parents and guru. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 205.]  

 
¡ŸÁŸã„U ‚ÊŒ⁄U ’ŒŸ ÁŸ„UÊ⁄U – ÷Í¬ÁÃ ‚¢ª mÊ⁄U ¬ªÈ œÊ⁄UH 8H 

 
jananinha sādara badana nihārē. bhūpati saṅga dvāra pagu dhārē. 8. 
 
The queens reverentially gazed at his (Lord Ram’s) countenance1. Then he accompanied 
the king (his father, Dasrath) to the gate of the palace. (8) 
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[Note—1Lord Ram is the hero of this epic story, is the eldest of the four brothers, and 
is the central figure in the narrative. Hence, all eyes are fixed on him, and he is the 
reference point for all discussions. He is the pivot upon which the entire story revolves 
and the acts of the epic drama unfold. 

The mothers have thanked their good fortune earlier also when they had said that 
their life has been rewarded when they could see the divine form of the Lord—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 357 herein above. 

The word “reverentially or respectfully” (“sādara”U) implies that the queen-mothers 
held Lord Ram in high esteem, and treated him with the same honour that they had for 
their family deity. There is no surprise in this because mother Kaushalya had witnessed 
the Lord’s mystical powers and his true form as the Viraat Purush when he was still a 
child—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 201—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 202.]  

 
Îô0. ∑§ËÁã„U ‚ıø ‚’ ‚„U¡ ‚ÈÁø ‚Á⁄UÃ ¬ÈŸËÃ Ÿ„UÊß– 

¬˝ÊÃÁ∑˝§ÿÊ ∑§Á⁄U ÃÊÃ ¬®„U •Ê∞ øÊÁ⁄U©U ÷ÊßH 358H 
 
dōhā.  

kīnhi sauca saba sahaja suci sarita punīta nahā'i. 
prātakriyā kari tāta pahiṁ ā'ē cāri'u bhā'i. 358. 
 
The four brothers performed all the purification acts and did their ablutions by bathing1 in 
the holy river Saryu though they were inherently clean and pure.  

Having done with their daily routine of cleaning themselves, they came to their 
beloved father (king Dasrath)2. (Doha no. 358) 

[Note-1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
227 where we read that Lord Ram and Laxman have cleaned themselves the first thing in 
the morning before they went to serve their guru, sage Vishwamitra, in the first morning 
after their arrival at Janakpur.  
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 26. 

2The same idea is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 
that precede Doha no. 205 that say Lord Ram first cleaned himself and then went to his 
father to take instructions from him to carry on with his assigned duties.]  

 
 
¿õ0. ÷Í¬ Á’‹ÙÁ∑§ Á‹∞ ©U⁄U ‹Êß¸ – ’ÒΔU „U⁄UÁ· ⁄U¡Êÿ‚È ¬Êß¸H 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

bhūpa bilōki li'ē ura lā'ī. baiṭhē haraṣi rajāyasu pā'ī. 1. 
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When the king saw the brothers, he embraced them affectionately1. The brothers sat 
down cheerfully when they got instructions from their father to do so2. (1) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede 
Doha no. 308 that describe the exhilaration of king Dasrath when he met Lord Ram and 
Laxman at Janakpur. 

2An extra-ordinary level of decorum and dignified behaviour were practiced in those 
times. The princes did not just come in and sat down near their father; they remained 
standing till the king ordered them to take their seats. Being obedient to the father and 
doing as told by him is the best form of fulfilling the edicts of Dharma (righteous 
behaviour)—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 35; and Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 205. 

When Lord Ram and Laxman had returned from their visit to the city of Janakpur, 
they had bowed before their guru, sage Vishwamitra, and then sat down only when 
ordered by the sage—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 225. 

 Even after Lord Ram ascended the throne of Ayodhya, this decorum was maintained 
inasmuch as the three brothers always watched the face of Lord Ram and waited for any 
instructions that the Lord may issue to them—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 25.] 

 
ŒÁπ ⁄UÊ◊È ‚’ ‚÷Ê ¡È«∏UÊŸË – ‹ÙøŸ ‹Ê÷ •flÁœ •ŸÈ◊ÊŸËH 2H 

 
dēkhi rāmu saba sabhā juṛānī. lōcana lābha avadhi anumānī. 2. 
 
When the members of the assembly (royal court) saw Lord Ram, all of them felt 
extremely blessed as if they have got the full reward of possessing their eyesight. (2) 

[Note—The same idea is expressed when the marriage party had seen Lord Ram when it 
arrived at Janakpur—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 309. 

Seeing the Lord was extremely satisfying even for the great sages, such as 
Sarbhanga—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 8.]  

 
¬ÈÁŸ ’Á‚c≈ÈU ◊ÈÁŸ ∑§ıÁ‚∑È§ •Ê∞ – ‚È÷ª •Ê‚ŸÁã„U ◊ÈÁŸ ’ÒΔUÊ∞H 3H 
‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊Ã ¬ÍÁ¡ ¬Œ ‹Êª – ÁŸ⁄UÁπ ⁄UÊ◊È ŒÙ©U ªÈ⁄U •ŸÈ⁄UÊªH 4H 

 
puni basiṣṭu muni kausiku ā'ē. subhaga āsananhi muni baiṭhā'ē. 3. 
sutanha samēta pūji pada lāgē. nirakhi rāmu dō'u gura anurāgē. 4. 
 
Then sages Vasistha and Kushik (Vishwamitra) arrived in the court, and the king 
respectfully gave them beautiful thrones to sit upon. (3) 

The king paid his obeisance to the two gurus by duly worshipping their feet along 
with his four sons1. The two gurus meanwhile were enchanted when they saw Lord Ram 
(and a surge of affection for the Lord flowed through their inner-being)2. (4)  

[Note—1Worshipping the feet of the guru was a standard practice—refer, for 
instance, Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 352 along with its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 5-8 which are explicit on this point.  
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Earlier we read that the king had done the same thing on different occasions when he 
met the two great sages. For instance, with respect to sage Vishwamitra, we have two 
outstanding examples, one is when the sage had gone to Ayodhya to request for Lord 
Ram being sent to his hermitage to eliminate the demons (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 207), and the second instance is when 
the king met this great sage when he came to Janakpur with the marriage party (refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 307 and its following Chaupai line no. 1). 

As for sage Vasistha, we have the following instances: one is when the king had gone 
to him to request him to advise a way by which he can have sons as his heirs (refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 189), and the other 
instance is when the king approached him to find out the auspicious time to anoint Lord 
Ram on the throne of Ayodhya (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 3). 

2Lord Ram had enchanted everyone who saw the Lord, and the two gurus were no 
exception. For example, (a) refer to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 
that precede Doha no. 207 when sage Vishwamitra saw Lord Ram and his brothers for 
the first time, and (b) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 10 when 
sage Vasistha meets Lord Ram in connection with the latter coronation, and once again 
when the sage met the Lord in Chitrakoot as narrated in Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 
4 that precedes Doha no. 243.] 

 
∑§„U®„U ’Á‚c≈ÈU œ⁄U◊ ßÁÃ„UÊ‚Ê – ‚ÈŸ®„U ◊„UË‚È ‚Á„UÃ ⁄UÁŸflÊ‚ÊH 5H 

 
kahahiṁ basiṣṭu dharama itihāsā. sunahiṁ mahīsu sahita ranivāsā. 5. 
 
Sage Vasistha narrated many an episodes from the scriptures such as the Itihas (ancient 
mythological history pertaining to the gods). The king attentively listened to them along 
with the members of his family. (5) 

[Note—Again, this was a standard practice that when sages sat anywhere, they would 
narrate stories from the scriptures bearing a moral and spiritual message—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 26 where the same 
thing has been said about sage Vasistha, but here the Vedas and the Purans have been 
mentioned instead of the Itihas. 
 We have read earlier that sage Vishwamitra had done the same thing—that is, he had 
narrated the stories from the Itihas and Purans—when he sat down to relax with the 
junior sages accompanying him to Janakpur during the first evening of his stay there: 
refer—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 226. 
 Not only the sages, even Lord Ram had narrated extracts from the scriptures to 
entertain Laxman and Sita in the forest when they felt forlorn and sad, in order to keep 
their mind engaged and diverted from the travails of forest life—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 141.]   

 
◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ÿ •ª◊ ªÊÁœ‚ÈÃ ∑§⁄UŸË – ◊ÈÁŒÃ ’Á‚CÔU Á’¬È‹ Á’Áœ ’⁄UŸËH 6H 

 
muni mana agama gādhisuta karanī. mudita basiṣṭa bipula bidhi baranī. 6. 
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The marvelous deeds and achievements of sage Vishwamitra (son of Gaadhi) that were of 
an astounding nature and even incomprehensible for other sages, were narrated with great 
aplomb by sage Vasistha. (6) 

[Note—The story of sage Vishwamitra has been narrated as a note appended to Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 206 at the beginning 
of this episode of Lord Ram’s marriage. 

Sages Vasistha and Vishwamitra had been arch enemies in some ancient time, but 
they had made up patched up later on. This praise of Vishwamitra by Vasistha was to 
cement their ties and bury whatever vestiges of ill-will that may have survived. It was 
also done to indicate to king Dasrath why Vasistha had prevailed upon him to let Lord 
Ram and Laxman go with sage Vishwamitra as no harm could ever come to the two 
brothers when they were under the protection of this great and mystically empowered 
sage.] 

 
’Ù‹ ’Ê◊Œ©U ‚’ ‚Ê°øË – ∑§Ë⁄UÁÃ ∑§Á‹Ã ‹Ù∑§ ÁÃ„È°U ◊ÊøËH 7H 

 
bōlē bāmadē'u saba sām ̐cī. kīrati kalita lōka tihum̐ mācī. 7. 
 
Whatever sage Vasistha said about Vishwamitra was endorsed by sage Vamdeo who 
said, ‘Everything is true. Indeed, the glories of sage Vishwamitra are well established in 
all the three levels or areas of the world.’ [These three levels are—the heaven, the earth, 
and the nether world.] (7) 

 
‚ÈÁŸ •ÊŸ¢ŒÈ ÷ÿ©U ‚’ ∑§Ê„ÍU – ⁄UÊ◊ ‹πŸ ©U⁄U •Áœ∑§ ©U¿UÊ„ÍUH 8H 

 
suni ānandu bhaya'u saba kāhū. rāma lakhana ura adhika uchāhū. 8. 
 
Hearing these words and listening to the magnificent glories of sage Vishwamitra, 
everyone present there felt delighted, but Lord Ram and Laxman were more delighted 
than others. (8) 

[Note—The reason for the two brothers feeling “more delighted than others” is that 
by this time they had developed a strong bond of affection and endearment with the great 
sage. They had experienced the depth and intensity of Vishwamitra’s love and affection 
for them, and had by then begun to see the sage fulfilling two roles simultaneously—one 
of their father king Dasrath, and the other of their guru Vasistha. For instance, (i) Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 208 tells us that 
sage Vishwamitra assumed the role of their father; (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 209 which tell us how the sage taught the 
two brothers certain esoteric skills, thereby becoming their guru; (iii) Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-6 that precede Doha no. 226 tell us how affectionately the 
two brothers had served the sage by insisting upon massaging his legs even when the 
sage kept on telling them to go and sleep during their first night at Janakpur; (iv) Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 237, and Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 240 where we read that the sage had blessed the 
brothers that their wishes would be fulfilled; and finally (v) Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5 that precedes Doha no. 254 where we read that sage 
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Vishwamitra had spoken very lovingly when he had ordered Lord Ram to go and break 
the bow. 

In other words, to be brief, Lord Ram and Laxman had begun to love sage 
Vishwamitra more than anyone else. They had become informal with him, had developed 
a special affection and affinity for him because the sage had shared with them some of 
the happiest moments of their lives—the time when they got married. The loving sage 
had played a stellar role in bringing this about. 

Lord Ram and Laxman had been more informal and friendly with sage Vishwamitra 
than they had been with either their father king Dasrath or their guru sage Vasistha.]   

 
Îô0. ◊¢ª‹ ◊ÙŒ ©U¿UÊ„U ÁŸÃ ¡Ê®„U ÁŒfl‚ ∞Á„U ÷Ê°ÁÃ– 

©U◊ªË •flœ •Ÿ¢Œ ÷Á⁄U •Áœ∑§ •Áœ∑§ •Áœ∑§ÊÁÃH 359H 
 
dōhā.  

maṅgala mōda uchāha nita jāhiṁ divasa ēhi bhām ̐ti. 
umagī avadha ananda bhari adhika adhika adhikāti. 359. 
 
Days passed away merrily with constant rejoicing and celebrations. It appeared that 
happiness and joy were sweeping across Ayodhya in wave after wave, each swelling 
higher and still higher than the previous one. (Doha no. 359) 

[Note—Similar celebrations were witnessed in Ayodhya at the time of birth of Lord Ram 
and his three brothers—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 
that precedes Doha no. 195—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 196. 
 Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 345.] 

 
 
¿õ0. ‚ÈÁŒŸ ‚ÙÁœ ∑§‹ ∑¢§∑§Ÿ ¿UÙ⁄U – ◊¢ª‹ ◊ÙŒ Á’ŸÙŒ Ÿ ÕÙ⁄UH 1H 
 
caupā’ī.  

sudina sōdhi kala kaṅkana chōrē. maṅgala mōda binōda na thōrē. 1. 
 
Deciding upon an auspicious day, the sacred strings (that were tied around the wrist and 
waist of the grooms and the brides as part of the marriage ritual to ward-off evil spirits 
and bad omens if any) were untied (removed) from the bodies (of the grooms and their 
respective brides) amid a lot of celebrations and fanfare. (1) 
 

ÁŸÃ Ÿfl ‚ÈπÈ ‚È⁄U ŒÁπ Á‚„UÊ„UË¥ – •flœ ¡ã◊ ¡Êø®„U Á’Áœ ¬Ê„UË¥H 2H 
 
nita nava sukhu sura dēkhi sihāhīṁ. avadha janma jācahiṁ bidhi pāhīṁ. 2. 
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Observing that there were constant celebrations in Ayodhya and the atmosphere was rich 
in happiness and joy; the gods praised the city and prayed to the creator Brahma that they 
should be allowed to take birth in Ayodhya. (2) 

[Note—The gods have praised the city of Ayodhya elsewhere also. For example, refer: 
Ram Charit Manas—(i) Baal Kand, (a) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 195; 
(b) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 196; as well as (ii) Uttar Kand, Doha no. 
26. All these verses are explicit on this point that the gods were enchanted by the 
fabulous beauty and charm of Ayodhya.] 

 
Á’SflÊÁ◊òÊÈ ø‹Ÿ ÁŸÃ ø„U„UË¥ – ⁄UÊ◊ ‚¬˝◊ Á’Ÿÿ ’‚ ⁄U„U„UË¥H 3H 
ÁŒŸ ÁŒŸ ‚ÿªÈŸ ÷Í¬ÁÃ ÷Ê™§ – ŒÁπ ‚⁄UÊ„U ◊„UÊ◊ÈÁŸ⁄UÊ™§H 4H 

 
bisvāmitru calana nita cahahīṁ. rāma saprēma binaya basa rahahīṁ. 3. 
dina dina sayaguna bhūpati bhā'ū. dēkhi sarāha mahāmunirā'ū. 4. 
 
Sage Vishwamitra wanted to leave for his hermitage and expressed his intention daily, 
but he had to keep defering it in deference to the requests of Lord Ram who wanted the 
sage to stay for some more time. (3)  

The great sage who was like a king among sages (i.e. sage Vishwamitra) 
appreciated the ever-increasing respect for him that was expressed by the king (Dasrath)1. 
 [So, despite his strong desire to leave for his hermitage as it was already very long 
since he left it with Lord Ram and Laxman when they went to Janakpur, he had to keep 
postponing his departure because of Lord Ram’s insistence and the respect that king 
Dasrath showed to him.]  (4) 

[Note—1We have read that when Dasrath had wanted to leave Janakpur for his own city 
of Ayodhya after the marriage ceremony was finished, Janak had similarly prevailed 
upon Dasrath to stay for some more time. Janak’s warmth of affection and hospitality 
was also so great that Dasrath could not muster enough courage to leave against Janak’s 
wishes to avoid being impolite and making the latter feel insulted and offended. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 332.] 

 
◊ÊªÃ Á’ŒÊ ⁄UÊ©U •ŸÈ⁄UÊª – ‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊Ã ΔUÊ…∏U ÷ •ÊªH 5H 
ŸÊÕ ‚∑§‹ ‚¢¬ŒÊ ÃÈï„UÊ⁄UË – ◊Ò¢ ‚fl∑È§ ‚◊Ã ‚ÈÃ ŸÊ⁄UËH 6H 
∑§⁄U’ ‚ŒÊ ‹Á⁄U∑§ã„U ¬⁄U ¿UÙ„ÍU – Œ⁄U‚ŸÈ ŒÃ ⁄U„U’ ◊ÈÁŸ ◊Ù„ÍUH 7H 

 
māgata bidā rā'u anurāgē. sutanha samēta ṭhāṛha bhē āgē. 5. 
nātha sakala sampadā tumhārī. maiṁ sēvaku samēta suta nārī. 6. 
karaba sadā larikanha para chōhū. darasanu dēta rahaba muni mōhū. 7. 
 
Finally, when many days had passed, one day the sage politely requested the king to let 
him leave. Hearing this, the king was overwhelmed with affections and stood 
reverentially before the sage accompanied by his sons. (5) 
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The king said affectionately and reverentially, ‘Oh Lord! All my wealth and realm 
are yours. I too am your servant together with my sons and wives (i.e. my queens and 
daughters-in-law)1. (6) 

Be always kind, compassionate and loving upon your children (me and my 
family). Oh Lord, please be kind to let me have your Darshan (holy sight) time and again 
in the future also. [That is, kindly visit my kingdom often, and whenever you please. You 
are most welcome, and I will feel glad to worship you again and again in the future.]2’ (7) 

[Note—1A similar situation prevailed at the time of departure of the marriage party from 
Janakpur—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 340—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 343. 
 2Later on in the story we shall read that Lord Ram had also requested his friends, the 
monkeys led by Sugriv, the friendly demons led by Vibhishan, and the boatman named 
Nishad, at the time of their going back to their respective homes from Ayodhya where 
they had all come with Lord Ram when he returned from Lanka after the end of his 14 
years of forest exile, that they should always remember the Lord affectionately, and keep 
coming back to Ayodhya whenever they wish—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, 
from Doha no. 15—to Doha no. 16; and Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 20.] 

  
•‚ ∑§Á„U ⁄UÊ©U ‚Á„UÃ ‚ÈÃ ⁄UÊŸË – ¬⁄U©U ø⁄UŸ ◊Èπ •Êfl Ÿ ’ÊŸËH 8H 

 
asa kahi rā'u sahita suta rānī. parē'u carana mukha āva na bānī. 8. 
 
Saying this, the king fell at the feet of the sage together with his queens and his sons. He 
was so overwhelmed with emotions that words failed him and he could not say anything 
else. (8) 

 
ŒËÁã„U •‚Ë‚ Á’¬˝ ’„ÈU ÷Ê°ÃË – ø‹ Ÿ ¬˝ËÁÃ ⁄UËÁÃ ∑§Á„U ¡ÊÃËH 9H 

 
dīnhi asīsa bipra bahu bhām̐tī. calē na prīti rīti kahi jātī. 9. 
 
The Brahmin (i.e. sage Vishwamitra) in his turn blessed all of them profusely. Then the 
sage departed from there for his hermitage, but on the way he was himself overcome with 
emotions of love and affection for the whole royal family. This mutual affection and 
respect for each other were so profound and sincere that one cannot describe them. (9) 

[Note—A similar situation prevailed when Lord Ram had to send his friends, the 
monkeys, the bears, the demons and the boatman, back to their homes from Ayodhya—
refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
17—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 20.  

Similarly, Janak and his queen Sunayana were also overwhelmed with surging 
emotions when the marriage party finally left Janakpur for Ayodhya—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, (i) from Chaupai line nos. 5 that precedes Doha no. 336—to Doha no. 
337; and (ii) Doha no. 338 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8.] 

 

⁄UÊ◊È ‚¬˝◊ ‚¢ª ‚’ ÷Êß¸ – •Êÿ‚È ¬Êß Á»§⁄U ¬„È°UøÊß¸H 10H 
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rāmu saprēma saṅga saba bhā'ī. āyasu pā'i phirē pahum ̐cā'ī. 10. 
 
Lord Ram, accompanied by his brothers, affectionately escorted the sage (to the outskirts 
of the city) and returned back only after he ordered them to do so. (10) 

[Note—There are two other instances where we read that the host has escorted the guest 
when the latter was going away to his place.  

One is when king Janak had gone a long distance with Dasrath to see him off when 
the marriage party was returning to Ayodhya. After paying his obeisance to all the 
Brahmins, sages and elders of the marriage party, as well as showing his respects to king 
Dasrath and love for all the four brothers, king Janak had finally returned home. This is 
narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 340—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 343. 

The other instance is when the friends of Lord Ram—the monkeys led by Sugriv, the 
bears led by Jamvant, the demons led by Vibhishan, and the head of the boatman 
community named Nishad who had come to Ayodhya aboard the air-plane in which Lord 
Ram had returned to Ayodhya after his 14 year forest exile—were requested by the Lord 
to go back to their respective homes. The Lord and his brothers had gone out to escort 
them from Ayodhya—refer specifically to Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand—(i) Chaupai 
line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 19; (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 20.
 This entire episode however is narrated in Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 16—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 20.]   

  
Îô0. ⁄UÊ◊ M§¬È ÷Í¬ÁÃ ÷ªÁÃ CÿÊ„ÈU ©U¿UÊ„ÈU •Ÿ¢ŒÈ– 

¡ÊÃ ‚⁄UÊ„UÃ ◊Ÿ®„U ◊Ÿ ◊ÈÁŒÃ ªÊÁœ∑È§‹ø¢ŒÈH 360H 
 
dōhā.  

rāma rūpu bhūpati bhagati byāhu uchāhu anandu. 
jāta sarāhata manahiṁ mana mudita gādhikulacandu. 360. 
 
As the sage, who was like a moon in the family of king Gaadhi1 (i.e. sage Vishwamitra), 
went on his way to his hermitage (which was located far away in the forest), he kept on 
praising in his Mana (mind and heart), all along the way, the beauty and the charm of the 
countenance and form of Lord Ram2, the devotion and piety of king Dasrath, and the 
festivities, the joys and rejoicings of the events of the marriage ceremony. (Doha no. 360) 

[Note—1The metaphor of the moon is used to say that sage Vishwamitra was a prominent 
member of the family of Gaadhi, and that his glories shone brilliantly like that of the full 
moon in the night sky. 

2When Lord Ram had sent-off his monkey, bear and demon friends back to their 
respective homes from Ayodhya, they had also remembered the Lord and his glories all 
along their way back—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 17 Ka.]   

 
 
¿õ0. ’Ê◊Œfl ⁄UÉÊÈ∑È§‹ ªÈ⁄U ‚ÿÊŸË – ’„ÈUÁ⁄U ªÊÁœ‚ÈÃ ∑§ÕÊ ’πÊŸËH 1H 

‚ÈÁŸ ◊ÈÁŸ ‚È¡‚È ◊Ÿ®„U ◊Ÿ ⁄UÊ™§ – ’⁄UŸÃ •Ê¬Ÿ ¬Èãÿ ¬˝÷Ê™§H 2H 
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caupā’ī.  

bāmadēva raghukula gura gyānī. bahuri gādhisuta kathā bakhānī. 1. 
suni muni sujasu manahiṁ mana rā'ū. baranata āpana pun'ya prabhā'ū. 2. 
 
Sage Vamdeo and the wise1 preceptor of the family of king Raghu, i.e. sage Vasistha, 
once again2 narrated the glorious story of the son of the family of king Gaadhi, i.e. sage 
Vishwamitra. (1) 

Hearing the famed glories of the sage (Vishwamitra), the king praised to himself 
his own good fortune and meritorious deeds (that had enabled him and his sons Lord 
Ram and Laxman to serve the great sage, and be lucky to have received his patronage and 
blessings)3. (2) 

[Note—1The use of the word “gyani” (‚ÿÊŸË), which means one who is wise and 
knowledgeable, implies here that whatever had been said about Vishwamitra by the wise 
sage (Vasistha) was genuine and truthful, and nothing by way of flattery.  
Another important point is that this word “gyani” has been so strategically put that it 
applies equally to Vasistha as well as Vamdeo. In other words, it implies that both these 
sages who had narrated the glories of Vishwamitra, i.e. Vasistha and Vamdeo, were 
equally wise, learned and knowledgable. 

2This is the second time that sage Vishwamitra’s immense achievements and mystical 
powers have been described by sage Vasistha. The first occasion was when the sages had 
assembled in the court of king Dasrath as narrated earlier in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 359. At that time when sage Vasistha 
had lauded the stupendous glories of sage Vishwamitra, sage Vamdeo had endorsed 
them, saying that whatever Vasistha had said about Vishwamitra was indeed the truth.  
On this second occasion, however, both the sages, i.e. Vasistha and Vamdeo, have 
together spoken highly of Vishwamitra. To speak highly of someone and praise him 
behind his back is the sincerest form of praise.  

3The king felt extremely happy that he had been able to serve such a great sage even 
without having to make any special effort to do so. Normally one had to make a lot of 
effort to first find who a great and realized sage is, and then it takes a lot more effort to be 
able to serve such a sage so that he gets sufficiently pleased. In the case of Dasrath the 
tables were turned in as much as the sage himself had come to the king to seek his 
favour—which was to lend his two sons, Lord Ram and Laxman, to the sage so that the 
latter’s fire sacrifice could be saved. In return, the sage rewarded king Dasrath by getting 
all his sons married to noble princesses belonging to the royal family of king Janak who 
was equal in stature to king Dasrath.] 

  
’„ÈU⁄U ‹Ùª ⁄U¡Êÿ‚È ÷ÿ™§ – ‚ÈÃã„U ‚◊Ã ŸÎ¬ÁÃ ªÎ„°U ªÿ™§H 3H 

 
bahurē lōga rajāyasu bhaya'ū. sutanha samēta nṛpati gṛham̐ gaya'ū. 3. 
 
All the rest of the people who had assembled to see-off sage Vishwamitra were given 
instructions to go their way. Then the king, accompanied by his sons, went to his palace. 
(3) 

[Note—The king was always accompanied by his sons. There are many instances of this 
mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand. For instance, (i) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 309; (ii) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 315; (iii) line no. 1 
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of Doha no. 354; (iv) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 358; (v) Chaupai line no. 
4 that precedes Doha no. 359; (vi) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 360. 
 In other words, king Dasrath was so fond of Lord Ram and his brothers that he tried 
to keep them with him as much as possible and practical. This is clear when he had 
declined to oblige sage Vishwamitra when the sage asked for Lord Ram to be sent with 
him to the forest for protecting his fire sacrifice. The king had told the sage that all the 
four sons were equally dear to him, and in fact were dearer to him than his own life. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha no. 208. 
 This was in line with what Dasrath had himself sought as a boon from Lord Vishnu 
in his previous life as Manu when he had done severe Tapa (penance) to have a divine 
vision of the Lord. Manu had asked Lord Vishnu to bless him so that “his life depended 
upon the love of the Lord just like the life of a serpent depends upon the Mani (gem) on 
its hood”—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 151.]  

 
¡„°U Ã„°U ⁄UÊ◊ CÿÊ„ÈU ‚’È ªÊflÊ – ‚È¡‚È ¬ÈŸËÃ ‹Ù∑§ ÁÃ„È°U ¿UÊflÊH 4H 

 
jaham ̐ taham ̐ rāma byāhu sabu gāvā. sujasu punīta lōka tihum̐ chāvā. 4. 
 
Everyone (i.e. the citizens of the city of Ayodhya and the subjects of the extended 
kingdom, the gods in heaven, the people of the world at large, in all its corners) fondly 
sang (i.e. narrated and discussed) about the marriage ceremony (of Lord Ram and his 
brothers) so much so that its magnificent events and cheerful moments had spread in all 
the three spheres of the world (the heaven, the earth and the subterranean or nether 
world). (4) 

[Note—The messengers of king Janak had also endorsed this fact that the glory of Lord 
Ram has been established in all the three worlds when they were describing the events 
leading upto the breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow by Lord Ram and the subsequent marriage 
of the Lord with Sita—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 291.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 265 which also reiterates that the news of Lord Ram marrying Sita after breaking the 
bow of Lord Shiva had spread to all the corners of the world—i.e. in the heaven where 
the gods live, on the earth where the mortal creatures live, and in the subterranean world 
where the serpents live.] 

 
•Ê∞ CÿÊÁ„U ⁄UÊ◊È ÉÊ⁄U ¡’ Ã¥ – ’‚ß •Ÿ¢Œ •flœ ‚’ Ã’ Ã¥H 5H 

 
ā'ē byāhi rāmu ghara jaba tēṁ. basa'i ananda avadha saba taba tēṁ. 5. 
 
Ever since the time Lord Ram had arrived home after his marriage, all sorts of happiness 
and joys took up residence in Ayodhya. (5) 

[Note—Though Ayodhya was always an abode of happiness, joy and prosperity, on 
special occasions it looked more wornderful with all the extra decorations and festivities. 
This is clearly mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that 
precede Doha no. 296.  

This time around the glory of Ayodhya was enhanced because now Sita, who was 
actually goddess Laxmi personified, has come to live here. Laxmi is the goddess of all-
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round prosperity and well-being, so all sorts of happiness and joy, the sense of 
contentedness and fulfillment that are associated with this goddess being pleased upon a 
person, came and blessed Ayodhya so much so that the city appeared to be an abode of 
prosperity, happiness and well-being. 

The intensity of happiness and joy that prevailed in Ayodhya was compounded with 
the arrival of Sita, though of course all aspects of well-being and cheerfulness were 
always associated with the city by virtue of it being the home of Lord Ram who himself 
was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu. Refer specially to: Ram Charit Manas, (a) Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 2-8 that precede Doha no. 195; and (b) Uttar Kand, (i) from Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 20—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 24; 
and (ii) from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 27—to Doha no. 30.]  

 
¬˝÷È Á’’Ê„°U ¡‚ ÷ÿ©U ©U¿UÊ„ÍU – ‚∑§®„U Ÿ ’⁄UÁŸ Áª⁄UÊ •Á„UŸÊ„ÍUH 6H 

 
prabhu bibāham̐ jasa bhaya'u uchāhū. sakahiṁ na barani girā ahināhū. 6. 
 
Even the goddess of speech (“Gira”; goddess Saraswati or Sarada) and the lord of 
serpents (i.e. Lord Seshnath with a thousand tongues) were not able to describe the 
immensity and intensity of celebrations and festivities that attended the marriage 
ceremony of the Lord (i.e. Sri Ram, and by inference all the brothers—because all of 
them were married simulateneously under the same capnoy that was erected for the 
wedding rituals, and married to the princesses of the same family, the royal family of 
king Janak).  

[That is, it was beyond the abilities of Saraswati and Seshnath to describe the 
celebrations and festivities associated with the marriage of Lord Ram and his brothers.] 
(6) 

[Note—Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 331 which say the same thing.] 

 
∑§Á’∑È§‹ ¡ËflŸÈ ¬ÊflŸ ¡ÊŸË – ⁄UÊ◊ ‚Ëÿ ¡‚È ◊¢ª‹ πÊŸËH 7H 
ÃÁ„U Ã ◊Ò¥ ∑§¿ÈU ∑§„UÊ ’πÊŸË – ∑§⁄UŸ ¬ÈŸËÃ „UÃÈ ÁŸ¡ ’ÊŸËH 8H 

 
kabikula jīvanu pāvana jānī. rāma sīya jasu maṅgala khānī. 7. 
tēhi tē maiṁ kachu kahā bakhānī. karana punīta hētu nija bānī. 8. 
 
[Now, Tulsidas talks about his own good luck that he has had the rare opportunity to sing 
the divine glories of Lord Ram and Sita by way of narrating their divine marriage, when 
even Saraswati and Seshnath were unable to do so. In other words, Tulsidas says that he 
has tried his best to narrate the story of Lord Ram’s wedding with Sita, but his narration 
is not enough or sufficient because even divine Beings such as goddess Saraswati and 
Lord Seshnath had failed to do so.] 

I regard my life as a poet worthwhile and rewarded because I have been able to 
narrate, as much and as best as I could, the divine glories and famed deeds of Lord Ram 
and Sita. (7) 
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I have attempted to narrate a bit of it just to purify my words and speech. [That is, 
though I am absolutely incompetent to narrate the divine story of Lord Ram’s marriage 
with Sita, I still took the plunge because I wished to purify and wash clean my own 
faculty of speech and polish my words. I did not narrate this story to boast of my writing 
prowess or poetic skills, but to take a dip, as it were, in this holy pond of nectar in order 
to purify my mind and its faculty of thought and speech.] (8) 

[Note—An exactly similar emotion has been expressed by Tulsidas in the beginning of 
the narration, by way of a preamble, in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 8; (ii) Doha no. 10 along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 
7-10 and Chanda line nos. 1-4; (iii) Doha no. 12 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 9-12; 
and (iv) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 355.]    
 

À¢U0. ÁŸ¡ Áª⁄UÊ ¬ÊflÁŸ ∑§⁄UŸ ∑§Ê⁄UŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ¡‚È ÃÈ‹‚Ë¥ ∑§sÔÙ– 1– 
⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U øÁ⁄UÃ •¬Ê⁄U ’ÊÁ⁄UÁœ ¬ÊL§ ∑§Á’ ∑§ıŸ¥ ‹sÔÙH 2H 
©U¬’ËÃ CÿÊ„ ©U¿UÊ„U ◊¢ª‹ ‚ÈÁŸ ¡ ‚ÊŒ⁄U ªÊfl„UË¥– 3– 
’ÒŒÁ„U ⁄UÊ◊ ¬˝‚ÊŒ Ã ¡Ÿ ‚’¸ŒÊ ‚ÈπÈ ¬Êfl„UË¥H 4H 

 
chanda.  

nija girā pāvani karana kārana rāma jasu tulasīṁ kahyaō. 1. 
raghubīra carita apāra bāridhi pāru kabi kaunēṁ lahyaō. 2. 
upabīta byāha uchāha maṅgala suni jē sādara gāvahīṁ. 3. 
baidēhi rāma prasāda tē jana sarbadā sukhu pāvahīṁ. 4. 
 
Tulsidas says that he has narrated the magnificent tale of Lord Ram’s hallowed life and 
divine deeds just to purify and sanctify his own tongue and its faculty of speech. (1) 

Otherwise, since Lord Rajubhir’s (i.e. Lord Ram’s) story is like a limitless ocean, 
which poet (in his right senses) would even ever think of attempting to narrate it?1 (2) 

Indeed, those who reverentially hear and devotionally sing the auspicious events 
and celebrations associated with Lord Ram’s sacred-thread ceremony (i.e. his childhood 
days) and his marriage ceremony (i.e. his adulthood days)2 on a daily basis (i.e. regularly; 
whenever they wish to purify their mind and heart, as well as to free themselves from 
worldly taints and tensions), [3]---- 

-----such persons are always blessed with great happiness and well-being by the 
grace of Lord Ram and Vaidehi (Sita) [4]. (3-4)  

[Note—1Tulsidas says in effect—‘Inspite of knowing the impossibility of ever 
accomplishing the formidable task of fully and correctly depicting the glorious life and 
time of Lord Ram successfully by narrating his divine story, I (Tulsidas) still went ahead 
with this formidable task just to purify my inner self, my mind and heart, my faculty of 
speech and my whole being.  

Despite being fully aware that it is not possible to ever describe the life and times of 
Lord Ram, who was a personified form of the Supreme Being himself, in its entirety, and 
even if one tries then to do justice with this narration, and though I was fully aware of my 
own inadequacies, my limitations and incompetencies, I nevertheless still chose to go 
ahead with this narration, singing and glorifying the Lord, narrating various events of his 
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hallowed life and the divine deeds done by him just because I wanted to sanctify my own 
words by using them in honour of Lord Ram.  

I simply wished to worship my Lord God, Sri Ram, by sacrificing all the skills I had 
to serve him. And since by vocation I am a poet and writer, the best form of service I 
could think of was to spend my time and life singing the divine glories of the Lord to the 
best of my abilities, and in the best way my mind and heart guided me to do. It is my 
humble way of serving my Lord God and put myself in his service.  

I wished to cleanse all the impurities that had been clinging to my inner-self, my 
heart and my mind, by devoting them exclusively in the thoughts of Lord Ram, and 
writing of the Lord was a natural outcome of this emotion; narrating the story of Lord 
Ram is my way of venting my emotion of devotion and love for Lord Ram, and it is 
completely free from pretensions or boast.  

I just wanted to sacrifice my self, both the grosser aspect of the body consisting of 
such organs as that of speech, sight, touch and hearing, as well as its subtler aspect 
consisting of the mind and heart, in the service of Lord Ram whom I hold dear to my 
inner-being.  

Let it be clear from my side that I do not want anyone to think that I am showing-off 
my prowess as an expert writer and word-smith. I am neither of them. I have already 
made these points very clear repeatedly in the very beginning of my narration of Ram 
Charit Manas. Refer, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 8; (ii) 
Chaupai line nos. 9-12 that precede Doha no. 12; and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that 
precede Doha no. 355.’ 

2The “childhood days of Lord Ram” have been described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from the Chanda that precedes Doha no. 192—to Doha no. 205.   

The “adulthood days of Lord Ram” have been described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from the Chaupai line no. 1 precedes Doha no. 206—to the end of Baal Kand in 
Doha/Sortha no. 361 herein below.]   

 
âô0. Á‚ÿ ⁄UÉÊÈ’Ë⁄U Á’’Ê„ÈU ¡ ‚¬˝◊ ªÊfl®„U ‚ÈŸ®„U– 

ÁÃã„U ∑§„È°U ‚ŒÊ ©U¿UÊ„ÈU ◊¢ª‹ÊÿÃŸ ⁄UÊ◊ ¡‚ÈH 361H 
 
sōraṭhā.  

siya raghubīra bibāhu jē saprēma gāvahiṁ sunahiṁ. 
tinha kahum̐ sadā uchāhu maṅgalāyatana rāma jasu. 361. 

Those who listen carefully, with great devotion and affection, the story narrating the 
marriage of Lord Ram with Sita, they will always enjoy all round auspiciousness and 
well-being by the grace and blessing of the Lord. Such is the glory of Lord Ram!! 
(Sortha/Doha no. 361) 
 

 
bfr Jheükepfjrekuls ldydfydyqÔfo/oalus 

çFke% lksiku% lekIr% 
¼ckydk.M lekIr½ 
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iti śrīmadrāmacaritamānasē sakalakalikaluṣavidhvansanē prathamaḥ sōpānaḥ 
samāptaḥ. 

 
 
Thus ends Baal Kand (Canto no. 1) of this divine nectar-like auspicious story of 

Lord Ram that is known as “Ram Charit Manas”. 
 
                                      
                               ----------********----------- 
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The Epic Story of Lord Ram’s Marriage with Sita 

  
{Narrated entirely in English from Goswami Tulsidas’ revered devotional classic “Ram 
Charit Manas”, and his other 3 books, viz. “Janki Mangal”, “Ram Lala Nachu” & 
“Geetawali’, as well as sage Veda Vyas’ rendering of the story in “Adhyatma 
Ramayan”.} 
 
(Original Text, Roman Transliteration & English Exposition with Elaborate Notes) 
 

 
 
                                                 Part 2: 
 
 
This 2nd Part of the book titled “The epic story of the divine marriage of Lord Ram with 
Sita” has 4 Sections. Each section has the full original text of the relevant book it quotes, 
followed with an English rendering of the same. 
 
Section 1—“Janki Mangal”: This section presents Goswami Tulsidas’ full book titled 
“Janki Mangal” which is entirely dedicated to the theme of Lord Ram’s marriage with 
Sita. The full book is quoted in this section. It is a tradition in Indian households, 
especially in the regions of Northern India that were formally under the kingdom of 
Ayodhya, to sing the verses of Janaki Mangal during marriage festivities in a family as 
they are said to bring auspiciousness and well-being on the bride as well as the groom, 
and their respective families.  
 
Section 2—“Ram Lala Nahchu”: This section presents in English the entire text of 
Tulsidas’ book “Ram Lala Nachu”. It is a small text dedicated to a ritual known as 
‘Nahachu’ that is undertaken prior to the actual wedding ceremony. It’s a fascinating 
collection of melodious verses that are sung during wedding rituals in India.  
 
Section 3—“Geetawali”: This section presents in English the entire relevant part of the 
text of Tulsidas’ great narration of the story of the Ramayan in his book titled 
“Geetawali”. This is a wonderful book that narrates the entire story of Lord Ram’s life 
and times in melodious verses composed with the aim that they can be sung to the tune of 
different Ragas, or different musical tunes and notes of classical Indian music. 
 
Section 4—“Adhyatma Ramayan”: This is a wonderful narration of the epic story of Lord 
Ram with an emphasis on its metaphysical aspect. It was penned by the renowned scholar 
sage Veda Vyas who is credited with the classification of the text of the Vedas into four 
parts, the separation of the 108 Upanishads from the text of the Vedas and presenting 
them independently, as well as the authorship of the 18 major Purans and the Srimad 
Bhagwat Maha Puran.  
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 The story pertaining to Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita is narrated in this book in 
its Baal Kand, Canto 4—to Canto 7. The full text in Sanskrit is quoted alongside its 
English rendering.  
 
 

 
PART—2/Section-1 

 
Goswami Tulsidas’ 

 

“JANKI MANGAL” 
 

(Original Text, Roman Transliteration and 
English Exposition with Elaborate Notes) 

 
 
 

Invocational prayer 
 

xq# xuifr fxfjtkifr xk Sfj fxjkifrA 
lkjn ls"k lqdfc Jqfr lar ljy efrAA1AA 
gkFk tk sfj dfj fcu; lcfg flj ukok S aA 
fl;  j?k qchj  fcckgq  tFkkefr xkok S aAA2AA  

 
guru ganapati girijāpati gauri girāpati. 
sārada sēṣa sukabi śruti santa sarala mati. 1.  
hātha jōri kari binaya sabahi sira nāvauṁ. 
siya raghubīra bibāhu jathāmati gāvauṁ. 2.  
 
1-2. I (Tulsidas) bow my head most reverentially to my Guru (moral preceptor), Lord 
Ganesh, Lord Shiva, Gauri (Parvati, the divine Goddess and the consort of Shiva), the 
Lord of the spoken word (represented by Lord Brahma, the creator of the Vedas, the 
ancient scriptures that were the first spoken texts), goddess Sharda (Saraswati, the patron 
goddess of knowledge and speech), Seshnath (the legendary serpent who supports the 
world), the great poets and bards (Sukabi), the Srutis (Vedas), and simple-hearted and 
pious saints.  

I join the palms of my hands as a mark of great respect to all of you, and I also 
pray to all of you in order to invoke your combined blessing as I am about to sing (narrate 
in poetic verses) about the auspicious marriage ceremony of Lord Sri Ram and Sita, and 
the festivities associated with it, according to my intelligence and understanding. [So, 
please be gracious, and help me in my pious efforts.] (1-2) 

[Note—It is a tradition that when one starts on any enterprise he first invokes the Gods 
and Goddesses to bless him and pave the way for his success. It is also to show respect to 
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the divine powers of the Supreme Lord in its many manifestations, and to invoke these 
powers so that a person’s noble venture is completed without problems and bears the 
desired fruits.]   

 
Preparation for the Swayambar (marriage ceremony) 

 
lqHk  fnu  jP;k S  Lo;acj  eaxynk;dA 
lqur Jou fg; clfga lh;j?k quk;dAA3AA 
nsl lqgkou ikou csn c[kkfu;A 
Hkwfe fryd le frjgqfr f=Hkqou tkfu;AA4AA 

 
subha dina racyau svayambara maṅgaladāyaka. 
sunata śravana hiya basahiṁ sīyaraghunāyaka. 3.  
dēsa suhāvana pāvana bēda bakhāniya. 
bhūmi tilaka sama tirahuti tribhuvana jāniya. 4.  
 
3-4. On an auspicious day, royal arrangements were made for the marriage ceremony, 
known as a Swayambar, of Sita. Tulsidas says that by merely hearing about this 
auspicious occasion of the marriage of Lord Ram with Sita, the divine couple resides in 
the heart of the hearer.  

This ceremony was organized in a country called ‘Tirhut’ which was exceptionally 
pleasant, beautiful and charming. This venue was best place on the earth. In fact, it was 
regarded as a crown-jewel amongst all the places in the entire creation consisting of three 
subsections known as the ‘Tribhuvan’. It was so magnificent that it also found fame in 
the Vedas (which extolled its beauty and worthiness for top honours). (3-4) 

[Note :- A Swayambar was an occasion when the marriage of a girl was formalized. 
There were a number of ways this was done—viz. (a) As the name suggests, the girl 
could select and choose the groom of her choice, and (b) The father of the girl used to set 
a pre-condition, and any gentleman who fulfilled it became eligible to marry her. In the 
case of Sita, the latter system was followed, and the condition which was stipulated was 
the breaking of the heavy and sturdy bow of Lord Shiva that was known as ‘Pinak’. 

Tirhut was another name of the kingdom of Janakpur whose king was Janak, the 
father of Sita. The word ‘Tirhut’ has its genesis in the presence of three great ancient 
sages who were experts in performing fire sacrifices on a regular basis. These three were 
Yagyawalkya, Gautam and Vishwamitra. In common usage this place was more 
popularly known as the kingdom of Janakpur. In the present-day India, this covers the 
areas of Darbhanga and Muzzafarpur in the eastern state of Bihar. In ancient times, the 
capital city of this area was known as Janakpur, and today it falls in Nepal. See verse no. 
5 below. 

The area was very pleasant and free from wild plants and thorns. It was always 
vibrant with greenery and well provided for in terms of financial well-being and 
prosperity.  

The word Tribhuvan refers to the three legendary worlds—the heavens, the earth and 
the subterranean world.] 

 
rg¡ cl uxj tudiqj ije mtkxjA 
lh; yfPN tg¡ çxVh lc lq[k lkxjAA5AA  
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tud uke rsfga uxj clS ujuk;dA 
lc xqu vof/k u nwlj iVrj yk;dAA6AA 

 
taham̐ basa nagara janakapura parama ujāgara. 
sīya lacchi jaham̐ pragaṭī saba sukha sāgara. 5.   
janaka nāma tēhiṁ nagara basai naranāyaka. 
saba guna avadhi na dūsara paṭatara lāyaka. 6.  
 
5-6. There, in the country called Tirhut, was a famous city called Janakpur (which was 
its capital). In this city, goddess Laxmi (the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme 
God) manifested herself in the person of Sita who was like an ocean of all things 
auspicious, cheerful, blissful, delightful and joyous. (5) 
  There lived a king there by the name of Janak. He possessed all the good virtues 
one can imagine of, and there was no one comparable or akin to him anywhere in the 
world. [That is, Janak was an extremely wise, enlightened and acclaimed king. He 
possessed peerless noble virtues and grand qualities the like of which no one possessed at 
that time anywhere on earth. The other name of king Janak was ‘Shir-dwaj’. There was 
no king who was like him in the past, no one at that current time, and no one would be in 
the future. See verse no. 7.] (6). 

[Note—Regarding the birth of king Janak and naming of the kingdom and the capital 
after him, there is a legend that sage Vashistha had once cursed king Nimi and the latter 
had died. The other sages and seers of the place found that there was no one to head the 
kingdom, and therefore to avoid a power vacuum they churned Nimi’s dead body to 
produce a son who was named ‘Mithi’, as he was a product of ‘churning’. {‘Mathana’ in 
Hindi means ‘churning’. Mithi is derived from Mathana. ‘Mithi’ means the result of 
churning something.} 
 Mithi established a kingdom named after him as ‘Mithila-puri’. Since that time, the 
kings of this dynasty assumed the general name of ‘Mithilesh’—the lord of the kingdom 
of Mithila-puri, or those kings who belonged to the line of king Mithi.  
 These kings of this dynasty were also called ‘Janak’ which was assumed to be their 
general title or surname. This word refers to the fact that the first king of this dynasty was 
born directly from the body part of his father, the ‘Janak’. {Janak = father.} Another 
reason is that the kings of this dynasty were so nice and graceful that all of them looked 
after their kingdom and its subjects as if they were his dearest possessions and beloved 
off-springs. Since these kings were like a ‘father’ for all the people of the kingdom, they 
were honoured by the title of ‘Janak’, meaning ‘father’.  
 The third name assigned to the kings of this lineage was ‘Videha’, meaning ‘one 
without a body’. This epithet has two connotations—one is that all the kings were highly 
enlightened and self-realised so much so that they were aware of the metaphysical and 
spiritual fact that the physical gross body was not their true identity, as their true ‘self’ 
was the Atma, the soul which lived inside this body as pure consciousness. They did their 
duties in a dispassionate and detached manner, remained absorbed in meditation and 
contemplation, and never indulged in gratification of the sense organs of the body. For all 
practical purposes therefore, the physical gross body mattered not at all for these 
enlightened kings, hence the name ‘Videha’—one without a body, or one without the 
awareness of the existence of the physical body. 
 Another reason of they being called ‘Videha’ is that their fore-father, king Nimi, was 
not born in the normal biological process of a union between a male and a female, but as 
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a result of churning of the body of a dead king. In other words, his birth was from a non-
living entity, and therefore was deemed as a mystical product created by the sages and 
seers by merely observing some formality of churning of the dead body of king Nimi, for 
where has anyone ever seen the birth of a living being from a dead body! 
 The story of Sita’s birth is equally interesting. Janak had no heirs. He was advised by 
sages to perform a fire-sacrifice. While the ground was being prepared for the altar of the 
sacred fire, the head of the plough got stuck into a pot buried in the ground. When it was 
taken out, it was discovered that it contained an infant girl. In the beginning the king 
thought that this was a bad omen, but his royal priest and other sages who had assembled 
there advised him that this girl would give him immense fame and a chance to meet the 
Supreme Lord. Since this lovely girl was discovered when the ploughshare got stuck in 
the ground, she was named ‘Sita’—meaning precisely this, the ‘tip or edge of the 
ploughshare’. 
 Again, since Sita was born from the Mother Earth, she was also regarded as the 
daughter of Prithivi (earth). Earth is regarded as the foot of the Viraat Purush, the 
macrocosmic all-encompassing vast form of the Supreme Being. This is why Laxmi, 
whose incarnation was Sita, is invariably depicted to be seated near the feet of Lord 
Vishnu, another name of the Viraat Purush. It was this Lord Vishnu who had manifested 
himself as Lord Ram of Ayodhya to whom Sita was married. This is natural to expect 
because Laxmi is the eternal divine consort of Vishnu.  
 The lineage of the kings of the Janakpur dynasty is narrated in Valmiki’s Ramayana, 
Baal Kand, Canto 71. The story related to how Sita was born is narrated in Adbhut 
Ramayan (purported to have been written also by Valmiki), Canto 8, verse nos. 36-44. 
This latter book’s full English version has been published by this author separately.]     

 
Hk;m u gksbfg gS u tud le ujobA 
lh; lqrk Hkb tklq ldy eaxyebAA7AA 
u`i yf[k dq¡vfj l;kfu cksfy xqj ifjtuA 
dfj er jP;kS Lo;acj flo /kuq /kfj iuAA8AA 

 
bhaya'u na hō'ihi hai na janaka sama narava'i. 
sīya sutā bha'i jāsu sakala maṅgalama'i. 7.  
nṛpa lakhi kum̐ari sayāni bōli gura parijana. 
kari mata racyau svayambara siva dhanu dhari pana. 8.  
 
7-8. There has not been a king like Janak in the past, there is none at present, and there 
shall be none in the times to come. His daughter was Sita who was a personified form of 
all auspiciousness, and a herald of all good fortunes. (7)  

Seeing that the princess has come of age, the king summoned his Guru (named 
Shataa-nand) and other family members and discussed with them about the prospects of 
her marriage. They unanimously decided to hold a ‘Swayambar’ with Lord Shiva’s bow 
as the pivot on which the decision of who will marry Sita would rest. [That is, Shiva’s 
formidable bow was made the condition of marriage of Sita, and it was decided that 
anybody who strings the bow shall marry the princess1.] (8) 

[Note--1This decision is narrated in Ram Charit Manas of Tulsidas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250. 
 Refer also to Tulsidas’ book Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 89, stanza nos. 1-3 
which reiterates the same vow of Janak.]   
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iuq /kjsm flo /kuq jfp Lo;acj vfr #fpj jpuk cuhA 
tuq izxfV prqjkuu ns[kkbZ prqjrk lc viuhAA 
iqfu nsl nsl l¡nsl iB;m Hkwi lqfu lq[k ikoghaA 
lc lkft lkft lekt jktk tud uxjfga vkoghaAA1AA 

 
chanda:  
 
panu dharē'u siva dhanu raci svayambara ati rucira racanā banī. 
janu pragaṭi caturānana dēkhā'ī caturatā saba apanī.  
puni dēsa dēsa sam ̐dēsa paṭhaya'u bhūpa suni sukha pāvahīṁ. 
saba sāji sāji samāja rājā janaka nagarahiṁ āvahīṁ. 1.  
 
Chanda 1. The king (Janak) organized the Swayambar with the stringing of Lord Shiva’s 
bow as the central theme (or the pre-condition set for the marriage of Sita). That bow was 
extremely magnificent to behold, and it appeared as if the creator Brahma had used it as a 
showpiece-sample to exhibit all the expertise in master craftsmanship that he possessed. 
 Then message (invitation) was sent to all the countries to invite their rulers to 
attend the ceremony to be held at Janakpur.  

Hearing this news, all the countless great kings and princes of the world felt glad, 
and they arrived at Janakpur with all their royal regalia, pomp and pageantry, resplendent 
with the best of regal paraphernalia that each of them possessed. (Chanda 1) 

 
:i lhy c; cal fc#n cy ny HkysA 
eugq¡ iqjanj fudj mrfj vofufga pysAA9AA 
nkuo  nso  fulkpj  fdauj  vfgxuA 
lqfu /kfj&/kfj u`i cs"k pys çeqfnr euAA10AA 

 
rūpa sīla baya bansa biruda bala dala bhalē. 
manahum ̐ purandara nikara utari avanihiṁ calē. 9.  
dānava dēva nisācara kinnara ahigana. 
suni dhari-dhari nṛpa bēṣa calē pramudita mana. 10.  
 
9-10. All of the kings groomed (i.e. prepared) themselves well before departure from 
their respective kingdoms. They were handsome, virtuous, of the proper age, of a high 
pedigree and of a noble clan, and were strong and accomplished. When they arrived in 
Janakpur with full pomp and pageantry, they were all in their finest of royal regalia and 
were accompanied by their royal armies. It looked then that whole court of Indra (the 
king of Gods) has come down (descended) on earth (to attend and witness the marriage 
ceremony of Sita, who was an incarnation of goddess Laxmi). (9)  

Even the Danavas (demons), the Gods, the Nisaachars (phantoms and ghosts who 
walk in the night; the ogres and the hobgoblins), the Kinnars (celestial singers and 
dancers), and Ahigans (the legendary serpents representing the inhabitants of the 
subterranean world)—all of them assumed a human form of a king on hearing of the 
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Swayambar, and cheerfully proceeded to Janakpur to attend and witness the magnificent 
event. (10) 

[Note—Refer also Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precedes 
Doha no. 252 where king Janak has himself acknowledged this fact that all the great 
kings of many continents have arrived to attend and try their luck in the Swayambar of 
Sita. Even the Gods and Demons had arrived there in the form of human beings.] 

 
,d pyfga ,d chp ,d iqj iSBfgaA 
,d /kjfga /kuq /kk; ukb fl# cSBfgaAA11AA 
jax Hkwfe iqj dkSrqd ,d fugkjfgaA 
yyfd lqHkkfga u;u eu Qsfj u ikofgaAA12AA 

 
ēka calahiṁ ēka bīca ēka pura paiṭhahiṁ. 
ēka dharahiṁ dhanu dhāya nā'i siru baiṭhahiṁ. 11.  
raṅga bhūmi pura kautuka ēka nihārahiṁ. 
lalaki subhāhiṁ nayana mana phēri na pāvahiṁ. 12.  
 
11-12. Some of them (the kings and princes) are ready for departure1 (for Janakpur). 
Some are on their way, some have already arrived and are entering the city, while still 
others rush at the sight of the bow to snatch it up (before others could try their hands at it 
because they want to grab the first opportunity), and being unable to lift it up, they sit 
down on their seats most dejected, crestfallen and full of shame2. (11)  

Some of them go around the city cheerfully for sightseeing, and glance at the 
decorations of the city as well as that of the ‘Rang Bhumi’—i.e. the arena of the bow-
breaking ceremony. They appear virtuous by their demeanours3, and are so enthralled by 
the charming sights of the city that they could not wean away or divert their mind and 
eyes from its splendour, grandeur, magnificence and charm4. (12) 

[Note—1It is a regular practice with Tulsidas that he employs the present tense in his 
narratives. His idea is that he is virtually seeing the events unfolding before his mental 
eyes, and is witnessing them first hand as they happen. He is a scribe who simply narrates 
what he witnesses happening, neither adding nor subtracting anything on his part. It must 
be noted that Tulsidas was not an ordinary poet exhibiting his poetic skills; his writings 
were inspired by the Lord himself, and therefore the Lord had indeed given him the 
divine spiritual vision to see what had actually happened long long ago. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
250—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 251. 

3Not all the kings had come to compete in the bow-breaking ceremony. Some of them 
were very noble and virtuous, and they maintained their dignity by not even attempting to 
go near the dais where the big bow was kept. On the other hand, they even tried to pacify 
other kings who were trying to create a ruckus after their failure at lifting the bow.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-4, 8 that precede Doha 
no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 285  

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
218—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 225 where Lord Ram and his brother 
Laxman go round the city of Janakpur and are enthralled by its beauty and charm, and in 
turn they captivate the citizens by their own beauty and charm.  

(ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 287—to Doha no. 289.  
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(iii) Doha no. 289 and Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede it.]  
 
tudfg ,d flgkfga nsf[k luekurA 
ckgj  Hkhrj  Hkhj  u  cuS  c[kkurAA13AA 
xku fulku dksykgy dkSrqd tg¡ rg¡A 
lh;&fcckg mNkg tkb dfg dk ig¡AA14AA 

 
janakahi ēka sihāhiṁ dēkhi sanamānata. 
bāhara bhītara bhīra na banai bakhānata. 13.  
gāna nisāna kōlāhala kautuka jaham̐ taham̐. 
sīya-bibāha uchāha jā'i kahi kā paham̐. 14.  
 
13-14. Some of the assembled kings feel jealous of those kings who they observe are 
being welcomed by king Janak, and at the same time they envy the majesty, wealth and 
grandeur of Janak1 as well as the finesse with which he deals with all of them. They 
resent the way the newly arrived kings and princes are being shown respect by Janak 
according to their status (because some of these egoistic and haughty kings think that no 
other king is greater than them in this world).  

[There were some proud kings who were full of vanity and haughtiness. They 
would not tolerate that some other king should be shown respect in their presence. This 
made them look and feel inferior to others in front of their attendants, something that they 
were not willing to digest.   

Besides this, they were also jealous of the wealth of their host, king Janak, 
because they watched him liberally spending wealth, without hesitation or limit, in the 
welcoming ceremony of countless monarchs. They were already in awe at Janak’s 
material prosperity and the wealth of the kingdom, and this awe turned into an 
exacerbated sense of jealousy and envy when they saw that other kings were given liberal 
gifts which could have been theirs in the first place if these kings had not come. They 
grumbled, ‘why did Janak not give this or that gift to me, and why did he think I did not 
deserve some precious gift that he gave to that other king?’ And so on and so forth 

There was another reason for their exacerbated sense of jealousy and envy. They 
felt that the more people assembled to compete to break the bow, the chances of their 
getting an opportunity to try their strength and luck would be correspondingly less 
because of the crowd and its accompanying melee, and the corresponding necessity to 
stand in a queue. They loathed this idea—because, after all, one king at a time could be 
allowed to try his luck, and the first one to successfully lift and string the bow would get 
to marry Sita, the trophy of the competition, while others behind the successful candidate 
would be left in the lurch. This would be too grave an insult for those who could not even 
try. All these factors created a lot of resentment and grumbling amongst the assembled 
kings and princes.] 

Presently, there is such a huge jostling, surging crowd (of kings and princes and 
their attendants, as well as the excited citizens of Janakpur), both inside and outside of 
the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony, in the city, in the palace grounds, and even 
outside the city, that it is impossible for anyone to describe the occasion. Everywhere 
there is an atmosphere of festivity, celebration and joy. There is a loud cacophony of 
songs and beating of drums to add to the festivities2.  
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Well say (wonders Tulsidas), who can ever describe the all-permeating sense of 
joy and exhilaration that marked the festive atmosphere that prevailed at Janakpur on the 
auspicious occasion of Sita’s marriage? (13-14) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Doha no. 289 and its previous 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8. 

(ii) Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede Doha no. 314  
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 

262—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 263; 
(ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 265;  
(iii Doha no. 285—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 286. 
(iv) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 313. 
(v) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 323. 
(vi) Doha no. 324.] 
 

Sage Vishwamitra asks Dasrath to lend him Lord Ram 
 
xkf/k lqou rsfg volj vo/k fl/kk;mA 
u`ifr dhUg lueku Hkou yS vk;mAA15AA 
iwft igqubZ dhUg ikb fç; ikgquA 
dgsm Hkwi eksfg lfjl lqÑr fd, dkgq uAA16AA 

 
gādhi suvana tēhi avasara avadha sidhāya'u. 
nṛpati kīnha sanamāna bhavana lai āya'u. 15.  
pūji pahuna'ī kīnha pā'i priya pāhuna. 
kahē'u bhūpa mōhi sarisa sukṛta ki'ē kāhu na. 16.  
 
15-16. About that time, sage Vishwamitra went to Ayodhya. The king (Dasrath) showed 
great respect to him, and brought him home to his palace. (15)  

The king was extremely pleased to have such an exalted sage as his honoured 
guest, and so he made all efforts to duly welcome the sage, making him feel most 
comfortable and at home. The king expressed his immense pleasure by saying—‘Oh 
sage, I am very privileged and honoured to welcome you and have you as my honoured 
guest. It appears that no one has done so many good and virtuous deeds as me1 because I 
it is me who has been given the honour of having an exalted sage like you as my guest.’ 
(16)  

[Note—This entire episode is narrated by Tulsidas in detail in his epic Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Doha and 
Sortha no. 208.  

It is also described extensively in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 47-56.  
Briefly the story goes that sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice was continuously defiled 

by the demons who threw muck and poured blood on the sacred fire. Frustrated, the sage 
meditated and had a divine vision of Lord Ram, an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, having 
taken birth for the precise reason of eliminating the cruel demons. So the sage decided to 
go and bring the Lord to initiate this process. He went to Ayodhya, the capital of the 
kingdom of Avadh, and requested king Dasrath, the worldly father of Lord Ram, to send 
Ram and his younger brother Laxman with him so that the tyranny of the demons could 
be effectively dealt with. The king was initially reluctant because he forgot, in his 
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worldly love for the Lord, that he was not an ordinary human being but an incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu, and that the main purpose of the Lord descending on this earth was to rid it 
from the torment of ferocious demons. His royal priest, sage Vashistha, however saw the 
dilemma that the king was in, and so he took him into confidence and told him that he 
need not fear for the safety of the two brothers, and that they were very safe in the hands 
of the great sage who had immense mystical powers to afford them full protection. 
Vashistha assured Dasrath that Ram and Laxman were safer in the company of sage 
Vishwamitra than they would be with their own father. Besides this, the time had come 
when the Lord must step out of his protected cocoon and prove his mantle, abilities, 
strength and prowess to the world. And there was no better and safer opportunity to do 
this than in the overall protection of the great sage Vishwamitra. So Dasrath agreed and 
sent the two brothers with the sage. 

1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 2nd half of Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 310 that says “the auspicious deeds of Dasrath have made Lord Ram (the 
Supreme Being, Lord Vishnu) assume a body (of a human being)”.]   

 
dkgw¡ u dhUgsm lqÑr lqfu eqfu eqfnr ùifg c[kkughaA 
efgiky eqfu dks feyu lq[k efgiky eqfu eu tkughaAA 
vuqjkx Hkkx lksgkx lhy l:i cgq Hkw"ku HkjhaA 
fg; gjf"k lqrUg lesr jkuha vkb fjf"k ik;Ug ijhaAA2AA 

 
 
chanda: 
 
kāhūm̐ na kīnhē'u sukṛta suni muni mudita nṛpahi bakhānahīṁ. 
mahipāla muni kō milana sukha mahipāla muni mana jānahīṁ.  
anurāga bhāga sōhāga sīla sarūpa bahu bhūṣana bharīṁ. 
hiya haraṣi sutanha samēta rānīṁ ā'i riṣi pāyanha parīṁ. 2.  
 
Chanda 2. The king observed cheerfully, ‘No one has done good and virtuous deeds as I 
have done, and no one is as fortunate as I am—because today, a great sage of the stature 
of Vishwamitra has come on his own to my place to pay a visit, and make me blessed and 
fortunate in every way.’  

Hearing these pleasurable words of the king, the sage reciprocated by honouring 
and blessing the king (that he is the most fortunate person in the whole world because he 
has the rare privilege of having the Lord of the world as his son, Lord Ram)1. The joy and 
pleasure of meeting each other were known only to the king’s and the sage’s hearts; no 
one else could fathom it.  

The queens—who were well endowed with luck, good fortunes, virtues and 
beauty, and were bedecked with numerous ornaments befitting great queens—came with 
their sons (Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan), and affectionately fell at the feet of 
the sage (as a mark of respect, and to seek his blessings). (Chanda 2) 

[Note—1This is reiterated in Ram Charit Manas as well. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 294 where sage Vashistha has praised king Dasrath in the 
same way, saying—“There is no one who has done auspicious deeds like you have in this 
world—neither was there anyone in the past, nor is there anyone in the present, or anyone 
would be in the future. Say, who can be said to have done more virtuous deeds that are 
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greater than the ones you have done, oh king, for you have Lord Ram as your son (a feat 
that is not possible unless one has done exceptionally high quality deeds, and is equally, 
exceptionally, fortunate and lucky)”.] 

 
dkSfld nhfUg vlhl ldy çeqfnr HkbZA 
lhapha eugq¡ lq/kk jl dyi yrk ubZaAA17AA 
jkefg HkkbUg lfgr tcfga eqfu tksgsmA 
uSu uhj ru iqyd :i eu eksgsmAA18AA 

 
kausika dīnhi asīsa sakala pramudita bha'ī. 
sīn̄cīṁ manahum ̐ sudhā rasa kalapa latā na'īṁ. 17.  
rāmahi bhā'inha sahita jabahiṁ muni jōhē'u. 
naina nīra tana pulaka rūpa mana mōhē'u. 18.  
 
17-18. Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra) blessed them. They (the queens) felt extremely 
delighted as if the sage had watered tender creepers of the Kalpa Tree (the evergreen tree 
of the Gods) with the water of Amrit (the elixir of life and the ambrosia that gives eternal 
peace, bliss and happiness). (17)  

When the sage saw Lord Sri Ram along with his brothers, tears (of profound love 
and surging affection) welled up in his eyes; his body was extremely thrilled, and his 
heart and mind (the ‘Mana’) were enamoured and held in thrall by their beauty. (18) 

[Note—(i) There is an interesting episode mentioned in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 
17, stanza no. 5 that would explain why the mothers were excited and happy when they 
came to meet sage Vishwamitra and made their sons (Lord Ram and others) bow before 
the sage to seek his blessings. They had a recollection of an earlier episode during the 
first few days after the birth of the four brothers when a fortune-teller had come and had 
examined the palms of the children to forecast their future. At that time he had said that 
one day sage Vishwamitra would come and he would take Ram away with him on the 
pretext of having his fire sacrifice protected by Lord Ram, but the real reason would be to 
get him married to Sita. He had also predicted about the future happiness, the immense 
fame and the stupendous glory of the four children. 
 So when the great sage Vishwamitra actually came for a visit, it was natural for the 
mothers to become very excited and happy. 

(ii) Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha 
no. 207. 

The difference between these two versions of the sage meeting Lord Ram and his 
brothers and becoming overwhelmed with love and affection for the Lord, i.e. the present 
one as narrated in our current book ‘Janki Mangal’ and ‘Ram Charit Manas’, is that in 
Janki Mangal it is the mothers who bring the sons to bow before the sage, while in Ram 
Charit Manas it is king Dasrath who does it.] 

 
ijfl dey dj lhl gjf"k fg;¡ ykofgaA 
çse i;ksf/k exu eqfu ikj u ikofgaAA19AA 
e/kqj  euksgj  ewjfr  lknj  pkgfgaA 
ckj  ckj  nljFkds  lqÑr  ljkgfgaAA20AA 
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parasi kamala kara sīsa haraṣi hiyam ̐ lāvahiṁ. 
prēma payōdhi magana muni pāra na pāvahiṁ. 19.  
madhura manōhara mūrati sādara cāhahiṁ. 
bāra bāra dasarathakē sukṛta sarāhahiṁ. 20.  
 
19-20. He (Vishwamitra) touched the head of Lord Sri Ram with his lotus-like hands, 
and overwhelmed with exhilaration and joy he embraced the Lord, clasping him to his 
heart. The sage got so ecstatic that he virtually immersed himself in an ocean of love and 
affection for the Lord. [This symbolic ocean was so deep, dense and heaving that the sage 
got virtually drowned in its surging waves; he was unable to fathom it. The burst of 
exhilaration and ecstasy was so profound and intense that he could not stand against its 
blast and got numbed. The sage forgot about the surroundings, and his condition was like 
a hermit who has attained the state of transcendental existence that is possible in the 
higher stages of meditation, the stage known as Samadhi when the person loses 
awareness of even his own body, and is overcome with ecstasy and bliss of the highest 
order.] (19)  

He reverentially observed Lord Ram’s pleasant and enchanting image, and 
repeatedly praised the king’s good fortunes and privilege (that he could see the 
enchanting form of the Supreme Being at so close quarters, he could play with the Lord 
and shower his love on him, a feat that even the greatest of sages and seers longed for but 
could not achieve). (20) 

[Note—In Ram Charit Manas there are other instances also when renowned sages had 
become overwhelmed with love and affection when they met Lord Ram. Refer:--  
(i) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 106—to Doha no. 108 
when the Lord met sage Bharadwaj;  
(ii) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 125 when the Lord met 
sage Valmiki;  
(iii) Aranya Kand, Doha no. 3 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8 when the Lord met 
sage Atri;  
(iv) Aranya Kand, Doha no. 10 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 20-24 when the Lord 
met sage Sutikshan;  
(v) Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-13 that precede Doha no. 12 when the Lord met 
sage Agastya.] 

 
jkm dgsm dj tksj lqcpu lqgkouA 
Hk;m ÑrkjFk vktq nsf[k in ikouAA21AA 
rqEg çHkq iwju dke pkfj Qynk;dA 
rsfga rsa cw>r dktq MjkSa eqfuuk;dAA22AA 

 
rā'u kahē'u kara jōra subacana suhāvana. 
bhaya'u kṛtāratha āju dēkhi pada pāvana. 21.  
tumha prabhu pūrana kāma cāri phaladāyaka. 
tēhiṁ tēṁ būjhata kāju ḍarauṁ munināyaka. 22.  
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21-22. Then the king showed his reverence and sense of gratitude for the sage by 
bringing together his hands so that their palms touched each other. [This is a traditional 
method of showing respect to others.] 

The king told the sage in a sweet and pleasing voice, ‘Revered sage! I have 
become privileged and feel honoured at having seen your holy feet. (21) 

Oh Lord! You are ever-contented—i.e. you do not desire anything for yourself, 
and neither do you expect anyone to serve you in anyway. You also possess the mystical 
power that can bestow all the four legendary fruits (rewards) upon those whom you bless. 
[These four great fruits or rewards are the following—‘Artha’ or material wealth and 
prosperity; ‘Dharma’ or success in following the path of righteousness, probity and 
propriety; ‘Kaam’ or fulfillment of all desires; and ‘Moksha’ or attainment of 
emancipation and salvation for the soul.] 

That is why I (Dasrath) feel hesitant and shy to ask you for any service that I can 
do for you.’  

[Dasrath feels hesitant because of two reasons—one is that the sage does not want 
himself to be obliged to anyone by accepting any thing or service from the other person, 
and second, the sage is himself empowered to grant the wishes of others, and therefore it 
is deemed that he can provide his own self with whatever he needs, thereby eliminating 
the need for others to give him anything at all.] (22) 

 
dkSfld lqfu u`i cpu ljkgsm jktfgA 
/keZ dFkk dfg dgsm x;m tsfg dktfgAA23AA 
tcfga equhl eghlfg dktq lquk;mA 
Hk;m lusg lR; cl mr# u vk;mAA24AA 

 
kausika suni nṛpa bacana sarāhē'u rājahi. 
dharma kathā kahi kahē'u gaya'u jēhi kājahi. 23.  
jabahiṁ munīsa mahīsahi kāju sunāya'u. 
bhaya'u sanēha satya basa utaru na āya'u. 24.  
 
23-24. Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra) heard these sweet and humble words of the king and 
lauded him (for his humility, modesty and simplicity). He narrated or cited some episodes 
pertaining to Dharma (i.e. to the laws of righteousness, probity, propriety, noble conduct, 
morality and ethics) and then told him the purpose of his visit1. (23) 

When the sage finally disclosed his purpose of visit to the king2, the latter was 
stunned and dumbfounded beyond measure. He was virtually in a stupor, not being able 
to utter a word of answer, either yes or no. He was literally torn between two extreme 
emotions and was dangling on the horns of a great and unprecedented dilemma—because 
on the one hand there was the intense pull of the bond of love that he had for his sons 
(Ram and Laxman), and on the other hand there was the demand of righteous duty and 
the need to adhere to the principles of a true upholder of Dharma that was expected from 
such a great king as he who was renowned the world over precisely for this virtue3. (24) 

[Note—1The intention of the sage in narrating such episodes is to mentally prepare the 
king for what was to come. The sage wished to take Lord Ram with him for the 
protection of Dharma which the ruthless demons had been trampling underfoot 
relentlessly. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line nos. 1 and 8 that 
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precedes Doha no. 181; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 183—to 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 184.  

But the wise sage knew that the king was so overcome with worldly delusions that he 
has forgotten who Ram actually was, and what his divine mission on earth was, so it was 
certain that the king would be most reluctant to let Ram go with him. This is actually 
what happened—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede 
Doha no. 208 where the king has flatly denied that he will allow Ram and Laxman to go 
with the sage. 

Therefore, in order to pre-empt stubborn and outright refusal by the king to allow 
Lord Ram to go with Vishwamitra after some obvious initial phase of reluctance or 
hesitation, the sage had told him about ancient kings and sages who had made great 
personal sacrifices to protect and uphold Dharma. 

In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 49-50, it is descrbed how Viswamitra politely 
pleaded with king Dasrath to send Ram and Laxman with him.   

2Though not mentioned in these verses expressly, the purpose of sage Vishwamitra’s 
visit was to ask Dasrath to lend him Sri Ram and Laxman so that they could protect his 
fire sacrifice from being defiled by the demons. Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 207 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse 
no. 50.  

3The king loved all his sons, especially Lord Ram, more than his own life, and to part 
with Ram was like pulling the heart out of the body. When he heard what the sage 
wanted, i.e. permission to take Ram and Laxman with him to the dense forest to fight the 
fierce demons, the king was so terrified that his shook and his lips quivered in utter shock 
and disbelief. Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precede Doha no. 208; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 51.   

Dasrath did not mince words in flatly telling sage Vishwamitra that he cannot allow 
Ram to go to the forest with him to face the ruthlessly cruel demons. He is, on the other 
hand, ready to lay down his life, give the whole kingdom, give as much land, cows, 
wealth and everything else that he possessed to the sage in lieu of sending Ram and 
Laxman, but the latter option is certainly not open.  

But then, inspite of this initial round of outburst of denial and refusal, the great king 
had second thoughts. This is where the tactic of Vishwamitra worked. As has been 
already stated in verse no. 22 above, the sage had already brain-washed him about the 
need to adhere to the principles of Dharma, and the need to make sacrifices so that 
Dharma is upheld by telling him many ancient stories of great kings and sages who 
followed this sacrosanct law to attain liberation and deliverance as well as acquier 
immense fame, auspiciousness and goodwill.  

So, Dasrath feared that if he denied the sage what he wanted—especially when the 
sage’s requests are not for any personal gain such as land, money or other pecuniary 
benefits, but for the protection of the fire sacrifice and killing of the demons who are 
tormenting the people of the world—then it would be a grave and an unpardonable sin on 
the part of Dasrath because it is the moral duty of a great king that anyone who torments 
his subjects must be brought to book, and by creating an obstacle in fulfillment of this 
divine duty the concerned king would be committing an horrendous sin.  

Therefore, by denying this opportunity to sage Vishwamitra to get rid of the cruel 
demons and protect his fire sacrifice just because he loves his son Ram too much to let 
him go with the sage to fulfill his royal duties of a prince—which ordain that a righteous 
prince must do whatever he can to afford protection to sages and fire sacrifices as well as 
punish those who make his subjects miserable, such as being done by the demons—the 
king would invite the wrath of Natural Justice of the Lord God which spares none, and 
this natural process of punishment and spiritual retribution which such selfish action 
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would entail in its wake would not be good either for himself nor for the sons who he is 
trying to protect from facing the wrath of the cruel demons, nor for the kingdom as a 
whole. In other words, refusing to meet the requests of the sage would invite great 
horrors for the whole kingdom and the royal family itself.  

So, the king was thrown in a whirlpool of dilemma—one moment stoutly denying 
permission to let Ram go to the forest out of paternal love for his beloved son, and in the 
other moment thinking that he must let Ram go with the sage because it was his moral 
duty as a righteous king who has always upheld the laws of Dharma.] 

 
vk;m u mr# cfl"B yf[k cgq Hkk¡fr u`i le>k;ÅA 
dfg xkf/klqr ri rst dNq j?kqifr çHkkm tuk;ÅAA 
/khjt /kjsm lqj cpu lqfu dj tksfj dg dksly /kuhA 
d#uk fu/kku lqtku çHkq lks mfpr ufga fcurh ?kuhAA3AA 

 
chanda: 
 
āya'u na utaru basiṣṭha lakhi bahu bhām̐ti nṛpa samajhāya'ū. 
kahi gādhisuta tapa tēja kachu raghupati prabhā'u janāya'ū.  
dhīraja dharē'u sura bacana suni kara jōri kaha kōsala dhanī. 
karunā nidhāna sujāna prabhu sō ucita nahiṁ binatī ghanī. 3.  
 
Chanda 3. [The context of this Chanda: Sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice was being 
defiled by the demons. He went to Ayodhya and asked its king Dasrath to send his sons 
Lord Ram and Laxman with the sage to kill these demons so that the fire sacrifice could 
be completed successfully. The king was very reluctant to agree, but his chief royal 
priest, sage Vashistha persuaded him to agree with Vishwamitra.] 

Observing that the king is unable to give a positive, decisive answer to the 
requests of sage Vishwamitra (as he was dangling on the horns of a dilemma, not being 
able to decide whether or not to allow Lord Ram to go with the sage), his Guru, sage 
Vashistha, reasoned with him in various ways (using different logics and arguments to 
convince the king to send Ram to the forest with the sage, and assuring him of the Lord’s 
absolute safety with Vishwamitra).  
 [The Guru warned the king of the bad and ominous consequences of denying sage 
Vishwamitra his wishes. The sage was not asking for any worldly riches or expecting any 
pecuniary gain. He was seeking the king’s help to protect a fire sacrifice and punish the 
demons who were defiling it, something that was a moral obligation of a great king such 
as Dasrath who was bound to do everything possible so that this wish—i.e. protection of 
the fire sacrifice and punishment of its defilers—is fulfilled.  

Further, a prince’s destiny is not to indulge in sensual pleasures and remain 
confined to enjoying royal comfort of a palace, but to move out and extend support and 
protection to the subjects of his kingdom whenever and wherever they are in distress. 
Failure on both these counts will boomerang on the king and his reputation.  

Not only this, by denying sage Vishwamitra his wishes there is a chance that the 
great sage may curse him, and should this happen there will be no solution. This 
eventuality would be most horrifying, and it would be far better therefore to play it safe 
now and concede to the sage’s wishes before the worst happens. So, if the king willingly 
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and cheerfully allows Ram to go with the sage then it would be the sage’s responsibility 
to take care of Ram as well as the future happiness of the king towards whom the sage 
will morally obliged. In the present situation, this will be the best and the wisest action to 
be taken by Dasrath.  
 As for the doubt in the king’s mind about the integrity and abilities of sage 
Vishwamitra, Vashistha vouched on his behalf and assured the king that he need not 
worry at all about anything as Vishwamitra was a powerful and able sage, and that by 
conceding to his requests the sage would be obliged to reciprocate to the gesture liberally 
by doing something that would ensure fabulous good tidings for the whole kingdom. That 
is why the Guru told the king that Vishwamitra was ‘an ocean of mercy and compassion’ 
as reiterated by the king himself when he addressed the latter while agreeing to send Ram 
and Laxman with the sage.]  

On the one hand Vashistha narrated to the king the immaculate reputation and 
immense glories of sage Vishwamitra (known as ‘Gaadhisut’, the son of sage Gaadhi), as 
well as the great mystical powers that he possessed by the virtue of severe Tapa (doing 
severe penances and austerities) that he did, and on the other hand he told the king about 
his moral responsibilities along with the secrets of Lord Ram’s own greatness and 
divinity (as a prince who was not an ordinary one, but one who had a divine mission to 
accomplish in this world, a prince whose stupendous glories and great strength that had 
lain hidden hitherto needed to be brought out in the open by giving him an opportunity to 
move out of the comfort and cloistered life of a palace, and into the world to face its 
harsh realities, to conquer obstacles and to learn to fight for Dharma, and sharpen his 
skills and prove his mettle while assured of iron-clad safety under the able protection of a 
mighty sage of the stature of sage Vishwamitra—say, where else would such a golden 
opportunity come again?). 

Hearing the words of prudent advice given by his Guru, the king somehow 
gathered courage and felt reassured. Then the Lord of Kaushal (i.e. the king of Ayodhya; 
Dasrath) held his palms together as a gesture of paying respect to sage Vishwamitra, and 
said to him, ‘Oh Lord! You are an ocean of mercy and compassion as well as aware of all 
the things. Hence, it is not proper to talk much (and argue and discuss the matter further) 
before you.  

[In other words, you are wise and learned, and you know what is good for me as 
well as for my beloved son Ram. In fact, as a great and able sage, I feel assured of our 
well-being and safety in your hands. On the other hand, it will not only be unrighteous 
but also unpardonably sinful to deny a sage of your stature his wish. That would be 
ruinous for the entire kingdom and bring immense disrepute to its king who prides 
himself on his reputation as an upholder of Dharma—that this king had denied a great 
sage his wish to help him eliminate the horrors that cruel demons have unleashed on 
innocent people of the world family. Therefore it would be a shameful act on my part if I 
disallowed Ram to go with you just because of filial considerations—me being his father 
who is worried about his son’s safety. Hence, on the wise advice given to me by my 
learned Guru, sage Vashistha, I have realised that I need not worry about either my 
welfare or that of my son Ram, and that it is most prudent and wise to let him accompany 
you to protect your fire sacrifice.]’ (3) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 208 and its preceding Chaupai 
line no. 8. It speaks of the same thing. 
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When king Dasrath was hesitant to allow his son Ram to go to the forest to protect 
the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra and fight the demons, the king’s royal priest, sage 
Vashistha took him aside and reasoned with him. He explained to the king the pros and 
cons of his decision, and told him that he need not worry about the safety of Ram with 
Vishwamitra as the sage was amply able to protect him as he possessed immense 
mystical powers. 

A question arises here that if Vishwamitra was so powerful that no harm would befall 
upon the young princes when he was with them, then why could he not protect his own 
fire sacrifice? The answer is given in Valmiki’s Ramayana where Vishwamitra explained 
that he could not kill the demons who were defiling his fire sacrifice because he had 
taken a vow of observing self-restraint, maintain mental calmness and serenity, and not 
being angry or wrathful on anyone while the sacrifice was in progress. If he punished the 
demons by cursing them, then it would violate this vow, and the whole exercise would be 
spoilt.  

Refer: (i) Valmiki’s Ramayana, Baal Kand, Sarga/Canto 19, verse nos. 7-20; (ii) 
Tulsidas’ Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 47, stanza nos. 1-2, and verse no. 66, stanza 
no. 2.] 

 
ukFk eksfg ckydUg lfgr iqj ifjtuA 
jk[kfugkj  rqEgkj  vuqxzg  ?kj  cuAA25AA 
nhu cpu cgq Hkk¡fr Hkwi eqfu lu dgsA 
lkSafi jke v# y[ku ik; iadt xgsAA26AA 

 
nātha mōhi bālakanha sahita pura parijana. 
rākhanihāra tumhāra anugraha ghara bana. 25.  
dīna bacana bahu bhām̐ti bhūpa muni sana kahē. 
saumpi rāma aru lakhana pāya paṅkaja gahē. 26.  
 
25-26. King Dasrath told sage Vishwamitra—‘Oh Lord! It is indeed your grace and 
blessings that gives all of us—me, the children as well as the subjects of the entire 
kingdom—protection, whether we live in a city or in the forest.’  

[The king was initially afraid of the safety of his sons Ram and Laxman when he 
opposed sending them to the forest with sage Vishwamitra. But when his royal priest, 
sage Vashistha, explained everything to him and assured him about the safety of the two 
princes in the hands of Vishwamitra by enlightening the king about the latter’s immense 
powers, the king finally conceded. This has been narrated above in Chanda no. 3.] (25)  

The king said many such words of humility and submission to the sage, then 
handed over Lord Sri Ram and Laxman to him. The king kneeled down and clasped the 
sage’s lotus-like feet as an act of seeking his protection and a gesture of submission 
before the great sage. (26) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 208 and its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 9-10. They speak of the same thing. Here, the king called Ram and Laxman, 
affectionately embraced them, and made them bow before the sage. Then he handed them 
over to the sage, saying—“Oh Sage. These two sons are like my Pran (life). You are no 
one else but like their father. I am handing over them and their responsibility now 
onwards to you. Take care as you think fit.” Saying this, the king handed over the two 
princes to sage Vishwamitra.] 
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ikb ekrq firq vk;lq xq# ik;Ug ijsA 
dfV fu"kax iV ihr djfu lj /kuq /kjsAA27AA 
iqjcklh u`i jkfuUg lax fn;s euA 
csfx fQjsm dfj dktq dqly j?kquanuAA28AA 

 
pā'i mātu pitu āyasu guru pāyanha parē. 
kaṭi niṣaṅga paṭa pīta karani sara dhanu dharē. 27.  
purabāsī nṛpa rāninha saṅga diyē mana. 
bēgi phirē'u kari kāju kusala raghunandana. 28.  
 
27-28. At the instructions of their father as well as their mother, they (Lord Sri Ram and 
Laxman) fell at the feet of the Guru (i.e. sage Vashistha) to pay their respects to the great 
sage. The two brothers had a quiver and Pitambar (a silk seamless golden-coloured cloth) 
tied around their waists, and they held a bow and an arrow in their hands1. (27)  

The citizens, the king and the queens were extremely sad at the moment Ram and 
Laxman were preparing to go with sage Vishwamitra. They became overwhelmed with 
emotions and literally sent their hearts and minds along with Raghunandan (i.e. the son of 
the Raghu’s clan, Lord Sri Ram) as he went out to accompany the sage to the forest, by 
saying—‘Oh our beloved Raghunandan! Once you have finished the designated work of 
the sage (Vishwamitra), please come back immediately. [Remember this—the time that 
we have to spend without you will be most burdensome for us, and it is impossible for us 
to live without you in our midst for a long time. So, do come back as soon as possible.2]’ 
(28) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha 
no. 209 that say—“The Lord (Ram) has large lotus-like red/pink eyes; his chest is broad; 
and his arms are large and long. His complexion is dark like the blue lotus flower or the 
dark shade of the catechu plant. He has Pitambar and a beautiful quiver (to hold arrows) 
tied to his waist. He holds a magnificent bow and an arrow in his hands. The great sage 
Vishwamitra was indeed very fortunate to have acquired the company of the two brothers 
(Ram and Laxman) having a dark and fair complexion respectively, and who are 
exceptionally beautiful to behold.” 

2Lord Ram was extremely dear not only to his parents but also to the citizens of 
Ayodhya in equal terms. This is clear when the Lord was heading to his 14-year forest 
exile as narrated in Ram Charit Manas. In its Ayodhya Kand there is an extensive 
narration of how the grieving citizens ran after the chariot which was taking the Lord 
away from the city—refer: Ayodhya Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
81; (ii) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 84—to Doha no. 86; and (iii) Doha no. 
118. 

Once again, when Bharat was returning from Chitrakoot with Lord Ram’s sandal, an 
overwhelming sense of gloom, dejection, despair and dismay spread over all the people 
like a thick blanket as they walked silently back home in a state of numbness and 
complete stupor. Even after their return to Ayodhya they lived a life of pain, misery and 
grief, ever lost in the memory of their beloved Lord, and waiting for the time when the 
Lord will finally come back to inject cheer and happiness in their lives once again—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 322 along with Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that 
precede it.]     
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bZl eukb vlhlfga t; tlq ikogqA 
Ugkr [klS tfu ckj xg# tfu ykogqAA29AA 
pyr ldy iqj yksx fc;ksx fcdy Hk,A 
lkuqt  Hkjr  lçse  jke  ik;Ug  u,AA30AA 

 
īsa manā'i asīsahiṁ jaya jasu pāvahu. 
nhāta khasai jani bāra gaharu jani lāvahu. 29.  
calata sakala pura lōga biyōga bikala bha'ē. 
sānuja bharata saprēma rāma pāyanha na'ē. 30.  
 
29-30. All of them (i.e. the parents, the Guru, and the citizens of Ayodhya) invoked their 
patron God (i.e. Lord Shiva) and blessed Sri Ram and Laxman, saying, ‘You should 
achieve victory and fame. Let not a single hair of your head fall while you bathe (i.e. let 
not a single hair of yours be harmed; let Lord Shiva give you absolute protection). And 
look, don’t delay in coming back (as soon as the work of securing sage Vishwamitra’s 
fire sacrifice is completed).’ (29)  

At the time of their (Ram and Laxman’s) departure, all the residents of the city 
were overwhelmed with anguish and grief that comes with separation from someone 
whom one loves very dearly. Bharat and his younger brother (Shatrughan) bowed at the 
feet of Sri Ram as a mark of respect and farewell. (30) 

 
gksfga ldqy lqHk eaxy tuq dfg nhUgsmA 
jke y[ku eqfu lkFk xou rc dhUgsmAA31AA 
L;key  xkSj  fdlksj  euksgjrk  fuf/kA 
lq"kek ldy ldsfy eugq¡  fcjps  fcf/kAA32AA 

 
hōhiṁ sakula subha maṅgala janu kahi dīnhē'u. 
rāma lakhana muni sātha gavana taba kīnhē'u. 31.  
syāmala gaura kisōra manōharatā nidhi. 
suṣamā sakala sakēli manahum̐ biracē bidhi. 32.  
 
31-32. At that time, many different good signs began to appear as if to forecast an 
auspicious future. Then Sri Ram and Laxman left with sage Vishwamitra (for his 
hermitage in the forest to protect his fire sacrifice). (31) 

They were respectively of a dark and fair complexion (i.e. Lord Ram was dark, 
and his younger brother Laxman was fair complexioned), were in their teens, and both of 
them appeared to be a treasury of charm, magnificence and beauty, enchanting the mind 
the heart of all those who beheld them. It looked as if the creator Brahma has created 
them out of all the beauty, majesty, charm, magnificence and grandeur that ever existed 
in the world. [In other words, the beauty, the charm, the magnificence and the glamour of 
the two brothers was matchless, and it seemed that the creator has extracted the best of 
everything that was beautiful, magnificen, charming and glamorous to create these two 
young brothers, Ram and Laxman.]1 (32) 
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[Note—1The exceptionally beautiful sight of Lord Ram and Laxman going to the forest 
alongside sage Vishwamitra has been extensively described by Tulsidas in his book 
‘Geetawali’, Baal Kand, verse nos. 52—56. It makes a very fascinating reading, and since 
it is not practical to include these verses here, the reader is advised to look up my English 
version of Geetawali which has been published separately.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precedes 
Doha no. 209.] 

 
fcjps  fcjafp  cukb  ck¡ph  #fpjrk  japkS  ughaA 
nl pkfj Hkqou fugkfj nsf[k fcpkfj ufga miek dghaAA 
fjf"k lax lksgr tkr ex Nfc clr lks rqylh fg,¡A 
fd;ks xou tuq fnuukFk mÙkj lax e/kq ek/ko fy,¡AA4AA 

 
chanda: 
 
biracē biran ̄ci banā'i bām̐cī ruciratā ran ̄cai nahīṁ. 
dasa cāri bhuvana nihāri dēkhi bicāri nahiṁ upamā kahīṁ.  
riṣi saṅga sōhata jāta maga chabi basata sō tulasī hi'ēm̐. 
kiyō gavana janu dinanātha uttara saṅga madhu mādhava li'ēm̐. 4.  
 
Chanda 4. The creator Brahma had created them so meticulously and immaculately 
beautiful that it appears no beauty, charm and magnificence remained as a residue after 
their creation (i.e. all such good qualities of the world were exhausted in moulding or 
crafting the bewitching forms of Lord Ram and Laxman).  

We have searched and looked around very carefully in all the 14 Bhuvans 
(territories, segments, parts and areas of the universe created by Brahma) but there is 
nothing to compare them with. They look very magnificent and charming while on their 
way alongside the sage (Vishwamitra).  

This (stupendously charming) image of them (Ram and Laxman) has enshrined 
itself in the heart of Tulsidas. The sight reminds one of the Sun migrating towards the 
north of the equinox along with Madhu (i.e. the month of Chaitra or mid March-April) 
and Maadhav (i.e. May-June)1. (Chanda 4) 

[Note—1Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 51, 2nd line of stanza no. 3 that 
also states the same thing.   

In the present Chanda, sage Vishwamitra is the Sun, Sri Ram is Madhu, and Laxman 
is Maadhav. This is a metaphor that refers to the winter solistice when the sun migrates to 
the north of the celestial equator. The sage is compared to the ‘Sun’ because he is radiant 
with the positive aura that surrounds him due the intense Tapa (penances and austerities) 
that he had done. Ram and Laxman have been compared to Madhu and Maadav in this 
verse.  

This comparison is very interesting. The sun is at its brightest best during the summer 
months that are at their peak during May and June. Before that, during the earlier months 
of March and April, the chill and grey of winter has ended and spring has brought cheer 
and colour to the countryside. Hence, though sage Vishwamitra’s Tapa had bestowed him 
with a divine glow, it was made more brilliant when Lord Ram and Laxman accompanied 
him. Lord Ram is like the spring season that brings cheer all around, when new leaves 
sprout on trees and there is colour and greenery everywhere. Laxman is a brave warrior, 
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and he is as strong and unbearable as the heat of the vicious summer months. It is during 
this period of the year that the sun appears at its brightest glory. After that, the rainy 
season sets in and the sun gets hidden behind clouds.  

In other words, when sage Vishwamitra walked along with Ram and Laxman, his 
excitement and exhilaration knew no bounds, and this reflected in his demeanours and 
countenance—he bore a perpetually infective smile, his face glowed, and the happiness 
of having the company of the Supreme Being in a physical form was enough to charge 
the sage with an immense surge of dynamic spiritual energy that bubbled over and spilled 
all around him.] 

 
fxj r# csfy lfjr lj fciqy fcyksdfgaA 
/kkofga cky lqHkk; fcgx e`x jksdfgaAA33AA 
ldqpfga eqfufg lHkhr cgqfj fQfj vkofgaA 
rksfj Qwy Qy fdly; eky cukofgaAA34AA 

 
gira taru bēli sarita sara bipula bilōkahiṁ. 
dhāvahiṁ bāla subhāya bihaga mṛga rōkahiṁ. 33.  
sakucahiṁ munihi sabhīta bahuri phiri āvahiṁ. 
tōri phūla phala kisalaya māla banāvahiṁ. 34.  
 
33-34. They (the two brothers) excitedly look at different mountains, hills, trees, 
creepers, rivers, streams, lakes, ponds etc. while on their way to the sage’s hermitage. 
They run behind and try to stop the birds and deer (or other pleasant and harmless 
animals) from running away from them in a manner behooving children of their age1. 
(33) 

Then they get scared of the sage (fearing that he shall be annoyed), and come 
back to him. Then at other times, they pluck flowers, fruits and leaves, and string a 
garland out of them. (34) 

[Note—Such a wonderful and fascinating imagery! A similar description is found in 
Geetawali, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 52, stanza no. 5; (ii) verse no. 54, stanza nos. 3-4; 
(iii) verse no. 55, stanza no. 5; (iv) verse no. 56, stanza no. 5.  
 Later on in life, when Lord Ram and Laxman were going to their 14-year exile along 
with Sita, the Lord had also watched the beautiful scene of the mountains, hills, rivers, 
trees with their flowers and fruits as he moved ahead in the forest—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 113 along with Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede it.]   

 
nsf[k fcuksn çeksn çse dkSfld mjA 
djr tkfga ?ku Nk¡g lqeu cj"kfga lqjAA35AA 
c/kh  rkM+dk  jke  tkfu  lc  yk;dA 
fc|k  ea=  jgL;  fn,  eqfuuk;dAA36AA 

 
 
dēkhi binōda pramōda prēma kausika ura. 
karata jāhiṁ ghana chām̐ha sumana baraṣahiṁ sura. 35.  
badhī tāṛakā rāma jāni saba lāyaka. 
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bidyā mantra rahasya di'ē munināyaka. 36.  
 
35-36. Watching the joyful and pleasant playful activities (of Sri Ram and Laxman), the 
heart of the sage gets overwhelmed with delight and joy as well as a surge of love and 
affection for them1. The clouds provide shade and the Gods rain flowers on the path2. 
(35) 

About that time, Sri Ram slayed (the demoness known as) Taadka3. Seeing the 
two brothers fully eligible and worthy of being imparted knowledge, the sage gave them 
the holy Mantra—i.e. revealed to them the formula and secrets of the art and science of 
weapons and warfare. [He taught the two brothers the secrets of many powerful and 
invincible weapons, as well as the intricacies and methods to use them during battle, both 
to attack the enemy as well as for self-defence.]4 (36) 

[Note—1Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 52, stanza no. 5; (ii) verse no. 
55, stanza no. 7. 

2When the Lord walks on the path, the clouds cheerfully and willingly provide shade 
for him, and the Gods shower flowers to soften the ground below. They feel privileged to 
have got this opportunity—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 113.  
Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 53, stanza no. 3; (ii) verse no. 55, 
stanza no. 4. 

3Taadka was a demoness who attacked the party of Ram, Laxman and Vishwamitra 
as they were on their way to the hermitage of the sage. Lord Ram killed her with a single 
arrow when sage Vishwamitra gave him orders—refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 209;  

(ii) In Geetawali, Baal Kand, there are numerous references to the killing of Taadka 
as follows—verse no. 55, stanza no. 6; verse no. 52, stanza no. 6; verse no. 63, stanza no. 
4; verse no. 67, stanza no. 2; verse no. 68, stanza no. 3. 

4Taadka was not an ordinary demoness. It was not easy to kill her. So when Lord 
Ram killed her with a single arrow, the sage realised finally that Ram was not an ordinary 
prince, and that he had the potential, the strength, the powers and the prowess to actually 
defeat the mighty demons and free the earth of their tyranny. So the sage decided to 
empower the two brothers with skills and knowledge that will help them achieve this 
noble objective of eliminating the demons. The killing of Taadka was the test that proved 
to Vishwamitra that Ram was an eligible candidate to whom the secret of mystical 
weapons must be divulged.  

It has been expressly said so in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 and its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8. To quote—“The great sage recognized his Lord. The 
sage then emparted the mystical knowledge of secret weapons to him (Lord Ram) though 
the Lord was deemed to have all knowledge, being a personified form of the all-knowing 
Supreme Being. But nevertheless, to comply with the requirements of his formal form as 
a human being, the sage observed the formality of giving knowledge to the ‘Lord of all 
knowledge’. This mystical knowledge empowered the person to be free from thirst and 
hunger, amongst other things. It gave the holder of this knowledge an incomparably 
immense strength and dynamic powers; it made his body glow with radiance and 
splendour as it became infused with dynamic energy of divine proportions. Not only this, 
the sage surrendered to the Lord all the mystical weapons (i.e. invisible weapons that 
could be invoked as and when they were needed) that he possessed. That is, the sage told 
the secret formula by which these invincible and powerful weapons could be invoked and 
used against one’s opponent.” 
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In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 52, stanza no. 6 it is said that “sage Vishwamitra 
taught Lord Ram and Laxman the art of archery. With this knowledge, Lord Ram had 
killed Taadka with a single arrow.”]    

 
ex yksxUgds djr lqQy eu ykspuA 
x, dkSfld vkJefga fciz Hk; ekspuAA37AA 
ekfj  fulkpj  fudj  tX;  djok;mA 
vHk; fd, eqfuc`an txr tlq xk;mAA38AA 

 
maga lōganhakē karata suphala mana lōcana. 
ga'ē kausika āśramahiṁ bipra bhaya mōcana. 37.  
māri nisācara nikara jagya karavāya'u. 
abhaya ki'ē munibṛnda jagata jasu gāya'u. 38.  
 
37-38. Making the people who lived along the way fully contented in their hearts and 
minds by the magnificent sight of the two brothers (Ram and Laxman), and making them 
feel that they have got the full reward of having eyes (as they were able to watch the 
bewitching beauty of the two brothers as they wended their way through the villages and 
hamlets along the way to the hermitage of sage Vishwamitra), Lord Ram—who is the 
vanquisher of the fear of Brahmins—went to the hermitage of Kaushik (sage 
Vishwamitra). (37)  

Then, he (Sri Ram) destroyed (killed) the hordes of demons (who were defiling 
the fire sacrifice) and helped the sage to complete his fire sacrifice without any 
hindrance1, thereby making all the sages, hermits and seers feel reassured and fearless 
from the scare of the mighty and cruel demons. The whole world erupted in joy as it sang 
and lauded this great deed of the Lord. (38) 

[Note—1This episode is mentioned in—(i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 210 where it is stated that amongst the demons killed was 
Subahu who was scorched with a fire-tipped arrow, and Marich who was spared his life 
by being flung far off to an island that lay one hundred Yojans away into the ocean. {1 
Yojan = 8 miles.}  

Refer also to—(a) Geetawali, Baal Kand—(i) verse no. 55, stanza no. 9; (ii) verse no. 
56, stanza no. 6; (iii) verse no. 60, stanza nos. 1-3; (iv) verse no. 63, stanza no. 4; (v) 
verse no. 67, stanza no. 2. 

(b) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 21, stanza no. 1.]  
 

 
Departure of Sri Ram for Sita’s Swayambar 

 
fcç lk/kq lqj dktq egkeqfu eu /kfjA 
jkefg pys fyokb /kuq"k e[k felq dfjAA39AA 
xkSre  ukfj  m/kkfj  iBS  ifr  /kkefgA 
tud uxj yS x;m egkeqfu jkefgAA40AA 

 
bipra sādhu sura kāju mahāmuni mana dhari. 
rāmahi calē livā'i dhanuṣa makha misu kari. 39.  
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gautama nāri udhāri paṭhai pati dhāmahi. 
janaka nagara lai gaya'u mahāmuni rāmahi. 40.  
 
39-40. Thereafter, the great sage (Vishwamitra) embarked on the next phase of his 
mission, which was to accomplish the task of Brahmins, saints and Gods. [This mission 
was to make them happy by bringing about a union of Lord Vishnu’s human form as 
Ram with the Lord’s eternal cosmic counterpart, goddess Laxmi who had manifested 
herself as Sita, and pave the way for the ultimate elimination of the cruel demons for 
which purpose Vishnu had to come to earth in the first place.]  

So, with this objective in mind, the sage moved ahead and went on a journey (to 
Janakpur) to witness the ‘Danush Yagya’, a ceremony in which the formidable bow of 
Lord Shiva was to play the central role. He took Ram and Laxman along on the pretext of 
making them also witness this rare spectacle (and in the process fulfill the wishes of the 
Brahmins, saints, sages and Gods)1. (39) 

On the way, (by the touch of Sri Ram’s divine and holy feet) sage Gautam’s wife 
(Ahilya) was freed (from her curse that had turned her into a rock/stone). Freed from the 
curse, Ahilya reverted to her divine form and sent back to her husband Gautam2. Then the 
great sage brought Lord Ram to Janak’s city (i.e. Janakpur). (40) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-10  that precede Doha 
no. 210.  

2The story of Ahilya’s liberation is narrated in—(a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha 211; (b) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse nos. 57-60.  

The story of Ahilya in brief is as follows— 
She was the devout and chaste wife of sage Gautam. According to legend, once it so 

happened that Indra, the lustful king of Gods, fell prey to the beauty of Ahilya, and 
attempted to outrage her modesty by assuming the form of her husband while the sage 
had gone out to the river to attend to his daily chores. When the sage returned, Indra tried 
to escape from the hermitage, but the sage caught him red-handed. So outraged was the 
sage that he cursed both his chaste wife Ahilya as well as the culprit Indra. He cursed 
Ahilya that she would become a stone. But when he found out that Indra, the king of 
Gods, was the real culprit who had deceitfully cheated his wife of her loyalty towards her 
husband, and that Ahilya was not to be blamed, the sage cursed Indra vehemently. 
Gautam realised that Indra had been so overcome with a rage of passion that he forgot all 
senses of ethics, propriety and probity and had assumed the form of the sage to cheat 
Ahilya. So the sage had then blessed her that when Lord Vishnu incarnated on the earth 
as Sri Ram, he would visit her place and would touch her with the holy dust of his feet, at 
which she will be absolved of her sins and her curse, and will resume her original form 
and come back to heaven. The sage promised her that after her penances and repentance, 
when she will be purified by Sri Ram’s holy feet, he will accept her back as his wife. 
 Meanwhile, the sage vehemently cursed Indra that his body would be full of holes 
representing eyes, as he was so lascivious and promiscuous that he could see nothing but 
a woman’s vagina, a virtual ‘hole’ in the body, with his lustful eyes, which were also 
equal to a ‘hole’. So, let him see whatever he wishes with his whole body, and let the 
world known about his deformed mentality when it watches him with thousands of holes 
on his body. As a result, Indra’s body became ugly by being perforated with thousands of 
tiny holes resembling the scars of Chicken Pocks.] 
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yS x;m jkefg xkf/k lqou fcyksfd iqj gj"ks fg,¡A 
lqfu jkm vkxs ysu vk;m lfpo xqj Hkwlqj fy,¡AA 
u`i xgs ik; vlhl ikbZ eku vknj vfr fd,¡A 
voyksfd jkefg vuqHkor euq czãlq[k lkSxqu fd,¡AA5AA 

 
 
chanda: 
 
lai gaya'u rāmahi gādhi suvana bilōki pura haraṣē hi'ēm̐. 
suni rā'u āgē lēna āya'u saciva gura bhūsura li'ēm̐.  
nṛpa gahē pāya asīsa pā'ī māna ādara ati ki'ēm ̐. 
avalōki rāmahi anubhavata manu brahmasukha sauguna ki'ēm̐. 5.  
 
Chanda 5. The son of sage Gaadhi (i.e. sage Vishwamitra) took Sri Ram to the city (of 
Janakpur). They felt extremely delighted in their hearts on seeing the city1.  

Hearing of their arrival, the king (Janak) came forward to meet and welcome 
them. He was accompanied by his ministers, Guru and Brahmins (i.e. elders of the royal 
court). The king knelt down to clasp the sage’s feet (in reverence), and was blessed by 
him in return. Then he showed great respect and honour to the sage and formally invited 
him to the city to attend the ceremony2.  

He (the king) felt a hundred times more happy and contented than the joys of 
attainment of Brahm (supreme reality) at the sight of Sri Ram3. (Chanda 5) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
212—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 214.  

2Refer: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 214—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 215; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that 
precede Doha no. 217. (b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 61; verse 69, stanza no. 1.  

3Refer: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 217. (b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse 
nos. 64-65; verse no. 69, stanza no. 3.] 

 
nsf[k  euksgj  ewjfr  eu  vuqjkxsmA 
c¡/ksm  lusg  fcnsg  fcjkx  fcjkxsmAA41AA 
çeqfnr  ân;¡  ljkgr  Hky  HkolkxjA 
tg¡ mitfga vl ekfud fcf/k cM+ ukxjAA42AA 

 
dēkhi manōhara mūrati mana anurāgē'u. 
bam̐dhē'u sanēha bidēha birāga birāgē'u. 41.  
pramudita hṛdayam̐ sarāhata bhala bhavasāgara. 
jaham ̐ upajahiṁ asa mānika bidhi baṛa nāgara. 42.  
 
41-42. At the sight of that enchanting and captivating image (of Sri Ram), love and 
affection sprouted in the heart of the king. He got tied with the Lord by the thread of love 
and affection, and all his so-called dispassion, detachment and renunciation which made 
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him famous by the name of Videh (literally, one who is detached from his body), 
vanished1. (41) 

He praised this gross world (inspite of him being enlightened enough to know that 
it is illusionary and entrapping for the soul of the creature, and not something one would 
like to choose if given a choice). He was so excited and exhilarated in his heart that he 
exclaimed—‘Ironically, this Bhavsagar (i.e. mundane, deluding, artificial world that is 
compared to a fathomless vast ocean which is said to trap the soul in an endless cycle of 
birth and death, as well as the one that keep the creature eternally tormented by the pulls 
and tugs of its illusive material charms) appears at last to be so pleasant and good because 
it is here that such excellent gems (here represented by Lord Ram and Laxman) are 
produced. Really, the creator Brahma is very clever indeed2.’ (42) 

[Note—1Janak was an enlightened king, and was renowned for his in-depth knowledge of 
the eclectic spiritual philosophy of the scriptures. As a result of this spiritual knowledge 
he was deemed to be detached from and unmoved by all sorts of visual attractions of the 
physical world, including being bewitched by the physical charm of any person. But 
when he saw Lord Ram he all but forgot about his principles of remaining detached and 
indifferent to all attractions that have their genesis in one being able to get distracted by 
the physical charms of the world that one perceives with the help of the organ of sight, 
i.e. the eye. The sight of Lord Ram caught his imagination though he was supposed to be 
neutral to what the eyes see in this world. This incident of Janak losing his detached 
composure and indifference to what is pleasant to behold and what is not is cited by 
Tulsidas to emphasise the magnitude of Lord Ram’s charm and magnificence. If the 
Lord’s physical presence and the beauty of his countenance could sway the completely 
neutral mind and heart of king Janak who was singularly famous for this great spiritual 
virtue of being unmoved by and unconcerned with anything physical, then it is easy to 
imagine what effect the Lord’s sight would be on ordinary mortals of the world. This is a 
sort of a prelude of what is to follow. When Lord Ram and Laxman went on a sight-
seeing round of the city of Janakpur, the whole city was stunned by the most 
bewitchingly beautiful sight of the two brothers as they meandeared their way through 
the city’s lanes, streets and avenues.  

2King Janak refers to the beauty and charm of Sri Ram and Laxman when he refers to 
the excellent gems. This shows that he has all but forgotten that he is considered a 
renunciate king amongst all the worldly kings. 

The physical visible gross world is called Bhavsagar as it is like a vast, fathomless 
ocean which is most difficult to cross. No wise and enlightened man would like to come 
here if he gets the fourtunate chance to get away from its horrifying experiences. But the 
same detestable world has one big benefit—it is here that the Lord appears in his visible 
form that one can see and cherish. The cosmic form of the Supreme Being is invisible 
and indiscernible, but it is only in this physical gross world that the Lord has revealed 
himself in a physical form on the prayers of his devotees to perform divine acts and deeds 
that the rest of the world sings and derives immense pleasure and happiness from. It is in 
this gross physical world that one can see the otherwise unseen form of the Lord God, he 
can hear the Lord speak and spoken about, he can physically worship the Lord and make 
offerings to him, he can live with the Lord and play with the Lord—just like the people 
who had done at the time Lord Vishnu revealed himself as Ram on this earth.  

Therefore, inspite of all its drawbacks and shortcomings, despite of it being the cause 
of all spiritual hurdles for the creature, there is one great virtue with this world—it is here 
that the Lord manifests himself to live amongst us mortals like one of us, though of 
course it is another matter that we do not recognize him in our midst. Only a few wise, 
enlightened and realised souls who have managed to open their inner subtle eyes of 
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insight and wisdom are able to see and recognize the Lord in their midst just like the case 
of an expert jeweler being able to see the priceless gem concealed in the stone lying 
unnoticed on the ground, and picking it up, while the rest of the world just walks past it. 
This is why the wise king Janak praises this world inspite of calling it a ‘Bhavsagar’ to 
indicate that he is fully aware that the world he praises is a trap for the soul.] 

 
iqU; i;k s f/k ekrq firq , fllq lqjr#A 
:i lq/kk lq[k nsr u;u vejfu c#AA43AA 
dsfg lqÑrh ds dq ¡vj dfg; eqfuuk;dA 
xk Sj L;ke Nfc /kke /kj s a /kuq lk;dAA44AA 

 
pun'ya payōdhi mātu pitu ē sisu surataru. 
rūpa sudhā sukha dēta nayana amarani baru. 43.  
kēhi sukṛtī kē kum̐ara kahiya munināyaka. 
gaura syāma chabi dhāma dharēṁ dhanu sāyaka. 44.  
 
43-44. [Here, Janak praised the lucky parents of Lord Ram and Laxman.] 

Their parents are like an ocean of good and noble deeds as well as auspiciousness. 
[In other words, their parents must have done a lot of virtuous deeds and auspicious 
things that they were blessed with such wonderful sons.] 

Their (parent’s) eyes represent the Gods who were feeling contented by the 
beautiful and enchanting sight of the Kalpa Tree represented by these children. [The 
‘Kalpa Tree’ is the all wish-fulfilling tree of the Gods. It gives whatever the Gods desire. 
The desire of the ‘eye’ is to see things that are nice and pleasant, things that give peace 
and happiness to the mind and the heart. The sight of Ram and Laxman gives the same 
happiness and peace to their parents, fulfilling all their desires as parents, just like the 
Kalpa Tree gives happiness, peace and contentedness to the Gods.] (43)  

Oh the chief amongst the sages (i.e. Vishwamitra)! Please tell me whose sons are 
these two beautiful children, the one with a fair complexion and the one with a dark 
complexion, who hold a bow and arrow in their hands?1 (44) 

[Note—1Refer: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 215; Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precedes Doha no. 217. (b) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand—verse nos. 64-65; verse no. 69, stanza no. 3.] 

 
fc"k; fceq[k eu eksj lsb ijekjFkA 
bUgfga nsf[k Hk;k s exu tkfu cM+ LokjFkAA45AA 
dgsm lçse iqyfd eqfu lqfu efgikydA 
,  ijekjFk  :i  czãe;  ckydAA46AA  

 
biṣaya bimukha mana mōra sē'i paramāratha. 
inhahiṁ dēkhi bhayō magana jāni baṛa svāratha. 45.  
kahē'u saprēma pulaki muni suni mahipālaka. 
ē paramāratha rūpa brahmamaya bālaka. 46.  
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45-46. Regular contemplation on the pure self as well as on the supreme reality and the 
absolute truth of creation has made my mind and heart turn away from the materialistic 
world of sensual pleasures and objects. Instead of the world, I prefer to think and dwell 
constantly on spiritual matters and the soul. But when I observe the two brothers (Ram 
and Laxman), my mind and heart become enthralled and captivated by them, thinking 
that it is in their best interest. [That is, when I see Ram and Laxman I feel that my sight 
has been fully rewarded, and all my spiritual efforts till now have borne fruit.] (45)  

[Seeing this ecstatic mental condition of Janak—] The sage (Vishwamitra) 
became thrilled and said most affectionately—‘Oh the Lord of the earth (because Janak 
was a king)! These children are an image of Brahm, the Supreme Being. [And this is why 
you are so enamoured of them. There is no wonder in your getting so enthralled at their 
sight because they are not ordinary princes but images of the Lord. Since you always 
think and contemplate of Brahm, and Brahm is standing right in your front in the form of 
Ram, I am not at all surprised at your ecstatic condition. It is expected and natural.]1 (46) 

[Note—1In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 
216, the same idea is expressed, but while in our present text above it is the sage who 
discloses this fact, in Ram Charit Manas it is Janak who wonders if Ram is indeed Brahm 
because otherwise it is impossible that his mind and heart would have got so enamoured 
of Ram him if he had been only an ordinary prince.  

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 61, stanza no. 4, and the whole of verse 
no. 65.] 

 
iw"ku  cal  fcHkw"ku  nljFk  uanuA 
uke  jke  v#  y[ku  lqjkfj  fudanuAA47AA 
:i  lhy  c;  cal  jke  ifjiwjuA 
leqf> dfBu iu vkiu ykx fclwjuAA48AA 

 
pūṣana bansa bibhūṣana dasaratha nandana. 
nāma rāma aru lakhana surāri nikandana. 47.  
rūpa sīla baya bansa rāma paripūrana. 
samujhi kaṭhina pana āpana lāga bisūrana. 48.  
 
47-48. [Sage Vishwamitra introduced Lord Ram and Laxman to Janak as follows—] 
 They are the jewels of the sun-race (the solar dynasty that descended from the Sun 
God), and are the sons of king Dasrath (of Ayodhya). Their names are Ram and Laxman 
respectively, and they are the destroyers of demons.1 (47)  

Sri Ram is wholesome in respect of beauty, noble characters, fine virtues, noble 
pedigree and proper age (i.e. he is in his teens and has attained a marrigable age). [In 
other words, the sage indirectly recommended to Janak to consider Ram as a suitable 
candidate for becoming a groom for his daughter Sita for whom he has organized the bow 
ceremony. The wise sage chose the correct moment to advocate Ram’s case as a suitable 
groom for Janak’s daughter because the king has just now shown keen interest in the two 
princes, Ram and Laxman, and the sage thought that a word of recommendation on his 
part may help Janak make up his mind in favour of Ram.]’ 

The king heard all this (i.e. the subtle hint that the sage was giving to him about 
Ram being an eligible bachelor and a suitable candidate to be selected as the groom), but 
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remembering his stern vows (that Sita would be married only to someone who lifts and 
strings the sturdy bow of Lord Shiva, and that he cannot unilaterally decide to select Ram 
as the groom for his daughter at this late hour when countless other princes have already 
arrived, and with the ceremony scheduled for the next day in full public view it is 
unthinkable at this late stage to rescind on his vows) the king became very pensive, 
gloomy and depressed. [This was because though Janak personally favoured and liked to 
see Ram as the groom for his daughter Sita, the things were in such a fix that he cannot 
do so. Janak was mentally regretting his own decision to hold the bow ceremony, and his 
mind churned rapidly to find some way out so that he could wriggle out of his dilemma, 
save his face and reputation, and somehow be able to marry Sita with Ram. But it 
appeared to be an impossible task. See Chanda no. 6 below.] (48) 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 216 and its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 66-68, and especially stanza no. 
2 of verse no. 69.]  

 
ykxs fclwju leqf> iu eu cgqfj /khjt vkfu dSA 
yS pys ns[kkou jaxHkwfe vusd fcf/k luekfu dSAA 
dkSfld ljkgh #fpj jpuk tud lqfu gjf"kr Hk,A 
rc jke y[ku lesr eqfu dg¡ lqHkx flagklu n,AA6AA 

 
chanda: 
 
lāgē bisūrana samujhi pana mana bahuri dhīraja āni kai. 
lai calē dēkhāvana raṅgabhūmi anēka bidhi sanamāni kai.  
kausika sarāhī rucira racanā janaka suni haraṣita bha'ē. 
taba rāma lakhana samēta muni kaham ̐ subhaga sinhāsana da'ē. 6.  
 
Chanda 6. He (Janak) became deeply pensive when he remembered his vows (that Sita 
would be married only to that person who strings Lord Shiva’s bow). Gradually he 
overcame is depressive thoughts and regained his composure, patiently expressing a lot 
of respect and giving due honour to them (Ram and Laxman as well as sage 
Vishwamitra). Then he took them along to show them around the arena where the 
challenging ceremony of the bow was to be held.  

Kaushik (Vishwamitra) lauded the grandeur and magnificence of the venue, 
hearing which the king felt very delighted. Then he gave the sage a magnificent throne to 
sit upon, along with Sri Ram and Laxman. (Chanda no. 6) 

[Note—By reading this Chanda it appears that after welcoming sage Vishwamitra and 
meeting Ram and Laxman, king Janak escorted them directly to the venue of the bow 
ceremony, took them around so they could see it, and then seated them at some place that 
was earmarked for special guests of honour. 
 But a different version is narrated in the Ram Charit Manas as well as Geetawali. 
There it is mentioned that after their meeting the king went home to his palace, and sage 
Viswamitra, Ram and Laxman to the place designated for their stay by the king. It was on 
the morning of the next day that the sage and the two brothers were formally invited by 
messengers of Janak to come to the venue of the bow ceremony. When the three reached 
there, Janak gave them a high seat of honour to sit upon.  
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Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
239—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 240 where it is narrated how 
messengers were sent by the king to bring the sage along with the two brothers to the 
venue of the bow ceremony; and Doha no. 244 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 
4-8 that narrate how the king escorted them around the venue and then gave them a high 
throne to sit upon.  

Earlier, in Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 217 it said that after meeting the 
sage and the two brothers, the king went to his palace.  

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 69, stanza no. 1 that says that the king went to 
his palace after meeting them; and verse no. 68, stanza no. 6 that says that they went to 
the venue of the bow ceremony the next morning at the invition of king Janak.] 

 
Sri Ram in the arena of the bow-lifting ceremony 

 
jktr jkt lekt tqxy j?kqdqy efuA 
eugq¡ ljn fc/kq mHk; u[kr /kjuh /kjAA49AA 
dkdiPN  flj  lqHkx  ljks#g  ykspuA 
xkSj L;ke lr dksfV dke en ekspuAA50AA 

 
rājata rāja samāja jugala raghukula mani. 
manahum ̐ sarada bidhu ubhaya nakhata dharanī dhara. 49.  
kākapaccha sira subhaga sarōruha lōcana. 
gaura syāma sata kōṭi kāma mada mōcana. 50.  
 
49-50. Those two jewels of the Raghu’s clan (a reference to Lord Ram and his younger 
brother Laxman) looked so glorious and magnificent in that assembly of kings as if two 
moons of a winter’s night are present simultaneously amidst the countless stars 
represented by the huge throng of kings. (49) 

The two brothers present a wonderful and most enchanting sight to behold with 
beautiful curled hairs on their heads, beautiful eyes which are like the lotus flower*, and 
handsome bodies, which are of a dark and fair complexion respectively, are so 
bewitchingly attractive that they trounce the pride and vanity of millions of Kamdeo-
cupids. (50) 

[Note—Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 241—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 244 in a general way.  

Specifically, refer: Doha no. 242; Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 243.   
(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 73-79. 
*It is to be noted here that in Indian scriptures, the eyes and the feet of Lord Ram are 

invariably compared to the ‘lotus flower’. What is the significance of this comparison? Well, for 
one, it is to indicate that they are beautiful like the lotus flower, but there is a deeper meaning to 
it. The lotus flower grows in a pond whose water may be dirty and polluted but still none of the 
filth is said to stick to the petals of the lotus which manages to retain its purity and cleanliness 
inspite of the surrounding filth. The dirty water of the pond does not stick to the petals of the 
lotus. Likewise, when the immaculate and completely pure and divine Supreme Being takes the 
form of Lord Ram who appears to be a human being, the latter form of the Lord retains all the 
purity and holiness that the Lord’s cosmic form has. The physical gross form of the Lord is not 
tainted by any of the corruptions, evil characters and shortcomings that are a natural part of the 
gross world.  
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In other words, though Lord Ram lives in this gross world full of shortcomings and 
behaves in an ordinary fashion as if he were an ordinary man, though he walks on this earth on 
which evil and sinful other creatures walk, the Lord is not at all affected by anything gross and 
tainted; the Lord maintains his holiness, divinity and purity. Similarly, though the Lord sees so 
many sights of the material world, though he sees the gross world of material sense objects, he is 
not concerned with any of them, maintaining his complete aloofness and detachment from all 
temptations and allurements that an ordinary creature is attracted to by the virtue of his seeing 
them with his eyes. While an ordinary creature sees this artificial world which is so magnificent 
and life-like inspite of it being an illusion created by the conditioned mind that he takes it to be 
real and granted, arguing that if he can personally see it and witness it then it must be the truth, 
Lord Ram knows that it is an illusion. The Lord is not misled into believing that the world is true 
by the sights that he sees around him, but he can see behind this extermal misleading façade to 
understand the truth and reality. It means also that while it is easy to deceive the world by 
pretensions and creating external visuals of charm, it is impossible to cheat the Lord because he 
can see the truth and know the reality of any given situation. 

Metaphysically this translates into being self-realised, wise and enlightened. The fact that 
the Lord’s heart and mind are not affected or tainted in the least by the countless sins and evils 
that pervade this gross world inspite of his walking on it and seeing every sight in it is 
metaphorically depicted by comparing the Lord’s feet and eyes with the Lotus flower. 

Good virtues are always deemed ‘beautiful’, and bad ones are ‘ugly’. This is the reason 
why “Lord Ram’s lotus-like eyes are beautiful”. 

Similarly, inspite of walking on earth that is gross and unclean, inspite of living in the 
midst of gross material sense objects in this world, the Lord remains eternally detached from 
them. The Lord never uses his legs to go in that direction that is against the laws of Dharma, i.e. 
the laws as laid down by the scriptures. On the contrary, the Lord always treads the path of 
Dharma; he always goes in the direction that is righteous and noble; he always walks on the path 
that is righteous and noble. That is why his feet are compared to the “Lotus flower” which is 
always clean inspite of living in the dirty water of a pond.]      

 
frydq yfyr lj Hk z qdqVh dke dekuSA 
Jou  fcHk w "ku  #fpj  nsf[k  eu  ekuSAA51AA 
uklk  fpcqd  dik sy  v/kj  jn  lq anjA 
cnu  ljn  fc/k q  fuand  lgt  euk sgjAA52AA 

 
tilaku lalita sara bhrukuṭī kāma kamānai. 
śravana bibhūṣana rucira dēkhi mana mānai. 51.  
nāsā cibuka kapōla adhara rada sundara. 
badana sarada bidhu nindaka sahaja manōhara. 52.  
 
51-52. The Tilak mark (which is a religious symbol marked on the forehead with a paste 
of sandalwood and saffron mixed with water) appears to be like an arrow mounted on the 
bow of Kamdeo-cupid which is represented by their (Ram and Laxman’s) curved 
eyebrows. The mind and heart becomes delighted at the sight of the ornaments worn by 
them in their ears (the ear-rings). (51)  

Their nose, chin, cheeks, lips and teeth are very beautiful to behold, while their 
faces—which put to shame the beauty of the full Moon of a winter night—are so 
enchanting that they virtually hold the beholder’s mind and heart captive and enthralled 
by their inherent charm. (52) 
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[Note—These verses describe the beautiful imagery of Lord Ram and his younger brother 
Laxman. Refer also to verse nos. 53-54 below. 

The curved eyebrows are compared to the bow of Kamdeo who is the patron God of 
beauty, the Tilak Mark on the forehead is compared to the arrow because it is placed 
vertically just above the middle of the eyebrows like a mounted arrow on an actual bow.  
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 243—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 244; (ii) Doha no. 219 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 3-8. 
 Refer also to: Geetawali—(i) Baal Kand, verse nos. 62; verse no. 63, stanza nos. 1-3; 
verse no. 73, stanza nos. 2-5; (ii) Uttar Kand, verse no. 10, stanza no. 4; verse no. 12, 
stanza no. 2.]  

 
mj fclky c`"k da/k lqHkx Hkqt vfrcyA 
ihr  clu  michr  daB  eqdqrk  QyAA53AA 
dfV fu"kax dj deyfUg /kjsa /kuq&lk;dA 
ldy vax eu eksgu tksgu yk;dAA54AA 

 
ura bisāla bṛṣa kandha subhaga bhuja atibala. 
pīta basana upabīta kaṇṭha mukutā phala. 53.  
kaṭi niṣaṅga kara kamalanhi dharēṁ dhanu-sāyaka. 
sakala aṅga mana mōhana jōhana lāyaka. 54.  
 
53-54. They have a broad chest. Their shoulders are as magnificent and majestic as those 
of a bull, while their arms are very strong and sturdy. They wear Pitambars (yellow, 
seamless, silk, body wrapping cloth) and the sacred thread, while a necklace of pearls 
adorn their necks. (53)  

They have a quiver tied to their waists, and hold a bow and arrow in their hands. 
In this manner, all their body parts are enchanting for the mind and heart, and are worth 
beholding. (54) 

[Note—Refer note of verse nos. 51-52 above. 
Lord Ram looked exceptionally handsome and charming. He had a well chiseled 

body with sharp attractive features. Anyone who saw him was simply swept off his or her 
feet by the mere beauty of the sight.] 

  
jke&y[ku&Nfc nsf[k exu Hk, iqjtuA 
mj vkuan ty ykspu çse iqyd ruAA55AA 
ukfj ijLij dgfga nsf[k nksm HkkbUgA 
ygsm tue Qy vktq tufe tx vkbUgAA56AA 

 
rāma-lakhana-chabi dēkhi magana bha'ē purajana. 
ura ānanda jala lōcana prēma pulaka tana. 55.  
nāri paraspara kahahiṁ dēkhi dō'u bhā'inha. 
lahē'u janama phala āju janami jaga ā'inha. 56.  
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55-56. Watching the majestic beauty of Sri Ram and Laxman, the citizens of the city (of 
Janakpur) became exhilarated. Their hearts were delighted, their eyes were filled with 
tears (of joy), and their bodies were thrilled with affection for the Lord. (55) 

Looking at the two brothers, the womenfolk of the city consider themselves most 
fortunate. They tell each other enthusiastically—‘We have received the reward of taking 
birth in this world.’1(56) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 220—to Doha no. 223. 
 Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 73-79.] 
 
tx tufe yks;u ykgq ik, ldy flofg eukoghaA 
c# feykS lhrfg lk¡ojks ge gjf"k eaxy xkoghaAA 
,d dgfga dq¡o# fdlksj dqfyl dBksj flo /kuq gS egkA 
fdfe ysfga cky ejky eanj u`ifg vl dkgq¡ u dgkAA7AA 

 
jaga janami lōyana lāhu pā'ē sakala sivahi manāvahīṁ. 
baru milau sītahi sām ̐varō hama haraṣi maṅgala gāvahīṁ.  
ēka kahahiṁ kum ̐varu kisōra kulisa kaṭhōra siva dhanu hai mahā. 
kimi lēhiṁ bāla marāla mandara nṛpahi asa kāhum̐ na kahā. 7.  
 
Chanda 7. [The mesmarised womenfolk of Janakpur thank their good luck that they are 
able to have a chance to watch Lord Ram and Laxman at so close a range and to their 
heart’s content.]  

‘After having taken birth in this world and being able to see it with our eyes for so 
long, it is for the first time now that we feel that our eyes have been fully rewarded for 
their ability to see. [In other words, we profusely thank our eyes that have enabled us to 
see the magnificent sight of the Lord in our midst. Otherwise, how could we see him? 
Now we also understand why our good luck had provided us with eyes that could see 
instead of eyes that would be blind. It is because of these eyes that we have been able to 
see this bewitching sight of the two brothers, Ram and Laxman. Now we realise that of 
all the sights that we have been seeing all along in our lives till now and believing them 
to be beautiful, none can ever hope to bear any resemblance to or be fit to be compared 
with the beauty and charm of this magnificent image of Lord Ram and his brother 
Laxman that stands right before our eyes today. Therefore, we consider ourselves 
exceedingly lucky and exceptionally privileged to have eyes that could see, that have 
made it possible for us to see the Lord, for otherwise we would have missed this golden 
chance of a lifetime.]’  
 All of them earnestly pray to Lord Shiva and invoke his blessings with the hope 
that Sita would get the dark-complexioned prince (i.e. Lord Ram) as her groom, and 
consequentially they would all can get an opportunity to sing songs of felicitations and 
joy that would mark such an auspicious occasion.  

Some among the womenfolk wonder—‘The prince is still very young while 
Shiva’s bow is hard as the Vajra (Indra’s weapon, considered the hardest object in this 
creation). Say, why has no one dared and gathered courage to tell (advise or warn) Janak 
to consider how it was ever possible for the young ones of a Swan to be able to lift a huge 
mountain?’  
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[Here, Lord Ram is compared to a young Swan, and the bow to a heavy mountain. 
The womenfolk of Janakpur wonder how Ram would lift this heavy bow to qualify to 
marry Sita. They wonder why Janak is not marrying Sita to Ram directly, but insisting 
that she would be married to any person who lifts the heavy bow of Lord Shiva. Now that 
Lord Shiva has been invoked and requested by them that Ram be made the groom of Sita, 
it is certain to happen. But this would entail Ram lifting the heavy bow, something that 
seems difficult if not outright impossible. Can’t someone tell Janak not to force Ram to 
lift the bow as a precondition of marrying Sita? How can this young and delicate prince 
lift an old and heavy bow which is like a young swan being tasked to lift a huge 
mountain?] (7) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) from Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precede Doha no. 249. The only difference is that here the citizens pray to the creator 
Brahma; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 255; (iii) from Chaupai line no. 
1 that precedes Doha no. 256—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257 where 
Sita’s mother expresses the same view as other womenfolk; and (iv) from Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257—to Doha no. 258 where Sita is exceedingly worried 
and says almost the same thing as the other womenfolk.  

 Refer also to: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 80-83.] 
 
Hks fujkl lc Hkwi fcyksdr jkefgA 
iu ifjgfj fl; nsc tud c# L;kefgAA57AA 
dgfga ,d Hkfy ckr C;kgq Hky gksbfgA 
cj nqyfgfu yfx tud viuiu [kksbfgAA58AA 

 
bhē nirāsa saba bhūpa bilōkata rāmahi. 
pana parihari siya dēba janaka baru syāmahi. 57.  
kahahiṁ ēka bhali bāta byāhu bhala hō'ihi. 
bara dulahini lagi janaka apanapana khō'ihi. 58.  
 
57-58. Looking at Sri Ram, all the assembled kings (who had gathered at the venue of 
the bow ceremony to try their luck by lifting the bow) lost all hopes of ever marrying 
Sita, and they speculated that now Janak would certainly marry Sita to the dark-
complexioned groom by abandoning his stubbornness and revoking his declared vow 
(that only the person who lifts and strings the bow would be betrothalled to Sita). (57)  

Some of them assert that it is a good thing for it will be a grand marriage if Janak 
indeed sets aside his stern vows for the sake of the happiness of the groom and the bride 
(because it would be a perfect match). (58). 

[Note—It is to be noted that the kings have already decided that Sri Ram is the groom by 
using the word ‘Bar’, meaning a groom, for him, and the word ‘Dulhini’ for Sita in the 
2nd line of verse 58.  

We must remember that the author is Tulsidas, and for him Lord Ram was indeed the 
eternal groom for Sita because Lord Ram was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu and Sita of 
goddess Laxmi who was the eternal consort of the Lord. It is absolutely unthinkable to 
imagine anyone else to be a groom for Sita. 

Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 89, stanza no. 7; verse no. 90, stanza no. 1. 
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Refer also to verse no. 59-60 below.] 
 
lqfp lqtku u`i dgfga gefg vl lw>bZA 
rst çrki :i tg¡ rg¡ cy cw>bZAA59AA 
fprb u ldgq jke ru xky ctkogqA 
fcf/k cl cym ytku lqefr u ytkogqAA60AA 

 
suci sujāna nṛpa kahahiṁ hamahi asa sūjha'ī. 
tēja pratāpa rūpa jaham̐ taham ̐ bala būjha'ī. 59.  
cita'i na sakahu rāma tana gāla bajāvahu. 
bidhi basa bala'u lajāna sumati na lajāvahu. 60.  
 
59-60. Those kings who were wise, practical, and dispassionate in their hearts, said, ‘It 
appears to us that wherever there is glory, majesty, fame and beauty, the virtues of 
strength and valour are also present there.  

[In the assembly of invited kings there were some who realised that Sita was too 
young for them, and Ram was a perfect match for her. So when they saw that other kings 
were getting restless and eager to grab the first chance to break the bow in order to marry 
Sita, these wise kings admonished and rebuked them. They remarked that the person, 
who is so charming and majestic to look at, a reference to Lord Ram, is also strong 
enough to lift the bow. They implied that none of the kings had the charm and majesty 
that Lord Ram had, and they aren’t strong enough to lift Lord Shiva’s bow. Therefore, 
why don’t they sit down quietly instead of shuffling excitedly on their seats; why don’t 
they come to their senses and avoid proving themselves impotent and lesser in strength 
by not attempting to lift the bow and making their incompetence and irrelevance 
evident?] (59)  

Look, you cannot lift your eyes even as much as to glimpse directly at Sri Ram1 
(because you feel shy and ashamed at yourself when you compare your own lack of 
strength, majesty, glamour and charm with that of Lord Ram, because you have 
developed an inferiority complex in the face of the glamour and majesty that Ram 
possesses, and because you have realised that none of you have the stature behooving of a 
groom suitable for Sita as much as that of Ram). 

Then say, why do you unnecessarily boast2? It is due to destiny that your strength 
and valour has already been put to shame (refer verse no. 11). Now then, why do you put 
your wisdom and intellect also to shame and dishonour (by not being wise and intelligent 
enough to realise your limitations and ground realities, and boasting that you will break 
the bow and marry Sita when you know that you do not have the wherewithal to do so, 
and when you know that a suitable candidate in the form of Lord Ram has come, who is 
certain to find favour with Sita, her father and the rest of the people of Janakpur)?’ (60). 

[Note—See note of verse nos. 57-58. 
1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 91, stanza no. 3 which says that the failed 

kings sat with bowed head in shame. 
2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 

Doha no. 266—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 267. When the kings had 
failed to lift the bow and Lord Ram had successfully not only lifted it but also broke it 
into two halves as he bent the bow to string it, the frustrated kings smoked a conspiracy, 
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and they stood up in revolt. They created a ruckus and were itching for a fight, 
challenging that no one can marry the young girl as long as they are alive—a clear hint 
that a fierce battle was in the offing. It was then that some of the wise kings who had 
earlier advised them to refrain from attempting to lift the bow intervened and sternly 
rebuked them. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 95.] 
 

vofl jke ds mBr ljklu VwfVfgA 
xoufga jkelekt ukd vl QwfVfgAA61AA 
dl u fivgq Hkfj ykspu :i lq/kk jlqA 
djgq ÑrkjFk tUe gksgq dr uj ilqAA62AA 

 
avasi rāma kē uṭhata sarāsana ṭūṭihi. 
gavanahiṁ rāmasamāja nāka asa phūṭihi. 61.  
kasa na pi'ahu bhari lōcana rūpa sudhā rasu. 
karahu kṛtāratha janma hōhu kata nara pasu. 62.  
 
61-62. [Tulsidas says that—] It is absolutely certain that when Lord Ram gets up, the 
bow shall be broken, while the rest of the assembled kings and their retinue will have to 
go back home empty-handed, burdened by shame and ignominy, just like one has to leave 
a place when his nose is broken (and starts bleeding—a figure of speech implying shame, 
humiliation and dishonour)1. (61) 

[So, the good kings reproached the greedy kings by saying—] ‘Why don’t you 
fellows drink the nectar-like beauty (of Sri Ram) to your heart’s content? Make yourself 
feel contented and privileged by doing so2 (because when it is certain that you fellows 
won’t marry Sita, then why not use this opportunity to enjoy the wonderful spectacle of 
Lord Ram breaking the bow and marrying Sita, as this chance will not come to you again 
in life; why do you wish to fritter it away out of your haughtiness and vanity?). Why do 
you want to become beastly and mean, and behave like an animal in the guise of a man? 

[That is, why don’t you enjoy the wonderful sight of Lord Ram looking so 
majestic and grand in the middle of the assembly? Have you ever seen such a lovely 
prince in your life? In his comparison all of you look like ugly animals. Your behaviour 
is also like a stupid and lustful animal that has no sense of propriety and wisdom because 
all of you yearn to marry Sita who is much younger in age than any of you, and none of 
you is a suitable match for her by any yardstick. Can’t you see the dilemma that Janak is 
in—put yourselves in his place and think what you would do. When Ram is present as a 
candidate, say which father would not like to marry his beloved daughter to him as 
compared to you all, none of whom is even like a dark shadow of this glorious prince. 
When it is dead certain that Sita will be married to Ram, what sense is there in inviting 
humiliation and shame by attempting to lift the bow, especially when it is Lord Shiva’s 
bow and the latter has already been invoked by the citizens as well as Sita to make things 
happen in a way that the bow breaks automatically at the hands of Ram, implying that it 
would not move a fraction no matter how hard you all try.  

In this scenario, what sense is there in boasting that you have great strength? Why 
don’t you fill your hearts and eyes with the pleasant sight of Lord Ram who is like a lotus 
amongst other flowers in this pond representing the venue of the bow ceremony?] (62) 
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[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 245 along with 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-4; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 246; (c) 
Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 251; (d) from Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 256—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 257. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand—(a) verse no. 70, stanza no. 9; (b) verse no. 79, stanza 
nos. 2-3; (c) verse no. 80; (d) verse no. 82, stanza no. 1; (e) verse no. 85, stanza no. 1; and 
(f) verse no. 89, stanza nos. 4-6. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 266—to  along with preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-4. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza nos. 8-9; verse no.  
Refer also to Chanda no. 8 below.] 
 
nqg q  fnfl  jktdqekj  fcjktr  eqfucjA 
uhy  ihr  ikFkk st  chp  tuq  fnudjAA63AA 
dkdiPN fjf"k ijlr ikfu ljk stfuA 
yky dey tuq ykyr cky euk stfuAA64AA 

 
duhu disi rājakumāra birājata munibara. 
nīla pīta pāthōja bīca janu dinakara. 63.  
kākapaccha riṣi parasata pāni sarōjani. 
lāla kamala janu lālata bāla manōjani. 64.  
 
63-64. The two princes (Ram and Laxman) look magnificent on either side of the sage 
(Vishwamitra), and this view reminds one of the wonderful and enchanting sight of the 
sun when it is viewed at an angle in such a way that it has a blue-tinged and a yellow-
tinged lotus flower on either side of it.  

[In this imagery, Lord Ram is compared to the blue lotus because he has a dark 
complexion, Laxman to a yellow lotus as he has a fair complexion, and sage Vishwamitra 
to the sun as he is radiant with divine energy that he has accumulated by doing severe 
Tapa, effusing out of him.] (63) 

The sage affectionately moves his hands on the curled lock of hairs dangling on 
the side of the ears of the two princes. This view is like the dark-red petals of a lotus 
flower caressing two young sons of Kamdeo-cupid.  

[In this imagery, Lord Ram and Laxman are like the two most handsome sons of 
Kamdeo, the patron God of beauty, and the sage’s hands are compared to the petals of the 
red lotus. The young ones of Kamdeo who are sitting near the lotus flower are being 
tenderly caressed by the petals as they sway in the soft wind.] (64). 

[Note—Verse no. 63 refers to the sight of the rising sun that looks beautiful when it is 
viewed with a blue and a yellow tinged lotus flower held on either side of the line of 
vision. Verse no. 64 is another example of metaphor which Tulsidas has profusely made 
use of in his compositions. The red lotus is compared to sage Vishwamitra’s hands, and 
the two infants of Kamdeo-cupid are likened to the faces of Sri Ram and Laxman. 
Kamdeo-cupid is considered the most attractive entity in the whole of creation.]    

 
euflt euksgj e/kqj ewjfr dl u lknj tksogwA 
fcuq dkt jkt lekt eg¡q rft ykt vkiq fcxksogwAA 
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fl"k nsb Hkwifr lk/kq Hkwi vuwi Nfc ns[ku yxsA 
j?kqcal dSjo pan fprb pdksj ftfe ykspu yxsAA8AA 

 
chanda:  
 
manasija manōhara madhura mūrati kasa na sādara jōvahū. 
binu kāja rāja samāja maham ̐u taji lāja āpu bigōvahū.  
siṣa dē'i bhūpati sādhu bhūpa anūpa chabi dēkhana lagē. 
raghubansa kairava canda cita'i cakōra jimi lōcana lagē. 8.  
 
Chanda 8. [This Chanda continues with what has been said in verse no. 61-62 above.] 

‘Oh, why don’t you respectfully and intently look at the sweet and enchanting 
image (of Lord Ram) that has the ability to captivate and enthrall even the heart of 
Kamdeo-cupid? All of you unnecessarily put yourselves to shame in the assembly of 
kings without any rhyme or reason.’1 

 Having given this advice to the other kings, the saintly kings began to cheerfully 
look at the beautiful image (of Sri Ram and Laxman). They stared at the lotus-like face of 
the Moon of the Raghu’s clan (i.e. the beautiful face of Lord Ram) just like the bird 
Chakor looks at the full moon without blinking2. 

[‘Chakor’ is the Indian red-legged partridge. This bird is famed because it stares 
unblinkingly at the full moon as it is very much enchanted by the beauty of the full 
moon’s disc. The bird is cited when a poet wishes to draw a parallel with someone 
exceedingly enamoured of and in love with another person so much so that he stares at 
his beloved’s face unblinkingly, totally oblivious of his surroundings and circumstances. 

In this stanza, Lord Ram and Laxman’s faces are like the full moon, and the 
saintly kings are like the numerous Chakor birds that fix their gazes on this moon. Lord 
Ram was born in the dynasty of great kings started by an ancient king by the name of 
Raghu who ruled from Ayodhya.] (Chanda no. 8) 

[Note—1Refer: Note of verse nos. 61-62 above. 
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 246.] 

 
iqj uj  ukfj  fugkjfga  j?kqdqy  nhifgA 
nks"kq  usgcl  nsfga  fcnsg  eghifgAA65AA 
,d dgfga Hky Hkwi nsgq tfu nw"kuA 
u`i u lksg fcuq cpu ukd fcuq Hkw"kuAA66AA 

 
pura nara nāri nihārahiṁ raghukula dīpahi. 
dōṣu nēhabasa dēhiṁ bidēha mahīpahi. 65.  
ēka kahahiṁ bhala bhūpa dēhu jani dūṣana. 
nṛpa na sōha binu bacana nāka binu bhūṣana. 66.  
 
65-66. The ladies and gentlemen of the city intently, unblinkingly and closely watch Sri 
Ram who is like a lamp of king Raghu’s clan. [That is, Lord Ram is the brightest son of 
this dynasty.] The citizens are so overwhelmed and moved with love and affection for the 
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Lord that they put the blame for the dilemma and uncertainties that have been created on 
king Videh (king Janak)1.  

[What was the uncertainity and dilemma? The king had vowed that anyone who 
lifts and strings the bow of Lord Shiva would marry Sita. But with Ram present in their 
midst, the citizens want him to be chosen as the groom for Sita. This is the dilemma and 
the quandary—the king will not go back on his vows, and therefore it is uncertain 
whether their wishes to see Sita married to Ram would be fulfilled.] (65) 

Someone says, ‘The king is very good and truthful; don’t blame him. Look, a king 
who does not steadfastly adheres to his words or vows, and a woman who does not wear 
the basic ornament of the nose-pin or the nose-ring, do not look good and are not 
appreciated.’  

[When some of the citizens began accusing king Janak of being stubborn in 
sticking to his vows of tieing the marriage of Sita with the bow, and in the process putting 
her future at an uncertain stake, some wise amongst them defended the king. They said 
that the king is not at fault. When he had set the condition of the lifting of the formidable 
bow he was not aware of Lord Ram. And once the condition is set and declared openly, it 
would be absolutely unrighteous and unpardonable for any noble king to go back on his 
own words. So, though it is true that in the present instance this stern vow is acting as a 
spoil-sport, but one must not blame the king for this impasse. In fact, the king himself is 
in a dilemma; he himself regrets that he made this vow. But now it can’t be helped.]2 (66) 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 223; (b) Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 256—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 256; and (c) Chaupai line 
nos. 1-5 that precedes Doha no. 258. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand—(a) verse no. 78, stanza no. 3; (b) verse no. 82, stanza no. 3; 
and (c) verse no. 86;   

2Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand—(a) verse no. 76, stanza no. 3; (b) verse no. 80; (c) verse 
no. 87, stanza nos. 2-4.]  

 
gejsa  tku  tusl  cgqr  Hky  dhUgsmA 
iu fel ykspu ykgq lcfUg dg¡ nhUgsmAA67AA 
vl lqÑrh ujukgq tks eu vfHkykf"kfgA 
lks iqjbfga txnhl ijt iu jkf[kfgAA68AA 

 
hamarēṁ jāna janēsa bahuta bhala kīnhē'u. 
pana misa lōcana lāhu sabanhi kaham̐ dīnhē'u. 67.  
asa sukṛtī naranāhu jō mana abhilāṣihi. 
sō pura'ihiṁ jagadīsa paraja pana rākhihi. 68.  
 
67-68. [The citizens who had praised king Janak, continued—] 

‘In our opinion, the king has done a good thing of making the vow because it is 
due to it that our eyes have been rewarded with the opportunity to have this fruit (or 
reward in the form of the rare privilege of viewing Lord Ram and Laxman).  

[If the king hadn’t organized this ceremony and had married Sita to some prince 
of his choice, there would not have been an opportunity for sage Vishwamitra to bring 
Ram and Laxman here, and we all would have missed on this golden chance of our 
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lifetime. So, instead of accusing the king of being stern and tieing the future of Sita to the 
bow we must rather thank him for giving us this chance of viewing Lord Ram at such 
close quarters.]1 (67)  

All the desires and wishes that such a virtuous, righteous, truthful and noble king 
makes in his heart are sure to be fulfilled by the Lord God, and the Lord shall uphold his 
(king’s) vows, promises and words by ensuring that the desire of his heart is fulfilled. 
 [And what is the desire of the king? Well, the king himself is eager to see Ram as 
the groom. So he must also be praying to Lord Shiva to make things happen in such a 
way that Ram marries Sita and his vows are also upheld. Had the king known about Ram 
prior to making his vows, it is sure that he would not have done so and instead invited 
Ram directly to marry Sita.]2 (68) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand—(a) verse no. 76; (b) verse no. 77, stanza no. 3; 
(c) verse nos. 79—80; and (d) verse no. 81, stanza no. 2.  
 Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 222. 

2Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand—verse no. 68, stanza nos. 6, 9; verse nos. 68, 79, 86—
88.  

In fact, verse no. 79 of Geetawali, Baal Kand expressly says that the citizens of 
Janakpur thanked Janak that he had arranged for the bow ceremony which led to Lord 
Ram coming to the city, thereby giving the people a golden opportunity of a lifetime, 
something they would have missed if this ceremony was not held. So they all thanked the 
king profusely.  

Verse nos. 69-70 that follow below give an answer as to why it was impossible for 
the king to break his vows now and marry Sita with Ram.]  

 
çFke lqur tks jkm jke xqu&:ifgA 
cksfy C;kfg fl; nsr nks"k ufga HkwifgAA69AA 
vc dfj ibt iap eg¡ tks iu R;kxSA 
fcf/k xfr tkfu u tkb vtlq tx tkxSAA70AA 

 
prathama sunata jō rā'u rāma guna-rūpahi. 
bōli byāhi siya dēta dōṣa nahiṁ bhūpahi. 69.  
aba kari pa'ija pan̄ca maham̐ jō pana tyāgai. 
bidhi gati jāni na jā'i ajasu jaga jāgai. 70.  
 
69-70. ‘If the king had heard about the beauty and virtuous characters of Sri Ram prior to 
his making the vow, then he would have certainly invited him and would have 
betrothalled Sita to him. No one would have found any fault with the king then. [Refer 
verse no. 68 above, and verse nos. 73-74 below.] (69) 

But now having once made a particular vow and then breaking it in front of the 
‘Panchas’—literally meaning ‘five witnesses’ but here implying the whole assembly, the 
king is bound to invite an extremely bad name and infamy as a king who tells lies, is 
selfish and unrighteous. This infamy will spread across the world like wild-fire, and it is 
something most incongrues to even imagine and think of for such a noble king as Janak1.’ 
(70) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha 
no. 252 in which king Janak has himself explicitely reiterated this point. 
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Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, stanza no. 2 in which Sita too fears 
immense ignominy if her father breaks the vow he has already declared.] 
 

vtgq¡  vofl  j?kquanu  pki  p<+kmcA 
C;kg  mNkg  lqeaxy  f=Hkqou  xkmcAA71AA 
ykfx >jks[kUg  >k¡dfga  Hkwifr  HkkfefuA 
dgr cpu jn ylfga ned tuq nkfefuAA72AA 

 
ajahum ̐ avasi raghunandana cāpa caṛhā'uba. 
byāha uchāha sumaṅgala tribhuvana gā'uba. 71.  
lāgi jharōkhanha jhām ̐kahiṁ bhūpati bhāmini. 
kahata bacana rada lasahiṁ damaka janu dāmini. 72.  
 
71-72. ‘Indeed, even now it is sure that Raghunandan (Sri Ram) shall lift and string the 
bow, and the whole of the three worlds shall sing felicitous songs on the occasion of his 
marriage ceremony (with Sita).’ [The phrase ‘three world’ means the entire world. In 
classical literature, the world is divided into three segments—viz. the heaven, the earth, 
and the subterranean world.] (71)  

Presently, the royal womenfolk are watching from the palace balconies and 
windows, and when they talk, their teeth shine and dazzle like electric. (72) 

[Note—The assembly has gathered at the venue, and a lot of debate is underway as to 
who will lift the bow and marry Sita. The royal ladies are enthralled by the beauty of 
Lord Ram, and they lean out of palace balconies and windows to gaze at the Lord. This 
secne reminds one of Ram Charit Manas where it is described how the womenfolk of 
Janakpur had poured out of their homes and peered out of their balconies and windows to 
look at Lord Ram and Laxman as they wondered in the city of Janakpur on a sight-seeing 
visit. Refer: Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 220 in particular, and 
from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 220—to Doha no. 223 in general.] 
 
tuq ned nkfefu :i jfr en funfj lqanfj lksgghaA 
eqfu f<x ns[kk, lf[kUg dq¡oj fcyksfd Nfc eu eksgghaAA 
fl; ekrq gj"kh fujf[k lq"kek vfr vykSfdd jkedhA 
fg; dgfr dg¡ /kuq dq¡vj dg¡ fcijhr xfr fcf/k cke dhAA9AA 

 
janu damaka dāmini rūpa rati mada nidari sundari sōhahīṁ. 
muni ḍhiga dēkhā'ē sakhinha kum̐vara bilōki chabi mana mōhahīṁ.  
siya mātu haraṣī nirakhi suṣamā ati alaukika rāmakī. 
hiya kahati kaham ̐ dhanu kum ̐ara kaham ̐ biparīta gati bidhi bāma kī. 9.  
 
Chanda 9. Their (the women companions of the queen-mother) teeth resemble the dazzle 
of lightening. The beautiful woman are looking adorable, and their charm, beauty and 
magnificence appears to put to shame the pride and haughtiness of Rati, the consort of 
Kamdeo, as being the most beautiful lady in existence.  
 The companions of the queen (the mother of Sita) pointed out to her the two 
princes who were seated near the sage (Vishwamitra). At this magnificent sight, the 
queen’s heart and mind were enthralled, and she was enamoured by the wonderful view 
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of the two young princes whose sight presented a most betwitching and captivating 
image. The mother of Sita (named Sunaina) felt glad and most delighted when she looked 
at this magnificent view of the Lord’s stupendous beauty.  

She was on the horns of a formidable dilemma, worried about the fate of her 
daughter. She thought, ‘On the one hand is the old and creaky bow, and on the other hand 
is this wonderful prince! The ways of the creator are often-times antagonist to the desires 
of the heart, as they sometimes create a situation where nonsense can’t be avoided*.’ 

[This has reference to the nonsense of tieing the fate of Sita with an old decript 
bow when a fully eligible candidate is standing right in front to become her groom. The 
creator had destined in the fate of Sita that her marriage would be hinged on a bow, but 
when the creator was writing her destiny he did not realise that things might be different 
on the ground when the time comes for the actual marriage, and so he did not make 
provisions for it. Therefore, Ram will have to break the bow if he has to marry Sita, and 
this bow is rusty, old and stubbornly hard. Say, how ridiculous it is to hinge the life of a 
girl on such lifeless object as the bow? But what can be done if this is her destiny decided 
by the thoughless creator?  

All these thoughts were swirling in the mind of Sita’s mother as she watched Lord 
Ram and then looked at the bow lying on the elevated and decorated platform.] (Chanda 
no. 9) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line nos. 1-5 
that precede Doha no. 256. 

Also, to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 81-83. 
*Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 

256 in which Sita’s mother laments “the ways of the creator are so quirky that one cannot 
know what will happen now”. ] 

 
dfg fç; cpu lf[kUg lu jkfu fclwjfrA 
dgk¡ dfBu flo /kuq"k dgk¡ e`nq ewjfrAA73AA 
tkSa fcf/k ykspu vfrfFk djr ufga jkefgA 
rkS dksm u`ifg u nsr nks"kq ifjukefgAA74AA 

 
kahi priya bacana sakhinha sana rāni bisūrati. 
kahām ̐ kaṭhina siva dhanuṣa kahām̐ mṛdu mūrati. 73.  
jauṁ bidhi lōcana atithi karata nahiṁ rāmahi. 
tau kō'u nṛpahi na dēta dōṣu parināmahi. 74.  
 
73-74. Saying pleasant words to her women friends, the queen became pensive and 
began to ponder, ‘Why, there is this (hard and stern) bow of Lord Shiva on the one hand, 
and this tender, soft and delicate form (of Lord Ram) on the other hand. There is no 
match between the two. [There is no comparison between the delicate and tender body of 
Lord Ram with the rusty, creaky, old and stubborn gross form of a lifeless bow on which 
hinges the future of my daughter Sita. How ridiculous and incongrues it is. Say, why 
can’t something be done which would prevent hinging Sita’s future with this rusty and 
ugly bow, and instead link it to Lord Ram’s lively and charming form?] (73)  
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If the creator had not created a situation where Lord Ram has come to visit us as 
our guest of honour, no one would have seen him, and no one would have then blamed 
king Janak for making a nonsense vow and putting the entire future of Sita on the wager.  

[Sita’s mother means that had Lord Ram not come visiting them, no one would 
have ever known that such a wonderful prince lived who should be married to Sita. In the 
absence of this knowledge, it would have been alright to choose a strong and powerful 
groom for Sita by testing his strength and prowess on the condition of lifting of the bow, 
as the king would have been justified to select a strong prince as his son-in-law. But the 
ground reality now is different. Now that we have Lord Ram in our midst, it is absurd to 
think of any other prince to be a groom for Sita.  

But what is to done now? The king has already declared that anyone who lifts and 
strings the bow will marry Sita, and being a king known to be truthful to his words it is 
unimaginable now that he would go back on his own vows. It is such a quagmire-like 
situation. Now everyone wants that Sita be betrothed to Lord Ram, and Janak’s vow is 
becoming a thorn that prevents the fulfillment of this unanimous desire of the citizens. So 
everyone has started blaming the king of acting stubbornly and impractically. But say, 
what can the king do? 

Had he known about Ram, he would not have held the bow ceremony at all, but 
would have rather invited this prince directly to accept the hands of Sita in marriage.]’ 
(74) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223. 

Also, to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 79, 81-83. 
Refer also to verse nos. 65-70 above, especially verse no. 69.] 
 
vc vleatl Hk;m u dNq dfg vkoSA 
jkfufg  tkfu  llksp  l[kh  le>koSAA75AA 
nsfc lksp ifjgfj; gj"k fg;¡ vkfu;A 
pki  p<+kmc  jke  cpu  Qqj  ekfu;AA76AA 

 
aba asaman ̄jasa bhaya'u na kachu kahi āvai. 
rānihi jāni sasōca sakhī samajhāvai. 75.  
dēbi sōca parihariya haraṣa hiyam̐ āniya. 
cāpa caṛhā'uba rāma bacana phura māniya. 76.  
 
75-76. The queen was in a quandary, saying—‘Now there is an immense dilemma, and 
everything is highly uncertain. Nothing can be said for sure’1.  

Seeing that the queen was immersed in deep thought (and on the horns of a 
dilemma), her companions tried to reassure her, saying (75)—‘Oh noble lady! Stop 
worrying. Be delighted at heart. Take this word as the truth that the bow will be lifted and 
stringed by Sri Ram only (and by no one else).’2 (76) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
256 in which Sita’s mother laments “the ways of the creator are so quirky that one cannot 
know what will happen now”.  
 Her consternations however are made evident in a general way in Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 256. 
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 The creator however has been praised for having created such a magnificent form of 
Lord Ram as well as that of Sita with a view that they would be brought together to 
complement each other at some future time, and this ‘time’ has arrived, and therefore 
there is no worry. It is certain that Sita would be married with Ram—refer: Geetawali, 
Baal Kand, verse no. 77; and verse no. 79, stanza no. 3.  
 In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 222 along with its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 5-8 the creator has been praised by the citizens of Janakpur for having created a 
situation whereby it was made possible for them to see Lord Ram in their midst at such a 
close quarter, something that would be unimaginable for them otherwise. 
Refer also to Chanda no. 9 above. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 256—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257. 

In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 223, 
the womenfolk of Janakpur assure each other by saying—“Look friend. Some people say 
that they (Ram and Laxman) have great glory and immense potentials though they look 
ordinary and humble. Will that Lord who had liberated Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam, 
from her curse which had turned her into a stone by the mere touch of the dust of his holy 
foot, thereby obliging her forever and making her full of gratitude for him, not break the 
bow of Shiva (to liberate Sita from her woes, agony, consternations and fears of an 
uncertain future)? Have a heart; it is certain to happen.”   

Also, in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 81, Sita’s mother is assured by the wife of 
the royal priest that it is Lord Ram who will certainly break the bow, and so she must 
stop worrying.] 

 
rhfu dky dks X;ku dkSfldfg djryA 
lks fd Lo;acj vkfufga ckyd fcuq cyAA77AA 
eqfu efgek lqfu jkfufg /khjtq vk;mA 
rc lqckgq lwnu tlq lf[kUg lquk;mAA78AA 

 
tīni kāla kō gyāna kausikahi karatala. 
sō ki svayambara ānihiṁ bālaka binu bala. 77.  
muni mahimā suni rānihi dhīraju āya'u. 
taba subāhu sūdana jasu sakhinha sunāya'u. 78.  
 
77-78. [The companions of the queen mother comforted and reassured her that she need 
not worry about whether or not Lord Ram would be able to break the bow and marry Sita. 
They gave the following logic to prove their point—] 

‘Sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) has knowledge of what happens in all the three 
periods of time (past, present, future). [The sage possessed mystical powers that enbled 
him to know all happenings, whether they happened in the past or in the near and far 
future. Nothing is hidden from him.]  

Therefore, would he ever have brought these two boys to the Swayambar 
alongside him if he was not sure that there was going to be a positive outcome of the 
visit?  

[Definitely no; the sage wouldn’t have come here with Ram and Laxman if he 
hadn’t known that some great news of grand success is in store for them, as it would be 
very insulting and demeaning for the sage and his reputation for not being able to reward 
the two princes adequately for protecting his fire sacrifice. Keeping mum by shying away 
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from participating in an open competition is tantamount to accepting a silent defeat. How 
can such a great and renowned sage as Vishwamitra ever let that happen, especially when 
he was the one who had begged king Dasrath to lend him the two princes inspite of the 
king’s stiff opposition to his requests?  

This was the opportunity for Vishwamitra to prove to the world why he had 
selected Ram and Laxman out of the countless kings and princes of the time to protect his 
fire sacrifice by making Ram accomplish a feat which no other king or prince would be 
able to achieve—and it was to lift the bow which no one else could as much as move for 
a fraction of an inch. This would give the sage the rare opportunity to say thanks to king 
Dasrath as well as to his two sons, Ram and Laxman—as this success will establish the 
glory and fame of the two brothers once and for all.  

The uniqueness of this opportunity was that all the great and famed kings and 
princes of the time had assembled at one place, and when Ram would successfully lift, 
string and break the sturdy bow which all of them singly as well as together could not 
move a bit, it would certainly establish Lord Ram’s glory in an unequivocal and 
irrefutable terms. What greater reward would a prince want, and what greater pride his 
father would have? If sage Vishwamitra was not sure that this will actually happen, it is 
definite he wouldn’t have brought Ram and Laxman to the bow ceremony.  

If Ram and Laxman went empty-handed from Janakpur without as much as being 
given a chance to try their hand at a competition where all the great kings and princes had 
assembled, and after doing so not being successful in it, would the sage not feel ashamed 
of himself that he did not adequately reward them for protecting his fire sacrifice? Should 
this happen it would be a great ignominy for the great sage who was famed world-wide as 
the one who possessed immense mystical powers and who could give boons. Would he 
not become a stock of laughter and ridicule in the world if he sat quietly watching and not 
enabling Ram to lift the bow when other kings had failed, because it would be equivalent 
to accepting his weakness and lack of mystical powers that he could not make Ram 
confident enough to successfully lift the bow?  

The sage had been given a prominent seat, and imagine his shame if he would sit 
with a bowed head when king Janak started rebuking the kings and princes for their 
failure at lifting the bow. It will be accepting an obvious defeat by the sage if he did not 
stand up at that moment and order Ram to lift the bow; it would be a moral defeat for the 
sage, something that is unbelievable and unlikely to happen under any circumstance.  

At the time of king Dasrath’s reluctance of sending Lord Ram and Laxman with 
the sage, his court priest, sage Vasishtha, had explained to him that a great reward was in 
store for the two princes if they went along with Vishwamitra, that their fame is poised to 
spread far and wide if they obliged Vishwamitra by protecting his fire sacrifice from 
being defiled by the demons. Say, what bigger reward a teenaged prince can be given 
than his fame and glory as the most handsome prince who possessed matchless valour, 
prowess, strength and confidence be established in the presence of all the great kings and 
princes of the time in a manner that did not involve any physical duel, battle or 
bloodshed, and which had the additional trophy of getting the hands of the most beautiful 
princess of the time in marriage? 

Therefore, the very fact that the great sage Vishwamitra had brought the two 
princes to Janakpur to attend the bow ceremony means that they will win this 
competition. And this implies that all the other kings and princes would lose it. 
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The sage is well aware of Sri Ram’s potentials, prowess and strength.  Otherwise 
he wouldn’t have brought them here because he knew the qualities of the bow and the 
stern vows which the king had made. He wouldn’t have done anything to ridicule himself 
as well as Lord Sri Ram.  

Hence, there is nothing to worry—as it sure that the bow will be lifted and 
stringed by the Lord, and that Sita would be bethrothed to him.]’ (77) 

Hearing the fame and potent of the sage, the queen (mother of Sita) felt reassured. 
Then the friends told her the episode of Subahu’s slaying at the hands of Sri Ram1. (78) 

[Note—1The demon Subahu was killed by Lord Ram using a fire-tipped arrow when the 
former came to defile sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 210. 

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 83, stanza no. 2.] 
 
lqfu ft; Hk;m Hkjksl jkfu fg; gj"kbA 
cgqfj fujf[k j?kqcjfg izse eu dj"kbAA79AA 
u`i jkuh iqj yksx jke ru fprofgaA 
eatq euksjFk dyl Hkjfga v# fjrofgaAA80AA 

 
suni jiya bhaya'u bharōsa rāni hiya haraṣa'i. 
bahuri nirakhi raghubarahi prēma mana karaṣa'i. 79.  
nṛpa rānī pura lōga rāma tana citavahiṁ. 
man̄ju manōratha kalasa bharahiṁ aru ritavahiṁ. 80.  
 
79-80. Hearing it, the queen’s heart found great solace and succour, and she felt 
delighted. Then she glanced once again at Sri Ram, and her heart and mind were thrilled. 
A surge of affectionate emotions flowed through her body. (79).  

Presently, the king, the queen and the citizens are all intently watching Lord Sri 
Ram1. Their mood swings between joy and melancholy, between hope and dismay as 
they are virtually swaying like a pendulum between the two extreme emotions of hope 
and expectation at one end, and despair and helplessness on the other end. [Once they are 
sure that Ram and Sita would be married, and then suddenly begin to doubt when they 
recollect the vow of king Janak which has tied the fate of Sita to the bow.] 

It is like them repeatedly filling and then emptying a symbolic pitcher of hope and 
desire, at one moment expecting some auspicious turn of events and some sort of miracle 
to happen that fills them with joy and excitement, and at another moment losing hope and 
feeling dejected, melancholic and remorseful.  

[In other words, once they feel that it is sure that Ram will break the bow and 
marry Sita, and then become sullen and gloomy at the thought that this appears unlikely 
in the situation where so many valiant kings and princes are vying with each other to lift 
the bow. Even if some of them fail, some other will be successful. And in this eventuality 
there is no hope ever of Ram being given a chance to lift and string the bow. This made 
them swing wildly between the emotions of hope and despair.]2 (80) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 244 that says exactly the same thing. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 249 where the citizens are confused; (b) Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 256 where Sita’s mother is filled with consternation; (c) Chaupai line 
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no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257—Doha no. 258 where Sita herself is widely swaying 
between hope and desperation. 

Refer also to Chanda no. 10 below.] 
 
fjrofga Hkjfga /kuq fujf[k fNuq&fNuq fujf[k jkefg lkspghaA 
uj ukfj gj"k fc"kkn cl fg; ldy flofga ldkspghaAA 
rc tud vk;lq ikb dqyxqj tkufdfg yS vk;ÅA 
fl; :i jkfl fugkfj ykspu ykgq yksxfUg ik;ÅAA10AA 

 
chanda:  
 
ritavahiṁ bharahiṁ dhanu nirakhi chinu-chinu nirakhi rāmahi sōcahīṁ. 
nara nāri haraṣa biṣāda basa hiya sakala sivahiṁ sakōcahīṁ.  
taba janaka āyasu pā'i kulagura jānakihi lai āya'ū. 
siya rūpa rāsi nihāri lōcana lāhu lōganhi pāya'ū. 10.  
 
Chanda 10. While glancing at the bow, they (citizens and the queen) fill and empty the 
symbolic pitcher of hope and expectations every now and then. They glance at Sri Ram 
and then despair in their hearts (that he will not get a chance to marry Sita because the 
nasty old bow is standing as an obstacle)1.  

All the men and womenfolk are moved by hope and delight on the one hand, and 
overcome with gloom and melancholy on the other hand. This virtually embarrasses Lord 
Shiva (because it is his bow that has become an instrument that causes so much agony 
and uncertainties for the citizens of Janakpur, and has been the cause of so much pain and 
anxiety for Sita as well as her mother).  

[Lord Shiva is a great devotee of Lord Ram, and therefore he cannot do anything 
that harms the interest of his Lord, i.e. Lord Ram. Therefore Lord Shiva has already made 
up his mind that he will make it sure that none of the other kings and princes be able to 
lift the bow, and that it will become extremely light and fragile as soon as Ram touches it. 
So Lord Shiva wonders as to why these people are still so worried and anxious? It 
appears that the people are accusing him of not being favourable and causing them so 
much agony inspite of his decision to ensure victory for Ram. This is why Shiva is 
feeling embarrassed.] 

Then, on the orders of Janak, the royal Guru named Shatanand brought Janki 
(Sita) to the venue. At that time, all those assembled got the reward of their eyes by 
beholding Sita who was a treasury of beauty and charm2. (Chanda no. 10) 

[Note—1Refer: Verse no. 80 above. 
2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 246—to Chaupai line no. 6 

that precedes Doha no. 248.  
(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 6.  
(iii) Verse nos. 81-82 below.] 
 
eaxy  Hk w"ku  clu  eatq  ru  lk sgfg aA 
nsf[k ew< + efgiky ek sg cl ek sgfgaAA81AA 
:i jkfl tsfg vk sj lqHkk;¡ fugkjbA 
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uhy dey lj Jsfu e;u tuq MkjbAA82AA 
 
maṅgala bhūṣana basana man̄ju tana sōhahiṁ. 
dēkhi mūṛha mahipāla mōha basa mōhahiṁ. 81.  
rūpa rāsi jēhi ōra subhāyam̐ nihāra'i. 
nīla kamala sara śrēni mayana janu ḍāra'i. 82.  
 
81-82. Sita’s charming body is adorned with auspicious clothes and precious ornaments 
befitting the occasion. Seeing her, the foolish kings in the assembly became extremely 
enchanted by her beauty, and were overcome with passion and delusions.  

[The deluded kings thought that Sita was an ordinary princess, and that she is 
within reach now as it would be very easy to break the old and creaky bow and grab her 
hands in marriage. They did not know that Sita was an incarnation of goddess Laxmi, and 
that Lord Vishnu, Laxmi’s eternal husband, is in their midst in the form of Lord Ram. 
They are said to be ‘deluded’ because the wise kings among them had already advised 
them that Lord Ram is the Father of the entire creation as he is the Supreme Being in a 
human form, and that Sita is the cosmic Mother being a personified form of Jagdamba, 
the Mother Goddess.]1 (81) 

In whatever direction Sita—who is a treasury of beauty and charm—glances in a 
natural way, it appears that Kamdeo-cupid showers a hail of arrows made of blue lotus in 
that direction.  

[In other words, wherever Sita glances, all those who are sitting in that direction 
become thrilled and enamoured of her beauty. If her roving eyes fall even casually upon a 
king or prince, he gets excited and believes that she like him. In their enthusiasm the 
assembled kings and princes forget that it is but natural for Sita to see the assembly in a 
causal manner by looking in every direction, and it is but a mere chance that their eyes 
meet. But this does not mean that Sita like him or is enchanted by him. But they are so 
overcome with delusions and passions that they think that Sita had purposely seen him.]2 

(82). 
[Note—Refer: 1Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede 
Doha no. 246; (b) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 247. 
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precedes Doha no. 
248; (b) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 257.] 

 
fNuq lhrfg fNuq jkefg iqjtu ns[kfgaA 
:i  lhy  c;  cal  fcls"k  fcls"kfgaAA83AA 
jke  nh[k  tc  lh;  lh;  j?kquk;dA 
nksm ru rfd rfd e;u lq/kkjr lk;dAA84AA 

 
chinu sītahi chinu rāmahi purajana dēkhahiṁ. 
rūpa sīla baya bansa bisēṣa bisēṣahiṁ. 83.  
rāma dīkha jaba sīya sīya raghunāyaka. 
dō'u tana taki taki mayana sudhārata sāyaka. 84.  
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83-84. The citizens of the city glance at Sri Ram for one moment and at Sita the other 
moment. They laud their respective elegance, beauty, characters, demeanours and age, as 
well as the fame and glory of their respective clans.1 (83) 

When Lord Ram saw Sita and she saw him, it appeared that Kamdeo-cupid 
repeatedly glanced at them and began to ready his arrows (to shoot)2. (84) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 249; (b) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 252. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 228—to Doha no. 234 which describe how Lord Ram and Sita were enamoured 
of each other when the Lord had gone to the royal garden to fetch flowers for sage 
Vishwamitra’s prayers and had met Sita there. She had come to offer prayers to goddess 
Parvati to bless her with a groom suitable for her; (b) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 248 where Sita fixes her glance upon Ram in the venue of the bow ceremony; 
and (c) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 258—to Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 259 where the condition of Sita is described when Lord Ram is urged 
by sage Vishwamitra to go and lift the bow and the Lord approaches it with a majestic 
gait.] 

 
çse  çeksn  ijLij  çxVr  xksifgaA 
tuq fgjn; xqu xzke Fkwfu fFkj jksifgaAA85AA 
jke  lh;  c;  lekS  lqHkk;  lqgkouA 
u`i tkscu Nfc iqjb pgr tuq vkouAA86AA 

 
prēma pramōda paraspara pragaṭata gōpahiṁ. 
janu hiradaya guna grāma thūni thira rōpahiṁ. 85.  
rāma sīya baya samau subhāya suhāvana. 
nṛpa jōbana chabi pura'i cahata janu āvana. 86.  
 
85-86. Both of them (Sri Ram and Sita) try to conceal their joy and their sense of mutual 
love and affection for each other though it was very apparent by their external 
demeanours. It appears that they are silently trying to gauge each other’s virtues and 
firmly establish them like strong pillars of mutual trust and affection in their hearts.1 (85) 

The age of Sri Ram and Sita are right and suitable for the occasion. [That is, both 
of them are of the right age for marriage.] It appears that a king symbolising youth 
(represented by Lord Ram) wishes to enter a city of beauty, charm and glamour 
(represented by Sita).2 (86) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (a) Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precedes 
Doha no. 230 that describe the enchantment of Lord Ram at the sight of Sita in the royal 
gardens; and (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precedes Doha no. 232 of Sita’s enchantment 
with Ram. Refer also to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257—to Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 259. 
 Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 71, stanza nos. 3-4 also. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
230. 

Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 71, stanza nos. 2-4.] 
 

The breaking of the Bow 
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On the D-day when the bow lifting and breaking ceremony was to be held, all the invited 
kings and princes as well as the citizens of Janakpur assembled at the venue. King Janak 
invited sage Vishwamitra along with Lord Ram and Laxman and gave him a distinct seat 
of honour which was separate from the general seating arrangement for all the other 
invited kings and was at an elevated platform like the one that is usually reserved for 
some especially highly placed guest of honour1.  
 King Janak then called his ministers and royal heralds who declared the vow of 
the king and the reason why the assembly has been called. They declared that anyone 
who lifts and breaks the bow of Lord Shiva will marry Sita2. 
 Now, in the assembly there were all sorts of kings and princes. Some were wise 
and intelligent who could judge the situation and decided to refrain from attempting to lift 
the bow. There are some obvious reasons for this. For one, they had already heard that 
the entire city favoured Ram as the would-be groom3.  
 Second, when they saw that two wonderful and handsome young princes of the 
correct age were present in their midst, and instead of being seated along with the rest of 
the invited kings and princes they were given a high seat of honour to sit upon, and the 
fact that they were accompanied by a great sage of the stature of Vishwamitra, they made 
an intelligent deduction—that Janak had invited the rest of the kings as a mere formality, 
perhaps just to witness the ceremony, and that he had already made up his mind that the 
groom would be Ram or Laxman4.  

This logic was bolstered because they thought that Janak had invited Vishwamitra 
to accompany Ram and Laxman to make sure that no one resisted or objected because the 
whole world knew the mighty sage and his immense mystical powers and would never 
ever dare to stand against the orders of Vishwamitra and invite his wrath. So the wise 
amongst the assembly decided to keep quiet. In fact, they even tried their best to dissuade 
others from being reckless and foolhardy, but the less wise kings and princes would not 
listen to them5.  
 These wise and good kings also realised that Sita was of too tender an age for 
them, and that it would look extremely odd and improper to even attempt to marry a girl 
who was so young in age as compared to them.   
 But, at the same time, there were also highly haughty and stupid kings in the 
gathering who did not want to accept defeat without trying, though it was certain that 
they would fail and that failure would mean utter humiliation and ignominy for them. So 
they got up with immense zeal and energy, went to the bow, tried their might against it, 
and being unable to move it even a fraction of an inch, returned to their seats with a long 
face and lowered head in shame and dishonour6.  

These stupid kings had not realised that the situation was not in their favour, and 
they hadn’t judged the mood of the people who were overwhelmingly in favour of Ram 
marrying Sita by lifting the bow. The invited kings must have known this because their 
retinue included their own spies who must have reported to them the happenings of the 
previous day when Ram and Laxman had gone for sight-seeing in Janakpur and the 
citizens had overwhelmingly favoured them as the would-be groom for Sita. The people 
had also prayed fervently to Lord Shiva to turn the events in favour of Ram because the 
bow belonged to him (Shiva), and if he decides in favour of Ram than no power on earth 
could make the bow move except Ram.7  
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 Besides these two types of kings, there was a third category—those who either 
went to the bow, examined it carefully, and realizing that it was too much for them they 
returned to their seats even without attempting to lift it, or those who were so impotent 
that they simply squirmed sheepishly in their seats, not even mustering enough guts to 
stand up and show their face in the assembly8.  

When none of the assembled kings and princes could as much as move the bow 
even a fraction of a millimeter, king Janak was extremely exasperated, dismayed and 
frustrated as he was very worried about the future of his daughter Sita. He sternly 
rebuked the kings and went to the extent of calling them impotent. He beomoaned their 
lack of strength, valour and ardour, and angrily declared that had he known that the earth 
has no strong person on its surface he would not have organized the ceremony and 
invited such dysfunctional persons to make himself an object of mockery in this world.9  

Janak made some scathing disparaging remarks against all the kings10. This 
enraged Laxman, the brother of Lord Ram as it implied that the Lord was also impotent 
and lacked strength. So Laxmam got up and vented his anger in public, challenging Janak 
to take his words, but Lord Ram politely calmed him down.11   

 Then sage Vishwamitra asked Lord Ram to fulfill the wish of Janak and remove 
his dilemma and consternations12, whereupon Lord Ram went and lifted the bow, and 
then broke it into two halves in a thunderous roar13.  

As soon as the bow broke, there was uproar of jubilation everywhere, on the land 
as well as in the sky, both of which erupted in joy and ecstasy14.  

All these events are covered in Janki Mangal, from verse no. 87—to verse no. 
114. 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 239 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8, and (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 2—where 
Janak has sent his royal priest to bring Vishwamitra along with the two brothers to the 
venue.  

In (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 244, and (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, 
verse no. 84, stanza no. 3 it is said that a special high seat that was superior to others was 
given by the king to the sage, along with Ram and Laxman to sit upon. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250; (ii) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 7; verse no. 89, stanza nos. 1-3. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 222—to Doha no. 223; Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 70, 73-80. 

4Refer—Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 66, stanza no. 3 which gives a direct hint of 
this conclusion by Janak. 

5Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand: from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246; and from Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 266—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 267; (ii) 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 64-65, verse no. 68, stanza no. 9; verse no. 77, stanza 
no. 3; and verse no. 86 which is very explicit in expressing Janak’s inner wish to marry 
Sita with Ram; (iii) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 15. 

6Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 250—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 251; (ii) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 89, stanza nos. 4-5. 

7Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223; again in Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 263; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 80, stanza no. 6; 
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verse no. 81; verse no. 82, stanza no. 3; verse no. 84, stanza nos. 4-5; verse no. 85, stanza 
no. 1; verse no. 89, stanza no. 10. 

8Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 8. 
9Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand: from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 

Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 252; Chaupai line nos. 4-5 
that precede Doha no. 292; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 89, stanza nos. 5-7. 

10Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand: Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
251; Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 252. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 
89, stanza nos. 6-7. 

11Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 254. (ii) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 85, stanza no. 3; verse no. 89, stanza nos. 7-9. 

12Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precedes Doha 
no. 254. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 85, stanza no. 4; verse no. 89, stanza no. 11.  

13Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand: Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precedes Doha 
no. 254; from Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precede Doha no. 261—to Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 262; Doha no. 292 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-5. (ii) 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 90, stanza nos. 6-7; verse no. 91, stanza nos. 3-4; verse 
no. 92; verse no. 93, stanza nos. 1-2. (iii) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 10-11. 

14Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 263. (ii) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 93, stanza no. 3; verse no. 94.] 

 
lks Nfc tkb u cjfu nsf[k euq ekuSA 
lq/kk iku dfj ewd fd Lokn c[kkuSAA87AA 
rc  fcnsg  iu  cafnUg  çxV  lquk;mA 
mBs Hk wi vkejf"k lxqu ufga ik;mAA88AA 

 
sō chabi jā'i na barani dēkhi manu mānai. 
sudhā pāna kari mūka ki svāda bakhānai. 87.  
taba bidēha pana bandinha pragaṭa sunāya'u. 
uṭhē bhūpa āmaraṣi saguna nahiṁ pāya'u. 88.  
 
87-88. It is not possible to describe that majestic and glorious scene (when the actual 
competition of lifting, stringing and breaking of the bow started). It was a very awe-
inspiring, challenging and wonderful event, giving immense thrill, joy and delight to all 
those who witnessed it. Can a dumb man ever describe the taste of nectar after he has 
drunk it?  

[Here, Tulsidas compares those who witnessed that scene with a dumb man who 
cannot ever describe how tasty the food was or how much he enjoyed it. Similarly, those 
who witnessed that event were unable to narrate its grandeur and charm. Tulsidas, who 
had been visualizing the entire event unfolding in the canvas of his mind, too is uable to 
fully describe it in words, for words have their own limitations and they cannot do justice 
to the feeling of joy and exhilaration that bubbled over when the citizens actually 
witnessed the event when Lord Ram had finally lifted and broken the bow to marry Sita, 
something they had so much wished to happen and dreamt of.] (87)  
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Then the royal heralds declared the vows made by Videh (king Janak). Hearing it, 
the assembled kings got up with great enthusiasm and zeal, each wanting to the first to 
lift the bow, but there were no good and auspicious signs or omens to encourage them. 
(88) 

[Note—Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251. 
(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84. 
(iii) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 8-9.] 

 
ufg lxqu ik;m jgs felq dfj ,d /kuq ns[ku x,A 
VdVksfj dfi T;kSa ukfj;#] fl# ukb lc cSBr Hk,AA 
,d djfga nki] u pki lTtu cpu ftfe Vkjsa VjSA 
u`i ugq"k T;ksa lc dsa fcyksdr cqf) cy cjcl gjSAA11AA 

 
chanda:  
 
nahi saguna pāya'u rahē misu kari ēka dhanu dēkhana ga'ē. 
ṭakaṭōri kapi jyauṁ nāriyaru, siru nā'i saba baiṭhata bha'ē.  
ēka karahiṁ dāpa, na cāpa sajjana bacana jimi ṭārēṁ ṭarai. 
nṛpa nahuṣa jyōṁ saba kēṁ bilōkata bud'dhi bala barabasa harai. 11.  
 
Chanda 11. When the kings did not find any encouraging and auspicious sign, they made 
some excuse to save their faces and sat down in humiliation1.  

Some of them went near the bow to see it, touched and felt it but did not attempt 
to lift it, leaving it alone just like a monkey who feels the outer shell of a coconut and 
leaves it aside (because it knows that it is impossible for it to break the shell and reach for 
the delicious kernel inside it). Then they came back and sat down on their seats with a 
bowed head. [It ought to be noted here that these kings have been ridiculed by comparing 
them to a ‘monkey’! This is because they were greedy and wanted to see the bow at close 
quarters to judge whether they can manage to lift it, but finding it beyond their means 
they returned with a monkey-like red face.] 

Some of them came to the bow very enthusiastically, and tried their might against 
it with full zeal and energy, but the bow did not relent and it did not yield any ground to 
them, remaining as unmoving as ever just like a good and righteous man remains 
unmoving and steadfast in upholding his truthful words. In this way, their vanity and 
pretensions of strength and powers was trounced, making them look lusterless, impotent 
and wasted, with their energy and enthusiasm dissipated and intelligence turned around 
its head to make them look utterly stupid and ridiculous2.  

The entire event reminded the observers of the story of king Nahush3. (Chanda 
no. 11) 

[Note—1Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 8 which endorses this 
view that the assembled kings shifted uncomfortably and squirmed in their seats, bent 
their heads low in shame and doubt as they did not have the confidence and guts to stand 
up and walk up to the bow only to face humiliation as they felt that they have no chance 
of lifting it and winning the competition. 
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2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha 
no. 251, and Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precedes Doha no. 252  say “the king could not 
move the bow by a fraction of a millimeter, and thus humiliated and trounced by it they 
returned to their seats with bent heads in shame and dejection.”  

The messengers of Janak who had gone to Ayodhya to invite king Dasrath, the father 
of Lord Ram, to come with the marriage party to attend the marriage ceremony at 
Janakpur also reiterated this fact that none of the assembled kings and princes could as 
much as move the mighty bow a fraction of a millimeter—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 292 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8. 
 (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 9 says “the kings bent their heads 
low in shame when they heard the challenge pronounced by the royal heralds of king 
Janak.”  

The fact that they could not move the bow a bit is explicitely said in Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 90, stanza no. 3-4, 7.  
 (iii) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 10.     

3King Nahush had gained the stature of Indra by his virtuous deeds. He expressed his 
desire to establish conjugal relationship with Indra’s wife Indrani. When he received her 
intimation of consent, he yoked sages and hermits to his shoulder-mounted carriage (i.e. a 
palanquin) to go to her. He did not even give a second thought to such a reprehensible act 
in his pride and haughtiness. At last, he became a python due to the curse of sage 
Agastya. This incident is cited here to indicate that these kings had a false sense of pride 
in their strength, powers and abilities. Though the signs were not good and their elderly 
counterparts had advised them to refrain from showing stupidity and recklessness, they 
did not listen and went to lift the bow. What was the result? Lord Shiva cursed them; the 
bow did not move. Just like the haughty king Nahush who wanted to have a conjugal 
relationship with the queen of the Gods known as Indrani, these low-witted kings wished 
to marry the Goddess of the whole world in the form of Sita, something that is 
unthinkable.  

They had been warned that Sita was not an ordinary princess but Mother Goddess in 
a human form, but they were deluded, and this led to their extreme humiliation in the 
front of the huge assembly. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 246; (ii) 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 266—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 267.]    

 
nsf[k liqj ifjokj tud fg; gkjsmA 
u`i lekt tuq rqfgu cut cu ekjsmAA89AA 
dkSfld tudfg dgsm nsgq vuqlkluA 
nsf[k Hkkuq dqy Hkkuq blkuq ljkluAA90AA 

 
dēkhi sapura parivāra janaka hiya hārē'u. 
nṛpa samāja janu tuhina banaja bana mārē'u. 89.  
kausika janakahi kahē'u dēhu anusāsana. 
dēkhi bhānu kula bhānu isānu sarāsana. 90.  
 
89-90. Seeing this (that the kings could not move the bow a bit), Janak, along with the 
citizens and the royal family members, lost all hopes in their hearts, while the forest of 
lotuses represented by the assembly of great kings appeared to have been struck by frost. 
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 [When Janak saw that none of the invited kings and princes could move the bow, 
let alone lift and string it, he was very very angry and upset. He was worried about the 
future of his daughter as he had tied her marriage to the lifting of the bow. Now, what 
shall he do?1  
 Meanwhile, the kings and princes felt ashamed and humiliated. They returned to 
their seats with lowered heads in shame and ignominy2. This situation is compared to a 
large number of lotus flowers that wither during severe cold when it frosts.] (89)  

Then, Kaushik (Vishwamitra) said to Janak, ‘Give your orders (i.e. permission) 
let the sun of the solar-race (i.e. Sri Ram) have a look at Shiva’s bow.’ 

[In this book ‘Janki Mangal’, sage Vishwamitra has asked Janak to allow Ram to 
‘see’, i.e. examine and tackle the bow. But in other texts of Tulsidas, the sage had directly 
ordered Lord Ram to go and break the bow and thereby remove the fears and sorrows in 
the heart of Janak.]3 (90) 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 252; Chaupai line nos. 4-5 
that precedes Doha no. 292. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 8; and 
verse no. 89, stanza nos. 5-7. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
251. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 84, stanza no. 8; and verse no. 89, stanza no. 5.  

3Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precedes Doha 
no. 254. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 85, stanza no. 4; and verse no. 89, stanza no. 
11.] 

 
eqfucj rqEgjsa cpu es# efg MksyfgaA 
rnfi mfpr vkpjr ik¡p Hky cksyfgaAA91AA 
ckuq ckuq ftfe x;m xofga nlda/k#A 
dks vouh ry bu le chj /kqja/k#AA92AA 

 
munibara tumharēṁ bacana mēru mahi ḍōlahiṁ. 
tadapi ucita ācarata pām ̐ca bhala bōlahiṁ. 91.  
bānu bānu jimi gaya'u gavahiṁ dasakandharu. 
kō avanī tala ina sama bīra dhurandharu. 92.  
 
91-92. Janak said—‘Oh sage! Even the mountains and the earth can move by your 
words, but still it is wise to act with prudence as the ‘Panchas’ (literally, the five noble 
and elderly persons of the socity) praise such action. [In other words, though it is true that 
nothing is impossible if you want, but still elderly people say that one must consider the 
pros and cons of all decisions, and never act in haste. I say this because I have a great 
hesitation in my mind in allowing Ram to approach the bow and face humiliation by not 
being able to lift it. I am justified for harbouring this doubt, because—] 
 As the situation stands at present, even formidable warriors have quietly and 
stealthily escaped from the venue after it became clear to them that they wouldn’t be able 
to move the bow. Take for example Vanasur, the famed demon known for his strength, 
valour and power, who ran away hurriedly from here like an arrow shot from a bow. 
Then there is another mighty warrior known as Ravana (the invincible demon king of 
Lanka who had so much strength that he had once lifted Mt. Kailash, the abode of Lord 
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Shiva, on his shoulders) who too escaped stealthily and quietly went home in order to 
avoid public ridicule and humiliation by first going to attempt to lift the old and rusty 
bow and then returning empty-handed without even being able to move it an inch.  
 Say, who on this earth is as strong, powerful, courageous and valiant as these two 
warriors, Vanasur and Ravana. [Since even they have not dared to touch the bow and 
preferred to escape from here unnoticed to save their face from disgrace, it would not be 
wise to allow Sri Ram, who is so tender and young in age, and who seems to bear no 
resemblance to the robust and muscular bodies of these two warriors Vanasur and 
Ravana, to go and try to lift the bow and face certain humiliation. I don’t want this to 
happen—especially when you are present here and have accompanied the two brothers. It 
would be very bad if Ram fails to lift the bow because you accompany him. I won’t like 
this embarrassing situation to happen. So, please don’t ask me to allow Ram to go to the 
bow and attempt to lift it!]’1 (91-92) 

[Note—1The same thing is said in Ram Charit Manas and Geetawali also.  
Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 

no. 250; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 256; (c) Chaupai line nos. 7-8 
that precede Doha no. 292.  

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 86; and verse no. 89, stanza no. 2.]  
 
ikjcrh eu lfjl vpy /kuq pkydA 
gfga iqjkfj rsm ,d ukfj czr ikydAA93AA 
lks /kuq dfg; fcyksdu Hkwi fdlksjfgaA 
Hksn fd flfjl lqeu du dqfyl dBksjfgaAA94AA 

 
pārabatī mana sarisa acala dhanu cālaka. 
hahiṁ purāri tē'u ēka nāri brata pālaka. 93.  
sō dhanu kahiya bilōkana bhūpa kisōrahiṁ. 
bhēda ki sirisa sumana kana kulisa kaṭhōrahiṁ. 94.  
 
93-94. [King Janak continuous to speak to sage Vishwamitra, expressing his strong 
reservations against allowing Lord Ram to attempt to lift the bow.] 

‘This bow is immovable like the steadiness of the heart and mind of Parvati (the 
divine consort of Lord Shiva, and the Mother Goddess). It can be moved (i.e. influenced) 
only by Lord Shiva himself if he wants so. But Shiva keeps the firm vow of being loyal 
to only one woman, and therefore he will not exert his influence on the ‘mind and heart’ 
of the bow to make it move.  

[Here, the bow has been personified and is imagined to have a mind and heart like 
that of Shiva’s consort named Parvati. The bow also ‘belongs’ to Shiva just like Parvati 
who also ‘belongs’ to him, being his eternal wife. Like Parvati the bow is also very 
faithful to Lord Shiva. Hence, if Shiva orders it to become light and move when Lord 
Ram touches it, it is certainly going to do so, but the problem is that Shiva won’t order 
anything to the bow; he won’t exert any influence upon the bow. It is as unmoving as the 
Mana—mind and heart—of Parvati.] (93)  

You are asking this young prince (Lord Ram) who has a delicate constitution and 
a tender body to have a look at such a formidable bow. [In other words, you, sage 
Vishwamitra, expect Ram to lift the bow which has defeated all the strong warriors of the 
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earth. How is it possible because Sri Ram has such a delicate frame, and his body is not 
as muscular as it is needed to be in order to lift this heavy bow.]1 

Say sage, is it possible that a most tender flower of the Sesame tree can ever 
pierce through even a small part of of Vajra, the formidably strong weapon of Indra that 
is considered to be toughest thing in existence?’ 

[Here, the bow is compared to Vajra, and Lord Ram’s delicate frame to the tender 
flower. Just as it is not possible for the flower to pierce the body of the Vajra, it is 
impossible for Ram to overcome the resistance of the bow to move.] (94) 

[Note—1In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand it is stated that the womenfolk of the city as 
well as Sita’s mother and Sita herself have great reservation as to whether Lord Ram 
would be able to lift and break the heavy and sturdy bow given the fact that he has a 
delicate constitution and a tender body—refer: (i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 223 where the womenfolk express their reservations; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that 
precedes Doha no. 256 where Sita’s mother is doubtful; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 258 where Sita herself is in confusion.] 

 
jkse jkse Nfc fuanfr lksHk eukstfuA 
nsf[k; ewjfr efyu dfj; eqfu lks tfuAA95AA 
eqfu g¡fl dgsm tud ;g ewjfr lksgbA 
lqfejr lÑr eksg ey ldy fcNksgbAA96AA 

 
rōma rōma chabi nindati sōbha manōjani. 
dēkhiya mūrati malina kariya muni sō jani. 95.  
muni ham̐si kahē'u janaka yaha mūrati sōha'i. 
sumirata sakṛta mōha mala sakala bichōha'i. 96.  
 
95-96. The beauty, charm and majesty of each pore of Sri Ram’s body are such that they 
put to shame the beauty and glamour of numerous Kamdeo-cupids taken together. Oh 
sage! Do not do anything that will make this image look darkened and gloomy (because 
in case Ram is unable to break the bow, that would be devastating for the spell of charm 
that he has cast on all of us here in Janakpur, the way we are all thrilled by his majestic 
presence and enamoured of his magnificent beauty).’ (95)  

The sage laughed and replied, ‘Oh Janak! The image (form of Lord Ram) which 
looks grand and adorable is also capable of eliminating the darkness of ignorance even by 
remembering it only once. [In other words, don’t think that Ram is an ordinary prince. 
This physical image that looks so charming to you is also capable of eliminating the 
darkness created by delusions and ignorance—because, oh king, Ram is a personified 
form of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Being. So you need not worry. Remember, I am not 
an ordinary sage, and when I endorse something I am fully aware of my immaculate 
reputation as the teller of truth. Therefore, you need not harbour any more doubts in your 
mind and heart. It is in your ignorance that you say that Ram may not break the bow. Let 
this charming image also charm your inner being, so to say, by eliminating its darkness of 
doubts and worries.]’ (96) 

[Note—Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 86, stanza no. 6; verse no. 87.] 
 

lc ey fcNksgfu tkfu ewjfr tud dkSrqd ns[kgwA 
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/kuq fla/kq u`i cy ty c<+îks j?kqcjfg dqaHkt ys[kgwAA 
lqfu ldqfp lkspfga tud xqj in cafn j?kquanu pysA 
ufga gj"k ân; fc"kkn dNq Hk, lxqu lqHk eaxy HkysAA12AA 

 
chanda:  
 
saba mala bichōhani jāni mūrati janaka kautuka dēkhahū. 
dhanu sindhu nṛpa bala jala baṛhaîō raghubarahi kumbhaja lēkhahū.  
suni sakuci sōcahiṁ janaka gura pada bandi raghunandana calē. 
nahiṁ haraṣa hṛdaya biṣāda kachu bha'ē saguna subha maṅgala bhalē. 12.  
 
Chanda 12. ‘Oh Janak! Consider this divine image (of Lord Ram) as being potent enough 
(i.e. empowered) to remove all sorts of (spiritual) faults, shortcomings, blemishes and 
defects (that inherently taint the mind and heart of all creatures), and watch this 
wonderful spectacle unfold before your eyes.  

In this bow-like ocean, the water symbolising the strength of these vane kings and 
princes is in a high tide. Regard Raghubir (Sri Ram) as being equivalent to sage Agastya1 
(who would now dry up this symbolic water of haughtiness and vanity of these proud 
kings and princes by breaking the bow after all of them have finished trying their might 
and failing to move it even a bit).  

[Just sit back, relax and enjoy; don’t be perturbed or exasperated. Watch calmly 
as Lord Ram breaks the bow, and then watch the reaction on the kings and princes. 
Watch their long faces as they shrivel up and wither in humiliation, ignominy and shame 
when the bow finally breaks.]2’ 

Hearing this, Janak became hesitant, unable to decide what to do. He pondered 
over the matter even as Lord Sri Ram bowed at the feet of his Guru (Vishwamitra) to pay 
his obeisance and started to walk towards the bow3. The Lord was emotionless and calm; 
he had no disturbances in his mind. He was neither joyful at having got this opportunity, 
nor apprehensive and doubtful at the outcome. He neither exulted nor sulked.  

When he moved towards the bow majestically, there were many auspicious signs 
and good omens portending good tidings and indicating success. (Chanda no. 12) 

[Note—1Sage Agastya—This sage had once gulped down the ocean. Sage Vishwamitra 
cites his instance to stress upon king Janak that just like Agastya had effortlessly emptied 
the ocean of its water, thereby vanquishing its pride as the ‘mighty ocean’ and the 
‘greatest reservoir of water on earth’, Lord Ram would too vanquish the pride of these 
kings and princes as well as of the bow of being strong and powerful by breaking the bow 
easily and effortlessly. So the king need not worry.  
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 256. 
 The brief story of sage Agastya is as follows—He is a renowned sage who had 
composed several of the hymns of the Rig Veda, e.g. Rig Veda Sanhita, 1/166-191. He is 
known as a ‘Brahm-rishi’ or a celestial sage tracing his origin to the creator Brahma.  

He was born to sage Pulastya and his wife Havirbhuk. During this birth, his other 
brother was sage Visrawaa. It is also believed that in the Swayambhu Manvantar (age of 
Manu named Swambhu), he was born as the son of sage Pulastya, but in that birth he was 
named Dattoli.  
 According to another version, he was the son of Mitra and Varuna. In this version, he 
was born in a jar or pitcher known as ‘Kumbha’. Hence, he is also known as Kumbhaja 
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(born out of a Kumbha), Kumbhodbhava (rising out of a Kumbha), Kalasi-suta (son born 
from a Kalas or a pitcher or jar). During this birth, his twin brother was sage Vashistha, 
the great sage who was the court priest of the kingdom of Ayodhya where Lord Ram was 
the king.  
 His wife was a princess of the kingdom of Vidharva, and her name was 
Lopaamudraa, also known as Kaaveri. The sage had a son whose name was Drudhaasya, 
also known as Idhmavaaha.  

His chief disciple was Agniveshya.     
 Sage Agastya did severe Tapa and had vast knowledge. He is said to have destroyed 
the two demons named Ilvala and Vaataapi. The sage had stunted the growth of Mt. 
Vindhya which was growing and expanding endlessly so much so as to obstruct the light 
of the sun. 

Once, when Indra had killed the demon Vrittaasur, other demons named ‘Kaaleya’ 
managed to escape and they hid themselves under the water of the ocean. From there they 
began terrorizing the sages and seers. They stayed under water during daytime and came 
out at night to torment and devour these sages, and generally cause nuisance and havoc 
all around. These demons had not spared even such renowned sages of the time as 
Vashistha, Chyavan and Bharadwaj, because the demons attacked their hermitages and 
killed the sages and seers who lived there. It was then that the Gods, led by their king 
Indra, requested sage Agastya to somehow expose the demons. At this, the sage had 
scooped up the water of the ocean in a cup made by joining the two palms of his hands 
and had drunk the water of the ocean in one gulp so as to expose the demons. The Gods 
were then able to destroy them. Some of the demons however managed to escape and hid 
themselves in the nether world. This is how the demon race survived then. However, 
when the ocean was completely dried up it created another problem for the world because 
countless marine creatures begin to suffer and die. Besides this, the ocean was the largest 
natural reservoir of water on earth. So the Gods requested sage Agastya to refill it. The 
sage replied that the water has been digested in his stomach, but he can oblige the Gods 
by reproducing the ocean in the form of urine. That is the reason, according to this 
legendary story of the Purans, why the ocean is salty and sour—because it is the urine of 
sage Agastya.  

This fact, that the ocean is sour and salty because it is the urine of sage Agastya, is 
explicitly narrated in the Anand Ramayan (purpoted to have been written by sage 
Valmiki), in its Vilaas Kand (Chapter), ninth Sarga (Canto), verse nos. 18-24 where Sita 
explains to Lopaamudraa, the wife of sage Agastya, why Sri Ram had constructed the 
bridge in order to cross the ocean to reach Lanka. She explained that the Lord did not ask 
the sage to dry up the ocean once again by drinking its water because it would be 
unthinkable to ask the sage to drink his own urine. Even if the sage had actually drunk the 
water, the Lord would be heaped with the ignominy of being so selfish that he made a 
Brahmin drink his own urine so that his purpose is served. The Lord did not swim across 
the ocean because it would be insulting and extremely demeaning for the Lord to swim in 
urine, and it would also be improper for him to step across a Brahmin’s urine because it is 
to be regarded as holy as the urine of a cow.  

There is a legendary story how once sage Agastya had converted king Nahush as a 
serpent. The story goes that once Indra, the king of Gods, was demoted from his exalted 
stature due to the curse of killing some Brahmins, and king Nahush had taken his place. 
Nahush lustfully eyed the consort of Indra, named Indrani. To punish him, Brihaspati, the 
moral preceptor of Gods, devised a stratagem by which Indrani requested Nahush to 
come to her riding a palanquin that was never used by anyone earlier. Overcome and 
blinded by passions, Nahush forgot everything about propriety and probity, and he 
summoned all the great sages and seers of the time to act as carriers or bearers of his 
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palanquin. Humble sages and seers did not mind because Nahush was now elevated to the 
stature of Indra, the king of Gods. Nahush was so eager to reach heaven as quickly as 
possible that he kept prodding and scolding these sages to walk faster. Enraged, 
astonished and peeved at this nonsense being perpetrated by the haughty king, sage 
Agastya had then cursed him to become a great and poisonous snake. This story appears 
in Mahabharat, Anushaashan Parva, 99-100.  

Sage Agastya lived in the Dandakaaranya forest when Lord Ram met him. The sage 
had then given some invincible divine weapons to the Lord which stood him in good 
stead during the epic war of Lanka, as well as in overcoming the demons whom the Lord 
encountered and destroyed during his sojourn in the formidable forest.  
 The sage is said to have brought about reconciliation between Indra, the king of 
Gods, and Maruts, the Wind Gods.  
 A whole class of people came to be known after him, and in due course the term 
‘Agastya’ became a title and sort of honour given to learned sages and seers who were 
experts in the philosophy and knowledge that sage Agastya was an expert in and had 
preached during his lifetime. The sage has been made immortal by finding a place 
amongst the brightest stars in the sky. He is identified with Canopus, which is the 
brightest star in the sky of south India. The Canopus has been named after this sage as 
‘Agastya’, and seeing this star in the sky when the sun is in the middle of Virgo (Kanyaa) 
sign of the zodiac and worshipping him at night is regarded as an auspicious deed. This is 
a symbolic way of honouring the sage by elevating him to an exalted stature of a ‘bright 
star’ and recognizing his stellar qualities. 
 He is regarded as the one who had created the Tamil language of South India. He is 
accredited as being the author of several treatises on medicine, mysticism and magic. One 
of his books is the ‘Agastya Sanhita’ which elaborately deals with ritualistic forms of 
worship.  
 It is said that once sage Agastya and the noble king named Shankha had a divine 
vision of Lord Vishnu at the banks of river Swami-pushkarni.  

2This is exactly what happened at the instant the bow broke. The assembled kings and 
princes made a long face, and they literally buried their faces in their hands to hide their 
shame and humiliation. All their sense of majesty and grandeur vanished in thin air. The 
night representing their hopes of marrying Sita was obliterated with the rise of the 
splendorous sun represented by Lord Ram; those amongst the kings who were haughty 
became dejected and lack-lustre like the lotus flower that closes as soon as the sun rises 
in the eastern horizon, and wicked ones hid themselves like owls.  

Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precedes 
Doha no. 255; (b) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 263. (ii) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 86, stanza no. 6; and verse no. 93, stanza no. 2. 

3Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede 
Doha no. 254 that clearly state that when sage Vishwamitra ordered to Ram to get up and 
break the bow to remove the grief of Janak, the Lord got up calmly without having any 
emotions, either of joy or of reluctance; (b) Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 
255 say that the Lord walked towards the bow calmly and without showing any 
nervousness or emotions; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 85, stanza no. 4.] 

 
cfjlu yxs lqeu lqj nqanqfHk cktfgaA 
eqfnr tud] iqj ifjtu u`ixu yktfgaAA97AA 
efg efg/kjfu y[ku dg cyfg c<+kouqA 
jke pgr flo pkifg pifj p<+kouqAA98AA 
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barisana lagē sumana sura dundubhi bājahiṁ. 
mudita janaka, pura parijana nṛpagana lājahiṁ. 97.  
mahi mahidharani lakhana kaha balahi baṛhāvanu. 
rāma cahata siva cāpahi capari caṛhāvanu. 98.  
 
97-98. The Gods started raining flowers and sounding their kettle-drums in the sky 
(when Lord Ram moved towards the bow). Janak, the citizens of the city, and the close 
relatives (of Sita) became exhilarated in their minds and hearts, while the assembled 
kings felt very humiliated, dejected and ashamed1. (97)  

Laxman asked the earth and Sheshnath (the legendary serpent who holds the earth 
on its thousand hoods) to be prepared and girdled-up because Sri Ram will soon lift and 
string the bow, which is bound to be followed by an uproarious thunder and violent 
vibrations as the bow breaks. [Laxman alerted them to brace themselves for the violent 
tremors and the earthquake that would follow the breaking of the bow. This was 
necessary, lest the whole earth would topple over on its side and sink into the vast cosmic 
ocean.]2 (98) 

[Note—1Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 93, stanza no. 1 also endorses the showering of 
the flowers and playing of the musical instruments by the Gods in the moments leading 
upto the breaking of the formidable bow. It also says that joyful excitement permeated 
throughout the city of Janakpur as the citizens anticipated that Lord Ram would certainly 
break the bow.  

In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, stanza nos. 3-4 it is said that the Gods 
showered flowers on Lord Ram just during the moments before the Lord actually broke 
the bow when they observed that the bow was reducing in size and preparing itself to be 
broken while Lord Ram went around it to circumambulate in order to pay his respects to 
it.  

However, in Ram Charit Manas, the Gods have showered flowers and played their 
musical instruments only after the bow was broken. However, as soon as Lord Ram stood 
up to proceed towards the bow, there was immense excitement amongst the citizens who 
prayed feverishly to the gods and asking them to pawn all their good deeds to ensure that 
the bow becomes light and Ram breaks it easily—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 255.  
 Sita too prayed fervently to goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva, as well as to the bow 
itself—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 257—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 250. 
 Sita’s mother too was very nervous as she hoped for the best—Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 257. 

2Laxman has warned Seshnath as well as Kurma, the tortoise, also to become alert. 
Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 259—to Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
precede Doha no. 260; (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, stanza no. 1.]  

 
x,  lqHkk;¡  jke  tc  pki  lehifgA 
lksp  lfgr  ifjokj  fcnsg  eghifgAA99AA 
dfg u ldfr dNq ldqpfr fl; fg;¡ lkspbA 
xkSfj  xusl  fxjhlfg  lqfefj  ldkspbAA100AA 
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ga'ē subhāyam̐ rāma jaba cāpa samīpahi. 
sōca sahita parivāra bidēha mahīpahi. 99.  
kahi na sakati kachu sakucati siya hiyam̐ sōca'i. 
gauri ganēsa girīsahi sumiri sakōca'i. 100.  
 
99-100. When Sri Ram reached the bow in a calm and composed manner, king Videh 
(Janak), along with his family members (such as his queen and mother of Sita), became 
very thoughtful and worried1.  

[The king was naturally worried about the outcome as the future of his daughter 
hinged on it. He very much wanted Lord Ram to break the bow, but was in doubt because 
of the Lord’s tender age and delicate frame as compared to the robust and muscular 
bodies of all the other kings and princes. But sage Vishwamitra had already assured him 
not to worry.] (99)  

Sita was unable to say anything openly out of hesitation because it was an 
established tradition that a bride is not supposed to speak in public. She however became 
remorseful in her heart, remembering and invoking urgently goddess Gauri (Parvati), 
Lord Ganesh and Lord Shiva simultenously (to help her out of this muddle by making it 
possible for Lord Ram to break the bow and settle her future).2  

[Sita was hesitant because she was uncertain whether they will answer her prayers 
or not; she does not know what is in store in her destiny. She prayed earnestly and 
urgently because there was no time to procrastinate any further. It was a do or die 
situation for her. Sri Ram was her true and one love, and her union with him now 
depended on such a ridiculous condition as the breaking of a bow. She felt exasperated 
and frustrated beyond measure but could not gather courage to speak to her father to 
abandon his incredulous vows and let her marry the groom of her choice. The only 
avenue left for her was to pray to the patron Gods and Goddesses of the clan i.e. Lord 
Shiva and Parvati, beseeching them to intercede on her behalf and ensure that see get her 
beloved’s hand in marriage. 

Her dilemma is similar to that of Parvati who has to take the permission of her 
father Himwan to marry Shiva. Please see Parvati Mangal, verse no. 23 and Chanda 9. 
This book is published by me separately in this series, as Book no. 5.] (100) 

[Note—Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
260—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 261 describe succinctly the 
consternations and worries swirling in the mind of the citizens as well as Janak and Sita.  

1Refer also: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 252 that describes the grief and worry of the citizens; (b) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 252 that describes the grief and worry of Janak who says sadly that 
now it is clear that Sita will remain unmarried; and (c) Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 
5 that precedes Doha no. 256 that describe the grief and worry of Sita’s mother.    

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 79, stanza no. 2 with reference to the citizens; 
verse no. 81 with reference to Sita’s mother; and verse nos. 86-87 with reference to the 
Janak.  

2Sita’s consternation is narrated in: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 257—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 259; 
(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 91, stanza no. 3. 

Refer also verse no. 101 below.]  
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gksr fcjg lj exu nsf[k j?kqukFkfgA 
Qjfd cke Hkqt u;u nsr tuq gkFkfgAA101AA 
/khjt /kjfr lxqu cy jgfr lks ukfguA 
c# fdlksj /kuq ?kksj nbm ufga nkfguAA102AA 

 
hōta biraha sara magana dēkhi raghunāthahi. 
pharaki bāma bhuja nayana dēta janu hāthahi. 101.  
dhīraja dharati saguna bala rahati sō nāhina. 
baru kisōra dhanu ghōra da'i'u nahiṁ dāhina. 102.  
 
101-102. Watching Sri Ram, she (Sita) appears to drown in the ocean of uncertainties that 
resulted in great anguish, despair and dejection in her mind1. At that time her left arms 
and eyelids fluttered as if they were extending their hands of reassurance and support to 
her (and trying to salvage her from drowning in an ocean of despair and hopelessness)2.  
 [When the left arm and eyelids of a woman flutter it is seen as a good sign. So, 
amid all the despair and gloom, this sign gave hope and expectation to Sita.] (101) 

These auspicious signs made her gather some courage, but it did not last long. 
[She thought—] ‘The groom is of a young age while the bow is most formidable and 
huge. The creator is most unfavourable and antagonised towards me now.3’ (102) 

[Note—1Refer verse no. 100 above along with the note appended to it. 
2In Ram Charit Manas it is said that when Sita had prayed to goddess Parvati earlier 

to find a good and suitable groom for her, the left arm and the left eyelids began to flutter, 
indicating to her that things will turn out in her favour—refer: Baal Kand, Doha no. 236. 

3Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
258; (ii) Geetawali, verse no. 78, stanza no. 3. 

The sturdiness of the bow and it being as hard as Vajra is also endorsed in verse no. 
94 of the present book ‘Janki Mangal’.] 

 
varjtkeh  jke  eje  lc  tkusmA 
/kuq p<+kb dksrqdfga dku yfx rkusmAA103AA 
çse  ijf[k  j?kqchj  ljklu  HkatsmA 
tuq  e`xjkt  fdlksj  egkjkt  HkatsmAA104AA 

 
antarajāmī rāma marama saba jānē'u. 
dhanu caṛhā'i kōtukahiṁ kāna lagi tānē'u. 103.  
prēma parakhi raghubīra sarāsana bhan̄jē'u. 
janu mṛgarāja kisōra mahārāja bhan ̄jē'u. 104.  
 
103-104. When Lord Ram reached the bow, he glanced at Sita (also known as Janki as 
she was the daughter of Janak). Intuitively he recognized what was going on inside her 
mind and heart because the Lord is ‘all-knowing’, and therefore he knows the inner 
thoughts of the other person1. So, the Lord lifted the bow in a playful manner (i.e. without 
any effort, easily, cheerfully and playfully), stringed it, and then pulled the string back 
right upto his ears (thereby bending the bow).  

[Lord Ram realised the emotional upheaval going on inside Sita. He could make it 
out from her face and her demeanours. The Lord saw that Sita was praying fervently to 
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Lord Shiva and goddess Parvati to make it possible for him to break the bow. Sita’s 
anxiousness and a strong desire to have him as her groom were evident from her 
expressions. Lord Ram wanted to ascertain the wishes of Sita before he would touch the 
bow, but when he found that Sita longed to have him as her groom, he made a final 
decision of lifting the bow. Not only this, the Lord stringed it and then pulled its string 
back upto his ears in a mode that is done when one shoots an arrow from a bow.] (103) 

After having ascertained the intensity and sincerity of love and affection that Sita had 
for him, Raghubir (the brave warrior of king Raghu’s dynasty; Lord Sri Ram) broke the 
bow just like a lion’s cub kills a huge elephant.  

[The lion jumps on the back of an elephant and kills it. Here, Lord Ram is compared 
to the lion’s cub because just like the cub being the son of the king of the forest, the lion, 
Lord Ram is also a ‘son of a king, king Dasrath of the Raghu dynasty’, and the bow is 
compared to the mighty elephant.] (104) 

[Note—1An identical account of this incident is narrated in Ram Charit Manas as wel as 
Geetawali. Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 260—to Chaupai 
line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 261. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, stanza no. 
3. 
The breaking of the bow has been described elsewhere also in Geetawali, Baal Kand. 

Refer; verse no. 90, stanza no. 6; verse no. 93-94.] 
  
xatsm lks xtsZm ?kksj /kqfu lqfu Hkwfi Hkw/kj yj[kjsA 
j?kqchj tl eqdrk fciqy lc Hkqou iVq isVd HkjsAA 
fgr eqfnr vufgr #fnr eq[k Nfc dgr dfc /kuq tkx dhA 
tuq Hkksj pDd pdksj dSjo l?ku dey rM+kx dhAA13AA 

 
chanda:  
 
gan̄jē'u sō garjē'u ghōra dhuni suni bhūpi bhūdhara larakharē. 
raghubīra jasa mukatā bipula saba bhuvana paṭu pēṭaka bharē.  
hita mudita anahita rudita mukha chabi kahata kabi dhanu jāga kī. 
janu bhōra cakka cakōra kairava saghana kamala taṛāga kī. 13.  
 
Chanda 13. When the bow was broken, there was such a terrible roar and a thunderous 
snapping sound that the earth and the mountains shook and trembled1.  

Treasure chests represented by all the worlds appeared to get filled with the pearls 
symbolising the glory and fame of Raghubir (Sri Ram)2. [That is, this tremendous feat of 
Lord Ram of having successfully broken a bow that had defied the might of all other 
great kings of that time instantly spread his glory far and wide in all the corners of the 
world. In this stanza, Lord Ram’s great deeds and his countless other virtues are likened 
to the priceless pearls, and the different corners of the world to different treasure chests. 
The Lord’s glories were so huge and countless that all such chests were filled and 
brimming over. In other words, the Lord’s glories and fame resounded in all the corners 
of the world so much that nothing else was heard at that time.] 

This caused immense exultation, exhilaration and joy amongst friendly people3, 
while the face of those who were inimical and jealous became dejected, gloomy and 
remorseful4.  
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[The citizens and some of the wise kings erupted in joy, while the kings who had 
wanted to break the bow and marry Sita obviously felt dejected and sullen.] 

The poet (Tulsidas) attempts to describe the scene at that moment at the venue of 
the bow-breaking ceremony by comparing it with the natural scene witnessed at dawn at 
a pond/lake which has a large number of lotus flowers as well as water lilies, and where 
large flocks of birds known as Chakors as well as pairs of Chakvas and Chakvis5 abound.  

[At day-break, the lotus begins to open its petals and pairs of Chakvas and 
Chakvis begin to hop around joyfully. They represent friendly people and wise kings who 
felt happy and cheerful at the good development of Lord Ram successfully breaking the 
bow.  

On the other hand were inimical people such as the jealous kings and princes who 
felt very sad and exasperated when Ram broke the bow. Their gloom and desperation is 
compared to the water lily and the Chakor which feel gloomy as the sun begins to rise.  

Here, the ‘sun’ is the glory of Lord Ram and his success at establishing himself as 
the greatest warrior of all times by being able to break a bow that none of the kings and 
princes could as much as move even a fraction of an inch.  

As soon as it became clear that Ram is the successful candidate who will get the 
hands of Sita in marriage, the defeated kings felt gloomy like the bird known as Chakor 
that feels upset when the sun rises as it prefers the moon to the sun, as well as the water 
lily which shrivels up when the sun rises.  

In contrast, the citizens of Janakpur, the gods as well as wise kings who had 
decided not to go near the bow, felt happy like the Chakvi and Chakva as well as the 
lotus flower which opens its petals at the sight of the sun to indicate that it is feeling 
cheerful at seeing the face of the sun.] (Chanda no. 13) 

 [Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Sortha/Doha no. 261 along with its 
preceding Chandas and Chaupai line no. 8. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, 
stanza no. 5. And (iii) Kavitawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 11. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
262. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 93, stanza no. 3. 

3Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 263. (ii) Geetawali, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 91, stanza no. 4; verse no. 92, stanza no. 4; verse no. 93, stanza nos. 1, 3; 
and verse no. 94. 

4Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
263; Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 266. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse 
no. 94, stanza no. 2; and verse no. 95, stanza no. 1. 

5Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 95, stanza no. 4 which says exactly the same 
thing. 

(a) Chakor = Indian red legged partridge which is said to be enamoured of the moon 
and shuns the sun; (b) Chakava = An ostrich like bird; (c) Chakvi = Female Chakava.] 

 
uHk iqj eaxy xku fulku xgkxgsA 
nsf[k euksjFk lqjr# yfyr ygkygsAA105AA 
rc mijksfgr dgsm l[kha lc xkouA 
pyha  ysokb  tkufdfg  Hkk  eu  HkkouAA106AA 
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nabha pura maṅgala gāna nisāna gahāgahē. 
dēkhi manōratha surataru lalita lahālahē. 105.  
taba uparōhita kahē'u sakhīṁ saba gāvana. 
calīṁ lēvā'i jānakihi bhā mana bhāvana. 106.  
 
105-106. Both in the city as well as in the sky, there was a tumultuous cacophony of 
sound of merry singing of auspicious songs and beating of musical instruments such as 
the kettle-drums when everyone found that the beautiful Kalpa Tree (which is the all 
wish-fulfilling tree of Gods; the Nyctanthes arvor tristis tree) representing fulfilled 
desires has bloomed.  
 [When Lord Ram broke the bow, it signaled the fulfillment of desire of everyone, 
whether it were the citizens, king Janak, Sita and his mother, or even the Gods, that Ram 
should become the groom for Sita. The ‘Kalpa Tree’ is a metaphor used in classical 
literature to indicate fulfillment of desires and wishes. Therefore, as soon as Ram 
snapped the bow, the city and the sky erupted in spontaneous cheering. There was joyous 
singing and enthusiastic playing of musical instruments almost instantaneously.] (105)  

The royal priest (named Shatanand) ordered all the companions and friends of 
Sita to sing auspicious songs befitting the occasion. So, all of them started singing 
merrily in unison as they took her with them to the place where Lord Ram stood 
majestically after breaking the bow (so that Sita could put the victory garland around the 
Lord’s neck and declare her marriage with him). In this way, Sita’s heart-felt wish that 
she be married to Ram was fulfilled. (106) 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 265; (b) Doha no. 
285—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 286; (c) Chanda stanza no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 311. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, stanza nos. 4-5; verse no. 93, stanza no. 1; 
verse no. 94; verse no. 96, stanza nos. 2-5.] 

 
dj  deyfu  t;eky  tkudh  lksgbA 
cjfu ldS Nfc vrqfyr vl dfc dksgbAA107AA 
lh; lusg ldqp cl fi; ru gsjbA 
lqjr#  #[k  lqjcsfy  iou  tuq  QsjbAA108AA 

 
kara kamalani jayamāla jānakī sōha'i. 
barani sakai chabi atulita asa kabi kōha'i. 107.  
sīya sanēha sakuca basa piya tana hēra'i. 
surataru rukha surabēli pavana janu phēra'i. 108.  
 
107-108. The ‘Jaimaal’ (victory garland) looks most adorable in Janki’s (Sita’s) hands. 
Say, which poet can ever describe that indescribable and incomparable scene1?  

[The sight of Sita standing with the victory garland in her hands was so fabulous 
and grand that no poet can ever be able to describe its magnificence and beauty though 
usually they are thought to be skilled in the use of words and experts in describing the 
beauty of Nature. But that scene defied their expertise and skill as it is beyond description 
in words. It ought to be noted that Tulsidas has liberally employed the ‘present tense’ in 
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his narrative to indicate that whatever he says is being revealed to him on the canvas of 
his mind like a live video of events that actually happened thousands and thousands of 
years ago. Well, this is the standard technique employed by all great bards whose 
narratives are so vivid and lively that they transport the reader to the actual moment when 
the event was taking place.] (107)  

Sita looks affectionately but hesitantly towards her beloved (i.e. Lord Ram)2 as if 
a soft wind is trying to move a delicate creeper nearer to the Kalpa Tree.  

[Here, Sita is compared to the ‘creeper’, and Lord Ram to the Kalpa Tree. Sita’s 
wish was to get close to Lord Ram permanently, and live with the Lord for the rest of her 
life just like the creeper that survives only when it wraps around the tree. The ‘soft wind’ 
here refers to the good turn of events that has enabled this to happen. It also may refer to 
the summons of the royal priest, Shatanand, inviting Sita with the victory garland to be 
put around the neck of Lord Ram.  

There is yet another way of interpreting this verse. When Sita approaches Lord 
Ram, she is full of emotions. Anxiety, helplessness and desperation have given way 
suddenly to happiness, success and fulfillment. She seems overwhelmed and overjoyed, 
not knowing what to say and how to react. As she approaches Lord Ram, her eyes flicker, 
once looking at the Lord’s charming face and then looking away. She hesitates to gaze at 
the Lord because it would be too immodest to do so, but at the same time she is unable to 
resist the desire to see the Lord’s charming and handsome form. This constant flickering 
of her sight is compared to the swaying of the creeper as it is buffeted by the wind—once 
moving closer to the trunk of the Kalpa Tree and then moving slightly away from it. In 
this comparison, the ‘wind’ would be the changing emotions of Sita—once impelling her 
to fix her sight on her beloved by foregoing formalities and neglecting social niceties, and 
then deterring her from doing so as it would be deemed immodest and against traditions 
for a young girl to look at another person so intently.] (108) 

 [Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 264. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 96, stanza no. 1. 
2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3, 6 that precede Doha no. 
264. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 92, stanza nos. 4-5; verse no. 93, stanza no. 1; 
verse no. 94; verse no. 96, stanza nos. 2-5.] 

 
ylr yfyr dj dey eky ifgjkorA 
dke  Qan  tuq  panfg  cut  Q¡lkorAA109AA 
jke lh; Nfc fu#ie fu#ie lks fnuqA 
lq[k lekt yf[k jkfuUg vku¡n fNuq&fNuqAA110AA 

 
lasata lalita kara kamala māla pahirāvata. 
kāma phanda janu candahi banaja pham ̐sāvata. 109.  
rāma sīya chabi nirupama nirupama sō dinu. 
sukha samāja lakhi rāninha ānam ̐da chinu-chinu. 110.  
 
109-110. The most fascinating sight of Sita putting the garland around the neck of Lord 
Ram resembled the scene when of a lotus flower traps the beautiful face of the full moon 
in a snare belonging to Kamdeo-cupid1.  
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While she (Sita) was putting the garland around Lord Sri Ram’s neck, she looked 
most adorable as if the lotus traps the moon in the snare of Kamdeo-cupid. 
 
 [This is a fine example of excellent imagery. The lotus flower is compared to Sita 
here, and Lord Ram’s beautiful face to the full moon. When Sita lifted her arms to put the 
garland around Lord Ram’s neck, the face of the Lord was framed within her arms as 
well as the garland they held. It appeared that one was viewing the full moon through the 
loop formed by the bent stem of a beautiful lotus flower.  

This view is invoked here by Tulsidas to describe the beauty of the instant when 
Sita had lifted her delicate hands to put the garland around the neck of Lord Ram. At that 
specific moment, Lord Ram’s face was cupped within the two extended arms of Sita as 
she lifted the garland to put it around the neck of the Lord, and the Lord had to bend his 
face a bit and hold it closer to Sita’s face to facilitate her doing it. At the same time as 
Sita’s arms circling Lord Ram’s face, the Lord’s face was also framed by the garland as it 
was being moved over his head to be placed around the neck.  

The garland and the fair complexion of Sita’s arms are compared to the lotus 
flower, while the face of Lord is likened to the full moon. Sita’s face is like the face of 
Kamdeo-cupid, and the mutual love and affection that the Ram and Sita had for each 
other is the ‘snare’ of Kamdeo who is the patron god of love and desires.  

Another way of looking at this verse is as follows: The hands of Sita that held the 
garland are like the beautiful lotus flower with its curved stem, Lord Sri Ram’s face is 
equivalent to the full moon, and the garland itself is the snare of Kamdeo-cupid. This is 
because with this garland Sita appears to have virtually ‘trapped’ Lord Ram permanently 
in the ‘snare’ of her ‘beauty’ which was a reflection of the beauty of Kamdeo. She has 
also ‘trapped’ Lord Ram in the ‘snare’ of her intense ‘love and affection’ for the Lord, 
virtues for which Kamdeo is cited as a meptahor, for all times to come.] (109)  

The wonderful and fabulous image on that auspicious day of Lord Sri Ram and 
Sita standing together was simply matchless2. The queens (i.e. members of the royal 
household) were feeling very ecstatic every moment of that wonderful day when 
happiness and rejoicing pervaded everywhere3. (110) 

[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 264 which makes an exactly similar comparison.  
(ii) In Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 96, stanza no. 4, the comparison is made to a line 
of white Swans coming and sitting on the black catechu plant. In this version, the row of 
Swans is compared to the garland, and the dark-complexioned body of Lord with the 
dark-coloured catechu plant. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
265. (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 96, stanza no. 6.] 

 
izHkqfg  eky  ifgjkb  tufdfg  yS  pyhaA 
l[kha eugq¡ fc/kq mn; eqfnr dSjo dyhaAA111AA 
cj"kfga fccq/k çlwu gjf"k dfg t; t,A 
lq[k lusg Hkjs Hkqou jke xqj ig¡ x,AA112AA 

 
prabhuhi māla pahirā'i janakihi lai calīṁ. 
sakhīṁ manahum̐ bidhu udaya mudita kairava kalīṁ. 111.  
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baraṣahiṁ bibudha prasūna haraṣi kahi jaya ja'ē. 
sukha sanēha bharē bhuvana rāma gura paham̐ ga'ē. 112.  
 
111-112. After garlanding the Lord, the companions took Janki (Sita) away cheerfully1. 
They were as happy and excited as well as full of warmth and thrill as if the buds of the 
water-lily warmly open up when they see the moon rise.  
 [In this scene, the many companions of Sita are compared to the many water lilies 
in a pond, and Lord Ram’s as well as Sita’s cheerful faces to the full moon. When Sita’s 
friends saw both Ram and Sita happy at their union, they too felt exceedingly happy.] 
(111) 

The Gods were exhilarated, and they jubilantly showered flowers from the sky2. At 
that time, all the Bhuvans (corners of the world) were filled with happiness, joy and 
cheer. After Sita left with her companions, Lord Ram too proceeded from the spot where 
the bow lay broken on the ground to where his Guru (sage Vishwamitra) was seated. 
(112) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
267.  

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
267. ] 
 
x, jke xq# ifga jkm jkuh ukfj&uj vku¡n HkjsA 
tuq r`f"kr dfj dfjuh fudj lhry lq/kklkxj ijsAA 
dkSfldfg iwft çlafl vk;lq ikb u`i lq[k ik;ÅA 
fyf[k yxu fryd lekt lft dqy xqjfg vo/k iBk;ÅAA14AA 

 
chanda:  
 
ga'ē rāma guru pahiṁ rā'u rānī nāri-nara ānam ̐da bharē. 
janu tṛṣita kari karinī nikara sītala sudhāsāgara parē.  
kausikahi pūji prasansi āyasu pā'i nṛpa sukha pāya'ū. 
likhi lagana tilaka samāja saji kula gurahi avadha paṭhāya'ū. 14.  
 
Chanda 14. Sri Ram went near his Guru. The king and the queens as well as the men and 
women folk (citizens) were all exhilarated and excited, feeling overjoyed with warmth 
and happiness as if a horde of thirsty male and female elephants has plunged in a cool 
ocean consisting of Amrit, the nectar that not only quenches their thirst but also injects 
fresh life in the group of tired elephants. 
 [During hot summer days, the elephants get mad with thirst. When they find a 
water body, they plunge head-on into it. Imagine their pleasure when instead of a small 
pond or lake containing ordinary they find an ocean full of cool soothing nectar! They 
would jump and hop madly in ecstasy as they plod into this ocean, and would never wish 
to come out. These elephants would feel extremely happy and joyful as well as contented. 
The citizens of Janakpur felt like these elephants. A few moments ago there was 
uncertainty and anxiety symbolizing the intense thirst of the agitated elephants, and now 
when Lord Ram has broken the bow and it has become final that he would marry Sita, the 
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citizens erupted in joy like the thirsty elephants suddenly discovering a large ocean full of 
nectar. What more could they expect and want?] 

The king (Janak, the father of Sita) worshipped and honoured Kaushik 
(Vishwamitra), got his blessings, and felt very happy and contented. Then he prepared an 
invitation-card showing the auspicious time when the stars would be favourable for the 
marriage ceremony to be formalized. [This is called a ‘Lagan’.]  

Then he assembled all the necessary items needed for the Tilak ceremony (which 
is equivalent to the official engagement of the bride with the groom), and sent it along 
with the formal invitation to Ayodhya (to Ram’s father, king Dasrath) through his 
messenger, his his royal priest named Shatanand.1 (Chanda no. 14) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 286—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 287.]  

 
                

Preparations for marriage of Lord Ram with Sita 
 
[After Lord Ram broke the bow to seal his marriage with Sita, and she had put the victory 
garland around his neck, celebrations and preparations for the actual marriage ceremony 
began in right earnest in the city of Janakpur. The city was colourfully decorated, formal 
rituals were done, and Ram’s father, king Dasrath of Ayodhya, was invited along with the 
marriage party which included his other two sons Bharat and Shatrughan.  
 These events are described below in verse nos. 113—126, and Chanda no. 15.] 
 

xqfu xu cksfy dgsm u`i ek¡Mo NkouA 
xkofga  xhr  lqvkflfu  ckt  c/kkouAA113AA 
lh;  jke  fgr  iwtfga  xkSfj  xuslfgA 
ifjtu iqjtu lfgr çeksn ujslfgAA114AA 

 
guni gana bōli kahē'u nṛpa mām̐ḍava chāvana. 
gāvahiṁ gīta su'āsini bāja badhāvana. 113.  
sīya rāma hita pūjahiṁ gauri ganēsahi. 
parijana purajana sahita pramōda narēsahi. 114.  
 
113-114. The king (Janak) summoned expert artisans and instructed them to prepare and 
decorate the ‘Mandap’ (which is a large decorated platform covered by a canopy under 
which the marriage is solemnised)1. Young married girls began singing auspicious and 
felicitous songs suitable for the occasion, while ceremonial music was played cheerfully 
all around the city2. (113)  

They worshipped Gauri (Parvati) and Ganesh (the deity worshipped first during 
all religious ceremonies) for the all round welfare of Sita and Lord Sri Ram3.  

In this manner, the king, along with his kith and kin as well as the people of the 
city, felt very happy, delighted and contented4. (114) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
287—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 289. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha 
no. 263; (b) Doha no. 263; (c) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 264—to 
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Chaupai no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 265; (d) Doha no. 285; (e) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 
that precede Doha no. 286; (f) Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede Doha no. 297. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha 
no. 257; (b) Doha no. 287 which says that sage Vishwamitra has asked king Janak to 
observe all rituals and formalities according to the tradition of his clan; (c) Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 322; (d) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 312; and 
(e) Chanda stanza no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 323 that specifically mention that Gauri 
and Ganesh were worshipped. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 262 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 4-8; (b) Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 263; (c) Chaupai 
line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 286; (d) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
265.]  

 
çFke gjfn canu dfj eaxy xkofgaA 
dfj dqy jhfr dyl Fkfi rsyq p<+kofgaAA115AA 
xs eqfu vo/k fcyksfd lqlfjr ugk;mA 
lrkuan  lr  dksfV  uke  Qy  ik;mAA116AA 

 
prathama haradi bandana kari maṅgala gāvahiṁ. 
kari kula rīti kalasa thapi tēlu caṛhāvahiṁ. 115.  
gē muni avadha bilōki susarita nahāya'u. 
satānanda sata kōṭi nāma phala pāya'u. 116.  
 
115-116. To begin with, they put ‘Haldi’ (turmeric) on the body of Sita, and sang 
auspicious and felicitous songs. They observed the traditions of the clan, put the 
ceremonial ‘Kalash’ (pots or vessels), and filled them with oil1. (115) 

Meanwhile, the sage (Shatanand) arrived at Ayodhya (as a messenger of king 
Janak, with an invitation for king Dasrath to attend the marriage ceremony of Ram with 
Sita)2, and bathed in river Saryu. This bath gave him the reward of repeating 100 crore 
holy names of the Lord. {1 crore = 10 million. This is because river Saryu is said to be as 
holy as river Ganges, the river that traces its origin in the toe-nails of Lord Vishnu.} 
(116) 

[Note—1Refer: In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 287 sage Vishwamitra has 
asked king Janak to observe all rituals and formalities according to the tradition of his 
clan.  

This is reiterated again in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (a) Chaupai line no. 8 and 
Chanda line no. 1 of stanza no. 2 that precede Doha no. 323, and (b) Chanda line no. 1 of 
Stanza no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 324 that say that the royal priests of both the sides, 
i.e. the side of the groom (Ram) as well as the bride (Sita), did all the rites according to 
their respective customs. 

2King Janak sent his royal priest named Shatanand to Ayodhya with a message for 
Lord Ram’s father, king Dasrath, informing him of the events that unfolded at Janakpur. 
He was invited to come to attend the marriage ceremony with full royal honours. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 287; and 
from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 290—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 293. However, it ought to be noted here that the name of the messenger is not 
mentioned in Ram Charit Manas. 
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But in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 103, stanza no. 1 it is said that Janak had sent 
is ‘royal priest’ as a messenger with the invitation for Dasrath. This ‘royal priest’ was 
none else but Shatanand.] 

 
uì lqfu vkxs vkb iwft luekusmA 
nhfUg yxu dfg dqly jkm gj"kkusmAA117AA 
lqfu iqj Hk;m vuan c/kko ctkofgaA 
ltfga lqeaxy dyl fcrku cukofgaAA118AA 

 
nṛpa suni āgē ā'i pūji sanamānē'u. 
dīnhi lagana kahi kusala rā'u haraṣānē'u. 117.  
suni pura bhaya'u ananda badhāva bajāvahiṁ. 
sajahiṁ sumaṅgala kalasa bitāna banāvahiṁ. 118.  
 
117-118. Hearing of the arrival of the sage, the king (Dasrath) came forward to warmly 
welcome, worship and honour him. Then the sage exchanged pleasantries and gave him 
the invitation-card called ‘Lagan Patrika’. This made the king extremely happy and 
jubilant1.  

[The ‘Lagan Patrika’ is a letter detailing all the auspicious moments when the  
stars are favourable, and when all the various religious ceremonies and rituals associated 
with solemnization of marriage are to be performed.] (117) 

Hearing this news (or, as soon as this good news spread), there was great rejoicing 
in the city and spontaneous felicitous music began to be played. Auspicious ceremonial 
pots and pitchers were put up everywhere in the city, and colourful awnings and canopies 
were spread everywhere, here and there throughout the city2. (118) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
290—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 293. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
295—to Doha no. 297.] 

 
jkm Nk¡fM+ lc dkt lkt lc lktfgaA 
pysm  cjkr  cukb  iwft  xujktfgaAA119AA 
cktfga <ksy fulku lxqu lqHk ikbfUgA 
fl;  uSgj  tudkSj  uxj  fu;jkbfUgAA120AA 

 
rā'u chām ̐ḍi saba kāja sāja saba sājahiṁ. 
calē'u barāta banā'i pūji ganarājahiṁ. 119.  
bājahiṁ ḍhōla nisāna saguna subha pā'inhi. 
siya naihara janakaura nagara niyarā'inhi. 120.  
 
119-120. The king (Dasrath) kept aside all other routine work and started preparations for 
assembling a grand marriage party1. He worshipped Lord Ganesh and then embarked on 
the journey (to Janakpur)2. (119) 
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Drums and trumpets are being sounded3, and auspicious signs and omens are 
occurring regularly4. In this way, amidst constant rejoicing and merry-making, the 
groom’s party headed for Sita’s place5. By and by, the city of Janakpur came near6. (120) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
294—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 300. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (a) from Doha no. 310—to Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 302; and (b) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 304. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (a) Doha no. 302 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 5-8; (b) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 304. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
303—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 304. 

5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 304. 
6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 304 along with Chaupai line nos. 5-8 

that precede it.] 

 
fu;jkfu  uxj  cjkr  gj"kh  ysu  vxokuh  x,A 
ns[kr  ijLij  feyr  ekur  çse  ifjiwju  Hk,AA 
vkuaniqj dkSrqd dksykgy cur lks cjur dgk¡A 
yS fn;ks rg¡ tuokl ldy lqikl fur uwru tgk¡AA15AA 

 
chanda:  
 
niyarāni nagara barāta haraṣī lēna agavānī ga'ē. 
dēkhata paraspara milata mānata prēma paripūrana bha'ē.  
ānandapura kautuka kōlāhala banata sō baranata kahām ̐. 
lai diyō taham ̐ janavāsa sakala supāsa nita nūtana jahām̐. 15.  
 
Chanda 15. The marriage party arrived near the city of Janakpur. Then all the people of 
the city went forward to enthusiastically and warmly welcome the honoured guests. 
Everyone from the bride’s side amiably and cheerfully met everyone from the groom’s 
side. This led to great bonhomie and development of a strong bond of mutual trust and 
friendship between the two sides. All were contented and felt fulfilled in every way.1 
 There was great rejoicing, festivities, vibrant celebrations and a uproarious tumult 
in the city as it erupted in joyous abundance when the marriage party arrived. Tulsidas 
wonders how anyone can ever describe it in words. [That is, it is not possible to narrate in 
words the spirit of joy and happiness that prevailed during that time. One must imagine 
it.] 

After the welcoming formalities were over, the guests (of marriage party) were 
taken to the designated place of lodging which was arranged for their comfortable stay. It 
had all the amenities one could think of, and the guests were treated to such regal 
comforts and pleasures that they desired nothing more. Nothing was left unattended, 
nothing was left to chance, and every need one could imagine of was well-provided for.2 
(15) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 304—to Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 306. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 306—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 307.] 
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xs tuoklfga dkSfld jke y[ku fy,A 
gj"ks  fujf[k  cjkr  çse  çeqfnr  fg,AA121AA 
ân;¡ ykb fy, xksn eksn vfr HkwifgA 
dfg u ldfga lr ls"k vuan vuwifgAA122AA 

 
gē janavāsahiṁ kausika rāma lakhana li'ē. 
haraṣē nirakhi barāta prēma pramudita hi'ē. 121.  
hṛdayam ̐ lā'i li'ē gōda mōda ati bhūpahi. 
kahi na sakahiṁ sata sēṣa ananda anūpahi. 122.  
 
121-122. Kaushik (Vishwamitra) took Sri Ram and Laxman and went to the place where 
the marriage party was lodged, a place called Janwasa. He felt very happy on seeing the 
party; his heart was blooming with emotions of endearment, love and affection.  
 [Sage Vishwamitra and the two brothers Ram and Laxman were lodged at a 
different place. So when the news came that king Dasrath has arrived with the marriage 
party, the sage took the two brothers along with him to meet the king.] (121)  

The king affectionately embraced Sri Ram and Laxman and seated them lovingly 
on his laps. He felt extremely pleased and exhilarated at that moment. Not even hundreds 
of Sheshnaths (the legendary hundred hooded serpents) can ever describe the immense 
sense of joy and exhilaration that flowed at that time in abundance at that time.  

[In other words, thousands of expert narrators and writers will never be able to 
describe the intensity of love and affection as well as the atmosphere of joy, happiness 
and cheer that prevailed during those moments when king Dasrath met his two sons Ram 
and Laxman as well as sage Vishwamitra.  

The loving father who was not willing to part with his two beloved sons at any 
cost, but had to relent and send them to the far away forest to fight demons under 
pressure of the two great sages, sage Vashistha and sage Vishwamitra, would naturally be 
overjoyed and brim-over with love and ecstasy on seeing them once again. And it was not 
an ordinary reunion. As every father would dream of, king Dasrath was extremely 
delighted and pleased to learn that his son Ram has established his majesty and glory on 
his own in the middle of an assembly where all the mighty and powerful kings and 
princes of the world at that time were present.  

To add icing to the cake, his son had succeeded in marrying a beautiful princess 
by defeating all other contenders in full public view, and this was no ordinary or lean 
achievement as the victory was centered on breaking of an object, the bow, that was 
regarded as being as much invincible and strong as the ‘Vajra’, the mighty weapon of 
Indra, the king of Gods. Therefore, this victory established Lord Ram’s fame throughout 
the world instantenously. Say, what more can or would a father ever want?  

Hence, the happiness of Dasrath knew no bounds, and it had many dimensions—
he was happy to meet his beloved sons once again; he was happy to see Ram established 
as a matchless warrior having an equally matchless strength and might; he was happy that 
he has got married; and he was happy that the father-in-law of Ram is also a renowned 
king in his own right.] (122). 

[Note—See verse nos. 123-124 below. 
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This episode is described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 307—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 309.] 

 
jk;¡ dkSfldfg iwft nku fcizUg fn,A 
jke  lqeaxy  gsrq  ldy  eaxy  fd,AA123AA 
C;kg   fcHkw"ku   Hkwf"kr   Hkw"ku   Hkw"kuA 
fcLo  fcykspu  cut  fcdkld  iw"kuAA124AA 

 
rāyam ̐ kausikahi pūji dāna bipranha di'ē. 
rāma sumaṅgala hētu sakala maṅgala ki'ē. 123.  
byāha bibhūṣana bhūṣita bhūṣana bhūṣana. 
bisva bilōcana banaja bikāsaka pūṣana. 124.  
 
123-124. The king (Dasrath) worshipped sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) and gave alms to 
Brahmins generously. Besides that, he did all the good deeds that were deemed necessary 
for the welfare and good of Sri Ram who is akin to a sun for helping the lotus-like eyes of 
the world to develop and bloom.  
 [The metaphor of the lotus and the sun is used to mean that Lord Ram gives 
immense happiness and joy to the world. The Lord’s sight and presence is a giver of all 
sorts of cheerfulness and happiness to the creatures of this world. Lord Ram is compared 
to the ‘sun’, and the rest of the world to the ‘lotus flower’. When the world ‘sees’ the 
Lord with it’s ‘eyes’, it becomes jubilant and exhilarated just like the lotus flower that 
opens its petals as soon as it sees the rising sun.] 

He (Ram)—who is like the intrinsic quality of beauty, charm and magnificence 
that is inherent to all beautiful ornaments—is himself adorned with ornaments befitting 
the happy occasion of marriage.  

[In other words, though the Lord is intrinsically beautiful and charming because 
he is a personified form of the Supreme Being from whom the beautiful Mother Nature 
has emerged, and therefore he does not need any external ornamentation to make him 
more beautiful and charming, but still the Supreme Being accepts worldly obligations and 
requirements that come with his having assumed a human form as Lord Ram. Therefore, 
he gladly accepted his gross body being decorated by gross ornaments though his original 
divine body does not need any such decorations. The Lord indeed personifies the virtues 
of beauty, charm and magnificence, and since he pervades the world from the inside as 
well as the outside, it did not matter to him if some signs of artificial decorations are put 
on his gross body1.] (123-124) 

[Note—These verses follow the previous verse nos. 121-122. 
1The way the Lord was decorated and attired in beautiful clothes that made his physical 
appearance exceptionally fabulous is narrated in detail in—(i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 316; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-10 
that precede Doha no. 327; and (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 108.] 

 
e/;  cjkr  fcjktr  vfr  vuqdwysmA 
eugq¡  dke  vkjke  dyir#  QwysmAA125AA 
iBbZ  HksaV  fcnsg  cgqr  cgq  Hkk¡frUgA 
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ns[kr  nso  flgkfga  vuan  cjkfrUgAA126AA 
 
madhya barāta birājata ati anukūlē'u. 
manahum ̐ kāma ārāma kalapataru phūlē'u. 125.  
paṭha'ī bhēṇṭa bidēha bahuta bahu bhām ̐tinha. 
dēkhata dēva sihāhiṁ ananda barātinha. 126.  
 
125-126. He (Lord Ram) looks very adorable and elegant as he stood with a cheerful 
mind in the middle of the exuberant marriage party. This sight reminds one of the 
magnificent garden of Kamdeo-cupid where a beautiful all wish-fulling Kalpa Tree 
stands majestically in the center.  

[Here, Lord Ram is likened to the ‘Kalpa Tree’, and the marriage party of cheerful 
members as the ‘garden of Kamdeo-cupid’. Kamdeo is the patron god of beauty and 
charm as well as everything else associated with these virtues. This implies that every 
member of the marriage party is finely attired and look adorable, but like the Kalpa Tree 
standing majestically in the middle of the garden and becoming the center of attraction 
for everyone as no other tree can match it in its beauty and its ability to please everyone, 
Lord Ram too stands out uniquely and looks exceptional in this august gathering.] (125)  

Videh (king Janak) sent countless varieties of gifts for the guests. The Gods 
praised such gesture and the members of the marriage party felt very happy, delighted 
and contented.  

[The Gods praised king Janak for being noble-hearted and liberal in giving gifts to 
the invited guests. The guests on the other hand felt happy and contented as it indicated 
that they are being properly honoured and shown due respect by the bride’s father. The 
immensity of the gifts also showed them that he is rich and prosperous. Of course 
everyone of the groom’s side would feel happy on finding out that the bride’s side is 
prosperous and well-off financially.] (126) 

 
Sri Ram’s marriage with Sita 

 
[The marriage of Lord Ram with Sita was solemnized with great rejoicing and fanfare in 
the presence of the citizens of the two kingdoms, i.e. Janakpur and Ayodhya, as well as 
the Gods who witnessed the ceremony from the sky. The events of the time were etched 
in the memory of time for eternity.  

Lord Ram’s marriage is described below from verse nos. 127—to 152, and 
Chanda no. 15—to 19. All the other brothers of Lord Ram, viz. Laxman, Bharat and 
Shatrughan, were also married at the same time. Their marriage is narrated from verse 
nos. 153—to 156.  

The feast after the marriage is described in verse nos. 159-160 and Chanda no. 
20.]  

 
csn fcfnr dqyjhfr dhfUg nqgq¡ dqyxqjA 
iBbZ cksfy cjkr tud çeqfnr euAA127AA 
tkb dgsm ixq /kkfjv eqfu vo/kslfgA 
pys  lqfefj  xq#  xkSfj  fxjhl  xuslfgAA128AA 
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bēda bidita kularīti kīnhi duhum̐ kulagura. 
paṭha'ī bōli barāta janaka pramudita mana. 127.  
jā'i kahē'u pagu dhāri'a muni avadhēsahi. 
calē sumiri guru gauri girīsa ganēsahi. 128.  
 
127-128. The two Gurus of the respective clans completed all the prescribed formal rites 
as ordained by the Vedas1. Thereafter, Janak cheerfully sent an invitation to the groom’s 
party to come to the venue. (127)  

Then the sage (Shatanand) went to the residence of the groom’s party (the 
Janwasa) and respectfully invited them, saying, ‘Please come along’. At this, the 
members of the marriage party headed by king Dasrath invoked and remembered the 
Guru (Vashistha), Gauri (Parvati), Girish (Shiva) and Ganesh, and then set off for the 
marriage venue.2 (128) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
319. 

2Refer: When the auspicious moment arrived, king Janak invited king Dasrath and others 
to come with Lord Ram to the venue of the marriage ceremony. Janak warmly welcomed 
each one of them and gave them their respective seats. He showed special honour to 
Dasrath and his close associates. These events are narrated in great detail in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 312—to Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 321. 

As far as king Dasrath invoking the blessings of the Guru and Gods before departure 
for the venue, it is specifically mentioned so also in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 313.] 
 
pys lqfefj xqj lqj lqeu cj"kfga ijs cgqfcf/k ikoM+sA 
luekfu lc fcf/k tud nljFk fd;s çse dukoM+sAA 
xqu ldy le le/kh ijLij feyu vfr vku¡n ygsA 
t; /kU; t; t; /kU; /kU; fcyksfd lqj uj eqfu dgsAA16AA 

 
chanda: 
 
calē sumiri gura sura sumana baraṣahiṁ parē bahubidhi pāvaṛē. 
sanamāni saba bidhi janaka dasaratha kiyē prēma kanāvaṛē.  
guna sakala sama samadhī paraspara milana ati ānam̐da lahē. 
jaya dhan'ya jaya jaya dhan'ya dhan'ya bilōki sura nara muni kahē. 16.  
 
Chanda 16. He (Dasrath) remembered his Guru and started for the venue of the marriage 
ceremony. The Gods showered flowers and a variety of red carpets were spread out to 
welcome him. Janak did all that was possible to show honour to Dasrath so much so that 
the latter was overwhelmed with the affection shown towards him by the former. The two 
felt most exhilarated and joyous when they met each other. Both of them were 
comparable to each other in terms of virtues, glories, fames, as well as good and noble 
characters.  
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Watching the two (i.e. Janak and Dasrath), the Gods as well as humans, including 
great sages and seers, felt extremely cheerful and happy. They lauded this pair and 
exclaimed in unison—‘It is a remarkable pair. Glory to them! Indeed they are worthy of 
praise and laurels.’ (Chanda no. 16) 

[Note—The meeting of the two kings Janak and Dasrath has been described in detail in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 320—to 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 321. 

Refer also to verse no. 129 below.] 
 
rhfu yksd voyksdfga ufga miek dksmA 
nljFk tud lekt tud nljFk nksmAA129AA 
ltfga lqeaxy lkt jgl jfuoklfgA 
xku  djfga  fidcSfu  lfgr  ifjgklfgAA130AA 

 
tīni lōka avalōkahiṁ nahiṁ upamā kō'u. 
dasaratha janaka samāja janaka dasaratha dō'u. 129.  
sajahiṁ sumaṅgala sāja rahasa ranivāsahi. 
gāna karahiṁ pikabaini sahita parihāsahi. 130.  
 
129-130. They (i.e. the Gods, the ordinary humans and the exalted sages and seers) 
search in all the three worlds (the celestial, the terrestrial and the subterranean; 
everywhere) but cannot find anything appropriate to compare with kings Dasrath and 
Janak. Indeed, Dasrath and Janak are unique in themselves1. (129) 

In the bride’s household, there is great rejoicing and exultation. Everyone is busy 
decorating and assembling things which are necessary accessories for such happy 
occasions (of marriage), while sweet-voiced beautiful women are singing felicitous 
songs, making marry and cracking jokes.2 (130) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha 
no. 320 that unanimously endorse this observation. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chanda line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 317—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 319; (b) Chaupai line no. 3-4 that precede 
Doha no. 322; (c) Chanda that precedes Doha no. 322.] 

 
mek jekfnd lqjfr; lqfu çeqfnr HkbZaA 
diV  ukfj  cj  cs"k  fcjfp  eaMi  xbZaAA131AA 
eaxy vkjfr lkt cjfg ifjNu pyhaA 
tuq fcxlha jfc mn; dud iadt dyhaAA132AA 

 
umā ramādika suratiya suni pramudita bha'īṁ. 
kapaṭa nāri bara bēṣa biraci maṇḍapa ga'īṁ. 131.  
maṅgala ārati sāja barahi parichana calīṁ. 
janu bigasīṁ rabi udaya kanaka paṅkaja kalīṁ. 132.  
 
131-132. Hearing those magnificent songs, Uma (Parvati), Rama (Laxmi) and other 
divine consorts of various Gods became exhilarated. All of them assumed the illusive 
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forms of womenfolk of the city and went to the venue of the marriage ceremony to 
participate in it.1 (131) 

They arranged the paraphernalia for doing the auspicious Arti of the groom (Sri 
Ram) and proceeded to meet him2. They are so happy and jubilant that they resemble the 
buds of the golden lotus that open up their petals at the sight of the rising sun3. (132) 

[Note—1Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
321 says that the Gods assumed different human forms and went to participate in the 
marriage ceremony; (b) Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 322 say that the 
divine consorts of the Gods, such as Parvati, Laxmi and others also assumed the form of 
womenfolk and went to attend the marriage of Sita and Ram. Sita’s mother welcomed 
them all warmly though she could not know who they actually were. 

2Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 317. The ‘Aarti’ is a process whereby 
lighted oil lamps are arranged on a platter and moved in a clockwise manner in front of 
the honoured guest. This is a traditional gesture done as a ritual to welcome the guest as 
well as to wish him all good luck. In this case of course the honoured guest is Lord Ram, 
the groom.  

3A similar comparison is made by Tulsidas in his book Kavitawali, Ayodhya Kand, 
verse no. 22, line no. 3. 

Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha 
no. 318.]   

 
u[k fl[k lqanj jke :i tc ns[kfgaA 
lc  bafnzUg  eg¡  banz  fcykspu  ys[kfgaAA133AA 
ije çhfr dqyjhfr djfga xt xkfefuA 
ufga v?kkfga vuqjkx Hkkx Hkfj HkkfefuAA134AA 

 
nakha sikha sundara rāma rūpa jaba dēkhahiṁ. 
saba indrinha maham̐ indra bilōcana lēkhahiṁ. 133.  
parama prīti kularīti karahiṁ gaja gāmini. 
nahiṁ aghāhiṁ anurāga bhāga bhari bhāmini. 134.  
 
133-134. When they (the womenfolk of Janakpur) observe the elegant, fascinating, 
magnificent and stupendous beauty and charm of the form of Lord Sri Ram, from his toe-
nails to the tuft of hairs on his head, they behold it spellbound, enthralled and mesmerised 
by the beauty of the sight. At that time they hoped that their bodies should have had 
thousands of eyes, just like Indra has, so that they could have watched the unparalleled 
enchanting sight of Lord Ram’s beautous form with all those extra eyes and enjoy it 
thousands of times more than what they can do now with merely two eyes at present.  
 [The human body has only two eyes. So these women praised Indra, the king of 
Gods, who is believed to have thousands of eyes in the form of ‘holes’ in his body. They 
hoped that if they too had as many eyes on their bodies as does Indra, then they too 
would have been able to see the wonderful form of the Lord with all these thousand eyes 
simultenously, and enjoy thousands of time more than they are able to do at present with 
merely two natural eyes.] (133) 

Those women walked gracefully with an elephant-like majestic gait. They were 
overwhelmed with the warmth of love and affection heaving inside their hearts. They felt 
extremely fortunate and blessed.  
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They perform all the rituals warmly and affectionately according to the 
established traditions of the clan, but do not feel satisfied or done with it. [That is, they 
perform the rituals again and again repeatedly, so that they are able to spend some more 
time with Sri Ram.] (134) 

[Note—A similar view is expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
2-8 that precede Doha no. 317. These lines describe how the different Gods felt happy to 
have many unconventional eyes because now they could see the beautous form of Lord 
Ram as a groom with so many additional eyes:—  

“Lord Shiva became so enthralled by the beautiful sight of Lord Ram that he felt 
extremely glad that he has fifteen eyes. (Shiva has five heads, and each head has three 
eyes—two conventional eyes and one eye of wisdom located in the center of his 
forehead. Hence, 5 heads x 3 eyes = 15 eyes in all.)  

When Lord Vishnu saw Ram he too was enthralled along with Laxmi, his divine 
consort who herself is an image of beauty and charm.  

The creator Brahma too was enthralled when he saw the enchanting image of Lord 
Ram, and he regretted that he has only eight eyes. (Brahma has 4 heads by which he 
pronounced the 4 Vedas, and each head has 2 eyes. Hence, 4 heads x 2 eyes each = 8 eyes 
in all. He compares himself with Lord Shiva who has 15 eyes, and thus could enjoy the 
wonderful sight of Lord Ram more than Brahma who has merely 8 eyes.) 

Lord Kartikeya, the commander of the army of Gods, thought himself to be luckier 
than Brahma as he could see the wonderful form of Lord Ram one-and-a-half times more 
clearly than the latter. (Kartikeya has 12 eyes, which are 1½ times more than that 
possessed by Brahm who has only 8 eyes.) 

Meanwhile, Indra, the king of Gods, watches Lord Ram with his thousand eyes (in 
the form of holes on his body). He now feels that the curse of sage Gautam has become 
his blessing because of the fact that he can enjoy the fabulous form of Lord Ram 
thousand of times more intensely and with more clarity than the other Gods.  

When the other Gods look at Indra they feel envious of him, and praise him at the 
same time, for he is able to see Lord Ram with thousand eyes, whereas they can’t. The 
Gods say that no one is more fortunate than Indra today. 

So, all the different Gods felt exhilarated and fortunate as they happily watched Lord 
Ram. Similarly, the two sides, i.e. king Dasrath’s and king Janak’s sides, too felt 
extremely happy and joyful (like the Gods) as they watched, fascinated, the magnificently 
charming image of the Lord.” 

The story of how Indra got these thousand eyes is linked to the story of sage 
Gautam’s wife Ahilya turning into stone. Briefly it is narrated as a note to verse no. 40 of 
this book Janki Mangal.] 

  
usxpk#  dg¡  ukxfj  xg#  u  ykofgaA 
fujf[k  fujf[k  vkuanq  lqykspfu  ikofgaAA135AA 
dfj  vkjrh  fuNkofj  cjfg  fugkjfgaA 
çse  exu  çenkxu  ru  u  l¡HkkjfgaAA136AA 

 
nēgacāru kaham ̐ nāgari gaharu na lāvahiṁ. 
nirakhi nirakhi ānandu sulōcani pāvahiṁ. 135.  
kari āratī nichāvari barahi nihārahiṁ. 
prēma magana pramadāgana tana na sam ̐bhārahiṁ. 136.  
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135-136. Those clever maidens of the city do not delay in doing the various rites and 
completing all the necessary formalities. Those women with beautiful eyes get immense 
joy and delight by repeatedly watching Lord Sri Ram. (135) 

After performing the ceremonial Arti (showing of small lighted lamps) and making 
offerings (generally involving sprinkling of coloured rice grains around the object of Arti; 
here, around Sri Ram), they became so overwhelmed with lovable emotions that they lost 
control over their bodies (i.e. they became unaware of their surroundings as they were 
spellbound by the captivating and charming image of Sri Ram as a groom). (136) 

[Note—Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 317—to Doha no. 318; and 
Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 319.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 321 along with its preceding 
Chanda line nos. 2-4. 

(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 108. 
Refer also to Chanda no. 17 below that builds up on these two verses.] 
 
ufga ru lEgkjfga Nfc fugkjfga fufe"k fjiq tuq juq t,A 
pØoS  ykspu  jke  :i  lqjkt  lq[k  Hkksxh  Hk,AA 
rc tud lfgr lekt jktfg mfpr #fpjklu n,A 
dkSfld  cfl"Bfg  iwft  iwts  jkm  nS  vacj  u,AA17AA 

 
chanda:  
 
nahiṁ tana samhārahiṁ chabi nihārahiṁ nimiṣa ripu janu ranu ja'ē. 
cakravai lōcana rāma rūpa surāja sukha bhōgī bha'ē.  
taba janaka sahita samāja rājahi ucita rucirāsana da'ē. 
kausika basiṣṭhahi pūji pūjē rā'u dai ambara na'ē. 17.  
 
Chanda 17. They are unable to exercise control over their bodies (as they have become 
very excited and ecstatic). They intently observe the beautiful image of Sri Ram. It looks 
as if they have won over the enemy represented by their eyelids in the battle-field. [That 
is, they stare unblinkingly at Sri Ram, being most enchanted and mesmerised by his 
stupendous beauty. They have ‘conquered their eyelids’ in the sense that they stopped 
them from closing and opening repeatedly as they gaze fixedly at the enchanting image of 
the Lord.]1  

It appears that an emperor symbolized by their eyes has conquered an enemy 
represented by the constant blinking of the eyelids so that these womenfolk could now 
enjoy unhindered the happiness and prosperity of a beautiful kingdom symbolized by the 
enchanting image of Lord Ram as a groom.  

Then king Janak gave suitable and honourable seats to Dasrath and his companions. 
[That is, he seated Dasrath and his party according to their position in the royal and social 
hierarchy.] 

Thereafter, he worshipped sages Kaushik and Vashistha. Then he worshipped the 
king (Dasrath), and offered them all new garments and ceremonial robes.2 (Chanda no. 
17) 

[Note—1Refer verse nos. 135-136 above.  
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Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 321 along with its preceding 
Chanda line nos. 2-4. 
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
320—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 321.]  

 
nsr  vj?k  j?kqchjfg  eaMi  yS  pyhaA 
djfga lqeaxy xku mefx vku¡n vyhaAA137AA 
cj fcjkt eaMi eg¡ fcLo fceksgbA 
_rq clar cu e/; enuq tuq lksgbAA138AA 

 
dēta aragha raghubīrahi maṇḍapa lai calīṁ. 
karahiṁ sumaṅgala gāna umagi ānam̐da alīṁ. 137.  
bara birāja maṇḍapa maham̐ bisva bimōha'i. 
ṛtu basanta bana madhya madanu janu sōha'i. 138.  
 
137-138. Some of these maidens (who were friends of Sita) offered libations to Raghubir 
(Sri Ram) while they brought him gladly to the platform where the marriage was to be 
formalised1. They are very excited and overwhelmed with surging emotions of warmth 
and exhilaration. They sing beautiful, melodious, auspicious and felicitous songs2. (137) 

The groom, Lord Sri Ram, is present in the pavilion, and his dignified and elegant 
presence seems to enchant and attract the attention of the whole world. He looks fabulous 
and as vibrantly magnificent and adorable as Kamdeo-cupid does in the center of a 
garden or forest during the spring season. 

[In this imagery, the decorated platform where the marriage was to be solemnized 
is compared to a beautiful garden, and Lord Ram who is seated in the center of it is 
compared to Kamdeo-cupid, the God of charm, magnificence and beauty.] (138) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede 
Doha no. 319. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha 
no. 319; (b) Doha no. 321 along with its preceding Chanda line no. 2.] 

 
dqy fccgkj csn fcf/k pkfg; tg¡ tlA 
mijksfgr nksm djfga eqfnr eu rg¡ rlAA139AA 
cjfg  iwft  u`i  nhUg  lqHkx  flagkluA 
pyha nqyfgfufg Y;kb ikb vuqlkluAA140AA 

 
kula bibahāra bēda bidhi cāhiya jaham̐ jasa. 
uparōhita dō'u karahiṁ mudita mana taham ̐ tasa. 139.  
barahi pūji nṛpa dīnha subhaga sinhāsana. 
calīṁ dulahinihi lyā'i pā'i anusāsana. 140.  
 
139-140. Whatever was required to be done and whichever rite was needed to be 
performed according to traditions of the clan and the edicts of the Vedas, both the 
officiating royal priests (Vashistha and Shatanand) did them very cheerfully1. (139) 
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The king (Janak) worshipped the groom and gave him a beautiful throne to sit 
upon2, while the maidens went to fetch the bride on getting the instructions to do so3. 
(140) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 319; (b) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 322; (c) Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 323; and (d) Chanda line no. 1 of stanza no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 323. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 and Chanda line nos. 1-2 that 
precede Doha no. 319. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8, and Chanda line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 322.] 

 
tqcfr tqRFk eg¡ lh; lqHkkb fcjktbA 
miek  dgr  ytkb  Hkkjrh  HkktbAA141AA 
nqyg nqyfgfuUg nsf[k ukfj uj gj"kfgaA 
fNuq fNuq xku fulku lqeu lqj cj"kfgaAA142AA 

 
jubati jut'tha maham̐ sīya subhā'i birāja'i. 
upamā kahata lajā'i bhāratī bhāja'i. 141.  
dulaha dulahininha dēkhi nāri nara haraṣahiṁ. 
chinu chinu gāna nisāna sumana sura baraṣahiṁ. 142.  
 
141-142. [After the groom, Lord Sri Ram, was duly honoured and seated, the bride, Sita, 
was summoned1. She came to the place of the marriage rites surrounded by her female 
companions and friends. These two verses describe the sight of Sita as she came to the 
spot where the rites were to be performed, and the celebrations that accompanied her 
arrival.] 

Sita looks naturally adorable and beautiful in the midst of a crowd of womenfolk 
who surround her from all sides2.  

Goddess Saraswati finds herself incompetent to describe the majesty and grandeur 
of that moment as she cannot find adequate words (though she is supposed to be the 
patron goddess of language and speech). So she feels ashamed and mortified at her 
ineptness and makes good her escape silently to avoid embarrassment. [In other words, 
Sita looked so magnificent and fabulous at that time that even the goddess of speech 
failed to find words to describe her beauty and charm. So she hastily escaped from the 
site to avoid laughter and ridicule. This was because all other goddesses were also present 
there3, and it would be a matter of shame not to sing the glory of that occasion when all 
other womenfolk were trying their best to sing melodious songs befitting that divine 
moment.] (141) 

Men and women folk became jubilant and thrilled as they watched the groom and 
the bride sitting together. They sang felicitous songs every now and then4. The Gods too 
sang merrily, beating their musical drums and showering flowers from the sky every now 
and then5. (142) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4, 8 that precede 
Doha no. 322. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 322—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 323. 
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 3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 
322. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 313; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 325. 

5Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 314; (b) Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 323; (c) Chaupai line no. 7 and 
Chanda stanza no. 1 that precede Doha no. 324; (d) Doha no. 324 itself.  

Refer also to: (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 105-106, and (iii) Kavitawali, 
Baal Kand, verse no. 17-17.] 

 
yS  yS  ukm¡  lqvkflfu  eaxy  xkofgaA 
dq¡oj dq¡ofj fgr xuifr xkSj iqtkofgaAA143AA 
vfxfu Fkkfi fefFkysl dqlksnd yhUgsmA 
dU;k  nku   fc/kku   ladyi   dhUgsmAA144AA 

 
lai lai nā'um ̐ su'āsini maṅgala gāvahiṁ. 
kum̐vara kum ̐vari hita ganapati gaura pujāvahiṁ. 143.  
agini thāpi mithilēsa kusōdaka līnhē'u. 
kan'yā dāna bidhāna saṅkalapa kīnhē'u. 144.  
 
143-144. Married ladies of the city sing auspicious songs using the name of the groom 
and the bride (i.e. Lord Sri Ram and Sita respectively)1. They cheerfully make the prince 
(Sri Ram) and the princess (Sita) worship Lord Ganesh and Gauri (Parvati) for the 
couple’s welfare and happiness2. (143) 

The king of Mithila (Janak) established (i.e. kindled) the sacred fire and took water 
and Kush grass in his hands to prepare for the ritual called ‘Kanya Daan’ (wherein the 
bride’s father gives away his daughter in marriage to the groom in the witness of the Fire 
God)3. (144) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
298. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
323. 

Earlier also, in verse no. 114 of this book Janki Mangal, there is mention of worship of 
Gauri and Ganesh. Gauri is the consort of Lord Shiva and the Mother Goddess, and 
Ganesh is the son of Lord Shiva. Ganesh is worhipped at the beginning of all religious 
ceremonies or at the beginning of any enterprise to invoke his blessings for their success.  

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 323 which says that the Fire God 
manifested himself to accept the offerings made by Janak; and (b) Chaupai line nos. 4-8, 
as well as Chanda stanza nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 324 describe in detail the process 
by which Janak gave Sita to Ram in marriage.  

The ritual is called ‘Kanya Daan’. It is the final moment during a marriage ceremony 
when the bride’s father formally hands over his daughter to the groom with the Fire God 
as witness, and the groom formally accepts her as part of his own family with the promise 
that he will take care of her.  

The word ‘Kanya’ means an unmarried girl, and the word ‘Daan’ literally means 
giving away selflessly and in a manner such that the giver forgoes all his claims over the 
thing given. In other words, the father gives his daughter to the groom in a selfless 
manner, and from that instant relinquishes his rights over her. The girl’s father cannot 
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claim her to be a member of his family from the moment she is given in marriage to the 
groom—i.e. he forgoes his right to call her a member of his clan or family. This is the 
reason the girl has to assume the surname of her groom’s family to indicate that from the 
moment of the ‘Kanya Daan’ ritual she has assumed a totally new identity and family. 
She no longer belongs to her father’s family because she has been virtually given as a 
‘gift’ (‘Daan’) to her husband by her father and mother.  

Since ‘Daan’ is a one-way transfer of anything that is given away as an honourable 
gift, with nothing expected in return, the bride’s father does not expect anything from the 
groom or his family for giving them his daughter.  

This is also an obvious reason why making the wife suffer and forcing her to go back 
to her father’s house is an unpardonable sin because at the time of accepting her as a 
‘Daan’ or ‘gift’, the groom had made the Fire God a witness that he willingly accepts the 
responsibility of taking care of the bride and treat her respectfully as part of his family. 
Not to do so subsequentially is therefore an unforgivable sin. 

The entire process has been described in sage Valmiki’s ‘Ramayana’, 1/73/25-29. Let 
us see briefly what it says— 

“Then (after formal rituals started and Lord Ram was duly honoured and seated), Sita 
was fully decorated and brought to the venue. She was made to sit with Lord Ram, in the 
front of the sacred fire. Janak then solemnly said to Ram, ‘Sita is my daughter. She is 
being given to you so that you two can perform various religious deeds and fulfill the 
different obligations ordained by the laws of Dharma. Please accept her. You be blessed. 
Take her hands in your hands (i.e. accept her). She will be loyal to you (‘Pativrataa’), she 
will bring good fortunes and luck for you (‘Saubhagyawati’), and she will live like a 
shadow for you (‘Chaaya’; i.e. she will always follow you, stay with you, and protect 
you).’ 

Saying this, king Janak pronounced sacred Mantras and droped (sprinkled) the 
consecrated water (that he had been holding, along with the Kush grass, in his cupped 
palms). At that time, the gods and sages blessed them, exclaiming ‘Glory to you’. The 
gods played their kettle-drums and showered flowers from the sky. In this way, Janak 
gifted his daughter (Sita) to Ram.”] 

 
ladfYi fl; jkefg lejih lhy lq[k lksHkkebZA 
ftfe ladjfg fxfjjkt fxfjtk gfjfg Jh lkxj nbZAA 
flanwj  canu  gkse  ykok  gksu  ykxh  Hkk¡ojhaA 
fly iksguh dfj eksguh eugj~;ks ewjfr lk¡ojhaAA18AA 

 
chanda:  
 
saṅkalpi siya rāmahi samarapī sīla sukha sōbhāma'ī. 
jimi saṅkarahi girirāja girijā harihi śrī sāgara da'ī.  
sindūra bandana hōma lāvā hōna lāgī bhām̐varīṁ. 
sila pōhanī kari mōhanī manaharyō mūrati sām ̐varīṁ. 18.  
 
Chanda 18. The king made a solemn vow and formally handed over Sita—who had 
good virtues and characters, was the provider of all happiness, joy and comforts, and was 
most adorable and magnificent—to Sri Ram just as the king of the mountains called 
Giriraj had handed over Girija (Parvati) to Lord Shiva, and the Ocean had given away 
Laxmi (the goddess of wealth) to Hari (Vishnu) at the time of their respective marriages1. 
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[Then the different marriage rituals were performed in succession as follows—] 
The vermillion was consecrated and put on the forehead of the bride by the groom2. Rice 
flakes were scattered before the couple as well as the sacred fire before these flakes were 
offered to the sacrificial fire itself as an offering3. Then the ritual of ‘Bhanwari’ 
(circumambulation around the sacred fire by the married couple) was completed4. 

After that, the ‘Shil Pohani’ ritual was done (in which solid turmeric is crushed on 
a grinding stone or mortar with the help of a pestle)5. At that time, Sri Ram’s enchanting 
and magnificent dark-complexioned image stole the mind and heart of all those present6. 
(Chanda no. 18) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 324. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
325. 

3Refer: Parvati Mangal, verse no. 80 that narrate a similar ritual during the marriage 
of Lord Shiva with Parvati. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chanda stanza no. 4, line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 324; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1 and 7 that precede Doha no. 325. 

5Refer: Parvati Mangal, verse no. 80. The book ‘Parvati Mangal’ describes the 
marriage of Lord Shiva with Parvati.  

6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2, 4-6 that precede Doha 
no. 325.] 

 
,fg fcf/k Hk;ks fcckg mNkg frgw¡ iqjA 
nsfga vlhe equhl lqeu cj"kfga lqjAA145AA 
eu Hkkor fcf/k dhUg eqfnr Hkkfefu HkbZaA 
cj nqyfgfufg yokb l[kha dksgcj xbZaAA146AA 

 
ēhi bidhi bhayō bibāha uchāha tihūm̐ pura. 
dēhiṁ asīma munīsa sumana baraṣahiṁ sura. 145.  
mana bhāvata bidhi kīnha mudita bhāmini bha'īṁ. 
bara dulahinihi lavā'i sakhīṁ kōhabara ga'īṁ. 146.  
 
145-146. In this way, the marriage rituals were completed with full dignity. Happiness, 
cheer, joy, exhilaration and ecstasy spread in all the directions of the world in great 
abundance1. The sages and seers gave their blessings to the couple, while the Gods 
showered flowers from the sky2. (145) 

Seeing that the creator has fully satisfied the desire of their hearts (as they had all 
wanted Lord Ram to marry Sita), the women folk felt exceedingly happy and contented3. 
 After that, the companions of Sita took the bride and the groom to the ‘Kohabar’ 
(i.e. the room in the house of the bride where the clan’s deities are placed and 
worshipped)4. (146) 

 [Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 1, line nos. 3-4 that 
precede Doha no. 325. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 324; (b) Doha no. 324 itself; (c) Chanda stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 326; (d) 
Chanda stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 327. 
 (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 94. 
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3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 3, line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 324. 

4Kohabar is a ritual when both the groom and the bride are taken to the worship room 
in the bride’s house to worship the family deities of the bride. At that time, the newly 
wed couples are surrounded by close family members of the bride. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
327.] 

 
fujf[k fuNkoj djfg clu efu fNuq fNuqA 
tkb u cjfu fcuksn eksne; lks fnuqAA147AA 
fl; Hkzkrkds le; Hkkse rg¡ vk;mA 
nqjhnqjk   dfj   usxq   lqukr   tuk;mAA148AA 

 
nirakhi nichāvara karahi basana mani chinu chinu. 
jā'i na barani binōda mōdamaya sō dinu. 147.  
siya bhrātākē samaya bhōma taham ̐ āya'u. 
durīdurā kari nēgu sunāta janāya'u. 148.  
 
147-148. They (the companions of Sita as well as other ladies of the royal household and 
the city) look intently and repeatedly at him (Lord Sri Ram), so fascinated were they at 
the charming image of the Lord. They were so overwhelmed with joy and happiness that 
they liberally gave away as gift whatever they could lay their hands upon, such as 
different types of robes and clothes as well as gems and jewels1. One cannot describe that 
day in which wave after huge wave of warmth, joy, happiness and celebrations surged 
ahead and heaved in great abundance2. (147) 

When the necessity was felt for the presence of Sita’s brother during the course of 
the rituals, Mars (considered to be the son of earth) appeared personally in an illusive 
form and completed all the ritualistic formalities, thereby proclaiming (making it known) 
his blessings for the couple and his promise that he will always be favourable to them3. 
(148) 

 [Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 327. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 3, line no. 4, and stanza 
no. 4 that precede Doha no. 327. 

3Usually Mars is deemed to be a malignant planet that is the cause of much grief to 
the living being. His coming personally disguised as Sita’s brother to bless Ram and Sita 
shows that he vows to protect them at all times in the future. 
It is believed in mythology that Mars is the son of Mother Earth. Sita was produced from 
earth. So Mars was right in assuming the form of Sita’s brother as both had Mother Earth 
as their parent. 

Mars appeared in a human form but cast his magical spell of illusion upon the 
assembly so that no one could recognise him and know his true identity. The magical 
charm that masmerised the people at that moment was so intense that no one could 
understand the import of this development. Everyone forgot for the moment that Sita had 
no brother, and therefore the person disguised as the brother must be some manifested 
form a God or some other divine Being. 

In Padma Puran, Paatal Khand, Ram Ashwamedh, 11/27—30/58-64 it is clearly 
written that ‘Laxmi-nidhi’ was Sita’s brother, and he was present to complete all the 
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rituals required to be done by the bride’s brother. But this was no ordinary marriage. It 
was a reiteration of the cosmic union of the Supreme Being and his Shakti, albeit in its 
manifested form. Mars decided that if all the gods and goddesses could participate in 
disguised forms in this divine marriage of the Lord and his Shakti, then why should he 
remain behind, and why should he not too sneak in secretly in a disguise. Mars thought 
the matter over and decided to become Sita’s brother. No one would point a finger at him 
and accuse him of taking a wrong role—because he was born from Earth just like Sita, 
and therefore she is deemed to be his sister! So everything would be okay. 

In other words, Mars sneaked in quietly and remained invisible to the ordinary people 
who thought that Laxmi-nidhi was performing all the rituals needed to be done by the 
bride’s brother. He stood alongside Laxmi-nidhi and participated in the rituals. No one 
except Lord Ram and the wise sages and the gods could know this trick. Remember—all 
the gods and goddesses had played the same trick to enjoy being a part of the divine 
celebrations. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that 
precede Doha no. 321 which tell us that the different senior gods had assumed human 
forms to participate in the marriage; (b) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 322 
says the same thing about goddesses; and (d) Doha no. 323 that says that the Fire God 
manifested himself to accept the offerings, and the Vedas too manifested themselves to 
tell about the various steps in the rituals and guide the officiating priests.]  

 
prqj ukfj cj dq¡ofjfg jhfr fl[kkofgaA 
nsfga  xkfj  ygdkSfj  lekS  lq[k  ikofgaAA149AA 
tqvk [ksykou dkSrqd dhUg l;kfuUgA 
thfr gkfj fel nsfga xkfj nqgq jkfuUgAA150AA 

 
catura nāri bara kum̐varihi rīti sikhāvahiṁ. 
dēhiṁ gāri lahakauri samau sukha pāvahiṁ. 149.  
ju'ā khēlāvana kautuka kīnha sayāninha. 
jīti hāri misa dēhiṁ gāri duhu rāninha. 150.  
 
149-150. Clever women teach the clan’s traditions to both the groom and the bride. 
During the ‘Lahakori’ ritual, these women crack jokes with each other and tease the 
newly-wed couple with taunting remarks and songs that have sarcastic lyrics, deriving 
immense pleasure from the laughter that accompanies such remarks and the discomfiture 
that it cause to the couple1. (149) 

During the ‘dice playing’ ritual, the clever women use the ploy of losing and 
winning the game to pass unsavoury and taunting remarks at the two queens (i.e. at the 
mothers of Sri Ram and Sita—Kaushalya and Sunaina respectively)2. (150) 

 [Note—1The Lahakori ritual is one in which both the bride and the groom are made to 
feed each other sweetened curd and other sweets using their fingers as spoons, while the 
ladies surrounding them pass lewd remarks at the couple and poke fun at them, making 
them blush. It is a rite aimed at overcoming their inhibitions and making them informal 
with each other.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 2, line nos. 3-4 that precede 
Doha no. 327. 

2The game of dice is another such ritual that helps to create a jovial atmosphere of 
laughter, bonhomie and informality. It is done to break the so-called barrier of formalities 
and the wall of protocol between the bride and groom and their respective families. 
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During this rite, the ladies split into two groups, one siding with the groom and the other 
with the bride. The game is played in such a manner that both the sides win and lose one 
after another. A lot of jokes and taunting remarks are made during the process, inciting a 
lot of laughter and mirth.   

This ritual, along with the Lahakori rite, tends to bring the two families closer 
together in an informal way by poking jokes, making fun of each other, and adopting 
mockery and mimicking as a tool to create an informal and genial atmosphere of 
bonhomie and friendship. It removes the last vestiges of stiff-upper lip environment of 
solemnity and formality, and replaces it with close informal ties. It must be noted that 
prior to these two rituals, the two families, i.e. that of the bride as well as the groom, were 
alien to each other, not knowing each other’s customs and norms. Now with so much 
laughter and jokes flying around, the stiffness of a formal ceremony is done away with, 
and it is replaced with an informal atmosphere of friendship and goodwill.]    

 
lh; ekrq eu eqfnr mrkjfr vkjfrA 
dks dfg ldb vkuan exu Hkb HkkjfrAA151AA 
tqcfr twFk jfuokl jgl cl ,fg fcf/kA 
nsf[k nsf[k fl; jke ldy eaxy fuf/kAA152AA 

 
sīya mātu mana mudita utārati ārati. 
kō kahi saka'i ānanda magana bha'i bhārati. 151.  
jubati jūtha ranivāsa rahasa basa ēhi bidhi. 
dēkhi dēkhi siya rāma sakala maṅgala nidhi. 152.  
 
151-152. The mind and heart (‘Mana’) of Sita’s mother became very exhilarated as she 
performed the Arti (of the couple)1. [Sita’s mother did the Arti to bless the couple, Lord 
Ram and Sita, as well as to wish them good in future. The light of the lamps is symbolic 
of the lighted path that stands for a bright future that is wished for the person to whom the 
Arti is shown. ] 

Tulsidas wonders—‘Who can describe the exuberance, the warmth, the intensity of 
happiness, joy and delight that overflowed on that occasion? Even Saraswati (the goddess 
of speech) became overwhelmed with joy and delight so much so that she too became 
dumbfounded and speechless.2’  

[In other words, the atmosphere at that time was fully charged with the emotions of 
love, affection, warmth and happiness that filled it and radiated in all the directions. 
These emotions were of such intensity and so divine that one could experience them and 
enjoy them but not able to describe them in words just like a man eating some delicious 
food enjoys the taste but is unable to describe it in words which would make others 
experience and enjoy the same taste as he did while he was eating the delicacy.] (151) 

In this way, the group of young women as well as the entire bride’s household got 
overwhelmed with joy and happiness as they watched, mesmerised and enthralled, the 
glamorous, majestic and magnificent image of Lord Ram and Sita standing together, an 
image that was like a treasury of all happiness, auspiciousness, good fortunes, luck and 
well-being (‘Mangal Nidhi’)2. (152) 

 [Note—1Refer verse no. 136 above along with its accompanying note.  
2Refer verse no. 141 above along with its accompanying note. 
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3Refer verse nos. 130, 134, 136, and Chanda no. 17 above along with their 
accompanying notes.] 
 
eaxy fu/kku fcyksfd yks;u yk; ywVfr ukxjhaA 
nb tud frfugq¡ dq¡ofj dq¡oj fcckg lqfu vku¡n HkjhaAA 
dY;ku eks dY;ku ikb fcrku Nfc eu eksgbA 
lqj/ksuq lfl lqjefu lfgr ekugq¡ dyi r# lksgbZAA19AA 

 
chanda: 
 
maṅgala nidhāna bilōki lōyana lāya lūṭati nāgarīṁ. 
da'i janaka tinihum ̐ kum ̐vari kum ̐vara bibāha suni ānam ̐da bharīṁ.  
kalyāna mō kalyāna pā'i bitāna chabi mana mōha'i. 
suradhēnu sasi suramani sahita mānahum ̐ kalapa taru sōha'ī. 19.  
 
Chanda 19. Watching Sri Ram and Sita, who are like a treasury of auspiciousness, good 
fortunes and all-round welfare, the clever women are thoroughly enjoying the benefit of 
having their eyes1.  

Janak gave his other three princesses in marriage to the remaining three princes. 
[Sita had one other sister named Urmila. She was married to Laxman. Janak’s brother, 
named Kushdhwaj or Kushketu, had two daughters—Mandavi and Srutikirti. They were 
married to Bharat and Shatrughan respectively.]2 

Hearing this excellent news that all the four daughters have been married to the 
four brothers, the subjects of the kingdom were overjoyed and delighted. [They had 
prayed that at least Sita should be married to Lord Ram. So when they learnt that all of 
them have been married simultaneously to the four brothers, Ram, Laxman, Bharat and 
Shatrughan, their joy and happiness knew no bounds. They had expected only one 
reward, and now they are getting their hands full of rewards. The citizens could not 
sufficiently thank their good luck and the gods who not only listened to their prayers to 
get Sita married to Lord Ram, but went many steps ahead to reward them with happy 
tidings they had never imagined in their dreams that all the four princesses would be 
married to the four wonderful princes.]3 

In this way, good tidings and happy events multiplied manifold times, and these 
made the marriage pavilion look all the more energized, fantastic, exuberant, colourful 
and vibrant. The marriage pavilion looked so wonderful4 with the three couples present 
together in it as if the Kalpa Tree (the all wish-fulfilling tree of Gods) is standing proudly 
and majestically alongside the Kamdhenu (the all wish-fulfilling cow of Gods), the Moon 
God, and the Chintamani (the magical gem that removes all worries)5. 

[Here, the Kalpa Tree is Lord Ram, and the other three divine entities such as 
Kamdhenu cow, the Moon God and the Chintamani are represented by Ram’s three 
brothers, viz. Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan.  

This stanza can also be interpreted to mean that the Kalpa Tree stands for the pair 
of Ram and Sita, and the other three entities such as the Kamdhenu cow, the Moon God 
and the Chintamani stand respectively for the other three couples, viz. Laxman and 
Urmila, Bharat and Mandavi, and Shatrughan and Srutikirti.] (Chanda no. 19) 
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[Note—1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chanda stanza no. 4, line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 326; (b) Chanda stanza no. 1, line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 
327; (c) Chanda stanza no. 2, line nos. 2 and 4 that precede Doha no. 327; (d) Chanda 
stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 327. 
 (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 105-106, and 108. 

2Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chanda stanza no. 2, line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 325—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 326.  
 (ii) However, in Geetawali, Baal Kand, there is mention of only Laxman’s marriage 
to Urmila in verse no. 107, and a passing reference to the marriage of all the four brothers 
in verse no. 104, stanza no. 3. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 223; and (b) from Doha no. 
311 along with its preceding Chanda line nos. 1-4—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 312 that reiterate precisely the same idea. 

4The magnificence and glory of the marriage platform after Lord Ram came there and 
the rituals for the marriage began is described succinctly in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, in the entire Chanda that precedes Doha no. 320. 

5Refer: Verse no. 153-155 below.] 
 

tud vuqt ru;k nksm ije euksjeA 
tsfB Hkjr dg¡ C;kfg :i jfr l; leAA153AA 
fl; y?kq Hkfxfu y[ku dgq¡ :i mtkxfjA 
y[ku vuqt Jqrdhjfr lc xqu vkxfjA154AA 

 
janaka anuja tanayā dō'u parama manōrama. 
jēṭhi bharata kaham̐ byāhi rūpa rati saya sama. 153.  
siya laghu bhagini lakhana kahum̐ rūpa ujāgari. 
lakhana anuja śrutakīrati saba guna āgari.154.  
 
153-154. Janak’s younger brother (Kushdhwaj) had two daughters who were most 
beautiful and charming. Out of them, the elder one (Mandavi)—who was like hundreds 
of Ratis in beauty—was married to Bharat. [Rati is the divine consort of Kamdeo-cupid; 
she is symbolic of stupendous beauty.] (153) 

Sita’s younger sister (Urmila)—who was very famous owing to her radiant beauty 
and charm—was married to Laxman. And Laxman’s younger brother (Shatrughan) was 
married to Srutikirti who was a treasury of all noble virtues and qualities. (154) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chanda stanza no. 2, line no. 2—to 
stanza no. 3, line no. 4 that precede Doha no. 325.] 

 
jke  fcckg  leku  fcckg  rhfum  Hk,A 
thou Qy ykspu Qy fcf/k lc dg¡ n,AA155AA 
nkbt Hk;m fcfc/k fcf/k tkb u lks xfuA 
nklh nkl ckft xt gse clu efuAA156AA 

 
rāma bibāha samāna bibāha tīni'u bha'ē. 
jīvana phala lōcana phala bidhi saba kaham̐ da'ē. 155.  
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dā'ija bhaya'u bibidha bidhi jā'i na sō gani. 
dāsī dāsa bāji gaja hēma basana mani. 156.  
 
155-156. The other three marriages of the three brothers of Lord Ram were solemnised in 
the same manner as that of the Lord himself1. In this way, the creator rewarded everyone 
with the fruit of getting this life as well as of having eyes (eyesight)2. (155) 

Various types of marriage gifts (dowry) such as male and female 
servants/attendants, elephants and horses, gold (in the form of ornaments and other 
things), beautiful clothes, wearing apparels, garments and robes, as well as priceless gems 
and jewels were given by Janak. These gifts were so immense that it is not possible to 
either describe them or list them.3 (156) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
326. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha 
no. 222; (b) Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede Doha no. 249; (c) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 
that precede Doha no. 310; (d) Doha no. 311 along with its preceding Chanda line nos. 3-
4. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 2-7 that precede Doha 
no. 326. and (b) Doha no. 333 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 4-8.] 

 
nku  eku  ijeku  çse  iwju  fd,A 
le/kh lfgr cjkr fcu; cl dfj fy,AA157AA 
xs  tuokls  jkm  laxq  lqr  lqrcgqA 
tuq ik, Qy pkfj lfgr lk/ku pgqAA158AA 

 
dāna māna paramāna prēma pūrana ki'ē. 
samadhī sahita barāta binaya basa kari li'ē. 157.  
gē janavāsē rā'u saṅgu suta sutabahu. 
janu pā'ē phala cāri sahita sādhana cahu. 158.  
 
157-158. By making immense gifts and showing warmth, honour and respect to all the 
guests, king Janak managed to endear everyone in the marriage party, making them feel 
at home, happy and cheerful. He showed so much genuine warmth and friendship that 
everyone, including the in-law’s family (i.e. king Dasrath and his kith and kin), felt fully 
contented and grateful to him. Janak left no stones unturned to make the guests contented 
and happy, and they fully appreciated his noble gestures and sincerity of approach. 
Hence, Janak was able to win over their hearts with his dedicated service, politeness, all 
possible humility, simplicity and prayerful demeanours that he could muster.1 (157) 

Then the king (Dasrath), accompanied by his four sons and daughter-in-laws, 
went to the place where he had been lodged2. It appeared that he has successfully done 
the four ‘Sadhans’ which helped him to obtain the four legendary great ‘fruits’ or 
rewards3.  

[The ‘Sadhans’ are the four noble paths, ways, means etc. that one follows to 
achieve desired results in any endeavour. When these four Sadhans are done properly, the 
person is rewarded by the ‘four great fruits’. These ‘fruits’ are the following—(i) Artha 
or financial well-being, (ii) Dharma or being able to successfully fulfill all requirements 
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of auspiciousness and righteousness; (iii) Kaam or being able to fulfill all desires and 
wishes, and  (iv) Moksha or being able to attain emancipation and salvation for the soul. 

The four Sadhans are—(i) ‘Bhakti’ or devotion and dedication for the Lord God, 
(ii) ‘Tapasya’ or doing penances and observing austerities, (iii) ‘Shradha’ or having 
respect and honour for the Lord God and the path of Dharma, and (iv) ‘Seva’ or doing 
selfless service. 

In this verse, the four ‘Sadhans’ refer to his four sons, Ram, Laxman, Bharat and 
Shatrughan, while the four ‘fruits’ refer to their respective brides, i.e. Sita, Urmila, 
Mandavi and Srukriti. Well, every father would want that he gets a good bride for his 
sons, and when this happens he feels very happy and fulfilled. This was the case with 
Dasrath too.] (158) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 as well as Chanda 
stanza no. 3, line no. 4 that precede Doha no. 326. Janak even asked for forgiveness if 
there was any deficiency in his service for the guests, or if he may have transgressed 
certain norms or shown undue haste in his attempt to please them—for he had no 
intention to cause any sort of annoyance or embarrassment to anyone, but he was merely 
trying to do his best to make them feel happy and comfortable.  
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chanda stanza no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
326; (b) Doha no. 329. 
3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 325.] 
 

pgq  çdkj  tsoukj  HkbZ  cgq  Hkk¡frUgA 
Hkkstu djr vo/kifr lfgr cjkfrUgAA159AA 
nsfg xkfj cj ukfj uke yS nqgq fnflA 
tsaor c<+îks vuan lqgkofu lks fuflAA160AA 

 
cahu prakāra jēvanāra bha'ī bahu bhām̐tinha. 
bhōjana karata avadhapati sahita barātinha. 159.  
dēhi gāri bara nāri nāma lai duhu disi. 
jēnvata baṛhaîō ananda suhāvani sō nisi. 160.  
 
159-160. Sumptuous food consisting of fine delectable dishes of all the four major 
categories of food that covered all shades of taste1 were prepared with great care for the 
grand feast that was organized for the grooms and the marriage party. The king of 
Ayodhya (Dasrath), along with the rest of the members of the royal entourage, began 
eating and enjoying the food.2 (159) 

Beautiful women merrily began singing melodious songs that contained lyrics 
teasing the members of the groom’s side as well as the bride’s side, amusing the guests 
and the hosts alike, and evoking mirth and laughter in the entire assembly3. Everyone was 
thoroughly enjoying the moment as they ate the wonderful food that was served. The 
overall environment of bonhomie and the cheerfulness that prevailed at that time made 
the night appear very pleasant, charming and enjoyable indeed. (160) 

 [Note—1The four major categories of food served at the grand feast are as follows—(a) 
‘Bhakshya’: that which is eaten by tearing and lacerating with the help of teeth, e.g. 
bread, chewing of sugarcane; (b) ‘Bhojya’: that which is cooked and eaten with fingers or 
spoons, e.g. rice, curry; (c) ‘Lehya’: that which is licked with the tongue, e.g. eating 
pickles or honey; and (d) ‘Choshya’: that which is sucked e.g. water, milk. 
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 The major types of tastes are the following flavours that the tongue feels—sweet, 
acidic, bitter, pungent, sour and salty. They are compared to the six seasons in this world. 
Refer Bhavana Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 2, stanza no 10.  
 Sometimes, the six tastes are listed as being sweet, salty, sour, bitter, pungent or hot, 
and astringent. Sometimes acidic (vinegar) and bland are also regarded as separate 
category of tastes. Refer Garbho-panishad, verse no. 1 of Krishna Yajur Veda tradition. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 328 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 1, 8; (b) Chaupai line nos. 2-5, 8 that precede Doha no. 329.  

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1, 6-7 that precede Doha no. 
329.] 
 
lk s fufl lksgkofu e/k qj xkofr cktus cktfga HkysA 
u`i fd;k s Hkk stu iku ikb çek sn tuoklsfg pysAA 
uV HkkV ekx/k lwr tkpd tl çrkifg cjugh aA 
lkuan Hk wlqj c` an efu xt nsr eu dj"k S ugh aAA20AA  

 
chanda:  
 
sō nisi sōhāvani madhura gāvati bājanē bājahiṁ bhalē. 
nṛpa kiyō bhōjana pāna pā'i pramōda janavāsēhi calē.  
naṭa bhāṭa māgadha sūta jācaka jasa pratāpahi baranahīṁ. 
sānanda bhūsura bṛnda mani gaja dēta mana karaṣai nahīṁ. 20.  
 
Chanda 20. That night of the grand feast became memorable as it was exceptionally 
enjoyable, pleasant and enchanting. The women merrily sang sweet and melodious songs. 
The best of the musical instruments of the day were being played on that occasion. 
 Having satisfied himself with food and drink, the king (Dasrath) felt happy and 
contented. He then proceeded to the place of his lodging1.  

The Nuts (dancers; acrobats), Bhaats (royal bards; minstrels), Magadhs (common 
bards; lay minstrels), the Suts (heralds) and Yaachaks (the beggars; alm-seekers)—all of 
them began lauding the great king and praising his glories.  

The king on his part never felt hesitant in cheerfully gaving away gems and 
elephants liberally to Brahmins as donation so much so that the more he gave the more he 
wanted to give.2 (Chanda no. 20) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 329 and its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 
331 that describe these events at the time of Dasrath going to his lodging place after the 
feast; and (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 340 that describe these events 
at the time of departure of the groom’s party from Janakpur on their home to Ayodhya.]  

 
Departure of Sri Ram’s marriage party back for Ayodhya 

 
dfj dfj fcu; dNqd fnu jkf[k cjkfrUgA 
tud  dhUg  igqukbZ  vxfur  Hkk¡frUgAA161AA 
çkr cjkr pfyfg lqfu Hkwifr HkkfefuA 
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ifj u fcjg cl uhan chfr xb tkfefuAA162AA 
 
kari kari binaya kachuka dina rākhi barātinha. 
janaka kīnha pahunā'ī aganita bhām̐tinha. 161.  
prāta barāta calihi suni bhūpati bhāmini. 
pari na biraha basa nīnda bīti ga'i jāmini. 162.  
 
161-162. [When king Dasrath expressed his desire to return to Ayodhya—] King Janak 
repeatedly prayed to the groom’s party to stay for some more days after the marriage, and 
they obliged him by prolonging their stay for a few more days while he (Janak) served 
them in hundreds of ways (i.e. in all possible ways)1. (161) 

But when the news finally came that the groom’s party will go back the next 
morning, the queens in the royal household (of Janak) could not sleep the whole night, 
dismayed at the inevitable separation and the loneliness that would follow the exit of the 
guests2. (162) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha 
no. 332 where the same idea is reiterated but with an additional information that when 
many days passed and Janak was reluctant to allow Dasrath to go back, the two wise 
sages, Vishwamitra and Shatanand, went to Janak and persuaded him to be practical and 
let the groom’s party go back to its kingdom. A lot many days have already passed, and 
more delay would jeopardize the administration of both the kingdoms. After all, a ‘guest’ 
cannot remain forever in the host’s place. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 332; (b) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 334; and (c) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Sortha/Doha no. 336.] 

 
[kjHkj uxj ukfj uj fcf/kfg eukofgaA 
ckj  ckj  llqjkfj  jke  tsfg  vkofgaAA163AA 
ldy pyu ds lkt tud lktr Hk,A 
HkkbUg lfgr jke rc Hkwi&Hkou x,AA164AA 

 
kharabhara nagara nāri nara bidhihi manāvahiṁ. 
bāra bāra sasurāri rāma jēhi āvahiṁ. 163.  
sakala calana kē sāja janaka sājata bha'ē. 
bhā'inha sahita rāma taba bhūpa-bhavana ga'ē. 164.  
 
163-164. There was a tumult in the city (and a pall of gloom descended on it) as soon as 
this news of the departure of the groom’s party spread1. All the men and women folk of 
the city prayed to (i.e. requested) the Gods that Sri Ram should come back to his in-law’s 
place again and again in the future. (163) 

Janak made all the arrangements for the ceremonial departure of the party with 
full royal honours2. Then Sri Ram, accompanied by his brothers, went to the palace of 
Janak to take permission to leave3. (164) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 333; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 335; (c) Doha no. 337. 
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2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 333—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 334; (b) Chaupai line no. 2 
that precedes Doha no. 339. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 334; (b) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 
that precede Sortha/Doha no. 336; and (c) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
337.] 

 
lklq  mrkfj  vkjrh  djfga  fuNkofjA 
fujf[k fujf[k fg;¡ gj"kfga lwjfr lk¡ofjAA165AA 
ekxsm fcnk jke rc lqfu d#uk HkjhaA 
ifjgfj ldqp lçse iqyfd ik;Ug ijhaAA166AA 

 
sāsu utāri āratī karahiṁ nichāvari. 
nirakhi nirakhi hiyam̐ haraṣahiṁ sūrati sām ̐vari. 165.  
māgē'u bidā rāma taba suni karunā bharīṁ. 
parihari sakuca saprēma pulaki pāyanha parīṁ. 166.  
 
165-166. The mother-in-laws did the Arti and made ceremonial offerings to the 
groom(s)1. [All the four brothers, Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, had gone to 
request permission from their mother-in-laws to go back home.]  

The queens became exhilarated and thrilled in their hearts as they watched his (Sri 
Ram’s) dark but enchanting image2. [Lord Ram had a dark complexion, but inspite of this 
the Lord looked magnificent, dignified and elegant. His beauteous image or form was so 
enchanting that the more the queens watched it the more thrilled they became.] (165) 

Then Sri Ram asked them to give him permission to leave3. Hearing it, all of them 
(queens) were overwhelmed with sorrow and sadness of separation4. Setting aside all 
inhibitions and hesitations, they fell down affectionately at his feet and were filled with 
thrill5. (166) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 335. 
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede 

Sortha/Doha no. 336; (b) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 337. 
3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede 

Sortha/Doha no. 336; (b) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 337. 
4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 7 that precede 

Sortha/Doha no. 336; (b) Doha no. 337; (c) Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 
338; (d) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 339. 

5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precedes 
Sortha/Doha no. 336; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precedes Doha no. 337.] 

 
lh; lfgr lc lqrk lkSafi dj tksjfgaA 
ckj  ckj  j?kqukFkfg  fujf[k  fugksjfgaAA167AA 
rkr rft; tfu Nksg e;k jk[kfc euA 
vuqpj tkuc jkm lfgr iqj ifjtuAA168AA 

 
sīya sahita saba sutā saumpi kara jōrahiṁ. 
bāra bāra raghunāthahi nirakhi nihōrahiṁ. 167.  
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tāta tajiya jani chōha mayā rākhabi mana. 
anucara jānaba rā'u sahita pura parijana. 168.  
 
167-168. They (Sita’s mother and other members of the royal household) formally 
handed over Sita along with other daughters to their respective husbands1, and then 
prayerfully folded their hands as a token for giving permission to leave as well as to show 
their respect to Lord Ram (and his brothers). They repeatedly glanced at Raghunath (Sri 
Ram) and prayed to him (167)—‘Oh dear son! Do not ever set aside (i.e. forget) your ties 
of affection, endearment and love for us. Have mercy, grace and compassion in your 
heart towards us, and regard the king (Janak) and his subjects as your subordinates.’1 
[The queens were very sad at the time of departure of the bride and the groom. They 
politely requested Lord Ram and his three brothers not to forget them and the rest of the 
citizens of Janakpur, and to maintain cordial relationships with them for all times to 
come.] (168) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 336 along with the accompanying Chanda—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 337.] 
 
tu tkfu djc lusg cfy] dfg nhu cpu lqukoghaA 
vfr  çse  ckjfga  ckj  jkuh  ckfydfUg  mj  ykoghaAA 
fl; pyr iqjtu ukfj g; x; fcg¡x e`x C;kdqy Hk,A 
lqfu fcu; lklq çcksf/k rc j?kqcal efu firq ifga x,AA21AA 

 
chanda:  
 
jana jāni karaba sanēha bali, kahi dīna bacana sunāvahīṁ. 
ati prēma bārahiṁ bāra rānī bālikanhi ura lāvahīṁ.  
siya calata purajana nāri haya gaya biham̐ga mṛga byākula bha'ē. 
suni binaya sāsu prabōdhi taba raghubansa mani pitu pahiṁ ga'ē. 21.  
 
Chanda 21. ‘We sincerely request you to be gracious towards these humble princesses, 
treating them kindly and affectionately as one of your own followers and servers’—
saying this, the queens said many humble words of submission and prayer to the four 
brothers1.  

[The two queens, Janak’s queen and his younger brother’s queen who were the 
mothers of the four brides, politely asked the grooms, the four brothers, to take care of 
their wives with great sensitivity, love and kindness, to fogive them for any mistakes they 
may make2, and to treat the girls affectionately as one of their own family members as 
they have become their life-partners from now onwards. Though it is obvious that once a 
girl is married she becomes a part of the groom’s family, but the girls’s mother still 
requests the groom to be kind to her as the bride is new to the environment of the in-law’s 
family and may find it a bit difficult to adjust herself. She may be liable to commit errors 
or become homesick, so the groom is requested to ensure that she feels at home. He must 
also protect her against all harm because she is totally dependent upon him and is his life-
partner, both in joy as well as in sorrow. 
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It is a natural reaction of a loving parent when he or she has to permanently part 
with the girl-child whom he or she had brought up so lovingly from day one of her life till 
the day of marriage. The mother is naturally worried about the happiness of her daughter 
because all of a sudden she is transferred to a completely new surrounding of the in-law’s 
household. The bride’s mother is also worried because she has no way to find out about 
the nature and temperament of the groom and his family members. This uncertainty 
makes her very worried, but there is nothing she can do except to pray and humbly 
request the groom to be kind, forgiving and accommodating towards his wife.]  

The mothers repeatedly clasped their daughterss to their hearts with immense 
affection and love that appeared to spill over and drown everyone3.  

When Sita bade them final goodbye and exited her mother’s place to accompany 
Lord Ram back to Ayodhya, all the men, women, horses, elephants, birds and animals of 
the city (of Janakpur, her native place) became extremely sad, sorrowful and agitated 
from the agony of separation4.  

Having heard the prayers of the mother-in-laws, Sri Ram consoled and reassured 
them in all possible ways5, and then he came back to his father’s place (with his newly-
wed wife Sita) where the marriage party had been lodged6.  

[It must be noted that Lord Ram is always given precedence over his brothers as 
he is the eldest amongst them. So though this Chanda starts with the queens requesting 
the grooms to take proper care of their respective brides, it concludes with mentioning 
only Sita and Ram. The other brothers and their brides are deemed to have politely 
followed Lord Ram who took the lead in taking leave of the mother-in-laws on behalf of 
all of them, and then departing for the place where his father, king Dasrath, was lodged.] 
(Chanda no. 21) 

[Note—This entire episode is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 
334—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 338. However, the specific verses that 
correspond to the narration in our present Chanda are cited below— 
1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
336—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 337. 
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda stanza no. 3, line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 326. 
3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 338. 
4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 337 and its preceding Chaupai line 
no. 5; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 338; (c) Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 339. 
5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 337. 
6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 337.]  

 
ijs fulkufg ?kkm jkm vo/kfga pysA 
lqj xu cj"kfga lqeu lxqu ikofga HkysAA169AA 
tud tkufdfg HksfV fl[kkb fl[kkouA 
lfgr lfpo xqj ca/kq pys igq¡pkouAA170AA 

 
parē nisānahi ghā'u rā'u avadhahiṁ calē. 
sura gana baraṣahiṁ sumana saguna pāvahiṁ bhalē. 169.  
janaka jānakihi bhēṭi sikhā'i sikhāvana. 
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sahita saciva gura bandhu calē pahum ̐cāvana. 170.  
 
169-170. Musical instruments such as kettle-drums started playing as the king (Dasrath) 
made his departure for Ayodhya1. The Gods rained flowers (from the heaven), and many 
good and auspicious omens occurred at that time2. (169) 

Janak met Janki (Sita) and gave her his good counsel3. [Janak, like any other 
father, was overcome with grief of separation from his beloved daughter. But being wise 
as he was, he advised Sita and the other daughters about the basic norms that a wife must 
follow in her life—for example, to serve her husband faithfully and loyally, to do 
everything possible to make him feel happy and contented, to uphold the dignity of both 
the families, that of her father’s as well as of her in-law’s, in every thing she does, and to 
always follow the laws of Dharma, i.e. the laws of propriety, probity, righteousness and 
ethics.] 

He accompanied the groom’s party for quite a distance together with his 
ministers, Guru and brothers to see them off4. (170) 

[Note—This entire episode is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 339—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 343. 
However, the specific verses that correspond to the narration in our present verse nos. 
169-170 are cited below— 

1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 339; (b) Line no. 2 of Doha no. 339; (c) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
343; (d) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precedes Doha no. 344. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) line no. 1 of Doha no. 339; (b) Doha no. 
347; (c) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 348. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 3-6 that precede Doha 
no. 334; (b) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 339. However, the difference 
between the narration in our present book ‘Janki Mangal’ and Ram Charit Manas is that 
whereas in the former it is Janak who teaches Sita about the basic laws of good conduct 
that she must remember in her life, it is Sita’s mother and her companions who advise her 
in Ram Charit Manas. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 339—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 343.] 
 

çse iqyfd dfg jk; fQfj; vc jktuA 
djr ijLij fcu; ldy xqu HkktuAA171AA 
dgsm tud dj tksfj dhUg eksfg vkiuA 
j?kqdqy fryd lnk rqe mFkiu FkkiuAA172AA 

 
prēma pulaki kahi rāya phiriya aba rājana. 
karata paraspara binaya sakala guna bhājana. 171.  
kahē'u janaka kara jōri kīnha mōhi āpana. 
raghukula tilaka sadā tuma uthapana thāpana. 172.  
 
171-172. The king (Dasrath) was overjoyed and thrilled with affections when he saw the 
respect and courteousness that Janak had shown towards him and the rest of the bride’s 
party by coming to such a great distance to see them off. So he finally stopped and 
pleaded with Janak to return to his city.  
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Dasrath told Janak, ‘Oh great king! Please be kind to return now, for you have 
already come for such a long distance’.  

Then both the kings—who were virtually receptacles of virtuous and noble 
characters—began earnestly requesting and pleading with each other1. [In other words, 
while Dasrath pleaded with Janak to return back to his city for he has already come very 
far, the latter requested the former to let him go some further distance with him. This 
continued for quite some time and distance.]2 (171) 

Janak said with folded hands and palms touching each other as a mark of great 
respect for Dasrath, ‘Oh the most exalted and noble one in king Raghu’s clan. You have 
obliged me so much, and have been kind enough to have accepted me as one of your 
relatives (by accepting my daughters as the brides for your noble sons). You always 
establish those who have been unfortunate, who are on the verge of ruin and are desperate 
(i.e. you are very magnanimous, benevolent, beneficent and kind towards those who are 
junior to you and seek your patronage). I am so privileged to have you as my in-law, and 
feel so thankful and obliged.’2 (172) 

[Note—These verses are in continuation of verse no. 170 where it is said that Janak went 
for quite a distance to see off the groom’s party.  

1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 
340. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 340 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 where Janak thanks Dasrath and his own good luck, and (b) from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 341—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 343 where Janak has politely prayed to and thanked Lord Ram and his three brothers, 
as well as their Gurus, sage Vishwamitra and sage Vashistha, before taking his leave and 
returning to his city.] 

 
fcyx u ekuc eksj tks cksfy iBk;m¡A 
çHkq izlkn tlq tkfu ldy lq[k ik;m¡AA173AA 
iqfu cfl"B vkfnd eqfu cafn eghifrA 
xfg dkSfld ds ikb dhUg fcurh vfrAA174AA 

 
bilaga na mānaba mōra jō bōli paṭhāya'um̐. 
prabhu prasāda jasu jāni sakala sukha pāya'um ̐. 173.  
puni basiṣṭha ādika muni bandi mahīpati. 
gahi kausika kē pā'i kīnha binatī ati. 174.  
 
173-174. [Janak continued--] ‘I gave you the trouble of having to come here all the way 
from Ayodhya—but please do not mind my audacity and misdemeanour. By the grace of 
the Lord, I came to realise your fame and glory (and this was the reason why I took the 
liberty to give you so much trouble). Indeed it has been my privilege to have you at my 
place as my honoured guest, and being able to serve you in whatever little way I could. 
This has given me great happiness and pleasure.1’  

[Janak showed great respect to Dasrath. He said that though under normal 
circumstance it would have been proper if he had himself gone to Ayodhya to bring him 
to Janakpur, but it was not advisable as it would have been against established norms and 
traditions. This is because Dasrath’s son Lord Ram was to be married to Janak’s daughter 
Sita, and the bride’s father does not go personally to the groom’s father to invite him with 
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the marriage party, but this invitation is sent through a messenger. Now, once this is done 
and the marriage is over, the two families are bonded together in a standing relationship. 
With this relationship now formalized and cemented, Janak says that he is so fortunate 
and lucky to have found a great king of Dasrath’s stature as his brotherly king. This 
marriage has indeed created a rare sort of union and alliance which has brought two 
renowned and mighty kings of the time together.] (173) 

Thereafter, he (Janak) duly worshipped, paid his obeisance to and honoured sage 
Vashistha and other sages and seers present on the occasion, and then caught hold of the 
feet of Kaushik (Vishwamitra) and prayed to him most humbly, expressing his sense of 
profound gratitude and heart-felt thankfulness to him2. (174) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 340 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 341 where Janak has paid his obeisance to the assembled sages and seers; (b) Chaupai 
line nos. 2-6 that precede Doha no. 343 where Janak paid his respects and prayed to sage 
Vishwamitra.]  

 
HkkbUg  lfgr  cgksfj  fcu;  j?kqchjfgaA 
xnxn daB u;u ty mj /kfj /khjfgaAA175AA 
Ñik fla/kq lq[k fla/kq lqtku fljksefuA 
rkr le; lqf/k djfc Nksg NkM+c tfuAA176AA 

 
bhā'inha sahita bahōri binaya raghubīrahiṁ. 
gadagada kaṇṭha nayana jala ura dhari dhīrahiṁ. 175.  
kṛpā sindhu sukha sindhu sujāna sirōmani. 
tāta samaya sudhi karabi chōha chāṛaba jani. 176.  
 
175-176. After that, he (Janak) prayed to Raghubir (Sri Ram) along with his brothers. His 
throat was chocked with emotions of warm love, affection, delight and exhilaration as 
well as from the sorrow of separation (from his dearest daughter Sita, his son-in-law Sri 
Ram, as well as other daughters and their husbands, the other brothers of Sri Ram). Tears 
welled up and rolled down from his eyes.  

Nevertheless, he somehow managed to gather courage and patience in his 
overwhelmed heart, and said to Lord Ram—‘Oh an ocean of grace, mercy and kindness! 
Oh an ocean of happiness, joy and delight! Oh the most exalted amongst gentlemen who 
are virtuous, righteous and noble! Oh my dear and beloved son! Remember us from time 
to time. Never forsake us and your affection and warmth for us.’ (175-176) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 341—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 342. 
 Lord Ram lovingly reciprocated Janak’s emotions. See Chanda no. 22 below.] 

 
tfu Nksg NkM+c fcu; lqfu j?kqchj cgq fcurh djhA 
fefy HksfV lfgr lusg fQjsm fcnsg eu /khjt /kjhAA 
lks lekS dgr u cur dNq lc Hkqou Hkfj d#uk jgsA 
rc dhUg dkslyifr i;ku fulku ckts xgxgsAA22AA 
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chanda:  
 
jani chōha chāṛaba binaya suni raghubīra bahu binatī karī. 
mili bhēṭi sahita sanēha phirē'u bidēha mana dhīraja dharī.  
sō samau kahata na banata kachu saba bhuvana bhari karunā rahē. 
taba kīnha kōsalapati payāna nisāna bājē gahagahē. 22.  
 
Chanda 22. Hearing the earnest prayers of Janak who had said (in verse no. 176 above) 
‘do not abandon your warmth and affections for us’, Raghubir (Sri Ram) felt touched, 
and he reciprocated his father-in-law’s sentiments by also praying to him politely with 
the same warmth and in the same manner. [That is, Lord Ram assured Janak that he need 
not worry at all as the relationship that has been established now between the two 
families is a permanent one. There is no question of him or any other member of his 
family ever foretting Janak and his affectionate warmth.]1  
 Thereafter, Videh2 (Janak) met everyone else (for the last time) and bid them all 
farewell3, and gathering courage and fortitude in his heart, he returned back (to his city)4. 
It is not possible to say anything about those sorrowful moments—the entire world was 
filled with grief, sorrow, gloom and sadness5.  

After that, the lord of Kaushal (king Dasrath) cheerfully made his exit from 
Janakpur and headed for his own capital of Ayodhya to the accompaniment of the beating 
of drums and playing of trumpets6. (Chanda no. 22) 

 [Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha 
no. 342. 

2King Janak was called Videh which means ‘one without a body’. It means that he 
was the most renunciate king, deeply steeped in the philosophy of Vedanta which regards 
the soul as the true self and the body of the individual as a distinct entity which is 
separate from the soul and is perishable. A renunciate person is one who, inter-alia, does 
not get involved with the body, its sense organs, their objects of gratification in this 
illusionary, artificial, delusionary, mundane world, and remains aloof from the deeds 
done by the body by the virtue of taking birth due to past deeds done by the creature. 
Such a soul is called enlightened, self-realised, and by extension, one who is not attached 
to his body and the surrounding world. King Janak was the only king who had the honour 
of having this title. 
 But the charm of the Lord was such that even such an enlightened king lost his 
composure and showed signs of worries, of amusement, of affection and attachments, of 
sorrows of separation and remorse—in fact, any emotion or sentiment at all. 

3Besides Lord Ram, Janak had also met and duly honoured the other three brothers 
individually. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 342—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 343. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precede Doha no. 343. 
5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha 

no. 333; (b) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 334; (c) Doha no. 337; and (d) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 338. 

6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 343; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 344. 
 Refer also to verse no. 169 of the current book ‘Janki Mangal’.] 
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iaFk  feys  Hk`xqukFk  gkFk  Qjlk  fy,A 
MkVfga vk¡f[k ns[kkb dksi nk#u fd,AA177AA 
jke dhUg ifjrks"k jks"k fjl ifjgfjA 
pys  lkSai  lkjax  lqQy  ykspu  dfjAA178AA 

 
pantha milē bhṛgunātha hātha pharasā li'ē. 
ḍāṭahiṁ ām̐khi dēkhā'i kōpa dāruna ki'ē. 177.  
rāma kīnha paritōṣa rōṣa risa parihari. 
calē saumpa sāraṅga suphala lōcana kari. 178.  
 
177-178. On the way back to Ayodhya, they met Bhrigunath (sage Parashuram) with a 
battle-axe in his hand. He started scolding and pouring scorn at them with vengeance, 
seeking retribution for the breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow. He glared at them menacingly 
with angry and wrathful eyes1. (177) 

But Sri Ram satisfied him (i.e. calmed him down with polite words)2. The great 
sage then regretted for his anger and the way he had behaved with Lord Ram3, gave the 
Lord his own bow (that he had got from Lord Vishnu)4, and then seeking forgiveness 
from the Lord and blessing himself that he was so lucky to have seen the Supreme Being 
personally at so close quarters5, he went peacefully away (to do penances)6. (178) 

[Note—Sage Parashuram was a great devotee of Lord Shiva. So when he heard the sound 
of the breaking of the bow and learnt that it was indeed Shiva’s bow, he mistook it as 
someone doing it to insult Shiva. He became exceedingly angry and vehement. At that 
time Parashuram had not known that Ram was not an ordinary prince or king, but an 
incarnation of Lord Vishnu himself in a human form. So he rushed to confront the Lord 
and seek revenge.  

He had not realised that if Shiva had not wanted the bow to break, no power on earth 
could have done it. Therefore, the very fact that the bow broke so easily in the hands of 
Lord Ram goes to prove that Shiva had wanted it to be so. Lord Ram is worshipped by 
Shiva, and the latter constantly repeats the holy name of ‘Ram’ as the great spiritual 
Mantra that provides the creature emancipation and salvation. Lord Shiva is known to 
provide liberation and deliverance to a dying man by uttering this holy name of ‘Ram’ in 
the dying man’s ears. In fact, Lord Ram too worships Lord Shiva, and this is proved 
when the Lord had established a Lingam and invoked Shiva’s blessings before the 
commencement of the war at Lanka to free Sita from the captivity of the demon king 
Ravana. Both Shiva and Ram have independently declared on different occasions that if 
someone wishes to please either of them by worship and prayer then he must please the 
other deity too. In other words, Shiva and Ram are the two faces of the same Supreme 
Being.  

However, when Parashuram rushed and started throwing tantrums in front of Lord 
Ram, his anger was gradually dissipated like a man beating his head against a mountain. 
By and by, his anger vanished and he realised the truth of the matter. So the sage asked 
Lord Ram to forgive him and went to the mountains to do penances to regain his glory 
that was lost due to his unwarranted showing of anger. 

Another important point is this—in Tulsidas’ epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’, popularly 
known as the Ramayana, sage Parashuram arrives at the venue of the marriage ceremony 
itself, and not while the marriage party was returning back to Ayodhya as is depicted here 
in Janki Mangal. It ought to be noted that this latter version is endorsed in the Adhyatma 
Ramayan of Veda Vyas too—refer: Baal Kand, Canto no. 7.    
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In another great version of the story of the Ramayana, the one written by sage Valmiki, 
this version of Parashuram meeting Lord Ram and his party while they were going back 
to Ayodhya after marriage is also endorsed in its Baal Kand, Canto nos. 74-76. 
 

1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 268; (b) Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 270; (c) Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 271; (d) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 274; (e) Chaupai 
line nos. 2-4 that precedes Doha no. 275; (f) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
276; (g) Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 281. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 279; (b) Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 281; (c) Chaupai line nos. 4-8 
that precede Doha no. 282; (d) Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 283. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 284 and its following Chaupai line 
nos. 1-7 that precede Doha no. 285. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 
284. 

5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
285. 

Refer also to Tulsidas’ book known as ‘Dohawali’, verse nos. 431-433. A detailed 
English version of this book has been published by me and available at 
www.amazon.com in a kindle version, as well as at www.createspace.com in a print 
version.] 

 
Return of the marriage party to Ayodhya 

 
j?kqcj Hkqt cy nsf[k mNkg cjkfrUgA 
eqfnr jkm yf[k lueq[k fcf/k lc Hkk¡frUgAA179AA 
,fg fcf/k C;kfg ldy lqr tx tlq Nk;mA 
ex yksxfUg lq[k nsr vo/kifr vk;mAA180AA 

 
raghubara bhuja bala dēkhi uchāha barātinha. 
mudita rā'u lakhi sanamukha bidhi saba bhām̐tinha. 179.  
ēhi bidhi byāhi sakala suta jaga jasu chāya'u. 
maga lōganhi sukha dēta avadhapati āya'u. 180.  
 
179-180. Recalling the strength of Lord Ram’s arms (by which he broke the mighty bow 
of Lord Shiva as easily as breaking a twig) and observing the magical effect of his 
dynamic personality (that humbled even the formidable sage Parashuram whose anger 
was legendary in as much as it created terror in the heart of those who dared to confront 
him), both king Dasrath as well as all the members of the marriage party felt extremely 
happy and exhilarated. The king felt especially happy, honoured and glad when he 
realised that the Creator had been exceptionally kind towards him (because he was 
blessed with such a wonderful and powerful son as Lord Sri Ram)1. (179) 

In this manner, having got all his sons married in a glorious way, the king 
(Dasrath) was able to spread his fame and glory far and wide in all the directions of the 
world. [All the great kings and princes of the time had assembled at Janakpur to try their 
hands at lifting and stringing the formidable bow to prove their strength and might, or to 
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simply witness the event. It was in this gathering that Lord Ram had broken the bow very 
easily when all of the competitors had failed to as much as move the bow a fraction of an 
inch. This in itself was no mean achievement, and was enough to establish the fame and 
glory of Ram throughout the world. It is natural that any father would feel extremely 
proud and honoured if his son achieves such a great feat, and so was the case with 
Dasrath.]    

Delighting the residents who lived along the way and spreading joy all around, the 
king finally returned back to his capital at Ayodhya2. (180) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 291—to Chaupai line no. 
7 that precedes Doha no. 294.  

It must be noted, however, that in the book ‘Ram Charit Manas’ this happiness of 
Dasrath and others in the royal assembly relates to the time when the messenger of king 
Janak described the bow-breaking ceremony in the court of king Dasrath where he had 
gone to invite the latter to come to Janakpur to attend the marriage ceremony of Sri Ram. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 343 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8.]  

 
Celebrations in Ayodhya 

 
gksfga lqeaxy lxqu lqeu lqj cj"kfgaA 
uxj dksykgy Hk;m ukfj uj gj"kfgaAA181AA 
?kkV  ckV  iqj  }kj  ctkj  cukofgaA 
chFkha   lhafp   lqxa/k   lqeaxy   xkofgaAA182AA 

 
hōhiṁ sumaṅgala saguna sumana sura baraṣahiṁ. 
nagara kōlāhala bhaya'u nāri nara haraṣahiṁ. 181.  
ghāṭa bāṭa pura dvāra bajāra banāvahiṁ. 
bīthīṁ sīn̄ci sugandha sumaṅgala gāvahiṁ. 182.  
 
181-182. When the marriage party arrived at Ayodhya, numerous auspicious signs and 
favourable omens started occurring. The Gods are showered flowers from the sky. The 
city erupted in a mood of exhilaration and joyous tumult. All the men and women folk of 
the city were ecstatic with joy and became very excited. (181) 

The citizens enthusiastically decorated the various Ghats (banks of river Saryu), 
the roads and avenues, the buildings and palaces, the marketplaces and each individual 
house of the city. All the avenues, streets, lanes and by-lanes were washed with scented 
water. They sang auspicious and felicitous songs in merriment to celebrate the arrival of 
the marriage party with the newly wed princes. (182) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 344—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 345; (b) Chaupai line nos. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 347—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 348; (c) 
Chaupai line nos. 6 that precedes Doha no. 349; (d) Doha no. 353; (e) Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 355. 
 Refer also verse no. 183-184 and Chanda no. 23 of this book ‘Janki Mangal’ below.] 

 
pkSadSa  iwjSa  pk#  dyl  /ot  lktfgaA 
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fcfcf/k çdkj xgkxg cktu cktfgaAA183AA 
canuokj   fcrku   irkdk   ?kj   ?kjA 
jksis  lQy  liYyo  eaxy  r#cjAA184AA 

 
caiṅkaiṁ pūraiṁ cāru kalasa dhvaja sājahiṁ. 
bibidhi prakāra gahāgaha bājana bājahiṁ. 183.  
bandanavāra bitāna patākā ghara ghara. 
rōpē saphala sapallava maṅgala tarubara. 184.  
 
183-184. The denizens of the city made lovely geometrical patterns, such as elegant 
squares and circles, on the ground, and adorned them with ceremonial pitchers and 
decorative flags. Many kinds of musical instruments were cheerfully played with gusto 
and great enthusiasm, and their sound reverberated in the city in all directions. (183) 

In every household, festoons, buntings, flags, canopies and awnings were put up, and 
countless decorative trees, complete with fruits and green leaves, were planted 
everywhere in the city. (184) 

[Note—See forgoing verse nos. 181-182 along with the accompanying note.] 
 
eaxy fcVi eatqy fciqy nf/k nwc vPNr jkspukA 
Hkfj Fkkj vkjfr ltfga lc lkjax lkod ykspukAA 
eu eqfnr dkSlY;k lqfe=k ldy Hkwifr&HkkfeuhA 
lft  lktq  ifjNu  pyha  jkefg  eÙk  dqatj  xkfeuhAA23AA 

 
chanda: 
 
maṅgala biṭapa man̄jula bipula dadhi dūba acchata rōcanā. 
bhari thāra ārati sajahiṁ saba sāraṅga sāvaka lōcanā.  
mana mudita kausalyā sumitrā sakala bhūpati-bhāminī. 
saji sāju parichana calīṁ rāmahi matta kun ̄jara gāminī. 23.  
 
Chanda 23. Many types of beautiful and auspicious trees were planted everywhere in the 
decorated city.  

Women folk, with beautiful eyes resembling those of a fawn, gathered together 
cheerfully and arranged the different paraphernalia—such as curd, grass, rice-grains and 
sandalwood etc. arranged on a platter—that are necessary for performing the Arti of the 
newly-wed princes and their brides.  

Kaushalya (the chief queen and mother of Lord Ram), Sumitra (the second queen 
and mother of Laxman) and other queens were very delighted and jubilant in their hearts. 
They assembled all the items necessary for the ceremonial welcome to be extended to the 
newly-wed couples as well as the accompanying marriage party. With this in hand, all of 
them went out of the palace with a graceful and dignified gait resembling that of a proud 
and elegant elephant (i.e. they walked majestically with elegance and dignity befitting 
great queens) to receive and welcome Lord Sri Ram and the marriage party. (Chanda no. 
23) 
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[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 346 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 1-8.] 

 
c/kqu lfgr lqr pkfjm ekrq fugkjfgaA 
ckjfga  ckj  vkjrh  eqfnr  mrkjfgaAA185AA 
djfga fuNkofj fNuq fNuq eaxy eqn HkjhaA 
nwyg nqyfgfuUg nsf[k çse i;fuf/k ijhaAA186AA 

 
badhuna sahita suta cāri'u mātu nihārahiṁ. 
bārahiṁ bāra āratī mudita utārahiṁ. 185.  
karahiṁ nichāvari chinu chinu maṅgala muda bharīṁ. 
dūlaha dulahininha dēkhi prēma payanidhi parīṁ. 186.  
 
185-186. The mothers intently watch, with great love and warmth overwhelming their 
hearts, the four sons along with their brides. They become exceedingly cheerful while 
performing the welcoming Arti. [The ‘Arti’ is a ritual whereby lighted oil lamps, along 
with other small things such as rice-grains, kush grass, flowers and curd etc., arranged on 
a platter are waved in a clockwise movement in the front of the guest as a token of 
respect and welcome.] (185) 

They became overwhelmed with the warmth of joy and happiness, and made 
offering and sacrifices every other moment. They appeared to have immersed themselves 
in an ocean of happiness and joy when they saw the brides and the grooms. (186) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 348—to Doha no. 350.] 
 
nsr  ikoM+ s  vj?k  pyh a  yS  lknjA 
mefx pysm vkuan Hkqou Hkqb¡ cknjAA187AA 
ukfj mgk# m?kkfj nqyfgfuUg ns[kfgaA 
uSu ykgq yfg tue lQy dfj ys[kfgaAA188AA 

 
dēta pāvaṛē aragha calīṁ lai sādara. 
umagi calē'u ānanda bhuvana bhu'im̐ bādara. 187.  
nāri uhāru ughāri dulahininha dēkhahiṁ. 
naina lāhu lahi janama saphala kari lēkhahiṁ. 188.  
 
187-188. The mothers spread out the ceremonial welcoming carpets and offered libations 
to the grooms and their brides as they escorted the couples respectfully towards the 
palace1. At that time, huge symbolic waves of joy and happiness, exhilaration and 
ecstasy, warmth and emotions surged and heaved in all the directions of the world, 
covering the earth as well as the sky2. [In other words, there was great rejoicing and 
joyousness everywhere, in the city as well as other places.] (187) 

The women folk lift the veil over the faces of the brides and glance at their 
beautiful faces. This thrills them no end, and they feel lucky that they have been amply 
rewarded for having eyes, and that their having taken birth as human beings has been 
fruitful, worthwhile and rewarding.3 [When the ladies saw the faces of the four brides, 
they were overjoyed, and thanked their good luck that they could see such beautiful faces 
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in their lives. They thanked the Creator for giving them a human body with two eyes that 
could see such a magnificent sight, for if they had been born as some other creature they 
would have missed this wonderful opportunity.] (188) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 348; (b) Doha no. 349. 
2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3-8 that precede Doha no. 349; 
(b) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 355. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 325; (b) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 348; (c) Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 349; (d) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 350.] 

 
Hkou vkfu luekfu ldy eaxy fd,A 
clu dud efu /ksuq nku fcçUg fn,AA189AA 
tkpd dhUg fugky vlhlfga tg¡ rg¡A 
iwts nso firj lc jke mn; dg¡AA190AA 

 
bhavana āni sanamāni sakala maṅgala ki'ē. 
basana kanaka mani dhēnu dāna bipranha di'ē. 189.  
jācaka kīnha nihāla asīsahiṁ jaham̐ taham̐. 
pūjē dēva pitara saba rāma udaya kaham̐. 190.  
 
189-190. They (the brides and the grooms) were respectfully brought to the royal palace 
and all auspicious rituals were done1. Liberal donations in the form of gifts of gold, gems, 
cows and garments were given to Brahmins2. (189) 

Alm-seekers and beggars were satisfied with alms and liberal charity. They gave 
their blessings to the newly-wed couples and the royal family3. Gods and spirits of dead 
ancestors were worshipped for the welfare, fame and prosperity of Lord Sri Ram4. (190) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 349—to Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 350. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 
352.  

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 351 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 351. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 
351.] 

 
usxpkj dfj nhug lcfg ifgjkofuA 
le/kh ldy lqvkflfu xqjfr; ikofuAA191AA 
tksjha pkfj fugkfj vlhlr fudlfgaA 
eugq¡ dqeqn fc/kq&mn; eqfnr eu fcdlfgaAA192AA 

 
nēgacāra kari dīnaha sabahi pahirāvani. 
samadhī sakala su'āsini guratiya pāvani. 191.  
jōrīṁ cāri nihāri asīsata nikasahiṁ. 
manahum ̐ kumuda bidhu-udaya mudita mana bikasahiṁ. 192.  
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191-192. They (the queens) did all the traditional rituals according to established 
procedures and traditions1. Then they gave magnificent robes and wearing apparels to 
all—their relatives, kith and kin, all the ladies of the city including the elderly women, as 
well as to the Guru’s wife. (191) 

All of them profusely blessed the four couples and came out of the palace2. They 
were as jubilant and cheerful in their hearts as water lilies are at the sight of the rising 
moon. (192) 

[Note—1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) Doha no. 350 Kha; (b) Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 352. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(a) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 351—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 353; and (b) Chaupai line 
nos. 8-10 that precede Doha 360.] 

 
fcdlfga dqeqn ftfe nsf[k fc/kq Hkb vo/k lq[k lksHkkebZA 
,fg tqxqfr jke fcckg xkofga ldy dfc dhjfr ubZAA 
michr C;kg mNkg ts fl; jke eaxy xkoghaA 
rqylh ldy dY;ku rs uj ukfj vuqfnu ikoghaAA24AA 

 
chanda:  
 
bikasahiṁ kumuda jimi dēkhi bidhu bha'i avadha sukha sōbhāma'ī. 
ēhi juguti rāma bibāha gāvahiṁ sakala kabi kīrati na'ī.  
upabīta byāha uchāha jē siya rāma maṅgala gāvahīṁ. 
tulasī sakala kalyāna tē nara nāri anudina pāvahīṁ. 24.  
 
Chanda 24. All the women folk are exhilarant, happy and ecstatic with joy just like the 
water lilly is when it sees the moon in the night. [The water lilly opens its buds and petals  
as soon as the moon rises, indicating in a symbolic way that this flower is happy at the 
sight of the moon. Likewise, when the ladies of the royal household as well as the general 
women folk of the city of Ayodhya see the newly-wed couples they cheer up and become 
very happy.] 

At that time, Ayodhya was full of magnificence, glamour, elegance, happiness 
and joy that overflowed all over it. In this way, great poets and expert bards do their best 
at singing the wonderful and glories events associated with the divine marriage of Lord 
Ram with Sita.  

Tulsidas says that those people who sing these auspicious verses related to the 
divine marriage of Lord Ram and Sita, verses that provide all round welfare, joy, cheer 
and happiness to all living beings, would invariably be blessed with good fortunes, well-
being, happiness and auspiciousness in all the spheres of their daily life. (Chanda no. 24) 

[Note—Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Sortha/Doha no. 361 along with its 
preceding Chanda line nos. 3-4.] 

 
-------******------ 
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PART—2/Section-2 

 
Goswami Tulsidas’ 

 
“RAM LALA NAHACHU” 

 
      rqylhd`r& jke yyk ugNw         
 

                                Tulasīdās-kr ̥ta: Rāmalalā Nahachū 
 
 
Jh lrxq: fl;&ih; pju fpr ykom¡ A  

      Hkjr y[ku fjiqnou ioulqr /;kom¡ AA 
 
Jhrqylh in dey lizse eukom¡ A  

 jkeyyk ugNw tsfg fryd cukom¡ AA 
 

                                                  
                                         Invocation 
 

śrī satagurū siya-pīya carana cita lāva'um ̐. bharata lakhana ripudavana 
pavanasuta dhyāva'um̐.. 
 

śrītulasī pada kamala saprēma manāva'um ̐. rāmalalā nahachū jēhi tilaka 
banāva'um̐..  

 
I hereby invoke and remember the holy feet of the righteous Guru (moral preceptor) as 
well as of the dear husband of Sita (i.e. of Lord Ram).  
 I meditate upon Bharat, Laxman, Shatrughan (known as ‘Ripudavan’) and 
Hanuman (known as ‘Pavan-sut’ as he is the son of the Wind God).  
 Tulsidas says that I invoke the blessings of the holy feet of all of them as I am 
about to start writing the verses of ‘Ram Lala Nahachu’.  

[Note—It is a tradition amongst all poets and bards of India to begin any text with 
first paying their obeisance to the deity they worship as well as their Guru, their 
teacher. In the case of Goswami Tulsidas, the deity is Lord Ram. Since the Guru 
occupies a position senior to the deity, Tulsidas has first paid his obeisance to the 
Guru and then to Lord Ram. Again, since this book is dedicated to ‘Ram as a 
groom who was the beloved of Sita’, Tulsidas uses the phrase ‘Siya-Piya’ 
meaning the beloved one of Sita.  
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 He then goes on to pay his respects to all the other brothers of Lord Ram, viz. 
Bharat, Laxman and Shatrughan, and then to Hanuman as the latter is deemed to 
be the most enlightened amongst the Lord’s devotees and also the one who is 
dearest to the Lord.] 

 
                                    

Rāmalalā Nahachū—The Text 

  
 
 vkfn lkjnk xuifr xkSfj eukb; gks A  
                        jkeyyk dj ugNw xkb lqukb; gks AA 
 
 tsfg xk;sa flf/k gks; ijefuf/k ikb; gks A  
                       dksfV tue dj ikrd nwfj lks tkb; gks AA1AA 
     
 
ādi sāradā ganapati gauri manā'iya hō. rāmalalā kara nahachū gā'i sunā'iya hō.. 
 

jēhi gāyēṁ sidhi hōya paramanidhi pā'iya hō. kōṭi janama kara pātaka dūri sō 
jā'iya hō..1.. 

 
In the beginning, I (Tulsidas) pray to Sarda (“sāradā”; goddess Saraswati, the patron 
goddess of speech and knowledge), Lord Ganesh (“ganapati”; the son of Shiva and the 
god who is worshipped at the beginning of any endeavour to invoke his blessings for its 
successful completion), and Gauri (goddess Parvati, the Mother Goddess and the divine 
consort of Lord Shiva as well as the mother of Ganesh).  
 Having invoked their blessings and grace, I shall now sing the auspicious song 
known as ‘Nahachu’ that pertains to the marriage ceremony of my beloved Lord, Sri 
Ram. [The word used here is ‘Ram-Lala’ meaning ‘dear Ram’. The word ‘Lala’ is used 
affectionately for a son or a young boy by his elders. Since the occasion when this 
particular song is sung is prior to Lord Ram’s marriage, it is apt to address him as a ‘dear 
boy’. ‘Lala’ is an affectionate term, and it is liberally used for the groom who is dear to 
all those attending his marriage.] 
 By singing this song, one attains all types of Siddhis (successes and achievements 
in life), and at the same time the singer obtains supreme spiritual asset in the form of 
bliss, peace and happiness (‘Param Nidhi’).  

Another great benefit of this singing is that the accumulated sins of countless 
previous births are dissipated and neutralized, and the person finds eternal emancipation 
and salvation for himself. (1) 

[Note—Goddess Saraswati and Lord Ganesh are always worshipped at the 
beginning of any effort so that it is successfully completed. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, the very first two lines at the beginning that reiterates this 
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view. Here also Tulsidas says that he is about to start narration of the divine story 
of Lord Ram in Chandas (verses) and is requesting ‘Vaani-Vinaayko’, i.e. the 
patron deity of speech, goddess Saraswati, and Lord Vinayak, Ganesh, to bless 
him.  
 Parvati is also a giver of auspiciousness and good luck, and by serving or 
worshipping her nothing remains inaccessible or unfulfilled—refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 67. 
 During the ritual of the ‘Nahachu’, the nails and hairs of Lord Ram were cut 
and trimmed. After this ceremony, the groom takes a bath to clean himself, and 
then he wears new clean clothes. This has a great symbolic meaning—that is, 
when a person remembers Lord Ram and sings the divine verses dedicated to the 
Lord, all his sins and their negative effects on his spiritual well-being are trimmed 
and cut-off. His earlier unclean self is washed of all the dirt and filth that had been 
sticking onto him over so many births in the past as well as during the time that 
has passed in the current life also. His inner self that was feeling restless and 
tormented by so many problems of mundane life that it had to face daily, now 
begins to find peace and happiness when the person starts singing the divine story 
of Lord Ram or even some incident related to the Lord’s life, such as this 
ceremony of ‘Nahachu’.  

Indeed, just like the physical cleaning of the groom before his marriage and 
his living a new life with his beloved wife, these verses help the devotee to clean 
himself of all worldly impurities and prepare to lead a new life in the company of 
his beloved Lord, Sri Ram.]    

 
    
dksfVUg cktu cktfga n’kjFk ds x`g gks A  

 nsoyksd lc ns[kfga vku¡n vfr fg; gks AA 
 
uxj lksgkou ykxr cjfu t tkrS gks A  
                            dkSlY;k ds gj"k u ân; lekrS gks AA2AA     
 
 
kōṭinha bājana bājahiṁ daṣaratha kē gr̥ha hō. dēvalōka saba dēkhahiṁ ānam̐da 
ati hiya hō.. 
 

nagara sōhāvana lāgata barani ja jātai hō. kausalyā kē haraṣa na hr̥daya samātai 
hō..2.. 

 
At the time of Lord Ram’s ‘Nahachu’ ceremony, countless musical instruments were 
being played in front of the doorway of king Dasrath, his father, to celebrate the occasion.  

The Gods watched the celebrations from the heaven, and they were very thrilled 
and happy.  
 The city1 looked so fabulous that it is not possible to describe it.  
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 Happiness and joy are so intense and huge that the heart of Kaushalya (the mother 
of Lord Ram) seems unable to accommodate them. [That is, she is overwhelmed with 
these emotions; she is feeling ecstatic and excited.] (2) 

[Note—1It ought to be noted here that Lord Ram is at present at Janakpur where 
he had gone with sage Vishwamitra to attend the bow ceremony. When his father, 
king Dasrath, was invited by king Janak, the father of Sita, to come over to 
Janakpur with the marriage party and formalize the marriage of Lord Ram with 
Sita, the guests were lodged at a special place earmarked for them. It was a large 
area on the outskirts of the city, a sort of mini-city where all arrangements were 
made for their comfortable stay. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 306—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 307. 
 It was treated as the ‘groom’s city’ for all practical purposes. Hence, this 
‘Nahachu’ ceremony was done here. So it is natural that the musical instruments 
were played on that occasion in this ‘city’.  

Musical instruments were routinely played to mark important occasions 
during the marriage of Lord Ram. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand—(1) 
Doha no. 324 as well as Chanda stanza no. 1, line no. 2 that precedes it when the 
marriage rituals were being performed; (2) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 343 when the marriage party started from Janakpur for Ayodhya; and (3) 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 344 when the party arrived at 
Ayodhya.] 

 
 
vkys fg ck¡l ds ek¡M+o efuxu iwju gks A  

     eksfrUg >kyj ykfx pgw¡ fnfl >wyu gks AA 
 
xaxkty dj dyl rkS rqfjr e¡xkb; gks A  
                          tqofrUg eaxy xkb jke vUgokb; gks AA3AA 
        
 
ālē hi bām̐sa kē mām̐ṛava manigana pūrana hō. mōtinha jhālara lāgi cahūm̐ disi 
jhūlana hō.. 
 

gaṅgājala kara kalasa tau turita mam̐gā'iya hō. juvatinha maṅgala gā'i rāma 
anhavā'iya hō..3.. 

 
A platform made from green bamboo was erected. It was with priceless gems and 
precious stones. Festoons and hangings strung with pearls were hung on all its sides.  
 A pitcher full of the sacred water of river Ganges was brought, and the ladies of 
the household made Lord Ram take a bath with it as they sung melodious auspicious 
songs. (3)  
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xteqDrk ghjkefu pkSd iqjkb; gks A  

                     nsb lqvj?k jkedg¡ ysb cSBkb; gks AA 
 
dud [kaHk pgq¡ vksj e/; flagklu gks A  
                          ekfud nhi cjk; cSfB rsfg vklu gks AA4AA       
 
 
gajamuktā hīrāmani cauka purā'iya hō. dē'i su'aragha rāmakaham̐ lē'i baiṭhā'iya 
hō.. 
 

kanaka khambha cahum̐ ōra madhya siṁhāsana hō. mānika dīpa barāya baiṭhi 
tēhi āsana hō..4.. 

 
Ceremonial geometrical patterns in the form of squares and circles were made on the 
ground (with white wheat flour, yellow turmeric powder, saffron and red oxide). These 
were embellished with ‘Gajmuktas’ (“gajamuktā”; which is sap effusing from the head 
of elephants when they are in heat; it solidifies and forms ‘pearl-like’ rounded globules), 
‘Hiraas’ (“hīrā”; diamonds) and ‘Manis’ (“mani”; other precious stones and gems).  
 Consecrated water was poured slowly from a spouted pot in front of Lord Ram as 
he was escorted to this decorated pavilion and made to sit there on the designated seat. 
[This is known as ‘Aragha’. The honoured guest is escorted to the seat while a thin 
stream of water is poured in his front from some pot as he walks slowly forward.] 
 The pavilion has golden pillars on all its corners. In its center is a magnificent 
throne. Lord Ram sat on that throne and lit an oil lamp made from ruby. (4) 

[Note—The tradition of making geometrical patterns of various shapes and sizes 
on the ground during religious ceremonies and festivals is common in India. 
There are umpteen numbers of instances in Ram Charit Manas where such 
squares and circles are made. In common parlance they are known as ‘Chowk’—
meaning a square. Refer: Ram Charit Manas—(a) Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 288—the occasion is the preparation of the venue of the 
marriage at Janakpur; (b) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 8—the occasion is Sumitra, the mother of Laxman, preparing to celebrate the 
news that said that king Dasrath proposed to anoint Lord Ram to the throne of 
Ayodhya; and again (c) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 9—the 
occasion here is the preparation being made in Ayodhya to welcome the Lord 
upon his return from the 14-year forest exile and the conquest of Lanka.]    

 
 
cfu&cfu vkofr ukfj tkfu x`g ek;u gks A  
                           fcg¡lr vko yksgkfjfu gkFk cjk;u gks AA 
  
vfgfjfu gkFk ngsafM+ lxqu ysb vkob gks A  
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                      mujr tks ouq nsf[ka u`ifr eu Hkkob gks AA5AA 
       
 
bani-bani āvati nāri jāni gr̥ha māyana hō. biham̐sata āva lōhārini hātha barāyana 
hō.. 
 

ahirini hātha dahēṇḍi saguna lē'i āva'i hō. unarata jō vanu dēkhiṁ nr̥pati mana 
bhāva'i hō..5.. 

 
When the ladies learnt that the auspicious time for the ‘Maayan’ ritual has arrived, they 
decorated themselves in all finery and arrived at the venue. [‘Maayan’ is a rite when the 
groom is made to pay his obeisance to the patron goddesses of the family, as well as to 
the spirit of dead ancestors known as Pitras. It is done to seek their blessings.] 
 Female members of the iron-smiths’ families came cheerfully, laughing and 
rejoicing, with iron bracelets known as ‘Baraayan’ in hand. [This iron bracelet is to be 
worn by the groom, and he rewards these ladies with gifts. The iron ring is used instead 
of gem-studded bracelet because it is believed that iron helps to ward off evil spirits and 
afford protection to the groom from bad effects of black magic. The female iron-smith 
was very happy because she expected rich gifts from the groom, Lord Ram, and his 
parents, king Dasrath and mother Kaushalya.] 
 Then came the milkmaid with a clay pitcher full of curd in her hands. [This is also 
regarded as a good omen.] She was young and pretty, and her charming image even 
enchanted the king. (5)    

 
 
:i lyksfu r¡cksfyfu chjk gkFksfg gks A  
                         tkdh vksj fcyksdfg eu rsfg lkFks fg gks AA 
 
njftfu xksjsxkr fygs dj tksjk gks A  

    dslfj ije yxkb lqxa/ku cksjk gks AA6AA 
       
 
rūpa salōni tam̐bōlini bīrā hāthēhi hō. jākī ōra bilōkahi mana tēhi sāthē hi hō.. 
 

darajini gōrēgāta lihē kara jōrā hō. kēsari parama lagā'i sugandhana bōrā hō..6.. 

 
The next to come was the pretty female betel-leaf seller. She had a lovely pair of betel 
leaves finely folded in her palms. She was so pretty that all eyes turned towards her, and 
whomsoever she glanced felt lucky and found that his or her mind was riveted to her. 
[The beautiful betel seller enchanted everyone present there by her beauty and glamour.] 
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 After her was the turn of the female tailor who was of a fair complexion. She 
arrived with a wonderful set of garments that were to be worn by the groom in her fair-
complexioned hands. It consisted of a long shirt (known as a ‘Kurta’), a length of cloth 
that is wrapped around the lower part of the body (known as the ‘Dhoti’), and a turban 
(known as ‘Paag’). 
 These garments were coloured in saffron and dipped in perfumes. (6)    

 

 
eksfpfu cnu&ldksfpfu ghjk ek¡xu gks A  
                        iufg fygs dj lksfHkr lqUnj vk¡xu gks AA 
 
cfr;k dS lq/kfj efyfu;k lqanfj xkorfg gks A  

   dud jru efu ekSj fygs eqlqdkrfg gks AA7AA 
      
 
mōcini badana-sakōcini hīrā mām ̐gana hō. panahi lihē kara sōbhita sundara 
ām̐gana hō.. 
 

batiyā kai sudhari maliniyā sundari gāvatahi hō. kanaka ratana mani maura lihē 
musukātahi hō..7.. 

 
The wife of the shoemaker (the cobbler’s wife) arrived with her contribution (gift). She 
was hesitant to go near the groom and so stood shyly in the forecourt of the venue. She 
had a diamond-studded hair-pin on her forehead and carried a beautiful pair of shoes for 
the groom (Lord Ram) in her hands. [She was hesitant to enter the pavilion because being 
a cobbler’s wife she felt uneasy when she saw the high and the mighty on the dais. She 
could not gather enough self-confidence to go right up to the place where the groom, Sri 
Ram, was seated. So she sheepishly stood outside.] 
 Meanwhile, the gardener’s beautiful wife, who is very clever at talking, also 
arrived and stood with a broad smile on her face. She had brought with her a fabulous 
tiara made of gold that was studded with priceless gems and precious stones. [This 
ornament is worn on the groom’s turban.] (7) 

[Note—The cobbler’s wife is standing quietly in a sheepish manner, while the 
gardener’s wife is chirpy, talking away merrily with all those who stood with her.]   

 
       
 
dfV dS >hfu cfjfu;k¡ Nkrk ikfufg gks A  

panzcnfu e`xykspfu lc jl[kkfufg gks AA 
 
uSu fclky umfu;k¡ HkkSa pedkob gks A  
                          nsb xkjh jfuoklfg izeqfnr xkob gks AA8AA 
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kaṭi kai jhīni bariniyām̐ chātā pānihi hō. candrabadani mr̥galōcani saba 
rasakhānihi hō.. 
 

naina bisāla na'uniyām ̐ bhauṁ camakāva'i hō. dē'i gārī ranivāsahi pramudita 
gāva'i hō..8.. 

 
The next to turn up was the washer-man’s wife. She had a slim waist and stood with an 
umbrella in hand. Her face was beautiful like a full moon, and her eyes were equally like 
a female deer. She was so attractive that it appeared that she was a treasury of the virtue 
of charm.  
 The barber’s wife was also there. She had large eyes, and her eyebrows were 
flickering and twirling mischievously as she merrily sang songs with taunting lyrics 
targeted at the queens of the royal household. [On such happy occasions as a marriage in 
the family, it is a practice of singing some teasing songs. No one feels offended by them; 
rather the people enjoy these songs as they make theme laugh and help to make the 
atmosphere jovial and entertaining. This is the reason why this lady’s eyebrows and eyes 
are moving in a mischievous manner. She is deriving immense pleasure by making lewd 
remarks which is unthinkable under normal circumstances. She seems to thoroughly 
enjoying herself.] (8)  
 
 
dkSflY;k dh tsfB nhUg vuqlklu gks A  

   ^ugNw tkb djkogq cSfB flagklu gks AA* 
 
xksn fygs dkSflY;k cSfB jkefg oj gks A  
                           lksfHkr nwyg jke lhl ij vk¡pj gks AA9AA        
 
 
kausilyā kī jēṭhi dīnha anusāsana hō. ‘nahachū jā'i karāvahu baiṭhi siṁhāsana 
hō..’ 
 

gōda lihē kausilyā baiṭhi rāmahi vara hō. sōbhita dūlaha rāma sīsa para ām ̐cara 
hō..9.. 

 
The elders in the family (such as the wife of the clan’s Guru, sage Vashistha) requested 
asked Kaushalya (the mother of Lord Ram)—‘Go to the throne (the decorated seat where 
Lord Ram was seated in center of the pavilion) and perform the ‘Nahachu’ ceremony.1’  
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 So, Kaushalya sat on the throne with Lord Ram on her laps*. She had covered his 
head with her ‘Anchal’, i.e. with the end of her long and seamless wearing apparel known 
as a Sari that is worn by ladies by wrapping it around their bodies.  
 This sight made Lord Ram look very cute and lovely. (9) 

[Note—The ‘Nahachu’ ceremony involves the cutting of the hairs on the head, the 
shaving of the beard, and the trimming of the nails on the hand and the feet of the 
groom. *The mother makes the son sit on her laps, and the barber’s wife performs 
this ritual. So Lord Ram’s mother, Kaushalya, made him sit on her laps while the 
barber’s wife trimmed his hairs and nails.]  

 
  
ukmfu vfr xqu [kkfu rkS csfx cksykbZ gks A  

   dfj flaxkj vfr yksu rkS fcg¡lfr vkbZ gks AA 
 
dud pqfuu lksa yflr ugjuh fy;s dj gks A  
                        vku¡n fg; u lekb nsf[k jkefg oj gks AA10AA     
 
 
nā'uni ati guna khāni tau bēgi bōlā'ī hō. kari siṅgāra ati lōna tau biham̐sati ā'ī 
hō.. 
 

kanaka cunina sōṁ lasita naharanī liyē kara hō. ānam̐da hiya na samā'i dēkhi 
rāmahi vara hō..10.. 

 
The barber’s skilled wife was immediately summoned to perform the ritual (of Nahachu). 
She came there, fully decorated and smiling cheerfully.  
 She held a small scissor and a nail-cutter made of gold and studded with precious 
stones. Happiness and joy seemed to overflow from her heart as she watched Lord Ram 
as a groom from such close quarters. (10) 

[Note—This is the reason why the barber’s wife appeared to be very happy as 
she moved her eyes and eyebrows mischievously as described in verse no. 8 
above. She was feeling proud and privileged that today she is going to acquire a 
special status as being the only woman from amongst all those who were standing 
in a queue who will be called to perform an essential ceremony associated with 
Lord Ram’s marriage, the ceremony of the ‘Nahachu’. By doing this she will get a 
rare opportunity to touch the holy feet of Lord Ram, the feet that has such great 
mystical powers that they provided liberation and deliverance to Ahilya, the wife 
of sage Gautam who had been converted into a stone by a curse. When the Lord 
touched this stone, Ahilya was freed from the curse and went back to her husband, 
sage Gautam. So it is natural that the barber’s wife should feel highly excited and 
lucky—making her twirl her eyes and eyebrows.  
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This incident of liberation of Ahilya is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Doha no. 211 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 11-12 and the 
whole of the Chanda that follows them.] 

 
 
dkus dud rjhou] cslfj lksgb gks A  

   xteqdqrk dj gkj daBefu eksgb gks AA 
 
dj d¡du] dfV fdafdfu] uwiqj cktb gksa A  
                     jkuh dS nhUgha lkjh rkS vf/kd fcjktb gksa AA11AA 
 
 
kānē kanaka tarīvana, bēsari sōha'i hō. gajamukutā kara hāra kaṇṭhamani mōha'i 
hō.. 
 

kara kam̐kana, kaṭi kiṅkini, nūpura bāja'i hōṁ. rānī kai dīnhīṁ sārī tau adhika 
birāja'i hōṁ..11.. 

 
[This verse describes the ornaments that the barber’s wife wore on that occasion.] 
 She was wearing a beautiful ear-ring made of gold that was moulded to look like 
a golden flower. Her nose was adorned by a nose-ring. A long necklace made of ‘Gaja-
mukta’ (the pearl-like solidified sap effusing from the forehead of elephants when they 
are in heat; regarded as a rare piece of jewelry) dangled over her chest, and a similar 
smaller necklace adorned her neck. This sight enchanted the mind of viewers.  
 She was adorned by bangles on her wrists and arm-bands on her biceps. The 
waist-band around her slim waist and the anklets worn on her feet chimed sweetly. 
 The Sari (the long seamless cloth wrapped around the body by Indian ladies) that 
she wore for the occasion was gifted to her by Kaushalya (the mother of Lord Ram), and 
she looked wonderful in it. [Kaushalya had got a special Sari made for this occasion, and 
it was richly embroidered with golden and silver threads. So, when the barber’s wife 
came adorned with this Sari and other specially crafted ornaments, she indeed looked 
fabulous.] (11) 

 

 
dkgs jke ftm lk¡oj] yfNeu xksj gks A  

  dh ngq¡ jkfu dkSflyfg ifjxk Hkksj gks AA 
 
jke vgfga nljFk db yfNeu vkud gksa A  
                         Hkjr l=qgu Hkkb rkS Jhj?kqukFk d gks AA12AA       
 
 
kāhē rāma ji'u sām ̐vara, lachimana gōra hō. kī dahum̐ rāni kausilahi parigā bhōra 
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hō.. 
 

rāma ahahiṁ dasaratha ka'i lachimana ānaka hōṁ. bharata satruhana bhā'i tau 
śrīraghunātha ka hō..12.. 

 
[It must be noted while reading this verse that on such occasions as a marriage in the 
family, the lady singers are invited to sing songs with many teasing lyrics that may seem 
apparently vulgar, but are sung not with any malefic intentions against anybody but just 
as a medium of making the atmosphere light by cracking jokes to make people laugh and 
smile in mirth. No one takes them seriously, and everyone enjoys them. If they are not 
sung due to some reason, the attending guests feel that they are missing an opportunity to 
laugh and poke fun at each other. So these songs have become sort of mandatory during 
marriage celebrations.] 
 The ladies (barber’s wife and all other women who had assembled at the venue as 
listed earlier in verse nos. 5-8) sang songs, the lyrics of which meant briefly as follows—
‘Why is Ram of a dark complexion, whereas Laxman is of a fair complexion (like his 
parent, mother Sumitra)? It appears that Kaushalya is confused or is being misled. [The 
implication is obvious. Kaushalya, the mother of Lord Ram, was of a fair complexion, so 
this line of the song meant that Ram’s mother was someone else. It was intended to tease 
Kaushalya as well as king Dasrath. But, as has been said in the introductory note of this 
verse, such lyrics were part of the fun, and never meant to insult or abuse or cast doubts 
about anyone’s integrity at all.] 
 [When the singer uttered these words, Laxman seemed to get angry, so she 
immediately changed track and struck back at him with these taunting remarks—] Let me 
correct myself. Lord Ram is indeed the son of Dasrath (because the king is of a dark 
complexion), but it seems that Laxman is not so (because he is of a fair complexion and 
therefore does not resemble his father, Dasrath, like his elder brother Ram, who does). 
[Normally, the sons of a father inherit his characteristics. For instance, if the father has a 
dark complexion his children will also have a darkish complexion, but definitely not 
white or fair. So this singer now targets Laxman as he was of a fair complexion unlike his 
father, king Dasrath, and his brother, Lord Ram, both of whom were of a dark 
complexion.] 
 [Lord Ram’s other two brothers, Bharat and Shatrughan, kept quiet. So the singer 
excused them from any embarrassment when she sang—] It is definite that Bharat and 
Shatrughan are the brothers of Raghunath, Lord Ram.’  

[The singer taunted Laxman but left the other two brothers, Bharat and 
Shatrughan alone. This is because Laxman showed annoyance at her first remark against 
Lord Ram, forgetting that this was not intended to insult the Lord but was part of age-old 
tradition. The singer knew that she would not be punished by shooting back at Laxman 
by another scathing remark. Since Bharat and Shatrughan maintained their calm, she 
excused them. No one minded this aside, and it was taken in the right spirit of rejoicing 
that corresponded with the occasion.] (12)    
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vktq vo/kiqj vku¡n ugNw jke d gks A  
 pygq u;u Hkfj nsf[k; lksHkk/kke d gks AA 

 
vfr cM+Hkkx umfu;k¡ Nq, u[k gkFk lksa gks A  
                        uSuUg djr xqeku rkS Jhj?kqukFk lksa gks AA13AA 
 
 
āju avadhapura ānam̐da nahachū rāma ka hō. calahu nayana bhari dēkhiya 
sōbhādhāma ka hō.. 
 

ati baṛabhāga na'uniyām̐ chu'ē nakha hātha sōṁ hō. nainanha karata gumāna 
tau śrīraghunātha sōṁ hō..13.. 

 
There was a talk amongst the subjects of the kingdom of Ayodhya that today was the 
‘Nahachu’ ceremony of Lord Ram, and so all must go and watch the magnificent sight of 
the image of Lord Ram undergoing this ritual till their eyes were full of it.  
 Meanwhile, the barber’s wife, who was exceedingly lucky at having got an 
opportunity of holding Lord Ram’s feet, touched the Lord’s toe nails with her hands as 
her eyes glowed with pride and happiness. [She was ecstatic for two reasons. One was 
that she will now get gifts as per her demands, and second was that she was so lucky that 
she could hold the holy feet of the Lord which very few people can ever hope to access 
and touch. See verse no. 14 below which explains why this lady was so lucky and happy.] 
(13)  

 
 
tks ix ukmfu /kksob jke /kksokob¡ gks A  
                           lks ix/kwfj fl)&eqfu njl u ikob¡ gks AA 
 
vfrl; iqgqi d eky jke&mj lksgb gks A  

 frjNh fprofu vku¡nefu eq[k tksgb gks AA14AA 
        
 
jō paga nā'uni dhōva'i rāma dhōvāva'im̐ hō. sō pagadhūri sid'dha-muni darasa na 
pāva'im̐ hō.. 
 

atisaya puhupa ka māla rāma-ura sōha'i hō. tirachī citavani ānam̐damani mukha 
jōha'i hō..14.. 

 
The holy feet of Lord Ram that the barber’s wife washed, and which the Lord willingly 
allowed her to wash, are so divine and holy that even great Siddhas (mystics) and Munis 
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(hermits, sages and seers) long to have a divine vision of the dust of the same feet but 
cannot do so, or find it very difficult even after making great efforts. [This is the reason 
why the barber’s wife is feeling proud and happy. Lord Ram was an incarnation of Lord 
Vishnu, the Supreme Being in a human form. It is not easy to attain the Lord’s holy feet 
unless the seeker had done great sacrifices and prepare himself by doing penances and 
observing austerity. The same feet were willingly offered by the Lord for the purpose of 
cutting the toe-nails during the Nahachu ritual to this ordinary barber’s wife. Naturally 
therefore she was ecstatic and happy beyond measure.] 
 The garland of flowers on the chest of Lord Ram looks very magnificent and 
adorable.  
 The mesmerized barber’s wife gazed at the Lord’s beautiful face and his 
enchanting image that gives immense happiness to the beholder as she held his feet in her 
hand (and forgot about the task at hand). (14) 
 
 
u[k dkVr eqlqdkfga cjfu ufga tkrfg gks A  
                      inqejkx&efu ekugq dksey xkrfg gks AA 
 
tkod jpfr v¡xqfjvUg e`nqy lqBkjh gks A  
                      izHkq dj pju izNfy rkS vfr lqdqekjh gks AA15AA 
       
 
nakha kāṭata musukāhiṁ barani nahiṁ jātahi hō. padumarāga-mani mānahu 
kōmala gātahi hō.. 
 

jāvaka racati am̐guri'anha mr̥dula suṭhārī hō. prabhu kara carana prachali tau ati 
sukumārī hō..15.. 

 
Lord Ram smiled as his nails were being trimmed. It is not possible to describe the 
stunning beauty of that image of the Lord. The nails had been polished red, so they 
looked as if red ruby have been embedded and arranged in a neat row in some soft velvet 
cloth. [Here, the soft skin of Lord Ram’s feet is compared to the velvet, and the red-
coloured nails to the ruby. It is a practice in India that the palms, fingers and nails of the 
hands, as well as the lower part of the legs from the ankle downwards to the toe nails of 
both the groom and the bride are coloured in red by applying a thick paste of ‘Mehandi’ 
(which is a paste made from the leaves of the myrtle plant).] 
 After manicuring the nails and washing the feet of Lord Ram, the barber’s wife 
carefully began to make delicate designs on the soft but well-formed toes of the Lord by 
using a special paint known as ‘Mahaavar’, also known as ‘Aaltaa’. [Mahaavar is a red 
paint prepared from lac and applied on the skin of the hand and the feet during auspicious 
occasions, such as marriage. The ‘lac’ is a resinous substance secreted as a protective 
covering by the lac insect, and it is used to make varnish, shellac and nail polish etc.]  
(15)  
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Hkb fuoNkofj cgq fcf/k tks tl yk;d gks A  

 rqyflnkl cfy tkm¡ nsf[k j?kquk;d gks AA 
 
jktu nhUgs gkFkh] jkfuUg gkj gks A  
                            Hkfj xs jru inkjFk lwi gtkj gks AA16AA        
 
 
bha'i nivachāvari bahu bidhi jō jasa lāyaka hō. tulasidāsa bali jā'um̐ dēkhi 
raghunāyaka hō.. 
 

rājana dīnhē hāthī, rāninha hāra hō. bhari gē ratana padāratha sūpa hajāra 
hō..16.. 

 
At that time, large quantum of gifts of different kinds were given liberally to everyone 
according to his or her eligibility, needs and status.  
 Tulsidas says that he has nothing to offer but his own self, so he does so as he 
remembers the wonderful and enchanting image of Raghunayak, the chief of king 
Raghu’s race, i.e. his Lord, Sri Ram.  
 The king (Dasrath) gifted elephants, and the queens gifted necklaces. The gifts 
were so liberally given that thousands of ‘Soops’ (a winnowing basket) were filled and 
overflowed with precious gems and priceless stones. (16) 

[Note—It is not mentioned in the verse exactly to whom these gifts were given. 
But the tradition is that the barber’s wife who cleans the feet of the groom and 
cuts his nails gets the largest share. But the king was very generous, so he also 
gave other women who were waiting for their turn to receive gifts. They have 
been listed earlier in verse nos. 5-8—the iron smith’s wife, the milkmaid, the 
betel-leaf seller’s wife, the tailor’s wife, the cobbler’s wife, the gardener’s wife, 
the washer-man’s wife, and then finally the barber’s wife. Not only them, there 
must have been hundreds of others queuing up to receive gifts, and hence it is 
certain that all of them were given liberal gifts.]   

 
 
Hkfj xkM+h usoNkofj ukm ysb vkob gks A  

 ifjtu djfg fugky vlhlr vkob gks AA 
 
rkij djfga lqekSt cgqr nq[k [kksofga gks A  
                     gksb lq[kh lc yksx vf/kd lq[k lksofga gks AA17AA 
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bhari gāṛī nēvachāvari nā'u lē'i āva'i hō. parijana karahi nihāla asīsata āva'i hō.. 
 

tāpara karahiṁ sumauja bahuta dukha khōvahiṁ hō. hō'i sukhī saba lōga adhika 
sukha sōvahiṁ hō..17.. 

 
The barber collected all the gifts on his cart and started on his way home. On the way he 
generously gave away whatever was asked from him by his relatives, kith and kin who 
blessed him profusely.  

[The occasion was of Lord Ram’s marriage, and so everyone was exceptionally 
happy. Whatever they got as gifts themselves, they didn’t hesitate in sharing them with 
others who approached them to bless them and laud their good luck. A same idea is 
expressed in Ram Charit Manas in the context of the celebrations that followed the birth 
of Lord Ram and his other three brothers. It is said in its Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 194 that—“Everyone gave away as charity whatever they had; no 
one kept anything for himself. Even those who got them immediately gave them to 
others.”] 

By giving away to others the gifts that the barber had received (from the king), he 
felt very happy and contented. Everyone was joyful and happy, and they slept peacefully 
that night. [This ‘sleeping peacefully’ is a figure of speech to mean that everyone was 
satisfied and happy. No one was left wanting anything. There was no jealousy and ill-will 
amongst the alms seekers as is normally the case, because all of them were fully 
satisfied.] (17) 

 
 
xkofga lc jfuokl nsfga izHkq xkjh gks A  

  jke yyk ldqpkfga nsf[k egrkjh gks AA 
 
fgfyfefy djr lok¡x ^lHkk jl dsfy* gks A  
                          ukmfu eu gj"kkb lqxa/ku esfy gks AA18AA       
 
 
gāvahiṁ saba ranivāsa dēhiṁ prabhu gārī hō. rāma lalā sakucāhiṁ dēkhi 
mahatārī hō.. 
 

hilimili karata savām̐ga ‘sabhā rasa kēli’ hō. nā'uni mana haraṣā'i sugandhana 
mēli hō..18.. 

 
Everyone in the royal palace sang jovial songs, and used lyrics that teased Lord Ram. The 
Lord felt shy when he heard these songs, and occasionally glanced abashedly at his 
mother (as if to say ‘why don’t you stop these ladies from taunting me and singing such 
songs that are making me uneasy’. The mother, however, responded by merely smiling 
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back as she knew that it was just a tradition and these songs were not meant to be 
anything serious.) 
 There was fun and flocking in the royal household that night, and everyone had a 
thoroughly enjoyable time.  
 The barber’s wife feels happy as she cheerfully sprayed exquisite scents and 
exotic perfumes on the assembly. [This statement shows that the barber’s wife stayed 
back to join the rest of the royal ladies in the celebrations that followed the ritual of the 
‘Nahachu’. Though it is not mentioned here clearly, all the other women listed in verse 
nos. 5-8 must also have stayed back as the palaces of great kings had a huge retinue of 
servants and attendants.] (18)  

 
 
nwyg dS egrkjh nsf[k eu gj"kb gks A  

 dksfVUg nhUgsm nku es?k tuq cj"kb gks AA 
 
jkeyyk dj ugNw vfrlq[k xkb; gks A  
                      tsfg xk;s flf) gksb ije fuf/k ikb; gks AA19AA        
 
 
dūlaha kai mahatārī dēkhi mana haraṣa'i hō. kōṭinha dīnhē'u dāna mēgha janu 
baraḍḍha'i hō.. 
 

rāmalalā kara nahachū atisukha gā'iya hō. jēhi gāyē sid'dhi hō'i parama nidhi 
pā'iya hō..19.. 

 
The mother (Kaushalya) was very contented and exhilarated as she watched her dear son 
(Lord Ram) dressed and decked up as a groom. She was so happy that she gave liberal 
donations which resembled the rain falling from the cloud. [That is, just like the rain 
falling from the cloud liberally provides the earth with water to such an extent that all the 
crevices and gaps in it are chocked and the surplus rain-water begins to flow on the 
surface of the earth in streams, the donations made by Kaushalya were also huge and 
countless.] 
 One should cheerfully sing these verses related to the ‘Nahachu’ ceremony of 
Lord Ram as it provides success in attaining all sorts of ‘Siddhis’ (success in any 
enterprise) as well as the ‘Param Nidhi’ (the supreme asset in the form of mental and 
spiritual peace and happiness). (19)   

 
 
nljFk jkm flagklu cSfB fcjktfga gks A  
                        rqyflnkl cfy tkfg nsf[k j?kqjktfg gks AA 
 
ts ;g ugNw xkoSa xkb lqukob¡ gks A  

  fjf)&flf) dY;ku eqdqfr uj ikob¡ gks AA20AA 
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dasaratha rā'u siṁhāsana baiṭhi birājahiṁ hō. tulasidāsa bali jāhi dēkhi 
raghurājahi hō.. 
 

jē yaha nahachū gāvaiṁ gā'i sunāva'im ̐ hō. rid'dhi-sid'dhi kalyāna mukuti nara 
pāva'im̐ hō..20..  

 
King Dasrath is sitting on a majestic throne. Tulsidas says that he sacrifices himself at 
this sight of ‘Raghuraaj*’ (literally meaning the king of the Raghu dynasty) to show his 
respect and honour for him because he (the king) was so lucky and privileged to have 
Lord Ram (the incarnate Supreme Being) as his son, and was able to call himself the 
Lord’s ‘father’.  
 [*There is another interpretation of this part of the verse. The word ‘Raghuraaj’ is 
profusely used by Tulsidas to mean Lord Ram in all his texts. So, if we take this meaning 
into consideration, then the whole interpretation changes. Then this 2nd line would 
mean—“Tulsidas watches Lord Ram (Raghuraaj)—who must have been sitting by the 
side of his father, king Dasrath, on the throne—and feels so ecstatic and happy that he 
(Tulsidas) sacrifices himself at this sight. He feels overwhelmed with joy at this sight, 
and in order to express his gratitude he offers himself because it is the greatest of 
sacrifices and gifts one can give.”] 
 Those people who sing themselves the verses of this collection of verses known 
as ‘Ram Lala Nahachu’, and make others sing them, are able to obtain all sorts of 
‘Riddhis’ (material objects in this world) and ‘Siddhis’ (mystical powers). They also have 
all welfare for themselves while alive, and upon death they attain liberation and 
deliverance for their souls. (20) 
 
Thus ends this classical composition known as ‘Rāmalalā Nahachū’ of Goswami 
Tulsidas.  
 
                                               
 
                                         ------------*********----------   
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PART—2/Section-3 

 
Goswami Tulsidas’ 

 
“Geetawali Ramayan” 

 
(Baal Kand, from verse no. 47 to verse no. 110) 

 
The story of Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita has been beautifully and elaborately narrated 
by Goswami Tulsidas in his rendering of the story of the Ramayan in his classical “Book 
of Songs” known as “Geetawali”. It is narrated in Baal Kand, from verse no. 1/47—to 
1/110.  
 Below we shall read the full text of Geetawali that deal with this theme of Lord 
Ram’s marriage.  
 

 foÜokfe=thdk vkxeu 
 

jkx lkjax 
 

¼1@47½ 

 

pgr egkeqfu tkx t;ksA 
uhp  fulkpj  nsr  nqlg  nq[k]  d`l  ruq  rki  r;ksAA 1AA 
lkis  iki]  u;s  funjr  [ky]  rc  ;g  ea=  B;ksA 
fciz&lk/kq&lqj&/ksuq&/kjfu&fgr    gfj    vorkj    y;ksAA 2AA 
lqfejr   Jhlkjaxikfu   Nuesa   lc   lksp   x;ksA 
pys eqfnr   dkSfld   dkslyiqj]   lxqufu   lkFk   n;ksAA 3AA 
djr  euksjFk  tkr  iqyfd]  izxVr  vkuan  u;ksA 
rqylh   izHkq&vuqjkx   mefx   ex   eaxy   ewy   Hk;ksAA 4AA 

 
 
                                        

viśvāmitrajī kā āgamana 
 

                                               rāga sāraṅga 
 
                                                   (1/47) 
 
cahata mahāmuni jāga jayō. 
nīca nisācara dēta dusaha dukha, kr ̥sa tanu tāpa tayō.. 1.. 
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sāpē pāpa, nayē nidarata khala, taba yaha mantra ṭhayō. 
bipra-sādhu-sura-dhēnu-dharani-hita hari avatāra layō.. 2.. 
sumirata śrīsāraṅgapāni chanamēṁ saba sōca gayō. 
calē mudita kausika kōsalapura, sagunani sātha dayō.. 3.. 
karata manōratha jāta pulaki, pragaṭata ānanda nayō. 
tulasī prabhu-anurāga umagi maga maṅgala mūla bhayō.. 4.. 
 

 
Arrival of sage Vishwamitra at Ayodhya-1 

 
Verse no. 1/47—[From now onwards we shall be reading about the next phase in Lord 
Ram’s divine story which marks the end of the narrative of his early childhood days and 
starts the narrative of his first encounter with the demons and his first experience of the 
life in a dense forest. It is a sort of a prelude that would prepare the Lord for what he 
could expect when the real front opens a little while later when he is destined to go to the 
forest to fulfill his promise made to the Gods, Mother Earth and Sages that he would 
eliminate the terror of the demons. 
 In this first sojourn into the wild forest, the Lord is under the protection of the 
mighty sage Vishwamitra who had immense mystical powers to ensure no harm could 
ever come to Lord Ram under any circumstance. It would be a training course for the 
Lord so that he would be fully prepared to face the full force of the might and wrath of 
the demons alone later on. 
 It so happened that sage Vishwamitra could not complete his fire sacrifice 
because it was being continuously defiled by the demons. Had he wished, the sage could 
have vanquished the demons himself, but he had taken a vow that he would not be angry 
and curse anyone during the process of the fire sacrifice. So he had to restrain himself. 
What was to be done then?  
 The all-knowing sage realized that Lord Vishnu had come down to earth as Lord 
Ram with the express mandate to eliminate the demons. So here was his chance. Hence, 
he decided to visit Ayodhya and bring Lord Ram to his hermitage so that the process of 
elimination of demons gets rolling.  

Sage Vishwamitra used this excuse of protection of his fire sacrifice to bring 
about a union between two cosmic forces that was necessary to accomplish success in the 
fulfillment of the Great Mission which was the elimination of the demons—and this 
union was to be in the form of a ‘marriage’ of Lord Ram and Sita. The added bonus for 
this great sage was an opportunity to make himself eternal and an integral part of the 
Lord’s divine story because he had become instrumental in Lord Ram’s marriage with 
Sita, about which we shall read a little while later in this chapter, from verse nos. 1/61—
to 1/108. 
 Besides this, there were some mystical weapons about which only Vishwamitra 
knew, and these had to be given to Lord Ram so that the demons were successfully 
defeated. Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8; and (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/54, stanza no. 6 herein 
below. 

Further, the sage thought that this would give him an opportunity to extend his 
own love and affection to the Lord, a privilege so far enjoyed only by his rival sage 
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Vasistha who was the royal priest of the kingdom of Ayodhya. In fact in the entire story 
of the Ramayan, only two sages had had the privilege of caring for Lord Ram as he were 
their son—on was sage Vishwamitra, and the other was sage Valmiki.  

Sage Vishwamitra showered his love on the two brothers as if he was their own 
father, and we shall be soon reading how ecstatic he was at having Lord Ram and 
Laxman entrusted to his care as if he was their own father—refer: verse no. 1/54, stanza 
no. 2; no. 1/55, stanza no. 7 of this chapter herein below. The fact is he is the only sage in 
the entire story of the Ramayan who was honoured with the privilege of treating the two 
brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, as his own sons. And this honour was officially 
bestowed upon him by king Dasrath himself—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 208; and Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/51, 
stanza no. 2. Hence, henceforth sage Vishwamitra would act as a foster father of Lord 
Ram and Laxman. 

The second sage was Valmiki to whose hermitage Sita, the noble wife of Lord 
Ram, was sent to spend her time in forest exile. The great and loving sage welcomed her 
and treated her like his own daughter, not letting her feel that she was alone and in an 
alien place. It was here that Sita’s two sons Lava and Kush were born. This story will be 
narrated in this book’s (Geetawali’s) Uttar Kand, from verse no. 7/34—to verse no. 7/36. 

That said, now let us read on with the story as it unfolds below.]   
   
Sage Vishwamitra wishes to complete his fire-sacrifice, but the demons interfere, molest 
and desecrate it continuously with great impunity, as a result of which the sage is getting 
emaciated due to worry (1).  
 
He is in a great moral dilemma. If he curses the demons, that will be sinful (because 
getting angry and cursing is not becoming of a saint of Vishwamitra's stature, and 
especially when he has taken a vow of remaining calm and observing austerity and 
penance while engaged in the fire sacrifice). And if he tolerates them, there seem to be no 
end to the demon's torments. So he thought to himself—‘Sri Hari has taken a form (as an 
incarnation of Lord Ram) for the benefit of the Brahmins, the sages and hermits, the 
pious ones, the Gods, the holy cows and the mother earth.’ (I must therefore approach 
him to liberate me from this daily suffering at the hands of demons) (2).    
 
Thinking thus, he was delighted, and proceeded towards Ayodhya eagerly. At this time, 
there were many good omens (to indicate to him that his visit would be fruitful) (3). 
 
On the way, he mentally made many hopes and expectations. during such moments there 
was a thrill in his body which created renewed happiness and bliss (in the heart of the 
sage).  

Tulsidas says that the thrill and surge of affection for the Lord made the path very 
auspicious and welfare-providing for the sage1 (4). 

[1Sage Vishwamitra knew who Lord Ram was and what the Lord’s mission was. 
It was this knowledge that prevailed upon him and motivated him to visit Ayodhya and 
bring the Lord to his hermitage so that the process of the elimination of the demons could 
be set in motion.  
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So, well aware of the destiny from Eternity that fore-ordained his role in being the 
first one to introduce Lord Ram to the danger posed by the demons and how they were 
tyrannising sages and humble creatures of the world, as also the need to transfer certain 
mystical weapons that this sage exclusively possessed into the hands of Lord Ram so that 
the Lord is armed to fight and slay the demons, the sage could not but feel exceedingly 
honoured and privileged when he set out of his hermitage to make the journey to 
Ayodhya. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha 
no. 206. 

His excitement and ecstasy knew no bounds, and his steps were so light and quick 
and nimble as if he were kind of flying with wings.  

So lost was the sage in his own thoughts and thanking his luck and destiny that 
has brought this day to him, and of the honour and privilege that would soon be his for 
the askin, and so submerged he was in buffeting waves of emotions and love for Lord 
Ram that were billowing in his heart that he appeared like a ship speeding with a 
exceeding speed towards its destination, almost keeling on its side to keep pace with the 
demands of the waves and the wind that fills its sails to aid and abet and push it towards 
its destination as is its wont!]     

[Note—The episode narrating arrival of sage Vishwamitra to take Lord Ram and Laxman 
with him, and the subsequent developments leading to the killing of demons who were 
tormenting him have been narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 210.] 

 
 

¼1@48½ 

 

vktq ldy lqd`r Qyq ikbgkSaA 
lq[kdh  lhao]  vof/k  vku¡ndh  vo/k  fcyksfd  gkSa  ikbgkSaAA 1AA 
lqrfu  lfgr  nljFkfg  nsf[kgkSa]  izse  iqyfd  mj  ykbgkSaA 
jkepanz&eq[kpanz&lq/kk&Nfc     u;u&pdksjfu     I;kbgkSaAA 2AA 
lknj  lekpkj  u`i  cqf>gSa]   gkSa  lc  dFkk  lqukbgkSaA 
rqylh  àS  d`rd`R;  vkJefga   jke   y"ku   yS   vkbgkSaAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/48) 
 
āju sakala sukr̥ta phalu pā'ihauṁ. 
sukhakī sīnva, avadhi ānam̐dakī avadha bilōki hauṁ pā'ihauṁ.. 1.. 
sutani sahita dasarathahi dēkhihauṁ, prēma pulaki ura lā'ihauṁ. 
rāmacandra-mukhacandra-sudhā-chabi nayana-cakōrani pyā'ihauṁ.. 2.. 
sādara samācāra nr̥pa bujhihaiṁ, hauṁ saba kathā sunā'ihauṁ. 
tulasī hvai kr̥takr̥tya āśramahiṁ rāma laṣana lai ā'ihauṁ.. 3.. 
 

 
Arrival of sage Vishwamitra at Ayodhya-2 
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Verse no. 1/48—[This verse continues the narrative of the previous verse no. 1/47 of sage 
Vishwamitra’s ecstasy and exhilaration as he wended his way towards Ayodhya. The 
sage felt and knew that he was on a divine mission and a pilgrimage to a holy place that 
was praised in the scriptures and which was selected by Lord Ram to be his residence 
during the Lord’s worldly sojourn. 

The great sage thought in himself that when he brings Lord Ram to his hermitage 
and initiates the process of elimination of demons, he would symbolically be starting the 
‘Great Sacrifice’ with the noble aim of eliminating the demons and freeing the world of 
their cruelty and tyranny. And he was so lucky that in this ‘Great Sacrifice’ he would 
preside over as the ‘head priest’! Nay, not only this, it would be much more than that—
for he would be doing what the Gods themselves couldn’t accomplish for the fear of the 
wrath of demons!  
 There were many additional bonus-honours that awaited him—for he would be 
remembered as the ‘foster father’ of Lord Ram, which privilege no living being had 
except Dasrath who, by exceptional good luck of his and the merits he had accumulated, 
was honoured to be the Lord’s ‘temporal father’; for he would be instrumental in bringing 
about a union between Lord Ram and Sita who were personified forms of Brahm, the 
Supreme Being, and his Shakti, the cosmic dynamic powers of Brahm that enables 
Brahm to do what he does; and to—and this was utmost important for Vishwamitra and 
dearest of the dear wont of his heart—shower his unobstructed and unhindered and 
undiluted and unstinted love and affection to his beloved Lord! 
 Hence, even as he was moving on the ground he appeared to be flying as if 
carried on wings on clouds moving without obstacles of the land. He was muttering to 
himself in ecstasy as if a man possessed—smiling now and tears welling up and rolling 
down his cheeks at another moment; walking as fast as his aged legs would carry him 
now, and slowing down a moment later to a snail’s pace as his mind lost awareness of 
whither he was going and whether his legs were moving at all, almost paralysing them!  

Indeed, such was the great sage Vishwamitra’s ecstatic reverie!] 
  
'Today I shall get the reward of all my good, meritorious and virtuous deeds because I 
shall have a look at Ayodhya which is a hall-mark (standard, limit) of happiness as well 
as passing through the times of rejoicing and exhilaration1 (1). 
 [1This was the time when there were unstopped celebrations in Ayodhya. The 
wise and all-knowing sage knew that all this would be short-lived in the light of what was 
to come in the days ahead—when this same city would be plunged in gloom of the 
gravest kind once Lord Ram would leave it to go to the forest to fulfil his mission of 
slaying the demons. Hence, this was the right time to visit it.] 
 
I shall see king Dasrath along with his sons, and shall embrace him with affection causing 
a thrill on my body2.  

Besides, I shall also make the Chakors representing my eyes drink the nectar in 
the form of captivating and beautiful image of Lord Sri Ram’s moon-like face (2). 
 [2Sage Vishwamitra would be thrilled on embracing king Dasrath because the 
king was the most honoured and lucky man alive at the time—for the simple reason that 
he was blessed by the Lord to become his father on earth. And soon we shall read that 
this same thrill and ecstasy filled Vishwamitra when he learnt that this rare privilege—of 
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being called ‘father of Lord Ram’—would pass on to him. Refer: verse no. 1/51, stanza 
no. 2; no. 1/54, stanza no. 2; no. 1/55, stanza no. 7 herein below.] 
 
The king shall ask me about my welfare and then I shall tell him the whole story 
(regarding the purpose of my visit).' 

Tulsidas continues to describe the ecstatic state of Vishwamitra’s thought when 
the sage talked to himself thus: 'Then I shall most obligingly bring Sri Ram and Laxman 
to my Ashram (hermitage).3' (3). 

[3It is to be noted that this last thought—that Lord Ram and Laxman would come 
with Vishwamitra to his hermitage—has been separated from the rest of the narrative. It 
is to highlight that when this thought came to the sage, his ecstasy and joy knew no 
bounds.] 
 

 
jkx uV 

 
¼1@49½ 

 

nsf[k eqfu! jkojs in vktA 
Hk;ks  izFke  xurhesa  vcrsa  gkSa   tg¡   ykSa   lk/kq   lektAA 1AA 
pju  cafn]  dj  tksfj  fugksjr]  ^dfg;  d`ik  dfj  dktA 
esjs  dNq  u  vns;   jke   fcuq]   nsg&xsg   lc   jkt*AA 2AA 
Hkyh  dgh  Hkwifr  f=Hkqouesa  dks  lqd`rh&fljrkt \A 
rqyfl  jke&tuefgrsa  tfu;r  ldy  lqd`r  dks  lktAA 3AA 

 
 
                                           rāga naṭa 
 
                                             (1/49) 
 
dēkhi muni! rāvarē pada āja. 
bhayō prathama ganatīmēṁ abatēṁ hauṁ jaham̐ lauṁ sādhu samāja.. 1.. 
carana bandi, kara jōri nihōrata, ‘kahiya kr̥pā kari kāja. 
mērē kachu na adēya rāma binu, dēha-gēha saba rāja’.. 2.. 
bhalī kahī bhūpati tribhuvanamēṁ kō sukr̥tī-siratāja?. 
tulasi rāma-janamahitēṁ janiyata sakala sukr̥ta kō sāja.. 3.. 
 

 
Sage Vishwamitra in king Dasrath’s Court 

 
Verse no. 1/49—[Finally, sage Vishwamitra reached Ayodhya. He took a bath in the holy 
river Saryu and went to the court of king Dasrath and sought his audience. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 206.  
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The court messengers and royal guards swiftly went in and reported to the king 
about the great sage’s arrival. King Dasrath felt he was highly honoured by the sage’s 
visit because Vishwamitra did not usually went to visit kings and seek anything from 
them. Dasrath thought that the sage had come to bless him and his sons now as he hadn’t 
come earlier during the celebrations marking Lord Ram’s birth. So the king immediately 
got up and hurriedly prepared to welcome the sage warmly with the greatest of honours 
and reverence.] 
 
[King Dasrath said—] 'Oh great Sage! Seeing today your lotus-like revered feet I am 
feeling highly honoured, and have become most high, fortunate and exalted in the realm 
that extends to as far as where all those who are pious, pure-hearted and noble (sādhu 
samāja) abide1 (1).  
 [1The king welcomed the great sage with the warmest of welcomes and the 
greatest of reverence, saying—“Oh Sage! A mighty blessing hath descended upon us by 
thy footsteps coming to mine place, which is now purified and madeth honourable by 
thine presence. There is verily naught better and goodness of fortune than this.”]  
 
Thereafter, he worshipped the sage’s feet, bent his hands at the elbow and brought his 
palms together (as a gesture of showing high respect, to worship, show reverence as a 
token of submission), and requested the sage, 'Oh sage! Please be kind to tell me the 
purpose of your visit. Excepting Ram, there is nothing that I can’t give you, whether it be 
my body, my household, my entire kingdom or any other thing which you desire.2' (2). 
 [2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha 
no. 207; and Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precedes Doha no. 208. 
 When the sage was ushered in the royal court, shown warm welcome, worshipped 
with due honours, and seated, the king said—“Oh great Sage! It is my honour and 
privilege to have you today with me. It’s indeed a blessed coming. But tell me oh sage, 
besides thine wont to bless mine family and kingdom and bestow upon us the rare honour 
of thine august presence amongst us, what else is thine wont that bringeth thee here to 
me? Tell me thine errand that I may fufil it to thee and requite it for thine pleasure, with 
one exception for which I beg thine pardon and excuse. Ram is dearest to mine heart 
more than mine life, and other than that nothing is there that I cannot submit to thee for 
thy pleasure. Oh Sage! Thine good name, beneficence, magnanimity, benevolence, grace 
and compasion are of the legends, and they are well known in all the realms and climes 
and countries as far as where the sun rises and the moon sets. So sage—tell me thine 
requirement and acquint me with thine tale. And if its accomplishment be in mine power 
I wilt straightaway accomplish it to thee and spare thee the toil and trouble which hath 
bringeth thee hither. And Lord help me that there is nothing that can’t be accomplished 
by thine blessings, with the exception of thy seeking the hands of Ram from me, for that 
would singe the life out mine soul. 

So therefore oh Sage, as the saying says—‘Thou wouldest be complied with if 
thou ask that which can be readily supplied’—be sooth, graceful, merciful, considerate, 
reasonable and compassionate in thy asking.”]   
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Tulsidas says that sage Vishwamitra replied to the king as follows—'Oh King of the age 
and sovereign of the realm (bhūpati)! What you have just said (in stanza no. 1) is correct 
and true. Indeed, who is more exalted in virtues, accomplished in good deeds, high in 
auspiciousness and exlated in nobility (sukr̥tī-siratāja) in the entire world and its three 
divisions (tribhuvanamēṁ)2 than you are? The clear evidence of this is in the birth of 
Lord Sri Ram in your household, as your son. What more proof is needed? (rāma-
janamahitēṁ janiyata sakala sukr̥ta kō sāja)'3 (3). 
 [2The ‘Tribhuvan’ refers to the three divisions of the world—the heaven, the earth 
and the nether world. 

3The sage reciprocated king Dasrath’s graceful words by praising the latter for his 
good fortune and meritorious deeds that entitled him to become eligible to have the Lord 
of the entire world as his son.] 

 
 

¼1@50½ 

 

jktu! jke&y"ku tks nhtSA 
tl  jkojks] ykHk  <ksVfugw¡]   eqfu   lukFk   lc   dhtSAA 1AA 
Mjir  gkS  lk¡ps  lusg&cl  lqr&izHkko  fcuq  tkusA 
cwf>;  ckenso  v#  dqyxq#]  rqe  iqfu  ije  l;kusAA 2AA 
fjiq ju nfy] e[k jkf[k] dqly vfr vyi fnufu ?kj ,sgSaA 
rqyflnkl   j?kqcalfryddh   dfcdqy   dhjfr   xSgSaAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                  (1/50) 
 
rājana! rāma-laṣana jō dījai. 
jasa rāvarō, lābha ḍhōṭanihūm ̐, muni sanātha saba kījai.. 1.. 
ḍarapata hau sām̐cē sanēha-basa suta-prabhāva binu jānē. 
būjhiya bāmadēva aru kulaguru, tuma puni parama sayānē.. 2.. 
ripu rana dali, makha rākhi, kusala ati alapa dinani ghara aihaiṁ. 
tulasidāsa raghubansatilakakī kabikula kīrati gaihaiṁ.. 3.. 
 

 
Request of Vishwamitra for allowing Lord Ram & Laxman  

to be sent with him-1 
 
Verse no. 1/50—Pleading with King Dasrath to give Lord Ram to him, the sage 
(Vishwamitra) exorted him—‘Oh King, if you vouchsafe Lord Ram and Sri Laxman to 
me then in all sooth I say (and assure you) that there is no gainsay in that not only will 
you acquire good fame and the honour of obliging a sage, but these two divine brothers 
would also greatly benefit from it1 (1).’ 

[1Sage Vishwamitra knew about the reluctance of king Dasrath in sending Lord Ram 
and Laxman with him—refer: Verse no. 1/49, stanza no. 2. So he now points out the 
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benefits and merits that would accrue to Dasrath if he gives his consent in order to 
politely persuade the king to abandon his stubbornness and realize that the princes have 
grown up to become adults and they must now be allowed to step in the open world and 
make a mark of their own instead of living under the liege and shadow of the great name 
of the family and their father.  

The king must realize that his two sons would be absolutely secure under the 
protective umbrella of the mightily able sage of the stature of Vishwamitra. Nay, they 
would be safer with Vishwamitra than even when with their own father, Dasrath.  

And did not the king realize that excessive of pampering and tenderness in dealings 
and softness of life and easiness of comforts would make the princes weak and fragile 
and susceptible to unsettling contingencies and inconsistencies of future life for which 
they wouldn’t be emotionally and mentally prepared, and they would not be prepared to 
face the turmoil and hardships that would come their way once the king dies and they 
inherit the burden of the kingdom with all its thorny problems and troubling troubles and 
uncertainties of the most unpredicatable kinds.  

A wise father is one who would not dither in training his sons to face the world and 
step out of their cradles so that when death overcomes the sire and trounces him, his 
blood-linkness and heirs are not found wanting, but would stand in the stead of their sire 
and be more worthy than the sire himself.]   

 
[The sage continued—] ‘It seemeth to me that you are afraid and hesitant and reluctant 
and apprehensive in vouchsafing them (Lord Ram and Laxman) to me because you do 
not know their true nature, their qualities or qualifications, and who they actually are2. 

Therefore, oh good King, you would do good and be well-advised if you would 
kindly consult sage Baamdeo as well as your own court priest and family preacher (Guru) 
sage Vasistha on this issue3 (2).’  
 [2The sage meant—“Oh King! You think that these two brothers are your sons 
and that you are responsible for their security, and that they might come to harm if you 
send them with me. Its alright of you as any father would feel likewise. But on one point 
you err—You don’t know that Lord Ram is not an ordinary human being that you think 
him to be because you have become so deluded and swept away in your love and 
affection for him. You have forgotten that you had done severe Tapa or penance in some 
ancient time when you were born as Manu, and you had been rewarded with a divine 
sight of Lord Vishnu who asked you to seek from him what your heart desired. Then you 
and your wife, Satrupa, had begged of the Lord the privilege of having the Lord born as 
your son. Why say, don’t you remember it.”  Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 142—to Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 152. 
 “Oh king—don’t act like an ill-advised and dumb-in-wit king who is so short of 
sight that he can’t see the things with the correct and larger perspective in view, and of 
the greater objective that would be of larger and abiding benefit to him in the long run by 
being over-passionate, over-possessive, miserly and stingy about the diminutive pleasure 
and comfort of the present at the peril of the future.  

You must understand that sons of great kings must be trained to face troubles and 
tribulations of life as there are in the field, and not rendered fragile and delicate by 
confining them the shadowed life of pleasures of the palace and comforts of the kingdom 
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for it would make them susceptible to fear and cowardice and indecisiveness in the face 
of the harsh realties of life one day when they ascend the throne in stead of their sire and 
inherit the responsibility of the kingdom which is a mighty burden for which an able 
shoulder is needed. Remember oh king that the toil, the turmoil and the calamities of life 
only go to train and strengthen the sons of great kings in practice, and instill in them the 
resolution to face and overcome all oppositions boldly and with courage as only these 
virtues would strengthen and lent shine to their mettle and make him the greatest amongst 
the kings and emperors of his time whom no one dareth challenge or contradict.”   

3The sage continued—“Oh King! A king keeps good advisors with him just for an 
eventuality as this. For in the event when he is indecisive or faces a dilemma, his wise 
and learned advisors give him good council and ensure that the king is not brought to 
some peril. Look—don’t take me lightly for I am not of the kind who plays matters light 
and without weight. I have not come hither to beg of alms or seek largesse from you. 
Remember: I am fully capable of superceding your objections and having my say reign 
supreme, but still I beg before you in all humility and submission so that the credit and 
the fame of assenting to a sage’s request will all be yours.  

And King, you must know why I am of the wont to take Lord Ram and Sri Laxman 
with me. This you haven’t asked. So listen carefully—”] 
 
[In order to overcome Dasrath’s reservations and apprehensions that made him reluctant 
in sending Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman with him, sage Vishwamitra 
reassured the king as follows—] ‘And verily I assure you oh King, and foresay I say in all 
sooth that they (Lord Ram and Sri Laxman) would slay the demons and protect my fire-
sacrifice. [Don’t doubt it.] Once done, then they would soon come back to thee at 
Ayodhya (and its my word of honour and promise to you, a stable trust and covenant of a 
sage that never goes void and is never violated).4’ 

[4The sage sought to reassure king Dasrath and remove his apprehension that he is not 
taking the two princes to his hermitage to make them his disciples. No not at all. Once the 
job and stated objective is accomplished, it is the word-of-honour of sage Vishwamitra 
that he would send the two brothers home to Ayodhya. It is just like a short-term outing 
for the two princes.  

“Let them come with me”, said the sage, “and I promise you to send them back to you 
as soon as possible. And I needest not remind thou of this that thine two sons willest not 
come empty-handed to thee without being blessed and handsomely rewarded as doth thou 
not knowest that a sage likest of me wouldest naught allow anyone to helpest him and 
bearest his burden without grant of adequate compensation and requital? And remember: 
Since this compensation would be for the protection of a fire sacrifice and be awarded for 
helping a sage, the reward would be likewise compensate in its grandness and in 
manifold of its virtues.”]   
 
Tulsidas adds from his side, saying—“The sage added: ‘Oh king! If you do so, the poets 
and bards will sing the glories and praises of Lord Ram and Sri Laxman for all times to 
come.’ ”5 (3).  

[5The last stanza can be read as follows also—Tulsidas says that the sage told the 
king further—“Oh king! If you pay heed to my advice and send the two brothers with me 
then the noble and valiant deeds of the two brothers that I foresay in all sooth and 
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assurance that they wouldest surely doest—like the valiant and gallant deed of the killing 
of the demons, and the noble and most honourable deed of successful completion of the 
fire sacrifice of sages that is yet incomplete—will make them famous and renowned and 
established for eternity that is to come so much so that their glories and achievements 
would be the subject of praises and laurels and paeans that would be remembered and 
retold and sung as poems and songs of lore by great poets and bards and minstrels for all 
times to come and in all the corners of the world.” ] 
 

 
¼1@51½ 

 

jgs Bfxls u`ifr lqfu eqfucjds c;uA 
dfg u ldr dNq jke&izsecl] iqyd xkr] Hkjs uhj u;uAA 1AA 
xq# cfl"B leq>k; dáks rc fg; gj"kkus] tkus ls"k&l;uA 
lkSais lqr xfg ikfu] ik¡; ifj] Hkwlqj mj pys me¡fx p;uAA 2AA 
rqylh izHkq tksgr iksgr fpr] lksgr eksgr dksfV e;uA 
e/kq&ek/ko&ewjfr nksm l¡x ekuks fnuefu xou fd;ks mrj v;uAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                  (1/51) 
 
rahē ṭhagisē nr̥pati suni munibarakē bayana. 
kahi na sakata kachu rāma-prēmabasa, pulaka gāta, bharē nīra nayana.. 1.. 
guru basiṣṭha samujhāya kahyō taba hiya haraṣānē, jānē sēṣa-sayana. 
saumpē suta gahi pāni, pām̐ya pari, bhūsura ura calē umam ̐gi cayana.. 2.. 
tulasī prabhu jōhata pōhata cita, sōhata mōhata kōṭi mayana. 
madhu-mādhava-mūrati dō'u sam ̐ga mānō dinamani gavana kiyō utara ayana.. 
3.. 
 

 
Request of Vishwamitra for allowing Lord Ram & Laxman  

to be sent with him-2 
 
Verse no. 1/51—Hearing sage Vishwamitra’s words, the king (Dasrath) was utterly 
speechless and flummoxed; he became dumbfounded and stunned as if a lightening had 
struck him. Overcome by love for Lord Sri Ram, he could not say a word and find a 
compense1. His body became numbed and tears welled-up in his eyes (1). 
 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
208. 
 Though not mentioned here, the reason for Dasrath’s shock and why this request 
was too difficult to be accepted has been laid out in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 2, 5-6 that precede Doha no. 208. The king explained to sage 
Vishwamitra thus: “Sage, I have been blessed with four sons in my ripe old age, at a time 
when I had lost all hopes of ever being able to enjoy this fruit of my life that I, to the best 
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of knowledge, have spent righteously and nobly. Oh Brahmin (“Vipra”)! You have 
uttered words without thought and consideration and applying wisdom. You did not 
realise the import of your demand and whether or not it would be possible for the person 
from whom such demand is made to meet it. All my four sons are equally dear to me and 
it is not possible for me to vouchsafe Ram to you. (And I beseech you also therefore not 
to force upon me an alternative by asking me to send Bharat and Shatrughan in lieu of 
Ram and Laxman). Its incredulous to imagine that you would make such a request in 
view of the immensity of the hazards that would befall my sons, for you say that ‘Sri 
Ram will slay the demons’. Nay, this is unimaginable for me to give assent to: for on the 
one hand are the most ferocious, formidable and spine-chilling demons of the sternest and 
toughest kind, and on the other hand are these beautiful princes who are extremely 
delicate and of a tender age. So therefore, oh gracious sage, please forgive and excuse 
me.”] 
 
When the royal priest, sage Guru Vasistha, observed the perplexities and dilemmas that 
Dasrath found himself in, the wise sage stepped-in to give wise council and reassure the 
king that everything would be alright and that he should not at all be worried by 
explaining the reality of the things to him2.  

As a result of this advice and wisdom imparted to him by his teacher and advisor 
sage Vasistha, the king came to his senses3 and realised the true nature of Lord Ram as 
being an incarnation (manifestation) of the Lord God (Vishnu) who reclines on the 
legendry Sheshnath (the legendary celestial serpent) on the cosmic ocean of milk known 
as the Kshir Sagar. So he felt extremely glad and honoured in his heart (at being fortunate 
enough to become the Lord’s temporal father).  

Thereafter, the king, most willingly and cheerfully, held the hands of the two 
brothers and handed them over to sage Vishwamitra even as he fell on the feet of the 
sage4.  

At this (i.e. when the king politely handed over the two brothers to the sage), a 
sense of great and unbound happiness, of immense bliss, exhilaration and extreme ecstasy 
began to surge in the sage’s heart (like an ocean rising and heaving with billowing waves 
during the time of its tide at the sight of the full moon)5. (2). 

[2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
208. 

The wise sage Vasistha enlightened the king that his son Ram was no ordinary 
prince, but he is the Supreme Being himself incarnate, and that his main objective of 
coming to the earth is getting rid of the demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 186—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 187. 

The king himself was a very righteous and holy man, and he had always fought 
for upholding the laws of Dharma—the laws of righteousness and correct behaviour. He 
had often in the past fought on the side of the Gods against their enemies, the demons. 
Now therefore he should not be a hindrance in the work of the Gods by being sentimental 
and too obsessive and possessive with a physical form of the Lord as his child. Rather, he 
should willingly tell Ram and Laxman to accompany sage Vishwamitra so that the noble 
objective of the Lord’s incarnation be fulfilled. He should not act childish and in a 
worldly manner, but as a noble king who would sacrifice everything in his possession and 
ability if Dharma needs protection. 
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Besides this, the king must realize that Vishwamitra was not an ordinary sage, as 
he has within his reach such mystical weapons that are envy of even the Gods. If 
Vishwamitra needs his fire sacrifice to be protected then there are very good chances that 
he would divulge the secret of these weapons to Lord Ram so that the mission can be 
successfully accomplished. And is it not obvious to the king that in this eventuality his 
son, Lord Ram, would then be the only one in this world who would be in possession of 
these great weapons that would stand him in good stead when he takes over the reigns of 
the kingdom from his father? It would make Ram invincible and the vanquisher of all his 
enemies! Which father and king would not like this to happen?  

Further, sage Vasistha counciled Dasrath that he, Vasistha, was fully aware of the 
abilities and prowess of Vishwamitra and can vouch for him. The two brothers, Lord 
Ram and Laxman, are much safer with Vishwamitra than anywhere else in this world, 
even not so much while being protected by the full might of Dasrath’s army.  

And then there is a horrendous peril that faces Dasrath in the face in the 
eventuality of his stubborn refusal to oblige Vishwamitra. Has the king considered what 
would come to pass should the sage become wrathfull, and losing his self-control curse 
the king and his sons with only God knows whatso. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
208. 

When sage Vasistha ceased speaking, king Dasrath much profited from it. He 
summoned up his reasoning powers and cleansed his heart of doubts and consternations 
and reluctance, causing his understanding to revert to his former self when he had prayed 
to the almighty Lord to bless him with the grant of the boon so that he may be honoured 
with the rarest of rare privilege of having the Lord as his child, and said to himself—
“Indeed, ‘tis in mine good that I rise above the petty and consider things from a higher 
perspective, for what my Guru has saith is in sooth the fact of the matter. Verily, I must 
give my consent forthwith, not as an obligation on sage Vishwamitra but as an honour on 
mine whole family.” 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 208 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 9-10. 

At the time of handing Lord Ram and Laxman to sage Vishwamitra, king Dasrath, 
their worldly father, told the sage: “Oh great and compassionate Sage! Verily, these two 
brothers art like life for me. And from this forwardtime thou art their ‘father’. So 
wherefore oh sage, careth for them as if they wert thine sons.”  

The gesture of falling at the sage’s feet has many connotations. It is a token of 
total submission and a sign of humility, as a gesture of showing great reverence, honour 
and respect to the sage, and also to silently tell the sage that he is giving away to him 
what was more dear to heart than his own life just to honour the sanctity of the sage’s 
words and in deference to his wishes. It also means that the king offered his beloved sons 
to the sage with a subtle request to take special care of Ram and Laxman who were 
merely boys of a tender age at that time. Henceforth, the safety and security, the welfare 
and well-being of these two princes would be in the kind hands of sage Vishwamitra.  

Another reason for the king falling at the feet of sage Vishwamitra was to ask for 
forgiveness for his initial response of refusing to oblige the great sage. After all, he, the 
loving father, was overcome with shock and grief at the prospect of having to part with 
his dear sons at an advanced age, and at the unimaginable prospect of literally throwing 
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his sons to face the wolves in the form of blood-thirsty demons. It was a emotional and 
sentimental response of a loving father, and so king Dasrath beseeched sage Vishwamitra 
to understand his mental state and hence forgive him for his temerity to refuse the sage’s 
request intitially. 

5It is natural to happen—for now the sage would have the unparalleled privilege 
and the good fortune to be very close to the Supreme Lord, and be the first sage with 
whom the Lord spent some of his time on earth. The sage was also happy that he would 
be playing a pivotal role in the divine objective for which Lord Vishnu manifested on the 
earth as a human being—which was being instrumental in getting the work of slaying the 
demons started in right earnest by getting the first group of demons who were disturbing 
his fire sacrifice killed. This was the first step in a long chain of such events that would 
ultimately culminate in the killing of the cruel demon king Ravana of Lanka. The sage 
surely felt privileged at being able to set the ball rolling and going down in history as the 
one who took the Lord by the hand to motivate him and prod him to do what he had come 
to do on this earth.]  
 
Tulsidas says that Lord Sri Ram captivates and enthralls the mind and attention of all 
those who behold him due to the Lord’s exceptional charm, attractiveness, radiance and 
beauty that outshines that of crores (millions) of Kamdeo/cupids taken together.  

The sight of the image of the two sweet, attractive and lovely brothers (Ram and 
Laxman) alongside the sage (Vishwamitra) (madhu-mādhava-mūrati dō'u sam̐ga) as 
he took them with him to his hermitage reminds one of the splendorous Sun as it migrates 
north of the equator (during the summer solstice), accompanied by the two months of 
Chaitra [March-April] and Vaishaakh [May-June] in a personified form (dō'u sam ̐ga 
mānō dinamani gavana kiyō utara)6 (3).  

[6In this imagery, sage Vishwamitra represents the Sun, while the two brothers, Lord 
Ram and Laxman, the two months mentioned in this stanza in their personified forms. 
This period is mid-summer when the Sun is at its brightest and most brilliant form. It 
indicates how Vishwamitra felt and appeared. His face shone like the sun; he was in his 
finest mood and fettle; and his glorious presence with the two brothers portended affright 
to the demons who would hide themselves just as the night retracts its self to the bare 
minimum of hours during summers when the days are exceptionally long.]  

[Note—Though initially reluctant, Dasrath finally allowed Lord Ram and Laxman to 
accompany sage Vishwamitra to his hermitage in the forest. On the way the Lord met the 
demoness Tadka, who attacked them. The Lord killed this demoness with the least of 
effort. This was Lord Ram’s first encounter with the demon race. At the sage’s 
hermitage, the Lord protected the fire sacrifice by killing the demon army when it 
attacked, but he let off their chief Marich by hitting him with a headless arrow which 
flung the demon far away in the middle of the ocean. It was this demon who was later to 
become a golden deer and be instrumental in Sita’s abduction by the demon king Ravana.  
 Then news came that a king named Janak was holding a marriage ceremony for his 
daughter Sita in which the condition for the marriage was a huge and strong bow of Lord 
Shiva that was in possession of the king. He declared that anyone who would lift it, string 
it, and pull it would be able to marry Sita. He sent an invitation to sage Vishwamitra. So 
the sage took Ram and Laxman when he went to attend the ceremony. On the way the 
Lord liberated Ahilya who was a chaste wife of sage Gautam but was converted into a 
stone due to some curse. Lord Ram touched her with his holy feet, and as soon as the dust 
of his feet touched her she was freed from her curse. 
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 These episodes will soon be narrated as the story unfolds. Refer: Verse nos. 1/52—
1/60 herein below. 
 They are also narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 209—Doha no. 211.]  

 
 

jkx lkjax 
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_f"k l¡x gjf"k pys nksm HkkbZA 
firq&in cafn lhl fy;ks vk;lq] lqfu fl"k vkfl"k ikbZAA 1AA 
uhy ihr ikFkkst cju ciq] c; fdlksj cfu vkbZA 
lj  /kqu&ikfu]  ihr  iV  dfVrV]  dls  fu[kax  cukbZAA 2AA 
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lknj  lHk;  lizse  iqyfd  eqfu  iqfu&iqfu  ysr  cqykbZAA 5AA 
,d  rhj  rfd  grh  rkMdk]  fc|k  fciz  i<+kbZA 
jk[;ks  tX;  thfr  jtuhpj]   Hkb   tx&fcfnr   cM+kbZAA 6AA 
pju&dey&jt&ijl   vgY;k]  fut  ifr&yksd  iBkbZA 
rqyflnkl   izHkqds   cw>s   eqfu   lqjlfj   dFkk   lqukbZAA 7AA 

 
 
                                             rāga sāraṅga 
 
                                                  (1/52) 
 
r̥ṣi sam̐ga haraṣi calē dō'u bhā'ī. 
pitu-pada bandi sīsa liyō āyasu, suni siṣa āsiṣa pā'ī.. 1.. 
nīla pīta pāthōja barana bapu, baya kisōra bani ā'ī. 
sara dhuna-pāni, pīta paṭa kaṭitaṭa, kasē nikhaṅga banā'ī.. 2.. 
kalita kaṇṭha mani-māla, kalēvara candana khauri suhā'ī. 
suṁdara badana, sarōruha-lōcana, mukhachabi barani na jā'ī.. 3.. 
pallava, paṅkha, sumana sira sōhata kyōṁ kahauṁ bēṣa-lunā'ī? 
manu mūrati dhari ubhaya bhāga bha'i tribhuvana sundaratā'ī.. 4.. 
paiṭhata sarani, silani caḍhi citavata, khaga-mr̥ga-bana rucirā'ī. 
sādara sabhaya saprēma pulaki muni puni-puni lēta bulā'ī.. 5.. 
ēka tīra taki hatī tāḍakā, bidyā bipra paṛhā'ī. 
rākhyō jagya jīti rajanīcara, bha'i jaga-bidita baṛā'ī.. 6.. 
carana-kamala-raja-parasa ahalyā, nija pati-lōka paṭhā'ī. 
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tulasidāsa prabhukē būjhē muni surasari kathā sunā'ī.. 7.. 
 

 
[Vishwamitra departs for his Ashram; the Slaying of Tadka;  

Liberation of Ahilya & Protection of Fire Sacrifice.] 
 

The Charming & Splendid Portrait of Ram-Laxman  
with Vishwamitra-1 

 
Verse no.1/52—The two brothers (Ram and Laxman) happily started on their journey 
with the sage (for his hermitage). They worshipped their father’s feet (i.e. they touched 
his feet as a gesture of showing great respect to him and to take leave of him), cheerfully 
accepted his orders (to accompany the sage), heard his advices and wise council, and 
accepted his blessings (1). 
 
The bodies of the two brothers are as beauteous and charming as a blue and a yellow 
lotus respectively, and they are in their teens1.  

A bow and an arrow adorn the hands of the two brothers, while a Pitambar and a 
quiver adorn their waists2. (2). 

[1Since Lord Sri Ram is dark complexioned, he is like the blue lotus, and since 
Laxman is of a fair complexion he is likened to a yellow coloured flower.  

 2The brothers are each holding a bow and an arrow in their hands, and the yellow 
silk cloth known as the Pitambar as well as the quiver are tied around their waists.]  
 
There is a gem-studded garland (necklace) around their charming and elegant necks, a 
light paste of sandalwood is smeared on their bodies, and it is not possible to describe in 
words the charm and the bewitching beauty of their enthralling image, of their beauteous 
face, of their general charming demeanours, and of their bewitching lotus-like eyes (3). 
 
There are new (freshly plucked) leaves, (peacock) feathers and (colourful) flowers 
adorning their heads3.  

Tulsidas says—‘How can I describe their enthralling charm and fascinating 
beauty? It appears to me that the best of the virtue of ‘beauty’ that exists anywhere in the 
entire Tribhuvan (the three worlds—subterranean, terrestrial and celestial) has divided 
itself in to two halves and manifested in the form of these two (brothers, Ram and 
Laxman)4. (4). 

[3They have been tucked in the thick lock of hairs on their heads. Or it might also 
mean that freshly plucked leaves, peacock feathers and flowers are stuck in the crown 
that they are wearing.  

 4That is, the two brothers look so exceptionally charming and lovely that all the 
‘beauty’ that exist in this creation seem to have personified themselves in their forms.]  
 
En-route to the hermitage of the sage (Vishwamitra), the two brothers frolic around (as is 
the wont of children), sometimes entering (splashing or taking a dip into) lakes and other 
water bodies, and at other times climbing on the top of boulders and rocks, and as they 
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wended their way through the forest path and fared on cheerfully, they eagerly and 
excitedly watched the birds, the animals and the general beauty of the surrounding forest 
and countryside. The sage becomes worried and fearful (about their safety), and 
overwhelmed with affection for them he repeatedly summons them to come close to him 
and stop running away5 (5).  

[5Like ordinary children going out for a picnic, the two brothers were very excited 
as they walked on either side of the great sage through the path of the wild forest. This 
was their first outing alone, without the customary retinue of servants and attendants and 
sons of nobles and notables and grandees of the realm accompanying them like a shadow. 
They felt easy and carefree and comfortable like a bird decaged for it was the first time in 
their lives that the two brothers could enjoy the freedom of being alone and doing what 
was their wont and desire without being under the constant vigil kept by the royal guards 
of the king’s palace who would not allow them to do this and that for the fear of harm 
coming to them. 

So they merrily sang and hummed and smiled and laughed and jumped and 
skipped as they ran after birds and butterflies, plucking leaves and flowers and tucking 
away at creepers and soft branches of plants on the way!   

They would often wander away from the sage, running into the water of a pond or 
a lake and splashing in it, spraying each other with the cool water and giggling 
cheerfully, and at other times they would canter up a hillock to see who can climb first, 
and then ran down the slope cheering and yelling in excitement. Fascinated by the new 
sights and scenes they saw every other moment, they would gape with amazement at the 
countless birds and animals that they encountered on the way. The verdant greenery of 
the forest and its charm enthralled the children no end. Obviously, they were terribly 
amused, excited and amazed.  

But this constant running away and creating mischief made the sage worried 
about their safety. It’s an extremely beautiful and heart-touching imagery. The sage 
would enjoy this scene in his heart as he knew that no harm can ever come to them no 
matter what happens. But then he is overcome with love for them and begins to worry for 
their safety like an ordinary human being. He was like on an emotional see-saw. This 
verse shows us the great effect of Maya or the delusions that the Lord creates. Even an 
enlightened sage of the exalted stature of sage Vishwamitra, who had known who Ram 
and Laxman actually were—because this was the precise reason why he had gone to fetch 
them—got trapped by the snare of Maya, forgetting for the moment the true form of the 
two brothers as being human images of the Supreme Being. But the fact of the matter is 
that it is this very down-to-earth feeling of love, affection and a sense of belonging to the 
Lord which is what that captivates the Lord and keeps him compelled to reciprocate the 
devotee’s emotions and sentiments. The tables are turned, and a time comes when the 
Lord begins to worry about his devotee more than the devotee’s longing for the Lord! It’s 
a very practical and hands-on approach to realizing the soul’s objective of attaining 
nearness to the Divine Being. It’s definitely an easy way to reach one’s goal as compared 
to the path of observing rigorous schedules and sacraments such as Japa, Yoga and 
Samadhi as prescribed in the scriptures for one’s spiritual well-being.] 
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On the way (to the sage’s hermitage) they saw the demoness named Tadka whom the 
Lord (Sri Ram) shot and slayed effortlessly with a single arrow6.  

After this (i.e. after witnessing the powers and prowess of Lord Ram and his 
bravery, fearlessness as well as valour), the learned Vipra (literally a ‘Brahmin’, but here 
meaning sage Vishwamitra) taught the Lord many skills pertaining to warfare and use of 
mystical powers that are needed in such times to succeed (bidyā bipra paṛhā'ī)7. 

Thereafter, at the sage’s hermitage, the Lord vanquished the demons and 
protected the fire-sacrifice of the sage8. This marvelous and astounding deed of his led to 
the spread of his fame throughout the world (6). 
 [6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha 
no. 209. 

7Refer: Baal Kand, verse no. 1/55, stanza no. 6 herein below which narrates that 
sage Vishwamitra imparted divine and mystical knowledge to Lord Ram inspite of 
knowing that the Lord is a treasure of knowledge. 

This idea is also expressed in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 209. Here it is clearly 
stated that the sage taught Lord Ram great and unique mystical abilities and skills, such 
as being able to overcome thirst and hunger, having unparalled strength and invincibility 
of the body, possessing incomparable radiance, splendour, glory and majesty of form and 
personality, besides surrendering to the Lord and acquainting him in the usage of all other 
mystical weapons that were in exclusive possession of the sage. 
 8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha 
no. 210. The demons who were vanquished here were Marich and Subahu. While Marich 
was shot with an arrow without a tip which flung the demon to an island in the far away 
ocean, Subahu was burnt to death with a fire arrow and the rest of the demon army was 
slayed forthwith.] 
 
In due course of time, the Lord sent Ahilya (wife of sage Gautam, who was converted 
into a stone due to a curse) back to her husband’s household9.  

Tulsidas says that this was the moment when the sage told Lord Ram the story of 
river Ganges (and how it descended on the earth from the heavens)10 (7). 
 [9Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 11-12 and Chanda line 
nos. 1-16 that precede Doha no. 211. The story of Ahilya is narrated in a note appended 
to Baal Kand, verse no. 1/57. 

 10Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 
212. The story of river Ganges is narrated in a note appended at the end of Baal Kand, 
verse no. 1/55.] 
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nksm jktlqou jktr eqfuds laxA 
u[kfl[k yksus] yksus cnu] yksus yksus yks;u] 

nkfefu&ckfjn&cjcju vaxAA 1AA 
fljfu fl[kk lqgkb] michr ihr iV] /kuq&lj dj]  

   dls dfV fu[kaxA 
ekuks e[k&#t fuflpj gfjcsdks lqr ikodds lkFk iB;s iraxAA 2AA 
djr Nk¡g ?ku] cj"kSa lqeu lqj] Nfc cjur vrqfyr vuaxA 
rqylh izHkq fcyksfd ex] yksx] [kx&e`x izse exu j¡xs :i&jaxAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                 rāga naṭa 
 
                                                   (1/53) 
 
dō'u rājasuvana rājata munikē saṅga. 
nakhasikha lōnē, lōnē badana, lōnē lōnē lōyana, dāmini-bārida-barabarana 
aṅga.. 1.. 
sirani sikhā suhā'i, upabīta pīta paṭa, dhanu-sara kara, kasē kaṭi nikhaṅga. 
mānō makha-ruja nisicara haribēkō suta pāvakakē sātha paṭhayē pataṅga.. 2.. 
karata chām ̐ha ghana, baraṣaiṁ sumana sura, chabi baranata atulita anaṅga. 
tulasī prabhu bilōki maga, lōga, khaga-mr̥ga prēma magana ram̐gē rūpa-raṅga.. 
3.. 
 

 
The Charming & Splendid Portrait of Ram-Laxman  

with Vishwamitra-2 
 
Verse no. 1/53—The two princes (Lord Ram and his brother Laxman) look glorious and 
magnificent along with the sage (Vishwamitra). They are handsome, comely, pretty and 
charming with perfection of form and bearing and personage from toe to head. Their face 
and eyes too are most attractive, while the charming and radiant complexion of their 
bodies resemble the darkness of the rain-bearing clouds and the dazzle of electric 
respectively1 (1).  

[1Lord Ram is of a dark complexion like that of a rain-bearing cloud, and Laxman 
is of a shining fair complexion like the brilliance of electric.]  
 
The tuft of coiled hair on the top of their heads (and probably made into a bun) look 
attractive to behold (sirani sikhā suhā'i), as do the sacred thread around their necks 
(upabīta) and the Pitambar (yellow body wrapping cloth of silk) that covers their bodies 
(pīta paṭa). They each hold a bow and an arrow in their hands (dhanu-sara kara), while 
a quiver is tied around their waists (kasē kaṭi nikhaṅga).  

This marvelous sight appears to give the impression that the Sun God (pataṅga) 
has sent his two sons (‘suta paṭhayē’; known by the name of Ashwini Kumars along 
with the Fire God (pāvakakē sātha) to destroy the demons (nisicara haribēkō) who 
form the various diseases or obstacles of a fire sacrifice (makha-ruja)2 (2).  
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[2Here, sage Vishwamitra symbolizes the Fire God by the virtue of the sage’s 
radiant countenance and the seething anger that burns inside him against the tyranny of 
the demons who are constantly harassing him and preventing him from completing the 
fire sacrifice. The Sun God is the deity that is worshipped in a fire sacrifice, and therefore 
it is he who commanded his two sons known as Ashwini Kumars who are the medicine 
administrators for the Gods in heaven, here represented by Lord Ram and Laxman, to 
accompany the Fire God and go and treat the disease of the fire sacrifice that is 
preventing its completion, wherein the ‘disease’ stands for the demons who had been 
defiling sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice and preventing its completion. When a doctor 
examines a patient he decides the course of medicines in accordance to the disease and 
the problems faced by the patient. The ‘fire’ symbolizes the need to inject a fresh lease of 
life and energy into the patient who is almost dead and lifeless. What will the doctor do 
and how will he revive a patient by merely giving medicines if the vital energy in the 
patient has ebbed and cooled below a certain basic limit and can’t be rekindled and 
revved up.  

Hence, the two ‘medicine doctors’ known as Ashwini Kumars, the sons of the 
Sun God, were sent by the latter in the company of the Fire God who represented the Sun 
God himself, so that they can successfully treat the ‘patient’, the doused fire of the fire 
sacrifice, and revive it back to life by injecting ‘energy of the fire’ in it and remove all 
things and circumstances and climes that have made the ‘patient’ (fire sacrifice) sick in 
the first place, and to ensure that may not make him sick once again. The Fire God was to 
serve a double purpose—one was to provide the vital energy and dynamism to revive the 
patient and inject in him sufficient energy that it can come back to its former self, and the 
other purpose was to afford protection to the two sons of the Sun God so that no harm 
comes to them, but unfortunately should any danger come then the guardian Fire God 
would unleash his wrath and burn the attacking danger to ashes.  

In other words, Lord Ram and Laxman were well qualified and competent to slay 
the demons who were defiling the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, but should 
something go awry and needs an appropriate corrective action then there was the 
ubiquitous presence of the mighty sage Vishwamitra, who possesses secret mystical 
weapons that are most potent and invincible, to take care of all eventualities.]       
 
As the trio (sage Vishwamitra, Lord Ram and his brother Laxman) move ahead on the 
path, the clouds provide them with shade (karata chām̐ha ghana), the Gods shower 
flowers (‘baraṣaiṁ sumana sura’; to soften the ground below as well as to honour and 
rejoice their venturing to start the elimination process of the demons, one step at a time).  

The Gods are mesmerized by the charming image of the two brothers so much so 
that they unanimously agree that this comely and peerless and fascinating beauty is far 
superior to that of Kamdeo/cupid’s (chabi baranata atulita anaṅga).  

Tulsidas says that humans, birds and animals (maga, lōga, khaga-mr̥ga) on the 
way to the hermitage became so overwhelmed and enthralled in love and affection for the 
Lord that they virtually lost awareness of anything else (prēma magana), and were so 
enthralled and engrossed with the beauty and loveliness of the two brothers that they 
virtually drenched themselves in the abiding colour of love and affection for them 
(ram̐gē rūpa-raṅga) (3). 
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eqfuds lax fcjktr chj! 
dkdiPN /kj] dj dksnaM&lj] lqHkx 

ihriV dfV rwuhjAA 1AA 
cnu banq] vaHkks#g ykspu] L;ke xkSj 

lksHkk&lnu ljhjA 
iqydr _f"k voyksfd vfer Nfc] mj u 

lekfr izsedh HkhjAA 2AA 
[ksyr] pyr] djr ex dkSrqd] fcy¡or 

lfjr&ljkscj&rhjA 
rksjr yrk] lqeu] ljlh#g] fi;r 

lq/kkle lhry uhjAA 3AA 
cSBr fcey flyfu fcVifu rj] iqfu iqfu cjur Nk¡g lehjA 
ns[kr uVr dsfd] dy xkor e/kqi] ejky] dksfdyk] dhjAA 4AA 
u;ufudks Qy ysr fujf[k [kx] e`x] lqjHkh] cztc/kw] vghjA 
rqylh izHkqfg nsr lc vklu fut fut eu e`nq dey dqVhjAA 5AA 

 
 
                                             rāga kalyāṇa 
 
                                                  (1/54) 
 
munikē saṅga birājata bīra! 
kākapaccha dhara, kara kōdaṇḍa-sara, subhaga pītapaṭa kaṭi tūnīra.. 1.. 
badana indu, ambhōruha lōcana, syāma gaura sōbhā-sadana sarīra. 
pulakata r̥ṣi avalōki amita chabi, ura na samāti prēmakī bhīra.. 2.. 
khēlata, calata, karata maga kautuka, bilam̐vata sarita-sarōbara-tīra. 
tōrata latā, sumana, sarasīruha, piyata sudhāsama sītala nīra.. 3.. 
baiṭhata bimala silani biṭapani tara, puni puni baranata chām̐ha samīra. 
dēkhata naṭata kēki, kala gāvata madhupa, marāla, kōkilā, kīra.. 4.. 
nayananikō phala lēta nirakhi khaga, mr̥ga, surabhī, brajabadhū, ahīra. 
tulasī prabhuhi dēta saba āsana nija nija mana mr̥du kamala kuṭīra.. 5.. 
 

 
The Charming & Splendid Portrait of Ram-Laxman  

with Vishwamitra-3 
 

Verse no. 1/54—The two brothers look magnificent and charming alongside sage 
Vishwamitra (as the trio wended their way to the sage’s hermitage).  
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The two boys have curling locks of hair on their heads, a bow and an arrow each 
in their hands, and a Pitambar and a quiver tied around their waists (1). 
 
Their faces resemble the full moon, the eyes are like the lotus flower, and their bodies, 
which are dark and fair complexioned respectively, are treasuries of splendour, 
magnificence, charm and glowing radiance.  

Seeing their incomparable, peerless and stupendously charming image, 
Vishwamitra became thrilled with ecstasy, and the surge of love and affection waxed so 
much in his heart that it seemed it could not to be accommodated in it (2). 
 
As the two brothers walked on the path, they behave like is the wont of children of their 
age: they are exceedingly jovial and merry, doing strange and mischievous things, 
playing countless tricks and pranks, performing marvels of that only merry-go-happy 
boys could think of. They break creepers, flowers and lotuses on the banks of rivers and 
lakes and ponds, drink their nectar-like cool water and tarry for a long time there (on the 
banks) (3). 
 
They sit on clean boulders or rocks under the shade of trees, and repeatedly praise and 
appreciate the shade and the plesant breeze and climes of that place. Seeing (or 
observing) them, the peacocks began to dance, and the black bee, the cuckoo, the parrot 
and other birds began to sing in a voice that was most exceedingly sweet (4). 
 
Seeing the Lord (Sri Ram) again and again (in his form as a lovely prince of bewitching 
beauty and tender age, playing around in a most jovial and carefree mood like is the wont 
of mischievous children of his age), the animals, the birds, the cows, the cowherds and 
their maids by the wayside got the fruit of their eyes (i.e. they felt exceptionally lucky, 
happy and fulfilled as if they had been rewarded by the Creator for they were able to see 
this magnificently charming sight with their own eyes till the latter was full of it). 

Tulsidas says that everyone who watched the Lord subtly brought this image 
inside their hearts and sub-conscious minds and enshrined it reverentially there with due 
care as if to invite the Lord to enter their thatched huts and be seated on a soft seat made 
by spreading the delicate petals of the lotus flower!1 (5). 

[1All those who saw the most enchanting image of Lord Ram and Laxman 
walking cheerfully and playing jovially as they wended their path alongside sage 
Vishwamitra to the latter’s hermitage were absolutely mesmerized by the sight and did 
not content with just glancing at them once and going about their lives, but remained 
riveted to them. They stood transfixed, and realizing that sooner rather than later this 
sight would vanish from their view as the two princes proceeded ahead on their journey, 
all of the beholders—men, women, birds, animals et al—decided to permanently etch this 
image in their hearts and minds so that they could sub-consciously remember it for long 
long times to come.] 
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lksgr ex eqfu l¡x nksm HkkbZA 
r#u  reky  pk#  paid&Nfc  dfc&lqHkk;  dfg  tkbZAA 1AA 
Hkw"ku  clu  vuqgjr  vaxfu]  mexfr  lqUnjrkbZA 
cnu eukst  ljkst  ykspufu  jgh  gS  yqHkkb  yqukbZAA 2AA 
valfu  /kuq]  lj  dj&deyfu]  dfV  dls  gSa  fu[kax  cukbZA 
ldy  Hkqou  lksHkk  ljcl  y?kq  ykxfr  fujf[k  fudkbZAA 3AA 
efg  e`nq  iFk]  ?ku  Nk¡g]  lqeu  lqj  cj"k]  iou  lq[knkbZA 
ty&Fky&#g  Qy]  Qwy]  lfyy  lc  djr izse igqukbZAA 4AA 
ldqp  lHkhr  fcuhr  lkFk  xq#  cksyfu&pyfu  lqgkbZA 
[kx&e`x&fp=  fcyksdr  fcp&fcp]  ylfr  yfyr  yfjdkbZAA 5AA 
fc|k  nbZ  tkfu  fc|kfuf/k]  fc|gq  ygh  cM+kbZA 
[;ky  nyh  rkMqdk]  nsf[k  _f"k  nsr  vlhl  v?kkbZAA 6AA 
cw>r  izHkq  lqjlfj&izlax  dfg  fut  dqy  dFkk  lqukbZA 
xkf/klqou&lusg&lq[k&laifr   mj&vkJe   u   lekbZAA 7AA 
cucklh  cVq]  trh]  tksfx&tu  lk/kq&fl)&leqnkbZA 
iwtr  isf[k  izhfr  iqydr  ruq  u;u  ykHk  yqfV  ikbZAA 8AA 
e[k  jk[;ks  [kyny  nfy  Hkqtcy]  cktr  fccq/k  c/kkbZA 
fur  iFk&pfjr&lfgr  rqylh&fpr  clr  y[ku  j?kqjkbZAA 9AA 

 
 
                                            rāga kānharā 
 
                                                 (1/55) 
 
sōhata maga muni sam̐ga dō'u bhā'ī. 
taruna tamāla cāru campaka-chabi kabi-subhāya kahi jā'ī.. 1.. 
bhūṣana basana anuharata aṅgani, umagati sundaratā'ī. 
badana manōja sarōja lōcanani rahī hai lubhā'i lunā'ī.. 2.. 
ansani dhanu, sara kara-kamalani, kaṭi kasē haiṁ nikhaṅga banā'ī. 
sakala bhuvana sōbhā sarabasa laghu lāgati nirakhi nikā'ī.. 3.. 
mahi mr̥du patha, ghana chām̐ha, sumana sura baraṣa, pavana sukhadā'ī. 
jala-thala-ruha phala, phūla, salila saba karata prēma pahunā'ī.. 4.. 
sakuca sabhīta binīta sātha guru bōlani-calani suhā'ī. 
khaga-mr̥ga-citra bilōkata bica-bica, lasati lalita larikā'ī.. 5.. 
bidyā da'ī jāni bidyānidhi, bidyahu lahī baṛā'ī. 
khyāla dalī tāḍukā, dēkhi r̥ṣi dēta asīsa aghā'ī.. 6.. 
būjhata prabhu surasari-prasaṅga kahi nija kula kathā sunā'ī. 
gādhisuvana-sanēha-sukha-sampati ura-āśrama na samā'ī.. 7.. 
banabāsī baṭu, jatī, jōgi-jana sādhu-sid'dha-samudā'ī. 
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pūjata pēkhi prīti pulakata tanu nayana lābha luṭi pā'ī.. 8.. 
makha rākhyō khaladala dali bhujabala, bājata bibudha badhā'ī. 
nita patha-carita-sahita tulasī-cita basata lakhana raghurā'ī.. 9.. 
 

 
The Charming & Splendid Portrait of Ram-Laxman  

with Vishwamitra-4 
 

Verse no. 1/55—The sight of the two brothers walking alongside sage Vishwamitra looks 
magnificent and marvelous on the road. As a poet, one can compare the young bodies of 
the brothers to a young Tamaal tree (the black catechu plant; or an evergreen tree called 
Xanthocynus Epictorious) and the Champak (Magnolia) plant (1). 
 
The Lord’s garments and ornaments are befitting them (are in accordance or consonant 
with the beauty of their bodies). Glamour seems to effuse or spill over from them as if the 
combined beauty, charm and attractiveness of Kamdeo/cupid and the lotus flower have 
taken permanent residence in their faces and eyes respectively1 (1).  [1That is, their 
bodies are as charming and attractive as that of Kamdeo/cupid, the patron deity of beauty 
and charm, and the bewitching beauty of their eyes is like that of the lotus flower which 
the poets cite as the most apt metaphor for this characteristic feature.]  (2). 
 
There is a bow slung on his (Sri Ram’s) shoulder, an arrow is held in his hand, and a 
quiver has been tied properly around his waist. All the glamour, magnificence, pomp, 
pageantry and beauty of all the fourteen Bhuvans (realms of the universe)2 appear 
negligible or most humble when compared with that of the Lord’s (3). 
 [2The 14 Bhuvans: see verse no. 1/6.] 
 As the trio (Lord Ram, his brother Laxman, and sage Vishwamitra) walk on the 
forest-and-country path to the hermitage of the sage, the earth provides a soft path, the 
clouds give shade, the Gods shower flowers, and the breeze blows comfortably and 
pleasantly (so that their journey on foot is made very pleasant and enjoyable)3. 

The flowers and the fruits which grow either on the land or in the water are 
eagerly waiting for the Lord’s passage and welcoming him with a warm welcome. All 
sorts of water bodies (lakes, ponds, rivers, streams etc.) too are as eager and welcoming 
for the Lord4 (4). 
 [3Refer: Baal Kand, verse no. 1/53, stanza no. 3 herein above. 

4The meaning is clear—Wherever the Lord goes he finds flowers of all 
imaginable varieties and sizes and colours in full bloom and spreading their sweet and 
pleasant fragrance throughout the path to be followed by the Lord as a humble gesture on 
their part to celebrate the occasion of the Lord’s journey amidst them and to offer 
welcome and honour to him in the way they knew best. The flower which would be 
honoured by the Lord by his fleeting glance and attention for all its beauty and charm and 
fragrance and colour would shame even the Lotus flower which prides itself as the one 
always cited by poets to say how large and pleasant the eyes of the Lord are. Therefore, 
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all the flowers bloom in all imaginable colours and emanating all the hues of sweetness 
of fragrance and pleasantness of aromas to show the Lord how happy and exhilarated 
they are to find him in their midst, and as a silent gesture declaring—“Well come thou 
our Lord with the warmest of welcome! Thine presence amongst are midst has given us 
the blessedness that would be the envy of all others.” 

The fruits of the choicest varieties had all ripened, making themselves temptingly 
sweet and succulent and most delectable in taste as if they were eager to offer themselves 
in the service of Lord Ram and afford refreshment to the Lord as he wended his path in 
the forest. The fruits become as sweet and ripe as they could ever become with the hope 
that they would be the fortunate ones to be chosen by the divine Lord to taste and refresh 
himself, and per chance even say a nice word about them which would be treasured by 
them for generations and would elevate them to an exalted pedestal amongst their peers.  

The trees covered themselves with thick foliage and branches laden with flowers 
and fruits and made all the more pleasant and tempting with chirping birds and delightful 
insects and buzzing bees making them their habitat, and these trees effused the sweetest 
of aroma like the kindest of sandalwood, ambergris, lign-aloe etc. to give joy to the Lord 
and invite him to rest under their shade for a while and bless them thus. The tree under 
which Lord Ram, Laxman and sage Vishwamtira would stand and rest for a while would 
be proud to shame even the all wish-fulfilling tree known as Kalpa Tree of the Gods in 
heaven, and acquire the respect and acclaim which even the latter lacketh. 

The water of lakes and rivers etc. became clear as crystal, pristine pure, 
rejuvenating and cool, expecting that the Lord would dip himself in their waters. There 
was a virtual competition between them to be one better than the rest in the hope that the 
Lord would select it over the others to jump in and refresh himself. Should Lord Ram and 
Laxman touch these water bodies, the latter would feel exceedingly honoured and put to 
shame even the pride of river Ganges which prides itself as being a holy river by the 
virtue of having its origin in the lotus feet of Lord Vishnu. These water bodies would 
stand up and proclaim that they are more fortunate and privileged than Ganges because, 
for one, the latter had never had the opportunity to touch the feet of the Lord once it 
emerged from the Lord’s feet and moved down to earth, and second inasmuch as that the 
Lord seems to have decided to bestow holiness and divine powers to these humble water 
bodies also so as to remove the sense of pride of Ganges as being the ‘only one to have 
the holiness granted to it by the virtue of touch of the Lord’s holy feet’.  

In other words, all the entities of the forest did their level best to show their 
respect and honour to Lord Ram and serve him cheerfully in the best way they 
individually and collectively could, in the most warmest and affectionate of manner.  

And the magical part is that the Lord obliges them all—he plucks the flowers and 
kisses them; he climbs trees to take the fruits to eat them; he dashes off to the stream and 
plunges in its water. The normally turbid, algae infested water of ponds too became 
crystal clear and potable. If we read the earlier verse and conjoin it with this verse, the 
scene is most heart-touching and enthralling for the mind of even the sternest and the 
dispassionate kind.] 
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The Lord’s hesitant, shy and abashed demeanours5, his polite and sweet speech and 
words (the way he talks), his majestic gait and nimble steps (as he walks), his sense of 
fear that he ought not do anything that would annoy the sage, and his overall behaviour of 
respectful humility and submissiveness before the Guru6 (sage Vishwamitra)—all of 
them combine to portray a picture of the Lord as being most careful and respectful and 
obedient and diligent in observing etiquette and good manners with respect to sage 
Vishwamitra.  

When the Lord (Sri Ram) stops here and there to gaze at different varieties of 
birds and animals on the way, the endearing child-like innocent expression on his face, 
his demeanours and his amazement at the fascinating sights make him look very 
charming and pleasant to behold (5). 
 [5Lord Ram is shy and feels abashed because all eyes are fixed on him. A child 
would naturally feel self-conscious in this situation. Then again, the Lord felt very odd 
that he has to act out his role as a child even though he is the Father of Creation and the 
universal Supreme Lord of it. What a funny fate!  
 6Sage Vishwamitra is called a ‘Guru’, literally meaning a teacher, because he had 
taught Lord Ram many secret skills and the art of invoking mystical weapons—refer 
verse no. 1/52, stanza no. 6 herein above, and stanza no. 6 of the present verse no. 1/55 
herein below.] 
  
Thereafter, inspite of knowing Lord Ram to be a treasury of all sorts of knowledge, 
wisdom, erudition, sagacity, skills and expertise, the Guru still preferred to impart 
knowledge to him (Sri Ram) in a formal way7.  

Meanwhile, the virtues of knowledge, wisdom, discretion and expertise of all 
kinds (known as ‘Vidya’) got honour and fame and acceptance by the virtue of their 
being accepted by (or being considered worthy of acceptance by) Lord Sri Ram.  

Then, he (Lord Ram) playfully (i.e. without any effort) slayed the demoness 
Tadka, seeing which the sage liberally blessed him8 (6). 
 [7Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/52, stanza no. 6 herein above; and 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 
7-8. 

 8Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/52, stanza no. 6 herein above; and 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precedes Doha no. 209.] 
 
When the Lord enquired about the story behind river Gange’s descent on the earth, the 
sage narrated that story along with the entire story of his (Raghu’s) clan9.  

At this time, Vishwamitra’s wealth of happiness, bliss, joy and delight as well as 
love and affection for the Lord could not accommodate itself in his hermitage represented 
by his heart10. (7). 
 [*9See note appended at the end of this verse. 

 10While narrating these stories about river Ganges and Raghu’s clan, the sage was 
ecstatic and so overjoyed that happiness overflowed from his mind and heart. The sage 
was extremely thrilled and excited as if he has found the nectar for which the most 
enlightened of sages and seers had spent their entire lives doing Tapa (severe penances 
and austerities), Japa (constant repetition of a holy formula), Yoga (meditation) and 
Samadhi (state of trance obtained in higher stages of meditation).]  
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The Brahmacharis (celibates; here meaning students of the sage), Sanyasis (those who 
have renounced the world), Yogis (ascetics), Sadhus (saints, hermits, sages, seers—those 
who were pious and holy) and hordes of Siddhas (mystics; those who had attained or 
possessed mystical powers) who lived in the forest became bodily thrilled when they 
happened to see the Lord in their midst. They felt that their eyes have been amply 
rewarded when they saw the divine sight of the Lord amongst them. Verily, all were full 
of exceeding wonderment and marveled with extreme marvel at the once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to have the Lord of the World amongst their humble selves! (8). 
  
That the Lord has used the strength of his arms to vanquish and crush the evil ones (i.e. 
the demons) and has protected the Yagya (fire sacrifice) was enough reason for the Gods 
to sing adulatory songs in honour of the Lord, songs that were meant to celebrate and 
honour the good tidings and auspicious events of the time.  

Tulsidas avers that the image of Lord Sri Ram and Laxman on the road (to 
Vishwamitra’s hermitage and thereafter to Janakpur), as well as their enchanting 
activities en-route, eternally resides in his (Tulsidas’) mind and heart. [The saint-poet 
asserts that this imagery of the Lord is permanently etched in his memory and heart for 
all times to come.] (9). 

[Note--*9The story of river Ganges and its relation with the race of king Raghu is as 
follows: 

The glory of  River Ganges, the ‘River of Gods’, has been sung by Goswami Tulsidas 
in (i) Vinai Patrika, verse nos. 17-20; (ii) Kavitawli, Uttar Kand, verse nos. 145-147; and 
(iii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 212.  

The story of the origin of the holy river Ganges is narrated in Srimad Bhagwat 
Mahapuran, Skandha 5, Canto 17, verse nos. 1-10.  

It was contained in the Kamandalu (water pot) of Brahma, the creator. This is said in 
Srimad Bhagwat Mahapuran, Skandha 8, Canto 21, verse no. 4. 

Then, its acceptance on the head of Lord Shiva where it was locked in the mat of 
thick hairs on the Lord’s head is narrated in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 42, 
verse nos. 23-25, and Canto 43, verse no. 1.  

The story of why Bhagirath did Tapa to bring Ganges upon the earth is narrated in 
detail in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 38—44.   

There is another version narrated in Padma Puran, Sristhi Khand. Here, sage Veda 
Vyas, who was narrating the Puran to Brahmin audience, told the story of the origin and 
descent upon the earth of the holy river Ganges in detail when they asked him about it.  
 
Briefly, the story of river Ganges is this: When Lord Vishnu had incarnated as Lord 
Vaaman, the dwarf mendicant, to crush the haughtiness of king Bali and prevent him 
from declaring himself the emperor of the entire universe, the Lord had expended his left 
foot so much that its toe nail had ruptured the outer shell of the galaxy, creating a hole. 
The inter-galactic river flowing outside the known galaxy gushed in through this hole to 
fill the whole space. When this celestial river touched the feet of Lord Vishnu, it turned 
reddish due to the colour of the Lord’s feet which are like the red or pink lotus. Because 
it had its origin from the foot of Lord Vishnu, the primary name of river Ganges was 
‘Bhawatpadi’. [‘Bhagwat’ = Lord Vishnu; ‘Padi’ = from foot.] 

After the passage of thousands of Yugas (eras), it established itself in the northern 
edge of the heaven where the Polar Star is situated. This area is known as ‘Vishnu-pad’. 
It is here that the Lord’s great devotee Dhruv accepts the water of this holy river as 
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sanctified water, and the seven celestial sages known as the Sapta-rishis hold it in the 
lock of hairs on their head. Meanwhile, when the celestial water poured in from the hole 
in the galaxy, the creator Brahma was alarmed because he realised that its fierce currents 
would sweep everything away, both in the heaven as well as on the earth where it 
descended to wash the feet of Lord Vaaman immediately after its entrance in the 
habitable galaxy. So Brahma used his Kamandalu, the water pot, to contain river Ganges 
within it.  

From the summit of the heaven, i.e. from its northern fringes, Ganges cascaded down 
to the abode of the Moon God, went past it and fell on the summit of Mt. Meru (the 
golden mountain where the Gods live, including their king Indra) which is situated within 
the realm of Brahma, the creator.  

From there it divides into four branches—named Sita, Alaknanda, Chakchu and 
Bhadra.  

Out of these, Sita descends from Brahma-puri to the summit of Mt. Kesaraachal, then 
goes further down and falls upon the summit of Mt. Gandha-maadan, and from there 
flows through the area known as Bhadraa-shwa-varsha to finally fall into the salty ocean 
in the east.  

The second branch Alkananda falls to the south of Brahma-puri, goes past countless 
summits of mountains to finally arrive at the summit of Mt. Hemkut. From there, it 
cascades down with tremendous speed and force down upon the plains of India (knon as 
Bharat-varsha). Then it traverses the length of the land to fall and merge with the ocean 
in the south. 

Chakchu, the third branch, reaches the summit of Mt. Malyawaan, and from there it 
flows through the area known as Ketumal-varsha, heading in the western direction to 
finally fall in the sour ocean in the west.  

The fourth branch, Bhadra, falls from the summit of Mt Meru and descends to its 
north. Falling from one mountain upon another, it reaches the summit of Mt. Sringa-
waan. From there it flows through the area of the land known as Kuru-desh to finally fall 
in the northern ocean.  

This river is known as the River of Gods or river Gangaa. This is the origin of the 
river in its celestial form. Refer: Smd. Bhagwat, 5/17/1-9.  

When Lord Vaaman’s feet were being washed as part of the ritual to honour the guest 
Brahmin by king Vaaman, Brahma the creator had collected this water in his Kamandalu 
(water pot) because it was very holy. Refer. Smd. Bhagwat, 8/21/4.   
Later on, when king Bhagirath had done severe Tapa (penance) to bring this holy river on 
the earth so that his ancestors who lay dead due to the curse of sage Kapil could be 
revived, Brahma told him that he must first prepare Lord Shiva to accept river Ganges on 
his head because when the river descends from heaven upon earth, it will do so with such 
tremendous force that the earth would not be able to bear it and would split into two. So 
Bhagirath did Tapa to please Lord Shiva who agreed to accept the cascading river on the 
lock of hairs on his head. Then he will gradually allow to let it down upon the plains is a 
stream that lacks the force by which the river falls thousands of miles from heaven. 
Refer: Valmiki Ramayan, 1/42/23-25, and 1/43/1. 
 
The story of why Bhagirath did Tapa to bring Ganges upon the earth is narrated in detail 
in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 38—44.  

Briefly this part of the story is as follows: King Sagar had done a great horse sacrifice 
known as ‘Ashwamedh Yagya’. This sacrificial horse was stolen by Indra, the king of 
Gods who was renowned for his mischief and jealous nature, in the guise of a demon. 
The reason was that king Sagar had already done 99 such sacrifices, and if he 
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successfully completed this 100th sacrifice, he would have become eligible for the stature 
of Indra. This Indra could not tolerate.  

Now, king Sagar ordered his sixty thousand sons to go and find the horse. They dug 
up the entire earth in search of the horse, pursuing Indra relentlessly. During the process 
all the creatures who lived on the earth suffered immensely because their homes were 
demolished and they were uprooted from their natural habitats. This was what Indra 
wanted—to instigate Sagar to commit some sort of blunder that would invite the wrath of 
the creatures and the Brahmins, thereby inviting his own ruin. The Gods rushed to their 
patriach Brahma, complaining about the developments. Brahma comforted them that they 
should not worry because Lord Vishnu who is responsible for the welfare of the creation 
would certainly do something to rectify the damage and punish the perpetrator.   

Meanwhile, even after searching the earth the sons could not find the sacrificial 
horse. When they reported this to their father, king Sagar, he stongly rebuked them and 
ordered them to go back and search once again. This time around, they dug up the 
subterranean world. Ultimately, they reached the hermitage of sage Kapil on the shore of 
the eastern ocean. The mischievous Indra had hidden the horse there, but sage Kapil had 
no idea that it was a stolen sacrificial horse. So, when Sagar’s sons saw the horse there, 
they concluded that it was stolen by the sage, and they haughtily challenged him. The 
sage was very angry, and he cursed them, reducing them to ashes.  

When these sixty thousand sons did not return even after a long time, king Sagar 
ordered his grandson Anshumaan to go and find out what had happened. Anshumaan 
followed the path taken by his uncles, and finally reached the place where he saw their 
ashes in a huge mound. Lamenting and grieving, he wanted to perform their last rites. He 
also found the horse grazing nearby. For doing the last rites he needed water. Just at that 
time, Lord Garud (the mount of Lord Vishnu), who was the maternal uncle of his own 
uncles, came there and told Anshumaan that ordinary water won’t liberate his uncles 
because they were reduced to ashes by the curse of a great sage named Kapil. For this, 
the water of the holy river Ganges is needed. So he must go and make an effort to bring 
Ganges to earth so that its water can flow over the ashes and provide your uncles 
deliverance. Meanwhile, he should take the sacficial horse and go home to his 
grandfather.  

King Sagar completed his sacrifice and returned to his capital. He did not know how 
to bring the celestial river of Gods to earth, and he died without accomplishing the task. 
After his death, Anshumaan ascended the throne. His son was king Dilip. Anshumaan 
abdicated the throne in favour of his son and went to the Himalayas to do severe Tapa, 
and died there.  

King Dilip had a son named Bhagirath. Dilip did many sacrifices in order to bring 
river Ganges to earth so that his ancestor’s souls could find deliverance, but failed. 
Worried and frustrated he fell sick and died.  

Meanwhile, Bhagirath had no sons, but he still was determined to bring Ganges to 
earth and fulfill the long cherished desire of his father, grandfather and great grandfather. 
So he handed over the reins of the kingdom to his wise ministers and went to do the 
severest form of Tapa one can imagine of. His determination and noble resolve pleased 
Brahma, the creator, who revealed himself before him and asked him to request for a 
boon. Bhagirath replied that if Brahma really wants to grant him something then he 
should bless him that he be able to bring Ganges to earth and wash his ancestors with its 
holy water so that they can find deliverance. Braham advised him that he must please 
Lord Shiva and request him to accept the river on his head prior to its reaching the 
surface of the earth—because if the river fell directly upon the earth it would split the 
latter into two with its tremendous force.  
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So, Bhagirath prayed to Shiva who was more than willing to accept Ganges on his 
head because the Lord knew that the river had its origin in the foot of Lord Vishnu. As 
soon as Shiva gave his consent to bear the river on his head, Brahma let his Kamandalu 
tilt and thus the mighty river Ganges came cascading down with a thunderous force to 
land upon the matted hairs of Lord Shiva. Ganges was very proud of its own origin and 
powers, so it thought that it will push Shiva to the under-world by its sheer force. Shiva 
wanted to teach Ganges a lesson not to be haughty, so the Lord contained the might of the 
swirling waters of the haughty Ganges in the lock of hairs on his head so much so that the 
river almost got lost amidst its huge crevices.  

Bhagirath was confounded: after all the efforts made by him, the river still failed to 
reach the ground. So he did Tapa again to please Lord Shiva and ask him to allow Ganges 
to fall down to earth. Pleased with his sincerity and devotion, Lord Shiva allowed a thin 
stream of Ganges to escape from his head and fall in the ‘Bindu-sarovar (lake)’. 
Immediately upon reaching this lake, Ganges branched off into seven streams. The 
seventh stream followed king Bhagirath who lead its path on a chariot to the spot where 
the ashes of his ancestors lay. As soon as the holy water of the Ganges touched the ashes, 
the souls of the sixty thousand sons of king Sagar found liberation and deliverance.  

At that time, Brahma appeared and blessed Bhagirath that henceforth Ganges would 
be deemed to be his daughter and bear his name. It would be known by three names—viz. 
‘Tripatha-gaa’, ‘Dibyaa’ and ‘Bhagirathi’. Hence, the holy river Ganges also came to be 
known as ‘Bhagirathi’, the daughter of Bhagirath. Since it flows in the whole of the three 
worlds, the heaven, the earth and the subterranean world, it is known as ‘Tripatha-gaa’—
that which flows on three paths. And since it is a holy and divine river, it is known as 
‘Dibya’—the divine and holy one.    
 
There is another version narrated in Padma Puran, Sristhi Khand. Here, sage Veda Vyas, 
who was narrating the Puran to Brahmin audience, told the story of the origin and descent 
upon the earth of the holy river Ganges in detail when they asked him about it. Briefly 
this story is as follows:  
 Veda Vyas said—‘In some ancient time, when sage Narad asked Brahma how 
creation came into being, Brahma told him that at the time of creation, he had requested 
the Paraa-Prakriti, the primary-primordial Mother Nature, to become the primary cause of 
creation. Brahma told her that he would use her to create everything.  
 Hearing this, the Paraa-Prakriti divided herself into seven forms. These seven forms 
are the following—(i) Gayatri (from which were produced all the Vedas, Swasti, Swaha, 
Swadha, and Diksha—i.e. all things related to the fire sacrifice), (ii) Vaag-devi or 
Saraswati, the goddess of speech and knowledge, through whom knowledge and 
scpriptures spread, (iii) Laxmi (the goddess of wealth and prosperity that was needed to 
sustain and take care of the needs of the creation), (iv) Uma (the consort of Lord Shiva 
and said to be Mother Goddess from whom all other Gods and Goddesses originated; she 
is also the one who became instrumental in spread of knowledge), (v) Shakti-beeja 
(cosmic dynamic energy that gives all the Mantras their inherent mystical powers and is 
responsible for injecting vitality, energy and force into this creation), (vi) Tapaswini (the 
patron goddess or the cosmic force overlooking Tapa—austerity and penances), (vii) and 
Dharma-dravaa (the inherent powers of Dharma—everything that is in accordance to the 
laws of auspiciousness, righteousnss, probity, propriety, ethics and morality).  
 Brahma thought that the last form, i.e. ‘Dharma-dravaa’, was the best of the seven 
forms, and since it was in a liquid form (‘Dravaa’ = liquid), he stored it into his 
Kamandalu (water pot).  
 Now, during the Lord’s incarnation as Vaaman (the dwarf mendicant) when he had 
spread his left foot to measure the entire universe during the sacrifice of king Bali, this 
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foot ruptured the sky and the heaven and appeared before Brahma. It was then that he 
washed the Lord’s holy foot with the water that he had stored in his Kamandalu at the 
time of creation.  

After the Lord’s holy foot had been washed, this water fell on Mt. Hemkut. From 
there this water reached Lord Shiva who immediately placed it on his head because he 
realised it to be sanctified and holy as it had been used to wash the foot of Lord Vishnu in 
his incarnation as Lord Vaaman. So, this water now was established on the thick lock of 
hairs on the head of Lord Shiva.  

Later on when king Bhagirath had done severe Tapa with the intention of bringing 
this holy river on earth so that his dead ancestors could be revived and their souls could 
find peace, he had prayed to Lord Shiva to let the Ganges come down upon the earth. The 
Lord allowed its stream to descend upon the earth and follow Bhagirath across the land to 
the place where his ancestors lay dead. This is how the holy river descended upon earth 
and traversed eastwards following Bhagirath to finally merge into the ocean.   
 
According to Valmiki Ramayan, Ganga was the elder daughter of Himwan, the king of 
the mountains, and his wife Maina. Maina was the daughter of Mt. Sumeru. The Gods 
took her to heaven because a number of divine deeds were destined to be dependent upon 
her. Refer: Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga, 35, verse nos. 13-18.  

In Tulsidas’ book Kavitawali, Uttar Kand, verse no. 146, line no. 3 it is said that the 
“Supreme Lord of the world had transformed himself in the form of the water of the holy 
River Ganges”. Now, what does it signify? The answer is as follows— 
 The Supreme Lord thought that he must find out a way so that even the humblest and 
the lowliest of creatures, humans and non-humans, can have easy access to a means 
whereby they can wash off their sins and find peace and a way to reach heaven. To be 
able to worship the Lord God in any form described in the honourable scriptures—
whether it is any of the countless manifested forms that are usually known as an 
incarnation or an image of the Lord, the ‘Saguna form’, or an un-manifested form that is 
not visible because it is extremely subtle and sublime though it is omnipresent and all-
pervading, known as the ‘Nirguna form’—may not be possible for every single living 
being of this world. Say for instance, an animal can’t be expected to read the scriptures, 
perform religious duties, or worship any form of the Lord in the way the word ‘worship’ 
is commonly understood to mean by even the remotest stretch of one’s imagination. But 
the Atma, the soul of all the creatures yearn for peace and liberation and salvation. So 
should the ‘Lord of All’ not leave an option for such unfortunate off-springs of his as 
these humble animals, or for that matter even humans who are not fortunate enough to 
obtain liberation and deliverance from their sins by the other conventional methods? 
Surely the answer is ‘yes’, the Lord must provide something for these unfortunate 
members of creation.  
And the solution that the Lord decided upon was to transfer a portion of his grace upon 
the earth in the form of the ‘Holy Waters of River Ganges’—so that even the dumb, the 
deaf and the handicapped could benefit from the Lord’s benevolence and grace, and are 
not deprived of this privilege!] 
 

 
¼1@56½ 

 
eatqy eaxye; u`i&<ksVkA 
eqfu]  eqfufr;]  eqfufllq  fcyksfd  dgSa  e/kqj euksgj tksVkAA 1AA 
uke&:i&vuq:i  cs"k c;] jke y[ku yky yksusA 
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bUgrsa ygh gS ekuks ?ku&nkfefu nqfr euflt] ejdr] lksusAA 2AA 
pjuljkst]  ihriV]  dfVrV]  rwu&rhj&/kuq/kkjhA 
dsgfjda/k  dke&dfj&djoj  fciqy  ckgq]  cy  HkkjhAA 3AA 
nw"ku&jfgr  le;  le  Hkw"ku  ikb  lqvaxfu  lksgSaA 
uo&jktho&u;u]  iwju  fc/kqcnu  enu  eu  eksgSaAA 4AA 
fljfu  fl[kaM]  lqeu&ny&eaMu  cky  lqHkk;  cuk;sA 
dsfy&vad   ruq&jsuqiad   tuq   izxVr   pfjr   pksjk;sAA 5AA 
e[k  jkf[kcs  ykfx  nljFk  lksa  ek¡fx  vkJefg  vkusA 
izse    iwft    ikgqus    izkufiz;    xkf/klqou    luekusAA 6AA 
lk/ku&Qy  lk/kd  fl)fuds]  ykspu&Qy  lcghdsA 
ldy  lqd`r&Qy]  ekrq&firkds]   thou&/ku   rqylhdsAA 7AA 

 
 
                                                  (1/56) 
 
man̄jula maṅgalamaya nr̥pa-ḍhōṭā. 
muni, munitiya, munisisu bilōki kahaiṁ madhura manōhara jōṭā.. 1.. 
nāma-rūpa-anurūpa bēṣa baya, rāma lakhana lāla lōnē. 
inhatēṁ lahī hai mānō ghana-dāmini duti manasija, marakata, sōnē.. 2.. 
caranasarōja, pītapaṭa, kaṭitaṭa, tūna-tīra-dhanudhārī. 
kēharikandha kāma-kari-karavara bipula bāhu, bala bhārī.. 3.. 
dūṣana-rahita samaya sama bhūṣana pā'i su'aṅgani sōhaiṁ. 
nava-rājīva-nayana, pūrana bidhubadana madana mana mōhaiṁ.. 4.. 
sirani sikhaṇḍa, sumana-dala-maṇḍana bāla subhāya banāyē. 
kēli-aṅka tanu-rēnupaṅka janu pragaṭata carita cōrāyē.. 5.. 
makha rākhibē lāgi dasaratha sōṁ mām ̐gi āśramahi ānē. 
prēma pūji pāhunē prānapriya gādhisuvana sanamānē.. 6.. 
sādhana-phala sādhaka sid'dhanikē, lōcana-phala sabahīkē. 
sakala sukr̥ta-phala, mātu-pitākē, jīvana-dhana tulasīkē.. 7.. 
 

 
The Charming & Splendid Portrait of Ram-Laxman 

with Vishwamitra-5 
 
Verse no. 1/56—Both the princes (Sri Ram and Laxman) are most handsome, charming 
and auspicious to behold. The sages, their wives and their children1 say this on seeing 
them—'This pair is very pleasant, enchanting and charming.' (1). 
 [1This shows that in ancient times, sages and seers who lived in hermitages in 
forests had families. Their hermitages served three main functions: (i) they helped these 
pious souls to pursue their spiritual objectives without the distraction and diversion 
inherent in noisy populated places such as towns and cities and bigger villages, (ii) they 
served as schools and seminaries where students assembled from distance places to study 
like we have modern boarding schools, and (iii) they doubled up as monastries or abbeys 
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where monks and hermits and sages and seers gathered together and lived a religious way 
of life under the supervision of one senior monk who was like an Abbot or a Pontif.   
 Usually, a very senior sage or seer would have a large group of disciples at his 
hermitage who would graduate and spread out into the world to establish their own places 
at different corners of the world, inheriting the name of the primary teacher and using it 
as sort of their parental name or surname, thereby establishing a lineage of sages and 
seers bearing the name of the original teacher as if he were their forefather and patriarch. 
This gave them a unique identity and respect because the name of the sage or seer whose 
name they adopted as their surname or parental name was well known, respected and 
established in the society and even amongst his peers.]  
 
The sight of the two brothers, Lord Sri Ram and his younger sibling Laxman, is 
exceptionally attractive and charming in accodance with their age, personality and name2.  

It appears that (dark, rain-bearing) clouds and lightening, Kamdeo/cupid as well 
as the Markat-Mani (emerald), and the most precious of materials such as Gold—all have 
derived their value, magnificence, glamour, radiance, dazzle and splendour from them3 
(2). 
 [2By this time the fame of the two brothers had spread to the distant corners of the 
realm as they were ‘princes of a great kingdom, and not ordinary sons born in some 
regular household’, and everyone was aware of their exceptional charm and beauty.  So, 
when the people of the wayside hamlets and the sages and their families and disciples 
beheld the two brothers for the first time they found them to be a perfect match to their 
expectations.  

The people had heard of the slaying of Tadka, and they had also heard that the 
mighty and able sage Vishwamitra, who was confounded by the demons’ tyranny, had 
zeroed down on Lord Ram and Laxman to provide him relief. So all who heard of these 
tidings concluded that there surely must be something special and mystical with the two 
princes. The spectular glory of the Lord had preceded him and everyone who heard of it 
had become curious to learn more about the brothers. So when the tidings came that they 
are arriving on their way to the sage’s place, everyone rushed out to witness this unique 
sight first hand as no one liked it to let it slip by.  

And indeed what they beheld even defied their imagination: the beauty and 
comliness of the two brothers surpassed all notions of beauty and charm that the 
beholders had ever imagined of. They were more enthralling than what the people had 
expected to behold. But nevertheless, the sight of the two brothers stood the test of beauty 
and charm. 

3Here, since Lord Ram is of a dark complexion he is compared to the dark rain-
bearing cloud, and Laxman being of a light complexion is likened to the brilliance of 
lightening. The three entities mentioned here, i.e. Kamdeo, Markat Mani and Gold, also 
seem to have derived their magnificence and grandeur by borrowing it from the two 
brothers.] 
 
Their feet are like the lotus, there is Pitambar wrapped around their waists, and they are 
the bearers of a bow, an arrow and a quiver. Their shoulders resemble that of a lion (as it 
is wide, muscular and strong), while their arms are like the trunk of Kamdeo’s elephant—
i.e. elegant, majestic, muscular, long, robust, sturdy and strong (3). 
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The ornaments that are worn by them, ornaments which are suitable for their age and 
circumstances and are in accordance with the times ahead4, look more glamorous and 
splendid by the virtue of them adorning the body of the two brothers5.  

Their lotus-like eyes and face as if it were the full moon appear to be stealing the 
mind of Kamdeo/cupid6 (4). 
 [4The two brothers had by this time grown up. So the ornaments that they wore 
were chosen to suit princes of their age. Then, they were going on a journey on foot 
which would take them through forests and sparsely populated areas of the countryside 
where there was the danger of robbers and thugs. Finally, they would be surrounded by 
sages and young Brahmcharis or student-disciples of sage Vishwamitra who were 
accustomed to living a life of austerity and abstinence. It would therefore be very odd, ill-
advised and unbehoving for noble princes to live in ostentious decorative gear, wearing 
fine ornaments of priceless value, in this environment where simplicity, austerity and 
abstinence from pretentious behaviour is the norm. They were on a mission to serve a 
great sage, and not to show-off the wealth of their kingdom. It was not an occasion for 
royal pomp and pageantry, but of sobriety and restraint. When faced with the task they 
were going to accomplish, which was to slay the demons, the need of the hour and time 
was possession of such qualities as valour, strength, fearlessness, bravery and courage, 
and not to behave like a tender-skinned, delicate and pampered prince who would turn 
pale even at the thought of stepping on the ground without footwear.    
 5Now therefore the ornaments that Lord Ram and Laxman wore were of the 
minimal quantity and value, just enough to distinguish them amongst the folks as being 
princes of the realm, and also to blend well with the boys with whom they would have to 
pass their days at the hermitage of sage Vishwamitra. Refer stanza no. 5 herein below 
where it is expressly stated that “they had on their heads peocock feathers and flowers 
tucked in the hair by way of ornaments”. These were the ordinary decorative things used 
by ordinary boys in the villages and the hamlets in the countryside, and by young boys 
who lived in the hermitages of sages, more as playthings and a means of diversion from 
the monotony of life than for any real worth in terms of value and price.    

Verily, whatever they wore made no difference to their charm and splendid 
personality. In fact, the ornaments acquired their value and importance by the virtue of 
them being worn by the two brothers. If the same ornaments were worn by others, or 
were locked up the king’s treasury, they would have been worthless, but now these 
ornaments acquired an indentity of their own and they got recognition and fame because 
anyone who saw the two brothers also saw them wearing these ornaments, and not those 
ornaments that were left behind by the brothers in the royal palace or treasury. 

For instance, if at that time Lord Ram was wearing a simple one-strand pearl 
necklace and nothing else then it would be the one and the only one ornament that would 
be permanently etched in the memory of all the bystanders who were watching the Lord, 
and not, say, the garland of diamonds or wristbands of the most precious of gems or the 
golden waistband and a tiara of the most precious crystal that the Lord left behind in 
Ayodhya at the time of departure with sage Vishwamitra.         

6Even Kamdeo/cupid, who himself was exceedingly charming and lovely to 
behold, being the patron god of beauty, enchantment and passion, seems to be in thrall 
and captivated by the magnificent sight of the stupendous beauty and astounding charm 
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and exceedingly splendid view of the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, as they 
wended their way to the hermitage of sage Vishwamitra. If this was the state of affairs 
with Kamdeo, one can well imagine the effect the most charming sight of the two 
brothers had had on others.] 
  
Behaving like children, or in a way that is quite natural with children of their age, they 
have decorated their heads with peacock feathers and flower petals, while the dust and 
grime that cover their bodies reveal their frolicking around and playful activities that they 
engaged themselves in on the sly in an attempt to avoid the eyes of the sage 
(Vishwamitra)7 (5). 
 [7The two boys wanted to thoroughly enjoy the sights and sounds of the 
countryside and the forest. As has been narrated in many of the foregoing verses, the 
playful activities of Lord Ram and Laxman as they wended their way through the forest 
is simply enchanting for the mind. They would plunge in water bodies, go after birds and 
butterflies, pluck leaves and flowers and run after animals, once standing standstill when 
they heard the unfamiliar sound of the forest and call of wild animal and then running 
behind deer and butterflies to catch them! On the one hand they were scared of annoying 
their guardian sage Vishwamitra, but on the other hand these childish temptations were 
too much for them to resist. The learned sage did realize this, and though he kept a 
vigilant eye so that no harm comes to the two brothers, he also silently allowed them a lot 
bit of freedom to enjoy themselves.  
 The sage was subtly enjoying this most enchanting sight himself. He was bored of 
being surrounded by young disciples in his hermitage who were trained to live a life of 
strict regime and discipline. After all, the sage was also  a human being, and it was a 
natural urge in him to experience what pleasure there is in playing with children, 
something for which the great king Dasrath had yearned so much that he went to the 
extent of asking Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Lord of the world, for such an incredulous 
boon as hanving the Lord as his son instead of seeking emancipation and salvation for his 
soul. So sage Vishwamitra wondered what was so goodly, fascinating and charming in it, 
and yearned to experience the pleasure and bliss and solace for which Dasrath had sought 
this odd boon of asking the Lord to become his son! 
 And here was his opportunity to experience and fulfill his cherished dream. He 
knew that never again in life would he ever get this chance again—that the would watch 
mesmerized the Supreme Lord of creation playing right before his eyes with all his 
charming beauty at display, exhibiting so many artful gestures and heart-capturing 
strategic moves that would hold even Kamdo/cupid enthralled as asserted in the 
foregoing stanza. 
 Therefore, the sage willingly turned a blind eye and allowed the two brothers 
freedom to do what they was their wont. After all, the sage also knew that no power in 
creation could and would ever cause any bit of harm Lord Ram and Laxman, and 
therefore it would be foolish on his part to act too wise and let go of this golden once-in-
a-life time opportunity to watch the Supreme Being play like a child!  
 And what a great stage it was to watch this great maverick play of the Lord being 
staged! It was the pleasant background of a verdant forest rich in greenery, in trees, 
flowers, fruits, rivers, streams, rivulets, hillocks and mounds, small and big animals and 
birds who knew no fetters and were as free as these two children. The lucky sage had a 
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virtual ring-side exclusive view of this play with nothing to distract and disturb and 
obstruct the view. He was like the ring-master of the circus who lorded over all that he 
beheld. Had he wanted, he could stop the two brothers from playing mischief like the 
ring-master who could stop his artistes midway from displaying their skills in the arena as 
soon as he wants. Verily, if king Dasrath was the lord of the royal palace and the city of 
Ayodhya where he had watched enthralled as Lord Ram and Laxman played merrily 
around a few days ago, here it was sage Vishwamitra who was the lord of the forest and 
enjoying the same bliss and happiness as was enjoyed by Dasrath, but with a better stage 
where pristine beauty of Mother Nature only added to the charm and grace as the Lord 
merrily played and joyously frolicked and jested with mirth unbound as he wended his 
way cheerfully to the sage’s hermitage.  
 Indeed, what could sage Vishwamitra want more!]  
  
By and by, sage Vishwamitra brought his dearer-than-life guests (pāhunē prānapriya)—
whom he had asked as a boon or largesse from Dasrath in order to protect his fire 
sacrifice—to his hermitage.  

Once there, the sage worshipped (i.e. formally welcomed and showed his greatest 
respect to) the two brothers with exceeding love and affection, and duly honoured them8 
(6). 

[8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 209 also. 

SageVishwamitra knew who Lord Sri Ram actually was—he was not an ordinary 
prince but the Lord of lords and the all-pervading, infinite, almighty Supreme Brahm. So 
the sage was overjoyed at having had this privilege of bringing Sri Ram to his hermitage 
as his guest-of-honour. 

Another reason for showing special treatment to Lord Ram and Laxman once he 
reached his hermitage is that the sage realized that it was he who had desired of them and 
had gone to fetch the two brothers from their kingdom. They had not come to his place 
like his other ordinary students or disciples had, and even their father king Dasrath was 
reluctanct to send them. So these two brothers had obliged him greately by coming to his 
hermitage, and therefore they did deserve special treatment.]  
 
He (Lord Sri Ram) represents the reward (fruit) of the different ‘Saadhans’ (i.e. means to 
attain emancipation and salvation such as various penances, austerities, vows, hardships 
etc. as prescribed in the scriptures) that are done by ‘Saadhaks’ (spiritual seekers) and 
‘Siddhas’ (mystics). He is the One who makes everyone lucky that they have eyesight so 
that they can see the Lord personally and derive bliss and solace from this sight. He is an 
embodiment of all the good, noble and virtuous deeds of his parents, and verily he is the 
treasured wealth of Tulsdas’ life (i.e. Tulsidas cannot survive without this wealth as Lord 
Sri Ram is like the breath-of-life for him; the Lord is Tulsidas' life and soul) (7). 

[Note—In Geetawali, Tulsidas has skipped the narration of Lord Ram and Laxman 
protecting sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice, and the consequential slaying of demon 
Subahu with his entire army and hitting another demon Marich with a tip-less arrow that 
did not kill the demon but flung him to a far off island in the middle of the ocean. 
Thereafter, the two brothers tarried in the sage’s hermitage for some time at his request. 
Then news arrived from Janakpur that a great bow-breaking ceremony is being organized 
there by the kingdom’s king, Janak, to select the most suitable suitor for his daughter to 
whom he would marry her. The sage asked the two brothers to come along with him so 
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that they would enjoy the sights and sounds of this new kingdom and gain from this visit. 
This part of the story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-10 
that precede Doha no. 210.]   
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jkein&inqe&ijkx ijhA 
_f"kfr;  rqjr  R;kfx  ikgu&ruq  Nfce;  nsg  /kjhAA 1AA 
izcy  iki  ifr&lki  nqlg  no  nk#u  tjfu  tjhA 
d`iklq/kk  flafp  fccq/k&csfy  T;kSa  fQfj lq[k&Qjfu  QjhAA 2AA 
fuxe&vxe  ewjfr  egsl&efr&tqcfr  cjk;  cjhA 
lksb  ewjfr  Hkb  tkfu  u;uiFk  bdVdrsa  u  VjhAA 3AA 
cjufr  ân;  l:i]  lhy  xqu  izse&izeksn&HkjhA 
rqyflnkl  vl  dsfg  vkjrdh  vkjfr  izHkq  u  gjh\AA 4AA 

 
 
                                          ahalyōd'dhāra 
 

                                            rāga sūhō 
 

                                               (1/57) 
 
rāmapada-paduma-parāga parī. 
r̥ṣitiya turata tyāgi pāhana-tanu chabimaya dēha dharī.. 1.. 
prabala pāpa pati-sāpa dusaha dava dāruna jarani jarī. 
kr̥pāsudhā sin̄ci bibudha-bēli jyauṁ phiri sukha-pharani pharī.. 2.. 
nigama-agama mūrati mahēsa-mati-jubati barāya barī. 
sō'i mūrati bha'i jāni nayanapatha ikaṭakatēṁ na ṭarī.. 3.. 
baranati hr̥daya sarūpa, sīla guna prēma-pramōda-bharī. 
tulasidāsa asa kēhi āratakī ārati prabhu na harī?.. 4.. 
 

 
Liberation of Ahilya-1 

 
Verse no. 1/57—[The story of liberation of Ahilya, who was the wife of sage Gautam, 
has been narrated herein in Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/57—to 1/59. This story is 
also narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 11-12 and Chanda line 
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nos. 1-16 that precede Doha no. 211. She was liberated while the two brothers had 
accompanied sage Vishwamitra to Janakpur to attend the bow-breaking ceremony there. 

It so happened that after Lord Ram and Laxman had jointly protected the fire 
sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, the sage politely requested them to tarry with him for 
some days. Meanwhile, news arrived from the kingdom of Janakpur that its king, named 
Janak, was organising a grand ceremony to marry his daughter named Sita to the most 
suitable suitor. Sage Vishwamitra wanted to visit it, and he took Lord Ram and Laxman 
for an excursion with him so that they would have some sort of diversion and more fun 
and entertainment. On the way to Janakpur they saw an abandoned hermitage with a large 
rock lying forlorn. Curious to know its history, Lord Ram enquired of the sage about it, 
whereby the sage told him the story of Ahilya and how she had been converted to stone 
with a caveat that one day she would be released of this curse when Lord Vishnu would 
touch her with his holy feet in his form as Lord Ram. Ahilya had suffered immensely and 
the time had come for her liberation. Hence, sage Vishwamitra asked Lord Ram to touch 
the stone with his foot. As soon as it was done, the stone metamorphosed into a divine 
lady who was none other but Ahilya in her pristine divine form. She offered her prayers 
of thanks to the Lord for her deliverance and went back to her husband sage Gautam.]  
 
As soon as the dust of Lord Sri Ram’s lotus-like feet touched (or fell) on the head of 
(stone-like) Ahilya1, she immediately abandoned her form as a stone and assumed (or, 
reverted back to) her original beauteous form with a divine and purified body (1). 
 [1See note appended to this verse at its end which narrates a brief story of Ahilya.] 
 
It appears that the Kalpa-creeper (celestial creeper) symbolizing Ahilya, which had been 
burning by the extreme heat (i.e. torment, anguish, sorrows faced by Ahilya) generated 
by the fierce curse of her husband due to her own sin (or errors, misdemeanour), has now 
been rejuvenated back to life and has regained its former glory after being watered by the 
elixir-like mercy and compassion of the Lord. Indeed, this creeper has once again 
bloomed and flourished with fruits of happiness, joy and bliss2 (2). 
 [2Here, Ahilya is likened to the ‘Kalpa-creeper’ and the dust of Lord Ram’s feet 
that fell on her to the ‘sprinkling of the life giving water, the elixir of life, on her’—and 
the result was that the ‘creeper’ which had lay withered and dried up for ages suddenly 
found a new lease of life and thanked its benefactor Lord Ram with utmost thanks that 
could not be contained in words.] 
 
Seeing the image of the Lord (Ram)—an image which is unimaginable and inaccessible 
even for the Vedas (the primary and the greatest of all the scriptures), and an image 
which was selected and accepted by the damsel representing Lord Shiva’s discriminatory 
wisdom and intellect over all other divine forms of the Lord God3—coming her way, was 
within her sight and soon standing right in front of her, she (Ahilya) became spellbound 
and benumbed, as if in a trance, and did not move her eyes from that sight of the Lord’s 
image, so mesmerized was she (3). 
 [3Lord Shiva is called a ‘Maha-deva’, i.e. the Great God. He is deemed to be the 
wisest and most enlightened in the entire pantheon of Gods. He meditated and 
contemplated to find one single remedy for all spiritual needs, and concluded that it was 
the holy name of ‘Ram’. So Shiva enshrined the Lord’s form in his heart just as one 
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enshrines a deity in a shrine. Then Shiva began to worship this deity (Lord Ram) by 
repeating his name—‘Ram’. And he was amazed to discover that it gave him astounding 
bliss, beatitude and felicity; he found that not even Amrit, the heavenly elixir of eternity 
and blissful life could match this single word ‘Ram’.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-3, 7-8 that precede 
Doha no. 19; Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 108 etc. 
 Shiva had searched all the Vedas and weighed all the options and examined all the 
forms of Divinity and Holiness, and found no one matched ‘Ram’. So, he adopted it as 
his magical charm for all his spiritual needs. Not only this, he henceforth used the divine 
name of Lord ‘Ram’ to liberate the soul of dying persons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 119. 
 Now therefore, when Ahilya saw the same Lord, i.e. Lord Ram, coming her way, 
she immediately realised that the time of her deliverance from the curse had come. What 
more could she want—the Lord whom the Vedas pursued but could not find, whom Lord 
Shiva selected as his revered deity after careful analysis—the same Lord was voluntarily 
coming to meet her!] 
  
Thus, being overwhelmed with love, devotion and happiness, she mentally began to 
praise, adore and sing the Lord’s beauty, magnificence, characters, virtues and qualities.  

Tulsidas says that in the same which downtrodden, lowly, humble, meek and sinful 
one is there whose sufferings, grief and miseries have not been eliminated by the 
benevolent, magnanimous and beneficient Lord Ram. [In other words, there is no one 
who does not benefit from the mercy and compassion of Lord Ram no matter how lowly 
and down he is.] (4). 

[Note—1The story of Ahilya in brief is as follows—She was the devout and chaste wife 
of sage Gautam. According to legend, once it so happened that Indra, the lustful king of 
Gods, fell prey to the beauty of Ahilya, and attempted to outrage her modesty by 
assuming the form of her husband while the sage had gone out to the river to attend to his 
daily chores. When the sage returned, Indra tried to escape from the hermitage, but the 
sage caught him red-handed. So outraged was the sage that he cursed both his chaste wife 
Ahilya as well as the culprit Indra. He cursed Ahilya that she would become a stone. But 
when he found out that Indra, the king of Gods, was the real culprit who had deceitfully 
cheated his wife of her loyalty towards her husband, and that Ahilya was not to be 
blamed, the sage cursed Indra vehemently. Gautam realised that Indra had been so 
overcome with a rage of passion that he forgot all senses of ethics, propriety and probity 
and had assumed the form of the sage to cheat Ahilya. So the sage had then blessed her 
that when Lord Vishnu incarnated on the earth as Sri Ram, he would visit her place and 
would touch her with the holy dust of his feet, at which she will be absolved of her sins 
and her curse, and will resume her original form and come back to heaven. The sage 
promised her that after her penances and repentance, when she will be purified by Sri 
Ram’s holy feet, he will accept her back as his wife.   

Meanwhile, the sage vehemently cursed Indra that his body would be full of holes 
representing eyes, as he was so lascivious and promiscuous that he could see nothing but 
a woman’s vagina, a virtual ‘hole’ in the body, with his lustful eyes, which were also 
equal to a ‘hole’. So, let him see whatever he wishes with his whole body, and let the 
world known about his deformed mentality when it watches him with thousands of holes 
on his body. As a result, Indra’s body became ugly by being perforated with thousands of 
tiny holes resembling the scars of Chicken Pocks. 
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The story of Ahilya’s liberation is narrated by Goswami Tulsidas in—(a) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha 211; 
(b) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 57-60; (c) Janki Mangal, verse nos. 39-40; (d) 
Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 5, verse nos. 19-61; and (e) 
Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, from Sarga/Canto 48, verse nos. 14-33—to Sarga/Canto 
49, verse nos. 1-21.] 

 
 

¼1@58½ 
 
ijr in&iadt _f"k&jouhA 
HkbZ gS izxV vfr fnC; nsg /kfj ekuks f=Hkqou&Nfc&NouhAA 1AA 
nsf[k  cM+ks  vkpjt]  iqyfd  ruq  dgfr  eqfnr  eqfu&HkouhA 
tks  pfygSa  j?kqukFk  i;knsfg]  flyk  u  jfgfg  vouhAA 2AA 
ijfl  tks  ik¡;  iquhr  lqjljh  lksgS  rhfu&xouhA 
rqyflnkl  rsfg  pju&jsuqdh  efgek  dgS  efr  douhAA 3AA 

 
                                                 (1/58) 
 
parata pada-paṅkaja r ̥ṣi-ravanī. 
bha'ī hai pragaṭa ati dibya dēha dhari mānō tribhuvana-chabi-chavanī.. 1.. 
dēkhi baṛō ācaraja, pulaki tanu kahati mudita muni-bhavanī. 
jō calihaiṁ raghunātha payādēhi, silā na rahihi avanī.. 2.. 
parasi jō pām ̐ya punīta surasarī sōhai tīni-gavanī. 
tulasidāsa tēhi carana-rēnukī mahimā kahai mati kavanī.. 3.. 
 

Liberation of Ahilya-2 
 
Verse no. 1/58—As soon as the dust of Lord Ram's feet touched Ahilya, she turned (from 
a stone) into a divine lady, as if she was the daughter of the goddess of beauty in this 
universe (1).  
 
Seeing this wonder of all wonders, all the consorts of various sages and hermitesses 
living in the forest began to speculate that it is possible that all the stones on the path 
walked on by Lord Ram would be converted into excellent ladies, and it would be 
therefore difficult to find stones anymore in this world1 (2). 

[1There were thousands and thousands of stones and pebbles lying scattered on 
the ground. If Lord Ram’s feet could turn one stone into a divine lady, thought these 
ladies, then there are great probabilities that at least a majority of these countless stones 
and pebbles would also be metamorphosed into some kind of a female form. It may be 
that these stones and pebbles and rocks lying scattered all around were some damsel or 
lady of worth in some ancient time of yore and days gone by, but due to any misfortune 
that may have befallen them they were transformed into their current state just like the 
case of Ahilya. Well then, should any numbers of them regain their original form and 
decide to abide in the forest unlike Ahilya who went back to her husband sage Gautam, 
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then it would create a very piquant situation for all forest dwelling hermits, sages and 
ascetics.  

Only a few of the aged and more senior amongst the sages had maintained 
hermitages where they lived with their wives, and one fine example is that of sage Atri 
and his wife Anusuiya whom Lord Ram visited later on during his sojourn in the forest 
for 14 years to liveout his exile period (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 3—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 7). The probable reason for it was that they wanted their chaste wives to join them 
and share the bliss of the spiritual journey and attainment of final liberation together as 
they had hitherto also shared the joys and pains of life as householders together. The wife 
had equal right to join her husband to cover the rest of the path of their journey of life 
together as they had done together till now, if she was willing and able. 

But this was rather an exception than the norm, as the majority of sages and seers 
and hermits had renounced their households and had come to the forest to do Tapa and 
lead a life of stern austerity and penance that barred them from even thinking of the 
pleasures and comforts of home left behind, of their families, wives and children and kith 
and kin. Now in the eventuality these stones and pebbles and rocks would become 
women, the forest would be filled with countless ladies of beauty and charm, of varying 
ages and qualities—and the consequences of this happening vis-à-vis these hermits and 
sages are too obvious to narrate explicitly. The forest will become a huge household 
teeming with hermit-men and hermit-ladies, and God forbid, with their progenies and 
their own branches! And should this ever happen, it would be most unwelcome 
development as it would undercut the very foundation of Dharma which envisages that 
the last segment of a person’s life should be spent peacefully in the lap of Mother Nature 
where the person can derive peace and solace for the soul. A few instances of wives 
accompanying their husbands to the forest was alright, but what if the whole forest 
became one big city teeming with chattering women and men eyeing them lustfully when 
the latter were supposed to remain submerged in the thought of the Lord God. 

Now therefore we can make an interesting and logical conjecture here. In all 
probability Lord Ram, who was all-knowing and omniscient Supreme Lord of the world, 
knew what was going in the mind of these forest-dwelling hermitesses, and he realized 
the wider import of their reservations as outlined above. Hence, the Lord exerted special 
care and ensured that the liberation of Ahilya by the virtue of the touch of his divine feet 
was once-in-a-life time happening, the rarest of the rare, and not something that would 
become a precedent for others to be invoked and compel the Lord to replicate it. So the 
Lord withdrew this mystical powers from the dust of his feet, and walked on and fared 
ahead like an ordinary prince.] 

 
Tulsidas says that no one is wise and skilled enough to describe the mystical fame and the 
divine glory of the Lord whose mere touch of river Ganges by his holy feet had turned 
this river into the holiest river in the world2 (3). 
 [2River Ganges acquired its holiness and spiritual values by the virtue of it 
emerging from the toes of Lord Vishnu. See the “story of Ganges” narrated in a note 
appended to verse no. 1/55 herein above. There are scores of rivers on this earth, but none 
has this honour.   
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 The main objective of Tulsidas is to highlight the divinity and holiness of Lord 
Ram’s feet and advising seekers to seek spiritual solace and succour by taking the 
recourse of having devotion for the holy feet of Lord Ram which is so divine and 
powerful that it had ‘liberated Ahilya from the curse of being a stone’ and ‘making river 
Ganges the holiest of all holy rivers’.] 

 
 

¼1@59½ 
 
 
HkwfjHkkx&Hkktuq HkbZA 
:ijkfl    voyksfd    ca/kq    nksm    izse&lqjax    jbZAA 1AA 
dgk   dgSa]   dsfg   Hkk¡fr   ljkgSa]   ufg   djrwfr   ubZA 
fcuq  dkju  d#ukdj  j?kqcj  dsfg&dsfg  xfr  u  nbZ\AA 2AA 
dfj   cgq   fcu;]   jkf[k   mj   ewjfr   eaxy&eksnebZA 
rqylh   à S   fclksd   ifr&yksdfg   izHkqxqu   xur   xbZAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                  (1/59) 
 
bhūribhāga-bhājanu bha'ī. 
rūparāsi avalōki bandhu dō'u prēma-suraṅga ra'ī.. 1.. 
kahā kahaiṁ, kēhi bhām̐ti sarāhaiṁ, nahi karatūti na'ī. 
binu kārana karunākara raghubara kēhi-kēhi gati na da'ī?.. 2.. 
kari bahu binaya, rākhi ura mūrati maṅgala-mōdama'ī. 
tulasī hvai bisōka pati-lōkahi prabhuguna ganata ga'ī.. 3.. 
 

 
 

Liberation of Ahilya-3 
 

Verse no. 1/59—Today, Ahilya has become extremely fortunate and an embodiment of 
auspiciousness and glories. She has been completely soaked (i.e. drenched and imbued) 
in the colour of love, affection and endearment for the Lord (Sri Ram) after seeing the 
two brothers (Lord Ram and Laxman) who are a treasury (or a fount) of beauty, charm, 
attractiveness and majesty (1). 
 
Say, how can a poet describe this scene or sing the praises of the Lord (with his limited 
treasury of words that have their own limitations and restrictions, for the Lord is limitless, 
infinite, and beyond the grasp of mind and intellect)?  

This marvel of all great marvels, this wonder of all exceeding wonders (of 
converting a stone into a divine lady known as Ahilya) is not new or alien for the Lord 
too, for say, whom has the most merciful, compassionate, benevolent and graceful Lord 
Raghubar (Sri Ram) not given an auspicious end (i.e. liberation, deliverence, 
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emancipation and salvation), without any cause or vested interest in doing so (i.e. he does 
it selflessly), because it is in his nature? (2). 
 
Tulsidas says that after saying a number of prayers with all humility, and keeping the 
Lord’s auspicious and blissful image in her heart, she (Ahilya) became free of all sorrows 
and miseries.  

Thereafter, singing affectionately and devotedly the Lord’s glories, virtues and 
graceful nature, the Lord’s great fame and renown (as a provider of spiritual bliss and 
deliverance to his devotees and those who are humble and seek his refuge), she went back 
to the abode of her husband (sage Gautam) (3). 

 
 

jkx dkUgjk 
 

¼1@60½ 
 
dkSfldds e[kds j[kokjsA 

uke jke v# y[ku yfyr vfr] nljFk&jkt&nqykjsAA 1AA 
espd  ihr  dey  dksey  dy  dkdiPN&/kj  ckjsA 
lksHkk  ldy  ldsfy  enu&fcf/k  lqdj  ljkst  l¡okjsAA 2AA 
lgl  lewg  lqckgq  lfjl  [ky  lej  lwj  HkV  HkkjsA 
dsfy&rwu&/kuq&cku&ikfu   ju   funfj  fulkpj   ekjsAA 3AA 
_f"kfr;   rkfj   Lo;acj   is[ku  tuduxj  ixq  /kkjsA 
ex  uj&ukfj  fugkjr  lknj]  dgSa  cM+  Hkkx  gekjsAA 4AA 
rqylh  lqur  ,d&,dfu  lks  pyr  fcyksdfugkjsA 

 ewdfu  cpu&ykgq]  ekuks  va/kfu   ygs   gSa  fcykspu&rkjsAA 5AA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              rāga kānharā 
 
                                                  (1/60) 
 
kausikakē makhakē rakhavārē. 
nāma rāma aru lakhana lalita ati, dasaratha-rāja-dulārē.. 1.. 
mēcaka pīta kamala kōmala kala kākapaccha-dhara bārē. 
sōbhā sakala sakēli madana-bidhi sukara sarōja sam ̐vārē.. 2.. 
sahasa samūha subāhu sarisa khala samara sūra bhaṭa bhārē. 
kēli-tūna-dhanu-bāna-pāni rana nidari nisācara mārē.. 3.. 
r̥ṣitiya tāri svayambara pēkhana janakanagara pagu dhārē. 
maga nara-nāri nihārata sādara, kahaiṁ baṛa bhāga hamārē.. 4.. 
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tulasī sunata ēka-ēkani sō calata bilōkanihārē. 
mūkani bacana-lāhu, mānō andhani lahē haiṁ bilōcana-tārē.. 5.. 
 

 
Lord Ram’s Glories Being Sung on the Way to Janakpur 

 
Verse no. 1/60—[The news of Lord Ram’s miraculous deeds which were wonderful and 
wondrous too—such as the turning of a stone into a woman by the name of Ahilya, the 
protection of sage Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice from being defiled by ferocious demons, 
and the subsequent vanquishing of these demons Subahu and Marich alongwith their 
terrible army—had spread far and wide like wildfire, and had reached the path much 
ahead of the Lord. Therefore, when Lord Ram and Laxman reached the villages and 
hamlets lying on the side of the path to Janakpur, the people rushed out to see them. Their 
personality and bearing was so majestic and royal, and the fact that they were 
accompanied by sage Vishwamitra who was well-known and easily recognised, made the 
two brothers easily identifiable on the road. See stanza no. 5 of this verse. 
 The ordinary folks had heard of their glories and marvellous deeds, but had yet to 
see their stupendous beauty and charm. So when they saw the two brothers for the first 
time they were virtually struck with amazement and great wonder, wondering if what 
they beheld was something real or a fanciful dream! So let’s read on:--]   
 
The residents of wayside villages and hamlets as well as travellers on the road talked with 
each other, saying—'These two (Sri Ram and Laxman) are the ones who have protected 
(or guarded) the fire sacrifice of Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra). They have lovely names, 
Sri Ram and Laxman, and they are the beloved sons of king Dasrath (1). 
 
They have a tuft of curly hairs on the crest of their heads, and resemble very tender and 
beautiful lotus flowers of dark and yellow colours respectively1—as if Kamdeo/cupid, in 
the role of a ‘creator’, had assembled all qualities of magnificence, glamour, beauty, 
elegance, charm and attractiveness, and had used them to mould (caste, create) them (Sri 
Ram and Laxman) with his own hands2 (2). 
 [1Here, Lord Ram with a dark complexion is like the dark-blue lotus flower, and 
Laxman with a fair complexion is like a yellow-coloured flower. 
 2The Creator of the world is Brahma, but the two brothers are so magnificently 
beautiful to behold, their loveliness and enchantment so great and intense that it is 
unlikely that Brahma has created them. Brahma’s creation is seen everywhere in this 
world, but no where would one find anything or anyone with which or whom even a 
fleeting comparison can be made with respect to the virtues of beauty, majesty, charm, 
attractiveness and enchantment that are so integral to these two noble princes, Lord Ram 
and Laxman.] 
 
They have very easily and playfully rebuffed and slayed thousands of veteran hard-core 
demons like Subahu and his companions who were wicked, war-hardened, ferocious and 
blood-thirsty in the battle (while protecting the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra). And 
this stupendous and marvellous feat was accomplished by the two brothers by little bows 
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and arrows they are nothing but like toys in their hands (or, “with such little bows and 
arrows that are nothing else but toys with which boys of their age play)3! (3). 
 [3On the one hand were the ferocious demons of colossal sizes and ferocity of 
manners who held all sorts of sharp and dangerous weapons, and on the other hand were 
these two young boys who faced the wrath of the demons with only little bows and 
arrows in their hands. And this fact makes their achievement of slaying the huge demon 
army all the more astounding and remarkable and unbelievable, and wondrous of all the 
exceeding wonders in this world.]  
 
Now they are going to Janakpur after liberating the sage’s wife (Ahilya)'.  
 Saying, 'We are very fortunate indeed', all the men and women living in the 
villages and hamlets enroute who had a chance to view the two brothers, or those who 
met the two brothers as fellow travellers, saw them with utmost respect and reverence in 
their hearts, and were in awe of them (4). 
 
Tulsidas says that this news spread rapidly by word of mouth (from one person to 
another, from one village to another) as the people passed by and fared on their way. This 
inspired others to follow them to have a glimpse of the two brothers as if dumb have got 
back their voice and the blind have received the iris of their eyes (i.e. have got back their 
vision)4 (5).  

[4Tulsidas means the people who heard the news were full of wonder and were 
awestruck. They marvelled at what they had heard; it was almost like a miracle for them. 
So, they rushed forward to see the maverick Sri Ram and Laxman who could perform 
such stupendous deeds which were beyond imagination. Some who were present at the 
time were struck by the beauty and charm of the two brothers and they craned their necks 
and eyes to see them as closely and as much as they can. Some of these smitten folks 
followed the brothers to some distance, and others rushed back home and told others who 
weren’t present at the place from where the two brothers had just passed. When these 
people heard of the wondrous tidings, they rushed and ran the distance to catch up with 
the two brothers so that they can see them before it was too late and the brothers had 
moved far away on the road. Such was the magical charm of the two brothers that they 
attracted people like a magnet attracts iron.]    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

tudiqj&izos'k 
 

jkx VksM+h 
 

¼1@61½ 
 
vk;s lqfu dkSfld tud gj"kkus gSaA 
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cksfy xqj Hkwlqj] lekt lksa feyu pys] 
tkfu cM+s Hkkx vuqjkx vdqykus gSaAA 1AA 

ukb lhl ixfu] vlhl ikb izeqfnr] 
ik¡oM+s vj?k nsr vknj lksa vkus gSaA 

vlu] clu] ckldS lqikl lc fcf/k] 
iwft fiz; ikgqus] lqHkk; luekus gSaAA 2AA 

fcu; cM+kbZ _f"k&jktÅ ijlij 
djr iqyfd izse vku¡n v?kkus gSaA 

ns[ks jke&y[ku fues"kS fcFkfdr HkbZ 
izkugq rs I;kjs ykxs fcuq ifgpkus gSaAA 3AA 

czãkuan ân;] njl&lq[k yks;ufu 
vuHk;s mHk;] ljl jke tkus gSaA 

rqylh fcnsgdh lusgdh nlk lqfefj] 
esjs eu ekus jkm fuiV l;kus gSaAA 4AA 

 
 
                                           janakapura-pravēśa 
 

                                                 rāga ṭōṛī 
 
                                                   (1/61) 
 
āyē suni kausika janaka haraṣānē haiṁ. 
bōli gura bhūsura, samāja sōṁ milana calē, 
jāni baṛē bhāga anurāga akulānē haiṁ.. 1.. 
nā'i sīsa pagani, asīsa pā'i pramudita, 
pām̐vaṛē aragha dēta ādara sōṁ ānē haiṁ. 
asana, basana, bāsakai supāsa saba bidhi, 
pūji priya pāhunē, subhāya sanamānē haiṁ.. 2.. 
binaya baṛā'ī r̥ṣi-rāja'ū parasapara 
karata pulaki prēma ānam̐da aghānē haiṁ. 
dēkhē rāma-lakhana nimēṣai bithakita bha'ī 
prānahu tē pyārē lāgē binu pahicānē haiṁ.. 3.. 
brahmānanda hr̥daya, darasa-sukha lōyanani 
anabhayē ubhaya, sarasa rāma jānē haiṁ. 
tulasī bidēhakī sanēhakī dasā sumiri, 
mērē mana mānē rā'u nipaṭa sayānē haiṁ.. 4.. 
 

 
Arrival of sage Vishwamitra with Lord Ram & Laxman  

at Janakpur 
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Verse no. 1/61—[The story goes that king Janak of Janakpur had a daughter named Sita. 
He had organized a ‘Swayambar’ to get her married. It is a marriage ceremony wherein 
the groom is selected on the basis of some preset conditions. In this case, Janak had set 
the condition that anyone whosoever would break an old and worn out bow of Lord Shiva 
that was lying in his family from many past generations would marry Sita. The would-be 
bride was extremely pretty and had all the wonderful virtues and goodness that one would 
expect from a girl one would bring in as his wife and who outshone every eligible 
princess of her time in every parameter. So, as soon as the declaration was made by king 
Janak, all the great princes and kings of all the seven continents and corners of the world 
had arrived to try their luck, and they numbered in hundreds and thousands. Even the 
demon kings such as Ravana and Banasur had assumed human forms and come. So there 
was a huge assembly of competitors. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 251; Doha no. 251 along with its preceding Chaupai line 
nos. 7-8. 
 It was to attend this ceremony that sage Vishwamitra had come, and had brought 
Lord Ram and his brother Laxman with him.] 
  
When king Janak heard of the arrival of Vishwamitra, he was full of joy. He called the 
Brahmins and all his kin, and proceeded to meet him, bubbling over with enthusiasm and 
happiness1(1).  
 [1It was well known that sage Vishwamitra rarely goes visiting kings and 
attending their ceremonies. He was a senior sage of his time. Usually such great and 
senior sages would send some emissary to represent them, but if they come personally 
then it is great honour on the host. Besides this, he was the only senior sage who had 
come to visit Janakpur to attend the bow-breaking ceremony organized by king Janak. 
This is evident when one reads the entire episode because the king had seated sage 
Vishwamitra and the two princes accompanying him, i.e. Lord Ram and Laxman, on a 
special seat at the head of the assembly, a privilege reserved for the senior-most person. 
Hence, when the king heard that the sage has come, he regarded it a great boon and 
blessing, and this filled him with joy. 
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 214 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8.]  
 
When he met the sage, he bowed his head at his feet and got due blessings in return. Then 
he washed the sage’s feet as a mark of great respect, and welcomed him with gifts of 
food, clothes etc. Then the king gave him a comfortable place to stay in the city2 (2). 

[2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha 
no. 215; Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 217.]  
 
The sage (Vishwamitra) and the king (Janak) mutually praise and show courtesy to each 
other. In this way, being thrilled with love and affection, both of them are overwhelmed 
and overcome with joy, delight and bliss3.  

Seeing Sri Ram and Laxman, he (Janak) even forgot to bat an eyelid. Even 
without formal introduction, the two brothers appeared dearer to him more than his own 
life, delighting his heart and belighting his sight4. (3). 
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 [3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha 
no. 215. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 217. 

There was a natural, instinctive affinity and attraction between Janak and Lord Sri 
Ram as if a magnet pulls a piece of iron due to its inherent quality. This was because 
Janak, though outwardly an ordinary-looking monarch, was in fact a great renouncer and 
greatly steeped in spiritual and metaphysical wisdom. Lord Sri Ram, being the infinite, 
eternal, omniscient, omnipotent and Lord God of creation himself personified, was the 
natural magnet that would pull the soul of an enlightened man towards himself in a 
natural fashion, even unwittingly, just like the case of a piece of iron being pulled 
towards a strong magnet even if they are separated by a curtain and invisible to each 
other. It was, so to say, a ‘chemistry’ that was instanteously established between king 
Janak and Lord Ram, and it clicked!]  
 
Experiencing in his heart supreme bliss and contentedness equivalent to Brahm-
realisation (brahmānanda hr̥daya) by having his (Lord Sri Ram’s) Darshan (divine, 
holy and auspicious viewing) with his eyes (darasa-sukha lōyanani) convinced king 
Janak that the beauty of Lord Sri Ram’s image was more sweet, succulent, satisfying, 
gratifying, fulfilling, meaningful, rewarding and superior to the mere experiencing of 
bliss that comes with Brahm-realsation (anabhayē ubhaya, sarasa rāma jānē haiṁ)5. 

Tulsidas says that when he remembers the condition of Janak he comes to the 
conclusion that the king was very wise and clever (and that his conclusion was flawless 
and correct as he was quick to realise the presence of Brahm right in his front as if he was 
being rewarded for a life-time spent in practicing spiritual and metaphysical philosophy). 
[It was literally like the Supreme Being called ‘Brahm’ coming down personally to oblige 
Janak for all his meritorious deeds and spiritual practices.]  (4). 
 [5King Janak was a highly enlightened soul and an expert in metaphysics. He used 
to organise great conclaves regularly where great sages and seers came to preach, discuss 
and debate on spiritual and metaphysical philosophy. This fact is borne out by a 
Upanishad called “Brihad Aranayak Upanishad” of the Shukla Yajur Veda tradition 
where one such conclave is described and where it was unanimously declared that sage 
Yagyawalkya is the greatest of his time. Even the parrot saint Suk, the son of the 
legendary sage Veda Vyas, had been sent by his father to king Janak to gain knowledge.  
 The point is that king Janak was steeped in spiritual and metaphysical philosophy 
and practiced them in his life. He remained submerged in the thoughts of Brahm, the 
supreme Consciousness and the Absolute Truth of creation, and also in meditation and 
contemplation which made him turn inwards and exclude the external world of sense 
organs even while going about his duties of looking after the kingdom. This enabled him 
to remain calm and detached and neutral. This state of his mind and heart bestowed upon 
him bliss and contentedness that is called the ‘bliss that comes with Brahm-realisation 
and self-realisation’. But this also means dryness of the heart and mind because a person 
develops great detachment from all physical attractions of the gross world as he finds 
them illusionary and unsustainable.  
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 In the present case, however, a miraculous development has occurred. By seeing 
Lord Ram the king experienced the same bliss that the scriptures call the ‘bliss of Brahm-
realisation’. Even king Janak had to concede this miracle when he told sage Vishwamitra 
that he wonders why by seeing Lord Ram a surge of affection and bliss has heaved in his 
heart, and he is experiencing the same ecstasy and thrill that comes to an ascetic on 
Brahm-realisation though he is renowned as a renunciate soul who is not supposed to be 
affected by the sight of beauty. So there must be some secret to it. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha no. 216.   
 Now therefore king Janak realised that this magnificent and enchanting view of 
Lord Ram was superior to viewing Brahm while in meditation because of the simple 
reason that the former added the benefit of giving joy and happiness and bliss and 
contendedness and pleasure and comfort to the gross sense organs such as the eye and all 
pores of the body by making the body thrilled, to the subtle organs such as the mind and 
heart in an easy way which would not have been possible by pursuing the very tedious 
and difficult path of meditation and contemplation.]   
 

jkx eykj 
 

¼1@62½ 
 
dkslyjk;ds dqv¡jksVkA 
jktr  #fpj  tud&iqj  iSBr  L;ke  xkSj  uhds  tksVkAA 1AA 
pkSrfu  fljfu]  duddyh  dkufu]  dfV  iV ihr  lksgk;sA 
mj   efu&eky]  fclky  fcykspu]   lh;&Lo;acj   vk;sAA 2AA 
cjfu  u  tkr] eufga eu  Hkkor]  lqHkx  vcfga  c;  FkksjhA 
HkbZ  gSa  exu  fc/kqcnu  fcyksdr  cfurk  prqj  pdksjhAA 3AA 
dg¡  flopki]  yfjdofu  cw>r]  fcg¡fl  fprS  frjNkSagSaA 
rqylh  xfyu  Hkhj]  njlu  yfx  yksx  vVfu  vkjksgSaAA 4AA 

 
 
                                          rāga malāra 
 
                                             (1/62) 
 
kōsalarāyakē ku'am̐rōṭā. 
rājata rucira janaka-pura paiṭhata syāma gaura nīkē jōṭā.. 1.. 
cautani sirani, kanakakalī kānani, kaṭi paṭa pīta sōhāyē. 
ura mani-māla, bisāla bilōcana, sīya-svayambara āyē.. 2.. 
barani na jāta, manahiṁ mana bhāvata, subhaga abahiṁ baya thōrī. 
bha'ī haiṁ magana bidhubadana bilōkata banitā catura cakōrī.. 3.. 
kaham ̐ sivacāpa, larikavani būjhata, biham̐si citai tirachaunhaiṁ. 
tulasī galina bhīra, darasana lagi lōga aṭani ārōhaiṁ.. 4.. 
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Lord Ram & Laxman in Janakpur-1 
 

Verse no. 1/62—At the time of entry in Janakpur, the most beautiful pair of the princes of 
Kaushal (i.e. Lord Sri Ram and Laxman) look very magnificent and enchanting (1). 
 
Both the boys have a cap on their heads, golden ear-rings in their ears, Pitambar around 
their waists, and a gem-studded necklace adorns their chest. Their eyes are very large 
(like a lotus flower). 

In this manner, they have arrived to attend the marriage ceremony of Sita (sīya-
svayambara āyē) (2). 
 
It is not possible to describe that magnificent and charming pair.  It appears enchanting 
and pleasing to the mind and heart. They are of a tender (young) age too.  *The clever 
women-folk represented by the bird Chakor (Indian red-legged partridge) gaze 
transfixedly at his (Sri Ram's) moon-like face and feel exhilarated1 (3). 

[*Now it so happened that Lord Ram took permission from sage Vishwamitra, 
and the two brothers then went out for sight-seeing in the city of Janakpur. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 218—to 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 219.  

1The tidings of their stupendous charm and marvelous deeds had already reached 
the citizens of Janakpur. So as soon as the word spread that the two brothers have come 
to see the sights of the city, every able men and child rushed from their homes, and 
women jam-packed the balconies and attics and terraces of their homes to have a gimpse 
of the two wonderful princes. The women were simply swept off their feet and were 
enamoured by the bewitching charm of Lord Ram even as the bird Chakor is with the 
moon. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 220—to Doha no. 223.] 
 
He (Lord Ram) glances sideways at the boys of the city (who have swarmed around the 
two brothers as they go around to see the sights of the city, and especially the place where 
the bow-breaking event was to be organized) in a friendly manner, and enquires of them 
with a smile on his face—'Where is Lord Shiva’s bow?'2 

Tulsidas says that there is a huge surging crowd on the streets and lanes of the city 
with people jostling each other and craning their necks with eagerness to have a clear 
sight of the two brothers. Some of the city-folk climb on the terraces and balconies of 
homes and public buildings in order to avoid the jostling and milling crowd on the 
ground and have a better unobstructed view of the two princes as they wound their way 
down the streets and avenues of the city3 (4). 

[2The children of all ages in the city had a time of their lives. While the adult 
population had to maintain some degree of self-restraint and behave in a dignified 
manner because they knew that these two princes were state guests of their king Janak, no 
such reservations was applicable to children who flocked and swarmed around Lord Ram 
and Laxman, tugging, pulling, pushing and shoving each other so as to be as close to the 
two brothers and be able to touch them and even hold their hands. And the marvellous 
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thing is that the Lord obliged all of them, behaving as if he was their playmate. Then 
slowly the two brothers neared the venue of the bow ceremony and Lord Ram asked the 
children to show him around, which of course they most enthusiastically did. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 219; and (ii) from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 224—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 225.   

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
220.] 

 
 

 
¼1@63½ 

 
;s vo/kslds lqr nksÅA 
pf<+  eafnjfu  fcyksdr  lknj  tuduxj  lc  dksÅAA 1AA 
L;ke  xkSj  lqanj  fdlksj  ruq]  rwu&cku&/kuq/kkjhA 
dfV iV  ihr]  daB  eqdqrkefu]  Hkqt  fclky] cy  HkkjhAA 2AA 
eq[k  e;ad]  ljlh#g  ykspu]  fryd  Hkky]  Vs<+h  HkkSagSaA 
dy  dqaMy]  pkSruh  pk#  vfr]  pyr  eÙk&xt&xkSagSaAA 3AA 
fcLokfe=  gsrq  iB;s  u`i] bufg  rkMqdk  ekjhA 
e[k  jk[;ks fjiq  thfr]  tku  tx]  ex  eqfuc/kw  m/kkjhAA 4AA 
fiz;  ikgqus  tkfu  uj&ukfju  u;ufu  v;u  n;sA 
rqyflnkl  izHkq  nsf[k  yksx  lc  tud  leku  Hk;sAA 5AA 

 
 
                                              (1/63) 
 
yē avadhēsakē suta dō'ū. 
caḍhi mandirani bilōkata sādara janakanagara saba kō'ū.. 1.. 
syāma gaura sundara kisōra tanu, tūna-bāna-dhanudhārī. 
kaṭi paṭa pīta, kaṇṭha mukutāmani, bhuja bisāla, bala bhārī.. 2.. 
mukha mayaṅka, sarasīruha lōcana, tilaka bhāla, ṭēṛhī bhaunhaiṁ. 
kala kuṇḍala, cautanī cāru ati, calata matta-gaja-gaunhaiṁ.. 3.. 
bisvāmitra hētu paṭhayē nr̥pa, inahi tāḍukā mārī. 
makha rākhyō ripu jīti, jāna jaga, maga munibadhū udhārī.. 4.. 
priya pāhunē jāni nara-nārina nayanani ayana dayē. 
tulasidāsa prabhu dēkhi lōga saba janaka samāna bhayē.. 5.. 
 

 
Lord Ram in Janakpur 

 
Verse no. 1/63—All the citizens of Janakpur have climbed atop their houses (balconies, 
roofs, attics, lofts etc.), watch them (Lord Sri Ram and Laxman) most respectfully, and 
say among themselves that these are the sons of king Dasrath of Avadh1 (1). 
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 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
221.] 
 
Their bodies are most handsome, and dark and fair in complexion respectively2. They are 
in their teens, and sport a bow and an arrow each (that they hold in their hands) as well as 
a quiver (that is tied to their waists). Pitambar (yellow coloured silk cloth) is wrapped 
around their waists. There is a necklace of gems and pearls around their necks, and their 
large arms are very strong, muscular and valorous (2). 
 [2Lord Ram is of a dark complexion, and Laxman is fair.] 
 
Their faces resemble the full moon, the eyes are like a lotus, a Tilak Mark (religious 
mark) adorns the forehead, while the eyebrows are curved (like the bow). The ears have 
attractive ear-rings, and the head has a most lovely cap on it. They walk like a carefree 
elephant (i.e. they walk majestically, in a dignified manner)3 (3). 

[3The enchanting image of the two brothers as they roamed on the streets of 
Janakpur, captivating the imagination and enthralling the heart and mind of all and every 
single citizen has been also described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 219 
along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 3-8.] 
 
The king (Dasrath) had sent them to protect the fire sacrifice of Vishwamitra. They are 
the ones who have slained Tadka and have saved the fire sacrifice from being defiled by 
conquering the enemies (i.e. demons). The world also knows that they have liberated the 
sage’s wife (Ahilya) on the way (to Janakpur)4 (4). 
 [4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha 
no. 221.] 
 
Regarding the two brothers as their most honourable and dearest guest, all the citizens 
welcomed them and gave them a place in their eyes5. 

Tulsidas asserts that on seeing the Lord, everyone became ‘Videh’ like king Janak 
(literally meaning they lost awareness or consciousness of their bodies and the 
surrounding world) (5). 

[5That is, the citizens were so enthralled and spellbound by their enchanting  
beauty that their image seemed to be permanently etched in their mind’s eyes. Since the 
eye is the only organ by which one sees the external world and which enabled these 
citizens to enjoy the wonderful sight of the two brothers. This sight was so captivating 
and rare in its beauty and charm that the citizens never forgot it in their lives. The image 
of the two brothers was permanently etched in their subconscious mind, and enshrined in 
the temple of their hearts—but the ‘eye’ was the door through which this image was 
brought in and established there.] 

  
 

jkx VksM+h 
 

¼1@64½ 
 
cw>r tud ^ukFk] <ksVk nksm dkds gSa* \ 
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r#u  reky  pk#  paid&cju  ruq 
dkSu  cM+s  Hkkxhds  lqd`r  ifjikds  gSaAA 1AA 

lq[kds  fu/kku  ik;s]  fg;ds  fi/kku  yk;s] 
Bxds&ls  ykMw  [kk;s]  izse&e/kq  Nkds  gSaA 

LokjFk&jfgr  ijekjFkh  dgkor  gSa] 
Hks  lusg&fccl  fcnsgrk  fcckds  gSaAA 2AA 

lhy&lq/kkds  vxkj]  lq[kekds  ikjkokj] 
ikor  u  iSfj  ikj  iSfj  iSfj  Fkkds  gSaA 

ykspu  yyfd  ykxs]  eu  vfr  vuqjkxs] 
,d  jl:i  fpr  ldy  lHkkds  gSaAA 3AA 

ft;  ft;  tksjr  lxkbZ  jke  y[kulksa 
vkius  vkius  Hkk;  tSls  Hkk;  tkds  gSaA 

izhfrdks]  izrhfrdks]  lqfefjcsdks]  lsbcsdks] 
ljudks  lejFk  rqyflgq  rkds  gSaAA 4AA 

 
 
                                             rāga ṭōṛī 
 
                                              (1/64) 
 
būjhata janaka ‘nātha, ḍhōṭā dō'u kākē haiṁ’? 
taruna tamāla cāru campaka-barana tanu 
kauna baṛē bhāgīkē sukr ̥ta paripākē haiṁ.. 1.. 
sukhakē nidhāna pāyē, hiyakē pidhāna lāyē, 
ṭhagakē-sē lāḍū khāyē, prēma-madhu chākē haiṁ. 
svāratha-rahita paramārathī kahāvata haiṁ, 
bhē sanēha-bibasa bidēhatā bibākē haiṁ.. 2.. 
sīla-sudhākē agāra, sukhamākē pārāvāra, 
pāvata na pairi pāra pairi pairi thākē haiṁ. 
lōcana lalaki lāgē, mana ati anurāgē, 
ēka rasarūpa cita sakala sabhākē haiṁ.. 3.. 
jiya jiya jōrata sagā'ī rāma lakhanasōṁ 
āpanē āpanē bhāya jaisē bhāya jākē haiṁ. 
prītikō, pratītikō, sumiribēkō, sē'ibēkō, 
saranakō samaratha tulasihu tākē haiṁ.. 4.. 
 

 
King Janak’s Enquiry-1 

 
Verse no. 1/64—[When king Janak first saw the two brothers at the time of meeting and 
welcoming sage Vishwamitra upon his arrival in the city, he was struck by the 
bewitching charm of the two brothers, Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman. So he 
enquired from the sage who they were. This dialogue is narrated herein below in verse 
nos. 1/62—to 1/68.  
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It is also narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216.] 
 
King Janak asked sage Vishwamitra—‘Oh Lord! Whose sons are these two princes? 
Their bodies are young, and they are like the catechu plant and the attractive magnolia 
flower inasmuch as being of a dark and fair complexion respectively.  

Ah! Who is that fortunate one whose good, noble, meritorious and virtuous deeds 
have revealed in the form of these fruits? (1).’ 
 
Having found the treasury of bliss that Lord Ram indeed was, Janak symbolically took 
the Lord and respectfully enshrined him inside his heart and closed the door (so that the 
image remains in the treasury of his heart and in his safe custody).  

He was so overwhelmed with the wine of love and affection for the Lord even as 
he thoroughly enjoyed watching in complete enthrallment the mesmerizing sight of Lord 
Ram that he was like a man who had eaten a wondrous sweet known as a ‘Laddu’ of the 
most delectable taste, and the like of which he has never aforetime seen, tasted or heard 
of, and then once tasted he becomes virtually so intoxicated by its sweet and pleasant 
taste that he thinks of nothing else but of the heavenly taste of this sweetmeat that lingers 
on in his mouth and feels that he did not have sufficient of it, and would rather be glad to 
have more and more of this sweetful experience. 

Verily, king Janak was known to be selfless, one who was not tempted to please 
himself and gratify his senses, nor praise anyone with an eye on some favour and benefit 
(svāratha-rahita), but he was rather a dispassionate seeker of Truth and one who 
followed the path of spiritual pursuits (known as ‘paramārathī’).  

But at this moment (as he watched Lord Ram) he forgot about his vows of 
renunciation and dispassion, remaining immune to the attractions of the world and 
temptations to gratify one’s senses, a fact that has entitled him to be honoured in the 
world by the epithet of ‘Vidēha’1 (2). 

[1Janak was so highly spiritually enlightened that no attractions of the world, no 
matter how astoundingly charming, ever distracted his attention and captivated his mind 
or enchanted his heart. He was always detached from all attractions of the physical world 
and had overcome the natural habit of the sense organs to seek pleasures from their 
respective objects in the world, like for instance the eye seeking to enjoy a plesant sight, 
or the mind remembering something that pleases it and is appealing to its senses. Janak 
had never appeased the sense organs of his body.  

But the tables seemed to turn today—for at least once in his life now he wishes to 
watch the beauty of Lord Ram and Laxman with his eye-full and heart-full, and mind 
completely overwhelmed with its thoughts. This was indeed quite at odd with the 
character of Janak. So he himself was puzzled and amazed, and he says this clearly to 
sage Vishwamitra in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede 
Doha no. 216. The king told the sage—“Oh sage, it’s a wonder of all wonders that my 
mind that is inherently dispassionate seems to have lost its character when I saw the two 
brothers. So I wonder what the reason is; who are these two brothers? Surely and 
certainly, they aren’t ordinary princes of humans, but Divinity itself personified—for 
otherwise ‘tis not easy for my mind to be so swayed as it is at present at the very sight of 
these two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman. So, tell me oh sage, what is the truth?”]   
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The Lord (Sri Ram) is a treasury of nectar-like excellent virtues, noble characters, civility 
and virtuousness (sīla-sudhākē agāra), and is an endless and infinite source of great 
happiness and joy and comfort for all (sukhamākē pārāvāra).  
 Janak tried his best and became tired but could not find the other end of it, or 
fathom it. [For all his wisdom and enlightenment had come to a naught, and Janak for 
once was swept off his feet with he unable to explain the reason himself.] 

Not only was it Janak, but the eyes of the whole court (i.e. all those present in the 
royal assembly) was, as expected, transfixed on the divine form of the Lord (lōcana 
lalaki lāgē). Their minds and hearts becoming extremely enthralled and captivated with 
waves of surging love and affection for the Lord (mana ati anurāgē), while their 
intellect and subconscious were concentrated in only one form (i.e. the intellect and 
subconscious could think of nothing else except the form of Sri Ram and his stupendous 
beauty and charm) (ēka rasarūpa cita sakala sabhākē)! (3). 
 
Every one established their own mental relationship with the Lord (Sri Ram) in 
accordance to their inclinations, tastes, temperaments and wishes2.  

Even Tulsidas has sought the refuge of the Lord who is worthy of the deepest of 
affections, one who is worthy for establishing relationships with, of remembrance, of 
service, and for taking refuge with (4). 

[2When the actual bow-breaking ceremony was underway a little while later and 
the entire city had poured into the arena just to get a glimpse of these two wonderful boys 
with sage Vishwamitra, the same situation prevailed with the men and the women who 
assembled as spectators. Not only them, but even the invited guests, the countless kings 
and regents and princes and knights and nobles and grandees of the earth too viewed 
Lord Ram differently according to the way their mind, heart and intellect perceived the 
Lord.  

This is explicitly described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 241—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 242.  

It says that those who were warriors saw the Lord as valour and bravery 
personified; those who were wicked in heart saw a frightening form of the Lord that 
chased their wits away and left them scampering for cover; those who were demons but 
disguised as humans saw Kaal, ‘the god of death’ right in front; the citizens saw the Lord 
as a personified and charming form of a perfect human being of the most excellent of 
virtues and personality; those who were wise and well-versed in the knowledge of the 
scriptures and understood their metaphysical and spiritual philosophy saw the Lord as a 
personified form of the almighty and all-pervading Supreme Brahm, the Lord God of 
creation; those who were devotees at heart saw in the Lord their revered and dearest deity 
whom they worship and adore and pay homage; king Janak and his close family saw in 
the Lord an image of someone who was one of them, dear to them as a member of their 
family (because later on Lord Ram would become their son-in-law by marrying Sita, the 
daughter of Janak); the ascetics and self-realised ones in the crowd found the Lord as an 
image of the supreme Consciousness and the Absolute Truth that gives bliss and ecstasy 
upon realisation; and Sita saw the Lord in an affectionate way that was the dearest form 
of all (as he would be her dear husband and life-partner shortly).] 
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¼1@65½ 

 
, dkSu dgk¡rsa vk,\ 
uhy&ihr   ikFkkst&cju]   eu&gju]   lqgk;   lqgk,AA 1AA 
eqfu lqr fd/kkSa Hkwi&ckyd] fd/kkSa czã&tho tx tk,A 
:i  tyf/kds  jru]  lqNfc&fr;&ykspu  yfyr  yyk,AA 2AA 
fd/kkSa jfc&lqou] enu&_rqifr] fd/kkSa gfj&gj cs"k cuk,A 
fd/kkSa  vkius  lqd`r&lqjr#ds  lqQy  jkojsfg  ik, AA 3AA 
Hk,   fcnsg   fcnsg   usgcl   nsgnlk   fcljk,A 
iqyd xkr] u lekr gj"k fg;]  lfyy lqykspu Nk, AA 4AA 
tud&cpu  e`nq  eatq  e/kq&Hkjs  Hkxfr  dkSfldfg  Hkk,A 
rqylh vfr vkuan mefx mj jke y"ku xqu xk, AA 5AA 

 
 
                                               (1/65) 
 
ē kauna kahām ̐tēṁ ā'ē? 
nīla-pīta pāthōja-barana, mana-harana, suhāya suhā'ē.. 1.. 
muni suta kidhauṁ bhūpa-bālaka, kidhauṁ brahma-jīva jaga jā'ē. 
rūpa jaladhikē ratana, suchabi-tiya-lōcana lalita lalā'ē.. 2.. 
kidhauṁ rabi-suvana, madana-r̥tupati, kidhauṁ hari-hara bēṣa banā'ē. 
kidhauṁ āpanē sukr̥ta-suratarukē suphala rāvarēhi pā'ē.. 3.. 
bha'ē bidēha bidēha nēhabasa dēhadasā bisarā'ē. 
pulaka gāta, na samāta haraṣa hiya, salila sulōcana chā'ē.. 4.. 
janaka-bacana mr̥du man̄ju madhu-bharē bhagati kausikahi bhā'ē. 
tulasī ati ānanda umagi ura rāma laṣana guna gā'ē.. 5.. 
 

 
King Janak’s Enquiry-2 

 
Verse no. 1/65—[King Janak continues with his enquiry with sage Vishwamitra—] 'Who 
art they and whence have they come hither? They are dark and fair complexioned like a 
blue and yellow lotus flower respectively (nīla-pīta pāthōja-barana), are extremely 
enchanting and captivating for the mind and heart (mana-harana), and are naturally 
lovely and comely and a provider of comfort and happiness to the beholder (suhāya 
suhā'ē)1 (1). 
 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Doha no. 215 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 2-3 that precede Doha no. 217.] 
 
Are these boys the sons of a sage or are they some great princes2? 

Or are they a manifestation of the supreme Brahm, the Supreme Being, who has 
revealed himself in a human form as a living being known as a ‘Jiva’ who is a 
microcosmic form of the macrocosmic supreme Soul3?  
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Are these two children not the jewel of the ocean representing beauty, charm and 
attractiveness, or are they the eyes of a beautiful damsel named ‘Chhabi’ (literally, a 
personified form of a painting or portrait so stupendously beautiful and enchanting that 
there is no match for it)?  

Or else, is it that the two Ashwini Kumars (the twin sons of the Sun God), 
Kamdeo/cupid (the patron god of beauty, charm and glamour), and Basant (the Spring 
season which is deemed to be the king amongst seasons and one that brings cheer and 
greenery all around), or is it that Lords Vishnu and Shiva have assumed the body of 
humans and have come here (to bless me)?  

Or is it that you (Vishwamitra) have found the fruits of the Kalpa Tree (the 
heavenly Tree of wish fulfillment) representing your noble, virtuous, meritorious and 
good deeds?  

(In any case, there is no help but that thou tell me oh great sage, what amongst 
these possibilities are these two boys? I am confounded and struck with wonder of 
exceeding wonderment!)' (3). 
 [2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
216. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
216; and Chaupai line nos 4 that precedes Doha no. 217.] 
 
Saying this, king Janak, who was known as ‘Videha’, lost awareness (consciousness) of 
his body and the surrounding world as his entire being was overwhelmed by the surging 
waves of love and affection for the two brothers. He lost consciousness of himself and his 
surroundings so much so that he forgot where he was, who he was, who was present 
there, and how he ought to behave and act4.  

His body was thrilled and ecstatic; emotions of extreme happiness and joy 
overwhelmed his heart (and overflowed form it), and tears (of affection and exhilaration) 
welled up in his eyes. His heart delighted and his sight belighted at the marvelous and 
extremely enchanting view of the two brothers (4). 

[4King Janak forgot for once that he is famed as ‘Videha’, one who was so highly 
self-realised and spiritually enlightened, having practiced complete restraint over his 
sense organs such as the eye that no charm of the external world was so strong as it 
would enchant him and captivate his mind to the extent that he would be numbed and 
dumbfounded for words. He had never felt bodily thrill by seeing anything in the physical 
world as he was witnessing today at the sight of Lord Ram and Laxman.  

Never in his life had he been so mesmerized by any sight or view that he would 
look more than once at it or cast more than a fleeting glance at it just enough to sense its 
presence, but he never had allowed his mind and heart and subconscious to be 
overpowered by the charm and attractiveness of any image or scene so much that he 
would want to gaze at it transfixed. But everything has gone haywire and topsy-turvy 
today. So, what’t the matter, he wondered. 

For all his fame and pride of wisdom and enlightenment and dispassion and 
detachment from this world for which he was so renowned, Janak was for once 
astonished at his own behaviour as he lost his mental bearing and poise, and was literally 
swept off his feet at the sight of the amazing beauty of the two brothers, Lord Ram and 
Laxman, like a dazed person who knows not what befell him when the surging waves of 
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the ocean, which is under the influence of the full moon and is in high tide, just scoops 
him up and sweeps him off his feet as it takes him away with its receding waves!]  
 
Vishwamitra very much appreciated Janak’s sweet and pleasant words drenched with 
devotion5.  

Tulsidas says that then Vishwamitra began to narrate and sing the glories, the 
eulogies, the famed virtues and the excellent characters and qualities of Lord Sri Ram and 
Laxman6 with his heart overflowing with intense joy and delight as he did so. [This 
narration is given in verse nos. 1/66—1/67 herein below.] (5). 

[5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha 
no. 216. 

6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 216 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede it.] 
 

 
¼1@66½ 

 
dkSfld d`ikygwdks iqyfdr ruq HkkSA 

mexr  vuqjkx]  lHkkds  ljkgs  Hkkx] 
nsf[k  nlk  tuddh  dfgcsdks  euq  HkkSAA 1AA 

izhfrds  u  ikrdh]  fn;sgw  lki  iki  cM+ks] 
e[k&fel  esjks  rc  vo/k&xouq  HkkSA 

izkugwrs  I;kjs  lqr  ek¡xs  fn;s  nljFk] 
lR;fla/kq  lksp  lgs]  lwuks  lks  Hkouq  HkkSAA 2AA 

dkdfl[kk  flj]  dj  dsfy&rwu&/kuq&lj] 
ckyd&fcuksn  tkrq/kkufulksa  juq  HkkSA 

cw>r    fcnsg    vuqjkx&vkpjt&cl] 
_f"kjkt  tkx  Hk;ks]  egkjkt  vuq  HkkSAA 3AA 

Hkwfenso]    ujnso]    lfpo    ijlij 
dgr]   gefga   lqjr#   flo/kuq   HkkSA 

lqur  jktkdh  jhfr  mith  izrhfr&izhfr] 
Hkkx  rqylhds]  Hkys  lkgscdks  tuq  HkkSAA 4AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/66) 
 
kausika kr ̥pālahūkō pulakita tanu bhau. 
umagata anurāga, sabhākē sarāhē bhāga, 
dēkhi dasā janakakī kahibēkō manu bhau.. 1.. 
prītikē na pātakī, diyēhū sāpa pāpa baṛō, 
makha-misa mērō taba avadha-gavanu bhau. 
prānahūtē pyārē suta mām̐gē diyē dasaratha, 
satyasindhu sōca sahē, sūnō sō bhavanu bhau.. 2.. 
kākasikhā sira, kara kēli-tūna-dhanu-sara, 
bālaka-binōda jātudhānanisōṁ ranu bhau. 
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būjhata bidēha anurāga-ācaraja-basa, 
r̥ṣirāja jāga bhayō, mahārāja anu bhau.. 3.. 
bhūmidēva, naradēva, saciva parasapara 
kahata, hamahiṁ surataru sivadhanu bhau. 
sunata rājākī rīti upajī pratīti-prīti, 
bhāga tulasīkē, bhalē sāhēbakō janu bhau.. 4.. 
 

 
Sage Vishwamitra’s Reply-1 

 
Verse no. 1/66—(Hearing the pleasant words of Janak as in verses no. 1/64—1/65) The 
most merciful and kind sage Vishwamitra (who was also known as ‘Kaushik’ by the 
virtue of the name of the family in which he was born) was thrilled too.  

Affection began to swell-up in his heart. He praised the good luck of the 
assembly. Seeing the (spellbound and enthralled) condition of king Janak, the sage’s 
mind was inspired to speak (and enlighten the assembly about who Lord Ram and 
Laxman were) (1). 
 
So, the sage began the narration thus—‘The demons used to defile my fire sacrifice. So I 
thought over the matter and came to the conclusion that these demons were very sinful 
and vile. Therefore, it was not wise to show a pretence of friendliness towards them or 
appease them in any other way (in the hope that they would stop tormenting me and let 
me complete my fire sacrifice), and to curse them will also be sinful on my part (because 
showing anger, vengeance, revenge and wrath is uncharacteristic and unbehoving for a 
saint of my stature, as well as the fact that it was prohibited to do so while the fire 
sacrifice was underway).  

Hence, I went to Ayodhya with this as an excuse (to do something to protect my 
fire sacrifice). I asked king Dasrath to lend me his two sons who are dearer to him than 
his own life1. King Dasrath, who is the upholder of righteousness and truth, gave them 
(Sri Ram and Laxman) to me immediately though he had to suffer terribly at this parting 
(because he loves them very much), and his household became apparently deserted and 
lifeless as a consequence (of my bringing the two brothers with me)2 (2). 

[1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
208. 

2Inspite of facing the certainty of sufferance from pain and grief at parting with 
the two princes, and the loliness and deserted look of the entire place that was natural to 
follow in the absence of the two brothers who were the very life and soul of the king as 
well as of the entire royal family and the dearest of all the citizens of Ayodhya as well, 
the righteous king dutifully consented to my request and sent the two brothers with me. 
He truly thought that this sufferance was of no consequence as weighed against the 
rewards that accrue by being instrumental in protection of a fire sacrifice, for the latter 
offsets the former.] 
 
At that time they (Sri Ram and Laxman) had a tuft of curly hairs on the crest of their 
heads, and a toy-like bow and an arrow in their hands2. Thereafter, in due course, they 
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fought with the demons as if it was another of their playful activity (or was like a game 
for them)3.’  

Hearing this, Janak was overwhelmed with astonishment and affection, and he 
asked with amusement, ‘Lord! Then were you able to complete your fire sacrifice?’
 (Vishwamitra replied—) ‘Oh yes, you can witness it yourself (for it is very 
evident that I wouldn’t be here, and look happy and cheerful enough if it hadn’t been 
so!)’ (3). 
 [2Refer for instance Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/54, stanza no. 1 also. 

3Refer for instance Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/55, stanza no. 6, and verse 
no. 1/60, stanza no. 3 also.] 
 
When the Brahmins (who were wise elders in the society), king Janak and his ministers 
heard these words of sage Vishwamitra, they were all amused and amazed, and said to 
each other—‘Indeed, the bow of Lord Shiva has become a boon like that of a Kalpa Tree 
for us (because Lord Sri Ram and his brother Laxman would not have come hither had it 
not been for the bow-breaking ceremony that is underway to decide who would Sita 
marry)’.  

Hearing (sunata)4 what Janak (and his companions) concluded and the way he 
had interpreted his good fortune (rājākī rīti), Tulsidas says that a surge of love, affection, 
devotion, belief and faith has also emerged (or took birth or root) in his heart and mind 
(upajī pratīti-prīti).  

He (Tulsidas) is very fortunate and extremely lucky (bhāga tulasīkē) that he had 
become a devotee, a faithful follower, or literally a servant of such a Lord (bhalē 
sāhēbakō janu bhau)4. (4).   

[4Why does Tulsidas cite king Janak to say that he considers himself very lucky 
that he has been a devotee and a servant of Lord Ram? Well, the answer is that when king 
Janak, who was a great renouncer and famed as one of the wisest men of his time, had 
became overwhelmed with love and affection for Lord Ram so much so that he minced 
no words and felt no shyness to acknowledge it, then surely Tulsidas needs no other proof 
or look anywhere else to convince himself that he was and is right in surrendering himelf 
to Lord Ram and being his devotee and servant. Who is greater and more mightier and 
holy and divine and supreme than Lord Ram who is being adored by king Janak and also 
by Lord Shiva, both of whom have reached the acme of self-realisation, and have attained 
the highest form of truthful knowledge and enlightenment in their respective forms—
Janak amongst all humans, and Shiva amongst all Gods.] 
 

 
¼1@67½ 

 
pkj~;ks Hkys csVk nso nljFk jk;dsA 

tSls   jke&y"ku]   Hkjr&fjiqgu   rSls] 
lhy&lksHkk&lkxj]   izHkkdj   izHkk;dsAA 1AA 

rkM+dk l¡gkfj e[k jk[ks]  uhds ikys  czr] 
dksfV&dksfV  HkV fd;s ,d ,d ?kk;dsA 

,d  cku  csxgh  mM+kus  tkrq/ku&tkr] 
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lwf[k  x;s xkr gSa]  irkSvk Hk;s ck;dsAA 2AA 
flykNksj  Nqor  vgY;k  HkbZ fnC;nsg] 

xqu  is[ks  ikjlds  iad#g  ik;dsA 
jkeds  izlkn  xqj  xkSre  [kle  Hk;s] 

jkojsgq  lrkuan  iwr  Hk;s  ek;dsAA 3AA 
izse&ifjgkl&iks[k    cpu    ijlij 

dgr  lqur  lq[k  lc  gh  lqHkk;dsA 
rqylh  ljkgSa  Hkkx  dkSfld  tudtwds] 

fcf/kds  lq<j  gksr  lq<j  lqnk;dsAA 4AA 
 
 
                                                (1/67) 
 
cāryō bhalē bēṭā dēva dasaratha rāyakē. 
jaisē rāma-laṣana, bharata-ripuhana taisē, 
sīla-sōbhā-sāgara, prabhākara prabhāyakē.. 1.. 
tāṛakā sam̐hāri makha rākhē, nīkē pālē brata, 
kōṭi-kōṭi bhaṭa kiyē ēka ēka ghāyakē. 
ēka bāna bēgahī uṛānē jātudhana-jāta, 
sūkhi gayē gāta haiṁ, patau'ā bhayē bāyakē.. 2.. 
silāchōra chuvata ahalyā bha'ī dibyadēha, 
guna pēkhē pārasakē paṅkaruha pāyakē. 
rāmakē prasāda gura gautama khasama bhayē, 
rāvarēhu satānanda pūta bhayē māyakē.. 3.. 
prēma-parihāsa-pōkha bacana parasapara 
kahata sunata sukha saba hī subhāyakē. 
tulasī sarāhaiṁ bhāga kausika janakajūkē, 
bidhikē suḍhara hōta suḍhara sudāyakē.. 4.. 
 

 
 

Sage Vishwamitra’s Reply-2 
 
Verse no. 1/67—[Sage Vishwamitra informed king Janak, when the latter wished to 
know who the two princes accompanying the sage were, as follows:-- ]  

‘All the four sons of king Dasrath are very handosme and lovely. Like Lord Sri 
Ram and Laxman (whom you are seeing here), Bharat and Shatrughan (their brothers and 
the other two sons of Dasrath) are also an ocean of virtuous characters and of magnificent 
beauty as well as are like a sun representing fame and glory1 (1). 
 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
198; andChaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 309.] 
 
They (Sri Ram and Laxman) slayed (the demoness) Tadka and protected my fire sacrifice 
perfectly, thereby upholding their vows1. They fell millions of brave demon warriors by a 
single arrow each (i.e. they didn’t have to use more than one arrow to slay thousands of 
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demons by a single shot). Many groups of demons simply flew away (or were pushed or 
thrown back) by their single arrow as if these demons with huge and heavy bodies were 
nothing but dried-up leaves flying around in a strong wind3 (2). 

[2And what was this ‘vow’ that the two brothers kept? When the Gods, Mother 
Earth and sages had prayed to Lord Vishnu to protect them against the tyranny of the 
cruel demons who were killing and spreading mayhem with impunity, the Lord had 
promised them succour and had told them he would personally come down to earth 
accompanied by all his fractions, or all his powers, in the form of human princes, and 
then devise a method to take care of things. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 187.  

 But this was said before Gods and others who were in an invisible form. So the 
Lord wished to go public with his vows and determination by declaring his intentions 
before ordinary people of the earth—and this exactly he did in the forest when he saw a 
heap of bones and upon enquiry was told that these were the remains of sages killed by 
the demons, whereby the Lord raised his hands and solemnly declared that he says on 
oath that he will free the earth from the scourage of demons. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Aranya Kand, Doha no. 9 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8.  

3During the process of protecting the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, the two 
brothers were attacked by a huge demon army led by Marich and Subahu. While Subahu 
was burnt to ashes by a single fire-arrow, Marich was hit with a tip-less arrow which 
flung him off to a far away island in the middle of the ocean. The rest of the army was 
either annihilated or flung away like dried leaves are when whirled and taken away to 
god-only-knows-where during a severe storm. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 210.] 

 
Simply by the touch of Lord Ram’s toe at the corner of a stone,  it transformed itself into 
the divine form of Ahilya (who had been suffering in this gross form due to some ancient 
curse upon her, and now being delivered from it she went back to heaven to reunite with 
her husband sage Gautam)4.  

By the virtue of this single mystical feat it was shown and proved to the world at 
large that Lord Ram’s holy feet do possess great divine powers as if they were the gem 
known as ‘Pārasa’ (the philosopher’s stone believed to convert lesser metals into 
precious gold)5.  

In this way, due to Lord Sri Ram’s benevolence, mercy and grace, Ahilya 
resumed her original divine form and was not only reunited with her husband Guru 
Gautam who got back his wife, but sage Shatanand (who was Janak’s court priest) too got 
back his mother. [Shatanand was the son of sage Gautam and his wife Ahilya] (3).’ 
 [4Ahilya’s liberation has been described in verse nos. 1/57—to 1/59 herein above 
in this chapter Baal Kand of Geetawali.  

5The Lord’s holy feet are likened to the ‘Pārasa Mani’ because they can fulfill all 
the wishes of the seeker, convert their grossness into sublimity, grant them honours 
which they hadn’t ever imagined even in their wildest of dreams, and ensure their 
deliverance and liberation. Ahilya had not even prayed to Lord Ram as stones can’t do 
that, but the all-knowing Lord knew the pains and the sufferings she was going though. 
She did not ask the Lord to touch her, but the merciful Lord blessed her without asking. 
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What more can any sinner expect? Who in this creation is more kind, merciful, gracious, 
benevolent and caring than Lord Ram? 
 
With the exchange of such pleasing words (between king Janak and sage Vishwamitra), 
words that were soaked in affection and said reverentially, words that bespoke of good 
tidings and auspicious events, words that were naturally sweet and gave natural joy, 
delight and happiness—all those present on the occasion who heard them felt exhilarated 
and delightful.  

Tulsidas says that Vishwamitra praised the good fortunes of Janak and said that 
when the Creator, who determines destiny, is favourable and happy with someone, all the 
dices fall in the person’s favour (and everything and all circumstances become nice and 
convenient to suit his likings and needs) (4). 
 

 
¼1@68½ 

 
;s nksÅ nljFkds ckjsA 
uke jke ?kuL;ke] y[ku y?kq] u[kfl[k v¡x mft;kjsAA 1AA 
fut fgr ykfx ek¡fx vkus eSa /kjelsrq&j[kokjsA 
/khj]  chj  fc#nSr]  ck¡dqjs]  egkckgq]  cy  HkkjsAA 2AA 
,d rhj rfd grh rkMdk] fd;s lqj&lk/kq lq[kkjsA 
tX; jkf[k] tx lkf[k] rksf"k _f"k] funfj fulkpj ekjsAA 3AA 
eqfufr; rkfj Lo;acj is[ku vk;s lqfu cpu frgkjsA 
,m  nsf[kgSa  fiukdq  usdq]  tsfg  u`ifr  ykt&Toj  tkjsAA 4AA 
lqfu]  lkuan  ljkfg  lifjtu]  ckjfg  ckj  fugkjsA 
iwft  lizse]  izlafl  dkSfldfg  Hkwifr  lnu  fl/kkjsAA 5AA 
lkspr  lR;&lusg&fccl  fufl] u`ifr  xur  x;s  rkjsA 
iB;s   cksfy   Hkksj]   xqjds   l¡x   jaxHkwfe   ixq   /kkjsAA 6AA 
uxj&yksx  lqf/k  ikb  eqfnr]  lcgh  lc  dkt  fclkjsA 
eugq  e?kk&ty  mefx  mnf/k&#[k  pys  unh&un&ukjsAA 7AA 
,  fdlksj]  /kuq  ?kksj  cgqr]  fcy[kkr  fcyksdfugkjsA 
Vj~;ks u pki frUgrs] ftUg lqHkVfu dkSrqd dq/kj m[kkjsAA 8AA 
, tkus fcuq tud tkfu;r dfj iu Hkwi g¡dkjsA 
ur#  lq/kklkxj  ifjgfj  dr  dwi  [kukor  [kkjsAA 9AA 
lq[kek  lhy&lusg  lkfu  euks  :i  fcjafp  l¡okjsA 
jkse&jkseij  lkse&dke  lr  dksfV  ckfj  Qsfj  MkjsAA10AA 
dksm  dgS]  rst&izrki&iqat  fpr;s  ufga  tkr]  fHk;k  js! 
Nqvr  ljklu&lyHk  tjSxks  ,  fnudj&cal&fn;k  jsAA11AA 
,d  dgS]  dNq  gksm]  lqQy  Hk;s  thou&tue  gekjsA 
voyksds   Hkfj   u;u   vktq   rqylhds   izkufi;kjsAA12AA 

 
 
                                              (1/68) 
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yē dō'ū dasarathakē bārē. 
nāma rāma ghanasyāma, lakhana laghu, nakhasikha am̐ga ujiyārē.. 1.. 
nija hita lāgi mām̐gi ānē maiṁ dharamasētu-rakhavārē. 
dhīra, bīra birudaita, bām̐kurē, mahābāhu, bala bhārē.. 2.. 
ēka tīra taki hatī tāḍakā, kiyē sura-sādhu sukhārē. 
jagya rākhi, jaga sākhi, tōṣi r̥ṣi, nidari nisācara mārē.. 3.. 
munitiya tāri svayambara pēkhana āyē suni bacana tihārē. 
ē'u dēkhihaiṁ pināku nēku, jēhi nr̥pati lāja-jvara jārē.. 4.. 
suni, sānanda sarāhi saparijana, bārahi bāra nihārē. 
pūji saprēma, prasansi kausikahi bhūpati sadana sidhārē.. 5.. 
sōcata satya-sanēha-bibasa nisi, nr̥pati ganata gayē tārē. 
paṭhayē bōli bhōra, gurakē sam ̐ga raṅgabhūmi pagu dhārē.. 6.. 
nagara-lōga sudhi pā'i mudita, sabahī saba kāja bisārē. 
manahu maghā-jala umagi udadhi-rukha calē nadī-nada-nārē.. 7.. 
ē kisōra, dhanu ghōra bahuta, bilakhāta bilōkanihārē. 
ṭaryō na cāpa tinhatē, jinha subhaṭani kautuka kudhara ukhārē.. 8.. 
ē jānē binu janaka jāniyata kari pana bhūpa ham ̐kārē. 
nataru sudhāsāgara parihari kata kūpa khanāvata khārē.. 9.. 
sukhamā sīla-sanēha sāni manō rūpa biran̄ci sam ̐vārē. 
rōma-rōmapara sōma-kāma sata kōṭi bāri phēri ḍārē..10.. 
kō'u kahai, tēja-pratāpa-pun̄ja citayē nahiṁ jāta, bhiyā rē! 
chu'ata sarāsana-salabha jaraigō ē dinakara-bansa-diyā rē..11.. 
ēka kahai, kachu hō'u, suphala bhayē jīvana-janama hamārē. 
avalōkē bhari nayana āju tulasīkē prānapiyārē..12.. 
 

 
Lord Ram’s Glories, Janak’s Dilemma & Invitation to the  

Bow-Breaking Ceremony-1 
 
Verse no. 1/68—[Sage Vishwamitra told king Janak—] 'These two boys are the sons of 
Dasrath. Out of these two, the one whose complexion as dark as a cloud is named ‘Ram’, 
while the other who is fair complexioned from toe-nail to tuft (or a bun of hairs) on the 
head (i.e. toe to head) is his younger brother called ‘Laxman’ (1). 
 
I had brought these protectors of the law of Dharma (righteousness, probity, noble 
conduct, ethics and morality) for my own benefit and interest (which was to protect my 
fire sacrifice that was being constantly defiled by the demons)1.  

They are extremely courageous and have the virtue of fortitude, are valorous and 
brave, have great famed, possess unmatched strength of arms so much so that they are 
invincible in the battlefield, and are indeed very and incomparably strong, valiant, brave, 
courageous and virtuous (2). 
 [1Refer: Verse nos. 1/66, stanza no. 2, and 1/67, stanza no. 2 herein above.] 
 
He (Lord Ram) had slayed the demoness called Tadka by shooting a single arrow at her, 
thereby giving delight to all the saints, sages, seers and gods2.  
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In a similar fashion they had protected the fire sacrifice, and have given 
satisfaction and joy to hermits and sages by killing the demons most scornfully (i.e. 
without showing any mercy and reluctance while slaying them)—the whole world is a 
witness to this3 (3). 
 [2It is because the sages and saints and gods were now sure that their saviour has 
come. No one could dare to even face Tadka, the ferocious demoness with a hellish look 
and an ogress to boot.  

3Refer: Verse no. 1/67, stanza no. 2 herein above.] 
 
Thereafter, having liberated the wife of the sage (i.e. Ahilya, wife of Gautam)4, they have 
arrived here to watch the Swayambar (i.e. the marriage ceremony of your daughter Sita) 
after having heard of your vows5.  

Your good bow (of Lord Shiva), which has burned and tormented all the kings 
with the fire of shame, will be seen by him (Sri Ram) also (4).' 

[4Refer: Verse no. 1/67, stanza no. 3 herein above. 
5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 9-10 that precede Doha 

no. 210.  
Now, this is interesting. In Ram Charit Manas as cited above it is only said that 

the two brothers cheerfully joined the sage when they heard of the bow-breaking 
ceremony, but it is not explicitly said there what was the preset condition for being 
successful in this competition. This gives the impression that they agreed to go just for 
enjoyment and to watch this spectacular event. But here in Geetawali, it is clearly 
mentioned that Lord Ram and Laxman had known about the condition set for the winner 
of this bow-breaking ceremony which was actually a stiff competition rather than a pure 
religious ceremony organized to marry a girl.]  
 
Hearing those words of the great sage, Janak joined his family members, his kith and kin, 
to praise the sage and honour him, but all the while his (Janak’s) attention was on Lord 
Ram as he watched the latter from the corners of his eyes.  

After having showed his due respect to sage Vishwamitra and worshipping him in  
a formal way, the king went back to his palace along with his retinue (5).  
 
The king was torn between the pure, honest and truthful affection and a natural sense of 
endearment that had developed in his heart towards Lord Sri Ram and the sternness of his 
vows (that he would marry his daughter Sita to anyone who would lift and break Lord 
Shiva’s hard and unyielding bow), he became thoughtful and pensive6.  The 
whole night was spent by the king counting stars (i.e. he could not sleep even a wink 
because of his bewilderments, worries, dilemma and deep apprehension). At daybreak, 
he sent an invitation to them (Ram, Laxman, Vishwamitra). Then, accompanied by his 
Guru (Vishwamitra), the Lord (Sri Ram) entered the theatre (or the stadium or the venue 
where the bow-breaking ceremony was to be held)7 (6). 
 [6The king now regretted why he had made the condition of breaking of this bow 
a requisite for marrying Sita, his daughter. Had he known about Lord Ram, he would not 
have done so, but would have married his daughter straightaway to the Lord. But now he 
was on the horns of dilemma and in a deep pit of quandary—for if he broke his own vow 
at this late stage then it will not only give him a very bad name and ruin his immaculate 
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reputation as a man of truthful words, but would also create a great scandal. Refer: Verse 
no. 1/69, stanza no. 2 herein below. 

Refer also toRam Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede 
Doha no. 252. 

7Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes 
Doha no. 239—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 240.] 
 
Hearing the news of the Lord’s arrival, the citizens were jubilant, and they just forgot 
about whatso work they had been doing (or were about to do) even as all of them rushed 
towards the stadium/theatre of action (i.e. the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony)8 as if 
the rivers, swollen during the heavy and torrential downpour of the ‘Magha Nakshatra’, 
overflow their banks, and joined by their tributaries, streams and rivulets, they rush 
towards the ocean (7). 
 [8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha 
no. 240. 
 The ‘Magha Nakshatra’ is a special configuration of stars wherein heavy rains 
occur.] 
 
All the spectators, thinking that they (Sri Ram and Laxman) were of tender age (i.e. are in 
their teens) while the bow was strong, sturdy and heavy, became worried and sullen. 
They contemplated over the matter gloomly and thought that about the formidable bow 
that could not be moved even by those warriors who were able to playfully uproot huge 
mountains (i.e. without much effort)9 (8). 

[8The citizens were a worried lot because they had all wanted Lord Ram to marry 
Sita, their princess. But the problem was that the bow which needed to be lifted and 
broken was a major hurdle as it was of very stern and unyielding sort, being the bow of 
Lord Shiva. So they wondered how can it be lifted by these delicate and young children 
who were not even past their teens. It’s literally too much to hope or expect it from them. 
This made them sulk with gloomy thoughts.  

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223; and (ii) from Chaupai line no. 
6 that precedes Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precede Doha no. 257.] 
 
The citizens talked amongst themselves—‘It looks that Janak had not known them 
earlier, due to which he has made such a (stern and almost impossible to keep) vow and 
has invited other kings. Had it not been so, who would have been so foolish as to 
abandon and forsake an ocean of nectar and dig a well of unpotable water9? (9). 

[9Had Janak known that their was such an eligible mate for Sita, would he ever 
have been so foolish to unnecessarily put Sita’s fate on the dock and declare a 
Swayambar to be held? On the contrary, he would have directly approached Dasrath and 
offered Sita’s hand to Sri Ram.  

Here, Sri Ram’s marriage to Sita is likened to an ocean of nectar, while the 
uncertainties, confoundedness and embarrassment of tieing her future with a ridiculous 
vow of bow-breaking is likened to a well of bitter or unpotable water. Janak was now in a 
fix, not knowing what to do.  
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Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede Doha 
no. 222.] 

  
The creator Brahma has created their (Lord Ram’s and Laxman’s) enchanting image by 
kneading a dough with a combination of such qualities as magnificence and beauty, 
virtuous and noble characters, and love and affection (sukhamā sīla-sanēha sāni).  

He (the creator Brahma) has squeezed  trillions of Moons and Kamdeo/cupids and 
poured their essence (i.e. beauty, glamour, magnificence, radiance and charm) on each of 
the pores of their bodies, and had then discarded the residual part10 (10). 

[10Brahma has created everything in this creation. So when he decided to create 
these two princes in the most beautiful form he could, he picked up the Moon and the 
Kamdeo and extracted the best qualities from them. Then he poured out this essence on 
these two brothers before throwing away the useless pith. The imagery is so wonderful: it 
means that whatever good the Moon and Kamdeo are famous for had been extracted from 
them and vested with Lord Ram and Laxman. So, what we see of the Moon and Kamdeo 
now, being so beautiful and epitomes of loveliness and examples of attractivenss, is only 
a pith from which the actual essence had already been removed by squeezing them. In 
other words, one can very well imagine how wonderful and wondrous of all the wonders 
may have been the enchantment of the two princes, and how bewitchingly beautiful and 
exceptionally comely and handsome were their form and appearance!]  
 
Someone says—'Oh brother! He (Lord Ram) is a centre (a focus; a fount) of dazzling 
splendour and glory high. This is why it is not possible to look at him (because of the 
dazzle and glare of his glories and splendorous qualities—just as it is not possible to look 
directly as the blazing sun in the sky).  

He is like a brilliant lighted lamp of the Solar race (i.e. he is the most remarkable 
member of this race, and being of the “Sun’s race” he has inherited the Sun’s glorious 
qualities).  

Verily I say that the moth-like bow would be reduced to ash as soon as he (Lord 
Ram) touches it11.' (11). 

[11Here, Lord Ram is like a lighted lamp, and the bow like a moth. The moth gets 
burnt as soon as the flame of the lamp touches it. Likewise, as soon as Lord Ram touches 
the bow, the latter would yield to him and get broken.  

The analogy with the ‘Sun’ is indeed interesting. Lord Ram and the entire family 
of king Raghu are called descendants of the Sun or the Solar race. In other words, Lord 
Ram has inherited the qualities of the Sun—its brilliance, splendour, energy, dynamism 
and its ability to sustain life in the world, besides its quality to remove darkness of the 
night symbolizing the darkness of ignorance and delusions that cover the world.  

Once the Sun makes its appearance in the horizon and th darkness is gone, all 
phantoms and ghosts too vanish, implying that all the demons are doomed once Lord 
Ram has taken birth in this world.]  
 
Others said—'Oh Brother! No matter what, our life and birth has been successful and 
fruitful today because we have had an eye-full view of the Lord (Sri Ram) who is dearer 
to Tulsidas than his own life12 (12).'  
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[12Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
246.] 

[Note—Stanzas 1-10 refer to both the brothers, Ram and Laxman. Hence the plural 
pronoun ‘them’, ‘they’ has been used, while stanza 11-12 refer to Sri Ram only.] 

 
 

¼1@69½ 
 
tud fcyksfd ckj&ckj j?kqcjdksA 

eqfuin lhl uk;] vk;lq&vlhl ik;] 
,bZ ckrSa dgr xou fd;ks ?kjdksAA 1AA 

uhan u ijfr jkfr] izse&iu ,d Hkk¡fr] 
lkspr] ldkspr fcjafp&gfj&gjdksA 

rqEgrs lqxe lc nso! nsf[kcsdks vc 
tl gal fd, tksxor tqx ijdksAA 2AA 

Y;k, lax dkSfld] lquk, dfg xquxu] 
vk, nsf[k fnudj dqy&fnudjdksA 

rqylh rsÅ lusgdks lqHkkm ckm ekuks 
pynydks lks ikr djS fpr pjdksAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                    (1/69) 
 
janaka bilōki bāra-bāra raghubarakō. 
munipada sīsa nāya, āyasu-asīsa pāya, 
ē'ī bātaiṁ kahata gavana kiyō gharakō.. 1.. 
nīnda na parati rāti, prēma-pana ēka bhām̐ti, 
sōcata, sakōcata biran ̄ci-hari-harakō. 
tumhatē sugama saba dēva! dēkhibēkō aba 
jasa hansa ki'ē jōgavata juga parakō.. 2.. 
lyā'ē saṅga kausika, sunā'ē kahi gunagana, 
ā'ē dēkhi dinakara kula-dinakarakō. 
tulasī tē'ū sanēhakō subhā'u bā'u mānō 
caladalakō sō pāta karai cita carakō.. 3.. 
 

 
Lord Ram’s Glories, Janak’s Dilemma and Invitation to the  

Bow-Breaking Ceremony-2 
 
Verse no. 1/69—Repeatedly watching (or glancing at) Raghubar (Lord Sri Ram), bowing 
his head at the feet of the sage (Vishwamitra), getting his permission and blessings, Janak 
then went home to his palace all the while talking (with his companions) about this 
subject (as detailed in the previous verses) (1). 
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His affection (for Lord Sri Ram) and vows (to marry Sita to the person who breaks the 
bow) are equally strong and inviolable. Hence, he is greatly worried, tormented and 
perplexed, and is unable to sleep during the night1.  

(Praying that his wishes be fulfilled, which was that Sita should be betrothed to 
Sri Ram—) He (Janak) puts the Trinity Gods, i.e. Brahma (the creator), Vishnu (the 
sustainer) and Shiva (the concluder), in a quandary when he says, 'Oh Lords! It is 
possible to see everything get done and one’s wishes fulfilled by your grace and 
kindness.2'   

(Clever as he is—) He has made his good fame into a swan-like bird and takes 
care of both its wings3. (2). 

[1Refer: Verse no. 1/68, stanza no. 6 herein above. 
2Janak is on the horns of a great dilemma. On the one hand he does not want to 

break his vows of marrying his daughter Sita to anyone who lifts and breaks an old and 
worn-out bow of Shiva that had been lying with his family for ages, a condition he had 
set to determine the strength and valour of the future husband of Sita. And on the other 
hand when he saw Lord Ram and heard his glories from someone as exalted and 
renowned as a truthful sage as Vishwamitra, he determined that Lord Ram was the most 
appropriate prince to be Sita’s husband.  

Now the reason for the perplexity was that at this late stage when the bow-
ceremony was to be held the very next day and when hundreds of other kings and princes 
have already assembled for the purpose, to go back on his words and canceling the 
ceremony and marrying Sita directly to Lord Ram would cause an uproar and revolt as 
well as a huge scandal of unprecedented proportions, besides giving him and his entire 
family and race a bad name that would be impossible to erase. And Janak was correct in 
his apprehensions as would be clear a little while later when none of the invited 
competitors could move the bow even a bit, and Lord Ram effortlessly lifted and broke it 
into two. As soon as Sita put the victory garland on Lord Ram, all the failed kings and 
princes rose up in revolt, threatening to capture Lord Ram and his younger brother 
Laxman and fighting Janak and his army should they intervene and take their side. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 266.  

So, Janak prays to the three chief Gods, i.e. Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva with the 
hope that they would find some way and contrive some device to fulfil his wishes as it is 
only possible for these three great Gods to change the course of destiny should they 
decide to help someone.  

Now therefore, since ‘Brahma’ is the writer and determinor of destiny, if he be 
pleased he can create some last-minute situation, at the very end of the eleventh hour so 
to say, to ensure that Lord Ram is betrothed to Sita.  

Lord Shiva to whom the bow actually belongs was the most competent Authority 
to turn the tide of events the way he wants—for he can ensure that the bow becomes very 
heavy and stubborn when all the assembled competitors try to lift it so that no one can 
break it, and when Lord Ram goes to try his hand at it the bow should become light as a 
feather and allow itself to be broken without offering any resistance.  

And of course Lord Vishnu would help him if Brahma and Shiva agree because 
Vishnu always fulfils the wishes of his devotees, and would surely not go against the 
actions taken by Brahma and Shiva.  
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Janak for once, however, did not realise ‘Vishnu’ was the object of his adoration 
in his form as ‘Lord Ram’, and there the Lord was directly in his front and in his own 
city. Lord Vishnu is all-knowing and omniscient, and once the thought came in the mind 
of Janak it wasn’t a secret from the Lord. And Janak was also unaware of the fact that 
Brahma and Shiva were privy to this development because it was on their prayer that 
Vishnu had consented to come down upon earth as Lord Ram.    

3A swan is considered as the wisest bird with mystical powers as it is believed 
that it can separate water from milk, and picks up only pearls, which are symbolic of 
pristine pure wisdom, from an assortment of gems. Since Janak was regarded as a wise 
and enlightened and upright king, he is likened to a ‘swan’ here. His two wishes—one to 
keep his vow of marrying Sita to anyone who breaks Shiva’s bow, and the other to have 
Lord Ram as Sita’s husband—are like the two wings of this swan as they are 
diametrically opposite to each other and it is impossible to imagine that they would 
converge.  

A bird flies only when its wings are open, and during flght it is not as stable as it 
was when sitting pretty on solid ground. Likewise, with the two opposite wishes unfolded 
in his mind, Janak was very restless and confounded. His mind was agitated because he 
could not settle on one option which would be like closing the wings of the bird and its 
coming down to rest. 

Janak was therefore in a fix—not knowing what to do. So he has left the decision 
on the Trinity Gods to do what was best for him in the present circumstance. The two 
wings of the swan respectively represent his affection for Sri Ram and his desire to have 
him as his son-in-law, and his vows regarding the marriage of Sita which was tied to the 
breaking of the bow.] 

 
Sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) had brought the two brothers (Lord Ram and his younger 
brother Laxman) and had narrated their great virtues and immense glories to king Janak 
(which had fascinated Janak no end inasmuch as that he had mentally chosen Lord Ram 
to be his future son-in-law).  

Tulsidas says—Seeing the ‘sun’ of the Sun-race (dinakara kula-dinakarakō) 
(i.e. the most exalted Lord Sri Ram who was the best in the Solar race, and was as 
outstanding and remarkable in his glories and virtues as the brilliant sun is in the sky), 
king Janak’s mind and intellect were filled with extreme affection for the Lord, and Janak 
was so overwhelmed with emotions that he lost his otherwise calm and composed bearing 
just like the leaves of a fig tree that sways under the influence of a breeze4 (3). 

[4This was very uncharacteristic of Janak as he was known to be of a stable and 
calm mind and demeanours, rarely becoming emotional under any given circumstance. 
But when he was introduced to Lord Ram and the latter’s glorious virtues enumerated by 
sage Vishwamitra, and when he noted Lord Ram’s divine charm and beauty which were 
inherently heavenly by their nature, Janak was numbed and dumbfounded. His mind and 
intellect that were never affected by such physical things as beauty or influenced by 
anyone’s glories and fame had, for once, lost their bearing and composure, making Janak 
emotional and sentimental like an ordinary person who is swept off his feet when he 
meets someone exceptionally charming and dignified.]    
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jkx dsnkjk 
 

¼1@70½ 
 
jax&Hkwfe Hkksjs gh tkbdSA 
jke&y"ku  yf[k  yksx  ywfVgSa  ykspu&ykHk  v?kkbdSAA 1AA 
Hkwi&Hkou]  ?kj  ?kj]  iqj  ckgj]  bgS  pjpk  jgh  NkbdSA 
exu  euksjFk&eksn  ukfj&uj]  izse&fccl  mBSa  xkbdSAA 2AA 
lkspr  fcf/k&xfr  leqf>]  ijlij  dgr  cpu  fcy[kkbdSA 
dq¡oj  fdlksj]  dBksj  ljklu]  vleatl  Hk;ks  vkbdSAA 3AA 
lqd`r  l¡Hkkfj]  eukb  firj&lqj]  lhl  bZlin  ukbdSA 
j?kqcj&dj/kuq&Hkax  pgr  lc  viuks  lks fgrq fprq ykbdSAA 4AA 
ysr  fQjr  dulqbZ  lxqu  lqHk]  cw>r  xud  cksykbdSA 
lqfu  vuqdwy]  eqfnr  eu  ekugq  /kjr  /khjtfg  /kkbdSAA 5AA 
dkSfld&dFkk  ,d  ,dfulksa  dgr  izHkkm  tukbdSA 
lh;&jke   latksx   tkfu;r]   jP;ks   fcjafp   cukbdSAA 6AA 
,d  ljkfg  lqckgq&eFku  cj  ckgw]  mNkg  c<+kbdSA 
lkuqt  jkt&lekt  fcjkftgSa  jke  fiukd  p<+kbdSAA 7AA 
cM+h  lHkk  cM+ks  ykHk]  cM+ks  tl]  cM+h  cM+kbZ  ikbdSA 
dks  lksfggS]  vkSj  dks  yk;d  j?kquk;dfg  fcgkbdS \AA 8AA 
xofugSa  x¡ofga  xok¡b  xjc  x`g  u`idqy  cyfg  ytkbdSA 
HkyhHkk¡fr   lkgc   rqylhds   pfygSa   C;kfg   ctkbdSAA 9AA 

 
 
                                               rāga kēdārā 
 
                                                  (1/70) 
 
raṅga-bhūmi bhōrē hī jā'ikai. 
rāma-laṣana lakhi lōga lūṭihaiṁ lōcana-lābha aghā'ikai.. 1.. 
bhūpa-bhavana, ghara ghara, pura bāhara, ihai caracā rahī chā'ikai. 
magana manōratha-mōda nāri-nara, prēma-bibasa uṭhaiṁ gā'ikai.. 2.. 
sōcata bidhi-gati samujhi, parasapara kahata bacana bilakhā'ikai. 
kum̐vara kisōra, kaṭhōra sarāsana, asaman̄jasa bhayō ā'ikai.. 3.. 
sukr̥ta sam̐bhāri, manā'i pitara-sura, sīsa īsapada nā'ikai. 
raghubara-karadhanu-bhaṅga cahata saba apanō sō hitu citu lā'ikai.. 4.. 
lēta phirata kanasu'ī saguna subha, būjhata ganaka bōlā'ikai. 
suni anukūla, mudita mana mānahu dharata dhīrajahi dhā'ikai.. 5.. 
kausika-kathā ēka ēkanisōṁ kahata prabhā'u janā'ikai. 
sīya-rāma san̄jōga jāniyata, racyō biran ̄ci banā'ikai.. 6.. 
ēka sarāhi subāhu-mathana bara bāhū, uchāha baṛhā'ikai. 
sānuja rāja-samāja birājihaiṁ rāma pināka caṛhā'ikai.. 7.. 
baṛī sabhā baṛō lābha, baṛō jasa, baṛī baṛā'ī pā'ikai. 
kō sōhihai, aura kō lāyaka raghunāyakahi bihā'ikai?.. 8.. 
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gavanihaiṁ gam ̐vahiṁ gavām̐i garaba gr̥ha nr̥pakula balahi lajā'ikai. 
bhalībhām ̐ti sāhaba tulasīkē calihaiṁ byāhi bajā'ikai.. 9.. 
 

 
The citizens’ hope, a day prior to the bow-ceremony, that Lord Ram would surely 
break the bow & marry Sita 

 
 

Verse no. 1/70—[On the day before the actual bow-breaking ceremony was to be held, 
there was great excitement and anticipation in the air in Janakpur, and the only hot topic 
of discussion amongst the citizens of Janakpur was the possibility of Lord Ram breaking 
the bow and becoming eligible to marry Sita, and how this objective may be attained. All 
the people hoped that it would be so, and they prayed earnestly to the Gods that it was 
their collective wish and they are invoking all their collective good and meritorious deeds 
done in their lives that their this single prayer should be heard and requited—for they 
wanted that a permanent relationship be established between the kingdom of Janakpur 
and its royal family with the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, as that would certainly 
enhance the possiblility of the brothers visiting the city again to meet their in-laws in 
some point in the future, thereby enabling the lucky citizens to see and meet and interact 
with them often in the times to come in the future. 
 Hence, there was anxiety and excitement and a lot of anticipation that day. 
Wherever one’s eyes went one would find groups of citizens, men and women, huddled 
together debating this subject animatedly. Some sounded very optimistic and certain that 
it is sure that their wishes would be fulfilled, others were doubtful because of Janak’s 
rigid vows.  
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223; and (ii) Chaupai line 
no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 258.   

Even the assembled kings and princes who had come to participate in the bow-
ceremony intutitively realized that in would be Lord Ram who will marry Sita by 
breaking the bow: Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 245 along with 
Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede it. 

Hence, every single person was animatedly engaged in the discussion about what 
would happen the next day; who would be successful in breaking the bow and marrying 
Sita, and whether or not Janak would abandon his stubbornness. Everyone hoped that the 
lucky competitor turns out to be Lord Ram, but as of now things were still in the lap of an 
uncertain future.  

So the citizens anxiously and animatedly discussed the matter thus:-- ] 
 
‘As soon as the day breaks tomorrow, the citizens shall converge in the stadium, and 
seeing Lord Sri Ram and Laxman, they shall enjoy the benefit of their eyes to their 
hearts’ content.’1 (1). 
 [1We find in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 240 along with its 
preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that as soon as the word spread that Lord Ram and 
Laxman have gone to the venue of the bow-ceremony, there was a literal flood of citizens 
who left whatso work they were engaged in and rushed to take their seats early so that 
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they would take the front rows to have a better view of the brothers. The tide was so huge 
and unexpected that king Janak had to depute special ushers to seat the whole crowd in an 
orderly manner.]  
 
Everywhere—whether it is in the palace of the king, or within and without the city (i.e. 
within the walls of the  city or in the surrounding suburbs, villages and the countryside), 
in every household, market palce and nook and corner—it is the main theme of 
discussion. All the men and women folk, being ecstatic and jubilant at their immense 
good fortune, speak only about this one topic (concerning the bow-ceremony and who 
would emerge the victor) (2). 
 
Wondering what the Creator is inclined to do and apprehensive of what he has stored for 
them as tidings for the next day, everyone was very worried, pensive and sullen, saying to 
each other, 'Brother, it is a great dilemma and a perplexing situation—the boys (Lord Sri 
Ram and Laxman) are very young in age and tender in form, while the bow that is to be 
broken is very hard, strong and formidable. [So, how will any one of them will be able to 
break the bow?2' (3). 
 [2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede 
Doha no. 223 where this dilemma is expressed by the womenfolk of Janakpur, and one 
wise amongst them answers it also by saying that “one should not be misled by their 
tender age and delicate form for these two brothers possess stupendous mystical and 
mysterious powers as they have not only crushed mighty demons who had sent chill 
down the spine of the greatest warriors and were deemed to be invincible, but have also 
provided liberation to Ahilya by the mere touch of the toe”; (ii) from Doha no. 255—to 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precede Doha no. 257 where a similar doubt was raised by Sita’s 
mother queen Sunayana, and was similarly answered by her close companions; and (iii) 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 258 where Sita herself has this doubt in her 
mind. 
 A similar idea is expressed herein below in verse no. 1/78, stanza no. 3 of this 
book ‘Geetawali’.] 
 
On this wise, everyone invoked all the good and meritorious deeds done in their lives 
(sukr̥ta sam̐bhāri), and sincerily prayed to their ancestors, Gods, Shiva, Vishnu and 
other deities by bowing their heads before them (manā'i pitara-sura, sīsa īsapada 
nā'ikai), pleading with them to requite them now for all their good and meritorious deeds 
and treating this single event of the breaking-of-the-bow as something that directly 
related to them personally and affected their happiness and well-being (saba apanō sō 
hitu citu lā'ikai) so that Raghubar (Lord Ram) should be able to break the bow with his 
own hands (raghubara-karadhanu-bhaṅga) (4). 
 
The women-folk carry the ‘kanasu'ī’3 here and there, while the men summon the 
soothsayers and astrologers and ask them for good signs and omens4.  

Upon getting favourable answers from them (both the Kansui and the 
soothsayers), the excited citizens run hither and thither with happy and contented minds, 
gathering courage to tide over their perplexities, consternations and dilemmas (because 
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they are well nigh sure that their wishes would be fulfilled and Lord Ram would 
definitely marry Sita by breaking the formidable bow) (5). 

[3Village women make small idols of ‘Gauri’, the divine goddess who bestows 
good fortunes, using cowdung. They put it in a sieve and fling it to the ground. If the tiny 
idols fall face-up, it is considered a good omen and portend success, but if the idols falls 
face-down or on its side then it is considered as a bad sign and indicative of failure of the 
enterprise. This traditional practice of determining if the desired objective would be 
attained or not is called ‘kanasu'ī’. 

4The men-folk adopt other ways to guess the outcome in the future—they consult 
astrologers and oracles. They ask them to observe the signs of Nature and deduce if there 
are positive signals that their wishes would be fulfilled, or if these natural signs foretell 
something to the contrary.]  

 
Everyone now talked of sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra), and about his immense glories, 
stellar virtues and good name, even as they enthusiastically narrated to each other all 
about the remarkable tidings that the great sage had brought here and revealed concerning 
the two brothers to king Janak and his companions5.  

All the citizens were now convinced that it appeared in all sooth and in all 
probability that the Creator had indeed destined the union of Lord Sri Ram and Sita (6). 

 [5Whatever transpired between sage Vishwamitra and king Janak had now spread 
to all the parts of the city. Janak had himself been so excited that he divulged all the good 
news to the members of the royal family, and his courtiers and attendants and elders of 
the city who had accompanied him when he went to meet sage Vishwamitra spread the 
happy tidings amongst the citizens and the common folk of the city.  

By this time everyone was aware of the greatness of the sage as he was a highly 
reputed and revered sage of his time. Everyone was now privy to whatever the sage had 
to tell about the great deeds and achievements of Lord Ram and Laxman—such as about 
these two boys belonging to a great and reputed noble royal family of the Solar race, of 
their valiant deeds and strength of arms and courage and fearlessness as they effortlessly 
faced and slayed the demons and perfectly protected his fire sacrifice, and how Ahilya 
was mysteriously liberated by the mere touch of the toe of Lord Ram, a deed in itself 
most mystical and amazing. Then there was the news of how king Janak had been smitten 
by love and affection at the sight of Lord Ram.  

The citizens deduced that it surely was not without reason that Vishwamitra had 
brought the two brothers with him to Janakpur, especially during the course of holding of 
a stiff competition like a bow-breaking event. It was surely done because the great sage 
knew of some great honour that would come to these two princes towards whom he was 
so much highly obliged. Surely, the sage would not have otherwise brought them hither 
to face the prospect of being faceless just like any one of the countless princes and kings 
in the milling crowd of competitors to face anonymity and neglect—because that would 
be highly inappropriate for the sage to treat someone who has done him so great favour in 
this way instead of rewarding him with the best of rewards available. And what better 
reward was there than to gift Lord Ram with the hand of Sita in marriage; what better 
way would the sage find to thank Lord Ram’s father king Dasrath than to send his son 
back to him with a bride who was like the jewel of the world!  
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So, all the citizens logically concluded that putting everything together it was 
abundantly clear that the pointer is towards Lord Ram breaking the bow and marrying 
Sita.] 

   
Someone tried to bolster the morale (of the citizens and the household of Janak) by 
describing the way Lord Ram had slayed the demon Subahu by raising his arms and 
using the bow. This gentleman said—‘Lood Brothers! It is for certain that Sri Ram would 
string the bow and raise it in his arms to make his presence felt in the assembly of kings 
and princes in the royal court just as he had raised his arms that held the bow when he 
had slayed the demon Subahu’ (7). 
 
‘Because’, he continued, ‘who else is there in this large gathering, except Raghunāyaka 
(Sri Ram), who is more exalted and great enough to be eligible to acquire the fairest of 
fame, the greatest of name, the glorious of glories, the highest of honour and rarest of 
acclaim that would be bestowed to someone who can establish himself in this great 
assembly? Say, who else other than Lord Ram can stand the test that would bring the 
mightiest of mighty glory and fame that has no parallel upon him by the virtue of having 
the hand of Sita in marriage? (8). 
Therefore now, oh brothers, be assured that whereas on the one hand all other kings and 
princes shall lose their pride and vanity by sacrificing them on the altar symbolized by 
this bow (as no matter how hard they all try none of them would be able to move the bow 
an inch), and having suffered a crushing defeat they would all lower their heads in shame 
and ignominy and go back home with a sullen face, and on the other hand the Lord of 
Tulsidas, (‘sāhaba tulasīkē’; i.e. Lord Ram) would emerge triumphant and go home 
victorious (after marrying Sita and completing the marriage rites) to the accompaniment 
of music and songs and pomp and pageantry and ceremony befitting the happy occasion.’ 
(9).  
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eksfg ekuks enu eksguh ewM+ ukbZ gSaAA 3AA 
jk?kkStw&Jhtkudh&ykspu fefycsdks eksn 

dfgcsdks tksxq u] eSa ckrSa&lh cukbZ gSaA 
Lokeh] lhc] lf[kUg] y"ku rqylhdks rSlks 

rSlks eu Hk;ks tkdh tSfl;s lxkbZ gSaAA 4AA 
 
 
                                    Puṣpavāṭikā mēṁ Rām 

                                             rāga ṭōṛī 
 
                                              (1/71) 
bhōra phūla bīnabēkō gayē phulavā'ī haiṁ. 
sīsani ṭipārē, upabīta, pīta paṭa kaṭi, 
dōnā bāma karani salōnē bhē savā'ī haiṁ.. 1.. 
rūpakē agāra, bhūpakē kumāra, sukumāra, 
gurakē prāna'adhāra saṅga sēvakā'ī haiṁ. 
nīca jyōṁ ṭahala karaiṁ, rākhaiṁ rukha anusaraiṁ, 
kausika-sē kōhī basa kiyē duhum ̐ bhā'ī haiṁ.. 2.. 
sakhinasahita tēhi ausara bidhikē sam ̐jōga 
girijājū pūjibēkō jānakījū ā'ī haiṁ. 
nirakhi laṣana-rāma jānē r̥tupati-kāma, 
mōhi mānō madana mōhanī mūṛa nā'ī haiṁ.. 3.. 
rāghaujū-śrījānakī-lōcana milibēkō mōda 
kahibēkō jōgu na, maiṁ bātaiṁ-sī banā'ī haiṁ. 
svāmī, sība, sakhinha, laṣana tulasīkō taisō 
taisō mana bhayō jākī jaisiyē sagā'ī haiṁ.. 4.. 
 

 
 

Lord Ram’s visit to the Royal Garden to pluck flowers for sage Vishwamitra’s 
worship rituals & His meeting Sita there-I 

 
Verse no. 1/71—[As it happened, on the first day of their arrival at Janakpur, Lord Ram 
and Laxman had gone sight-seeing in the city, and it was then that the citizens had an 
opportunity to meet and become enchanted by the two brothers as has been narrated in 
verse nos. 1/67—to 1/70 herein above.  
 The next morning, sage Vishwamitra needed flowers for his worship rituals. So he 
asked Lord Ram and his brother to go and fetch some. In their search for flowers, the 
brothers went to the royal garden, and after getting permission from the keepers who 
immediately recognized them, they went in and roamed around plucking suitable flowers 
as needed.  
 Meanwhile, since this was the day when the bow-ceremony was to be held later 
on, Sita was sent by her mother to offer special prayers to the family deity in the garden 
palace, seeking the deity’s blessings so that an appropriate groom is found for Sita.  
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Now, as destiny had destined, one of Sita’s maids had gone alone to explore the 
garden independently, and somewhere she saw the two brothers. She immediately rushed 
back and conveyed the news to the rest of their friends, and implored upon them to come 
in haste and not miss on this most wonderful opportunity to see two lovely princes 
wandering freely in the garden, and as is the wont of maidens of their age, it was too 
strong a temptation to resist. So, the group with Sita in its center headed to that part of the 
garden where Lord Ram and Laxman were plucking flowers. Thus arrived an opportunity 
when both Lord Ram and Sita came face to face with each other, and it was like ‘love at 
first sight’ for both of them. Sita determined in her heart that this prince was the true 
desire of her inner being and if Lord God ever wished to fulfill her desires then let she be 
betrothed to this prince. Her silent resolve was reciprocated by Lord Ram too who also 
decided that he would do things that fulfill Sita’s inner quest.  

With this firm resolve in her mind and heart, Sita then went to the family temple 
and prayed most earnestly to the deity she had come to worship, which happened to be 
Parvati, the divine consort of Lord Shiva and the universal patron deity of women, 
specially unmarried girls seeking a good and appropriate husbands for themselves, that 
she be betrothed to Lord Ram and none else. Goddess Parvati blessed Sita that her wishes 
would be fulfilled in full.  

All these happenings have been narrated in fine detail in Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 227—to Doha no. 
236 as well. 

Now, let’s resume our reading of “Geetawali”. As is the pattern adopted in this 
book by Tulsidas, we shall observe that the narrative is in the ‘present tense’ to indicate 
that the author is mentally transported, in a subtle and etheral form, to that point of time 
and era when the events were actually taking place, and hence his narrative is like a true 
scribe’s description of events in the way he witnesses them first hand unfold before his 
eyes, albeit ‘mental eyes’ if not physical, and therefore are authentic narratives. This fact 
is abundantly clear in stanza no. 4 of this verse. Let’s read on: ] 
 
As soon as it was dawn, Lord Sri Ram and Laxman arrived at the royal garden to pluck 
flowers (for Vishwamitra’s daily morning worship rituals). They have a cap on their 
heads, a sacred thread around their necks, Pitambar around their waists, and a bowl of 
flowers in their left hands, as a result of which their beauty and charm has increased by a 
full quarter. [That is, the ‘flowers in their hands’ have enhanced their natural prettiness, 
their inherent charm, their usual attractiveness and magnificence by almost a quarter of 
what it normally was. For this was the first and rare view of the two brothers with flowers 
in their hands in addition to their usual attire and things they carried on them, such as the 
cap, the sacred thread, the Pirambar etc.] (1).  
 
Verily, both the brothers are inherently a treasury of beauty, charm and magnificence 
(rūpakē agāra). They are royal princes (bhūpakē kumāra), tender and delicate in form 
(sukumāra), and so dear to their Guru (Vishwamitra) that they are like the latter’s very 
life and soul (gurakē prāna'adhāra). They have come with the Guru to serve him 
diligently like true and dedicated disciples (saṅga sēvakā'ī haiṁ).  

While serving their Guru, they (do not behave like princes but) act like a faithful, 
loyal, meek and lowly servant serving his master (nīca jyōṁ ṭahala karaiṁ), always 
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eager and ready to obey orders obediently and do the Guru’s bidding, and personally 
ensuring that all their actions conform to the Guru’s wishes (rākhaiṁ rukha 
anusaraiṁ). 

The result of this service and dedication was that they (the two brothers, Lord 
Ram and Laxman) have managed to successfully bring sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra)—
who was renowned for his anger and short temper (kausika-sē kōhī)—under their sway 
(i.e. made him calm and self-restraint and loving and caring when it came to dealing with 
the two princes: basa kiyē duhum̐ bhā'ī haiṁ) (2). 
 
As it was destined by the Gods, Sita arrived there (in the royal garden) to offer worship to 
Goddess Parvati. There she saw Lord Sri Ram and Laxman and thought to herself that 
they were ‘Basant’, the king of seasons, and ‘Kamdeo/cupid’, the patron deity of beauty, 
present there in person.  

She was so amazed, spellbound and enthralled on seeing them as if Kamdeo/cupid 
had cast a magical spell of enchantment upon her mind (3). 
 
The feeling of exhilaration, and of joy and affection which emerged mutually in the 
hearts of Lord Ram and Sita when their eyes met each other is beyond description. I 
(Tulsidas) have just hinted at it1. 

At that moment, amongst all those present at the time there—such as Lord Sri 
Ram, Sita, her maids (companions), Laxman and Tulsidas2—a mental relationship was 
mutually established between them which was in consonance with and in accordance to 
their inherent inclinations, temperaments, emotions, sentiments and thoughts towards 
each other3 (4).  

[1Tulsidas is wise enough to leave details to one’s imagination. He does not 
specify what transpired when Sri Ram and Sita saw each other. Tulsidas wishes to 
maintain the highest standards of decorum, dignity and modesty in his writings, and does 
not wish to violate basic norms of good writing when describing such intimate moments. 
After all, Lord Ram and Sita were not two humans, a prince and a princess, meeting each 
other and falling heads over heels in love, but human forms of the supreme Divinity, of 
‘Brahm’ and his ‘Shakti’ respectively, and one ought to be very careful and guarded and 
conscientious and dignified when dealing with such subjects that have a spiritual and 
sublime dimension.   

2As for Tulsidas, Sri Ram was his Holy Father, Sita was his Holy Mother, while 
the maids and Laxman were standing as witnesses to this unfolding of the divine story of 
their union. Tulsidas considers himself as being extremely lucky to be a witness too. 
After all, no other human being was privy to this moment when Lord Ram had first met 
Sita, so this was really a great privilege that was granted to Tulsidas.  

Further, he has sort of silently stood in attendance in what was supposed to be a 
very private moment to show that he is a very close confidante of Lord Sri Ram as much 
as Laxman is. And therefore, he too has as much a right of way over his Lord Sri Ram as 
Laxman has. 

Sita was accompanied by her handmaidens who would vouch for her integrity and 
safe conduct and solemnly declare that no untoward incident occurred in the garden that 
may taint the immaculate reputation of Sita in way should any evil scandal or nasty 
gossip erupt. So, Lord Ram too wanted someone to bear witness for him in case any such 
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nasty enventuality cropped up unexpected because there are many jealous souls full of 
malice and ill-will in their heart and mind who are always on the look-out to kick up a 
storm if they get the slightest hint of any wrong-doing. 

Hence, the Lord allowed Tulsidas, albeit secretly, to become his witness and see 
first hand whatever transpired in the garden between the Lord and Sita. Laxman was his 
brother, and if the former tried to defend his brother in case of some accusation of wrong-
doing or misdemeanour or of any kind of disgraceful act, the people would say he is 
taking sides with his sibling inspite his knowing that all was not clean. But if an outsider 
such as Tulsidas swore on oath and stood witness that nothing amiss or unethical or 
disgraceful or uncivilized happened in the garden during the brief encounter between 
Lord Ram and Sita, except their seeing each other from a very respectable distance 
without a single word being exchanged or gesture made in any way whatsoever, his 
words would bear weight as it would be the testimony of an outsider and an independent 
witness.    

3Lord Ram and Sita thought of each other as eternal partners which they actually 
were in the primary form as Lord Vishnu and his divine consort goddess Laxmi, the 
handmaidens of Sita thought of themselves as the damsels of heaven, and Laxman and 
Tulsidas played the role of witnesses and close friends of the Lord.] 

  
 

¼1@72½ 
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                                                  (1/72) 
 
pūji pārabatī bhalē bhāya pām ̐ya parikai. 
sajala sulōcana, sithila tanu pulakita, 
āvai na bacana, mana rahyō prēma bharikai.. 1.. 
antarajāmini bhavabhāmini svāminisōṁ hauṁ, 
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kahī cāhauṁ bāta, mātu anta tau hauṁ larikai. 
mūrati kr̥pālu man̄ju māla dai bōlata bha'ī, 
pūjō mana kāmanā bhāvatō baru barikai.. 2.. 
rāma kāmataru pā'i, bēli jyōṁ bauṇṛī banā'i, 
mām ̐ga-kōṣi tōṣi-pōṣi, phaili-phūli-pharikai. 
rahaugī, kahaugī taba, sām ̐cī kahī ambā siya, 
gahē pām ̐ya dvai, uṭhāya, māthē hātha dharikai.. 3.. 
mudita asīsa suni, sīsa nā'i puni puni, 
bidā bha'ī dēvīsōṁ janani ḍara ḍarikai. 
haraṣīṁ sahēlī, bhayō bhāvatō, gāvatīṁ gīta, 
gavanī bhavana tulasīsa-hiyō harikai.. 4.. 
 

 
Lord Ram in the Royal Garden-2 

 
Verse no. 1/72—[After seeing Lord Ram and deciding in her inner-self that if there is 
anyone whom she would like to marry then it is the Lord, she went to the temple of 
goddess Parvati and prayed to the deity, silently expressing her heart-felt desire to the 
goddess and besceeching her, pleading with her to fulfill it, but it was done silently and 
only at the mental level, without explicitly saying anything in words, to avoid 
embarrassment for herself as well as for the fear of giving her parents a very bad name 
for violating the norms and traditions of the time that required that the girl should not pre-
determine and hook her heart on someone whom she would like to marry, especially 
when her parents haven’t been taken into confidence by her earlier and they have 
organized a ‘Swayambar’ to decide who would be her future husband.  

When a ‘Swayambar’ is held, the parents set certain conditions, and whoso meets 
these conditions marries their daughter. Though this may seem not in good taste and even 
cruel on the girl as she has no say in the entire matter though it is she who is directly 
affected and her entire future happiness depends upon this marriage, but in the tradition-
bound society of ancient times it was deemed fit to leave the decision on the parents of a 
girl to determine in good faith how and who would marry their daughter. Any overt sign 
on the part of the girl that would hint at her falling for some stranger and losing her heart 
to him without the knowledge of her parents was deemed to be unethical and scandalous, 
and it would cast an indelible stain on her and raise questions about her purity and 
virginity. 

This incidence of Sita praying to goddess Parvati and seeking the latter’s 
blessings so that her hidden wishes be fulfilled has also been narrated in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 235—to Doha no. 
236.]  
  
Sita fell at the feet of Goddess Parvati and most reverentially worshipped her. Her eyes 
became wet, and she could not utter a word as her body had become so thrilled with 
emotions that it was virtually numbed into speechlessness. Her mind was overwhelmed 
with emotions of affection and love, and she could not therefore think and speak 
coherently (1). 
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[She prayed to goddess Parvati and somehow managed to collect her wits to request the 
deity—] 'Oh Mother (Goddess) (mātu)! You are all-knowing and well aware of the inner 
thoughts of all creatures (antarajāmini). You are the dear divine consort of Lord Shiva 
(bhavabhāmini), and since the Lord is the Lord God of this creation, it follows that you 
are its supreme Mistress (svāminisōṁ hauṁ).   
 I am like a child to you (tau hauṁ larikai), and therefore (excuse me for my 
audacity) as I want to divulge the secret of my heart to you without hesitation (kahī 
cāhauṁ bāta tau).  

Then the idol of Bhavani (Parvati), who is an embodiment of kindness, 
compassion, mercy and grace (mūrati kr̥pālu), offered her (Sita) an attractive garland 
(man̄ju māla dai)1 and said, 'Sita! Be blessed. I have accepted and I respect what is in 
your heart (pūjō mana kāmanā). You are free to accept your groom as per your internal 
wishes, and thus feel contended and fulfilled (bhāvatō baru barikai) (2). 

[1It is believed that when one is offering a prayer to any consecrated image of a 
deity with some desire in one’s mind, and one of the garlands on the idol shifts and falls 
down on its own, then the prayer is deemed to have been accepted by the worshipped 
deity and the person’s wishes would be fulfilled. It is considered a good sign.] 
 
Having acquired the all wish-fulling heavenly ‘Kalpa Tree’ in the form of (or in the 
person of) Lord Sri Ram (rāma kāmataru pā'i), you would make it your eternal abode 
and support like a creeper finds its own abode and support around an evergreen tree (bēli 
jyōṁ bauṇṛī banā'i)2. 

Verily, you shall be blessed with the auspicious reward of having eternal 
company of your Lord from whom you will never be separated (mām ̐ga tōṣi), and also 
endowed with a blessing of fertility that would bear auspicious fruits (children) for you 
(kōṣi pōṣi). Indeed, you will prosper, be happy and contented (literally, ‘grow and 
develop, bearing fruits and flowers like a creeper’— phaili-phūli-pharikai).  

Oh Sita! In due course of time ahead, when the tidings of events to come would 
prove to you the soothness of mine words, verily then you will be convinced of the 
soothfastness of what I say now and concede that ‘Amba’ (‘mother’) was truthful in what 
she said (rahaugī, kahaugī taba, sām ̐cī kahī ambā)3'.  

[When Parvati had said her saying and prophesying what Sita’s future held for 
her, she (Sita) was overjoyed. So—] Sita then fell at the feet of the Goddess and clasped 
it in both her hands with the greatest of reverence (as a gesture of sincere thanksgiving 
and to express her exceeding joy and delight; gahē pām̐ya dvai), while the Goddess on 
her part put her boon-granting benign hands on her head and (affectionately) lifted her 
(uṭhāya, māthē hātha dharikai)4 (3). 

[2Here, Lord Ram is likened to a ‘Kalpa Tree’, the all wish-fulling Tree of the 
Gods, and Sita to a creeper that finds its support and succour as it wounds itself around a 
tree. Without the tree the creeper has no other means of support and habitat; for a creeper 
the tree is all that matters for it. If the tree is cut, the creeper dies too. If the tree grows, 
becomes huge, and bears branches, fruits and flowers, the creeper feels exceedingly glad 
as it can also grow and spread around the trunk and the branches of the tree, finding 
shade from its foliage and a good environment for growth and development because it 
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gets its nourishment from the tree. The healthier and greener the tree, it is so much better 
for the creeper.  

Likewise, Sita would be happy and contented for life as her husband, Lord Ram, 
has an eternal life. The Lord fulfills the desire of the whole world, so it is only natural 
that Sita won’t lack anything at all. 

3Goddess Parvati wished to emphasise upon Sita that she must trust what the 
Goddess has said and have faith in her. Only time would tell her that whatso the Goddess 
had said was right and truthful. So Sita should not doubt her prophesies. 

4A very significant hint is given in this single event. Everyone knows that the idol 
installed in any shrine is made of a gross material, whether it is stone, wood, mud or 
metal. On the face of it it looks absolutely impossible and incredulous even to imagine 
that such a gross thing as an idol made of stone or wood or metal would show signs of 
life—giving a garland, speaking, bending to pick up the devotee who is lying prostrated 
in front. But herein lies the ‘magic and importance of faith’, for verily if the devotee does 
have the depth and sincerity and intensity of faith in the deity he worships, that seemingly 
lifeless idol gets injected with a ‘spark of divinity’ and begins to move and speak just like 
a creature’s gross body that is inherently lifeless and gross like the stone idol in question, 
but begins to shows signs of life once the ‘spark of super consciousness’ enters it and 
makes it alive.]   
 
Hearing the blessings uttered by the Goddess, Sita was extremely happy, contented and 
delighted (mudita asīsa suni).  

Sita bowed her head repeatedly at the Goddess’ feet (sīsa nā'i puni puni), took 
leave of her (bidā bha'ī dēvīsōṁ) fearing that it was getting too late and her mother 
would question her as to why was she so late and what kept her loitering for so long in 
the garden (janani ḍara ḍarikai).  

The accompanying friends and maids of Sita were cheerful now (haraṣīṁ sahēlī) 
when they observed her delighted countenance, as they came to the conclusion that a 
favourable outcome is a certainty and that Sita’s wishes have been fulfilled (bhayō 
bhāvatō).  

So the party consisting of Sita and her friends happily wended their way back to 
the palace, merrily singing and rejoicing all the while (gāvatīṁ gīta, 
gavanī bhavana).  

Meanwhile, even as they left the place (garden) and went towards the palace it 
appeared that they had stolen the mind and intellect of Tulsidas’ Lord, Sri Ram 
(‘tulasīsa-hiyō harikai’)5 (4).  

[5In other words, Lord Ram, who was silently watching Sita and her friends from 
a distance, felt sad when he saw them go away. He would have preferred if Sita had 
tarried for some more time in the garden. It was literally like Sita had stolen his heart and 
now was going away with it. This is a poetic way of saying a simple thing that Lord Ram 
was so smitten by Sita’s love and affection, he was so enthralled and captivated by her 
sight, that when she left for home the Lord felt forlorn and lost. 

Now, when we consider this single event against the backdrop of the fact that 
Lord Ram was not an ordinary ‘human being’ but an incarnate ‘Supreme Being’, it seems 
the picture does not fit well inasmuch as it is not expected from and behoves of such a 
highly exalted Soul who is supposed to be the ‘Lord of the World’ to behave in a petty 
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way like an ordinary creature called the ‘Jiva’ who gets attracted to physical beauty and 
enchanted by the opposite gender. But there are some apparent reasons for the Lord 
behaving in such a worldly fashion: (i) For one thing, Lord Ram was currently in a 
‘human form’, and he wished to show the world the normal failings of a human being, the 
latter’s natural inclinations, emotions and sentiments, how a person is taken for a ride by 
his own sense organs which overwrite what the mind and intellect advise, and about his 
inability to resist so many worldly temptations; (ii) Secondly, he was an ‘expert actor’, 
and wished to show the world that once a person assumes a particular role he must play it 
to perfection; and (iii) He wished to keep his ‘true identity hidden and secret’ so that the 
main enemy, the demons to eliminate whom the Lord had come to this physical world 
and had assumed a gross form of a human, are not hinted about who he actually is, for 
then there were chances that they would go and hide somewhere inaccessible, making the 
mission all the more tough for the Lord. 

It is not bad to have normal emotions if they are not tinged with evil intentions, it 
such emotions do not make a person feel guilty of conscience. In any case, should his 
conscience prick, what should he or she do then? The answer is provided in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 237 where it is said that “—While praising the charm and beauty of Sita in his 
(Lord Ram’s) heart, the two brothers went back to their Guru (sage Vishwamitra). When 
they reached there, Lord Ram told Kaushik (Vishwamitra) everything that transpired 
(without concealing anything) because his heart was pure and simple, and no conceit or 
deceit ever touched it.” 

So, what’s the message? It’s clear—‘to confess, come clear, and hide nothing 
from one’s Guru and parent if the heart is to be kept clean and pure’. A person would 
conceal things only when he has some bad intention in his heart. ]  

 
 

jaxHkwfeesa 
 

¼1@73½ 
 
jaxHkwfe vk,] nljFkds fdlksj gSaA 

is[kuks lks is[ku pys gSa iqj&uj&ukfj] 
ckjs&cw<+s] va/k&iaxq djr fugksj gSaAA 1AA 

uhy  ihr  uhjt  dud  ejdr  ?ku 
nkfeuh&cju ruq :ids fupksj gSaA 

lgt lyksus] jke&y"ku yfyr uke] 
tSls lqus rSlsbZ dq¡oj fljekSj gSaAA 2AA 

pju&ljkst] pk# ta?kk tkuq Å# dfV] 
da/kj fclky] ckgq cM+s cjtksj gSaA 

uhdsdS  fu"kax  dls]  djdeyfu  ylS 
cku&fcfl"kklu euksgj dBksj gSaAA 3AA 

dkufu  dudQwy]  michr  vuqdwy] 
fi;js nqdwy fcylr vkNs Nksj gSaA 

jkfto  u;u]  fc/kqcnu  fVikjs  flj] 
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u[k&fl[k vaxfu BxkSjh BkSj BkSj gSaAA 4AA 
lHkk&ljoj   yksd&dksd&un&dksdxu 

izeqfnr eu nsf[k fnuefu Hkksj gSaA 
vcq/k vlSys eu&eSys efgiky Hk;s] 

dNqd mywd dNq dqeqn pdksj gSaAA 5AA 
HkkbZlksa dgr ckr] dkSfldfg ldqpkr] 

cksy ?ku ?kksj&ls cksyr Fkksj&Fkksj gSaA 
lueq[k lcfg] fcyksdr lcfg uhds] 

d`iklksa gsjr g¡fl rqylhdh vksj gSaAA 6AA 
 
 
raṅgabhūmimēṁ 

 
                                                     (1/73) 
 
raṅgabhūmi ā'ē, dasarathakē kisōra haiṁ. 
pēkhanō sō pēkhana calē haiṁ pura-nara-nāri, 
bārē-būṛhē, andha-paṅgu karata nihōra haiṁ.. 1.. 
nīla pīta nīraja kanaka marakata ghana 
dāminī-barana tanu rūpakē nicōra haiṁ. 
sahaja salōnē, rāma-laṣana lalita nāma, 
jaisē sunē taisē'ī kum̐vara siramaura haiṁ.. 2.. 
carana-sarōja, cāru jaṅghā jānu ūru kaṭi, 
kandhara bisāla, bāhu baṛē barajōra haiṁ. 
nīkēkai niṣaṅga kasē, karakamalani lasai 
bāna-bisiṣāsana manōhara kaṭhōra haiṁ.. 3.. 
kānani kanakaphūla, upabīta anukūla, 
piyarē dukūla bilasata āchē chōra haiṁ. 
rājiva nayana, bidhubadana ṭipārē sira, 
nakha-sikha aṅgani ṭhagaurī ṭhaura ṭhaura haiṁ.. 4.. 
sabhā-saravara lōka-kōka-nada-kōkagana 
pramudita mana dēkhi dinamani bhōra haiṁ. 
abudha asailē mana-mailē mahipāla bhayē, 
kachuka ulūka kachu kumuda cakōra haiṁ.. 5.. 
bhā'īsōṁ kahata bāta, kausikahi sakucāta, 
bōla ghana ghōra-sē bōlata thōra-thōra haiṁ. 
sanamukha sabahi, bilōkata sabahi nīkē, 
kr̥pāsōṁ hērata ham ̐si tulasīkī ōra haiṁ.. 6.. 
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Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-1 
 
Verse no. 1/73—[When the time arrived for the commencement of the ‘bow-breaking 
ceremony’, king Janak sent out his chief priest, Shatanand, and other chief courtiers and 
ministers of his royal court to go and invite sage Vishwamitra to come and attend the 
spectacular event. As soon as the sage learnt that the ceremony was about to start, he 
immediately headed there with Lord Ram and Laxman. Everyone in the city was eagerly 
waiting to know whether or not the two brothers would attend the function. So as soon as 
the word went round that they have accompanied the sage to the venue, the whole city 
virtually poured in the arena, jamming it chock-a-block.  
 The following verse nos. 1/73—to 1/80 herein below describe the scene inside 
and outside the venue, emphasizing the way the people were excited and electrified, 
expecting that the outcome of this competition would be according to their hearts’ 
wishes—which of course was that Lord Ram would be the one who would break the bow. 
 This part of the story has also been narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 239—right upto Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 249.] 
 
'Dasrath’s sons have arived at the Arena (‘raṅgabhūmi’; i.e. the venue of the bow-
breaking ceremony)'—hearing this news, all the citizens, the women and the men, dashed 
towards the site to watch the spectacle; even the children and the old, the blind and the 
physically handicapped are requesting them to take them along (1). 
 
Both the brothers (Sri Ram and Laxman) resemble a blue and yellow lotus, gold and 
emerald, or dark cloud and lightening respectively in their countenance and general 
complexion, and are literally the essence (or a personified form) of beauty, glamour and 
magnificence. They are naturally handsome and lovely (with nothing artificial with 
them). Their attractive names are ‘Sri Ram’ and ‘Laxman’ respectively, and as was 
previously heard, they are the best among all the princes of this world and also in the 
midst of the assembled princes (who have come to participate in the bow ceremony) (2). 
 
Their feet resemble the lotus flower; their thighs, knees and waists are attractive as well, 
while their shoulders are broad and their arms are very strong and muscular.  They 
have tied very beautiful quivers around their waists, whilst each of them hold in his lotus-
like hands an attractive and hard (strong, sturdy) bow and an arrow (3). 
 
They have golden ear-rings in their ears, a lovely sacred thread around their necks, while 
a Pitambar (a seamless body wrapping cloth of yellow silk) with lovely designed 
boarders adorns their bodies.  

Their eyes resemble a lotus, while the face is like the full moon. There is a cap on 
the head. Verily, each part of their bodies, from the toe-nail to the tuft of hair on the head, 
appears to be dotted by ‘Thagaurī’1 (4). 

[1The word ‘ṭhagaurī’ means ‘to stand still for a while’; ‘to be so amazed by a 
beautiful sight that one is stunned as if in a state of numbness’. The sight and the form of 
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the two brothers was so exceptionally enchanting and comely that all those who saw them 
were mesmerized, and their eyes were riveted on them. There were hundreds of princes 
and kings attending the bow-ceremony, but the two brothers were the cynosure of all 
eyes.]  
 
The grand assembly (of invited princes and kings) is like some excellent pond or lake, 
while the people who were assembled there (i.e. the citizens and the good-intentioned 
invitees) were like lotus and the bird couples known as Chakva and Chakvi (the ruddy 
goose; ostrich).  

Seeing Lord Sri Ram rise like the Sun God, they are very pleased and contented at 
heart, while the mind of ignorant and malicious kings—some of whom are like owls, 
while others resemble lilies and the Chakor birds (the Indian red-legged partridge)—are 
becoming gloomy, dejected and darkened in spirit.2 (5). 

 [2Tulsidas has used this metaphor because the lotus flower and the bird couple of 
‘Chakva and Chakvi’ feel glad when the sun rises. The lotus opens its petals, while the 
birds, which had separated from each other the previous night after the sun had set at 
dusk, come together once again.  

The opposite prevails with the lilies and the bird known as ‘Chakor’. Both feel 
glad under the moonlight, and as soon as the sun rises they become gloomy—i.e. the lily 
closes its petals and the bird droops its head and hides somewhere for the day.  

The idea expressed here is that when Lord Ram, who is compared to the ‘Sun’, 
made his presence felt in the venue, the citizens and the good-natured kings and princes 
felt very glad and happy, while those who were evil-minded, malicious and jealous by 
nature were not only annoyed but even loathed the Lord’s sight. These latter sort of 
people felt an inferior complex rearing its depressive head inside their hearts, and 
apprehended that Lord Ram would break the bow and marry Sita, thereby robbing them 
of this trophy. Watching the general mood of the citizens and observing the way the host, 
king Janak, was giving the two brothers special treatment, these mean-minded invitees 
feared that the king would devise some device to break his own condition by a royal 
decree and marry Sita to Lord Ram, thereby subjecting them to insult and humiliation.  

Hence, as soon as Lord Sri Ram appeared on the scene, the citizens felt jubilant 
and hopeful, while the gathered kings and princes who had come to break the bow and be 
rewarded with the trophy of having Sita in marriage felt sullen and crestfallen at the 
prospect of their insult and humiliation should the host king either allow Lord Ram to try 
his hands at the bow or suddenly rescind on his own words and marry Sita to the coveted 
prince, Sri Ram, by royal decree.]  

 
[The citizens are closely watching and taking note of the dignified and civil ways of Lord 
Ram and his excellent manners. They observe that:--]  When he (Lord Sri Ram) talks 
with his brother (Laxman), he speaks softly and in a low polite tone, almost as if hesitant 
to do so, due to the presence of Vishwamitra. He speaks only a few words at a time (and 
is not a chatter box), and even then his voice is authoritative and serious like the grave 
rumblings of a cloud in the distance (and not shrill and sharp like an excited boy 
attending a circus for the first time).  

The Lord is in front of everyone (i.e. he greets everyone who happens to come in 
front of him), looks at everyone with a benevolent and kind glance (i.e. his glance seems 
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to welcome all and he makes eye-contact with everyone present), and he is even looking 
towards Tulsidas with a kind, merciful and benignant smile3 (6). 

[3Here once again we note the use of the present tense in the narrative instead of the 
past tense. So once again it reminds of the fact that what Tulsidas is saying is like a live 
narration of the events as they are unfolding at Janakpur, and not some description based 
on notes or some other version of this epic story.  

Tulsidas was not writing or re-telling some ancient history to establish himself as a 
poet or a historian or or a scribe or anything else. It must be remembered that he was a 
devotee of Lord Ram, not an ordinary devotee but someone spiritually elevated and 
attained. He had reached such heights of spiritual attainment that he could be in direct 
communion with his beloved Lord, Sri Ram. He would close his eyes and transport his 
soul to that plane of ethereal existence where things are eternal and permanently etched 
on the canvas of time. Since we can’t imagine it and know about it, since we have not 
reached that state of transcendental existence as reached by few great hallowed souls of 
yore nor have the ability or the wherewithal to do while surrounded by the grossness of 
worldly life as it is, it does not mean that others had not attained this high level of 
spiritual living, and that whatever the latter say is merely a fairy tale, an imaginary story, 
all cooked-up hogwash and hearsay.  

Therefore, we must have faith when Tulsidas says that he was present at the venue 
amongst the ordinary citizens to watch his beloved Lord Ram attend the bow-breaking 
ceremony. Indeed it may be beyond the comprehension and logic of the common mind 
that it could have really been so, but there are certain things in life that have an ethereal 
dimension, and go beyond comprehension and logic from the physical perspective of the 
gross world. 

Hence, Tulsidas’ narrative of the events is like a live commentary by a modern-day 
journalist who covers such events, and therefore is most authoritative, original and first 
hand.]  
 

 
¼1@74½ 

 
,bZ jke&y"ku ts eqfu&l¡x vk;s gSaA 

pkSruh&pksyuk dkNs] lf[k! lksgSa vkxs&ikNs] 
vkNsgqrs vkNs] vkNs vkNs Hkk; Hkk;s gSaAA 1AA 

lk¡ojs  xksjs  ljhj]  egkckgq  egkchj] 
dfV rwu rhj /kjs] /kuq"k lqgk;s gSaA 

ns[kr dksey] dy] vrqy fciqy cy] 
dkSfld dksnaM&dyk dfyr fl[kk;s gSaAA 2AA 

bUggha rkMdk ekjh] xkSredh fr; rkjh] 
Hkkjh Hkkjh Hkwfj HkV ju fcpyk;s gSaA 

_f"k  e[k  j[kokjs]  nljFkds  nqykjs] 
jaxHkwfe ixq /kkjs] tud cqyk;s gSaAA 3AA 

bUgds  fcey  xqu  xur  iqyfd  ruq 
lrkuan&dkSfld ujslfg lquk;s gSaA 

izHkq in eu fn;s] lks lekt fpr fd;s 
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gqyfl gqyfl fg;s rqyflgq¡ xk;s gSaAA 4AA 
 
 
                                                  (1/74) 
 
ē'ī rāma-laṣana jē muni-sam ̐ga āyē haiṁ. 
cautanī-cōlanā kāchē, sakhi! sōhaiṁ āgē-pāchē, 
āchēhutē āchē, āchē āchē bhāya bhāyē haiṁ.. 1.. 
sām ̐varē gōrē sarīra, mahābāhu mahābīra, 
kaṭi tūna tīra dharē, dhanuṣa suhāyē haiṁ. 
dēkhata kōmala, kala, atula bipula bala, 
kausika kōdaṇḍa-kalā kalita sikhāyē haiṁ.. 2.. 
inhahīṁ tāḍakā mārī, gautamakī tiya tārī, 
bhārī bhārī bhūri bhaṭa rana bicalāyē haiṁ. 
r̥ṣi makha rakhavārē, dasarathakē dulārē, 
raṅgabhūmi pagu dhārē, janaka bulāyē haiṁ.. 3.. 
inhakē bimala guna ganata pulaki tanu 
satānanda-kausika narēsahi sunāyē haiṁ. 
prabhu pada mana diyē, sō samāja cita kiyē 
hulasi hulasi hiyē tulasihum̐ gāyē haiṁ.. 4.. 
 

 
             Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-2 
 
Verse no. 1/74—[The ladies of the city say—] 'These two princes are the ones who are 
named ‘Ram’ and ‘Laxman’, and they have come with sage Vishwamitra. 

Oh Friend, look! Wearing a cap and a vestment (Pitambar) draped over their 
bodies, they look most magnificent and majestic as they walk one behind the other. They 
are the most exalted among the best, and are adorned with (or possess) the best of 
qualities, virtues and characters (1). 
 
Their bodies have dark and fair complexion respectively. Their arms are very strong, 
muscular and long—for verily, they are great warriors.  

A quiver adorns their waists, and a bow their hands. They are very tender, 
pleasing and beautiful to look at, and are peerless in valour and strength.  

Sage Vishwamitra has expertly taught them the ‘art of using the bow’ (‘kōdaṇḍa-
kalā’)1 (2). 
 [1This statement is very significant in the context of the ‘bow-breaking’ 
ceremony. Sage Vishwamitra was an expert teacher and a learned sage of great repute 
who was famous for his knowledge of the marital arts. He had prepared Lord Ram for 
this event by teaching the two brothers the intricacies of the knowledge pertaining to the 
bow: every fine detail of it, such as about its construction, what are its strong and weak 
points, how to hold it so that it does not snap while shooting an arrow or how it would 
break if not held properly, and so on. Therefore, Lord Ram was taught about the science 
that went into the making of a bow as well as its use under different conditions of the 
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battle-field. This knowledge had prepared the Lord to skillfully tackle any bow of any 
make and size.  

The citizens therefore hinted to each other by way of mutual encouragement and 
to keep the spirit of hope alive that though this particular bow is very rare and 
formidable, being the bow of Lord Shiva, but there is no fear from that quarter as Lord 
Ram has already been trained by sage Vishwamitra to tackle such bows. The other 
competing princes would only rely on the strength of their arms in an attempt to break the 
bow, but they would not know how to tackle this unique bow with special in-built 
qualities not known to everyone except to an expert. So it does not matter if Lord Ram’s 
body is tender and he is young in age; what matters here is specialized knowledge to deal 
with a technical problem that needs more power of the brain than of the brawn.  

It’s like the case of modern-day weapons. They are so complicated and 
technically advanced that only a person well-trained in them would be able to use them, 
let alone dissemble them and take their individual parts apart in an orderly manner which 
is different from smashing the weapon to the ground to break it.]  

 
They have slayed Tadka and have liberated Ahilya even as they have caused agitations 
and instilled fear among the great, valiant and brave warriors in the battle2. 
 Presently, these two princes of Dasrath—who are the protectors of sage 
Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice—have come to the Arena at the invitation of Janak (3). 
 [2This refers to the vanquishing of the demon warriors in the battle that took place 
while Lord Ram and Laxman protected the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra.] 
 
Both sages Shatanand and Vishwamitra were thrilled as they described and recounted 
their (Sri Ram and Laxman’s) immaculate character and glorious virtues to king Janak3.'   

Tulsidas says that he too has concentrated his mind and intellect in the lotus-like 
feet of the Lord (Sri Ram). He remembers those magnificent moments of hope and 
expectation, and the memory of that scene fills his heart with gladness and exhilaration as 
he sings the glories of his Lord with joy and delight exceedingly swelling and spilling 
over from his heart (4). 

[3Sage Vishwamitra had tolk Janak about the glories of the two brothers when the 
two met in the very beginning as the sage arrived at Janakpur. 

Sage Shatanand was the court priest of king Janak. He must have talked about the 
two brothers sometime after the meeting with Vishwamitra as it is sure that king Janak 
must have consulted his priest on the subject of options left open to him if he desires to 
marry this wonderful prince to his daughter.] 

  
 

jkx dkUgjk 
 

¼1@75½ 
 
lh; Lo;ac#] ekbZ nksm HkkbZ vk, ns[kuA 

lqur  pyha  izenk  izeqfnr  eu] 
izse iqyfd ruq eugq¡ enu eatqy is[kuAA 1AA 

fujf[k euksgjrkbZ lq[k ikbZ dgSa ,d&,d lksa] 
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^HkwfjHkkx ge /kU;] vkfy! , fnu] ,[ku*A 
rqylh  lgt  lusg  lqj¡x  lc 

lks lekt fpr&fp=lkj ykxh ys[kuAA 2AA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                              rāga kānharā 
 
                                                   (1/75) 
 
sīya svayambaru, mā'ī dō'u bhā'ī ā'ē dēkhana. 
sunata calīṁ pramadā pramudita mana, 
prēma pulaki tanu manahum̐ madana man̄jula pēkhana.. 1.. 
nirakhi manōharatā'ī sukha pā'ī kahaiṁ ēka-ēka sōṁ, 
‘bhūribhāga hama dhan'ya, āli! ē dina, ēkhana’. 
tulasī sahaja sanēha suram ̐ga saba 
sō samāja cita-citrasāra lāgī lēkhana.. 2.. 
 

 
Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-3 

 
Verse no. 1/75—'Oh Mother1! Look, the two brothers have come to watch Sita’s 
Swayambar (the marriage ceremony)'—as soon as the women-folk heard it, they were 
extremely exited as if they were going to have a look at Kamdeo/cupid with a delighted 
and joyful mind (1). 
 [1This address indicates that the children are speaking to their mothers. The men 
rushed out of their homes first to go and take their seats in the stadium where the bow-
breaking was to be held. The women were hesitant as they usually did not venture out of 
their homes, though of course they too were equally eager to go and see the ceremony 
like their male counterparts. The males had been reluctant to take the children along for 
fear of them creating noise and nuisance at the venue as is the wont of young children 
who are terribly excited at the opportunity of witnessing a spectacular event. So, these 
excited children rushed inside their homes and poked their mothers to come out and head 
to the ceremony, because should they agree then haply this would give the children a 
chance to go as well.] 
 
Seeing their (Sri Ram's and Laxman's) beauty, charm, comeliness and magnificence, they 
felt pleased and satisfied in their minds and hearts, and said cheerfully to each other, 'Oh 
friend! Today we are very fortunate and our lucks are praise worthy (‘bhūribhāga hama 
dhan'ya, āli) that we are able to witness such a good day with so much nice things 
happening before us (ē dina, ēkhana).'  
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Tulsidas says that using the paint and colour symbolizing the emotions of natural 
affection and endearment towards the Lord (sahaja sanēha suram̐ga), they (the 
women-folk) started to paint the picture of that spectacular and rare scene (of the 
assembly of kings and princes with Lord Sri Ram and Laxman occupying the centre-
stage, or may be the exclusive portrait of Lord Ram and Laxman by neglecting 
everything else) on the canvas of their mind and intellect (sō samāja cita-citrasāra lāgī 
lēkhana) (2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

jkx xkSjh 
 

¼1@76½ 
 
jke&y"ku tc n`f"V ijs] jhA 
voyksdr lc yksx tudiqj ekuks fcf/k fcfc/k fcnsg djs] jhAA 1AA 
/kuq"ktX; deuh; vofu&ry dkSrqdgh Hk, vk; [kjs] jhA 
Nfc&lqjlHkk eugq eufltds dfyr dyir# :i Qjs] jhAA 2AA 
ldy dke cj"kr eq[k fuj[kr] dj"kr] fpr] fgr gj"k Hkjs] jhA 
rqylh  lcS  ljkgr  Hkwifg  HkyS  iSr  ikls  lq<j  <js] jhAA 3AA 

 
 
                                              rāga gaurī 
 
                                                (1/76) 
 
rāma-laṣana jaba dr̥ṣṭi parē, rī. 
avalōkata saba lōga janakapura mānō bidhi bibidha bidēha karē, rī.. 1.. 
dhanuṣajagya kamanīya avani-tala kautukahī bha'ē āya kharē, rī. 
chabi-surasabhā manahu manasijakē kalita kalapataru rūpa pharē, rī.. 2.. 
sakala kāma baraṣata mukha nirakhata, karaṣata, cita, hita haraṣa bharē, rī. 
tulasī sabai sarāhata bhūpahi bhalai paita pāsē suḍhara ḍharē, rī.. 3.. 
 

Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-4 
 
Verse no. 1/76—'Oh Friend! Ever since Sri Ram and Laxman have been seen by the 
people of Janakpur, those who saw them are behaving as if the Creator has created 
numerous ‘Videhas’1 (1). 

[1The word ‘Videha’ literally means a person who is unconscious, unaware or 
unconcerned about his body and surroundings. Here it means that the citizens have 
become so charmed and enthralled by the captivating sight of the two princes that they 
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have become unconcerned about their routine day to day household chores and affairs of 
daily life. They all forgot about their age and their status in the hierarchy of society, as 
everyone talked animatedly and cheerfully about Lord Ram and Laxman and shared bits 
of information and news that came their way with others irrespective of age and gender. 
Those who were old and sick forgot for a moment about their physical limitations and 
behaved like excited children, wishing to go to the arena. Everyone became so occupied 
with this development that personal matters related to their bodies and household affairs 
were relegated to the background and completely neglected as if they were non-existent.]   
  
Just at that time (i.e. when many of the citizens were still winding up their affairs and 
preparing to go the arena, or were on their way, and the crowd was still jostling and 
pushing to enter the venue), the two brothers appeared at the main venue, that was 
excellently laid out, in a spectacular and dramatic manner2.  
 Their appearance there gave the impression that in the beautiful assembly of the 
heaven attended by gods, two identical images of Kamdeo (the patron god of beauty and 
charm) has appeared in the guise of two Kalpa Trees laden with ripe and succulent fruits 
symblising beauty, charm and loveliness3 (2). 
 [2Until the time the two brothers entered the arena, the place, especially the 
central stage where the king and special guests would be seated, looked empty though the 
rest of the invited kings and princes had already arrived and taken their seats. But as soon 
as the brothers arrived, all eyes turned towards them. It’s like the case when the chief 
guest arrives at a function. Till he comes there is noise and bustle all around as everyone 
is restless, sitting and talking amongst themselves waiting for the arrival of the chief 
dignitary, but as soon as he enters the venue all fall silent and take their seats in deference 
to his honourable presence which marks the start of the function. 
 3Here, Lord Ram and Laxman are likened to the two images of Kamdeo, while the 
assembly of great kings and princes of the world as well as the fine way the venue has 
been decorated and prepared to celebrate the occasion is like the heavenly court of the 
gods.]    
 
Oh dear (rī)! By merely watching their (Lord Ram’s and Laxman’s) lovely faces, all the 
desires of a person are abundantly fulfilled as if the desired things are raining down upon 
him aplenty (sakala kāma baraṣata mukha nirakhata).  
 Therefore the sweet faces of the two brothers not only cause the mind and 
subconscious to get attracted towards them (because of their stupendous beauty and 
charm: karaṣata, cita) but they also bestow immense gladness and joy to one’s heart (as 
one’s desires are fulfilled--hita haraṣa bharē).  
 Tulsidas says that everyone praises and lauds king Janak and his immensely good 
luck as all the dices have been cast in his favour, and he has got an excellent opportunity 
to fulfill his desires to his heart’s content (3). 

 
 

¼1@77½ 
 
usdq] lqeqf[k] fpr ykb fprkS] jhA 
jktdq¡oj&ewjfr jfpcsdh #fp lqfcjafp Je fd;ks gS fdrkS] jhAA 1AA 
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u[k&fl[k&lqnajrk voyksdr dáks u ijr lq[k gksr ftrkS] jhA 
lk¡oj :i&lq/kk Hkfjcs dg¡ u;u&dey dy dyl fjrkS] jhAA 2AA 
esjs tku bUgSa cksfycs dkju prqj tud B;ks BkV brkS] jhA 
rqylh izHkq HkaftgSa laHkq&/kuq] HkwfjHkkx fl; ekrq&firkS] jhAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/77) 
 
nēku, sumukhi, cita lā'i citau, rī. 
rājakum̐vara-mūrati racibēkī ruci subiran̄ci śrama kiyō hai kitau, rī.. 1.. 
nakha-sikha-sudanratā avalōkata kahyō na parata sukha hōta jitau, rī. 
sām ̐vara rūpa-sudhā bharibē kaham̐ nayana-kamala kala kalasa ritau, rī.. 2.. 
mērē jāna inhaiṁ bōlibē kārana catura janaka ṭhayō ṭhāṭa itau, rī. 
tulasī prabhu bhan̄jihaiṁ sambhu-dhanu, bhūribhāga siya mātu-pitau, rī.. 3.. 
 

 
 

Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-5 
 
Verse no. 1/77—[One of the enchanted ladies of the city shares her feeling of joy and 
excitement at the charming sight of the two brothers with her close friend when she asks 
the latter to focus her attention on the marvelously wonderful image of Lord Ram and 
Laxman.]  
 
‘Oh my sweet-faced dear friend (sumukhi, rī)! Examine carefully and imagine what 
great and special efforts the Creator must have made (subiran̄ci śrama kiyō hai) when 
he wished to give effect to his desire to create an image or form as captivating, charming 
and attractive as these two princes (Lord Ram and Laxman) (rājakum̐vara-mūrati 
racibēkī ruci)! (1). 
 
Oh dear friend (rī)*! One cannot describe sufficiently the amount of happiness and 
delight, as well as the ecstatic feeling of joy and exhilaration that one gets on seeing their 
beauty and magnificence (avalōkata kahyō na parata sukha hōta jitau) that extends 
from their toe-nails right upto the tuft of hair on the crest of their heads (nakha-sikha-
sudanratā) (because this image makes the heart delighted and the sight belighted).  

Oh dear friend (rī)! Empty your pitchers represented by your lotus-like eyes 
(nayana-kamala kala kalasa ritau) in order to fill them with the symbolic nectar 
(sudhā bharibē kaham̐) consisting of this image in the form of the two princes who are 
of a dark and fair complexion respectively (sām̐vara rūpa) (and who are equally 
beautiful, lovely, pretty and comely)1 (2).  

[1Here, the enchanted lady is unable to conceal her emotions of joy and 
excitement. She exorts her close friend to focus her attention on the two princes and 
closely examine their exceptional charm. This lady had her eyes riveted on the two 
brothers even as she bent her head and brought her mouth close to the friend’s ears to 
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speak these pleasing words, or it may be that she was speaking aloud to a group of her 
friends standing close to her. 

By telling her friends to ‘empty the symbolic pitcher of their eyes so that the 
nectar in the form of the sight of the two princes can be filled in them’, the lady wished to 
exort them to stop wasting their time and energy of the eye in looking here and there at 
the wonderful spectacle of the bow-ceremony, but instead use this opportunity to put their 
eyes to good use by focusing them on Lord Ram and Laxman and having their eye-fill of 
this marvelous sight, an opportunity they would miss for life if they do not bring this 
image inside their inner being right now through the medium of the eye.]  
 
Oh dear (rī), it seemeth to me (mērē jāna) that the clever king Janak (catura janaka) 
has organized this grand spectacle of pomp and pageantry (ṭhayō ṭhāṭa itau) just as an 
excuse so that these two princes could be invited (inhaiṁ bōlibē kārana).  

Oh dear friend (rī)! It seemeth sure to me that Tulsidas’ Lord (tulasī prabhu; i.e. 
Lord Ram) would certainly break the bow of Lord Shiva (bhan̄jihaiṁ sambhu-dhanu). 
Indeed, the parents of Sita are very lucky and fortunate (‘bhūribhāga siya mātu-pitau’; 
that they will have the Lord as their son-in-law).’ (3). 

[Note--*In the text, each line ends with ‘rī’. From the perspective of a poem it is a style to 
create the effect of rhyming of verses. From the view point of narration it implies that the 
lady uses the phrase ‘oh my dear’ every now and then after a brief pause.  

This pattern is observed in verse nos. 1/77—to 1/79.] 
 

 
 

jkx lkjax 
 

¼1@78½ 
 
tcrsa jke&y"ku fpr,] jhA 
jgs bdVd uj&ukfj tudiqj] ykxr iyd dyi fcr,] jhAA 1AA 
izse&fccl ek¡xr egsl lksa] ns[kr gh jfg;s fur ,] jhA 
dS , lnk clgq bUg u;ufUg] dS , u;u tkgq ftr ,] jhAA 2AA 
dksm leq>kb dgS fdu Hkwifg] cM+s Hkkx vk, br ,] jhA 
dqfyl&dBksj dgk¡ ladj&/kuq] e`nqewjfr fdlksj fdr ,] jhAA 3AA 
fcjpr bUgfga fcjafp Hkqou lc lqanjrk [kkstr fjr ,] jhA 
rqyflnkl rs /kU; tue tu] eu&Øe&cp ftUgds fgr ,] jhAA 4AA 

 
 
                                             rāga sāraṅga 
 
                                                 (1/78) 
 
jabatēṁ rāma-laṣana cita'ē, rī. 
rahē ikaṭaka nara-nāri janakapura, lāgata palaka kalapa bita'ē, rī.. 1.. 
prēma-bibasa mām̐gata mahēsa sōṁ, dēkhata hī rahiyē nita ē, rī. 
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kai ē sadā basahu inha nayananhi, kai ē nayana jāhu jita ē, rī.. 2.. 
kō'u samujhā'i kahai kina bhūpahi, baṛē bhāga ā'ē ita ē, rī. 
kulisa-kaṭhōra kahām ̐ saṅkara-dhanu, mr̥dumūrati kisōra kita ē, rī.. 3.. 
biracata inhahiṁ biran̄ci bhuvana saba sundaratā khōjata rita ē, rī. 
tulasidāsa tē dhan'ya janama jana, mana-krama-baca jinhakē hita ē, rī.. 4.. 
 

 
Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-6 

 
Verse no. 1/78—[The lady continues to say—] 'Oh dear friend (rī)! Ever since they have 
seen Lord Sri Ram and Laxman, the men and women folk of Janakpur have become so 
dazed, mesmerized, spellbound and enchanted by their view that it seems that many 
‘Kalpas’ (literally, a very long period of time) passed before they could even bat an 
eyelid1 (1). 
 [1This is a poetic way of saying that the citizens of Janakpur were extremely 
enchanted by the magnificently beautiful sight of Lord Ram and Laxman so much so that 
they appeared to be completely dazed and absolutely stunned to the extent that their 
eyeslids stopped their natural habit of blinking every now and then. Never had they in 
their lives seen such a wonderful sight of beauty and loveliness and comeliness.]   
 
Oh dear friend (rī)! All the citizens, being overwhelmed with emotions of love and 
affection for the two princes, ask and plead with Lord Mahesh (Shiva) for the boon that 
they should be able to see them daily (dēkhata hī rahiyē nita ē), or else they should 
permanently reside in their (citizen’s) eyes (kai ē sadā basahu inha nayananhi), or the 
eyes themselves should follow the direction in which they go (kai ē nayana jāhu jita 
ē)2 (2). 

[2The citizens began to sincerily love and have deep affection for Lord Sri Ram 
and Laxman so much that they wished to have them close by so that they, the citizens, 
would be able to see the two brothers, have access to them and be able to interact with 
them whenever they wished so. Hence, they pray to Lord Shiva, the patron God of the 
kingdom of Janakpur, that their wishes be fulfilled.] 
 
Oh dear friend (rī)! Why doesn’t someone (gather courage to) advise the king that it is a 
matter of great pride, a rare fortune and remarkably good luck that these two (Ram and 
Laxman) have come this way. [Hence, he should stop further procrastination and abandon 
his stubbornness. He should call-off his vows and immediately marry Sita to Sri Ram.] 

[The problem is that—] Oh dear friend (rī)! On the one hand is the bow of Shiva 
which is harder, stronger and heavier than the ‘Kulis’ (‘kulisa-kaṭhōra kahām̐ saṅkara-
dhanu’; ‘Vajra’, the weapon of Indra, the king of gods; it is made of the hardest material 
in existence), and on the other hand is this most delicate, sweet and tender form (of Lord 
Ram; ‘mr̥dumūrati kisōra kita ē’)3 (3). 

[3A similar view is expressed in verse no. 1/70, stanza no. 3 herein above by the 
citizens of Janakpur.  
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Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede 
Doha no. 222, and Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that precede Doha no. 223 where the women-
folk of Janakpur talk on this issue in the same way. 

Sita’s mother Sunayana, the queen-mother, also has the same thoughts: refer Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha 
no. 256;  

Sita herself thinks in the same way: refer Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Doha no. 257—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 258. 

Every single soul wished that Lord Ram should marry Sita by breaking the bow of 
Shiva, but the problem was that this bow was exceptionally strong, sturdy and heavy. 
Lord Ram was of a delicate frame, and so the odds were apparently stacked highly 
against him. So would someone gather courage to advise king Janak to be reasonable as 
the stake of his daughter’s future is on the block. He need not worry too much as he has 
the full and unquestioned support of his subjects should he decide to change his stance 
and cancel the bow-breaking ceremony, and instead pass a royal decree that he wishes to 
marry Sita to Lord Ram. No one in the kingdom would accuse him of any wrong doing.  

On the other hand, allowing such a delicate frame as that of Lord Ram to go and 
pit himself against the hardness of the bow would be an utterly shameful act on the part 
of the king.  

Doesn’t the king realize that this opportunity won’t come to him again. Does he 
not understand that leaving the fate of his daughter to uncertainty as is natural in cases 
where the marriage is dependent upon some competition where the winner gets to wed 
the girl, even if this winner is otherwise not at all suitable for her—is not only highly 
demeaning, irrational and unethical, but also exceptionally cruel for the girl to force her 
into a perilous situation that would rob of her peace and happiness for life. But, as the 
saying goes, it would be too late to save the crop once locust destroys it.]     

 
Oh dear friend (rī)! At the time of creating the excellent form of the two brothers 
(biracata inhahiṁ), the Creator had ferreted out the entire creation in his search for the 
quality of beauty, prettiness, comeliness, loveliness, magnificence, glamour and charm in 
order to find and gather something most suitable to create this image (biran̄ci bhuvana 
saba sundaratā khōjata rita ē)4.  
 Oh dear friend (rī)! Tulsidas says that the birth and life of those persons are 
deemed to be lucky, fruitful and good-omened (tulasidāsa tē dhan'ya janama jana) 
who have sincere affection for Lord Ram and have determined that their good, welfare 
and well-being is in having devotion for and surrendering before the Lord sincerily with 
their mind and heart, in their actions and deeds, and in their speech and words (mana-
krama-baca jinhakē hita ē) (4).  

[4Refer also to verse no. 1/77, stanza no. 1 herein above.  
The result was that the Creator took or extracted the best of these stellar qualities 

out from his own creation and moulded the two forms of Lord Ram and Laxman, but in 
the process the world was shorn of all its beauty, it was laid bare from charm and 
attractiveness. In other words, the two brothers are unparalled in their charm and 
comeliness, being so bewitchingly beautiful and pretty to behold that everything else 
called ‘beautiful and charming’ fade when compared to them.  
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The excellent qualities of beauty, loveliness, prettiness, charm, magnificence, 
glamour etc. were concentrated in one place in the image of Lord Ram and Laxman.]  
 
 

¼1@79½ 
 
lquq] lf[k! Hkwifr HkyksbZ fd;ks] jhA 
tsfg izlkn vo/ksl&dq¡oj nksm uxj&yksx voyksfd ft;ks] jhAA 1AA 
ekfu izrhfr dgs esjs rSa dr l¡nsg&cl djfr fg;ks] jhA 
rkSykSa gS  ;g  laHkq  ljklu]  Jhj?kqcj  tkSykSa  u  fy;ks] jhAA 2AA 
tsfg fcjafp jfp lh; l¡okjh] vkS jkefg ,slks :i fn;ks] jhA 
rqyflnkl rsfg prqj fc/kkrk futdj ;g latksx fl;ks] jhAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                   (1/79) 
 
sunu, sakhi! bhūpati bhalō'ī kiyō, rī. 
jēhi prasāda avadhēsa-kum̐vara dō'u nagara-lōga avalōki jiyō, rī.. 1.. 
māni pratīti kahē mērē taiṁ kata sam̐dēha-basa karati hiyō, rī. 
taulauṁ hai yaha sambhu sarāsana, śrīraghubara jaulauṁ na liyō, rī.. 2.. 
jēhi biran̄ci raci sīya sam̐vārī, au rāmahi aisō rūpa diyō, rī. 
tulasidāsa tēhi catura bidhātā nijakara yaha san̄jōga siyō, rī.. 3.. 
 

 
 
 
 

Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-7 
 
Verse no. 1/79—[The companion to whom the lady, who was enchnanted by the 
magnificent beauty of Lord Ram and Laxman, had been talking to in verse nos. 1/76—
1/78, now replies to her mate as follows:--]  
 
‘Oh dear friend (rī)! Listen, king Janak has done a very good thing (as he has created a 
favourable circumstance for all of us).  

See, it is due to him that the citizens have been able to see to their heart’s content 
(‘nagara-lōga avalōki jiyō’) these two wonderful princess of the king of Avadh (i.e. 
king Dasrath)1 (1).  

[1The credit of enabling the citizens of Janakpur to get a chance of seeing and 
interacting with Lord Ram and Laxman goes to king Janak because it was he who had 
organised the bow ceremony and had invited sage Vishwamitra to attend it, which gave 
the sage an opportunity to bring the two princes here.  

Otherwise, the residents of Janakpur had no or little chance of ever seeing the two 
brothers, Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman, in their lives. So they are profusely 
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thanking Janak for making it possible for them, for enabling them to get the reward of 
having eyes and feeling fulfilled.]  
 
Oh dear friend (rī)! Believe in what I say; why do you unnecessarily put yourself in a 
dilemma and let your mind be torn in doubts that rob you of your peace and happiness?  

Verily I say, oh dear friend (rī), that this bow of Lord Shiva looks what it seemeth 
to look (tough, hard, strong, heavy, unyielding and unbreakable), only till the time Lord 
Ram does not take it (i.e. decide to go to the bow and pick it up)2 (2).’  

[2The bow looks so tough and difficult to tackle due to its formidable reputation 
as being the ‘invincible bow of Lord Shiva’. But believe me when I say in all sooth that 
as soon as Lord Ram walks upto it and touches it in preparation to pick it up and hold it 
in his hands, the bow would yield and surrender itself to the Lord. After all, it is the bow 
of Shiva, and Shiva is a gracious and compassionate Lord God to whom all of us as have 
been earnestly praying to make things happen in such a way that Lord Ram marries Sita, 
and this prayer obviously presumes that the bow would be broken by the Lord.  

Lord Shiva is sure to hear and answer our prayers because it is the combined 
desire of all the citizens of Janakpur who have all along in their lives been praying and 
serving Shiva most sincerily, and now they have asked the Lord to reward them for all 
the good and meritorious deeds done by them throughout their lives. {Refer: verse nos. 
1/70, stanza nos. 4-5; 1/78, stanza no. 2 herein above; and verse no. 1/80 herein below 
which clearly reiterates this viewpoint.} 

 This wise friend assures the one who had doubts about whether Lord Ram would 
be able to break the bow or not by citing the fact that though the Lord looks so delicate in 
frame and young in age but he has a lot of stupendous powers of mystical  nature, 
exceptional valour and grit that are not so apparent but are nevertheless a matter of fact as 
proved by his slaying of demonsess Tadka as well as the full army of fierce demons led 
by Subahu and Marich while the Lord was protecting the fire sacrifice of sage 
Vishwamitra. Not only this, he had also liberated Ahilya from her ancient curse which 
had turned her into a stone by touching her with the tip of his toe that transformed Ahilya 
into her original form as the chaste wife of sage Gautam, after which she went back to 
heaven to be reunited with her husband. Besides this, sage Vishwamitra had taught the 
Lord all about the science and skills of handling a bow, and so the Lord knows all the 
tricks needed to tackle any kind of bow.  

{Refer: verse no. 1/74, stanza nos. 2-3 herein above. 
Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede 

Doha no. 223.}  
These acts of Lord Ram and facts related to him are known to all—so where is the 

doubt left that Lord Ram would not be able tackle this old and worn-out bow?]    
 

Tulsidas says that this friend was very confident that Lord Ram would break the bow and 
marry Sita.  

He quotes her: ‘Oh dear friend (rī)! The Creator, who has so carefully created Sita 
(and bequeathed her with beauty and charm of matchless proportions) and who has 
endowed Lord Sri Ram with such a stupendous beauty and exceptional charm (that 
matches that of Sita)—verily it is the same Creator who has devised this device of 
bringing them together by creating a favourable combination of circumstances to bring 
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them face to face here (on the pretext of the bow ceremony). So, why do you worry?’3 
(3). 

[3Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precede 
Doha no. 223 which says exactly the same thing. 

The friend emphasised that the Creator had planned everything in advance, and 
there are certain hints in life that are too obvious to be missed and noticed. The Creator 
has created a perfect ‘couple’ in the form of the prince and the princess (i.e. Lord Ram 
and Sita respectively). Now, the Creator has to follow the rules and norms of creation that 
he himself has decreed—and ‘tis to give the partners separate births and then bring them 
together by the bond known as marriage. It is pre-destined and ‘tis bound to happen.  

Taking an example from Nature we can see that a rose tree will always bear a rose 
flower and not anything else. It is never that a tree destined to bear a beautiful flower 
such as the rose would suddenly bear a dry cactus on one of its branches, and neither will 
a cactus bear a rose.] 
 

 
¼1@80½ 

 
vuqdwy u`ifg lwyikfu gSaA 
uhydaB   dk#U;fla/kq   gj   nhucU/kq   fnunkfu   gSaAA 1AA 
tks  ifgys gh fiukd tud dg¡ x;s lkSafi ft; tkfu gSaA 
cgqfj f=ykspu ykspuds Qy  lcfg  lqyHk  fd;s  vkfu  gSaAA 2AA 
lqfu;r Hko&Hkko rs jke gSa] fl; Hkkorh&Hkokfu gSaA 
ij[kr  izhfr&izrhfr]  i;t&iuq jgs  dkt  BVq  Bkfu  gSaAA 3AA 
Hk;s fcyksfd fcnsg usgcl ckyd fcuq ifgpkfu gSaA 
gksr  gjs  gksus  fcjofu  ny  lqefr  dgfr  vuqekfu  gSaAA 4AA 
nsf[k;r Hkwi Hkksj&ds&ls mMqxu] xjr xjhc xykfu gSaA 
rst&izrki  c<+r  dq¡ojudks]  tnfi  l¡dksph  ckfu  gSaAA 5AA 
c; fdlksj] cjtksj] ckgqcy&es# esfy xqu rkfugSaA 
vofl   jke   jktho&fcykspu   laHkq&ljklu   HkkfugSaAA 6AA 
nsf[kgSa C;kg&mNkg ukfj&uj] ldy lqeaxy&[kkfu gSaA 
HkwfjHkkx   rqylh   rsÅ]   ts   lqfugSa]   xkbgSa]   c[kkfugSaAA 7AA 

 
                                                 (1/80) 
 
anukūla nr̥pahi sūlapāni haiṁ. 
nīlakaṇṭha kārun'yasindhu hara dīnabandhu dinadāni haiṁ.. 1.. 
jō pahilē hī pināka janaka kaham ̐ gayē saumpi jiya jāni haiṁ. 
bahuri trilōcana lōcanakē phala sabahi sulabha kiyē āni haiṁ.. 2.. 
suniyata bhava-bhāva tē rāma haiṁ, siya bhāvatī-bhavāni haiṁ. 
parakhata prīti-pratīti, payaja-panu rahē kāja ṭhaṭu ṭhāni haiṁ.. 3.. 
bhayē bilōki bidēha nēhabasa bālaka binu pahicāni haiṁ. 
hōta harē hōnē biravani dala sumati kahati anumāni haiṁ.. 4.. 
dēkhiyata bhūpa bhōra-kē-sē uḍugana, garata garība galāni haiṁ. 
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tēja-pratāpa baṛhata kum ̐varanakō, jadapi sam̐kōcī bāni haiṁ.. 5.. 
baya kisōra, barajōra, bāhubala-mēru mēli guna tānihaiṁ. 
avasi rāma rājīva-bilōcana sambhu-sarāsana bhānihaiṁ.. 6.. 
dēkhihaiṁ byāha-uchāha nāri-nara, sakala sumaṅgala-khāni haiṁ. 
bhūribhāga tulasī tē'ū, jē sunihaiṁ, gā'ihaiṁ, bakhānihaiṁ.. 7.. 
 

 
Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-8 

 
Verse no. 1/80—‘Sūlapāni1 (Lord Shiva) is favourable towards Janak. That blue-throated 
Lord Har2 (nīlakaṇṭha  hara), who is an ocean of mercy and compassion 
(kārun'yasindhu), is a friend of the distressed, the lowly, the humble, the resourceless 
and the meek (dīnabandhu), and is a most generous, liberal and magnanimous donor 
who never ties of giving all the time of the day (dinadāni) (1). 
 [1Lord Shiva holds a ‘trident’, which is called a ‘Trishul’, in his hands. Hence, 
this name. “Sul” = the sharp-pointed trident; “Paani” = held in the hand. 
 2‘Har’ is one of the many names of Lord Shiva. Literally this word means to steal 
or remove or eliminate. It alludes to the ability of Lord Shiva to remove all the spiritual 
sufferings of his devotees, and provide their souls with liberation and deliverance, 
thereby eliminating their fears of the cycle of birth and death and its incumbent miseries 
and pains. 
 Lord Shiva is called ‘Neelkantha’ because of the blue tinge of his throat. The 
throat became ‘blue’ when the Lord had drunk the poison known as ‘Halaahal’ that was 
produced in some by-gone era when the ocean was churned by the gods and the demons 
in search of ‘Amrit’, the elixir of eternity. If this poison fell on the ground, the entire 
creation would have been scorched. So in order to prevent this from happening, the 
‘merciful and compassionate Lord Shiva’ had gulped it. But even as he did it, he knew 
that if this poison entered his stomach it would burn everything inside, and being the 
Supreme God of creation it would mean that the whole creation that has its habitat in the 
Lord’s abdomen would be scorched to death too. So, Shiva kept this poison in his throat, 
rendering its skin blue or pink coloured.]  
 
Verily, he (Shiva) had known everything in his heart beforehand (being a ‘Mahadeva’, 
the Greatest of Gods, and all-knowing). It is because of this knowledge that he had given 
the bow to Janak3.  

The same Lord known as ‘trilōcana’ (i.e. the Lord with ‘three-eyes’)4, has now 
brought these two princes here among our midst to make it possible for us to have the 
fruits (rewards, benefits) of our eyes5 (2). 

[3Lord Shiva knew in advance that one day Lord Ram, who was an incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu, would be united with Sita who was a personified form of the Lord’s divine 
consort known as goddess Laxmi. It was to be a symbolic physical union between, or 
bringing together of, two supreme powers of creation—one known as ‘Brahm’ and the 
other known as ‘Shakti’, which are neutral when independent but assume stupendous 
powers of phenomenal dimensions and magnitude when brought together—so that the 
work of the Gods can be done. This ‘work’ was the elimination of the cruel demons who 
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have been tyrannizing the world and tormenting all its creatures. Demons were a 
formidable force, and to neutralize them a force superior to them was the need of the 
hour. And this force can be summoned only when ‘Brahm’ and his ‘Shakti’ unite.  

A simple example from the daily life would illustrate this phenomenon. Everyone 
knows that a power-battery can produce powerful ‘electricity’, but to make the battery’s 
hidden power to produce electricity become practically usable it is necessary to bring the 
negative and the positive poles of the battery together through a wire that completes the 
circuit.    

After all, it was Shiva who had advised the Gods to pray to Vishnu to do 
something to eliminate the horrors of the demons, and therefore it was now incumbent 
upon Shiva to aid the process and do everything in his might to bring it to fruition. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede Doha no. 185.  

4Lord Shiva has ‘three eyes’: two conventional eyes, and the third eye is located 
in the center of his forehead and stands for wisdom. This eye is like the ‘sun’ and 
harbours the fire element just like the sun. It is called the ‘eye of wisdom’ because the 
darkness of delusions and ignorance is removed, or rather ‘burnt’, when Lord Shiva looks 
at the delusion-ridden world with this eye. In Upanishads it is said that the ascetic should 
concentrate his attention here during meditation as it helps him to fully realize his 
spiritual potentials and literally separate the grain (‘Absolute Truth’) from the chaff (‘the 
falsehoods’).   

5Now, if the objective was merely to bring about a union between Brahm 
represented by Lord Ram and Shakti represented by Sita, then Shiva had thousands of 
options open for him. He could have done it in any other way. Even if it is supposed that 
the ‘bow’ was to play the central role in this union, Shiva could have placed it with some 
other great king instead of Janak, as he has actually done. Hence, the hint is clear: Lord 
Shiva was so pleased with the citizens of Janakpur that the Lord decided to reward them 
for their good life and righteous living by putting the bow in the custody of Janak’s 
family so that in due course of time when Lord Ram comes here to get united with Sita, 
the citizens would be duly rewarded and given the joy of their lives.  

So in other words, this lady friend assures her companion that if the all-knowing 
and compassionate Great God Lord Shiva himself is playing a pivotal role as a match-
maker between Lord Sri Ram and Sita, and since he has been instrumental in granting the 
citizens of Janakpur the privilege of having a divine sight of Lord Ram by devising things 
in such a way that the latter visits Janakpur, it is sure and soothfast that Lord Ram would 
certainly break the bow and marry Sita, and there is no iota of doubt about it.]  
 
It is heard that Lord Sri Ram is dear to Lord Shiva (suniyata bhava-bhāva tē rāma 
haiṁ), while Sita is liked by Bhavani, or goddess Parvati, the divine consort of Shiva 
(siya bhāvatī-bhavāni haiṁ)6.  

At this moment they (Shiva-Parvati) are merely examining the sincerity, depth, 
intensity, soothfastness and persevearance of the love and affection between Sri Ram and 
Sita (parakhata prīti-pratīti), as well as the determination and ability of Janak to stand 
fast in keeping his vows (payaja-panu rahē). This is the only and the most logical 
reason why he (Shiva) is so delaying the final outcome inspite of making all 
arrangements (kāja ṭhaṭu ṭhāni haiṁ)7 (3). 
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[6Lord Shiva’s devotion, faith and affection for Lord Ram is elaborately detailed 
in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand. There are a number of instances, for example: (i) 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 46; (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 108; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 7-8 and Chanda line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 51.  

Goddess Parvati’s liking for Sita is clear when the former blesses the latter when 
she had gone to the royal garden to pray. Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/72; 
and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 and Chanda line nos. 1-4 
that precede Doha no. 236. 

7And what is that ‘outcome’ and what is the ‘delay’? The ‘outcome’ is the actual 
breaking of the bow and the declaration that Lord Ram and Sita are united. 

And the ‘delay’ is the long time taken while all the competing kings and princes 
were allowed to try their hands at breaking the bow, individually and collectively, and 
when all of them failed miserably king Janak had regretted about his vows and had 
wailed and lamented about his distress, and then sage Vishwamitra asked Lord Ram to go 
and break the bow, and the moment the Lord actually lifted the bow and broke it. All 
these developments must have taken a couple of hours, and these hours left the citizens 
on tenterhooks and most nervous, as if they were being kept in boiling water all the 
while.]   
 
King Janak has been overcome by affection towards these boys even before he came to 
know who they were8.  

I can only guess that some auspicious tidings are forewarned for us as hinted by 
this single development, for it is said by the sayer that “a tree that sporteth green leaves 
wouldest also beareth succulent fruits when the time cometh”9 (4).  

[8This is clearly stated in (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/61, stanza nos. 3-
4; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
215—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 216. 

9The fact that king Janak who is renowned as a very dispassionate person is so 
charmed by these two princes, Ram and Laxman, even before he was formally introduced 
to the brothers by sage Vishwamitra indicates that some subtle and invisible relationship 
exists between the two sides, king Janak on the one side and the two brothers on the other 
side, like it is said by the sayer that “blood attracts blood; blood hideth not from blood; 
and blood is thicker than water”. 

If a fruit-tree is rich with a cover of green leaves it means it will grow fruits. 
Otherwise, if the tree was dead or dry and barren, it would not sprout leaves as well. 
Therefore, by seeing green leaves on a fruit-tree which is young now one can correctly 
predict that when the tree grows up and the time comes it will bear fruits also. 

So the friend said that as the things stand now and detailed in the above 
observations, all indications are that Lord Ram would surely and certainly break the bow 
and marry Sita. 

Remember, the women-folk of Janakpur have already made this guess that the 
two brothers have come here at the invitation of king Janak in verse no. 1/74, stanza no. 
3, and no. 1/77, stanza no. 3 earlier.] 
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Though these boys look simple in their behaviour, and are most modest and hesitant in 
their speech and demeanours (as they speak very softly, politely and almost inaudibly; 
‘jadapi sam ̐kōcī bāni haiṁ’)10.   

Verily I say in sooth that the rest of the kings and princes who have come to take 
part in this competition have become like the stars seen in the sky at dawn when they lose 
their shine once the sun makes its appearance (bhūpa bhōra-kē-sē uḍugana). Indeed, 
all of them look depressed, dejected, shameful, downcast and gloomy like these stars 
(garata garība galāni haiṁ) when they have seen the two princes in their midst because 
of the shine and radiance effusing out of the latter that point to their inherent dynamism, 
energy, prowess, valour, strength, majesty, authority and grandness (tēja-pratāpa 
baṛhata kum̐varanakō)11 (5).  
 [10Refer: Verse no. 1/73, stanza no. 6 herein above.  

In other words, whereas the other kings and princes are full of false pride and 
vanity, trying to show-off themselves and outdo each other in their pretention of grandeur 
and majesty, these two boys are simple and down-to-earth, without a trace of haughtiness 
and ego. They don’t have any kind of ‘airs’ about them. The other kings are talking 
loudly and creating a ruckus, these two boys even talk with each others in hushed tones.  

11In this stanza, the two princes, i.e. Lord Ram and Laxman, are compared to the 
‘sun at dawn time’ in the sky, while all the other kings and princes who  have gathered 
for the bow-breaking ceremony to the ‘stars in the morning sky at dawn’.  

Inspite of their simplicity and humility and modesty, the two princes are 
remarkable and they stand out in the crowd of haughty and pompous kings and princes 
full of vanity who try to outwit others in their show of majesty and grandeour just like the 
‘sun’ in the sky that outshines ‘all the stars taken together’.  

As soon as the sun rises, the countless stars, that may have been the jewel of the 
night, instantly become lack-lustre, and as the sun continues to progress in the sky all 
these stars completely vanish from sight under the splendour of the sun. These hoardes of 
haughty and proud kings and princes are like the stars that fade away and finally go into 
oblivion with the arrival of the sun which is represented by Lord Ram here.   

The kings had become increasingly gloomy because they were certain that they 
didn’t stand a chance against Sri Ram, while Sri Ram appeared all the more confident and 
certain that he would break the bow. This confidance was shining on his face, while the 
gloom and despair that had overcome the kings had darkened their faces in shame and 
dejection. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede 
Doha no. 245; and (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 251.] 
   

Though he (Lord Ram) is only in his teens (is very young; ‘baya kisōra’), but still I am 
certain that he would clasp it (the bow) in the clamp of his immensely strong arms and 
crumple it with his hands when he would pull or stretch it (i.e. Lord would string and 
break the bow) (bāhubala-mēru mēli guna tānihaiṁ).  

In all sooth we say that it is our view that it is certain that the lotus-eyed Lord Sri 
Ram (avasi rāma rājīva-bilōcana) would break this bow of Shiva (sambhu-sarāsana 
bhānihaiṁ) (6).  
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And as a result of this marvelous feat, all the men and women folk (of Janakpur) haply 
would see the Lord’s marriage ceremony which is like a treasury of all auspiciousness, 
joy, happiness, gladness and good tidings for one and all (sakala sumaṅgala-khāni).’  

Tulsidas asserts that all those who would hear, sing and narrate this story 
(sunihaiṁ, gā'ihaiṁ, bakhānihaiṁ) in times to come would also be regarded to be as 
fortunate and lucky as these citizens of Janakpur were (bhūribhāga tulasī tē'ū) (7). 
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                                               rāga kēdārā 
 
                                                   (1/81) 
 
rāmahi nīkē kai nirakhi, sunainī! 
manasahum̐ agama samujhi, yaha avasaru kata sakucati, pikabainī.. 1.. 
baṛē bhāga makha-bhūmi pragaṭa bha'ī sīya sumaṅgala-ainī. 
jā kārana lōcana-gōcara bha'i mūrati saba sukhadainī.. 2.. 
kulagura-tiyakē madhura bacana suni janaka-jubati mati-painī. 
tulasī sithila dēha-sudhi-budhi kari sahaja sanēha-biṣainī.. 3.. 
 

 
Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-9 

 
    [The Dialogue Between Wife of Shatanand and Sita’s Mother] 

 
Verse no. 1/81—[The wife of Janak’s Guru Shatanand speaks to Sita’s mother Sunaina, 
also known as ‘Sunayani/Sunaini’, the one with beautiful eyes—] 
 
'Oh Sunaini! Have a good look at Lord Sri Ram (nirakhi). Oh the one who speaks 
sweetly (pikabainī)! You must understand that he is beyond the reach and comprehension 
of the ‘Mana’ (mind) (manasahum̐ agama). Say, why do you hesitate at this (opportune 
and golden) moment (to look closely at him who is a personified form of Supreme Lord 
who is beyond the mind to access and understand)1? (1). 
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[1Shatanand was the learned and wise court priest of the kingdom of Janakpur and 
the preceptor of king Janak just like sage Vasistha was for king Dasrath of Ayodhya. 
Shatanand’s wife too was wise and knowledgable as her husband just like Vasistha’s wife 
Arundhati was. She knew the secret of who Lord Sri Ram actually was—which was that 
he was a personified form of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Lord of the world. The Lord is 
almighty and an invisible Supreme Being who is inaccessible even to the wise ones such 
as ascetics and great sages who spend an entire lifetime meditating and contemplating but 
still can’t access the Lord and understand his true nature. Even the ancient scriptures such 
as the Vedas have failed to fully comprehend the Lord and have surrendered finally to 
say that he is ‘neti-neti’, i.e. not this, not this. In other words, in whatever the scriptures 
try to describe who the Lord is they find that this description is incomplete, and hence say 
that whatever they have said with respect to the Lord is not all, there is much beyond it. 
“The Lord is not all this what the scriptures say, and neither is he what they don’t say; for 
he is ‘this’ as well as ‘that’, and he is not limited to ‘this’ nor ‘that, for truly he is his 
beyond everything said!” 

In essence, sage Shatanand’s wise wife advises Sunayana, the mother of Sita and 
the queen of king Janak, that she should feel herself as being very blessed and extremely 
lucky that the Supreme Being, who even the great ascetics and sages find difficult to 
perceive and understand even after adopting such powerful tools as meditation and 
contemplation, is now so easily available to allow her to have her eye’s fill of the divine 
view of the Lord.  

So why is she not utilizing this rarest of rare of golden opportunities and foolishly 
frittering it away by wasting time looking here and there at the other kings and princes 
who have assembled there in the hope that they would break the bow and marry Sita, 
trying to weigh and judge them in her mind and ponder about their suitability or 
otherwise as a prospective groom for her daughter? How foolish it is of her to even 
harbour such thoughts as someone else marrying Sita when Lord Ram is in their midst? 
Shatanand’s wife clarifies further as follows—]  
 
It is our great good fortune and the best of luck that we can ever think or hope for that 
Sita—who herself personifies all auspiciousness, well-beings and happiness (sīya 
sumaṅgala-ainī)—has revealed herself from the ground where the fire sacrifice (known 
as ‘Makha’) was organized (by king Janak) (baṛē bhāga makha-bhūmi pragaṭa 
bha'ī)2.   

And it is because of her that another good fortune and best of luck has presented 
itself before us in the form of this ‘Makha’ where the bow would be sacrificed, because it 
is by this excuse that we have had an opportunity to see (jā kārana lōcana-gōcara 
bha'i) this wonderful and divine image (or the ‘form’ of the Supreme Being in the person 
of Lord Ram) that is a bestower of all sorts of joy and happiness to the beholder (mūrati 
saba sukhadainī)3 

{Put simply, this stanza means that it is because of Sita, who is an embodiment of 
auspiciousness, that Sri Ram and Laxman have come here. And this has given us the 
opportunity to see such a pair of beautiful princes which otherwise would not have been 
possible for us. So we must use this rare moment wisely.} (2).  
 [2Sita was found by king Janak in a pitcher buried underground while he was 
ploughing the field in preparation for a fire sacrifice. At that time, Shatanand had advised 
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Janak to take her and bring her up as his own daughter, and treat her as a blessing or fruit 
or reward of the sacrifice that he planned to do. In times to come, this infant girl would 
prove to be the cause of his attaining immense joy and happiness as well as a privilege 
that no other living being has yet had nor will ever have. This story is narrated in 
‘Adhyatma Ramayan’ of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 59-66. 

3A religious ceremony where any ‘sacrifice’ is done is called a ‘makha’. Since 
the ceremony to marry Sita was organized around the ‘breaking of a bow’ it is also 
equivalent to ‘makha’—because here a bow is being sacrificed. The marriage of a girl to 
a suitable boy is regarded as a great religious duty for the parent, and it’s importance is so 
great that it is equivalent to performing of a religious sacrifice.  

Now, we come to a very interesting conclusion here—the answer to the perennial 
and vexing question ‘why was Shiva’s bow broken’ is found here. The answer is this: the 
bow was technically ‘sacrificed’ (and not ‘broken’) as part of the ‘makha’ or religious 
sacrifice that Janak had organized to marry his daughter Sita. During such sacrifices one 
offers something very dear to him and something on which his entire reputation hinges as 
the best offering on his part. This bow was not an ordinary bow, but a mighty bow of the 
almighty Lord Shiva that had no match in the world and which occupied a place of pride 
in the household of king Janak. It was very dear to him. So sacrificing this bow was the 
best offer Janak could make in the religious ceremony held to marry Sita.  

Janak is so blessed and lucky that when he did the first sacrifice he was blessed 
with arrival of Sita, an incarnation of goddess Laxmi, in his household, and now when he 
is doing the second sacrifice he is blessed with the arrival of Lord Ram, an incarnation of 
Lord Vishnu. In fact, Janak was told by sage Narad all about this at the time of king 
Janak finding Sita in the ground, and it was precisely due to this that he had organized the 
bow breaking ceremony. This aspect is very explicitly narrated in ‘Adhyatma Ramayan’ 
of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 67-75. 

The description of Lord Shiva’s bow and how it came to be in the custody of 
Janak is narrated in ‘Adhyatma Ramayan’ of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 
21-22, and 69-70.] 
 
Tulsidas says that on hearing these sweet and enlightening words of the wife of the 
family’s Guru (‘kulagura-tiya’; sage Shatanand’s wife), the most wise and sharp witted 
wife of Janak (‘janaka-jubati mati-painī’; i.e. Sunaini) lost all awareness of her body 
and surroundings (i.e. she became thrilled and overwhelmed with emotions upon learning 
who Lord Ram actually was).  

Thence, she began to look at Lord Sri Ram with a sense of natural affection (that 
one has for the Supreme Lord and the revered deity whom he or she worships)4 (3). 

[4Prior to the advise given by her Guru’s wife, Sunayana viewed Lord Ram as one 
of the many competing princes who were vying with each other for Sita’s hand in 
marriage. But when she learnt the significance of Lord Ram coming here and who he 
actually was, her perception changed and she was thrilled to realize that she and the rest 
of the members of her family were exceptionally lucky that they have both Sita and Ram 
in their midst as personified forms of Goddess Laxmi and Lord Vishnu, which was a 
rarest of rare chance.]   

 
¼1@82½ 
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                                                   (1/82) 
 
milō baru suṁdara sundari sītahi lāyaku 
sām ̐varō subhaga, śōbhāhūm̐kō parama siṅgāru. 
manahūkō mana mōhai, upamākō kō hai? 
sōhai sukhamāsāgara saṅga anuja rājakumāru.. 1.. 
lalita sakala aṅga, tanu dharē kai anaṅga, 
nainanikō phala kaindhauṁ, siyakō sukr ̥ta-sāru. 
sarada-sudhā-sadana-chabihi nindai badana, 
aruna āyata navanalina-lōcana cāru.. 2.. 
janaka-manakī rīti jāni birahita prīti, 
aisī au mūrati dēkhē rahyō pahilō bicāru. 
tulasī nr̥pahi aisō kahi na bujhāvai kō'u, 
‘pana au kum̐ara dō'ū prēmakī tulā dhauṁ tāru’.. 3.. 
 

 
Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-10 

 
[The talk of the enchanted women-folk of Janakpur] 

 
Verse no. 1/82—[After a brief interlude of verse no. 1/81, this verse picks up the thread 
of talk from verse no. 1/80 that narrates the views of the enchanted women-folk of 
Janakpur who had gathered at the venue of the bow-breaking ceremony. 

These enchanted ladies of Janakpur tell each other with respect to the charm and 
beauty of Lord Ram as follows—] 
 
‘Oh Friend! This most lovely, dark complexioned groom (baru suṁdara; sām̐varō 
subhaga), who is like the crown-jewel and a decoration for the qualities of beauty, 
charm, magnificence, glamour, prettiness etc. themselves (śōbhāhūm̐kō parama 
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siṅgāru), is indeed the one who has been found (milō) to be most suitable for Sita who is 
equally beautiful and charming (sundari sītahi lāyaku).  

He (Lord Ram) is so enchanting that he keeps the Mana (mind and heart) 
enthralled and captivated (manahūkō mana mōhai). Say, is there anything or being 
with which or with whom he can be compared? (upamākō kō hai). [That is, he is so 
unique and rare in beauty and charm that no one and nothing is there in this world with 
whom or which one can compare him.] 

This prince (i.e. Lord Ram) is accompanied by his younger brother (saṅga anuja 
rājakumāru), and this adds to the charm and glamour as if two great oceans that grant 
joy and happiness are together (sōhai sukhamāsāgara saṅga) (1). 

 
His (Sri Ram’s) entire body is most charming and handsome (lalita sakala aṅga). Say, is 
he not Kamdeo/cupid himself personified (tanu dharē kai anaṅga)? 

Or is he not the reward one expects from having eyes (nainanikō phala 
kaindhauṁ), and is he not a personified form of all the meritorious and good deeds done 
by Sita in her life (siyakō sukr̥ta-sāru)?  

His (Lord Ram’s) form is so bewitching in its charm and attractiveness that it puts 
to shame the moon when it looks its best on the first full moon’s night of winter when it 
shines with a brilliant sheen as the heavenly pitcher that stores  the nectar of bliss known 
as Sudha (sarada-sudhā-sadana-chabihi nindai badana).  

His red-tinged and large eyes (aruna āyata lōcana) are as beautiful as the fresh 
petals of the newly opened lotus flower (navanalina cāru) (2).  
 
Verily I say that even after seeing such a mind-captivating and heart-enchanting sight of 
this image (or form of Lord Ram; ‘aisī au mūrati dēkhē’) if Janak’s mind is still so 
stubborn that it is hooked to his old vow (‘rahyō pahilō bicāru’—that necessitates the 
breaking of the bow as a condition for someone marrying Sita), then certainly and in all 
sooth he and his mind are so stern and dry that they are truly devoid of any sense of 
affection and love (which need a soft heart and a mind that has some emotion in it; 
‘janaka-manakī rīti jāni birahita prīti’)!’  
 [Now, Tulsidas intervenes and exhorts all those present on the occasion that 
someone should gather courage to tell Janak that he must abandon his stubbornness, and 
marry Sita to Lord Ram without any reservations or second thoughts.]  

Tulsidas wonders why no one advises Janak and tells him (tulasī nr̥pahi aisō 
kahi na bujhāvai kō'u) to put his (ridiculous) vows on one side of the scale, and these 
two princes (Sri Ram and Laxman) on the other side of the scale that is symbolised by the 
glorious virtues of natural love, affection, endearments, sentiments and emotions 
combined, and then to weigh them to see how the scale tips in favour of Lord Sri Ram 
and Laxman (‘pana au kum̐ara dō'ū prēmakī tulā dhauṁ tāru’)1 (3). 

[1In other words, why is Janak being so old-fashioned and stubborn in his 
thoughts that he continues to stick to his outdated and ridiculous vow of hinging the 
entire future of his daughter on the condition of the breaking of a bow? Does he not 
realise what would happen if an ugly person or someone much older in age than Sita or 
someone who is cruel and inconsiderate manages to break the bow by which he would be 
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entitled to marry Sita? Would that not put Janak to shame and eternal grief? Forget about 
Janak; what would happen to Sita and her future happiness?   

After all, the main purpose of holding this bow-breaking ceremony was to find 
someone suitable for Sita, someone who is exceptionally strong and capable and 
competent to look after her well-being, happiness and security in future once she goes 
away from the sanctuary of her father. Besides this, has Janak consulted Sita to seek her 
personal views; after all, it is she whose life is on the block and she therefore has full 
right to have her say in it.  

Even if one neglects all these factors, how can one overlook the fact that Janak 
himself had been very impressed by the two brothers, and he has also become aware of 
their noble birth and high pedigree as being princes of a highly respected kingdom of 
Ayodhya, and of their stupendous feats and valour in defeating and eliminating the 
ferocious demons on the one hand and providing liberation to Ahilya on the other hand. 
Inspite of this if Janak still sticks to his old ways and vows, then what can one say except 
to lament at his stubbornness of mind and sternness of heart that are dry as a desert and 
devoid of emotions and love.] 
 

 
¼1@83½ 

 
nsf[k nsf[k jh! nksm jktlqouA 

xkSj L;ke lyksus yksus yksus] yks;ufu] 
ftUgdh lksHkk rsa lksgS ldy HkqouAA 1AA 

bUggha rkMdk ekjh] ex eqfu&fr; rkjh] 
_f"ke[k jk[;ks] ju nys gSa nqouA 

rqylh  izHkqdks  vc  tuduxj&uHk] 
lqtl&fcey&fc/kq  pgr  mouAA 2AA 

 
 
                                                   (1/83) 
 
dēkhi dēkhi rī! dō'u rājasuvana. 
gaura syāma salōnē lōnē lōnē, lōyanani, 
jinhakī sōbhā tēṁ sōhai sakala bhuvana.. 1.. 
inhahīṁ tāḍakā mārī, maga muni-tiya tārī, 
r̥ṣimakha rākhyō, rana dalē haiṁ duvana. 
tulasī prabhukō aba janakanagara-nabha, 
sujasa-bimala-bidhu cahata uvana.. 2.. 
 

 
Lord Ram at the Arena of the Bow-breaking Ceremony-11 

 
Verse no. 1/83—‘Oh Friend! Just have a look at these two princes.  
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Look, their dark and fair complexioned bodies1 are very charming, as are their 
eyes which are  extremely enchanting.  All the Bhuvans (literally, all the corners of the 
world) look wonderful and glorious by the virtue of their presence there2 (1). 

[1Lord Ram is dark complexioned, and Laxman is of a fair complexion. 
2It simply means that wherever the two brothers go, that direction or place 

acquires special glory and magnificence and importance. From a different perspective it 
also means that since Lord Ram is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu who is also known as 
the ‘Viraat Purush’, the all-pervading and omnipresent Supreme Lord of creation, and 
Laxman is a reflection of the Lord’s authority, it follows that whatever good and 
beautiful that is in the whole creation is nothing else but a form and reflection of the two 
brothers.] 

  
These princes are the ones who have slayed Tadka and have liberated the sage’s wife 
(Ahilya) on the way. They are the ones who have also protected the fire sacrifice of the 
sage (Vishwamitra) and have crushed (killed) Subahu and other wicked ones, the 
demons, in the battle-field3.’  

Tulsidas avers that soon the moon-like glory and fame of Lord Sri Ram would 
rise over (the sky of) Janakpur4 (2). 

[3Refer: Verse no. 1/74, stanza no. 3 herein above. 
4Why has Tulsidas compared the success of Lord Ram in breaking the bow to 

‘the rise of the moon’ instead of the ‘sun’? Well, it is because the moon is a symbol of 
beauty and charm, and is a provider of bliss and solace to those whose hearts are in 
agony. So, since Lord Ram is exceptionally charming and his success in breaking the 
bow would give immense happiness and joy to the citizens, the moon is an apt metaphor 
with respect to the Lord.] 

  
 

jkx VksM+h 
 

¼1@84½ 
 
jktk jaxHkwfe vkt cSBs tkb tkbdSA 
vkius vkius Fky] vkius vkius lkt] 

vkiuh vkiuh cj ckfud cukbdSAA 1AA 
dkSfld lfgr jke&y"ku yfyr uke] 

yfjdk yyke yksus iB, cqykbdSA 
njlykylk&cl yksx pys Hkk; Hkys] 

fcdflr&eq[k fudlr /kkb /kkb dSAA 2AA 
lkuqt lkuan fg;s vkxs àS tud fy;s] 

jpuk #fpj lc lknj ns[kkbdSA 
fn;s fnC; vklu lqikl lkodkl vfr] 

vkNs vkNs chNs chNs fcNkSuk fcNkbdSAA 3AA 
Hkwifrfdlksj  nqgq¡  vksj]  chp  eqfujkm 

nsf[kcsdks nkm¡] ns[kkS nsf[kcks fcgkbdSA 
mn;&lSy  lksgSa  lqanj  dq¡oj]  tksgSa] 
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ekukS Hkkuq Hkksj Hkwfj fdjfu fNikbdSAA 4AA 
dkSrqd dksykgy fulku&xku iqj] uHk 

cj"kr lqeu fceku jgs NkbdSA 
fgr&vufgr] jr&fcjr fcyksfd cky] 

izse&eksn&exu tue&Qy ikbdSAA 5AA 
jktkdh jtkb ikb lfpo&lgsyh /kkb] 

lrkuan Y;k, fl; flfcdk p<+kbdSA 
:i&nhfidk fugkfj e`x&e`xh uj&ukfj] 

fcFkds fcykspu&fues"kS fcljkbdSAA 6AA 
gkfu] ykgq] vu[k] mNkgq] ckgqcy dfg 

cafn cksys fcjn vdl mitkbdSA 
nhi nhids eghi vk, lqfu iSt iu] 

dhtS iq#"kkjFkdks volj HkkS vkbdSAA 7AA 
vkukdkuh] daB&g¡lh eq¡gk&pkgh gksu yxh] 

nsf[k nlk dgr fcnsg fcy[kkbdSA 
?kjfu fl/kkfj,] lq/kkfj, vkfxyks dkt] 

iwft iwft /kuq dhtS fct; ctkbdSAA 8AA 
tud&cpu Nq, fcjok ytk# ds ls 

chj jgs ldy ldqfp flj ukbdSA 
rqylh y"ku ek"ks] jks"ks] jk[ks jke#[k 

Hkk"ks e`nq i#"k lqHkk;u fjlkbdSAA 9AA 
 
 
                                           rāga ṭōṛī 
  
                                            (1/84) 
 
rājā raṅgabhūmi āja baiṭhē jā'i jā'ikai. 
āpanē āpanē thala, āpanē āpanē sāja, 
āpanī āpanī bara bānika banā'ikai.. 1.. 
kausika sahita rāma-laṣana lalita nāma, 
larikā lalāma lōnē paṭha'ē bulā'ikai. 
darasalālasā-basa lōga calē bhāya bhalē, 
bikasita-mukha nikasata dhā'i dhā'i kai.. 2.. 
sānuja sānanda hiyē āgē hvai janaka liyē, 
racanā rucira saba sādara dēkhā'ikai. 
diyē dibya āsana supāsa sāvakāsa ati, 
āchē āchē bīchē bīchē bichaunā bichā'ikai.. 3.. 
bhūpatikisōra duhum ̐ ōra, bīca munirā'u 
dēkhibēkō dā'um ̐, dēkhau dēkhibō bihā'ikai. 
udaya-saila sōhaiṁ sundara kum̐vara, jōhaiṁ, 
mānau bhānu bhōra bhūri kirani chipā'ikai.. 4.. 
kautuka kōlāhala nisāna-gāna pura, nabha 
baraṣata sumana bimāna rahē chā'ikai. 
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hita-anahita, rata-birata bilōki bāla, 
prēma-mōda-magana janama-phala pā'ikai.. 5.. 
rājākī rajā'i pā'i saciva-sahēlī dhā'i, 
satānanda lyā'ē siya sibikā caṛhā'ikai. 
rūpa-dīpikā nihāri mr̥ga-mr̥gī nara-nāri, 
bithakē bilōcana-nimēṣai bisarā'ikai.. 6.. 
hāni, lāhu, anakha, uchāhu, bāhubala kahi 
bandi bōlē birada akasa upajā'ikai. 
dīpa dīpakē mahīpa ā'ē suni paija pana, 
kījai puruṣārathakō avasara bhau ā'ikai.. 7.. 
ānākānī, kaṇṭha-ham ̐sī mum ̐hā-cāhī hōna lagī, 
dēkhi dasā kahata bidēha bilakhā'ikai. 
gharani sidhāri'ē, sudhāri'ē āgilō kāja, 
pūji pūji dhanu kījai bijaya bajā'ikai.. 8.. 
janaka-bacana chu'ē biravā lajāru kē sē 
bīra rahē sakala sakuci sira nā'ikai. 
tulasī laṣana māṣē, rōṣē, rākhē rāmarukha 
bhāṣē mr̥du paruṣa subhāyana risā'ikai.. 9.. 
 

 
The Bow-Breaking Ceremony-1 

(The Assembly Convenes and the Ceremony Starts) 
 

Verse no. 1/84—[Now, the narration moves on to the spectacle at the arena where the 
bow breaking ceremony was to be held. The entire episode of the actual breaking of the 
bow and Sita garlanding Lord Ram with the victory garland is narrated from verse no. 
1/84—1/98.  
 It is also described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that 
precede Doha no. 266.] 
 
Today, all the kings have fully decked themselves marvellously in their regal splendour, 
complete with all the trappings of royalty and majesty that exhibit grandeur, pageantry 
and pomp. They have gone and seated themselves at places especially ear-marked for 
them in the arena (the venue) where the bow-breaking ceremony is to be held (1). 
 
At this time, king Janak sent for the two charming boys whose names were Sri Ram and 
Laxman, to come at the venue along with their Guru Kaushik (Vishwamitra)1. With a 
desire to have their Darshan (privileged viewing), the citizens got out of their homes and 
rushed towards the site with a cheerful mind and a thrilled body2 (2). 
 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 239 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 9-10. 

2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha 
no. 240. 

Refer also to Verse no. 1/73 herein above of the present book Geetawali.] 
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Then, king Janak, accompanied by his younger brother Kushdhwaj, gladly came forward 
to heartily welcome them. He and his brother then respectfully escorted the two brothers 
(Ram and Laxman) and the sage (Vishwamitra) around the venue of the bow-breaking 
ceremony to show the entire arrangement to them.  

After that, they took the guests and gave them their assigned seats which were 
superior to others in their majesty and beauty, in their outstanding fineness and charm, 
and incorporated every comfort and convenience that one can hope for inasmuch as they 
were especially erected for this purpose in regal style to seat special guests of honour 
who were invited to attend the ceremony3 (as these seats were provided with special 
upholstery, arm and foot rests, cushions, canopies, shades, provisions for refreshments 
such as cool drinking water etc.) (3). 

[3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 244 along with Chaupai line 
nos. 4-8.]  
 
[The citizens who had flocked the arena animatedly say to each other—] 'Ah, just have a 
look at this divine and wonderful sight which is a feast for the eye! The two princess 
(Ram and Laxman) are seated on either side, and the exalted sage (Vishwamitra) is in the 
centre.  

This is one of the best opportunities or time we have to watch them closely and to 
our heart’s content4. Hence, stop looking elsewhere and fix your sights on them.   

These two beautiful, handsome and charming princes look as if the morning sun 
has silently risen over the ‘Udaichal Mountain’ while still hiding its thousands of rays5 
(4).  

[4‘This’ refers to the time when Lord Ram and Laxman as well as sage 
Vishwamitra were comfortably seated. The first time the citizens had seen the two 
brothers was when they had gone for sight-seeing in the city when they were constantly 
on the move from one quarter of the city to another. The second opportunity was when 
the brothers had left the place where they had been lodged and were on their way to the 
venue of the bow ceremony. In both the cases the two brothers were constantly on the 
move, and so the enchanted citizens had to contend with a short time span when to view 
them. But now the situation was different as the brothers were seated at one place, and 
this place was on a platform and very prominent so everyone could fix their attention on 
them and gaze at them for as long as they wanted.  

Now, an interesting thing must have occurred then. Those seats in the arena which 
afforded a front view of the thrones where the two brothers sat with the sage must have 
been overcrowded with jostling and pushing crowd as everyone would have wished to sit 
or stand in that part of the arena, leading to it almost bursting to its seams, while those 
seats at the rear must have been lying almost empty! 

5The “udaya-saila” is literally the snow-covered lofty Mountain where the sun is 
first seen to rise from behind it far in the horizon. “udaya” means to rise, and “saila” 
means a mountain. When the sun rises from behind this mountain it is still in its nascent 
stage because the mountain his very high and the sun is deemed to be seen by someone 
who is standing on the summit from where he sees the sun while it is still at or just below 
the horizon. At this point of time the sun looks merely like an illuminated disc. Only 
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when it has gone up in the sky for some distance does it begin to exhibit its splendour and 
radiant glory which reaches its zenith when the sun is right overhead in the sky.  

In our present stanza, this metaphor is employed to stress that till this point of 
time no one in the city has actually seen and witnessed the actual marvels enacted by 
Lord Ram nor of his stupendous powers, prowess, valour and strength-of-arm in practice. 
They have only heard about it just as one hears about the dazzling splendour of the sun. 
But nevertheless, it would be seen and witnessed shortly at the time when the Lord would 
actually go and break the formidable bow effortlessly just like the  case when what is 
heard about the sun is actually seen and witnessed when the sun moves ahead in the sky 
and reaches the top of the sky at noon.  

At present point of time, however, Lord Ram is sitting quietly and modestly, 
concealing his astounding potentials and powers just like the sun which has just peeped at 
the horizon to indicate that it has arrived. The raised platform is likened to the ‘Udai 
Mountain’, and Lord Ram to the nascent sun here.]   

 
There is a lot of wonder and curiosity amongst the citizens of Janakpur. The whole city 
meanwhile is reverberating with the sound of musical instruments being played 
enthusiastically and felicitous songs being sung merrily.  

The sky is filled with the vehicles of Gods who shower flowers on the arena 
below6.  

Everyone, whether a friend or an enemy (i.e. those who liked the two princes and 
loved them, and even those who were jealous and harboured malice towards them), 
whether attached or dispassionate (i.e. that majority which was rooting in favour of the 
two brothers, and the minisicule minority who weren’t bothered)—all of them watch 
enchanted at these two boys, and having got the reward or fruit of taking birth (at 
Janakpur so as to be able to see this rarest of rare spectacular sight), they are extremely 
gladdened in their hearts and overcome with happiness7 (5).  

[6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 
246; and Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 248. 

7In other words, everyone, including those who pretended to be neutral even 
though they were jealous of the developments, felt extremely lucky to see such a 
wonderful sight that they had never ever witnessed in the days of their lives.]  
 
Thereafter, on getting Janak’s signal, the ministers and maids rushed to the inside of the 
palace and, accompanied by Shatanand, they brought Sita to the venue8.  

Watching the matchless pristine beauty and extraordinarly charm of Sita which 
was like a lighted lamp that spreads its illumination everywhere, all the men and women 
folk forgot to even bat their eye-lids as they were spell-bound and enhanted by her 
bewitching beauty and magnificence9 just like the deer stands still when it sees a lighted 
lamp in the forest10 (6). 
 [8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 246; and Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 248. 
 9Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 247—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 248. 

10Refer: Verse no. 1/43, stanza no. 3 herein above of this book Geetawali.] 
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At this moment, the royal heralds and bards were summoned by Janak to announce to the 
assembly the reason for organising the bow ceremony. Thus, they stood up and said 
inspiring words that ignited a spirit of competition amongst the invited kings and princes, 
exorting them and spurring them to get up forthwith from their seats and try their might at 
breaking the bow by describing the loss or harm that would come (to them if the bow is 
not broken), the gain and fame that would be automatically accrue (to him who breaks the 
formidably strong bow, together with the privilege of being accepted in marriage by 
Sita), the humiliation, ignominy or depression (that the kings would certainly face if they 
sit tight, or if they aren’t able to break the bow and turn round to show their backs), the 
encouragement and motivation (that came with the prospect of winning immense fame 
and the hand of a beautiful girl in marriage), and the strength, powers and valour (of the 
person who would be successful in breaking the bow which would indisputably establish 
him as the greatest and the strongest warrior in the world).  

The bards and heralds stoked the ego and ignited a sense of self-pride and majesty 
in the assembled kings and princes in this way while lauding them for their fame, glory 
and reputation to make them motivated and enthusiastic.  

They announced: ‘After hearing the vow of king Janak, the great and majestic 
kings and princes of different continents and islands on earth have assembled here. So, 
keeping in mind that the time has come for all of you to exhibit your unique virtues of 
matchless valour, strength, courage, powers and prowess in the front of this huge 
assembly where all the great warriors on earth have gotten together, rise from your seats 
and showcase your manhood, your valour, your gallantry, your strength-of-arm and your 
courage so that you could be unanimously declared as ‘the greatest of them all’!11 (7).  
 [11Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250.] 
 
Hearing this declaration that signalled the start of the competition for breaking the bow, 
the assembly was filled with the sound of grave murmuring, animated whispering and 
shyish chuckling amongst the kings and princes as they were all hesitant and reluctant, 
demurring and debating amongst themselves (‘ānākānī, kaṇṭha-ham̐sī mum̐hā-cāhī 
hōna lagī’) as what to or what not to do (because the situation was very grave, and the 
outcome was equally hazardous, for if they won then it would be a moment of immense 
glory, but if they lost then it would be tantamount to being dead while alive, for it is as 
good as death for a great king or prince to suffer defeat in the front of a huge gathering of 
their peers like the one never got together any time till now)12.    

Seeing this (i.e. their uncertain demeanours and reluctance to get up and go the 
bow to try lifting it and breaking it), king Videha (Janak) was agonised and sad beyond 
measure. He gravely lamented at their lack of manhood, courage and valour, and said 
sarcastically to them in a taunting, acerbic tone: ‘Oh Kings! All of you go back home and 
look after your routine work (for this task of breaking the bow is beyond your capacity). 
Now all of you just worship the bow and declare yourself victorious! (Or tell me, are you 
so scared to go near the bow even for the purpose of worshipping it? I didn’t know that 
the world was devoid of true warriors, and that such glorious virtues as valour, gallantry 
and manhood have become extinct in the world)13’ (8). 
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[12The invited kings and princes had thought that it was an ordinary competition, 
and since kings and their ilk are usually prone to fall victim to their inflated ego and 
vanity about their valour and majesty which makes them overlook the reality in their 
haughtiness and arrogance, they all came to Janakpur to win the competition. Once here 
they realised that the bow was not an ordinary one, but was Shiva’s bow, and therefore 
extraordinary. So all hesitated and were reluctant to go to it as they knew their limitations 
and seriously doubted if they would be able to succeed. In the face of almost certain 
failure they thought it was wiser to sit put on their seats and at least preserve a semblance 
of majesty and power because they would could always claim they they could have 
certainly broken the bow if they had tried but they decided not to try at all for one or the 
other reason. An excuse can always be found to serve as a face-saver grace.   

But in this process of remaining seated and behaving shyly and sheepishly 
murmuring to each other, they only proved that they had conceded defeat which was 
more ignominious and shameful than when if they would have at least gone to the bow 
and pretended to show their respects to it because it was Shiva’s bow by bowing before it 
and worshipping it in a perfunctory manner, and then coming back to their seats. If they 
had done so they could at least claim that they did not break the bow, though they could 
have done so if they had wanted, just because they respected it for it was Shiva’s bow. 

This is what Janak hints at when he taunts them to go and worship the bow and 
declare themselves victorious.   

13Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 252.] 

 
Hearing these sarcastic and acrid words of Janak, all those so-called braves drooped their 
heads in shame like the Mimosa plant.  

Tulsidas says that even Laxman got immensely irritated and annoyed at these 
insulting words of Janak, but seeing Lord Sri Ram’s attitude, he toned down his anger 
and spoke words which were part sweet and part acrimonious14 (9).  

[14Refer also verse no. 1/89 herein below.] 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 252 along with its preceding 

Chaupai line nos. 7-8.] 
 

¼1@85½ 
  
Hkwifr fcnsg dgh uhfd;S tks HkbZ gSA 
cM+s gh lekt vktq jktfudh ykt&ifr 

gk¡fd vk¡d ,d gh fiukd Nhfu ybZ gSAA 1AA 
esjks  vuqfpr  u  dgr  yfjdkbZ&cl] 

iu ijfefr vkSj Hkk¡fr lqfu xbZ gSA 
ur#  izHkq&izrki  mr#  p<+k;  pki 

nsrks iS ns[kkb cy] Qy] ikiebZ gSAA 2AA 
Hkwfedds  gjS;k  m[kjS;k  Hkwfe/kjfuds] 

fcf/k fcjps izHkkm tkdks tx tbZ gSA 
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fcg¡fl fg;s gjf"k gVds y"ku jke] 
lksgr ldksp lhy usg ukfj ubZ gSAA 3AA 

lgeh lHkk ldy] tud Hk, fcdy] 
jke yf[k dkSfld vlhl&vkX;k nbZ gSA 

rqylh  lqHkk;  xq#ik¡;  ykfx  j?kqjkt 
_f"kjktdh jtkb ekFks ekfu ybZ gSAA 4AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/85) 
 
bhūpati bidēha kahī nīkiyai jō bha'ī hai. 
baṛē hī samāja āju rājanikī lāja-pati 
hām̐ki ām̐ka ēka hī pināka chīni la'ī hai.. 1.. 
mērō anucita na kahata larikā'ī-basa, 
pana paramiti aura bhām ̐ti suni ga'ī hai. 
nataru prabhu-pratāpa utaru caṛhāya cāpa 
dētō pai dēkhā'i bala, phala, pāpama'ī hai.. 2.. 
bhūmikakē haraiyā ukharaiyā bhūmidharanikē, 
bidhi biracē prabhā'u jākō jaga ja'ī hai. 
biham̐si hiyē haraṣi haṭakē laṣana rāma, 
sōhata sakōca sīla nēha nāri na'ī hai.. 3.. 
sahamī sabhā sakala, janaka bha'ē bikala, 
rāma lakhi kausika asīsa-āgyā da'ī hai. 
tulasī subhāya gurupām ̐ya lāgi raghurāja 
r̥ṣirājakī rajā'i māthē māni la'ī hai.. 4.. 
 

 
Laxman’s Rebuke to Janak 

 
Verse no. 1/85—[When none of the assembled king and princes could muster courage to 
go and break the bow, and instead sat with lowered heads as if ashamed of themselves, 
Janak was very disheartened and disgusted. He chided them in stern words, telling them 
to go back home empty-handed as it was clear that no one would break the bow, and so 
he was calling off the ceremony. This is narrated in stanza no. 8 of verse no. 1/84 herein 
above. 
 This declaration of Janak peeved Laxman extremely because the former had not 
even approached either of the two brothers to try their hands before making a final 
closure of the competition and asserting that the world was devoid of true warriors. How 
could Janak dare to make such a sweeping assumption ‘that the world was devoid of all 
warriors’ when Lord Ram was present there, especially when Janak was well aware the 
way the two brothers had easily killed ferocious demons whose mere appearance would 
send shivers down the spine of even the gods? After all, Lord Ram was also a noble 
prince of one of the greatest royal families of the time. Rather, he was the best of all the 
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princes assembled there not only in terms of strength, valour, courage and skill with 
arms, but also the most suitable candidate to be a groom for Sita. Why was Lord Ram not 
even given a chance? (Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that 
precede Doha no. 253.) 
 Unable to bear such deemed insult and humiliation in public, Laxman got up 
angrily and sternly rebuked Janak for his words, challenging that if his brother, Lord 
Ram, gives him permission he would upturn the earth and crush it under foot, let alone 
the old and worn out bow which he would tear apart like the delicate stem of a lotus 
flower! (Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 253 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 3-8.)  
 The following verse no. 1/85 describes Laxman’s strong exception to Janak’s 
words, and how he reacted sharply and angrily at Janak’s surmising that since there was 
no strong warrior left on the face of earth his daughter, Sita, would have to remain 
unmarried. ‘What a stupid assumption it is’, asserted an annoyed Laxman!] 
 
Laxman took strong exception to Janak’s statement (in verse no. 1/84 above, and no. 1/89 
herein below) that implied that there are no true warriors worth their salt on earth, and all 
those who claim to be so are only pretentious boasters. He took umbrage because Lord 
Ram was present in the assembly, and did not Janak know that the Lord had so easily 
vanquished the strongest of demons walking on the face of earth while protecting the fire 
sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra. So then, how dare and why did Janak make such an 
uncalled for, such an inappropriate, such a seething and sweepting remark even without 
letting Lord Ram approach the rusty old bow?  

Come to it, declared Laxman in his vehement anger, if he gets the Lord’s 
permission he would tear apart the bow, and with it crush to dust the false sense of 
righteousness and soothfastness that Janak has about himself and his stubbornness vis-à-
vis his godforsaken vow.   

So, Laxman sternly rebuked Janak with a lot of sarcasm, saying: ‘Whatever king 
Janak has said is most appropriate. In this large gathering, the pride, ego, self-respect, 
honour and dignity of the so-called great kings has been snatched by this single bow 
which has single-handedly, and even without moving itself a bit, challenged all of them 
and their authority (1). 
 
I am being a little childish in what I say, so please do not mind my words and do not be 
offended, but the result, the reward, of breaking this bow is quite different (than what it is 
made out to be and what meets the eye). Otherwise, I would have myself strung the bow 
on the strength of my Lord (Sri Ram), and would have answered him (Janak)1.  

I would have shown my strength and valour and abilities, but (what can I do?) I 
have to exercise restraint as the reward of breaking the bow myself would be very sinful, 
unrighteous and ignominious for me (because Sita is like my mother, and I can never ever 
imagine of marrying her by breaking this bow. This is the reason why I don’t do it) (2). 

[1How dare Janak say that none could break the bow when I am present here? Had 
it not been for certain predestined great destiny that hinges on the breaking of this bow, I 
would have torn it apart and thrown its broken parts in front of Janak to  rebuke him for 
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what he said that no one in the assembly could break the bow! It appears that he does not 
want his daughter to marry me or my brother, so in that case when I would broken the 
bow I would have forcibly taken his daughter’s hand in marriage. But I do not want to do 
it because the destiny that is hinged on the bow is markedly different—and it is the Lord 
of the World in the form of Ram is to be united with the Shakti in the form of Sita, a 
union that is necessary for the larger good of the world as it would be the ground that 
would finally lead to the elimination of the demons, the chief purpose for which the Lord 
and his Shakti have come down to earth.  

This foolish assembly and its equally foolish host, Janak, aren’t aware of this 
secret. This ignorant king seems to be so deluded that he has forgotten who Sita, whom 
he erranously thinks to be his ‘daughter’, is, and similarly he doesn’t know who Lord 
Ram actually is?] 
 
The Creator has made this bow so strong and invincible that today it has put to shame 
such excellent warriors who are renowned for their strength and valour—such as 
‘Vanasur’ who is so strong and powerful that once in some ancient time he had stolen the 
earth by picking it up as if it was merely a small ball and had hidden it. Another instance 
is that of ‘Ravana’ who is no less strong and powerful inasmuch as he can uproot huge 
mountains and lift them in his hands. Both of them have bitten the dust today2. [But both 
of them are today so scared that they do not dare even attempt to lift the bow as they 
know that they would certainly fail and face huge embarrassment and loss of face. I don’t 
bother about anyone, and if I want and Lord Ram gives me his assent, I will break this 
rotten bow in a time that the eye takes to blink.]’ 

Hearing this, Lord Sri Ram smiled in his heart and advised Laxman to stop and be 
calm3.  

At that time when Lord Ram restrained him, he (Laxman) looked magnificent and 
charming because he immediately complied with the Lord’s orders and stood there with a 
neck (i.e. the head) bowed with dignity and modesty even as he hesitated to utter a single 
word thereafter. Laxman silence was a sign of high culture and excellent discipline as it 
showed his respect and reverence for his elder brother4 (3). 

[2The two great demons of the time, Vanasur and Ravana, were also present at the 
venue. But they too did not dare to approach the bow, rather they slid away quietly to 
hide their shame and impotence. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 250; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 256. 

In fact, when these two demons saw Lord Ram at the venue, they were terrified at 
the sight as they saw a personified form of Kaal, the god of death, in the place of the 
Lord. This fact is mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 241. 

3Refer also: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand,Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 254. 

4Laxman looked so wonderful and dignified because he showed how well 
disciplined he was. Obeying elders and paying heed to their advise are great positive 
traits in one’s character. Laxman was not bothered about what others would think of him 
of being merely a loud-mouthed boastful prince if he suddenly retracted into silence 
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instead of going ahead with what he had just threatened he could do—break the bow. Let 
it be, Laxman thought to himself, obeying his brother was a priority with him. This 
showed how well he was disciplined and knew the exercise self restraint without 
harbouring any trace of ego and pride.]  
  
This angry outburst of resentment caused the whole assembly to be terrified (or shrink in 
fear). Janak became extremely excited due to a surge of latent affection that he had for 
Lord Ram even as sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) glanced at Lord Sri Ram, blessed him, 
and ordered him to break the bow5. 

Tulsidas says that Lord Sri Ram then respectfully, and out of habit, fell at the feet 
of the king-amongst-sages (i.e. the great sage Vishwamitra), to pay his respect to him, 
and accepted his command (to go and break the bow)6 (4).  

[5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-6 that precede Doha 
no. 254. 

6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha 
no. 254; and Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 255. 

See also verse no. 1/89 herein below of this book.] 
 
 

¼1@86½ 
   
  lkspr tud iksp isp ifj xbZ gSA 
tksfj dj dey fugksfj dgSa dkSfldlksa] 

^vk;lq HkkS jkedks lks esjs nqfprbZ gSAA 1AA 
cku] tkrq&/kkuifr] Hkwi nhi lkrgwds] 

yksdi fcyksdr fiukd Hkwfe ybZ gSA 
tksfrfyax dFkk lqfu tkdks var ik;s fcuq 

vk, fcf/k gfj gkfj lksbZ gky HkbZ gSAA 2AA 
vkiqgh fcpkfj,] fugkfj, lHkkdh xfr] 

csn&ejtkn ekukS gsrqckn gbZ gSA 
bUgds ftrkSgSa eu lksHkk vf/kdkuh ru] 

eq[kudh lq[kek lq[kn ljlbZ gSAA 3AA 
jkojks Hkjkslks cy] dS gS dksÅ fd;ks Ny] 

dS/kksa dqydks izHkko] dS/kksa yfjdkbZ gS\ 
dU;k] dy dhjfr] fct; fcLodh cVksfj 

dS/kksa djrkj bUgghdks fueZbZ gSAA 4AA 
iudks u eksg] u fcls"k fpark lhrkgwdh] 

yqfugS iS lksbZ lksbZ tksbZ tsfg cbZ gSA 
jgS j?kqukFkdh fudkbZ uhdh uhds ukFk] 

gkFk lks frgkjs djrwfr tkdh ubZ gS*AA 5AA 
dfg ^lk/kq lk/kq* xkf/k&lqou ljkgs jkm] 

^egkjkt ! tkfu ft; Bhd Hkyh nbZ gS*A 
gj"kS y[ku] gj"kkus fcy[kkus yksx] 
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rqylh eqfnr tkdks jktk jke tbZ gSAA 6AA 
 
 
                                                   (1/86) 
 
sōcata janaka pōca pēca pari ga'ī hai. 
jōri kara kamala nihōri kahaiṁ kausikasōṁ, 
‘āyasu bhau rāmakō sō mērē ducita'ī hai.. 1.. 
bāna, jātu-dhānapati, bhūpa dīpa sātahūkē, 
lōkapa bilōkata pināka bhūmi la'ī hai. 
jōtiliṅga kathā suni jākō anta pāyē binu 
ā'ē bidhi hari hāri sō'ī hāla bha'ī hai.. 2.. 
āpuhī bicāri'ē, nihāri'ē sabhākī gati, 
bēda-marajāda mānau hētubāda ha'ī hai. 
inhakē jitauhaiṁ mana sōbhā adhikānī tana, 
mukhanakī sukhamā sukhada sarasa'ī hai.. 3.. 
rāvarō bharōsō bala, kai hai kō'ū kiyō chala, 
kaidhōṁ kulakō prabhāva, kaidhōṁ larikā'ī hai? 
kan'yā, kala kīrati, bijaya bisvakī baṭōri 
kaidhōṁ karatāra inhahīkō nirma'ī hai.. 4.. 
panakō na mōha, na bisēṣa cintā sītāhūkī, 
lunihai pai sō'ī sō'ī jō'ī jēhi ba'ī hai. 
rahai raghunāthakī nikā'ī nīkī nīkē nātha, 
hātha sō tihārē karatūti jākī na'ī hai’.. 5.. 
kahi ‘sādhu sādhu’ gādhi-suvana sarāhē rā'u, 
‘mahārāja! jāni jiya ṭhīka bhalī da'ī hai’. 
haraṣai lakhana, haraṣānē bilakhānē lōga, 
tulasī mudita jākō rājā rāma ja'ī hai.. 6.. 
 

Janak’s regret 
 

Verse no. 1/86—[When none of the competing kings and princes could break the bow 
and Janak was filled with dejection, despairing at his own vows that have put him in such 
a dire situation, and in his utter dismay he had literally declared the bow-breaking 
ceremony closed, Laxman had stood up and rebuked Janak in very strong words. At that 
time, realizing that the opportunity has arrived, the all-knowing great sage Vishwamitra 
intervened and asked Lord Ram to go and break the bow. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 254.  
 Janak on the one hand felt exceedingly glad that it looks his fortunes are taking a 
good turn for inside his own heart he had wanted to see Lord Ram as his son-in-law, but 
on the other hand he had grave doubts about the Lord’s ability to actually lift and break 
the bow which had till now stubbornly refused to budge even an inch and had led all the 
mighty kings and princes on the face of earth to be defeated and put to shame.  
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So, when Vishwamitra ordered Lord Ram to go and break the bow so that Janak’s 
agony and grief are taken care of, the latter was flustered and confused. First it was 
Laxman’s sharp tongue with which he was already scathed, and now it is a piquant 
situation because the mighty sage Vishwamitra has intervened to tell Lord Ram to break 
the bow, a possibility that seemed very remote and almost hard to imagine for Janak, 
given the tender body and very young age of the Lord, especially when all the brave 
warriors who were veterans, war-hardened, with muscular and well-tuned bodies, had 
already bitten the dust.  
 Besides this, Janak was also reluctant and doubtful whether Lord Ram should be 
allowed to go to the bow because he thought that his dignity and self-respect have already 
been put on the block, and he would be a subject of world-wide laughter, ridicule and 
scorn if he now allowed anyone to go to the bow after once declaring the ceremony 
virtually closed (refer: verse no. 1/84, stanza no. 3 herein above).  

He was already smarting at Laxman’s public rebuke, and so when he faced the 
prospect of the mighty sage asking Laxman’s elder brother Lord Ram to go and break the 
bow even without seeking as much as a formal nod from Janak, it was like adding salt to 
his wounds. He didn’t have the courage to oppose Vishwamitra and tell him that now that 
Lord Ram’s younger brother Laxman has insulted him in public, he would not have 
anyone from his family break the bow and marry his daughter. No king having self-
respect will allow such a thing!  
  Hence, Janak expressed his apprehensions in a polite and courteous way to sage 
Vishwamitra. This verse describes this situation.] 
 
Janak was extremely worried and thoughtful: 'It is a great dilemma; I am in a grave 
quandary (not knowing what to do).' 

He earnestly begged before Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra) with joined palms (as a 
gesture of politeness and showing the urgency of what he wished to say)—'Lord, I am 
concerned (and worried) and am in doubt about the orders you have given to Sri Ram. 

(You must have observed that—) As soon as this bow saw Vanasur, the demon 
king Ravana, the kings of the seven continents, and the Lokpals (the custodians of the 
world who had gathered there to try their luck at breaking of the bow), it seemed to have 
firmly grasped the earth and stuck to it so tightly (pināka bhūmi la'ī hai) that it refused 
to budge even a fraction of a measurement.  

Even as Brahma (the creator) and Vishnu (the sustainer of creation), who had 
heard about the mystery and the mystical glory of Lord Shiva’s ‘Jyotirlingam’ (a self-
illuminated, shaft-of-light symbol of Lord Shiva), had returned empty-handed when they 
failed to find the beginning or the end of it inspite of their wandering in the heavens and 
the subterranean world in order to determine it (jōtiliṅga kathā suni jākō anta pāyē 
binu ā'ē bidhi hari hāri), the same condition prevails with this bow.  [That is, the 
world’s great kings and the brave warriors of great repute and of all dispensations have 
failed to measure-up to the bow’s strength inspite of their trying their best.] (1-2). 
 
Oh sage, think for yourself and look at the condition and demeanours of the assembly. It 
appears that the science of logic (hētubāda) has destroyed (defied and subverted) the 
sanctity and importance of the Vedas (bēda-marajāda mānau ha'ī hai)1.  
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(Compared to the dejected, morose and despaired countenance of the assembled 
kings—) The mind of these (two) boys are as delightful as is the increased charm of their 
bodies, while the beautiful countenance of their faces appears to provide (effuse, show) 
great pleasure2. (3). 

[1This stanza highlights Janak’s immensity of regret. It was observed by him that 
all the competing kings were of a much senior age than Sita, and none was a suitable 
match for her when the general charm and appeal of beauty of a married couple was 
concerned. Say, what would have happened if by fate any one of the assembled kings 
would have broken the bow; would not Sita be tied to someone not at all to her liking or a 
remotest match with her?  

Forget about that also: consider this—when the kings had failed to move the bow 
individually, they had tried to move it together in their hundreds and thousands, all of 
them putting in their full might to push and move it. Didn’t any one of them stand back 
and think about the consequences of this nonsense—about what would happen to Sita’s 
fate if say a hundred kings simultaneously claimed her to be their wife? Its absolutely 
ridiculous and mad to imagine the consequences—but the irony is that since the vow of 
Janak said that Sita would be wed to anyone who broke the bow, all successful candidates 
would have equal right to claim her, and even her father would be forced to consent to 
this most incongruous development. 

This is what Janak hints at. He implies that when these kings decided to break the 
bow jointly, didn’t they realize that they are breaking the sancitity of the bond of 
marriage as envisaged in the Vedas, the ancient scriptures that lay down strict laws of 
morality and ethical conduct? Didn’t they realize that if they were successful and Janak 
was forced to give Sita to them in marriage by the law of logic that states that ‘anyone 
who succeeds to fulfil the condition of the competition as declared in Janak’s vow would 
marry Sita’, wouldn’t it violate the laws of the Vedas and the highest standards of ethics 
and morality that they expect the people to uphold? 

This stanza therefore is as much an expression of dismay at the falling standards 
of moral conduct amongst the populace as it is a virtual condemnation of Janak for 
making ridiculous vows.     

2Janak means that Lord Sri Ram and Laxman are not at all worried or concerned 
at the prospect of being unable to break the bow and face defeat. They aren’t bothered 
about the formidability of the task at hand should anyone challenge Laxman to carry out 
his threats of breaking the bow if Lord Ram permits him, and neither is the Lord 
concerned as to what would happen if he himself is asked to do it instead of Laxman, as 
presently you have asked him to. Just look at all the kings and princes in the assembly 
who look as if they have lost all their treasure and dignity and self-respect by being 
unable to break the bow. Don’t they realize that this is a competition where only one can 
win, and that greatness lies in having a spirit of sportsmanship in such situations and not 
in being jealous of others or getting sullen on having failed. After all, not everyone wins a 
competition, and not all are equally strong and powerful. Say, how nice it would been if 
the assembled kings had taken their inability to break the bow cheerfully in a lively spirit 
of a sport. What is there to feel so gloomy, insulted and crestfallen that all of the kings 
and princes have drooped their necks and drawn a long face?  

In this contrast, how pleasant and nice it is to see cheer and a sweet smile on the 
face of these two brothers! Instead of feeling nervous once you have asked Lord Ram to 
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get up and go to the bow to break it, the two brothers are glowing with confidence as if 
they are ready to face the challenge happily and to show their mettle and prove their 
superiority over all the kings, and by extension over the demon Ravana who was also 
present on this occasion just a while ago.]  

 
(Janak says—) The confidence and radiance on their faces is either due to their reliance 
on your (i.e. sage Vishwamitra’s) unfailing strength and potential powers (because they 
know that all would be fine with your blessing and they can never fail because you are 
with them—rāvarō bharōsō bala), or they are some divine Being in this disguise (kai 
hai kō'ū kiyō chala—because only God or some Divine Entity can have this sort of 
confidence and fearlessness in him, for no human being can ever gather courage to keep 
smiling if he was asked to do the same thing as these kings had expected to do after 
seeing what the latter had faced a while ago), or it may be due to the glorious effect of 
their race (i.e. the ‘Sun/Solar Race’ to which the two brothers belonged, here meaning 
that the shine on their face is due to their inheritance of radiance and splendour from the 
Sun God—kaidhōṁ kulakō prabhāva), or it might be just due to their childish 
arrogance and carelessness (because children do not understand the gravity of any 
situation and continue to play around cheerfully even when the rest of the adults around 
them are extremely worried and grave—kaidhōṁ larikā'ī hai).  

Or, say indeed, is it that the Creator has created my daughter Sita for this treasury 
of world-wide fame and victory that is embodied in the person of Lord Sri Ram—bijaya 
bisvakī baṭōri kaidhōṁ karatāra inhahīkō nirma'ī hai)!  

Oh Sage! I wonder what (mystery) it is! (4). 
 
I am not worried about my vows and the fear of ignominy that has come to me due to it, 
and neither am I greatly concerned about the fate of Sita because one reaps what one 
sows3.  

But I want that the good fame and glory of Raghunath (Sri Ram) should be 
maintained and retained in the way it stands at present without any blemish on it or 
without it getting diminished. So, oh Lord, it is in your hand now, as your deeds are full 
of marvels and mysteries.4' (5). 

[3If my past deeds and Sita’s fate prescribe that she remains unmarried, what can I 
do. It is all my fault that I made such a godforsaken vow, but now it is a thing that can’t 
be changed. I will bear with all the punishment that is destined for me, and so would Sita. 

4Janak bethoughted to himself that it is a great risk to ask Sri Ram to break the 
bow, because if he fails to do so the already established charm of the two princes would 
turn sour and they would be publicly humiliated and subjected to ridicule like the other 
kings and princes had been. Janak says that he does not want this thing to happen at all. 
So he pleaded with sage Vishwamitra that it is better to keep the charm and glory of the 
two brothers intact and desist from taking any risk that may put the dignity and majesty 
of Lord Ram to any peril, because it is very uncertain as what would happen if he goes to 
the bow. Suppose the bow refuses to move, then it would be certain defeat for the Lord, 
and an utterly depressing moment for all of them who have held the Lord dear to their 
hearts. It’s far better therefore in not insisting on Lord Ram trying to lift the bow and 
break it, for it would help to maintain the aura of Sri Ram’s abilities and invincibilities 
and charm in its pristine and virginal form as it stands at present. No one can predict how 
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the bow would react; if it does the way it had done with the other kings and princes till 
this time, the result is too obvious to discuss, and it would be devastating. 

There is another subtle hint that Janak intended to convey to sage Vishwamitra 
here. He internally intends to marry his daughter Sita to Lord Ram, to hell with his vows, 
but he has to wait till the assembly dissolves and all the invited kings go back home. 
Then he will marry Sita to Lord Ram. For this, it is necessary that Lord Ram’s abilities 
and reputation remain unsullied and as virgin as they are now because they have not been 
tested in public and therefore it could be assumed later on that Lord Ram could have 
broken the bow had he been given a chance. This would be a better option than to take 
the risk of allowing Lord Ram to try to break the bow in view of the uncertainity that 
surrounds the outcome. Say, what would happen, god forbid, if he fails?  

In the present scenario Janak could always say in future that after the bow-
ceremony ended in a failure to find a groom for his daughter, and since it a moral and 
religious duty of a parent to marry off his daughter while he or she is still alive as keeping 
the daughter unmarried is extremely wrong, Janak had decided to marry her directly to 
the groom of his choice, or even of his daughter. This would prevent anyone from raising 
a finger of wrong-doing against Janak or even at the newly-wed couple in the future. 

So therefore, Janak bethoughted to himself and pleaded with sage Vishwamitra to 
desist from insisting that Lord Ram go and break the bow because the outcome is highly 
uncertain, and it is exceedingly important to avoid an unsavoury situation in case he fails 
to do so and joins the group of other failed kings and princes as he (Janak) has in mind 
that later on he would contrive of some means whereby he would betroth his daughter to 
Sri Ram, but for that wish of his to fructify it is essential that the fate of what happens 
when Sri Ram tries his hand on the bow kept under wraps, for if by godforbidden chance 
he fails then it would be well neigh impossible to give effect to his plans. It is better and 
advisable to keep quiet now to save face and grace.]  

 
Exclaiming ‘Sadhu-Sadhu’ (‘sādhu sādhu’ literally meaning ‘you are true, glory be to 
you’), the son of Gaadhi (gādhi-suvana, i.e. Vishwamitra) praised the king (Janak) and 
said, 'Oh Great King! You had thought it proper and had wisely decided to do what you 
did (jāni jiya ṭhīka bhalī da'ī hai). (So, do not worry now)'.  

Realising that what he had wanted was being done, Laxman felt glad (haraṣai 
lakhana). The citizens, on the other hand, were torn between sadness and joy, between 
feeling distressed and exhilarated (haraṣānē bilakhānē lōga)5.  

Tulsidas, whose Lord and king Sri Ram is certain to be victorious, is also 
extremely delighted at this prospect (6). 

[5The citizens were divided on the prospect of allowing Lord Ram to break the 
bow. Some of them were apprehensive like Janak: what would happen if Lord Ram could 
not break the bow? Such people felt sad and gloomy.  

Others were full of confidence that Lord Ram would certainly break the bow 
because they had heard of Lord’s glories and stupendous feats about his killing fierce 
demons and of liberating Ahilya from her curse of being in the form of a stone. These 
people now exulted that their wishes would finally come true.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 255—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 261.] 
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¼1@87½ 

   
lqtu ljkgSa tks tud ckr dgh gSA 
jkefg lksgkuh tkfu] eqfueuekuh lqfu] 

uhp efgikoyh ngu fcuq ngh gSAA 1AA 
dgSa  xkf/kuanu  eqfnr  j?kquanulksa] 

u`ixfr vxg] fxjk u tkfr xgh gSA 
ns[ks&lqus Hkwifr vusd >wBs >wBs uke] 

lk¡ps frjgqfrukFk] lkf[k nsfr egh gSAA 2AA 
jkxÅ fcjkx] Hkksx tksx tksxor eu] 

tksxh tkxcfyd izlkn flf) ygh gSA 
rkrs u rjfursa u lhjs lq/kkdjgw rsa] 

lgt lekf/k fu#ikf/k fujcgh gSAA 3AA 
,slsm  vxk/k  cks/k  jkojs  lusg&cl] 

fcdy fcyksdfr] nqfprbZ lgh gSA 
dke/ksuq&d`ik  gqylkuh  rqylhl  mj] 

iu&fllq gsfj] ejtkn ck¡/kh jgh gSAA 4AA 
 
 
                                                (1/87) 
 
sujana sarāhaiṁ jō janaka bāta kahī hai. 
rāmahi sōhānī jāni, munimanamānī suni, 
nīca mahipāvalī dahana binu dahī hai.. 1.. 
kahaiṁ gādhinandana mudita raghunandanasōṁ, 
nr̥pagati agaha, girā na jāti gahī hai. 
dēkhē-sunē bhūpati anēka jhūṭhē jhūṭhē nāma, 
sām ̐cē tirahutinātha, sākhi dēti mahī hai.. 2.. 

rāga'ū birāga, bhōga jōga jōgavata mana, 
jōgī jāgabalika prasāda sid'dhi lahī hai. 

tātē na taranitēṁ na sīrē sudhākarahū tēṁ, 
sahaja samādhi nirupādhi nirabahī hai.. 3.. 
aisē'u agādha bōdha rāvarē sanēha-basa, 

bikala bilōkati, ducita'ī sahī hai. 
kāmadhēnu-kr̥pā hulasānī tulasīsa ura, 

pana-sisu hēri, marajāda bām̐dhī rahī hai.. 4.. 
 

Praise of Janak by sage Vishwamitra 
 
Verse no. 1/87—The pure-hearted ones (sujana) praised what Janak had just said (in 
verse 1/86). [That is, those who had began to love Lord Ram and had endeared him to 
their hearts agreed with Janak that it would not be proper to put the pristine charm and 
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dignity of the Lord to any peril by a risky test, and so it is better to let the things rest as 
they are at present.] 

But considering that this proposal (of Janak) was pleasing to (i.e. found favour 
with) Sri Ram and seeing that it had the tacit support of Vishwamitra, the rows of wicked 
kings got burnt (out of jealousy, envy and malice) even without fire#1 (1). 

[#Now, the important question is this: King Janak was obviously speaking softly 
with Vishwamitra, and it is not possible that those who were sitting at some distance from 
where the raised platform was on which the sage and the two brothers were seated beside 
Janak can hear whatever Janak said to the sage. Taking this into consideration, this stanza 
can be interpreted in a different way to mean that:-- 

“The kings, who were full of ego and malice, were exceedingly jealous when they 
observed Janak bowing before sage Vishwamitra, the guardian of the two brothers, and 
saying something to him very politely in the backdrop of what Laxman had just said a 
while ago, assuming that he (Janak), after having contrived surreptitiously a way by 
which none of the kings would break the bow, and then having insulted the other kings 
for their inability to break the bow, he was now, as pre-planned, ostensibly requesting the 
sage to tell Lord Ram to go and break the bow for he knew that the latter would certainly 
succeed in breaking it as has been already devised.” 

If this was true, guessed the malicious kings and princes, then certainly its 
unacceptable. 

1The kings who were defeated in their effort to lift and break the bow were 
already smarting at their humiliation. They were exceedingly jealous of the two princes, 
Lord Ram and Laxman, because of the special treatment king Janak had shown them. So 
when sage Vishwamitra asked the Lord to go and break the bow, they felt glad that now 
he too would join their ranks in failure because they were exceedingly sure that Lord 
Ram would never be able to break the bow when all of them have failed to do so inspite 
of their great strength and valour put to full use individually as well as collectively. And 
when Lord Ram fails to break the bow, then all the aura of charm and dignity and 
enchantment surrounding him would be thrown to the wind.  

But now when it seems that this possibility of Lord Ram going to the bow and 
facing defeat is remote, given Janak’s request to sage Vishwamitra to desist from 
insisting on it, these jealous kings felt crestfallen as they had lost a chance to laugh and 
jeer at their adversary, Lord Ram.  

When the kings had failed to lift and break the bow, Janak had sternly rebuked 
them with scornful words for their incompetence, their inaptness, their impotence, their 
lack of strength and manhood (refer: verse no. 1/84, stanza no. 8, and no. 1/89). And they 
had to bear his insult with lowered heads. Their humiliation was further compounded 
when Laxman had boldly and with impunity let loose a diatribe against Janak in full 
assembly ( with impunity refer: verse no. 1/85), which also implicated all the assembled 
kings and princes inasmuch as Laxman’s words clearly implied that he alone is more than 
a match against the combined might of all the kings and princes. And now to make 
matters worse, they see Janak pleading before the guardian of the two princes, i.e. sage 
Vishwamitra, in a very humble way instead of becoming angry at Laxman and taking 
strong action against him for the latter’s public show of incourtesy. So these 
developments literally burnt or chapped the ego and vanity of all the pervert-minded 
kings to their core.] 
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{Seeing how Janak was highly emotional and overcome with grief and pain at the 
ignominious situation that stares him on the face, and how he does not want to aggravate 
his agony by putting Lord Ram’s immaculate charm and dignity on the block for Janak 
had begun to have a stong feeling of endearment for Lord Ram, the all-knowing and wise 
sage Vishwamitra praised him in the following stanzas:--} 

  
Then the son of Gaadhi (i.e. Vishwamitra) praised king Janak before Raghunandan (Lord 
Sri Ram), saying cheerfully to him: 'The mental state of Janak is beyond comprehension; 
it cannot be described in words. There are a number of great kings I have seen and heard 
about, but it seemeth to me that all of them are untruthful and dishonest in what they say, 
and their fame and glory is only for a namesake (i.e. they are unworthy of the fame and 
reputation that goes with their names).  

The only truthful one who is soothfast to his words (i.e. one who stands by his 
words and upon whom one can rely) is the ‘Lord of Tirhut’ (tirahutinātha; i.e. king 
Janak; meaning “the kingdom of Janakpur”; or “the king of the whole world which has 
three divisions, the heaven, the earth and the lower world”). At this time verily, the whole 
earth (i.e. the entire world that is represented by the assembly of all the great kings and 
princes from all corners of the earth) stands witness to it (i.e. the fact that Janak is true 
and steadfast in his words)2 (2). 

[2Inspite of the doomed fate of his daughter Sita, Janak has stood steady and fast 
to his vows. He has openly declared that he would prefer his daughter remain unmarried 
and bear with its attendent ignominy and humiliation than to rescind on his words 
regarding marrying her to someone who breaks the bow. Refer: Verse no. 1/89, stanza 
nos. 5-7, and no. 1/84, stanza no. 8.]  
 
His (Janak’s) mental state and level of enlightenment is very unique inasmuch as he 
presents a study in contrast, for on the one hand he appears to be attached to the world, 
enjoying its pleasures and material comforts, and is affected by its various inconstitencies 
like an ordinary man who is engrossed in the affairs of the material world and moved 
emotionally by its different situations, and on the other hand he remains totally aloof 
from the world, unconcerned about all its material things and developments as no 
external stimuli has any effect on his mental state of equanimity and detachment like a 
true ascetic though he can, at the same time, fully enjoy the world and its charms (rāga'ū 
birāga, bhōga jōga jōgavata mana, jōgī).  
 He has acquired all types of Siddhis (spiritual and mystical expertise) by the 
blessings of the great mystic named Yagyawalka3. He is neither scorched by the sun nor 
calmed by the moon (tātē na taranitēṁ na sīrē sudhākarahū tēṁ; i.e. his nature is 
one of extreme equanimity, detachment and dispassion, not being affected by any of the 
worldly emotional inputs, whether they are positive or negative, and he remains totally 
indifferent to and unaffected by the turmoil and torments as well as the charms and 
temptations of this mundane existence).  

Indeed, he has been able to maintain the stage of natural Samadhi (sahaja 
samādhi; a natural, and not artificial, trance-like state of existence when a person 
remains unconscious with regard to the external physical world because he is lost in the 
thoughts of his ‘true self’ which is the Atma or the pure conscious soul) without trying to 
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get any honour or fame for it, nor pretending that he is a highly enlightened soul 
(nirupādhi nirabahī hai) (3). 
 [3Sage Yagyawalkya was the greatest sage of his time with respect to 
metaphysical knowledge. He had been declared the greatest of all wise men in a huge 
assembly of learned men once when a conclave was organized by king Janak with the 
purpose of fostering and spreading metaphysical and spiritual knowledge and cultivating 
a spirit of healthy debate in this field. Janak was so highly impressed by sage 
Yagyawalkya knowledge and prowess that he had accepted his discipleship and had 
entered into a private debate with the sage. This entire episode is narrated in great detail 
in Shukla Yajur Veda’s “Brihad Aranyak Upanishad, Canto 3, Brahman nos. 1-9, and 
Canto 4, Brahman nos. 1-4.”]  
 
Inspite of being endowed with such a measureless and fathomless virtues of wisdom and 
enlightenment (aisē'u agādha bōdha), he presently looks so agitated, excited, nervous, 
perplexed and consternated as if he is in great mental agony and overwhelmed with 
worries (bikala bilōkati, ducita'ī sahī hai) because he has immense love and affection 
for you (Lord Ram) in his heart (rāvarē sanēha-basa).'  

Hearing these words of praise for king Janak from his Guru, Lord Ram, who is 
the Lord of Tulsidas (tulasīsa), felt very glad in his heart (hulasānī ura).  

Lord Ram’s compassionate and merciful heart, which is like a personified form of 
the all wish fulfilling cow known as Kamdhenu (kāmadhēnu-kr̥pā), was greatly moved 
by the pitiful condition of Janak who was tied to his vows just like a calf whose legs were 
tied by a rope (pana-sisu hēri).     

But this cow could not rush to deliver the calf that was tied with the rope because 
it had to observe certain minimum etiquette, maintain decorum, adhere to established 
traditions, and show respect to its keeper (marajāda bām̐dhī rahī hai)4 (4).  

[4In this stanza, Lord Ram’s heart is likened to the Kamdhenu cow, king Janak 
who did not want to break his vows to the tormented calf tied with the rope, and sage 
Vishwamitra as the cow’s keeper. When the cow sees its calf, the former wishes to rush 
to the latter but may be restricted by the keeper. In this case, when Lord Ram heard how 
Janak was mentally tormented and full of grief, he wished to immediately go and break 
the bow to provide relief to him, but presently he had to restrain himself from doing so 
without the orders of his guardian and guru, sage Vishwamitra. 

Lord Sri Ram’s heart was so full of compassion at the miserable condition of 
Janak that he was very eager to alleviate and mitigate his sufferings immediately, but had 
to wait for Vishwamitra’s orders.] 

  
 

¼1@88½ 
   
 _f"kjkt jktk vktq tud leku dks\ 
vkiq ;fg Hkk¡fr izhfr lfgr ljkfgr] 

jkxh vkS fcjkxh cM+Hkkxh ,slks vku dks\AA 1AA 
Hkwfe&Hkksx  djr  vuqHkor  tksx&lq[k 

eqfu&eu&vxe vy[k xfr tku dks\ 
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xqj&gj&in&usgq] xsg cfl HkkS fcnsg] 
vxqu&lxqu&izHkq&Hktu&l;ku dks \AA 2AA 

dgfu jgfu ,d] fcjfr fccsd uhfr] 
csn&cq/k&laer iFkhu fujckudks \ 

xk¡fB fcuq xqudh dfBu tM+&psrudh] 
Nksjh vuk;kl] lk/kq lks/kd viku dksAA 3AA 

lqfu  j?kqchjdh  cpu&jpukdh  jhfr] 
Hk;ks fefFkysl ekuks nhid fcgkudksA 

feVÓks egkeksg thdks] NwVÓks iksp lksp lhdks] 
tkU;ks vorkj Hk;ks iq#"k iqjkudksAA 4AA 

lHkk] u`i] xqj] uj&ukfj iqj] uHk lqj] 
lc fpror eq[k d#ukfu/kkudksA 

,dS  ,d  dgr  izxV  ,d  izse&cl] 
rqylhl rksfj;s ljklu blkudksAA 5AA 

 
 
                                                    (1/88) 
 
r̥ṣirāja rājā āju janaka samāna kō? 
āpu yahi bhām ̐ti prīti sahita sarāhita, 
rāgī au birāgī baṛabhāgī aisō āna kō?.. 1.. 
bhūmi-bhōga karata anubhavata jōga-sukha 
muni-mana-agama alakha gati jāna kō? 
gura-hara-pada-nēhu, gēha basi bhau bidēha, 
aguna-saguna-prabhu-bhajana-sayāna kō?.. 2.. 
kahani rahani ēka, birati bibēka nīti, 
bēda-budha-sammata pathīna nirabānakō? 
gām̐ṭhi binu gunakī kaṭhina jaṛa-cētanakī, 
chōrī anāyāsa, sādhu sōdhaka apāna kō.. 3.. 
suni raghubīrakī bacana-racanākī rīti, 
bhayō mithilēsa mānō dīpaka bihānakō. 
miṭyō mahāmōha jīkō, chūṭyō pōca sōca sīkō, 
jān'yō avatāra bhayō puruṣa purānakō.. 4.. 
sabhā, nr̥pa, gura, nara-nāri pura, nabha sura, 
saba citavata mukha karunānidhānakō. 
ēkai ēka kahata pragaṭa ēka prēma-basa, 
tulasīsa tōriyē sarāsana isānakō.. 5.. 
 

 
Lord Rām’s Reply 

 
Verse no. 1/88—Lord Sri Ram replied to sage Vishwamitra: 'Oh King of Sages (r̥ṣirāja)! 
Which king today is as great as Janak that you are so affectionately praising him so 
much?  
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Verily, who else is so lucky and fortunate to have attained the eclectic and the 
rarest of rare spiritual state of existence that makes it possible for him to be involved in 
the affairs of this gross mundane world on the one hand, and be totally detached from and 
dispassionate towards it on the other hand simultaneously (rāgī au birāgī)1? (1). 

[1Refer: Verse no. 1/87, stanza no. 3 herein above.] 
 
He enjoys the pleasures of this world, but at the same time also enjoys the bliss of Yoga 
(‘meditation’ which helps one to concentrate on the Supreme Lord as well as the pure 
conscious Self, to be detached from and be neutral towards the surrounding tumult of the 
gross world, to be absolutely calm and serene) (bhūmi-bhōga karata anubhavata 
jōga-sukha).  

His mental and spiritual condition is beyond ordinary perception and is so exalted 
that it is even inaccessible even for the minds and intellect of hermits and sages to 
comprehend. This being the case, who can know (measure, understand or fathom) it? 
(muni-mana-agama alakha gati jāna kō?) 

He has affection (and devotion) for the holy feet of his Guru (Shatanand, Janak’s 
moral preceptor) as well as for Lord Har (Lord Shiva) (gura-hara-pada-nēhu).   

He has attained the exalted state of spiritual realisation that enables a person to be 
detached from all worldly attachments and the usual entanglements of a family and the 
responsibilities that are incumbent for a householder’s life inspite of living as an ordinary 
householder who duly and diligently fulfils all his duties and responsibilities in the 
household (gēha basi bhau bidēha).  

Who else is more adept and proficient in worshipping both the Saguna as well as 
the Nirguna form of the Lord? (aguna-saguna-prabhu-bhajana-sayāna kō?)2 (2).  

[2The ‘Saguna’ form of the Lord is his form that is visible, grosser in comparison 
to the Nirguna form, and has various attributes and characters, while the ‘Nirguna’ form 
is that which is formless, invisible, without specific attributes, and cosmic in nature 
because it is extremely subtle and sublime. For instance, ‘Lord Ram’ is the Saguna form 
of the ‘Supreme Being’ represented by ‘Lord Vishnu’ who is Nirguna in form. In the 
context of Janak it implies that he is so highly enlightened that he knows that he is 
worshipping the same Supreme Being in the latter’s primary form that is ‘Nirguna’, i.e. a 
form that is synonymous with pure Consciousness, the true Self, the Atma or the Soul 
which is all-pervading, all-encompassing, invisible, sublime and subtle, and in the Lord’s 
‘Saguna’ form that is present right before his eyes in the person of Lord Ram. Hence, 
Janak views Lord Ram not as an ordinary prince but as a manifestation of the Supreme 
Lord, the cosmic Soul, the cosmic Self and the pure Consciousness that he worships, 
adores and pays his obeisance to during meditation and contemplation.]  
 
Who else is like him in his actions and words that are in sync with each other, and who is 
so soothfast in his words and actions that are reflected in his life as him (for Janak does 
what he says; he believes in truth; he is not pretentious, deceitful or boastful)? (kahani 
rahani ēka?). 

Say, who else is like him in being a wise and enlightened traveller on the path of 
renunciation (Vairagya), one who is bestowed with the virtue of wisdom (Vivek), is an 
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upholder of the laws and regulations or codified codes of conduct as sanctioned by the 
scriptures (Niti), and follows the spiritual path that leads one to deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation (Nirvana)? (birati bibēka nīti, bēda-budha-sammata 
pathīna nirabānakō?)  

Verily, he has very effortlessly untied (de-mystified, decoded, simplified, 
untangled--chōrī anāyāsa) the difficult knot represented by the sense of duality in this 
world, the notion that there is an inanimate aspect and an animate aspect (gām̐ṭhi 
kaṭhina jaṛa-cētanakī), a perception that has no merit in it (gām ̐ṭhi binu gunakī) but 
that keeps other creatures confused and perplexed3.  

Who else has researched and found out the truth about one’s true nature4 (sādhu 
sōdhaka apāna kō) (3).   

[3Janak had reached that exalted state of existence when he did not see any duality 
in this world, for he saw his Lord everywhere, in all things and in all beings. He did not 
differentiate between a friend or an enemy, or a human and an animal, or between this 
flower and that one, and so on. This is because he realised that the same ‘pure 
consciousness’ known as the Atma, which is the true identity of any living being, lives in 
all the Jivas or creatures of this creation no matter of what form and shape, whether that 
Jiva is mobile (such as animals) or immobile (such as many members of the animal 
kingdom and a majority of the members of the plant kingdom). For instance, it will be 
wrong to say that only humans feel pain, for it is equally felt by animals of all 
denominations. Even science has acknowledged that plants too have life like the 
members of the animal kingdom. 

4Janak has become extremely self-realised and enlightened as he has understood 
the true nature of the ‘self’. This ‘self’ is nothing but pure consciousness, and the latter is 
a universal entity, being omnipresent and all-pervading. This ‘pure consciousness’ is 
called the Atma or the soul of the individual creature who is known as the ‘Jiva’ at the 
micro level of creation, and the same Atma in its cosmic form is the Supreme Atma 
known as the ‘Parmatma’, the Supreme Self, the Supreme Soul, the Supreme Being. 
Hence, there is no truth in having duality anywhere, for what is here is there as well. 
There is no distinction between the two—this is the essential philosophy of Vedant.] 

 
When Janak heard Lord Ram speak curtously and so highly of him, using honourable 
words that showed the latter’s immense respect for the former and also echoed the sage’s 
own respectful view of him, Janak felt shy and humbled, and he was rendered speechless 
in his modesty just like a lamp whose glow dims at dawn5.  

(Observing the deep analytical ability of Lord Sri Ram in the metaphysical realm, 
and the fact that he showed the greatest of practial wisdom in undoing the damage done 
by Laxman’s recent impolite behaviour by publicly lavishing the greatest of respects and 
praises for Janak and declaring that there is indeed no one as noble, as great and as 
enlightened as Janak in the world, the king felt extremely glad and reassured. Hence—) 
The great sense of despair and grief and dejection that had clouded Janak’s mind and 
heart a while ago, soon cleared (miṭyō mahāmōha jīkō), and so his worries about Sita 
and her future were removed forthwith (chūṭyō pōca sōca sīkō).  
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Janak’s doubts were removed (miṭyō mahāmōha jīkō), and he realised that 
indeed it is true that the ‘Puran Purush’, the Great Lord about whom the ancient 
scriptures had said would manifest himself, has finally revealed himself and come down 
on earth (in the person of Lord Ram) (jān'yō avatāra bhayō puruṣa purānakō)6. (4). 

[5This is a figure of speech to stress that Janak was extremely modest and humble, 
being unpretentious in his wisdom and enlightenement so much that when  both Lord 
Ram and sage Vishwamitra heaped praises on him and honoured him in public, he felt a 
bit embarrassed and shy. He lowered his head in modesty and humility instead of 
broadening his chest, lifting his shoulders and raising his head a notch higher with 
bulging pride and fattened ego. It is compared to the situation when the lamp appears to 
shine a little less brightly as soon as the light of the day dawns, not that it has actually lost 
its brilliance but it simply feels shy and humbled in front of the sun’s rays. 

Hence, when two great personalities like sage Vishwamitra and Lord Ram had so 
lavishly praised Janak, the latter felt exceedingly honoured and fortunate so much that he 
seemed to be overwhelmed with the laurels and paeans sung in his honour, making him 
so emotional that he was lost for words to even thank the sage and the prince.  

This was the first time since the two brothers had come to Janakpur that Janak had 
heard Lord Ram speak. So when the Lord spoke for the first time using sweet and 
pleasant words to praise king Janak, words that not only endorsed what sage Vishwamitra 
had said about the king but also helped to neutralise the harm that Laxman’s scathing 
remarks a while ago had created, Janak was dumbfounded. 

Janak was amazed at the politeness and etiquette and wisdom of Lord Ram, and 
his prudent, adroit and deft handling of the piquant and nasty situation that arose when 
his brother Laxman had acted childishly and impolitely by admonishing the noble host, 
king Janak who was one of the greatest kings of his time, publicly, something that was 
never heard of anywhere. Lord Ram had, in one master stroke, nullified and neutralised 
all the wrong done by Laxman by politely heaping praises on him (Janak) with words that 
were at once extremely elegant, polite, sweet and pleasant to hear so that Janak’s ruffled 
feelings and hurt heart could be soothed and calmed down. So, Janak was amazed at Lord 
Ram’s wisdom and maturity and sense of propriety that he wished to immediately 
counter his brother’s harsh words with words that were exceedingly acceptable and 
welcome and polite and sweet to the extreme, words that what Laxman had said was not 
meant to mean any slight on the great king but were said because he is still a child who 
became angry as is the wont of children.  

Therefore, in one deft stroke of prudence Lord Ram not only assuaged Janak’s 
hurt emotions but also gave a signal to the whole assembly that his (Lord Ram’s) family 
holds king Janak in the highest esteem, that the Lord disapproves of his brorther’s 
behaviour, and what Laxman had said of Janak a while ago was not at all either the view 
of Lord Ram nor of the mighty sage Vishwamitra, nor in any way meant to undermine 
the greatness and majesty of the great king Janak. 

6When king Janak had first seen Lord Ram when he went to welcome sage 
Vishwamitra upon the latter’s arrival at Janakpur with the two brothers, he was instantly 
influenced by the Lord and the halo of divine aura surrounding the latter. It was similar to 
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the case that one cannot overlook the presence of the sun no matter how busy or 
distracted he may be.  

Being a wise man who was extremely detached from all worldly charms, the way 
the first sight of Lord Ram enchanted king Janak had amazed him no end, and the king 
had minced no words to express his astonishment to the sage, asking him who this prince 
was who has moved his heart like no one has ever done before. The all-knowing wise 
sage Vishwamitra had smiled and hinted to the king that there is truth in his suspicion 
that Lord Ram was no ordinary prince, but some Divine Being in a human garb. This 
episode and conversation is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 215—to Doha no. 216.]  

 
At this moment, all those present at the venue—the whole assembly consisting of the 
citizens and noble guests, the king (Janak) himself, the two Gurus (Vishwamitra and 
Shatanand), as well as the Gods who were watching the proceedings from the sky 
(heavens)—began to watch Lord Sri Ram’s face most affectionately, and talking amongst 
themselves they unanimously expressed their wish that the Lord of Tulsidas, i.e. Lord 
Ram, should now break the bow7 (5).     
 [7Vishwamitra had been perhaps waiting for this moment. He wanted to feel the 
pulse of the people, the host king Janak and the Gods before ordering Lord Ram to go 
and break the bow. Now the signal was clear. The citizens were totally in favour of Sri 
Ram breaking the bow, and so were all the noble-hearted guests and the host king Janak 
himself. The support of the heavenly Gods was crucial because the bow belonged to Lord 
Shiva, the most revered of all the Gods and their senior most Authority. This is in 
democratic tradition that the master does what his subjects wish him to do.  

This ingenious handling of the sticky situation by Lord Ram and his soothing 
words that enlivened the heart of Janak as well as the rest of the citizens in the backdrop 
of Laxman’s unsavoury remarks saved the day, and it further endeared Sri Ram to the 
masses who were by now becoming almost hysterical and impatient with exceess of joy. 
This trick also took care of any chance of defeated kings throwing tantrums as they 
would have by now realised the way the tide was turning, and would desist from being 
imprudent for fear of the masses in an alien land who would rise against them if they 
tried to play any dirty tricks.] 

  
 

jkx ek: 
 

¼1@89½ 
 
lquks HkS;k Hkwi ldy nS dkuA 
ctzjs[k   xtnlu   tud&iu csn&fcfnr]   tx   tkuAA 1AA 
?kksj  dBksj  iqjkfj&ljklu]  uke  izfl)  fiukdqA 
tks  nldaB  fn;ks  ck¡oksa]  tsfg  gj&fxfj  fd;k  gS  eukdqAA 2AA 
Hkwfe&Hkky  Hkzktr]  u  pyr  lks]  T;ksa  fcjafpdks  vk¡dqA 
/kuq  rksjS  lksbZ  cjS  tkudh]  jkm  gksb  fd  jk¡dqAA 3AA 
lqfu  vkejf"k  mBs  vouhifr]  yxS  cpu  tuq  rhjA 
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VjS  u  pki]  djSa  viuh  lh  egk  egk  cy/khjAA 4AA 
ufer&lhl  lkspfga  lyTt  lc  Jhgr  Hk,  ljhjA 
cksys  tud  fcyksfd  lh;  ru  nqf[kr  ljks"k  v/khjAA 5AA 
lIr  nhi  uo  [kaM  Hkwfeds  Hkwifrca`n  tqjsA 
cM+ks   ykHk   dU;k&dhjfrdks]   tg¡&rg¡   efgi   eqjsAA 6AA 
MX;kS  u  /kuq]  tuq  chj&fcxr  efg]  fd/kkSa  dgq¡  lqHkV  nqjsA 
jks"ks  y[ku  fcdV  Hk`dqVh  dfj]  Hkqt  v#  v/kj  QqjsAA 7AA 
lqugq  Hkkuqdqy&dey&Hkkuq !  tks  ro  vuqlklu  ikokSaA 
dk   ckiqjks   fiukdq]   esfy   xqu   eanj   es#   uokokSaAA 8AA 
ns[kkS  fut  fdadjdks  dkSrqd]  D;ksa  dksnaM  p<+kokSaA 
yS  /kkokSa]  HkatkSa  e`uky]  T;ksa]  rkS  izHkq&vuqx  dgkokSaAA 9AA 
gj"kS  iqj&uj&ukfj]  lfpo]  u`i  dq¡oj  dgs  cj  cSuA 
e`nq   eqlqdkb   jke   cjT;kS   fiz;   ca/kq   u;udh   lSuAA10AA 
dkSfld  dák]  mBgq  j?kquanu]  txcanu]  cy,suA 
rqyflnkl  izHkq  pys  e`xifr  T;kSa  fut  Hkxrfu  lq[knSuAA11AA 

 
 
                                             rāga mārū 
 
                                                (1/89) 
 
sunō bhaiyā bhūpa sakala dai kāna. 
bajrarēkha gajadasana janaka-pana bēda-bidita, jaga jāna.. 1.. 
ghōra kaṭhōra purāri-sarāsana, nāma prasid'dha pināku. 
jō dasakaṇṭha diyō bām ̐vōṁ, jēhi hara-giri kiyā hai manāku.. 2.. 
bhūmi-bhāla bhrājata, na calata sō, jyōṁ biran̄cikō ām̐ku. 
dhanu tōrai sō'ī barai jānakī, rā'u hō'i ki rām̐ku.. 3.. 
suni āmaraṣi uṭhē avanīpati, lagai bacana janu tīra. 
ṭarai na cāpa, karaiṁ apanī sī mahā mahā baladhīra.. 4.. 
namita-sīsa sōcahiṁ salajja saba śrīhata bha'ē sarīra. 
bōlē janaka bilōki sīya tana dukhita sarōṣa adhīra.. 5.. 
sapta dīpa nava khaṇḍa bhūmikē bhūpatibr̥ṁda jurē. 
baṛō lābha kan'yā-kīratikō, jaham ̐-taham̐ mahipa murē.. 6.. 
ḍagyau na dhanu, janu bīra-bigata mahi, kidhauṁ kahum̐ subhaṭa durē. 
rōṣē lakhana bikaṭa bhr̥kuṭī kari, bhuja aru adhara phurē.. 7.. 
sunahu bhānukula-kamala-bhānu! jō tava anusāsana pāvauṁ. 
kā bāpurō pināku, mēli guna mandara mēru navāvauṁ.. 8.. 
dēkhau nija kiṅkarakō kautuka, kyōṁ kōdaṇḍa caṛhāvauṁ. 
lai dhāvauṁ, bhan̄jauṁ mr̥nāla, jyōṁ, tau prabhu-anuga kahāvauṁ.. 9.. 
haraṣai pura-nara-nāri, saciva, nr̥pa kum̐vara kahē bara baina. 
mr̥du musukā'i rāma barajyau priya bandhu nayanakī saina..10.. 
kausika kahyā, uṭhahu raghunandana, jagabandana, bala'aina. 
tulasidāsa prabhu calē mr̥gapati jyauṁ nija bhagatani sukhadaina..11.. 
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The Bow-breaking Ceremony—1  

 
Verse no. 1/89—[This verse serves to link the story to the previous verse no. 1/84. The 
intervening verse nos. 1/85—to 1/88 are a sort of interlude used to describe what 
happened on the sidelines of the main developments.] 
 
The royal herelds declared on behalf of king Janak—‘Oh Brothers! Oh Princes! Please 
lend us your ears. King Janak's vow is final and as firm as being engraved on a stone 
(bajrarēkha) and etched on ivory (gajadasana). [That is, they can’t be changed or 
rescinded.] It is famed in the Vedas and the world knows it (that Janak is very true to his 
words, and nothing in this world would make him go back on them)1 (1).  
 [1Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 250.] 
 
The famed ‘Bow’ of Purāri (Lord Shiva), known by the name of ‘Pināka’, is extremely 
strong and hard. It humbled even the demon Ravana who could prove that the mighty 
mountain called Mt. Kailash (the abode of Lord Shiva) was of no consequence before 
him2. [But the same Ravana, who could effortlessly life the mighty mountain Kailash, did 
not summon enough courage to even try to lift the bow which obviously is very small as 
compared to the huge mountain.] (2). 

[2Once, the demon king Ravana had asked Lord Shiva to come and stay at Lanka, 
the demon capital. But the Lord refused. So, determined to fulfill his wish, Ravana had 
scooped up the entire mountain Kailash where Shiva lives in the upper reaches of the 
Himalayas in his bid to plant the whole mountain at Lanka. The Gods were flabbergasted 
and shocked at this, so they devised a device whereby the Wind God and the Water God 
entered Ravana’s abdomen, which resulted in a strong urge in him to urinate somewhere 
between the original location of Kailash and Lanka.  

Now it so happened that at the time of lifting the mountain, Ravana had pledged 
that he will not place Mt. Kailash on the ground before reaching Lanka, and should he do 
so then he would not be able to lift it again. Taking advantage of this pre-condition, the 
two Gods, the Wind and Water Gods, created a situation whereby Ravana could no 
longer hold his urine, and putting Kailash at a secure place he wnt to relieve himself. But 
when he came back, the great mountain refused to budge. This immensely annoyed 
Ravana and in disgust he pushed the Shiva’s Lingam with his big toe so hard that it sunk 
into the ground. It is believed that this insult that Ravana did to Shiva was the root cause 
of his fall and final death—because Shiva’s eleventh form known as ‘Rudra’, the God of 
wrath and annhiliation, assumed the form of Hanuman, the monkey warrior who led the 
charge of Lord Ram’s army on Lanka that culminated in Ravana’s death and defeat of the 
entire demon army.] 

 
This bow is firmly established on the face of the earth as if it were the latter’s crown 
(bhūmi-bhāla bhrājata). And even as it is most difficult to remove a king’s crown from 
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his head, it is equally difficult to lift this bow from the ground (na calata sō).  Verily, 
it is as unwavering and unmoving as the word of destiny written by the Creator (na 
calata sō, jyōṁ biran̄cikō ām̐ku).  
 But nevertheless, whosoever—whether a king or pauper (rā'u hō'i ki rām̐ku)—
breaks this remarkable Bow, he shall marry Janki (Sita, the daughter of Janak) (dhanu 
tōrai sō'ī barai jānakī). [This is Janak’s vow.]’ (3). 
 
Hearing this declaration, all the kings got up excitedly (suni āmaraṣi uṭhē avanīpati); 
the words of Janak (as spoken through the heralds) pierced them like arrows (because 
they took it as a challenge to their manhood, valour and strength) (lagai bacana janu 
tīra).  

All the great kings who were very strong, brave and gallant boasted and 
murmered about their valour and strength even as they puffed and panted and tried all the 
tricks they knew of in their attempt to move the formidable Bow (karaiṁ apanī sī mahā 
mahā baladhīra) which, however, refused to budge from its place even a fraction of a 
measurement (ṭarai na cāpa) (4)3.  
 [3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 250—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 251.] 
 
Then they bowed their heads low in utter shame and humiliation; they were overwhelmed 
with regret and contrition (that they had taken the wrong decision to try to break the bow, 
and they would have been better off if they had exercised restraint and desisted from 
approaching the bow). Their faces were sore and sullen, having had their self-respect and 
dignity crushed to dust. All of them looked exceesively gloomy, crestfallen, remorseful, 
depressed and dejected in the face of abject failure as if all the radiance associated with 
their majesty, their fame and their reputation, at their individual level as well as the level 
of their respective royal families, had been overshadowed by the dark shadow of defeat at 
the hands of the Bow (namita-sīsa sōcahiṁ salajja saba śrīhata bha'ē sarīra)4.  

At this moment, Janak looked pitifully at Sita; he was impatient, full of remorse 
as well as angry5 (janaka bilōki sīya tana dukhita sarōṣa adhīra).  

Then he (Janak) said very angrily and in a sarcastic tone: ‘Ah! The kings from the 
seven continents and nine parts of the globe have assembled here (sapta dīpa nava 
khaṇḍa bhūmikē bhūpatibr̥ṁda jurē). They could have had Sita in marriage along 
with the privilege of acquiring great fame and name for themselves, but they turned back 
humbly and meekly when opposed by the Bow (baṛō lābha kan'yā-kīratikō, jaham ̐-
taham̐ mahipa murē.). [How incredulous is it! They who boasted of their matchless 
valour and gallantry a while ago are now sitting like punctured balloons, with darkned 
faces like the moon that has been eclipsed. Shame to all of you!]6  (5-6). 
 [4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha 
no. 251. 

5On whom was Janak angry? He was angry at himself because he alone was to 
blame for making such a stern vow without weighing its pros and cons, and without 
devising  any alternate device as a back-up. Even a most optimistic of king would always 
have some or the other plans ready for facing contingencies, and it was not expected that 
Janak, known for his wisdom and farsight, to neglect it. 
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6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 251—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 252.] 
 
None of you could move the bow even by a fraction (ḍagyau na dhanu). It seemeth that 
the earth has been rendered without those who are truly brave, strong and powerful (janu 
bīra-bigata mahi). Or is it that all the brave ones have hidden somewhere underground 
(kidhauṁ kahum̐ subhaṭa durē)?’ 

Hearing these sarcastic and scornful words of Janak, Laxman was full of 
resentment and anger, and his arms and lips began to tremble and flutter (because he was 
terribly excited and wished to give befitting retort to Janak) (7). 
 
[Addressing Lord Sri Ram, Laxman thundered—] ‘Oh the sun for the lotus-like Sun-race 
(bhānukula-kamala-bhānu)7! Listen! If I get your orders now, what to talk of this poor 
and wretched old worn-out Bow (kā bāpurō pināku), I can string the mountains called 
Mandrachal and Sumeru and pull them down and bend them (mēli guna mandara mēru 
navāvauṁ)! (8). 

[7Sri Ram belongs to the Sun-race, while the first ‘sun’ refers to the visible sun in 
the sky which causes the lotus flower to open its petals as soon as it appears. Tulsidas is 
playing with words here. He means that even as the lotus flower blooms when the sun 
rises, the great family of the noble ancient king Raghu has attained its fame and glory 
with the advent of Lord Ram as one of its descendents and members.] 

  
Just have a look at the wonderful game that I, your humble servant, can play by stringing 
this Bow (dēkhau nija kiṅkarakō kautuka).  

Not only this, I will run with it and snap it like it were the stem of the lotus plant 
(kyōṁ kōdaṇḍa caṛhāvauṁ. lai dhāvauṁ, bhan̄jauṁ mr̥nāla, jyōṁ)—then only 
would I qualify to be called your ‘Daas’ (literally, a devoted servant, an obedient servitor, 
but here meaning your ardent follower and subordinate—tau prabhu-anuga 
kahāvauṁ)’ (9)8. 
 [8Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/85; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 252—to Doha no. 253.] 
 
Hearing these stern words of Laxman, the inhabitants of the city, males and females as 
well as ministers and the king (Janak) himself, were all extremely glad and satisfied 
because they approved of what he said and were happy that finally, after a long wait, 
what they had all along wished appears to be coming true. So they unanimously said, 
‘The prince (Laxman) has said appropriate words (nr̥pa kum ̐vara kahē bara baina).’  

But Sri Ram smiled sweetly and signalled his dear brother with his eyes to stop 
his diatribes and calm down (10)9. 

[9Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/85, stanza no. 3; and (ii) Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-4 that precede Doha no. 254.] 
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Then Vishwamitra said, ‘Oh the great Son of Raghu’s family (raghunandana; Lord Sri 
Ram) who is revered by the whole world (jagabandana), and is an abode of 
immeasureable strength and valour (bala'aina)! Get up (uṭhahu)10!’ 

Tulsidas says that at this (express command of the sage), Lord Sri Ram moved 
forward majestically like a lion (mr̥gapati, literally, “like the king of animals”, a 
metaphor that means that Lord Ram moved towards the bow fearlessly, confidently and 
boldly in an elegant style befitting a great prince of high noble pedigree, and one who has 
learnt all the finesses and etiquettes to be observed during public appearances and 
ceremonies)11 (11). 
 [10Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/85, stanza no. 4; and (ii) Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-7 that precede Doha no. 254. 
 An important point to note here is that Vishwamitra has ordered Lord Ram to “get 
up”, but not to “get up, go and break the bow”. Well, it is absolutely obvious that the sage 
meant it, and no explicitness was needed to tell Ram about something that was as stark 
clear. 
 11Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
255. Here, the majestic style of Lord Ram’s way of walking is compared to that of a huge 
‘elephant’ in rut (matta man̄ju bara kun ̄jara).]  
 
 
 

 
¼1@90½ 

 
tcfga lc ùifr fujkl Hk,A 
xq#in&dey   cafn   j?kqifr   rc   pki&lehi   x,AA 1AA 
L;ke&rkejl&nke&cju   ciq]   mj&Hkqt&u;u   fclkyA 
ihr clu dfV] dfyr daB  lqanj   fla/kqj&efuekyAA 2AA 
dy   dqaMy]   iYyo   izlwu   flj   pk#   pkSruh   ykyA 
dksfV&enu&Nfc&lnu   cnu&fc/kq]   fryd   euksgj   HkkyAA 3AA 
:i   vuwi   fcyksdr   lknj   iqjtu   jktlektA 
y"ku dáks fFkj  gksgq   /kjfu/k#] /kjfu] /kjfu/kj   vktAA 4AA 
deB] dksy] fnx&nafr ldy  v¡x  ltx  djgq  izHkq&dktA 
pgr  pifj  flo&pki  p<+kou  nljFkdks  tqcjktAA 5AA 
xfg  djry]  eqfu&iqyd  lfgr  dkSrqdfg]  mBkb  fy;ksA 
u`ixu&eqf[ku lesr ufer dfj  lft  lq[k  lcfg  ft;ksAA 6AA 
vkdj";ks  fl;&eu  lesr  gfj]  gj";ks  tud&fg;ksA 
HkaT;ks  Hk`xqifr&xjc  lfgr]  frgq¡  yksd&fceksg  fd;ksAA 7AA 
Hk;ks   dfBu   dksnaM&dksykgy  izy;&i;ksn   lekuA 
pkSads  flo]  fcjafp]  fnfluk;d]  jgs  ew¡fn  dj  dkuAA 8AA 
lko/kku   àS   p<+s   fcekufu   pys   ctkb   fulkuA 
mefx pY;kS   vkuan   uxj]   uHk   t;/kqfu]   eaxyxkuAA 9AA 
fciz&cpu  lqfu  lq[kh  lqvkflfu  pyha  tkufdfg  Y;kbA 
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dq¡oj  fujf[k]  t;eky  esfy  mj  dq¡ofj  jgh  ldqpkbAA10AA 
cj"kfga  lqeu]  vlhlfga  lqj&eqfu]  izse  u  ân;  lekbA 
lh;&jkedh   lqanjrkij   rqyflnkl   cfy   tkbAA11AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/90) 
 
jabahiṁ saba nr̥pati nirāsa bha'ē. 
gurupada-kamala bandi raghupati taba cāpa-samīpa ga'ē.. 1.. 
syāma-tāmarasa-dāma-barana bapu, ura-bhuja-nayana bisāla. 
pīta basana kaṭi, kalita kaṇṭha sundara sindhura-manimāla.. 2.. 
kala kuṇḍala, pallava prasūna sira cāru cautanī lāla. 
kōṭi-madana-chabi-sadana badana-bidhu, tilaka manōhara bhāla.. 3.. 
rūpa anūpa bilōkata sādara purajana rājasamāja. 
laṣana kahyō thira hōhu dharanidharu, dharani, dharanidhara āja.. 4.. 
kamaṭha, kōla, diga-danti sakala am ̐ga sajaga karahu prabhu-kāja. 
cahata capari siva-cāpa caṛhāvana dasarathakō jubarāja.. 5.. 
gahi karatala, muni-pulaka sahita kautukahi, uṭhā'i liyō. 
nr̥pagana-mukhina samēta namita kari saji sukha sabahi jiyō.. 6.. 
ākaraṣyō siya-mana samēta hari, haraṣyō janaka-hiyō. 
bhan̄jyō bhr̥gupati-garaba sahita, tihum̐ lōka-bimōha kiyō.. 7.. 
bhayō kaṭhina kōdaṇḍa-kōlāhala pralaya-payōda samāna. 
cauṅkē siva, biran̄ci, disināyaka, rahē mūm̐di kara kāna.. 8.. 
sāvadhāna hvai caṛhē bimānani calē bajā'i nisāna. 
umagi calyau ānanda nagara, nabha jayadhuni, maṅgalagāna.. 9.. 
bipra-bacana suni sukhī su'āsini calīṁ jānakihi lyā'i. 
kum̐vara nirakhi, jayamāla mēli ura kum̐vari rahī sakucā'i..10.. 
baraṣahiṁ sumana, asīsahiṁ sura-muni, prēma na hr̥daya samā'i. 
sīya-rāmakī sundaratāpara tulasidāsa bali jā'i..11.. 
 

 
The Bow-breaking Ceremony—2 

 
Verse no. 1/90—At the time when all the assembled kings had given up all hopes, Lord 
Sri Raghupati (Ram) paid his obeisance at the lotus-like feet of his Guru (Vishwamitra) 
and approached the bow (1). 
 
His (Sri Ram’s) body is dark complexioned like a garland of blue lotuses. His chest, arms 
and eyes are broad and well-built. He has a Pitambar (which is a yellow length of silk 
cloth) wrapped around his waist, and an attractive necklace of Gajmukta (a secretion of 
subcutinous glands on the head of elephants; considered very rare and of immense value, 
and it resembles natural pearls) in his beautiful neck (2). 
 
There are lovely ear-rings in the Lord’s ears, while a red coloured cap and red flowers 
adorn his head (that resemble a crown studded with red gems). The Lord’s countenance is 
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like that of a full moon, for verily it is an abode or a refuge for the beauty and glamour 
associated with millions of Kamdeo/cupids (who is the patron god of these qualities). At 
the same time, there is also a charming Tilak Mark on his forehead (which is a mark 
consisting of parallel lines drawn by chalk on the forehead by higher castes) which adds 
to the magnificence of the Lord’s pretty face (3). 
  
The denizens of the city and the whole assembly of kings are mesmerised by this 
wonderful view of the Lord as they watch him affectionately and with reverence in their 
hearts.  

At this moment (when it was sure that the time had come for Lord Ram to break 
the formidable Bow of Shiva), Laxman alerted all the concerned entities (such as the 
‘earth’ with all its ‘mountains’, as well as all others who supported the earth, such as 
‘Seshnath’, ‘Kurma’, ‘Varaaha’, ‘Diggaj’ etc., to be ready for the shock waves that would 
be generated when the Bow snapped, and to ensure that the earth did not crack or sink 
into the chasm of the nether world). He stoutly ordered everyone concerned to girdle up 
and be ready.  

Hence, Laxman ordered them as follows@: 'Oh Sheshnath (‘dharanidharu’; the 
legendary celestial serpent who holds the earth from below on its thousands of hoods), 
Oh Earth (dharani) and Mountains (dharanidhara)1! Become steady and hold fast today 
so that you do not tremble and shiver due to huge shock waves that would created once 
the mighty Bow is broken! [Please ensure that you do not move from your present 
position, otherwise the whole world would sink in the bowls of nowhere as if a mighty 
earthquake had obliterated the face of earth.] (4). 

[@Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/92, stanza no. 1 herein below; and 
(ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 259—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 260. 

1There are three words used in the text, viz. dharanidharu, dharani, 
dharanidhara. Now, this is very clever use of words on the part of Tulsidas. The earth 
(dharani) and its mountains are supported from below on the thousand hoods of Lord 
Seshnath, the legendary celestial serpent who also happens to be the one on whose coiled 
body Lord Vishnu reclines on the surface of the celestial ocean of milk known as the 
Kshirsagar. The word ‘dharanidhara’ has a dual meaning: viz. it means ‘one which 
holds the earth’, and ‘one who is supported by the earth’. Therefore, it refers to Seshnath 
who holds the earth from below, and also to the mountains that are supported by the earth 
itself.  

The word ‘dharanidharu’ again has a dual use. One, it means ‘hold the earth’ as 
a verb, and two, ‘the one who holds the earth’ as a noun.  

Hence, Laxman has ordered Seshnath to hold the earth and its mountains so 
firmly on its hoods that they do not sink into the void of the cosmos due to the shock of 
the breaking of the Bow. At the same time, he has warned Earth to firmly grip the 
mountains so that they don’t crack and cause a disastrous avalanche or a rain of rocks 
being flung like missiles in all the directions of the earth which would obliterate large 
swathes of living population upon whom they fall. He has also warned the Mountains to 
remain firm where they are, and exercise a firmer grip on their base, the earth.]   
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Oh Tortoise (kamaṭha)! Oh Boar (kōla)! Oh Diggajs (diga-danti)2! Be alert and help 
fulfill the Lord's work. The prince of Dasrath (Sri Ram) wishes to lift and string the bow 
of Lord Shiva right now (so be alert and ensure that no hindrance is created).' (5). 
 [2The ‘Tortoise’ and the ‘Boar’ are said to be incarnations of Lord Vishnu in some 
ancient time when the Lord protected the earth from sinking into the void of the 
fathomless cosmos.  

As the ‘Tortoise’ the earth was supported by the Lord on the former’s hard outer 
shell when the ocean was being churned by the demons and the gods in search for Amrit, 
the ambrosia of eternity.  

As the ‘Boar’ the Lord had retrieved the earth from the ocean where it was hidden 
by a demon named Hiranyaaksha.   

The ‘Diggaj’ are a group of mystical elephants who support the weight of the 
earth from its eight corners or directions—north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-
west, west and north-west.] 
 
Then he (Lord Sri Ram) created thrill of joy and ecstasy among the sages, hermits and 
seers (muni-pulaka sahita) as he caught hold of that Bow effortlessly as if playing with 
it (like it were a toy; ‘kautukahi uṭhā'i liyō’), and then bent the Bow even as the 
assembled kings and princes too bent or drooped or lowered their heads in shame and 
defeat (nr̥pagana-mukhina samēta namita kari)3.  

Verily, this single act of the Lord was the cause of immense joy and pleasure for 
all those assembled there (saji sukha sabahi jiyō)4 (6). 

 [3The kings and princes who had been defeated in their effort to break the bow 
were on their edge, expecting that Lord Ram would also fail like them. They were 
craning their heads and on the verge of rejoicing should the Lord fail. But as it haply 
happened, the Lord easily lifted the bow and bent it so much that it finally snapped with a 
thunderous roar. And as soon as this happened, the craned necks of the jealous kings and 
princes suddenly drooped just like the bent stem of a creeper that loses its grip on a tree’s 
branch and dangles flaccidly earthwards. The bending of the bow and the drooping of the 
necks of the kings happened almost simultaneously. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 263. 

4On the other hand, the rest of the assembly erupted in joy. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 262.]  
 
Thereafter, Sri Hari (i.e. Lord Sri Ram who was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu who is 
known as ‘Hari’) extracted or extricated the Bow’s strength unto himself even as he 
attracted and enthralled the heart of Sita (whose mind and heart were riveted on the 
Lord)5. (ākaraṣyō siya-mana samēta hari).  
 This marvellous development cheered the heart of Janak immensely (for this was 
what he had wanted but was hesitant to express for fear of being accused of changing his 
words and showing favouritism) (haraṣyō janaka-hiyō)6. 
 On this wise, Lord Ram broke the Bow which also coincided with the trouncing 
of sage Parashuram’s haughtiness and arrogance (bhan̄jyō bhr̥gupati-garaba sahita)7. 
 This happy development whereby the Lord had broken the Bow caused all the 
three divisions of the world (i.e. the heaven, the earth and the nether world) to be freed of 
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grief and consternations of uncertainties and dilemmas (‘tihum ̐ lōka-bimōha kiyō’; that 
is, once the Bow broke, everyone felt very happy and exceedingly joyous, and all 
uncertainties and doubts were laid to rest) (7). 

[5Lord Ram ‘pulled the string of Bow’ as a symbolic gesture to imply that he is at 
once ‘pulling’ towards himself both the strength and majesty of the Bow as well as the 
heart and mind of Sita. The Bow had no regrets by getting broken at the hands of Lord 
Ram as it was aware that he was none but Lord Vishnu. And Sita was exhilarated as her 
boon was granted.  

6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 
263. 

7Parashuram was a very haughty and arrogant sage. He had become very angry 
upon learning that someone had broken the Bow of Lord Shiva as he was Shiva’s great 
devotee. So he immediately rushed to the venue with his battle-axe to avenge this 
imaginary insult to Shiva and was determined to punish the culprit. At the venue he threw 
a lot of tantrums and was firmly rebuked by Laxman. No matter how hard Parashuram 
tried, his hands could not lift themselves to wield the axe on either Laxman or Lord Ram, 
something that vexed Parashuram himself as this was the first time in his life that his 
hands and his axe did not obey his will. So after the initial shouting and huffing and 
puffing angrily, he was forced to think over the matter because surely something was 
seriously amiss. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 280. 

Finally, he realised who Lord Ram and Laxman actually were, and so he 
immediately cooled down and prayed to the Lord begging for forgiveness. This entire 
episode is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 268—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285.]   
 
At the instant the formidably hard Bow broke, there was a thunderous roar like the tumult 
created by cloud burst at the time of dooms-day (bhayō kaṭhina kōdaṇḍa-kōlāhala 
pralaya-payōda samāna).  
 Even the creator Lord Brahma and the concluder Lord Shiva (the two great Gods 
of the Trinity), along with all the Dikpals (i.e. all other custodians of the world) were so 
startled and shocked by this noise that they closed their ears (cauṅkē siva, biran̄ci, 
disināyaka, rahē mūm̐di kara kāna)8 (8).  

[8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 and Chanda line nos. 
1-4 that precede Doha no. 261.] 
 
Recovering their composure and gathering their wits immediately thereafter, they became 
exuberant (as they realised that their cherished dream of Lord Ram breaking the bow and 
marrying Sita has been fulfilled). So all of them mounted their vehicles and departed 
joyously and in merriment from the site, playing their musical drums and trumpets 
enthusiastically. Ecstasy, jubilation and euphoria overflowed and swept across the entire 
city (of Janakpur), while felicitous songs and thunderous chorous of applause resonated 
in the sky9 (9). 
 [9Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 263.] 
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Thereafter, the virtuous handmaids, lady friends and other chaste women of the palace, 
upon hearing the command of Brahmins (the learned elders), brought Sita there (at the 
place where Lord Ram stood after breaking the bow). At that moment, the princess (Sita) 
put the victory garland around the neck of the prince (Sri Ram), and thereafter stood there 
hesitantly10 (10). 
 [10Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 263—to Doha no. 264.]  
 
Then the Gods and sages rained (showered) flowers from the sky and began to bless the 
couple liberally. Love and affection (as well as merriment, joy, ecstasy and happiness) 
was so immense that they could not be accommodated or contained in their hearts (and 
therefore it overflowed and spilled over). [In other words, the Gods and sages and other 
holy Ones were so exceedingly glad and jubilant that no matter how much they blessed 
the divine couple and showered flowers on them, they felt that they hadn’t had enough of 
it.] 

Tulsidas sacrifices himself (i.e. he is euphoric, highly pleased and feels 
exceptionally privileged) at that beauteous and divine sight of Sri Ram and Sita standing 
together, a sight of exceeding magnificence and charm11 (11). 

[11Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 265.] 
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                                             rāga malāra 
 
                                                 (1/91) 
 
jaba dō'u dasaratha-kum̐vara bilōkē. 
janaka nagara nara-nāri mudita mana nirakhi nayana pala rōkē.. 1.. 
baya kisōra, ghana-taḍita-barana tanu nakhasikha aṅga lōbhārē. 
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dai cita, kai hita, lai saba chabi-bita bidhi nija hātha sam̐vārē.. 2.. 
saṅkaṭa nr̥pahi, sōca ati sītahi, bhūpa sakuci sira nā'ē. 
uṭhē rāma raghukula-kula-kēhari, gura-anusāsana pā'ē.. 3.. 
kautuka hī kōdaṇḍa khaṇḍi prabhu, jaya aru jānaki pā'ī. 
tulasidāsa kīrati raghupatikī muninha tihūm̐ pura gā'ī.. 4.. 
 

 
The Bow-breaking Ceremony—3 

 
Verse no. 1/91—[This verse summarises the part of the story from the time the citizens of 
Janakpur first saw Lord Ram and his younger brother Laxman, till the time Lord Ram 
broke the Bow.] 
 
When the men and women folk of Janakpur saw the two princes (Lord Ram and 
Laxman), they became so enchanted, exhilarated, spellbound and happy that they stopped 
blinking their eyelids (nirakhi nayana pala rōkē), and gazed at the two brothers as if 
mesmerised by their sight (1). 
 
They (Lord Sri Ram and Laxman) were in their teens, and had complexions resembling a 
dark cloud and lightening respectively1.  

Every organ of their bodies, from the tip of the toe to the tuft of hair on the head, 
were of perfect form, being proportionate, fabulously charming and worthy to be beheld, 
and verily it seemeth that the Creator had collected all the best of qualities of beauty and 
charm and magnificence present wheresoever in creation, and then he had employed all 
his craftsmanship and skills diligently with dedication and sincerity of mind and heart as 
he moulded the fine forms of the two princes to finesse and perfection (2).      
 
(Torn between his vows and affection for Sri Ram) The king (Janak) was in a terrible 
state of uncertainty and dilemma (because he could not rescind on his words at this late 
hour but internally he wished that Lord Ram weds his daughter Sita).  

Sita was very dismayed, being hesitant and exceedingly uneasy (because she 
wasn’t able to express her views though it is her future that was at stake).  

The assembled kings were sitting with a bowed head in utter shame and rejection 
(because they had failed to move the bow and had invited ridicule and insult on 
themselves, besides realising that now if Lord Ram breaks the bow then it would be the 
climax of their humiliation and disgrace, and all their claim to fame and majesty would 
be crushed in front of the whole assembly where all the high and mighty had gathered 
together, an eventuality that would be worse then death itself).  

At this juncture, getting the permission (or orders) of his Guru (Vishwamitra), 
Lord Ram who was the most valiant lion of king Raghu’s race (rāma raghukula-kula-
kēhari) got up from his seat (to go and break the bow) (3). 
 
The Lord playfully and effortlessly broke the bow, and thereby not only acquired 
immense fame and glory but also the hand of Sita in marriage.  

Tulsidas declares that the fame and glory of Sri Raghupati (kīrati raghupatikī; 
i.e. Lord Sri Ram) has been sung by the sages and seers down the ages and times in the 
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three worlds (i.e. the whole creation consisting of the celestial, terrestrial and 
subterranean worlds) (4). 
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,d gh lqykHk lcghdh gkfu gjh gSAA 5AA 
 
 
                                            rāga ṭōṛī 
 
                                              (1/92) 
 
muni-padarēnu raghunātha māthē dharī hai. 
rāmarukha nirakhi laṣanakī rajā'i pā'i, 
dharā dharā-dharani susāvadhāna karī hai.. 1.. 
sumiri ganēsa-gura, gauri-hara bhūmisura, 
sōcata sakōcata sakōcī bāni dharī hai. 
dīnabandhu, kr̥pāsindhu sāhasika, sīlasindhu, 
sabhākō sakōca kulahūkī lāja parī hai.. 2.. 
pēkhi puruṣāratha, parakhi pana, pēma, nēma, 
siya-hiyakī bisēṣi baṛī kharabharī hai. 
dāhinō diyō pināku, sahami bhayō manāku, 
mahābyāla bikala bilōki janu jarī hai.. 3.. 
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sura haraṣata, baraṣata phūla bāra bāra, 
sid'dha-muni kahata, saguna, subha gharī hai. 
rāma bāhu-biṭapa bisāla bauṇṛī dēkhiyata, 
janaka-manōratha kalapabēli pharī hai.. 4.. 
lakhyō na caṛhāvata, na tānata, na tōrata hū, 
ghōra dhuni suni sivakī samādhi ṭarī hai. 
prabhu carita cāru tulasī sunata sukha, 
ēka hī sulābha sabahīkī hāni harī hai.. 5.. 
 

 
The Bow-breaking Ceremony—4 

 
Verse no. 1/92—When the opportune and appropriate moment came, Lord Ram put the 
dust of sage Vishwamitra's feet to his head (as a token of seeking his blessings and 
ensuring success in the endeavour he was about to undertake, i.e. breaking of the bow)1.  

At the instructions of Laxman, the mother Earth asked her bearers2 to beware (1). 
[1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 

254. 
2Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/90, stanza nos. 4-5 herein above; 

and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 259—to Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 260. 

Laxman was a manifestation of the legendary celestial serpent known as 
‘Sheshnath’ who is said to hold the earth on its hood. So Laxman requested his assistants 
such as the Tortoise, the Boar and the Diggajs who were holding the earth to be ready and 
vigilant because as soon as Lord Ram would break the heavy bow there would be 
thunderous roar, and this could terrify them, and if either they trembled or the vibrations 
produced by the terrific sound waves would shake the earth  then the earth could topple 
over and cause a doomsday scenario, something that was not to be done now.] 

 
Janki (Sita, the daughter of Janak) was exceedingly worried and perplexed. She fervently 
prayed mentally to Lord Ganesh, her Guru Satanand, Goddess Parvati, Lord Shiva and an 
assortment of other holy men (seeking their blessings and intervention to help in this 
crucial and most important moment of her life)3.  

She also prayed mentally to Lord Ram, saying fervently but silently—‘You are 
extolled as being an ocean of mercy and compassion, of being a friend of the distressed, 
of being brave and courageous, and of being graceful and kind. I am facing a fearful 
dilemma and passing through the evilest moment of my life in the face of the formidable 
Bow and the rigid vows of my father. What can I do? (Wouldn’t you, Lord Ram the 
Compassionate One, the Merciful One, the Friend of the distressed and the Companion of 
the lonely, come to my aide now, for it is either now or never!)4’ (2). 

[3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 257 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line nos. 4-8. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 258, and Chaupai line nos. 4-7 
that precede Doha no. 259.  

Sita seemed to say that she has no choice of her own as she is shackled by the 
established norms of the society and tradition, and therefore she can’t come out in the 
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open to declare her unequivocal decision to marry none else but Lord Ram, irrespective 
of who broke the bow and what her father had or had not declared. After all, it’s her 
future and life, and no one had ever given her a chance to air her views.  

The all-knowing Lord Ram must understand her situation, and therefore he 
shouldn’t waste a moment in breaking the bow lest any last minute hitch crops up from 
nowhere. So, wouldn’t he step forward and break the bow for her sake immediately, 
without further procrastination?] 
 
At that moment, Lord Sri Ram—having observed the boastful pretention of valour of the 
assembled kings and princes (‘pēkhi puruṣāratha’; and also realizing that they were 
very jealous and edgy and restless to create a nasty ruckus at the last moment to take 
revenge for their defeat and humiliatio), and keeping in mind the vow of king Janak (that 
he was bound to marry Sita to anyone whosoever breaks the Bow, and not otherwise—
parakhi pana), and also realizing the high level of devotion and faith that Sita had 
towards himself and the way she was suffering as if being burnt by a severe fire spewed 
by a huge python (pēma, nēma, siya-hiyakī bisēṣi baṛī kharabharī hai; mahābyāla 
bikala bilōki janu jarī hai#)—circled the Bow (‘dāhinō diyō pināku’; i.e. he went 
round the Bow in a clock-wise manner to circumambulate in order to pay his due respect 
and obeisance to it because it was the Bow of Lord Shiva).  

At this graceful gesture of the Lord, it appeared that the Bow felt shy and humble, 
and it shrank in size as well as reduced itself in weight as if a huge python retracts itself 
when it sights some herb or plant that could be the cause of its death should the former 
touch the latter (sahami bhayō manāku, mahābyāla bikala bilōki janu jarī hai#) (3). 

[#The phrase “mahābyāla bikala bilōki janu jarī hai” applies to Sita as well as 
to the Bow. Both suffered—Sita was suffering hugely from her worries and uncertain 
future and wondering what would happen to her if this final chance of Lord Ram 
breaking the Bow is lost, while the Bow was worried and fearful that though it had 
trounced the pride and strength of all the kings who had tried to dismember it till now but 
finally its nemesis in the form of Lord Ram has arrived and the Bow knew it can’t 
survive now. The word “mahābyāla” refers to a huge python or snake; “jarī” means ‘to 
burn’ as well as ‘a herb or plant with medicinal value’, while “bikala” means to be 
tormented and be in great pain and restlessness.] 
 
Seeing this, all the Gods became joyous with merriment even as they ceaselessly 
showered flowers (from the sky on the venue, and upon Lord Ram).  

The mystics as well as the sages and seers who were experts in their fields 
(sid'dha-muni) unanimously said that the time and occasion were most auspicious and 
appropriate (saguna, subha gharī hai).  

It appears that the wish of Janak is like a symbolic creeper that has finally 
sprouted new leaves and borne fruits by the virtue of it having found the support and 
strength of a huge tree symbolized by Lord Ram's strength-of-arms and valour5 (4). 

[5A creeper has no strength of its own to stand and grow and spread; it relies on 
the trunk and branches of a strong tree to sustain its self. In the present case, Janak’s 
vows are compared to the ‘creeper’, Lord Ram’s strength-of-arm to the ‘tree’, and the 
fact that the Lord is about to break the bow and fulfill Janak’s vows to the ‘creeper 
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bearing leaves and fruits’: “rāma bāhu-biṭapa bisāla bauṇṛī dēkhiyata, 
janaka-manōratha kalapabēli pharī hai”] 
 
No one could see Lord Ram lifting, stringing and breaking that formidable Bow (i.e. it 
was done very swiftly and within such a short time that no one could differentiate 
between the time the Lord touched, lifted, stringed and broke the bow by pulling hard at 
it)6.  

The thunderous crashing sound of its snapping broke the meditative posture of 
Lord Shiva7.  

Tulsidas says that all felt exceedingly happy and jubilant on hearing about this 
marvellous deed of Lord Ram. [Though the sound was ear-splitting, but it created joy in 
the hearts of all instead of making them terrified and scared. It was something welcome 
and to be rejoiced, something for which every soul was eagerly and anxiously waiting. So 
there was an instant tumult—one cause by the breaking of the bow, and the other caused 
by instantaneous celebrations.]  (5). 

[6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha 
no. 261. 

7The immensity of the shock waves produced by the breaking of the bow and the 
thunderous sound equivalent to the roar heard at the time of doomsday has been 
beautifully described in Tulsidas’ another book called “Kavitawali”, in its Baal Kand, 
verse no. 11, as well as in “Ram Charit Manas”, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 and 
Chanda line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 261.] 
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                                             rāga sāraṅga 
 
                                                 (1/93) 
 
rāma kāmaripu-cāpa caṛhāyō. 
munihi pulaka, ānanda nagara, nabha nirakhi nisāna bajāyō.. 1.. 
jēhi pināka binu nāka ki'ē nr̥pa, sabahi biṣāda baṛhāyō. 
sō'i prabhu kara parasata ṭūṭyō, janu hutō purāri paṛhāyō.. 2.. 
pahirā'ī jayamāla jānakī, jubatinha maṅgala gāyō. 
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tulasī sumana baraṣi haraṣē sura, sujasa tihū pura chāyō.. 3.. 
 

 
The Bow-breaking Ceremony—5 

 
Verse no. 1/93—At the moment when Lord Sri Ram strung Kāmaripu’s Bow (i.e. the  
Bow belonging to Lord Shiva, the Lord who is had vanquished Kamdeo, the god of lust 
and passion1), the sage (Vishwamitra) was thrilled, happiness and joy spread over the 
whole city (of Janakpur), and the Gods saw all this (from the heavens) and played their 
musical instruments in the sky (in anticipation, because they knew that the moment for 
celebrations has arrived as it was pre-destined that Lord Ram would break the Bow)2 (1). 
 [1Once it so happened that Kamdeo had tried to disturb the meditation of Lord 
Shiva at the behest of the Gods who wanted Shiva to marry Parvati who had done severe 
austerity to have the Lord as her husband, and also because the son produced by this 
union would be the only one able to kill the fierce demon Tarkaasur. But Shiva became 
so angry at Kamdeo that he opened his ‘third eye’ that spewed fire which reduced 
Kamdeo to ashes. However, when Rati, the wife of Kamdeo, approached Shiva for mercy 
and restore her husband, the Lord granted her wish and said that henceforth Kamdeo 
would live in an invisible form as passion and lust that are natural to all living beings, and 
his abode would be in the creature’s heart. He also assured Rati that in his next birth, her 
husband would be the son of Lord Krishna and then she would be able to marry him once 
again in physical terms.  

Since Kamdeo had tried in vain to fight with Shiva in his attempt to overcome the 
latter’s defiance and self-restraint, and then Shiva had burnt him to ashes in his anger, it 
is said that ‘Shiva is an enemy of Kamdeo’. From higher spiritual and metaphysical 
perspecective it means that Shiva is the only Lord in the pantheon of Gods who has the 
self-restraint to overcome such nature inclinations of all living entities as passion and lust 
and longing for enjoyments. 
 This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 
that precedes Doha no. 82—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 88. 

2Refer also to: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/94, stanza no. 2; and (ii) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 265 also.] 
 
The Bow known as ‘Pināka’ which had virtually “cut-off the nose” (binu nāka ki'ē; a 
symbolic way of subjecting someone to derision, insult, abject humiliation, ignominy and 
surrender) of all the assembled kings and princes, and had enhanced their sense of 
torment that came with shame and humiliation (‘sabahi biṣāda baṛhāyō’) when none of 
them could move the Bow even a fraction of measurement when they tried to lift it 
individually as well as jointly—verily it was the same relentless Bow that now broke as 
soon as Lord Ram touched it with his hands (sō'i prabhu kara parasata ṭūṭyō) as if its 
lord and master, Lord Purari (Shiva), had taught it to do so (janu hutō purāri paṛhāyō)! 
(2).  
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Thereafter, Sita offered him (Lord Sri Ram) the ‘Jaimal’ (the garland of victory) while 
the ladies accompanying her as well as others in the assembly sang auspicious and 
congratulatory songs.  

Tulsidas says that the Gods felt extremely exhilarated and showered flowers from 
the sky to celebrate the occasion. This marvellous and magnificent deed of the Lord 
spread and established his glory, fame and majesty over the whole world consisting of 
three divisions (i.e. celestial, terrestrial, subterranean) (3)3. 

[3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 264—to Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 265.] 
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Hk;ks lq[k ,djl jkuh jktk jk¡ddsAA 1AA 
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lwus ijs lwu&ls euks feVk, vk¡ddsAA 2AA 
 
 
                                                   rāga ṭōṛī 
 
                                                    (1/94) 
 
janaka mudita mana ṭūṭata pinākakē. 
bājē haiṁ badhāvanē, suhāvanē maṅgala-gāna, 
bhayō sukha ēkarasa rānī rājā rām ̐kakē.. 1.. 
dundubhī bāja'i, gā'i haraṣi baraṣi phūla, 
suragana nācaiṁ nāca nāyakahū nākakē. 
tulasī mahīsa dēkhē dina rajanīsa jaisē, 
sūnē parē sūna-sē manō miṭā'ē ām̐kakē.. 2.. 
 

 
The Bow-breaking Ceremony—6 

 
Verse no. 1/94—As soon as the Bow broke, Janak became extremely happy. As a result 
and immediately thereafter, congratulatory ceremonies started in right earnest with the 
enthusiastic playing of pleasant ceremonial music and singing of auspicious songs 
everywhere. At that time, everyone celebrated—whether the be a king, a queen, a prince 
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or a pauper, everyone felt exuberant and exhilarated with joy exceeding and happiness 
unbound1 (1). 
 [1Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 262—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 263; and (ii) Kavitawali, 
Baal Kand, verse nos. 14, stanza no. 1.] 
 
Even the Gods and other lords of the heavens (such as the Gandharvas, Kinnars, Dikpaals 
etc.) showered flowers, sounded their kettle-drums and trumpets, and singing merrily, 
they began to dance in ecstasy2.  

Tulsidas observes that the assembled kings (who had attempted to break the Bow 
but had dismally failed) resembled a moon during the day time (‘mahīsa dēkhē dina 
rajanīsa3 jaisē’; i.e. they became exceedingly shameful and lost all their claim to dignity 
and majesty; all their sense of pride and royalty were overshadowed by defeat just like 
the moon loses its shine under the glare of the sun’s brilliant light during the day).  

These kings appeared to be like the digit ‘zero’ after removal of numerals that 
precede it (‘sūnē parē sūna-sē manō miṭā'ē ām̐kakē’; i.e. they became reduced to 
nothing, lost all their worth, dignity and glory, were greatly depressed and demoted, and 
were inconsequential as the zero itself) (2). 

[2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 4-7 that precede 
Doha no. 262; Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 265. 

3The reader should observe how clever Tulsidas is with the use of words. He has 
used the word “rajanīsa” for the failed kings. This word means ‘the king of the night’, 
and refers to the ‘moon’ which rules the night sky and lords over the millions of stars that 
dot the realm of the night sky. Just like a king who occupies a special position surrounded 
by his knights, grandees, lords, nobles, ministers, courtiers etc., the moon too occupies a 
special place in the night sky surrounded by the stars.  

But for all its radiance and majesty displayed during the night, the moon becomes 
a non-entity once the sun rises at dawn. Its shine begins to fade by the hour, and a time 
comes when it completely becomes invisible when the sun has risen in the sky for some 
distance. This metaphor has been employed by poet Tulsidas to highlight that as soon as 
Lord Ram rose to break the bow, and then when he actually broke the bow, all the 
competing kings and princes became lustre-less and gloomy, burying their heads in their 
hands in shame and ignominy, like the moon during the day time.]  
 

 
¼1@95½ 

 
ykt rksfj] lkft lkt jktk jk<+ jks"ks gSaA 

dgk HkkS p<+k, pki] C;kg àS gS cM+s [kk,] 
cksySa] [kksySa lsy] vfl pedr pks[ks gSaAA 1AA 

tkfu iqjtu =ls] /khj nS y"ku g¡ls] 
cy budks fiukd uhds ukis&tks[ks gSaA 

dqyfg ytkoSa cky] ckfyl ctkoSa xky] 
dS/kkSa dwj dkycl] refd f=nks"ks gSaAA 2AA 

dq¡oj p<+kbZ HkkSagSa] vc dks fcyksdS lksgSa] 
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tg¡ rg¡ Hks vpsr] [ksrds&ls /kks[ks gSaA 
ns[ks uj&ukfj dgSa] lkx [kkb tk, ekb] 

ckgq ihu ik¡ojfu ihuk [kkb iks[ks gSaAA 3AA 
izeqfnr&eu  yksd&dksd&un  dksdxu] 

jkeds izrki&jfc lksp&lj lks[ks gSaA 
rcds ns[kS;k rks"ks] rcds yksxfu Hkys] 

vcds lquS;k lk/kq rqyflgq rks"ks gSaAA 4AA 
 
 
                                              (1/95) 
 
lāja tōri, sāji sāja rājā rāṛha rōṣē haiṁ. 
kahā bhau caṛhā'ē cāpa, byāha hvai hai baṛē khā'ē, 
bōlaiṁ, khōlaiṁ sēla, asi camakata cōkhē haiṁ.. 1.. 
jāni purajana trasē, dhīra dai laṣana ham̐sē, 
bala inakō pināka nīkē nāpē-jōkhē haiṁ. 
kulahi lajāvaiṁ bāla, bālisa bajāvaiṁ gāla, 
kaidhauṁ kūra kālabasa, tamaki tridōṣē haiṁ.. 2.. 
kum̐vara caṛhā'ī bhaunhaiṁ, aba kō bilōkai sōhaiṁ, 
jaham ̐ taham ̐ bhē acēta, khētakē-sē dhōkhē haiṁ. 
dēkhē nara-nāri kahaiṁ, sāga khā'i jā'ē mā'i, 
bāhu pīna pām̐varani pīnā khā'i pōkhē haiṁ.. 3.. 
pramudita-mana lōka-kōka-nada kōkagana, 
rāmakē pratāpa-rabi sōca-sara sōkhē haiṁ. 
tabakē dēkhaiyā tōṣē, tabakē lōgani bhalē, 
abakē sunaiyā sādhu tulasihu tōṣē haiṁ.. 4.. 
 

 
The Frustrated Clamour & Ruckus created by the Defeated Kings 

 
Verse no. 1/95—[As soon as Lord Ram broke the Bow and was declared victorious, the 
frustrated and peeved kings and princes who were overwhelmed with jealousy and malice 
because they had to face intense shame and humiliation in full public glare, threw all 
prudence and decorum to the wind and rose up to revolt. This scene is narrated also in 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 266. 
 Remember: Not all kings acted foolishly and recklessly. Some of them were wise 
not to approach the bow in the first instance*, and others were wise to at least save 
whatever grace was left by keeping low once they returned unsuccessful from the bow. It 
was only the ones who were exceptionally haughty and arrogant and egoist who threw 
tantrums, unable to cope with their humiliation and public ridicule. These were the same 
kings who had boasted that they would be able to defeat even Kaal, the god of death, for 
the sake of marrying Sita#.  
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 Now currently in our present verse no. 1/95 we shall recount what happened as 
soon as Lord Ram broke the bow and these over-jealous pervert kings sprang up to create 
a nasty ruckus. 
 *Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes 
Doha no. 245—to Chaupai line no.7 that precedes Doha no. 246. 
 #Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
245.] 
 
Worthless kings (rājā rāṛha), abandoning all prudence and shame and throwing dignity 
and decorum to the wind, were extremely peeved, were full of rancour, and prepared for 
battle.  

They exclaimed in exasperation: 'Ah! What happens by merely stringing the bow1 
(kahā bhau caṛhā'ē cāpa)? The marriage would be finalised after a big deal is done (i.e. 
with great difficulty; it is not so easy to finalise the wedding as yet because much is yet to 
be done and seen) (byāha hvai hai baṛē khā'ē)!'  

Saying this, they took out their spears (and daggers and lancets; ‘khōlaiṁ sēla’), 
and shone the glistening blades of their swords (asi camakata cōkhē haiṁ) (1)2. 

[1Obviously, they were highly stupid. Didn’t they see the bow breaking, and 
didn’t they hear its horrific sound as it snapped into two? They refer only to “the 
stringing of the bow”, and overlook that the bow was not only lifted and strung, but also 
‘broken’ right before their eyes. In their overjealous madness they thought that the bow 
hadn’t been broken yet, but had fallen to the ground after Lord Ram lifted and strung it. 
The great sound that was produced was, in their view, by the falling of the bow to the 
ground, and not by its breaking.  

So, they shouted that the bow is yet intact, and not broken, and therefore the 
marriage is not yet final. Janak is creating a smokescreen to hide facts, and so they will 
all wage a battle against him and capture the two brothers, because the entire episode was 
stage-managed and premeditated to insult them. They cannot allow this to happen, and 
would fight to preserve their dignity and self-respect as is the wont of great kings and 
princes!  

2Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 
266.] 
 
Seeing this, the citizens were terrified (because they expected a blood-bath), but Laxman 
was nonchalant, nonplussed and unmoved. He consoled and pacified them (the citizens), 
laughed (derisively at the agitated kings) and said sarcastically, 'Ah! Their strength has 
been perfectly examined and measured by this Bow3! These idiots (by being defeated by 
the Bow) have put their entire clan to shame and ignominy, and now to add further insult 
to their already soured pride and inflated ego they have resorted to shouting nonsensically 
in vain, excitedly speaking incoherently as if they are under the entoxicating effect of 
‘Tridosh’ (the three faults; or the three diseases caused by ‘Kafa’—cough, mucous, 
‘Pitta’—bile, and ‘Vayu’—air, wind) that is caused by Kalyug4!' (2). 
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 [3The combined strength of all the kings was no match for the resistance offered 
by the Bow. In this battle of tug-and-pull, the stronger party always wins. Now as it haply 
happened, the Bow proved to be stronger than the combined strength of all the kings 
because no matter how hard and how mightily they tried, huffing and puffing with all 
their stamina and muscular power, the Bow didn’t budge a fraction of a measurement. So 
all their boast of strength and power of arms was proved hollow and void before the full 
assembly. But still these stupid fellows dare to invite more  ignominy upon themselves. 
 4When a person is suffering from disbalanced or mismatched ratio of these three 
basic regulators of bodily function, he suffers from a severe malaise, such as high fever 
that causes delirium. Such person begin to hallucinate and utter incomprehensible words. 
Laxman likens the angry reaction of the frustrated kings with this condition when the 
person who is afflicted by the disease does not know what he or she is saying, and mostly 
it is nonsense.]  
 
Saying this, the prince (Laxman) curved his eye-brows (as a sign of scornful annoyance 
and anger). Who had the guts to look at his fierce countenance at that time, or who could 
dare face him)? Like the farmer’s scare-crows, all of them (the vanity-filled kings with 
pervert minds and a false sense of ego), became lifeless wherever they were (i.e. in all the 
directions of the arena)5.  

Seeing the miserably wretched condition of these boastful kings (who had 
shrivelled and felt hesitant as if they had lost their vigour when Laxman roared and 
glared back at them), the men and women folk of the city further mocked at the kings and 
derided them when they chided and poured scorn on these kings by saying loudly: 'Their 
mothers had eaten leafy vegetables before giving them birth (i.e. they lacked a diet rich in 
protein, which is why they are so weak in constitution and manly vigour and strength), 
and even after birth these wicked and sinful ones had nothing to eat for nourishment 
except oil cakes called ‘Khali’ (which is made from soiled dregs or waste of oil seeds 
after oil has been extracted—that is why they have no real strength in them) to fatten their 
arms into worthless lumps of flesh!6' (3). 

[5As soon as Laxman got up and retorted to the wild tantrums of the frustrated and 
defeated kings, all of them folded up and none had the gut to answer Laxman back. They 
had seen Laxman’s anger and dare-devilry a while ago when he had fearlessly dared to 
take Janak to task for declaring that the world was devoid of ‘all’ warriors at the time 
these very kings had failed to move the Bow, because this was a highly inappropriate 
statement for Janak to make when Lord Ram was sitting in the assembly right beside him, 
for the word ‘all’ included the Lord as well, whereas the latter had not even been given a 
chance to go to the Bow.  

So the kings feared for the worse at the hands of Laxman. They had aimed their 
anger at Janak as they found him to be a quiet and well-disciplined king who was already 
weakened by the greatness of sorrows, and also because he being the host and the father 
of the princess would hesitate in acting roguely and use tough manners against his 
invitees. But of course Laxman was a different proposition all together. 

The “farmer’s scare-scrow” is designed like a man, but is lifeless. Its main use is 
to chase away the crows and protect the farmer’s field from damage. So, Janak may be 
terrified by these kings just like the crow is in a farmer’s field at the sight of the 
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contraption that shakes when wind blows over it, but that is all. No man is scared of this 
contraption known as the scare-crow, and likewise Laxman is not fearful of these hollow 
boasts of the kings. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 267 along with its preceding 
Chaupai line no. 8 also. 

6These caustic and disparaging remarks against the kings who had created the 
unseemly ruckus simply mean that they have already proved themselves weak and 
impotent in the face of the challenge. What right do they then have to shout so much if 
they virtually faint by a mere glance of Laxman; why have they all fallen silent like a 
dead scare-scrow once Laxman got up from his seat to glare at them? Where is their 
strength and drawn swords gone now, relying upon which they were jumping and 
hopping madly a while ago? 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
268 also.]  

  
In this manner, as soon as the splendorous sun represented by Lord Sri Ram’s majestic 
glory, his matchless valour, courage and gallantry, and his brilliant virtues and immensity 
of fame (rāmakē pratāpa-rabi) rose and shone, all the world represented by the lotus 
and the birds Chakva-Chakvi (the ruddy goose) became exceedingly cheerful and merry 
with joy, while the lakes represented by sorrows, agonies, tribulations, troubles and 
confusions dried up (i.e. vanished)7.  

Tulsidas says that all those who were noble, righteous, virtuous, pure-hearted and 
good, and who had witnessed and personally seen the events at that time, felt very happy 
and fully contented (tabakē dēkhaiyā tōṣē, tabakē lōgani bhalē), while all the saintly 
persons who heard about these glorious events and happy tidings later on also felt 
exceedingly happy and cheerful, and just like Tulsidas himself feels today (abakē 
sunaiyā sādhu tulasihu tōṣē haiṁ) (4). 

[7When the sun rises, the lotus opens its petals as a sign of its gladness on seeing 
the sun. similarly, the Chakva bird couple had been subjected to sorrow during the night 
because they had separated from each other, but when the day comes they re-unite and 
feel happy. Thus, when Lord Ram broke the bow, all those who were good people felt 
very glad and happy, but those who were evil and pervert were the only ones who were 
disappointed and peeved like the kings cited in this verse.  

With the advent of Lord Ram, the world was freed from all sorrows and grief 
because the Redeemer had come to live with the people and give them solace and 
succour.] 

 
 

¼1@96½ 
 
t;eky  tkudh  tytdj  ybZ  gSA 

lqeu  lqeaxy  lxqudh  cukb  eatq] 
ekugq  enuekyh  vkiq  fujebZ  gSAA 1AA 

jkt&#[k  yf[k  xqj  Hkwlqj  lqvkflfuUg] 
le;&lektdh  Bofu  Hkyh  BbZ  gSA 

pyha  xku  djr]  fulku  ckts  xgxgs] 
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ygygs  yks;u  lusg  ljlbZ  gSAA 2AA 
gfu  nso  nqanqHkh  gjf"k  cj"kr  Qwy] 

lQy euksjFk  HkkS]  lq[k&lqfprbZ gSA 
iqjtu&ifjtu]   jkuh&jkm   izeqfnr] 

eulk  vuwi  jke&:i&jax  jbZ  gSAA 3AA 
lrkuan&fl"k  lqfu  ik¡;  ifj  ifgjkbZ] 

eky fl; fi;&fg;] lksgr lks HkbZ gSA 
ekulrsa  fudfl  fclky  lqrekyij] 

ekugq¡  ejkyik¡fr  cSBh  cfu  xbZ  gSAA 4AA 
fgrfuds ykgdh] mNkgdh] fcuksn&eksn] 

lksHkkdh vof/k ufg vc vf/kdbZ gSA 
;krs fcijhr  vufgrudh  tkfu  yhch 

xfr] dgS izxV] [kqful [kklh [kbZ gSAA 5AA 
fut fut csndh lizse tksx&Nse&ebZ] 

eqfnr vlhl fciz fcnq"kfu nbZ gSA 
Nfc rsfg dkydh d`ikyq lhrknwygdh 

gqylfr fg;s rqylhds fur ubZ gSAA 6AA 
 
                                                 (1/96) 
 
jayamāla jānakī jalajakara la'ī hai. 
sumana sumaṅgala sagunakī banā'i man ̄ju, 
mānahu madanamālī āpu nirama'ī hai.. 1.. 
rāja-rukha lakhi gura bhūsura su'āsininha, 
samaya-samājakī ṭhavani bhalī ṭha'ī hai. 
calīṁ gāna karata, nisāna bājē gahagahē, 
lahalahē lōyana sanēha sarasa'ī hai.. 2.. 
hani dēva dundubhī haraṣi baraṣata phūla, 
saphala manōratha bhau, sukha-sucita'ī hai. 
purajana-parijana, rānī-rā'u pramudita, 
manasā anūpa rāma-rūpa-raṅga ra'ī hai.. 3.. 
satānanda-siṣa suni pām̐ya pari pahirā'ī, 
māla siya piya-hiya, sōhata sō bha'ī hai. 
mānasatēṁ nikasi bisāla sutamālapara, 
mānahum ̐ marālapām ̐ti baiṭhī bani ga'ī hai.. 4.. 
hitanikē lāhakī, uchāhakī, binōda-mōda, 
sōbhākī avadhi nahi aba adhika'ī hai. 
yātē biparīta anahitanakī jāni lībī 
gati, kahai pragaṭa, khunisa khāsī kha'ī hai.. 5.. 
nija nija bēdakī saprēma jōga-chēma-ma'ī, 
mudita asīsa bipra biduṣani da'ī hai. 
chabi tēhi kālakī kr ̥pālu sītādūlahakī 
hulasati hiyē tulasīkē nita na'ī hai.. 6.. 
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Sitā puts the Victory Garland on Lord Rām 

 
Verse no. 1/96—[Once the Bow was broken by Lord Ram, his marriage with Sita was 
sealed. So, Janak’s priest ordered Sita to go and put the Victory Garland around the neck 
of the victor, Lord Ram. This episode of Sita garlanding Lord Ram once the Bow was 
broken has also been narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 
that precedes Doha no. 263—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 264.  
 Refer also to Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/93, stanza no. 3 herein above.] 
  
Janki (Sita) has the ‘Jayamāla’ (the victory garland) in her hands. Its a beautiful garland 
which appears to have been strung by Kamdeo/cupid himself, who, disguised as a 
gardener, had collected the most beautiful of flowers of exceptional charm and loveliness 
that were available, and had then threaded them together using a pretty thread to create 
this magnificent garland especially for this auspicious occasion1 (1). 
 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 264 
also.] 
 
Seeing that the king (Janak) has given his approval, his Guru Shatanand, the Brahmins 
(elders; priests who would perform the wedding rituals) who were present there, and the 
virtuous ladies who surrounded Sita as her bridemaids and friends thereat escorted Sita 
and moved forward towards the place where Lord Ram stood2.  

They had with them all the auspicious paraphernalia needed and suited for the 
occasion, and kept Sita in front of the procession. All of them were singing auspicious 
and felicitous songs. At that instant, musical instruments started playing enchanting 
music, while affection dripped from the eyes of all those who were anxious, eager and 
excited to have a Darshan (a glimpse) of Lord Ram alongside Sita (2). 

[2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 263 along with Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes it, and line nos. 1-2 that follow it.] 
 
The Gods sounded their kettle-drums and trumpets in the heaven, and happily showered 
flowers upon the gathering. Having their wishes fulfilled (that Lord Ram should marry 
Sita), the Gods are experiencing an excess of joy, exhilaration, contentedness, bliss and 
mental peace3.  

The inhabitants of the city, the servants, the servitors and the subordinates, and 
the queen and the king (Sunaina and Janak) themselves—all are all highly delighted and 
exuberant with joy.  

All of them are captivated and held in thrall by the magnificence of the Lord’s 
majestic presence, by the immensity of his beauty and grace, by the profundity of his 
glory and fame all of which are of varied hues and as enchanting as the flagrant flowers 
of many and varied colours, shapes and sizes4 (3). 

[3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 265 
also. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-6 that precede Doha no. 265.] 
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Thereat, on the advice of her Guru Shatanand, Sita dropped at the feet (i.e. touched the 
feet) of Lord Sri Ram (to pay her respect and obeisance), and then garlanded her beloved 
Lord5.  

At that time, standing by the side of Lord Ram, she looks so splendorous, so 
magnificent, so wonderful, so regal, so majestic and so lovely that the sight reminds one 
of a group of ‘royal swans’ (marāla) who have emerged one after the other from the 
Mansarovar lake (the pristine pure lake in the Himalayas) and have perched themselves 
in a row on a beautiful Tamaal tree (the black catechu plant) to decorate it6 (mānasatēṁ 
nikasi bisāla sutamālapara, mānahum ̐ marālapām ̐ti baiṭhī bani ga'ī hai) (4).  

[5In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 
264 we read that Sita was so overpowered with emotions of happiness and joy and 
ecstasy beyond imagination that for some moments her mind failed to react and her body 
became stone-cast, unable to respond to the advice of her guru as well as her friends to 
lift the garland and put it around the neck of Lord Ram as a sign of the Lord’s victory and 
the sealing of the bond of marriage. But she recovered soon and put the ‘victory garland’ 
around the neck of her beloved Lord in all willingness and cheerfulness even as her 
friends sang auspicious songs befitting the occasion. 

6Here, since the complexion of Sri Ram is dark, he is likened to a Tamal tree, 
while Sita with her fair complexion is compared to the Swan which has a white skin. The 
rising of her after bending to touch the feet of Sri Ram, her stretching and lifting of the 
arms so as to raise the garland above the Lord’s head, and then slipping the garland down 
around his neck and draping it on his shoulders and chest is compared here to the swans 
coming out of the lake, then swarming towards the black catechu tree, and then finally 
settling on it. The poetic imagination and similes used by Tulsidas are indeed brilliant 
and remarkable. 

Refer also to: (i) Janki Mangal, verse no. 109; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 264.]  
 
To those who have affection and endearment for the Lord, there is no other greater and 
opportune moment to rejoice, to feel exhilarated and ecstatic, and to enjoy the 
magnificence and grandeur of such a happy and rare occasion in their lives.  

But on the contrary, those who have malice, envy, jealousy and opposition 
towards the Lord—their condition, behaviour and demeanours should be considered just 
the opposite. Anger and jealousy apparently appear to have fully devoured them (5)7.  

[7This stanza refers, on the one hand, to the citizens of Janakpur who were 
absolutely happy and charmed at this auspicious turn of events, and on the other hand to 
the defeated kings and princes who could not break the Bow and felt frustrated and 
humiliated.] (5). 
 
Then, expert Brahmins gave their blessings for the welfare and well-being of the couple 
by using (or invoking) the hymns of the respective Vedas in which they were qualified.  

Tulsidas avers that the charming image (chabi) of the merciful, compassionate 
and gracious ‘Groom of Sita’ (‘sītādūlaha’; Lord Ram) as he appeared on that happy 
occasion remains fresh in his heart, and this magnificent sight of that instant keeps 
emerging afresh every day in his mind and heart8 (6). 
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[8This is one of the chief ways of “Bhakti”, i.e. having devotion for Lord God: it 
is to keep the mind persistently focused on the Lord, and let the Lord’s thoughts dominate 
one’s life and subconsciousness.]  
 

 
jkx dsnkjk 

 
¼1@97½ 

 
ysgq jh ! ykspufudks ykgqA 
dq¡oj   lqanj   lk¡ojks]   lf[k   lqeqf[k !   lknj   pkgqAA 1AA 
[kafM    gj&dksnaM    Bk<+s]    tkuq&yafcr&ckgqA 
#fpj  mj   t;eky   jktfr]   nsr   lq[k   lc   dkgqAA 2AA 
fprS  fpr&fgr&lfgr  u[k&fl[k  vax&vax  fuckgqA 
lqd`r    fut]    fl;jke&:i]    fcjafp&efrfg    ljkgqAA 3AA 
eqfnr   eu   cjcnu&lksHkk   mfnr   vf/kd   mNkgqA 
eugq   nwfj   dyad   dfj   lfl   lej   lw|ks   jkgqAA 4AA 
u;u   lq[kek&v;u   gjr   ljkst&lqanjrkgqA 
clr     rqylhnkl&mjiqj      tkudhdkS     ukgqAA 5AA 

 
 
 
 
 
                                              rāga kēdārā 
 
                                                  (1/97) 
 
lēhu rī! lōcananikō lāhu. 
kum̐vara sundara sām̐varō, sakhi sumukhi! sādara cāhu.. 1.. 
khaṇḍi hara-kōdaṇḍa ṭhāṛhē, jānu-lambita-bāhu. 
rucira ura jayamāla rājati, dēta sukha saba kāhu.. 2.. 
citai cita-hita-sahita nakha-sikha aṅga-aṅga nibāhu. 
sukr̥ta nija, siyarāma-rūpa, biran̄ci-matihi sarāhu.. 3.. 
mudita mana barabadana-sōbhā udita adhika uchāhu. 
manahu dūri kalaṅka kari sasi samara sūdyō rāhu.. 4.. 
nayana sukhamā-ayana harata sarōja-sundaratāhu. 
basata tulasīdāsa-urapura jānakīkau nāhu.. 5.. 
 

 
Lord Rām’s enchanting image 

 
Verse no. 1/97—[This verse and the one following it, no. 1/98, describe the wonderfully 
charming image of Lord Ram after the victory. We have read about this similar image in 
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earlier verses also, but they relate to the time prior to the breaking of the bow and Sita 
putting the victory garland on the Lord. Such earlier verses are nos. 1/76—1/83 herein 
above.] 
 
[One of the many ladies said to another, her companion—] ‘Oh, the sweet-faced friend of 
mine (rī; sakhi sumukhi!)! Have (or enjoy) the benefit (or reward) of your eyes (or 
eyesight) now (lēhu lōcananikō lāhu).  

Look, the dark complexioned prince (Lord Sri Ram) is exceedingly pretty 
(kum ̐vara sundara sām̐varō). Have a good look at him (with reverence and devotion in 
your heart—sādara cāhu) (1). 
 
There he is standing after breaking the Bow, with his long arms stretched upto his thighs 
(jānu-lambita-bāhu).  

A beautiful ‘victory garland’ (known as the jayamāla) adorns his chest and 
abdomen (rucira ura jayamāla rājati), and this enthralling sight gives joy, delight and 
happiness to everyone (dēta sukha saba kāhu) (2). 
 
Watch him endearingly and with full attention because his sight gives pleasure and 
happiness to the mind (citai cita-hita-sahita).  

Verily, from the toe nail to the tuft of hairs on his head, his entire body is well 
moulded and shaped even as it looks very charming and befitting of the occasion (of 
marriage, when the groom is expected to look in his very best form) (nakha-sikha aṅga-
aṅga nibāhu).  

Looking at them (i.e. at Lord Ram and Sita standing side-by-side), praise your 
good and noble deeds that you have got this rare opportunity (sukr̥ta nija), as well as 
enjoy the beauteous and enchanting image of Sita and Lord Sri Ram standing together 
(siyarāma-rūpa).  

Marvel at the excellence of intelligence and the creativity of imagination of the 
Creator, his excellent craftsmanship and skillfulness, that he has so expertly crafted and 
perfectly moulded this couple (the like of which is nowhere to be found in this world 
created by the same Creator!) (biran̄ci-matihi sarāhu) (3). 
 
Watch, the radiance, the brilliant glow and the charm of the Lord’s face are all the more 
enhanced and appear with heightened beauty and magnificence because of his gladdened 
heart (as he has broken the Bow and won the hands of Sita in marriage) (mudita mana 
barabadana-sōbhā udita adhika uchāhu).  

Indeed, he looks as if the Moon-God has washed-off the stain that had been 
tormenting him for long by killing his arch enemy known as ‘Rahu’ in a duel (manahu 
dūri kalaṅka kari sasi samara sūdyō rāhu)1 (4). 

[1According to mythological legend, the demon named ‘Rahu’ devours the Moon 
God occasionally when the latter shows its self in full glory to the world, i.e. during the 
full moon night. This refers to the lunar eclipse. It is believed that the moon enters the 
mouth of Rahu at the beginning of the cclipse, and emerges from the bottom of the 
demon’s severed head when the eclipse ends. The time the moon takes to pass through 
the Rahu’s mouth is the time of the full eclipse when the moon isn’t visible.  
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This is a constant irritant for the Moon God. When he became fed-up with it, he 
decided to settle the matter once and for all, so there was a battle between Moon God and 
the demon Rahu. In this duel, Rahu was slayed, thereby freeing the Moon God of his 
perpetual tormentor. 

Now, the second part of the legend, relating to the Rahu being slayed by the 
Moon God, is imaginary, and is used just for poetic purposes. Just as the Moon looks 
gloomy when Rahu approaches it though its face is inherently brilliant and shining, Lord 
Ram looked sad and sorrowful when he watched the agony and grief of Sita, Janak and 
the rest of the citizens prior to the breaking of the Bow.  

And now once the Bow has been broken and all have become joyful, cheer and 
happiness returned on the face of the Lord with enhanced intensity. Lord Ram’s breaking 
of the Bow is likened here to the Moon God who has killed Rahu and removed the cause 
of gloom for all times to come.]  
 
His eyes, which are inherently an abode of exceptional beauty, charm and glamour 
(nayana sukhamā-ayana), appear to have stolen (i.e. defeat, win over, subdue) the 
loveliness, the prettiness, of the lotus flower (harata sarōja-sundaratāhu).  

Verily, this enchanting and heart-pleasing (image of) Lord of Janki (i.e. Lord Sri Ram 
who is the husband of Sita) resides in the inner sanctum of Tulsidas’ heart (basata 
tulasīdāsa-urapura jānakīkau nāhu)’ (5). 

[Note—Tulsidas is playing a trick here. In the preceding verse no. 1/96, he asserts that 
the beautiful, enchanting image of Sri Ram keeps emerging in his heart. And in this verse 
he has used the women folk of Janakpur to confirm, are rather ratify and assert as a 
matter of fact, that it really does. When we say something and someone else approves of 
it or concurs with what we say, then it is, for all practical purposes, taken to be true.  

It will be noted while going through the verses of Geetawali that at the end of the 
majority of verses, Tulsidas has appended a word or two to say, in effect, that such and 
such charming image or beautiful glory of Sri Ram always resides in his heart. In many 
cases, he asks Sri Ram for such a boon, at other times he says he already has it and calls 
in independent witnesses, so to say, to endorse his assertion.  

Not that he ever doubted that the Lord resides in his heart because he was a true and 
realised devotee of Lord Ram, but on and off he invites some independent observer to 
stand witness to what he says about the Lord residing in his heart, such as the case in this 
particular verse where the ladies also assert that the beautiful image of Lord Ram is 
housed in the inner sanctum of Tulsidas’ heart.  

Tulsidas did not wish to be boastful about his devotion for Lord Ram and the fact that 
his heart is like a shrine for Lord Ram, lest the Lord would deem him to be showy and 
pretentious and endeavour to remove that image or reflection from his heart. So he 
cleverly and wisely first asks the Lord to remain in his heart, and then quotes others to 
substantiate his assertion that the Lord is always present there!] 

 
 

jkx lkjax 
 

¼1@98½ 
 
Hkwids Hkkxdh vf/kdkbZA 
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VwVÓks  /kuq"k]  euksjFk  iwT;kS]  fcf/k  lc  ckr  cukbZAA 1AA 
rcrsa  fnu&fnu  mn;  tuddks  tcrsa  tkudh  tkbZA 
vc ;fg  C;kg  lQy  Hk;ks  thou]  f=Hkqou fcfnr cM+kbZAA 2AA 
ckjfg  ckj  igqubZ  ,sgSa  jke  y"ku  nksm  HkkbZA 
,fg   vkuan   exu   iqjckflUg   nsgnlk   fcljkbZAA 3AA 
lknj  ldy  fcyksdr  jkefg]  dke&dksfV  Nfc  NkbZA 
;g lq[k  lem  lekt  ,d  eq[k  D;ksa  rqylh dgS xkbZAA 4AA 

 
 
                                           rāga sāraṅga 
 
                                                (1/98) 
 
bhūpakē bhāgakī adhikā'ī. 
ṭūṭyō dhanuṣa, manōratha pūjyau, bidhi saba bāta banā'ī.. 1.. 
tabatēṁ dina-dina udaya janakakō jabatēṁ jānakī jā'ī. 
aba yahi byāha saphala bhayō jīvana, tribhuvana bidita baṛā'ī.. 2.. 
bārahi bāra pahuna'ī aihaiṁ rāma laṣana dō'u bhā'ī. 
ēhi ānanda magana purabāsinha dēhadasā bisarā'ī.. 3.. 
sādara sakala bilōkata rāmahi, kāma-kōṭi chabi chā'ī. 
yaha sukha sama'u samāja ēka mukha kyōṁ tulasī kahai gā'ī.. 4.. 
 

 
Janak’s good fortunes 

 
Verse no. 1/98—[Someone else praises king Janak and asserts—] ‘It is the greatness and 
immenseness of the king’s (Janak’s) good luck and the reward of his meritorious deeds 
that the Bow has broken, the wishes of his have been fulfilled (i.e. his vows have been 
kept), and the Creator has made things go the right way and made things favourable for 
us (1). 
 
Ever since Janaki (Sita) has been born, Janak’s stars have been on the ascendance. 
Having got her married-off has made his life most fruitful and fulfilled (i.e. Janak is 
feeling very contented, happy and joyful with no more desires left to be fulfilled)1.  

At this point of time, Janak’s great fame, that had hitherto remained unrevealed or 
hidden from knowledge of the world and was on the verge of being mired in controversy 
and ignominy (if no one could break the bow and Sita had to remain unmarried), has now 
emerged in a shining and glorified form and revealed to the whole world consisting of the 
three divisions known as ‘tribhuvana’2 (2).  

[1It is a moral and social obligation for the father to marry his daughter during his 
lifetime. So when Sita’s marriage, which was till now dangling by a fragile thread of 
uncertainty, was finalized with Lord Ram without his having to go back or changing his 
vows, it was a like a lifetime reward given to Janak for all the good things he had done in 
his life. 
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2Till this time, Janak was one of the thousands of kings who ruled over the earth, 
and there was nothing special about him. But this ceremony in which Shiva’s Bow was 
broken had established his fame and name throughout the three divisions of the world—
because not everyone has such a Bow, and this Bow had been the reason why all the 
renowned kings and princes had assembled at Janakpur. They had all seen Janak’s 
majesty, prosperity and wealth of his kingdom, as well as his sense of rightousness, 
probity and adherence to his words. So, even those who had hitherto not heard of Janak 
had now become aware of him and his majestic glory and eclectic virtues. Thus, Janak’s 
fame and name were henceforth established in the heavens, the whole of the earth, and 
even in the nether world.  

This was also aided by the breaking of the Bow, primarily because everyone 
living in any corner of the creation had become aware of this rare event when a 
thunderous sound and deafening roar was created at the time the Bow actually broke so 
much so that its shock waves were felt in all the corners of this creation—the heaven, the 
whole of the surface of the earth, and the nether world. And naturally everyone had 
wished to know the cause of this tumult, and upon enquiry all had become aware of the 
bow-breaking event in the kingdom of one great king by the name of Janak. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 and Chanda line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha 
no. 261; and Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 262.] 

 
Ah! Now these two brothers, Lord Sri Ram and Laxman, would be visiting us repeatedly 
as guests of honour (of the king, and by extension of all the citizens of the kingdom) 
(bārahi bāra pahuna'ī aihaiṁ)3.’  

The citizens, thus, were so overwhelmed and intoxicated with excess of joy, 
delight and exhilaration (ēhi ānanda magana purabāsinha) that they lost awareness of 
their bodies (‘dēhadasā bisarā'ī’; i.e. they forgot about everything else, about their 
surroundings, daily chores, their families and everything related to their routine mundane 
existence—and their mind and heart were completely overcome by the surging waves of 
happiness and joy that the present moment presented to them) (3). 

[3Now that Lord Ram has married Sita by breaking the Bow, he has become king 
Janak’s son-in-law, and therefore the citizens were sure the Lord would be coming to pay 
visits in the future also. This made them very happy as then they would have another 
chance to interact with the Lord. In fact, this was the earnest wish of the citizens of 
Janakpur ever since they first saw Lord Ram, and this wish of theirs has now been 
fulfilled. Otherwise, once the two brothers went away when the ceremony closed, they 
would obviously never be ever coming back again. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 222 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 5-8.] 

 
Everyone was looking reverentially, and with great respect heaving in their hearts, at 
Lord Sri Ram (sādara sakala bilōkata rāmahi) who was adorned with the beauty and 
charm that were equivalent to millions of Kamdeo/cupids taken together (kāma-kōṭi 
chabi chā'ī)4.  

Tulsidas is enthralled and awestruck in amazement at the heavenly sight that 
wonderful scene presented. He says that it was so amazingly fascinating, so captivating 
for the mind and so enchanting for the heart that it is not possible for him to describe with 
a single mouth the immensity and depth of it, as well as of the emotions of happiness and 
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joy that were unleashed at that time, of the pleasant and most fortunate events, 
circumstances and ecstatic environment of that time, and of extremely elated, exuberant, 
euphoric and cheerful assembly that had collected there to enjoy the good and auspicious 
moment of that time (yaha sukha sama'u samāja ēka mukha kyōṁ tulasī kahai 
gā'ī)5 (4). 

[4In other words, the virtue of ‘beauty and magnificence’, that is worth or 
equivalent to millions of Kamdeo/cupids, had spread over Lord Sri Ram to make the 
already charming Lord of the world more stunning than ever before. 

5In other words, Tulsidas finds himself inadequate and incompetent to give an 
idea of the immensity of happiness and joy that surged at that time, because words have 
their own limitations and they can’t do justice with the depth and immensity of emotions 
and sentiments that are of a sublime and subtle nature, and which cannot be butted and 
bounded by the limitations inherent in the use of words. The degree of joy, happiness, 
delight, ecstasy, euphoria and exhilaration that was felt by all present on the occasion, the 
atmosphere of celebrations and festivities that permeated everywhere, and the emotions 
of the people were so high and intense at that auspicious time that they virtually 
overflowed the land as if a river was in spate or an ocean of these virtues was in high tide 
so much so that even the best of wordsmiths would fail to give others an idea of even a 
fraction of those glad tidings because they can’t be encapsulated and captured in words.] 

 
 

fookgdh rS;kjh 
 

jkx lksjB 
 

¼1@99½ 
 
esjs ckyd dSls /kkSa ex fucgfgaxs\ 
Hkw[k] fi;kl] lhr]  Je  ldqpfu  D;ksa  dkSfldfg dgfgaxsAA 1AA 
dks  Hkksj  gh  mcfV  vUgoSgS]  dkf<+  dysÅ  nSgS \ 
dks  Hkw"ku  ifgjkb  fuNkofj  dfj  ykspu&lq[k  ySgS \AA 2AA 
u;u  fues"kfu  T;ksa  tksxoSa  fur  firq&ifjtu&egrkjhA 
rs  iB,  _f"k  lkFk  fulkpj  ekju]  e[k  j[kokjhAA 3AA 
laqnj  lqfB  lqdqekj  lqdksey  dkdiPN&/kj  nksÅA 
rqylh fujf[k  gjf"k  mj  ySgkSa  fcf/k  àSgS  fnu  lksÅ \AA 4AA 

 
 

                                          Vivāha kī taiyārī 
 

                                            rāga sōraṭha 
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                                                 (1/99) 
 

mērē bālaka kaisē dhauṁ maga nibahahiṅgē? 
bhūkha, piyāsa, sīta, śrama sakucani kyōṁ kausikahi kahahiṅgē.. 1.. 
kō bhōra hī ubaṭi anhavaihai, kāḍhi kalē'ū daihai? 
kō bhūṣana pahirā'i nichāvari kari lōcana-sukha laihai?.. 2.. 
nayana nimēṣani jyōṁ jōgavaiṁ nita pitu-parijana-mahatārī. 
tē paṭha'ē r̥ṣi sātha nisācara mārana, makha rakhavārī.. 3.. 
suṁdara suṭhi sukumāra sukōmala kākapaccha-dhara dō'ū. 
tulasī nirakhi haraṣi ura laihauṁ bidhi hvaihai dina sō'ū?.. 4.. 
 

Prelude to the departure of the Groom’s Party from Ayodhaya for the Wedding 
Ceremony at Janakpur: 

 
The situation in Ayodhya after Lord Ram & Laxman 

had gone with sage Vishwamitra—1 
 
Verse no. 1/99—[Thus far we have read about the developments at Janakpur where Lord 
Ram successfully broke the Bow and, having fulfilled Janak’s vow, was betrothed to Sita, 
Janak’s daughter.  
 In the meanwhile, ever since the two brothers had gone away from Ayodhya, their 
mothers, Kaushalya and Sumitra respectively, were very sad and worried. In verse nos. 
1/99-1/100 we read about their emotional condition and sadness. 

This verse no. 1/99 describes the fear and worries of Kaushalya. She is extremely 
worried, pensive and remorseful as she broods and recollects those happy days when her 
beloved son Lord Sri Ram and his brother Laxman were with her. She had brought up the 
two brothers with utmost love and care, never allowing them to face any kind of 
difficulties. And now all of a sudden sage Vishwamitra took them away to his far away 
hermitage in the deep forest. The two brothers had to walk on foot like ordinary people, 
and eat and live like ordinary folk. They weren’t accustomed to the harsh life of the 
world, and especially of the forest. They had spent their lives till now in lap of luxury as 
the princes of a great kingdom, and suddenly they had to undergo extreme hardships. So 
the mother is worried as to how well they were managing to cope with their new lifes—
what were they eating, do they take their bath regularly, where and how were they 
sleeping, do they feel the ground hard and unable to take rest, weren’t they tired of 
walking on hard earth, are they in any kind of suffering or are they enjoying their first 
excursion, are they homesick, and so many similar thoughts crowded Kaushalya’s mind, 
making her gloomy and sad.] 
 
In this verse, mother Kaushalya broods and talks to herself: 'How would my children 
cope with the toils and travails of the (forest) path? Will they hesitate to tell Kaushik 
(sage Vishwamitra) about their hunger, thirst, cold, weariness and tiredness etc.1?  
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[And if they hesitate to tell the sage about their problems and discomfort because 
they would be feeling shy and reluctant to speak before a mighty sage of Vishwamitra’s 
stature as is their wont and natural habit because they are always bashful and softspoken 
and obedient to the extreme, never even telling me about their needs and be contented 
with whatso comes their way, then how will the kind sage know about their discomfort, 
and how will he take measures to alleviate the problem? What would happen then? The 
two brothers would be suffering in silence without any fault of the gracious sage, for it is 
sure that if he comes to know that the two brothers are feeling uneasy in the slightest he is 
sure to find a solution. But will this happen?] (1). 

[1Refer verse no. 1/101, stanza nos. 2-3 herein below where Sumitra, the mother 
of Laxman, too expresses this apprehension.] 
 
Who will bathe them in the morning after massaging Ubtan2 on their bodies (as I used to 
do here)? Who would give them breakfast and snacks, who would adorn them with 
ornaments, and who would make charity on their behalf and enjoy the benefit of one’s 
eyesight (by looking at them caringly and affectionately)3? (2). 
 [2The “Ubtan” is a thick paste made from flour of roasted gram mixed with water, 
a little bit of powdered turmeric, some selected herbs and scents. It is rubbed on the body 
to clean it. It is the precursor to the modern-day soap and shampoo. 

3Mother Kaushalya used to do all these things every morning. As a loving and 
caring mother, she used to rub the Ubtan on the body of her children, give them a nice 
bath, then make them eat a good breakfast, and then make alms for their welfare and 
happiness. She used to enjoy doing all these things, and derived immense pleasure 
watching her sons grow. Now, who will do these things in the forest? The very thought 
was very tormenting for her, and she was literally unconsolable.]  
 
They (i.e. Lord Sri Ram and Laxman)—who were always well looked after by their 
father, mothers, relatives and kins with the same tenderness and care with which the 
eyelid protects the eye—have been sent by the king (Dasrath) with sage Vishwamitra to 
protect his fire sacrifice and to destroy the demons!'4 (3). 
 [4It’s so incredulous and unbelievable that the king did not give proper thought of 
the consequences of his decision when he consented to send these two young and tender 
boys, who had never seen pain and sufferings, nor had ever experienced the harshness of 
outside world and its tumultuous realities, with the sage. Why did he not take into 
consideration the fact that he was sending these two boys alone to face the might of the 
ferocious demons, for the sage had clearly told him the reason why he wants Lord Ram 
and Laxman to come with him to his hermitage in the forest? Couldn’t at least the king 
send an armed escort with them; couldn’t he ask the sage why he was pressuring him to 
part with these two inexperienced, young and tender princes who till now had no 
experience of a real battle-field with ordinary human warriors, what to talk about battling 
powerful demons who had even terrified the gods of heaven, ere giving his consent? Why 
did the king take such a risk as to put these two inexperienced and tender sons of mine to 
such grave peril as to danger their lives, and why didn’t he ask the sage to look for 
alternatives if his main purpose was to protect his fire sacrifice.  

It’s quite possible that one of our jealous enemies have conspired to devise this 
deceitful device by which they could bring sorrow and disaster to our whole family, and 
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to give effect to their nefarious design they contrived this cunning method whereby they 
somehow prevailed upon the simple-hearted sage Vishwamitra, pretending to be his well-
wisher, when they advised him that if he wished his fire sacrifice to be protected from 
being defiled by the demons then he should bring the two princes of king Dasarth with 
him, as for this they were sure that the noble king would find it impossible to refuse the 
sage his wish as it pertained to a noble cause such as the protection of a fire sacrifice, and 
if this comes to happen and their contrivance succeeded, as they hoped in their pervert 
and malicious mind, then the two princes would be subjected to grave danger and peril 
while fighting the ferocious demons to fulfill the requirememt of the sage, and this would 
be something that would rejoice their hearts, and they weren’t bothered if it would prove 
ruinous and devastating for our family, for this was exactly something that they wanted. 
And unfortunately, the unwary sage fell into their carefully laid-out plan. It’s quite 
possible. 

But well, why did the king act in haste, and what was such a compulsion for him? 
In any case, why didn’t he consult me who am a mother of these two children before 
taking an unilateral decision? After all, it was not something related to the administrative 
affair of the kingdom where he has an unalienable and unchallenged right to make 
decisions; it was the question of my sons, and I had equal right as he has to have a say on 
the issue. Now, what would happen if some harm, god forbid, comes to my dear children; 
will the king answer me or would he, for his life, able to turn the wheel of time back to 
restore my beloved children to me?]     
 
Tulsidas says that the mother prayed to the Creator in these words of hope and 
expectation: 'Oh Creator! Will that day ever come (and when will it come) when I might 
watch those most beautiful, attractive, lovely, delicate and tender boys with a bun (or a 
tuft of hair) on their heads and curly locks of hair dangling on the sides of their faces, a 
bewitching sight that would make me feel exhilarated, and when would I thrillingly 
embrace them once again?' (4). 
 

 
¼1@100½ 

 
_f"k u`i&lhl BxkSjh&lh MkjhA 
dqyxqj]  lfpo]  fuiqu  usofu  vojsc  u  leqf>  lq/kkjhAA 1AA 
flfjl&lqeu&lqdqekj  dq¡oj  nksm]  lwj  ljks"k  lqjkjhA 
iB,   fcufg   lgk;   i;knsfg   dsfy&cku&/kqu/kkjhAA 2AA 
vfr  lusg&dkrfj  ekrk  dgS]  lqfu  lf[k!  cpu  nq[kkjhA 
ckfn  chj&tuuh&thou  tx]  Nf=&tkfr&xfr  HkkjhAA 3AA 
tks  dfggS  fQjs  jke&y[ku  ?kj  dfj  eqfue[k&j[kokjhA 
lks  rqylh  fiz;  eksfga  ykfxgS  T;kSa  lqHkk;  lqr  pkjhAA 4AA 
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                                                 (1/100) 
 
r̥ṣi nr̥pa-sīsa ṭhagaurī-sī ḍārī. 
kulagura, saciva, nipuna nēvani avarēba na samujhi sudhārī.. 1.. 
sirisa-sumana-sukumāra kum ̐vara dō'u, sūra sarōṣa surārī. 
paṭha'ē binahi sahāya payādēhi kēli-bāna-dhunadhārī.. 2.. 
ati sanēha-kātari mātā kahai, suni sakhi! bacana dukhārī. 
bādi bīra-jananī-jīvana jaga, chatri-jāti-gati bhārī.. 3.. 
jō kahihai phirē rāma-lakhana ghara kari munimakha-rakhavārī. 
sō tulasī priya mōhiṁ lāgihai jyauṁ subhāya suta cārī.. 4.. 
 

 
    The situation in Ayodhya after Lord Ram & Laxman   

had gone with sage Vishwamitra—2 
 

Verse no. 1/100—[The mother, Kaushalya, continues to brood and lement—] 'The sage 
(Vishwamitra) appears to have cast a magical spell on the head (intellect) of the king 
(Dasrath) so much that the latter lost his common sense.  

But even if the king was spellbound for any reason, at least his advisors and 
councilors such as the family’s trusted Guru (moral preceptor and family priest who is 
regarded as very wise and farsighted; sage Vasistha), the king’s wise ministers (led by 
Sumantra, the chief of the ministers), and other lords, nobles, knights, grandees and 
commanders of the kingdom should have intervened and given him sane council so that 
this unsavoury situation could have been averted and some excuse could have been 
devised to avoid the sage’s proposal. [But unfortunately, none lived up to their 
responsibilities.]1 (1). 

[1Mother Kaushalya’s lamentation is typical of how a loving mother thinks of her 
beloved son. A mother’s attitude is more often than not in stark contrast to that of the 
father, though both love their off-spring equally, for the latter wishes to allow his children 
to grow up and face the harshness of the real world and become ready to face life one day 
when he would be no more to look after them and earn bread and butter for the family, 
but the mother, if she is given her choice, would rather have her sons live in the best of 
comforts she can afford, and not suffer even the slightest of discomfort, even if that 
means making them ill-equipped to face the harsh realities of life and learn to fend for 
themselves once the bread-earning father dies.   

Presently, Kaushalya was not aware that king Dasrath was very reluctant to send 
the two brothers with sage Vishwamitra. In fact, he had initially flatly said ‘no’ to the 
sage. He had feared about their safety more than Kaushalya, and he had minced no words 
in telling the sage that he is willing to do whatever the sage proposes as an alternative 
other than sending the two princes to the forest to fight demons. It is not acceptable, the 
king had said. Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/51; and (ii) Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 208.]     

 
[Indeed, it is so painful and worrying and inconsiderate on the part of the king and his 
councilors to send the two brothers to the forest when one thinks of the task they are 
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expected to do in there.] Come to think of it—on the one hand are the two princes (Lord 
Ram and Laxman) who are as delicate and tender as the flowers of Siras tree (which is 
tall lofty tree, similar to Shesham), and on the other hand are the demons (they have been 
sent to fight and defeat) who are very dangerous, extremely ferocious and exceedingly 
wrathful.  

Inspite of that knowlege, they were sent with toy-like (small) bows and arrows to 
face this mighty enemy, without any help or support of the kingdom’s army, and that too 
on foot (without any chariot or any other sort of vehicle)!' (2). 
 
Mother Kaushalya was thus extremely anxious due to her motherly affections, and 
overcome with sorrows and worries. She lamented thus: 'Verily, the life of the mother of 
a valiant male (warrior) is in vain, and the fate of the Kshatriya caste is all the more 
perilous, being surrounded in uncertainties and ridden with horrors of pain and suffering2 
(3). 

[2Kaushalya alludes to the fact that the Kshatriya is a warrior class, and their main 
occupation is to protect the other classes from being tormented by tyrants. They cannot 
say ‘no’ on such occasions. From their very childhood days, they are trained for the 
purpose. Warfare is a staple for this race of people, and they cannot say ‘no’ to battle, 
especially when the cause is righteous and noble as was the case with Lord Ram and 
Laxman who were sent to protect the fire sacrifice of a great sage. And ‘war’ is uncertain 
and merciless—thousands of sons, brothers and husbands have perished in this fire.  

So, the mother of a Kshatriya son feels lucky if she happens to see her son 
become old during her lifetime—because that is very rare. That is why Kaushalya 
laments at Sri Ram’s accompanying sage Vishwamitra to the forest because she knows 
that he will have to face and fight ferocious demons, and the risks and perils were great.] 
 
In all sooth I say that anyone who informs me that Ram and Laxman have returned home 
after having protected the sage’s fire sacrifice successfully, verily I say that that person 
will be naturally as dear to me as my four sons3.' (4). 
 [4Kaushalya here refers to all the four brothers, Lord Ram and his younger step-
brothers Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, as her own sons. Laxman’s mother was queen 
Sumitra, and Kaikeyi was the mother of the other two, Bharat and Shatrughan.  
 The remarkable point to note here is the extraordinary level of mutual love and 
affection, a sense of oneness and close bond of familial ties that existed in those times. 
There was no jealousy between siblings and members of a household, and every member 
regarded others with full respect and trust as if they were all different bodies but one soul. 
If one member suffered, all felt the pain; if one rejoiced, all rejoiced as well. Wealth and 
travails of life were equally shared, home and trade was a joint affair, and so was defeat 
and victory. There was no feeling of being junior or senior amongst the members of the 
same family, and all contributed equally to uphold the name and dignity of the family as 
a whole and each other at the individual level. 
 One does not fail to note that this unique level of love and affection that created a 
bond and a feeling of oneness and commonness and brotherliness and comradeship 
amongst members of a family who shared inviolable trust with each other so much that 
their relationships and ties truly conformed to the saying that ‘blood is thicker than water’ 
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was the norm in ancient times, and this is in sharp contrast to the fractured society of 
today.]  
 
 

 
¼1@101½ 

 
tcrsa yS eqfu lax fl/kk,A 
jke  y[kuds  lekpkj]  lf[k !  rcrsa  dNqv  u  ik,AA 1AA 
fcuq  ikugh  xeu]  Qy  Hkkstu]  Hkwfe  l;u  r#NkghaA 
lj&lfjrk   tyiku]   fllquds   l¡x   lqlsod   ukghaAA 2AA 
dkSfld  ije  d`ikyq  ijefgr]  lejFk]  lq[kn]  lqpkyhA 
ckyd lqfB  lqdqekj  ldksph]  leqf>  lksp  eksfg  vkyhAA 3AA 
cpu  lizse  lqfe=kds  lqfu  lc  lusg&cl  jkuhA 
rqylh  vkb  Hkjr  rsfg  vkSlj  dgh  lqeaxy  ckuhAA 4AA 

 
 
                                                (1/101) 
 
jabatēṁ lai muni saṅga sidhā'ē. 
rāma lakhanakē samācāra, sakhi! tabatēṁ kachu'a na pā'ē.. 1.. 
binu pānahī gamana, phala bhōjana, bhūmi sayana taruchāhīṁ. 
sara-saritā jalapāna, sisunakē sam ̐ga susēvaka nāhīṁ.. 2.. 
kausika parama kr̥pālu paramahita, samaratha, sukhada, sucālī. 
bālaka suṭhi sukumāra sakōcī, samujhi sōca mōhi ālī.. 3.. 
bacana saprēma sumitrākē suni saba sanēha-basa rānī. 
tulasī ā'i bharata tēhi ausara kahī sumaṅgala bānī.. 4.. 
 

 
The situation in Ayodhya after Lord Ram & Laxman   

had gone with sage Vishwamitra—3 
 

Verse no. 1/101—[In this verse, we read how Sumitra, Laxman’s mother, lamented. She 
confides to her friend—] 'Oh Friend (sakhi)! Ever since the sage (Vishwamitra) took 
them away, I have not heard any news about Ram and Laxman (1). 
 
They will have to walk barefoot, eat fruits, sleep on the earth (without any semblance of a 
mattress) under the shade of a tree, and drink the water of rivers and ponds. There is not 
even a good and helpful servant with them (2). 
 
There is no doubt that sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra) is indeed very kind and 
compassionate, most favourable, gracious and benignant, most able and potent, a 
provider of comfort and happiness, is of course of an excellent character, and is self-
restrained.  
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That is alright. But, at the same time, the simple and pure-hearted (i.e. 
inexperienced and shy) children are also very delicate and tender and hesitant in their 
demeanours. [They will feel shy to tell the sage anything they want. How will the sage 
know if they are thirsty or hungry or want to take a rest? The sage is a veteran of the 
forest, and living with hardships is normal for him, so how will he understand the needs 
of delicate and tender princes who have never known the word ‘hardship’? since the two 
brothers would feel shy to ask anything of the sage, they would continue to suffer without 
the sage even being aware of their suffering. I am sure that if the sage comes to know 
about their smallest of needs and wants, he will immediately take care of it and ensure 
that the two boys are happy and contented. But the problem is these two boys won’t tell 
the sage.]  

Oh Friend! It is because of this thought that I am very affright and worried.1' (3). 
[1Refer verse no. 1/99, stanza no. 1 herein above where Kaushalya also expresses 

this apprehension.]  
 

Hearing these words of Sumitra that were at once soaked in love and affection for the two 
brothers as well as expressed her anguish and pain, all the queens were overcome with 
motherly love, and they too were pensive and sad.  

Tulsidas says that it was just then that Bharat came in and spoke pleasant, 
comforting and auspicious words2 (4). 

[2It so happened that royal messengers of king Janak arrived at Ayodhya with the 
good tidings of Lord Ram’s engagement with Sita after breaking of the bow, and they 
carried a letter of invitation for king Dasrath. Bharat and Shatrughan learnt of the good 
news and then Bharat rushed inside the palace to inform the mothers of the happy tidings. 
This is narrated in detail in the following verse no. 1/102 below.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 290—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 291. 
 

 
¼1@102½ 

 
lkuqt Hkjr Hkou mfB /kk,A 
firq&lehi  lc   lekpkj  lqfu]  eqfnr  ekrq  ig¡  vk,AA 1AA 
lty u;u] ruq  iqyd]  v/kj  Qjdr  yf[k  izhfr  lqgkbZA 
dkSlY;k  fy;s ykb ân;] ^cfy  dgkS] dNq gS lqf/k  ikbZ\*AA 2AA 
lrkuan  mijksfgr  vius  frjgqfr&ukFk  iBk,A 
[kse  dqly  j?kqchj&y"kudh  yfyr  if=dk  Y;k,AA 3AA 
nfy  rkMqdk]  ekfj  fuflpj]  e[k  jkf[k]  fciz&fr;  rkjhA 
nS  fc|k  yS  x;s  tudiqj]   gSa  xq#&lax   lq[kkjhAA 4AA 
dfj  fiukd&iu]  lqrk&Lo;acj  lft]  u`i&dVd  cVksj~;ksA 
jktlHkk   j?kqcj   e`uky   T;ksa   laHkq&ljklu   rksj~;ksAA 5AA 
;ksa  dfg  flfFky&lusg  ca/kq  nksm]  vac  vad  Hkfj  yhUgsaA 
ckj&ckj  eq[k  pwfe]  pk#  efu&clu  fuNkofj  dhUgsaAA 6AA 
lqur  lqgkofu  pkg  vo/k  ?kj ?kj  vkuan  c/kkbZA 
rqyflnkl   jfuokl   jgl&cl]   l[kh   lqeaxy   xkbZAA 7AA 
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                                               (1/102) 
 
sānuja bharata bhavana uṭhi dhā'ē. 
pitu-samīpa saba samācāra suni, mudita mātu paham ̐ ā'ē.. 1.. 
sajala nayana, tanu pulaka, adhara pharakata lakhi prīti suhā'ī. 
kausalyā liyē lā'i hr̥daya, ‘bali kahau, kachu hai sudhi pā'ī?’.. 2.. 
satānanda uparōhita apanē tirahuti-nātha paṭhā'ē. 
khēma kusala raghubīra-laṣanakī lalita patrikā lyā'ē.. 3.. 
dali tāḍukā, māri nisicara, makha rākhi, bipra-tiya tārī. 
dai bidyā lai gayē janakapura, haiṁ guru-saṅga sukhārī.. 4.. 
kari pināka-pana, sutā-svayambara saji, nr̥pa-kaṭaka baṭōryō. 
rājasabhā raghubara mr̥nāla jyōṁ sambhu-sarāsana tōryō.. 5.. 
yōṁ kahi sithila-sanēha bandhu dō'u, amba aṅka bhari līnhēṁ. 
bāra-bāra mukha cūmi, cāru mani-basana nichāvari kīnhēṁ.. 6.. 
sunata suhāvani cāha avadha ghara ghara ānanda badhā'ī. 
tulasidāsa ranivāsa rahasa-basa, sakhī sumaṅgala gā'ī.. 7.. 
 

 
Good Tidings arrive from Janakpur 

 
Verse no. 1/102—[A messenger arrived at Ayodhya from Janakpur, carrying a letter from 
king Janak and endorsed by sage Vishwamitra which tells about Lord Ram breaking the 
bow and his engagement with Sita. It also contained a formal invitation to king Dasrath to 
come to Janakpur with the bridegroom’s party.  

These messengers briefed everyone about all the developments that had occurred 
from the time the two brothers left with sage Vishwamitra till the time Lord Ram broke 
the bow and was engaged to Sita in marriage. 
 This was the first news of the two brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, since they 
went away with the sage. Therefore, as soon as the news broke, cheer erupted and 
resonated in Ayodhya, and there were spontaneous celebrations everywhere.  
 This entire episode is narrated in detail in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 287, and from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 290—to Doha no. 297.] 
   
Accompanied by his younger brother (Shatrughan), Bharat ran towards the palace (as 
soon as he heard that some news of his two beloved brothers, Lord Ram and Laxman, has 
arrived from another kingdom)1. 

Then, having heard the good news from his father, he rushed happily to inform his 
mothers (i.e. the queen-mother Kaushalya who was Lord Ram’s mother, queen Sumitra 
who was Laxman’s mother, and his own mother Kaikeyi)2 (1). 
 [1Bharat and Shatrughan were playing when the messenger presented himself with 
Janak’s letter before king Dasrath in his full court. So, as soon as Bharat heard that some 
good tidings about his brothers has arrived, he rushed to the court with his younger 
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brother. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha 
no. 290. 
 2Refer: Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/101, stanza no. 4.  
 It ought to be noted here that there is a slight variation in who first informed the 
queens as narrated in Ram Charit Manas and Geetwali. Here in Geetawali it is Bharat, but 
in Ram Charit Manas it was king Dasrath who summoned the queens and informed them 
about everything. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 295.] 
 
Tears of joy had swelled in Bharat’s eyes, his body was thrilled with exhilaration, and his 
lips quivered in excitement. Seeing his ecstatic condition, Kaushalya embraced him and 
said, 'Son, bless you; is there any news?' (2). 
 
[Bharat replied—] 'Mother! The Tirhut king (i.e. king Janak) has sent his Guru Shatanand 
as a messenger. He has brought a letter of good news about the welfare and happiness of 
Lord Sri Ram and Laxman (3). 
 
He (Sri Ram) had crushed Tadka and slayed the demon (Subahu), protected the fire 
sacrifice (of Vishwamitra) and then liberated the sage’s wife (Ahilya). Thereafter, he 
(Vishwamitra) gave them lessons (about the secret of magical weapons), and then took 
them on a visit to Janakpur. They (Sri Ram and Laxman) are happy there (4). 
 
The king (Janak) had made a vow regarding the Bow (which avowed that anyone 
whosoever breaks this Bow would marry his daughter named Sita), and to fulfill his vow 
he had made elaborate preparations and arrangements of all kinds. Then he had invited a 
lot of great kings and princes of earth to participate in the competition to break the Bow 
and win the hands of Sita in marriage. 

In that unique grand assembly the like of which had never been heard of 
anywhere, Raghubir (Sri Ram) had broken the Bow (after everyone else had failed) as if 
it were the stem of a lotus plant (i.e. he had broken the Bow without the least effort).' (5). 
 
Saying thus, both the brothers were so overcome by surging emotion of affection for their 
beloved elder brother Lord Ram that Bharat could speak no more and fell silent.  

The mother (Kaushalya) cheerfully lifted them and made them sit on her laps and 
repeatedly kissed them.  

Then she celebrated the good tidings and the happy occasion by liberally making 
charities in the form of giving away attractive gems and clothes (to all those who came to 
her to join her in this auspicious moment)3 (6). 

[3Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 295 along with its preceding Chaupai 
line nos. 7-8.] 
 
Tulsidas says that as soon as these pleasant, wish-fulfilling words4 spread in the city of 
Ayodhya, auspicious felicitous songs began to be sung almost immediately in every 
household, while in the royal palace the maids too started to sing auspicious and 
celebratory songs, being overwhelmed with joy and exhilaration (7). 
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 [4Every single individual in Ayodhya had hoped to hear some good news about 
their beloved princes Lord Ram and Laxman. So as soon as the word of the brothers’ 
well-being and happiness spread amongst the masses, they all rejoiced at these words and 
a thunder of cheer rang out spontaneously everywhere.] 
   
 

jkxdkUgjk 
 

¼1@103½ 
 
jke&y"ku  lqf/k  vkbZ  cktS  vo/k  c/kkbZA 

yfyr   yxu   fyf[k   if=dk] 
mijksfgrds dj tud&tusl iBkbZAA 1AA 

dU;k  Hkwi  fcnsgdh  :idh  vf/kdkbZ] 
rklq   Lo;acj   lqfu   lc   vk, 

nsl   nslds   u`i   prqjax   cukbZAA 2AA 
iu  fiukd]  ifc  es#  rsa  xq#rk  dfBukbZA 

yksdiky] efgiky] cku ckubr] 
nlkuu   lds   u   pki   p<+kbZAA 3AA 

rsfg  lekt  j?kqjktds  e`xjkt  txkbZA 
Hkaft  ljklu  laHkqdks  tx  t;] 

dy  dhjfr]  fr;  fr;efu  fl;  ikbZAA 4AA 
iqj  ?kj  ?kj  vkuan  egk  lqfu  pkg  lqgkbZA 

ekrq    eqfnr    eaxy    ltSa] 
dgSa eqfu izlkn Hk;s ldy lqeaxy] ekbZAA 5AA 

xq#&vk;ql  eaMi  jP;ks]  lc  lkt  ltkbZA 
rqyflnkl   nljFk   cjkr   lft] 

iwft xuslfg pys fulku cktbZAA 6AA 
 
 
                                          rāgakānharā 
 
                                             (1/103) 
 
rāma-laṣana sudhi ā'ī bājai avadha badhā'ī. 
lalita lagana likhi patrikā, 
uparōhitakē kara janaka-janēsa paṭhā'ī.. 1.. 
kan'yā bhūpa bidēhakī rūpakī adhikā'ī, 
tāsu svayambara suni saba ā'ē 
dēsa dēsakē nr̥pa caturaṅga banā'ī.. 2.. 
pana pināka, pabi mēru tēṁ gurutā kaṭhinā'ī. 
lōkapāla, mahipāla, bāna bāna'ita, 
dasānana sakē na cāpa caṛhā'ī.. 3.. 
tēhi samāja raghurājakē mr̥garāja jagā'ī. 
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bhan̄ji sarāsana sambhukō jaga jaya, 
kala kīrati, tiya tiyamani siya pā'ī.. 4.. 
pura ghara ghara ānanda mahā suni cāha suhā'ī. 
mātu mudita maṅgala sajaiṁ, 
kahaiṁ muni prasāda bhayē sakala sumaṅgala, mā'ī.. 5.. 
guru-āyusa maṇḍapa racyō, saba sāja sajā'ī. 
tulasidāsa dasaratha barāta saji, 
pūji ganēsahi calē nisāna bāja'ī.. 6.. 
 

 
 

Celebrations in Ayodhya & Departure of the Marriage Party 
 

Verse no. 1/103— [These events are also narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 296—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 304.] 
 
The inhabitants of Ayodhya talked joyously among themselves—] 'Today the news of Sri 
Ram and Laxman has come, that is why celebratory songs are being sung in Ayodhya. 
Janak has sent a lovely ‘Lagan-Patrika’ (a letter or memo containing auspicious tidings 
about the day when the marriage of Lord Ram and Sita is to be solemnized) through his 
messenger (the royal priest of Janakpur, named Shatanand) (1). 
 
King Videha (Janak) has a daughter who is matchless in beauty. Hearing of her 
‘Swyambar’ (marriage ceremony where the groom is selected on the spot as per certain 
pre-declared conditions), the great kings of different parts of the world had come with 
their ‘Chaturangi’ armies (i.e. with all the 4 wings of their army consisting of the foot 
soldiers who wield spears and lancets, the archers, the war horses and elephants, and the 
heavy canons)1 (2). 
 [1It was an occasion when every king and prince worth his name had come. It was 
a rare occasion for all of them to show-off their majesty, power, strength, authority, 
grandeur and pomp. So everyone of them came with all their best of royal paraphernalia 
and regal accompaniment of grandeur and majesty. The reader can well imagine the huge 
crowd that must have accumulated at Janakpur at that time, and the immensity of 
arrangements that Janak needed to make to accommodate all of these egoistic haughty 
kings and their accompanying retinue of ministers, attendants, army and the like at once. 
They must have pitched camps on the outskirts of the city of Janakpur for miles and miles 
around it, but the issues of logistics and keeping all these kings in good humour must 
have been mind boggling. Excepting a few noble kings who were reasonable and 
understanding, the majority were highly egoistic, arrogant and haughty, and even a slight 
cause of inconvenience to them could have resulted in their throwing tantrums and 
itching for a showdown.]   
 
The centre-piece of the ceremony was the unique ‘Bow of Lord Shiva’, the heaviness, 
sturdiness, invincibility and hardness of which was greater than that of Vajra (which is 
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the strongest weapon ever built and is held only by Indra, the king of gods) as well as Mt. 
Meru (the mountain where gods live).  

That Bow could not be lifted and strung even by the Lokpals (the strongest and 
mightiest of custodians of the world), by the greatest of assembled kings, as well as by 
the demons Vanasur and Ravana who were both expert archers (and therefore were well-
versed with the construction of a bow, and how to lift, bend and break it; even they 
failed) (3). 
 
In that assembly, (by saying some acrid, instigating words) king Janak had literally 
woken up or aroused the ‘lion of Raghu’s family’ (i.e. Lord Sri Ram).  

By breaking the Bow of Lord Shiva, he (Lord Ram) has acquired immense glory, 
fame, good name and a victory like of which has never been heard of anywhere in the 
world, besides being rewarded by having Sita, who is a jewel among women, as his 
bride.' (4). 
 
Hearing this pleasant news, celebratory and felicitous songs are being sung in every 
household of the city2.  

The mothers prepare auspicious accoutrements and paraphernalia, and say, 'Oh 
Ladies! All these auspicious happenings are due to the grace and kindness of the sage 
(Vishwamitra).3' (5). 
 [2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
296. 

3It is such an irony that a while ago these same queens had been blaming the sage 
for all the sorrows of separation from their beloved sons they were suffering from. Refer: 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/100, stanza no. 1 herein above.] 
 
Then, after getting the go-ahead (command, order) of the Guru (Vashishtha), the Mandap 
(a central canopy or a decorative pavilion for holding auspicious ceremonies) was erected 
wherein all types of auspicious paraphernalia and things needed for the wedding as well 
as the necessary items of daily use and other things needed for the long journey to and fro 
from Janakpur were collected.  

Tulsidas says that Dasrath got everything arranged, and accompanied by 
embellished accoutrements and relevant accompaniments (befitting his stature and 
occasion), and then after having worshipped Lord Ganesh, the marriage party of the 
groom (Lord Ram) sounded the trumpets and kettle-drums and proceeded merrily 
towards Janakpur4 (6). 

[4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 298—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 304.] 

 
 

jkx dsnkjk 
 

¼1@104½ 
 
euesa eatq euksjFk gks] jh ! 
lks gj&xkSfj&izlkn ,drsa] dkSfld] d`ik pkSxquks Hkks] jh !AA 1AA 
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iu&ifjrki] pki&fpark fufl] lksp&ldksp&frfej ufga FkksjhA 
jfcdqy&jfc voyksfd lHkk&lj fgrfpr&ckfjt&cu fcdlksjhAA 2AA 
dq¡oj&dq¡ofj lc eaxy ewjfr] u`i nksm /kje/kqja/kj /kksjhA 
jktlekt Hkwfj&Hkkxh]  ftu ykspu ykgq yáks ,d BkSjhAA 3AA 
C;kg&mNkg jke&lhrkdks  lqd`r ldsfy fcjafp jP;ks] jhA 
rqyflnkl tkuS lksb ;g lq[k tsfg mj clfr euksgj tksjhAA 4AA 

 
 
                                            rāga kēdārā 
 
                                               (1/104) 
 
manamēṁ man̄ju manōratha hō, rī! 
sō hara-gauri-prasāda ēkatēṁ, kausika, kr̥pā caugunō bhō, rī!.. 1.. 
pana-paritāpa, cāpa-cintā nisi, sōca-sakōca-timira nahiṁ thōrī. 
rabikula-rabi avalōki sabhā-sara hitacita-bārija-bana bikasōrī.. 2.. 
kum̐vara-kum̐vari saba maṅgala mūrati, nr̥pa dō'u dharamadhurandhara dhōrī. 
rājasamāja bhūri-bhāgī, jina lōcana lāhu lahyō ēka ṭhaurī.. 3.. 
byāha-uchāha rāma-sītākō sukr̥ta sakēli biran̄ci racyō, rī. 
tulasidāsa jānai sō'i yaha sukha jēhi ura basati manōhara jōrī.. 4.. 
 

 
 

Arrival of the Groom’s party at Janakpur 
 
Verse no. 1/104—[After elaborate arrangements were made, king Dasrath and the royal 
priest sage Vasistha led the procession of the groom’s marriage party to Janakpur to 
participate in the wedding ceremonies of Lord Ram and Sita. This verse narrates the 
happenings at Janakpur when the party arrived there.  
 Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that 
precedes Doha no. 304—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 307.] 
 
Seeing the groom’s marriage party, the women folk of Janakpur began to talk amongst 
themselves—] ‘Oh Dear (rī)! The pretty desire that we had in our hearts (that Lord Ram 
should wed Sita)1 has not only been fulfilled but also increased four-fold2, thanks to the 
blessings of Lord Shiva and Parvati (the patron deities of Janakpur) as well as the grace 
and kindness of Kaushik (sage Vishwamitra—as he was the motivator who ordered Lord 
Ram to go and break the bow when Janak had felt very depressed and low)’ (1). 
 [1Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 1/70, stanza nos. 3-8, and verse no. 
1/74—to 1/83; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 223. 

2The citizens had seen Lord Ram and Laxman till now but were seeing the other 
two brothers, Bharat and Shatrughan, for the first time. So they now hope that all the 
‘four’ brothers are married together to the four princesses of Janakpur—king Janak’s two 
daughters, viz. Sita and her younger sister Urmila, and Janak’s younger brother 
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Kushdwhaj’s two daughters Maandavi and Srutkirti. They silently prayed to Lord Shiva 
and goddess Parvati that since they had been so kind and gracious to have heard their 
initial prayer that Lord Ram should marry Sita so much so that Shiva had no objection to 
Lord Ram breaking his Bow, then let their one more prayer also be heard and fulfilled. 
And this was that all the four brothers become related to the kingdom of Janakpur by the 
inviolable bond of marriage. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 
that precede Doha no. 309—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 312.] 
 
[The lady continues to speak—] ‘See friend (rī)! The gloomy darkness symbolized by the 
regrets and lamentations that the king suffered from at having made such a difficult and 
intractable vow (pana-paritāpa) regarding the Bow which was like a dark night when no 
path is visible (‘cāpa-cintā nisi’; i.e. when Janak was so extremely perplexed that he 
could not think of any way out of the grave situation and dilemma that he had landed 
himself into with respect to the Bow), and the worries of what would now happen if the 
Bow remained unbroken (with respect to the future of Sita and his own reputation), were 
not small and easy to overcome (‘sōca-sakōca-timira nahiṁ thōrī’; i.e. were 
immensely horrifying)—but it is such a good fortune and good luck for all of us and the 
king as well that we, the ones who are attending this grand assembly which is like a huge 
pond (sabhā-sara), have had the good luck to be able to see (‘avalōki’; i.e. have in our 
midst) the ‘Sun of the Solar Race’ (‘rabikula-rabi’; Lord Ram) so much so that the 
Lord’s sight injected cheer and joy in our minds and hearts just like the dense cluster of 
lotus flowers in a pond open up their petals and feel glad at the sight of the sun in the sky 
(hitacita-bārija-bana bikasōrī)1. (2). 

[1Here, the similes are obvious. The citizens and king Janak are compared to the 
lotus flowers, and Lord Ram to the sun. The lotus remains closed during the night but 
opens as soon as the sun is sighted. The ‘closed lotus’ symbolizes its state of gloom and 
depression, and its opening its petal to it feeling cheerful and joyful. 

So, as soon as the people saw Lord Sri Ram stand up from his seat to break the 
bow after Janak had expressed his utter dismay and frustration when none of the 
assembled kings could budge the Bow, the atmosphere of despair and dejection vanished, 
and it was replaced by one of hope, cheer, jubilation and encouragement. This is what 
this stanza means.] 
 
Lord Sri Ram and other princes (i.e. his three brothers) as well as Sita and other 
princesses (i.e. Sita’s and her three sisters) are all auspiciousness personified, and both 
the kings (Janak and Dasrath) are also leaders in the field of Dharma (i.e. they are both 
wellversed and steeped in the laws of righteousness, noble conduct, probity, propriety, 
ethics etc.).  

Indeed this royal assembly is also very lucky that it has reaped the rewards  and 
benefits of having eyes (eyesight) because all those present here are able to behold a 
personified form of all the best of virtues and glories that exist in this world at a single 
place, something which is an extreme rarity2 (3). 

[2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 309—to Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 310.] 
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Oh Dear (rī)!This exciting and exhilarating ceremonial occasion of the marriage of Lord 
Sri Ram with Sita has been created (i.e. made to happen) by the Creator by carefully 
selecting and gathering all auspicious, virtuous and good deeds of all the people who are 
participating on this happy occasion (byāha-uchāha rāma-sītākō sukr̥ta sakēli biran̄ci 
racyō).’  

Tulsidas asserts that only those who have this lovely pair (of Sri Ram and Sita) 
permanently residing in their hearts can ralise the immensity of exhilaration, joy and 
delight that everyone present on this occasion felt in their hearts (for others it is simply a 
narrative by a poet) (4). 

 
 

¼1@105½ 
 
jktfr jke&tkudh&tksjhA 
L;ke&ljkst tyn lqanj cj] nqyfgfu rfM+r&cju ruq xksjhAA 1AA 
C;kg le; lksgfr fcrkurj] miek dgq¡ u yfgr efr eksjhA 
eugq¡ enu eatqy eaMieg¡ Nfc&flaxkj&lksHkk bd BkSjhAA 2AA 
eaxye; nksm] vax euksgj] xzfFkr] pwujh ihr fiNksjhA 
duddyl dg¡ nsr Hkk¡ojh] fujf[k :i lkjn Hkb HkksjhAA 3AA 
br cfl"B eqfu] mrfg lrku¡n] cal c[kku djSa nksm vksjhA 
br vo/ksl] mrfg fefFkykifr] Hkjr vad lq[kfla/kq fgyksjhAA 4AA 
eqfnr tud] jfuokl jglcl] prqj ukfj fprofga r`u rksjhA 
xku&fulku&csn&/kqfu lqfu lqj cjlr lqeu] gj"k dgS dksjh\AA 5AA 
u;uudks Qy ikb izsecl ldy vlhlr bZl fugksjhA 
rqylh tsfg vkuanexu eu] D;ksa jluk cjuS lq[k lks jhAA 6AA 

 
                                                  (1/105) 
 
rājati rāma-jānakī-jōrī. 
syāma-sarōja jalada sundara bara, dulahini taḍita-barana tanu gōrī.. 1.. 
byāha samaya sōhati bitānatara, upamā kahum ̐ na lahita mati mōrī. 
manahum ̐ madana man̄jula maṇḍapamaham̐ chabi-siṅgāra-sōbhā ika ṭhaurī.. 2.. 
maṅgalamaya dō'u, aṅga manōhara, grathita, cūnarī pīta pichōrī. 
kanakakalasa kaham̐ dēta bhām ̐varī, nirakhi rūpa sārada bha'i bhōrī.. 3.. 
ita basiṣṭha muni, utahi satānam ̐da, bansa bakhāna karaiṁ dō'u ōrī. 
ita avadhēsa, utahi mithilāpati, bharata aṅka sukhasindhu hilōrī.. 4.. 
mudita janaka, ranivāsa rahasabasa, catura nāri citavahiṁ tr̥na tōrī. 
gāna-nisāna-bēda-dhuni suni sura barasata sumana, haraṣa kahai kōrī?.. 5.. 
nayananakō phala pā'i prēmabasa sakala asīsata īsa nihōrī. 
tulasī jēhi ānandamagana mana, kyōṁ rasanā baranai sukha sō rī.. 6.. 
 

 
The Glorious Pair of Rām and Sitā-1 
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Verse no. 1/105—[This verse describes the magnificent sight of Lord Ram and Sita while 
they are undertaking the various rites of marriage, such as the ‘Bhanwari’ mentioned in 
stanza no. 3 in this verse. It is a fascinating verse inasmuch as its narrator being the same 
happy lady who had spoken in the previous verse no. 1/104 is indicated only in its last 
two stanzas, i.e. nos. 5 and 6 where the word ‘rī’, an affectionate way of addressing one’s 
lady friend, has been used.  
 This beautiful sight of Lord Ram and Sita during the marriage rituals is also 
narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 319—to Doha no. 325 that describe the entire process of the marriage ceremony in 
vivid detail.] 
 
The pair of Lord Sri Ram and Sita is gloriously present (or, making their glorious, 
magnificent, most exalted presence felt) in the grand assembly.  

The groom is most lovely (charming, pretty, endearing) like a blue lotus or a dark 
rain-bearing cloud (because Lord Ram’s complexion is of a dark shade), while the bride 
is of a fair complexion like that of lightening (i.e. which is dazzling, glowing and 
brilliant, signifying that Sita is most attractive and charming) (1). 
 
At the time of the marriage ceremony, they look most magnificent and glorious under the 
‘Mandapam’ (a specially erected canopy under which all marriage rituals are performed).  

My (Tulsidas’) mind fails to find an appropriate simile or comparison anywhere. 
It appears that beauty and  splendour of the ‘Sringar-Ras’ (which is one of the various 
excellent qualities of literature) have personified themselves (in the form of Lord Ram 
and Sita) and have come together as a couple under the canopy (the Mandapam) into 
which Kamdeo/cupid (the patron deity of beauty, glamour and love) has transformed 
himself (2). 

 
Both of them (Sri Ram and Sita) possess most auspicious, pretty and charming bodies 
(forms). They are tied to each other by the knot linking (Sri Ram’s) Pitambar (that is 
wrapped around the Lord’s body) with the Chunri (worn by Sita)1 as they are going round 
and round the golden pitcher in a ceremonial ritual called ‘Bhanwari’3.  

Even the intellect of Saraswati (the goddess of speech, knowledge, wisdom, 
intellect) was confused and dumbfounded at the sight of that spectacular beauty (as she 
was unable to find words to describe its greatness of magnificence, its fabulous beauty 
and its stupendous grandeur) (3). 
 [1The ‘Pitambar’ is the silk yellow cloth that Lord Ram usually wore. The 
‘Chunri’ is a colourful drape covering the head and shoulders of chaste young women, a 
mark of modesty and chastity. It is worn by married women during all religious 
ceremonies.  

3The ‘Bhanwari’ is a marriage ritual wherein one end of the groom’s body-
wrapping cloth is tied to an end of the bride’s Chunri. Then they go around the sacred fire 
and ceremonial pitchers placed near it seven times to say their marriage vows. During 
this cirumambulance, dried and puffed rice flakes are sprinkled on their path with the 
help of a wicker basket or plate. This ritual stands for their happy and fruitful married 
life, and signifies their irrevocable bond of mutual trust and love. Refer: (i) Ram Charit 
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Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1 and 7 that precede Doha no. 325, and (ii) Janki 
Mangal, Chanda no. 18, line no. 3.] 

 
Sage Vashishtha on this side (representing king Dasrath and the groom’s side) and sage 
Shatanand on the opposite side (representing king Janak and the bride’s side) are lauding 
and singing eulogy of the greatness of the family tree of their respective patrons, 
enumerating the various achievements and glories of all the members of the two families.  

The king of Avadha (i.e. king Dasrath) on this side (groom’s side) and the king of 
Mithila (i.e. king Janak) on the other side (bride’s side) are extremely jubilant and happy 
so much so that they appear to be continuously filling their laps with the ocean 
symbolized by the virtues of happiness, joy and bliss that continues to pour into their laps 
without their having enough of it (bharata aṅka sukhasindhu hilōrī). (4). 
 
Oh Dear (rī)! At this point of time, Janak is extremely glad and euphoric. The women in 
his household are overwhelmed with love and affection, while the clever and wise 
amongst the women-folk are breaking blades of reed (a gesture done to ward-off evil 
omens and bad spirits) and gazing intently, full of affection and endearment, at the couple 
(Lord Ram and Sita).  

Hearing the (adulatory, laudatory) songs, the playing of kettle-drums and the 
chanting of hymns of the Vedas, the Gods shower flowers (from the sky)4. Who can ever 
describe those wonderful moments of jubilation and merriment? (5). 

[4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha 
no. 323.] 
 
In this way, getting the fruits (benefits, rewards) of their eyes, all the men and women 
folk affectionately bless the couple by invoking the grace of the Lord (Shiva) (sakala 
asīsata īsa nihōrī).  

Oh Dear (rī)! Those wonderful moments of happiness, joy and pleasure as well as 
the magnificently divine and glorious sight of the couple (Lord Ram and Sita) that has 
made Tulsidas’ mind and heart also feel extremely exhilarated and overwhelmed with 
happiness and joy (tulasī jēhi ānandamagana mana)—say, how can the tongue (i.e. 
the speaker’ tongue; the lady who is describing these events) ever be able to describe the 
dimension, the intensity and depth and excellence, of those amazing moments of joy and 
happiness (kyōṁ rasanā baranai sukha sō)5 (6).  

[5The exhilaration, euphoria, happiness and rejoicing of that occasion were so 
intense and measureless like a fathomless ocean that they had numbed the mind and 
intellect to such an extent that the latter were paralysed and could not direct the tongue to 
utter a single word. It was something so divinely blissful and exhilarating that it had to be 
experienced and witnessed to have an idea of its intensity and depth, and not something 
that can be butted and bounded by words with their limited ability to transmit information 
or sufficently describe them.]  

 
 

¼1@106½ 
 
nwyg jke] lh; nqygh jh ! 
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?ku&nkfefu cj cju] gju&eu lqanjrk u[kfl[k fucgh] jhAA 1AA 
C;kg&fcHkw"ku&clu&fcHkwf"kr] lf[k voyh yf[k Bfx lh jgh] jhA 
thou&tue&ykgq] ykspu&Qy gS bruksb] yáks vktq lgh] jhAA 2AA 
lq[kek lqjfHk fl¡xkj&Nhj nqfg e;u vfe;e; fd;ks gS ngh] jhA 
efFk ek[ku fl;&jke l¡okjs] ldy Hkqou Nfc eugq egh] jhAA 3AA 
rqyflnkl tksjh ns[kr lq[k lksHkk vrqy] u tkfr dgh] jhA 
:i&jkfl fcjph fcjafp euks] flyk yofu jfr&dke ygh] jhAA 4AA 

 
 
                                              (1/106) 
 
dūlaha rāma, sīya dulahī rī! 
ghana-dāmini bara barana, harana-mana sundaratā nakhasikha nibahī, rī.. 1.. 
byāha-bibhūṣana-basana-bibhūṣita, sakhi avalī lakhi ṭhagi sī rahī, rī. 
jīvana-janama-lāhu, lōcana-phala hai itanō'i, lahyō āju sahī, rī.. 2.. 
sukhamā surabhi sim ̐gāra-chīra duhi mayana amiyamaya kiyō hai dahī, rī. 
mathi mākhana siya-rāma sam ̐vārē, sakala bhuvana chabi manahu mahī, rī.. 3.. 
tulasidāsa jōrī dēkhata sukha sōbhā atula, na jāti kahī, rī. 
rūpa-rāsi biracī biran̄ci manō, silā lavani rati-kāma lahī, rī.. 4.. 
 

 
The Glorious Pair of Rām and Sitā-2 

 
Verse no. 1/106—The friends and handmaids of Sita cheerfully converse with each other, 
exclaim with joyous abandon—‘Oh dear friend (rī)! Lord Sri Ram is the groom and Sita 
is the bride (dūlaha rāma, sīya dulahī)!  

Look at their beauty dear (rī). One (i.e. Lord Ram) is of a dark complexion like 
the shade of a dark rain-bearing cloud, while the other (i.e. Sita) has a fair shining 
complexion like that of the lightening (ghana-dāmini bara barana)1. 

Their beauty that extends from the tip of their toe nails right upto their heads is so 
astounding that it steals the attention of the beholder and keeps his mind enthralled and 
captivated (harana-mana sundaratā nakhasikha nibahī). (1) 

[1In other words, they are related to each other just like the dark cloud 
representing Lord Ram's dark complexion is to the lightening representing Sita's fair and 
dazzling countenance. Lightening is a part of the dark rain-bearing cloud. A cloud that 
has no lightening is not as dynamic and does not produce as much rain as the one in 
which streaks of lightening constantly shine through. Thus, here it means that both Lord 
Ram and Sita compliment and supplement each other. Lord Ram’s glory and magnificene 
and majesty are enhanced by the presence of Sita by his side.]  
 
See dear friend (rī). All our friends who are watching (sakhi avalī lakhi) the pair (of 
Lord Ram and Sita) attired in their full marriage regalia and decorative paraphernalia  
(byāha-bibhūṣana-basana-bibhūṣita) have become so exceedingly enthralled by this 
fabulously wonderful sight that it appears as if their mind has been captivated by it (ṭhagi 
sī rahī).  
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 Verily my dear friend (rī) I say that by watching them we have got today the full 
fruit (reward) of taking birth and having an eye (‘jīvana-janama-lāhu, lōcana-phala 
hai itanō'i, lahyō āju sahī’; because if we hadn’t been born at Janakpur or didn’t have 
our eyes we wouldn’t have had this rare opportunity to watch Lord Ram and Sita 
standing side-by-side as a couple and enjoy the sight of our lifetime, nor would it have 
been possible for us to participate and witness this auspicious and glorious event) (2). 
 
Oh Dear (rī)! It appears that a milkman represented by Kaamdeo (‘mayana’; the patron 
god of beauty, charm and glamour) has ‘milked’ beauty, glamour, magnificence and 
charm from a ‘milch cow’ representing attractiveness, splendour and glory (sukhamā 
surabhi sim ̐gāra-chīra duhi).  

Then from this milk he prepared ‘curd’ representing the elixir of life known as 
‘Amrit’ (nectar; here meaning the essential part of the milk representing the qualities of 
beauty, charm, glamour and magnificence) (amiyamaya kiyō hai dahī).  

This Amrit was then churned to produce ‘butter’ (or cream) with which he 
decorated the bewitching image (form) of Lord Sri Ram and Sita (mathi mākhana siya-
rāma sam ̐vārē), and the remaining part that was the ‘butter-milk’ (after extraction of the 
cream from the butter) was transformed into residual beauty (which is comparatively very 
dull, drab, unattractive, lustre-less and taste-less) that exists on earth (sakala bhuvana 
chabi manahu mahī)2 (3). 
 [2In this metaphor Tulsidas means that Lord Ram and Sita look exceptionally 
beautiful and charming as if the best part of the qualities known as ‘beauty, charm, 
attractiveness, glmour, magnificence et al’ have been collected together to form the 
image of the couple, while the residual part of these qualities, parts that did not stand at 
the top and did not qualify to be called the ‘best and the most excellent’ were distributed 
to all other beautiful and lovely things that were created in this creation.  
 In other words, the lovely image of Lord Ram and Sita represented the epitome 
and pinnacle of beauty, prettiness, magnificence, attractiveness, glamour and charm. 
There is nothing in this world created by the Creator that can be used to compare Lord 
Ram and Sita with.]   
 
Oh Dear (rī)! Even Tulsidas avers that when one sees that pair (of Lord Ram and Sita) 
one finds such an immensity of happiness, delight and bliss that it cannot be compared 
with anything ever experienced before (tulasidāsa jōrī dēkhata sukha sōbhā atula) so 
much so that he says that he is unable to describe its uniqueness and rarity (na jāti kahī).  

Oh Dear (rī)! Verily it appears that the Creator has created them as a treasury of 
beauty, magnificence, splendour and attractiveness (rūpa-rāsi biracī biran̄ci manō), 
while Rati and Kamdeo/cupid had only ‘silā and lavani3’ in their share. (4). 

 [3 “Silā”  is the left over seeds remaining in the field after the crop is harvested, 
while “Lavani” is the part of the harvest which is given to labourers in lieu of money. 

In other words, the best part of the Creator’s “crop” sybmolised by the qualities of 
beauty, loveliness, prettiness, charm, glamour, magnificence and majesty that was 
harvested (created) by him, qualities that helped him to get renown as a “Creator of good 
and marvellous things”, and of which the Creator was proud of just like a rich farmer 
who derives his importance and standing in the society by the richness of his treasury (or 
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granary) which is filled with the best part of his crop, is represented by Lord Ram and 
Sita, while the residual part of the harvest (or “crop” representing beauty and other like 
qualities in this creation), which is not of top grade, is represented by the rest of the 
world.] 

 
 

¼1@107½ 
 
tSls yfyr y"ku yky yksusA 
rSfl;s  yfyr  mjfeyk]  ijlij  y"kr  lqykspu  dksusAA 1AA 
lq[keklkj  fl¡xkjlkj  dfj  dud  jps  gSa  frfg  lksusA 
:iizse&ijfefr  u  ijr  dfg]  fcFkfd  jgh  efr  ekSusAA 2AA 
lksHkk  lhy&lusg  lksgkouks]  lem  dsfyx`g  xkSusA 
nsf[k  fr;fuds  u;u  lQy  Hk;s]  rqylhnklgwds  gksusAA 3AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/107) 
 
jaisē lalita laṣana lāla lōnē. 
taisiyē lalita uramilā, parasapara laṣata sulōcana kōnē.. 1.. 
sukhamāsāra sim ̐gārasāra kari kanaka racē haiṁ tihi sōnē. 
rūpaprēma-paramiti na parata kahi, bithaki rahī mati maunē.. 2.. 
sōbhā sīla-sanēha sōhāvanō, sama'u kēligr̥ha gaunē. 
dēkhi tiyanikē nayana saphala bhayē, tulasīdāsahūkē hōnē.. 3.. 
 

 
Laxman and Urmila 

 
Verse no. 1/107—[All the four brothers, i.e. Lord Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, 
were married simultaneously at the same venue and at the same time with the four 
princesses of Janakpur, i.e. Lord Ram with Sita, Laxman with Sita’s younger sister 
Urmila (both were the daughters of Janak), Bharat with Sita’s cousin sister Maandavi, 
and Shatrughan with the latter’s younger sibling Srutkirti (who were daughters of Janak’s 
younger brother Kushdwaj). Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line nos. 5-12 
that precede Doha no. 325. 
 Presently, this verse no. 1/107 describes the beauty of the couple consisting of 
Laxman and his wife Urmila.]  
 
Urmila is as beauteous as is Laxman who is an abode of extreme magnificence, charm, 
beauty and elegance. They are glancing at each other from the corners of their eyes (1). 
 
The Creator had apparently made gold out of the essence of loveliness, beauty and 
‘Sringar-Ras’ (the extract of love and beauty), and then created these two images out of 
that gold (tihi sōnē)1.  
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One cannot therefore describe their (Laxman’s and Urmila’s) beautiful image 
(which is literally moulded from gold) and their mutual affection for each other. In fact, 
the mind and intellect gets tired at trying to do so, and has become silent as a 
consequence of its failure to describe it (2). 

[1Both Laxman and Urmila are of fair complexion, hence their comparison with 
‘gold’.] 
 
At the time they went inside the ‘keligriha’ (‘kēligr̥ha gaunē’; i.e. the site of the 
marriage ceremonies), the women-folk were rewarded for their eye sights by looking at 
the magnificent sight of the couple complete with their charm, beauty and glamour 
(sōbhā), their dignified behaviour and excellence of manners (sīla), and their mutual  
affection and love for each other (sanēha) which was very pleasing to behold 
(sōhāvanō). 

Tulsidas asserts that now it is his turn to have the benefit of his eye sight2 (3).  
[Note—2It appears from this last stanza that when Laxman and Urmila sat together, 

the citizens were given a chance to come closer to them and offer their personal good 
wishes, greetings, blessings and gifts to them, as was the tradition in those days and is 
still prevalent now. First it were the ladies who crowded around the newly married couple 
to wish them a happy married life, and then the men-folk who had been eagerly waiting 
in a queue till the ladies were finished had their chance to came to the couple to greet 
them.  

Tulsidas imagines that he was standing with the gentlemen to greet Laxman and 
Urmila, and it is clear from the wordings of this last stanza. 

It ought to be recalled in this context that the majority of verses of this book 
Geetawali are written in the “present tense narrative” instead of the grammatically correct 
way of using the “past tense” as the events related to some time long long ago. But 
Tulsidas is not a historian or an ordinary poet; he is a devotee of the Lord God who had 
manifested himself as Lord Ram. A devotee feels closeness with his Lord as if the latter 
is right in his front, for there is no distance between the Lord and his beloved devotee, 
especially the Lord’s chosen one as Tulsidas indeed was. So therefore, Tulsidas had 
mentally transported himself to that place and time in a virtual spiritual time-machine 
when the events of the story of the Ramayana were actually taking place, and hence his 
narrative is similar to a first-hand report by a scribe who is witness to the events as they 
unfold.  

This very premise as outlined above gives authenticity and lends credence to what 
Tulsidas describes in all his books—for they are not heresay or a retelling of history 
relying on someone else’s account, but a narration of the events witnessed personally by 
the narrator as they unfolded before his eyes.] 

 
jkx fcykoy 

 
¼1@108½ 

 
tkudh&cj lqanj] ekbZA 
bUnzuhy&efu&L;ke lqHkx] v¡x&vax eukstfu cgq Nfc NkbZAA 1AA 
v#u pju] vaxqyh euksgj] u[k nqfroar] dNqd v#ukbZA 
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datnyfuij eugq  HkkSe  nl  cSBs  vpy  lqlnfl  cukbZAA 2AA 
ihu tkuq] mj pk#] tfVr efu uwiqj in dy eq[kj lksgkbZA 
ihr ijkx Hkjs vfyxu tuq tqxy tyt yf[k jgs yksHkkbZAA 3AA 
fdafdfu dud dat voyh e`nq ejdr fl[kj e/; tuq tkbZA 
xbZ u mij] lHkhr ufer eq[k] fcdfl pgw¡ fnfl jgh yksukbZAA4AA 
ukfHk x¡Hkhj] mnj js[kk cj] mj Hk`xq&pju&fpUg lq[knkbZA 
Hkqt izyac  Hkw"ku  vusd  tqr] clu ihr  lksHkk  vf/kdkbZAA 5AA 
tX;ksichr fcfp= gsee;] eqäkeky mjfl eksfg HkkbZA 
dan&rfM+r fcp tuq lqjifr /kuq #fpj cykd ik¡fr pfy vkbZAA 6AA 
dacq daB fpcqdk/kj laqnj] D;ksa dgkSa nluu dh #fpjkbZA 
inqedksl eg¡ cls ctz euks fut l¡x rfM+r&v#u&#fp ykbZAA 7AA 
ukfld pk#] yfyr ykspu] HkzdqfVy] dpfu vuqie Nfc ikbZA 
jgs  ?ksfj  jktho  mHk;  euks  papjhd  dNq  ân; MsjkbZAA 8AA 
Hkky fryd] dapu fdjhV flj] daqMy yksy diksyfu >k¡bZA 
fuj[kfga ukfj&fudj fcnsgiqj fufe u`idh ejtkn feVkbZAA 9AA 
lkjn&lsl&laHkq fufl&cklj fparr :i] u ân; lekbZA 
rqyflnkl lB D;ksa dfj cjuS ;g Nfc fuxe usfr dg xkbZAA10AA 

 
 
                                               rāga bilāvala 
 
                                                   (1/108) 
 
jānakī-bara sundara, mā'ī. 
indranīla-mani-syāma subhaga, am ̐ga-aṅga manōjani bahu chabi chā'ī.. 1.. 
aruna carana, aṅgulī manōhara, nakha dutivanta, kachuka arunā'ī. 
kan̄jadalanipara manahu bhauma dasa baiṭhē acala susadasi banā'ī.. 2.. 
pīna jānu, ura cāru, jaṭita mani nūpura pada kala mukhara sōhā'ī. 
pīta parāga bharē aligana janu jugala jalaja lakhi rahē lōbhā'ī.. 3.. 
kiṅkini kanaka kan̄ja avalī mr̥du marakata sikhara madhya janu jā'ī. 
ga'ī na upara, sabhīta namita mukha, bikasi cahūm̐ disi rahī lōnā'ī..4.. 
nābhi gam̐bhīra, udara rēkhā bara, ura bhr̥gu-carana-cinha sukhadā'ī. 
bhuja pralamba bhūṣana anēka juta, basana pīta sōbhā adhikā'ī.. 5.. 
jagyōpabīta bicitra hēmamaya, muktāmāla urasi mōhi bhā'ī. 
kanda-taḍita bica janu surapati dhanu rucira balāka pām ̐ti cali ā'ī.. 6.. 
kambu kaṇṭha cibukādhara suṁdara, kyōṁ kahauṁ dasanana kī rucirā'ī. 
padumakōsa maham̐ basē bajra manō nija sam̐ga taḍita-aruna-ruci lā'ī.. 7.. 
nāsika cāru, lalita lōcana, bhrakuṭila, kacani anupama chabi pā'ī. 
rahē ghēri rājīva ubhaya manō can ̄carīka kachu hr̥daya ḍērā'ī.. 8.. 
bhāla tilaka, kan̄cana kirīṭa sira, kuṁḍala lōla kapōlani jhām̐ī. 
nirakhahiṁ nāri-nikara bidēhapura nimi nr̥pakī marajāda miṭā'ī.. 9.. 
sārada-sēsa-sambhu nisi-bāsara cintata rūpa, na hr̥daya samā'ī. 
tulasidāsa saṭha kyōṁ kari baranai yaha chabi nigama nēti kaha gā'ī..10.. 
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The Beauty of Lord Rām as the Groom 

 
Verse no. 1/108—[In previous verse no. 1/106 the beauty of Lord Ram was discussed by 
young ladies as is clear from the use of the word “rī”—which is a friendly term of address 
between girls and ladies when they talk with each other—at the end of every stanza there.  

But in the present verse no. 1/108, the speaker is a young lady talking to her 
elders because she addresses them with the word “mā'ī” which means ‘mother’.] 
 
‘Oh Mother (mā'ī)! The groom of Sita (i.e. Lord Ram) is very pretty, charming and 
handsome.  

His lovely and attractive body is dark (bluish) hued like the gem called ‘sapphire’ 
(indranīla-mani-syāma), while the beauty and glamour of many a Kamdeo/cupids 
appear to have spread over every part of his body (am̐ga-aṅga manōjani bahu chabi 
chā'ī) (1). 
 
His feet are red-coloured (aruna carana), the toes are well chiselled and attractive 
(aṅgulī manōhara), and the toe-nails are radiant with a slight hint (tinge) of red (nakha 
dutivanta, kachuka arunā'ī) as if ten ‘Mars’ (the red planet), who have gathered 
together to attend a conference (susadasi banā'ī), are sitting comfortably and without 
moving (acala) in a row on the petals of the lotus flower (kan̄jadalanipara manahu 
bhauma dasa baiṭhē)1 (2).  

[1Here, the ‘petals of the lotus’ are the feet of Lord Ram, and the toe-nails are the 
ten shining, red hued planet ‘Mars’ that appear to be sitting in a row on the edge of these 
symbolic petals as if they have been stuck to these petals to embellish them and add 
beauty to them just like a ‘crown jewel’ embedded at the helm of a crown adds beauty to 
the latter. 

Another imagination is that ten great kings represented by ten planets known as 
Mars have gathered together to attend a conference, and they sit in a semi-circle around a 
large table made of red gem symbolised by the feet of Lord Ram that is additionally 
decorated beautifully for this special occasion. The ‘special occasion’ in this case is the 
Lord’s marriage.]     

 
His knees are well-formed and muscular (‘pīna jānu’; i.e. they are not skinny and weak), 
and the Lord’s chest is also well-built and attractive (ura cāru).  

His feet have gem-studded anklets (with tiny bells attached to them) which give 
out a pleasant sound as they chime and tinkle very softly (jaṭita mani nūpura pada kala 
mukhara sōhā'ī).  

This sight reminds one of a row of black bees that hum around two lotus flowers 
full of nectar (pīta parāga bharē aligana janu jugala jalaja), and are so enamoured by 
the lotus and its charm that they remain engrossed in buzzing around the flower in their 
search for nectar (lakhi rahē lōbhā'ī)2 (3).  

 
[2Here, the feet of Lord Ram are the ‘two lotus flowers’, the anklets are the ‘row 

of black-bees that circle the lotus, the sound emnating from them is the ‘humming and 
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buzzing of the bees’, and the charm of the Lord’s feet is the ‘nectar’ that the bees yearn 
for.]  

 
The golden waist-band tied around the Lord’s waist resembles a garland of beautiful 
golden lotuses (kiṅkini kanaka kan̄ja avalī mr̥du) which had emerged in the central part 
of a valley of the mountain called Markat-Mani (a mountain made of emerald) 
(marakata sikhara madhya janu jā'ī), and being shy or afraid of looking up to see the 
moon (symbolised by Lord Ram’s face) (ga'ī na upara), these lotus flowers bloomed 
(bikasi) with their faces pointing downwards (towards the Lord’s feet) (sabhīta namita 
mukha)3.  
 This beautous sight is so magnificent that its charm has spread in all the ten 
directions (cahūm ̐ disi rahī lōnā'ī)4 (4). 

[3The waist-band has tiny bells shaped like a lotus dangling from a thread. The 
body of Lord Sri Ram is compared to the Mount of Emerald (“marakata sikhara”)—
because it is dark coloured. The lotus-like golden tiny trinkets and bells hanging from the 
waist-girdle are compared here to the yellow-tinged lotus flower growing in the valley of 
Mt. Markatmani.  

Since the tiny decorative attachements of the waist-band are dangling from a 
thread, they are naturally pointing downward towards the feet of Lord Ram. This sight is 
compared to the lotus in the valley of the mountain that point downwards because they 
have a soft and tender stem. Besides this, the sun is not visible due to the lofty height of 
the mountain, and the lotus does not point its petals skywards in the absence of a direct 
view of the sun. This natural phenomenon is used here by poet Tulsidas to say that the 
lotus are looking downwards because they feel shy of the ‘moon-like face of Lord Ram’. 
This is because a lotus flower cannot remain open during the night in the presence of the 
moon; it opens its petals only in the presence of the sun.] 

 
His (the groom’s; Sri Ram’s) navel is deep (nābhi gam̐bhīra); there are pretty linings 
(folds of skin) in the abdomen (udara rēkhā bara); and there is a mark of sage Bhrigu’s 
foot on the Lord’s chest, a sight that gives comfort to his devotees (ura bhr̥gu-carana-
cinha sukhadā'ī)4.  

The Lord’s long arms are adorned with numerous ornaments (bhuja pralamba 
bhūṣana anēka juta); and the Pitambar (the yellow coloured silk cloth that the Lord 
wears around his body) is looking extremely magnificent (basana pīta sōbhā adhikā'ī) 
(5). 
 [4The footprint of sage Bhrigu is marked on the chest of Lord Vishnu. This 
indicates that Lord Ram is a manifestation of Lord Vishnu himself. This sight gives 
comfort to his devotees because it reminds them of the tolerant, forgiving, merciful, 
compassionate and gracious nature of the Lord who does not mind if his devotee even 
hits out at the Lord in pain and anger. A brief note about this footprint is given at the end 
of Baal Kand, verse no. 1/26 of this book Geetawali.]  
  
I (‘mōhi’; i.e. the lady who is describing Lord Ram’s beauty) like very much (bhā'ī) the 
view of the excellent and rare-looking gold-coloured sacred thread (jagyōpabīta bicitra 
hēmamaya) and a beautiful garland of pearls (muktāmāla) that are present on the 
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Lord’s chest (urasi). They remind me of the “Bow of the King of Gods”, i.e. the 
‘rainbow’, that has formed between the cloud and the lightening (kanda-taḍita bica 
janu surapati dhanu), and a row of cranes that have also arrived at the spot (rucira 
balāka pām ̐ti cali ā'ī)5. (6).  

[5Here, Lord Sri Ram’s dark complexion is the ‘cloud’, the dazzling and 
shimmering shine of the silk of the Pitambar that the Lord wears is compared to the 
‘lightening around the cloud’, the sacred thread is the ‘rainbow’ as it has many threads of 
different colours, and the pearl garland is the ‘row of cranes or storks’ that fly near this 
rainbow.]  

 
His neck is like a conch (‘kambu kaṇṭha’; i.e. it is well built and with smooth lines, and 
when the Lord speaks his voice is loud and clear like the sound when the conch is 
blown).  

His chin and lips are indeed very lovely (cibukādhara suṁdara).  
And say, how can I describe the beauty of the Lord’s teeth (kyōṁ kahauṁ 

dasanana kī rucirā'ī) because they resemble a personified form of Vajra (diamond; 
‘bajra manō’) which have adopted the radiance and brilliance of a young sun as well as 
of the lightening, and brought these qualities with it (manō nija sam ̐ga taḍita-aruna-
ruci lā'ī) when it came to abide (dwell) in the central part (the thallus) of the lotus 
(padumakōsa maham ̐ basē)6 (7).  

[6Here, Lord Ram’s mouth with its red-hued lips is compared to the ‘lotus flower 
with red petals’, the cavity of the mouth is the ‘thallus’, the teeth are the ‘Vajra’, the red 
coloured lips are the ‘early morning sun’ which is also red-hued, and the glitter and 
radiance of the teeth are like the dazzle of ‘lightening’.]  

 
His nostrils are pretty (nāsika cāru), the eyes are pleasing and bewitching (lalita 
lōcana), the eyebrows are curved or arched (like a bow; ‘bhrakuṭila’), and the hairs on 
the Lord’s head have been blessed with peerless beauty (kacani anupama chabi pā'ī) as 
if black/bumble-bees are surrounding two lotuses (rahē ghēri rājīva ubhaya manō 
can̄carīka) in a very hesitant and shy manner as if they are affright of it in their hearts 
(kachu hr̥daya ḍērā'ī)7 (8).  

[7Here, the Lord’s eyes are the ‘lotus’, while the eyebrows are the rows of 
‘black/bumble-bees’ that hover over the lotus flower and cover it from top. 

Lord Ram’s hairs are glistening and beautiful. They dangle on his ‘lotus like face’ 
and reminds one of the ‘black-bees’ that sway to and fro above the lotus but are afraid to 
cover it completely with the ‘fear’ that if the lotus feels annoyed it will close its petals 
and deny these bees the chance to drink its nectar.]  

 
He has a Tilak Mark on the forehead (bhāla tilaka), a golden tiara on the head (kan̄cana 
kirīṭa sira), and swaying ear-rings in the ears which cast their glow as a reflection on the 
Lord’s cheeks (kuṁḍala lōla kapōlani jhām̐ī).  

Seeing the most charming and bewitching image of Lord Ram, the ladies of 
Janakpur (nāri-nikara bidēhapura) were so enamoured and enthralled that they lost 
control of their emotions and went against the established norm of behaviour of the ‘Nimi 
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race’ (the race to which all the kings of Janakpur belonged; ‘nimi nr̥pakī marajāda 
miṭā'ī’) as they stared unblinkingly at the Lord (nirakhahiṁ)8 (9). 

[8The chaste women of this exalted and noble race were not expected to stare at 
males, let alone those who were not a member of their family. It was very indecent, 
immodest, uncultured and impolite to do so. But the ladies of Janakpur were so 
overwhelmed with affection for Lord Ram that for once they threw all precautions to the 
wind and enjoyed the sight of Lord Ram in all his beauty and charm.] 

 
Saraswati (‘sārada’; the goddess of speech), Sheshnath (‘sēsa’; the legendary serpent 
with thousand hoods and tongues) and Lord Shiva (sambhu) remember the divine form 
of Lord Ram day and night (i.e. they meditate upon and focus their mind and intellect on 
the Lord; ‘nisi-bāsara cintata rūpa’) but still their heart is not contented with viewing 
this fascinating sight of the Lord in all his beauty (as described in these verses; ‘na 
hr̥daya samā'ī’).   

If this is the case with them, then say how can this dude and dud (blockhead, ill-
witted) Tulsidas (tulasidāsa saṭha kyōṁ kari) describe the Lord’s bewitching image or 
form that even the Vedas have failed to describe and finally said “Neti-Neti” about him 
(kyōṁ kari baranai yaha chabi nigama nēti kaha gā'ī)9 (10).  

[9The phrase Neti-neti means ‘not this; not this’, or ‘neither this nor that’. The 
Vedas are the most ancient scriptures that have described even the toughest and most 
esoteric of metaphysical and spiritual topics because they are deemed to be the best of 
literature ever known to mankind as they have skilfully used the best form of language 
and grammar for expression. But when it came to describing the Lord, the Supreme 
Being, the Vedas failed because after citing all the metaphors and similes and the skills 
they commanded over language, words, grammar and expression they still found that the 
description wasn’t complete. So they said ‘neti-neti’—or that ‘what we have said here 
and now is not the Lord in his entirety, and what we have said elsewhere at some other 
time too do not give a complete picture of the Lord’ for the Lord is truly beyond 
comprehension! 

In this context, the reader should also refer to Tulsidas’ book “Kavitawali”, Baal 
Kand, verse no. 1/16 which expresses a similar idea. Its English version has already been 
published by this author.]   

 
 
 

v;ks/;k&vkxeu 
 

jkx dkUgjk 
 

¼1@109½ 
 
Hkqtfuij tuuh okfj&Qsfj MkjhA 
D;ksa  rksj~;ks  dksey dj&deyfu  laHkq&ljklu  Hkkjh \AA 1AA 
D;ksa  ekjhp  lqckgq  egkcy  izcy  rkMdk  ekjh \ 
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eqfu&izlkn  esjs  jke&y"kudh  fcf/k  cM+h  djoj  VkjhAA 2AA 
pjujsuq  yS  u;ufu  ykofr]  D;ksa  eqfuc/kw  m/kkjhA 
dgkS/kkSa rkr! D;ksa thfr  ldy  u`i  cjh  gS  fcnsgdqekjhAA 3AA 
nqlg&jks"k&ewjfr  Hk`xqifr  vfr  u`ifr&fudj  [k;dkjhA 
D;ksa  lkSaI;ks  lkjax  gkfj  fg;]  djh  gS  cgqr  euqgkjhAA 4AA 
mefx&mefx  vkuan  fcyksdfr  c/kqu  lfgr  lqr  pkjhA 
rqyflnkl    vkjrh    mrkjfr    izse&exu    egrkjhAA 5AA 

 
                                             ayōdhyā-āgamana 

                                                rāga kānharā 
 
                                                     (1/109) 
 
bhujanipara jananī vāri-phēri ḍārī. 
kyōṁ tōryō kōmala kara-kamalani sambhu-sarāsana bhārī?.. 1.. 
kyōṁ mārīca subāhu mahābala prabala tāḍakā mārī? 
muni-prasāda mērē rāma-laṣanakī bidhi baṛī karavara ṭārī.. 2.. 
caranarēnu lai nayanani lāvati, kyōṁ munibadhū udhārī. 
kahaudhauṁ tāta! kyōṁ jīti sakala nr̥pa barī hai bidēhakumārī.. 3.. 
dusaha-rōṣa-mūrati bhr ̥gupati ati nr̥pati-nikara khayakārī. 
kyōṁ saumpyō sāraṅga hāri hiya, karī hai bahuta manuhārī.. 4.. 
umagi-umagi ānanda bilōkati badhuna sahita suta cārī. 
tulasidāsa āratī utārati prēma-magana mahatārī.. 5.. 
 

 
Arrival of the four Brothers with their Brides at Ayodhya-1 

 
Verse no. 1/109—[In this ballad, mother Kaushalya expresses her astonishment at the 
miraculous feats that Lord Ram had done while away from home with sage Vishwamitra. 
Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha 
no. 356—to Doha no. 357. 
 It ought to be noted that in this version of the story of the Ramayan, Tulsidas has 
skipped all other details pertaining to the actual marriage ceremony, the celebrations and 
festivities that followed it, the way the four brothers were bid an emotional good-by from 
Janakpur, the immensity of marriage gifts that Janak had given to them at the time of 
departure from Janakpur for Ayodhya, and the celebrations in Ayodhya itself upon arrival 
of the marriage party in the city and the way it was welcomed back home. All these 
events however have been narrated in detail by him in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 313—to Doha no. 355.] 
 
On arrival at the palace gates of Ayodhya, the mother (Kaushalya) came out to welcome 
and receive Lord Sri Ram and Sita. She lovingly moved her hands on the arms and 
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shoulders of the Lord, saying affectionately, ‘I wonder, how you could break the heavy 
Bow of Lord Shiva with these tender, delicate and soft hands1! (1). 
 [1Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes 
Doha no. 357.] 
 
I wonder how you could slay the most powerful and ferocious demoness known as 
Tāḍakā as well as the equally powerful and ferocious demons named Mārīca and  
Subāhu2.  
 

God had, with the blessings of sage Vishwamitra, repulsed a grave danger to my 
beloved son and shielded him from the greatest of perils to which he was exposed.3’ (2). 

[2Actually only Tāḍakā and Subāhu were killed by Lord Ram, whereas Mārīca 
was simply flung away by a tip-less arrow to the middle of the far away ocean where he 
landed on an island. But no one could know that out of the thousands of demons who 
attacked and fought with Lord Ram, and were ultimately killed during the ensuing battle 
at the time when the Lord was protecting the fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra, Mārīca 
was the only one to escape death and was flung away. The battle was so fierce and 
horrifying that no one could dare to stand there and record what happened. So for all 
practical purposes all the demons were deemed to have died.      

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 356 and its preceding Chaupai 
line no. 8.] 

 
The mother then put some dust of Lord Sri Ram’s feet to her eyes and asked, ‘Say, how 
could you liberate Ahilya (munibadhū) with this dust4? And how did you vanquish all 
the princes and marry Janki?5 I am indeed wonderstruck with amazement! (3). 
 [4Refer: (i) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 1/57—1/58 herein above; and (ii) 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 357. 
 The mother had heard that when her son Ram had touched a stone with his foot, it 
immediately converted to Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam. So the mother was full of 
wonder at this novel feat which was nothing short of a miracle for her. Being awestruck 
with this bit of information, she put some dust of the Lord’s feet over her own eyes out of 
curiosity to see what happens. But nothing happened! Why was it so that Kaushalya did 
not experience any divine feeling by putting the dust of Lord’s holy feet to her eyes? 
 The answer is very simple—Lord Ram did not want the truth of his divine powers 
to be revealed before all and sundry at the drop of a hat, as it were, because that would be 
detrimental to the main job at hand—which was to eliminate the demons, and for this it 
was absolutely imperative to keep a low profile lest the demons would get wind of the 
true identity of the Lord and run away to hide somewhere.    
 5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
357.] 
 
Parashuram (bhr̥gupati) is an embodiment of anger and is an exterminator of kings6, then 
say how could he be subdued by you so much so that he not only surrendered before you 
but had also handed over his own bow to you, besides praying to you for forgiveness and 
mercy7? It’s really a wonder of wonders!’ (4). 
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 [6Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha 
no. 269; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 270; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 4-8 
that precede Doha no. 272. 
 7Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 280; and (ii) Doha no. 284—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285.]  
 
Tulsidas says that joy and happiness surged and heaved in the mother’s heart as she 
watched delightedly and affectionately all the four brothers with their respective brides. 
The mother performed the ‘Aarti’ of the newly wed couples even as she was 
overwhelmed with love and affection that brimmed over in her heart for them8. 

[8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 348—to Chaupai line nos. 1-4 
that precede Doha no. 349. 

The ‘āratī’ is a formal ceremonial ritual whereby lighted earthen lamps arranged 
on a plate with other auspicious items such as rice grains, coloured powder, turmeric, 
green grass, flowers, incense, milk or curd etc. are waved before a guest to indicate that 
he or she is warmly welcome. It is also done as a matter of routine before an image of 
God or family deity on other religious occasions, festivals and ceremonies to show 
respect and offer worship. It is a sign for casting off evil spirits   as well as praying for 
the well-being and happiness of the person whose āratī is done. 

The way the āratī is done has been described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Doha no. 346 and its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-8.]  
 

 
¼1@110½ 

 
eqfnr&eu vkjrh djSa ekrkA 
dud&clu&efu  okfj&okfj dfj  iqyd  izQqfYyr  xkrkAA 1AA 
ikykxfu  nqyfg;u  fl[kkofr  lfjl  lklq  lr&lkrkA 
nsfga  vlhl  rs ^cfjl dksfV yfx  vpy  gksm  vfgckrk*AA 2AA 
jke  lh;&Nfc  nsf[k  tqcfrtu  djfga  ijlij  ckrkA 
vc  tkU;ks  lk¡pgw  lqugq] lf[k !  dksfcn  cM+ks  fc/kkrkAA 3AA 
eaxy&xku  fulku  uxj&uHk  vku¡n  dáks  u  tkrkA 
fpjthogq   vo/ksl&lqou   lc   rqyflnkl&lq[knkrkAA 4AA 

 
 
                                                 (1/110) 
 
mudita-mana āratī karaiṁ mātā. 
kanaka-basana-mani vāri-vāri kari pulaka praphullita gātā.. 1.. 
pālāgani dulahiyana sikhāvati sarisa sāsu sata-sātā. 
dēhiṁ asīsa tē ‘barisa kōṭi lagi acala hō'u ahibātā’.. 2.. 
rāma sīya-chabi dēkhi jubatijana karahiṁ parasapara bātā. 
aba jān'yō sām̐cahū sunahu, sakhi! kōbida baṛō bidhātā.. 3.. 
maṅgala-gāna nisāna nagara-nabha ānam̐da kahyō na jātā. 
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cirajīvahu avadhēsa-suvana saba tulasidāsa-sukhadātā.. 4.. 
 

 
Arrival of the four Brothers with their Brides at Ayodhya-2 

 
Verse no. 1/110—Mother Kaushalya is exceptionally delighted and euphoric. She 
liberally gives away gold, clothes, precious gems and jewels as alms and charities, and 
performs Arti (ceremonial showing of lamps as a token or symbol of welcome and 
auspiciousness) of the Lord with great affection, with a thrilled body, and a mind that is 
full of happiness and cheer1 (1). 
 [1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 345—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 346; (ii) Doha no. 348—to 
Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha no. 349; and (iii) Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that 
precede Doha no. 350.] 
 
The mother teaches the brides to reverentially touch the feet of the other 700 mothers-in-
law2, and all of them bless them (the brides) thus—‘We bless you that your husbands live 
for a million years, and remain healthy throughout their lives.’ (2). 
 [2This statement may have two meanings: One is that king Dasrath had three chief 
queens—viz. Kaushalya, Sumitra and Kaikeyi, and many more ordinary royal ladies who 
were part of his royal gynacium as was the custom of great kings in those ancient times. 
The other meaning is that Dasrath had only the above three queens, and the rest of the 
ladies of the royal household, such as queen’s maids and friends and other women, were 
all given equal respect and status as that of the queens as a noble gesture of goodwill and 
honour that was extended to every citizen by a wise and noble king. This fostered loyalty 
and a sense of belonging amongst the king’s subjects that stood him in good stead in the 
long run so much so that his subjects were willing to sacrifice their lives for the safety 
and well-being of their king who loved them as his equal.]  
 
Seeing the pretty and charming image of Lord Sri Ram and Sita, the maids and ladies of 
the royal household talk with each other, saying—‘Oh Friend (sakhi)! Listen, it is now 
that we realise that the Creator is very clever indeed!3’ (3).  

[3Why is the ‘Creator clever’? Because when he decided as fate that Lord Ram 
and Laxman would go with sage Vishwamitra to the forest, we were all extremely sad 
and worried about the safety and well-being of the two brothers, and actually we were 
silently cursing the Creator for creating such a destiny that forced the brothers to leave 
the kingdom. But come to think of it, they would not have married such beautiful 
princesses if they hadn’t gone, and the glory of Lord Ram and the astounding deeds he 
did that have now become so well-established and world-renowned and legendary would 
not have happened had the Lord not gone to the forest to protect the fire sacrifice of sage 
Vishwamitra.  

The Creator is also very clever that he arranged things in such a manner that not 
only Lord Sri Ram but all his other brothers, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan, too got 
married simultaneously. It’s such a wondrous development that it is almost dream-like.]  
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Auspicious songs are being sung in the city and the sky (heavens), and musical 
instruments of all sorts are too being played.  

One cannot describe the intensity and immensity of joy, happiness, euphoria, 
exultation and exhilaration that swept all over on that auspicious moment and the 
eventful day3.  

Everyone blesses that all the sons of the king of Avadh (i.e. king Dasrath), who 
are the bestower of happiness and joy to Tulsidas, should have a long life (4). 
 [3The celebrations in Ayodhya have been elaborately described in Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 344—to Doha no. 
353.] 
 

 
-----------********---------- 
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PART—2/Section-4 

 
Sage Veda Vyas’ 

 
“ADHYATMA RAMAYAN” 

 
 
 

Baal Kand — Canto 4 
 

Jhegknso mokp 

 
dnkfpRdkSf'kdks·H;kxkn;ks/;ka ToyuçHk%A 

nz"Vqa jkea ijkRekua tkra KkRok Loek;;kAA1AA 
 

śrāmahādeva uvāca 
kadācitkauśiko’bhyāgādayodhyāṃ jvalanaprabhaḥ / 
draṣṭuṃ rāmaṃ parātmānaṃ jātaṃ jñātvā svamāyayā // 1 

 
Arrival of Vishwamitra; Departure of Ram and Laxman with him; Slaying of Tadka  
1. Lord Shiva said—'Once, sage Vishwamitra, who was as radiant and brilliant with 
his spiritual energy as a glowing fire, realised (came to know or became aware of the 
fact) that the supreme Lord has manifested himself as Sri Ram (i.e. in a human form in 
the person of Sri Ram) using his own deluding and maverick powers called Maya. So he 
came to Ayodhya to have his Darshan (divine, holy viewing) (1). 
 
n`"Vok n'kjFkks jktk çR;qRFkk;kfpjs.k rqA 

ofl"Bsu lekxE; iwtf;Rok ;Fkkfof/kAA2AA 
vfHkok| eqfua jktk çk°kfyHkZfäuez/kh%A 

ÑrkFkksZ·fLe equhUnzkga Ronkxeudkj.kkr~AA3AA 
Rokf}/kk ;n~x`ga ;kfUr r=Sok;kfUr lain%A 

;nFkZekxrks·fl Roa czwfg lR;a djksfe rr~AA4AA 
 

dṛṣṭvā daśaratho rājā pratyutthāyācireṇa tu / 
vasiṣṭhena samāgamya pūjayitvā yathāvidhi // 2 
abhivādya muniṃ rājā prāñjalirbhaktinamradhāḥ / 
kṛtārtho’smi munāndrāhaṃ tvadāgamanakāraṇāt // 3 
tvadvidhā yadgṛham yānti tatraivāyānti saṁpadaḥ / 
yadarthamāgato’si tvaṃ brūhi satyaṃ karomi tat // 4 
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2-4. Seeing him arrive at his palace, king Dashrath immediately stood up, and 
accompanied by Vasistha, he came forward to receive the sage. He duly worshipped him 
and paid his obeisance to him. Then the king folded his hands with great respect and 
devotion, and said prayerfully, 'Oh the most exalted sage! I have been highly obliged by 
your holy visit (2-3).  

Every prosperity, well-being and welfare comes in the household where a great 
and exalted soul like you ever pays a visit. Now tell me the reason for your auspicious 
visit. I tell you truthfully that I shall obey your commands' (4). 
 
foðkkfe=ks·fi ra çhr% çR;qokp egkefr%A 

vga ioZf.k laçkIrs n`"V~ok ;"Vqa lqjkfUir¤u~AA5AA 
;nkjHks rnk nSR;k fo?ua dqoZfUr fuR;'k%A 

ekjhpúk lqckgqúkkijs pkuqpjkLr;ks%AA6AA 
 

viśvāmitro’pi taṃ prātaḥ pratyuvāca mahāmatiḥ / 
ahaṃ parvaṇi saṁprāpte dṛṣṭvā yaṣṭuṃ surānpitÀn // 5 
yadārabhe tadā daityā vighnaṃ kurvanti nityaśaḥ / 
mārācaśca subāhuścāpare cānucarāstayoḥ // 6 

 
5-6. Then that most wise sage Vishwamitra said, 'Whenever during the festival season 
(or during auspicious time), no sooner do I begin to perform the fire sacrifice in honour 
of Gods and dead ancestors than Marich, Subahu and their companion demons always 
start to defile/desecrate it (5-6). 
 
vrLr;ksoZ/kkFkkZ; T;s"Ba jkea ç;PN esA 

y{e.ksu lg Hkzk=k ro Js;ks Hkfo";frAA7AA 
ofl"Bsu lgkeU×; nh;rka ;fn jksprsA 

içPN xq#esdkUrs jktk fpUrkijk;.k%AA8AA 
 

atastayorvadhārthāya jyeṣṭhaṃ rāmaṃ prayaccha me / 
lakṣmaṇena saha bhrātrā tava śreyo bhaviṣyati // 7 
vasiṣṭhena sahāmantrya dāyatāṃ yadi rocate / 
papraccha gurumekānte rājā cintāparāyaṇaḥ // 8 

 
7-8. Therefore, lend me your eldest son Sri Ram along with his brother Laxman so that 
these demons can be slayed (got rid of). This noble, honourable and valiant deed will 
result in great welfare for you as well (7).  

Consult sage Vasistha on this subject, and if you wish, give the two princes to 
me'. Worried and alarmed, the king took his Guru aside and said (8)— 
 
fda djksfe xqjksjkeaR;äqa uksRlgrs eu%A 

cgqo"kZlgòkUrs d"VsuksRikfnrk% lqrk%AA9AA 
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pRokjks·ejrqY;kLrs rs"kka jkeks·froYyHk%A 
jkefLRorks xPNfr psé thokfe dFkøkuAA10AA 

çR;k[;krks ;fn eqfu% 'kkia nkL;R;la'k;%A 
dFka Js;ks HkosUeáelR;a pkfi u Li`'ksr~AA11AA 

 

kiṃ karomi guro rāmaṃ tyaktuṃ notsahate manaḥ / 
bahuvarṣasahasrānte kaṣṭenotpāditāḥ sutāḥ // 9 
catvāro’maratulyāste teṣāṃ rāmo’tivallabhaḥ / 
rāmastvito gacchati cenna jāvāmi kathañcana // 10 
pratyākhyāto yadi muniḥ śāpaṃ dāsyatyasaṁśayaḥ / 
kathaṃ śreyo bhavenmahyamasatyaṃ cāpi na spṛśet // 11 

 
9-11.'Oh Guru! After hundreds of years, I have got these God-like four sons with great 
difficulty (9). 

Out of them, Sri Ram is very dear to me; so what should I do now? My mind is 
not ready to allow me to part with him. If Sri Ram goes away from here, I shall not be 
able to survive (10).  

But if I refuse point blank, it is certain that the sage (Vishwamitra) would cast his 
wrathful curse on me. So, tell me how to safeguard my interest and I am also saved from 
the ignominy of having to tell a lie at the same time (by cooking up an alibi or a cock-
and-bull story to avoid sending Sri Ram with the sage)' (11). 
 

ofl"B mokp 
Ük`.kq jktUnsoxqáa xksiuh;a ç;Rur%A 

jkeks u ekuq"kks tkr% ijekRek lukru%AA12AA 
HkwesHkkZjkorkjk; czã.kk çkfFkZr% iqjkA 

l ,o tkrks Hkous dkSlY;k;ka roku?kAA13AA 
 

vasiṣṭha uvāca 
śṛṇu rājandevaguhyaṃ gopanāyaṃ prayatnataḥ / 
rāmo na mānuṣo jātaḥ paramātmā sanātanaḥ // 12 
bhūmerbhārāvatārāya brahmaṇā prārthitaḥ purā / 
sa eva jāto bhavane kausalyāyāṃ tavānagha // 13 

 
12-13. Sage Vasistha advised—'Oh king! Listen to a secret which should be concealed 
even from the Gods; it should not be divulged under any circumstances. This ‘Ram’ is 
not an ordinary human as you think him to be, but he is the eternal, absolute supreme 
Soul called Parmatma—who is eternal, infinite, imperishable, macrocosmic, all-
pervading, all-encompassing, attribute-less, supreme Lord of all creation—who has 
manifested himself (by his deluding power) in this form of a human being (12). 

Oh you ‘Anagh’ (the sinless, pure and faultless one)! In earlier times, Lord 
Brahma had prayed to the Lord to remove the burden of the earth caused by the demonic 
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forces. The Lord has taken birth in your household from the womb of Kaushalya to fulfill 
the promise he had made to the Gods (13). 
[Note—Guru Vasistha advocates that what he is going to say be kept top secret because if 
the demons got any hint that the Lord has finally come to get rid of them, they would take 
precautionary steps, and the purpose of the Lord’s visit on the earth would be defeated. 
The Gods had taken birth as monkeys as described earlier, but such secrets should not be 
divulged to anyone from the strategic point of view.]  
 
Roa rq çtkifr% iwo± d';iksczã.k% lqr%A 

dkSlY;k pkfnfrnsZoekrk iwo± ;'kfLouhA 
HkoUrkS ri mxza oS rsikFks cgqoRlje~AA14AA 

vûkkE;fo"k;kS fo".kqiwtk/;kuSdrRijkSA 
rnk çléks Hkxoku~ ojnks HkäoRly%AA15AA 

 

tvaṃ tu prajāpatiḥ pūrvaṃ kaśyapo brahmaṇaḥ sutaḥ / 
kausalyā cāditirdevamātā pūrvaṃ yaśasvinā / 
bhavantau tapa ugraṃ vai tepāthe bahuvatsaram // 14 
agrāmyaviṣayau viṣṇupūjādhyānaikatatparau / 
tadā prasanno bhagavān varado bhaktavatsalaḥ // 15 

 
14-15. In your previous life you were Prajapati Kashyap, the son of Brahma and the 
guardian of the subjects of his creation, and Kaushalya was Aditi, the famed mother of 
Gods. At that time, both of you had detached yourselves from worldly attachments and 
material objects, and had instead concentrated solely on the worship and meditation of 
Lord Vishnu. You had undertaken severe penances and austerities (i.e. had done Tapa) 
(14).  

Then in due course of time, the Lord, who is magnanimous and munificent 
towards his devotees as well as is a bestower of boons, became pleased with you and had 
said, 'Be it as you wish' (15). 
 
o`.kh"o ojfeR;qäs Roa es iq=ks HkokeyA 

bfr Ro;k ;kfprks·lkS HkxokUHkwrHkkou%AA16AA 
rFksR;qDRok| iq=Lrs tkrks jke% l ,o fgA 

'ks"kLrq y{e.kks jktu~ jkeesokUoi|rAA17AA 
 

vṛṇāṣva varamityukte tvaṃ me putro bhavāmala / 
iti tvayā yācito’sau bhagavānbhūtabhāvanaḥ // 16 
tathetyuktvādya putraste jāto rāmaḥ sa eva hi / 
śeṣastu lakṣmaṇo rājan rāmamevānvapadyate // 17 

 
16-17. At that, you had requested the Lord--'Oh the faultless and eternal one! You should 
become our son'. Upon this request of yours, the one who has no beginning (no past, 
because he is eternal and infinite) said, 'Let it be so' (16).  
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Hence, that same Lord Vishnu who is the Lord of the universe has presently 
manifested himself (as an incarnation) in the form of your son, whereas Sheshnath (the 
legendary serpent) has manifested himself as Laxman to serve him (17). 
 
tkrkS Hkjr'k=q?ukS 'k¦pØs xnkHk`r%A 

;ksxek;kfi lhrsfr tkrk tudufUnuhAA18AA 
foðkkfe=ks·fi jkek; rka ;kstf;rqekxr%A 

,rn~xqárea  jkté  oäO;a  dnkpuAA19AA 
vr% çhrsu eulk iwtf;RokFk dkSf'kde~A 

çs"k;Lo jekukFka jk?koa lgy{e.ke~AA20AA 
 

jātau bharataśatrughnau śaṅkhacakre gadābhṛtaḥ / 
yogamāyāpi sāteti jātā janakanandinā // 18 
viśvāmitro’pi rāmāya tāṃ yojayitumāgataḥ / 
etadguhyatamaṃ rājanna vaktavyaṃ kadācana // 19 
ataḥ prātena manasā pūjayitvātha kauśikam / 
preṣayasva ramānāthaṃ rāghavaṃ sahalakṣmaṇam // 20 

 
18-20. The mace-bearing Lord’s (i.e. Vishnu’s) conch and discus have taken birth 
(manifested themselves) in the form of Bharat and Shatrughan respectively, while his 
maverick and delusion creating powers called Maya have taken shape in the form of Sita, 
the daughter of Janak (18).  

Presently sage Vishwamitra has come with the intention (hidden agenda) of 
making a union between Sri Ram and Sita possible. So, Oh king! This is a top secret; you 
should never divulge it (19).  

(Now that you have become aware of the secret truth and the mystery behind 
Ram—) You should now, therefore, most cheerfully and willingly, welcome and pay 
your respects to sage Vishwamitra, and handover (i.e. send) Laxmi’s Lord Raghav (Sri 
Ram) along with Laxman to him (without any further delay, demurring, doubting and 
dithering)' (20). 
 
ofl"BsuSoeqäLrq  jktk  n'kjFkLrnkA 

ÑrÑR;feokRekua  esus  çeqfnrkUrj%AA21AA 
vkgw; jkejkesfr y{e.ksfr p lknje~A 

vkfy¯îk ew/U;Zo?kzk; dkSf'kdk; leiZ;r~AA22AA 
 

vasiṣṭhenaivamuktastu rājā daśarathastadā / 
kṛtakṛtyamivātmānaṃ mene pramuditāntaraḥ // 21 
āhūya rāmarāmeti lakṣmaṇeti ca sādaram / 
āliṅgya mūrdhnavaghrāya kauśikāya samarpayat // 22 
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21-22. When sage Vasistha had thus explained everything to him, king Dashrath 
considered him self most fortunate and privileged, and with an exhilarated and cheerful 
mind (21), ---- 

----he respectfully called out 'Oh Ram, Oh Laxman'. When the two brothers came, 
he clasped them to his bosom, smelt their heads (as a token of deep love and affection), 
and then handed them over to sage Vishwamitra (22). 
 
rrks·frâ"Vks HkxokfUoÜokfe=% çrkioku~A 

vk'khfHkZjfHkuU|kFk vkxrkS jkey{e.kkSAA23AA 
x`ghRok pkirw.khjck.k[k¯/kjkS ;;kSA 

fdføkís'kefrØE; jkeekgw; Hkfär%AA24AA 
nnkS cyka pkfrcyka fo|s }s nsofufeZrsA 

 ;;ksxzZg.kek=s.k {kqR{kkekfn u tk;rsAA25AA 
 

tato’tihṛṣṭo bhagavānviśvāmitraḥ pratāpavān / 
āśārbhirabhinandyātha āgatau rāmalakṣmaṇau // 23 
gṛhātvā cāpatūṇārabāṇakhaḍgadharau yayau / 
kiñciddeśamatikramya rāmamāhūya bhaktitaḥ // 24 
dadau balāṃ cātibalāṃ vidye dve devanirmite / 
yayorgrahaṇamātreṇa kṣutkṣāmādi na jāyate // 25 

 
23-25. Then the most exalted, famed, dignified and influential sage Vishwamitra 
honoured him (Dasrath) most cheerfully and joyously with the choicest of blessings. Sri 
Ram and Laxman went near the sage (23).  

They were armed (adorned) with bows, quivers, arrows and swords etc. Taking 
them along with him, the sage departed from there. After some distance (away from the 
periphery of the city), Vishwamitra called Sri Ram near him most reverentially and full 
of devotion (24).  

He gave him two special and mystical powers called ‘Balaa’ and ‘Ati Balaa’ 
which helped those who possessed them to overcome hunger and weakness as well as 
weariness and tiredness. These special skills, known as ‘Vidyas’, were created by the 
Gods and were meant for their exclusive use so that they can successfully accomplish the 
formidable task at hand (25). 
 
rr mÙkh;Z x¯ka rs rkVdkouekxeu~A 

foðkkfe=Lrnk izkg jkea lR;ijkØee~AA26AA 
v=kfLr rkVdk uke jk{klh dke:fi.khA 

ck/krs yksdef[kya tfg rkefopkj;u~AA27AA 
rFksfr /kuqjknk; lxq.ka j?kquUnu%A 

VœkjedjksÙksu 'kCnsukiwj;}ue~AA28AA 
 

tata uttārya gaṅgāṃ te tāṭakāvanamāgaman / 
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viśvāmitrastadā prāha rāmaṃ satyaparākramam // 26 
atrāsti tāṭakā nāma rākṣasā kāmarūpiṇā / 
bādhate lokamakhilaṃ jahi tāmavicārayan // 27 
tatheti dhanurādāya saguṇaṃ raghunandanaḥ / 
ṭaṅkāramakarottena śabdenāpūrayadvanam // 28 

 
26-28. Thence, they crossed river Ganges and arrived at the woods called ‘Tataka forest’. 
Sage Vishwamitra said to the truly brave, valorous and victorious Sri Ram (26), ----- 

-----'A demoness named Tadka, who is able to assume any form of her choice, 
stays here. She tyrannises and torments all the inhabitants of this place; you must slay her 
without any second thoughts' (27).  

Raghunandan (i.e. the exalted son born in the clan of king Raghu; here meaning 
Sri Ram) said 'Yes', strung his bow and pulled it. The twang sound emanating from it 
reverberated in the whole forest (28). 

 
rPNªqRoklgekuk lk rkVdk ?kksj:fi.khA 

Øks/klaewfPNZrk jkeefHknqnzko es?kor~AA29AA 
rkesdsu 'kjs.kk'kq rkM;kekl o{kflA 

iikr fofius ?kksjk oeUrh #f/kja cgqAA30AA 
 

 

tacchṛtvāsahamānā sā tāṭakā ghorarūpiṇā / 
krodhasaṃmūrcchitā rāmamabhidudrāva meghavat // 29 
tāmekena śareṇāśu tāḍayāmāsa vakṣasi / 
papāta vipine ghorā vamantā rudhiraṃ bahu // 30 

 
29-30. Hearing that fierce twang sound and unable to tolerate it, the ferocious and 
terrible-looking Tadka became mad with anger. She furiously rushed forward towards Sri 
Ram like a huge dark bank of doomsday cloud (29).  

Immediately, he (Sri Ram) shot an arrow aimed at her bosom, at which that 
horrible demoness vomited/spitted a lot of blood and fell down on the ground in the 
forest (30). 
 
rrks·frlqUnjh ;{kh lokZHkj.kHkwf"krkA 

'kkikfRi'kkprka çkIrk eqäk jkeçlknr%AA31AA 
uRoka jkea ifjØE; xrk jkekK;k fnoe~AA32AA 

 

tato’tisundarā yakṣā sarvābharaṇabhūṣitā / 
śāpātpiśācatāṃ prāptā muktā rāmaprasādataḥ // 31 
natvā rāmaṃ parikramya gatā rāmājñayā divam // 32 

 
31-32. Then Tadka, who had earlier been turned into a demoness due to a curse, was 
immediately liberated from her evil and sinful body due to the munificence, grace and 
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kindness of Sri Ram and reverted back to her original form of a fully decorated Yakshini 
(a demi-Goddess) adorned by various ornaments. Thereafter, she circumambulated Sri 
Ram, bowed before him in respect and to pay her sincere obeisance, and then went back 
away to the heavens by his permission (31-32). 
 
rrks·frâ"V%  ifjjH;  jkea ew/kZU;ok?kzk; fofpUR; fdføkr~A 

lokZótkya ljgL;eU=a çhR;kfHkjkek; nnkS equhUnz%AA33AA 
 

tato’tihṛṣṭaḥ parirabhya rāmaṃ mūrdhanyavaghrāya vicintya kiñcit /  
sarvāstrajālaṃ sarahasyamantraṃ prātyābhirāmāya dadau munāndraḥ // 33 
 
33. Then being most thrilled and exhilarated with joy, sage Vishwamitra affectionately 
embraced Sri Ram, smelt his head (as a token of love and affection), and after due 
thought and consideration, he gave (i.e. divulged the secret art of; or revealed) to him all 
the arms and armaments along with their operational secrets (i.e. methods of using them) 
as well as the various Mantras associated with them (so that they can be invoked when 
the need arose and make them effective) (33). 
                                  
                                               -------------*******----------- 
 

Baal Kand — Canto 5 
 
 
Vanquishing of Marich and Subahu; Liberation of Ahilya  
 

 
Jhegknso mokp 

 
r= dkekJes jE;s dkuus eqfulœqysA 

mf"kRok jtuhesdka çHkkrs çfLFkrk% 'kuS%AA1AA 
fl)kJea xrk% losZ fl)pkj.klsfore~A 

   foðkkfe=s.k lafn"Vk equ;Lrféokflu%AA2AA 
iwtka p egrha pØw jkey{e.kk;ksnqzZre~A 

Jhjke% dkSf'kda çkg equs nh{kka çfo';rke~AA3AA 
n'kZ;Lo egkHkkx dqrLrks jk{klk/kekSA 

rFksR;qDRok eqfu;Z"VqekjsHks eqfufHk% lgAA4AA 
 

śrāmahādeva uvāca 
tatra kāmāśrame ramye kānane munisaṅkule / 
uṣitvā rajanāmekāṃ prabhāte prasthitāḥ śanaiḥ // 1 
siddhāśramaṃ gatāḥ sarve siddhacāraṇasevitam / 
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viśvāmitreṇa saṁdiṣṭā munayastannivāsinaḥ // 2 
pūjāṃ ca mahatāṃ cakrū rāmalakṣmaṇayordrutam / 
śrārāmaḥ kauśikaṃ prāha mune dākṣāṃ praviśyatām // 3 
darśayasva mahābhāgap kutastau rākṣasādhamau  / 
tathetyuktvā muniryaṣṭumārebhe munibhiḥ saha // 4 

 
1-4. Lord Shiva continued with his narration, 'Oh Parvati! Thereafter, both the brothers 
along with sage Vishwamitra spent the night in the forest called ‘Kamashram’ which was 
inhabited by sages and hermits. At the crack of dawn, they proceeded from there slowly 
onwards on their journey (1).    

They next arrived at ‘Siddhashram’ which was served by Siddhas (mystics; 
attained and expert ones) and wandering bards. The resident hermits and sages of the 
place, on the instructions of sage Vishwamitra (2), ---- 

----swiftly welcomed and worshipped Sri Ram and Laxman. After that, Sri Ram 
advised Kaushik (Vishwamitra) thus—'Oh sage! Engage yourself in your religious rituals 
(i.e. fire sacrifice) (3), ----- 

------and show us where those evil demons are'. Saying 'alright', the sage started 
the performance of his fire sacrifice, accompanied by other sages and seers (4). 
[Note—The Kamashram was a forest where desires could be fulfilled by doing Tapa, or 
observing austerities and doing penances, while the Siddhashram was the forest that 
bestowed mystical powers on those who stayed there and did Tapa.]  
 
e/;kÐs nn`'kkrs rkS jk{klkS dke:fi.kkSA 

ekjhpúk lqckgqúk o"kZUrkS #f/kjkfLFkuhAA5AA 
jkeks·fi /kuqjknk; }kS ok.kkS lUn/ks lq/kh%A 

vkd.kkZUra lekÑ"; folltZ r;ks% i`Fkd~AA6AA 
 

madhyāhne dadṛśāte tau rākṣasau kāmarūpiṇau / 
mārācaśca subāhuśca varṣantau rudhirāsthinā // 5 
rāmo’pi dhanurādāya dvau bāṇau sandadhe sudhāḥ / 
ākarṇāntaṃ samākṛṣya visasarja tayoḥ pṛthak // 6 

 
5-6. At about noon, two demons known as Marich and Subahu, who had the special 
ability to assume any form they wished, were seen raining blood and bones (on the 
sacrificial fire pit) (5).  

The wise and intelligent Sri Ram took two arrows and mounted them on his bow, 
pulled the string right up to his ears and shot the arrows separately at those two demons 
(6). 
 
r;ksjsdLrq ekjhpa Hkzke;ŒNr;kstue~A 

ikr;kekl ty/kkS rnöqrfeokHkor~AA7AA 
f}rh;ks·fXue;ks ck.k% lqckgqet;R{k.kkr~A 

vijs  y{e.ksuk'kq  grkLrnuq;kf;u%AA8AA 
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tayorekastu mārācaṃ bhrāmayañchatayojanam / 
pātayāmāsa jaladhau tadadbhutamivābhavat // 7 
dvitāyo’gnimayo bāṇaḥ subāhumajayatkṣaṇāt / 
apare lakṣamaṇenāśu hatāstadanuyāyinaḥ // 8 

 
7-8. One of the arrows spun Marich (like a top) in the sky and threw (flung) him 
hundreds of miles away in the ocean. This was a stupendously astounding and most 
astonishing feat (7).  

The second arrow which was tipped with fire burnt Subahu to ashes in a second, 
while the rest of the demons were instantly killed by Laxman (8). 
 
iq"ikS?kSjkfdjUnsok  jk?koa  lgy{e.ke~A 

nsonqUnqHk;ks  usnqLrq"Vqoq% fl)pkj.kk%AA9AA 
foðkkfe=Lrq laiwT; iwtkg± j?kquUnue~A 

vœsfoos'; pkfy¯îk HkDR;k ok"ikdqys{k.k%AA10AA 
Hkkstf;Rok lg Hkzk=k jkea iDoQykfnfHk%A 

iqjk.kokD;SeZ/kqjSfuZuk; fnol=;e~AA11AA 
 

 

puṣpaughairākirandevā rāghavaṃ sahalakṣmaṇam / 
devadundubhayo nedustuṣṭuvuḥ siddhacāraṇāḥ // 9 
viśvāmitrastu saṃpūjya pūjārhaṃ raghunandanam / 
aṅke niveśya cāliṅgya bhaktyā vāṣpākulekṣaṇaḥ // 10 
bhojayitvā saha bhrātrā rāmaṃ pakvaphalādibhiḥ / 
purāṇavākyairmadhurairnirnāya divasatrayam // 11 

 
9-11. To celebrate the occasion, the Gods showered flowers on Laxman and Raghav 
(Sri Ram), sounded their kettledrums and trumpets, while the Siddhas (mystics) and bards 
began to sing their own praises in honour of the glories of Sri Ram (9). Sage Vishwamitra 
duly worshipped Raghunandan (Sri Ram) with great reverence, lifted him affectionately 
onto his laps and embraced him to his bosom, with eyes filled with tears of love, affection 
and devotion. [The sage was overwhelmed with affection and surging devotion; his 
fatherly emotions spilled over from his heart, and he felt extremely privileged, lucky and 
exhilarant.] (10).  

Then he offered ripe fruits to Sri Ram and Laxman, told them the stories from the 
Purans and other scriptures, and in this way three cheerful days passed (11). 

 
prqFksZ·gfu laçkIrs dkSf'kdks jkeeczohr~A 

jke jke egk;Ka nqz"Vqa xPNkegs o;e~AA12AA 
fonsgjktuxjs  tudL;  egkReu%A 

r= ekgðkja pkiefLr U;Lra fiukfdukAA13AA 
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nz{;fl Roa egklÙoa iwT;ls tudsu pA 
bR;qDRok eqfufHkLrkH;ka ;;kS x¯klehixe~AA14AA 

xkSreL;kJea iq.;a ;=kgY;kfLFkrk ri%A 
fnO;iq"iQyksisrikniS% ifjosf"Vre~AA15AA 

 

caturthe’hani saṃprāpte kauśiko rāmamabravāt / 
rāma rāma mahāyajñaṃ draṣṭuṃ gacchāmahe vayam // 12 
videharājanagare janakasya mahātmanaḥ / 
tatra māheśvaraṃ cāpamasti nyastaṃ pinākinā // 13 
drakṣyasi tvaṃ mahāsattvaṃ pūjyase janakena ca / 
ityuktvā munibhistābhyāṃ yayau gaṅgāsamāpagam // 14 
gautamasyāśramaṃ puṇyaṃ yatrāhalyāsthitā tapaḥ / 
divyapuṣpaphalopetapādapaiḥ pariveṣṭitam // 15 

 
12-15. On the fourth day, Kaushik (Vishwamitra) told the Lord, 'Oh Sri Ram! We shall 
go to Janakpur to see a great ‘Yagya’ (a ceremonial, religious get together) (12). There is 
a very huge, strong and formidable bow called Pinak, belonging to Lord Shiva, kept there 
(13).  

You shall see that strong and sturdy bow, and king Janak shall duly welcome and 
show respect and honour to you'. Having said so, sage Vishwamitra, along with other 
sages, Sri Ram and Laxman came to the hermitage of the most exalted sage Gautam near 
the river Ganges. It was full of trees bearing divine and auspicious fruits, and Ahilya (the 
wife of the sage) was doing severe penances and austerities (Tapa) there (14-15). 

 
e`xif{kx.kSghZua  ukuktUrqfooftZre~A 

n`"V~oksokp eqfua Jheku~ jkeks jkthoykspu%AA16AA 
dL;SrnkJeina Hkkfr HkkLoPNqHka egr~A 

 i=iq"iQyS;qZäa  tUrqfHk%  ifjoftZre~AA17AA 
vkùkn;fr es psrks Hkxou~ cwzfg rÙor%AA18AA 

 

mṛgapakṣigaṇairhānaṃ nānājantuvivarjitaṃ / 
dṛṣṭvovāca muniṃ śrāmān rāmo rājāvalocanaḥ // 16 
kasyaitadāśramapadaṃ bhāti bhāsvacchubhaṃ mahat / 
patrapuṣpaphalairyuktaṃ jantubhiḥ parivarjitam // 17 
āhlādayati me ceto bhagavan brūhi tattvataḥ // 18 

 
16-18. Seeing that hermitage devoid of any form of life, such as animals, birds or any 
other type of living creature, the lotus-eyed Sri Ram asked the sage the reason for it (16), 
---- 

----'Whose hermitage is this which is endowed with leaves, flowers and fruits but 
is totally lacking in any living being, and which appears intrinsically to be very beautiful, 
attractive, auspicious and pure? Oh Lord, seeing it, my mind and intellect seems to be 
very delighted, enchanted and pleased; so please tell me all about it' (17-18). 
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Jhfoðkkfe= mokp 
 
Ük`.kq jke iqjk o`Ùka xkSreks yksdfoJqr%A 

loZ/keZHk`rka Js"BLrilkjk/k;u~ gfje~AA19AA 
rLeS czãk nnkS dU;kegY;ka yksdlqUnjhe~A 

czãp;sZ.k lUrq"V% 'kqJw"k.kijk;.kke~AA20AA 
r;k  lk/kZfegkokRlhåkSreLrirka  oj%A 

'kØLrq rka /k"kZf;rqeUrja çsIlqjUoge~AA21AA 
 

śrāviśvāmitra uvāca 
śṛṇu rāma purā vṛttaṃ gautamo lokaviśrutaḥ / 
sarvadharmabhṛtāṃ śreṣṭhastapasārādhayan harim // 19 
tasmai brahmā dadau kanyāmahalyāṃ lokasundarām / 
brahmacaryeṇa santuṣṭaḥ śuśrūṣaṇaparāyaṇām // 20 
tayā sārdhamihāvatsādgautamastapatāṃ varaḥ / 
śakrastu tāṃ dharṣayitumantaraṃ prepsuranvahaṃ // 21 

 
19-21. Sage Vishwamitra replied, 'Oh Sri Ram, listen to the earlier history of this 
hermitage. The world famous, most exalted and religious minded pious sage Gautam 
used to live here and worshipped Sri Hari (Vishnu) by offering austerities and penances 
to him (19).  

Pleased by his celibacy and austerities, Brahma gave him a girl name Ahilya—
who was the most beautiful in the world and very diligent and sincere in her duties—to 
serve him (20).  

Gautam, who was most proficient in penances and austerities, stayed here with 
Ahilya. On the other hand, the Lord of Gods, Indra, was infatuated by her bewitching 
beauty, charm and glamour. He coveted her lasciviously and was on the lookout for an 
opportunity to have sex with her (21). 

 
dnkfpUeqfuos"ks.k xkSres fuxZrs x`gkr~A 

/k"kZf;RokFk fujxkÙofjra eqfujI;xkr~AA22AA 
n`"V~ok ;kUra Lo:is.k eqfu% ijedksiu%A 

içPN dLRoa nq"VkReu~ ee :i/kjks·/ke%AA23AA 
lR;a cwzfg u psöLe dfj";kfe u la'k;%A 

lks·czohísojktks·ga ikfg eka dkefdœje~AA24AA 
 

kadācinmuniveṣeṇa gautame nirgate gṛhāt / 
dharṣayitvātha niragāttvaritaṃ munirapyagāt // 22 
dṛṣṭvā yāntaṃ svarūpeṇa muniḥ paramakopanaḥ / 
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papraccha kastvaṃ duṣṭātmanmama rūpadharo’dhamaḥ // 23 
satyaṃ brūhi na cedbhasma kariṣyāmi na saṁśayaḥ / 
so’bravāddevarājo’haṃ pāhi māṃ kāmakiṅkaram // 24 

 
22-24. Once, when sage Gautam had gone out of the hermitage, he assumed a fictitious 
form of the sage, had intercourse with her and left in a hurry. But the sage also came 
there at that moment (22).  

Seeing him fleeing from there disguised as himself, Gautam became furious, and 
most angrily demanded—'Oh you wicked soul! Oh you lowly and depraved evil rascal! 
Who are you to have disguised yourself as me (or, have assumed my form)? (23).  

Tell me the truth—otherwise I shall reduce you to ashes immediately. Do not 
doubt about it'. Then Indra, caught on the back foot, said, 'Oh Lord! I am Indra, but I was 
overcome with lust and passion. Save me (or have mercy on me) (24). 

 
Ñra tqxqfIlra deZ e;k dqfRlrpsrlkA 

xkSre% Øks/krkezk{k% 'k'kki fnfotkf/kie~AA25AA 
;ksfuyEiV nq"VkReUlgòHkxokUHkoA 

'kIRok ra nsojktkua çfo'; LokJea nzqre~AA26AA 
n`"V~okgY;ka osiekuka çk°kfya xkSreks·czohr~A 

nq"Vs Roa fr"B nqoZ`Ùks f'kyk;kekJes eeAA27AA 
 

kṛtaṃ jugupsitaṃ karma mayā kutsitacetasā / 
gautamaḥ krodhatāmrākṣaḥ śaśāpa divijādhipam // 25 
yonilampaṭa duṣṭātmansahasrabhagavānbhava / 
śaptvā taṃ devarājānaṃ praviśya svāśramaṃ drutam // 26 
dṛṣṭvāhalyāṃ vepamānāṃ prāñjaliṃ gautamo’bravāt / 
duṣṭe tvaṃ tiṣṭha durvṛtte śilāyāmāśrame mama // 27 

 
25-27. This sinful one has done a very heinous, ignoble and reprehensible deed'. Then 
Gautam’s eyes turned red with anger and he cursed Indra (25), ---- 

----'Oh you wicked, pervert soul! You are infatuated (attracted) to a vagina, so let 
your body have hundred holes'. Having cursed the king of Gods, the sage entered his 
hermitage to find Ahilya completely taken aback, and shaking with fear, she stood with 
palms joined together in submission. Seeing her, Gautam cursed her, 'Oh you wicked 
one! You should live in my Ashram (hermitage) as a lifeless stone (a boulder or rock) 
(26-27). 

 
fujkgkjk fnokjk=a ri% ijeekfLFkrkA 

vkrikfuyo"kkZfnlfg".kq% ijesðkje~AA28AA 
/;k;Urh jkeesdkxzeulk âfn lafLFkre~A 

ukukturqfoghuks·;ekJeks es Hkfo";frAA29AA 
 

nirāhārā divārātraṃ tapaḥ paramamāsthitā / 
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ātapānilavarṣādisahiṣṇuḥ parameśvaram // 28 
dhyāyantā rāmamekāgramanasā hṛdi saṁsthitam / 
nānājantuvihāno’yamāśramo me bhaviṣyati // 29 

 
28-29. Perform Tapa (severe austerities and penances) here night and day without food, 
coping with the sun, wind and rain, and concentrate on Lord Ram who resides in your 
heart (as your pure consciousness and Atma). From now onwards, this Ashram of mine 
shall be devoid of all living creatures (and shall become desolate for all practical 
purposes) (28-29). 
 
,oa o"kZlgòs"kq áusds"kq xrs"kq pA 

jkeks nk'kjfFk% Jhekukxfe";fr lkuqt%AA30AA 
;nk RonkJ;f'kyka iknkH;kekØfe";frA 

rnSo /kwrikik Roa jkea laiwT; Hkfär%AA31AA 
ifjØE; ueLÑR; LrqRok 'kkikf}eks{;lsA 

iwoZoUee 'kqJw"kka dfj";fl ;Fkklq[ke~AA32AA 
 
 

evaṃ varṣasahasreṣu hyanekeṣu gateṣu ca / 
rāmo dāśarathiḥ śrāmānāgamiṣyati sānujaḥ // 30 
yadā tvadāśrayaśilāṃ pādābhyāmākramiṣyati / 
tadaiva dhūtapāpā tvaṃ rāmaṃ saṃpūjya bhaktitaḥ // 31 
parikramya namaskṛtya stutvā śāpādvimokṣyase / 
pūrvavanmama śuśrūṣāṃ kariṣyasi yathāsukham // 32 

 
30-32. After the passage of many thousand years, Dasrath’s son Sri Ram, along with his 
brother Laxman, shall come here (30).  

When he (Sri Ram) will put his feet on the stone (rock), which shall be your form 
(or refuge) till that moment, you will be freed from your sins and consequences of your 
misdemeanours. You shall then worship Sri Ram with due reverence and devotion (31), -
---- 

----circumambulate him, bow before him to pay your obeisance, praise and 
honour him, and thereby get yourself absolved of this curse. Thereafter, you shall again 
be able to serve me most happily as you had been doing till today' (32). 
 
bR;qDRok xkSre% çkxkf)eoUra uxksÙkee~A 

rnk|gY;k Hkwrkuken`';k LokJes 'kqHksAA33AA 
ro iknjt%Li'k± dka{krs iouk'kukA 

vkLrs·|kfi j?kqJs"B riks nq"djekfLFkrkAA34AA 
 

ityuktvā gautamaḥ prāgāddhimavantaṃ nagottamam / 
tadādyahalyā bhūtānāmadṛśyā svāśrame śubhe // 33 
tava pādarajaḥsparśaṃ kāṅkṣate pavanāśanā / 
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āste’dyāpi raghuśreṣṭha tapo duṣkaramāsthitā // 34 
 
33-34. Saying thus, the most exalted sage Gautam went to the Himalaya which is the best 
amongst the mountains. Oh the best in the clan of Raghu (i.e. Sri Ram)! Ever since that 
day, Ahilya has survived eating air and doing severe penances with the hope that one day 
you would touch her with your holy feet. She has lived without any contact with any 
living creature for all this long while in this auspicious but desolate hermitage (33-34). 
 
iko;Lo equsHkkZ;kZegY;ka czã.k% lqrke~A 

bR;qDRok jk?koa gLrs x`ghRok eqfuiq¯o%AA35AA 
n'kZ;kekl pkgY;keqxzs.k rilk fLFkrke~A 

jke% f'kyka ink Li`"V~ok rka pki';Ùkiks/kuke~AA36AA 
 

pāvayasva munerbhāryāmahalyāṃ brahmaṇaḥ sutām / 
ityuktvā rāghavaṃ haste gṛhātvā munipuṅgavaḥ // 35 
darśayāmāsa cāhalyāmugreṇa tapasā sthitām / 
rāmaḥ śilāṃ padā spṛṣṭvā tāṃ cāpaśyattapodhanām // 36 

 
35-36. Now you should provide liberation to the daughter of Brahma and the wife of 
Gautam, namely Ahilya'. Saying this, sage Vishwamitra held Raghav (Sri Ram) by his 
hand and showed him Ahilya who was steeped and engrossed in doing severe penances 
and austerities. Then Sri Ram touched that stone (boulder or rock) with his holy feet and 
looked at Ahilya who was engaged in deep contemplation and meditation (35-36). 
 
uuke jk?koks·gY;ka jkeks·gfefr pkczohr~A 

rrks n`"V~ok j?kqJs"Ba ihrdkS'ks;oklle~AA37AA 
prqHkqZta    'k¦pØxnkiœt/kkfj.ke~A 

/kuqckZ.k/kja  jkea  y{e.ksu  lefUore~AA38AA 
fLeroD=a iÖkus=a JhoRlkfœro{kle~A 

uhyekf.kD;lœk'ka |ksr;Ura fn'kks n'kAA39AA 
 

nanāma rāghavo’halyāṃ rāmo’hamiti cābravāt / 
tato dṛṣṭvā raghuśreṣṭhaṃ pātakauśeyavāsasam // 37 
caturbhujaṃ śaṅkhacakragadāpaṅkajadhāriṇam / 
dhanurbāṇadharaṃ rāmaṃ lakṣmaṇena samanvitam // 38 
smitavaktraṃ padmanetraṃ śrāvatsāṅkitavakṣasam / 
nālamāṇikyasaṅkāśaṃ dyotayantaṃ diśo daśa // 39 

 
37-39. Seeing her, Raghav (Sri Ram) said 'I am Ram' and bowed before her respectfully. 
Then Ahilya looked at the one who was the best in Raghu’s clan (Sri Ram) and was 
wearing a silk Pitambar (37).  
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His four arms were adorned by a conch, discus, mace and lotus respectively, a 
bow and arrow were slung on his shoulders, and he was accompanied by Laxman (38).  

His face had a bewitching enigmatic smile, eyes were beautiful like lotus flowers, 
and the chest was adorned by the foot print of sage Brighu, called Sri Vatsa. All the ten 
directions of the world were being lighted (illuminated) by the radiance and glow 
effusing from his dark complexioned form (image, body) which resembled a ‘Neel Mani’ 
(a blue gem—sapphire) (39). 

 
n`"V~ok jkea jekukFka g"kZfoLQkfjrs{k.kkA 

xkSreL; op% Le`Rok KkRok ukjk;.ka oje~AA40AA 
laiwT;    fof/konzkee?;kZfnfHkjfufUnrkA 

g"kkZJqtyus=kUrk  n.MoRçf.kiR;  lkAA41AA 
mRFkk; p iqunZ`"V~ok jkea jkthoykspue~A 

iqydkfœrlokZ¯k fxjk xån;SyrAA42AA 
 

dṛṣṭvā rāmaṃ ramānāthaṃ harṣavisphāritekṣaṇā / 
gautamasya vacaḥ smṛtvā jñātvā nārāyaṇaṃ param // 40 
saṃpūjya vidhivadrāmamarghyādibhiraninditā / 
harṣāśrujalanetrāntā daṇḍavatpraṇipatya sā // 41 
utthāya ca punardṛṣṭvā rāmaṃ rājāvalocanam / 
pulakāṅkitasarvāṅgā girā gadgadayailata // 42 

 
40-42. Seeing Sri Ram who is the Lord of Laxmi (Ramanath is one of the names of Lord 
Vishnu; literally meaning the Lord of Laxmi), the eyes of Ahilya lit up with joy and 
delight, and she recalled the words of sage Gautam. Recognising (or realising) that he 
(Sri Ram) was Lord Narayan (Vishnu) himself (40), ---- 

----that un-blemished, untainted, pure and faultless lady worshipped and adored 
him by offering oblations etc., and prostrated before him with eyes welling up with tears 
of extreme joy, thanksgiving and happiness (41).  

Then she stood up, and seeing the lotus-eyed Sri Ram standing in front of her, her 
whole body was thrilled, and she began to praise him and sing his glories as follows 
(42)— 

 
 

vgY;ksokp 
 
vgks ÑrkFkkZfLe txfUuokl rs iknkCtlayXujt% d.kknge~A 

Li`'kkfe    ;Riùt'kœjkfnfHkfoZe`X;rs jfU/krekulS% lnkAA43AA 
 

ahalyovāca 
aho kṛtārthāsmi jagannivāsa te pādābjasaṁlagnarajaḥkaṇādaham / 
spṛśāmi yatpadmajaśaṅkarādibhirvimṛgyate randhitamānasaiḥ sadā // 43 
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43. Ahilya said, 'Oh the abode (refuge, shelter) of this whole world (creation)! I have 
become highly obliged, fortunate and privileged by having got the touch of the dust of 
your feet. Oh! It is a matter of great luck that I am touching those holy feet of yours 
which are the subject matter of constant contemplation and enquiry by Lords Brahma and 
Shiva themselves (43). 
 
vgks fofp=a ro jke psf"Vra euq";Hkkosu foeksfgra txr~A 

pyL;tòa pj.kkfnoftZr% lEiw.kZ vkuUne;ks·frekf;d%AA44AA 
 

aho vicitraṃ tava rāma ceṣṭitaṃ manuṣyabhāvena vimohitaṃ jagat / 
calasyajasraṃ caraṇādivarjitaḥ sampūrṇa ānandamayo’timāyikaḥ // 44 

 
44. Oh Sri Ram! Your maverick sports and deceptive playful activities are very mysteries 
and strange; the whole world is in thrall and under the deluding spell of your human-like 
behaviour. You are an embodiment of complete bliss, peace and tranquility, and are 
empowered with the illusion-creating, magical powers, because inspite of being without a 
feet, you always keep on moving (44). 
 
;Rikniœtijkxifo=xk=k HkkxhjFkh Hkofofjføkeq[kkUiqukfrA 

lk{kkRl ,o ee n`fXo"k;ks ;nkLrs fda o.;Zrs ee iqjkÑrHkkx/ks;e~AA45AA 
 

yatpādapaṅkajaparāgapavitragātrā  
  bhāgārathā bhavaviriñcimukhānpunāti / 
sākṣātsa eva mama dṛgviṣayo yadāste  
  kiṃ varṇyate mama purākṛtabhāgadheyam // 45 

 
45. He, the nectar of whose holy feet purifies (or endows with purity, sanctity, 
holiness, sacredness) the waters of river Ganges (Bhagirathi) which in turn becomes 
potent enough to purify (or make holy, endow with divinity and sacredness) even Shiva, 
Brahma and other Lords of the universe—today the same holy and divine feet have 
become the object (of adoration and reverential viewing) of my eyes. (I feel so honoured, 
obliged, privileged and exhilarated that) I do not know how to describe my past good 
deeds (and their good effects)? (45). 
 
eR;kZorkjs  euqtkÑfra  gfja jkekfHk/ks;a   je.kh;nsfgue~A 

/kuq/kZja    iùfo'kkyykspua Hktkfe fuR;a u ijkUHkft";sAA46AA 
 

martyāvatāre manujākṛtiṃ hariṃ rāmābhidheyaṃ ramaṇāyadehinam / 
dhanurdharaṃ padmaviśālalocanaṃ bhajāmi nityaṃ na parānbhajiṣye // 46 

 
46. I worship and constantly remember or meditate upon Sri Ram who holds a bow, is 
lotus-eyed, and is the supreme Lord Hari (Vishnu) who has incarnated (revealed) himself 
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in a human form in this mortal world. Except him, I do not wish to worship, adore, 
honour or meditate upon anyone else (46). 
 
;Rikniœtjt%   JqfrfHkfoZe`X;a ;ékfHkiœtHko% deykluúkA 

;ékelkjjfldks    HkxokUiqjkfjLra jkepUnzefu'ka âfn Hkko;kfeAA47AA 
 

yatpādapaṅkajarajaḥ śrutibhirvimṛgyaṃ  
  yannābhipaṅkajabhavaḥ kamalāsanaśca / 
yannāmasārarasiko bhagavānpurāristaṃ  
  rāmacandramaniśaṃ  hṛdi  bhāvayāmi // 47 

 
47. I contemplate and meditate upon Sri Ram, the dust of whose lotus-like feet are much 
sought after even by the Vedas. Even Brahma has manifested himself from the lotus 
emerging from his navel, and Lord Shiva is intoxicated by, and is an admirer of, the 
nectar of his holy name (47). 
 
;L;korkjpfjrkfu fofjføkyksds xk;fur ukjneq[kk Hkoiùtk|k% 

vkuUntkJqifjf"kädqpkxlhek okxhðkjh p rega 'kj.ka çi|sAA48AA 
 

yasyāvatāracaritāni viriñciloke  
  gāyanti nāradamukhā bhavapadmajādyāḥ / 
ānandajāśrupariṣiktakucāgrasāmā  
  vāgāśvarā ca tamahaṃ śaraṇaṃ prapadye // 48 

 
48. I take refuge (shelter) in the holy feet of the Lord. The worldly activities (i.e. 
playful sports) which he undertook during his incarnation are being constantly sung and 
lauded in the heavens by sage Narad and other celestial sages, Lords Brahma, Shiva and 
other Lords of Gods, as well as by Saraswati (the goddess of knowledge and wisdom) 
whose bosom is wet by tears of exhilaration, extreme joy and bliss flowing down from 
her eyes (48). 
 
lks·;a  ijkRek  iq#"k%  iqjk.k ,d% Lo;aT;ksfrjuUr vk|%A 

ek;kruqa     yksdfoeksguh;ka /kÙks  ijkuqxzg  ,"k  jke%AA49AA 
 

so’yaṃ parātmā puruṣaḥ purāṇā ekaḥ svayaṁjyotirananta ādyaḥ / 
māyātanuṃ lokavimohanāyāṃ dhatte parānugraha eṣa rāmaḥ // 49 

 
49. That supreme, transcendental Lord, who is one and the only one, who is famed in the 
Purans as the self-illuminated, eternal and infinite ancient one who was there even at the 
beginning of creation, has assumed an illusionary human form, using his own delusion 
creating maverick powers called Maya, to show his profound graciousness, munificence, 
magnanimity, benediction and benevolence on this world. This human form of the Lord 
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is most captivating, enthralling, charming and pleasant, so much so that it holds the entire 
world in its thrall and keeps it spellbound (49).   
 
[Note—The Lord decided to oblige his devotees by taking a birth so that they can sing his 
divine deeds and stories associated with him, and though they may not be enough 
intellectually evolved to understand the Vedas and other scriptures and obtain liberation 
and deliverance from this entrapping world of birth and death, they will still have the 
same benefit by singing his glories as Ram. Again, the Lord would be able to fulfill the 
desires of those devotees who wish to see him in a visible form that they can worship and 
adore. Further, the Lord would use this opportunity to preach the glories tenets of the 
scriptures himself, as is evident with this particular Ramayan which is packed with 
spiritual wisdom and philosophy. Simultaneously, the Lord wished to set practical 
guidelines for day to day behaviour of creatures in the world, which he could do only if 
he became one like them and lived with them, suffering and enjoying the horrors and 
comforts of the world like them. Then he would be able to show them in practical terms 
how to act and behave in similar situations. But, since he is an embodiment of, a 
personification of the supreme Brahm, he would not at all be affected and tarnished by 
this birth as a human.  

He made himself so bewitchingly beautiful to ensure that the mortal creatures, 
who are so enamoured by physical beauty, would at least look up at him, pay attention to 
him, and keep looking at him so much so that in due course of time they begin to treat 
him as their idol of admiration and icon of worship. The whole exercise would have 
failed miserably if the Lord had assumed an ugly form that all loathed to see and to talk 
with, what to emulate and remember.]  

 
v;a  fg  foðkksöola;ekukesd% Loek;kxq.kfofEcrks ;%A 

fofjføkfo".ohðkjukeHksnku~ /kÙks LorU=% ifjiw.kZ vkRekAA50AA 
 

ayaṃ hi viśvodbhavasaṁyamānāmekaḥ svamāyāguṇabimbito yaḥ / 
viriñciviṣṇvāśvaranāmabhedān dhatte svatantraḥ paripūrṇa ātmā // 50 

 
50. You are the independent, all-complete and self-sustained supreme Soul of creation 
(“paripūrṇa ātmā”; known as the ‘Parmatma’) which assumes different forms of 
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva with the help of its own stupendous powers of creation called 
Maya, along with its various virtues and qualities called ‘Gunas’, for the express purpose 
of creation, sustenance and dissolution of this creation respectively (50). 
 
ueks·Lrq rs jke rok³~f?kziœta fJ;k /k`ra o{kfl ykfyra fç;kr~A 

vkØkUresdsu  txR=;a  iqjk /;s;a equhUnzSjfHkekuoftZrS%AA51AA 
 

namo’stu te rāma tavāṅghripaṅkajaṃ  
  śriyā dhṛtaṃ vakṣasi lālitaṃ priyāt/ 
ākrāntamekena jagattrayaṃ purā  
  dhyeyaṃ munāndrairabhimānavarjitaiḥ// 51 
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51. Oh Sri Ram! I bow and pay my obeisance to your holy lotus-feet which are 
affectionately served and adored by Laxmi by keeping them on her bosom, which had in 
an earlier time (during the dwarf mendicant incarnation to vanquish Vaali) measured the 
3 worlds called the ‘Triloki’ (meaning the terrestrial, celestial and subterranean worlds) 
by a single step, and which are constantly meditated upon by wise and enlightened sages, 
hermits and seers (51). 
 
txrkekfnHkwrLRoa txÙoa txnkJ;%A 

loZHkwrs"ola;qä ,dks Hkkfr HkokUij%AA52AA 
vksadkjokP;LRoa jke okpkefo"k;% iqeku~A 

okP;kokpdHksnsu Hkokuso txUe;%AA53AA 
 

jagatāmādibhūtastvaṃ jagattvaṃ jagadāśrayaḥ / 
sarvabhūteṣvasaṁyukta eko bhāti bhavānparaḥ // 52 
oṃkāravācyastvaṃ rāma vācāmaviṣayaḥ pumān / 
vācyavācakabhedena bhavāneva jaganmayaḥ // 53 

 
52-53. Oh Lord! You are the primordial cause of, the embodiment of, and the only 
shelter of the world. The entire creation made up of the ‘Bhuts’ (the primary elements of 
creation, such as earth, water, fire, air and space) is incorporated in your macrocosmic 
form. Inspite of that, you are distinct and independent from all the creatures, and are 
radiant with the divine glow of the matchless supreme Brahm of whom you are an 
embodiment (52).  

Oh Sri Ram! You are the eternal and imperishable word represented by the divine 
word ‘OM’, and are the invisible, un-manifest supreme Purush (macrocosmic soul) which 
is beyond the purview of the faculty of speech (i.e. speech cannot define and describe you 
in any way). Even as the same word has many interpretations and uses, you too have 
assumed the form of this entire world depending upon how it is perceived. [That is, like 
the word having different meanings and usage, the same entity known as Brahm has been 
known in different ways by different persons. This has resulted in so much dichotomy 
and schisms in this world. But upon close examination one finds that the essence is the 
same and one even as the same word, when applied in different context, assumes a 
different meaning.] (53).  
 
dk;Zdkj.kdr`ZRoQylk/kuHksnr%A 

,dks foHkkfl jke Roa ek;;k cgq:i;kAA54AA 
RoUek;keksfgrf/k;LRoka u tkufUr rÙor%A 

ekuq"ka RokfHkeU;Urs ekf;ua ijesðkje~AA55AA 
 

kāryakāraṇakartṛtvaphalasādhanabhedataḥ / 
eko vibhāsi rāma tvaṃ māyayā bahurūpayā // 54 
tvanmāyāmohitadhiyastvāṃ na jānanti tattvataḥ / 
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mānuṣaṃ tvābhimanyante māyinaṃ parameśvaram // 55 
 
54-55. Oh Sri Ram! You yourself manifest (i.e. appear, reveal) in multifarious forms with 
the help (aid, use) of your multi-faceted, powerful, mystical and maverick powers called 
Maya, creating or doing various deeds, becoming reasons/causes for those 
duties/imperatives/obligations, their results/rewards/fruits as well as 
resources/aids/instruments required to fulfill them or carry them out (54).  

Those people whose mind, intellect and discriminatory faculties are held in thrall 
by your deluding and magical powers can never realise (or come to know) their real, 
truthful nature and form. Those idiots and block-heads think that you—who are the Lord 
of all delusions and are the supreme Soul and Lord of creation—are an ordinary human 
being (55). 

 
vkdk'koÙoa loZ= cfgjUrxZrks·ey%A 

vl¯ks ápyks fuR;% 'kq)ks cq)% lnO;;%AA56AA 
;ksf"kUew<kgeKk rs rÙoa tkus dFka foHkksA 

rLekÙks 'kr'kks jke ueLdq;kZeuU;/kh%AA57AA 
 

ākāśavattvaṃ sarvatra bahirantargato’malaḥ / 
asaṅgo hyacalo nityaḥ śuddho buddhaḥ sadavyayaḥ // 56 
yoṣinmūḍhāhamajñā te tattvaṃ jāne kathaṃ vibho / 
tasmātte śataśo rāma namaskuryāmananyadhāḥ // 57 

 
56-57. You are present both inside and outside of everything like the space or sky that 
covers everything from the outside and is present inside it as well. You are pristine pure, 
immaculate, uncorrupt, and without any blemishes and faults. You are all alone, remain 
detached, dispassionate and disinterested in any thing associated with this illusionary 
world. You are unwavering, steadfast, stable, unmoving, constant and uniform. You are 
eternal, infinite, and without a beginning or an end. You are most pure and holy, are wise 
and acclaimed, are self-realised and an attained one. You are an embodiment, a 
personification, an image of truth. You are imperishable and unchanging (56). 

Oh Vibho (omnipresent, all-pervading, magnanimous, eternal, powerful one)! 
What do I know of, or how can I understand the essential form and nature of yours that is 
divine, transcendental, supreme, pure, ethereal, eclectic, sublime and esoteric, because I 
am an ignorant and a dud woman? Hence, Oh Sri Ram, I can only bow my head in 
reverence and adoration, to pay my humble obeisance and to worship you, hundreds of 
times with the highest and the most sincere of devotion, humility, dedication and 
submission for you that I can command (57). 

 
nso es ;= dq=kfi fLFkrk;k vfi loZnkA 

RoRikndeys läk Hkfäjso lnkLrq esAA58AA 
ueLrs iq#"kk/;{k ueLrs HkäoRlyA 

ueLrs·Lrq â"khds'k ukjk;.k ueks·Lrq rsAA59AA 
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deva me yatra kutrāpi sthitāyā api sarvadā / 
tvatpādakamale saktā bhaktireva sadāstu me // 58 
namaste puruṣādhyakṣa namaste bhaktavatsala / 
namaste’stu hṛṣākeśa nārāyaṇa namo’stute // 59 

 
58-59. Oh Lord! Wherever I stay, let me have eternal and sincere dedication, firm faith, 
steady admiration and unflinching devotion in your lotus-like feet (58). 

Oh the master or Lord of men! I bow before you. Oh the lover and benefactor of 
devotees! I bow my head before you with palms joined together in submission. Oh 
Hrishikesh (Vishnu)! I bow before you. Oh Narayan (Vishnu)! I bow my head repeatedly 
before you (59). 

 
HkoHk;gjesda   HkkuqdksfVçdk'ka dj/k̀r'kjpkia dkyes?kkoHkkle~A 

dud#fpjoóa jRuoRdq.Myk<îka dey fo'knus=a lkuqtajkeehMsAA60AA 
 

bhavabhayaharamekaṃ bhānukoṭiprakāśaṃ 
       karadhṛtaśaracāpaṃ kālameghāvabhāsam/ 
kanakaruciravastraṃ ratnavatkuṇḍalāḍhyaṃ 
       kamalaviśadanetraṃ sānujaṃ rāmamāḍe // 60 

 
60. I sing the praises, honours and glories of Sri Ram– along with his younger brother 
Laxman– who is the only one to remove the fears of this world, is splendorous and 
brilliant like crores (millions) of suns, who bears a bow and an arrow in his lotus-like 
hands, has a dark radiant complexion that resembles the dark clouds that are rich with 
rain, is wearing a magnificent yellow garment (robe) which is coloured like gold, is 
adorned by ear-rings studded with jewels and gems, and who has beautiful, enchanting 
broad eyes which are like the petals of a lotus flower.' (60). 
 
LrqRoSoa iq#"ka lk{kknzk?koa iqjr% fLFkre~A 

ifjØE; ç.kE;k'kq lkUkqKkrk ;;kS ifre~AA61AA 
vgY;;k Ñra Lrks=a ;% iBsöfäla;qr%A 

l eqP;rs·f[kyS% ikiS% ija czãkf/kxPNfrAA62AA 
 

stutvaivaṃ puruṣaṃ sākṣādrāghavaṃ purataḥ sthitam / 
parikramya praṇamyāśu sānujñātā yayau patim // 61 
ahalyayā kṛtaṃ stotraṃ yaḥ paṭhedbhaktisaṁyutaḥ / 
sa mucyate’khilaiḥ pāpaiḥ paraṃ brahmādhigacchati // 62 

 
61-62. In this manner, she (Ahilya) sang the divine and holy glories, honours and praises 
of the supreme Purush (a reference to Lord Vishnu or the Viraat Purush) in the form of 
Raghav (Lord Ram) himself standing in front of her, went around him (circumambulated 
him), praised and honoured him, and then took his permission to go to her husband's 
(Gautam's) place (61).    
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Those people who read this Stotra (sacred hymns sung in honour of the Lord 
God), composed and sung by Ahilya, shall be liberated (freed) from all their sins (and 
their effects) and attain the most exalted stature of oneness with the Lord (or attain 
emancipation and salvation of their souls) (62). 

 
iq=k|FksZ iBsöDR;k jkea âfn fu/kk;a pA 

laoRljs.k yHkrs oU/;k vfi lqiq=de~AA63AA 
lokZUdkekuokIuksfr  jkepUnzçlknr%AA64AA 

 

putrādyarthe paṭhedbhaktyā rāmaṃ hṛdi nidhāya ca / 
saṁvatsareṇa labhate vandhyā api suputrakam // 63 
sarvānkāmānavāpnoti rāmacandraprasādataḥ // 64 

 
63-64. Even a barren woman who recites this hymn with due devotion, faith and 
conviction, with Sri Ram enshrined in her heart and with a desire to have a son, shall be 
blessed by an excellent son within a year. Besides it, all her desires can be fulfilled by the 
grace, benediction and munificence of Sri Ram (63-64). 
 
czã?uks xq#rYixks·fi iq#"k% Lrs;h lqjkiks·fi ok 

ekr`Hkzkr`fofgaldks·fi lrra HkksxSdc)krqj%A 
fuR;a Lrks=fena tiu~ j?kqifra HkDR;k âfnLFka Leju~ 

/;k;UeqfäeqiSfr fda iqujlkS Lokpkj;qäks uj%AA65AA 
 

brahmaghno gurutalpago’pi puruṣaḥ steyā surāpo’pi vā 
     mātṛbhrātṛvihiṁsako’pi satataṃ bhogaikabaddhāturaḥ / 
nityaṃ stotramidaṃ japan raghupatiṃ bhaktyā hṛdayasthaṃ smaran  
     dhyāyanmuktimupaiti kiṃ punarasau svācārayukto naraḥ // 65 

 
65. Even they who are the slayers of Brahmins, have sexual relationship with the wife 
of their Guru (moral preceptor, teacher), are thieves, are drunkards, are cruel towards 
their parents and brothers, and are constantly engrossed in gratification of the sense 
organs and are indulgent in worldly pleasures, can have liberation from the shackles of 
this mundane world (i.e. achieve emancipation and salvation) by daily (constantly, 
persistently) remembering, concentrating, meditating and contemplating upon Lord Ram 
who resides in their hearts, as well as by reciting this devotional hymn sung by Ahilya. If 
this (salvation and emancipation) can be achieved by such (wicked, evil, pervert) persons, 
what to say of those who are righteous, noble and upright (i.e. there is no doubt or 
confusion about their emancipation and salvation) (65). 
                             
 
                                     --------------*********-------------- 
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Baal Kand — Canto 6 
 
 
The bow-breaking ceremony and Sri Ram's marriage. 
 

lwr mokp 
 
foðkkfe=ks·Fk ra çkg jk?koa lgy{e.ke~A 

xPNkeks oRl fefFkyka tudsukfHkikfyrke~AA1AA 
n`"V~ok Ørqoja iúkkn;ks/;ka xUrqegZflA 

bR;qDRok ç;;kS x¯keqÙkrq± lgjk?ko%A 
                        rfLeUdkys ukfodsu fuf"k)ks j?kquUnu%AA2AA 
 

sūta uvāca 
viśvāmitro’tha taṃ prāha rāghavaṃ sahalakṣmaṇam / 
gacchāmo vatsa mithilāṃ janakenābhipālitām // 1 
dṛṣṭvā kratuvaraṃ paścādayodhyāṃ gantumarhasi / 
ityuktvā prayayau gaṅgāmuttartuṃ saharāghavaḥ / 
tasminkāle nāvikena niṣiddho raghunandanaḥ // 2 

 
1-2. Sage Sut said—'Thereafter, sage Vishwamitra said to Raghav (Sri Ram) and 
Laxman, 'Sons, now we shall go visit the city of Mithila which is taken care of and 
sustained (i.e. ruled) by a king named Janak (1).  

After seeing the Yagya ceremony (a special religious sacrifice) performed by him, 
you can go back to Ayodhya'. Saying thus, he came to the banks of river Ganges to cross 
it, along with Sri Ram (and Laxman). There, the boatman stopped Raghunandan (Sri 
Ram) from setting foot on his boat (2). 

 
ukfod mokp 

 
{kky;kfe ro ikniœta ukFk nk#n`"knks% fdeUrje~A 

ekuq"khdj.kpw.kZefLr rs ikn;ksfjfr dFkk çFkh;lhAA3AA 
 

nāvika uvāca 
kṣālayāmi tava pādapaṅkajaṃ nātha dārudṛṣadoḥ kimantaram / 
mānuṣākaraṇacūrṇamasti te pādayoriti kathā prathāyasā // 3 

 
3. The boatman said, 'Oh Lord! It is well known that your feet has some magical 
dust that can make (an inanimate object into) a human being. (Just recently, you had 
transformed a rock into a woman) What is the difference between a stone and wood (of 
which this boat is made of)? Hence, before you step in my boat, I will wash your feet (to 
ensure that my wooden boat is not turned into a lady) (3). 
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iknkEcqta rs foeya fg ÑRok iúkkRija rhjega u;kfeA 

ukspsÙkjh l|qorh eysu L;kPpsf}Hkks fof) dqVqEcgkfu%AA4AA 
 

pādāmbujaṃ te vimalaṃ hi kṛtvā paścātparaṃ tāramahaṃ nayāmi / 
nocettarā sadyuvatā malena syāccedvibho viddhi kuṭambahāniḥ // 4 

 
4. In this way, after getting your feet cleansed (by washing off the dust from it), I 
shall take you across the river (Ganges). Otherwise, oh Lord, if the boat turns into a 
beautiful woman by the Midas touch of the dust of your feet, then the very livelihood of 
my family shall be snatched away from me' (4). 
 
bR;qDRok {kkfyrkS iknkS ija rhja rrks xrk%A 

dkSf'kdks j?kqukFksu lfgrks fefFkyka ;;kSAA5AA 
fonsgL; iqja çkr_Zf"kokVa lekfo'kr~A 

çkIra dkSf'kdekd.;Z tudks·freqnkfUor%AA6AA 
iwtknzO;kf.k l¯` á lksik/;k;% lek;;kSA 

n.MoRçf.kiR;kFk iwt;kekl dkSf'kde~AA7AA 
 

ityuktvā kṣālitau pādau paraṃ tāraṃ tato gatāḥ / 
kauśiko raghunāthena sahito mithilāṃ yayau // 5  
videhasya puraṃ prātarṛṣivāṭaṃ samāviśat / 
prāptaṃ kauśikamākarṇya janako’timudānvitaḥ // 6 
pūjādravyāṇi saṅgṛhya sopādhyāyaḥ samāyayau / 
daṇḍavatpraṇipatyātha pūjayāmāsa kauśikam // 7 

 
5-7. Saying this, Kewat (the boatman) washed his feet and then took him across the 
river. From there, sage Vishwamitra, accompanied by Sri Ram and Laxman, proceeded to 
Mithilapuri (Janakpur). At the crack of dawn, they arrived at Videha Nagar (Janakpur) 
and halted at the place earmarked for ascetics, sages and hermits. At that time, hearing 
the news of the arrival of sage Vishwamitra, king Janak felt extremely delighted (6), ---- 

----and taking necessary items for worship and welcome, he came there along 
with his royal priest (Shatanand), prostrated before the most exalted sage Vishwamitra 
and honoured him (7). 

 
içPN jk?kokS n`"V~ok loZy{k.kla;qrkSA 

|ksr;UrkS fn'k% lokZúkUnzlw;kZfookijkSAA8AA 
dL;SrkS uj'kknwZykS iq=kS nsolqrksiekSA 

eu% çhfrdjkS es·| ujukjk;.kkfooAA9AA 
 

papraccha rāghavau dṛṣṭvā sarvalakṣaṇasaṁyutau / 
dyotayantau diśaḥ sarvāścandrasūryāvivāparau // 8 
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kasyaitau naraśārdūlau putrau devasutopamau / 
manaḥprātikarau me’dya naranārāyaṇāviva // 9 

 
8-9. Then seeing those two princes of Raghu's clan (Sri Ram and Laxman), who 
lighted-up (illuminated) all the directions with their radiant glow, with Sri Ram 
resembling a sun with its brilliance and splendour, and Laxman a full moon that was most 
magnificent and enchanting the king asked (8),---- 

---- 'Who are these to lions or tigers in a human form.[This is a metaphor to 
indicate the praise that king had shown to the princes; in other words the king meant to 
say ‘who are these most brave, courageous and strong boys’.] They are like the sons of 
Gods? They kindle (ignite, arouse) great affection in my heart as if they were ‘Nar1’ and 
‘Narayan’1 themselves' (9). 
[Note—1The word Nar means a male, while Narayan refers to Lord Vishnu. Here, king 
Janak means that both these brothers resemble the Lord and his counterpart, the man. 
Both are an image of each other; both are inseparable from each other. Lord Vishnu is 
colored like the sky, and so is Lord Ram, while a man is fair complexioned like Laxman.]  
 
çR;qokp eqfu% çhrks g"kZ;u~ tuda rnkA 

iq=kS n'kjFkL;SrkS HkzkrjkS jkey{e.kkSAA10AA 
e[klaj{k.kkFkkZ; e;kuhrkS firq% iqjkr~A 

vkxPNu jk?koks ekxsZ rkVdka foðk?kkfruhe~AA11AA 
 

pratyuvāca muniḥ prāto harṣayan janakaṃ tadā / 
putrau daśarathasyaitau bhrātarau rāmalakṣmaṇau // 10 
makhasaṁrakṣaṇārthāya mayānātau pituḥ purāt / 
āgacchan rāghavo mārge tāṭakāṃ viśvaghātinām // 11 

 
10-11. Then sage Vishwamitra made Janak feel delighted and exhilarated by saying, 
'These two brothers, Sri Ram and Laxman, are the sons of Dasrath, the king of Kaushal 
(Ayodhya) (10).  

I have brought them from Ayodhya to protect my fire sacrifice (from being 
defiled by demons). While on the way, the most valorous and valiant Raghav (Sri Ram) 
has slayed Tadka, who was terrorising this world, by a single arrow at my instructions 
(11). 

 
'kjs.kSdsu grokéksfnrks es·frfoØe%A 

rrks eekJea xRok ee ;Kfofgaldku~AA12AA 
lqckgqizeq[kkUgRok ekjhpa lkxjs·f{kir~A 

rrks x¯krVs iq.;s xkSreL;kJea 'kqHke~AA13AA 
xRok r= f'kyk:ik xkSreL; o/kw% fLFkrkA  

ikniœtlaLi'kkZRÑrk    ekuq"k:fi.khAA14AA 
 

śareṇaikena hatavānnodito me’tivikramaḥ / 
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tato mamāśramaṃ gatvā mama yajñavihiṁsakān // 12 
subāhupramukhānhatvā mārācaṃ sāgare’kṣipat / 
tato gaṅgātaṭe puṇye gautamasyāśramaṃ śubham // 13 
gatvā tatra śilārūpā gautamasya vadhūḥ sthitā / 
pādapaṅkajasaṁsparśātkṛtā mānuṣarūpiṇā // 14 

 
12-14. Thereafter, having reached my hermitage, he had killed Subahu and other demons 
who had been desecrating my fire sacrifice, and threw (flung) Marich far off into the 
ocean (hundreds of miles away). After that, he came to the holy and pure hermitage of the 
great sage Gautam on the banks of river Ganges (12-13).  

There he saw Gautam's wife in the form of a stone (rock) and turned her back into 
a divine form by merely touching her with his lotus-like feet (14). 

 
n`"V~okgY;ka ueLÑR; r;k lE;Dçiwftr%A 

bnkuha nz"VqdkeLrs x`gs ekgsðkja /kuq%AA15AA 
iwftra jktfHk% loSZn`Z"VfeR;uq'kqJqosA 

vrks n'kZ; jktsUnz 'kSoa pkieuqÙkee~A 
n`"V~ok;ks/;ka ftxfe"kq% firja nz"VqfePNfrAA16AA 

 
 

dṛṣṭvāhalyāṃ namaskṛtya tayā samyakprapūjitaḥ / 
idānāṃ draṣṭakāmaste gṛhe māheśvaraṃ dhanuḥ // 15 
pūjitaṃ rājabhiḥ sarvairdṛṣṭamityanuśuśruve / 
ato darśaya rājendra śaivaṃ cāpamanuttamam / 
dṛṣṭvāyodhyāṃ jigamiṣuḥ pitaraṃ draṣṭumicchati // 16 

 
15-16. Seeing Ahilya, he (Sri Ram) paid his respect to her (by bowing before her), and 
then accepted her offerings of worships and prayers. Presently, he has come here to have 
a look at Shiva's bow (15).  

I have heard that the bow is highly revered and worshipped at your place, and all 
the kings have already seen it. Therefore, oh king, show that bow of Lord Shiva to them 
(Sri Ram and Laxman) because they wish to return to their parents at Ayodhya soon after 
having seen it' (16). 

 
bR;qäks eqfuuk jktk iwtkgkZfofr iwt;kA 

iwt;kekl  /keZKks  fof/kn`"Vsu  deZ.kkAA17AA 
 

tud mokp 
 
rr% lEçs"k;kekl efU=.ka cqf)eÙkje~A 

'kh?kzeku; fo'os'kpkia jkek; n'kZ;AA18AA 
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ityukto muninā rājā pūjārhāviti pūjayā / 
pūjayāmāsa dharmajño vidhidṛṣṭena karmaṇā // 17 
tataḥ sampreṣayāmāsa mantriṇaṃ buddhimattaram / 

 
janaka uvāca 

 
śāghramānaya viśveśacāpaṃ rāmāya darśaya // 18 

 
17-18. When sage Vishwamitra had said so, the most righteous king Janak duly 
honoured and worshipped Sri Ram and Laxman, considering (or regarding) them to be 
worthy of it (i.e. respect, adoration, worship, honour, reverence and obeisance, because 
what the sage had just narrated is not an ordinary thing to do, and only the divine Lord 
can achieve this magnificent astounding and stupendous feat) (17).  

Then he sent for his wise minister Janak said, ‘You should bring the bow of 
Vishweshwar (literally, the Lord of the universe, i.e. Lord Shiva) soon and show it to Sri 
Ram’ (18). 

 
rrks xrs efU=ojs jktk dkSf'kdeczohr~A 

;fn jkeks /kuq?k`ZRok dksVîkkekjksi;sn~xq.ke~AA19AA 
rnk e;kRetk lhrk nh;rs jk?kok; fgA 

rFksfr dkSf'kdks·I;kg jkea laoh{; lfLere~AA20AA 
 

 

tato gate mantrivare rājā kauśikamabravāt / 
yadi rāmo dhanurdhṛtvā koṭyāmāropayedguṇam // 19 
tadā mayātmajā sātā dāyate rāghavāya hi / 
tatheti kauśiko’pyāha rāmaṃ saṁvākṣya sasmitam // 20 

 
19-20. When the minister had gone, the king said to Vishwamitra, 'If Sri Ram can lift the 
bow and string it (19), ---- 

----I will surely marry my daughter Sita to him'. Then sage Vishwamitra glanced 
at Sri Ram and smilingly replied, 'alright, so it be' (20). 

 
'kh?kza n'kZ; pkikxzîka jkek;kferrstlsA 

,oa czqofr ekSuh'k vkxrkúkkiokgdk%AA21AA 
pkia x`ghRok cfyu% iøklkgòl¦îkdk%A 

?k.Vk'krlek;qäa ef.kcýkkfnHkwf"kre~AA22AA 
 

śāghraṃ darśaya cāpāgryaṃ rāmāyāmitatejase / 
evaṃ bruvati maunāśa āgatāścāpavāhakāḥ // 21 
cāpaṃ gṛhātvā balinaḥ pañcasāhasrasaṅkhyakāḥ / 
ghaṇṭāśatasamāyuktaṃ maṇivajrādibhūṣitam // 22 
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21-22. 'Oh king! Show that excellent bow to Sri Ram, who has immense radiance, 
brilliance and glory, very soon'. As soon as the sage had said so, five thousand most 
strong carriers brought that excellent, huge bow there. Hundreds of bells were tied to it, 
and it was decorated with diamonds, gems and other precious stones (21-22). 
 
n'kZ;kekl jkek; eU=h eU=;rka oj%A 

n`"V~ok jke% çâ"VkRek cn~/ok ifjdja n`<e~AA23AA 
x`ghRok okegLrsu yhy;k rksy;u~ /kuq%A 

vkjksi;kekl  xq.ka  i';RLof[kyjktlqAA24AA 
 

darśayāmāsa rāmāya mantrā mantrayatāṃ varaḥ / 
dṛṣṭvā rāmaḥ prahṛṣṭātmā baddhvā parikaraṃ dṛḍham // 23 
gṛhātvā vāmahastena lālayā tolayan dhanuḥ / 
āropayāmāsa guṇaṃ paśyatsvakhilarājasu // 24 

 
23-24. Then the minister of Janak, who was the best amongst his advisers, showed Sri 
Ram that bow. As soon as he saw it, the cheerful Sri Ram got ready (literally, tied the 
waist cloth tightly around his waist as a gesture of readiness; or rolled up his sleeves) and 
firmly held the bow with his left hand as if it was merely a sport (or play), and then 
stringed it, even as all the assembled kings watched (23-24). 
 
bZ"knkd"kZ;kekl ikf.kuk nf{k.ksu l%A 

cHk°kkf[kyâRlkjks  fn'k%  'kCnsu  iwj;u~AA25AA 
fn'kúk fofn'kúkSo Lox± eR;± jlkrye~A 

inöqreHkwÙk=  nsokuka  fnfo  i';rke~AA26AA 
vkPNkn;Ur% dqlqeSnsZok% LrqfrfHkjhfMjsA 

nsonqUnqHk;ks usnquZu`rúkkIljksx.kk%AA27AA 
 

āṣadākarṣayāmāsa pāṇinā dakṣiṇena saḥ / 
babhañjākhilahṛtsāro diśaḥ śabdena pūrayan // 25 
diśaśca vidiśaścaiva svargaṃ martyaṃ rasātalam / 
tadadbhutamabhūttatra devānāṃ divi paśyatām // 26 
ācchādayantaḥ kusumairdevāḥ stutibhirāḍire / 
devadundubhayo nedurnanṛtuścāpsarogaṇāḥ // 27 

 
25-27. Then he, who resides in and is most dear to the heart of all (i.e. Sri Ram), pulled 
that bow slightly with his right hand and broke it with a thunderous sound which 
reverberated (resonated, echoed) in all the ten directions of the world (25).  

This sound echoed in lands near and far, in the heavens, the earth and the 
subterranean worlds. For the Gods watching from their celestial abodes, this was like a 
very strange, mysterious and dramatic occurrence (26).  
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The Gods covered him (Sri Ram) with a blanket of flowers falling in a torrent, 
sounded their trumpets and kettle-drums, and sang the glories and honours of the Lord, 
while celestial female dancers broke into a spontaneous dance (27). 

 
f}/kk HkXua /kuqn`Z"V~ok jktkfy¯îk j?kw}ge~A 

foLe;a  ysfHkjs  lhrkekrjks·ur%  iqjkftjsAA28AA 
lhrk Lo.kZe;ha ekyka x`ghRok nf{k.ks djsA 

fLeroD=k  Lo.kZo.kkZ  lokZHkj.kHkwf"krkAA29AA 
eqäkgkjS% d.kZi=S% Do.kPpj.kuwiqjkA 

nqdwyifjlaohrk oókUrO;Zf°krLruhAA30AA 
 

dvidhā bhagnaṃ dhanurdṛṣṭvā rājāliṅgya raghūdvaham / 
vismayaṃ lebhire sātāmātaro’ntaḥpurājire // 28 
sātā svarṇamayāṃ mālāṃ gṛhātvā dakṣiṇe kare / 
smitavaktrā svarṇavarṇā sarvābharaṇabhūṣitā // 29 
muktāhāraiḥ karṇapatraiḥ kvaṇaccaraṇanūpurā / 
dukūlaparisaṁvātā vastrāntarvyañjitastanā // 30 

 
28-30. Seeing that the bow has been broken in to two pieces, king Janak jubilantly 
embraced Sri Ram, while the mothers of Sita (i.e. the various queens of Janak's royal 
household), who were present in the palace courtyard, were extremely astonished at the 
event (28).  

After that, Sita, who was fully decked up in colourful bridal gear and who had a 
complexion resembling gold, came there with a cheerful, enchanting but a low-profile 
shy smile on her face1. She had a golden garland in her right hand (29).  

She was adorned by a pearl necklace, ear-rings, tinkling and jingling anklets and 
other ornaments, while her full bosoms were apparent behind the excellent ‘Sari’ (a body-
wrapping seamless cloth worn by women in India) she wore (30). 

 
jkeL;ksifj fuf{kI; L;ekuk eqna ;;kSA 

rrks eqeqfnjs losZ jktnkjk% Loy³~Ñre~AA31AA 
xok{ktkyjU/kzsH;ks n`"V~ok yksdfoeksgue~A 

rrks·czohUeqfua  jktk  loZ'kkófo'kkjn%AA32AA 
 

rāmasyopari nikṣipya smayamānā mudaṃ yayau / 
tato mumudire sarve rājadārāḥ svalaṅkṛtam // 31 
gavākṣajālarandhrebhyo dṛṣṭvā lokavimohanam / 
tato’bravānmuniṃ rājā sarvaśāstraviśāradaḥ // 32 

 
31-32. Smiling modestly, Sita put the garland on Sri Ram (i.e. around his neck) and felt 
glad and delighted at doing so. All the queens who watched that fully decorated and 
world-enchanting image of Sri Ram from the balconies and windows of the palace, felt 
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extremely exhilarated at that moment. Then the king (Janak), who was an expert in all the 
Shastras (scriptures), said to sage Vishwamitra (31-32)— 
 
Hkks dkSf'kd eqfuJs"B i=a çs"k; lRoje~A 

jktk  n'kjFk%  'kh?kzekxPNrq  liq=d%AA33AA 
fookgkFk± dqekjk.kka lnkj% lgefU=fHk%A 

rFksfr  çs"k;kekl  nwrkaLRofjrfoØeku~AA34AA 
 

bho kauśika muniśreṣṭha patraṃ preṣaya satvaram/ 
rājā daśarathaḥ śāghramāgacchatu saputrakaḥ // 33 
vivāhārthaṃ kumārāṇāṃ sadāraḥ sahamantribhiḥ / 
tatheti preṣayāmāsa dūtāṁstvaritavikramān // 34 

 
33-34. 'Oh the most exalted sage Kaushik (Vishwamitra)! You should send a letter of 
invitation to king Dasrath immediately. He should come to attend the marriage ceremony 
of the princes accompanied by his other sons, queens and ministers'. Then Vishwamitra 
replied 'alright' and sent swift messengers with the errand (33-34). 
 
rs xRok jkt'kknwZya jkeJs;ks U;osn;u~A 

JqRok  jkeÑra  jktk  g"ksZ.k  egrkIyqr%AA35AA 
fefFkykxeukFkkZ; Roj;kekl efU=.k%A 

xPNUrq  fefFkyka  losZ  xtkðkjFkiÙk;%AA36AA 
 

te gatvā rājaśārdūlaṃ rāmaśreyo nyavedayan / 
śrutvā rāmakṛtaṃ rājā harṣeṇa mahatāplutaḥ // 35 
mithilāgamanārthāya tvarayāmāsa mantriṇaḥ / 
gacchantu mithilāṃ sarve gajāśvarathapattayaḥ // 36 

 
35-36. The messengers took the good tidings and went to the lion-among-kings, Dasrath, 
and told him about the well beings of Sri Ram. Hearing about the strange and marvelous 
deeds done by Sri Ram, the king was submerged in extreme joy and delightedness (35).  

Then showing eagerness to proceed to Janakpur at the earliest, he instructed his 
ministers—'Accompanied by elephants, horses, chariots and footmen, everyone should 
proceed to Mithila (Janakpur) post-haste (36). 

 
jFkeku; es 'kh?kza xPNkE;|So ek fpje~A 

ofl"BLRoxzrks ;krq lnkj% lfgrks·fXufHk%AA37AA 
jkeekr¤% leknk; eqfuesZ Hkxoku~ xq#%A 

,oa çLFkkI; ldya jktf"kZfoZiqya jFke~AA38AA 
egR;k lsu;k lk/kZek#á Rofjrks ;;kSA 

vkxra  jk?koa  JqRok  jktk  g"kZlekdqy%AA39AA 
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çR;qTtxke tud% 'krkuUniqjks/klkA 
 ;Fkksäiwt;k iwT;a iwt;kekl lRd`re~AA40AA 

 

rathamānaya me śāghraṃ gacchāmyadyaiva mā ciram / 
vasiṣṭhastvagrato yātu sadāraḥ sahito’gnibhiḥ // 37 
rāmamātaḥ samādāya munirme bhagavān guruḥ / 
evaṃ prasthāpya sakalaṃ rājarṣirvipulaṃ ratham // 38 
mahatyā senayā sārdhamāruhya tvarito yayau / 
āgataṃ rāghavaṃ śrutvā rājā harṣasamākulaḥ // 39 
pratyujjagāma janakaḥ śatānandapurodhasā / 
yathoktapūjayā pūjyaṃ pūjayāmāsa satkṛtam // 40 

 
37-40. Bring my chariot immediately too, don't delay; I shall embark on the journey 
today itself. Let my Guru Vasistha, who is the best among sages, accompanied by his 
wife Arundhati and the ritualistic (holy, religious) fires, proceed in the vanguard along 
with all the mothers of Sri Ram'. Having thus made every one proceed ahead of him, the 
exalted king (Dasrath) mounted a huge chariot and surrounded by the army, royal 
entourage and accompanied with pomp and pageantry, proceeded hurriedly towards 
Janakpur with great swiftness and agility. Hearing that Dasrath—who was like a Tilak 
(i.e. most prominent, exalted, famed, praise worthy) in Raghu's clan—has arrived, king 
Janak, accompanied by his priest Shatanand, joyfully went forward to receive him. He 
duly welcomed the praise worthy and honourable king (Dasrath) as per established 
traditions and worshipped him (37-40). 
 
jkeLrq y{e.ksuk'kq ooUns pj.kkS firq%A 

rrks â"Vks n'kjFkks jkea opueczohr~AA41AA 
fn"Vîkk i';kfe rs jke eq[ka QqYykEcqtksiee~A 

equsjuqxzgkRlo±  lEiéa  ee  'kksHkue~AA42AA 
 

rāmastu lakṣmaṇenāśu vavande caraṇau pituḥ / 
tato hṛṣṭo daśaratho rāmaṃ vacanamabravāt // 41 
diṣṭyā paśyāmi te rāma mukhaṃ phullāmbujopamam / 
muneranugrahātsarvaṃ sampannaṃ mama śobhanam // 42 

 
41-42. Thereafter, Sri Ram, along with Laxman, bowed at the feet of his father. Feeling 
extremely privileged and exhilarated, Dasrath said to him (41), ---- 

----'Oh Ram! It is very fortunate today that I am seeing your face which resembles 
a fully blooming lotus flower. By the grace and kindness of the honourable sage 
(Vishwamitra), I have been blessed with welfares and fortunes in every respect' (42). 

 
bR;qDRok?kzk; ew/kkZuekfy¯îk p iqu% iqu%A 

g"ksZ.k egrkfo"Vks czãkuUna xrks ;FkkAA43AA 
rrks tudjktsu efUnjs lféos'kr%A 
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'kksHkus loZHkksxk<îks lnkj% llqr% lq[khAA44AA 
 

ityuktvāghrāya mūrdhānamāliṅgya ca punaḥ punaḥ / 
harṣeṇa mahatāviṣṭo brahmānandaṃ gato yathā // 43 
tato janakarājena mandire sanniveśitaḥ / 
śobhane sarvabhogāḍhye sadāraḥ sasutaḥ sukhā // 44 

 
43-44. Saying this, he (Dasrath) repeatedly embraced him (clasped him to his bosom or 
heart), smelt his head (as a gesture of affection and love) and was subsequently drowned 
(submerged) in extreme bliss due to the exhilaration and happiness provided by the 
occasion (43).  

After that, Janak gave him, along with all other queens and princes, a befitting 
residence in a very beautiful and comfortable palace provided with all the materials and 
paraphernalia of worldly comforts (44). 

 
rr% 'kqHks fnu yXus lqeqgwrsZ j?kwÙkee~A 

vku;kekl  /keZKks  jkea  lHkzkr`da  rnkAA45AA 
jRuLrEHklqfoLrkjs lqforkus lqrksj.ksA 

e.Mis loZ'kksHkk<îks eqäkiq"iQykfUorsAA46AA 
osnfofö% lqleck?ks czkã.kS% Lo.kZHkwf"krS%A 

lqokfluhfHk% ifjrks fu"dd.BhfHkjko`rsAA47AA 
HksjhnqUnqfHkfu?kksZ"kSxhZru`R;S% lekdqysA 

fnO;jRukføkrs Lo.kZihBs jkea U;os'k;r~AA48AA 
 

tataḥ śubhe dine lagne sumuhūrte raghūttamam / 
ānayāmāsa dharmajño rāmaṃ sabhrātṛkaṃ tadā // 45 
ratnastambhasuvistāre suvitāne sutoraṇe / 
maṇḍape sarvaśobhāḍhye muktāpuṣpaphalānvite // 46 
vedavidbhiḥ susambādhe brāhmaṇaiḥ svarṇabhūṣitaiḥ / 
suvāsanābhiḥ parito niṣkakaṇṭhābhirāvṛte // 47 
bherādundubhinirghoṣairgātanṛtyaiḥ samākule / 
divyaratnāñcite svarṇapāṭhe rāmaṃ nyaveśayat // 48 

 
45-48. Then, when the day, time and Lagna (a special configuration of stars) were all 
auspicious and most favourable for the occasion, the most righteous king Janak called Sri 
Ram along with his other brothers (45).  

Then, in a large pavilion—which was endowed (provided) with all the possible 
magnificence and majesty, pomp and pageantry, grandeur and awe inspiring charm, 
which had fascinating gem-studded pillars, beautiful canopy, attractive and charming 
buntings, festoons, arches and gates, which was decorated with fruits and flowers made 
of pearls, and which was jam-packed with gold-bedecked Brahmins and was full of 
chaste women attired in beautiful attires—Sri Ram was made to sit on a grand and 
divinely radiant, gem-studded throne by king Janak. At that moment, there was a 
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tumultuous clamour and din created by various musical instruments such as trumpets and 
kettle drums, as well as by various dances and felicitous songs and praises being sung to 
celebrate the occasion (46-48). 

 
ofl"Ba dkSf'kda pSo 'krkuUn% iqjksfgr%A 

;FkkØea iwtf;Rok jkeL;ksHk;ik'oZ;ks%AA49AA 
LFkkif;Rok l r=kfXau Tokyf;Rok ;Fkkfof/kA 

lhrkekuh;  'kksHkk<îkka  ukukjRufoHkwf"krke~AA50AA 
lHkk;ksZ tud% izk;knzkea jkthoykspue~A 

iknkS ç{kkY; fof/koÙkniks ew?U;Z/kkj;r~AA51AA 
 

vasiṣṭhaṃ kauśikaṃ caiva śatānandaḥ purohitaḥ / 
yathākramaṃ pūjayitvā rāmasyobhayapārśvayoḥ // 49 
sthāpayitvā sa tatrāgniṃ jvālayitvā yathāvidhi / 
sātāmānāya śobhāḍhyāṃ nānāratnavibhūṣitām // 50 
sabhāryo janakaḥ prāyādrāmaṃ rājāvalocanam / 
pādau prakṣālya vidhivattadapo mūrdhnyadhārayat // 51 

 
49-51. The high priest Shatanand worshipped sage Vasistha and Vishwamitra one by one 
and seated them on either side of Sri Ram (49).  

The holy fire was ceremoniously kindled according to established traditions, and 
bringing along Sita—who was decorated with different varieties of jewels—as well as the 
queens, king Janak approached the lotus-eyed Sri Ram, washed his feet devotionally as 
per sanctioned procedure, and then put the washed water on his own head (50-51). 

 
;k /k`rk ewf?uZ 'kosZ.k czã.kk eqfufHk% lnkA 

rr% lhrka djs /k`Rok lk{krksndiwoZde~AA52AA 
jkek; çnnkS çhR;k ikf.kxzgfo/kkur%A 

lhrk deyi=k{kh Lo.kZeqäkfnHkwf"krkAA53AA 
 

yā dhṛtā mūrdhni śarveṇa brahmaṇā munibhiḥ sadā / 
tataḥ sātāṃ kare dhṛtvā sākṣatodakapūrvakam // 52 
rāmāya pradadau prātyā pāṇigrahavidhānataḥ / 
sātā kamalapatrākṣā svarṇamuktādibhūṣitā // 53 

 
52-53. This water (used to wash Sri Ram's feet) is so holy that it is always kept on the 
head (as a gesture of deep reverence, honour and respect) even by Lord Shiva, Brahma 
and other sages and seers. Thereafter, he held the hands of Sita, performed the holy ritual 
of offering her formally in marriage to Sri Ram, and handed her over most affectionately, 
brimming over with joy and happiness, to him (52-53). 
 
nh;rs es lqrk rqH;a çhrks Hko j?kwÙkeA 
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bfr çhrsu eulk lhrka jkedjs·iZ;u~AA54AA 
eqeksn tudks y{eha {khjkfC/kfjo fo".kosA 

mfeZyka pkSjlha dU;ka y{e.kk; nnkS eqnkAA55AA 
 

dāyate me sutā tubhyaṃ prāto bhava raghūttama / 
iti prātena manasā sātāṃ rāmakare’rpayan // 54 
mumoda janako lakṣmāṃ kṣārābdhiriva viṣṇave / 
urmilāṃ caurasāṃ kanyāṃ lakṣmaṇāya dadau mudā // 55 

 
54-55. Then he said, 'Oh the best one in the clan of Raghu! I am offering (or giving 
charge of, handing over) gold and pearl bedecked, lotus-eyed daughter of mine named 
Sita to you. Be happy and joyful (and accept her cheerfully and gladly)'. In this way, 
having offered Sita in the lotus-like hands of Sri Ram with an exhilarated mind and heart 
(54), ---- 

----Janak was as overwhelmed in bliss and ecstasy as the ocean of milk had been 
after having offered Laxmi in the lotus-like hands of Lord Vishnu (at the time of the 
legendary churning of the ocean). Thereafter, he married off his daughter Urmila, who 
was born out of his wedlock (i.e. from his wife), to Laxman (55).  
[Note :- Sita was not born from his wife, Sunaina. As per legend, she was found in a 
pitcher while Janak was ploughing the fields to ceremoniously prepare the ground for a 
fire sacrifice which he was to do.] 
 
nh;rs es lqrk rqH;a çhrks Hko j?kwÙkeA 

bfr çhrsu eulk lhrka jkedjs·iZ;u~AA54AA 
eqeksn tudks y{eha {khjkfC/kfjo fo".kosA 

mfeZyka pkSjlha dU;ka y{e.kk; nnkS eqnkAA55AA 
  

tathaiva śrutakārtiṃ ca māṇḍavāṃ bhrātṛkanyake / 
bharatāya dadāvekāṃ śatrughnāyāparāṃ dadau // 54 
catvāro dārasampannā bhrātaraḥ śubhalakṣaṇāḥ / 
virejuḥ prabhayā sarve lokapālā ivāpare // 55 

 
56-57. At the same time, he gave the daughters of his brother, who were named Mandavi 
and Srut Kirti, to Bharat and Shatrughan respectively (56).  

As a result, all the four brothers—who were endowed with all the good characters 
and virtues—looked magnificent and glowed with their own radiance as in they were 
duplicate or parallel Lokpals (custodians of the four directions of the world) (57). 

 
rrks·czoh}fl"Bk; foðkkfe=k; eSfFky%A 

tud% LolqrksnUra ukjnsukfHkHkkf"kre~AA58AA 
;KHkwfefo'kq)îkFk± d"kZrks yk¯ysu esA 

lhrkeq[kkRleqRiék  dU;dk  'kqHky{k.kkAA59AA 
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rkenzk{kega çhR;k iqf=dkHkkoHkkforke~A 
vfiZrk  fç;Hkk;kZ;S  'kjPpUnzfuHkkuukAA60AA 

 

tato’bravādvasiṣṭhāya viśvāmitrāya maithilaḥ / 
janakaḥ svasutodantaṃ nāradenābhibhāṣitam // 58 
yajñabhūmiviśuddhyarthaṃ karṣato lāṅgalena me / 
sātāmukhātsamutpannā kanyakā śubhalakṣaṇā // 59 
tāmadrākṣamahaṃ prātyā putrikābhāvabhāvitām / 
arpitā priyabhāryāyai śaraccandranibhānanā // 60 

 
58-60. After that, the Lord of Mithila, king Janak told sages Vasistha and Vishwamitra 
all that was disclosed to him previously about his daughter Sita by sage Narad (58).  

He said, 'Once, I was ploughing the field to purify it (or sanctify it) by doing 
penances for the purpose of performing a fire sacrifice. At that time, this auspicious and 
virtuous girl was produced (or emerged) from the front part of my plough. [Hence she 
was named Sita, literally meaning ‘the front tip of the plough’] (59).  

When I saw her, a natural daughter-like affection arose in my heart for her, and so 
I brought and handed over that moon-faced infant girl to my wife (Sunaina) (60). 

 
,dnk ukjnks·H;kxkf}foäs ef; lafLFkrsA 

j.k;Uegrha  oh.kka  xk;ékjk;.ka  foHkqe~AA61AA 
iwftr% lq[keklhuks ekeqokp lq[kkfUor%A 

Ük`.kq"o opua xqáa rokH;qn;dkj.ke~AA62AA 
 

ekadā nārado’bhyāgādvivikte mayi saṁsthite / 
raṇayanmahatām vāṇāṃ gāyannārāyaṇaṃ vibhum // 61 
pūjitaḥ sukhamāsāno māmuvāca sukhānvitaḥ / 
śṛṇuṣva vacanaṃ guhyaṃ tavābhyudayakāraṇam // 62 

 
61-62. Once, when I was sitting alone, sage Narad came to me playing his Indian lute 
called ‘Mahati’ and singing the glories of Lord Narayan who is all pervading and 
omnipresent (61).  

After I had finished with the formality of welcoming and worshipping the sage, he 
sat down comfortably and said cheerfully, 'Oh King! Listen to this most secret clue to 
your welfare and auspiciousness (62). 

 
ijekRek â"khds'kks HkäkuqxzgdkE;;kA 

nsodk;kZFkZfl)îkFk±  jko.kL;  o/kk;  pAA63AA 
tkrks jke bfr [;krks ek;kekuq"kos"k/k`d~A 

vkLrs  nk'kjfFkHkwZRok  prq/kkZ  ijesðkj%AA64AA 
 

paramātmā hṛṣākeśo bhaktānugrahakāmyayā / 
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devakāryārthasiddhyarthaṃ rāvaṇasya vadhāya ca // 63 
jāto rāma iti khyāto māyāmānuṣaveṣadhṛk/ 
āste dāśarathirbhūtvā caturdhā parameśvaraḥ // 64 

 
63-64. Lord Vishnu (Hrishikesh) has incarnated (revealed) himself and has become 
famous in an illusionary human form known by the name of ‘Ram’ for the benefit of and 
to show munificence and benevolence on his devotees, to fulfill the wish of the Gods and 
to slay the demon Ravana. That supreme Lord has manifested himself in four forms as 
sons of Dasrath and presently resides in the city of Ayodhya (63-64). 
 
;ksxek;kfi lhrsfr tkrk oS ro os'efuA 

vrLRoa  jk?kok;So  nsfg  lhrka  ç;Rur%AA65AA 
ukU;sH;% iwoZHkk;SZ"kk jkeL; ijekReu%A 

bR;qDRok  ç;;kS  nsoxfra  nsoeqfuLrnkAA66AA 
 

yogamāyāpi sāteti jātā vai tava veśmani / 
atastvaṃ rāghavāyaiva dehi sātāṃ prayatnataḥ // 65 
nānyebhyaḥ pūrvabhāryaiṣā rāmasya paramātmanaḥ / 
ityuktvā prayayau devagatiṃ devamunistadā // 66 

 
65-66.  Here, his delusion creating powers and infinite cosmic energy which is 
constructive and destructive at the same time depending upon what the Lord wants, called 
‘Yog Maya’, has manifested in your household as Sita. Hence, you should attempt to 
betrothal Sita to Sri Ram and nobody else (i.e. you should endeavour to bring a union 
between the supreme Lord and his Maya)—because she has been his other half earlier 
also'. Saying this, the celestial sage Narad went away by the path of the sky (i.e. the 
celestial path leading to heaven) (65-66). 
 
rnkjH; e;k lhrk fo".kksyZ{ehfoZHkO;rsA 

dFka e;k jk?kok; nh;rs tkudh 'kqHkkAA67AA 
bfr fpUrklekfo"V% dk;ZesdefpUr;e~A 

efRirkegxsgs  rq  U;klHkwrfena  /kuq%AA68AA 
 

tadārabhya mayā sātā viṣṇorlakṣmārvibhāvyate / 
kathaṃ mayā rāghavāya dāyate jānakā śubhā // 67 
iti cintāsamāviṣṭaḥ kāryamekamacintayam / 
matpitāmahagehe tu nyāsabhūtamidaṃ dhanuḥ // 68 

 
67-68. Ever since then, I have regarded this Sita as the consort of Lord Vishnu. 
Reflecting on how to give this auspicious and virtuous Janki (Sita) to Raghav (Sri Ram), I 
thought of a way out (67).  

In an earlier time, Lord Shiva had, after having reduced to ashes the demon 
Tripurasur, deposited this bow with my grandfather (for safe custody) (68). 
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bZðkjs.k iqjk f{kIra iqjnkgknuUrje~A 

/kuqjsrRi.ka dk;Zfefr fpUR; Ñra rFkkAA69AA 
lhrkikf.kxzgkFkkZ; losZ"kka ekuuk'kue~A 

RoRçlknkUeqfuJs"B jkeks jkthoykspu%AA70AA 
 

āśvareṇa purā kṣiptaṃ puradāhādanantaram / 
dhanuretatpaṇaṃ kāryamiti cintya kṛtaṃ tathā // 69 
sātāpāṇigrahārthāya sarveṣāṃ mānanāśanam / 
tvatprasādānmuniśreṣṭha rāmo rājāvalocanaḥ // 70 

 
69-70. Inspired that I should make this bow—which is a vanquisher of haughtiness, pride, 
vanity and ego of all—as a bet (or condition) for marrying Sita, I went ahead and decided 
to implement it. Oh the most exalted sage (Vishwamitra)! By your grace, the lotus-eyed 
Sri Ram has come here to see that bow of Lord Shiva (69-70). 
 
vkxrks·= /kuqnzZ"Vqa Qfyrks es euksjFk%A 

v| es lQya tUe jke Roka lg lhr;kAA71AA 
,dkluLFka i';kfe Hkzktekua jfoa ;FkkA 

RoRiknkEcq/kjks  czãk  l`f"VpØçorZd%AA72AA 
 

āgato’tra dhanurdraṣṭuṃ phalito me manorathaḥ / 
adya me saphalaṃ janma rāma tvāṃ saha sātayā // 71 
ekāsanasthaṃ paśyāmi bhrājamānaṃ raviṃ yathā / 
tvatpādāmbudharo brahmā sṛṣṭicakrapravartakaḥ // 72 

 
71-72. This has resulted in my vows being honoured (i.e. all my efforts have borne 
fruits)'. [Turning to Lord Ram, he said--] 'Oh Sri Ram! Today my life has been fully 
rewarded (and I am feeling extremely privileged) that I behold you—who are as 
splendorous and radiant as the sun—and Sita seated together on the same throne. Brahma 
had embarked on (the project of) creating this universe (existence, creation) after having 
first put the holy water used to wash your divine feet on his head (as a mark of greatest of 
reverence, honour and obeisance as well as empowerment) (71-72). 
 
cfyLRoRiknlfyya   ?k`RokHkwfífotkf/ki%A 

RoRiknikalqlaLi'kkZngY;k    Hkr`Z'kkir%AA73AA 
l| ,o fofueqZäk dks·U;LRoÙkks·f/kjf{krkAA74AA 
 

balistvatpādasalilaṃ dhṛtvābhūddivijādhipaḥ / 
tvatpādapāṁsusṁsparśādahalyā bhartṛśāpataḥ // 73 
sadya eva vinirmuktā ko’nyastvatto’dhirakṣitā // 74 
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73-74. By the glory and potential effect of the water used to wash your holy feet, Vaali 
had obtained the honour and stature equivalent to that of Indra (the king of Gods), and it 
was the touch of the dust of your holy feet which instantly liberated Ahilya from the 
curse cast upon her by her husband (Gautam). Who else is a greater protector and 
benefactor than you are? (73-74). 
 
;Rikniœtijkxlqjkx;ksfxo`UnSftZra HkoHk;a ftrdkypØS%A 

;ékedhrZuijk   ftrnq%[k'kksdk nsokLreso 'kj.ka lrra çi|sAA75AA 
 

yatpādapaṅkajaparāgasurāgayogivṛndairjitaṃ 
  bhavabhayaṃ jitakālacakraiḥ / 
yannāmakārtanaparā jitaduḥkhaśokā devāstameva 
  śaraṇaṃ satataṃ prapadye // 75 

 
75. I constantly, abidingly and permanently bow before and accept your refuge 
(shelter)—the admiration, intoxication and enchantment of the nectar of whose lotus-like 
feet has enabled Yogis (ascetics), who have already conquered the ‘Kal Chakra’ (the 
vicious, endless cycle of birth and death), to also vanquish the fear of this deluding, 
mundane world, while the Gods obtain victory over sorrows, distress, anguish and gloom 
of all kinds by being engrossed (or constantly involved) in reciting, chanting, singing and 
reflecting upon the glories of your holy name' (75). 
 
bfr LrqRok u`i% çknknzk?kok; egkReusA 

nhukjk.kka  dksfV'kra  jFkkuke;qra  rnkAA76AA 
vðkkuka fu;qra çknkåtkuka "kV~'kra rFkkA 

iÙkhuka y{kesda rq nklhuka f='kra nnkSAA77AA 
 

iti stutvā nṛpaḥ prādādrāghavāya mahātmane / 
dānārāṇāṃ koṭiśataṃ rathānāmayutaṃ tadā // 76 
aśvānāṃ niyutaṃ prādādgajānāṃ ṣaṭśataṃ tathā / 
pattānāṃ lakṣamekaṃ tu dāsānāṃ triśataṃ dadau // 77 

 
76-77. Having thus lauded and sung Sri Ram's glories and praises, the king (Janak) gave 
him, as dowry, 100 crore [one crore = 10 million] gold sovereigns, 10 thousand chariots, 
10 lakh [1lakh = one million] horses, 6 hundred elephants, one lakh footmen (infantry; 
foot soldiers; servants), and 3 hundred maid servants (76-77). 
 
fnO;kEcjkf.k gkjkaÜp eqäkjRue;ksTToyku~A 

lhrk;S tud% çknkRçhR;k nqfgr`oRly%AA78AA 
ofl"BknhUlqlaiwT; Hkjra y{e.ka rFkkA 

iwtf;Rok ;FkkU;k;a rFkk n'kjFka u`ie~AA79AA 
çLFkki;kekl u`iks jktkua j?kqlÙkee~A 
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lhrkekfy¯îk #nrha ekrj% lkJqykspuk%AA80AA 
 

divyāmbarāṇi hārāṁśca muktāratnamayojjvalān / 
sātāyai janakaḥ prādātprātyā duhitṛvatsalaḥ // 78 
vasiṣṭhādānsusaṁpūjya bharataṃ lakṣmaṇaṃ tathā / 
pūjayitvā yathānyāyaṃ tathā daśarathaṃ nṛpan // 79 
prasthāpayāmāsa nṛpo rājānaṃ raghusattamam / 
sātāmāliṅgya rudatāṃ mātaraḥ sāśrulocanāḥ // 80 

 
78-80. Besides the above, the affectionate father gave his daughter Sita, with great love 
and full of fatherly emotions, many marvelous, magnificent and majestic clothes and 
different types of wearing apparels, as well as bright, glittering and dazzling garlands and 
necklaces studded with pearls, gems and jewels (78).  

Then he worshipped and honoured sage Vasistha. After that, he duly honoured 
Bharat, Laxman, Shatrughan and king Dasrath by offerings of wealth and various gifts, 
and then bade farewell to the most exalted king Dasrath of Raghu's clan. The mothers 
clasped the weeping Sita to their bosoms, and advised her (79-80)— 

 
ðkJw'kqJw"k.kijk  fuR;a  jkeeuqczrkA 

ikfrczR;eqikyEO; fr"B oRls ;Fkk lq[ke~AA81AA 
 

śvaśrūśuśrūṣaṇaparā nityaṃ rāmamanuvratā / 
pātivratyamupālambya tiṣṭha vatse yathā sukham // 81 

 
81. 'Oh dear daughter! Be blessed! You must constantly and vigilantly serve your 
mothers-in-law, diligently follow Sri Ram, rely on the edicts, tenets and sanctified code 
of behaviour or conduct for a chaste and loyal wife (Pativrata Dharma), and live 
contentedly and happily' (81). 
 
ç;k.kdkys j?kquUnuL; Hksjhe`n¯kudrw;Z?kks"k%A 

LookZflHksjh?kurw;Z'kCnS% laewfPZNrks HkwrHk;œjks·Hkwr~AA82AA 
 

prayāṇakāle raghunandanasya bherāmṛdaṅgānakatūryaghoṣaḥ / 
svarvāsibherāghanatūryaśabdaiḥ saṁmūrcchito bhūtabhayaṅkaro’bhūt // 82 

 
82. At the time of Sri Ram's (i.e. the marriage party's) departure, there was a 
tumultuous, thunderous cacophony of musical instruments such as kettle-drums, 
tumbrels, drums and bugles being played on the earth as well as of trumpets, cymbals, 
bugles etc. in the sky by the Gods, so much so that this din created fear among all the 
creatures (82). 
                          
                             
                                                --------------*******------------- 
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Baal Kand — Canto 7 
 
 
Sage Parashuram's episode. 
 

lwr mokp 
 
vFk xPNfr Jhjkes eSfFkyk|kstu=;e~A 

fufeÙkkU;fr?kksjkf.k  nn'kZ  u`ilÙke%AA1AA 
uRok ofl"Ba içPN fdfena eqfuiq¯oA 

fufeÙkkuhg n`';Urs fo"kekf.k leUrr%AA2AA 
 

 
sūta uvāca 

 
atha gacchati śrārāme maithilādyojanatrayam / 
nimittānyatighorāṇi dadarśa nṛpasattamaḥ // 1 
natvā vasiṣṭhaṃ papraccha kimidaṃ munipuṅgava / 
nimittānāha dṛśyante viṣmāṇi samantataḥ // 2 

 
1-2. Sage Sut said—'After about three Yojans [one Yojan = 4, 8 or 16 miles according 
to different scales or schools of measurement; the most usual being a distance of 8 miles] 
from Mithila, the exalted king Dasrath saw severe inauspicious, horrible and frightening 
signs (1).  

He then bowed his head to sage Vasistha and enquired of him, 'Oh the most 
exalted sage! What is the reason that these terrible and bad omens and signs are being 
observed in all the directions?' (2). 

 
ofl"BLreFk çkg Hk;ekxkfe lwP;rsA 

iqujI;Hk;a rs·| 'kh?kzeso Hkfo";frAA3AA 
e`xk%çnf{k.ka ;kfUr i'; Roka 'kqHklwpdk%A 

bR;soa onrLrL; ookS ?kksjrjks·fuy%AA4AA 
eq".kaúk{kwaf"k losZ"kka ikalqo`f"VfHkjnZ;u~A 

rrks cztUnn'kkZûks rstksjkf'keqifLFkre~AA5AA 
 

vasiṣṭastamatha prāha bhayamāgāmi sūcyate / 
punarapyabhayaṃ te’dya śāghrameva bhaviṣyati // 3 
mṛgāḥ pradakṣiṇaṃ yānti paśya tvāṃ śubhasūcakāḥ / 
ityevaṃ vadatastasya vavau ghorataro’nilaḥ // 4 
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muṣṇaṁścakṣūṁṣi sarveṣāṃ pāṁsuvṛṣṭibhirardayan / 
tato vrajandadarśāgre tejorāśimupasthitam // 5 

 
3-5. Sage Vashitha (deciphered the indications portended by the various omens and) 
said, 'These bad omens are indicative of some very fearful event in the near future, but 
(simultaneously they also indicate that) soon thereafter there will be fearlessness (3), ---- 

----because look, auspicious animals (deer) which are heralds of good tidings, 
auspiciousness and welfares are going towards (i.e. moving about) your right-hand side'. 
No sooner had Vasistha said this than a very fierce wind started blowing (as if a storm 
was fast approaching) (4).  

So much dust was raised that everyone became blinded. Proceeding ahead, the 
party saw a radiantly illuminated icon standing in front of them (5). 

 
dksfVlw;Zçrhdk'ka  fo|qRiq°kleçHke~A 

rstksjkf'ka nn'kkZFk tkenXu;a çrkioku~AA6AA 
uhyes?kfuHka çka'kqa tVke.Myef.Mre~A 

/kuq%ij'kqikf.ka p lk{kkRdkyfeokUrde~AA7AA 
dkrZoh;kZUrda jkea n`Ir{kf=;enZue~A 

çkIra n'kjFkL;kxzs dkye`R;qfeokije~AA8AA 
 

koṭisūryapratākāśaṃ vidyutpuñjasamaprabham / 
tejorāśiṃ dadarśātha jāmadagnyaṃ pratāpavān // 6 
nālameghanibhaṃ prāṁśuṃ jaṭāmaṇḍalamaṇḍitam / 
dhanuḥ paraśupāṇiṃ ca sākṣātkālamivāntakam // 7 
kārtavāryāntakaṃ rāmaṃ dṛptakṣatriyamardanam / 
prāptaṃ daśarathasyāgre kālamṛtyumivāparam // 8 

 
6-8. Then they saw sage Parashuram coming towards them. He was as splendorous as 
crores (millions) of suns, dazzling and brilliant as a source (point) of electric, most 
victorious, famous and valorous, a treasury of radiance and splendour, had a hue 
resembling that of blue clouds, had a huge and colossus body, a crown of matted hairs, 
held a bow and an axe in his hands, and resembled Kaal (death), who is famed as a 
destroyer of all creatures, personified himself. (6-7). 

They saw that Parsahuram—who was the slayer of ‘Kartavirya’ and was the 
vanquisher of the haughtiness and pride of the arrogant and haughty Kshatriya clan, and 
who was like a parallel (or duplicate) Yam (the God of death)—was standing angrily in 
front of Dasrath (8). 

 
ra n`"V~ok Hk;lU=Lrks jktk n'kjFkLrnkA 

v?;kZfniwtka foLe`R; =kfg =kghfr pkczrhr~AA9AA 
n.MoRçf.kiR;kg iq=çk.ka ç;PN esA 

bfr  czqoUra  jktkueukn`R;  j?kwÙkee~AA10AA 
mokp fu"Bqja okD;a Øks/kkRçpfyrsfUnz;%A 
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Roa jke bfr ukEuk es pjfl {kf=;k/keAA11AA 
 

taṃ dṛṣṭvā bhayasantrasto rājā daśarathastadā / 
arghyādipūjāṃ vismṛtya trāhi trāhāti cābravāt // 9 
daṇḍavatpraṇipatyāha putraprāṇaṃ prayaccha me / 
iti bruvantaṃ rājānamanādṛtya raghūttamam // 10 
uvāca niṣṭhuraṃ vākyaṃ krodhātpracalitendriyaḥ / 
tvaṃ rāma iti nāmnā me carasi kṣatriyādhama // 11 

 
9-11. At that moment, king Dasrath became so scared that he even forgot to formally 
worship, honour and welcome him, and instead pleaded for mercy—'Save me, have 
mercy on me', he cried (9).  

He prostrated before him and beseeched, 'Give me the alms (blessing) of my son's 
life (i.e. spare the life of my son)'. He (Parashuram) paid no attention to the pleadings of 
Dasrath, and seething with anger, he addressed the best in Raghu's clan (Sri Ram) in a 
stern and wrathful voice (10), ---- 

----'Oh the most lowly and wicked Kshatriya! You have become as famous as my 
name ‘Ram’ and move about unhindered and unchallenged on this earth (11). 

 
}U};q)a ç;PNk'kq ;fn Roa {kf=;ks·floSA 

iqjk.ka ttZja pkiaHk³~DRok Roa dRFkls eq/kkAA12AA 
vfLeaLrq oS".kos pki vkjksi;fl psn~xq.ke~A 

rnk ;q)a Ro;k lk/k± djksfe j?kqoa'ktAA13AA 
uks psRlokZUgfu";kfe {kf=;kUrdjks áge~A 

bfr czqofr ooS rfLeaúkpky olq/kk Hk`'ke~AA14AA 
 

dvandvayuddhaṃ prayacchāśu yadi tvaṃ kṣatriyo’si vai / 
purāṇaṃ jarjaraṃ cāpaṃ bhaṅktvā tvaṃ kathyase mudhā // 12 
asmiṁstu vaiṣṇave cāpa āropayasi cedguṇam / 
tadā yuddhaṃ tvayā sārdhaṃ karomi raghuvaṁśaja // 13 
no cetsarvānhaniṣyāmi kṣatriyāntakaro hyaham / 
iti bruvati vai tasmiṁścāla vasudhā bhṛśam // 14 

 
12-14. So if you are a true Kshatriya, have a one-on-one duel with me—you are getting 
yourself falsely praised by breaking a worn out, rusted, decrepit, old and decayed bow 
(12).  

Oh the one who has taken birth in the clan of Raghu! If you dare to string this 
‘Vaishnav bow’ (the bow of Lord Vishnu), I shall fight a duel with you (13). 
 Otherwise, I shall immediately kill you all because it is my wont (vow, 
determination, habit, temperament, inclination) to slay the Kshatriya (the warrior class) 
on this earth'. The earth repeatedly shook at these horrifying and shocking words of 
Parashuram (14). 
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vU/kdkjks cHkwokFk losZ"kkefi p{kq"kke~A 
jkeks nk'kjfFkohZjks oh{; ra HkkxZoa #"kkAA15AA 

/kuqjkfPN| r)LrknkjksI; xq.keŒtlkA 
rw.khjkn~ck.keknk;  la/kk;kd`";  oh;Zoku~AA16AA 

mokp HkkxZoa jkea Ük`.kq czãUopks eeA 
y{;a n'kZ; ck.kL; áeks?kks ee lk;d%AA17AA 

 

andhakāro babhūvātha sarveṣāmapi cakṣuṣām / 
rāmo dāśarathirvāro vākṣya taṃ bhārgavaṃ ruṣā // 15 
dhanurācchidya taddhastādātopya guṇamañjasā / 
tūṇārādbāṇamādāya saṁdhāyākṛṣya vāryavān // 16 
uvāca bhārgavaṃ rāmaṃ śṛṇu brahmanvaco mama / 
lakṣyaṃ darśaya bāṇasya hyamogho mama sāyakaḥ // 17 

 
15-17. Darkness (danger) loomed in front of everyone's eyes. The brave son of Dasrath, 
Sri Ram, looked fiercely and sternly at Parashuram, snatched the said Vaishnav bow from 
his hand, stringed it casually without any effort, pulled an arrow from his quiver, 
mounted it on the bow, pulled the string and contemptuously asked Parashuram, 'Oh 
Brahmin! Listen to me. My arrow does not go in vain. Show (tell) me a target for it 
immediately (15-17). 
 
yksdkUikn;qxa okfi on 'kh?kza eekK;kA 

v;a yksd% ijksokFk Ro;k xUrqa u 'kD;rsAA18AA 
,oa Roa fg çdrZO;a on 'kh?kza eekK;kA 

,oa  onfr  Jhjkes  HkkxZoks  foÑrkuu%AA19AA 
 

lokānpādayugaṃ vāpi vada śāghraṃ mamājñayā / 
ayaṃ lokaḥ paro vātha tvayā gantuṃ na śakyate // 18 
evaṃ tvaṃ hi prakartavyaṃ vada śāghraṃ mamājñayā / 
evaṃ vadati śrārāme bhārgavo vikṛtānanaḥ // 19 

 
18-19. Should I aim at the Lokas (i.e. various worlds which you have conquered by 
virtue of your righteousness, penances, austerities and noble deeds) or at your feet—out 
of these, I command you to show me one immediately. (I shall pierce it with this arrow 
and mind you—) You cannot go and hide or take shelter now either in this world or the 
next world (i.e. the terrestrial world and the heavens or the world of after-life) (18).  

Tell me immediately what shall I do with you (or how shall I treat you, or deal 
with you, for I have had enough of your arrogance and haughtiness)?’ Hearing such 
fearless, courageous and aggressive words of Sri Ram, Brighu's son Parashuram's face 
suddenly became sullen, dull and gloomy (i.e. he was totally taken aback and shell-
shocked at Sri Ram's bold, brave and fearless demeanours. Parashuram had never 
expected this, as he was accustomed to his Kshatriya opponents always kneeling down 
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before him and pleading for mercy,  and was therefore ill prepared for this sudden turn of 
events) (19). 

 
laLejUiwoZo`ÙkkUrfena opueczohr~A 

jke jke egkckgks tkus Roka ijesðkje~AA20AA 
iqjk.kiq#"ka fo".kqa txRlxZy;ksöoe~A 

ckY;s·ga rilk fo".kqekjk/kf;rqe°klkAA21AA 
pØrhFk± 'kqHka xRok rilk fo".kqeUoge~A 

vrks"k;a  egkRekua  ukjk;.keuU;/kh%AA22AA 
rr% çléks nsos'k% 'k¦pØxnk/kj%A 

mokp  eka  j?kqJs"B  çléeq[kiœtAA23AA 
 

saṁsmaranpūrvavṛttāntamidaṃ vacanamabravāt / 
rāma rāma mahābāho jāne tvāṃ parameśvaram // 20 
purāṇapuruṣaṃ viṣṇuṃ jagatsargalayodbhavam / 
bālye’haṃ tapasā viṣṇumārādhayitumañjasā // 21 
cakratārthaṃ śubhaṃ gatvā tapasā viṣṇumanvaham / 
atoṣayaṃ mahātmānaṃ nārāyaṇamananyadhāḥ // 22 
tataḥ prasanno deveśaḥ śaṅkhacakragadādharaḥ / 
uvāca māṃ raghuśreṣṭha prasannamukhapaṅkajaḥ // 23 

 
20-23. Then, remembering the episode of an earlier time, he humbly submitted, 'Oh Sri 
Ram! Oh the most brave and courageous one! I have now recognised you as the supreme 
Lord (Parmeshwar) (20).  

You are verily Lord Vishnu himself who is the very cause of creation, its 
sustenance and annihilation, and is the one who is famed in the Purans. During my 
childhood days, I wanted to please Lord Vishnu by way of Tapa (doing severe penances 
and austerities) (21)---- 

----and reached ‘Chakra Tirtha’ (literally, a religious site with a circular pond). 
There, I involved myself in daily and regular Tapa with great devotion, faith, conviction 
and intensity which pleased Vishnu (22).  

Oh the best in the clan of Raghu (Sri Ram)! At that time, the bearer of conch, 
discus and mace, blissful and cheerful Lord of Gods, Vishnu, said to me most happily 
(23)— 

 
JhHkxokuqokp 

 
mfÙk"B irlks czãUQfyra rs riks egr~A 

efPpna'ksu ;qäLRoa tfg gSg;iq¯oe~AA24AA 
dkrZoh;± fir`g.ka ;nFk± ril% Je%A 

rrfó%lIrÑRoLRoa gRok {kf=;e.Mye~AA25AA 
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śrābhagavānuvāca 
 
uttiṣṭha tapaso brahmanphalitaṃ te tapo mahat / 
maccidaṁśena yuktastvaṃ jahi haihayapuṅgavam // 24 
kārtavāryaṃ pitṛhaṇaṃ yadarthaṃ tapasaḥ śramaḥ / 
tatastriḥsaptakṛtvastvaṃ hatvā kṣtriyamaṇḍalam // 25 

 
24-25. The Lord said, 'Oh Brahmin! Conclude (wind-up) your austerities; your efforts 
are successful. You shall be empowered with a fraction of me (i.e. by a tiny part of my 
stupendous and potential powers). Slay Kartvirya who is the best in the clan of Haihay 
(haihayapuṅgavam) but is the killer of his own father (pitṛhaṇaṃ), and for which 
purpose you have done such severe penances and austerities (Tapa). After doing that, kill 
all the Kshatriyas on this earth twenty one times repeatedly (24-25).  
 
ÑRLuka Hkwfea d';ik; nÙok 'kkfUreqikogA 

=srkeq[ks  nk'kjfFkHkwZRok  jkeks·geO;;%AA26AA 
mRiRL;s ij;k 'kDR;k rnk nz{;fl eka rr%A 

eÙkst% iqujknkL;s Rof; nÙka e;k iqjkAA27AA 
rnk riúkj¡Yyksds fr"B Roa czã.kks fnue~A 

bR;qDRokUrnZ/ks nsoLrFkk lo± Ñra e;kAA28AA 
 

kṛtsanāṃ bhūmiṃ kaśyapāya dattvā śāntimupāvaha / 
tretāmukhe dāśarathirbhūtvā rāmo’hamavyayaḥ // 26 
utpatsye parayā śaktyā tadā drakṣyasi māṃ tataḥ / 
mattejaḥ punarādāsye tvayi dattaṃ mayā purā // 27 
tadā tapaścaraṁlloke tiṣṭha tvaṃ brahmaṇo dinam / 
ityuktvāntardadhe devastathā sarvaṃ kṛtaṃ mayā // 28 

 
26-28. After that, hand the earth over to sage Kashyap. Be blessed with peace and 
tranquility. I—who am an indestructible and eternal supreme Soul—shall take birth (i.e. 
reveal or manifest myself as an incarnation) as ‘Ram’ in the household of Dasrath in 
‘Treta Yug’ (the 2nd era of the four era celestial cycle of creation and destruction) (26).  

At that time, you shall see me with my supreme power (i.e. my infinite cosmic 
energy in the form of Sita). At that moment, I shall take back from you those immense 
powers that I am bestowing upon, or delegating to you now (27). 

After that, till the end of the Kalpa [equivalent to roughly 432 × 106 years], you 
would do austerities and penances and stay peacefully on this earth' (28). 

 
l ,o fo".kqLRoa jke tkrks·fl czã.kkfFkZr%A 

ef; fLFkra rq RoÙkstLRo;So iqujkâre~AA29AA 
v| es lQya tUe çrhrks·fl ee çHkksA 

czãkfnfHkjyH;LRoa  çÑrs%  ikjxks  er%AA30AA 
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Rof; tUekfn"kM~Hkkok u lUR;KkulaHkok%A 
fufoZdkjks·fl iw.kZLRoa xeukfnfooftZr%AA31AA 

 

sa eva viṣṇustvaṃ rāma jāto’si brahmaṇārthitaḥ / 
mayi sthitaṃ tu tvattejastvayaiva punarāhṛtam // 29 
adya me saphalaṃ janma pratāto’si mama prabho / 
brahmādibhiralabhyastvaṃ prakṛteḥ pārago mataḥ // 30 
tyayi janmādiṣaḍbhāvā na santyajñānasaṁbhavāḥ / 
nirvikāro’si pūrṇastvaṃ gamanādivivarjitaḥ // 31 

 
29-31. Oh Sri Ram! You are the same Vishnu. You have taken birth on the prayers of 
Brahma. Your immense powers which were vested in me till now have been taken back 
by you today (29).  

Today, I consider my life as worthy and successful (i.e. I feel extremely fortunate 
and privileged) that I have recognised you (as Lord Vishnu in your current form as Ram), 
more so because you are regarded as being inaccessible to even the creator Brahma and 
other exalted ones, as well as are beyond ‘Nature’ (30).  

You do not have ignorance-induced six faulty delusions, such as birth etc., which 
form an integral part of this creation. At the same time, you are free from wandering in 
the cycle of birth and death (or literally, the journey in various wombs as a mortal 
creature who has to repeatedly take birth due to its ignorance and the effects of the deeds 
done by it). You are faultless, changeless and complete in all respects (31). 
 
[Note—According to Mudgalo-panishad, 4/7 of the Rig Veda tradition, the six faulty 
delusions, called ‘Urmi’, that create fear, sorrows, agonies and pains to a creature 
mentioned above are the following:--(1) hunger, (2) thirst, (3) grief, (4) Moha (worldly 
attachments, illusions, entrapments), (5) horrors of old age, and (6) death.] 
 
;Fkk tys Qsutkya ?kwekS oÐkS ;Fkk Rof;A 

Ronk/kkjk Rof}"k;k ek;k dk;± l`tR;gksAA32AA 
;koUek;ko`rk yksdkLrkoÙoka u fotkursA 

vfopkfjrfl)S"kkfo|k fo|kfojksf/kuhAA33AA 
    

yathā jale phenajālaṃ dhūmo vahnau tathā tyayi / 
tvadādhārā tvadviṣayā māyā kāryaṃ sṛjatyaho // 32 
yāvanmāyāvṛtā lokāstāvattvāṃ na vijānate / 
avicāritasiddhaiṣāvidyā vidyāvirodhinā // 33 

 
32-33. Ah! Maya (delusions in this creation), which is dependent on you and which has 
you as its subject (in the sense that it prevents creatures from knowing the truth about you 
and your true form by keeping them deluded, but allows those upon whom you are 
pleased to learn the truth about you), creates various types of strange and mysterious 
worldly deeds and entanglements which are like foam in water and smoke from the fire 
(32).  
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As long as a person is covered by (i.e. sheathed, engulfed, enveloped, surrounded, 
entangled by, under the spell of) Maya, he cannot realise (understand, recognise) you and 
your true form. This ignorance and lack of truthful knowledge or dearth of self 
realisation, which is inimical (opposed) to knowledge, wisdom, erudition, enlightenment 
and realisation, exists only till the time no thought is given to it (that Maya is casting a 
net to trap the creature and keep it bound in shackles of ignorance like a slave unaware of 
his legal rights) (33). 

 
vfo|kÑrnsgkfnl«krs çfrfcfEcrkA 

fpPNfäthZoyksds·fLeu~ tho bR;fHk/kh;rsAA34AA 
;koísgeu%çk.kcq)îkkfn"ofHkekuoku~A 

rkoRdrZ`RoHkksä`Rolq[knq%[kkfnHkkXHkosr~AA35AA 
 

avidyākṛtadehādisaṅghāte pratibimbitā / 
cicchaktirjāvaloke’smin jāva ityabhidhāyate // 34 
yāvaddehamanaḥprāṇabuddhyādiṣvabhimānavān  / 
tāvatkartṛtvabhoktṛtvasukhaduḥkhādibhāgbhavet  // 35 

 
34-35. The reflection of the pure eternal consciousness obtained in the gross components 
of this mortal creation, such as in the body along with its bundle of other illusionary 
components, is mistakenly called a ‘Jiva’ (creature, an entity having life) in this mundane 
world. [In other words, the gross and perishable body which shows apparent signs of life 
because of the consciousness called Atma present inside it, is erroneously thought to be 
conscious itself, whereas the fact is on the contrary. So the body and other components of 
the creation, such as the mind and intellect, which exhibit signs of life, are called Jive or a 
living being.] This misconception is due to ignorance (34).  

The Jiva undergoes sorrows and happiness, the feeling of being a doer of deeds 
and therefore an enjoyer or a sufferer from its deeds or actions only till the time it has 
pride and ego associated with its body, with the powers of its mind and intellect, with the 
stamina, strength, vitality and vigour that the life-force called Pran gives to it, along with 
the stupendous powers and potentials that its intelligence and wisdom bestows upon it 
(35). 

 
vkReu%lal`frukZfLr cq)sKkZua u tkfRofrA 

vfoosdkn~};a ;q³~DRok lalkjhfr çorZrsAA36AA 
tML; fpRlek;ksxkfPpÙoa Hkw;kfPprsLrFkkA 

tMl¯kŒtMRoa fg tykXuîkksesZyua ;FkkAA37AA 
 

ātmanaḥ saṁsṛtirnāsti buddherjñānaṃ na jātviti / 
avivekāddvyayaṃ yuṅktvā saṁsārāti pravartate // 36 
jaḍasya citsamāyogāccittvaṃ bhūyāccitestathā / 
jaḍasaṅgājjaḍatvaṃ hi jalāgnyormelanaṃ yathā // 37 
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36-37. In reality, the Atma (microcosmic soul of the Jiva) has no relevance to the 
fictitious world of birth and death ,while the mind, acting independently, does not have 
the discriminatory powers of the intellect leading to wisdom, enlightenment and 
attainment or realisation of true knowledge of the ‘self’ (which is beyond logic and 
debates). Out of delusions and ignorance of the heart, the Jiva (creature) considers itself 
as ‘belonging to this world’, and consequentially indulges in various deeds and actions 
pertaining to the gross world (36).  

Even as contact between water and fire results in the former being influenced by 
the latter and vice versa, that is to say the water getting heated and the latter getting 
cooled, contact (i.e. union, interaction) between the inanimate (i.e. the mind-intellect) and 
the animate (i.e. the Atma, soul) results in the former getting affected (influenced) by the 
latter and vice-versa. That is, since the Atma residing inside the body of an ignorance 
driven creature has to interact with the outside world through the medium of the mind, it 
is erroneously led to think that it is doing such and such deed through the means of the 
body and is therefore the ‘doer’ of deeds and therefore also the one who enjoys and 
suffers from them. Similarly, the mind, being in close contact with the Atma during this 
intercourse, also mislead to think that it is the enlightened and wise conscious factor in 
the body of a creature. Both appear to have acquired the characters of the other (37). 

 
;koÙoRiknHkäkuka l¯lkS[;a u foUnfrA 

rkoRlalkjnq%[kkS?kké  fuorsZéj%  lnkAA38AA 
rRl¯yC/k;k HkDR;k ;nk Roka leqiklrsA 

rnk ek;k 'kuS;kZfr rkuoa çfri|rsAA39AA 
 

yāvattvatpādabhaktānāṃ saṅgasaukhyaṃ na vindati / 
tāvatsaṁsāraduḥkhaughānna nivartennaraḥ sadā // 38 
tatsaṅgalabdhayā bhaktyā yadā tvāṃ samupāsate / 
tadā māyā śanairyāti tānavaṃ pratipadyate // 39 

 
38-39. Till the time a person does not enjoy a constant company of those who are 
devoted to your lotus-like holy feet, he cannot get over the bundles of worldly sorrows, 
troubles, miseries and tribulations (38).  

When he starts to worship you with devotion, faith and dedication, which he has 
gradually acquired (imbibed) by constant, persistent, sincere and diligent contact with 
your ardent devotees, this Maya (delusions, ignorance) of yours, gradually, bit by bit, 
leaves him, and it becomes weak and ineffective over a period of time (39). 

 
rrLRoTKkulEié% ln~xq#Lrsu yH;rsA 

okD;kKkua xqjksyZC/ok RoRizlknkf}eqP;rsAA40AA 
rLekÙoöfäghukuka  dYidksfV'krSjfiA 

u eqfä'kœk foKku'kœk uSo lq[ka rFkkAA41AA 
 

tatastvajjñānasampannaḥ sadgurustena labhyate / 
vākyajñānaṃ gurorlabdhvā tvatprasādādvimucyate // 40 
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tasmāttvadbhaktihānānāṃ kalpakoṭiśatairapi / 
na muktiśaṅkā vijñānaśaṅkā naiva sukhaṃ tathā // 41 

 
40-41. Then that seeker finds a true teacher (a moral preceptor) who is rich with wisdom 
and is deeply steeped in the true knowledge pertaining to you. And having attained 
knowledge of the supreme truth or reality in the shape of ‘Maha Vakyas’ (the eternal 
truths; the great sayings of the Vedas) by the blessings (teachings) of the wise teacher, he 
gets emancipation and salvation by your grace and kindness (40).  

Hence, those who are devoid of your devotion and lack dedication in you, cannot 
expect to have, even by a remote chance, either emancipation and salvation (Mukti) or 
‘Brahma-Gyan’ (i.e. the knowledge of the true nature of the soul—that is, it is a 
microcosmic fraction of the vast macrocosmic supreme Soul of the creation called 
Brahm) in millions of Kalpas. [That is, almost eternally, perpetually, they will be 
entangled in the entrapping web cast by Maya in this mundane world and its incumbent 
cycle of birth and death as well as endless chain of miseries and torments.] Further, this is 
why there is no chance or scope of their ever having real, true happiness and bliss (41). 
 
[Note :- (1) The Upanishads are great exponents of the metaphysical and spiritual 
philosophy enshrined in the Vedas. They expound and elucidate what the Vedas 
essentially mean in a very effective manner. Let us briefly see here what the four 
Mahavakyas are as described in selected Upanishads.  
(a) Painglo-panishad, 3/2 of Shukla Yajur Veda says—‘Tattwa Masi’ = that essence is 
you; ‘Twam Tadasi’ = you are that; ‘Twam Brahmasi’ = you are Brahm; ‘Aham 
Brahmasi’ = I am Brahm. 
(b) Mandal Brahmino-panishad, 2/2/5 of the same Veda asserts—‘So-a-ham’ = that is 
me, while the same Upanishad, in 3/1/6, asserts ‘Twamewahameva Twamiti’ = you are I 
and I am you.  
 (c) Shukar Rahasyo-panishad, 21/1-4 of Krishna Yajur Veda says—‘Om 
Pragayanam Brahm’ = OM salutations! Enlightenment and truthful knowledge is Brahm 
and vice versa; ‘OM Aham Brahmasmi’ = OM salutations! I am that Brahm; ‘OM 
Tatwamasi’ = OM salutations! Verily, that essence is you; ‘OM Ayamatma Brahm’ = 
OM salutations! This Atma is indeed Brahm.  
 (d) An entire Upanishad called Mahavakyo-panishad of the Atharva Veda 
tradition is devoted to this subject. At other places in the different Upanishads also, there 
appear these glories axioms and maxims in different words but meaning the same truth. 

Some of them are the following:--(a) ‘Pragnanam Brahm’ = Consciousness is 
Brahm. It is extracted from Aitreya Upanishad of Rig Veda. (b) ‘Tat Twam Asi’ = That 
thou art. It is culled from Chandogya Upanishad in Sam Veda. (c) ‘Ayam Atma’ = This 
Self is Brahm. It is taken from Mandukya Upanishad of Atharva Veda. (d) ‘Aham Brahm 
Asmi’ = I am Brahm. It appears in the Brihardyanarkya Upanishad of Yajur Veda. The 
meaning of these 4 Mahavakyas are as following:— (a) The one and the same 
consciousness acts has the common substrata for both the macrocosm and microcosm. (b) 
That infinite all-pervading truth is the consciousness in you (i.e. the Jiva or the creature). 
(c) The Atma, which forms the very core, inner-self of a Jiva and forms its core 
personality, is the same as the universally prevalent supreme, absolute consciousness 
called the Brahm. (See also Uttar Kand, Canto 5, verse no. 27 and its footnote). (d) The 
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consciousness factor within the precincts of the creature's inner-self is the same as the 
supreme consciousness which is Brahm. As a natural, corollary, therefore, the Jiva 
becomes synonymous with Brahm.  
 (2) Emphasis is laid on attainment of the Lord's true knowledge by the path of 
Bhakti (pure, ardent, uncorrupted, dedicated devotion) as opposed to Gyan (reliance on 
knowledge, logic, intelligence, scriptural debates etc.).] 
 
vrLRoRikn;qxys HkfäesZ tUetUefuA 

L;kÙoöfäerka l¯ks·fo|k ;kH;ka fou';frAA42AA 
yksds   RoöfäfujrkLRo)ekZe`rof"kZ.k%A 

iqufUr yksdef[kya fda iqu%Lodqyksöoku~AA43AA 
 

atastvatpādayugale bhaktirme janmajanmani / 
syāttvadbhaktimatāṃ saṅgo’vidyā yābhyāṃ vinaśyati // 42 
loke tvadbhaktiniratāstvaddharmāmṛtavarṣiṇaḥ / 
punanti lokamakhilaṃ kiṃ punaḥsvakulodbhavān // 43 

 
42-43. Therefore, my only wish/desire is to devotedly worship you and have sincere and 
unwavering dedication, devotion and faith in your two holy feet. I should have company 
of your devotees for all my births and ages to come, because ignorance can be eliminated 
by these two ways (methods) only (42).  

In this world, those who remain engrossed in your Bhakti (sincere devotion), who 
are steadfastly vigilant and sincerely eager in having your devotion, who adore you and 
devotedly worship you, those who pour the nectar-like rain by way of preaching and 
elucidating upon, by way of highlighting and explaining the righteous, noble and upright 
path shown by you, which is called ‘Dharma’ —such persons not only purify and redeem 
the whole world at large but also those born in their own clan. There is no doubt about it 
(43). 
 
ueks·Lrq txrka ukFk ueLrs HkfäHkkouA 

ue% dk#f.kdkuUr jkepUnz ueks·Lrq rsAA44AA 
nso ;|RÑra iq.;a e;k yksdftxh"k;kA 

rRlo± ro ck.kk; Hkw;knzke ueks·Lrq rsAA45AA 
 

namo’stu jagatāṃ nātha namaste bhaktibhāvana / 
namaḥ kāruṇikānanta rāmacandra namo’stu te // 44 
deva yadyatkṛtaṃ puṇyaṃ mayā lokajigāṣayā / 
tatsarvaṃ tava bāṇāya bhūyādrāma namo’stu te // 45 

 
44-45. Oh Lord of the world! I bow before you in reverence and adoration. Oh the one 
who loves sincere devotion and faith! I bow before you to pay my obeisance. Oh the 
merciful, compassionate one! Oh the one without an end (i.e. the eternal one)! I bow 
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before you in reverence. Oh Sri Ramchandra! I repeatedly bow before you to pay my 
respects and deep regard (44).  

Oh Lord! Whatever righteous and noble deeds that I have done with the object of 
attaining the divine and glorious world characterised by righteousness, nobility, good 
virtues and deeds—let all those worlds be the target of your arrow (see verse no. 15-18). 
[That is, let all my good deeds and their effects be nullified by your arrow because I have 
sinned against you by misbehaving with you besides becoming haughty and arrogant, 
something that does not behoove the stature of an exalted Brahmin clan in which I am 
born. Let this be my punishment!]  Oh Sri Ram! I submit myself before you with a bowed 
head' (45). 

 
rr% çléks Hkxoku~ Jhjke% d#.kke;%A 

çléks·fLe ro czãU;Ùks eufl orZrsAA46AA 
nkL;s rnf[kya dkea ek dq#"ok= la'k;e~A 

rr% çhrsu eulk HkkxZoks jkeeczohr~AA47AA 
 

tataḥ prasanno bhagavān śrārāmaḥ karuṇāmayaḥ / 
prasanno’smi tava brahmanyatte manasi vartate // 46 
dāsye tadakhilaṃ kāmaṃ mā kuruṣvātra saṁśayam / 
tataḥ prātena manasā bhārgavo rāmamabravāt // 47 

 
46-47. Then the most merciful and compassionate Lord Ram became pleased with him 
and said, 'Oh Brahmin! I am pleased. I shall fulfill all the wishes of your heart; do not 
doubt it'. At this assurance, Parashuram was happy and he said to Sri Ram (46-47)— 
 
;fn es·uqxzgks jke rokfLr e/kqlwnuA 

Roöäl¯LRoRikns n`<k Hkfä% lnkLrq esAA48AA 
Lrks=esrRiBs|Lrq Hkfäghuks·fi loZnkA 

roöfäLrL; foKkua Hkw;knUrs Le`frLroAA49AA 
 

yadi me’nugraho rāma tavāsti madhusūdana / 
tvadbhaktasaṅgastvatpāde dṛḍhā bhaktiḥ sadāstu me // 48 
stotrametatpaṭhedyastu bhaktihāno’pi sarvadā / 
tvadbhaktistasya vijñānaṃ bhūyādante smṛtistava // 49 

 
48-49. 'Oh Madhusudan Ram (i.e. the most beautiful, charming, attractive and enchanting 
Ram who keeps the heart in thrall)! If you are pleased with me, let me have constant 
communion with your devotees and have strong, steadfast and unwavering devotion, 
faith, dedication and conviction for your holy lotus-like feet (48).  

Besides this, if any non-believer or one who is devoid of devotion, faith, 
conviction, dedication and worship (towards/for you) reads or recites this Stotra 
(devotional hymns), let him be blessed with your devotion and faith, let him have 
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endearment and affection for you, let him become enlightened, realised and a wise one, 
and let him remember you at the end (i.e. at the time of his death)' (49). 

 
rFksfr jk?kos.kksä% ifjØE; ç.kE; re~A 

iwftrLrnuqKkrks    egsUnzkpyeUoxkr~AA50AA 
jktk n'kjFkks â"Vks jkea e`rfeokxre~A 

vkfy¯îkkfy¯îk g"ksZ.k us=kH;ka tyeqRl`tr~AA51AA 
 

tatheti rāghaveṇoktaḥ parikramya praṇamya tam / 
pūjitastadanujñāto mahendrācalamanvagāt // 50 
rajā daśaratho hṛṣṭo rāmaṃ mṛtamivāgatam / 
āliṅgyāliṅgya harṣeṇa netrābhyāṃ jalamutsṛjat // 51 

 
50-51. Thereafter, when Sri Ram assured him by saying 'It shall be so', Parashuram 
reverentially circumambulated him and bowed his head before him, and after being 
worshipped and honoured himself by Sri Ram in return, he proceeded to Mt. Mahendra 
(50).  

King Dasrath thought that Sri Ram has returned back from the jaws of death. He 
enthusiastically and full of thrill embraced Sri Ram repeatedly, and rained tears of relief, 
joy and exhilaration from his eyes (51).  
[Note:-The meeting place with Parashuram was during the marriage ceremony at 
Janakpur according to Tulsidas' Ram Charit Manas and not en-route to Ayodhya.] 
 
rr% çhrsu eulk LoLFkfpÙk% iqja ;;kSA 

jkey{e.k'k=q?uHkjrk    nsolaferk%A 
Loka Loka Hkk;kZeqiknk; jsfejs LoLoefUnjsAA52AA 

ekrkfir`H;ka laâ"Vks jke% lhrklefUor%A 
jses oSdq.BsHkous fJ;k lg ;Fkk gfj%AA53AA 
 

tataḥ prātena manasā svasthacittaḥ puraṃ yayau / 
rāmalakṣmaṇaśatrughnabharatā devasaṃmitāḥ / 
svāṃ svāṃ bharyāmupādāya remire svasvamandire // 52 
mātāpitṛbhyāṃ saṁhṛṣṭo rāmaḥ sātāsamanvitaḥ / 
reme vaikuṇṭhabhavane śriyā saha yathā hariḥ // 53 

 
52-53. After that, all of them (i.e. the marriage party) arrived at Ayodhya with a 
delighted and cheerful heart and mind. There, Sri Ram, Laxman, Bharat and Shatrughan 
began enjoying their conjugal lives with their respective spouses in palaces which were 
like the abode of Gods (i.e. were as majestic and comfortable as the abode of the Gods in 
the heavens) (52).  

Along with Sita, Sri Ram enhanced the happiness of his parents and lived 
cheerfully just like Lord Vishnu resides with Laxmi in his abode called Vaikuntha (53). 
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;q/kkftéke dSds;hHkzkrk Hkjrekrqy%A 
Hkjra usrqekxPNRLojkT;a çhfrla;qr%AA54AA 

çs"k;kekl Hkjra jktk LusglefUor%A 
'k=q?ua  pkfi  laiwT;  ;q/kkftrefjUne%AA55AA 

 

yudhājinnāma kaikeyābhrātā bharatamātulaḥ / 
bharataṃ netumāgacchatsvarājyaṃ prātisaṁyutaḥ // 54 
preṣayāmāsa bharataṃ rājā snehasamanvitaḥ / 
śatrughnaṃ cāpi saṃpūjya yudhājitamarindamaḥ // 55 

 
54-55. During that period, Kaikeyi's brother and maternal uncle of Bharat, named 
Yuddhajeet, came there (at Ayodhya) to lovingly take Bharat to his place (54).  

The king (Dasrath), who was a vanquisher of enemies, welcomed and duly 
honoured Yudhajit, and at his affectionate request, he sent Bharat and Shatrughan with 
him (55). 

 
dkSlY;k 'kq'kqHks nsoh jkes.k lg lhr;kA 

nsoekrso ikSyksE;k 'kP;k 'kØs.k 'kksHkukAA56AA 
 

kausalyā śuśubhe devā rāmeṇa saha sātayā / 
devamāteva paulomyā śacyā śakreṇa śobhanā // 56 

 
56. Mother Kaushalya looked as magnificent and adorable in the company of Sri Ram 
and Sita as Aditi, the mother of Gods, looks along with Shachi, the daughter of Pulom, 
and Indra, the king of Gods (56). 
 
lkdsrs yksdukFkçfFkrxq.kx.kks yksdl¯hrdhfrZ% 

Jhjke% lhr;kLrs·f[kytufudjkuUnlUnksgewfrZ% 
fuR;JhfuZfoZdkjks fujof/kfoHkoks fuR;ek;kfujklks 

ek;kdk;kZuqlkjh euqt bo lnk Hkkfr nsoks·f[kys'k%AA57AA 
 

sākete lokanāthaprathitaguṇagaṇo lokasaṅgātakārtiḥ  
  śrārāmaḥ sātayāste’khilajananikarānandasandohamūrtiḥ / 
nityaśrārnirvikāro niravadhivibhavo nityamāyānirāso  
  māyākāryānusārā manuja iva sadā bhāti devo’khileśaḥ // 57 

 
57. He—whose glorious virtues and good characters are famed with Brahma and 
other Lokpals (custodians of the world), whose divine glories, good fames and 
stupendous accomplishments are lauded and sung in all the worlds, who is an 
embodiment of happiness, bliss, peace and tranquility of all humans put together (i.e. the 
whole humanity), who is eternal, infinite and changeless, who is a treasury of majesty, 
radiance, splendour, elegance, dignity and beauty, who is faultless and without blemishes, 
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and who, though being perpetually beyond the purview of Maya (delusions, ignorance, 
illusions, hallucinations, misconceptions et al.), still behaves and appears as if he were an 
ordinary person, follows the ordinary norms set by the creator for human beings, and 
appears to pursue worldly deeds and does them like ordinary humans—that all-pervading, 
all-encompassing supreme and the only Lord of the creation, Lord Ram, took up 
residence in Ayodhya (Saket), accompanied by his divine consort Sita (57).                      
  
                                      
 
                                          ---------------********-------------- 
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